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ADSORPTION

By ALEXANDER KING, MJSc f A.R.G&, DJLC

Imperial College of Science and Technology

THE phenomenon of adsorption was first remarked by
Scheele in 1773 and received the attention of most of the

masters of chemical science of the time. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century de Saussure carried out a quanti-
tative investigation which established the fact that all

porous substances such as wood, charcoal, asbestos, meer*

shaum, &c, take up various gases, heat being evolved in the

process. Adsorption was defined as the concentration or
retention of substances at surfaces. The decolorizing and

deodorizing properties of charcoal were early applied in

industry while knowledge of adsorption was in a still very

rudimentary state. At present adsorption is receiving very
intensive study, some 3,000 papers on the subject having
appeared during the last decade.

Adsorption is a universal phenomenon occurring at

every solid and liquid surface; its extent depends on surface

area and is, therefore, small on liquidsand crystalline solids,

where its influence is not usually of primary importance,

Adsorption may take place by many different types of

mechanism, no one theory being capable of explaining
all the different manifestations of the phenomenon*

S&rption has been proposed as a general term to cover
the various processes by means of which molecules miy
be removed from a gas or a liquid by a surface, especially
if the nature of the process is not specified, When a gas
is put into contact with an adsorbent such as charcoal
there is a rapid decrease in the volume or pressure of the

gas, which is completed within a few seconds; this is mutlly
a physical process since it can be carried out with the inert

gases, and consists in the condensation or mtmrptim of
molecules on the surface of the adsorbent* After this rapid
intake of ps by the solid, there i$ a slow sorption of ps
which may continue for long periods and is dye to diffusion

of the molecules along cracks or capillaries, or to absorption
or solid solution in the interior of the adsorbent. The
initial fixation may also be chemical in nature and Jetd to
the formation of a surface compound, in which am if is

known as cfomftwpftoi. It has long been ratlted that

adsorption and catalysis are intimately related* hence many
adsorbent surfaces are efficient catalysts; the adsorption
cum catalytic effect of many surfaces is effective in indut*
trial purification processes.

He Liquid Suffice

In the Interior ofa liquid or solid, each molecule or ion is,

on the average* symmetrically surrounded by other mote*

cules* and there is thus no residual attraction in any parti-
cular direction. If the surface layer only is considered
different conditions am found to piwall; ateh surface
molecule or ion is attracted inwards and to each tide by Its

neighbours, but there is no compensating outward foroe to
balance the inward pull, and so every surface possesses t

strong inward attraction perpendicular to th surface, In

liquids, where there is complete molecular mobility, this

foroe tends to reduce the surface and gives rise to all the

forces associated with surface tension, The surface of a
liquid Is thus a seat of energy, and work must be done if its

aim is to be extended.

The surface energy of any system will tend to reduce to a

minimum; if, therefore, a substance is dissolved in a

liquid, the molecules of solute and solvent will distribute

themselves in such a manner that the surface tension is ts

low as possible. Now if solvent molecules attract one

another las strongly than they do solute molecules, the

presence of the latter at the surface will increase the surface

tension and* owing to the mobility of the system solute*

will tend to be pulled into the liquid and accumulate in it

away from the surface, If, on the other hand, solute mote*

cults have smaller fields of forces than solvent! molecules,

they will be subjected to a smaller inward attraction from

the surface, and will thus tend to accumulate there with a

resultant lowering of the surface tension* In other words,
a dissolved substance will be adsorbed it the surface of t

liquid if it can thereby bring about a towering of ihe surface

tension; if it raises the surface tension Ihe solute will collect

in the bulk of the liquid away from the surface layer

will be neptively adsorbed. This fundamental relation*

ship is expressed quantitatively by the Gibbs equation;

*

where U is the excess of substance at the interface* C its

concentration in the volume af liquid, & the surface tension*

R the gas constant . and T the absolute temperature,

Generally* minute concentrations, of suitable materials

arc sufficient to bring about i finite reduction in surface

tension, this being easily understood when it is realised that

a unimolccular layer adsorbed at the surface is sufficient to

bring it about,

The concept of ihe unimolecuiar layer ii lUndamentit! in

all adsorption studies* The reality of monomolccutar films

on liquid and solid surface* has been demonstrated by

optical, thermal* electrical, and chemical methods. Especi-

ally interesting in this connexion is the work ofN . K Adam
and albert (!) cm films of organic materials, which has

yielded evidence of the stale m well of the existence of

ummolccular films. It appears that the molecule* of the

unimolcculttr layer are always orientated in the lame direc-

tion; thus with a good aqueous surface tension deprwser
inch is soap# il if found that the molecules arc arranged
with their main carbon atom mm perpendicular to the

surface, the polar end of the molecule being submerged and
the hydrocarbon chain projecting out of the water. It it

noticed that the group* which tend to pull molccuk* Into

the water are normally those which confer solubility to

organic compounds, Monomolccular films on liquids may
exist in different physical states, corresponding to the solid,

liquid, or gaseous suites of ordinary ihrec-dimemiona!

physics, them being definite energies of transformation

between the states. There is evidence that

films on solids are also orientated.

SoiW Surftee

The properties of the solid surface, although governed

essentially by the same factors, are profoundly modified by
the rigidity of the surface atoms, which prevents the numi*
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festation of surface-tension effects. The surface energy of
a solid, however, also strives to reduce itself and this is

accompanied just as in the case of liquids, by adsorption.
The study of energy relationships at the solid interface is

difficult owing to the enormous complexity of the surface,

which in the case of highly porous substances such as char-

coal may be so great that no two adjacent atoms possess the

same energy. Unfortunately the large proportion of the

work on adsorption has been carried out with complex
commercial adsorbents of this type which can fix large and
thus easily measurable amounts of material. Owing to

surface complexity such results are seldom of use in dis-

covering the mechanisms of the processes involved and
indeed it is almost impossible to obtain reproducible results ;

probably no two samples of charcoal surfaces with proper-
ties quantitatively and qualitatively identical have ever

been prepared. Information of more theorical importance
is obtained from studies of adsorption on the surfaces of

metals and polar crystals.

Surface energy is reduced by adsorption: a system such

as that represented in Fig. 1, for example, must possess

W W W w W
/\ interior of /\

metal

FIG. 1.

at its surface, strong coh6sional forces similar to those

which hold the metal together in the interior ofthe lattice.

Such forces are chemical in nature and suggest that surface

energy would be reduced by combination of the surface

atoms with some readily accessible gas with which the metal

is normally capable of reacting, and it is, in practice, very
difficult to free many surfaces from oxygen. Initial proof
of the existence of surface compounds unimolecular

chemisorbed layers came from Langmuir's work [11,

1913-16], on the tungsten filament. At low pressures a
ummolecular film of oxygen was adsorbed on the metal,

which was stable even at 2,000. The presence of this film

could be demonstrated by its effect in lowering the electron

emission of the filament, in inhibiting the dissociation of

hydrogen, and in combining with further amounts ofoxygen
to form the normal oxide which remained as a visible layer

on the surface below 1,000 C yet distilled off at higher

temperatures. These and other properties could only be

explained by assuming that the oxygen in the form of

atoms was bound to the surface by ordinary chemical

forces as is represented in Fig. 2.

W W W W W
/\ interior of /\

metal

FIG. 2.

When carbon monoxide is allowed to react with a

tungsten filament at low temperatures, a ummolecular

layer is chemically attracted, presumably with the forma-

tion of a surface carbonyi as indicated in Fig. 3. On
raising the temperature, W C O, distils off showing
that the chemical linkage between the carbon monoxide

and the metal is stronger than that which holds the

atoms of tungsten together.
o o o o o
11

i i i

"

f f f f
*

..w w w w w

w w w w w
/\ interior of /\

metal

FIG. 3.

In a similar manner many other surfaces may be covered

with unimolecular layers of chemically held atoms or radi-

cals, that of carbon, for example, being normally covered

by an oxide film. At low temperatures charcoal adsorbs

oxygen by physical forces and on evacuating the adsorbent

the gas can be recovered in the elementary condition. At
higher temperatures the oxygen becomes chemically
attached and cannot be recovered by lowering the pressure;
on heating the charcoal the oxygen is finally obtained but

in the form of oxides of carbon [17, 1912; 18, 1929]. Sur-

face compounds are of special significance in the study of

specific adsorption and catalysis at surfaces.

Surface energy can be reduced by retention of molecules

by physical as well as by chemical forces, true absorption

being a more widespread phenomenon than its chemical

counterpart. Physical adsorption is due to the same
cohesional force that causes, for example, the liquefication

of the inert gases and is, therefore, often referred to as van
der Waals adsorption. While chemisorption is an irrever-

sible process, physical adsorption is reversible.

Van der Waals forces are little affected by the presence of

other molecules; thus the first layer of adsorbed molecules

will thus still have van der Waals forces emanating from

them and should be able to adsorb further layers of ad-

sorbate. Such forces, however, only become appreciable at

pressures near the saturated vapour pressure, since they are

of the same order as those operating between the molecules

of a gas, in which condensation can only take place when
the concentration is sufficiently high.

It has long been known that the vapour pressure above

the meniscus ofa liquid in a narrow capillary is lower than

that of the free liquid at the same temperature; in other

words, a vapour will condense at a lower pressure in a

porous solid composed of minute capillaries than it would
at a plane surface, a fact which is obviously connected with

the phenomenon of adsorption. Assuming that the typical

adsorbent consists of an inert rigid aggregate of cylindrical

micropores in which the adsorbate is held in the form of

liquid with a concave meniscus, then the pressure (pO above

the meniscus is less than that (p) above a plane surface at

the same temperature. The quantitative relationship is

given by the Kelvin equation;

p^Rfr*
where v is the volume of the liquid, a its surface tension, and
r the radius of the capillary. Thus if a vapour below its

critical temperature is brought into contact with the porous

adsorbent, it should condense as a liquid in all pores which

have a radius smaller than that calculated for the particular

value ofp from the above equation. Assuming this capil~

lory condensation mechanism to be operative, it is possible

by combination of the adsorption isotherm with the Kelvin

equation to obtain a structural analysis of the adsorbent.
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Attempts have been made to apply capillary condensa-

tion as a general theory of adsorption, hut in illustration of

the arguments against thm may be mentioned the fact that

the magnitude of pore radii* as calculated above* is often of

the same order or even less than that of the adsorbed mole*

eule$ and also that there is little difference in the adsorption
of a gas above and below its critical temperature. From the

great rmra of available data on the adsorption of vapour*

by porous adsorbents we may conclude that capillary con*

dentition must undoubtedly occur and is probably the

most important factor when the pressure of the vapour i*

approaching saturation; for gases above their critical

tanpentturt md for vapoum at low relative pressures il is

certainly inoperative,

It is a wJ!*known fact that the amount of tutotanee

adsorbed it a given pressure decreases with rise in tenrtpen*

ture m must be the case since the heat of adiorption ii

a
Ul
CO

s

I

TIMPIR&TORC
Fw, 4

always positive. A typical isobar is itpramUNi by Fig. .

curve 4, A few aynema have recently bean invaatipsied
|5, I930; 13, I932J, in whteh ihu iintmr hm fh anoiMloua
shape of Fig, 4 md CK indfcatiiis that adsorption is

actually incitaaiiif with temperatiw on mm purl of the
curve, In thaia imufKe* it is invtrtabty found thai tha
lime minimi An c^uilshrmm u short on the tow
tuns part of the curve tnd much tenprm the higher
pamiimpart. !tihmi^m*4^ftwnpfi>cc*^, af^t
tnd a alow, are taking ptec tide by Ate at tbt higher
lempantttm. Ip mm Si k po**hk? actually to tsti-

mate the quanuiic* ukco up in C4*<h way The bait of

temperamrc r^|^ mdkait* a Aornmi

van dcr Waals adsorption* while thai for ihc higher tern*

pcratures is of a higher order, Furlhcr, ihc slow, high

icirif>erauirc process p^^ftc^sc^ a temperature CiKfTicicnt, so

fhut from ihc vchKily coefficient* at two tempcraturc an

energy of activation c^in he ciiJculiitcxi. in order to explain

these facts Taylor J20, 193 1} postulafcs a further type of

adsorption which he terms Acthvttrd orteir^iiVw which will

proceed at an immeasurably slow rate at low temperatures,,

but which, on raising the temperature, ultimately becomes

very fast. In the actual isobar, curve H represents the van
tier Walk adsorption while ( thown that of the activated

ndtorption which in ihc dotted region before the point of

inflection X of the experimental curve is immeasurably
slow, An might be predicted* an enhanced equilibrium
value at a given law temperature cun be obtained by

allowing the iptati to atuun equilibrium si A high tempera-
ture and then omling down. In activated adsorption the

udboiicwi fotxen are probably ebcmloil in nature, the pro*
ce contisting in the convention of a unimokcular layer

ttf ph|nically held makcules to the chemttorbed condition,

It itould be noied here that numy of the experimental facii

of ttclivaiol idiorption am be inierpfttaicd by other

me*sm t vj/. dlipto^ftwnl of impuntim from the surface

{3, 1932) ind dimnlim into the inlerior |2J, 19.11 J,

in am:ludin this section, mention should be made of a

process of ffacifcmhtwfflitm which is efTcctive in the many
purification pfwaitet in which the impurities are particki
of cdlteidul dimenttons. Silica $rt whkh t neantively

charged will remove pHiti%"e colloidal partickfis^ whereas

pimitivcly eh^rpfd adsorbents twch at alumina will remove
the maw common negative cottaidi. All eomnwdal
ndtorbenis art charfs^d colloids of the tcilid fcmm type and

in the nonna! way, prtlclat charpcd in the

the ccifiiliied impuilt^i being retained

within the pores, Thii impor$Anl pmorai it ihui to be

r&pnkil as an ttampk of myi
thtn of \?m adaorptkm.

Hit

For mru pnatoil fwirpotw It it nwettary to eupwr^i the

nrUitjemnhip beiwmt the wei^ii f il of iyNlamt adsorbed

by i given weight (w) of i4infbci mJ the conoentration

(or in tfe? case of a pa, the pressure) of idtofbile C^i, Thto

ftmcikwt: *

or Its gi^piiiCaJ fi*H&$i)iiiiiof) nt a given i^fttixjf^uif^ it

kmmn t the idtcirptton (aotherm. Aa adsorption am be

retarded a* ihc dtefilNitkm of i ^itl^um-'c Sct^ctn two

ph^tc*. it might he tpp*j*cd thii the amounl ful*mt*xJ

per unit wd^l of wmM be diractly proportkMial
10 the iquifibrium omiamifiiimt in anak^iui Wiimwrr to

the Ha>r>
*

law rttatk^nhip for tlw toluNltiy of m
M t^uii of nurtKtma ini^Kifiii^ it nwy bi

! thtt, white si km prattira or coiKcniraUtin* ihk ii

^ the OIM dtviaikw bco^m con^4c^bk g Mxtn
n medium cxnxcmraiion* n^ reached, the iimmit id*

at % ^vcn amccimiMHX* being much hwi than il

bt if Hcmy *$ law ira^ still vtiid, Tlwi the

tmn iiothenn ia as a rute, omoivt to ihc prawurt tnl is

in Fig. 3, wham i number of toihmim for

kd to iha

known at tht Frt?undUch

of ihc
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k and n are constants for a given system at a given tempera-
ture and have no physical significance. This equation does
not reduce, at low values of x and p, to the Henry's law
relationship characteristic of adsorption at low pressures,

1675

(OP
Fia 5, Some typical adsorption isotherms on charcoal. A. Water;
B. Toluene; C. Benzole acid (in water); D. Nitrogen at C;

E. Krypton at 0* C. Curve B is the most typical.

but it does hold fairly well over restricted pressure ranges
and for systems of widely different character. On plotting
log x against logp, a curve, rectilinear over small distances
but nearly always slightly concave to the log p axis is

obtained. Owing to its versatility the Freundlich isotherm
offers a usefW and widely used method of expressing and
comparing adsorption results. As a means of elucidating
the mechanism of the adsorption process it is useless owing
to its empirical nature and consequently numerous other

attempts have been made to devise an equation based on
theoretical considerations. Langmuir, assuming that ad-

sorption results in the formation of unimolecular surface

films, and regarding the process as being essentially kinetic

in nature, arrives at the expression

for adsorption at a homogeneous, plane surface [12, 1915-

ISJ* It will be noticed that this equation reduces to the

Henry's law relationship for low values of p> while for

high pressures x/m b -~ a constant, the adsorption

tending to a maximum, saturation value.

The Langmulr equation is, in general, somewhat more
satisfactory than that of Freundlich but the constants are

still empirical and incapable of deduction from the mecha-
nism postulated. The most important contribution of

Langmuir is that of the uaimolecular layer, which, as we
have already seen, is now supported by direct experimental
evidence and may b taken as the generally accepted view*

Probably the most significant feature of the experiment-

ally obtained isotherm is the large amount of adsorption at

exceedingly low pressures or concentrations (cf. initial part
of curve Bf Fig* 5). It is this which enables small amounts
of impurities to be jnemoved by the adsorbent from dilute

solution in a liquid or a gas and thus makes possible its

practical application.

Until recently it has always been assumed that the
amount of material adsorbed is a continuous function of
the pressure, but evidence has accumulated within the last

few years which suggests that the adsorption isotherm may

50 100 150 200
Mg CCf4 per gm. silica gel,

FIG. 6. Adsorption of carbon tetrachloride on silica gel

(Allmand and Burrage).

be discontinuous, being composed ofa series ofintersecting
curves, so small that one continuous curve is generally
drawn with the individual points lying somewhat irregu-

larly about it. In some cases, as in that of the adsorption
of carbon tetrachloride on silica gel (Fig. 6), the isotherms
seem to consist of a series of rectangular steps [2, 1931 ; 6,

1933]. The experimental technique on which these results

are based seems to be sufficiently sensitive but no satisfac-

tory explanation has yet been proposed.

Complex Nature of the Solid Surface Active Centres

The limited mobility of the atoms of a solid causes the
surface structure to remain in the state in which it was
formed unless very drastic measures (such as polishing) are

taken to modify it. When the bright surface of a metal
is examined microscopically it is seen to consist ofnumerous
pits and elevations, and there is every reason to suppose
that the submicroscopic structure is even more irregular;
even in the case of optically perfect crystals, the existence

of deep fissures so called Smeckal crackshas been

proved. The surface of a piece of bright nickel may be

represented diagramatically thus:

i r
Ni Nl

Ni Ni

-_-~ ~

i_Ki_Ki~~Ni~-IH Ni N NI NiN!

Ni Ni--Nibody of the metal~~Ni-~NI NI

Fio, 7.

It is immediately obvious that even in the relatively simple
case of a metal there is a considerable variation in the

position and manner of linkage of the surface atoms and
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that phywotl mud chemical properties mutt vary from atom
to atom 0ra flie surface* odt, peak and conwr atoms being
especially active, When mom complicated surfaces such
as charcoal or activated enrih** which have been formed

quickly hy disruptive action, an; considered, it is clear that

ihere are infinite possibilities for the formation c*f pits and
cavittai reuniting in variability of surface properties.

Ttws <c*trcmc activity of a *mall portion of a surface is

very mur&ed in catalytic reactions in which the intermediate

formation of adsorption complies it an important
mechanism. In mim case* surface heterogeneity is itself

tioowiiry far catalysis. Thua while chemically reduced

copper is an <e*cclfent oxidising catalyst, the metal deposited

by electrolysis from aqueous solution is quite inactive

(I5J924J,

tty far the weightiest evidence for the existence of active

centres, that it to say the small portions of the surface

which p**$wii a greater activ ty for adsorption and c^talynii
than the rest, comes fh*m a study of catal>st poisoning. In

many instances catalytic activity may h? diminished or
even completely inhibited hy tenacious adsorption cif nome
foreign substance, m quantity greatly insufficient to form
it uitimotocuiar lnycr over the whole iurtk f J9, 1925; 4 f

WSJ, An imprest*w UlutirBtion of this emerge fhwt* the

worfc of Vavon and Hunan (21. 1922J on th* effect of

poisons on the hydropmiilcm of organic amipound* In the

WAI M0 to ftMrtlilflta ihf reduction ofdiprapyl Iwrtowe; altar

of n men trace of curtHin disulphid* tht *ur

beoum itifrt for Ihti taicuon, Imit wii nill okf^bte <C
(>n the ddimvwon of furtlwf nmmll

*>ut muoherwnv; win still iJjiAtkcii, it m thus ckar itMt

$4niinum Na< K nuwt amium at l^tt thrw icvcU of turfice

pf iryin|t ictivity. In i ^ttniltf manner it Imt bam lUunvn

thai i^ chaiaiil turfacc o^iiaifii portitwii of greit. of
mtfditim, uml %f low wtivity , llw high activity of the mtiw
mnum it ilm j>fMvxtl by the f^:i ihut the h^t 0f ^a*orpuun
ftf i cteo dmncttil iurfkcc for the flint trices of oxygen.
waffleteni to cover only utmll flnctkm of it, i* 224,000 osl.

i in cpmpir^n it it^uU he ffiited itwt th? kmi of own*
bunion cf tolid auton i 97.000 ail and of i*in oirbon
JW,000 oil, {$4. 1927 J. fi would that wim that the atoms

forming the active centres of mtfam in> in i Mate inter-

Ihit of pit ^ruJ idld, *hch ii c*0ui> the

0f tflkin cnv^iped in I ^ 7 for the p^k itimm af a

solid sufftoe,

idiviiy Ciininhuieil fo i surfiN^ by Hi

hy

ind
, he nm<k with ite uimtnt C4ti<>

vc unifies rr^y mil i>

of ci^iofauon tiich at

the prt*j^ti*c* af {he ^cnvc centra
raltt^l lo the ttmctyne of tt^ ttrpr* inert

cm in

11 noi

Hie fid thai i iu)nAanot b capihte f

turfing t^irtUvdy iarp afmynti
in iindf imfficmi la nuke the

fur ptinikaUort |^ifpoei, n*

t*Jric?mnmg frani minima i>rctmiptmmH, unmlt ammiii
ofmfNiiiu*~ ii miMl duflny tdocnw actwrn

ttfp^y a mdiicr pf ilie dtcmioil

ftd*arbm( and tdtort^lt, An c\odlem

lion of this ii offered by the contrasting propcrtkai of silica

gel and charcoal The former uubsfunce is strongly hydro*
philk and is thus continually striving to b0:ome hydritad;
m the proiciKt of water vapour therefore* oilK?r sytntafoei
adsorbed on the pi surface will lend to be displaced by the

water, Silica gel it thus the adsorbent par excellence for

drying purpa^^ hut its use as a rtfinitig adwrbcnt for

rnixluro, which may contain moiiturc. is limited for tlte

^mc rotson. Apart from its predilection for water* silica

yd is remarkably unspectfk in action, Charcoal, on the
other hand, is usually hydmphcibk and &d$orNd water ii

immediately displaced by hydrocarbon or other organic
vapoun; thus this substance will act m in cUkient pts
rwik tdiwrbcnt cwn in nil atmosphere natymtcdi with
water vapour, The chan^al lurfnoc i* rich in active centre*

which favour speciflc netcnii0n by chemtorption and ii*

*cqi>cntly dtalytic action.

The nature of the ndidfbate is of importJinao even with
an inert adior^itc and, as is mentioned In Siagner*s paper
on add tnetact cb>% p, I6W. practically til adiiarbenii will

c*iract from a miaiunf of organic compounds, flnt th03
with umatumtad litikifet, then tminai ind other mtropii*
titlphur and o^yp com*mim# nmteoilei, with latutmtal

hydimaLrbom last of ill In aieri) we may conclude that

il>c spodlk iKUrm of an vlv>r bent ii clo^ch nelitc^l to thr

chcmoj! nature of in surfim and aipccially cif its active

In cirt^r ta prtnlmx a^nrbeiiti in m effkknt

they hav pt*$jnlly to b actuated by cither diemiati or
heal tf^itmtnt* TJw* mlica fcl hai tn tx1

f relied to rid 11

df wittr and in i utmtfar itMnncr bauniif mutt be rimtmi
to pitHJiK^ the partim nd*of hem pi 11^ mrid trcitment of

clap is a ftartlwr important enampte of activation, whkh i*

tasted ct%c\vhcrc by Siap^r in hii artkk 0n Aad4reaiml
Clayt. The tctivation of charvoal is a somewhat mone

matter* but illttfimia w^ll UK pmrai pm
i invertved in the production of an tfflBctlw idb0rbcnt,

mmntlly prepare by the combwrtfon of

organk materials is a porous aggrrpiic consisting of mtem*
together with nwnwrnui hydro*

This initial wiinrial it i relatively pcnir
i prat tell of comhjncd hvdto^+n tcimc

of which te ttaWe at 2*0d0^ C. The activity of i churcdnt i*

roughly inwuely prioporttomi to its hydrnfen
C^i h^tini *wh i material ifi i stream af nr
iiMm ar carbon tHo^tdc, the hydr^pn t* mduilly removed

the t4tfvm ptftiaUy ^\Kh/c*J uriih ttw fr.rnuttn>rt of a

whktt it hgl>J v dcttvt: at an ^uHmhrni J JHT jvro-

frtiinj? this im|Nr0%fii0tit appOMT to be ihrccioUi :

I, C learning of thaiuffSKv^imi^^
oirbona aiwl ntlier Impuriita,

2> f xicmnm tif the turlkv arai H>
nMills in the opening up of ne

3, Enpct$u of flni vmtetey bcw^li and oMtion of active

If tha tmtmmi ii loo tmcmmv
m a kwctm^ of ilia stufupe tt^i

rMum, Md if iha

an of^nautm of the

t*tcur with a ct>mc^u^ ton in attiv ny ,

It ihtnjkj be ranted Het^ ilmt ihc m>nru! cimrwdl
iaoc U oovcffd by a uoinK>kxnji!iir film of

0^ym wh>ch OID aly b< r^^avcd at a high temperature ai

anny cf

may
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oxides of carbon. Adsorption on active charcoal is thus

due either to a van der Waals retention on the surface oxide

or else chemical combination with or displacement of this

compound. That charcoal is a useful oxidizing catalyst is

not difficult to understand. Recent work [9, 1934; 8, 1936]

has shown that the actual nature of the surface oxide

depends essentially on its temperature of formation and

that many of the specific properties of the substance can be

explained on this basis.

Evaluation of Adsorbents

General comparison of the properties of adsorbents is a

matter ofgreat difficulty and if possible, tests should always

be carried out under the actual conditions under which the

substance is to be employed. Adsorption of substances

such as methylene blue, phenol, iodine, &c., have been pro-

posed as general measures ofadsorption capacity or surface

area [10], but owing to the specific nature of the adsorp-

tion process, information of this type is of little use. For

example, one charcoal may be an excellent adsorbent for

bases and poor for acids, while another may efficiently

remove acids from solution but totally ignore bases [9,

1934; 8, 1936], Consequently, if even a superficial know-

ledge of the properties of a given adsorbent is required, a

considerable number of tests have to be carried out.

A further complication may arise as a result of steric

difficulties. The ultrapores of charcoal, for example, may
be small compared with the dimensions of a large molecule

such as congo red, so that although the surface may be

capable of retaining this substance, there will be no

apparent adsorption. On enlarging the pore diameter

without changing the nature of the surface, however, the

large modules may obtain access to the pores and be

adsorbed to a considerable extent. It has indeed been found

[7t 1934] that, on progressive oxidation of a surface, a time

comes when molecules of a given size, which have been

completely excluded, suddenly become adsorbed to a con-

siderable extent. The apparent surface area ofan adsorbent

as measured by the adsorption of various substances on it

thus varies with the size of the molecules of adsorbate

[16, 1924],

Adsorption and Catalysis

The development of modern adsorption theory justifies

the statement made by Faraday a century ago, that the seat

of chemical change is the film of adsorbed material All

adsorbents are more or less efficient catalysts and their

catalytic action is often of great use in refining methods

such as the Gray process (Mandelbaum, p. 1693) in which

gum-forming unsaturated hydrocarbons are polymerized

on a fuller's earth surface.

It is found that the law of mass action may be applied to

such heterogeneous reactions but that the term
*
active

mass* refers to the amount adsorbed and no longer to the

concentration of material in the homogeneous phase which

merely acts as a reservoir to replace molecules removed

from the adsorbed layer on reaction. The adsorption

equilibrium is usually quickly attained and is rapid com-

pared to the subsequent reaction, except where activated

adsorption is the controlling factor; when this is so, the

simple generalizations given below have to be modified.

Two extreme cases have to be considered, both are

known in practice as are numerous intermediate cases.

Firstly, if the amount of adsorption is small, the amount

adsorbed will be directly proportional to the pressure.

If the surface change involves only one molecule of gas ?

then the rate of change is proportional to the number of

adsorbed molecules and hence to the pressure of the

reacting gas; thus the ordinary unimolecular law applies.

In a similar way, if two molecules are involved, the rate

of reaction is proportional to the square of the surface

concentration and hence of the pressure; the reaction is

bimolecular.

If, on the other hand, the amount of adsorption is great,

removal ofa few molecules by reaction and their immediate

replacement from the homogeneous phase does not

appreciably affect the surface 'active mass,' and so the

reaction is independent of the concentration in the homo-

geneous phase, i.e. is of zero order.

When one of the products of reaction is capable of being

adsorbed on the catalytic surface, it competes with the

reactant molecules for room on the surface and leads to a

decreased rate of reaction or even to complete inhibition.

At first sight it might seem as if the increased concentra-

tion in the adsorbed film might bring about increased

reaction velocity merely by a 'mass action' effect. That

this is not the case is demonstrated by results of Sabatier

from the study of the decomposition of compounds which

can split up in more than one way. Thus with formic acid

the two following reactions may occur:

H*COOH
yfHa+CO,
<T

*H*O hCO,

Now, using different surfaces as catalysts, either reaction

may be accelerated at the expense of the other. This highly

specific type of catalytic reaction, which is very common,

is due to chemisorption, usually associated with active

centres.

Although catalysis is most common on surfaces where

one of the reactants is capable of being chemisorbed, it is

highly probable that molecules adsorbed by physical forces

are often more reactive than in the free state. It has been

suggested that the very fact of one type of molecule being

anchored to a surface should render a higher proportion of

collisions with a second type more fruitful of reaction than

in the gaseous condition, or that the possibility of two

reactant molecules occupying adjacent places on a surface

and thus being in contact for a finite time renders reaction

probable.

Although the general mechanism by means of which

adsorbed molecules are enabled to catalyse a reaction is

still obscure, two methods of influencing the reaction

emergethe catalyst may lower the heat of activation of

the reaction and may also facilitate it by allowing it to

proceed along a path impossible for a homogeneous

change.
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TREATING MINERAL OILS BY PERCOLATION AND CONTACT
FILTRATION

By E, R, LEDERER, PhJX, M. Inst P.T., and E. W. ZUBLIN

I. INTRODUCTION
IN the processing of mineral oils, treatment with ad-

sorptive substances, such as clays, is usually one of the

most important steps. Owing to the relative simplicity of

this operation and its far-reaching effects, it is applied
wherever practical Not only does clay treating yield pro-
ducts of improved colour, but it also improves stability

towards storage, oxidation and breakdown, and improves

demulsibiiity. The treating can be carried out with the oil

in liquid or vapour phase.
In the following pages, discussion will be limited to

treatment in the liquid phase only, and of oils not including

gasoline. Methods, commercial applications, difficulties,

relative advantages and cost will be reviewed.

A review of the history of treating oils with clay reveals

that this art was known to the Chinese more than a thou-

sand years ago for improving colour, odour, and taste of

fatty oils. The first authentic description of the use of clay

in the purification of oils appears to be the British Pro-

visional specification No. 1211 by Benjamin Fulwood of

28 May 1855 [5, 1927]. This antedates Colonel Drake's

discovery oil-well in the United States by 4 years. In the

early days of the Pennsylvanian oil industry, gravity filtra-

tion through relatively coarse clay was taken up. Spas-

modic methods involving mixing of fine clay with oil were

experimented with, but it was not until 1920 that this latter

method was successfully applied on a large scale.

Activated and synthetic clays became known in the last

few years of the nineteenth century * In 1910 acid-activated

clays were produced commercially in Germany,

To-day coarse fuller's earths and powdered contacting

clays are used side by side. Each has its field and its

advantages, Two distinct methods ofapplication have been

built around them, each of which takes reasonable ad-

vantage of their physical and chemical characteristics,

although there is much room for improvements* These

methods are known as percolation and contact filtra-

tion.

II. TREATING METHODS
1. Percolation

By percolation is understood the passage of oil through

a stationary bed of granular relatively coarse clay of con-

siderable depth* The direction of flow is relatively unim-

portant, in special cases vertical flow is used quite univer-

sally either downward by gravity or upward by pumping.

Anti-gravity flow is particularly suited for non-viscous oils

[29, 1928],

Percolation filters consist of cylindrical shells, 6 to 12 ft,

wide* mostly with cone bottoms, and with manholes for

introducing and removing clay, and suitable lines for

directing the oil The day in the shell rests on a perforated

plate or screen.

The depth of the day bed is limited for practical purposes

to 30 ft, [3 f 1923], dWefiy because the tendency towards

with depth.

Channelling one of the greatest evils of percolation

may be defined as the preponderance of flow through cer-

tain portions of the clay bed. Channelling sometimes can

be overcome by applying fluctuating pressure on the oil to

break down temporary resistances that may have built up
in some areas. If that is of no avail, the filter must be

repacked. Results of channelling are relatively low yields

of material treated to specifications. The depth of the filter

bed varies usually from 10 to 20 ft., depending on the pro-

perties of oil to be filtered, the character of suspended

materials, the kind of dissolved materials, and the final

colour desired. Greater depth of clay means, of course,

longer running cycles for a given diameter clay filter. This

in turn results in greater throughput per time unit.

Percolation is usually carried out at temperatures ranging
from 100 to 200 F, Some filters are fitted with steam coils,

others with steam jackets. As a rule better colours are

obtained at higher temperature, and high temperature is

essential when percolating highly viscous oils, or oils con-

taining tarry materials or wax.

The rate of filtration depends on the mesh of the clay

and on the viscosity of the oil

Clays of 20 to 90 mesh size can be used. It is of advan-

tage to separate by particle size within close limits. Not

only are certain sizes of greatest advantage for certain oils,

but the elimination of relatively fine material greatly im-

proves the rate of filtration.

Considerable progress has been made in late years in the

matter of better utilization ofpercolating equipment. It has

been stated [19, 1934] that in 1934 40% less filtering capa-

city was required on the basis ofsimilar results as compared
with 10 or 15 years ago* Much improvement can be made

by developing continuous countercurrent methods in which

the clay also is continuously fed at one end and withdrawn

at the other.

Bell [3 9 1923] gives the following filtering rates as being

typical;

TABLE I

Bblptrsq.ft*
per day

Cylinder stocks 0*6

South Texas lubricants . 0-7

Pressed neutrals .... 0'8

Wax 4 to 6

There is no doubt that by careful control of the vital

factors, such as mesh of clay, temperatures, pressure, &c,

higher rates can be obtained than indicated in the above

table*

Funsten [19, 1934] recommends the following general

filtering conditions that have proved satisfactory in

practice.

A complete filtering cycle consists of:

Charging the filter with clay.

Bringing oil and clay to temperature.

Filtering oil through clay to specifications.

Washing with naphtha.

Blowing with steam*

Removing clay and restoring (or dumping) it*
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TABLE I A

St&fk
&,vta//

up to

dun! c>Iiruk>r

Naphtha w^luiion

of cylinder
tock

/tltr&fiiw

**',

m 100

100-140
IM) 200

100- ! 30

/?u/# r/ IV^uiwr*'*

/litmtixm fiftr&tirw

bM, jtff hr* fr fo< per
IJXMru fLjhtt, JW?, M,

U)0 J60 M P.

in th highor mnp anc ri^nrcd

IS vr M,P,
2S v*r M.P.

5 25

210

30-30

5 20
3-20

0-25
15-50

3-IS

&!S
0-13

60 W me^h **rth art

The naphtha wa$h is fractionated, Recovered oil is

added to unflitered stock trad naphtha is recycled.
Filter yields art affected by moisture content of the oil

Moiuttsre in excess of 0-1 % reduces the clay efficiency con-

tiderabiy JI9, 1934J.

Oils mtrwfuctured hy percolation processes fenertttlx are
of high qualify, The degree of quality naturally depends
largely on the effectiveness of the clay,

It ii possible to make many kinds of special products by
percolation. By iepumting various cuts during n run, oils

from water-while to pmctkully no improvement in colour
over the charging stock can toe secured*

Th most recent development is that of filtering in toty*

tior* of propane, Dm to the low viscosities proimne im*

ports to even the heaviest lubricating oils, high fllter-niiei

art developed, coupled with tneramed bleaching eftkteoctas

(we article on Propane Refining),

2, Contact nitration

In contact flltriiion finely divided adsorbent is mi&ed
with oil. the mixture ii heated to the desired temperatures,
mnd the city it sepumttid from the oil by filtration.

M previously mentioned, attempts to carry out thia

sccmmgly simpte prixms wcj-c milk early. They MM
because of lack of mmm 10 h@Rl the mixture quickly,
Not until the advcm of ihe pipe-itiU wms commercial tue*

os of the method secured.

As compared with perolatian, oontocting locks fleKi-

Wlity* In i single-contact cycte only one finished produa
ain be obtained m spinst the many from the percolation

cycte, Clays are noi ipcm to the mme deipw, for pen^ila*
tjont being i snii<ouniercrref$i proami, will exhaust tl^

ctayi fanher. Altennpn to oinict oil firm with spent ctay
and then with successively fiwher clayt, or to filter the

treating stock through i filler cake of spent ctay, prior to

contacting with fresh ctay 124, 1932J, or to introduce the

day in sevemi b&iehes with and without iniormodkry ftlin-

tkm, have met wiih littte ouooeoo. Many of the sugpstkmsmm quite inpmioys; tiowewr, tbe actri expenie involved
in their execution invariably ftnitrited their commercial

Then aw two main wmm why contacting pew 10 iu

praent importunes: Because it enabta ijte ipptfetikrj of
activited days of d^cimd^ better than twice that of the
best perwtation clayt,

and docotomitikm of acidc oil in mm step,
There itro oiher rauiow for or ipunti contacting; IKIW-

ever, they are f minor importance as compared with thaw
tnefiiioi^, stve ihe problem of iwivtflcgtion. That will

be dbcu^ed biter,

Activated clays are not applicable to percolation, became

during the process of activation they disintegrate or arc

forcibly disintegrated to a fine powder. The most impor"
tant type of clay activation employed commercially to-day
is that of digesting it with strong mineral acids* cither $uf

phuric or hydrochloric. This leave* the activated clay $n

the form of a pulp* and immediately the pmbkm arises*

when, where, and how it is most economical to eliminate

the water, Two methods have evolved: The 'dry* contact

method* in which ctay freed from water by lettling, Ultra-

tkrn, and drying methods is ml&ed with oil; the mixture it

heated to the desired tenipenturt, coobd, ami filtered; and
the 'pulp" contact method, in which the day pulp ii mixed
with oil, the mixture heated, the water Hashed off, and the

dehydrated mixtint? is further heated 10 be eventually
cooled and filtered

Choice of methods is merely ome of economical con-

siderations. Activated clays am commercially available in

dry pawdwd form, Where the prte of tttw clay and

availability of acid art favourable. Mvingt can be effottel

hy the pulp method over the application af dry activated

clays,

Contact*ftltration plants vary in tixg from 5ptl, bitch

ml-rechumtng apparatus to tewnl I XXX) hbl a day coo*

tinuoui c^uipnwnt, Operatiarn am quite impk 4 altboygli
the application of clay in the pulp form cowphoitc* thctti

somewhat*
The *dry method* i* applicable to butch and conttnuou*

prooatning. In bitch puxwung. whkh ii usually dat>c mi
imail stale fur the reclaiming of itned lube aib, ihe dry
ctay and oil arc introduced mto a tyiiibk wtnel, provided
with mxaiwry covers, linen, and healing devtat. The tem-

perature is ri*cd whik itnm It blown tht tnigh the mixture,
and when the required point it ractwl the mos it relented

through a cix>kr and fihcrvd.

In the ccintitiy0ii JarpHwiite 'dry* method, the ctay it

suspended in oil to form i tlurry, This ilurry it fed ami

proportioned continuauily to be mixed with * stream of

oil* whkh it sub^utrmly fmn^d throu^i i |^pe*ttiil w n

optbnil ncii0n chamber* n cuoter* and flltr*pfwi, To
facilitate fllicrinf. dilyiiim with naphtha it uiuail^ re

lortcd to,

The 'wet* or 'pulp
1

iwthud diffen from the above, ai

il it iyjmbfe only for comwmm* mcihodi beaiyw ofmem-
slvc fcmming during the period wfwtpamtion of tlhw wiw,
The *pulp* ind oil are prc^nortkimfil and min^J m before.

but tmieid of paming duccily throygh tt j>ipo M*!! the

mixture enten tint $1110 flith icimw or separator, in which
a high liqukJ-kwl Is maintained, Frum $ti bottom a con
tintioitt stream i* withdrawn, whkh cJmuta* throu^i a

pi|i*iill and btclc into the flash lower, thereby providing
heat for the m^rimimn of the wafer, As the ratio af

freshly introduced wet oil la thit of hoi ail in the

tower ii c|u>t small it any giw* mu
ing never oocun. Froni the tcfumtor a
to tbo 0n fnmhly inirpdwo^l Is cpniinuously withdrawn,
to be cwsted ind fUtend, if no^try in d>luii0it with

A tew diaptrn of i i^patl pulp^wntiict pttnt to shown
in Fig,!. n^Hp^nl^v^ik^jgm^ to handle lun^rc>40luum (

havingmqpm cup Jtoh-pdnt of420 to 440* F, Tempera*
lure* at the moti important pomtn me md^tcd, but it

should be renwmber^l that these lempensiwes pm
within wide limits, dcpcixJmg on pneni friction*
of oil and day, nd pun^diif type of aquipm^at.

Contacting ianpcraiii*ic* t for tiwufKc, may mii from
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slightly above 200 to 750 F. In the early days, relatively

low temperatures close to 200 F. were employed. Later,

operations were carried out at incipient distillation, until

Prutzman [42] showed that temperatures above normal

evaporation but below cracking produced oils of greatly

improved 'cast' or 'outer tone'.

Typical results of contacting Ranger long residuum,

which had been treated with 35 Ib. per bbl. 98% sulphuric

acid, and 25 Ib. per bbl. activated Woodite clay [30, 1932]

under identical conditions except for variations in the tem-

perature are shown below:

TABLE II

Temperature Tag-Robinson colour

420 F.

470 F.

530 F.

2

2*

Time of contact must be considered in conjunction with

temperature. Kalichevsky and Ramsay [27, 1933] have

shown that colour intensity of oils during the early stages

of contacting decreases rapidly. As time progresses de-

colorization slows down, comes to a standstill, and finally

is reversed. The higher the temperature, the less time is

required for the above to happen. In other words, to

obtain the best results in a given continuous equipment, for

which variations as to time are limited, temperature varia-

tions are limited also.

Kalichevsky and Ramsay [27, 1933] present the following

highly instructive figures:

TABLE III

Effect of Time and Temperature on Colour of Oil in Con-

tacting Acid-treated Mid-Continent Cylinder Stock with

Adsorbent Clays

Treating

temp,

500 (260)

600 {315-6}

700(371-1}

3% by weight, t 4% by weight J 8% by weight,

In handling acid-traited oils and earths, special attention

must be paid to the problem of corrosion. Where sulphuric

acid has been used, duriron, moncl metal, bronze, &c., and

in many locations cast iron, have proved satisfactory metals

for constructionu
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Besides corrosion, erosion sometimes must be contended

with. Some clays contain considerable proportions of silica

sand or volcanic ash. Clay grinders being adjusted for

rather soft materials do not pulverize sand, and relatively

coarse hard particles cause considerable wear on conduits

and pumps. This condition is particularly bad after the

clay has been thoroughly dried.

Very recent developments in air-operated 'separating

tables' [47] enable the removal of sand from ground clay

without appreciable loss of fines through dusting. This

results in practically complete elimination of erosion.

The effect of contacting oils with suitable clays as de-

scribed is not only that of removing chromophores but

acid constituents as well. The removal of the latter is so

complete that clay contacting makes caustic treatment sub-

sequent to acid treating altogether unnecessary. Neutra-

lization numbers of freshly contacted oils run commonly
around 0-01 mg. KOH per gram of oil. Weak acids are

not as readily removed by clays as strong acids.

Davis [12, 1928] points out that the control of neutraliza-

tion by clay-contacting methods is accurate and positive.

Above all, contacting overcomes emulsion troubles ex-

perienced in neutralization with chemicals and the oil is of

superior quality, more so than if neutralized with alkalis.

In many instances contacting is used solely for the pur-

pose of neutralization, no attempt being made to improve

colour at the same time. In other instances it has been

found possible greatly to improve the decolorizing power

of clays on neutral reacting oils by mixing a very small

percentage, say between J and 2% of acid to the oil, and

contacting it with clay without settling the sludge.

3. Contact Distillation

A special application of contact filtration is contact dis-

tillation. Although not very widely used at present, it has

such a field of advantageous application that in the future

its application is likely to grow considerably.

It consists of distilling oils in the presence of clays, con-

densing overhead streams, and separating the solids from

the bottom stream by filtration. When considering the data

by Kalichevsky and Ramsay presented in Table III, it

becomes evident that batch treatment is not likely to be as

suitable as continuous treatment for this process, because

of the excessive length of time the clay remains in contact

with hot still bottoms in the former.

In its proper execution clay is mixed with oil to form

a slurry, Tlie slurry is proportioned and mixed con-

tinuously with a stream of oil, which passes through a pipe-

still and into a flash tower. The flash tower may be of the

atmospheric or vacuum type, depending upon the results

to be achieved. Vaporized fractions are taken overhead

and the unvaporized portion leaves as a bottom stream, as

in any other continuous distillation, Bottoms are filtered

in any convenient manner to separate clay from oil A flow

sheet of the process is shown in Fig. 2.

Contact distillation is of particular advantage in pro-

cesses in which the contacting is the final step. The oil

resulting therefrom is in a highly saturated condition and

shows excellent storage stability. Filtration in this case

cannot very well be carried out in dilution, because dilution

requires reheating and redistillation, which partly offsets

the advantages gained by the process. So-called *hot'

filtration must be employed.
In the chain of processing steps, contacting distillation

takes a position similar to that of percolating to obtain

good colour. The main difference between the two is that
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percolation permits fractionation by degrees of colour,
while contact distillation fractionates by boiling-range,

producing only one colour for each fraction.

There is promise that contact distillation will play an
important role in the recently developed solvent extraction

processes. By employing contact distillation to solvent

extracted oils, considerable savings in clay are claimed [16,

1933] over the application of ordinary contacting,
A special application known as 'FiltroP Fractionation

[15, 1932] is concerned with contact distillation in the pre-
sence of activated clays. Due to the relatively high effi-

ciencies of such clays the potential uses and effects of the

process are quite remarkable,

4. Combination Methods

In many instances it is found advantageous to clay-treat
oils more than once.

The choice of the number of steps involved in a complete
manufacturing process is, of course, largely guided by
economic considerations. Where cheap clays of inter-

mediate decolorization efficiency are available, multiple

clay-treating is usually considered good practice [12, 1928].
The first clay treatment is usually that of contacting the

acid-treated oil, mainly for the purpose of neutralization.

The oil is then dewaxed and topped to the desired viscosity,

either by ordinary or contact distillation. In the first case

the oil is finished by percolation.
Another procedure which has been suggested, but which

to the writers' knowledge is not in actual use at present,
is that of contact distilling the crude oil, subsequently acid-

treating the filtered residuum if necessary, dewaxing, dis-

tilling, and percolating, or contact distilling and filtering.

HL TYPES OF OILS

1* Kerosine

Marketable kerosine must have a colour better than 21

on the Saybolt colorimeter, and also possess good burning

qualities without depositing carbon or soot on wick and

chimney, and without clogging the wick*

Gurwitsch [22, 1927] points out the detrimental effects

on burning quality of carbures, soft asphalts, and soaps.

Oay-treating of kerosine has largely the purpose, besides

stabilizing the colour, of either preventing the formation

of these compounds, or, if they are present, of eliminating
them. It follows that the type of clay treatment resorted

to depends entirely on the nature of crude from which
the kerosine is prepared and on the treatment it has

eived.

is accepted that kerosine from paraffinic crudes is the

best. However, many mixed base and asphaltic crudes

yield fine kerosines, provided they receive the proper treat-

ment. Kerostaes from sweet, paraffinic crudes frequently

receive only an alkali or sodium plumbite treatment

(* Doctor'-treatment).

Such keroshies as a rule do not readily respond to clay

treatment, Only a few selected clays of the Floridin type
or Bauxite improve such kerosines sufficiently to warrant

the extra expense.
Bowen [6, 1933] suggests the addition of cky to the stiU

charge before distilling the kerosine, chiefly to improve
colour stability in cases in which light treatments only are

used for finishing. This amounts to contact distillation.

Kerosines that have received acid treatment are most

advantageously neutralized with clays by contacting*

Formation of harmful soaps can in this manner completely
be suppressed. The proper choice of the clay is of im-

portance, as it must be free from a tendency of liberating

calcium or magnesium ions in contact with the acid con-

stituents of the kerosine. Soaps of these metals greatly

depress the burning qualities, It has been found good
practice in many instances to wash the acid-treated kero-

sine with water prior to clay contacting. This not only
saves clay, but also minimizes the danger ofsoap formation

due to liberation of ions.

Whereas clay treatment may be ofimportance to improve
colour stability and burning time, it has practically no
effect on illuminating power [11, 1932].

Allibone's [1, 1933] experiments on colour stabilization

by percolation through Bauxite led to the conclusion that

fractions boiling up to 280 C. (536 F.) were well stabilized,

from 280 to 300 C, (572 F.) partly stabilized, and above
300 C. (572 F.) not at all stabilized.

The stabilizing effect of Bauxite is greatly enhanced by
a pre-treatment with liquid sulphur dioxide.

2. Neutrals

The expression 'neutral oils* or 'neutrals' is commonly
used by the trade as indicating distilled lubricants of Say-
bolt Universal Viscosities from 70 sec. to as high as 2,000
sec. at 100 F., regardless of whether or not such oils have

been acid-treated. .

Considering oils from the point of view of clay treating, it

is the viscosity that sets limitations for the practical applica-
tion of various methods, and therefore the lighter neutrals

only will be discussed in this article.

Neutral oils containing no free mineral acids are parti-

cularly suited for percolation treatment. Their relatively

low viscosity permits good rates of filtration without the

necessity of adding diluents, This is particularly useful in

processes in which dewaxing precedes treating to obtain

good colour. Not only is the finished oil well stabilized

and brilliant, but this procedure also enables the simplified

manufacture of a number of special products.

Acid-treated neutrals have in the past been neutralized

most commonly by means of caustic soda. This is being

replaced almost entirely by contacting with a good grade
of neutralizing clay. For this operation clays can success-

fully be applied that have little or no colour-removing

ability. The concentration of chromophores in distilled

oils is low, and most of the objectional remaining colouring
material is removed by the acid itself* For that reason

further improvement of colour with clay is frequently

unnecessary*
The writers have observed the phenomenon, that on

some distilled acid-treated oils practically the same colour

is obtained, whether this oil is contacted with poor or

highly efficient decolorizing clays, and with varying quan-
tities thereof. Thus a 300 vis. at 100 F. neutral obtained

by atmospheric steam distillation from a Mid-Continent

crude, which was treated with 9 Ib* per bbl. of 93% sul-

phuric acid, was contacted with a natural South Texas clay

in percentages ranging from 1J to 5% by weight The
colour was 2 A,S.T.M. on all samples. The same oil was
then contact-treated under the same conditions with an

activated clay, which on bright stocks was about 3 times

as efficient as the natural clay* The colour of the resulting

oil was again 2, and fc>nly slightly better when higher percen-

tages of activated clay were used*

In the so-called loig residuum process of lubricating oil

manufacture, neutrals are treated jointly with the bright
*
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various metals, oxides, and salts have been suggested.

Thus Cross [10, 1932] makes claims for desulphurizing oil

with clay containing copper or compounds thereof. In

particular the sulphides of copper [26, 1932] and lead have

been found to absorb sulphur compounds. Heavy metal

sulphides can be precipitated on clays. No practical pro-

cess, however, has developed employing impregnated earth*

An important property of fuller's earth and, for that

matter* of all clays, is their tendency to retain oil Oil

retention is very undesirable* as it causes losses and diffi-

culties in restoration of the clay, Haseman [25, 1929J, who
has Investigated this property, concludes that it is largely

a matter of porosity and can be reduced by
*

filling in the

pores without impairing efficiency** Lederer and Zublin

report oil retention to be a function

of the fineness particularly in the

case of fine contact clays* They
recommend carrying out grinding
in the presence of 10 to 15%
moisture to avoid excessive fine

formation*

Clays high in magnesium, cakium, and aluminium are

considered undesirahk as they promote sludge formation in

the oil treated by them, Magnesium and aluminium saapt

are soluble and conducive la sludge and cmultion troubles.

Pollock [41, 1932) adds sodium silicate 10 oils containing

magnauum and calcium sc*p in order 10 precipitate them,

3. Activated Contact CTayn

Decolorizing ability of WHIW clays w greatly incrwsed by

leaching with strong mineral acids, either hydrnditafK or

sulphuric,, Effldencm belief than i*io& of ihme 0f th beat

percolating clays can be obtained quite commonly.
Th meihodi for activation vary ^ith the clay*, tome

requiring only the addition of 5*. acid |.U. 1932), *Ulg

1

a
2, Raw Contact Clays

The main application of raw

clay by the contact method is for

the purpose of neutralisation. In

a few specklized eases powdered
ftitlefs earth is used for decolor-

izing as well*

Deposits of clays suitable for

neutralization are wide-spread*

Mining is cheap and freight rates

usually are low* Handling and application are timpfe and
fro of danger. Thus raw clip make an almost Meal
material for neutralization. Advantages are eiihajK^i in

places where the clay is used for percolation prior to powder*
Iftg* for purposes of contact neutralization. The only cost*

the**, Is that of burning* ragiinding* and moving the day,
Some few raw contact days have bleaching dBctet*di

of the order of that of good (biter's earths. Howtw* they
are not suitable for percolation beaiuw of their softness

and because they disintegrate upon moistening.
It has been previously stated (see tnfcte on *

Contact

Filtration*) that weak organic add* &ro not re% re-

moved by days. It is tppitdtted that different dap mry
a pett deal In this respect* and pwteutarly cid*ietJated

clays are in general poomr than mw days, This may in

part be due to the fact that raw clap contain small

quantities of loosely attached bites which may be ivtlkbte
for the neutralization of such acid*,

In acme instances it is n^cwary to tmimllm the oil with
caustic or lime, separate as much as postibte of tha excm
chemical, ttxl then follow up with day contacting, Soapt
of the adds contained in ih@ oi) are imioi^bly wii re-

moved therdby 150, 192?}.

It has been suggested to add metal oxitks or
to the dayt which are ctpibte of itactinf with
byt whWb do not affect the stlidc dd J3 1932J,
oxicte or hydroxJdw mmt entity available ar thoie of iitm,
aluminium, and magnesium (Brucitc), Him couon-5ccvl
oU havtog an add number of higher than OS m* KOH pw
gram of oil was conmctcd with activated Woodii@ day
to which vtrioim additions of the chactr pointed cmt
weramtdte, TT^effofilKsaddiy0novwthe^jmi^
was that the neutrali/mian number mm p^tfly

the colotwr suffered r^Jtyvdy little.

. I.

ai

If31J erf

rmfnift
. The
li b?tcly a

ihetr ctwp

Most
in

cif

hytlro*

muti be

Wight 125, 1932;

rc*pt>rHling u> such

own wdght
chloric ami

alihough In

higherd^tencta^^ *o lit i^vimi at ii*m pn ciikntm
the kisthusa v%

Thw rJia in a

ID a high n

activated clajn, sudb M CVUifumia ^te or

Wooditt, tow 30% by tighi on cu^nfiofi.

Ibc (xxmonn nf aaitmiii ck|i ikr**>4

, whfch include Anal oT tht elir* acid con-

(40Acy coal an be

If11} fr^ wrf sludge of lubricating oils.

PUm pmomianm of actl%-iioQ Im^e bimi derribed m itat

Uiraiung {10, 19J2; 40. I9JIJ, An motf* folfom:
Hw nw day. whkh h* ^ttteiWy biw dried to i twit*

atete moisitm conuM. n pinmd to W 0% puw^i
through KXMiMMb *%% If H diwupfd *^i tesd*Hwd
^n^bottcwii cooker ftiKd niti steam cotls ami ofwo Uttsm
IIDOI, UK! tontamins Uw pr9temnifitfd *^imw ul a JO to

20. mlutim of sulplmric acid, ms mttiuw M dtgauod
at icmpmtiirsa of im to SOT I*', under tbglbi for
B lo |<J Imift, Tbe thick pilp w iransfivred to nmsb tanka*
whk* mi^ cantitt d1
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The washed pulp is either vacuum-dried and sacked

CFiltrol'), or is directly mixed with the oil to be treated.

Control of the acidity is important for two reasons.

Many oils, including most acid-treated ones, are unstable

if treated with clays of too high an acid content. This

instability is reflected in loss of colour, sludging, and poor
demulsibility. Some investigators blame the aluminium
and magnesium salts that are associated with clays of high
acidity. The facts are that oils of greater stability are pro-
duced by the same clay, provided it is washed more
thoroughly,
On the other hand, certain types of non-acid oils, in-

cluding used oils, do not respond readily to activated, well-

washed clays. In order to obtain the desired bleaching

effect, a small amount of acid must be added to the clay;

which all goes to show that there is no universal clay for

all purposes. Differences as great as the following are

encountered:

(a) One of the activated clays most highly efficient on
acid-treated Mid-Continent oilshad practically no bleaching
effect on a semi-naphthenic, vacuum-distilled neutral heavy
stock. The overhead stock was very effectively bleached

by an acidulated clay, which showed a comparative effi-

ciency of less than 40% on the same acid-treated Mid-

Continent oil.

(b) A special clay for re-treating used oils had practically

no bleaching effect on a Mid-Continent acid-treated oil,

while on used oils the special clay gave considerably better

results than the activated clay which was so highly efficient

on Mid-Continent acid-treated oils,

Corrosion in the process of activation is, of course, a big

factor and problems are best solved by the application of

special metals.

4* Bauxite, SiUca gel. Activated Carbon are discussed

separately by other authors.

V, SPENT CLAY
1, Regeneration

All methods for regenerating spent clays consist of two

principal steps:

(a) removal of excess oil, naphtha, or solvents, <&c.; this

may be called the
*

drying* step;

(b) removal of adsorbed matter; this may be called the
*

surface-cleaning* step*

(a) Removing Excess OIL The usual procedure for re-

moving excess oil consists ofwashing the clay with naphtha
and subsequently steaming*

In the case of percolation clays this is always carried out

in the percolation filter without difficulties. Fine clays may
be handled similarly in the filter-press; the cake may be

also removed from the filter, agitated with wash naphtha
in a suitable vessel, refiltered, and steamed. Difficulties are

numerous: incomplete washing due to channelling and

cracking of the cake; plugging of the filter-leaves during

steaming; dust formation of the steamed clay with conse-

quent losses, Ac.

Olson [37} recovers entrained heavy lubricating oil by

displacing it with gas oil or light spindle oil, thereby re-

ducing channelling a great deal Stratford 146] flushes the

filter cake with hot naphtha or kerosine and under pressure

sufficient to maintain the liquid state. Cannon [8] adds

piilverfaed solids to washing liquid for the purpose of filling

cracks that form on shrinkage of the cake, due to extrac-

tion. IXmham II 3J
4

de*0ils* spent clay by treatment

with an optimum amount of water, the quantity to be

determined experimentally for each batch; while Hall [23]

achieves similar results with hot water. Lowry [33] em-

ploys alkaline solution at elevated temperatures.

When working with naphtha solution for washing filter

cakes, the completeness of oil removal depends a great deal

Percent Oil in Cake.

5!

FIG, 4.

on time and temperature. Examples [53, 1932] are shown
in Fig. 4 and Table VI.

TABLE VI

Steaming of filter cakes composed of fine clays often

results in plugging of screens, particularly so when metal

screens are used. Clays used for neutralizing release

enough acid constituents on steaming to make the applica-

tion ofduck for filtering impracticable. Monel-metal screens

are most frequently employed in such cases.

Clogging may be due to release of asphaltic organic

matter and to disintegration of clay to excessively fine

particles. The mixture of the two forms a viscous slime

that resists removal by mechanical and chemical means,

Formation of this slime can at times be prevented by using

dry superheated steam, or partly removing some asphaltic

substances by thorough agitation with hot naphtha or

other solvents.

Lemmon and Brown [31] suggest removal of adhering

oil and naphtha by blowing with inert gas, such as refinery
4

high line'. Flue gases have been used repeatedly, but are

apt to give trouble due to their content of soot*

(b) Removing Adsorbed Matter. This step can be carried

out in two radically different ways: by burning (roasting,

oxidation) or by extraction with solvents,

Burning is the older and more obvious method. It has

been applied to coarse clays for more than 50 years.

A good percolation clay can be burned as many as 40

times before finally being discarded. During each roasting

the efficiency drops> and a considerable proportion of the

charge may go to fines.

Fines should be separated, Some are blown out through
the stack during burning* They can either be collected and

used for contacting or eke are discarded*

The number of burns to which a clay is actually sub-

jected depends on a combination of factors: price of raw

day* loss of fines, drop in efficiency, cost of burning, Ac.

The degradation of a typical percolation clay due to

burning is reported by Shepard [44, 1934], On the basis
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of fresh clay which has a decolorising value of 100 points,

the following table is obtained:

VH

&/ hums

I

i

3

4
5

7

10

58 jx*imt
40
3?

27
23

20

Shepard [44, 1934] observed that during each bum a

slight amount of sintering takes place, and thut tht piitkfct

thus affected become inert and increase in specifk gravity.

By means of 'concentrating* tables it has been ponibte to

remove the men material, thereby miintatning an average

efficiency of close to 50 points* as shown in Fig, 5,

5.

TTi practice of keeping many grides of clay in si many
storage bins is greatly ilfnpliftet by this coneentntkm
method. If cteircd, not mom than 2 or 3 grides rwcd be

kept.

Roasting Is carried out in mtary kilns or multiple hearth-

type fumtost it tcmperatumi ranging from TOO to 1 ,40CT F,

Each day has opilmwm romting itrnperttuin?, which

should strictly be adhered to, Hens is uiuaily supplied by

pitting hot pact carrying execs* oxygen through the spent

material.

Wilton {SI] suggpsla providing hcnf by burning residual

oil in the day and controlling the temperature by diluting

the lir with inert fp$e.
Lowers (32] heats clays in tn atmoiphere deficient of

oxypm to achfevf distillation* The ^^tfeitwl clay ii then

e&poied to air to remove rcnwtaing rfe0ni^au^ matir

by oxidation, The Petr0"Met Enpnwring Company flij

ha devi^d a fumioe in whfch to carry 0t Lewers* J32}

invention, Migher eflkiemrki and smaller tetiei af

are claimed over ordinary mailing methoda.

fine clays must be roamed in spcciiliy dc^gi>cd
in which a low velocity of comfanoon pum
through the city ii itmintiiiied, Removal of hydntKarbom
10 not more limn 2% prcvjous to burning is important, a*

oihcrwi^c ampomlicm and combustion of ihc ml content

11 likely to cause acomive dust
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yield recovered prcxlucts of high efficiencies Ihi* tt not to

with all contact cla>n. SonK of *hcm begin to lose their

ndtorptiw |x>wr when heatal lo 400' I
;

. C)then can tufely

be heated lo KIOO
1

F, A* roalmg below 700" E tti im-

practi^bk* clay* deteriorating at temperature* below that

are automatically eliminated.

Some contact clayn can be hurncd a gicat many tinw

without appreciable lot* in cflkiency, Thi w~^ tbown in

semt-pltnt and Inbontory icitu by vark>in m%^%iipi0n

{28, 1933; 43, W29J. Other cl>^ of timibr natwr^ pve
efftciencioi of not better than 75** of the original upon

routing. In many imiance* mull* ww even kswer* in

spite ofcareftaily r^pilal conditkwi, whkh pvt rtee to

the belief that fucfani not directly connected with U

burning enter the probkin f% I W2J.

Extraction melwd for repneralkin ww iyted
some lime io fc

bui for vartnu* toaanm haw not found

great publk favour. In |9J| A pilot plant k*pid t^

Goalin*BirminglMim Manufacfuring tCompany |20) ming
iolventa ftirntebed by ihe C^ommercMtl Solvent* Corporation

f9) w operated atcce(Ully. %wy cmi per \m of

clay was mid to be b^wwn S&.QQ and SS.OO, FJIkiendaa

of wwl day* rmnpd from W to 0** of the original,

Mow diagrams of a amipkic e^trwnion plum nr ttewn

in Fi, 6,

Th dfkkncy of t^f iolvent-r|Kticfatcd clay not cmly

A?pciid* on *b$ natwru of aolveni and clay but nM on Ihe

nature and ap of the adaortad mailer. It i* well ktwwn

thai much of itw colouring matter I* untNe and ut>ieei

10 oxidation and pol>tneftmikw, paniciiUirly when *sn eon-

lad with dayt. If adsortwd *m\w i* alkmtd 10 ae
ba*rm* taw airii (em m^lubk ewn in the mo*i pow^ffwl

oKenu. a^d wl^mi tvgmrratitvn nmulu in m&m*&& e!R

dendea.

Solventi iiwuabk to clay rvgeneraikm mutt mww
three mtuiremenu:

they mu*t be capable of di*pl*tfng adsorbed mailer.

ihe>- must be oi*d tolwnii for tl adtorhed mailer*

they mu*t N fairly volalifc IP facibiaie *har mrlamalton

p 21*1 g* a lut of

soKtrnis wn^ld for the purpose* To mention a few:

Mttiung of h?rdr0crbi*i and mygenaim) uihcnts, mch
as akatot*. aWth^^, sien. He,* coal-ur prmlucls, In*

cludrng pyrldine; cMoriMicd cmipcHimii ; carbon Nul
phnk, )i%|yid iulf^iur dioMd*. He,

Cfurltch 121, I26J prnnt* mil tNit the heal of welling

vf n iii^iul wlmi hn^ghi $n cc^ifucf ^ith cby it i rfMwmri

of ii* ability id displace other idiwib^d mailer, tlti UNI*

in the coticlim^ifi ihni m*\Uifr* cif ^kcihol ind

* cir aceione und henivne, r^prwcnt ahoui a* active

i tcihi*fii for clay c\mKiu* at cifi b^ fmintl,

Tretcoti f4i I9J4J ^%* i c0mpnrhensi% cHitline of

tolveni raacihaiion of speni oonuct day. lie pdWi oui

the *ci of lime and tempefiiuro mi ihe prom*. Raining

Ihe tcunpefituw $n p^nctal w conducts lo more rapid

attraction, Sewml t^twrm, howv%vr, mny be r?*|uiffd oow*

ptetcly 10 remci% i$m cokmnng mailer. Particular

ii fttid u> ih tmc of iMUcf m i

While pracucaliy all ptrcobuon clays can be 10 MHO

I* UfM
*i At fur r^pm^vi^i mmi bf

to uttttai ttom for a pracucaal fmirpcm tewt

vSpcn? contact dip
cmwiii raniti In i cuoh*iuuon of
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Vacuum

Fio, 6, Solvent extraction of spent day.
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tensile and compressive strength as well as water-proofness.

The process is controlled by the Evans Process Company
[14; 1932].

Spent fine clays can easily be pumped or conveyed in

a stream of water to whatever location is desired. Coarse

clays must be handled by conveyor or truck and dumped.

VI. FILTER PROBLEMS
Difficulties occurring in the separation of oil and clay

vary from the problem of retaining 'fines' to temperature

hazard involved in this operation. Fires are particularly

apt to start if the cake is dumped while at elevated tem-

peratures. Closed-type presses, hi which the cake is

dropped into containers forming an integral part of the

press, equipped with screw conveyors to move the clay, are

recommended for this purpose, although leaf and rotary

vacuum presses have been used.

The choice of proper screen material is important. Not

only are rates of filtration and passage of fines greatly

affected by it, but wear and life of the screens as well.

Whenever corrosion is a major problem, or where high

r-tXh

Run P*n

FIG. 7. Clarification-filtration.

considerations in hot filtration, plugging of screens in

steaming, dusting in the drying operation, &c.

Percolation offers no serious problem. The only item

worth mentioning is that upon repeated burning the per-

centage of relatively fine material increases, which results

inloss offiltering rate. Screening, or the more recently intro-

duced separation ofinert material bymeans ofconcentrating
tables [47, 1934], greatly reduces the content of fines.

Fines of contact clays tend to pass through the filter

screen at the beginning of each filter cycle. Once the cake
is built up to a certain extent, even the finest material is

retained. Fines in the oil are liable to cause trouble in

subsequent processing and are generally objectionable.

They are most easily removed by refiltering the oil through
a blotter-press or a press precoated with a filter-aid. Such

secondary presses need be cleaned at long intervals only
and the cost of filter-paper or filter-aid is therefore negli-

gible. The outlay as shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 7

is used at the Sand Springs Refinery ofthe Sinclair Refining

Company [18, 1932].

'Hot' filtration is employed advantageously where con-

tacting is the last step in the process.

Special precautions must be taken because of the fire

temperatures are involved, monel-metal screens have

proven satisfactory. Plugging of screens is often serious.

It is usually due to a combination of asphalt-like matter

containing an inorganic filler of clay. This combination is

highly resistant to mechanical and chemical action, and it is

next to impossible to remove it from screens. Steaming of

the clay on the press is usually responsible for it, and where

it is encountered filtering procedure may have to be changed
to eliminate its formation. Steaming should be eliminated

and replaced by vacuum of gas drying. Air drying can

safely be employed where low temperatures are involved.

If the spent clay is reduced to a dry powder, dusting is

likely to cause a major problem. In order to protect workers

from its effects, either closed-type presses as mentioned

above, or ventilating systems connected to dust separators,
should be used.

VIL COST
In the course of the development the relative costs of

percolating and contacting have varied with the progress
in each method.

In the past decade contacting was somewhat favoured,
and percolation was in some circles considered antiquated.
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Most recent developments, however, particularly the dis-

covery ofmeans to remove inert materials from burnt per-

colation clays [44, 1934], have changed the sentiment in

favour of percolation.

Davis [12, 1928] comes to the conclusion in a comparison

ofcosts that, as long as there are no commercialmethods for

reclaiming fine contact clays, contactingwill be considerably

more expensive. Quoting Davis: 'The contact process, how-

ever, fills an important role in the production ofhigh-quality
lubricants (neutralization without alkali) which cannot be

performed by the percolation filters, and it therefore seems

that a combination of the two is the correct solution.'

The following table presented by Davis shows the relative

cost of decolorizing oil to 1 Tag-Robinson colour by

I. Single contact (1J T.R. colour because ofsubsequent

darkening in dewaxing and distilling).

II. Double contact (J T.R. during neutralization and

1 T.R. in final contact).

m. Contact and percolation (contact to J T.R. colour).

The cost of neutralization and decolorization to J T.R. is

not included in any of the above methods.

TABLE VHI

The cost of percolation and restoring percolating clays

is reported by Funsten [19, 1934], who made a thorough

analysis. Parts of his data are shown in Tables IX and X.

Cost of percolation clays can be further reduced by

removing the inert matter, formed during burning, by

means of separating tables [44, 1934].

Activated contact clays are by far the highest priced, and

thebr economy lies entirely in their high efficiency. Factors

in their cost calculations are price of raw clay, grinding

and drying, acid consumption, steam, water, labour, re-

covery, and final efficiency.

The following figures are typical.

TABLE DC

Filter-turnover Costs (per 1,000 Cu.-ft. Filter)

Note: Applicable to the percolation decolorization of an acid-treated,

neutralized Mid-Continent cylinder stock processed as follows: 1, solution

percolated; 2, dewaxed and reduced; and 3, straight filter finished.

Notes:

*A. This item computed from costs allocated on a basis of clay throughput.

tD. 50 Ib. fuel per 1,000 Ib. clay at $1-50 per 1,000 Ib. fuel.

JE. As follows:

1. Solution filters, reducing only 5% of wash (158-2 bbl. per filter),

balance to fresh solution make-up.
2. Reducing all straight filter wash (354-6 bbl. per filter).

TABLE X
Standard Cost of Clays by Clay Numbers
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TABLE XI

Acid activated clay $27-00 per ton

Clay (0-6 Ib. per gal. acid oil) . 34 cents per bbl. acid oil

Mixing 3 cents

Pipe-still operation ... 5 cents

Filter-press 4-5 cents per bbl. solu-

tion (60 % oil and 40%
naphtha)

7-5 cents per bbl. acid oil

Solution naphtha .... 5 cents per bbl. charge

8 -3 cents per bbl. acid oil

Total operating cost . . . 57-8 cents per bbl. acid oil

Losses: 50-50 oil-naphtha, 8% of filter charge at 5-5 cents per gal.

= 30-8 cents per bbl. acid oil

Total clay treating cost = 88-6 cents

= 93 cents finished oil

2-2 cents per gal. finished oil

Note: 1 bbl. - 42 U.S. gal.

VHL CONTROL AND TESTING

Percolating as well as contacting are usually controlled

by colour. For practical purposes the Tag-Robinson

colorimeter is sufficient. For exacting laboratory investiga-

tions the Lovibond instrument or the method for measuring

the true colour densities [17, 1934] are required.

Solvent refined oils that frequently are of sufficient colour

to need no further improvement are 'stabilized' with clay.

In this case means of control are sludging, oxidation, and

emulsion tests.

In order to arrive at reasonable cost figures and for con-

trol purposes the efficiencies of clays are important. It is

quite common practice to rate the efficiency in weight of

clay per gallon of oil required to obtain a certain approxi-

mate result, and compare this with the weight of a standard

clay which produces the same result.

Davis [12, 1932] discusses the fallacy of the above

method, pointing out that different relative quantities

of various clays may be needed for different duties and,

whereas one clay may be cheapest for low colours, another

clay may be cheaper than the first for high colours. In order

to obtain a true picture of clay efficiency, curves should be

plotted for colour (or its equivalent in another property)

versus clay requirement.

Furthermore, a curve determined for one type of oil is

not applicable to another type of oil. Different oils behave

very differently towards various clays, and the history of

the oil should in all cases be known when judging the

efficiencies of clays.

The actual tests to establish the efficiency of a clay or for

plant control are performed in small laboratory apparatus

reproducing plant equipment and operations.

When investigating clays to be activated, the type and

quantity of acid to be used, digesting time and temperature

and treating losses must be determined. Once these factors

are established, plant control becomes simplified to control

of the final acidity of the clay. Oils contacted with clays

having neutralization numbers of more than 5 mg. KOH
per gram are likely to be quite unstable.
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FULLER'S EARTH TREATMENT OF CRACKED GASOLINE

By M. R. MANDELBAUM, Chem. Eng., Ph.D., A.I.M.E.

The Gray Processes Corporation

WHEN the treatment of cracked gasoline achieved im-

portance following the first commercial production of

pressure distillate from the Burton cracking stills, sulphuric

acid, which had long been used by the petroleum industry

to refine kerosine and naphtha, was the reagent first

employed. Since the purpose was to mask the presence of

cracked products in marketed blends, and the profits of

cracking were so high that treating losses were com-

paratively unimportant, it was sufficiently satisfactory

that cracking plants installed in the period 1914-24

almost invariably carried with them installations for acid

treating and redistilling the cracked product. It was

not until nearly the end of that period that refiners be-

came aware of the needlessly large losses incurred by the

costly processing then in vogue. While rational treating

methods now in use reduce the gum-forming tendencies of

cracked gasoline at the expense of treating losses averaging

in the neighbourhood of 1 %, the older method involved

consumption in the form of solution, polymer and rerun

losses, offrom4to 5% ofthe cracked gasoline being refined.

Moreover, due to their higher reactivity with sulphuric

acid, the losses were greater proportionally for those classes

of hydrocarbons responsible for the superior anti-knock

characteristics of cracked motor fuel. Depreciation

equivalent to two or three points on the present octane

number scale were the rule due to acid treating, and even

higher losses were experienced on highly cracked gasoline.

Among the processes for treating cracked gasoline to

produce a commercially satisfactory product with minimum
costs and losses, fuller's earth treatment is most widely

used, with installed capacity aggregating more than

200,000 barrels of cracked gasoline per day, apportioned

among the Gray, Osterstrom, and Stratford processes as

shown in Table I. While these processes differ in technique,

they all have as their main feature the selective polymeriza-

tion, by fuller's earth or a similar treating agent, of the

objectionable unstable constituents of the cracked spirit.

The use of adsorbents to decolorize and deodorize

petroleum oils is as old as the industry itself, having been

taken over from much earlier practice in the purification

of animal and vegetable oils. Although the commercial

applications which survived were liquid phase processes,

early workers in the field (Parsons [10, 1869]; Steedman

[12, 1874]; Baynes, Fearenside, and Thompson [1, 1884];

and others) passed certain vaporized oils through char-

coal, earths, and other substances.

TABLE I

Commercial Application of Fuller
f

s Earth Treatment of

Cracked Gasoline in 1937 (bbl. per day)

Fuller's earth was widely adopted for the decolorization

of lubricating and other heavy oils, and its effect was

regarded as purely physical until Gurwitsch [5] in 1912

announced the low-temperature polymerizing action of

porous materials, and followed this in 1915 with the obser-

vation [6] that floridin (a type of fuller's earth) brings about

polymerization when used to decolorize petroleum oils, as

evidenced by the formation of highly coloured substances.

In the earliest days of commercial cracking Gray in the

United States and Hall in Englandhad independently found

that fuller's earth could be used to purify cracked gasoline

vapours. But although Gray's first patent [3] was issued

on an application filed in 1914, it was not until 1924 that

the first commercial unit of the Gray process was installed

at Barnsdall, Oklahoma.

(The petroleum industry uses the terms 'fuller's earth'

and 'clay' as being loosely synonymous. The terms will

be used interchangeably in what follows.)

The development of the processes is evident from the

various patents taken out by Gray [4, 1930, 1933].

As now operated, these processes include a preliminary

step of separating a fraction comprising gasoline from the

heavier products of cracking; a second step, frequently

coincident with the first, in which the fraction to be treated

is brought to the desired temperature and pressure condi-

tions; then the polymerizing step, wherein the gasoline is

subjected to the action of fuller's earth or similar material

capable of causing the selective polymerization of unstable

hydrocarbons; and finally one or more steps to separate

the treated gasoline from polymers formed by the fuller's

earth and from any other hydrocarbons boiling outside the

desired range. The Gray [8, 1933] and R. K. Stratford

[14, 1930; 15, 1933] processes operate on cracked gasoline

in vapour phase. In the former, vapours are passed through
one or more beds of 30-60 mesh clay under conditions

which bring about condensation of part of the vapours,

this serving as a solvent for the polymers formed. While the

bulk of polymerized hydrocarbons readily separate from

the treated vapours by reason of their higher boiling-point,

a final fractionating step is usually provided to complete
the separation. In the Stratford process, the cracked

gasoline vapours are contacted with clay by passing them

up through a bubble tower of conventional design counter-

current to a descending slurry of fine clay in a suitable

carrier such as previously treated naphtha. Treated gaso-

line is taken off as vapour from the top of the tower, while

the polymers are dissolved in the slurry naphtha, and with-

drawn, with the spent clay, from the bottom of the tower.

While the above-described vapour-phase processes can be

operated in connexion with a cracking or rerun distillation

unit, most Gray plants are worked in the former way (and

consequently under superatmospheric pressure) while the

Stratford plants in commercial use almost always treat

rerun gasoline at or near atmospheric pressure.

The Osterstrom process differs from those described in

being essentially a liquid phase process. The distillate to

be treated is heated to 500-600 F. under a pressure (about

1,000 Ib. per sq. in.) sufficient to maintain it in liquid phase
and passed in that form through a bed of coarse clay.
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Polymers are dissolved in the gasoline being treated, and have the selective polymerizing action described. It is due

separated from it in a flash distillation step following the chiefly to the low cost of fuller's earth and its selectivity ofseparated from it in a flash distillation step following the

clay treatment.

These clay-treating processes produce a refined gasoline
of improved colour and odour with a minimum amount
of gum, and having sufficient stability as regards colour and

gum content to meet the usual requirements of storage and
distribution. These results are obtained at lower costs than
are required by acid treating the same type of cracked gaso-
line and with lower losses of material being treated. There

is, moreover, usually no loss of knock rating due to earth

treatment. These facts account for the widespread adop-
tion of clay treating.

Fuller's earth treated cracked gasoline is ready for the

American market after being alkali washed or doctor sweet-

ened. Doctor sweetening usually

improves colour stability and gum
stability of the gasoline on storage,
but reduces stability as regards

exposure to light. In some cases,
where rigorous conditions ofstorage
and distribution are encountered,
oxidation inhibitors or anti-oxi-

dants are added to the clay-treated

gasoline. It has been reported by
Steininger [13, 1934] that clay-
treated cracked gasolines are ex-

tremely responsive to inhibitors.

The compounds removed by clay

treating are the less stable un-
saturated hydrocarbons. This has
been determined by experiments
conducted on pure compounds,
analyses of polymers formed, and
so on. Under ordinary (com-
mercial) conditions of treatment
of cracked gasoline with fuller's

earth alone, little change is brought about in the sulphur
content of the material being treated, so that clay treating
without an accompanying desulphurizing step is not
adapted to cracked products from charging stocks of
high sulphur content, when low sulphur content gasoline
is required.

The gum-forming unsaturated hydrocarbons are not
uniformly distributed in cracked gasoline, and samples
examined show peak concentrations in the middle boiling
fractions. The fractions highest in gum yield the greatest
amount of polymers on treatment and require high clay/
gasoline ratios. The off-colour fractions are not associated
with the gum-forming bodies, and are most frequently
found in the highest boiling fractions. The degumming and
decolorizing reactions of fuller's earth on cracked gasoline
are not the same, and treating material quite spent as
regards one of these effects may have considerable life

remaining as regards tfre other.

Specifications of the fuller's earth or other clay used in
these processes are not critical except as regards mesh
dimension. In some cases, native clays which are not really
fuller's earth and which could not be adapted to the refin-
ing of lubricating oils by percolation can be used in the
polymerization treatment of cracked gasoline. Moreover,
the clays used in these processes need not be dehydrated
before use. This, of course, can be explained by the high
temperature oftreatment, whereby the gasoline first passing
through a fresh charge of clay acts as a drying agent. The
most important requirement is that the treating agent must

chiefly to the low cost of fuller's earth and its selectivity of
action that it has been the most widely used treating agent.

In the processes employing coarse fuller's earth, the

treating material can be revivified after use by roasting in

multiple hearth type furnaces [9, 1926]. Thus, clay from
Gray tower installations is completely revivified by roasting
at temperatures somewhat lower than those required for

recovering clays used in the percolation of lubricating oils.

In view of the low cost of treating material, however, this

recovery step is not practised except in plants using large
amounts of clay for treating lubricating oil. Clay has been
reburned and reused as many as 20 times in the Gray
towers at one plant, and can also be used in lubricating
oil percolation after reburning. In one installation of the

FIG. 1. Flow diagram, the Gray process.

Stratford process fine clay, spent as regards contact treat-
ment of lubricating oils, is made into a slurry without
revivification and used in the Stratford process with good
effect. Throughputs per ton of clay are so large and
amounts of clay used in any plant so small that there has
been no work done on the commercial revivification of clay
from the Osterstrom process. Where spent clay is not
reburned, it is discarded, frequently being used as fuel.

Detailed discussions of the processes, the manner of
working them, and results obtained are given below.

The Gray Process
A flow diagram, showing the important features of a

modern two-stage (series) installation, is given in Fig. L
Cracked gasoline vapours from the fractionating tower of
the cracking plant are separated into two portions. One of
these is condensed without treatment and the condensate
used as reflux in the fractionating tower. The other portion
passes downward through a bed of fuller's earth supported
on a screen in the first Gray tower (or 'polymerizer'). In
most plants the equilibrium boiling temperature at the
pressure conditions maintained is utilized, and a portion
of the vapours condense in the clay bed. Where the
condensate so produced is insufficient in amount to fulfil
its function, provision is made to introduce from an exter-
nal source, or by additional cooling, the required amount
of solvent, usually condensate of the treated vapours.
Polymers, produced by the reaction of the unstable tin-
saturated hydrocarbons in the presence of the clay, are





FIG. 2. Gray towers connected to combination unit, Texas City
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largely dissolved in the condensate and drain from the clay

with the aid of the vapour stream. Partly refined vapours,
and the solution of polymers hi condensate, pass through
the screen into the separating zone beneath. Here thevapour
velocity is maintained at a point sufficiently low to cause the

bulk of liquid particles to drop out. A further separation of

vapours from entrained liquid is effected in a mist separa-

tor or 'knockout drum' of conventional design built into

the vapour line connecting the two towers. The partially

refined vapours pass next through the second polymerizer,

where they experience further refinement. (In most plants

using series flow, the bulk of the purification, expressed in

terms of percentage, gum removal, or by any other index,

takes place in the first clay tower. The second tower is

used to 'finish', or bring the treated gasoline up to high

specification standards [8, 1933]. In this way, a much

greater throughput of treated gasoline per ton of adsorbent

is obtained than can be effected by single or parallel flow.

The. connexions between the towers are so arranged that

the order of flow can be reversed, so that the clay need be

changed in only one tower at a time and the vessel contain-

ing the fresh clay can always be the second one in the series.

After the utility of a charge of earth as 'finishing stage' is

spent, it still has considerable useful life in the first stage.

The reason may perhaps be found in the higher reactivity

of the more readily removed unsaturates.) Vapours from

the final treating stage pass through a final fractionating

tower, called the 'polymer bubble tower', where they are

completely separated from polymers and adjusted to the

desired final boiling-point. This is especially important in

cases where the main bubble tower produces naphtha of a

higher boiling range than that permitted by the gasoline

specifications. Such a condition may be brought about

when it is desired to present the vapours for treatment at a

higher temperature than would be possible if an end-point

gasoline were maintained at or neaf its equilibrium boiling-

point. The most convenient way to accomplish this end
*

without superheating the vapours or increasing the pressure

on the system is to adjust the operation ofthe fractionating

column so as to produce a fraction having a correspond-

ingly higher end-point, relying on the polymer bubble

tower for the final adjustment. In such cases a side stream

may be cut from this last tower, having furnace oil or dis-

tillate boiling range and refined as regards colour, carbon

content, &c., although containing products of polymeriza-

tion of the gasoline fraction.

Polymer solutions from the two clay towers may be kept

separate or combined. The underflow from the second

tower in series is usually, in any event, mixed with the

bottoms from the polymer bubble tower for disposal. While

the total amount of 'polymer fractions' (polymers dis-

solved in gasoline condensates) ranges from 8 to 15% and

more, based on the gasoline treated, the major portion of

this material is condensed gasoline, the total amount of

true polymers produced ranging from i to 1%. (These

figures do not apply to highly cracked 'vapour-phase'

gasolines, which give much higher polymer production.)

In order to avoid any loss of constituents in the gasoline

range, the polymer fraction is recirculated to selected

points in the system, depending on the type of distilla-

tion unit and the operations conducted in it. Where the

clay towers are connected with a cracking unit of con-

ventional type, the polymer fraction from the first tower

may be pumped to the evaporator, while that from the

second tower and polymer bubble tower bottoms are re-

turned to the mam bubble tower. In this way, the gasoline

finds its way back into the vapour stream, lighter polymers
are recycled for cracking and the heaviest polymers, which
most operators prefer to keep out of the cracking tubes,

are removed with the tar.

The true polymers produced by the process have been
found by elementary analysis to be hydrocarbons with a

high carbon/hydrogen ratio, denoting a complex structure.

Their molecular weight indicates that they probably range
from di- and tri-polymers to heavier compounds. They
lend themselves readily to oxidation, possess drying proper-

ties, and have in some cases found industrial application.

Although of high viscosity, their viscosity-temperature
characteristics are poor.
The polymerization reaction is exothermic, and when

the vapours of cracked gasoline are turned into a cham-
ber filled with fresh fuller's earth a rise of 30 F. in tempera-
ture is not at all unusual. This temperature differential

gradually decreases during the first week of operation until

it finally settles down to 5 or 10 F., in which range it

usually remains for the duration of the clay cycle. During
the period when the temperature of the outlet vapours is

15-30 F. higher than the inlet vapours, an increase in the

end-point of the gasoline is observed, due to carrying over

of polymers. This is corrected in the polymer bubble

tower.

Although some plants are being operated at substantially

atmospheric pressure, the largest proportion of Gray pro-
cess operations is carried out in the 50-100 Ib. per sq. in.

range, with some installations working under pressures as

high as 400 Ib. The higher pressures result in more effec-

tive polymerization and greater operating economy from

the standpoint of higher throughputs per ton of ad-

sorbent, although this is usually accompanied by somewhat

higher polymer losses than those obtained from lower

pressure operation. Treating temperatures range from 280

to 500 F.

The optimum rate of treatment varies with the distillate

to be refined and the specification desired in. the finished

product. Inmost plants, treating rates are in the range from

1 to 4 barrels per ton of fuller's earth per hour, but lower

and higher rates are also observed, the upper limit of com-

mercial operation being about 6 bbl. per ton per hour. The

higher rates, however, are not advisable where low copper
dish gum tests are required on the finished products, and

are employed in plants using anti-oxidants after the fuller's

earth treatment. One such plant, with a high treating rate,

is being operated in connexion with the large Combina-

tion Unit of the Pan American Refining Company at

Texas City, Texas. As shown hi the photograph Fig. 2

and described by Price and Brandt [11, 1935], it has four

Gray towers in parallel, followed by a single polymer
bubble tower. Some authorities [13, 1934] consider the

time of contact an important factor, although differences

in temperature and pressure of treatment make time of

contact less significant than might appear to be the case.

Contact times of as little as twenty seconds and as high

as fifteen minutes have been observed. There seems to be

no danger of over-treatment, there being no loss in octane

number even after prolonged treatment, and only small

differences are observed hi the amount of polymer forma-

tion. Consequently, high treating rates (short time of

contact) are justified only when the cost of equipment
increases rapidly with its size, as is the case in installations

for high working pressure.

Treating time, however expressed, depends only on the

cubical contents of the clay bed, and not on its shape, but
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vapour velocity depends on the dimensions of the treating

zone. With downward flow of vapours, which has been

found desirable, high vapour velocities are preferred

because they help to drain the polymers out of the clay.

Contrariwise, deep beds of small diameter cause increased

pressure differential, and the operation of the distillation

unit limits the pressure drop allowable for a given treating

system. (It has been found that the pressure drop through
the clay follows the relationship developed by Fancher and

Lewis [2, 1933] for the flow of fluids through sand beds.)

There is, however, considerable flexibility allowed the

designer of clay treating equipment, as evidenced by the

fact that in the refineries of a single company there are

towers in commercial operation having clay beds 8 ft. high

by 25 ft. diameter and 28 ft. high

by 6 ft. diameter, respectively.

The fuller's earth capacity of Gray
towers in commercial use has

ranged from 4 to 100 tons.

The Gray process is in extensive

use in the United States, Canada,
the Argentine, Roumania, and

Japan. It is treating cracked gaso-
line produced by the Cross, Dubbs,
Holmes-Manley, Tank and Tube,
Combination and other types of

cracking units operating on gas oil

and fuel oil charging stocks from

many types of crude and also re-

formedand polymer gasolines. One
ton offuller's earth treats from 1 ,000
to 30,000 barrels of cracked gaso-

line, depending on the type ofcrack-
ing plant, the oil charged to it, and
therefinery specifications fortreated

cracked gasoline. In general, highly
cracked products require more clay
than those more moderately heat treated; products of fuel
oil charging stocks more than those from distillates, and
naphthenic products more than those ofhigher paraffinicity.
Table II summarizes operating conditions and results at a
representative plant. More complete data on single versus
series operation, results on different gasolines, effect on
octane number, costs and the like can be found in the paper
presented by the writer [8] to the World Petroleum Con-
gress in July, 1933.

TABLE II

Resultsfrom Gray Process Operations
Type cracking unit: Holmes Manley
Charging stock: 28 API. Reduced Crude
Cracking temperature: 965-70 F.

Gray towers: Two (series) followed by polymer bubble tower
Bbl. per ton per hour: 1-21

Clay treating temperature: 415-35 F.

Clay treating pressure: 150-75 Ib. per sq. in.

Throughout per ton of fuller's earth: 3,700 bbl.

Polymers produced: 1-15%
Tests on treated gasoline after doctor sweetening :

Gravity . 58-60

REFINING PROCESSES : PHYSICAL

unit is obtained by condensing the cracked product, which
in most commercial installations is Gyro gasoline. This

material is heated to the required temperature, usually

between 500 and 600 F., in the pipe-still and then passed

through the bed of clay in a small treating vessel. The
vessels used are 24 to 36 in. in diameter and contain a

charge of from 2 to 4 tons of 30-60 mesh fuller's earth.

Such a charge is sufficient to treat as much as 2,500 barrels

of cracked gasoline per day. A pressure of the order of

1,000 Ib. per sq. in. is maintained in the treating chamber
and is released through a manually controlled valve at the

chamber outlet. Polymerization takes place in the pipe-
still as well as in the clay chamber and the polymers formed
are removed by solution in the treated liquid. The products

I.B.P.

F.B.P. .

Octane no.

Colour (Saybolt)
Induction period
Gum (copper dish)

80 F.

392 F.

70
30 (after 90 days' storage 28)
2-5-3-5 hours
2 mg. (after 90 days' storage 3 mg.)

The Osterstrom Process

The flow diagram given in Fig. 3 shows a typical installa-
tion ofthe Osterstrom process. Raw distillate to the treating

FIG. 3. Flow diagram, Osterstrom process.

leaving the treating chamber are flashed at a lower pressure
(25 Ib. per sq. in.) and the gasoline separated from higher
boiling constituents in a fractionating tower, When the

contained heat is not sufficient to effect this separation,
additional heat is supplied either by recirculating the frac-

tionating tower bottoms through a coil in the convection
section of the pipe-still or by other means.

In the case of the Osterstrom process, as in the Gray
process already discussed, the treating reaction is exo-
thermic and a rise in temperature of from 5 to 40 F. is

noted as the liquids pass through the treating chamber.
Pressure drop through the apparatus ranges from 25 Ib.

when the clay is fresh to upwards of 100 Ib. as the clay
becomes clogged with insoluble impurities. This does not

occur, however, until large quantities of gasoline have been
refined. In some cases as much as 70,000 barrels of Gyro
gasoline have been treated per ton of fuller's earth. When
applied to Gyro gasoline, polymer losses of5-7% have been
reported. They are said to be very much lower on less

highly cracked products, but the exact figures are not
available.

In most plants where this process is used colour better
than 17-20 Saybolt is not required and operating condi-
tions are maintained so as to produce this gum content of
the treated spirits, for the yields indicated above are in-

variably below 10 mg. per 100 c.c. and usually under 5.

If desired, a gasoline having better colour characteristics
can be obtained at the expense of increased fractionation

capacity in the polymer separating tower.
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TABLE III

Representative Osterstrom High-pressure Clay-treating

Data

Gyro distillate from Mid-Continent

and Michigan Reduced Crude Oils

Operating data:

Throughput, barrels per day

Pressure, pounds
Temp, tube still outlet

Temp, clay chamber outlet

Total charge, barrels .

Clay yield, 7 1 ,947 barrels of finished gasoline per ton

of clay.

Note-. One charge of clay was used for approximately 4$ months.

Tests on products :

2,500-4,000
1,000

550-80
580-630

166,342

The finished Gyro gasoline showed an induction period of 4 hours

plus, by the oxygen bomb method.

*
(Preformed).

The Osterstrom process is used in the United States and

Japan. Although developed especially to treat high octane

number gasoline prepared by Gyro and similar cracking

processes, where it is desirable to separate the higjily reac-

tive fixed gas from the gasoline before treatment, the

Osterstrom process is also used to refine Cross cracked

gasoline and reformed naphtha.
Table III gives operating conditions and results of an

application of the Osterstrom process.

The R. K. Stratford Process

The flow diagram of the R. K. Stratford process is

shown in Fig. 4. Virtually aU the commercial installa-

tions of this process in operation at the time of writing are

on the rerun basis. Cracked distillate is washed with alkali

and is then charged to the rerun unit (which may, of course,

be a pipe still although a shell still is shown in the figure)

where it is vaporized and the vapours passed to a con-

ventional fractionating column. The vapours removed

overhead from this column have an end-point higher than

those of the desired gasoline since a temperature drop of

10-20 F. is experienced in the treating tower. Vapours to

be treated are introduced at the bottom of the treating

tower and pass upwards counter-current to a descending

slurry of clay in treated gasoline, which is introduced just

below the top plate. The clay slurry mixture is prepared

in a mixing tank, where it is kept in agitation by paddles

driven at about 30 r.p.m. The slurry is pumped from this

tank by means of a triplex reciprocating pump to the treat-

ing tower.

Treated vapours leaving the top of the treating tower are

passed through heat exchangers and condensers in the

conventional manner. The slurry passing out of the bottom

FIG. 4. Flow diagram, R. K. Stratford process.
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of the treating tower is collected in a settling tank, where a

preliminary separation of part of the liquid is effected, and

the oil so separated is pumped to the middle of the

fractionating column. These separators are supplied in

pairs, so that when one fills up the other is used, while the

remainder of the oil from the clay mixture in the first

separator is removed in vacua by heat exchange with still

bottoms.

A typical plant having a treating capacity of2,400 barrels

per day comprises a 7^-ft* diameter treating tower ap-

proximately 30 ft. high with 12 bubble trays. These trays

are equipped with Sf-in. weirs so that the depth of slurry

on each tray is at least this height.

About 200-250 gal. of slurry containing approximately
250 Ib. of fine fuller's earth (200 mesh) is charged to the

treating tower per hour, the concentration of clay depend-

ing on the type of gasoline being treated and the results

desired.

The clay is maintained in suspension during the passage
of the slurry down the tower by means of agitation due to

vapours bubbling through the pool on each plate. Samples
taken at intermediate points show the percentage of clay

in the slurry to be substantially uniform, and inspection of

the treating tower after 90 days of continuous operation
showed no clogging of the bubble trays due to clay. This

process is in use at 6 refineries in Canada and Peru with

a total treating capacity of approximately 30,000 barrels

of cracked gasoline per day. A summary of operating
conditions and results is given in Table IV.

The outstanding characteristic of the Stratford process
is its extreme flexibility, as both the proportion of clay in

the slurry and the rate with which the slurry is pumped
into the tower may be varied. Since fine clay is used, it is

possible to utilize activated clays of the acid-treated type.
Another advantage is the uniformity of the product, since

this is actually a continuous process. Comparatively small

amounts of cracked gasoline are treated per ton of clay

used, optimum results in most cases being obtained at

ratios in the range of 800-1,000 barrels of gasoline per ton
of adsorbent.

In addition to the processes described above, others have
been suggested* Some have reached the stage of com-

TABLE IV

Summary ofR. K. Stratford Clay Treating Operations

Summary:

Charged to still

Colour-rundown tank

Vapour temp, top of bubble tower

Pounds of clay per in, of slurry .

Vapour temp, top of clay tower ,

Pumping rate of slurry

1 25-30 bbl. per hour
30

295 F.

21

280-5 F.

12 in. (240 gal.) per hour

mercial application although not in widespread use. Of
these perhaps the most important is another process [7,

1931] developed by Osterstrom and his associates at The
Pure Oil Company in which the gasoline to be treated is

mixed with fine clay and then passed to a heating zone

where it is raised to polymerization conditions of tempera-
ture and pressure, The mixture of clay and oil is then re-

moved from the heating zone, the clay separated from the

oil and the latter flashed to remove polymers- This process
was in commercial use several years ago but was replaced

by the liquid phase process already described, which was

found to be much more economical.
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ACID-TREATED CLAYS
By B. A. STAGNER, Ph.D.

Consulting Chemical Engineer, Los Angeles, California

CERTAIN kinds of clays when brought into intimate contact

with unrefined or partly refined petroleum products possess
the property of selectively removing undesirable consti-

tuents from the oil. In their natural state some of these

clays, such as fuller's earths and some of the Death Valley

clays, are efficient adsorbents and require only drying and

milling to prepare them for use. There are other clays
which have no, or very little, selective power of adsorption
in their natural state, but which, when properly treated with

acid, become far more efficient than the naturally active

clays.

The fuller's earth can be milled to a fine powder, 200
mesh or finer, and then intimately commingled with the oil

and filtered therefrom in 'contact' refining, or it can be
crushed to grains of 16 to 90 mesh and packed firmly in

deep beds in towers, and the oil passed through the packed
material in 'percolation' refining. Powdered clay cannot
be used commercially in percolators because it quickly
becomes impervious to the flow of the oil. In the activation

of a clay with acid, the clay either crumbles or is reduced

to a fine state of division, and consequently the activated

clay is available only for contact and not for percolation

processes. This article, therefore, deals only with the

activated clays in the contact refining of mineral oils. The
acid-activated clays are for the most part employed in

the contact refining in substantially the same manner as

the naturally active clays. A discussion of contact refining
is presented elsewhere in this treatise.

Origin of Bleaching Clays

The naturally active clays and those activated by acid

treatment are all degradation products of igneous rock,

particularly of volcanic ash; and practically all such clays

in America now exist as sedimentary deposits.

Some of the best-known naturally active clays or fuller's

earths are those of Georgia, Florida, Death Valley, Eng-

land, and Japan. Those in the south eastern part of the

United States and in the Death Valley region of California

are highly efficient, but the cost of shipment of the Death

Valley clay prevents an extensive market outside Cali-

fornia.

The fuller's earths have become activated by weathering
and water leaching under favourable natural conditions.

P. G. Nutting [22, 23, 1933] thinks it is possible that the

clays, such as bentonites, glauconites, &c., which can be

activated by acid occupy an intermediate degradation stage

between an original igneous rock, such as volcanic ash or

volcanic tuff, and the active fuller's earths in that they have

been decomposed under conditions ofthorough weathering,

but of even more limited water-leaching than the active

fuller's earths. The fuller's earths have thus been leached

under very special conditions much farther with pure water

or more probably with weakly acidic water. Neither of

these two types of clay has in its disintegration process

gone so far as to become inactive clay or soil.

Of the clays that are naturally inactive but susceptible

to activation, bentonite is the best representative because

of its abundance and ease of handling. For a discussion of

bentonite, see the works of Raymond B. Ladoo [12, 1921 ;

13, 1925], H. S. Spence [28, 1924], C. W. Davis and H. C.

Vacher [5, 1928], and J. W. Mellor [16, 1925].

Bentonites are deposited widely over the world. They
occur in North America in Canada, British Columbia,

Wyoming, Nevada, California, Texas, Arizona (the highly
activated adsorbent Filtrol is produced from the deposits
in the vicinity of Chambers, Arizona), and in several other

States. Many of the deposits are too thin for economi-

cal mining and may contain impurities that cannot be

activated.

Montmorillonite, beidellite, indianaite, halloysite, &c.,

axe included in the general classification of bentonite.

However, other types of earths are found that can be

activated as well as the bentonites, but they are not so

accessible nor easily handled. Among these are the marine

secondary mineral glauconite and certain partly decom-

posed igneous rocks low in silicate and high in bases (see

Table II and comments).
The bentonites consist mainly of hydrous aluminium

silicate and usually contain from 5 to 15% of alkalis or

alkaline earth oxides. They have no narrowly fixed chemi-

cal composition, and their physical properties are not

constant.

C. S. Ross and E. V. Shannon [26, 1926] have assumed

that a formula R"ORzO35SiO25 7H2O can be used to

represent fairly accurately the molecule of pure bentonite,

the symbol R" representing divalent Ca or Mg atoms, and
K" trivalent Al or Fe atoms.

The basic elements sodium, potassium, calcium and

magnesium, &c., in the bentonite molecule are subject to

exchange or displacement by other bases, a property com-
mercialized in the well-known zeolite for water softening.

Consequently, bentonitic clays from different deposits, or

from different sections of the same deposit, may show
marked variations in their composition from this one cause

alone. In this base exchange, perhaps all the bentonites

permit the easy replacement of the alkaline and alkaline

earth oxides, one with another. Thus the sodium and

potassium atoms are exchangeable with the calcium and

magnesium atoms, as illustrated in the reversible equation:

2NaCl+CaO.Al2 3 .5Si02

x^ CaCl2+NaaO . A12O3 . 5SiO2 .

The base exchange may well account for the high content

of magnesium in much of the naturally active clays found

in and near Death Valley.

C.W. Davis and L, R. Messer [4, 1929] show the analyses

of some adsorbents and clays in Table I. They point out

that samples A and B of Table I are both good adsorbents

and differ markedly from each other, whereas clay C, quite

similar to B
9
has no bleaching action and cannot be

activated. In a general way the composition of active

fuller's earths is informative, however, for their ratio of

silica to alumina is much higher than that of kaolin, ranging

in fuller's earth from about 4-6 to 1.

The raw bentonites suitable for activation usually have

a silica to alumina ratio of from 2-3 to 1 (samples E and F,

Table I), which ratio is intermediate between active fuller's
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earths and kaolin. The acid treatment of the bentonite

(sample F) raises its ratio of silica to alumina to 5 or more

to 1 (sample G), which equals or even exceeds the ratio in

fuller's earth.

TABLE I

Analyses ofAdsorbents and Clays

REFINING PROCESSES: PHYSICAL

A. Commercial fuller's earth from Florida.

B. Commercial fuller's earth from Florida.

C. Typical clay from Nevada \vith no bleaching action.

Z>. Commercial high-magnesia earth from Nevada.
E. Earth (bentonite) from which commercial acid-treated adsorbents are

prepared.
F. Earth (bentonite) from which commercial acid-treated adsorbents are

prepared.
G. Commercial adsorbent prepared from earth F.

Sample D of Table I is of special interest. It is typical

of the naturally active magnesium silicate clays of the

Death Valley region. Its low content of aluminium and

high content of magnesium differentiate it from the bento-

nite clays, although P. G. Nutting [20, 21, 1933] thinks it

is possible that this clay comes from a bentonite that has

undergone much base exchange and become activated

through natural processes.

In the fuller's earths and the bentonites the amount of

moisture driven from the clay between 50 and 200 C. is

higher than in a kaolin type of clay, and Nutting [23, 1933]

suggests that this characteristic may be common to all types
of efficient hydrous adsorbents except the Death Valley

clays that have the high percentage of magnesium. The
rise of adsorbent power with this characteristic loss of

water of constitution is used by Nutting in support of the

'open bond' theory for adsorbent activity, which is later

discussed briefly.

Bentonite when wetted may absorb several times its

volume of water and expand six- or eightfold, but all

samples do not show this behaviour, nor is it an indication

that the clay can be activated.

Activation of Clays with Acid

V. Salmi [27, 1926], in a fairly representative laboratory
activation process, boiled a kilo of bentonite, sample F of
Table I, with 2,000 ml. of sulphuric acid of 17% strength
for 3 hours, filtered out the clay, and washed it with dis-

tilled water until acid could no longer be detected in the
filtrate. The clay was then dried to a moisture content of
about 15% and ground to pass through a 200-mesh screen.
In actual practice the washing is usually continued until

the wash water contains about 0-2 to 0-5% acid. Should
the clay be washed with hard water after the acid is

neutralized, the clay is injured by absorbing basic ions from
the water.

O. Burghardt [2, 1931] describes the activation of a
German hydrous aluminium silicate, called 'Isartone',
doubtless a bentonite, and shows a detailed schematic

arrangement for the mechanical operations, the principal
steps of which are:

1. Mixing the raw clay with water to form a thick slime.

2. Adding acid to the clay-water slime, heating and

agitating with live steam, and digesting at 105C.
(220 F.).

3. Filter-pressing and washing the clay in the press with

fresh water to remove free acid and dissolved salts.

4. Drying the clay in a rotary kiln with gentle heating.

5. Milling the clay so that 85-90% passes through 180-

mesh screen.

He states that he uses 0-28-0-30 Ib. actual hydrogen
chloride per pound of raw clay, but does not give its con-

centration. He finds that the clay activates equally well

with hydrochloric and sulphuric acids, but the sulphuric

acid requires more time for the digestion, 5 or 6 hours

instead of 2 or 3, and the clay after contact with an oil

gives more trouble in the filtering process.

For further details of plant practice in the activation of

clay with acid, the reader should consult the publication

of E. R. Lederer and E. W. Zublin [14, 1932] and patents

issued to P. W. Prutzman and C. J. Von Bibra [25, 1923],

to M. L. Chappell, R. F. Davis, and M. M. Moore [3,

1927], to W. S. Baylis [1, 1930], and to M. J. Welsh

[29, 1915].

P. G. Nutting [20, 21, 22, 23, 1933] has made an extensive

study of the acid activation of different types of clays and
the influence on the activation of the kind and concentra-

tion of acid, the amount of clay leached away, &c, He
determined the bleaching activity of the clay after it was

ground to 150 mesh and dried for 1 hour at 160-200 C.

by supporting a 1-in. layer of the clay in a vertical glass

test-tube and filtering oil through the layer at normal tem-

peratures. The oil used for this purpose was a black Cali-

fornia crude, having about the same resistance to bleaching
as a Pennsylvania cylinder stock (not acid-treated) diluted

with an equal volume of naphtha. The volumes of the oil

were read that filtered through water-white, green, yellow,
and red. The ratio of the volume of the bleached oil to

the volume of the clay was taken as the measure of the

decolorizing power of the clay. The best clay completely
decolorized about 2 volumes of oil, and its efficiency was
therefore rated as 2.

Some ofthe data derived from the more important earths

are shown in Table II. The bleach-rating data in this table

refer to the volume of oil bleached water-white at normal

temperatures.

Concerning the method of determining the comparative
efficiencies of the clays in this somewhat arbitrary manner,
it may be said that no one method of evaluating a clay can
be relied on when the clay is applied to a different oil or
to the same oil under appreciably different conditions.

Nutting found in these experiments that the bleach ratings
were about twice as high when the oil was filtered at 200-
350 C. instead of at normal temperatures. Obviously the

laboratory tests and the refinery operations should be

closely correlated.

The first of the two columns under 'Bleach Rating' in

Table II shows the efficiency of the raw clays based on the

volume of water-white oil filtered. The next column shows
the maximum efficiency obtainable by the acid activation
of the raw clay. Some of the naturally active clays are

shown to be degraded by the acid treatment. Column 3

shows the total percentage of clay that is extracted by the
acid at the time the clay is given its maximum activity.
The next 4 columns show separately the relative propor-
tions of iron, aluminium, calcium, and magnesium ex-

tracted.
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Acid Activation of Various Types of Clays
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* Trace.

Nutting makes the following comments on the samples

of clay in Table II:

'Clays 1-9, 11* and 18 are well-known commercial

clays; 10 is a decomposed olivine rock from near Web-

ster, N.C. ; 12 and 13 are pink bentonites from Colorado ;

14 is a similar bentonite from Santa Rita, N. Mex. ; 15 is

a brown waxy bentonite from near Laurel, Miss. ; 16 is a

green bentonite from eastern Tennessee; 17 is a sedi-

mentary clay, possibly a reworked bentonite from a bank

of the Tennessee River sent in by Prof. Walter H. Bucher

of Cincinnati; 19 is a "fuller's earth" supplied by a

chemical supply house; 20, horny white halloysite from

near Rome, Ga.; 21 is from the 5-foot deposit being

worked near Woodward, Okla., apparently an impure

bentonite; 22, bentonite from Saline County, central

Arkansas, submitted by State Geologist J. C. Branner;

23, 24, and 25 are central Georgia clays submitted by

Poole Maynard, Atlanta, Ga.; 26 is an Ordovician ben-

tonite, greenish grey, very like shale in texture.'

Optimum Leaching in Acid Activation

From the data obtained in the acid activation of several

clays, Nutting [22, 1933] plotted the decolorizing efficiencies

against the per cent, of clay leached out by the acid. One

of the typical figures, that of a bentonite clay from Laurel,

Miss., is reproduced here (Fig. 1). This clay is inactive

until treated with acid.

The four curves in the plot refer, respectively, to the

appearance first of green, then of yellow, red, and finally

black, as the oil filters through the clay. Up to the lowest

curve (G) the oil comes through white, but here it begins

m

to show a tinge of green. The second curve (Y) shows the

beginning of the yellow, &c.

In all the clays that can be activated, the adsorbent

power increases to a maximum with increasing amounts of

acid used in leaching, and then decreases with further incre-

ments of the acid, as illustrated by the curves in this plot

(Fig. 1).

10 20 30 40
PEP CENT LEACHED OUT

FIG. 1. Activation of a typical bentonite by acid leaching.

The efficiency figure is, of course, higher when it is based

on the volume of oil bleached, for example, to a red colour

rather than to the white; and, as to be expected, the ratios

of the volumes bleached white to the volumes bleached red

are not constant for the different clays. In other words,

some of the clays, after failing to bleach the oil to a water-

white colour, continued to bleach the oil to a green, yellow,
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or red colour in relatively much larger amounts than other

clays. Each sample of oil and each sample of clay mani-

fests its own individualities in the bleaching processes. This

sample of activated bentonite was found to be most efficient

in bleaching cotton-seed oil when 18-32% of its weight

had been leached away by the acid; whereas for petroleum

oil, it was most efficient when 27-42% had been leached

away.

Nutting [22, 1933] finds, as a rule, that the bentonites

which can be highly activated have low bleaching power
before treatment, and that if the bentonite has already been

partially activated in nature by water or weak acid, it can-

not be converted by the normal acid-leaching process into

a highly active clay. Such clays go over to nearly pure

silica, even though efforts are made to prevent this action

by controlling the time, temperature, and concentration of

the acid. Some of the grains of the clay consistently leach

more readily than others. He found, however, that he

could equalize the leaching effect on the grains by first

adding to the acid certain soluble salts, such as the chlorides

of iron, aluminium, and magnesium to hydrochloric acid,

or the sulphates of these metals to sulphuric acid.

TABLE III

Salt-acid Solution in Clay Activation

Table III shows the influence of the salt-acid solution on
some typical earths. The Death Valley clay, for example,
a naturally highly efficient adsorbent which was degraded
by the normal acid leaching, was materially improved by
the salt-acid combined treatment. The process [24, 1935]

may be found applicable to earths in which certain com-

ponents are unfavourably affected by the acid or to clays
that are seriously degraded by too much acid.

H. L. Kauffman [11, 1927] investigated the possibility of

increasing the efficiency of powdered Georgia fuller's earth

by treatment with acid and was able to increase it by only
20-40% for the oils used in his tests. He found that similar

acid treatment of a bentonite clay made it several times as

efficient as the natural fuller's earth under investigation.
In the activation of earths with acid, the soluble magne-

sium, aluminium, and other metallic elements are converted
into salts of the acid. Much of the alumina, however, is

not attacked by the acid, but remains permanently asso-

ciated with the silica in the approximate ratio of 1 to 5-6,
as stated above.

Concentration of the Acid used for Clay Activation

In the activation of non-active clays the optimum con-
centration of the acid employed usually ranges from about
15 to 20%. The amount of the dilute acid varies for
different clays and must be determined experimentally.

P. G. Nutting's tests on many samples of clays confirm
the usual observation that hydrochloric and sulphuric acids

of about 20% concentration give equal activation. Even
with clay high in calcium, he found no measurable dif-

ferences in the bleaching effects.

C. W. Davis and L. R. Messer [4, 1929] reported more

in detail the effect of the concentration of sulphuric acid

in activating clay. The clay after activation was ground to

200 mesh and commingled with the oil at temperatures

ranging from 80 to 190 C. The colour of the filtered oil

was determined by an Ives tint photometer reading from
to 100, the reading of 100 indicating a colourless oil. The

optimum concentration of the acid usually fell in the range
of 15 to 20%, although for one sample of lubricating oil

the clay was equally well activated over a range of acid

concentration from 20 to 50%. This last effect is shown

by the curve A in Fig. 2. The colour is plotted against the

concentration of the acid employed in activating the clay.

90

10 20 30 40 SO 60

PER CENT CONCENTRATION
FIG. 2. Optimum concentration of acid for clay activation.

A. Texas oil, C. California oil.

B. Oklahoma oil D. Soya-bean oil.

J. D. Haseman [9, 1929], in a discussion of the theory
of bleaching actions of clays, states that the average bento-

nite can be activated with an equal weight of boiling dilute

sulphuric acid of 33% strength, but that halloysite, often

classed as a bentonite, containing 3 times as much alumi-

nium, requires much more acid for activation.

P. G. Nutting [22, 1933] has compared the use of dif-

ferent amounts of hydrochloric acid of 1 % concentration
and of 10% concentration for the activation of a Texas

bentonite, which he considered typical of the bentonite

clays, and has plotted the bleach rating of the treated

samples in the two series against the corresponding per-

centage of material extracted from the clay (Fig. 3)* The
maximum activity of the clay treated with the 10% acid

was about twice that of the clay treated with the 1% acid,

although the maximum activity produced in each occurred
when from 20 to 30% of the clay was leached away.
Joe E. Meyer [17, 1930] has studied the activation of the

bentonite near San Diego, California (Otaylite from near
the town Otay), and found that \ Ib. of20% sulphuric acid

per pound of dry raw clay gave the clay its maximum
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adsorptive power for mineral oils. Later and more exten-

sive development of the Otaylite has confirmed Meyer's

data, although some parts of this practically limitless de-

posit of clay require considerably more of the weak acid

than found by Meyer.

/o 20 30

PER CENT LEACHED OUT
FIG. 3. Influence of acid strength on maximum activity of a clay.

Meyer reports the bleaching power of this activated earth

to be from 4 to 6 times that of the best fuller's earth. This

figure, however, requires elaboration. In certain cases, as

in bleaching a lubricating oil to a specially light colour, the

activated clay may be from 4 to 6 times as effective as

the best natural earths; whereas for bleaching the oils to

medium colours, a well-activated clay is usually from 2 to 3

times as effective as the best natural earths.

Although the principal object in the application of clay
is that of bleaching the oil, nevertheless other effects are

usually considered, such as the shade and stability of the

colour; removal of resins; removal of acids, both organic
and inorganic; resistance of the oil to oxidation, to sludge

formation, and to emulsification with water, &c. ; and these

factors must be weighed in evaluating the clay.

Temperature of Contacting Clay and Oil

No specific temperature can be prescribed for contacting
adsorbents with oil; the optimum temperature for each

individual oil and clay must be determined experimentally.
The acid-activated clay is not different in this respect from
the naturally active clays. Refiners often neglect to deter-

mine the most economical temperatures and fail to provide
facilities for treating at these temperatures.

Temperatures of 121-260 C. (250-500 F.) are com-

monly used. This temperature may give a better initial

colour to a naphthene-base lubricating oil than a higher

temperature, but the oil may soon darken to an undesirable

blue or purple colour. On the other hand, a temperature
of 370 C. (700 F.) may not produce so ligjit an initial

colour, but the colour may be more stable, and in a month
of storage the latter oil may change but little and then

actually have a better colour than the oil treated at a lower

temperature. When the colour of an oil treated at higher

temperatures does change, itmay become green rather than

blue, and thus have a much more pleasing appearance or

'outer tone' than an oil treated at lower temperatures.

However, bleaching at 370 C. (700 F.) an acid-treated

transformer oil from California petroleum yielded a much
better initial colour than bleaching at 121-260 C. (250-

500 F.), but the oil was much less resistant to oxidation

and to sludge formation in long oxidation tests.

Obviously, air must be completely excluded from the

mixture of hot oil and clay. Live steam is commonly used

for this purpose, as well as for agitation. It is usually
economical to use some type of mechanical agitation for

thorough commingling (e.g., energetic flow through a pipe

still) and to use only enough steam to exclude air. After

the heating, the oil is filtered, preferably through Monel
metal leaves, or if cloth filters are used, the oil is first

cooled to about 120 C. (250 F.) so that the heat will not

injure the cloth. After being filtered, the oil is cooled to

a non-oxidizing temperature before it is permitted to come
into contact with air. The oil from the main filter-press

may carry an almost negligible amount of very fine clay,

which is often most economically removed by filtering the

oil through a special filter-paper or 'blotting '-paper.

V. A. Kalichevsky and J. W. Ramsay [10, 1933] investi-

gated the influence of temperature and time in bleaching
a sample of acid-treated Mid-Continent cylinder stock with

two different activated earths and an untreated but efficient

natural earth. The temperature range investigated was
from 260 to 371 C. (500-700 F.), and the time of contact

from an instant up to 200 min. at the indicated tempera-
tures.

Their tabulated data show that with the activated clays

the best initial colours were attained at 371 C. (700 F.)

and in about 20 min. At 315 C. (600 F.) the maximum
bleaching effect with the activated earths was not attained

in less than 2 hours, and the oil was then not bleached so

light as at 371 C. (700 F.) in 20 min. The lightest colour

produced by the naturally active earth was obtained at

315 C. (600 F.) and in 2 hours' time. If the bleaching

power of the clays is based alone on the initial colours, the

better of the two activated clays was considerably more
than 3 times as efficient as the natural earth. Other

qualities of the bleached oils were not described.

It is often found advisable to heat a lubricating oil and

clay to a temperature at which the distillation loss begins
to become excessive. However, under any condition the

oil can be condensed and returned to the main charge or

used for other purposes.

Optimum Amount of Moisture in Clay

Whether the clay requires drying before use depends on
how it is to be used in bleaching. Ifthe oil and clay mixture

is not heated to a temperature sufficient to dehydrate the

clay and to develop its maximum adsorbent power, the clay

must first be suitably dried. However, if the bleaching is

conducted at an elevated temperature, preliminary drying
is not necessary. Refiners of lubricating oils who activate

their own clay usually find it uneconomical to dry the clay

after activating it, and apply it wet or in the state of a slurry

or mud. The clay in this way automatically passes through
its optimum state of dehydration in actual contact with the

oil and thus develops its maximum bleaching action.

The method of application of the water and clay pulp
is described in the patent of P. W. Prutzman and C. J. Von
Bibra [25, 1923], and more recently in a report of E. R.

Lederer and E. W. Zublin [14, 1932].

L. Gurwitsch [8, 1926] states that a sample of Floridin

(fuller's earth) used in bleaching oil at normal temperatures
was most efficient when the moisture content had been

reduced to about 11 %, and that 'silica gel' is most efficient

with about 7% moisture content; but he recognizes that
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the amount for the various clays is not a sharply fixed

factor. In the same discussion Gurwitsch points out that

a clay dried to 8 or 9% water content by brief heating to

350-60 C. decolorizes better than if dried to 5 or 6% by

prolonged heating at 200-50 C. Gurwitsch thinks the

injury comes from the sintering of the clay at the long

period of heating, but there is a possible explanation in the

excessive dehydration characterized by closing of the free

valences or open bonds, as assumed by Nutting.

Experience in general indicates that if a clay, whether

a naturally active fuller's earth or an acid-activated clay,

is to be used at a normal, or a relatively low, temperature,

it has the greatest bleaching power if previously heated for

a short time at 1 60-200 C. This temperature usually leaves

4-12% water of constitution. At 600-800 C. the moisture

is expelled almost completely and with substantial loss in

the bleaching action of the clay, especially for lubricating

oils. This behaviour is common to the naturally active

clays and to the acid-activated clays, as well as to the

adsorbents produced synthetically, such as 'silica gel' and

aluminium hydroxide.

Theory of Adsorption

Although adsorption, particularly the decolorizing power
of charcoal, has been known for much more than a century,

no theory of the phenomenon has thus far been advanced

that is entirely satisfactory. The theories applying to

naturally active clays and to acid-activated clays are con-

sidered to be substantially identical. The phenomenon is

certainly made up of several factors and is both physical

and chemical, although the chemical manifestation is often

secondary.
Forces affecting adsorption are the attraction of opposite

electrical charges on the adsorbent and the substance ad-

sorbed and greater coherence between similar molecules of

the pure liquid (or oil) than between those of the liquid

and the impurities, the effect of which is to crowd the im-

purities to the outer surface of the liquid and to lower its

surface tension, whether the surface is bounded by a solid,

a liquid, or a gaseous material. An adsorbent brought into

contact with such a liquid adsorbs the outer layer of the

liquid which is rich in the impurities; and, further, if the

adsorbent manifests a greater attraction for the impurities

than for the pure liquid, and ample time is provided, its

surface is taken by the impurities, which crowd out the

pure liquid.

An adsorbent manifests some chemical aspects in ad-

sorbing from an oil the organic compounds which are most
active chemically, whether or not these compounds have

any influence on the surface tension of the oil. Active

clays adsorb first the unsaturated compounds and next in

order those that contain oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur.
The petroleum resins are strongly adsorbed and are

characterized by unsaturation and a high content of

oxygen.
P. G. Nutting [18, 19, 1928] points out that in the acid

activation of clays not only the porosity of the grains is

increased by the etching of the acid and removal of certain

soluble constituents, but the basic atoms, calcium, magne-
sium, sodium, &c., of the clay are displaced by hydrogen
atoms from the acid. These hydrogen atoms are joined

indirectly to the silicon (or aluminium) through oxygen
atoms, as illustrated for simplicity hi a section of a hydro-
silicon chain, which contains about 23% of water of com-

position:

H H H
I

O

H

i O Si O Si

I i I

O O O O

H H H H

The two OH groups attached to a silicon atom are un-

stable; and with mild heating, one of the hydroxyl groups

readily unites with the hydrogen of the other, yielding a

molecule of water, the oxygen ofthe second hydroxyl group

remaining attached to the silicon atom. After the heating,

many of the atoms of silicon in the chain can be represented

in the following manner:

Si

The two actual or potential open bonds represented by the

vertical dotted lines extending from the silicon and the

oxygen atoms are ready, with varying degrees of activity,

to become attached to certain alkyl or weakly basic radi-

cals, causing either adhesion or a surface action producing

insoluble silicates. Nutting points out that these com-

pounds may be as stable as certain well-known loosely

combined substances, and the union cannot be severed by

extracting the adsorbent with any simple solvent.

The water associated with the clay which can be driven

off by heating to 50 C. is so loosely held that it opens no

bonds useful in bleaching, but, on the other hand, the

heating to 160-200 C. is sufficient to develop the maximum

bleaching power. Nutting assumes that heating the clay to

above 200 C. opens additional bonds; but it, nevertheless,

closes some that were already open.
When the hydrous silica (or any active clay) is heated to

800-1,000 C., it loses its total content of water and is then

without power again to absorb moisture. The latter theory

is in agreement with the fact that the clay is injured if

heated out of contact with the oil to as high a temperature
as can be advantageously employed if the clay is first mixed

with the oil. The latter process may be considered as a

'fixation' of the open bonds by the adsorbed material as

fast as they are opened by the rising temperature.
E. R. Lederer and E. W. Zublin [14, 1932] lend credence

to the open-bond theory, but point out that it cannot apply
to a revivified adsorbent which after use has been ignited

at 425-85 C. (800-900 F.) and still possesses 75% of its

original adsorptive properties whsn re-used under condi-

tions precluding any addition of OH groups or formation

of open bonds.

An extensive review of the theories of adsorption is not

attempted here, and if further information is desired, the

reader is referred to the works of L. Gurwitsch [8, 1926],

R. O. Meador [15, 1928], M. E. Fogle and H. L. Olin

[7, 1933], J. D. Haseman [9, 1929], Otto Eckart [6, 1934],

P. G. Nutting [18, 23, 1933], and E. R. Lederer and E. W.
Zublin [14, 1932].

Generalizations Applicable to Activated Clays

In many parts of the world deposits of different types of

clays exist which can be converted by treatment with acid
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into highly active adsorbents for refining petroleum pro-
ducts. The clays are reduced to a powder in the activation,
and are then applicable only to contact refining.
The highest adsorbent activity is usually imparted to

clays that have little or no activity in their natural state.

The maximum activity is developed when only part of
the total extractable material is leached from the clay by
the acid. The optimum concentration of the acid is from
15 to 20% ; a higher or lower concentration usually imparts
less activity.

Sulphuric and hydrochloric acids are the most econo-
mical acids to use; in North America sulphuric acid is

commonly used.
In bleaching oils at normal temperatures the activated

clay is used only in a dry condition, but in bleaching at

elevated temperatures the clay can be used either dry or
as a wet slurry or pulp.
The optimum temperature of contact is a characteristic

of the clay and of the oil and must be determined experi-

mentally.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF THE REFINING OF LIGHT DISTILLATES

By S. F. BIRCH, Ph.D.

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Ltd.

I. INTRODUCTION
LIGHT petroleum distillates, whether straight or cracked,

are rarely if ever obtained in a condition suitable for the

purpose for which they are ultimately intended. Almost

without exception the former in the unrefined state possess

an unpleasant odour and are corrosive to such metals as

copper and zinc, while the latter in addition either contain

gummy substances or produce them on storage. While

colour in itself is of little consequence it frequently denotes

that gum or gum-forming compounds are present. To
eliminate these objectionable qualities, the raw distillates

must be submitted to one or more refining operations,

consisting of treatments with chemical reagents or, less

frequently, with adsorbent materials capable of altering

chemically or removing the substances responsible. The
more commonly employed processes were originally

developed in the early days of the petroleum industry by

purely empirical methods largely based upon common
practice in the still older coal-tar and shale industries.

These relied almost entirely upon acid and soda and it is

indeed remarkable that to-day they are still the most

widely employed, although the manner of their application

has been considerably improved, particularly in the more

up-to-date refineries.

Although the chemical processes involved in refining

differ very much amongst themselves, they have actually

a common object, the production of a satisfactory and
saleable product. The method by which this object is

achieved depends upon whether the constituents respon-
sible for the undesirable properties are hydrocarbon or

non-hydrocarbon. The latter can, in a way, be regarded
as impurities and treated as such; they are in quite a
different category to the hydrocarbons, which help to

constitute the fuel itself and must be conserved as much
as possible to avoid loss of saleable material. Frequently,
as will be shown later, the hydrocarbons which possess

objectionable properties, possess valuable ones as well,

for example, a high anti-knock value; because, however, of
the readiness with which they oxidize or polymerize to

form resinous substances, their removal or conversion into

less troublesome derivatives is essential.

Refining methods are available which are capable of

dealing with the 'impurities', the troublesome hydro-
carbons or both together. For a complete understanding
of the chemical reactions involved in these processes, some
knowledge of the chemical nature and properties of the

various constituents of the lighter distillates together with
the objects of these treatments is essential. While both of
these subjects are treated more fully elsewhere, a brief

account will not be out of place here.

The Constituents of Light Distillates

With very few exceptions, the lighter fractions from the

straight distillation of crude petroleum consist of hydro-
carbons with only traces of oxygen, sulphur, or nitrogen
compounds. The exceptions include a few nitrogenous
or sulphurous distillates, but even in these the hydrocarbon
content forms 90% or more of the whole.

The non-hydrocarbon content of a cracked distillate

is always lower than that of the feed stock from which it is

derived owing to the tendency for these compounds to

break down under cracking conditions and so become

eliminated as hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, or water. The

extent to which this elimination occurs is naturally deter-

mined by the cracking conditions employed, vapour-phase

operation at elevated temperatures being the most drastic

and consequently the most effective. With this type of

cracking there is also less tendency for recombination to

take place.

In spite of the low concentrations in which the non-

hydrocarbon constituents occur, particularly the sulphur

compounds, they are of great concern to the refiner, and

an enormous sum is spent yearly in eliminating them.

The hydrocarbons themselves form an extremely com-

plex mixture of which comparatively little is known. Per-

haps this is hardly surprising when the vast number of

possible hydrocarbons falling within the range of the

lighter distillates is considered. The number of isomeric

forms in which even hydrocarbons of comparatively low

molecular weight can exist is amazing, as is apparent from

the following table in which the theoretically possible

number of isomers for some paraffins and the correspond-

ing olefines is given.

Theoretical Number ofIsomers for Hydrocarbons of
Fixed Carbon Content

The effect of introducing a single ethylenic linkage upon
the number of possible isomers is very striking. There

seems to be no reason for supposing that only a limited

number of these isomers is present in a normal distillate.

Broadly the hydrocarbons can be divided into four main

classes, paraffins, naphthenes, aromatics, and olefines. Of
these only the first three are to be found in straight-run

distillates, although ail four occur in cracked products*
The molecular linkages characteristic of the four main
classes are not, however, limited to the one class. Conse-

quently hydrocarbons exist which possess two or more of

such groupings and their classification into one of the

fourmain classes becomes very difficult. Such hydrocarbons
can only be classified according to the grouping which
exerts the greatest effect upon its general behaviour. For

example, any hydrocarbon possessing a benzene nucleus
in its structure is treated as aromatic because it is largely

upon the presence of this nucleus that its chemical be-
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haviour rests. While there are obviously many weaknesses
in such a classification, it is very useful when considering
the lower hydrocarbons which constitute the gasoline and
naphtha fractions.

While the lighter straight distillates are for the most part
paraffinic in nature, naphthenes and aromatic hydro-
carbons are invariably present. Occasionally, as for

example in certain Borneo distillates, aromatic hydro-
carbons preponderate, while in others from Russian and
Venezuelan sources a much higher content of naphthenes
than is usual occurs.

Both paraffins and naphthenes are on the whole very
resistant to the usual refining agents as well as to oxidation
at ordinary temperatures. The paraffins are, however, not
nearly so resistant to chemical reagents in general as has
been supposed in the past. While the gaseous members are

extremely stable this is by no means true of all paraffins.
Some of the branched-chain members are surprisingly
reactive and together with certain naphthenes have been
shown to be capable of reactions hitherto considered to be
confined to aromatic hydrocarbons, e.g. nitration. The
resistance of the paraffins towards the usual chemical

reagents decreases with increasing molecular weight. The
branched-chain members containing a tertiary carbon
atom, i.e. a carbon attached to three other carbon atoms,
exhibit a considerable tendency to react, but those possessing
a quaternary carbon atom are remarkably stable. The
reactivity of paraffins containing a tertiary carbon atom is

well illustrated by the action of chlorsulphonic acid, nitric

acid, acetyl chloride, and ethylene, the two last in the

presence of suitable catalysts.

While the atmospheric oxidation of paraffins and naph-
thenes only takes place to any considerable extent at elevated

temperatures, certain naphthenes, e.g. 1, 4-dimethylcyc/0-
hexane and 1, 3-dimethyk.yc/opentane absorb oxygen
readily at ordinary temperatures in bright light (Chavanne
and Bode [39, 1930]). Even so, though most paraffins and
naphthenes are practically unaffected by air at ordinary

temperatures, a rancid odour soon becomes distinguishable
in strong sunlight in the presence of air. As a general

rule, the resistance to oxidizing agents decreases rapidly
with increase in temperature. This is particularly noticeable

with sulphur, which only reacts with paraffins to give
traces of hydrogen sulphide at ordinary temperatures in

strong sunlight. On heating, however, hydrogen sulphide
formation becomes very marked, so much so that the

heating of sulphur with paraffin wax has actually been

suggested as a convenient laboratory method for its pre-

paration. The reaction of sulphur with hydrocarbons is

of great interest to the refiner in connexion with the dis-

tillation of gasolines or naphthas containing elemental

sulphur and will be discussed at greater length later.

Although the paraffins are chemically very stable at

comparatively low temperatures, at higher temperatures
their thermodynamic stability is considerably decreased.

At elevated temperatures they are, with the exception of
the first few members of the series, much less stable than

other hydrocarbons. Their instability in this respect com-

pared with that of the olefines and aromatic hydrocarbons
is most marked. The mechanism of the thermal decom-

position of hydrocarbons is treated under 'Cracking' and
we are only concerned with it at this stage because distilla-

tion, which forms an important adjunct to certain chemical

processes, may lead to a small but definite amount of

cracking unless carefully carried out. Traces ofunsaturated

hydrocarbons formed in this way may have a very adverse
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effect upon the stability ofstraight distillates. The tendency
to decompose on distillation is quite marked with the higher
paraffins boiling at the upper end of the gasoline range.
Thus 77-dodecane, boiling at 215 C. shows unmistakable
signs of decomposition when the pure compound *is dis-

tilled in the laboratory at atmospheric pressure. Time of
heating is an important factor in this connexion, and
paraffins which are normally stable at their boiling-point
show evidence of decomposition on prolonged heating.
Paraffins possess no power of polymerization, a property
which is confined to the unsaturated hydrocarbons. Re-
cently Ipatiev and Grosse [74, 1935] have shown that in
the presence of suitable catalysts secondary paraffins are

capable of reaction with olefines to form higher paraffins.

Although the 3- and 4-membered ring naphthenes
appear to be very reactive towards chemical reagents, the
5- and 6-membered rings closely resemble paraffins. Cyclo-
pentane and its derivatives appear to be especially resis-

tant. On heating with sulphur, the cyclohexanes form aro-
matic hydrocarbons.
The aromatic hydrocarbons, although much more stable

to heat than the paraffins or naphthenes, are much less

resistant to chemical reagents and in many instances to
oxidation. Benzene itselfis extremely stable, but derivatives

possessing side-chains are noticeably less resistant. Thus
although potassium permanganate is extremely effective

in oxidizing sulphur compounds, attempts to use it in the

desulphurizing of gasoline impart to the latter the unmis-
takable odour of benzaldehyde formed as a result of the
oxidation of toluene.

Most aromatic hydrocarbons are particularly valuable
on account of their high octane number. Long side-chains,

however, have a very adverse effect and lower the anti-

knock value considerably.
Besides the three classes of saturated hydrocarbons

which form the straight distillates, there is another vast

and important class occurring in the cracked distillates,

namely, the unsaturated hydrocarbons or olefines. These

hydrocarbons are formed as a result of the thermal decom-

position of saturated hydrocarbons, the extent to which

they are formed and the degree of unsaturation being
determined by cracking conditions. While originally

cracking stock consisted of the heavy residues extending
above the gas-oil range, to-day light distillates such as the

heavier portion of the gasoline fraction are cracked as

well. The reason for this is that whereas cracking was

originally employed to increase the gasoline yield, it is

now also used to improve the anti-knock value of low
octane fuels. Cracking conditions vary over a wide range.

Normally operation at high temperatures and low pres-
sures (vapour-phase operation) gives highly unsaturated

products of high anti-knock value while comparatively low

temperatures and high pressures (liquid-phase operation)

yield much more saturated products. As the anti-knock

value is dependent very largely upon the olefine con-
tent and this, as well as the losses in the form of gas,
increase with the temperature of the cracking operation,
conditions are carefully chosen, consistent with the

material to be cracked, to give the most desirable com-

promise between knock rating and gas loss. While cracking
is generally regarded as degradation of high to low mole-
cular weight hydrocarbons, it also includes the reverse

process, synthesis or polymerization. Polymerization takes

place in many ways and may result in the formation

of extremely valuable products, e.g. di&tfbutene from iso-

butene.
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As a result of these various reactions, a very complex
mixture of hydrocarbons is formed, both saturated and un-

saturated, and, at the present time, practically nothing is

known of the composition of any but the lightest fractions.

Mono- and di-olefines, both aliphatic and alicyclic have

been identified and it is highly probable that aromatic

hydrocarbons with unsaturated side-chains or rings such

as styrene and indene are also present. The unsaturation

takes the form of ethenoid (olefinic) linkages, no evidence

having so far been obtained pointing to the presence of

ethinoid (acetylenic) compounds.
Unsaturated hydrocarbons generally, since they have a

higher knock rating than the corresponding saturated

derivatives, are of much greater value as motor fuels. As
a general rule they possess a much lower response to

tetraethyl lead, but their higher initial anti-knock value

largely offsets this disadvantage. Their increased reactivity

both to aerial oxidation and towards chemical reagents is

a further drawback, for the former results in gum-formation
while the latter often entails heavy losses on refining and
a consequent fall in octane rating. Cracking, however,

provides such a convenient source of gasoline of high
anti-knock value that unsaturated hydrocarbons form a

very considerable part of the automotive fuels in use to-

day. Recent developments in catalytic polymerization bid

fair to increase the ratio of unsaturated to saturated

hydrocarbons in gasolines even further; in fact it does not

seem improbable that a time will come when deep-seated

cracking followed by catalytic polymerization will be a

normal refinery process. A strong tendency towards gum-
formation does not appear to be so generally a property
of olefines as was once supposed. Only certain olefines,

e.g. conjugated aliphatic and cyclic diolefines, styrene

derivatives, &c., possess it to a very marked degree. The
extent to which these are able to initiate chain reactions

is unknown, but their removal certainly produces a reason-

ably gum-stable material. Modern refining processes,

therefore, aim only at removing the hydrocarbons which

may prove troublesome in the final product, while the

use of inhibitors to reduce gum-formation has made it

possible to market certain distillates after little if any
treatment.

In considering the unsaturated hydrocarbons it is con-
venient to subdivide them into four classes: (a) mono-
olefines, (6) diolefines, (c) cyclic olefines including both
those possessing an ethenoid linkage in the ring and in

any side-chain, and (d) aromatic hydrocarbons with
unsaturated side-chains.

The mono-olefines vary very considerably in their pro-
perties and general behaviour according to the position of
the double bond. Under the influence of heat there is a

tendency for isomerization to occur and the double bond
to pass to a more stable position, that is to say, away from
the end of the chain. This results in an improvement in

knock-rating. Many of the olefines present in cracked
distillates appear, however, to have the double bond in the
1- or 2-position.

Chemically they are highly active and readily undergo
additive reactions with such compounds as halogens,
halogen acids, ozone, thiocyanogen, and certain non-
metallic chlorides, e.g. sulphur chlorides, arsenic chlorides,
&c. Certain of these reactions, i.e. halogen and thio-

cyanogen addition, interest the petroleum chemist in that

they provide a convenient method for the quantitative
estimation of olefines. On hydrogenation in the presence
of suitable catalysts olefines form paraffins; whether this

results in an improvement in knock rating is dependent

upon the actual olefine. All but certain olefines having

complex-branched chains, e.g. diwobutene, decrease in

knock rating. Hydrogenation has also been employed by
Waterman and others as a means of estimating the olefine

content; while the method is less convenient than those

using halogens, the results are more reliable.

At elevated temperatures olefines polymerize to form

higher boiling hydrocarbons. The reaction is complex
and the products include olefines and paraffins; normal

olefines give considerable quantities of both iso-derivatives

and naphthenes, aromatic hydrocarbons too being formed

if the temperature is sufficiently high. Certain substances,

e.g. activated charcoal, are capable of catalysing this

reaction without seriously affecting the products, but others

such as acid catalysts apparently alter the course of the

reaction with the result that tine mixture of polymers
formed has different properties. Thus heat polymerization
of the lower olefines alone invariably gives a product of

lower anti-knock value than that obtained by the use of

phosphoric acid catalysts.

Polymerization can also be effected by a-particles, light,

or the silent electric discharge, and the products formed

may vary from low-boiling hydrocarbons to viscous liquids

resembling lubricating oils.

To-day the lighter polymers are becoming increasingly

important to the refiner, on account of their high knock-

rating. Chemically they are more reactive than even vapour-

phase cracked distillates, largely because they contain a very
much higher proportion of olefines. The difficulty originally

experienced in refining on this account has been overcome

by blending them with normal cracked distillates for treat-

ment or by the use of inhibitors.

Under suitable conditions all olefines absorb oxygen
to form high-boiling and resinous products, normal

primary and secondary olefines and those in which the

double bond is remote from the point of branching being
more susceptible than the others. The actual mechanism
of the reaction by which the resinous products are formed
is by no means clear although two plausible theories have
been advanced. The first supposes that peroxides are first

formed by the addition of a molecule of oxygen

>c o

>c o .>H>co
which subsequently decomposes or undergoes rearrange-
ment. This theory is supported by the presence of peroxides
which can usually be detected in unsaturated products
after exposure to light in the presence of ain The second

theory due to Wagner and Hyman [148, 1930], while admit-

ting the formation of peroxides, postulates that these

merely catalyse gum-formation. This theory has not,

however, been generally accepted although it finds support
in the work of Cassar [37, 1931] who showed that while
olefine peroxides catalysed the formation of gum in an
unstable gasoline, diolefines do not in the absence of

peroxides. Cassar also showed that no relation existed be-
tween gum-formation and boiling-point or sulphur content.
Tests carried out upon various pure olefines in 20%
solution in a straight gasoline showed that even after

oxidation at 100 C, for 4 hr. with oxygen at 100 Ib. per
sq. in. pressure under conditions when most cracked
gasolines form gum, they did not. Only after 24 hr. did
oxidation proceed to any considerable extent. On the
other hand, diolefines gave gum on mere evaporation.
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The formation of resinous compounds or gums in

gasolines from unsaturated hydrocarbons is the cause of
much trouble and expense to the refiner. Not only does it

invariably result in a drop in the octane rating but the

gum formed causes trouble in use in the engine, such as

sticky valves and excessive carbon deposition. While a
small amount of gum does not appear to be harmful, it

is obviously desirable to prevent its formation as far as

possible.

To-day two classes of gum are recognized, actual or pre-
formed and potential gum. The first actually exists in the

gasoline and is left on evaporation even under the mildest

conditions, while the second is not present but only formed
in use or on storage.

As mentioned above, gum-formation is dependent upon
conditions and while all olefines are no doubt potential
sources of gum, under normal conditions of storage and

use, only certain hydrocarbons give trouble.

Apart from their role in gum-formation peroxides

possess intensely pro-knock properties. Thus cyclo-

hexene after a comparatively short exposure to sunlight
and air can be shown to contain peroxides which very

definitely decrease its knock rating. On redistillation the

latter is restored to its original value. While normally the

peroxides are very unstable and explode on warming, some
are remarkably stable and can even be steam-distilled

without decomposition. In view of the ease with which
these compounds are formed and their extreme potency,
it is not surprising that cracked distillates frequently
decrease in knock rating when stored under adverse condi-

tions. Redistillation of stale cracked distillates has fre-

quently lead to violent explosions owing to the peroxide
content. Qualitatively peroxides can be detected by acid

potassium iodide and in higher concentration by plumbite.

They are said to be destroyed by alkali washing or treat-

ment with such reducing agents as ferrous sulphate.

The diolefines have the general formula CnH27l_2 and
contain two ethenoid linkages. Three isomeric types exist

depending upon the position of the double bonds and
these possess somewhat different properties. The three

types are:

(1) allenes with the structure >C=G=C< ,

(2) conjugated diolefines or butadiene type, e.g.

I I

>C=C C=C< and

(3) diolefines in which the two points of unsaturation

are separated by one or more carbon atoms, e.g.

I I

-c

Of these only the second class need be considered here

for the allenes do not appear to be present in cracked

distillates, while the diolefines of type 3 behave as normal

olefines excepting that they are doubly unsaturated.

Drastic cracking conditions such as those employed in

vapour-phase operation favour the formation ofconjugated
diolefines. Rice and Rice [130, 1935] explain their forma-

tion on the assumption that the higher members of the

olefine series decompose on heating according to a chain

mechanism with the production of a paraffin molecule

plus a molecule of the butadiene type of structure. Cer-

tainly the lower fractions from vapour-phase cracked

distillates are particularly rich in these hydrocarbons.
In their properties the diolefines in many ways resemble

the mono-olefines. The simpler conjugated members are
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highly refractive liquids with a pungent 'odour and high
anti-knock value. Many polymerize and undergo aut-

oxidation when exposed to air and light although a few
such as 3-methyl-l ? 3-pentadiene show no tendency to do
so (Fischer and Crittenden [56, 1930]).
While the non-conjugated diolefines behave very similarly

to mono-olefines in their addition reactions which take

place at each ethenoid linkage quite normally, in the

conjugated diolefines the unsaturation appears to be much
intensified. Addition takes place in two stages, the first

being mainly 1:4 although some 1:2 addition also

occurs:
X X

>c=c c=c<

1:4

Chemically the conjugated diolefines are extremely active,

and the readiness with which they polymerize and oxidize

is probably responsible for most of the gum-formation
in cracked distillates. According to Kogermann [86, 1930]
each molecule of diolefine can absorb one atom of oxygen,
the product closely resembling the gum formed from
cracked gasolines. The addition of this oxygen probably
takes place in the 1 : 4 position giving a furan derivative

=c c<

Both mono- and di-ozonides are also formed, but the latter

only slowly. They are extremely explosive. Sulphur reacts

at elevated temperatures with the formation of thiophen

derivatives, the reaction resembling in the first stage that

which occurs with oxygen.

>c c< JL-

Recently it has been found that diolefines are capable
of reacting with hydrogen sulphide. Thus Bockseken and
Linde [21, 1935] have shown that isoprene heated under

pressure with hydrogen sulphide to 96 C. in the presence
of iron oxide or sulphide as catalyst yields a mixture of

2-thiol-2-methyl-butene-3 and (probably) 2, 3-dithiol-

2-methylbutane.
Another interesting reaction of the conjugated diolefines

is the formation of addition compounds with sulphur
dioxide. The product, in which addition as usual takes

place in the 1 : 4 position, is an unsaturated cyclic sulphone
of the type

>c c<

They are well-defined crystalline compounds which exist

hi mono- and in certain circumstances polymeric forms.

The former on heating readily decompose to give the parent

substances, a reaction which provides an excellent method

for the preparation ofpure diolefines. A further interesting

action common to all substances possessing conjugated

linkages is the formation of an addition compound with
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maleic anhydride, a reaction which takes place with extra-

ordinary ease.

\/

_C CH

X
C CH-CCX

C CH-CCK

x
The compounds formed are tetrahydrophthalic acid

derivatives and have been used by Birch and Scott [19,

1932] to identify the diolefines present in the lower fractions

from cracked distillates; Brooks has suggested their use
for the preparation of glyptal type resins. It has actually
been proposed to use maleic anhydride as a refining agent,
and the use of maleic anhydride in the refining of coal-tar

benzole and cracked gasoline (cf. Carleton Ellis, U.S.P.

2,068,850 (1 Sept. 1932)) has been covered. Unlike the

sulphur dioxide addition compounds, they are not dis-

sociated into their original components on heating.
Conjugated diolefines polymerize to form high-mole-

cular weight polymers many of which resemble rubber.
Peroxides have been shown to be extremely active catalysts
in this polymerization, once again emphasizing the im-
portant role which these compounds play in gum-formation.
Both mono- and di-olefines form compounds with certain

metallic salts, particularly those of copper, silver, and
mercury; the majority of these compounds are loosely
combined molecular compounds readily resolved into
their components. The cuprous salts find application in
the separation of olefines and diolefines from admixed
saturated hydrocarbons.

Cyclic olefines do not appear to have been identified
in normal cracked distillates, although there is little doubt
of their presence. They can be subdivided into two classes,
one with the ethenoid linkage in the ring and the other
in which it is present in a side-chain. Both resemble the
aliphatic mono-olefines in their behaviour excepting that
perhaps the former are somewhat more reactive. Cyclo-
hexene, a typical member of this class, readily absorbs
oxygen to form a peroxide which decomposes to produce
a viscous gum much of which is acidic in nature. In the
engine cycfohexene shows a tendency to pre-ignite pre-
sumably owing to this ready peroxide formation.
At least one cyclic conjugated diolefine, cyc/opentadiene,

is a common constituent ofcracked distillates and pyiplysis
products generally. Its extreme reactivity, particularly
towards maleic anhydride, has made it possible to detect
it even in comparatively low concentrations. Attempts to
identify the corresponding six-membered ring compound
A^-cyc/ohexadiene have not proved so successful.

Conjugated cyclic diolefines closely resemble the open-
chain derivatives in their chemical reactivity and general be-
haviour and in having high anti-knock values. They are
even more prone to oxidation and polymerization; in fact,
so great is their tendency to polymerize that it is practically
impossible to distil them at atmospheric pressure, without
considerable polymerization taking place. So marked is
this tendency with certain of the higher members that
polymerization occurs with explosive violence. Thus A1 - 3-

c^c/ooctadiene is stated to polymerize at 130-140 C with
explosive violence to form a resinous material. Heat is
not essential to bring about polymerization for it is rapid
at normal temperatures, particularly if air is present no
doubt owing to the formation of peroxides. Cyclo-
pentadiene itselffurnishes an excellent example, for at 20 C

it is almost completely polymerized to the di- and tri-

meride. In the presence of air the extremely explosive di-

cyc/opentadiene peroxide is formed and eventually a sticky
brown substance separates. Depolymerization of dicycb-
pentadiene can be effected by slow distillation, iron acting
as a catalyst. This tendency to depolymerize is, however,
byno means general, for the dimeride ofAlt3

-cxe/0hexadiene
is not decomposed at its boiling-point at atmospheric
pressure.

Polymerization which occurs with such readiness in pure
substances is less marked in hydrocarbon solution, parti-

cularly if the diluent itself is incapable of polymerization.
The possibility of the polymerization initiating chain
reactions involving other unsaturated hydrocarbons should
not be overlooked.

The remaining class, the aromatic hydrocarbons with
ethenoid linkages in side-chains or attached cyclic structures,
can be dismissed in a few words. No members of this class

have been detected in normal cracked distillates but there

is little doubt of their presence, particularly in the higher
fractions from vapour-phase distillates. Two typical

members, styrene and indene, have been isolated from the

products obtained during the pyrolysis of natural gases
(cf. Birch and Hague [12, 1934]) and, in view of the interest

taken by the petroleum industry in the utilization of such

gases, are likely to interest the petroleum chemist. Both
styrene and indene are chemically extremely reactive. They
polymerize slowly on standing but extremely rapidly under
the influence of heat to give resinous products. The
styrene polymer is in considerable demand in the plastics
and paint industry, a fact which would undoubtedly
influence a refiner called upon to refine any material rich

in styrene. Chemically both styrene and indene resemble
olefines. They readily hydrogenate in the side-chain or
unsaturated ring in the presence of mild catalysts and add
on halogens quite normally.
Hydrocarbons with ethmoid, i.e. acetylenic linkages,

have not been detected in normal cracking operations, or
even those carried out at comparatively high temperatures.
They therefore need not be considered here*

The Non-hydrocarbon Constituents of tight
Distillates

Sulphur Compounds.

Sulphur in the form of its compounds generally occurs
to a greater or lesser extent in all crude oils. Its presence
in the distillates, particularly the lighter distillates, is a
matter of considerable concern to the whole petroleum
industry. Not only do certain sulphur compounds impart
an unpleasant odour to products containing them; but they
are corrosive, affect the light stability, and in gasolines
exert a considerable effect upon the lead response. Even
those sulphur compounds, which in gasolines and similar
fuels are not directly objectionable, are potentially corro-
sive since on combustion they become converted into sul-

phuric or sulphurous acid. Whileunder ordinary conditions
most of the products of combustion pass out through the
exhaust system (which being above the temperature of
condensation for water is unaffected) part teds its way
past the piston into the crank-case. Here, where owing
to the lower temperature water vapour can condense,
corrosion occurs.

Although the objection to gasolines possessing a sour
odour is not as strong as it was, automobile drivers do not
like to have the odour of unrefined gasoline in their cars,
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and while manufacturers have to a large extent overcome

gasoline vapour finding its way into the vehicle, it is almost

impossible at times to prevent it entirely since the odour
of the sulphur compounds is particularly penetrating and
tends to linger for a considerable time, the refiner must either

remove them or convert them into others less obnoxious.

Another good reason for the removal of sulphur com-

pounds is their corrosive nature. Sulphur itself is known
to be extremely corrosive towards copper and other metals,

forming sulphides, while hydrogen sulphide is not only

readily oxidized to free sulphur but is corrosive in itself,

attacking such metals as zinc, copper, and iron. Other

sulphur compounds, e.g. the mercaptans, also possess
corrosive properties. The corrosion products cause trouble

in several ways, particularly in flaking and choking
narrow tubes, &c.

The part played by sulphur compounds in promoting
'hazing' and gum-formation in gasolines and naphthas is

not entirely understood but has recently been the subject

of investigation; it will be discussed later. The ready
oxidation of certain compounds containing sulphur to

acidic products, such as sulphuric acid, is undoubtedly

partly responsible for gum-formation in cracked distillates.

More recently attention has been directed to the effect

produced by sulphur compounds upon the lead response
of gasolines. While certain compounds exert a much
greater effect than others, it is surprising that sulphur
itself is one ofthe least effective. Polysulphides, particularly

the trisulphides, are extremely potent and possess definite

pro-knock tendencies as well. It would thus appear that

in spite of the outcry against unnecessary expense in

reducing the sulphur content of gasolines that possibly

a useful purpose may be served in doing so after all.

The presence of free or combined sulphur in kerosine

for lamps leads to charring of the wick, presumably
on account of sulphuric acid formation. Lamp-glasses
are also clouded. The absence of sulphur from special

naphthas such as painter's naphtha (white spirit) is essential,

for a tendency to decompose in the presence of light or

heat would adversely affect any lead-containing colour.

The need for the removal or conversion of sulphur

compounds into harmless compounds thus appears to be

very general over the range of lighter distillates, and much
of the refining is undertaken for this reason.

The unrefined light distillates, comprising gasoline,

special naphthas, and kerosine, usually contain sulphur,

not infrequently in the elemental form, but more generally

combined either as hydrogen sulphide or organic sulphur

bodies. These may include thio-ethers both aliphatic and

cyclic (the so-called 'thiophanes'), di- and higher poly-

sulphides, mercaptans and thiophens. Most of these

compounds appear to be degradation compounds of com-

plex sulphur-containing bodies present in the crude oil, the

extent to which they are present in the lighter distillates

being largely determined by distillation or cracking condi-

tions. Hydrogen sulphide itself is a common constituent

of natural gas and may form 10% or more of the dry gas.

Whether the lower-boiling sulphur compounds are always

degradation products is by no means sure, although in

certain instances it appears to be so. Thus Iranian crude

oil freed from hydrogen sulphide at a low temperature,

when distilled under very mild conditions, i.e. under

reduced pressure in a stream of inert gas, gives a gasoline

distillate substantially free from sulphur and negative to

the doctor test. Under ordinary conditions, a distillate is

obtained containing 0-08-0*10% sulphur chiefly in the
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form of hydrogen sulphide, mercaptans, sulphides, and

polysulphides. In fact it can be shown that in the neigh-
bourhood of 130 C, a very definite decomposition takes

place in the crude oil and sulphur makes its appearance
in the distillate. A further striking proof is that crude oil

which has been given an acid treatment sufficient to throw
all the asphaltic compounds out of solution, gives dis-

tillates noticeably lower in sulphur content.

Elementary sulphur and the polysulphides are largely

secondary products formed by side reactions occurring

during distillation or on storage. The presence ofelemental

sulphur can usually be traced to aerial oxidation of hydro-
gen sulphide, a reaction taking place with great readiness

in the presence of moisture. As a result, unless hydrogen
sulphide-containing distillates are treated at a very early

stage for its removal, they are invariably found to contain

free sulphur.
While disulphides are normal constituents of the lighter

distillates, they are also formed as a result of the oxidation

of mercaptans by air or sulphur, a reaction which only

proceeds slowly at ordinary, but rapidly at higher tempera-
tures. Sour distillates stored for a considerable period in

the presence of air become sweetened in this way.
We have seen that oxygen is capable of reacting with

many hydrocarbons under suitable conditions. Sulphur
too is capable of reaction. At ordinary temperatures the

action of sulphur upon the hydrocarbons occurring in

light distillates is negligible, although in strong sunlight

traces of hydrogen sulphide can sometimes be detected.

The tendency to react increases with increasing temperature
and molecular weight to such an extent that, as mentioned

above, it has been suggested that heating a mixture of

paraffinwax and sulphurmight provide a convenient labora-

tory method for producing hydrogen sulphide. Even at the

comparatively low temperature of 175-200 C. the action of

sulphur on the higher gasoline fractions or kerosine gives

hydrogen sulphide in appreciable amounts, part of the sul-

phur also entering into combination with the hydrocarbons.
Some lighthas beenthrownon thesereactions byFriedmann,
who found that sulphur heated with w-octane [57, 1916] at

270-280 C. under pressure gave a liquid thiophen homo-

logue and a compound probably dimethylthiophthen which

readily formed a red picrate. The formation of the

thiophthen derivative probably occurs as follows:

CH3-CH2*CH2-CH2.CH2.CH2-CH2.CH3+4S.

I

S

H-C
+3S

CH2 CH CH-CH3

II
CH3 -CH CH CH2

S

CH3-C C CHV
s

although Friedmann suggests a rearrangement ofthe octane

first to give 2, 3, 4-trimethylpentane which then reacts to

yield

CH C CH
\xv
s s
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The former mechanism is regarded by the author as

more likely in view of Challenger and Harrison's work

[38, 1935], The thiophen homologue obtained in many
respects resembled diethylthiophen.

From an unsaturated hydrocarbon, hexene, Friedman

obtained under similar conditions several volatile sulphur-

containing compounds, C6H12S, C12H14S, and QgHseS,

together with an asphaltic compound, the composition of

which corresponded to C24H2oS2. When, however, naph-
thenes containing six-membered rings are heated with sul-

phur dehydrogenation occurs, and Markovnikov and Spady

[105, 1887] and Friedmann [58, 1916] suggest that the re-

action takes place in steps, the formation of sulphur com-

pounds taking place intermediately. Thus examination of

the products from the action of sulphur on cycfohexane

proved the presence of both thiophenol and phenylsulphide.

The reaction is represented by Friedmann as follows :

REFINING PROCESSES: CHEMICAL

C6H12H-S

C6H10+S -* C6H 9SH -> H2S+C6H8 .

The formation of thiophenol from the cyc/ohexadiene
then takes place as follows:

C6H 8+2S+2H2S -> C,HUS4

C6H12S4 -* 3H2S+C8H5SH.

To what extent such reactions, however, take place during
the distillation of gasolines and kerosines containing free

sulphur is unknown; that reaction does occur to at least

a small extent is certain.

Chemically the sulphur bodies present in the lighter

distillates may be divided into two groups, those possessing

weakly acid properties and those which are neutral in

behaviour. The first group comprises hydrogen sulphide
and the mercaptans, the latter being derived from hydrogen
sulphide by the replacement of one hydrogen with an

organic radical ; the remaining hydrogen atom is responsible
for the weakly acid properties. Most ofthe refiner's troubles

can be traced to free sulphur, hydrogen sulphide, or mer-

captans. The second group which includes the thio-ethers,

disulphides, and thiophens causes little concern excepting
when these bodies are present in such large amounts that

it is necessary to remove them in order to reduce the total

sulphur content.

Hydrogen sulphide possesses strongly acid characteristics

and can be easily and completely removed from distillates

by alkali washing. When it is required to remove it from
natural gas, it is usual to employ some process in which
the scrubbing liquid can be regenerated cheaply and easily,

e.g. triethanolamine, alanine, sodium phenate, and so on.

Apart from its objectionable qualities in gasoline hydro-
gen sulphide is frequently the cause of trouble on account
of its extremely poisonous nature, workmen being over-

powered by leakage or accidental releaseofgases containing
it. Mercaptans are considerably less acidic than hydrogen
sulphide, the relative acidity varying with the attached

group. Thus acidity decreases with increasing molecular
weight in the aliphatic series, secondary mercaptans being
more acid than the corresponding primary isomers. Thio-
phenol is a comparatively strong acid.

The lower molecular weight mercaptans possess an
extremely disagreeable odour, but the higher members
are odourless. All those occurring in the gasoline and
kerosine range are obnoxious. So penetrating, in fact, is

ethyl mercaptan in odour that its use as a stench for indicat-
ing leakage in gas mains has been advocated, a con-

centration of only 4 g. per 1,000 cu. ft. gas being suffi-

cient.

Mercaptans are completely miscible with hydrocarbons

in all proportions, but their solubility in water is low and

decreases with increasing molecular weight; the higher

members are practically insoluble. The solubility in water,

as will be seen later, has an important bearing on mercaptan
removal by alkali washing.

Both hydrogen sulphide and mercaptans are charac-

terized by their behaviour with oxidizing agents. Mild

oxidizing agents such as iodine convert them quantita-

tively into sulphur and the corresponding disulphides

respectively, a reaction which is used for their estimation.

The oxidation of mercaptans by such mild reagents as air

or sulphur forms the basis for the sweetening reactions to

be discussed later. More vigorous oxidation, for example,
with nitric acid, permanganates, or hypochlorites results

in their conversion into sulphonic acids.

While the alkali and alkaline metal mercaptides are

readily hydrolysable, the heavy metal mercaptides are

insoluble in water. Lead mercaptides are somewhat
soluble in benzene and other aromatic hydrocarbons.

The volumetric titration of gasolines containing mercap-
tans with copper oleate in benzene results in the quantita-

tive precipitation ofcopper mercaptides; giving an excellent

method for their estimation [22, 1933], Although the

heavy metal mercaptides are unaffected by alkalis, they

are decomposed by even comparatively weak acids.

In spite of their weakly acidic nature mercaptans are

capable of attacking metals such as zinc, copper, and even

iron. Ferrous mercaptide, like ferrous sulphide, oxidizes

so rapidly on exposure to air that it becomes red hot a

fact to which may be attributed the fires that so frequently
occur when lines employed for carrying sulphurous raw

gasoline distillates are broken or when air is admitted to

unrefined distillate storage tanks.

In the second group of sulphur compounds, the sulphur
is combined either with two radicals or in a ring and there-

fore, lacking a replaceable hydrogen atom, does not possess
acidic properties. The simplest members of this group, the

sulphides or thio-ethers, closely resemble the analogous
oxygen compounds, the ethers, in their behaviour. Physi-

cally the lower members are colourless liquids, completely
miscible with hydrocarbons but practically insoluble in

water, possessing a sweet if nauseating odour somewhat

resembling halogen compounds; the higher members are

almost odourless. In dilute solution the odour is com-

paratively pleasant so that the presence of these substances
in gasoline is not normally considered objectionable.

Chemically they are very unreactive. Such reactions as do
occur generally involve the sulphur atom alone, the C S

linkage being so strong that very drastic treatment is

required for fission.

The property of thio-ethers of forming addition com-

pounds with certain metallic halides, particularly mercuric

chloride, while of little direct interest to the refiner, has

proved of great value in aiding investigators to isolate and
identify them. In the compounds formed the metallic

salts are attached to the sulphur and regeneration can be

accomplished by means of hydrogen sulphide or steam
distillation in the presence of alkali, &c. Similar com-
pounds, in which addition to the sulphur takes place, are

formed by bromine and alkyl halides, the insolubility of
the benzyl sulphonium chlorides forming the basis for a

desulphurizing process in a recent patent.
Oxidation occurs much less readily than with the
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mercaptans and can be made to take place in two stages.
Thus hydrogen peroxide converts alkyl sulphides into the

corresponding sulphoxide,

R2S -> R2SO

while more drastic reagents such as permanganates or

hypochlorites form sulphones

R2S -* R2SO2

The oxidation of sulphoxides to the corresponding sul-

phones is also readily effected. The greater solubility of
the lower sulphones (and possibly sulphoxides) in water as
distinct from petroleum hydrocarbons is responsible for
the desulphurization which certain oxidizing agents effect

on gasoline distillate, e.g. permanganate and hypochlorite.
The relative stabilities of the sulphides and their oxida-

tion products, the sulphones (the sulphoxides do not

apparently share this property to the same extent, but their

formation in refining operations is doubtful) account for
their non-corrosive nature. Their presence in the lighter
internal combustion engine fuels is objectionable in com-
paratively high concentrations only because on combustion

they furnish sulphur dioxide. The cyclic sulphides, the

so-called 'thiophanes' of Mabery, apparently behave as
normal thio-ethers.

Bisulphides can be regarded as being formed from two

mercaptan molecules by elimination of hydrogen and
linkage of the residues thus:

RSH-fHSR -* RS -SR+H2

Unlike the sulphides, disulphides, in which two dissimilar

radicals occur, do not normally appear to exist. Certain

higher members containing aliphatic and aromatic groups
have, however, been synthesized.

Physically the disulphides resemble the sulphides; they
are colourless liquids, completely miscible with hydro-
carbons and insoluble in water. The lower members when
pure possess a decidedly nauseating sweet odour which is

particularly clinging and penetrating. In dilute solution,

however, the odour is not unpleasant.

Chemically they are far more reactive than the sulphides,
the S S linkage proving an easy point of attack. Thus re-

duction with comparatively mild reducing agents such as

zinc dust and acetic acid forms two molecules of mercaptan

R 2S 2+H2=2RSH

while oxidation gives the corresponding sulphonic acid.

As the latter, particularly those of low molecular weight,
are relatively strong acids which not only are themselves

readily soluble in water but also form water soluble salts

with most metals, oxidation forms an excellent method
for removing disulphides from the lighter petroleum distil-

lates. As they are preferentially dissolved by concentrated

sulphuric acid, acid treatment also can be employed for

their removal. Very little action apparently occurs between

the disulphide and the acid, the solution being largely

physical.

The greater chemical reactivity of the disulphides renders

them less desirable constituents of light distillates than the

corresponding sulphides. They do not appear normally
to be corrosive, but in strong sunlight in the presence of

air they are responsible for haze formation (Morrell,

Benedict, and Egloff [116, 1936]). This is due to the forma-

tion of sulphonic and sulphuric acids, which is particularly

undesirable in cracked distillates, rendering them unstable.

In this connexion an observation made by the author some

years ago is of interest; it was found that the precipitate
formed when gasoline containing tetraethyl lead is exposed
to strong sunlight consists mainly of lead sulphate, no
doubt the result of sulphuric acid formation.
While the higher polysulphides can be produced by

heating alkyl disulphides with sulphur [68, 1910], their

presence in petroleum distillates can be traced to the

oxidation of mercaptans under certain conditions (Birch
and Norris [16, 1929]). They are, therefore, apparently
secondary products formed mainly in refining treatment,
and there is no evidence to show that they ever occur as

normal constituents.

While the constitution of the trisulphides appears to be
normal R'S-S-S-R on reduction two molecules of

mercaptan and one of hydrogen sulphide are formed:

R2S3 ->2RSH+H2S

some doubt exists concerning that of the higher poly-

sulphides. That these are formed under the same condi-

tions as those favouring the formation of the trisulphide,
there is little doubt. Attempts to isolate them have not

proved very satisfactory, for although they appear stable

in dilute hydrocarbon solutions, on distillation even at low

pressure they decompose and form elemental sulphur.
This behaviour indicates a loose structure which may be
due to some such configuration as

R-

This possibility is to some extent borne out by the fact

that there are indications that sulphur and alkyl di-

sulphides react in sunlight to form unstable compounds.
The ease with which the polysulphides decompose to

give sulphur makes their presence in such products as

gasoline undesirable. Fortunately they do not appear to

be formed to any great extent, but even the small quantities
which are formed can have a very adverse effect upon the

lead response (see Plumbite Treatment). There is little

doubt that the positive results obtained in the copper strip

test for elementary sulphur is frequently due to the

presence of polysulphides.
The presence of thiophen in light petroleum distillates

has been reported by a number of investigators. The

parent hydrocarbon thiophen, C4H4S, possesses a structure

similar to that of benzene, which it closely resembles in its

chemical and physical properties. The thiophens are

colourless, highly refractive liquids, miscible with petro-
leum hydrocarbons in all proportions and insoluble in

water. They possess a pleasant benzene-like odour. In

their chemical properties they resemble benzene much
more than the thio-ethers or thiophanes. With nitric and

sulphuric acids they form nitro-compounds and sulphonic
acids respectively, while halogens form substitution pro-
ducts. Unlike the thio-ethers which form mercuric

chloride addition compounds of the type R2S-HgCl2 in

which the mercury is attached to the sulphur, thiophens
form substitution products with the elimination of hydro-

gen chloride.

C4H4S+HgCl2=C4H3S-HgCl+HCL

These compounds readily break down on distillation with

hydrochloric acid to regenerate the original components,
a reaction employed by McKetterick [107, 1929] to isolate

and identify the thiophens present in a cracked distillate

from a Californian fuel oil.

The thiophens are extremely stable substances and other

than forming sulphur dioxide on cdmplete combustion are
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not regarded in any way as objectionable in gasoline or

other similar products.

Oxygen Compounds.

Oxygen compounds occur in relatively large amounts

in some asphaltic residues and as naphthenic acids in the

higher-boiling fractions from certain crude oils, particularly

those of Russian origin. Only traces of oxygenated bodies

have been reported in the lighter distillates, though possibly

the difficulty which their detection affords when highly

diluted with hydrocarbons may account for this. Apart
from naphthenic acids which have been isolated in small

amounts from certain kerosine fractions, the oxygen

compounds present in straight distillates apparently con-

sist ofphenols. Certainly considerable quantities ofphenols
have been isolated from cracked distillates, from various

cracking stocks, and these undoubtedly play an important

part in inhibiting gum-formation, although they must be

largely removed in the refining treatment. The examination

of the acid constituents from a West Texas pressure dis-

tillate by Williams and Richter [155, 1935] showed that

these consisted largely of phenols, phenol itself, o-9 m-, and

jo-cresols, 1, 3, 5-xylenol and 1, 4, 2-xylenol being isolated

and identified. Curiously enough the 'naphthenic acids'

present proved to be aliphatic and to consist of frovaleric,

/z-heptylic, -octylic, and w-nonylic acids. That the phenol
content of certain distillates is relatively high is shown by
the large quantities of these bodies which can be isolated

from spent alkali and plumbite wastes (see Plumbite

Recovery).

Nitrogen Compounds.

The nitrogen content of most petroleum oils is rather

low, generally less than 0-1 % . Certain crude oils, however,

particularly those from California, Japan, and S. America
have considerable nitrogen contents, Mabery [98, 1900]

reporting one Californian crude oil having as much as

2-39%. Like the sulphur compounds, the nitrogen bases

which have been isolated from the distillates, do not

appear to be present as such in the crude oil, for Bailey

[3, 1928] points out that dilute acid extracts practically

nothing from them before distillation. The bases them-
selves are therefore also degradation products of complex
bodies present in the crude oil. Comparatively little is

known of their structure, Bailey and his co-workers being

responsible for most of the information available. They
appear to possess a hydro-aromatic structure and are

closely allied to the pyridine and quinoline alkaloids.

Mabery claimed to have isolated nitrogen bases boiling
as low as 130 C, but generally they boil at much higher

temperatures and are therefore not present to any con-
siderable extent in the lighter distillates. Traces are,

however, present in certain gasoline and kerosine dis-

tillates, certain of which, although water-white when
freshly distilled, rapidly develop a reddish colour on ex-

posure to air, due to the oxidation of the nitrogen com-
pounds. Unless present in sufficiently high concentrations
to impart an unpleasant odour, they do not appear
objectionable. They are readily removed by acids and can
be recovered by neutralization.

IL THE OBJECT OF REFINING
We have seen that the need for refining treatment is

occasioned by the presence in the untreated distillates of

compounds imparting to it certain undesirable properties
such as an unpleasant odour, a corrosive action upon

metals, or a tendency to produce gum or resinous substances

on storage or in use. The object of the treatment is,

therefore, to eliminate such compounds or convert them

into others comparatively or completely innocuous, so

producing a finished product not only conforming to any
standards which may exist for it but also satisfactory to

the consumer. Obviously the amount of refining required

must be determined by the product as well as the purpose
for which it is ultimately required. A product considered

to be satisfactorily purified for one purpose may prove

quite inadequately refined for another. In this connexion

it should be remembered that whereas in certain parts of

the world products pass from the refinery to the consumer

within a few days, in others months may elapse. A product

which under ordinary circumstances would be stable for

weeks or even months may prove unstable if stored under

adverse conditions for a prolonged period*

The main objects to be achieved in refining can be

summarized as follows: (1) improvement of odour and

colour; (2) removal or alteration of objectionable sulphur

compounds; and (3) reduction or prevention of gum-
formation. While the improvement of odour and colour

is largely to satisfy an aesthetic demand, as a rule an

objectionable odour can be taken to indicate the presence

of undesirable sulphur compounds, so that any treatment

for the removal or conversion into other less noxious

bodies would have the effect of improving the odour at

the same time. Colour is to-day regarded with less mistrust

than formerly, particularly in gasolines, largely because

it was found that the excessive treatment required to give

a water-white product invariably resulted in loss in volume
and valuable anti-knock rating. The colour, which was

rarely deeper than a pale yellow, was however very

noticeable, particularly as at the time visible bowl pumps
were in general use, and was assumed by the consumer
to be a sign of incomplete refining. The introduction

of intentionally coloured gasolines made possible the use

of dyes which successfully cloaked any yellow colour

possessed by the gasoline itself. The possibility of red dyes

reducing the deterioration of cracked gasolines by absorp-
tion the actinic light has been suggested but does not

appear to have been proved. It is, however, claimed by

Egloflf and others that certain dyestuffs possess a definite

inhibitory action upon gum-formation and that their

presence in a cracked gasoline is therefore beneficial. The
introduction of a blue dye having the effect of neutralizing
the yellow colour and so producing an apparently colour-

less product is of interest.

While originally the demand for products of low-sulphur
content more or less resulted from the discovery of rela-

tively sulphur-free crude oils, the objectionable odour and
corrosive nature of the more highly sulphurous products
to a large extent justified this demand.
The sulphur content of gasoline has been a vexed

question for many years. It should be, it has been held by
one body of opinion, as low as possible because during
combustion the sulphur becomes converted into sulphur
dioxide and sulphuric acid, both of which are highly
corrosive. Another body of opinion has maintained that

so long as the sulphur is not present in the form of ob-

noxious compounds, the actual sulphur content is im-

material. It has been pointed out that only certain parts
of the engine are cool enough for condensation and there-

fore liable to corrosion. Theenormous cost ofdesulphuriza-
tion to the petroleum industry has been emphasized over
and over again.
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For many years the advocates of desulphurization had
their way and gasolines were to be found on the Euro-

pean markets containing as little as 0-02% sulphur. With
the demand for higher octane gasolines came, however,
increased sulphur contents; not only was it found, parti-

cularly with cracked distillates in the States, that the heavy
acid treatments necessary to desulphurize destroyed a part
of the valuable anti-knock value, but in Europe the use of

coal-tar benzole, with its high sulphur content, as a blend-

ing material rendered low-sulphur contents impossible.
Since then the tendency has been towards higher limits

still; the recent discovery of the adverse effect of sulphur

upon the lead response may check this to some extent.

As mentioned before, many of the refiner's troubles can
be traced to sulphur in one form or another. While the

conversion of the malodorous and somewhat corrosive

mercaptans into the comparatively harmless disulphides

goes a long way to overcoming these troubles, the product
may still not be entirely satisfactory. The recent work of

Egloff and others on the question of haze formation when
gasolines are exposed to light has shown that disulphides
and sulphur are responsible, apparently being particularly

reactive in the presence of each other. The identifica-

tion of some of the products formed during haze forma-

tion, which included sulphuric acid, throws a considerable

amount of light on the cause of colour instability and

gum-formation in cracked distillates under certain condi-

tions. The remarkable depressing action that disulphides
and particularly trisulphides have upon lead response has

already been mentioned.

While in gasoline only certain groups of sulphur com-

pounds are undesirable, in other products sulphur in any
form may be considered objectionable. This is particularly

true of such special naphtha cuts as those required for

dry cleaning or turpentine substitute. The former in use

must undergo frequent distillation and any sulphur bodies

present tend to decompose, thereby imparting an un-

pleasant odour to the next batch of articles cleaned. With
the latter, exposure to strong sunlight may bring about

decomposition of the sulphur compounds and result in

discoloration of lead pigments. It is probable that here

again in both instances this trouble is due to the presence
of disulphides, for sulphides and thiophenes are unlikely

to decompose even under such drastic conditions. Di-

sulphides are known to decompose both on heating and

on exposure to light to a very slight extent which, although

normally unnoticeable, would be sufficient to be trouble-

some. Possibly still other sources of trouble in other pro-

ducts can be traced to disulphides or to the traces of

mercaptans formed when these compounds decompose.
No mention has yet been made of compounds unavoid-

ably formed during refining operations which may possess

objectionable properties. Such substances include sulphur

dioxide, dialkyl sulphates, and chlorides, and of course

sulphur itself. While the removal of sulphur dioxide is

easily and completely effected by an alkali wash, dialkyl

sulphates and acid chlorides are not so easily destroyed

and may even survive distillation. Both classes of com-

pounds hydrolyse slowly and generate acid products which

catalyse gum-formation or are corrosive. As, however,

these substances are products of the refining processes

themselves, they can hardly be considered with those the

formation of which can hardly be avoided. Even so, a

finished product containing such substances generally

leads to many complaints. Sulphur actually also comes

under this category, for by due care its formation can

ni

usually be avoided. Once formed, little short of re-running
or mixing with unrefined material and re-treating can give

a satisfactory product. Its presence in a finished product
renders the latter extremely corrosive and unstable to light

and storage, particularly if cracked.

The need for the removal of the resinous bodies generally

referred to as 'gum' is obvious. It is now recognized that

these bodies may be preformed, i.e. already present in

solution, or potentially present, which is to say that com-

pounds are present capable of forming them under certain

conditions. While under suitably drastic conditions most

hydrocarbons form resinous or high-boiling compounds,
unsaturated hydrocarbons, especially certain conjugated

diolefines, are particularly prone to do so. Gum-formation

is, therefore, almost entirely limited to cracked distillates

with the possible exception of certain straight kerosine

and naphtha distillates.

What is actually meant by the term 'gum' is somewhat
indefinite. Theoretically the tests devised to measure the

gum content or gum-forming propensities of a cracked

gasoline are intended to indicate how these products
would behave under actual conditions in use in an engine.

Attempts at correlation are, however, not always entirely

satisfactory because, apart from other considerations, con-

ditions vary from one engine to another. All that is

possible, therefore, is a test which enables products to

be compared under definite standard conditions, and this

is not completely reliable as there have been instances

when the laboratory test has failed to agree with behaviour

in practice. Most tests for actual gum content merely

involve evaporation of a known volume under standard

conditions and weighing the residue. Potential gum is

either indicated by oxygen absorption or by repeating the

evaporation test after the sample has been exposed in an

oxidizing atmosphere.
There are many objections to gum in automotive fuels.

Throughout the entire intake system evaporation occurs

and resinous matter is deposited causing movable car-

burettor parts and valves to stick; under the influence of

heat the gummy deposit decomposes, becoming less soluble

and eventually carbonizing, as a result of which hard

masses form under the valve head, prevent it from closing

completely and so cause pitting or burning of the metal

seatings. In the combustion space gum merely increases

carbon formation, thus materially reducing the effective

running periods between decarbonizations. So great has

the risk of engine trouble through sticking valves been

considered that even to-day, although gum-formation can

be almost entirely prevented, the use of cracked gasolines

for aircraft is by no means generally approved.

Gum-formation, consequent as it is upon oxidation, is

almost invariably accompanied by decrease in octane

rating. Peroxides, which possess intense pro-knock pro-

perties, have been shown to play an important part in

gum-formation and are undoubtedly the main cause of the

fall in the anti-knock value.

The introduction of inhibitors, such as catechol or

jp-benzylaminophenol, which are capable of preventing

gum-formation, has had a marked effect upon the refining

of cracked gasolines. With their aid a stable cracked

gasoline can be produced with very much less drastic

refining than without it. Treatment can be so reduced that

refining losses both in octane rating and yield are little

more than normal handling losses. To what extent the

phenols present in most raw cracked distillates survive

refining treatments and aid in the stabilization of the
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finished product is uncertain. Certainly unsaturated mate-

rials produced under conditions precluding the formation

of phenolic compounds are generally extremely unstable

and require immediate inhibiting.

Numerous processes have been devised for the refining

of light distillates both straight and cracked. Some of

these have become generally adopted while others have

not. As a general rule those which have been universally

adopted are easy to adapt to various stocks, cheap to

operate, requiring little in the way of special equipment or

materials, and do not need too close control.

Undoubtedly for the most effective and efficient opera-
tion of a process close control is essential. Many processes,

e.g. the hypochlorite process, can only be successfully

worked under such conditions. Continuous operation,
which invariably makes for efficient operation, requires
less control than batch operation provided once set the

conditions are maintained. In a refinery receiving different

crude oils in varying proportions, this is impossible be-

cause the feed and therefore the conditions must be

changed every few hours unless it is possible to segregate
each crude oil and handle it separately. Usually it is more
convenient to use a batch or semi-continuous process.

However, when continuous countercurrent treatment can
be employed labour and chemical costs can be reduced to

an astonishing extent.

Only refining processes requiring cheap chemicals can
be successful. The effluent should be as nearly valueless as

possible and easy to dispose of. While recovery processes
for waste chemicals are practical and are in everyday use,
if they can be avoided so much the better. Frequently
they are adopted as much to solve the disposal problem
as for any other reason. The possibility of isolating
marketable chemicals from refinery waste, e.g. plumbite,
seems to be attracting a certain amount of attention.

Whether the markets could absorb the enormous amounts
ofthese substances which could be recovered is a debatable

question.

In the following pages the chemistry of the more
commonly adopted processes is discussed. Certain other
treatments which have a bearing on these processes or
which are considered to be promising or of interest, e.g.
the brucite process, have also been included.

HI. TREATMENT WITH ALKALI. THE PRE-
LIMINARY CAUSTIC WASH

We have seen that in general the distillation of crude
oils furnishes light distillates which, apart from their

hydrocarbon content, contain varying amounts of sulphur,
oxygen, and nitrogen compounds together, frequently
with traces of hydrogen chloride. Certain of these, such
as hydrogen sulphide and chloride, are strong acids,
while others, the mercaptans and phenols, are much less

markedly acidic in their properties. Whereas the former
can be easily and completely removed from the distillates

in which they occur by alkali washing, the latter are only
incompletely removed in this way, the extent of removal
depending upon the relative acidities of the compounds
themselves and the conditions obtaining. Even under the
most favourable conditions mercaptan removal is far from
complete and other methods must be employed. Many
methods with this object in view have been devised, but
only a limited few have been generally adopted and these
will be discussed later under 'Sweetening and Desul-
phurizing Processes'. As such processes almost invariably

involve the consumption of some chemical other than
alkali, for example litharge, chlorine and so on, it follows
that the more effectively the initial alkali washing is carried
out the lower will be the actual chemical requirements.
The preliminary alkali wash generally consists in treatment
with an aqueous solution of a caustic alkali either freshly

prepared for the purpose or in the form of a spent chemical
wash which still contains free alkali.

The two major factors governing the choice of caustic

alkali for the preliminary alkali wash are cheapness and
effectiveness. Of the four caustic alkalis readily available,
caustic soda and potash, lime and ammonia, only the

sodium and calcium compounds are sufficiently cheap for

general use. The use of caustic potash has been advocated
for special purposes when possibly it may possess some
advantage over caustic soda or lime, but its high cost is

against its general adoption. Ammonia finds a definite

application because as a gas it can often be injected into

a distillation system at a point most suited to combat
corrosion, particularly that resulting from the presence of
traces of hydrogen chloride. The quantity required is

relatively so small that the high cost is not of such great

importance. Both caustic soda or lime are widely used,

particularly the former, which possesses certain definite

advantages over the latter. Lime is, however, very much
cheaper, so that the choice rests upon such conditions as

availability, equipment, and so on. As it is really the

hydroxyl group which concerns the refiner, he naturally

purchases it in the cheapest and most convenient form.
The chief disadvantage of lime is the low solubility in

water which renders it necessary to handle large bulks of

solution, and where water is not too plentiful this alone
is sufficient to preclude its use. The solubility of slaked
lime (calcium hydroxide) in water at various temperatures
is given in the following table (Mellor [HO, 1923]);

Temperature, C.

10

20
40
60
80
100

Calcium hydroxide
g. per 100 g. solution

0-185

0'176

0-165

0-141

0-116

0-094

0-077

As calcium hydroxide is generally obtained by slaking
quicklime, Lamy's observation that the temperature of

preparation of the anhydrous oxide effects the solubility is

of interest.

The drop in solubility with rising temperature is very
marked and offers a very definite disadvantage in the use
of lime-water in certain operations, such as, for example,
in a condensing system, where the temperature of the lime-
water is raised during use. This difficulty can be overcome
by using more dilute lime-water than is usual, but this

involves an even higher water consumption. For ordinary
operations saturated lime-water is conveniently used,
prepared by diluting lime slurry and settling out the
insoluble material The slurry is most conveniently pre-
pared by slaking quicklime, an operation which on a large
scale requires care owing to the heat evolved. Calcium
hydroxide can of course be purchased as such, but as
it already contains combined water, relatively more is

consumed.
The refiner in considering the use of lime in place of

caustic soda must consider the advantage it offers in
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cheapness against its disadvantages. The low solubility
renders it necessary to handle large volumes of lime-water
with resultant increased pumping and storage costs. Where
water is scarce, the water requirements may weigh against
the use of lime; a method for overcoming this difficulty
is described below, for even where water is cheap it is

desirable to use as little as conveniently possible.
Caustic soda, although comparatively cheap, is more

costly than lime. While it is usually shipped in drums in

solid form, where refineries are conveniently situated it

can be purchased as a concentrated solution in railcars.

The solution which is obtained directly from the electro-

lytic cells contains sodium chloride, but this offers no
disadvantage. On a sodium hydroxide basis, the solution
is considerably cheaper than the solid, as it does not have
to bear the cost of evaporation or of containers. The
greater bulk which has to be transported by rail is offset

by the fact that subsequent handling charges are minimized.
Sodium hydroxide is readily soluble in water, as shown

in the following table (Mellor [109, 1923]):

The solubility increases quite normally with increase

in temperature. In practice, high concentrations such as

those present in saturated solutions are seldom if ever

employed in the treatment of light distillates, the usual

concentration varying from 5-15% (10-20 Be.) according
to the operation involved. Since more highly concentrated

solutions are occasionally obtained during the preparation
of caustic soda solutions which on coolingtend to crystallize

in lines, &c., where re-solution may prove difficult, care

should be taken to ensure that dilution is carried out before

this can occur. Ordinary water invariably contains calcium

and magnesium salts, and caustic soda solutions generally
are cloudy, due to the presence of suspended matter.

Hydrogen Sulphide Removal

Hydrogen sulphide, unlike certain of the sulphur com-

pounds present in the lighter petroleum distillates, occurs

as such in crude oil and natural gas. Even though this can
be conveniently removed by stabilization, more is in-

variably formed during the primary distillation and this

must be removed by chemical methods.
One of the chief objections to the presence of hydrogen

sulphide in the lighter distillates is the ease with which
oxidation to sulphur and water takes place and, in spite

of the fact that for certain treatments the presence of

sulphur is actually advantageous, as a general rule it is

desirable that it should be removed as soon after formation

as possible. This is particularly true of distillates which
are to receive hypochlorite treatment at a later stage, for

the success of the process is largely dependent upon the

absence of free sulphur.
If aerial oxidation can be successfully avoided the

urgency is not so great, but the ingress of air into a con-

densing system or storage tank is sometimes difficult to

prevent. Although the oxidation does not appear to take

place when both air and hydrogen sulphide are dry, this

is unlikely to occur during a distillation of crude oil, which,
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even if steam is not employed, invariably contains a little

water. Moisture greatly facilitates the reaction, a fact

which can be observed during the distillation ofa hydrogen-
sulphide-bearing material in glass apparatus, the formation
of free sulphur occurring at the point at which condensa-
tion of the vapours takes place. It is for this reason that
the condensers of distillation units are generally found to

be corroded at this point the corrosive action being in-

creased by the temperature. Elemental sulphur formed
under such conditions is amorphous in form and very
much less soluble in petroleum hydrocarbons than the

crystalline form. Even when oxidation can be avoided
in the condensers by using a closed system and it should
be remembered that crude oils and water contain dissolved

air oxidation may take place in storage tanks, and the

sulphur is then crystalline in form and relatively soluble.

Before the introduction of suitable devices to prevent

breathing losses, &c., crystals of sulphur were frequently to
be found in the vapour space above the liquid which invari-

ably contained relatively large amounts in solution. Even
when there is no objection to the presence of sulphur in the

distillate for other reasons, both itandhydrogen sulphide are
highly corrosive, attacking iron with theformation offerrous

sulphide; the latter oxidizes so readily in contact with air

that fires frequently result.

Undoubtedly the most convenient stage for hydrogen
sulphide removal is in the condensing system, that is to say,
as soon after formation as possible. This can be effectively

carried out by injecting caustic alkali solution into the

condensers at some point ensuring intimate contact. This

procedure also serves to remove any hydrogen chloride

which may be present and may dispense with the need for

ammonia injection.

Compared with the mercaptans, hydrogen sulphide is

a strong acid and being dibasic is capable of forming two
series of salts, the sulphides and hydrosulphides. When
caustic soda is used, the reaction takes place in two stages
as follows :

2NaOH+H2S = Na2S+2H2O

Na2S+H2S = 2NaSH.

Both products are readily soluble in water although some-
what less so than the hydroxide. While the normal

sulphide is stable and crystallizes from solution in large
colourless crystals containing nine molecules of water of

crystallization, the hydrosulphide is unstable and decom-

poses into the normal sulphide and hydrogen sulphide if

an attempt is made to isolate it by evaporation. The

instability of the hydrosulphide is so marked that hydrogen
sulphide is disengaged when a stream of an inert gas or

steam is passed through the solution, with eventual com-

plete conversion into sulphide. Advantage has been taken

by Meyer of the ease with which the sulphide can be

regenerated from solutions of the hydrosulphide in a pro-
cess for removing hydrogen sulphide from natural gas.

The latter is scrubbed with caustic soda in a counter-

current system until saturated with hydrogen sulphide and
a solution largely composed of the hydrosulphide leaves

the plant. This is regenerated externally by blowing with

steam, or preferably flue gas, which removes the hydrogen

sulphide. The solution of the sulphide left is then used for

scrubbing the gas and the cycle of operations repeated.

The reactions involved are:

NaOH+H2S = NaSH+H2O

2NaSH~Na2S+HaS
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Provided that sodium sulphide forms the main product
of the reaction any concentration of caustic soda can be

used for hydrogen sulphide removal. The efficiency ob-

viously falls with increasing hydrosulphide concentration

so that counter-current operation gives the most economical

soda consumption. In practice, however, alkali washing
also involves mercaptan removal, which for reasons to be

discussed later requires the presence of an excess of soda,

so that the question of hydrosulphide formation does not

need consideration.

In spite of the fact that calcium sulphides are much less

definite chemically in aqueous solutions than the sodium

salts, lime-water can be effectively used in hydrogen-

sulphide removal. Even though the solubility of calcium

sulphide in water is low (Riesenfeld and Fled [129, 1921]),

there is no separation as reaction with the water occurs and
calcium hydroxy-hydrosulphide is formed:

CaS4-H2O = Ca(SH)(OH).

If sufficient hydrogen sulphide is present, the reaction

goes a stage farther and the hydroxy-hydrosulphide is con-

verted into the hydrosulphide:

Ca(SH)(OH)-fH2S = Ca(SH)2-fHaO.

Calcium hydrosulphide is considerably less stable than
the corresponding sodium salt, and can only be obtained
in any degree of purity in the presence of an excess of

hydrogen sulphide. Under ordinary conditions it readily
loses hydrogen sulphide and precipitates calcium sulphide,
so that it is undesirable to go farther than the hydroxy-
hydrosulphide for hydrogen sulphide removal.

Lime-water, used in a condensing system, is likely to

give trouble unless precautions are taken to avoid the

separation of lime which occurs owing to the decreased

solubility at the higher temperature. This lime not only
tends to cause emulsification with the distillate but it is

deposited on the condensing surfaces, thereby considerably
lowering their efficiency. The trouble can be avoided by
using instead of saturated lime-water a weaker solution
which will enable the lime to remain in solution, i.e.

0-02 N. instead of 0-04 N. A sufficient volume is used to

remove all the hydrogen sulphide and yet maintain an
excess of lime. A considerable saving in water can be
effected by mixing the spent lime-water, after the separation
of the distillate, with sufficient lime slurry to bring the
concentration back to 0-02 N. and, after settling to remove
suspended matter, recirculating the solution to the con-
densing system. The operation can be repeated for some
time before the calcium hydroxy-hydrosulphide which is

comparatively soluble reaches saturation. The recovery
of the spent lime-water, while theoretically possible by
steam blowing, is not economical.
The recycling of lime-water in this way for scrubbing the

distillate vapours is limited to hydrogen sulphide removal.
When employed for washing distillates, a saturated solution
is used, preferably in counter-current: Under these condi-
tions a certain amount of mercaptan removal (vide infra)
also takes place and recycling is not, therefore, possible and
the spent lime-water is discarded. Naturally a very much
larger wash is required when lime is used, roughly 60 vol.
of lime-water being equivalent to one of 10% caustic soda;
this necessitates a considerable increase in equipment size.

Mercaptan Removal.

The second function of the preliminary alkali wash is
to reduce the mercaptan content as far as possible, thereby

effecting a considerable saving in the chemical required
in the sweetening process.

Sodium and calcium mercaptides, with which \ve are

here concerned, are readily soluble in water but insoluble

in petroleum distillates. Mercaptans are weak acids, so

that in aqueous solution the salts are very largely hydro-

lysed and the solutions possess a strong odour of the

mercaptan. As a result, when a solvent which is immiscible

with water is present, such as, for example, gasoline, the

mercaptan itself almost insoluble in water passes into

the solvent layer. A state of equilibrium is thus set up and
the mercaptan distributed between the aqueous and solvent

layer. The relative amounts of mercaptan in the two layers

is determined by the degree of hydrolysis, itself dependent

upon the relative acidity of the mercaptan as well as certain

other conditions. In the aliphatic series with which we
are largely concerned the relative acidity decreases with

molecular weight, the acidic properties, as shown by the

amount extracted from petroleum ether solution under
standard conditions by 10% sodium hydroxide solution,

falling off very rapidly as shown in the following table

(Birch and Norris [13, 1925]):

Mercaptan % removed

Hydrogen sulphide is included for comparison; it is

actually a much stronger acid than even the most acidic

mercaptan. Apart from the obvious decrease in relative

acidities with increasing molecular weight, it can be seen

that the normal mercaptans are slightly more acidic than
the corresponding isomers.

The decrease in mercaptan removal by soda with in-

creasing molecular weight is of considerable importance.
Not only is more required to effect a definite measure of

mercaptan removal with the higher members, but it is

obviously impossible to remove the heavier mercaptans
occurring on the gasoline boiling-range completely without
an infinite number of soda washes.
The whole question of mercaptan removal by alkali

washing has been very thoroughly treated by Meyer [112,

1931]. From the above it can be seen that, with batch

operation, mercaptan removal is only partial. A quantity
of free mercaptan remains in the oil layer in equilibrium
with the alkaline layer and is not affected by further

agitation; the actual amount is determined by the

quantity originally present, the relative acidity, the con-
centration of the soda employed, the temperature, and
other factors. At first sight it would appear that as the

hydrolysis of the alkali mercaptides increases with dilution,

liberating the free acid, a given weight of caustic alkali

would be more effectively employed in high concentration
than if diluted. In actual practice, however, the mercaptan
present in the oil is generally present only at great dilution
and it can then be shown that the more dilute the soda
the more effectively it is employed. This is explained by
Meyer as follows: The equilibrium obtained is the resultant
of a large number of reversible reactions occurring simul-

taneously and is governed by the law of mass action. In

removing mercaptans from gasoline or naphtha solution
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by means of aqueous caustic soda, the aqueous layer will

contain:

Free mercaptan in solution [RSH],
undissociated sodium mercaptide [RSNa], and

mercaptide ions [RS]'.

The equilibrium reactions involved are then as follows:

(1) The mercaptan tends to distribute itself between the

oil and aqueous layer by simple solution

[RSH oil] ^ [RSH aq]

[RSH oil]

[RSH aq]
'* w

(2) Sodium mercaptide is formed

[NaOH]+[RSH aq] ^ [RSNa]+H2O

[NaQH][RSH aq]

[RSNa][H20]

(3) The free mercaptan in the aqueous layer is partially
ionized

2> (2)

[RSHaq]

[H]'[RS]'

~
*"

(4) The sodium hydroxide present is partially ionized

(3)

[NaOH]

[Na]-[OH]'
-

4*

(5) The sodium mercaptide is partially ionized

[RSNa]^[Na]'-HRS]'

[RSNa]

(4)

(6) The hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are in equilibrium

[H]-[QHr

[H,0]
'C6 . (6)

If now the sodium mercaptide solution is concentrated,
the conditions are represented mainly by (2) above. The
effect of dilution is mainly hydrolytic and results in the

liberation of free mercaptan.
In gasoline or naphtha distillates only small amounts

of mercaptan are normally present (equivalent to say

0-1-0-2% mercaptan sulphur) and the soda solution

obtained is only partially 'spent', consisting of a dilute

solution of sodium mercaptide with a large excess of free

alkali. In such a case ionic dissociation as distinct from

hydrolytic dissociation is the major factor.

Combination of equations 1, 2, 4, and 5 gives

[RS]' -

and similar from 1, 3, 6

[RS]' =

C4[RSHoil][OH]
/

QC2C5[H20]

[RSH oil] [OH]'

C1C3C6[H20]

(7)

(8)

Now the mercaptan removed by the soda is present in

three forms: free [RSH aq], [RSNa], and [RS]'. As the

solubility of mercaptan (with the exception of the lighter

members) in water is negligibly small, the amount removed

by water alone from the oil layer would be negligible.

Hence the first term [RSH aq] expressed in grammes per
millilitre is so small that it can be neglected. Moreover,
at the dilution under consideration most of the sodium

mercaptide would be ionized. It follows, therefore, that

the mercaptan or mercaptan radical, removed by the soda,

is removed mainly as mercaptan ion [RS]'.

From equations 7 and 8 above, it can be seen that other

factors being constant the [RS]' term is directly propor-
tional to the [OH]

7
term. Now at ordinary temperatures

10% caustic soda solution is roughly 50% ionized, while

0-1 % solution is 95% ionized.

It therefore follows that, as the dilute solution contains

almost twice as many hydroxyl ions without much affecting

the molal concentration of the water, for a given equili-

brium concentration of mercaptan in the oil layer, a unit

weight of caustic soda should remove twice as much
mercaptan in 1 % solution as in 10%. Meyer was able to

demonstrate the soundness of this reasoning and the

following table gives the overall distribution coefficients

which he obtained.

These results are relative to the molecular volume of

the naphtha employed and to the temperature at which

the experiments were carried out, approx. 100 F.

It will be noted that the overall distribution coefficients

for 1 % soda are about one-fifth those for 10% soda. Since,

however, for a given weight of soda, 10 vol. of the weaker
are available for every volume of the stronger, it follows

that twice as much mercaptan can be removed by the

weaker soda.

The observation of Borgstrom [24, 1930] that the

removal of mercaptans by a given amount of caustic soda

increases with concentration up to molal and then falls

away, appears to be at variance with Meyer's findings.

The question of mercaptan removal has also been

examined by Happell and Robertson [64, 1935]. These

authors make the following generalizations: (a) For a

given normal mercaptan the distribution coefficient is

roughly four times as great as that of the next normal

mercaptan with one additional carbon atom, (b) Secondary

mercaptans are less easily removed than the normal

isomers. (c) By assuming activity coefficients to allow

for incomplete ionization of 0-95, 0-70, and 0-50 for

solutions containing 0-0834, 0417, and 0-834 Ib. caustic

soda per U.S. gal. an accurate correlation of the distribution

coefficients at different concentrations is obtained. For

more dilute solutions an activity coefficient of 1 is em-

ployed, (d) The characters of the hydrocarbon solvent has

little if any effect, and (e) the data obtained indicates

that a drop of 20 F. in temperature will increase the

distribution coefficient by about 50% a factor hitherto

inadequately considered.

Meyer (loc. cit.) points out that although batch washing
effects only a partial removal of mercaptans, and conse-

quently would only be complete if an infinite number
of washes was given, complete removal is theoretically

possible by counter-current treatment. In practice, in a

system of mixing pumps and settling tanks, assuming equi-

librium in each pump and supplying just sufficient soda

to remove all of a given compound by countercurrent
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extraction theoretically, the efficiency of removal is ac-

tually (+!) where n is the number of pump stages.

As this efficiency is only increased from 80% for a four-

stage plant to 83-3% for a five-stage unit, a point must
be reached when it is cheaper to use more chemical to

secure greater removal. It must also be remembered that

gasoline and naphtha contain not one but a whole range
of mercaptans, each of which possesses a different dis-

tribution coefficient. Thus, while the lower mercaptans
may be completely removed and the middle mercaptans
partially so, the high-boiling members will remain almost

completely unaffected. The effect at which the refiner

aims is as complete an overall mercaptan removal as is

possible with the minimum consumption of soda.

The use of lime-water for mercaptan removal does not

appear to have received the consideration it merits, which
is surprising when the low price of lime compared with
that ofcaustic soda is considered. It has been shown above
that caustic soda is most effectively employed in concen-
trations sufficiently low for complete ionization. Even
when saturated, lime-water is almost entirely ionized; it is

consequently just as effective in removing mercaptans as
a caustic soda solution of equal normality. Expressed
another way, caustic soda and calcium hydroxide are equi-
valent, weight for weight, when employed in sufficiently
dilute solutions. It naturally follows that a considerable

saving can, therefore, be effected by the use of lime.

In order to overcome hydrolysis of the mercaptides,
Vesselovsky and Kalichevsky [147, 1931] suggest the use
of either caustic soda or potash dissolved in absolute
alcohol as a treating reagent. Experimentally they showed
that with the use of this solution mercaptans are extracted

quantitatively from naphtha. Mercaptides and water are

formed, but as the former is hydrolysed only to a very
slight extent the reaction is practically irreversible and there-
fore complete. For similar reasons solid caustic alkalis
can be used, sodium hydroxide reacting more rapidly than
the potassium compound.

Recovery of Spent Soda.

From the ease with which mercaptides are hydrolysed
in aqueous solution to liberate mercaptans, the recovery
of 'spent soda

9

appears to be a perfectly straightforward
operation. Possibly this may be so when the soda has
been used solely for mercaptan removal, but as a general
rule other compounds besides mercaptans are removed at
the same time, particularly hydrogen sulphide and phenols.
While the obvious method of steam-blowing is extremely
effective in driving off the mercaptans it is without effect
on the sulphides. As a consequence, unless steps have been
taken by installing, for example, a preliminary alkali wash
solely for hydrogen sulphide removal, after several cycles
of use and recovery a considerable part of the soda is

converted into useless sodium sulphide. Side-reactions
also occur which complicate recovery. Mercaptans are
extremely easily oxidized to high-boiling disulphides which,
being insoluble in water but completely miscible with oil'

will, unless completely removed from the recovered soda,
find their way into the next batch of oil treated. This
oxidation, which can be represented thus,

2RSH->R 2Sa+2H,

can result from atmospheric oxidation or oxidation by sul-

phur orpolysulphides present in the soda. Attentionwas first
drawn to the atmospheric oxidation of mercaptans by Birch
andNorris [13, 1925], but Lachrnan [192, 1931] studied the

reaction more fully. He showed that in certain instances

mercaptans could be completely oxidized at 20-25 C.

merely by agitation in dilute alkali solution in the presence
of air. The oxidation appears to take place through the

mercaptan ion and is greatly influenced by the presence
of certain solids. No doubt oxidation occurs when aerial

agitation is employed during the preliminary alkali wash.
Birch and Norris also observed the oxidation ofmercaptans
by sodium polysulphides, a reaction which occurs with
considerable ease, particularly on warming. It takes place

very definitely during the steam-blowing of spent soda,
although most of the products are carried off with the

steam. The formation of the polysulphides results from the

solution of sulphur either in the aqueous sodium sulphide,

or hydroxide, when the thiosulphate is also formed,

6NaOH+wS -

The composition of the polysulphides themselves is un-
certain. Both Bottger [23, 1884] and Gauthier [60, 1884]
suggested that the sulphur is present only in simple solution,
but the existence of chemical compounds now appears to

be definitely established. Doubt, however, still exists con-

cerning their actual constitution, and it is probable that,
while no uniform compounds are present, various com-

pounds are present in a condition of complex equilibrium
with one another (cf. Bottger [23, 1884]; Holmberg [67,

1908]). The constitution as determined by analysis varies

between Na2S3 .5 and Na2S6 .

The alkali polysulphides are deep yellow to red in colour
and it is to their presence that spent soda usually owes its

yellow colour. The solution of sulphur in sodium sulphide
forms the basis for a process for the removal of elementary
sulphur from the lighter distillates, gasolines in particular.
The treatment is carried out by continued agitation of the

distillate with sodium sulphide solution or more usually a

spent alkali wash containing it; removal is slow and several

hours agitation are required to effect any measure of de-

sulphurization. The reaction between the mercaptides
and the alkali polysulphides is favoured by heat, So readily
does the oxidation occur that spent soda containing poly-
sulphides may after standing for some time be entirely free

from mercaptans, only disulphides being present.
At elevated temperatures Billheimer and Reid [10, 1930]

found that mercaptans and aqueous soda are capable of

reacting. At 260 C, three reactions occur simultaneously,

giving as products the corresponding alcohol, thio-ether,
and olefine respectively. These reactions may be expressed
as follows:

(1) RSH+2NaOH *

(2) 2RSH+2NaOH
(3) R-CHr CHfi-SH+2NaOH

While there is no evidence that these reactions occur during
the steam-blowing of spent soda, it is extremely probable
that they do as the reactions appear to take place with

great readiness. Secondary mercaptans react to a greater
extent than the primary members: thus heated at 260 C.
for 2 hrs. with 3 N. caustic soda (i.e. 12%) 52-2% of

n-propyl mercaptan was decomposed, while under identical
conditions 65-4% of isopropyl mercaptan reacted. Pre-

sumably the tertiary mercaptans would react even more
readily. Temperature was found to have a very consider-
able effect, a rise of 20 from 250 to 270 C. more than
doubling the amount of mercaptan destroyed; increasing
the period of heating at any definite temperature also
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favoured the reaction. One curious fact observed by
Billheimer and Reid was that increase in alkali concentra-

tion tended to decrease the relative proportions of thio-

ethers in the products. The importance of the reaction in

soda recovery particularly in the form of recovery which

merely consists in boiling down the spent soda without the

application of steam is that although the organic pro-
ducts are all volatile and carried away part of the soda is

lost as unrecoverable sulphide.

In connexion with Billheimer and Reid's observations,
the treatment of light distillates by countercurrent extrac-

tion with hot alkali solutions as suggested by Kimball

[80, 1931] is of interest. In this process the solution is

kept at a sufficiently elevated temperature to maintain the

distillate in the vapour phase. From the hydrolytic stand-

point these conditions would be the worst possible for

mercaptan removal and it must be assumed that any
desulphurization and sweetening occurring is due to

reaction between the alkali and mercaptans.
The complexity of these side reactions, and the formation

of sodium sulphide, renders soda recovery very unsatis-

factory and generally an uneconomical process. In the

past the use of high concentrations of soda, most of which

left the plant unaltered, was a rather different undertaking.
Modern methods with efficient use of weak soda give a

spent wash so dilute that it is cheaper to dispose of it than

to attempt to recover it. Possibly the development of uses

for mercaptans or disulphides may eventually change this.

The Estimation of Mercaptans.

The estimation of mercaptan sulphur is frequently re-

quired either for purposes of research or for checking the

efficiency of mercaptan-removing processes. While this is

relatively simple when dealing with straight distillates or

the carefully purified naphtha solutions generally employed
for investigations on pure sulphurcompounds, with cracked

products the presence of unsaturated hydrocarbons renders

special methods necessary.

Since with most methods hydrogen sulphide and sulphur
interfere with the determination, they must be first re-

moved, this being conveniently accomplished by means of

aqueous cadmium chloride and mercury respectively.

The earliest method for the estimation of mercaptans
was described by Klason and Carlson [85, 1906]; it was

based upon the iodine oxidation reaction which they

claimed proceeds under certain conditions to completion.

It was observed that the addition of sodium hydrogen
carbonate to neutralize hydrogen iodide formed was not

only unnecessary but actually detrimental. The reaction

was later investigated by Kimball, Kramer, and Reid [81,

1921], who improved Klason and Carlson's procedure and

showed that the method could be used satisfactorily to

estimate both aliphatic and aromatic mercaptans. Its

application to mercaptans in hydrocarbon solution was

first described by Sampey and Reid [134, 1932], who not

only titrated the excess of iodine with thiosulphate but

determined the hydrogen iodide liberated with sodium

hydroxide. The latter method did not prove as accurate

as the former but was developed in the expectation that it

would prove useful when applied to cracked distillates. It

was found, however, that in the presence of unsaturated

hydrocarbons neither method was applicable. For many

purposes the iodine method is convenient, rapid, and suffi-

ciently accurate; it is employed in some refineries as a

routine test for straight products. A second acidometric

method based upon the hydrogen chloride liberated when
a mercaptan reacts with mercuric chloride,

RSH4-HgCl2
= RSHgCl+HCl,

was described by Sampey and Reid (loc. cit). This, too,

was shown to give good results if olefines were absent, but

failed when they were present owing, as Hoffmann and

Sand [66, 1900] had shown, to reaction between olefines

and mercuric chloride forming hydrogen chloride.

Several methods based upon the plumbite reaction have

been suggested, but it is doubtful whether such methods

can give reliable results owing to the complexity of the

reaction and the readiness with which oxidation occurs.

Thus Youtz and Perkin [161, 1927] proposed to estimate

mercaptan sulphur by the difference in total sulphur con-

tent before and after treatment with alcoholic plumbite
solution containing some solid lead sulphide (cf. Lachman

[92, 1931]). No results were, however, given. At prac-

tically the same time, Faragher, Morrell, and Monroe

[53, 1927] published details of two methods based upon
the use of plumbite. In one, relying upon the solubility of

alkyl mercaptides in benzene, the benzene solution of the

gasoline was treated with basic lead acetate solution and,
after removal of the excess of reagent, the lead remaining
in the hydrocarbon layer estimated. The second method
resembled that suggested by Youtz and Perkin and was

based upon differences in sulphur content before and after

treatment with plumbite.
The use of silver nitrate for the removal of mercaptans

from petroleum distillates was first employed by Birch and

Norris [15, 1926], but Borgstrom and Reid [25, 1929]

showed that the reaction was quantitative. Mercaptan sul-

phur could therefore be determined by difference in sulphur

content before and after treatment with aqueous silver

nitrate, but the preferred method consisted in titrating the

excess of silver with thiocyanate in the usual way. Since

the occlusion of silver in the precipitated mercaptide gives

high results, it is essential to ensure that the precipitate

is thoroughly disintegrated, preferably by shaking with

excess of thiocyanate in a shaking machine. To obviate

this, Malesoff and Marks [101, 1931] recommend adding

methyl alcohol, claiming thereby to overcome the erratic

results given by the original procedure. Later Malesoffand

Anding, Jr. [100, 1935], published a detailed account of their

modified procedure. By adoptmg certain precautions to

avoid oxidation of the mercaptan sample, employing more

dilute solutions, adding methyl alcohol, and standardizing

the indicator, much higher accuracy was obtained. Tests

on naphtha solutions showed a break-down of sensitivity

at 0-001% mercaptan sulphur- and a variation of 0-004%

with a concentration of 0-035% mercaptan sulphur. Re-

cently Tamele and Ryland [138, 1936] have adapted the

method to potentiometric titration, thus enabling it to be

used on coloured samples. Occluded silver nitrate is

avoided by titration in alcoholic solution with alcoholic

silver nitrate, which eliminates the separation into phases.

Titration is carried out with standard silver nitrate dis-

solved in isopropyl alcohol and in the presence of sufficient

alcoholic sodium acetate solution to dissolve the hydro-

carbons. A silver electrode is employed which obviates an

excess of silver nitrate and eliminates the simultaneous pre-

cipitation of impurities. Since hydrogen sulphide and sul-

phur interfere they must first be removed, although, as the

authors point out, since silver sulphide is less soluble than

the mercaptide, it should be possible to estimate both

sulphur and mercaptan by precipitating the sulphide first.
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The calculated error with a mercaptan (molecular weight

100) concentration of 0-01 % is given as 2-0%.

Possibly the most convenient method so far devised for

the estimation of mercaptan sulphur is due to Bond [22,

1933], who employs a kerosine solution of cupric oleate

and titrates directly. The estimation is based upon the

reaction
__ __

4RSH+2CuOl2
= 2CuSR+R2S2+4H01

in which the cuprous mercaptide is precipitated. The kero-

sine solution is added from a burette to the sample until

a pale green colour persists. Although Bond recommends

the use of the oleate (oleic acid prepared from elaine oil is

stated to give a better colour than ordinary oleic acid), any

kerosine soluble copper salt may be used, e.g. the naphthe-

nate. An accuracy comparable with Borgstrom and Reid's

silver nitrate method is claimed, coupled with much greater

convenience. The method gives satisfactory results with

cracked products, for which it is particularly suited so long

as peroxides are absent. The latter, together with hydrogen

sulphide, interfere, but phenols and naphthenic acids are

without effect.

Since disulphides on reduction (preferably with such

reagents as zinc dust and acetic acid) give mercaptans,

R2S2+H2
= 2RSH,

which can be estimated by one of the methods described

above, this furnishes a useful method for their deter-

mination.

IV. SWEETENING PROCESSES
The processes so far considered are associated with the

removal from light distillates of substances possessing acid

properties such as hydrogen sulphide and chloride, mer-

captans and phenols. Efficiency and extent of removal

achieved are determined by such factors as plant condi-

tions, involving intimacy of contact, &c., and the relative

acidity of the substances involved. Whereas hydrogen
chloride and sulphide are entirely removed, providing of

course sufficient alkali is used, complete removal of the

whole of the weakly acidic mercaptans present, even in

comparatively light distillates, is not possible. Although
alkali washing does very definitely improve the odour of

the raw distillates, at the same time materially reducing
the sulphur content, there is still left sufficient mercaptan

sulphur to render the product unsaleable on account of

bad odour and corrosive properties. Mercaptans also act

as catalysts in gum-formation. Further treatment is, there-

fore, necessary to convert the undesirable mercaptans

remaining after the preliminary alkali wash for as such

it should be regarded into less noxious compounds,
possessing a comparatively sweet odour or to remove them

entirely.

Of the two processes the former, which is termed

'sweetening' untreated distillates containing mercaptans
or hydrogen sulphide being referred to as *sour' is by
far the most widely used, desulphurization only being

employed when the sulphur content of the sweetened

material exceeds specification value, or when special

naphthas, e.g. painter's naphtha (white spirit), are being

produced. Obviously any treatment giving complete

desulphurization must yield a sweet product.
The process of sweetening is based upon the oxidation of

mercaptans to the corresponding disulphides, a reaction

which can be made to take place under comparatively mild

conditions. It can be seen from the equation representing
the reaction, 2RSH = Ras,+2H,

that it merely involves the removal of two hydrogen atoms
from two molecules of mercaptans with the linking up
of the mercaptan residues. Theoretically, therefore, no
alteration should occur in the total sulphur content,

although in actual practice, for reasons to be discussed

later, this is rarely so. Sweetening in certain processes,
viz. hypochlorite treatment, is accompanied by a certain

amount of desulphurization, while in others, viz. the

plumbite process, a slight increase may and frequently
does occur.

Conversion of mercaptans into the corresponding di-

sulphides results in a considerable change in boiling-point.
This difference is shown in the following table for several

mercaptans boiling within the gasoline range.

Boiling-points of Mercaptans and Corresponding

Disulphides

The change in boiling-point is very marked, and if the

mercaptan content is sufficiently high a noticeable effect

will be observed in the final boiling-point of the product.
That this is possible seems unlikely with the comparatively
low figures quoted for sulphur contents, but it should be

realized that the mercaptan content is much larger than the

sulphur content, a fact which is clearly demonstrated in

the following table:

It follows that redistillation following a sweetening
treatment may result in a very definite reduction in sulphur

content, the high-boiling disulphides remaining in the

residue. On this is based a process for the partial de-

sulphurization of distillates rich in mercaptans*

The Plumbite Process,

The plumbite process, which was first employed about

1910, is to-day one of the most widely used in the petroleum
industry. Originally discovered by what may be described

as 'rule-of-thumb' methods, it was not until 1924 that the

theoretical principles involved and the mechanism under-

lying the process were explained by Wendt and Diggs

[150, 1924]. Comparatively little change has been made in

the method of operation and the treatment is still carried

out very much as it was in 1910.

During the sweetening of a sour distillate a stage is

reached when the mercaptan content is too low to be

detected by the nose and some form of qualitative test

becomes necessary. The test employed is the so-called

'doctor' test, which consists in shaking the suspected

sample with a solution of litharge in caustic soda solution,
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adding, if necessary, a small amount of sulphur. Any
discoloration of the solution or of the sulphur particles at

the interface indicates the presence of mercaptans or

hydrogen sulphide, and the sample under test is said to

be doctor positive. The coloration produced in borderline

cases is frequently difficult to detect, so that the interpreta-

tion is apt to vary to a slight extent with the operator.
While Borgstrom and Reid [25, 1929] give the sensitivity

of the test as 0-00023 molar, Lachman [92, 1931] found
that a positive test could still be obtained with a mercaptan
solution at 0-00006 molar concentration. Assuming that

the average gasoline is approximately 0-01 molar with

respect to mercaptans, this requires removal equivalent
to 98% for the higher figure or 99-5% for the lower figure

to give a doctor negative product.
The curious observation has been made that a doctor

negative distillate may give a positive reaction if alcohol

is added during the test. Whether this is due to better

contact of the reagent with hydrocarbon layer or to the

decomposition of some comparatively unstable compound
to regenerate traces of mercaptans is not known. It should

be noted that besides mercaptans, peroxides also give a

positive reaction and cracked distillates likely to contain

them should be examined specially for their presence. The
brown colour formed is due to lead peroxide (Brooks

[28, 1924]).

Plumbite treatment closely follows the doctor test.

The sour distillate, preferably after a preliminary alkali

wash, is agitated with sodium plumbite solution and sul-

phur added until precipitation is complete. This operation
is generally referred to as 'breaking', the precipitate

formed being called the 'blackstrap'. After thorough

settling to ensure that precipitation is complete, the pro-
duct is finished and requires no further treatment.

Sodium plumbite solution, the so-called 'doctor' solu-

tion, is prepared by dissolving litharge in caustic soda,

the formation of the plumbite being expressed by the

equation 2NaOH+PbO = Na2PbO 2+H2O.

The solubility of litharge in solutions of sodium hydroxide
is relatively high, the actual amount dissolved being of

course determined by the concentration of the latter, and
the temperature as shown by the following figures based

upon those given by Berl and Austerweil [7, 1907].

Solubility of Litharge in Sodium Hydroxide Solution

Solution is effected by the steam agitation of litharge

suspended in strong caustic soda, the concentrated solution

so obtained being diluted with water or soda to give one

generally containing about 3J% litharge in 18 Be. caustic

soda (13%).
While the actual concentration of plumbite is largely

immaterial, a large excess of soda is always employed
and this serves several useful purposes. Not only does it

help to keep the lead in solution but it is extremely

effective in bringing the mercaptans and the reagent into

contact. Furthermore, it plays a very important part in

plumbite regeneration by redissolving the oxidation pro-

ducts of the blackstrap; when all the plumbite is spent it

can be used as an effective preliminary alkali wash. These

points will be considered later.

It should be mentioned here that plumbite solution

required in the laboratory for the doctor test is best

prepared by the addition of an aqueous solution of lead

acetate to a concentrated solution of sodium hydroxide,
the precipitate at first formed redissolving. Not only does

this method ofpreparation enable a more standard product
to be obtained but it eliminates the possibility of plumbite
formation. The latter is apt to interfere with the test in

borderline cases by acting as an oxidizing agent, so giving

samples actually slightly positive as doctor negative.

As mentioned above, the reaction between the plumbite
and themercaptans andhydrogen sulphide takes place in the

aqueous layer. The distribution of mercaptans normally

occurring between the aqueous soda and the hydrocarbon
layer is upset by the formation of lead mercaptides or

basic mercaptides which results in the mercaptan tending
to pass completely out of the hydrocarbon layer,

RSHoii -* RSNaaq
-- Pb(SR)2 .

The lead mercaptides are either precipitated and so removed
from the reaction zone or dissolve to a slight extent in the

hydrocarbon layer, particularly if this is highly aromatic in

nature. Similarly, hydrogen sulphide is converted into lead

sulphide, which, being insoluble, separates as a black

precipitate,

2RSH-f-Na2PbOa
= 2NaOH+Pb(SR) 2

H2S4-Na2Pb02
= 2NaOH+PbS.

Both normal Pb(SR)2 and basic PbSR(OH) lead mer-

captides are formed, an excess of plumbite favouring the

formation of the latter. As a rule secondary mercaptans
tend to form basic compounds and primary mercaptans
normal derivatives (Ott and Reid [127, 1930]). Both
normal and basic lead mercaptides form pale canary

yellow amorphous compounds which, while unaffected by
alkaline solutions, are readily decomposed by weak acids

such as acetic acid, to regenerate the mercaptan and the

corresponding lead salt. It is for this reason that it is

impossible to precipitate a mercaptan completely with a

lead salt when the acid from which the latter is derived

is stronger than the mercaptan. Furthermore, owing to

the low solubility of the mercaptan in water compared
with hydrocarbons, contact is extremely bad. Even if lead

salts were effective, sodium plumbite would still be pre-

ferable on account of its low cost, ease of formation, and
the fact that unlike many lead salts it does not form

insoluble basic salts.

While the normal mercaptides are insoluble in water

and aqueous solutions, they are somewhat soluble in ben-

zene and aromatic hydrocarbons, the solubility varying

with the mercaptide. Thus the lead salts of the secondary

mercaptans are more soluble than those of the corre-

sponding primary mercaptans, increasing in solubility

with increasing molecular weight; the reverse is true of

the primary mercaptides. The basic mercaptides are also

soluble in benzene, but whereas in the primary series the

basic compounds are more soluble than the normal, in the

secondary series the reverse holds true.

As all lead mercaptides are practically insoluble in

paraffinic and naphthenic hydrocarbons, it follows that

the yellow colour acquired by gasolines or naphthas con-

taining mercaptans, when agitated with plumbite solutions,

is due to the solvent action of the aromatic hydrocar-

bons present or to suspended mercaptides. Frequently on

standing the yellow colour disappears and a pale yellow

precipitate forms; whether this is due to settling of finely

divided mercaptides or further reaction is uncertain.
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Lead mercaptides are relatively unstable and tend to
darken in colour, finally becoming converted into lead
sulphide thus:

Pb(SR) 2
= R 2S+PbS.

Both neutral and basic mercaptides undergo this decom-
position, particularly when moist or in solution. Heat,
light, and the presence of free mercaptan all tend to favour
the decomposition.

^

The reaction between the plumbite and the mercaptans,
since it does not depend upon a state of equilibrium being
reached, is rapid and is complete as soon as the reactants
have been brought into contact with each other. While
efficient mechanical agitation effects this more rapidly, it

actually offers little advantage, and air-blowing is generally
employed for the purpose. The fact that the air takes
part in the reaction and can be made to play a very im-
portant role was, however, not discovered until com-
paratively recently. The action of the air will be discussed
later.

At this point the distillate should actually be sweet, that
is to say, it should contain no free mercaptan or, of course
hydrogen sulphide. The next stage is the precipitation
of the lead mercaptides, either dissolved or suspended in
the hydrocarbon layer, by adding free sulphur which con-
verts them largely into sulphides. As an excess of sulphur
will remain in the product and render it highly corrosive
it is desirable to estimate carefully the actual amount
required. This can conveniently be done by titrating a
sample in an evaporating basin with a standard solution
of sulphur in benzene, when the exact amount required
to bring about the break is easily found. From the
equation

REFINING PROCESSES: CHEMICAL

formation of these compounds is as follows (Ott and Reid
[127, 1930]):

HO\\
s/
H0

>PbH-RsS,

the amount required corresponds with exactly half that
originally present as mercaptan sulphur; in practice it is

invariably less. There are several reasons for this The
lead mercaptides present in the precipitate tend to become
coated superficially with lead sulphide which protects them
from further action, and both aerial oxidation and com-
plex side reactions occur.
The equation given above can only be regarded as givingthe main trend of the reaction. Ott and Reid [127 1930]who investigated the reaction for many pure mercap-

tans, showed that the addition of sulphur to a solution of
normal lead mercaptides usually results in the formation
ol a precipitate containing both sulphide and mercapto-
sulphides, thus:

/SR
Pb\ +S

SR

S SR RSV
+ >SR RS/

/S SR

-SR

SRRS

PbS+R2S2

>Pb+R sS2 .

Lead disulphide was also detected:

xSR

Pt< +25
NSR

/s SR
*Pb<XS SR

-PbS2+R 2S,.

The action of sulphur on solutions of basic lead mercap-

S^iowf
18
?

be/Ven m re C0mplex ' Duncan and Ott
[47, 1932] analysed some of the precipitates formed and
showed them to be mixtures oflead sulphide andhydroxide^rom the basic mercaptide of c-bulyl mercaptan com-
pounds of the type Pb2(OH)2SB were formed, being 3 ^
3 fan H- ??,

S f PhUr again led to the fo ^onof lead disulphide. The suggested explanation for the

>S S S

Since these reactions are accompanied by very consider-
able colour changes, the appearance of the oil and plumbite
layer varies as the reaction proceeds. Normally with a
sour distillate, from which hydrogen sulphide and sulphurare absent, the addition of the plumbite leads to the
formation of a yellow precipitate and a yellow coloration
of the oil. Should, however, elemental sulphur be present
as it generally is, both the precipitate and the hydrocarbon
layer tend to be darker in colour, the actual colour which
may vary from orange to brick-red, brown or black and
shade depending upon the amount of sulphur presentThe same colour effects are usually observed when in-
sufficient sulphur is present for complete reaction i e
when it is added slowly in solution or when the solid is

added, and an appreciable time elapses before solution is

complete. These colour changes are due to the formation
of mercapto-sulphides which, being in a very fine state of
division only settle after prolonged standing and then
incompletely. On further reaction with sulphur, the colour
changes to black or very dark brown owing to the forma-
tion of lead sulphide, this being followed by floatation
which results in a rapid and complete precipitation of the
lead compounds in solution and suspension. The point at
which the break occurs is very definite, and the exact
amount of sulphur required is somewhat critical. In view
ol the corrosive nature of free sulphur, it is essential to
avoid any excess remaining, as an excess at this stage can
oidy be removed by redistillation or blending back with
untreated material containing mercaptans followed by
further plumbite treatment.
When the. required plumbite and sulphur are added

together to the sour
distillate, an immediate blackeningoccurs and no colour changes are observed. This is so

because the mercaptide reacts with the excess sulphur to
form PbS as quickly as it is formed from the mercaptan.The suggested mechanisms given above for the formation
ol complex lead compounds assume that the purely organicside ol the reaction is simple and merely involves the
conversion of the mercaptan into the corresponding di-

ffl^M -

Th
l

Ia"er being miscible with hydrocarbons and
insoluble in the aqueous layer pass back into the material
being treated. Birch and Norris [16, 1929], however, foundon

examination
that although the disulphides formed

the mam bulk of the product, higher polysulphides are

nftm ^fi xT!!!
S Was kter confirmed by Duncan and

Ott [46, 1931]. Whether these polysulphides are formed
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through a complex lead derivative similar to those sug-

gested by Duncan and Ott,

+ S -> Pb/ +2S -> PbS+R-S-S-S-R,
\SR XSR

or by the direct addition of sulphur to the disulphide is

not known, R s +s = R s

As Holmberg [67, 1908] showed that the second reaction

only occurs very slowly, the first mechanism is more likely

to be correct. Recent work by the author [20, 1936] has

shown that treatment of ethyl mercaptan with a large

excess of sulphur in the presence of plumbite, besides the

disulphide, gives considerable quantities of the trisulphide,

while indications were obtained that still higher poly-

sulphides were formed as well.

Air, as mentioned above, can play a very important part

in the treatment, to a large extent replacing the sulphur

as oxidizing agent,

2RSH+O = R2S2+H2O.

The extent to which this occurs, however, is determined

by plant conditions. Under ordinary conditions involving

aerial agitation, the effect due to the air is probably not

very great, but by ensuring intimate contact between the

hydrocarbon, the reagent, and air, it is possible to replace

the sulphur almost entirely (cf. Rowsey and Whitehurst

[132, 1927]).

The part played by the lead sulphide in promoting aerial

oxidation is very important. Wendt and Diggs [150, 1924]

showed that by acting as an adsorbent, lead sulphide

effects desulphurization in a small measure. The sulphur

compounds removed include not only those involved in

the plumbite process but any other sulphur compounds
as well. Lachman [92, 1931], who investigated the aerial

oxidation of mercaptans in sodium hydroxide solutions,

found that the reaction was governed by the speed of

diffusion of the air into the alkaline layer. Any means

which increased this rate of diffusion, as, for example,

increase in air pressure, area of the alkaline film through

agitation, or surface of contact by the addition of finely

divided solids, thereby increased the rate of oxidation.

Lead sulphide, by acting as a finely divided solid, cata-

lytically aids the oxidation by providing a large contact

area. Finely divided sulphur behaves in the same way

when added in the solid form. Owing to the particles

becoming coated with a protective film of lead sulphide, a

considerable amount of the sulphur added remains un-

dissolved and is withdrawn with the sludge.

Theoretically, the treatment of a sour distillate with air

in the presence of a suspension of lead sulphide in caustic

soda solution should require no additional sulphur. In

practice, even when air is largely employed for the oxida-

tion, as in the Rowsey and Whitehurst process, the addition

of some sulphur is essential. This is necessitated by the

oxidation of the lead sulphide to sulphate, which is con-

verted by the caustic soda present into plumbite:

PbS+2O 24-4NaOH = Na2PbO 2H-Na2SO4 -f2H2O

2PbS+2O 2+6NaOH = 2Na2PbO 2-l-Na2S2O3+3H2O.

This then reacts in the normal manner with the mercaptans

present to form lead mercaptides which are not completely

oxidized by the air, and it is necessary to use sulphur.

The use of lead sulphide suspended in caustic soda

solution has been suggested as a method for handling

distillates so high in mercaptan content that ordinary

plumbite sweetening methods are inapplicable on account

of cost. The distillate is thoroughly agitated with sulphur

in the presence of caustic soda solution and a relatively

small amount of lead sulphide. The use of air is optional.

When sweet the oil is removed and distilled to leave a

residue containing most of the sulphur originally present

as mercaptans in the form of di- and higher polysulphides.

During the distillation the temperature should be main-

tained below 160 C, to prevent the decomposition of the

polysulphides formed (Standard Oil Development Co.

[137, 1926, 1931]). Other heavy metallic sulphides can

replace the lead sulphide, but the presence of sodium

sulphide is stated to be detrimental.

Effect of Plumbite Treatment upon the Knock-rating of

Gasolines

It has been observed that plumbite treatment generally

involves a small but definite fall in knock-rating, and

G. M. Woods [158, 1935] advocates following the treat-

ment by redistillation. Hebl, Rendel, and Garton [65,

1933] also observed that certain West Texas distillates

after plumbite treatment had a much lower lead response

than before treatment. After redistillation the response

improves again and corresponds with that of the original

untreated distillates.

While so far no explanation has been put forward to

account for an effect of the order of magnitude of that

observed by Hebl, Rendel, and Garton, it has been shown
that all sulphur compounds reduce the lead response to

a greater or lesser extent. Disulphides, mercaptans, and

trisulphides proved to be particularly effective, the last

possessing definite pro-knock tendencies as well. As these

substances were tested in comparatively high concentra-

tions, it appears probable that the small amount of higher

polysulphides must have extremely pro-knock charac-

teristics, and be capable not only of lowering the knock-

rating of the gasoline itself but of considerably reducing

the lead response at the same time [20, 1936].

Polysulphides and Corrosive Properties.

Although the excessive addition of sulphur gives a

corrosive product, gasolines and naphthas in particular

which have been carefully treated may prove corrosive

under certain conditions. Thus Birch and Norris [16, 1929]

showed that the corrosive action of certain acid-washed

naphthas (white spirit or painter's naphtha) upon copper

between 150 and 180 C. was due to the formation of traces

of polysulphide during this treatment.

Further investigation showed that these compounds
were also formed during the plumbite treatment of gaso-

line and that on heating they tend to decompose. The

corrosive action is due to elementary sulphur formed in

the decomposition.
The prevention of the formation of polysulphides in

traces does not seem possible, although by limiting the

sulphur as far as possible there is less tendency for them

to be formed.

Plumbite Treatment of Cracked Distillates.

Plumbite itself possesses no polymerizing action and

should therefore only be applied to cracked gasolines after

a preliminary acid or other polymerizing treatment, e.g.

fuller's earth or zinc chloride. The use of plumbite as

a neutralizing agent after acid treatment and before

redistillation is not to be recommended owing to the

decomposition of disulphides, &c., during distillation,
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which renders necessary a still further sweetening treatment

on the distillate. Plumbite is most effectively applied as

a finishing treatment, that is to say after acid, neutraliza-

tion, and redistillation.

The Recovery of Spent Plumbite.

Litharge, which is by far the most costly chemical

employed in the plumbite process, is eventually found in

the sludge or blackstrap chiefly as lead sulphide suspended
in an emulsion of oil and caustic soda. For many years it

was the practice to dispose of this material by the most
convenient method available, which usually consisted in

depositing it on waste land. When later it became neces-

sary to reduce treatment costs as much as possible, plumb-
ite recovery proved an effective means of doing so with
the added advantage that it solved the disposal problem,
always a bugbear to the refiner. In small refineries, how-
ever, with limited litharge consumption, recovery is still

uneconomical and is not attempted.

Early attempts at recovering the lead consisted in

allowing the solid material to settle as completely as

possible and then filtering or centrifuging; the dried
cake was roasted in air to convert the lead sulphide
into sulphate. The latter was reconverted into plumbite
by solution in caustic soda,

4NaOH+PbSO4 = Na2PbO 2H-Na2SO4+2H2O.

Wet methods which do not involve roasting are, however,
preferable, and at the present time several of these are
in use.

Air-Blowing Process.

This process was originally employed by the Atlantic

Refining Company of Philadelphia and is based upon the
oxidation reaction already described. The spent plumbite,
still containing a little lead present in solution as plumbite
(about 0-6%) and the remainder in suspension as lead sul-

phide, &c. (4%), is allowed to settle in large storage tanks.
Three layers are formed, (a) a supernatant oil layer which
is sent to storage, (b) a middle layer consisting of emulsified
caustic soda solution with suspended lead compounds
this is sent to the 'break' tankand (c) a bottom layer
of caustic soda solution containing the unused plumbite,
which is withdrawn and temporarily stored. The middle
layer in the 'break' tank is gradually heated to 150 F.,
causing it to separate into a further three layers. Of these,
the top layer of oil is withdrawn, while the bottom con-
taining the lead sulphide is placed in tanks fitted with
steam coils, thoroughly agitated with air, and heated
to 175-200 F. until all the sulphide is redissolved. The
generally accepted equation for this reaction is

2PbS+20a+6NaOH = 2Na2PbO2-fNaaS2O8+3H8O

although probably the reaction

PbS+202+4NaOH = Na2PbO2+Na2SO4+2H3O,

also occurs to a considerable extent. Should insufficient
soda be present for complete solution more is addend as
required.

The regenerated plumbite is finally washed with oil to
remove colouring matter and sulphur compounds originally
adsorbed on the lead sulphide. For successful oxidation
the presence of some hydrocarbon oil is essential, experi-
ments carried out in the laboratory on pure lead sulphide
suspended in caustic soda solution proving abortive in the
absence of oil.

We have seen that the solids present in the spent

plumbite contain besides lead sulphide varying amounts of

disulphide, mercaptides, basic sulphides, and free sulphur.
All of these substances are involved in the oxidation, with
the result that the process is extremely complex. Little

is known of the behaviour of lead mercaptides and the

complex mercapto-sulphides when oxidized with air in

caustic soda solution. While Morrell showed that lead

mercaptides gave only a low yield of alkyl disulphides
under these conditions, Ott and Reid [127, 1930] found
that solutions of lead mercaptides exposed to air at room
temperature absorbed oxygen and formed comparatively
stable peroxides of high though varying oxygen content.

There were indications that the oxygen was attached to

the sulphur and not to the lead, the probable formula for

the secbutyl compound being

oo oo
\/ \/

QH9 S Pb S QH9 .

/\ /\OO OO
Whether such compounds are formed even as interme-
diates at the elevated temperatures used in air-blowing is,

however, open to question. Undoubtedly decomposition
of the lead mercaptides to form lead sulphide and the

corresponding dialkyl sulphide takes place,

Pb(SR)a
- PbS+R aS.

This reaction is known to be favoured by heat and mois-
ture. There is also the possibility of double decomposition
occurring between the lead mercaptides and the caustic

soda present, with the subsequent elimination of the

mercaptan by hydrolysis thus:

Pb(SR)H-2NaOH - 2NaSR-f Pb(OH) t

Pb(SR)OH4-NaOH NaSR+PbCOH),
NaSR+HaO ^NaOH-fRSH

Pb(OH) a+2NaOH Na8PbOs -i-2HaO.

Oxidation of the protecting layer of lead sulphide leaves

particles of elementary sulphur. These, apart from oxidiz-

ing any mercaptides remaining, react with the hot caustic

soda solution to form thiosulphate and polysulphides
which of course at once react with the plumbite present.
This action can be summed up by the equation

although this by no means expresses all the intermediate
reactions which no doubt occur. Oxidation of the thio-

sulphate does not proceed further, but if the solution is

sufficiently concentrated decomposition may occur with
the formation of sulphite,

3NaaSjO8-f6NaOH 2Na,S+4NatSOa f 3HO.

As a result of these and similar reactions the recovered

plumbite contains considerable quantities of various sodium
salts which tend to build up during the recycling of the re-

covered soda. To avoid this, some 10-20% of the recovered
soda is replaced each cycle with fresh. Any lead present in
the withdrawn liquor is recovered as sulphide by using it

as a preliminary alkali waste or by direct precipitation with

spent alkali.

With effective plumbite recovery the lead loss is very
small, the only chemicals consumed being sulphur and
caustic soda. A method for the recovery of sodium salts

of definite market value from the spent plumbite has been
described by Valentine and Maclean [146, 1935], These
authors give the composition of what they consider to be
a typical spent doctor solution discarded at the end often
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cycles, allowing for a 5% liquid loss restored to the original
volume and 18 Be. by caustic soda, as

Total volume, 10,500 gal. (Am.):
Sodium plumbite (as PbO)

hydroxide

thiosulphate
Phenolates* .

Sodium chloride

carbonate .

sulphite and sulphate

Ib.

440

5,050

8,510

8,020
130
240

1,600
* The raw material appears to have been abnormally rich in

phenols.

The lead is first removed. This is done hot by precipita-
tion with sodium sulphide or hydrogen sulphide, and is

best carried out before separation of the blackstrap, as

slightly soluble lead phenolates, which do not respond
readily to oxidation on air-blowing, are then decomposed.

After removal of the lead sulphide by settling the

solution must be neutralized. This can be done by either

carbon dioxide, preferably from flue gas, or sulphur
dioxide obtained either as a by-product in refinery opera-
tion or from a sulphur burner.

Neutralization with carbon dioxide is preferably carried

out at 120 F. and should proceed until well on the

bicarbonate side. The composition of the solution ob-

tained is:

Total volume, 10,500 gal. (Am.)
Sodium carbonate bicarbonate

thiosulphate
Free phenols
Sodium chloride .

sulphate and sulphite

Ib.

11,000

8,510

8,020
130

1,600

The free phenolic compounds are separated and, it is

suggested, may be usefully employed as solvents for

the refining of lubricating oil or in the manufacture of

plastics. The solution on evaporation to about 2,000-2,500

gal. and cooling to 110F. deposits about 80% of the

sodium carbonate as a cake contaminated with other

salts. This, causticized with lime, furnishes about 6,800 Ib.

caustic soda. On further concentration of the mother

liquor sodium thiosulphate (about 9,500 Ib.) is recovered.

When sulphur dioxide is used, neutralization should be

carried out at 180 F. and proceed until all the alkali

is converted into sulphate. Rosolic acid is the ideal indi-

cator to determine the correct end-point. The composi-
tion of the solution prepared from the above spent

plumbite is then

Total volume, 10,500 gal. (Am.)
Sodium sulphite .

thiosulphate
chloride .

'

sulphate .

Phenols ....

Ib.

13,700

8,510
130

1,000

8,020

The phenols separate and are removed. Sulphur is then

added to convert all the sulphite present to thiosulphate,

the reaction being carried out at the boiling point. Con-

centration by evaporation gives sodium thiosulphate

about 35,000 Ib. It is pointed out that the operations

involved are so inexpensive that it is possible actually to

show a profit on what was almost waste material.

The Kinsel Recovery Process.

This process (Kinsel [83, 1925]) serves two useful pur-

poses. Not only does it recover lead from the blackstrap

but it helps in the disposal of acid sludge.

After settling, the spent plumbite is heated in a break

tank as in the air-blowing process. The bottom layer, con-
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taining most of the lead, is then filtered to give as dry a
cake as possible, i.e. about 30% of water. This is placed
in a tank containing the correct amount of dilute acid to

convert the sulphide into sulphate,

PbS+H2S04 = PbS04+H2S.

The acid is obtained by diluting sludge acid to a gravity
of 1-32-1-38 and settling the tar. When the conversion
is complete, the sulphate is washed by decantation to a low
acid content and redissolved in fresh caustic soda solution.

The F.C. Process.

This process (Fielschmidt and Cantrell [55, 1930]) in-

volves the use of chlorine as an oxidizing agent, and is

therefore more costly to operate than either of those

previously described. It has proved very convenient in

refineries having comparatively small quantities of lead
to recover.

The spent plumbite is settled and the lead sulphide
freed as much as possible from caustic soda by water

washing, after which it is placed in the treating vessel.

This consists of a vertical cylindrical tank fitted with a

paddle, a gauge glass, and draw-off cocks at different levels.

The sulphide, mixed with water and hydrochloric acid

(obtained from a previous run) to act as accelerator, is

thoroughly agitated, while a stream of chlorine is passed
in. Approximately 0-3 Ib. chlorine is required for every

pound of sulphide treated. When the reaction, which may
take as long as three hours, is complete, the agitation is

stopped and the products allowed to settle. Three layers
form: the top consists of a flocculent suspension of sul-

phur, the middle is dilute hydrochloric acid with a little

lead chloride in solution, and the bottom consists of
a mixture of finely divided solid material, principally

litharge with some sulphur and traces of lead chloride.

The three layers are separated by means of the draw-off

cocks and the crude sulphur and litharge washed with
water to free them from acid. The litharge is redissolved

in caustic soda in the usual way. The sulphur present
offers no disadvantage, generally sufficing for the treatment

of the next batch of distillate.

The chemical reactions involved are simple and merely
consist in the oxidation of the sulphide thus:

HSO+C12
= HCl+HOCi

PbS+HOCl = PbO-fS+HCl

PbO+2NaOH - Na2PbO2+H2O.

Modified Doctor Processes.

Several modifications of the doctor process have been

devised, but these do not appear to have been at all

widely adopted.
The use of either sodium or dialkyl polysulphides

has been advocated to overcome the risk involved in

adding too much sulphur and so producing a corrosive

product. The sodium polysulphide solution is prepared
by dissolving sulphur in a mixture ofcaustic soda and spent
soda which has been saturated with hydrogen sulphide;
for example, by use as a preliminary caustic wash for

gasoline. The reactions involved are expressed by the

following equations :

and
= Na2S*+1

7zR2S2+flPbS+Na2S.

This treatment must obviously be carried out in two
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stages, the first involving the plumbite and the second
oxidation with the polysulphide solution.

The use of low-molecular weight alkyl disulphides, for

example the methyl or propyl derivatives, has been sug-
gested for the same purpose by Hunn [69, 1930]. On stand-

ing after treatment, lead sulphide is precipitated and a
sweet product remains. Analysis of the precipitate after

the addition of methyl disulphide indicated it to be lead

methyl mercaptide presumably formed by replacement:

(RS) aPb+ (CH3)2S 2
= (CH3S)2Pb-l-R2S 2 .

In place of sodium plumbite solution, a solid reagent
consisting of calcium hydroxide (slaked lime), litharge
and sulphur can be used (Cannon and Gary [35, 1931]).
The lime and litharge form the hypothetical calcium

plumbite which is incapable of existence in solution. Sour
distillates agitated with this reagent are sweetened and
only require filtering for finishing. The reaction proceeds
normally with the formation of alkyl disulphide and lead

sulphide, this reacting with the lime to form calcium

sulphide and litharge:

2RSH-f-(PbO-CaO) = (RS)2Pb+ Ca(OH) 2

(RS)2Pb+S = R2S 2+PbS

PbS+2Ca(OH) a
- [PbO-CaO]+ CaS4-2H2O.

Fresh sulphur is added to the reagent, when it is again
ready for use.

Probably a more convenient method of operating this

process is given by Cannon [34, 1931]. The necessary
sulphur is dissolved in the sour distillate, which is then
treated with a solid reagent consisting of a mixture of
sodium and calcium hydroxides, litharge, diatomaceous
earth (to increase the effective surface) and enough water
to make a coherent mass.
More recently a process involving the use of magnesium

hydroxide in a modified doctor process in place of sodium
plumbite has been described by Gardner and Higgins
[59, 1932].

The treatment consists in passing the sour distillate, in
which the requisite amount of sulphur has been dissolved,
through a tower packed with magnesium hydroxide
granules, when the following reaction occurs :

Mg(OH) 2+RSH - Mg(SR)OH-hH2

2Mg(SR)OH+S = MgS+Mg(OH)a+R2S 2 .

The coating of the surface of the granules with magnesium
sulphide eventually slows up the process and regeneration
becomes necessary. This can be effected by steam or
boiling water, although a dilute solution of sodium
hydroxide (2%) is preferred.
The use of lead can also be avoided if an alcoholic

solution of sodium or potassium hydroxide is employed.
Under these conditions, the hydrolysis of the alkali metal
mercaptides in the alcohol layer is suppressed and oxidation
can then be readily accomplished by means of sulphur:

RSH+NaOH = RSNa+HaO
2RSNa+S = R2S2+Na2S.

Air is neither required nor is it desirable, as the rate of
oxidation with aircompared with that with sulphur is so
slow that there is loss of gasoline by evaporation (Stagner
[136, 1935]). The process can also be employed to sweeten
high-boiling distillates such as kerosine. A description is

given by Stagner of the treatment of a gasoline containing
0-023% mercaptan sulphur with methyl alcoholicsodium
hydroxide (0-31 % by volume containing 15% NaOH) and
elemental sulphur (0-029 g. per litre gasoline treated)

After agitation for 30 min. followed by 10 min. settling,
the gasoline was sweet and non-corrosive. The inorganic
products of the reaction were found in the lower alcoholic

layer, which on withdrawal followed by exposure to air
was found to contain unchanged caustic soda, sodium
sulphide, together with traces of the polysulphide and the

thiosulphate. Stagner states that, of the sodium hydroxide
originally used, 25% is recovered as thiosulphate and 50%
as sulphide. Both of these substances have a definite
market value. Owing to the solubility of anhydrous methyl
alcohol in gasoline about 3-10%, the solubility being
greater in the lower hydrocarbons it is necessary to
recover the alcohol from the sweetened distillate by water
washing. Recovery of the alcohol is effected by distillation
of the water. Methyl alcohol is preferable to ordinary
alcohol because it does not form a constant-boiling mixture
with water and can therefore be recovered in a substantially
anhydrous condition, ready for use again. By using the
same water for washing, complete recovery is not necessary
in each passage through the still; the overall loss of alcohol
is stated to be negligible, i.e. 0-1-0-2%.

V. THE HYPOCHLORITE PROCESS [11, 1929]

This process differs in many respects from the sweetening
processes so far described. The latter involved reactions
almost entirely confined to the oxidation of the mercaptans
into oil-soluble disulphides which pass back into the
hydrocarbon layer and leave the total sulphur content
unchanged. Sulphur compounds other than mercap-
tans and hydrogen sulphide remain unaffected chemically
although physically they are adsorbed to a slight extent
upon the solids formed or originally present. Aqueous
hypochlorite solutions possessing much more powerful
oxidizing properties not only carry the oxidation of the
mercaptans beyond the disulphide stage but attack
the sulphides and disulphides as well. As the products
from these oxidations are mostly water-soluble, desul-
phurization occurs to a greater or lesser extent depending
upon the conditions and the nature of the sulphur com-
pounds present in the distillate under treatment.

Early attempts to use hypochlorite solutions in the
refining of light distillates failed owing to the instability
of the reagent used. Not only did this tend to decompose
spontaneously before and during use but the products
acquired a peculiar sharp odour due to the presence of
chlorine compounds, rapidly went off colour, and proved
highly corrosive in use. The successful application of the
process was due to Dunstan and Thole, upon whose novel
idea of using alkaline solutions to prevent chlorirmtion
the present process is based.
The hypochlorite process is used principally for the

sweetening or desulphurization of straight or cracked
distillates. Owing to the convenience with which it can
be operated in a closed system, it has proved particularly
suitable for treating natural gasoline and in the States it is

most generally employed for this purpose. A particular
advantage of the process is that the spent wash is entirely
valueless and contains no objectionable products; no
recovery is therefore necessary and the effluent can be
disposed of without difficulty.
The process consists essentially in agitating the sour

distillate, which has previously been alkali washed to
remove any hydrogen sulphide, with an aqueous solution
of sodium or calcium hypochlorite under controlled condi-
tions. Traces of hypochlorous acid together with any
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objectionable organic compounds formed in the reaction
are removed by a final thorough alkali wash. It is essential
that the hypochlorite solution employed should contain
sufficient free alkali to stabilize it, that is to say, to suppress
spontaneous decomposition while at the same time re-

ducing any tendency towards chlorination of the distillate
to a minimum. If desulphurization is desired, the amount
of

^

free alkali is rather critical, too much retarding the
oxidizing action of the hypochlorite very considerably.
The reason for this will follow later.

Unlike the plumbite process which, as the addition of
free sulphur forms an integral part of the procedure, can
handle distillates containing free sulphur, hypochlorite
treatment can only be successfully employed when free
sulphur or hydrogen sulphide is absent. Once formed,
elemental sulphur can only be removed by distillation!
The necessity for avoiding the presence of either of these
substances hydrogen sulphide is readily oxidized by
hypochlorites to sulphurtherefore becomes ofparamount
importance, and care must be taken to ensure that hydro-
gen sulphide is removed at as early a stage as possible by
efficient alkali washing. The most convenient point for this
treatment is in the condensing system before aerial oxida-
tion can possibly take place. Actually this wash serves a
dual purpose, for besides removing hydrogen sulphide it

removes some of the lighter mercaptans and so materially
reduces hypochlorite consumption. It is because of the
definite advantages offered by thorough alkali washing
before the hypochlorite wash is applied, that the hypo-
chlorite process lends itself so well to counter-current

operation; the spent hypochlorite still contains a small
amount of free alkali and this can effectively be used in
countercurrent operation to reduce the mercaptan content
ofthe raw material.

As mentioned above, the hypochlorite process is most
admirably suited to the treatment of natural gasoline. The
solution is usually placed in a series of vertical cylindrical
vessels preferably packed with coke or some similar pack-
ing and the natural gasoline (previously alkali washed if

hydrogen sulphide is present or the mercaptan content high)
passed through them. By by-passing each treater when it

becomes spent and, after recharging it with fresh solution,
making it the final stage, the operation can be carried
out more or less countercurrently. No complications are

necessary as in plumbite treatment, for there is no sulphur
to introduce and no sludge to withdraw. The spent wash
is run to waste.

Treatment of the gasoline fractions can be conveniently
carried out in ordinary treaters, although the Holley-Mott
type of plant is the most suitable on account of the advan-
tages offered by the multiplicity of stages.

Preparation of Hypochlorite Solutions.

Both sodium and calcium hypochlorite solutions are

easily prepared. The sodium salt used in the original pro-
cess was prepared by the electrolysis of brine, the current

density and other conditions being adjusted to give the

equivalent amounts of chlorine and caustic soda required
for the reaction

Cl2-{-2NaOH = NaOCl+NaCl+H2O.

By careful control of the temperature and the final

alkalinity, chlorate formation was avoided and stable

hypochlorite solutions between 0-2 and 0-3 N., with regard
to available chlorine content and containing 0-5 to 1 g.
caustic soda per litre, obtained. The presence of the sodium
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chloride cannot be avoided, but it is not in any way detri-
mental. Later, when liquid chlorine became available at a
sufficiently low price, it proved more convenient to pre-
pare sodium hypochlorite by passing either the gaseous
or liquid chlorine into well-cooled and agitated caustic
soda solution (10%), diluting the concentrated solution so
obtained before use.

A convenient source ofcalcium hypochlorite is bleaching
powder which is prepared by passing chlorine over slaked
lime, the moisture content together with the temperature
of absorption determining the chlorine absorbed. There
is some doubt concerning the exact form in which the
chlorine is combined, the analysis ofa typical good sample
containing 45% of available chlorine giving the following
results (Lunge [96, 1911]):

It is generally assumed that calcium chlorohypochlorite
is the active compound present.
A solution of bleaching-powder in water reacts strongly

alkaline and contains, besides calcium hypochlorite, the
chloride, oxychloride, and hydroxide, the relative pro-
portions (with the exception of the hydroxide, which is

limited by its solubility) depending upon the freshness of
the material. According to Lunge the analysis of a solution
prepared from a good fresh sample of bleaching-powder
is as follows:

Solutions, however, prepared from bleaching-powder
which have been kept for some time have a higher propor-
tion of chloride and chlorate.

Bleaching-powder as a source of calcium hypochlorite
has several disadvantages. It does not keep well on storage,
particularly in warm climates, decomposition taking place
slowly with the evolution of oxygen

2Ca(OCl)Cl = 2CaCl2+0 2 .

(For this reason it must not be stored in sealed metal
containers as these are liable to burst). As a result the
available chlorine content, i.e. the amount of chlorine

equivalent to the active oxygen present, which usually
varies between 37 and 39%, falls rapidly and the material
becomes useless. Even when fresh, solution in water is

far from complete and a considerable insoluble residue

remains, consisting of lime together with some calcium
carbonate. To avoid loss of active material it is therefore
essential to wash this residue once or twice thoroughly,
the washings being employed either to dilute the more
concentrated extract or in making the next batch. As will
be shown later, calcium hypochlorite solutions should only
be diluted with saturated lime-water which is conveniently
provided by the washings. Even thorough washing still

leaves a small amount of unknown active compound in
the residue. These drawbacks, together with its relatively
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high cost, preclude the general use of bleaching-powder

excepting in refineries in which the consumption is small

or where other sources of calcium hypochlorite are not

available. To some extent these disadvantages have been

overcome in the last 10 years in the specially high active

chlorine content bleaches which have become available.

Essentially these consist of solid calcium hypochlorites

prepared by the action of sodium hydroxide on concen-

trated calcium hypochlorite solutions. In this way the

calcium chloride present is precipitated as lime while the

low solubility of sodium chloride compared with that of

the calcium salt causes a considerable amount of salt to

precipitate also. Concentration of the resulting solution

enables a solid to be obtained consisting mainly of calcium

hypochlorite contaminated with sodium chloride, which
is practically completely soluble in water and contains

between 60 and 70% of available chlorine. Much greater

stability on storage is claimed for these preparations, a

claim certainly quite justified for the Mathieson Alkali

Works Inc. product 'H.T.H.' Even after 6 years in the

laboratory, it was found that the available chlorine content

of a sample had only dropped from 66 to 45-50%. On
account of their comparative high cost they are little

used in the petroleum industry, but in the laboratory

they form an extremely convenient source of calcium or

sodium hypochlorite (the latter being formed by double

decomposition with sodium carbonate).
On the large scale, calcium hypochlorite is most con-

veniently prepared by passing chlorine in the liquid or

gaseous state into a well agitated cooled slurry of lime

preferably prepared by slaking quick-lime. The calcium

hydroxide rapidly passes into solution, the end of the

reaction usually being detected by the development of
a pink colour which has been attributed to manganese
as permanganate or calcium ferrate. While it is desirable

to keep the temperature as low as possible during the

absorption, temperatures as high as 140 F. have been ob-
served without undue decomposition taking place. When,
however, the reaction does get out of control, the tempera-
ture rises rapidly, considerable quantities of chlorine and
oxygen are liberated, and the hypochlorite is converted
into a mixture of chloride and chlorate:

Ca(OH) 24-2Cla
- Ca(OCl) 2+CaCla

3Ca(OCl) 2
- Ca(QOa)a -f2CaCl2 .

In practice the lime slurry is prepared equivalent to

gravity of 1-1 diluted to 1-05 and chlorinated to H again.
The concentrated solution so prepared has an available
chlorine content equivalent to approximately 2 N. and
is diluted to 0-34 N. with the leachings obtained by wash-
ing the insoluble residue, consisting chiefly of lime and
calcium carbonate; the latter separates out on settling.
Further dilution to 0-07 N. the working concentration
usually employedis done at the plant, saturated lime-

water, i.e. approximately 0-04 N., being used for the

purpose to ensure that the solution is stable. In continu-
ous operation it is convenient to meter the lime-water
and 0-34 N. hypochlorite solution separately into a small
mixing tank attached to the plant.

Treatment is carried out by the agitation of the sour
alkali-washed distillate with a comparatively large volume
of the dilute hypochlorite solution. It is usual to determine
by preliminary tests in the laboratory the exact amount
of available chlorine necessary to effect sweetening or
desulphurization and adjust the treatment accordingly.
The sweetening action is very rapid, efficiency of contact

alone determining the time required; desulphurization is

slower and may need a much longer time, depending upon
the sulphur compounds present, the alkali content of the

hypochlorite wash, and the temperature. The operation
should be carefully controlled by analysis, the available

chlorine being estimated by means of potassium iodide

solution and acetic acid, and the free alkali by titration

with standard acid using phenolphthalein as indicator

after destroying the hypochlorite by boiling with ammonia.
When the operation is carried out effectively, the spent wash
contains no hypochlorite but is still sufficiently alkaline to

be usefully employed as a preliminary alkali wash. Care

should, however, be taken to avoid the use of the spent
solution for this purpose on distillates likely to contain

hydrogen sulphide unless entirely free from traces of hypo-
chlorite. Hypochlorite solutions are definitely mildly cor-

rosive to steel equipment and it is necessary to take steps

to overcome this as much as possible. Cement or cast

iron which is not corroded (excepting near the point of

introduction of the chlorine) can be conveniently used

for the vessels for preparing the solution, the former being

preferable because cooling can be more effectively carried

out. Cement is used for settling or storage vats. Treaters

are best covered internally by spraying with a thin layer
of cement which must be renewed after any cleaning

operation. Calcium carbonate is normally deposited from
calcium hypochlorite solution and serves to protect the

equipment, but even so it is better to ensure protection

by a cement layer.

The Action of Hypochlorite Solutions upon Sulphur
Compounds

The effect of sodium hypochlorite solution upon various

sulphur compounds dissolved in a sulphur-free naphtha
of Iranian origin was investigated by Birch and Norris

[14, 1925]. Their results are summarized in the following
table.

These sulphur compounds represent typical substances

which might be expected in the lighter distillates and many
of them have actually been isolated from Iranian straight
distillates (cf. Birch and Norris [13, 1925], Thierry [140,

1925]). The others are, or could be, formed as a result of

the action of the hypochlorite, viz, iso&myl sulphoxide,
ethyl sulphone, and sulphur.
The conclusions reached as a result of these experiments

are as follows:

(1) Whereas hydrogen sulphide, mercaptans, and di-

sulphides all react to give at least some acid products, no
acid products are formed from sulphides (or, of course,

sulphones),

(2) Thiophen, sulphones, and sulphur do not react under
the conditions employed.

(3) Increase in molecular weight of the sulphur com-
pound (a) decreases the rate of oxidation dwta?aniyl di-

sulphide hardly reacts at all and (b) decreases the solu-

bility of the oxidation products in the aqueous layer, at

the same time increasing their solubility in the oil

(4) Increase in the free alkali content of the hypo-
chlorite decreases the rate of reaction (excepting the oxida-
tion of hydrogen sulphide and the first stagein theoxidation
of mercaptans) and conversely.

(5) Dilution of the hypochlorite increases the rate of
reaction.

The first of these conclusions is of the greatest impor-
tance because the acid products neutralize the free alkali
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of the reagent as they are formed, and thus progressively
render the hypochlorite more reactive. Consequently, if

insufficient alkali is originally present to neutralize the
acid products, the aqueous layermay actually become acid,
when there will be a tendency for 'chlorination' to occur.
As it was confirmed that the addition of free alkali

stabilizes the hypochlorite, the explanation of the narrow
limits for alkali content necessary in large-scale operation
becomes clear. The retarding influence of free alkali, and
the accelerating effect of dilution, are convincingly ex-

plained
on the assumption that the active oxidizing agent

is not the hypochlorite itself but free hypochlorous acid

produced by reversible hydrolysis.

HaO
MOCl-hH2O c

> MOH+HOC1.
MOH

2HOC1 = 2HC1+O 2

HOC1+HC1 = H2O+C12

3HOC1 - HC1O3 4-2HC1.

The decomposition is accelerated by light, heat, and certain

mineral salts, in particular those of nickel and cobalt. To
avoid loss of reagent through spontaneous decomposition
it is therefore of utmost importance to ensure that the

reagent is always alkaline and never actually acid.

In the treatment of cracked distillates the presence of

ample free alkali to reduce hydrolysis or the possible
formation of chlorine or chlorine monoxide is of even

greater importance as all tend to form addition compounds
with olefines with the greatest of ease.

The Action of Sodium Hypochlorite Solution upon various Sulphur Compounds (Birch and Norris [14, 1925]).

The substances in brackets are fairly soluble in the stages under which they appear.

On this assumption, added free alkali will displace the

equilibrium to the left, dilution will move it to the right,

and, in accordance with observed facts, the solution will

be stabilized or activated respectively. Other proposals
for increasing the reactivity of hypochlorite solution, such
as the addition of heavy metal salts and the use of flue

gases or sodium bicarbonate, all act in the same direction,
that is to say, reduce the free alkali content.

Kauffmann [79, 1924] showed that the velocity ofdecom-

position of aqueous sodium hypochlorite is inversely

proportional to the concentration of hydroxyl ions and
that the fraction of the total hypochlorite ions destroyed
in unit time is independent of the actual hypochlorite
concentration. Thus, so long as the concentration of free

alkali remains the same, i.e. the hydroxyl ion concentration

remains unaltered, the stability of a hypochlorite solution

is independent of concentration. This is important when
dealing with calcium hypochlorite solutions, for the

amount of free alkali present is then limited by the solu-

bility of calcium hydroxide in water. In order to avoid

instability, therefore, saturated lime-water is always used

as diluent and the hydroxyl ion concentration maintained

the same.

Hypochlorous acid itself is very unstable and decom-

poses to give a variety of substances including water,

oxygen, hydrogen chloride, chloric acid, chlorine, and
chlorine monoxide, the odour of which in hypochlorite

solutions, particularly if nearly neutral, is very noticeable.

Ill

C12+R-CH=CHR' = RCHC1 CHR'Ci

HOC1+R-CH=CHR' = RCH(OH) R'CHCl

Cl2O-f2RCH=CHR' = (RCHC1 CHR02O.

Sulphides.

In considering the oxidation of individual types of

sulphur compounds by hypochlorites, it is convenient to

commence with the action of sodium hypochlorite on

sulphides or thio-ethers. These (provided the hypochlorite
is sufficiently active when a higher member of the series

is being treated) are quantitatively oxidized to sulphones.
No traces of any intermediate compounds appear to be
formed and hypochlorite is without further action on the

resulting sulphones. Four atoms of available chlorine are

absorbed for each sulphur atom oxidized:

R2S+2NaOCl = R2SO 2+2NaCl.

As no acid products are formed, the alkalinity of the

hypochlorite does not change appreciably during the action.

The lower sulphones being more soluble in water than

hi light petroleum hydrocarbons are found chiefly in the

spent aqueous reagent from which they can be extracted

by suitable means. With increase in molecular weight the

sulphones tend to become less soluble in water and more
so in oil so that they remain in the hydrocarbon layer.

Thus, although diethyl sulphone is practically insoluble in

petroleum and readily soluble in water, the reverse is true

of di-woamyl sulphone. The sulphur content of gasolines
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containing high-boiling sulphides may therefore remain

unaltered, although as sulphones of intermediate molecular

weight, e.g. dipropyl and di-isobutyl sulphones, are soluble

both in oil and water, partition occurs when some de-

sulphurization can be effected by thorough water washing.
As sulphones are very high-boiling they are left as residues

on distillation of the gasoline containing them.

The rate of oxidation of sulphides, particularly the lower

members, is only slightly affected by the alkalinity of the

hypochlorite. The effect is so small that large quantities
offree alkali are required to prevent the oxidation occurring
within a comparatively few minutes.

Sulphoxides R2SO, which are intermediate between

sulphides and sulphones, behave very similarly to sulphides

excepting that only two atoms of available chlorine per
atom of sulphur are absorbed. No product other than the

corresponding sulphone appears to be formed.

Bisulphides.

The primary oxidation products from a disulphide, un-
like those from a sulphide, are acidic, i.e. the sulphonic
acid together with a smaller quantity of sulphuric acid;
these appear in the aqueous layer as their sodium salts.

The formation of the sulphuric acid is surprising, since

sulphonic acids are not further attacked, and consequently
it must be formed directly from the disulphide. The gradual
neutralization of the free alkali by the acidic products
makes it necessary, in describing the effect of alkalinity on
the reaction, to distinguish between two somewhat different

cases. (1) The free alkali present is more than equivalent
to the total possible acid products; the reagent will then

always remain alkaline. (2) The free alkali is less than

equivalent to the total possible acid products ;
if the reaction

is continued long enough the reagent will become acid.

The reaction under the first condition may be described
as normal and corresponds with refinery practice. Plotting
atoms of available chlorine absorbed per atom of sulphur
originally present as disulphide against time, curves are
obtained of which (i) for a strongly alkaline and (ii) for
a weakly alkaline solution, are typical. The influence of
the excess of alkali is very marked. If, however, the al-

kalinity of the reagent is so chosen that it falls into the
second category, the additional complications cause the

absorption-time curve to assume quite a different form (iii).

20 40 60 80 KX)

TIME : MINUTES.

FIG. 1.

120 140 160 180

The initial part of the reaction takes the normal course
until the acids formed have completely neutralized the
free alkali present; at that point (*) there occurs a very

rapid absorption of available chlorine which continues
until the sulphur compound is entirely removed from the

petroleum solution; the reaction then tails off and, finally,
a slow spontaneous decomposition of the residual dilute

hypochlorite tends to take place. A considerable evolution
of heat occurs at and immediately after the point in the
reaction marked (*); the oxidation at this stage is so rapid
that it is impossible to isolate any intermediate compounds
(vide infra). Although the reaction is considerably slowed

up by the addition of even a little alkali, it is interesting to

note that even 20% of sodium hydroxide does not com-

pletely inhibit the oxidation.

As shown by the figure the chlorine consumption is

almost exactly six atoms for each atom of sulphur com-
pletely oxidized. This is more than the amount required

theoretically for the formation of the sulphonic acid:

R 2S 2 ~f H 2O + 2RSO 3H.

Mercaptans.

The apparent course of the reaction between sodium

hypochlorite and a mercaptan depends greatly upon the

alkalinity of the solution. The first action leads simul-

taneously to the formation of the corresponding disulphide
and sulphonic acid together with some sulphuric acid; the

first named, if the reagent is sufficiently reactive, is destroyed
as it is formed, and the acids, as their sodium salts, are the

sole products. But with a more stable solution of hypo-
chlorite a much slower oxidation of the disulphide occurs
and this substance then appears as the chief product,

accompanied by smaller quantities of the acids, which have
been formed, for the most part, by direct oxidation of the

mercaptan. The first stage of the reaction, in which the

mercaptan takes part, does not appear to be much affected

by the alkalinity of the reagent and is very rapid; the

factors which influence the destruction of the resulting

disulphide are those which govern the normal interaction

of this type of compound with sodium hypochlorite. The
oxidation may be represented diagrammatically thus:

RSH-

\

Thiophen, Hydrogen Sulphide, Carbon Disulphide,
and Sulphur

Sulphur and traces of sulphuric acid are produced by
the actionof hypochlorites upon hydrogen sulphide. Fart of

the sulphur becomes dissolved in the oil, which emphasizes
the necessity for a preliminary alkali-wash on any distillate

likely to contain hydrogen sulphide that is to be hypo-
chlorite treated. Since sulphur is not attacked by hypo-
chlorite the sulphuric acid must be formed directly from
the hydrogen sulphide.

Carbon disulphide does not appear to be a normal
constituent of light distillates although it may be present
in benzole or pyrolysis products. It is completely oxidized

by sodium hypochlorite and is to be found in the products
of the reaction in the form of carbonate and sulphate

(Wood, Lowy, and Faragher [156, 1924]). The effect of

alkalinity upon the action is not known.
While hypochlorites in alkaline solution appear to be

without action upon thiophens, Ardagh and Bowman
[1, 1935] have found that in acid solution reaction occurs.

Acid hypochlorites are unlikely to find much application
in the petroleum industry but the authors point out their
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possible value in removing thiophen from benzene. The
mechanism of the action has not yet been explained;

15-17% of the sulphur appears to be converted into

sulphuric acid, the rest remaining combined as a high-

boiling thiophen derivative which still gives the usual

isatin reaction. To free benzene completely from thiophen
it is therefore only necessary to treat with an aqueous
solution of calcium hypochlorite to which acetic or boric

acid has been added, wash with caustic soda, and distil.

The distillate is thiophen-free. For successful removal,
the acidity of the hypochlorite solution must coincide with

pH 3-9-4; the original solution prepared from Mathieson's

'H.T.H.' had^ 11 -8-12 and was ineffective.

Desulphurization with Hypochlorites.

The possibility of controlling the oxidizing action by
the addition of alkali is of considerable importance and
forms the basis for the present method of operating the

process (cf. Birch, Norris, and Thole [17, 1926]). Thus by
varying the alkalinity of the hypochlorite solution over a

comparatively narrow range, it is possible to limit the

reaction very largely to one of sweetening or to effect,

with certain distillates, almost complete desulphurization.

Naturally the extent to which desulphurization is pos-
sible is dependent upon the actual sulphur compounds
present and the relative proportions in which they occur,

the type of compounds predominating depending upon
the crude oil from which the distillate originates. Thus
distillates from paraffin-base crude oils contain less

thiophens than those of naphthenic origin and as a

result are more likely to yield to desulphurization with

hypochlorite. Natural gasolines are generally easy to

desulphurize because only low-molecular weight sulphur

compounds are present, while distillates in which the sul-

phur compounds are concentrated in the heavier fractions

will probably remain unchanged in sulphur content. The
fact that high-boiling mercaptans and sulphides become
converted into disulphides and sulphones respectively, both

ofwhich boil well outside the range ofthe original distillate,

must not be overlooked as these may interfere considerably

with an evaporation test.

Obviously a very much higher chlorine consumption is

required for desulphurization. To convert a mercaptan
into a disulphide should theoretically require one chlorine

atom per atom of sulphur, while two and a halfare required

to convert it into a sulphonic acid. Actually the chlorine

consumption is in both instances higher owing to the

simultaneous oxidation to sulphuric acid. Efficient pre-

liminary alkali washing by reducing the mercaptan content

results in a considerable saving in chlorine particularly

when desulphurization is desired. When it is intended to

limit the action as far as possible to sweetening, the amount

of alkaline hypochlorite applied should be reduced to

the barest minimum.
The octane rating of gasolines or the lead susceptibility

are entirely unaffected by hypochlorite treatment.

Acidity.

It has been stated above that no intermediate products

have been isolated from the oxidation of mercaptans

(other than disulphides) or disulphides by hypochlorites.

This is, however, not entirely correct; for, although the

intermediate compounds have not been isolated, they can

be identified in the distillates after treatment, and it is

necessary to take steps to remove them if a satisfactory

product is to be obtained.

Light straight distillates which have been hypochlorite
treated acquire a rather sharp unpleasant odour, go off

colour in light, and are corrosive. The more reactive the

hypochlorite solution employed, the more marked is the

odour and the corrosive nature of the product. Attempts to

remove the cause of the trouble at first thought to be free

hypochlorous acid by an ordinary alkali wash failed, little

or no improvement being effected. Investigation showed

that, even after the alkali wash, the product contained

chlorine, although only in very small amount.

Experiments with various sulphur compounds in sulphur-
free naphtha showed that only mercaptans, disulphides,

and, to a very much smaller extent, hydrogen sulphide,

gave similar results. Furthermore, although the substances

responsible for the objectionable properties were formed
to a greater extent from neutral or faintly acid hypochlorite

solutions, even with considerable quantities of alkali

present, traces were still formed. Continued investigation

showed that mercaptans produced the highest quantity
which even under the most favourable conditions for

formation, a large excess of faintly acid hypochlorite, was

very small and that the greater the molecular weight of

the mercaptans, the more stable the corrosive bodies

became.

On distillation it was found that the compound or com-

pounds tended to remain in the residue but that the

quantities present were too small for isolation. While very

prolonged and thorough agitation with caustic soda

solution or lime-water eventually destroyed them, as indica-

ted by the disappearance of the sharp odour and corrosive

action, in the presence of alcohol very dilute caustic

alkali was extremely effective. Other means for removing
them consisted in filtration through absorptive materials,

e.g. bauxite, or steam distillation. As a result of the

latter, hydrogen chloride was formed and could be

detected in the aqueous distillates. Left in contact with

an organic base such as aniline, the hydrochloride separated
after a few hours as a white crystalline solid.

These and other considerations indicated that sulphonyl
chlorides RSO 2C1 or similar compounds were responsible,

and experiments carried out with ethane sulphonyl chloride

in naphtha solution gave almost identical results. While

aryl sulphonyl chlorides are comparatively stable, the

alkyl compounds, such as ethane sulphonyl chloride, fume
in moist air and are readily decomposed by water. Yet in

dilute solution, in a solvent in which water is for most

practical purposes insoluble, hydrolysis is extremely slow.

The addition of a mutual solvent such as alcohol at once

brings about rapid hydrolysis particularly if alkali is

present, and it is upon this that the method for determining
the relative amounts of these bodies in a hypochlorited
distillate is based. A definite volume of the gasoline under

test (100 c.c.) is shaken withN/20 sodium hydroxide (20 c.c.)

and alcohol (20 c.c.) for 3 min. The results are usually

expressed in terms ofN/10 NaOH per 100 c.c. gasoline. The
amount consumed when the excess is determined by
titration with standard acid is the so-called acidity. The
reaction involved is

RSO 2Cl+2NaOH = RSO 3Na-i-Naa+H2O.

The small amount of acid chlorides formed can best be

gauged from the fact that figures of 8-10 ex. N/10 caustic

soda per 100 c.c. of gasoline are exceptional, 1-3 c.c. being

more general.
'

Reckoned as ethane sulphonyl chloride

1 c.c. N/10 caustic soda per 100 c.c. gasoline corresponds

with 0-064 g. chloride per litre. It follows from the equation
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given above that the hydrolysis products should consist of

equimolecular proportions of sodium chloride and sul-

phonate. While both of these substances have been

identified in the aqueous layer, the proportions are never

exactly equimolecular and the chloride is always in excess

of that theoretically required. The actual ratio appears

to depend upon the conditions offormation for it is possible

by treating isosanyl mercaptan in dilute carbon tetra-

chloride solution with chlorine in the same solvent to

produce 'acidity' in which the chlorine/sulphur ratio

almost corresponds with RSC15 . Ratios covering the range

from RSC15 to RSO2C1 can be obtained by using excess

of highly reactive hypochlorite solution, and it appears

probable that at least a part of the mercaptans is converted

into the sulphonic acids through such compounds. Natur-

ally the higher chlorides are much more readily hydrolysed

than those containing less chlorine and are normally

hydrolysed shortly after formation. Similar bodies are

formed from disulphides.

The compound formed under similar conditions in

very small amounts from hydrogen sulphide closely

resembles the sulphonyl chlorides obtained from the

mercaptans and disulphides, although much more easily

hydrolysed. Identification was not possible but from its

behaviour it appeared to be sulphuryl chloride, SO2C12,

which may account for the small amount of sulphuric acid

formed in the reaction.

Final Alkali Wash.

The presence of sulphonyl chlorides or bodies having
similar properties in gasoline or special naphtha cuts such

as painter's naphtha is obviously undesirable. Not only
do they impart a sharp odour but they hydrolyse slowly
on storage or more rapidly in light to form hydrogen
chloride. The latter is not only corrosive but causes colour

instability and catalyses gum-formation when blended with

cracked distillates.

OR -03

4O 6O 8O 1OO 120 140 160

FIG. 2.
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The removal of these substances is therefore of para-
mount importance in obtaining a satisfactory product and
most of the failures to get successful results from the

hypochlorite process can be traced to incomplete acidity
removal. While undoubtedly a small treatment with alco-
holic caustic soda solution would be the most rapid and
effective method, the use of alcohol in the treatment of
gasoline and special naphtha cuts is undesirable. Loss of

alcohol in the hydrocarbon layer increases the cost con-

siderably. Treatment with adsorptive earths, which too

is very effective, is to be avoided owing to the incon-

venience that the handling of solid reagents in the refinery

entails. Investigation, however, has shown that with really

adequate contacting, such as that possible in a Holley-Mott

treater, caustic soda or lime can be successfully employed.
In the process as operated by the Anglo-Iranian Oil

Co., Ltd. [11, 1929] strong caustic soda solutions were at

first employed but so much trouble was experienced with

emulsification, particularly when calcium hypochlorite was
used for the first stage of the treatment, that it was aban-

doned in favour of dilute soda and, later, lime-water, when
the extremely efficient mixing that the Holley-Mott type
of plant offers became available. The relationship between

acidity removal and time of contact is shown in figure 2

which was obtained from a Holley-Mott plant operating
on hypochlorite-treated straight Iranian gasoline.

It is usual to work to a final acidity equivalent to 0-2 c.c.

N/10 soda per 100 c.c. of gasoline, this figure having been

found in practice to give a satisfactory saleable product.

Acidity removal can, of course, be successfully carried out

in other types of treating equipment but, as the contacting
is invariably less efficient, longer treatment times are

necessary.

It is obvious from the small amount of material to be

neutralized that the alkali consumption is almost negligible

and the same wash can be satisfactorily used for a con-

siderable period of time. Some refiners still prefer to use

a strong caustic wash (20%), and, when approximately
half the soda has been used, transfer it for use in some
other part of the refinery. In this way the tendency to

emulsify, which is considerably increased by the presence
of the sulphonates, is to some extent overcome.

The acid chlorides formed from the mercaptans present
in natural gasoline are much more easily hydrolysed and

consequently the final alkali wash can frequently be omitted,

HypochloriteTreatment ofCracked
Distillates.

N<xOH. The hypochlorite treatment of

cracked distillates has not met with

general favour, although it has.

yielded excellent results with both

liquid- and vapour-phase cracked

products of Iranian origin. Much
of the trouble experienced in hypo-
chlorite treating cracked distillates-

can be traced to incomplete acidity

removal which results in colour and

gum instability on storage. Blending,

cracked distillates sweetened by other

methods with straight-run material,,

which after hypochlorite treatment

= has been incompletely alkali washed*
aoo MINUTES. may give the same trouble,

Hypochlorite should never be

applied to cracked distillates unless

they have received a preliminary polymerization treatment

with acid, clay, or metallic chloride, e.g. aluminium or

zinc chloride foliowed, after neutralization, by redistillation,,

Hypochlorites do not possess polymerizing properties and
it is essential that the reactive hydrocarbon should be re-

moved first. Provided this is done, alkaline hypochlorite-
should give results comparable with those given by plum-
bite. The process is only applicable to sweetening, the*
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conditions favourable for desulphurization, i.e. low free

alkali content, being equally favourable to the so-called

'chlorination' which is actually chlorohydrin formation.
The fact that hypochlorous acid is capable of addition

to unsaturated compounds is well known. The products,

chlorohydrins, readily lose hydrogen chloride and form

oxides; thus

C C(OH) Cv

||
4-HOC1 ->

|

-^ I \.

C CC1
O-f-HCl.

The undesirability of having readily decomposable com-

pounds of this type has already been emphasized. As both
olefines and diolefines form chlorohydrins when brought
into contact with dilute solutions of hypochlorous acid,

it is obvious that the use of solutions of low alkali content

will favour their formation. Alkaline hypochlorite treat-

ment, on the other hand, not only tends to prevent chloro-

hydrinformation but also to convert any formed into olefine

oxides by removing hydrogen chloride. The presence of

olefine oxides in gasoline does not seem to be objectionable
in any way.
The treatment should be restricted as far as possible to

the minimum amount of alkaline hypochlorite necessary
for sweetening. It has been found that the use ofvery dilute

solutions, e.g. calcium hypochlorite 0*07N (available chlo-

rine) in saturated lime-water, coupled with an efficient free

alkali wash appears to overcome the formation of undesir-

able compounds and gives, with Iranian cracked distillates,

results equal to, if not better than, those obtained with

plumbite.

VI. THE ACTION OF SULPHURIC ACID AS A
REFINING AGENT FOR LIGHT DISTILLATES

Sulphuric acid has been in use in the petroleum industry

since the earliest times, being adopted from the coal-tar

and shale industries, in which it was in general use. To-day
it is undoubtedly the most important and most widely used

refining agent, finding application not only for the treatment

of the lighter distillates but throughout the whole range of

petroleum products. The fact that it can be used for a

multiplicity of purposes renders it an extremely convenient

reagent, particularly in view of its cheapness and general

availability. Its chief disadvantage lies in the refining

losses which its use entails, especially in the treatment of

cracked distillates when they are not merely confined to

loss in volume but frequently in quality also. The disposal

of the waste acid sludge is nearly always a very real prob-
lem and many refiners are driven to operating a recovery

process for the purpose. In small refineries, however, these

are not economical and the sludge is frequently allowed

to collect on waste land.

In the treatment of the lighter distillates, acid-washing

is employed (a) to reduce sulphur content, (b) to remove

basic and oxygenated compounds, and (c) to polymerize,

remove, or destroy the extremely active gum-forming hydro-
carbons present in unrefined cracked and certain straight

distillates. Although in practice it is not possible to limit

the scope of the acid to any one operation, and two or

more invariably take place simultaneously, the chemistry

of each is distinct and will be considered separately. Thus

in the treatment of cracked distillates the acid reacts not

only by virtue of its polymerizing properties, but also in its

capacity as a desulphurizing agent; if nitrogen bases and

oxygen compounds are present, these too are removed.

Acid treatment alone is far from a complete process. It

must be followed either by neutralization with caustic soda

or soda ash, or by treatment with an adsorbent earth, for

example, bauxite, floridin, &c., to remove the traces of acid

and acidic bodies left in the oil. Furthermore, as a con-

siderable change may occur in the boiling-range due to the

formation of polymers or high-boiling sulphur compounds,
it is desirable to complete the treatment with redistillation.

In the case of such products as kerosine this, however, can

be advantageously avoided by the use ofadsorbent materials

which effectively remove the small amounts of high-boiling

products formed.

Action of Sulphuric Acid on various Sulphur Compounds

The action of sulphuric acid in reducing the sulphur
content of light distillates is mainly physical and due to the

preferential solubility ofthe sulphur compounds in the acid.

Oxidation and sulphonation, however, also occur but, un-

less sufficient acid is present to extract the products formed,

these tend to remain in the hydrocarbon layer so that the

sulphur content remains unchanged. Hie extent to which

chemical and physical action occur is determined by the

sulphur compounds present, the concentration of the acid,

and the temperature at which the operation is carried out.

Until comparatively recently it was common practice to use

either concentrated (96%) acid or fuming acid (containing

20% SO3) for both straight and cracked products but, in

view of the extensive polymerization which occurs when
cracked distillates are treated with strong acids, these acids

are now only used on such straight products as gasoline,

naphthas, and kerosine. In these distillates the hydro-
carbons are comparatively inert and, unless either the con-

centrated or fuming acid is used, little desulphurization

takes place. The tendency is therefore to treat cracked

products with acid of such concentration that only the most

reactive hydrocarbons are affected. Since the more dilute

the acid becomes the lower are its solvent and chemical

action, it follows that less desulphurizing and sweetening

occur when cracked distillates are treated with weaker

acid than when straight products are treated with con-

centrated or fuming acids. The effect of the concentra-

tion of the acid is clearly shown in the following table

(Wood, Sheeley, and Trusty [157, 1926]), giving the effect

of concentration of the acid upon the removal of certain

sulphur compounds from naphtha solution under standard

conditions.

Time of contact, 1 hour.

Volume of stock solution taken, 50 c.c.

* 66-5%.

The influence of acid concentration upon desulphuriza-

tion is most marked. Weak acid (53 Be.) produces very

little effect even when the treatment is extremely heavy,
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while the fuming acid brings about complete desulphuriza-

tion excepting when elemental sulphur or carbon disulphide

is present. In practice dilution of acid takes place during

use but this is largely due to the physical solution of

sulphur compounds or hydrocarbon. This form of dilution

does not reduce the oxidizing action of the acid to nearly the

same extent as aqueous dilution. The latter also occurs

owing to the reduction of the acid in the oxidation of both

sulphur compounds and hydrocarbons. Desulphurization
due to the solvent action of the acid leads to a condition of

equilibrium being set up between the sulphur compound
in the acid and the hydrocarbon layers, to which the

ordinary rules of distribution apply so that treatment is

best carried out in counter-current operation.

The action of sulphuric acid in removing sulphur com-

pounds may be summarized as follows:

Sulphur, Hydrogen Sulphide, and Carbon Disulphide

Sulphuric acid is without action upon either elemental

sulphur or carbon disulphide and, as both are practically
insoluble in it, they remain unchanged in the hydrocarbon
layer. Hydrogen sulphide, however, is readily oxidized by
both the concentrated and fuming acid with the formation
of elemental sulphur and water, the acid being reduced at

the same time to sulphur dioxide, thus:

H2S+H2SO a
- S+2H2 + SOS .

Since there is no further action between the acid and the

sulphur formed, the latter dissolves in the hydrocarbon
layer, the sulphur content of which consequently remains
unaltered. The formation of sulphur in this way during
acid treatment is not as serious a disadvantage as in pro-
cesses such as hypochlorite treatment because acid treat-

ment is usually followed by redistillation. The dilution of
the acid by the water formed is a far greater disadvantage
but the amount of hydrogen sulphide present is rarely or
ever sufficiently large to make a preliminary treatment for
its removal economical.

The oxidizing action of sulphuric acid upon hydrogen
sulphide decreases with decreasing acid concentration.
Thus Wood, Sheeley, and Trusty [157, 1926] found that
53 Be. acid was without effect upon hydrogen sulphide
dissolved in naphtha. It must be emphasized, however, that

sulphuric acid diluted with such non-aqueous solvents as

phosphoric acid, sulphonic acids, thioethers, &c., retains its

oxidizing properties to a greater extent than when diluted
with water.

Disulphides.

It is convenient to consider the disulphides next, for not
only do they occur in light distillates per se, but they form
the main products of the action of sulphuric acid upon
mercaptans (q.v.). Wood, Lowy, and Faragher [156, 1924]

who examined the action of acid upon various sulphur

compounds found that with disulphide itwas mainly solvent

although some slight oxidation also occurs. Dilution of the
acid with water formed by this oxidation is so slight that it

scarcely affects the solvent power. The following table

shows the effect of varying acid treatment upon the removal
of ethyl disulphide from a naphtha solution during one
hour.

* 66 B6. acid. 1 c.c. equivalent to 5
() treatment by weight

Oxidation, as indicated by sulphur dioxide formation,
occurred only to an extent equivalent to 2-76% of the

sulphur present in the naphtha per hr. The solvent power
of the acid, which is very marked in the fuming acid,
falls away rapidly with decreasing concentration, 53 B6.

acid being without effect (Wood, Sheeley, and Trusty

[157, 1926]).

In view of the fact that the action of the acid is so largely

confined to one of solution, it is perhaps surprising that

neither Mabery and his collaborators [97, 1891, 1894,

1906], nor Thierry [140, 1925], both of whom investigated
acid sludge, found any indications of disulphidcs. The
reason for this is possibly to be found in the following table

based upon Birch and Morris's work in which it can be seen

that under identical conditions of treatment the solvent

action of the acid decreases with increasing molecular

weight of the disulphide.

,
removedfrom

naphtha solution

Dixulphid?
!

Concentrated arid Fuming acid

Ethyl .

//-Propyl

/.wButyl .

61-9

54-3

26-4

19-4

714
74*3

45-3

35-5

The result obtained for the fuming acid on the /j-propyl
derivative is anomalous but the remainder definitely shows
the decrease in the solvent power of the acid with increasing
molecular weight of the sulphur compound, A similar

observation was made by Youtz and Perkin [16U 1927].
No investigation appears to have been made into the

products formed in the reaction, but it is probable that the

corresponding sulphonic acids constitute the major part.

Mercaptans.

Although Erlenmeyer and Lisenko [51, 1861] found 75

years ago that the action of sulphuric acid upon ethyl mer-

captan leads to the formation of the disulphide, it is only

comparatively recently that the reaction has been examined
at all closely. Wood, Lowy, and Faragher [156, 1924], who
were the first to investigate the action of acid upon mer-

captans in naphtha solution, found that, providing sufficient

acid was present and the time of contact long enough,
sweetening occurred accompanied by a decrease in the

sulphur content of the naphtha. Less acid required a

longer time to effect sweetening and there was then actually
a tendency for the sulphur content to increase slightly.
Reaction was accompanied in the early stages by consider-
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able sulphur dioxide evolution but this rapidly decreased

as the action proceeded. The effect of varying acid treat-

ment upon the sulphur content of a naphtha containing

ethyl mercaptan is shown in the following table (Wood,
Lowy, and Faragher [156, 1924]).

Acid treatment

ml.

2

4
6

8

12

Sulphur content

0-71

0-93

0-85

0-74

0-64

0-42

(Sour after 1 hr.

I Sweet after 2 hr.

Time of contact, 1 hr. 1 c.c. acid equivalent to a 5 % treatment by
weight.

The only product of the reaction identified was the

disulphide. The action of the acid was therefore two-fold :

the mercaptan was first oxidized to disulphide and the

latter then removed from the hydrocarbon by solvent

action. The oxidation mechanism suggested by Wood,
Lowy, and Faragher was as follows :

HO\ RS \
RSH+ >S02 -> >S02

HCX
-> >S
HO/

RSH-f
S
\S0^ RS

V>,
:cx RS/

RSv
\SOo->R<,S.j+ SO.>.

RS/

Traces of the intermediate compounds remaining in the

oil would account for the initial rise in sulphur content.

Wood, Sheeley, and Trusty [157, 1926] later extended this

work but, apart from noting the greater solvent and oxidiz-

ing action of fuming acid and observing that 53 Be. acid

is without action, did not elicit any new facts ofimportance.

The isolation of -butyl /2-butylthiosulphonate by Bennett

and Story [6, 1927] from the acid layer formed in the action

of concentrated sulphuric acid upon w-butyl mercaptan,

supports Wood, Lowy, and Faragher's hypothesis for the

mechanism of the reaction, but Birch and Norris [16, 1929]

were not able to repeat Bennett and Story's experiment.

They did, however, find that besides the disulphide traces

of compounds were present in the hydrocarbon layer after

the action, which possessed definite corrosive properties

towards copper over the temperature range 130-190 C.

While both sulphoxides and disulphoxides (the latter is

structurally identical with Bennett and Story's compound,
C4H9 OS SO C4H9) proved to be corrosive to copper under

such conditions, it was found that these compounds were

completely removed from naphtha by acid leaving a non-

corrosive hydrocarbon layer. Careful investigation showed

that, besides the disulphide, traces of higher polysulphides

were present in the naphtha and these were responsible for

the corrosive behaviour. The mechanism for the formation

of the polysulphides is not obvious and may possibly be

explained as follows: the gaseous products from the action

of acid upon mercaptans have been shown to contain

hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide, and the product of

their interaction, sulphur. Since, in tests carried out with

sulphur and mercaptans in naphtha solutions, polysul-

phides have been identified in the products, it is possible

that those formed as a result of the action of the acid were

produced in the same way. While this offers a reasonable

explanation for the formation of such compounds, the

possibility of their being formed as a result of the degrada-
tion of the intermediates postulated by Wood, Lowy, and

Faragher cannot be entirely dismissed.

>RS-Sv
RSV

2+S-> >SOo-> )>S
RS/ RS/

>S+SO2 .

RS/ RS/

The indications obtained pointed to the trisulphide, but

the quantity formed was too small for identification. This

was to some extent confirmed by observing the action of

ethyl trisulphide in boiling naphtha solution upon copper,
which closely resembled that of the acid-treated material.

Sulphides, Sulphoxides, and Sulphones.

Sulphuric acid exerts a purely solvent action on sulphides,

whether open chain or cyclic ('thiophanes') although

according to Wood, Lowy, and Faragher [156, 1924],

oxidation occurs to a slight extent. The solvent action

is very pronounced, quite a small volume of the concen-

trated acid being sufficient to effect complete extraction

of comparatively large amounts of the lower sulphides.

Youtz and Perkin, however, found that, although this was

true for the lower members, the higher sulphides, e.g.

diphenyl and dibenzyl sulphides, are much less easily

removed. They also observed that secondary sulphides are

more soluble in acid than the corresponding normal

isomers. The relative ease with which various types of

sulphides are removed from naphtha solution by 95% acid

is shown in the following table (Youtz and Perkin [161,

1927]):

Sulphur content

Sulphide

Before treatment After treatment*

* 3 -3% of 95% acid.

Owing to the comparatively low sulphur content in the

higher sulphides, the quantity of the actual sulphide re-

moved is much larger than it appears from the sulphur

content. Thus a decrease of 0*349% when treating a

naphtha solution of ^c-heptyl sulphide actually indicates

the removal of 2-5 g. per 100 c.c., or roughly 3 c.c., which

is almost equal to the volume of the acid used. Solvent

action is even more marked with the fuming acid but falls

away rapidly on dilution of the acid below 75 % .

Dilution by the addition of water to acid containing sul-

phides in solution merely results in their separating out

unchanged (excepting possibly when they contain aro-

matic groups). This method has been employed by several

investigators when studying the composition of the sulphur

compounds present in light distillates.

Sulphoxides and sulphones are similarly removed from

solution and appear to be unaffected by the action of the

acid. While the lower members are extremely soluble in

acid, nothing is known of those ofhigher molecular weight;

it is probable that they resemble the sulphides, to which

they are closely related.

Thiophen.

Thiophen dissolves in concentrated acid with the forma-

tion of the sulphonic acid, the acid at the same time
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acquiring a reddish-brown hue. According to Victor

Meyer [113, 1883], however, long stirring in the cold leads

to more deep-seated changes and both sulphur dioxide and

hydrogen sulphide are formed. Tohl [142, 1894] also in-

vestigated the reaction and found that at C. the addition

of thiophen to the concentrated acid gave not only the

sulphonic acid but also aa'-dithienyl.
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CH CH
ii ii

CH CH

Y

CH CH

CH C-SO3H\/YHH
CH C-
\/
s

C CH
\/
s

The action of the acid under conditions similar to those

existing in the refining of light distillates was first examined

by Wood, Lowy, and Faragher [156, 1924]. Oxidation

as evidenced by the formation of sulphur dioxide was

equivalent to 0-21 % of the thiophen present per hour but

quite a heavy treatment was necessary to effect de-

sulphurization as the following figures for the removal of

thiophen from a naphtha solution indicate:

1 c.c. is equivalent to a 5% treatment by weight. Time of con-

tact, 1 hr.

As is to be expected, dilution of the acid reduces its

effectiveness (cf. Wood, Sheeley, and Trusty [157, 1926]).

Youtz and Perkin showed that sulphonation alone is

not responsible for thiophen removal. They found that

trimethylthiophen and tetramethylthiophen are both re-

moved by acid. As the latter is incapable of sulphonation,
it must be removed by solvent action alone.

Dialkyl Sulphates.

Dialkyl sulphates cannot be regarded as normal con-
stituents of light distillates, although they are generally to

be found in acid-treated cracked material, formed as a
result of reaction between the acid and the defines present,
thus:

R'CH--CH*R

H2S04-l-2R
/CH=CHR- SO*

R'CH CH2R

where R and R' can be alkyl groups or hydrogen atoms.
It is unlikely that dialkyl sulphates lower than the dibutyl

derivative occur in ordinary cracked distillates as the ole-

fines necessary for their formation are not generally present.
The higher members, although unstable in a pure condition,

appear to be relatively stable in petroleum solution. They
decompose slowly, however, on standing or more rapidly
at higher temperatures and are responsible for most of the
corrosion which occurs during the rerunning ofacid-treated
pressure distillates. Dialkyl sulphates react with sulphuric
acid to form the corresponding alkyl sulphuric acids

R2SO4+H2SO< s= 2RHSCV

which being insoluble in the hydrocarbon layers are rapidly

removed in the acid. A condition of equilibrium appears to

exist between the dialkyl sulphate and sulphuric acid on

the one hand and the alkyl sulphuric acid on the other,

which no doubt explains the traces of the dialkyl sulphate

generally present in the petroleum layer. Normally this is

removed by alkali washing and not by the acid.

The Action of Sulphuric Acid upon Saturated Hydro-
carbons

Apart from its action as a sweetening and desulphuriz-

ing agent, sulphuric acid is capable of reaction with the

hydrocarbons themselves, particularly those possessing

unsaturated linkages. It is usual to regard the saturated

hydrocarbons, that is to say, the paraffins, naphthenes, and

aromatic hydrocarbons, as unaffected by acid, but this is not

entirely true, especiallywhen the action ofthe fuming acid is

being considered. Under the conditions generally employed
in the treatment of light distillates, however, the effect of

the acid upon naphthenes and paraffins is so slight as to

be practically undetectable; it must be taken into account,

however, when acid is used for the estimation by absorption

of either aromatic or unsaturated hydrocarbons.

As a result of the action of the acid sulphonation,

sulphation, oxidation, condensation, and polymeriza-

tion all occur depending upon the type of hydrocarbon

reacting. Because of the diversity of these reactions, it is

convenient to consider the effect upon each type of hydro-

carbon separately.

Paraffins.

In the cold practically no action occurs between paraffins

and concentrated sulphuric acid even up to 100% con-

centration. On the other hand with the fuming acid, reac-

tion definitely takes place. Thus Orndorff and Young [126,

1893] found that propane allowed to stand in contact with

oleum was absorbed to an extent of about 50% over a

period of 15 days, while Worstall [160, 1899] observed

that the fuming acid absorbed methane less readily than

ethane. Investigations by other workers showed that the

reaction was by no means limited to the three simplest

paraffins and the relative rates of absorption of methane,

ethane, propane, butane, /^butane, pentane, mpentane,
hexane, heptane, 2-methylheptane, and octane have

been determined ([50, 1913], Tropsch and Dietrich [145,

1925], et aL), Mabery working with petroleum fractions

instead of pure individual hydrocarbons found that various

fractions of Pennsylvanian origin were attacked by the

fuming acid [99, 1902], and later McKee [106, 1912]

claimed that the hydrocarbons present in Pennsyivanian
kerosine boiling in the 200 C. range could be sulpho-
nated to disulphonic acids with concentrated acid pro-
vided that vigorous stirring was employed* Brooks and

Humphrey [30, 1918] were unable to verify McKee's
statement: in fact they found that neither n-heptane nor

di-/,s0propyl could be made to react with 95% acid even

after 48 hr. at 25 C. Sentke [50, 1913], however, states that

n-octane is attacked at normal temperatures*
A more detailed investigation of the action of the

fuming acid upon w-hexane, w-heptane, and n-octane has

been made by Worstall [159, 1898] who found that,

while little if any action took place in the cold, the

addition of the acid to the hot hydrocarbon resulted in a

vigorous action in which the monosulphonic acid, together
with traces of the disulphonic acid, was formed. w-Hexane
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gave a yield amounting to 30-40% of /z-hexanesulphonic

acid, a light brown liquid very soluble in alcohol and

water, but completely insoluble in ether. Considerable

oxidation occurred during the reaction. The disulphonic
acids were only obtained in quantity by passing sulphur
trioxide into the boiling hydrocarbon. Besides these, which

proved to be dark syrupy liquids, brown brittle solids in-

soluble in water and organic solvents were also obtained

which Worstall considered to be oxysulphones. Whether
these were in any way related structurally to the octane-

sultone isolated many years later by Baldeschwieler and
Cassar [4, 1929] from the action of sulphuric acid upon
certain olefines is unknown.
A further examination of the action of fuming acid

upon n-hexane, cyc/ehexane, and methylcyc/ohexane was
later carried out by Burkhardt [31, 1930], who found
that at 0-10 C. sulphuric acid containing 30-65% sulphur
trioxide readily attacked /z-hexane. All the sulphur trioxide

was consumed and for each molecule of hydrocarbon
attacked one molecule of sulphur dioxide resulted. The

products of the action were found to be partly unsaturated

and to contain sulphuric ester groups, probably as sulphato-

sulphonic acids in turn formed by the action of the fuming
acid on the unsaturated hydrocarbons producedintheinitial
oxidation. On hydrolysis, disulphonic and monosulphonic
acids were formed in the ratio of 2 : 1, in which some 5%
of the hexane chains were unsaturated and 30% contained

hydroxyl groups. Burkhardt considered that oxidation to

the unsaturated hydrocarbon first occurred followed by the

addition of the acid to the unsaturated linkage formed;

hydrolysis then led to the formation of sulphonic acids

containing either hydroxyl groups or double bonds.

It appears, therefore, that the fuming acid is capable
of both oxidation and sulphonation although, as Brooks

and Humphrey [30, 1918] showed, the extent to which this

occurs is dependent upon the configuration of the hydro-
carbon. While the normal members apparently require

somewhat drastic conditions, such paraffins as tetramethyl-

ethane are readily attacked. The aliphatic sulphonic acids

are extremely stable strongly acid compounds; the lower

members are colourless, very hygroscopic viscous liquids,

while the higher homologues are comparatively low-

melting solids which form mono-hydrates. Unlike the

alkyl sulphuric acids they are extremely resistant to hydro-

lysis, prolonged heating at 3 10-375 C. with aqueous caustic

soda being necessary. As acid hydrolysis does not appear
to occur to any measurable extent, it is unlikely that any
breakdown of this kind takes place during the normal

process of acid recovery.

Naphthenes.

While naphthenes are rather more susceptible to sul-

phuric acid than paraffins, under normal refining conditions

the action is probably only slight. Excepting for the lower

members and their substitution derivatives (the presence of

which in petroleum products is somewhat doubtful), con-

centrated acid has little or no effect in the cold. The fuming
acid is, however, much more reactive and both oxidation

and sulphonation readily occur. This reaction was first

observed by Markovnikov, who found that certain naph-

thenes reacted at ordinary temperatures or more readily

at 40 C. to give aromatic sulphonic acids, resins, and com-

pounds volatile in steam.

The simplest naphthene, cyc/opropane, is easily the most

susceptible to the action of the acid. Even quite moderately

concentrated acid ruptures the ring with the formation

of either straight chain alkyl sulphates or polymerized
olefines. Rogenski and Rathman [131, 1933] investigated

this reaction carefully and found that over a range of

acid concentrations varying in gravity from 1-59 to 1-83

and at temperatures from to 25 C, cyclopropane was

always more readily absorbed than propylene. Berthelot

[9, 1893] states that concentrated acid absorbs 480 c.c. per

g. at 18 C. On hydrolysis of the acid solution Gustavson

obtained -propyl alcohol [61, 1887].

CH
:

CH
:

, HSO4-hH2O=C3H 7OH+H2SO4.

CH3

Reactivity towards sulphuric acid is not confined to

the parent hydrocarbon, for substituted cyc/opropanes

appear to be equally reactive. Thus Demyanov [43, 1895]

found that methylcyc/0propane is readily absorbed in

concentrated acid with the formation of high-boiling

hydrocarbon polymers and jec-butylsulphuric acid; the

latter on hydrolysis gave sec-butyl alcohol.

/CH, x [CH3-CH==CH-CHs]-^(QH s)n

CHaCH<( | (
\CH2

* CH3-CH(S0 4H)-CH2-CHa ->C4H 9OH.

The ^/77-dimethyl derivative, l,l-dimethylcyc/<?propane,

too, is stated by Gustavson and Popper [62, 1898] to

dissolve in acid as weak as 75%.
No references occur in the literature to the action of

sulphuric acid upon cyc/obutane or its derivatives, but from

its chemical resemblance to cyc/0propane it is probable that

it reacts fairly readily. Cycfopentane is stated to be un-

affected by the concentrated acid, but there is no reference

to the effect of the fuming acid. Zelinski [162, 1923],

however, states that l,4-dimethyl-2-ethyl-cyc/0pentane dis-

solves in fuming acid containing 10% sulphur trioxide

with darkening but that no heat or sulphur dioxide is

liberated.

While concentrated acid appears to be without effect

upon cyc/ohexane and its derivatives, the fuming acid both

oxidizes and sulphonates them. Burkhardt [31, 1930]

examined the products of the reaction of cyc/ohexane with

acid containing a high percentage of sulphur trioxide (35-

65%) at 0-10 C. and found that the action was very

similar to that which took place with w-hexane. Each

hydrocarbon molecule attacked resulted in the formation

of one of sulphur dioxide and sulphato-sulphonic acids

were formed; the latter on hydrolysis yielded both mono-

and di-sulphonic acids, which were partly unsaturated or

contained hydroxyl groups. Benzene-sulphonic acid was

also isolated from the products. Menschutkin and Wolf

[111, 1927, 1930] obtained similar results, although they

isolated a much higher proportion of aromatic sulphonic

acids from the products. Methykyc/ahexane, however,

according to Markovnikov, yields little or no aromatic

sulphonic acids when oxidized by the fuming acid [104,

1903, 1905] and this was confirmed by Burkhardt, who

investigated this reaction also. The latter investigator found

that oxidation took place with less readiness than with

cyc/ohexane and the proportion of sulphur dioxide formed

per molecule of hydrocarbon attacked was only half that

obtained with w-hexane. The polymethylcyc/ohexanes

appear to be much more susceptible to oxidation and give

moderately high yields of the corresponding aromatic

sulphonic acids. Thus Markovnikov obtained xylene from

octanaphthene [105, 1887] and Konovalov [90, 1890]

i/r-cumene from 1,2,4-trimethykyc/^hexane.
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The Action of Sulphuric Acid upon Aromatic Hydro-
carbons

Of the so-called saturated hydrocarbons, the aromatic

hydrocarbons are the most susceptible to the action of acid.

Sulphonation occurs very readily compared with the

paraffins or naphthenes, even 85% acid having been shown

by Faragher, Morrell, and Levine [52, 1930] to have an

appreciable effect upon benzene and toluene; Carpenter
also showed [36, 1926] that the effect of 80% acid upon
a xylene-toluene mixture is quite detectable. Towne [143,

1931] has examined a whole series of aromatic hydro-
carbons and studied the effect of time, constitution, and
acid concentration. The results are summarized in the

following table :

It can be seen that the effect of the 93 % acid is consider-
able even after the comparatively short period of contact,
while the ease of sulphonation is noticeably increased by
the introduction of methyl groups into the benzene
nucleus. Mesitylene is particularly readily sulphonated, but
the introduction of a fourth methyl group results in steric

hindrance (Telicheyev and Dumski [139, 1927]). Besides
the tetra-substituted derivatives, benzene itself and deriva-
tives containing para substituents have also been shown
to be less readily attacked by 91-2% acid than most
aromatic hydrocarbons. Sulphonation of aromatic hydro-
carbons is accompanied by considerable evolution of heat
which, as the reaction is accelerated by increase of tem-
perature, very definitely affects the extent to which sulpho-
nation takes place. The action is also very susceptible to the
action of certain catalysts such as silver and vanadium com-
pounds, while surface effects also play their part in aiding
sulphonation. Wendt claims that the sulphonation of
benzene is materially assisted by the presence of kieselguhr.
Under normal conditions the action of the acid is almost
entirely limited to the formation of the mono-sulphonic
acid, fuming acid or a large excess of the concentrated
acid at elevated temperatures being required to form the
disulphonic acid. Small amounts of the disulphonic acid,
together with traces of diphenylsulphones, have, however'
been isolated from the action of concentrated acid upon
benzene at ordinary temperatures. The sulphonic acids
themselves are deliquescent colourless solids which, unlike
the paraffin and naphthene sulphonic acids, are readily
hydrolysed by steam or acids to give the original com-
ponents. This reaction is of considerable interest not only
because it provides a means for separating aromatic
hydrocarbons from accompanying naphthenes or paraffins
of the same boiling-range, but also because the difference
in ease of hydrolysis of the

sulphonic acids formed can
sometimes be used to separate isomeric aromatic hydro-

carbons themselves (cf. separation of mesitylene and

?/r-cumene by Jacobsen's method [77, 1877]).

Normally the acid treatment of the light distillates has
little effect upon the aromatic content unless a particularly
heavy treatment with fuming acid is employed for the
reduction of sulphur content. Only under such conditions
is there any detectable effect upon the octane number
(such an effect might be somewhat mitigated by the removal
of pro-knock sulphur compounds; cf. Birch and Stansfield

[20, 1936]).

That aromatic hydrocarbons are, however, removed by
the acid has been demonstrated by several workers. Birch
and Norris [15, 1926] found that acid sludge from the

refining of Iranian kerosine contained, besides sulphur
compounds, aromatic sulphonic acids and the free hydro-
carbons themselves. The presence of the latter was at first

inexplicable but it was later found that the aromatic

sulphonic acids (and sulphur bodies) in the acid sludge
were capable of a selective extraction of the aromatic

hydrocarbons. On dilution of the sludge with water,
these were immediately thrown out of solution with the

sulphur bodies, while the aromatic sulphonic acids remained
dissolved. Manning and Shepherd [102, 1930] also found
that aromatic sulphonic acids exerted a delinite solvent
action upon saturated hydrocarbons, although this may
have been caused to a certain extent by the aromatic

hydrocarbons already in solution.

For the complete removal of the aromatic hydro-
carbons from cuts intended for special purposes, e.g.

as solvents, it is desirable to start with a material as free

from aromatic hydrocarbons as possible. This is usually

accomplished by sulphur dioxide extraction, which,
although only substantially complete at temperatures in

the neighbourhood of SO'
1

C. reduces the aromatic con-
tent very considerably. The remaining aromatic hydro-
carbons can then be removed by means of 98-9';;, acid or,
if loss of part of the naphthene content is immaterial,

fuming acid. A very heavy treatment, i.e. 200-300%, is

necessary for complete removal and should be applied in

two or three washes. Although some slight oxidation of
aromatic hydrocarbons occurs with concentrated acid and
is more marked with the fuming acid, no information on
the subject appears to be available.

Mention must be made of the condensation of defines
with aromatic hydrocarbons under the influence of sul-

phuric acid, a reaction which has been known for many
years. Brochet [26, 1893] found that benzene and hexene
react to yield a hexylbenzene and other products, but less

success attended his efforts with pentene in place of hexene,
Kraemer and Spilker [91, 1890, 1891] showed that styryl-

xylenes were formed from a mixture of xylene and styrene
in the presence of sulphuric acid. The olefme itself is

not essential, for Barbier [5, 1932] obtained /*rr-butyl-p-
cyrnene from terr-butyl alcohol and p-cymene at O

y
C.

Egloff [49, 1935] claims that alkylated derivatives are pro-
duced from the lower oiefmes and aromatic hydrocarbons
using sulphuric acid as catalyst. Thus benzene and pro-
pylene gave /topropylbenzene:

C,H, f C.H, C
ft
H4C8H 7 .

A recent examination of the condensation of okflnes
with aromatic hydrocarbons in the presence of sulphuric
acid has been made by Ipatieff, Corson, and Fines [73,

1936]. These authors have shown that three reactions are
involved :

(I) condensation of the define with the aromatic hydro-
carbon,
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(2) polymerization of the olefine, and

(3) ester formation,

the predominating reaction being determined by the acid

concentration and olefine. Thus, with propylene and

sulphuric acid (96%) the first reaction predominates,
little ester and no polymer formation taking place. When
80% acid is used, however, ester formation becomes

marked, although alkylation still occurs. With isobutene

at 4-20 C. and 96% acid, alkylation predominates
and there is little ester formation, while with 80% acid

reaction is almost entirely confined to polymerization. At
a still lower acid concentration (70%) ester formation only
occurs. Brochet's failure to obtain amylbenzene from his

reaction with pentene, benzene, and sulphuric acid was due

to the presence of amyl sulphates in his product which on
distillation decomposed to form tars. Ipatieff, Corson, and
Pines examined the condensation of olefines varying from

propylene to dodecene with benzene, toluene, and naph-
thalene and found that the reaction was general. The pro-
ducts were not limited to the mono-alkyl derivatives, the

di-, tri-, and tetra-wopropylbenzenes being obtained from

propylene and benzene.

Still more recently, Ipatieff and Pines [75, 1936] have

shown that when certain polymerized olefines are con-

densed with aromatic hydrocarbons in the presence of

sulphuric acid (96%), depolymerization occurs and aro-

matic condensation products are formed corresponding to

the monomeric olefines. Thus di-fsobutene and benzene in

the presence of 96% acid give a mixture of mono-, di-, and

tri-terf-butylbenzenes.

EglofT [49, 1935] claims that the higher alkylated com-

pounds are themselves capable of alkylating unchanged or

fresh material, thus:

C6H4(C3H7) 2+C6H6
- 2C6H6C3H7 .

If this reaction proceeds as easily as EglofF claims, it should

prove a valuable source of mono-alkylated benzenes.

The Action of Sulphuric Acid upon Unsaturated Hydro-
carbons

While the action of sulphuric acid upon paraffins,

naphthenes, and even aromatics can for most practical

purposes be disregarded by the refiner, the effect of the

acid upon the unsaturated hydrocarbons, the olefines and

diolefines, is of the utmost importance. In the cracking

operation enormous quantities of light distillates are pro-

duced annually, which consist to a greater or lesser extent,

depending upon the type of cracking employed, of olefines

and diolefines. It was early discovered that, unlike straight

distillates, cracked gasolines on storage went off colour,

acquired a rancid odour, and deposited gum, all of which

objectionable properties were found to be due to the un-

saturated hydrocarbons present. To a very considerable

extent these undesirable characteristics could be eliminated

by acid treatment, followed by neutralization and redistilla-

tion, but the refining losses incurred were extremely heavy.

Brooks and Humphrey [30, 1918] actually give figures rang-

ing from 8-2 to 28% for losses which they obtained when

acid-treating certain cracked distillates in the laboratory.

Furthermore, in spite of the fact that the raw distillate was

carefully cut at 150 C. before treatment, as much as 15 to

30% of the treated material boiled above this temperature,

while the dry point was not reached at 260 C. Such drastic

treatment must have affected a very high proportion of the

unsaturated hydrocarbons initially present and given a

refined product largely composed of paraffins, naphtbenes,

and aromatic hydrocarbons. In practice less drastic acid

treatment was employed but even so the refining losses

generally amounted to 5 to 10%, and at times even more.

When later a demand arose for high anti-knock fuels, it

was realized that not only did the acid treatment reduce

the yield very considerably, but it also had a very adverse

effect upon the anti-knock value. Investigation in fact

showed that the very hydrocarbons which were being

destroyed by the acid were largely those responsible for

the anti-knock properties. It was also discovered that many
of the olefines either destroyed or polymerized to com-

pounds boiling outside the gasoline range, were in them-

selves relatively stable. The result of these discoveries has

been the tendency in recent years to so modify acid treat-

ment that only the most reactive hydrocarbons responsible

for instability, gum-formation, &c., are removed or des-

troyed, while at the same time leaving the relatively stable

olefines unaffected. So successfully has this been accom-

plished that to-day, by the use of light treatments employ-

ing comparatively weak acid, refining losses have been

reduced to very low figures with little or no loss in anti-

knock value. The use of inhibitors has allowed treatment

to be reduced even further, for with their aid it is possible

to render stable products which otherwise, owing to the

extremely light treatment given, would be definitely un-

marketable.

The reaction between sulphuric acid and olefines is

generally very complex. Addition to form sulphuric esters,

i.e. alkyl sulphuric acids or dialkyl sulphates, polymeriza-

tion, depolymerization, isomerization, and condensation

either with dissimilar olefines or with aromatic hydro-

carbons, all occur together with other reactions of a less

indefinite nature such as hydrogenation, dehydrogenation,

and cyclization. Alcohol formation, which occurs under

certain circumstances, since it must take place through the

intermediate esters (although these may not be isolable),

is included with ester formation or *sulphation', as it is

frequently termed. With the higher acid concentrations

these reactions are generally so closely interconnected that

it is not possible for one to take place without being

accompanied by at least one of the others. Certain reac-

tions as a rule predominate, however, the nature of which

is determined by the olefine involved and conditions em-

ployed. Only with the lowest olefine, ethylene, is the reac-

tion simple and confined almost entirely to ester formation,

which takes place in two stages:

C2H4+H2S04
= C2H5

- HS04 ,

C2H5 HS044-C2H4
= (C2H5)2S04 .

When sufficient ethylene has been absorbed, both ethyl

sulphuric acid and diethyl sulphate are formed; it is not,

however, necessary that all the sulphuric acid be converted

into the alkyl sulphuric ester before the formation of the

dialkyl sulphate commences. All three substances can exist

together and Damiens [40, 1922, 1923] considers that a

state of equilibrium is reached

(C2H6) 2SO 4+H2SO4^ 2C2H5HSO 4 .

As evidence he points out that at lower temperatures a

higher proportion of the dialkyl sulphate is formed.

When fuming sulphuric acid is used, besides the above

products, carbyl sulphate

CH 3 O S02X
I >0CH2 SO/

is also formed in considerable quantities, but in neither

case does any appreciable amount ofpolymerization occur.
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In fact, only under very exceptional conditions, e.g. in the

presence of a catalyst consisting of a solution of cuprous
oxide in sulphuric acid and mercury, does polymerization
take place (Damiens [40, 1923]). Under normal conditions,

apart from slight oxidation arid consequent sulphur dioxide

formation, the reaction is limited almost entirely to addi-

tion.

While many of the remarks concerning the formation of

sulphuric esters apply equally well to propylene (and indeed

to all olefines capable of forming them), the reaction of

sulphuric acid with propylene is rather more complex than

with ethylene. Under identical conditions absorption is

more rapid and the products contain, besides sulphuric

esters, appreciable quantities of polymers. Thus Sidgwick
and Plant [135, 1921] found that 97% acid at 25 C.

gave a considerable amount of a colourless oil boiling

from 55 to 150 C. Ormandy and Craven [124, 1927-9]

later investigated the reaction more closely and showed

that, apart from sulphuric esters, alcohols, and polymers,
considerable quantities of saturated hydrocarbons were
also formed. The passage ofpropylene into 98 % sulphuric
acid resulted in an immediate separation of a colourless oil

which, from its physical properties, appeared to be a mix-

ture of paraffins. Dilution of the acid furnished another

oil, highly unsaturated in character, which darkened in air

and possessed a high refractive index; this, Ormandy and
Craven considered, contained triolefines. With less con-

centrated acid, however, the tendency to form polymers
was considerably reduced and a higher proportion of esters

formed.

Whereas diethyl sulphate is a stable product which distils

at 208 C. with decomposition, the propyl derivative, ob-

tained by saturating 98% acid with propylene at as low
a temperature as the melting-point of the mixture permits,
is much less stable. It is a colourless liquid which when
freed from all traces of acid can be distilled in vacua with-

out appreciable decomposition (Medvedev and Alekseeva

[108, 1932]). In the presence of acid, however, it is very
unstable and when warmed decomposes rapidly to form
tarry products. Whether the decomposition of unstable

compounds of this type is responsible for polymer forma-
tion is a debatable point. The observations of Ipatieff and
his co-workers [71, 1935] on the decomposition of alkyl

phosphoric acids to give polymers similar to those pro-
duced in catalytic polymerization certainly support this

theory originally put forward by Kondakov [88, 1893; 89,
1 896] to explain the formation of zsobutene polymers. The
polymerization of propylene by phosphoric acid is repre-
sented by Ipatieff as follows :

H +2HaPO * "* 3

CH

SV

/ +2H3P04 .

The product is not, however, limited to the dimeride, for
the latter, being an olefine, is itself capable not only of
combining with a further propylene molecule to give a tri-

meride but also with similar molecules to give yet another
series of polymers. The reaction is considerably com-
plicated by accompanying reactions, for the product con-
tains aromatic hydrocarbons besides olefines, paraffins, and
naphthenes. When allowance is made for the difference in

reactivity of the two acids, the similarity in products (all
but the aromatic hydrocarbons have been reported formed
in the sulphuric acid-olefine reaction) suggests that poly-
merization occurs with both through the same mechanism,
i.e. the formation and decomposition of intermediate
esters. Unfortunately, sulphuric acid is so drastic in its

action that it is not possible to study the products formed

by the decomposition of dialkyl sulphates with heat owing
to the formation of tars. In this connexion Ipatieff 's

observation [72, 1936] that dialkyl sulphates are decom-

posed by phosphoric acid is of interest. Nielsen [121, 1934]
takes advantage of the lower reactivity of phosphoric acid

by employing it as a diluent for sulphuric acid in the

refining of cracked distillates; it is claimed that besides

reducing refining losses, the treatment is easier to control

and, as less oxidation occurs, the sludge remains light in

colour and easier to recover. The advantages claimed by
Nielsen may, however, be due to the action of the phos-

phoric acid in decomposing dialkyl sulphates.

The olefines so far considered are not normal con-

stituents of gasolines, but the next homologue, butene, is

present to an extent depending upon the degree of stabi-

lization. Unlike ethylene and propylene, which are capable
of existing in one structural modification only, the butenes

exist in three (or four, if both the cis and trans forms of

butene-1 are included), namely, butene-1, butene-2, and
wflbutene. All three forms react far more readily with acid

than either ethylene or propylene and, as is to be expected,
the reaction products are complex. Only when dilute acid

is employed can the reaction be limited to ester or alcohol

formation, the higher concentrations causing immediate

polymerization to an extent dependent upon the structure,

the acid concentration, and the temperature. Brooks and

Humphrey, who first made a general study of the effect of

sulphuric acid upon olefines [30, 1918], observed that the

tendency for olefines to form sulphuric esters, under the

conditions of minimum polymer formation, increases with

molecular weight until it reaches a maximum with the

pentenes, after which it decreases. The final falling off can

no doubt be explained by the fact that conditions favour-

able for ester formation from the higher olefines are equally
favourable for their decomposition and subsequent poly-
mer formation.

All three butenes are highly active towards sulphuric

acid, the relative absorption rates as calculated by Davis

[41, 1928] being as follows:

/.wButene 280-390
Butene-2 2

Butene-1 1

The last has approximately the same absorption rate as

propylene for any acid concentration.

Although by selecting sufficiently weak acid and working
at a low enough temperature, both butene-1 and butene-2
can be converted into sec-butyl sulphuric acid, no evidence
has so far been obtained to indicate the formation from
frobutene of the corresponding compound, terf-butyl sul-

phuric acid. Hydrolysis appears to take place immediately
on absorption and ter/-butyl alcohol is formed. No acid

is consumed in the reaction, only the amount of water

required for the alcohol formation being abstracted from
the system

QH B +H aO~*C,H xoO.

When the alcohol-acid solution formed in this way is suffi-

ciently dilute, decomposition occurs on warming and iso~

butene is formed. With increasing acid concentration,

however, the tendency to form /^butene becomes less and
polymer formation occurs to an extent determined by acid

concentration and temperature. Thus at the lower con-
centration limits at which polymerization commences i.e.

about 45% , the only polymer formed is the dimeride. With
increasing acid concentration the tendency is towards
formation of higher molecular weight polymers at the
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expense of the lower. It can be seen from the following
table giving the boiling-points and gravities of the various

fsobutene polymers that a mixture containing them can
cover a very wide boiling-range.

(Lebedev and Koblianski [95, 1930]).

With concentrated sulphuric acid, frobutene reacts

extremely vigorously to give a mixture of polymers [120,

1901], considerable heat being evolved in the reaction.

The latter eventually slows down, largely owing to re-

duction of the acid and dilution by the water formed. The
formation of high-boiling polymers of high gravity is one
of the chief characteristics of the action of acid upon
olefines, and is responsible, as we shall see, for the change
in gravity and boiling-range of cracked distillates upon
acid treatment.

The effect of temperature upon the polymerization of

zs0butene is of interest. Acid-alcohol mixtures which at

elevated temperatures give largely di-wobutene, on long

standing at room temperatures give almost exclusively the

trimeride. It therefore appears that slow polymerization
favours the formation of the higher polymers, while rapid

reaction, possibly because the hydrocarbon is more quickly

disengaged from the solution, favours the monomeride and

lower polymerides.

Butene-2, as mentioned above, more closely resembles

propylene in its behaviour towards acid. It is only poly-

merized to a slight extent by acid of lower concentration

than 78% although recently Drake and Veitch, Jr. [45,

1935], have shown that sec-butyl alcohol heated with 75%
acid under pressure gives a polymerization product con-

sisting of 3,4-dimethylhexene-2. This is the compound
which normally would be expected from the condensation

of two butene-2 molecules thus:

CH 3
>

CH,<

>
CH
/

/CH3

CH
CH3v /CH3

CH CH2 CH
\CH3 CHs/
3,4-dimethylhexene-2.

sulphuric acid and does not hydrolyse on further standing,

hydration must occur during the initial absorption. As

supporting evidence they showed that when 100% acid

or benzenesulphonic acid was used in place of 85% acid,

no alcohols could be detected. The fact that 94% acid gave
less alcohol than 85% acid was further proof that the

water present is the determining factorin alcohol formation.

Direct hydration in this way explains the presence of the

alcohols which have been reported from time to time in

acid sludge from cracked distillates.

When branched chain olefines are concerned both hydra-
tion and dehydration are much complicated unless the

unsaturated linkage is situated in a position sufficiently

remote from the branching. Such hydrocarbons then re-

semble normal olefines in their behaviour. Bulterov [32,

1877] in his classic studies on the action of sulphuric acid

on ztobutene, first observed besides the normal hydration

product, tert-butyl alcohol, the formation of a second pro-
duct which he identified as isobutyl alcohol. This, pre-

sumably, could only have been formed by a rearrangement
of the type which has been investigated in recent years by
F. C. Whitmore and his colleagues. The fact that many
alcohols, particularly those containing tertiary groupings,
do not give the expected product on dehydration or give

it only in poor yield, has puzzled many investigators. The

changes involved resemble the well-known pinacol-pina-
coline change as well as the corresponding retrograde re-

action. From a study of the fundamental changes occurring

when a strongly electro-negative group is removed from an

organic molecule during a reaction, Whitmore [151, 1932]

has evolved a theory explaining the formation of products
other than those of simple metathetical or eliminating
reactions. The mechanism is simple and fits all rearrange-
ments which involve the transfer ofan atom or group from
one atom to an adjacent one. The dehydration of isobutyl

alcohol to give normal butenes as well as wobutene fur-

nishes an excellent example of such a reaction.

It will be observed that combination occurs in a manner

similar to that postulated by Ipatiefffor the phosphoric acid

polymerization of propylene.

At moderate temperatures below 78% concentration, the

action of the acid is normal and limited to ester and

alcohol formation. No evidence has so far been obtained

for the formation of the corresponding dialkyl sulphate

which is probably extremely unstable. King [82, 1919]

attributed the absorption of an excess of nearly 21% of

butene over that theoretically required for sec-butyl

sulphuric acid to direct hydration to the alcohol.

That direct hydration does occur under such circum-

stances has been definitely shown by Brooks and Hum-

phrey [30, 1918] who found that when C5 , C6 , and C7 ole-

fines were carefully treated with 85% sulphuric acid and

the reaction product poured into water, alcohols were

formed. These authors point out that as 30 to 40% of the

original hydrocarbon remains in solution as the alkyl-

HH
......

CH3:C:C:0:H

H3CH*"

^ 1Removal
v

f H"

HH

H.CH

The fragment can now be stabilized by the loss of a protons

from the carbon atom bearing the two methyl groups thus:.

CH3

/s-obutene.

Rearrangement may also occur depending upon which?

carbon atom has the greater electron attraction or which
can more readily dispense with a parr. Whitmore postu-
lates that any shift in the electron pair includes the atom
or group which it holds. An exchange of methyl group for

hydrogen thus still leaves a carbon atom with an open
sextet. Depending on the other groups attached to the

carbon atom, the resulting hydrocarbon formed by the loss

of proton or stabilization may or may not be identical with,

that obtained by stabilization of the original fragment:

Loss of
(a)
-^H++CH3:C::CH2

proton
CH3

-*-

fcobutene

Loss of

proton
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H H

CH3 : C : C :CH3 -* /z-butenes+H+

H

Similarly, the dehydration of normal butyl alcohol gives

wobutene and all three /z-butenes instead of the expected

butene-1, while sec-butyl carbinol gives trimethylethylene

together with small amounts of pentene-2 and unsym-

methylethylethylene.

Whitmore's theory thus explains many of the unexpected
results obtained in dehydrating alcohols with acid. Further-

more, since in the reaction of olefines with acid catalysts

the first step [151, 1932, 1934] consists in the addition of

a hydrogen ion (proton) to the extra electron pair in the

double bond
H

rdiCi+H"1-^ :C:C:

the theory can also be applied to hydration, ester forma-

tion, and polymerization, and the positive fragment formed
can undergo rearrangement similar to that described above
before further reaction. This can occur in three ways:

(1) loss of proton to yield possibly a new olefine, (2) com-
bination with sulphate or hydroxyl ion to yield sulphuric
ester or alcohol, and (3) addition to an olefine molecule to

form another larger fragment in a manner similar to that

in which the original reaction between proton and olefine

occurred. Upon the last reaction is based Whitmore's

theory of polymerization, for obviously stabilization by
loss of a proton from the newly formed fragment yields
a more complex olefine, a polymer. Since the addition of

positive fragments to olefmes can occur presumably in-

definitely under suitable circumstances, the formation of
a whole range of polymers can be envisaged.

Little mention is made in the literature of the behaviour
of butene-1 although it is well known that it forms an

important constituent of the C4 fraction of cracking gases.
It appears to be slightly less reactive than butene-2, but
otherwise to be very similar in its properties.

Five isomeric pentenes exist, pentene-1, pentene-2,

wppropylethylene, trimethylethylene, and w/7^/7?-methyl-

ethylethylene, all of which have been identified in the C
fi

fractions of cracked distillates. Like the butenes, they all

show a marked affinity for sulphuric acid, the relative

reactivity and products formed being determined by the
.-structural configuration and conditions of treatment.
Norris and Joubert, who made a detailed study of the re-

activity of the pentenes towards sulphuric acid [122, 1927]
placed them in the following order of activity : (1 ) trimethyl-
ethylene, (2) wAwyw-methylethylethylene, (3) pentene-2,
(4) pentene-1, and (5) wopropylethylene. Compared with
the butenes, Davis and Schuler [42, 1930] found that
the pentenes were far more reactive. Thus the vapour
of trimethylethylene was absorbed three or four times as

rapidly by 80% sulphuric acid as wobutene under similar

conditions, while fsopropylethylethylene, the least reactive,
was slowly absorbed by 70% acid at a rate commensurate
with that of propylene and butene-2.

The similarity between trimethylethylene, unsym- methyl-
ethylethylene and wobutene is very marked. All are readily
absorbed by comparatively weak acid below 60% at
room temperature with little or no polymerization, giving
tertiary alcohols from which the monomeric hydrocarbon
or its polymerides can be obtained by suitable adjustment
of acid concentration. From none has evidence for the
formation of a tertiary alkyl-sulphuric ester been obtained

although it is almost certainly intermediate in the forma-
tion of the alcohol. The addition of sulphuric acid to
olefines whether the product finally obtained is a sul-

phuric ester, alcohol, or polymer follows Markovnikov's
rule, that is to say, the hydrogen goes to the unsaturated
carbon atom richest in hydrogen. Thus in the addition
of acid to propylene, the acid radical attaches itself to the
middle carbon atom, thereby completing a second methyl
group, so that an fropropyl derivative results :

CH 3
<

H-HS0 4

CH> HS0 4 .

Similarly both butene-1 and butene-2 give the same pro-
duct, sec-butyl sulphuric acid :

CH
;

*CH
I H'HSQ 4

butene-1
\

CH3

CH

CH-HSO,

,CH
-i-H-HSO, sulphuric acid,

butene-2

A study of all the known examples of acid addition
reveals the fact that the acid radical never attaches itself

to the terminal carbon atom. This point was very carefully

investigated by Brooks [29, 1934] in the case of propylene
and pentene-1 but in neither instance was he able to

detect the slightest trace of the primary alcohol. In olefines

in which the ethylene linkage occupies the 2-position both

possible compounds are formed, although the position
closer to the end of the chain, the 2-position, is preferred.
That both the 2- and 3-derivatives were formed was first

observed by Michael and Hartman [115, 1906] who found
that when hexene-2 reacted with sulphuric acid, the hydro-
lysis products contained the two possible hexyl alcohols in

the proportion of 77% methylbutyl carbinol and 23%
ethylpropyl carbinol.

>?fCH,*CH(OH).CH l -(CH l)CH,
^
*CH t-CH -CH(OH) (CH,)CH t

Brooks also found that with pentene-2 the acid favours
the 2-position for, while 23% of diethyl carbinol is present
in the products of hydrolysis, there is 77;, of methylpropyl
carbinol.

When the ethylenic linkage is even further removed from
the e-nd of the chain as, for example, in heptene-3, the
evidence indicates that while both possible compounds are
formed (Brooks and Humphrey [30, 1918]) that in which the
acid radical is nearer the terminal carbon atom again pre-
dominates. With olefines, such as Iwbutene and trimethyl-
ethylene, which do not form stable alkyl sulphuric acids,
the hydration product is mainly that which would be

expected from the addition of the acid radical to the tertiary
carbon atom :

aCH CH (CH,) a

hexene-2

CH8 rCH3

LCH CH 8 CH

OH

CH8
'

C

c,

H3,

>
.H/

-H \
/ LCH

*\ /SOiHI CH 3v yOH
/ NC.H, J

"*

CH/ ^CA.
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It can be seen that both trimethylethylene and unsym-

methylethylethylene give the same alcohol. Bultenov [32,

1877] found that a state of equilibrium exists between

trimethylethylene, dimethylethyl carbinol, and water in the

presence of sulphuric acid:

C5H104-H2 ^ C6H120.

As #/2ym-methylethylethylene is also converted by dilute

acid into the same alcohol under similar conditions, double

bond isomerization must take place and part of the unsym-

methylethylethylene become converted into trimethyl-

ethylene. Furthermore, since Norris and Joubert [122,1 921]
found that trimethylethylene prepared by dehydrating dime-

thylethyl carbinol invariably contains some unsym-m&hyl-
ethylethylene, it follows that the isomerization must be

reversible. Although isomerization of this type involving
the shift in position of a double bond under the influence

of sulphuric acid is probably very common amongst ali-

phatic hydrocarbons, little mention of it is to be found in

the literature. Brooks [27] states that wopropylethylene is

isomerized to trimethylethylene but givesno reference. That
it does occur in the presence of certain catalysts such as

silica or alumina at temperatures in the neighbourhood of

500 C. was shown by Ipatieff [70, 1903], who obtained as

much as 80% conversion; Norris and Reuter [123, 1927]

later found that at slightly lower temperatures such acid

catalysts as phosphoric acid and aluminium sulphate were

also effective. Attempts, however, by the last two authors

to bring about isomerization in the liquid phase were less

successful, although they were able to demonstrate that,

using 69% acid, a small but definite amount of dimethyl-

ethyl carbinol was formed from z,y0propylethylene. This

can only have been formed from trimethylethylene, itself

derived from the /^propylethylene by isomerization :

CH 3
>

CH

l

\CH CH=CH2

3X
>C=CH-CH3

-

CH/

CH3, ,OH

CH/ \C2

The reactions between trimethylethylene and unsym-

methylethylethylene and sulphuric acid are very susceptible

to change in acid concentration; with both, polymerization
commences at comparatively low concentrations. Thus

while trimethylethylene is scarcely polymerized at all by
57% acid, polymerization is stated to be complete in two

days in the cold with 70% acid; w/wjw-methylethylethylene
behaves similarly.

Pentene-1 and pentene-2 resemble butene-2 and pro-

pylene in their behaviour towards acid. Both resist poly-

merization by acid concentrations below 84%, but are

converted by concentrated acid into polymers higher than

the dimerides (cf. Norris and Joubert [122, 1927]). With

acids of lower concentrations, i.e. 75-84%, they are slowly

absorbed to form pentane-2-sulphuric acid and methyl-

propyl carbinol. These observations have been recently

confirmed by Campbell and Cramer [33, 1937].

The fifth pentene, zsopropylethylene, is unique in its

behaviour in being only affected by acid of polymerizing

strength when polymerization but little or no alcohol

formation occurs. With comparatively weak acid, 75%,

polymerization is slow and requires 6 days for completion,

when the dimeride is the main product. More concentrated

acid gives only higher polymers (Norris and Joubert).

Campbell and Cramer, however, found wopropylethylene

to be somewhat more reactive, dissolving in 81% acid at

room temperature and, after 2 days, being about 75%
polymerized. The polymer was found to contain 57% of

he dimeride.

Relatively small amounts of acid only are required to

bring about polymerization of considerable quantities of

z'sopropylethylene, this also being true of the polymeriza-

tion of such hydrocarbons as f^obutene, trimethylethylene,

and imsym-methylethylethylene.
The polymerization of trimethylethylene and unsym-

methylethylethylene was found by Norris and Joubert to

proceed smoothly with relatively weak acid to give a pro-

duct consisting largely of the dimeride. Increase in acid

concentration not only results in higher polymers being

formed but the rate of polymerization is so accelerated that

the action becomes almost explosive. The dimerides from

these hydrocarbons are colourless liquids boiling from 155

to 160 C. and possessing a pleasant odour; the trimeride

appears to be much more complex and boils over a wider

range, 225-250 C. Whether the dimerides from trimethyl-

ethylene and WT2^777-methylethylethylene consist of the

same mixture of hydrocarbons is unknown, although they

closely resemble each other (vide infra).

Recently Cramer and Campbell [33, 1937] have prepared
a number of diamylenes by polymerization of the pentenes
with acid and by direct dehydration of the corresponding
alcohols (which would be expected to yield the pentenes).

Their results are shown in the following table:

Properties of the Diamylenes

(a) Diamylene from total mixed pentenes ex-technical dimethyl-

ethyl carbinoi and activated alumina at 375 C.

() Diamylenes from total mixed pentenes prepared by selective

dehydration of technical dimethylethyl carbinol.

The logical expectation that, regardless of their exact

structure, the dimerides derived from trimethylethylene and

w/wjm-methylethylethylene would yield the more highly

branched and centralized molecules was confirmed by the

critical compression ratios of the decanes derived from

the diamylenes by hydrogenation.

Comparatively little is known of the composition of the

polymers ofeven the simplest hydrocarbons. Until recently

it was assumed that they were complex mixtures containing

a large number of isomeric defines, but the work of Or-

mandy and Craven, Nametkin, and others has shown that

hydrocarbons other than olefines are formed when the

higher acid concentrations are used. Mention has already

been made of Ormandy and Craven's [124, 1927, 1928]

identification of paraffins in the product from the reaction

of 98% acid upon propylene. Later these authors observed

that when pentenes reacted with a large excess of96% acid

the high-boiling fraction of the insoluble layer contained

only paraffins, while olefines were present in the lower-

boiling fraction. These findingswere at the time bynomeans
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generally accepted, although, as shown by later workers,
saturated products are definitely produced in reactions of

this type. Thus Nametkin and Abakumovskaya [118,1932,

1933] first confirmed Ormandy and Craven's results when

examining the polymerization products of cycfohexene, and

again later [119, 1936] when working with aliphatic ole-

fines. Both Ormandy and Craven and Nametkin and

Abakumovskaya observed the formation of highly un-

saturated compounds which separated from the acid on
dilution. The reaction has been recently investigated by
Ipatieff and Pines [76, 1936] whose observations, although
somewhat at variance with those of Ormandy and Craven,
confirm the formation of paraffins and of highly un-

saturated hydrocarbons, which they identified as cyclic

defines corresponding to the formula CnH2n_4 . Their con-

clusions are summarized as follows :

(1) Olefinic hydrocarbons treated with large amounts of

96% sulphuric acid at C. yield a mixture of paraffins,

olefines, and cyclic olefines. The two latter are present in

the fractions boiling above 250 C., while the fractions

boiling below this temperature consist entirely of saturated

hydrocarbons.

(2) The treatment of olefinic hydrocarbons with small

ratios of96% acid at C. yields products having a higher
boiling range than those treated with large quantities of
acid, The product obtained consists ofa mixture of hydro-
carbons; olefines are present in the fractions boiling below
250 C.

(3) The yield of paraffin hydrocarbons increases with
increase in the ratio of concentrated sulphuric acid to

olefine treated.

(4) The treatment of olefines at -35 C. with large or
small amounts of 96% acid yields liquid hydrocarbons
having a higher boiling range than the product resulting
from similar treatment at C.

(5) Di- and tri-wobutene when treated with concentrated
acid yield liquid hydrocarbons of identical boiling range.

(6) The treatment of olefinic hydrocarbons like di- and
tri-wobutene with concentrated acid causes the cleavage of
the chains followed by hydrogenation. Tri-wobutene yields
a fraction corresponding with octane, and di-zwbutene one
corresponding with dodecane.

(7) Cyclic olefines of the formula CnH2n~4 occur in the

decomposition products from the acid layer.

(8) Acid concentrations of 87, 77, and 67% do not cause
the formation of paraffinic or cyclic hydrocarbons.,

(9) Dilute acid at higher temperatures causes depoly-
merization.

Sulphuric acid thus appears to be capable not only
of polymerization and depolymerization but hydrogen-
ation coupled with dehydrogenation and cyclization as
well. No attempt has been made so far to identify the

paraffins produced, and the mechanism of the reaction is

exceedingly obscure.

As a general rule the main hydrocarbon products from
the action of sulphuric acid upon olefines are olefinic in
nature. True polymerides derived from mono-olefines pos-
sess only one double bond in the molecule and are still,

therefore, mono-olefines. Brooks and Humphrey [29, 1918]
pointed out that, while they are invariably more stable
towards polymerizing conditions, they can be induced to
polymerize further. This is well illustrated by di-fcobutene
which, although formed by polymerization of wobutene, is

still further polymerized with considerable evolution 'of
heat by more concentrated acid.

Only in recent years has the development of laboratory
distillation technique made it possible to separate poly-
merization products into individual compounds. As a
result it has been found that complex mixtures of isomeric
olefines are not always formed but that in certain instances
the number of individuals present is small. Thus it has
been shown that the dimerides of wobutene, butene-2, and
rm^/rc-methylethylethylene can be separated by careful
fractionation. In this way Whitmore and Wrenn [154, 1931]
succeeded in separating di-wobutene into two isomers,
2,4,4-trimethylpentene-l and 2,4,4-trimethylpentene-2. Of
these the former was present in the greater proportion.
Graphically the formation of these compounds can be
expressed as follows:

CH3 H CH 3

?i
/*"T.jf /"' /-*ur

r i. n g L. v. ri a >

CH,

CH, CH 3

*,r-C h CH-C--CH a ->.

CH a H

CHa CHS

CH8

2,4,4-trimethylpentene-l

CK,
T
H,

CH a-CCH C-CH,

CH,
24,4-tnmcthylpentcne-2.

The polymer derived from secondary butyl alcohol by
the action of 75% acid under pressure at 80 C, has been
shown by Drake and Veitch Jr. [45, 1935] to consist largely
of 3,4-dimethylhexene-2 formed by a similar condensation
of two butene-2 molecules thus:

CH 3~~CH
II

CH, CH CH CH, CHg-CHt CH-CH,
3 4-dimethylhexene-2,

Kline and Drake found that the dimeride of unsym-
methylethylethylene formed by the action of 75% sulphuric
acid upon methyl/^propyl carbinol at 80 C. consisted

of two isomers, 3,4,5,5-tetramethylhexene-2 and 3,5,5

trimethylheptene-2 [86, 1934].

SX
>CHOH~* >C CH-CH,CH

CH
methyl-

fcopropyl carbinol
/

CH

CH,-CH

CH s CH 3 CH t

-C CH C-CH, CH,-CH .O

CH*
3,4,5,5-trimethylhexene-2

CH2 -CH

3,5,5-trimethylheptene-2.

Several theories have been put forward to explain the

formation of these isomerides, but so far none completely
covers all the facts, Kline and Drake deduce from the

theory, which they have suggested to explain the formation
of dimerides from methyttwpropyl carbinol that, although

2,281 isomers corresponding with tri-frobutenecan theoreti-

cally exist, only four of these are probable.
Other than Drake and Veitch Jr.'s work upon the dime-

ride of butene-2, little is known of the constitution of the

polymers derived from the straight-chain olefines. If poly-
merization with phosphoric acid can be regarded as strictly

analogous to the action of sulphuric acid a not unreason-
able assumption Ipatiev's work (vide infra) indicates

that polymers must consist entirety of branded-chain
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CH3 C=C CHa

CH3 CH3

defines. Whether the addition of one olefine to another
follows the same general rule as alcohol formation, that is

to say coupling occurs at the^-carbon atom
or its equivalent, is not known. The work
ofOrmandy and Craven on propylene (q.v.)

appears to indicate that the polymerization
products ofthe normal olefines are far more
complex than the more readily formed and
comparatively simple dimerides ofwobutene
and butene-2, probably because more con-
centrated acid is necessary to eifect reaction.
When more than one olefine is present

the problem of polymerization is compli-
cated by the possibility of dissimilar olefines

combining to form condensation products
which in their general properties and be-
haviour closely resemble true polymerides.
Recently Birch, Pirn, and Tait [18, 1936]
have shown that by the action of sulphuric
acid upon mixtures oftwo easily dehydrated
alcohols, besides the expected polymerides,
hydrocarbons areformed derived from both.
Thus a mixture of tertiary butyl alcohol
and tertiary amyl alcohol yields besides the normal poly-
merization products, di-wobutene and diamylene, 'iso-

nonene' corresponding with the combination of one
molecule of /5-obutene with one of trimethylethylene. Simi-

larly, tertiary and secondary butyl alcohols heated with acid
in equimolecular proportions yield, as well as the normal
polymers, zso-octene derived from zsobutene and butene-2.
Such products resemble normal 'polymers

'

in consisting of
mixtures of individual olefines and boiling over a wide
range. A careful examination of the product from the
action of sulphuric acid on a mixture of secondary and
tertiary alcohol has been shown by Whitmore, Laughlin,
Matuszeski, Crooks, Jr., and Fleming [152, 1936] to contain

butenes, di-^ec-butyl ether, and di- and tri-meric butenes
with higher polymers. The chief dimeric butenes were the
two di-zs-obutenes (2,2,4-trimethylpentenes-l and -2) with

2,2,3-trimethylpentene-3 and 2,3,4-trimethylpentene-2 in
the approximate ratio 50:35:15. The last compound is

due to a new type of arrangement involving as a final a
1 : 3 shift of a methyl group.
Of the sixteen possible hexenes only four appear to

have been investigated. Brooks and Humphrey found that

hexene-1 reacts with 85% acid at C. to give sec-hexyl-

sulphuric acid without any polymer formation at all.

Under similar conditions tetramethylethylene polymerizes
chiefly to the dimeride boiling-point 180 to 200 C., but
the barium salt of the alkyl sulphuric acid and a small

quantity of the alcohol were also isolated. The isolation of
the barium salt is of interest, for the free acid must be the

tertiary derivative which in the case ofthe C4 and C5 hydro-
carbons are too unstable to exist. It is therefore hardly

surprising that the barium salt proved to be less stable than
similar salts derived from secondary alcohols. The observa-

tions of Bacon [2, 1929] are of interest in this connexion,
for while investigating the composition of acid-sludge from

light oils he found indications of the presence of tertiary

alkyl sulphuric acids. He also observed that the higher

alkyl sulphuric acids were surprisingly resistant to hydro-

lysis. More recently Whitmore and Meunier [153, 1936]
have examined the polymerization of tetramethylethylene
with 80% acid at 0-20 C. for 6 hours. The polymer on
fractionation gave a yield ofmixed dimers boiling between
151 and 178-5 C at 741 mm. equivalent to 45%. The

III
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dimers identified (by ozonolysis) with the percentage of
each in the total dimer were as follows:

80%H 2S04

0-20 C.
6 hours

-CH.

CH3

* C C=C CH CH2 CH3

CH3 CH3CH3 CH3

CH3 CH3

CH3 C C=C CH2 C CH3

CH3 CH3

CH3

CH3

CH3 C CH2 CH2 C=C CH3

CH3

CH3

CH3 CHSCH3

CH3

CH.:3 C CH2 C=C C CH3

CH3 CH3

61-7%

26-6%

8-9%

0-13%

Another hexene, 2-methylpentene-l, on treatment with
85% acid at 10 C. gave a tertiary alcohol, presumably
dimethyl-/z-propyl carbinoL The remaining hexene was
that derived from mannitol, hexene-2, which Michael and
Hartman [115, 1906] observed gave both possible alkyl

sulphuric acids; no mention is made of polymerization
products, from which it appears that the behaviour of
hexene-1 and hexene-2 is very similar.

Very few of the higher olefines have been examined, and
such information as is available is largely due to the work
of Brooks and Humphrey. Their results are summarized
in the following table :

The tendency towards polymerization with increasing
molecular weight is very apparent, the higher olefines giving
almost entirely polymers. Michael and Brunei [1 14, 1909],
observed that the resistance to acid also increases with
molecular weight, the straight-chain hydrocarbons being
more resistant than those having a highly branched

configuration.

A recent patent (U.S. Pat. 2,027,896, 4 Nov. 1929) claims
that the formation of dialkyl sulphates from the higher
molecular weight olefines can be readily accomplished at

C. with the use of mild sulphating agents. This would
tend to indicate that the higher alkyl sulphates are more
stable than is generally supposed.

Cyclic Olefines.

Comparatively little is known of the effect of acid upon
cyclic olefines. The reaction appears to be complicated by
the formation of saturated or less unsaturated hydro-
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carbons than those expected, possibly formed in a reaction

similar to that observed by Ormandy and Craven with

propylene. The effect of acid upon the simplest cyclic

olefine, cycfohexene, was investigated by Nametkin and

Abakumovskaja [118, 1932, 1933] who treated it with 96%
acid at 2 to 5 C. and obtained an oil equivalent to a 37%
yield. On fractionation three hydrocarbons C12H22 ,

C18H32 ,

and C24H2o were obtained; of these the first was fully satu-

rated, while the others contained one ethylene linkage.

Kishner [84, 1908] also observed this tendency to form
saturated compounds in l-methyl-A^cyc/ohexene which

gave, amongst other products, methylcydbhexane. Brooks
and Humphrey also examined the effect of acid on 1-

methyl-A^cyc/flhexene but as they employed much weaker

acid, namely 85%, at C. they obtained only the dimeride

with some of the corresponding tertiary alcohol, 1-methyl-

l-cyc/0hexanol. Mark [103, 1904] showed that the isomeric

methyl-A
3
-cjc/c>hexene behaved similarly with 50% acid,

giving the dimeride I
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CH-CH3 CH-CH* CH-CH3

CH
CH CHOH

CH2

II

and the alcohol II.

No mention is to be found in the literature of the be-

haviour with acid of other naphthenes containing ethylene

linkages in the ring or in the side chain. Whether or
not cycfopentene derivatives are to be found in cracked
distillates is a moot point, for although cycfopentane itself

can be dehydrogenated, under the influence of heat the ring
is ruptured and straight olefines formed.

Aromatic Olefines.

The only hydrocarbons falling under this heading which
have been examined are styrene and indene, both of which
have been identified in the pyrolysis products from natural

gas (Birch and Hague [12, 1934]). Brooks and Humphrey
found that styrene reacts energetically with 85% acid at

C. to form hard resins (loc. cit). With concentrated acid
the reaction is explosive. Indene is stated to form para-
indene with dilute sulphuric acid.

Aliphatic Diolefines.

Since the conjugated diolefines are now known to be
largely responsible for gum-formation, it at first appears
somewhat surprising that so little is known of the chemistry
of the process which is largely directed towards their

destruction. The very reactivity to which is due their gum-
forming properties renders it possible to attack them under
such conditions that most other hydrocarbons remain
unattacked.

Practically nothing is known of the reactions which take

place between conjugated diolefines and sulphuric acid,

although several investigators are to-day engaged upon the

problem. The action with concentrated acid is extremely
vigorous, tars are formed and considerable reduction of the
acid takes place. With less concentrated acid the products
are very complex and appear to be determined to some
extent by the acid concentration. The simplest conjugated
diolefine, butadiene, is unexpectedly resistant, Dobryanski
[44, 1925] stating that it is absorbed by 83% acid about
as rapidly as propylene or by 61 % acid as rapidly as the
normal butenes. So far the products have not been deter-

mined. Some light on the reaction between conjugated
diolefines and acid has been furnished by Wagner-Jauregg
[149, 1932], who showed that woprene and acetic acid react

in the presence of sulphuric acid to form geranyl acetate

and a dicyclic hydrocarbon of the caryophellene type. The
formation of geranyl acetate indicates that under the in-

fluence of the acid two or more toprene molecules are

capable of linking together to give an open chain from
which cyclic hydrocarbons are formed by ring closure.

Farmer andBacon (private communication [54]) have found
that under similar conditions 2,3-dimethylbutadiene gives
a mixture of cyclic polymers from which the di- and
tri-merides have been isolated and indications of the

presence of a tetrameride obtained.

The structure of the cyclic polymerides formed in these

reactions is by no means easy to elucidate. It is interesting
to note that although the formation of a six-membered ring
structure appears certain, Bergman [8, 1935] has shown
that the dimeride formed by the action of heat on a-

phenylbutadiene contains a five-membered ring.

The only non-conjugated diolefine examined is diallyl,

hexadiene-1,5. Pogorzhelsky [128, 1898] found that on
treatment with 70% acid, this hydrocarbon was converted

into the anhydride of hexane-2,5-diol. The mechanism of
the reaction is presumably

The strong tendency for the formation of the 5-membered
ring which is so prevalent throughout organic chemistry is

responsible for the ring closure.

Cyclic Diolefines.

The only cyclic diolefines which appear to have been
examined are cyc/opentadiene and A^-cycMexadiene. Of
these the first is invariably present in the products obtained

by the pyrogenic decomposition of hydrocarbons, particu-

larly in vapour-phase cracked distillates, pyrolysis benzole
and the forerunnings from coal-tar benzole; the presence of

A^-cyc/tfhexadiene in these products is only suspected and
has not been proved.
Both hydrocarbons are extremely reactive. They are

particularly prone to autoxidation and peroxide formation
and are consequently very effective polymerization cata-

lysts. Not only does the peroxide formed catalyse the

polymerization of the parent hydrocarbons and other

diolefines, but of otherwise relatively stable hydrocarbons
as well. Both cyc/opentadiene and cycfohexadiene react

explosively with concentrated sulphuric acid forming tars,
much sulphur dioxide and water. More dilute acids give
high molecular weight resins.

Summarizing, the action of sulphuric acid upon un-
saturated hydrocarbons is as follows:

(1) All the lower molecular weight olefines so far exa-
mined react with sulphuric acid.

(2) The effect is influenced not only by the structure of
the hydrocarbons but by such conditions as acid concentra-

tion, temperature, and time of contact.

(3) The reactivity of the aliphatic olefines increases with
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molecular weight, reaching a maximum with the pentenes
and hexenes.

(4) The reaction is complex: sulphation, hydration,
condensation, polymerization, depolymerization, hydro-
genation, dehydrogenation, and cyclization all occur de-

pending upon the olefine and the conditions.

(5) Higher acid concentrations tend to bring about poly-
merization, the higher the concentration the more complex
being the products. Lower concentrations give sulphation
products or alcohols, /s0propylethylene being exceptional
in this respect.

(6) Hydrocarbons in which two radicals are attached to
an unsaturated carbon atom are generally more reactive

than isomeric defines not containing this grouping. The
lower olefines of this type do not form stable alkyl sul-

phuric acids.

(7) No general rules concerning polymerization have
been formulated completely fitting the facts.

(8) The properties of the polymerization products vary
with the parent hydrocarbon. As a general rule they are

olefinic in nature saturated by-products when present are

probably due to side-reactions and are more resistant to

the action of acid and other reagents than the original

hydrocarbon.

(9) All the simple olefines dissolve (or polymerize) in acid

without the formation of tars. The latter are formed from

conjugated diolefines or unsaturated aromatic hydro-
carbons.

(10) Practically nothing is known of the chemical

reactions involved in the action of acid upon conjugated
diolefines.

The Acid Treatment of Cracked Distillates

From the foregoing review of the action of sulphuric
acid upon hydrocarbons, it is clear that the reactions in-

volved in the acid treatment of cracked distillates are many
and varied and are rendered even more so by the presence
of non-hydrocarbon constituents. The final effect of the

treatment must therefore consist of the combined results

of all these reactions. To what extent these reactions inter-

fere with each other is obviously unknown; all that can be

safely stated is that the diluents resulting from the various

chemical and physical processes have a very important

bearing upon the action, for by diluting the acid they
render its action less drastic and so help to confine it to the

desired limits. It is in fact largely owing to the modifying
effect of thediluents thatthe acid treatment ofmanycracked

products, particularly the more highly unsaturated ones, is

possible. The diluents are to a considerable extent respon-

sible for the excellent contact normally obtained.

The function of the acid is to produce a product free

from gum and reasonably free from gum-forming consti-

tuents. At the same time reduction in sulphur or nitrogen

content and improvement in colour and odour may be

desired, although to-day the two latter qualities are

regarded less seriously. Normally cracked distillates con-

tain besides non-volatile bodies which on evaporation are

left as resins, certain volatile substances capable of con-

version into resins under the conditions of the gum test.

Unlike the existent gum these substances are not left behind

on distillation, but are to be found in the distillate, where

they eventually become converted into resins. On treat-

ment with sulphuric acid these bodies are converted into

non-volatile gummy substances which remain behind on

distillation. This, then, is the main function of the acid.

It should be noted, however, that the acid is capable of
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converting olefines which normally do not give gum also

into non-volatile gum-like substances. Thus Cassar [37,

1931] treated solutions of various pure olefines in straight

gasoline with concentrated acid under more or less normal

treating conditions and examined the products. His results

are tabulated below:

While the result obtained from pentene-2 appears
abnormal, it can be seen that even comparatively stable

olefines form bodies capable of gum-formation on acid

treatment. There seems little doubt that these substances

are actually high-boiling or, in the case of styrene, non-
volatile polymers. The results emphasize the necessity for

the subsequent redistillation. In the course of this work
Cassar showed that olefines in contact with sulphur
dioxide formed gum, which he assumed to be due to its

oxidation to sulphur trioxide by traces ofperoxides present,
since when the latter were removed no gum was formed.

The complexity of cracked distillates renders impossible
the control of the numerous reactions involved on any but
the broadest lines. While theoretically it is desirable to

limit the action of the acid completely to the reactive un-

stable constituents, this is obviously impossible on account

of the wide range of reactivity possessed by the various

hydrocarbons present. Fortunately the most unstable

hydrocarbons are extremely reactive towards such reagents
as acid, so that it is possible by choosing conditions to

achieve a reasonably successful removal of the undesirable

constituents. Treatment conditions which may be varied

include amount of acid and the concentration, time of

contact, temperature, and the unsaturated hydrocarbon
content of the product itself. The last can sometimes be

conveniently reduced by blending with straight or cracked

material produced by some less drastic cracking process,
and this occasionally proves a useful way of overcoming
excessive losses, for example in the treatment of such pro-
ducts as polymer gasolines.

In practice the most important factors in treating a

cracked distillate are the acid concentration and amount

employed; these are necessarily closely related, for the

effective treating concentration is largely determined by the

dilution due to the reaction products. For this reason

the concentration is to a large measure outside the chemists'

control, for shortly ifnot immediately dependingupon the

thoroughness of the agitation after the fresh acid enters

the treater, it becomes diluted with sulphur bodies, traces

of water cracked distillates are rarely dry unless specially

dried phenols, sulphuric esters, alcohols, polymers, and

tar, while nitrogen bases when present reduce the concen-

tration by direct neutralization. In continuous operation,

it is the sludge already formed which acts as the diluent.

In any case, reaction products rapidly dilute the acid until

a more or less definite concentration is reached when
further change occurs only slowly. As the most reactive

hydrocarbons are the first to be affected it follows that in

batch operation the hydrocarbons remaining unaffected

become increasingly resistant to the action of the acid; at
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the same time owing to the increasing dilution, the acid

itself becomes less effective, eventually becoming incapable
of further reaction with the hydrocarbons present. It must

not, however, be thought that at this stage the acid is quite

incapable of further reaction, for place it in contact with

more reactive hydrocarbons and it will again react. In

counter-current continuous treatment advantage is taken
of this to bring the raw distillate containing the most
reactive hydrocarbons into contact with the least reactive

acid, and then gradually to increase the strength of the

acid until the necessary degree of refining has been effected.

In this way heat evolution is less rapid and is spread over
a longer period of time, with the result that the reaction

can be more carefully controlled.

Although at one time the use of oleum for crocked distil-

late was not uncommon, the use of the concentrated acid

for these products is to-day becoming increasingly rare. So

vigorous is the action when concentrated acid is added to

highly unsaturated, particularly vapour-phase cracked

distillates, that the reaction is almost explosive and
polymerization excessive. Considerable oxidation, as evi-

denced by sulphur dioxide formation, also takes place.
That uncontrolled heat evolution is responsible is proved
by the ease with which the same operation can be success-

fully carried out at 20 F., when the reaction proceeds
smoothly and losses from tar formation, polymerization,
and loss of volatile material are largely avoided. Indeed,
concentrated acid can only be safely employed if loss in

yield and octane rating are to be avoided under such
conditions that dilution with acid sludge rapidly occurs or
too rapid reaction and evolution of heat, e.g. by operating
at relatively low temperatures or employing only brief
times of contact are precluded.

To-day the tendency is definitely away from the higher
acid concentrations, and it is customary to employ the
lowest concentration capable of ensuring a reasonably
stable product with the use of inhibitors if necessary.
Although acid concentrations as low as 80% have been
advocated, usually concentrations nearer 90% are em-
ployed. As diluent, water is invariably used, but some
others such as phosphoric acid, benzene-sulphonic acid
and so on are mentioned in the patent literature. Phosphoric
acid in particular is claimed as a particularly valuable

diluent; treatment, it is stated, proceeds smoothly, and the
sludge is light in colour and easy to recover. While such
diluents possibly possess the advantage over water that the
solvent action of the acid is less impaired (this probably
applying equally well to its sweetening action), it is doubtful
whether in view of the increased cost they are ever likely
to replace water excepting for special products.
Acid treatment is most effectively applied as a continuous

counter-current process. Apart from the advantages already
mentioned, that is to say, more gradually regulated reaction
and consequently heat evolution, this form of treatment
enables the most economical use to be obtained from the
acid. Even in batch operation considerable economies can
be effected if the acid instead of being applied as one large
wash, is given in two or three smaller ones. The use of
'spent' sludge from a previous batch for the preliminary
treatment of the raw distillate is particularly advantageous
as it not only dehydrates but at the same time definitely
effects a measure of refining. In other words, batch treat-
ment is most effectively applied in the form of a rudi-

mentary counter-current process. So effective is continuous
counter-current treatment that it enables extremely reactive
distillates which otherwise are only refined with difficulty,

to be processed with comparative ease. While the form of

equipment used does not concern us here, mention must
be made of the Holley-Mott type of treating plant owing to

its special features. The plant consists of a number of

pairs of treaters or 'pots', one, the agitator, being equipped
with an efficient paddle stirrer, while the other acts as

separator. To ensure good mixing, approximately equal
volumes of acid and distillate are employed in the plant, but
the acid moves forward extremely slowly compared with

hydrocarbon. As the first acid, equivalent to 0-2 to 0-5%
of the distillate, entering the final agitator is at once diluted

by the large volume of sludge present, it is possible to add
concentrated acid even when treating highly unsaturated

products. Treatment is in fact carried out by acid sludge
and only sufficient fresh acid is added to maintain the

free acid concentration sufficiently high to give a satisfac-

tory product in the time it takes to pass through the plant.
In other forms of continuous counter-current plants, the

principle is the same but, as less sludge is present, dilution

is less rapid, and the addition of acid of a lower concentra-
tion is consequently desirable.

The composition of acid sludge is very indefinite. It con-
sists of a complex mixture of acid, water, sulphur dioxide

depending upon the extent to which oxidation has occurred

alcohols, phenols, nitrogen bases (as salts), sulphation,
and sulphonation products together with hydrocarbons,
sulphur compounds, and tarry bodies present in physical
solution (cf. Birch and Norris [15, 1926]). No very exact

analysis is possible, but by dilution with chloroform or
some similar solvent, it is possible to get an approximate
estimate of the free and partly combined acid. Using such
a method, W. H. Thomas (private communication [141])
examined acid sludge from the various stages of an experi-
mental continuous counter-current plant of the Holley-
Mott type refining a vapour-phase cracked material and
found that the free acid content remained surprisingly
constant at 30-32% in each stage. The acid/water ratio

also tended to remain constant at approximately 83-6%.
It would appear probable from Thomas's results that some
form of equilibrium similar to that suggested by Damiens
[40, 1922, 1923] for the ethylene-sulphuric acid system also
exists in acid sludge between the acid, dialkyl sulphates, and
alkyl sulphuric acids.

Acid sludge is in fact an excellent diluent. Consisting
as it does largely of non-hydroxylic substances, it reduces
the free acid concentration without materially changing its

action. It is not essential that the sludge should be derived
from the product being treated, for 'spent* sludge obtained
in the treatment of other light distillates is frequently
equally effective. Thus sludge from the treatment (usually
with fuming acid) of kerosine or special naphtha cuts can
be satisfactorily employed, although as such sludges will

contain both sulphur compounds and hydrocarbons in

solution these will tend to pass into the cracked distillate*
so affecting its sulphur content, octane rating and dry-point.
The last, and to a large extent the former, can be rectified in
the redistillation which follows. Whether it is necessary or
not to add any fresh acid to such spent sludges depends upon
its free acid content. Usually this is high enough without
fresh addition. The substances, e.g. sulphur bodies and
hydrocarbons held in physical solution in acid tar should
be in equilibrium with those present in the hydrocarbon
layer itself provided that contact has been maintained
sufficiently long.
The actual quantity of acid employed varies very con-

siderably with the cracking-stock and the degree of refining
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required. The extremely heavy treatments used in the early
days of cracking to-day seem impossible, and it is not sur-

prising that losses were so high, indeed it is surprising that
any unsaturated material remained. In spite of the large
amounts of sludge present in continuous counter-current
plants, particularly in the Holley-Mott type, the actual
acid consumption is very low, amounting to 0-2 to 0-5%
of 96% acid.

Desulphurization of cracked distillates cannot be so

effectively accomplished as with straight material, and the

employment of the relatively low concentrations of acid
favoured to-day has a definitely adverse effect upon the
selective solvent tendencies for these compounds. Certainly
attempts by the author to desulphurize cracked distillates

to a low sulphur figure proved unsuccessful.
The remaining factors influencing acid treatment do not

appear to have received verymuch consideration. Certainly
little attention has been paid to temperature, although
Halloran [63, 1933] has described the treatment of cracked
distillates at comparatively low temperatures. He points
out that under normal treating conditions, temperature
rises as high as 154 to 166 F. occur which cause heavy
losses through excessive reaction. By operating at 20 F.
Halloran claims (a) an increased yield (about 39%) of
finished product with lower treating losses; (b) lower acid

consumption about 50% ; (c) decreased caustic soda con-

sumption in subsequent neutralizing wash; (d) the sludge
is more easily recovered, being cleaner, and (e) the chemical

consumption for sweetening is less. At the temperature
employed the operation proceeds so smoothly that Halloran
recommends the use of 98% acid. In spite of the advantages
claimed for it, the process does not appear to have found
general favour probably owing to the special plant required.

Reduction in the time of contact has also been advocated
in order to reduce unnecessary polymerization while at the
same time giving a satisfactory product. The operation is

carried out by feeding the distillate and acid continuously
into some form of mixer such as a centrifugal pump and
then immediately separating the acid in a centrifuge. In
this way the time of contact is reduced to a few seconds,
and it is stated to give very satisfactory results. After a

clay treatment, a finished product is obtained, which it is

claimed satisfies the necessary requirements for stability,
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and so on. This method of operation does not appear to

have received much consideration. Instead of reducing
contact time to such extremes, it is frequently quite con-

siderably prolonged as in the Holley-Mott treating plant
but under such conditions that reaction only takes place

extremely slowly.

The Effect of Acid Treatment upon the Distillate.

In the early days ofacid treatment, the increase in gravity
and change in boiling-range, which invariably occurred,
was assumed to be due to loss of volatile matter. Later,
Brooks and Humphrey showed that such losses were not
of sufficient magnitude to account for these changes, which
were actually due to polymerization.
While a small amount of the polymerization products

remain in the acid layer, by far the greater part passes back
into the hydrocarbon layer. An examination ofthe physical
properties of the hydrocarbons and the derived polymers
given in the following table will show the large change
which takes place in these properties on polymerization.
It is very obvious that changes of this nature occurring in a

cracked distillate are bound to make themselves noticed
in the final product.
The shift in boiling-range which must take place when

olefines, themselves boiling over a range as wide as that

embraced by a normal cracked distillate, are polymerized
results in a considerable part of the treated material falling

well outside the range of the original material. In prac-
tice the necessary correction is obtained by redistillation,

although the cutting of the raw distillate, at a temperature
sufficiently low to bring the final product within the desired

boiling-range after treatment has been tried. As, however,
during rerunning objectionable compounds, i.e. dialkyl sul-

phates, gum, &c., are also removed, it is usual, if distillation

is omitted, to employ an adsorptive earth for a finishing
treatment. It is doubtful whether this method of operation
is very successful as acid followed by rerunning probably
gives a somewhat higher yield of finished product.
From the table on p. 1754 of boiling-points quoted by

Egloff [48, 1934] it can be seen that although dimerides

resulting from the polymerization of olefines containing
more than 5 or 6 carbon atoms (or trimerides from those

containing more than 4) will tend to fall outside the range

Properties ofHydrocarbons and Derived Polymers

* Lebedev and Koblianski [95, 1930].

Jawien [78, 1879].

t Norris and Joubert [122, 1927].

H" Brooks and Humphrey [30, 1918].

Norris and Reuter [123, 1927].
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of the finished gasoline, a considerable number of polymers
will still be included. (This is of course a very approximate

generalization for the more branched olefines give poly-
merides boiling over a range considerably lower than those

derived from the normal isomers, e.g. zsobutene gives a
dimeride boiling-point 101 to 104 C. and a trimeride

boiling-point 175 to 180 C). Cutting the acid-treated

material to the original final boiling-point will therefore

give a product not only higher in gravity but with a slightly

different distillation curve indicating a gain in higher

boiling constituents at the expense of the lower. The
magnitude of these changes will naturally be determined

by the extent to which polymerization has proceeded, so

that, if this could be entirely confined to the conjugated
diolefines usually present only in small amounts, it would

probably be hardly noticeable. Such changes in gravity and

volatility are, however, readily remedied when desired by
slight modification of distillation conditions or the addi-

tion of butane. A very much more important point is the

change in octane rating which the polymerization involves,
for to-day gasolines are sold, other things being equal, on
their anti-detonating qualities.

The knock-rating of a cracked distillate can be affected

in several ways by the acid treatment, (a) The aromatic

hydrocarbon content may be reduced by sulphonation or

physical solution in the acid sludge, (b) Conjugated diole-

fines, both aliphatic and cyclic, are converted into tars,

(c) Olefines are polymerized. They may also be isomerized,
form condensation products with aromatic hydrocarbons,
or become sulphated. Conjugated diolefines normally
possess high octane ratings.

The extent to which these reactions occur will naturally
be determined by the conditions of treatment, but in every
case the tendency will be to bring about a fall in the octane

rating; this is, however, under normal conditions when the

polymerization of olefines is reduced to a minimum, largely
recovered on redistillation.

Ordinarily the removal of aromatic hydrocarbons is so
slight that any resulting drop in octane rating is negligible.
The destruction of the conjugated olefines with their high
octane blending values would at first appear a serious loss,
but apart from the fact that their removal is very much
an essential part of the treatment, the amounts in which
they are present, even in a vapour-phase cracked distillate,

appear to be so small that it is doubtful whether their
removal causes more than a slight fall.

The main cause of the drop in octane rating is un-
doubtedly due to polymerization of olefines; this may act
in several ways to reduce the anti-detonating quality of the
product. For example, the polymerides generally possess a
lower octane rating than the parent hydrocarbon from
which they are derived. Should they possess relatively high
octane numbers they may still be left in the residue on
account oftheir high boiling-points; as the saturated hydro-
carbons are for most practical purposes unaffected by the
acid under the conditions employed this will result in an
increase in the saturated at the expense of the unsaturated
hydrocarbon content.

To what extent the more reactive olefines are associated

with the diolefines in being responsible for gum-formation
is uncertain (cf. Cassar [37, 1931]). It is of course well

known that such olefines as styrene readily polymerize and
would therefore be removed on acid treatment with the

conjugated diolefines, but whether many such abnormally
reactive olefines are present in normal cracked distillates is

doubtful. Judging from the relatively small loss claimed for

the Lachman process using zinc chloride in producing a
stable gasoline, it would appear that the proportion of

gum-forming hydrocarbons present is small However, in

ordinary acid treatment it is not possible to limit the action

of the acid solely to the undesirable constituents and some
of the more valuable hydrocarbons must become poly-
merized. We have seen that as a general rule the higher
olefines are more resistant to acid polymerization than
the lower members. As these, excepting the more highly
branched heavier olefines, possess the higher octane

ratings, it follows that the very olefines it is desirable to

conserve are those most susceptible to polymerization.
As mentioned above, comparatively little is known of the

polymerization products of even the simplest olefines. In

general, they appear to be extremely complex mixtures

containing saturated as well as unsaturated components,
the latter, ifOrmandy and Craven's conclusions are correct,
not being limited to mono-olefines, but containing also

more highly unsaturated bodies. The anti-knock value of
such a mixture is generally very much below that of the

parent olefine, particularly when paraffins occur in the

products. Polymerization products of this type appear
to be formed from the lower normal olefines which only
yield polymers under rather drastic conditions, i.e. high
acid concentrations; cyc/ohexene and its derivatives be-
have similarly and also give a mixture of saturated and
unsaturated products. Under the less drastic conditions

required by the more easily polymerized olefines, deep-
seated reactions probably do not take place at least not
to any appreciable extent and the polymers consist en-

tirely of mono-olefines.

What is likely to be the result on the octane rating of the

conversion of low-boiling fooolefines into comparatively
high boiling polymers? Obviously this is entirely deter-

mined by the structure of the latter.

While it is not in the purview of the present article to dis-

cuss the relationship between anti-detonating properties
and the constitution of hydrocarbons, it may be stated as

a general rule that the octane rating, is determined by the

length of the longest saturated chain. The larger the chain
the lower the rating and vice versa. Anything therefore

which affects the chain, such as rearrangement, alteration

in position of the double bond, or ring formation must
influence the anti-knock value.

Although at present there seems no reason why all

possible combinations should not take place during poly-
merization, actually certain definite laws appear to exist.

So far, however, no rules have been formulated to fit all the
facts at present available. While heat and drastic acid poly-
merization conditions lead to deep-seated changes involving
ring and paraffin formation, mild acid polymerization
normally results in branched-chain formation, for example,

CH3 CHa CH 3 CH 3V ^ ^ s

CH CH
X
C~CH

I + I -* / \CH a CH S CH2 CH a

/ \ \
(cf. Drake and Collaborators [86, 1934; 45, 1935]; also
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Ipatiev and others [71, 1935; 74, 1935] on catalytic poly-
merization with phosphoric acid.) Whether the new hydro-
carbon has a high or low octane number will be determined

by the length of its carbon chain and the groups attached

to it. Hydrocarbons of this type derived from the lower

olefines, i.e. propyleneand butylene,havecomparativelyhigh
octane ratings falling offrapidly with increasinglength of the

chain in the group R.

The polymerides of tobutene furnish good examples of

compact hydrocarbons which in consequence have excellent

anti-knock values. It is particularly interesting to note that

in spite of being a mixture of dodecenes, tri-zsobutene has

practically the same octane rating as di-z'sobutene, a mixture

of octenes. So valuable, in fact, are 'di-z^butene' and
'tri-zwbutene' on account of these qualities that they are

now being produced technically from cracking gases rich

in ztobutene by acid polymerization for use alone or after

hydrogenation in aviation gasoline blends. Diamylene,
the dimeride of trimethylethylene or #^y/w-methylethyl-

ethylene is also valuable, for, although it possesses a

comparatively low octane rating when neat, it has a high-

blending value. The octane ratings of these polymerides
are given below, trimethylethylene (the mixture of this

hydrocarbon and w/zsy/w-methylethylethylene obtainedwhen

dimethylethyl carbinol is dehydrated) being included for

comparison with diamylene.

While the conversion oftrimethylethylene into diamylene

results in a considerable fall in the octane rating for the

neat polymer, in blends this drop is much less marked. In

fact it has been observed that di-cyc/0pentadiene has a

higher blending value than the parent hydrocarbon cyclo-

pentadiene; in view of the extreme vigour, however, with

which the latter reacts with acid to form tars and resins, the

formation of di-cyc/opentadiene by acid polymerization

does not appear likely.

The extent to which isomerization and condensation

occur during acid treatment is unknown. Isomerization of

olefines may be expected to have a beneficial effect upon
the octane rating because of the tendency to produce a more

stable form which is generally one having a shorter

saturated carbon chain. Thus the isomerization of iso-

propylethylene to trimethylethylene observed by Norris

and Joubert [106, 1927] would result in an improvement
in anti-knock value.

3X\CH CH
CH/

:CH2 ->
aN

>C=CH-CH3 .

CH/

Sulphuric Esters.

After acid treatment it is usual to allow the suspended

sludge to settle before further treatment. Since the amount

which normally separates is quite considerable, it is de-

sirable to allow sufficient time for this operation, otherwise,

during the next stage of the treatment, which consists in

water-washing, an appreciable quantity of undesirable

material is thrown out of the acid by dilution and passes

back into the hydrocarbon layer. The function of the

water wash is to remove any free acid together with other

water-soluble compounds, thereby reducing the soda con-

sumption in the subsequent soda wash. The latter serves

not only to remove free acid left behind by the water but

sulphur dioxide and alkyl sulphates as well. The last, while

normally readily hydrolysed, are very resistant to hydro-

lysis when in petroleum solution owing to the almost

negligible mutual solubilities of the aqueous and hydro-

carbon layers. Contact is thus poor and hydrolysis takes

place extremely slowly. A similar difficulty is experienced

in the removal of the acid bodies formed in hypochlorite

treatment (vide supra), for the same reason. Although
the actual concentration of dialkyl sulphates in the acid-

treated material is low, owing to the distribution between

acid sludge and petroleum being almost entirely on the

side of the former, a sufficient amount, probably of the

higher compounds, to prove troublesome does remain.

This, during the rerunning, either decomposes per se, or is

hydrolysed (when steam is present), the products including

sulphur dioxide and sulphuric acid, both of which are

extremely corrosive under the conditions normally obtaining

in a redistillation unit. To overcome this corrosion, it is the

practice of many refiners to feed caustic soda solution

into the plant in sufficient amount to ensure that there is no

free acid present while in at least one refinery a solution of

soap and soda ash was added as reflux to the column. The

inorganic salts formed remain suspended after the evapora-

tion ofthe waterand were withdrawn with the bottoms, from

which they could readily be removed by settling.

The dialkyl sulphate content of acid-treated distillates is

influenced to a considerable extent bythe conditions obtain-

ing during the acid treatment. Thus Halloran [63, 1933]

claims that as a result of cold treatment a considerable

economy is effected in soda consumption during the follow-

ing alkali wash as well as in the chemicals required for the

final sweetening. A study of the factors influencing sulphur

dioxide formation during rerunning has shown that it is

desirable to acid-treat at as low a temperature as possible

and with the lowest concentration of acid necessary to give

a satisfactory product. To reduce decomposition as much
as possible, distillation should be carried out under low

temperature conditions. Below 275 F. sulphur dioxide

formation was found to be slight but between 320 and

370 F. it rises to a peak while decomposition isvirtually

complete at 450 F.

The use of clay or other adsorbent earths to remove

gumming products, dialkyl sulphates and other acid bodies

in place of rerunning has been recommended, but to what

extent it is in use is not known. The finished product is

claimed to be entirely satisfactory.

Ipatiev recommends treatment with phosphoric acid to

destroy dialkyl sulphates. After rerunning, the distillate

invariably requires a final treatment. For gasolines derived

from practically sulphur-free crudes this may merely be

confined to a small alkali wash or even omitted, but most

distillates, even if doctor sweet before rerunning, require a

slight sweetening treatment to finish. The use of plumbite

after acid and before redistillation has been advocated, but as

sulphur bodies, particularly disulphides, tend to decompose
under the influence ofheat to give traces ofhydrogen sulphide
and mercaptans, it is necessary to repeat the sweetening

treatment after the distillation. While plumbite is generally

used for the final treatment, hypochlorite has been shown

to give equally satisfactory results provided it is properly

applied and controlled. Hypochlorite treatment must of

course be completed with a thorough alkali wash.
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VH. THE ZINC CHLORIDE (LACHMAN)
PROCESS

The refining action of certain metallic halides, in par-
ticular those of aluminium and zinc, upon cracked distil-

lates has been known for a considerable time but the

disadvantages attached to their employment on a large scale

has, in the past, outweighed the advantages. Sulphuric acid

is so easy to handle, cheap and effective, that it is a formid-

able rival for any other refining agent which must possess

very definite advantages to displace it. When, however,
several years ago interest in high temperature cracking was

revived, it was at first thought that sulphuric acid was too

drastic for the comparatively highly unsaturated products
obtained and search was made for other less drastic

materials. Among other compounds zinc chloride was tried

and gave excellent results, the final product being colour

and gum stable. Treatment, which was carried out in the

vapour phase, consisted in passing the vaporized distillate

over zinc chloride supported on a carrier at approximately
200 C. Under these conditions the highly reactive hydro-
carbons present polymerized and left the bottom of the

treater as a thick viscous brown liquid which readily
oxidized in air to a varnish-like substance. Sweetening and
some desulphurization occurred in the early part of life of
the catalyst, but this ceased some considerable time before
the effective polymerizing action of the zinc chloride ended.

Investigation showed that the formation of a liquid film

on the surface of the catalyst was essential, and attempts to

remove the polymer as formed resulted in failure to refine.

Little of the chemistry of the process was understood, but
it was found that some zinc chloride, oxychloride, and
sulphide were present in the polymer. The octane rating
of the product was practically identical with that of the raw
material. This zinc chloride process never, however, reached
full-scale operation; it was abandoned in favour of acid

which, during the development of the zinc chloride process,
had been shown to give satisfactory results when the con-
ditions of treatment were modified. One factor which
weighed heavily in favour of acid was the necessity of

handling a solid reagent in the zinc chloride process which
is always avoided in the Refinery as much as possible.
Lachman described his process in 1931. It possesses the

advantage over the earlier process in that the zinc chloride
is handled in solution, thus avoiding the serious drawback
of conveying a solid reagent.
Lachman states [93, 1931; 94, 1935] that any metallic

salts in solution such as the halides, sulphates or nitrates
of copper, cadmium, mercury, iron, zinc, and so on can be
employed. The treatment is carried out in the vapour
phase by passing the vapour of the crude distillate under
pressure through the solution at 130 to 210 C. The pro-
duct is water-white, colour and gum stable, and practically
unchanged in octane rating.

According to Lachman, the optimum treating conditions
vary with the feed stock. Normally treatment is carried
out at 170 to 175 C., a solution containing 70 to 85 % zinc
chloride by weight being employed. As it is desirable to
keep the concentration as nearly constant as possible, it is

necessary to provide for the water vapour carried away
with the hydrocarbons. This can be done by injecting
steam or very conveniently by feeding zinc chloride into
the plant at a slightly lower concentration than that required
for optimum operating conditions and allowing concentra-
tion to take place in situ. For effective treatment intimate
mixing is required and this can be effected by packing the

treater or using baffles. The time of contact necessary is

stated to be 2 to 12 sec.

Very little is known of the chemistry involved. The
action of the zinc chloride appears to be mainly catalytic,

although it definitely reacts with sulphur compounds and

pyridine bases when present. As the octane rating is little

affected it must be assumed that most of the hydrocarbons

emerge unaffected, only the highly reactive gum-forming
constituents being polymerized to high-boiling products.
It is stated that the amount of polymerization which takes

place is small; the polymers are removed with the bottoms
in the fractionation which follows.

Reduction in the sulphur content varies with the nature
of the sulphur compounds present. The average reduction

is from 30 to 40% under normal operating conditions; the

treated material is still sour, but the mercaptan content is

considerably diminished. The reduction in mercaptan con-
tent appears, other things being equal, to be a function of

time, for by considerably increasing the time of contact it

is possible to obtain sweet distillates. The reaction involved

appears to be

2RSH+ZnCl2
= RaS+ZnS+2HCl

although there are indications that other reactions take

place in which the sulphur bodies are converted into high-

boiling derivatives (disulphides?). Desulphurization then
results from these being left as a residue in the succeeding
fractionation. Hydrogen sulphide, when present, reacts

with the zinc chloride to form the sulphide, the reaction

being reversible.

ZnCla 4~HaS ^
The formation of zinc sulphide results in a loss of zinc

chloride, another factor contributing being hydrolysis to the

oxychloride
f H aO - Zn(OH)Clf HC1.

This reaction is also reversible. Overall losses are, how-
ever, stated to be small (0-3 to 1 -5 Ib. ZnCI 2 per bbl. treated)
and the zinc can be recovered as sulphide or oxychloride
which readily dissolve in dilute hydrochloric acid to re-

generate the chloride.

When pyridine bases are present, some part but not
all reacts to form double compounds. It is to be supposed
that under the conditions employed the latter would tend
to break down and regenerate the original components
which would eventually result in a state of equilibrium
being reached. As, however, the zinc chloride solution

is drawn off continuously some removal of these bases
occurs.

Lachman considers that the 'impurities' responsible for

gum formation and colour instability cannot exceed 1 % and
that they are in all likelihood aldehydes or other oxygen-
containing substances on which zinc chloride is well known
to have a condensing action. He considers that this theory
is supported by the fact that the higher fractions from the

treated material contain small amounts of highly coloured,
fluorescent substances. Whether he is correct or whether
these substances are highly condensed hydrocarbons-
which are also known to be fluorescent must remain for

the present a matter of conjecture,
As mentioned above, the zinc chloride sludge is con-

tinuously withdrawn from the bottom of the treater; after

being diluted to give a 50 to 60% solution, it is settled and
the small amount of heavy oil which collects on the surface
skimmed off. The residue is passed through a filter-press
to remove the oxychloride and sulphide present in suspen-
sion and the filtrate returned to process by way of the
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make-up tank. It is questionable whether the recovery of
the oxychloride and sulphide in the cake is profitable

excepting in very large plants; the bulk of the cake is com-
posed of solid and semi-solid organic matter and is of
doubtful value.

Corrosion of the plant is overcome by lining with suitable

material such as brick. To remove traces of hydrogen
chloride, the vapours leaving the plant pass into a tower

packed with limestone; the hydrogen chloride forms cal-

cium chloride which is drawn from the bottom of the tower

continuously. From this tower the vapours pass into a
column where the heavy ends and polymers are removed

as bottoms. Ammonia is injected during the final condensa-

tion to safeguard against traces ofhydrogen chloride which

may have escaped the limestone.

So far as is known the zinc chloride process operates

successfully on all types of gasoline. The treated material

leaving the plant is entirely free from chlorine but requires

sweetening. Unlike many gasolines, the zinc chloride

treated material does not change colour or develop gum
during plumbite treatment but remains water-white.

Lachman claims that the process can also be successfully

applied to kerosines and that after treatment they give a

good burning test and possess a good odour.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF REFINING PROCESSES (LUBRICATING OIL)
By F. E. A. THOMPSON

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company Ltd.., Sunbury

THE available knowledge concerning the chemical constitu-

tion of crude petroleums cannot be claimed to be extensive,
and though the chemistry of the lighter low-boiling con-

stituents of straight-run and cracked gasolines is now fairly

well understood, the chemistry of the higher boiling hydro-
carbons and compounds present in the fractions of crude

oil used for lubricating oil manufacture is almost com-

pletely unknown. This side of the subject is, however,

becoming increasingly prominent in present-day research,

as witness, for example, the work of the American Petro-

leum Institute [24, 1935].

The properties which characterize a good lubricating oil

have been summarized many times, the most obvious

characteristic being, of course, viscosity. In addition are

included lubricating value or oiliness which enables the

lubricating oil film to withstand high bearing loads at low

rates of shear, good stability against oxidation and sludging

in general use, minimum variation of viscosity with tem-

perature change, ability to flow freely at low-operating

temperatures, and non-corrosiveness to bearing metals.

While the development of the
( ,

internal-combustion engine has in-

creased the demand for lubricating

oils, it has also been the chief

factor in raising the general stan-

dard of quality in petroleum lubri-

cants. The continual striving after

greater mechanical efficiency on
the part of the automobile manu-
facturer has resulted in increased

running speeds and greater bearing

pressures, and these factors, com-

bined with the extreme temperature
conditions under which modem
engines, such as aircraft machines,

may be compelled to operate, are

gradually forcing the lubricating

oil industry to produce oils which

will retain then: original properties

under increasingly drastic condi-

tions of service.

Viscosity considerations alone

limit the use of materials for lubri-

cating oil manufacture to those

fractions of crude oil boiling above

about 350 C. at atmospheric pres-

sure, and for the production of

the more viscous lubricants high-

vacuum distillation is necessary to

avoid decomposition and destruction of the oil.

As a general rule, the boiling-point of a petroleum frac-

tion increases with the viscosity of the fraction, but the

boiling-point-viscosity relationship also depends on the

type of crude being distilled. For example, a fraction from a

Pennsylvanian crude will boil at a higher temperature than

the fraction of the same viscosity from a Californian crude

under similar conditions of distillation. This variation of

boiling-point with chemical nature is clearly illustrated in

Fig. 1
,
which gives the approximate boiling-point-viscosity

curves for a lubricating base oil (-4), and for the correspond-

ing refined oil (#), and reject oil (C) obtained therefrom

by solvent extraction.

Constituents of the Crude Lubricating Oil Base

While none of the individual chemical compounds pre-
sent in the crude lubricating oil base has been isolated, the

principal compounds present can be classified in fairly

well-defined groups such as the following:

1. Crystalline wax.

2. Paraffinic, naphthenic, aromatic, and unsaturated

hydrocarbons.
3. Asphalts and resins.

4. Sulphur compounds.
5. Oxygen compounds.

Any system of classification must, in the nature of things,

be approximate, since no hard-and-fast distinctions can be

made between many of the groups, and certain compounds
may be classified with equal justification in more than one

2
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KINEMATIC VISCOSITY AT 2OOT. (CENTISTOKES.)

FIG. 1.

category. Nevertheless, such a system has advantages in

clarifying discussion, as the following comments illustrate.

1. Crystalline Wax.

Crystalline wax is probably the most stable constituent

of lubricating oils, and owing to the ease with which the

higher melting-point waxes can be separated and purified,

its constitution is fairly well known. The petroleum waxes

are saturated hydrocarbons of the paraffin series C^H^+2,
where the values of n probably lie between 21 and 57.
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Clark and Smith [7, 1931], using a series of carefully pre-

pared and purified waxes, examined their crystal structure

by the X-ray diffraction method and concluded that even

the most carefully prepared samples were impure, but that

paraffin wax itself is composed of normal and woparaffins

to the extent of about 65 and 25% respectively, with the

bulk of the crystalline waxes consisting of the five hydro-

carbons of 29, 31, 34, 38, and 42 carbon atoms respectively.

Crystalline wax must be regarded as an objectionable

constituent of lubricating oils when present in more than

small amounts because of its obstruction to free flow of

the oil at low temperatures. In automobile and high-speed

Diesel lubrication, the presence of crystalline wax, if not

causing obstruction in the oil-feed lines themselves, would

quickly lead to clogging of the oil-feed pump-filters, with

consequent failure of the lubrication system and irreparable

damage to the machine. On the other hand, the presence

of small amounts of wax in solution is definitely beneficial,

and the object of the refining processes should be to retain

the maximum amount of wax consistent with pour-point

and set-point specifications.

Davis and Blackwood [9, 1931] have studied the effect

of dissolved wax on the quality of finished lubricating oils,

and conclude that in order to obtain the advantages of low

pour-point oils by dewaxing, i.e. pumpability and quick

distribution of the oil throughout the lubrication system

when starting at low temperatures, it is necessary to de-

grade the oil to some extent in most of its other charac-

teristics. The effect of small quantities of dissolved wax in

lubricating oils is in some respects greater than would be

expected from the law of mixtures, despite the fact that

wax itself possesses exceptional values for most of the tests

usually applied to lubricating oils, and the removal of the

dissolved wax is shown to affect the oil adversely in that

it will:

(1) Decrease the viscosity index of the oil, with resultant

increased viscosity and difficulty in starting at low

temperatures.

(2) Increase the carbon-forming tendencies of the oil.

(3) Decrease the oxidation stability, with consequent
increased sludging tendencies of the oil under service

conditions.

(4) Decrease the lubricating characteristics of the oil as

indicated by the lessened load-carrying ability and

'oiliness' values.

When the quantity of wax present in an oil exceeds the

limit of solubility for the wax at any given temperature, the

wax will crystallize out of solution, and the temperature at

which this crystallization commences is known as the

'cloud-point'. The temperature at which the oil ceases to

flow when subjected to slight shearing force is called the

'setting-point'. The 'pour-point' of the oil is usually some
few degrees below the cloud-point, but above the setting-

point, and in the case of oils containing dissolved wax,

represents the temperature at which the wax crystals have

grown to a sufficient size to form an interlacing network

throughout the oil, which, partly on account of its greater

viscosity at low temperatures, is retained within the net-

work in much the same way as water is held by a sponge.
In the lubricating oil fractions as taken from the crude,

the wax is associated with more or less asphaltic and
resinous matter which prevents the formation of large

crystals and hinders the formation of this interlacing net-

work. Under the normal conditions of refining, however,
these inhibiting bodies are largely eliminated, owing to the

ease with which they are attacked by sulphuric acid, or

selectively adsorbed by active earths, or dissolved by sol-

vents. The wax, on the other hand, is unaffected under

such conditions, and the general result of refining waxy oils

is to increase the pour-point due to the formation of larger

wax crystals, although the point of incipient wax crystal-

lization (i.e. cloud-point) is not appreciably affected. If,

however, the oil contains no wax originally, or has been

thoroughly dewaxed before treatment with acid, &c., the

effect of the refining treatment is to reduce the pour-point,

since in this case the pour-point is a viscosity effect only,

and the refining has resulted in a general lowering of vis-

cosity by the preferential removal of the more viscous

asphaltic and resinous constituents.

2. Paraffinic, Naphthenic, Aromatic, and Unsaturated

Hydrocarbons.

Apart from the crystalline waxes which have been

definitely established as normal and to-paraffin hydro-

carbons, the constitution of the other constituents of the

lubricating oil distillates is a matter of uncertainty. In

the case of the lighter petroleum hydrocarbons, the presence

of each type of the above compounds has been definitely

established, but it is probable that the hydrocarbon con-

stituents of the lubricating fractions are not in the main

pure representatives of any of these types, but consist of

complex molecules partly paraffinic and partly naphthenic

or aromatic in structure.

Paraffinic hydrocarbons may be defined as straight- or

branched-chain saturated hydrocarbons of the general

formula Q,H2/H.2 , ring structure being absent. The paraffin

waxes are members of this type of hydrocarbon.

Naphthenic hydrocarbons are essentially ring structures

of the general formula CnH 2rt_ 2fl , where a represents the

number of closed rings in the molecule. The structure is

saturated in that it contains no double bonds and the term

is usually taken to include molecules containing paraffinic

chains attached to naphthene rings.

Aromatic Hydrocarbons. These are molecular structures

having one or more benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, or

similar nuclei in the molecule, attached perhaps to paraf-

finic side chains or naphthene rings, or both.

Numerous empirical analyses of lubricating oil fractions

have been made, in particular by Mabery [19, 1902, 1906],

who found that the high-boiling fractions of Pennsylvanian,

Californian, and Canadian lubricating oils had empirical

formulae ranging from CnH$n to about CnH2rtm8 ,
with the

carbon-hydrogen ratio increasing with rise in boiling-point.

In a further study, Mabery [20, 1923, 1926] has examined

the fractions obtained by solvent fractionation of the heavier

constituents of crude oil residues, and concludes that the

pure naphthene series CnH 2/t , claimed to be the major con-

stituent of Russian lubricants, is not present in the heavier

fractions of American crudes, but that the first series of

lubricating viscosity is dH^a, which forms a large pro-

portion of the lighter lubricants. The series CnH&t-n *$

most frequently present in light and medium lubricating oils

of good quality, though the general lubricants, especially

of the heavier grades, are composed mainly of the series

CflHj^g.
The series CWH2^10 , QH^_12 , QH^u, CWH^_16 ,

and
CnH2n-i8 a lso possess some lubricating properties but in

diminishing order as they approach the asphaltic hydro-
carbons which include the series CrtH 2/j_20 and others less

rich in hydrogen.
Smith [26, 1930] has made an extensive examination of
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the lubricating oil fractions of West Virginian crude, and
has found empirical formulae ranging from CnH2n_2 to
CWH2W_8 , with molecular weights of 300 to 900.

The presence of unsaturated olefinic hydrocarbons in the

heavier ends of natural petroleum crude oil is open to

question. Unsaturation is definitely established in the

lubricating oil fractions, but must be largely attributed to

aromatic ring structures, though with the slight cracking
which occurs in practically all commercial types of distilla-

tion equipment producing high-boiling viscous lubricating
oil cuts, the presence of olefinic material is probable.

Vlugter, Waterman, and Van Westen [27, 1935] have
advanced the knowledge of the constitution of lubricating
oils considerably by correlating the change in physical pro-

perties with complete hydrogenation ofthe oil. By applying
their method of analysis, the percentage of aromatic rings,

naphthenic rings, and paraffinic chains or side chains can
be determined directly from the physical characteristics of
the oil, and these authors find, for example, in the case

of a Pennsylvanian oil of molecular weight 512:

Aromatic rings .

Naphthenic rings
Paraffinic side chains

8%
15%
77%

as contrasted with a sample of naphthenic base oil of

molecular weight 349 :

Aromatic rings .

Naphthenic rings
Paraffinic side chains

32%
29%
39%

This evidence, combined with the fact illustrated by
Rossini [25, 1935], that even aromatic nuclei attached to

paraffinic chains may possess high viscosity indices (c. 100

V.I.) illustrates the complexity of the problems facing the

study of lubricating oils and the looseness of such terms

as 'paraffinic', applied to Pennsylvanian stocks, and 'naph-

thenic', applied to Californian stocks and extracts from

solvent refining processes.

3. Asphalts and Resins.

Asphalts and resins have been represented as oxidation

products of heavier hydrocarbons, and it is a fact that the

precipitable material present in petroleum hydrocarbon
fractions is increased by oxidation, though it is doubtful if

all the compounds designated as asphaltic and resinous

contain oxygen.
In a well-prepared distillate lubricating oil base the

amount of asphalt is extremely small and decreases as

the cut is more thoroughly fractionated from the pitch or

heavy residue. The resin content, on the other hand, may
be quite large and, owing to the ease with which resinous

and asphaltic bodies further oxidize under service condi-

tions to form sludge and petroleum acids, both these con-

stituents must be removed as completely as possible during

the refining process.

It is doubtful if asphaltic substances are volatile under

any condition without decomposition, and certainly the

presence of hard asphalt in the lubricating base oils pro-

duced in actual practice can be easily explained by entrain-

ment during the vaporization process, or by cracking and

subsequent oxidation of complex aromatic bodies in the

fractionating column. The fact that petroleum resins are

volatile and also partition fairly readily between petroleum

hydrocarbons and solvents generally, suggests that they are

much nearer the true hydrocarbon stage than the asphaltic.

Asphalt is precipitated almost quantitatively by con-

centrated sulphuric acid and is readily removed during the

refining process, but the presence of resins can be detected

in most lubricating oils even after fairly heavy acid treat-

ments. The petroleum resins are preferentially absorbed

by the active earths and clays used in lubricating oil re-

fining, and the absorption follows the usual Freundlich

isotherm [14]. However, as the general practice is to apply
the clay in one addition (occasionally in two), or to per-

colate the oil through a stationary bed of clay, it is obvious

that the resins cannot be completely removed by such

methods.

4. Sulphur Compounds.

Sulphur compounds form a very high percentage of

some lubricating oils, and while a high sulphur content is

generally regarded with suspicion, there appears to be little

need for apprehension in this respect if the oils are judged
on their merits and not merely on the result of a quanti-

tative estimation of sulphur without consideration of the

chemical state in which this sulphur exists.

There would appear to be several forms in which sulphur

may be present in a lubricating oil, and of these free

sulphur is probably the least desirable constituent of oils

required to exhibit stability under fairly drastic conditions

of temperature and oxidation, though its use in the cold

as an extreme pressure lubricant dope for such require-

ments as cutting oil cannot be questioned.

Birch and Norris [4, 1929] have demonstrated the exis-

tence of active sulphur compounds containing more than

1 sulphur atom to the molecule in light kerosene, and

discuss the possibility of chain sulphur compounds, but it

is doubtful if such bodies are present in highly refined

rubricating oils produced from sulphurous stocks in view

of their stability to copper, and it would seem probable
that the more stable sulphur compounds contain only 1

atom per molecule, probably within a ring structure. It

follows from this assumption, however, that in the case of

an oil with a mean molecular weight of 500 and with a

sulphur content of 1 % ,
the content of sulphur compounds

must approximate to 15% by weight.

5. Oxygen Bodies.

Naphthenic acids constitute the greatest proportion of

the oxygen-containing bodies present in the lubricating oil

fractions of petroleum, and while they may be largely-

removed by the conventional acid and clay refining pro-
cesses [13], recent refining practice shows an increasing,

tendency to remove these compounds during the distilla-

tion or redistillation stages, by injecting caustic soda into,

the oil-feed to the still, and removing the non-volatile soda,

soaps in a short, heavy residue or still bottoms.

Lubricating oils should be freed as thoroughly as pos-
sible from naphthenic acids, which attack the metal of the

bearing surfaces lubricated by the oil to form oil-soluble

metallic soaps [6, 1918]. Oil-soluble soda or lime soaps

may be formed during the refining processes, and may
cause the oil to become cloudy and to deposit a flocculent

precipitate of soaps on exposure to moist or atmospheric
conditions. In general, the naphthenic acid soaps are stated

to accelerate oxidation and sludging of the oils in service

[18, 1933], and all precautions should be taken to avoid

their formation.

Chemistry of the Refining Processes

The refining processes employed for the manufacture of

lubricating oils from a given crude oil depend firstly on the

type of crude oil to be handled, and secondly on the market.
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specifications to be met. Frequently numerous grades of

lubricating oil of various viscosities are prepared from the

same stock, and with the refining processes available to-day,

nearly all grades from the lowest to the highest can be

prepared from any type of crude oil.

The preparation of a range of lubricating oils from any
crude may be considered under the following headings :

1. Selection and preparation of the crude fraction (or

fractions) to form the lubricating oil base stock.

2. Dewaxing of the base stock.

3. Finishing treatments.

The third heading is capable of further subdivision

according to refinery programmes, as, for example:

(a) Solvent refining.

(b) Redistillation.

(c) Acid and/or clay treatments.

1. Selection and Preparation of the Base Stocks.

The lubricating oil base stock is usually a fairly wide-

range, high-boiling fraction of crude including, as its

lightest constituents, varying quantities of gas oil. The

end-point of the fraction is limited in most cases by the

amount of asphaltic material in the crude and the length

of pitch residue required for bitumen markets, while the

decision to handle the lubricating oil base stock in one

or more fractions depends on the subsequent treatment

and the quantity of wax present.

The older processes of pressing and cold settling or

centrifuging for the removal of wax required the produc-
tion of lubricating oil base stock in two cuts, but for the

modern, more efficient dewaxing processes there appear to

be definite advantages in dewaxing a single long cut. It

may be necessary, however, owing to limitations imposed
by distillation and/or dewaxing equipment, to reject a high

viscosity slop cut contaminated with asphalt lying after the

lubricating oil base-stock fraction and before the pitch

residue, although this slop cut contains considerable

quantities of useful high-viscosity lubricating oil.

In the case of paraffinic base crudes such as certain of

the Pennsylvanian crudes which are practically asphalt-

free, the lubricating oil base stock is itself a crude residue

and includes all material boiling above about 320 C. at

atmospheric pressure, and, of course, fractions of con-

siderably higher boiling range than distillate base stocks

can contain. This is usually reflected in high carbon
residue values of Pennsylvanian residue Bright Stocks.

Until the application of the pipe-still and fractionating
column to vacuum distillation, lubricating oil manufacture
was limited to shell-still equipment operated under reduced

pressure. Fractionation was practically non-existent, and
the significance of rigid control of skin temperatures was
not generally appreciated, with the result that flash-points
and viscosities were low, owing to incomplete separation
of light ends and also to cracking and destruction of the

more viscous fractions. The loss of viscosity units due to

inadvertent viscosity cracking by excessive skin tempera-
tures in shell-still equipment may easily amount to over
half the available yield of Bright Stock on the crude, and
the difference in yields of high-viscosity lubricants may be

very much greater between inefficient and efficient shell-still

operation than between efficient shell stills and modern
vacuum pipe still and column. The amount of cracking
which takes place in the modern pipe-still and vacuum
fractionation equipment is still appreciable and depends on

the volume of material maintained at high temperatures

(above about 350 C.) in the pitch well and lower trays and

stripping sections of the tower.

In contrast to the production of crude lubricating oil

base stocks by vacuum distillation, and neglecting con-

siderations of costs, it is possible to handle asphaltic and
mixed base crudes in a similar manner to Pennsylvanian
crudes by first applying a de-asphalting process such as

liquid propane to the reduced crude oils after topping off

the spirits and white oil fractions. This has the advantage
of giving the maximum yield of high-viscosity lubricants

on crude, and the quality of the lubricating base oil so

obtained will be higher than can be obtained by vacuum
distillation in practice. This is due partly to the elimination

of cracking, but mainly to the selective action of the pro-

pane, which removes, in addition to asphalt, hydrocarbons
of medium and high viscosity but of low hydrogen-carbon

ratio, and retains the very high-boiling paraffinic hydro-
carbons normally lost in the pitch bottoms.

The relative yields and quality of the heavy lubricants

obtained by the distillation and the de-asphalting processes

are exemplified by a series of results for a mixed base crude

oil given in Table I. It will be noted that the bitumen yield

by the propane de-asphalting process was 9%, while the

Bright Stock yield by the same process was about equal to

that produced by the vacuum distillation to a 4% pitch

residue. The quality of the propane-produced Bright Stock,

however, is considerably better than the Bright Stocks pro-
duced by vacuum distillation and refined with the same
amount of acid and clay.

TABLE I

Distillation versus Propane Treatment of a Mixed
Base Residue Oil

2. Dewaxing of the Lubricating Base Stock.

The dewaxing of lubricating stock by the older process

depends for its success on the removal of crystalline wax
from the less viscous fractions by chilling and cold filtering

C Pressing') [3, 1923], while the viscous 'amorphous* frac-

tions of the crude are dewaxed by dilution with naphtha
of low specific gravity and either centrifuged as in the
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original Sharpies [8, 1922] process, or cold settled, when
the crystalline wax is allowed to settle by gravity from the
chilled naphtha solution of the stock [3, 1923].
The newer processes all depend upon the use of solvents

in which the wax is relatively insoluble at low temperatures ;

typical processes depend on such solvents as the following:

(a) Acetone-benzole [12, 1933].

(6) Liquid propane [2, 1933; 1, 1936; 28, 1934].

(c) The chlor-ethylenes and similar compounds [23,

1933; 25, 1935].

Each of these types of process has special advantages
and disadvantages depending on the nature of the stock to

be dewaxed, which render them particularly adapted to

certain circumstances. The acetone-benzole process, for

example, gives efficient wax removal with small tempera-
ture differential between filtration temperature and pour-
point of the dewaxed oil, but practically all the asphaltic
and resinous impurities in the stock remain in solution and
result in relatively high losses during the subsequent acid

or solvent refining.

The propane process, on the other hand, gives efficient

dewaxing, but requires a large differential in temperature
(about 30 F.) between filtration temperature and pour-
point of the filtrate owing to the greater solubility of the

wax in liquid propane. However, owing to its selective

solvent action, all the asphaltic matter, and more or less of
the resinous constituents depending on conditions, are pre-

cipitated and may be eliminated before chilling, so that in

addition to yielding very clean dewaxed oils of high quality

(giving reduced losses on subsequent refining), it is possible
to obtain a relatively clean wax by this process.
The chlor-ethylene compounds permit efficient wax re-

moval, and are associated with centrifugal as opposed to

filtration processes. The advantage of this type of solvent

is a mechanical one in that the crystalline wax obtained

on chilling is less dense than the oil-solvent mixture. Thus
the difficulties encountered in centrifugal processes operat-

ing with low-gravity naphtha as solvent, in which the wax
is discharged from the periphery of the bowl of the centri-

fuge, are eliminated. The chlor-ethylene compounds also

have an added advantage in reduced fire risks.

While the newer dewaxing processes may be applied to

cuts of various length, there are definite advantages in

dewaxing a single long cut if a range of wax-free lubricants

oflow pour-point is required to meet market specifications,

since more efficient removal of wax is possible in the

medium viscosity range of lubricants than can be achieved

by the separate dewaxing of pressing and centrifuging cuts

by the older processes. In all cases where a solvent is used

to reduce the viscosity of the liquid phase and to facilitate

crystallization ofwax on chilling, some soft wax is dissolved

with the oil and passes into the filtrate. Moreover, of the

total wax present, the softest or lowest boiling waxes in

the waxy distillate appear to be preferentially dissolved,

with the result that on evaporating the solvent from the

'dewaxed oil' after removal of the crystalline wax by filtra-

tion or centrifuging, the lower boiling fractions of the oil

show the highest wax-content as exhibited by pour-point.

Thus when dewaxing is carried out in two stages, the

lightest fractions of the dewaxed heavy 'amorphous' frac-

tion show a concentration of soft wax in the front ends, or

medium viscosity range, which becomes especially marked
after solvent refining.

Mention should be made of the use of
*

dopes
'

such as

Paraflow [9, 1931], and material such as Voltolised oil
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[21, 1934] and Electrion oil [22, 1934] for lowering the

pour-point of waxy oils. The addition of these materials

to the oil does not in any way prevent the formation of

crystalline wax, nor modify the temperature at which

crystallization of the wax commences. The effect of these

substances is attributed to preferential adsorption on the

surface of the wax which prevents the growth of large

crystals and the consequent formation of the interlacing

crystal structure associated with waxy oils at their pour-

point [29, 1933].

3. Finishing Treatments.

(a) Solvent Refining. The increasing application of sol-

vent refining to the production of lubricating oils can be
attributed to the market demands for lubricants of in-

creased stability in service, with improved viscosity index,

and on the part of the manufacturer to the natural desire

to produce such oils with greatest economy, i.e. maximum
yield with minimum treatment cost and smallest production
of useless by-products.

Ferris, Birkhimer, and Hendersen [11, 1931] have made
an extended study of solvents generally with a view to

determining their relative selectivity, and numerous pro-
cesses have been described in the literature which claim to

fulfil all the manufacturers' requirements, but it is a difficult

matter to assess the relative claims of the different pro-
cesses which have seldom been tested under comparable
conditions. Moreover, it is obviously desirable that the

process selected shall be fundamentally efficient, and not

owe an apparent advantage to more efficient plant design.

It must be remembered that any process may, in a matter

of a few years, be greatly surpassed by further development
hi plant or operating technique of competing processes at

present handicapped by poorly designed equipment or

unsatisfactory operating conditions.

The application of triangular graphs to solvent refining

problems has received considerable attention within the

last few years [10, 1934; 16, 1933 ; 17, 1935], and allows an
accurate and complete comparison of solvent efficiency to

be made. The effect of a selective solvent on a given stock

may be completely represented by an equilibrium curve

expressed in triangular co-ordinates, and by obtaining a
series of such curves for the same oil stock, but using
different solvents it is possible to determine in each case

all the necessary design data for the construction of large-

scale plant (with the exception of mixer efficiency and

separation rates), together with amount of solvent and
number of theoretically perfect stages and yield for any

quality raffinate. A series of such curves is given in Figs. 2

and 3, from which the following general conclusions re-

garding solvent treatment may be easily deduced.

(1) For any given solvent, the most naphthenic extracts

are obtained by operating at the lowest practicable

temperatures.

(2) For any given solvent, the production of high-quality
raffinates is favoured by operating at higher tem-

peratures.

(3) For any efficient solvent process, the theoretical yield

of raffinate (of any definite quality) is determined

solely by the quality of the extract produced, and
hence the maximum yield ofraffinate obtainable from
a given starting stock will be given by that process
which yields the most naphthenic extract.

(4) The advantages of maintaining a temperature gra-

dient throughout a counter-current system are:
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(a) reduction of the amount of solvent required,

and/or
(b) reduction in the number ofcounter-current stages

required to achieve a given separation into extract

and raffinate.

The effect of solvent refining is, as with acid refining, a

loss of viscosity units which, as the series of curves, Fig. 4,

the abnormal shape of the viscosity viscosity index
curve persists even after heavy solvent extraction.

(b) Redistillation. What has already been said concerning
the loss of viscosity units by cracking during the primary
distillation for production of the lubricating oil base cuts

applies equally to the subsequent redistillation operations
for finished grades.

PURE CHLOREX

FIG. 2. Equilibrium curves for chlorex and medium viscosity lubricating oil of mixed base origin.

illustrates, increases progressively with increasing solvent
treatment. To counteract the reduced yield of viscosity
units when producing improved lubricants, it is essential
that an efficient solvent process be employed which will

give high raffinate yields. In addition, this loss of viscosity
may be further offset by using a base stock made by distil-

ling more deeply into the crude, though, as already ex-

plained, this will result in increased carbon residue figures.
In general, the selectivity of solvents is greatest in the

highest boiling fractions of the oil, but that the effect is

fairly evenly distributed throughout the boiling range and
is not preferentially confined to the fractions of lowest

quality is illustrated by the set of curves, Fig. 5, for a
lubricating oil base from a South American crude in which

In many cases no additional treatment is required after

the solvent process, and, generally speaking, the lighter

lubricating fractions can be finished by high-temperature
clay treatments alone, leaving only the heaviest fractions

which require acid treatment. The injection of soda to the

still-feed gives distillates of reduced acidity and improved
colour stability, and the present tendency is to re-run

solvent-treated lubricating oils to very small residues with
soda injection into the still-feed so that even the heavier
lubricants are produced as distillates. This has the ad-

vantage of enabling all the grades of lubricating oil to be
refined to good colour stability and low carbon residue by
clay alone.

(c) Finishing Treatments, Acid and/or Clay. In discussing
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the acid and clay finishing treatment of lubricating oils,

distinction is usually made between distillate oils and resi-

dues such as those obtained from paraffinic base crudes and
used for the manufacture of cylinder stocks. The distinc-

tion does not, however, represent any marked change in

characteristics in the oil, but is due rather to the greater

percentage of impurities (resins, asphalt, &c.) present in the
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correspondingly heavy, and the oil losses as acid tar will

be considerable. On the other hand, if the oil has been

adequately solvent treated, the amount of aromatics will

be small, and the finishing treatment will correspond to

that required for paraffinic stocks of similar viscosity; the

distillate fractions may consequently be refined by a light

clay treatment only. It is worthy of note that the residue

PURE SOLVENT

82 84 86 88 BASE STOCK 92 94. 96 98 l-OO.

RAFHNATE VISCOSITY GRAVITY CONSTANT EXTRACT

FIG. 3. Equilibrium curves for medium viscosity lubricating oil (mixed base origin) with various solvents.

residual fractions. The lubricating oils requiring acid treat-

ment are usually produced from asphaltic and mixed base

crudes, though occasionally the residual oils left from the

distillation of paraffinic crudes require acid treatment to

remove small amounts of asphaltic material originating

from the crude itself or from the effects of cracking during

the distillation processes.

The amount of finishing treatment required to produce
a finished lubricant will depend on the quality of the oil,

and especially on the amount of aromatic and unsaturated

material present. If the amount ofundesirable constituents

present is high, then the acid treatment necessary will be

m H

fractions of high viscosity (cylinder stocks) obtained by
solvent treatment of long cuts from naphthenic or mixed

base crudes are much more difficult to refine than the dis-

tillate fractions from the same solvent-treated long cut.

The solvent-treated long cut may, in fact, be regarded as

a synthetic base oil from a paraffinic crude. This is due to

the imperfect fractionation obtainable, in the first place,

between the heaviest fractions of the long cut and the

asphaltic residue, which results in entrainment of appre-
ciable amounts of asphaltic material in the original long
cut or lubricating base oil.

While sulphuric acid will remove the unsaturated and
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aromatic constituents from lubricating oil cuts it does not

compare favourably with the solvent processes for effecting

large improvements in quality, and the present tendency
is to confine its use to decolorizing and milder refining

operations such as the production of medium-grade oils.

Sulphuric acid will remove asphaltic constituents com-

Naphthenic acids are present in most crudes in various

proportions and are partially removed by the acid treat-

ment, traces being found in most refined lubricating oils.

Resinous material also is only partially removed by acid

treatment, and can be detected in appreciable amounts even
after heavy solvent and acid treatment of certain stocks.
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pletely, by solution (in the case of soft asphalt), and by
coagulation or flocculation (in the case of hard asphalt).
Gurwitsch [15] states two theories for the removal of

asphalt by the acid; one, polymerization, and the other,

adsorption of the asphalt by
1 the acid, and quotes evidence

of an adsorption equation of the exponential type obtained

by Schulz. It is probable that both these theories are true
in part but, owing to the confusion which exists in referring
to asphalt, and the indefiniteness of the present methods
for analysis and isolation of these substances, no single

explanation can be expected to cover all cases.

It is probable that the petroleum resins are much more
nearly related to the parafBnic state than to the asphaltic,
and that in their case an adsorption isotherm of the type
discussed by Schulz applies.
In the removal of the undesirable constituents by sul-

phuric acid a certain amount of unavoidable side reac-

tion occurs, depending on the temperature of treatment
and the concentration and amount of acid used, which
results in acid or 'sour* oils containing, in addition to dis-

solved sulphur dioxide, appreciable amounts of oil-soluble

sulphonic acids.
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Moreover, if during the acid treatment the oil is heated
excessively or subjected to high skin temperature, exceed-

ingly stable oil-soluble colouring bodies may be formed
which are very difficult to remove.
The conditions found most suitable for oil-refining by
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Neutralization of the acid-treated oils is effected in cer-

tain cases with caustic soda solution, especially on the less

viscous grades, but the results are generally inferior in

colour to the corresponding finished products obtained

using clay and lime, and owing to presence of dissolved
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-sulphuric acid are generally suggestive of physical solution

rather than chemical reaction: i.e. minimum operating

temperatures and counter-current or subdivided treatment.

Where, from mechanical considerations or because of the

high viscosity of the oil at normal temperatures, higher
treatment temperatures are employed, the results are

generally less satisfactory. The subject has, however, been

fully discussed by several authors, and the reader is referred

to the works of Gurwitsch [13] and Kalichevsky and

iStagner [18, 1933].

soda soaps the oils are more prone to emulsify and occa-

sionally develop turbidity on exposure to moisture.
While it is probable that none of the constituents of

petroleum is completely inert to the adsorption effects of

decolorizing clays, for practical purposes only the most
active constituents need be considered. Gurwitsch [15]

gives a comprehensive discussion ofthe effect ofadsorbents
on petroleum products, and states the two principal rules

which govern the phenomenon:
(1) When an adsorbent acts on equally concentrated
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solutions of various substances in the same solvent,

the substance most strongly attracted by the ad-

sorbent is removed to the greatest degree.

(2) For equally concentrated solutions of any particular
substance in different solvents, the substance will be
most completely adsorbed from the solvent which
has least attractive power for the adsorbent.

There is thus an equilibrium state in every case between
the amount adsorbed and the amount remaining in the

solvent. The effect is expressed mathematically by the

Freundlich Adsorption Isotherm :

X = KC,
where C is the concentration of the adsorbed substance

(e.g. resinous material) in the adsorbent, e.g. g. resin per
g. of adsorbent (clay), Xths concentration of the substance

(resin) remaining in the oil when equilibrium has been
reached between the oil and the clay, and K and n are

constants. K is proportional to the active surface per unit

of weight of the adsorbent, and n is characteristic of the

adsorbed substance and is greater the greater the activity
of the substance for the adsorbent. It follows, therefore,
that complete removal by adsorption is not theoretically

possible, but actually, for large values of 77, the amount
remaining in solution after treatment with adsorbent may
be negligible for practical purposes. In cases where the

activity coefficient n is low, the amount of clay required to
reduce the concentration in the oil to the required limit

will be excessive, and it is in such cases that recourse is

made to more selective and drastic refining methods, as,
for example, the refining of residual oils as above men-
tioned, with acid and clay.

Certain of the heavy resinous and asphaltic substances

present in lubricating oil cuts are strongly reactive to adsor-
bents and, since it is these constituents of the oils which
are mainly responsible for the dark colour of unrefined oils,

the decolorizing effect of clay treatment is explained. Not
all of the resinous bodies possess the same activity, how-
ever, as is evidenced by the fact that appreciable amounts
of resins are present in the finished lubricating oils from
certain stocks. Naphthenic acids boiling in the lubricating
oil range are partially removed by clay treatment, but the
amount of clay required for practically complete removal
is, as in the case of the resins, uneconomical. It will be
appreciated that the active surface of the clay must be
saturated during its use and, if sufficient active material is.

not present, then greater proportions of inactive material
will be adsorbed up to this amount. In practice it is,

generally estimated that the minimum amount of oily
material which is lost by adsorption and absorption in the

clay after use approximates to one-half the weight of
the clay.

The distillates from paraffinic stocks, either natural or
from solvent refined naphthenic or mixed base crudes, are

readily decolorized and stabilized by a light clay treatment.
In the case of stocks containing appreciable amounts of
naphthenic acids (which are difficult to remove completely
by acid, clay, or solvent-refining generally), the oils are
redistilled over soda, as explained above, in preparing the
distillate cuts, and in some cases even the heaviest grades
are produced as distillates from soda-treated oils.

The amount of clay required depends on the quality of
the oil and on the temperature of treatment. In the newer
processes temperatures up to 600 F. are employed with
short time of heating; the advantages of such processes are
claimed to be reduction in clay requirements and improved
appearance of the treated oils.
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SULPHURIC ACID TREATMENT
By S. F. BIRCH, Ph.D.

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Ltd.

THE use of sulphuric acid as a refining agent for mineral oils

dates from the very early days of the industry, being
adapted from the coal-tar and shale industries in which it

was in general use. To-day, although many changes have
taken place in petroleum products and the manner in which
they are produced, it is still probably the commonest and
most universally employed refining agent. The advantages
it offers are many. It is, for example, generally applicable to

the whole range of petroleum products, being at the same
time cheap, readily available, and easy to apply and handle
in the refinery. On the other hand, sulphuric acid refining
is regarded by some as wasteful, uneconomic, and trouble-

some. Admittedly, sulphuric acid is corrosive, may cause
a drop in octane rating when treating gasolines, and give
rise to heavy losses, particularly when applied to un-

saturated products; furthermore, considerable quantities
of sludge are formed which are not disposed of readily.

However, in the light of more recent knowledge, these

difficulties can to a very great extent be overcome. The
last, the disposal of the sludge, is a very real problem in

small refineries where acid-recovery plants cannot be justi-

fied economically. As a result, large accumulations of

sludge are to be seen on waste land adjoining such refineries,

particularly in arid zones, although this is not now so fre-

quent as formerly. The tendency to-day is either to burn
the sludge directly or to dilute it and, after removal of

separated oil, neutralize with spent alkaline reagents. Any
hydrogen sulphide eliminated in the process may be burnt

and the aqueous product disposed of with comparatively
little trouble.

As in most branches of the petroleum industry, con-

siderable advances have been made in acid refining since

the early days when treatments were developed by rule-of-

thumb methods and a considerable amount of guess-work
was employed in the application. The last ten years have

seen very big strides made in the use of acid, particularly

for the treatment of cracked distillates, largely as a result

of better understanding of the reactions underlying the

process. Yet even to-day, although certain rules based

upon the chemical reactions concerned may be observed, a

satisfactory treatment for a new product is invariably de-

veloped by methods involving trial and error. Possibly it is

for these reasons that the acid-refining process has fre-

quently been referred to as a 'barbarous art'.

The chemical reactions involved in the treatment of

petroleum products are extremely complex. A certain

amount of information is available which can be applied to

the lighter distillates, but practically nothing is known of

the reactions in which the heavier products are concerned.

In any case it must be realized that the effect produced

during the refining process is the result of numerous reac-

tions of widely differing type, some of which may improve
the product while others may not. Since it is obviously not

possible to control a complex process of this type so as to

limit or prevent any particular reaction or reactions taking

place without affecting others, it is invariably necessary

to compromise and select conditions which most nearly

produce the desired result. To accomplish this, changes

may be made in any of the following variables:

(1) Amount of acid used.

(2) Method of addition.

(3) Strength of acid.

(4) Temperature.

(5) Time of contact.

(6) Method of agitation.

(7) Final treatment.

These will be considered separately.

Amount of Acid.

The quantity ofacid necessary to refine a petroleum pro-
duct is largely determined by the nature of the product and
the degree of refining desired. It is affected by the concen-

tration ofthe acid used and the manner of its application as

well as the time of contact and temperature at which treat-

ment is carried out.

With the possible exception ofnatural gasoline, sulphuric
acid is used as refining agent for the whole series of petro-
leum products. The object of the treatment, however,
varies, for while acid is used on gasolines and kerosines for

the purpose of desulphurization it is employed on lubricat-

ing oils to destroy constituents which render them unstable

to heat and oxidation. The lower fractions (as a general

rule) require a much lighter treatment than those of

higher boiling range, although this is not without excep-

tion, as for example when treating gasolines of exception-

ally high sulphur content.

While acid treatments are generally given as volume

percentages in Europe, in American refineries it is usual

to express them in terms ofpounds per U.S. barrel (Ib/bbl.)

Obviously in converting from one to the other, it is

necessary to take into account the gravity and in Table I

the equivalent quantities are given for 93-2% acid (66 Be.)
d 1-835.

TABLE I

Usually straight gasolines can be effectively treated with

0-1 to 1% of acid (66 Be.) by volume, the exact amount

being determined by the quantity required to bring the

sulphur content within the limits set by specification which,

in the United States, is 0- 1 % . The correct quantity of acid

required to bring about any degree of desulphurization is

difficult to predict, depending as it does upon the nature of
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the sulphur bodies to be removed. A distillate in which

most of the sulphur present is combined as organic sul-

phides is much easier to desulphurize than one in which

mercaptans and disulphides are present, since the latter are

much less soluble in acid than the sulphides, Mercaptans,
since they are oxidized by the acid to disulphides with the

formation of water, tend to reduce the effectiveness of the

acid by dilution. Similarly Nitrogen bases when present

reduce its refining action by neutralization. Straight

gasolines containing comparatively low sulphur contents

which are notreadily amenable to acid treatment are excep-

tional and the operation is usually simple and easy to carry

out.

Kerosines require a somewhat heavier treatment than

gasolines, depending upon the purpose for which they are

intended and their previous treatment. Considerable

quantities of kerosine are burnt in lamps for illumination

and, unless satisfactorily refined, fouling of the lamp glass

and charring of the wick result. Both ofthese can frequently
be traced to a high sulphur content, and this is therefore

usually limited by specification to 0-1 %, and considerably

lower for special grades. Acid treatment, as with gasolines,

is thus largely directed at desulphurization although gum-
foraiing and coloured constituents may be removed and to

some extent those responsible for smokiness as well. The

satisfactory removal of the latter cannot always be effected

by acid unless extremely heavy treatments are given, and it

is in such instances more economical to employ a pre-

liminary extraction with liquid sulphur dioxide followed by
a relatively small acid wash.

Provided that it is sufficient to effect the required degree
of refining, the amount of acid employed for the treatment

of the lighter straight distillates is not critical. A heavier

treatment, apart from increasing acid consumption and

thereby treating costs, does not have a very serious effect

since the losses involved are small and the fall in octane

rating negligible unless, of course, very excessive treat-

ments are applied. On the other hand, extreme care must
be exercised when acid treating cracked distillates, particu-

larly with regard to the quantity of acid employed and its

concentration. The function of the acid is no longer con-
fined to desulphurization as with straight distillates, but
includes the removal or conversion of the highly reactive

gum-forming constituents into harmless products by poly-
merization. Since the latter process not only involves loss

in material but also a fall in octane rating, it is desirable to

confine the action of the acid as far as possible to the

objectionable constituents. This is by no means easy, as

there is no hard-and-fast line separating the desirable from
the undesirable hydrocarbons and it is difficult to destroy
the latter without affecting the former. This is particularly
true of cracked products formed as a result of more drastic

cracking conditions in which the proportion of highly
reactive bodies is higher than in those produced under
milder conditions. Since both polymerization and desul-

phurization are determined by the amount of acid em-
ployed, it follows that to desulphurize a highly sulphurous
cracked distillate and yet avoid loss in octane value and
yield is not possible.

The heavy acid treatments required for desulphurizing
highly sulphurous cracked distillates give finished gaso-
lines of good stability because the unstable and gum-form-
ing compounds are removed during the desulphurization.
The satisfactory treatment of a low-sulphur distillate is a
much more difficult matter because the amount of acid

required is governed by the required stability of the finished
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product and not by the sulphur content. Much more room
for improvement consequently exists in the treatment

technique of low-sulphur distillates than in treating those

of high sulphur content.

The degree of refining as indicated by the normal pro-

perties of the finished product is not proportional to the

amount of acid employed. This is shown by the effect pro-

duced upon sulphur, colour, potential gum, and octane

rating given in Tables II-1V.

TABLE II

Conventional treatment of Cracked Gasoline (Kalichevsky

andStagner [8, 1933])

TABLE III

Effect of Quantity ofAcid upon Colour ofFinished Gaso-

line (Nash and Howes [12, 1934])

TABLE IV

Effect ofAcid Treatment on Dubbs Cracked Distillate on the

Properties of Finished Gasoline (Potthoff [14, 1931])

It will be observed that so far as colour is concerned

there is an optimum treatment above or below which the

colour of the finished product is unsatisfactory. The effect

produced by varying the quantity of acid employed upon
the boiling range of the material treated is well illustrated

in Table V in which A.S.T.M. distillations are given corre-

sponding with the acid treatments in Table III.

Storage has a marked effect upon the ease with which the

lighter distillates yield to treatment, some becoming more
and others less easy to treat. This can usually be traced to

changes due to aerial oxidation and spontaneous poly-
merization.

The quantity of acid which may be applied to lubricating

oil without injury is not critical providing certain pre-
cautions are taken with regard to temperature. Excessive
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application of acid in one batch may cause overheating
with considerable evolution of sulphur dioxide, and result

in a permanent darkening of the oil, presumably due to

oxidation.

TABLE V

Effect of Acid Treatment upon Dubbs Cracked Distillate

as shown by A.S.T.M. Distillation, Colour, and Gum

It is, of course, not possible to give more than a very

rough approximation of the quantity of acid required to

refine petroleum products, but a useful indication based

upon Kalichevsky and Stagner [8, 1933] is as follows:

Natural gasoline .

Straight-run gasoline
Cracked gasoline

Kerosine

Lubricating oils .

Transformer oils
*
Water-soluble* and

spray oils .

Medicinal oils

Wax .

Usually none, occasionally 2-5 Ib. per bbl.

0-3 Ib. per bbl.

2-10 Ib. per bbl. To effect desulphurization
of highly sulphurous distillate prohibitive
treatments are required.
1-75 Ib. per bbl. depending upon degree of

refining required.
0-60 Ib. per bbl. depending upon pre-

liminary treatment. Residual oils require
more than distillates.

0-100 Ib. per bbl. (fuming acid).

0-200 Ib. per bbl. (fuming acid).

200 Ib. per bbl. or more (fuming acid).

Up to 300 Ib. per bbl., usually considerably
less.

Method of Application Fractional Addition.

In batch operation it is usual to apply the acid treatment

hi two or more stages, settling and drawing off the sludge
formed before the next addition. This method of treating

is definitely advantageous. Not only is the refining action

better than when the acid is added altogether, but a con-

siderable economy in acid may be effected. It also prevents

excessive temperature rises and enables a better control to

be maintained on the process. Schulz [17, 1909] main-

tains that the effect of acid treatment follows the laws of

physical adsorption, an observation not generally accepted.

There is little doubt actually that better results can always

be obtained in the treatment of cracked distillates when
the acid is added in fractions or 'dumps'.

Since distillates are rarely free from water even when

settling has been properly carried out, particularly those

with high contents ofaromatic and olefine hydrocarbons, it

follows that appreciable dilution of the acid is liable to

occur. This is further increased by any oxidation of mer-

captans to disulphides with the formation of water. One
of the benefits to be obtained by a relatively small pre-

liminary acid wash is consequently the dehydration of the

oil under treatment and oxidation of the mercaptans, thus

allowing full advantage to be taken of the better refining

action of the more concentrated acid applied subsequently.

The action of the preliminary acid is not limited solely to

dehydration, for phenols, nitrogen bases, the more soluble

sulphur bodies and, when treating cracked distillates, the

most highly reactive hydrocarbons, are also removed. It

has furthermore been observed that the addition of a small

amount of acid to certain distillates produces a feebly acid

sludge containing only a little acid and mostly soluble in

benzene.

On the addition of further acid, reaction occurs between

the sludge and the fresh acid as a result ofwhich the former

entirely loses its solubility in benzene. Since the same

insoluble sludge is a normal product in the treatment of

light distillates, it follows that unless the benzene-soluble

sludge is removed by a preliminary acid treatment, at least

a part of the acid added later is utilized in converting it

into the insoluble form.

It is particularly important to settle and remove the spent

sludge completely at each stage. The part played by a

preliminary acid wash of this nature hi the batch treatment

of cracked distillates is particularly valuable. After being

rapidly diluted when first added by water, &c., the acid

proceeds to react in its diluted form as a mild polymerizing

agent attacking only the most reactive hydrocarbons. The
fractional addition of acid to cracked products thus pro-

vides a graded treatmentwhich is particularly advantageous.

As a general rule, acid sludge formed in a previous batch

is employed for the preliminary treatment, thus enabling

a considerable economy in acid consumption to be effected.

This mode of application is best to be seen in counter-

current treating where the raw distillate is first contacted

with the spent acid leaving the plant, and then passes on

to meet acid of steadily increasing concentration until it

finally reaches the fresh acid entering the plant. Counter-

current treatment is thus particularly economical., since the

acid is used to the greatest advantage, under certain circum-

stances leaving the plant entirely spent.

An interesting application of fractional acid treatment

has been suggested when using oleum on certain products.

It is claimed that treatment with concentrated acid both

before and after the application of the fuming acid is

beneficial since the preliminary treatment removes water

and easily resinified materials while the subsequent one

takes out undesirable compounds formed by the action of

the oleum.

Strength of Acid.

The concentration of acid most suitable for treating a

product depends upon the nature of that product and the

purpose of the refining process. Thus, for the treatment of

cracked distillates, a relatively weak acid is desirable, while

for the preparation of such products as petroleum jelly and

white oils drastic treatment with large volumes of oleum

is essential. As a general rule it may be stated that the

stronger the acid employed as a refining agent the greater

the degree of refining attained and the greater the resulting

losses. The refining action, particularly that involving

sweetening, falls off very rapidly with increasing dilution,

the rate of decrease being largely detennined by the nature

ofthe diluent. Water, for example, appears to influence the

refining action of acid to a much greater extent than dilu-

tion by the products normally formed during the refining

process itself.

Since the higher the concentration employed the greater

are the losses (cf. Table VI) and the tendency for undesir-

able changes to take place in the product, the lowest acid
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concentration capable of giving the required degree of

refining should be employed. While this needs no very

serious consideration when dealing with straight run dis-

tillates, as these are relatively insensitive to acid, it is parti-

cularly true for cracked distillates and lubricating oils.

Some idea of the relationship between acid concentration

and loss as sludge can be obtained from Table VI, which

gives the results obtained when treating a lubricating oil

distillate, diluted with half its volume of gasoline, with acid

of varying concentration and equal in volume to one-half

that of the heavy oil (Gurwitsch [6, 1932]).

TABLE VI

Sludge Formation from Add and Unrefined Lubricating

Oil Distillate

Acid concentration, % . 100 97 95 92 87 82 75 71 65

Increase in volume of

acid layer, % . . 25 23 20 15-5 10 7 5

The most reactive form in which acid is employed in the

refinery is as oleum containing 15-20% sulphur trioxide.

Although in the past this was used in small amounts for

straight-run gasoline in place of the 66 B6. acid, its use

to-day is mainly confined to kerosine and special products

such as naphtha cuts, transformer oils, and medicinal pro-

ducts. It is particularly effective for desulphurizing kero-

sines derived from asphaltic crude oils to produce high-

grade products. These kerosines are not only rich in

aromatic hydrocarbons but high in sulphur content, and

unless previously extracted with liquid sulphur dioxide

require a heavy acid treatment with oleum to give a satis-

factory product. The extent to which desulphurization

takes place is approximately proportional to the acid con-

centration (reckoned as H2SO4). Thus 66 B6. acid (93 %)
is only about 50-60% as efficient as oleum (104% acid) for

desulphurizing kerosine. An interesting observation in this

connexion is that certain kerosine acid sludges on standing

separate up to 20% of their volume ofhighly sulphurous oil

in the course of a day or so. This explains why, when acid

treating plant has been shut down for several days with

acid and kerosine in contact, the sulphur content of the

latter is high and an increased quantity of acid is necessary
to reduce it to the required extent.

Oleum is also employed in the production of painters'

naphtha where a particularly low sulphur content is re-

quired in the finished product.
For the production of medicinal and transformer oils,

fuming acid must be employed, as otherwise it is impossible
to obtain the complete removal of the undesirable con-

stituents. Even then extremely heavy treatments are essen-

tial to obtain satisfactory products, although these may be
reduced by preliminary extraction with selective solvents.

Oleum has the disadvantage of being a strong oxidizing
as well as sulphonating agent, and considerable quantities

of sulphur dioxide are evolved during treatment even at

ordinary temperatures. The products from these oxidation

reactions are soluble in the oil and frequently impart to it

a bad colour. A final treatment with 66 Be. acid to remove
the compounds responsible for the colour has been recom-
mended (V. Bibra [2, 1922]).

The addition ofoleum to partly spent acid tar to bring up
the strength is often a convenient method of effecting a
considerable economy in acid.

Concentrated sulphuric acid, 93-6%, although at one
time in general use forcracked distillates, straight-run gaso-

lines, and lubricating oils, is to-day largely limited in use to

the last two. As mentioned above, it is only roughly 50-

60% as efficient as oleum in removing combined sulphur

from the lighter straight distillates. While it has the dis-

advantage that approximately double the quantity is

required to produce a doctor negative product, the latter

is less corrosive and gives a better copper-dish test.

Although under suitable conditions, for example at low

temperatures or in certain forms of treating equipment, the

concentrated acid gives good results with cracked distillates,

as a general rule it is better to employ the weakest acid

which will give a satisfactory product. Thus the treatment

necessary is considerably influenced by the possible use or

otherwise of inhibitors in the finished gasoline and the

relative importance of colour. The high temperature-

cracked distillates, having a much higher unsaturated

content than those produced with less drastic cracking

conditions, are much more sensitive to acid. Too high a

concentration of acid may produce almost explosive results

through heat evolution, while the octane rating of the

treated material is much reduced.

It is obvious from a study of the hydrocarbons likely to

be present in cracked distillates that their reactivity towards

acid must vary over very wide limits. Thus, while diolefmes,

particularly certain cyclic diolefines such as cyclo penta-

diene, are extremely reactive, many of the higher normal

olefines are unaffected by even relatively strong acid.

Between these limits there are hydrocarbons varying in

reactivity from one extreme to the other. Very few of those

present in cracked distillates have so far been identified, but

it is known that they cover the whole range of reactivity.

The relative proportion in which the various hydrocarbons
are present is, however, largely determined by cracking

conditions, drastic conditions such as those employed in

high-temperature operations not only resulting in a higher

olefine content but at the same time favouring the forma-

tion of the more reactive hydrocarbons. High-temperature
cracked distillates of this type are consequently much more
sensitive to polymerizing agents than those produced under

less drastic conditions and, since it is largely owing to the

presence of the reactive hydrocarbons that they owe their

high octane rating, much more care is necessary in acid-

treating them. Unless such care is exercised much of the

advantage gained in producing materials of this type is lost

and a gasoline of comparatively low value obtained.

In consequence much attention has been directed during
the past decade to improving the technique of the acid

treatment of cracked distillates. The realization that the

drastic treatment necessary to produce a stable finished

gasoline water-white in colour and of pleasant odour at the

same time materially reduces the octane rating has led to

a changed outlook. The consumer has become better in-

formed and now knows that colour and odour are less im-

portant than the octane rating and gum-content, actual and

potential. Even the much-debated question of sulphur
content is not so seriously regarded as formerly, particu-

larly in Europe where the introduction of coal-tar benzene

rendered a low sulphur content impossible.
The use of dyes served a useful purpose in bridging the

gap between the time when the consumer, generally cor-

rectly so, considered colour an indication of incomplete

refining and the present time when colour is relatively un-

important. The greatest advance has been due to the

introduction of inhibitors which have enabled cracked dis-

tillates of high octane value to be converted into reasonably
stablefinishedgasolines with little orno loss in octane rating.

While it is possible to eliminate refining almost entirely

by lowering the end-point and adding an inhibitor after
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a small alkali wash or doctor treatment, as a rule it is better

to employ a small acid treatment either with comparatively
weak acid or sludge and then, after neutralization, re-run

and inhibit. As an alternative, it is possible to inhibit

the lightest fractions containing the hydrocarbons of high
octaneratingand acidtreat the heavier fraction, a procedure
which has been adopted in certain refineries. An important
consideration in deciding upon the most favourable pro-
cess is the period between refining and consumption since,

of course, the effective life ofinhibitors is limited.

While acid concentrations as low as 40% have been
stated to have a slight polymerizing effect on hydrocarbon,
it is not until concentrations in the neighbourhood of 70%
have been reached that the refining action, in particular
colour removal, is sufficiently marked to be useful. The
most satisfactory concentrations for refining cracked dis-

tillates have been found to range from 70 to 83%, while

those ranging from 83 to 93% may be used for both

straight run and cracked materials.

Probably the most satisfactorymethod ofrefining cracked

distillates, particularly those produced under drastic crack-

ing conditions, is to employ a series of treatments with

steadily increasing acid concentrations until the desired

degree of refining has been effected. Such a procedure by
removing the most reactive unsaturated bodies with weak
acid enables a much better control to be kept over the pro-
cess by avoiding undue evolution of heat. Thus Retailliau

[15, 1932] advocates treating vapour-phase cracked distil-

lates first with 30% acid to remove the most active hydro-
carbons followed by a subsequent treatment with 75% acid.

Graded treatment of this kind is a natural consequence
of counter-current treatments, for the acid first meeting the

raw distillate has become diluted at an earlier stage and
the more concentrated acid only comes into contact

with the partially refined oil. In counter-current treating

plants, the relatively large volume of acid normally present

acts as an excellent diluent and a very much higher concen-

tration maybefed into the plant than would be desirable for

batch operation. This applies particularly to the Holley-

Mott type of plant [1, 1931], in which the volume of acid

present varies from 10 to 20% of the volume of the oil.

Fresh acid entering the plant is so rapidly diluted that even

concentrated acid may be added without ill effects. Since

the sludge leaving the plant is completely spent and is

practically devoid of refining action, this method of opera-

tion is extremely efficient and economical. Thus the acid

consumption for a high temperature cracked distillate in a

plant of this type is often below 1-6 Ib. per bbl.

The chief advantages of counter-current contacting for

the treatment of cracked distillates is given by Walton

[18, 1936] as follows:

(1) The most active of the unstable molecules are

removed by the weakest acid, allowing strong un-

diluted acid to be added at the last contacting point

to remove the most inert of the undesirable con-

stituents.

(2) Residual acid in the sludge is utilized which is too

weak to be used in securing a finished product and

which would too greatly dilute fresh acid if the two

acids were mixed.

(3) Easily oxidized molecules tend to be mildly treated

and extracted into the acid layer rather than

vigorously oxidized with the evolution of sulphur

dioxide and formation of oil-soluble esters.

It has already been mentioned that acid sludge forms an

excellent preliminary treating agent. Under certain cir-

cumstances, it may be employed entirely in place of fresh

acid as, for example, when acid sludge from the treatment

of kerosine is utilized in refining cracked distillates. As a

general rule the use of sludge in this way increases the

sulphur content of the material treated, although since

redistillation forms an integral part of the process this is

not important. A more serious consideration is the pos-

sible reduction in octane rating.

As a means of avoiding excessive polymerization, highly

unsaturated products are frequently mixed with straight-

run distillates or those relatively low in olefine content. This

expedient is particularly useful when treating such products
as polymerization gasolines which consist almost entirely

of unsaturated hydrocarbons and which are consequently

extremely difficult to treat alone owing to the violence of

the reaction.

Temperature.
The reactions between hydrocarbons and sulphuric acid

are very sensitive to temperature changes, a fact of con-

siderable importance, and very evident when acid-treating

certain petroleum products as a very small rise in tempera-
ture produces a most marked increase in the speed of

reaction. Careful control of the heat evolution, which

invariably takes place during acid treatment, is therefore

essential since otherwise the reaction tends to go too far

and gives inferior products.
The optimum temperature for treatment is determined

largely by the material and the object ofthe refining process.
In general, higher treating temperatures are employed for

heavier products for the removal of aromatic and unsatur-

ated hydrocarbons, bituminous compounds, and asphalts.

The treatment of the lighter distillates for the removal of

combined sulphur and colour is carried out at low tempera-
tures. The treatment of cracked gasolines at temperatures
as low as 18 is particularly recommended by Halloran

[7, 1927-8] and Klemgard [10, 1927], who claim that

polymerization losses and treatment costs are much
reduced.

As a general rule it may be said that the lower the tem-

perature of treatment the better the appearance of the

product. Treatments at higher temperatures can usually

be carried out with a lower acid consumption, or altern-

atively with weaker acid, the higher temperature compensa-

ting for the decreased activity of the reagent.

Polymerization losses can be very largely reduced by

avoiding rise of temperature when treating cracked distil-

lates and climatic temperature changes are for this reason

often reflected in the refined product. Pierce [13, 1930],

from an investigation of the conditions affecting the acid

treatment of cracked gasoline concludes that, while a rise

in temperature favours desulphurization, it results in a

poorer colour in the finished product and increased corro-

sive acid formation on re-running. This is well illustrated in

the figure based on Trusty and Pierce 's results (Nash and

Howes [12, 1934]).

In the refining, of straight-run gasolines, the quantity of

the acid is largely determined by the temperature at which

treatment is applied. Usually this is conveniently carried

out between 70 and 90 F., but when heavy treatments are

necessary for any special reason it is better to operate at a

much lower temperature. For average gasolines, however,

cooling is costly and uneconomical. High treating tem-

peratures tend to cause discoloration of the finished

product.
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A recent modification of this method employs liquid pro-

pane as the solvent.

The asphalt or resin content of the lubricating oil exerts

a considerable effect upon the ease with which settling takes

place. It has been found that highly solvent-treated oils

practically free from asphaltic and resinous bodies on acid

treatment can only be settled with considerable difficulty

and even centrifuging is not always successful in such cases.

The treatment of such oils as transformer and
medicinal oils where the removal of the sludge-

forming components is essential, is carried out at

comparatively low temperatures (60-95 F.) using
several batches of fuming acid. These oils are, of

course, low viscosity products and the sludge, which
is not generally viscous, settles easily and rapidly.

Time of Contact

The time of contact between the acid and the oil

is of considerable importance, the relative impor-
tance depending upon the nature of the oil. While
for the lighter straight distillates increased time of
contact is advantageous rather than otherwise, for

cracked products and lubricating oils an excessive

contact time not only results in poor colour stability
but frequently poor colour in the finished product
as well. This is especially true for temperatures
above the optimum, although in carefully controlled

counter-current systems very long times of contact

Fio.^L
Curves

^showing
the effect of temperature in the acid refining of may be maintained without ill effects.

The actual period during which the oil and acid
are in contact is determined by a number of con-
siderations such as the degree of agitation, the time

stituents. Even so, too high a temperature is undesirable
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For the production of kerosines, particularly those

derived from naphthenic base crude oils, a preliminary

extraction with a selective solvent is to-day employed in the

larger modern refineries to remove the hydrocarbons

responsible for poor burning qualities. In the older pro-

cesses this is effected by a heavy acid treatment using

fuming acid at a comparatively high temperature, condi-

tions favouring the sulphonation of the undesirable con-
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since the colour is badly affected and redistillation becomes
necessary. In practice the limiting temperature is usually
in the region of 100 F.

While a higher treating temperature generally results in
a much greater rate of settling in the case of viscous oils

owing to the decrease in viscosity, the opposite appears to
hold true for certain kerosines. Thus, according to
Gurwitsch [6, 1932], the sludge from Californian and
Galician kerosines settles more rapidly and completely at
lower temperatures; this is not true, however, for Russian
kerosines.

Lubricating oils are treated as a general rule at as low a
temperature as possible, consistent with good settling. A
lower treating temperature has the advantage that the

quantity of acid is not nearly so critical, a much larger
treatment being possible without deleterious effects at a
lower than at a higher temperature. The usual treating
temperatures for various lubricating oils are given in the

following table (Kauffman [9, 1927]).

Heavy residual stocks require much higher temperatures
owing to their high viscosities, temperatures as high as
130-170 F. and even higher being necessary.
Too high a treating temperature for lubricating oils

results in discolorized oils which cannot as a rule be im-
proved by further acid treatment although subsequent
treatment with adsorptive. earth is sometimes effective,
On the other hand, too low a temperature may give a dark
colour owing to incomplete settling. The viscosity ofheavy
oils may be overcome by dilution with a low viscosity dis-

tillate, such as a naphtha, before treatment. The disadvan-
tageof this method of operation is the difficulty experienced
in removing the solvent without undue heating of the oil

although this can be readilyeffectedunder reduced pressure.

required to obtain the necessary intimacy of contact, the

speed of the reaction, the method of adding the acid and
the rate of settling. The ease with which efficient contact is

obtained is, of course, dependent upon the product and the

TABLE VII

Treating Temperatures for Lubricating Oils (Kaufman)

form of agitation employed. Very rapid intimate mixing
can be obtained by passage through a centrifugal pump
and this may be sufficient for gasoline treatment. A com-
paratively viscous product such as a lubricating oil agitated
by air at a comparatively low temperature requires, how-
ever, a considerable time before contact is sufficiently

thorough. While intimate contact for a short period oftime
is sufficient for the treatment of certain products, this is not
always so and it may be necessary to maintain the reactants
in contact for a relatively long period depending upon the

speed with which the reaction proceeds. Thus, the removal
of aromatic bodies by sulphonation requires a much longer
time than the polymerization treatment of a cracked gaso-
line. Any factors, therefore, which affect the speed of the
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reaction such as acid strength and temperature influence

the time of contact necessary to produce any definite degree
of refining.

It is thus obvious that the time of contact is dependent
upon a number of considerations, one of the most impor-
tant of which is the form of treating equipment employed.
In general, prolonged agitation of oil and acid is regarded
as harmful. Accordingly for the treatment of cracked dis-

tillates arrangements are usually provided to ensure rapid
intimate contact of acid and oil with quick removal of

sludge. Walton [18, 1936], however, points out that there is

ample laboratory evidence to show that, provided the tem-

perature is not allowed to exceed a certain limit, the longer
the time of contact the better the quality of the treated

oil and the less acid needed for the treat. This observation

is confirmed by the excellent results which are obtained

with both liquid- and vapour-phase cracked distillates in

the refineries of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Ltd.,

using Holley-Mott type treating equipment in which the

time of contact is in the region of one hour. As a rule,

however, as short a contact time as possible is preferred,

varying from minutes to seconds or even less, as, for ex-

ample, when a centrifugal contactor is employed to provide

agitation and is followed immediately by a centrifuge to

withdraw the sludge. Pierce [13, 1930] found that 3-5

minutes' contact gave the most satisfactory results, for with

a longer time, although the sulphur content was reduced,

the colour was impaired and more corrosive acid formed on

re-running.

Walton [18, 1936], on the other hand, states that, when
fresh 66 Be. acid is injected directly into the distillate and

the sludge withdrawn immediately, the minimum time of

contact depending upon the intimacy of mixing will range

from 30 sec. to 1 min. For modern recirculation treaters

this is probably nearer 10-20 sec.

The acid treatment of lubricating oils generally requires

at least 30 min. agitation although periods of 1-2 hr. are

usual in practice (v. Bibra [2, 1922]). Prolonged agitation

is usually harmful owing to the tendency for the hydro-

carbons, &c., present in the sludge to polymerize, and, with

part of the sulphonic acids, to redissolve and discolour the

oil. Since these oil-solublecompounds aremainly sulphonic

acids, their presence in oil tends to cause emulsification

during alkali treatment.

When acid and oil have been hi contact for the desired

period either agitation is stopped and settling allowed to

take place in situ or the oil with the acid in suspension

allowed to flow out and settle elsewhere. During the

settling period, although contact between acid and sludge

may not be good, reaction may still proceed and the bad

effects of prolonged agitation result. It is consequently

necessary to take the settling period into account and if

necessary provide means to hasten it, for example by

centrifuging.

Apart from the desirability of separating the sludge as

rapidly as possible to prevent further reaction or solution,

complete separation is usually necessary to facilitate further

operations and reduce subsequent treatment costs. This

is well illustrated in Table VIII which shows the variation in

alkali consumption for neutralization of a kerosine with

settling time (Cupit [4, 1928]).

Thus incomplete settling may result in a very material

increase in alkali during neutralization with consequent

resolution of undesirable compounds produced by hydro-

lysis of the sludge with the soda. On the other hand, too

prolonged settling in contact with sludge has on occasions

also been observed to have an adverse effect. For example,
fresh kerosine-acid sludge on standing separates a con-

siderable amount (up to 20% by volume) of highly sul-

phurous oil which passes back into the oil, thereby

considerably affecting its sulphur content and colour.

io 15 so Is
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FIG. 2. Curves showing the effect of time of contact in the acid

refining of cracked distillates (Trusty and Pierce).

(Reproduced by permissionfrom 'Principles ofMotor Fuel Prepara-

tion and Application', by A. W. Nash and D. A. Howes. Chapman &
Hall.)

Whether this is due to subsequent reaction between acid

and sulphur bodies in the acid sludge or some form of

adsorption phenomenon is not known. Settling is, of

course, dependent upon the viscosity of the oil and the

nature of the sludge. Although gasolines are generally

satisfactorily settled in a short period, it is often observed

that cracked distillates frequently continue to deposit an

acid material for many hours.

TABLE VIII

Settling time*

hours

0-5

1-0

1-5

2-0

100 c.c. oil, ex.

10
9
7

6-8

Lubricating oils, depending upon their viscosity and the

settling temperatures, may require a very considerable

period unless, of course, recourse is had to centrifuging or

when a clay or other adsorbent earth treatment is given.

Although as efficient settling as possible is to be preferred,

it is not essential.

Method of Agitation.

The physico-chemical influences in an agitator or other

plant in which chemical reaction takes place between

reactants which are present in two immiscible liquids has

not been thoroughly studied. In most cases, and particu-

larly when treating hydrocarbon oils with solutions of

electrolytes, the reaction may be considered to take place

in only one of the phases, usually that containing the

electrolyte. Thus, according to Docksey [5] in the case of

treatment of oil containing a compound A, which reacts

with sulphuric acid to give a product soluble in the acid

phase the controlling factors are:
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(1) The rate at which the compound A diffuses across

the interface between the two phases.

(2) The reaction velocity between A and the acid in the

acid phase.
The rate of diffusion depends on the area of interface

between the two phases, the coefficients of diffusion in the

two phases, the film coefficient, and the concentration of

A in the two phases on either side of the film. The rate of

reaction depends on the reaction velocity constant and the

concentrations in the acid phase of the reactants and pro-

ducts, following the Law of Mass Action.

The two factors are not independent of each other since

both depend on and affect the concentration of A in the

acid side of the interfacial film. It frequently occurs, how-

ever, that one factor controls the overall rate of reaction to

the exclusion of the other. Thus, if acid is used in excess,

and the rate of reaction in the acid phase is high, the rate

of diffusion will be of major importance.

Again, the various factors affecting the rate of diffusion

are not all of equal importance. The rate of diffusion of
A in the bulk of the continuous phase is not of great im-

portance since the general agitation tends to produce a

uniform concentration throughout this phase. The rate

of diffusion of A or of the products of reaction from the

interfacial surface to the interior of the particles of the

continuous phase may have to be considered, since the

amount of stirring inside a sphere of liquid may be small

and decreases as the diameter of the sphere is reduced.

A further factor which may have to be considered is the

back diffusion of the product of reaction from the acid to

the oil phase, should it be appreciably soluble in the latter.

If there are two compounds A and B both capable of

reacting the overall reaction rates in each case depend on
the above factors, and it may be possible, for instance by
adjusting the acid concentration, to vary the relative rates

of the two reactions should it be found desirable to do so.

Various devices have been employed for bringing the oil

and acid into the necessary degree of contact. Not all of
these have, however, been universally adopted and com-
paratively few, cheap to install and operate, are in general
use.

While mechanically operated agitators have not been
widely adopted they are being used to an increasing extent
since the development ofimproved alloys and acid-resisting
compounds for the acid treatment of the lighter distillates.

As a rule they consist ofa turbine or propeller immersed in
the liquid and rotated at a speed sufficient to give the de-
sired mixing. The Holley-Mott system employs, however,
a carefully designed paddle, the efficiency of which is

determined by its position in the treater and the speed of
rotation, both of which are somewhat critical.

The commonest form of mixer relies upon orifice mixers
or mixing jets. Several forms ofmixingjets are in use which
enable the acid to be dispersed in a very fine state. Pressure

drop in this arrangement is high but, since the pressure is

borne by a pipe and not a large vessel, the high pressure is

only objectionable from the point of view of pumping
costs. Mixing nozzles and orifices are also employed,
through which oil and acid are forced at high velocity. A
very high degree of dispersion is attained by placing
special devices in the path of the liquid. It is stated by
Walton [18, 1936] that such systems are objectionable in
an acid treater on account of the difficulty of settling and
separating. Injectors which secure the necessary mixing
by drawing the acid into the oil stream, are, however, free

from these objections and give excellent results. Such
injectors are cheap to make and can be adjusted to give
various acid/oil ratios.

Another common form of mixing device relies largely

upon the mixing obtained by the passage of the reactants

through a centrifugal pump. Incorporated in a recirculat-

ing system this form of agitation gives good results and has
been widely adopted. It is essential that the capacity of the

pump be sufficiently large to ensure that the whole contents

of the treater pass through it at frequent intervals for

otherwise the treating time is much prolonged. Thus, for a

1,000-bbl. agitator a pump having a capacity of at least

1,000 gallons per minute is desirable. By providing the

necessary connexions (cf. Morrell and Bergman [1 1, 1928]),
two or more batch agitators fitted with centrifugal pumps
may be used as a semi-continuous treating system.
Too intimate mixing appears to be undesirable because

when the acid is in a very fine state of dispersion the rate and
efficiency of settling are low. The extremely intimate mix
produced also tends to bring about increased combination
between the acid and the oil. It has further been observed
that the treated oil is much more difficult to free from acid

'pepper'; especially is this true ofhigh-temperature cracked
distillates or other highly unsaturated products. On
neutralization the esters present are converted into sodium
salts which remain in suspension and decompose during
re-running to produce acid products, mainly sulphuric acid

and sulphur dioxide. These not only corrode the system
but cause oxidation and sulphonation of the overhead

leading to high gurn contents and fuel colour stability,

especially in the presence of sunlight.

Forms of agitation which tend to give too high a degree
of dispersion of the acid are, therefore, undesirable and
those such as mixing jets or paddle agitators, which give the

necessary contact and yet avoid high dispersion, are to be

preferred.

Towers either packed with inert material, e.g. rings,

coke, &c., or provided with baffles operating on a continu-

ous system have been stated to give good results when
properly designed. Throughput rates are, however, small

compared with their size.

A common form of agitation which has at times been

employed for all products ranging from gasolines to heavy
residual stocks is by means of compressed air. This pro-
vides agitation which is thorough, rapid, easy to control,
and cheap to operate. It has the disadvantage when treat-

ing the lighter distillates that evaporation losses are high
and there is a considerable fire hazard. Furthermore, un-

less steps are taken to dry the air employed there is a ten-

dency for dilution of the acid to occur. Drying can be

effected by contact with acid tar or some form of air con-

ditioning plant, or the air may be replaced with inert flue

gases. It is, however, doubtful, whether agitation of this

type is much in use to-day for the acid treatment of lighter
distillates and its use is confined to the treatment oflubrica-

ting oils. With certain of the latter it has actually been
claimed that compressed air gives better results than

mechanical agitation. There is, at higher temperatures, a

definite tendency towards oxidation and both temperature
and time of contact should accordingly be reduced as far as

possible.

Final Treatment

The freshly acid-treated product invariably contains,
besides a certain amount of sludge in suspension in which
there is free acid, appreciable quantities of sulphur dioxide
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together with sulphuric esters, both acid and neutral, and
sulphonic acids in solution. Some form of neutralizing
treatment is therefore essential, combined in the case of the

lighter distillates when insufficient acid has been employed
to give a doctor negative product with some form of

sweetening treatment. Since with these products the end

point is invariably raised by acid treatment owing to the

formation of polymers, condensation or oxidation pro-
ducts boiling outside the desired distillation range, it is

necessary to re-run or in some other way correct die boiling

range. Furthermore, re-running ofgasoline fractions has the

added advantage that the traces of polysulphides formed

by the action of the acid on mercaptans which so adversely
affect the lead response (Birch and Stansfield [3, 1936]) are

also removed with the result that an appreciable improve-
ment in octane rating is frequently obtained. The extent to

which higher molecular weight compounds are formed is

dependent upon the product for, while cracked distillates

may form very considerable amounts of high boiling

materials, the end point of straight distillates may be
raised only a few degrees.

The removal of the sludge after acid treatment should be
carried out as completely and generally as expeditiously
as possible. The desirability of efficient sludge removal is

obvious, for not only are some of the objectionable com-

pounds previously extracted from the oil and held dis-

solved in the acid thrown out of solution by the subsequent
water or alkali wash, but the increased alkali consumption
for neutralization substantially raises treatment costs.

The ease with which settling takes place is largely

dependent upon the viscosities of the oil and the acid at the

settling temperature and the interfacial tensions between

them. The method of agitation also plays an important

part, for as mentioned previously finely dispersed acid

settles with difficulty, particularly from highly cracked pro-

ducts, while the presence of minute air or gas bubbles

resulting from certain forms of agitation stabilizes the

acid-oil suspension and hinders settling. The lighter dis-

tillates are generally settled in tanks having a comparatively

large area compared with their capacity. Various methods

for accelerating settling have also been employed particu-

larly when prolonged contact through slow settling is

harmful. Centrifuging is generally effective in removing

suspended sludge from both light and heavy products

although it is not always the case. Centrifuges have been

used for some time with considerable success with lubricat-

ing oils, but until the recent developments in acid-resisting

alloys they have not been adopted for the lighter distillates.

It is claimed that when employed on cracked distillates not

only are alkali costs reduced but less sulphur dioxide is

formed on re-running : the re-run stills also require less fre-

quent cleaning and the stability ofthe product is improved.

The lighter products may be freed from sludge by passage

through a system containing a series of baffles, or better

by percolation through filters containing a bed of inert

material such as sand. The action appears to be purely

mechanical and consists in the agglomeration of the finer

sludge particles to form droplets sufficiently large to settle

rapidly. According to Walton [18, 1936], reduction in

acidity of about 400% is attained by the use of these

filters, the consequent saving in alkali being sufficient to pay
for their installation and maintenance. Renewal of the

sand from time to time is necessary, the average life being

about 550 bbl. per cu. ft. Grading of the sand particle

sizes is desirable to provide for pressure drop, coarse gravel

or pebbles being used at the bottom. Adsorbent earths such

as fuller's earth have been tried and from the point of view

of acid removal give good results. The operating cycle is

short, however, and the process consequently expensive.
The separation of acid tar is facilitated by the addition

of a small amount of water, the procedure usually being to

spray the surface of the oil while settling. The dilution of

the acid generally, however, reduces the life of the treating

equipment (unless lead-lined) by corrosion and the practice
has been largely discontinued. Weak acid does very

definitely facilitate the removal of sludge and advantage is

taken of this fact in the treatment of certain naphtha cuts

in the continuous counter-current units operated by the

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company Ltd. The acid-treated oil

leaving the last counter-current acid stage is allowed to flow

into a lead-lined vessel where it meets the spent soda from
the succeeding neutralization stages. Conditions are so

arranged that in this intermediate stage the soda is com-

pletely neutralized and the aqueous layer is actually 4N
with respect to acid. This arrangement has been found to

give better results than an intermediate water wash alone.

While a water wash prior to neutralization is generally

employed, there would appear to be some doubt concerning
its effectiveness. Little ifany improvement in the treatment

of cracked distillates has been observed when a water wash
is used although the reduction in the alkali consumption is

marked. The hydrolysis of easily hydrolysable acid esters,

which with alkali are at once converted into water-soluble

salts and removed as such, may result in the formation

of oil-soluble compounds detrimental to stability. Water

washing does, however, materially improve the odour of
certain kerosines provided that the water itself has not a
6
stale' odour. This, it has been observed, may be imparted
to the kerosine and contaminate it.

For neutralization, caustic soda is most commonly
employed, although for straight distillates, including gaso-

line, naphtha cuts, and kerosine, lime water has proved

cheap and effective. Attempts to utilize lime water on
cracked distillates have not been so successful owing to the

tendency to form emulsions. The strength of the caustic

soda used for neutralization is preferably 3-4% by weight..

There is usually no advantage to be gained from using a

more concentrated solution although it has been found

that in certain cases diakyl sulphuric esters are more easily

removed by 23-6-28-5% solution.

Neutralization is usually effected in a circulatory system

using mixing devices, baffles, or injectors. Centrifugal

pumps and mechanical agitators are also employed. The
fine state of division which is so objectionable in acid treat-

ment is here rather an advantage since, owing to the lack of
mutual solubility, contact between the esters in the petro-
leum layer and the alkali in the aqueous layer is poor. Sett-.,

ling is convenientlycarriedout inlargestoragetanks towhich
the distillate is pumped and allowed to stand as long as

necessary. Pierce [13, 1930] observed when treating certain

cracked distillates the longer the storage time elapsing
between neutralization and re-running the better the colour

of the finished gasoline and the smaller the amount of acid

formed during re-running. Sand filters are very effective in

agglomerating the finely dispersed alkali, a comparatively
small filter being necessary for quite large throughputs.

According to Walton, unless the oil is freed from alkali and

sodium salts in suspension, decomposition takes place in

the re-run unit with the liberation of sulphur dioxide, free

sulphur, and even sulphuric acid. Frequently, too, a heavy

deposit of coke is formed even though the maximum

temperature of the still does not exceed 400-450 F,.
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Decomposition of this type is not so noticeable in steam

stills, but there is then a tendency for hydrolysis to take

place and alcohols and other oxygenated compounds to

find their way into the overhead.

The lighter lubricating oil fractions and gas oils are

conveniently treated with hot caustic soda which enables a

much quicker separation to be obtained. As a general rule

it is customary to re-run the lighter distillate oils up to

and including the gas oil, after acid treatment, for the

reasons given previously, while the heavier fractions, in-

cluding the lubricating oils, are finished with adsorbent

earths. Kerosines may be redistilled or treated with ad-

sorbent earths depending upon which gives the more satis-

factory results and is the more convenient. Certain

adsorbent earths, in particular bauxite, when correctly

roasted possess sweetening properties also, owing to

adsorbed oxygen and, besides removing traces of objection-
able compounds from the kerosine by adsorption, oxidize

and adsorb the high-boiling marcaptans together with other

sulphur bodies. They can, therefore, be employed for

sweetening as well as desulphurization. Heavily acid

treated kerosines must be re-run owing to the relatively

large amounts of high-boiling material formed including

possibly diphenyl sulphones.
With the object of avoiding re-running, adsorbent earth

treatment has been advocated by certain refiners for the

gasoline fractions. So far as straight-run gasoline is con-

cerned there seems to be no objection other than the fire

hazard and the difficulties invariably experienced in handling
solid reagents and recovering a volatile product from the

spent material. .With cracked gasolines, however, although
successful results have been claimed, it is doubtful whether

there is much to be gained over re-running. Allowance must
be made for the rise in end-point normally occurring on
the acid treatment of an unsaturated material and the raw
distillate has accordingly to be cut at a somewhat lower

end-point.
In the re-running of cracked products it is desirable to

operate at as low a temperature as possible to avoid decom-

position ofthe sulphuric esters which is accelerated by high

temperatures.
The factors determining sulphur dioxide formation have

been carefully studied by Rigden [16, 1933], for an acid-

treated Iranian pressure distillate. It was found that while

sulphur dioxide formation is negligible below an oil tem-

perature of 21'5 F. decomposition is most marked between
320 and 370 F. Over this range during which 21 % dis-

tilled overhead, 65% of the total sulphur dioxide liberated

was evolved. At 420 F. sulphur dioxide formation was
complete. Other factors affecting sulphur dioxide forma-
tion were the concentration of the acid used in the treat-

ment together with the time of contact and temperature at

which it was carried out. Acid concentration had the

largest effect while increase in temperature also resulted in

increased sulphur dioxide formation as shown by the

following figures :

TABLE IX

The relationship between time of contact and sulphur
dioxide formation was linear with the contact times investi-

gated. Rigden also observed that a thorough caustic wash
did not always reduce sulphur dioxide formation.

To overcome corrosion of the distillation equipment,
caustic soda or soda ash is frequently fed in with the feed

stock. The addition of a soda ash-soap solution with the

reflux at the top of the column has also been stated to give

satisfactory results; owing to the presence ofsoap the alkali

remains in a finely dispersed condition and is consequently
used to the greatest advantage. The sodium salts are run
off with the bottoms and removed by settling.

Since even under comparatively mild conditions there is a

tendency for sulphur bodies to break down or any free

sulphur present to react with the oil and produce a doctor

positive product, it is usually necessary to complete the

treatment of lighter products which have been re-run with

either an alkali wash, if hydrogen sulphide only is present,
or a sweetening treatment with doctor or hypochlorite.
Kerosines or special naphtha cuts may be improved by
filtration through an adsorbent which by removing minute

particles of water held in suspension 'brightens* and pro-
duces a clear product.
With the possible exception of the lightest spindle oils

which are sometimes finished with an alkali wash at 125 F.,

the transformer, lubricating, and special oil factions are

finished after sludge removal with clay. Neutralization is

effected by adding hydrated lime together with the clay

excepting when the alkalinity of the latter is sufficient for

the purpose. More recently high temperature clay treat-

ment has been evolved which is particularly suited to sol-

vent refined oils. After a small acid treatment and removal
of the sludge, the oil is mixed with special acid-treated

clays and passed through a pipe-still. In this way the

temperature ofthe oil is rapidly raised to as high as possible
without cracking taking place, usually about 600 F. The

pressure maintained on the still prevents the evolution of

water-vapour from the clay and so avoids frothing. The
oil is rapidly cooled and passed into a steam-stripping
section where the so-called

*

stink oils' are removed.
Neutralization is effected at this stage by the addition of

alkali (hydrated lime) after which the clay is removed by
filtration.
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REFINING petroleum products by chemical or solvent treat-

ing usually involves one of the following operations.

1 . Contacting an oil with a solution of a chemical re-

agent or a solvent completely or partially immiscible

with the oil phase.

2. Contacting an oil with a suspension of a chemical

reagent, the reagent suspension being completely or

partially immiscible with the oil phase.
3. Contacting an oil with a solid chemical reagent.

By far the majority of chemical and solvent refining

processes necessitate the contacting of two liquid phases,

usually oil and an aqueous solution in chemical treating,

and oil and an organic solvent in solvent refining.

An example of the first type of contacting is treatment

of oil with acid, caustic, or plumbite solutions, or with

nitrobenzene, phenol, or furfural for solvent refining.

Sweetening operations employing suspensions of chloride

of lime and suspensions of lead sulphide in sodium hydrox-
ide solution are examples of the second type of contact-

ing, while neutralizing with solid magnesium hydroxide,

sweetening with a powdered mixture of litharge, hydrated

lime, and caustic soda, and earth or clay treatments furnish

examples of the last type of operation.

After the actual contacting process has been completed
the separation of two liquid phases or of a liquid and a

solid phase is often necessary.

Physical Factors in Contacting

The objective in contacting two immiscible liquid phases

or a liquid and a solid phase in petroleum refining opera-

tions is:

(a) to promote the rate of extraction ofa substance from

one phase by the other, or

(b) to promote a chemical reaction between the phases

or between substances in each phase. In addition to

hastening the reaction, by thorough contacting,

undesirable side reactions are partially prevented by

eliminating the danger of local excess of reagents or

local overheating.

In a contacting process mass transfer and reaction

rates are promoted by increasing the turbulence of

the system and increasing the interfacial area by dis-

persion.

The overall chemical reaction involved in a liquid-liquid

system, for example, is controlled by two processes: firstly,

the diffusion of one of the reacting substances into the

adjacent liquid phase and, secondly, the chemical reaction

between this substance and the reagent already in solution

in this adjacent phase. Either the first or second process

may control the overall reaction rate.

The rate of extraction depends only upon the diffusion

of a substance from one phase to the other. Extraction

processes, and reaction processes controlled by diffusion,

are hastened by the promotion of the mass transfer rate of

a substance from one phase to the other. This rate of mass

transfer can be increased by increasing turbulence and

increasing interfacial contact area. Extraction processes,

and chemical reaction processes controlled by diffusion,

are speeded up, therefore, by efficient contacting which

increases turbulence and interfacial contact area.

A chemical reaction process not controlled by diffusion

is not hastened by efficient contacting. Nevertheless, effi-

cient contacting is still beneficial in this case in reducing

undesirable side reactions by eliminating local excess of

reagents and overheating.

In a two-phase system the degree of turbulence may be

altered by varying the relative velocity and relative density

of the two phases, and also by varying the viscosity ratio

of the two phases, if both are liquids, or by varying the

dimensions of the contacting apparatus [34, 1937]. The

interfacial contact area may be altered by varying the fine-

ness of the dispersion of one phase within the other. As
shown in Table I the available surface area increases rapidly

with increasing subdivision.

TABLE!

Results ofProgressive Subdivision ofa Cube

In a dispersion the continuous phase is the external

phase, while the discontinuous or disperse phase is the in-

ternal phase. The particle size ofthe disperse phase, ifsmall,

is measured in microns (1 micron= 1 ft
= 0-0001 mm.). Dis-

persions may be classified roughly by the particle size ofthe

disperse phase as in Table II,

TABLE II

Rough Classifications of Dispersions

Too fine a dispersion, as in an emulsion, is not, how-

ever, always desirable owing to separation difficulties which

may cancel any advantages gained by the increased contact

efficiency.

The physical factors, apart from equipment dimensions

and design, which play a part in contacting operations are:

(1) The viscosities ofthe liquid phases, and the apparent

viscosity of any dispersion produced.

(2) The relative density of the two phases and the

density of the continuous phase.

(3) Surface tension.

(4) The diffusion coefficients of substances taking part

hi the extraction or reaction processes.

(5) The relative proportion of the two phases.
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Viscosity.

The viscosity of the liquid phases or of the dispersion

produced determines the degree of turbulence which may
be attained. The viscosity of a dispersion is not the same as

the viscosity of a truly viscous liquid, but varies with dif-

ferent rates offlow. The viscosity, at any given temperature,
of a truly viscous material never changes, but the so-called

apparent viscosity of all other types of material varies

widely with variation of stirring speed or rate of flow.

When a dispersion is being produced the initial and final

viscosities may vary widely and consequently the con-

tactor provided must be efficient over the whole viscosity

range. The apparent viscosity is one of the most important
factors determining power requirements. The application
ofthe Stormer viscometer, as used for determining apparent
viscosities of suspensions, to contacting problems appears
to be promising. Its use should aid in determining the type
ofcontactor, speed and power requirements, to be employed
for any particular contacting problem.

Density.

Density has a bearing on the power requirements. For

systems of the same viscosity or apparent viscosity the

power varies directly as the average density of the system
at constant stirring speed in the same contactor. For large

density differences between phases great effort must be

required to overcome the tendency ofthe phases to separate.

Surface Tension.

This influences the particle size in dispersions and the

permanence of dispersions.

Diffusion.

The ease of diffusion ofreacting substances or substances
to be extracted in liquid phases is important in determining
contacting efficiencies.

Relative Proportion of the Phases.

At equal agitating speeds contacting efficiency is a
function of the relative proportion of the two phases. This
is undoubtedly connected in some way with the apparent
viscosity of dispersions. For example, water and kerosine,
both of low viscosity, when agitated in the ratio of four

parts of oil to one part of water result in a thick, fairly
viscous emulsion. Four parts of oil agitated with one part
of water result, on the other hand, in an emulsion only
slightly more viscous than the kerosine itself. Wide vis-

cosity and interfacial area differences exist in these two
systems which result in wide differences in contacting
efficiency at equal stirring speeds.

Contact Methods

Methods of contacting which can be applied equally well
to either extraction, absorption, or chemical refining pro-
cess fall into three classes:

(1) Single contact processes.

(2) Multiple contact processes.

(3) Countercurrent contact processes.

In the single contact process, contact or mixing is carried
out in a single stage or operation. After contact the two
phases, usually two liquid phases, are separated. The pro-
cess may be carried out either by batch or continuous
working. In the latter case the two liquids are mixed
continuously in a mechanical contactor or pumped con-

currently through an orifice column and finally separated

by centrifuges or by continuous settling.

The multiple contact method of working a refining pro-
cess is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1 . Mixing and

Vw

FIG. 1 . Multiple contact process.

separation of the treated and treating liquids is followed

by contact of the treated liquid with fresh reagent. This

operation is repeated as often as required. The method
may be carried out in batches, or semi-continuous working
may be employed. In the latter case the two liquids enter-

ing each stage of a multi-stage process are mixed continu-

ously in a suitable mixing device and finally separated
either by centrifuges or continuous settling. The method
finds its main application as a laboratory or small-scale

method and is seldom used commercially. It is generally

recognized that the multiple contact method is much less

efficient than the countercurrent method of contacting.
The latter method, however, is not always practicable,

particularly on the laboratory scale, although it can be

readily applied by using a tower in place of a series of

mixers; such towers, however, are generally equivalent only
to a relatively small number of ideal mixers and are not

very satisfactory. The multiple contact method, therefore,
finds its greatest application in the laboratory and, where
drastic restriction in the volume of treating agent employed
is seldom essential, can be used very effectively. It is often

desirable, however, to reproduce countercurrent effects

in the laboratory without an extensive outlay of time and

equipment. Such an effect can be reproduced very simply
with ordinary laboratory apparatus by an extension of the

multiple contact method. The process, called 'pseudo-
countercurrent contact', was first developed by Watanabe
and Morikawa [39, 1933].
The method is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 2. In

/ S

FJG. 2. Pseudo-countercurrent contacting.

this example a countercurrent process is simulated in which
P volumes of treated liquid is contacted with *F volumes of

reagent in n stages. The first horizontal row in Fig. 2 shows
the multiple contacting ofP volumes of treated liquid in n

stages with W volumes of reagent at each stage. In every

row, Rm, which lies below the first row, P volumes of
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treated liquid are contacted at each stage, n, with W
volumes of exit reagent from stage (n+ 1) of row T^-i- If
such a series is infinitely repeated, it approaches more and
more closely to the true countercurrent effect.

The utility of the countercurrent method of operation is

universally recognized, and it has been widely employed hi

many processes, notably in distillation, absorption, leach-

ing, washing, extraction, and chemical operations.
In this method the liquid to be treated is contacted with

treating liquid which has been employed in a previous con-
tact stage, except that in the final stage of the process the
treated liquid is contacted with fresh reagent. This effect

is most readily-produced by causing the two liquids to flow

continuously and countercurrently through a suitable

vertical tower. The method may also be applied by con-

tacting and separating hi stages, the mixers and separators
so employed being provided with suitable cross-connexions
to ensure countercurrent flow of the two liquids.
The above methods are most easily applied for contacting

two liquid phases, but can also be used for contacting a

liquid and a solid phase.
Of the three contacting methods the countercurrent

method is the most efficient, and by its use the same degree
of refining can be obtained as in the other methods, but
with the employment of smaller quantities of treating

reagents.
While computations for extraction processes employing

any of these three contacting methods have been worked

out, no attempt has yet been made to develop quantitative

computation methods for forecasting the results from a

chemical refining treatment. Meyer [26, 1931], however,
has indicated a method by means of which the problem
might be attacked and has applied his method to the re-

moval of weak organic acids from oils by treatment with

caustic alkali. Jantzen [22, 1932] has described very
similar computation methods to those proposed by Meyer,
while Ma.cMn11.in and Weber [28, 1935] have discussed a

theory of continuous reactors. Reaction computations are

nearly identical with extraction computations, a general

discussion of which will be found in the article by Hunter
on Principles of Solvent Extraction.

Equipment for Contacting Two Liquid Phases

Contacting equipment does not yield itself readily to a

rigid classification, but for the purposes of this article it can

be conveniently divided into :

1. Mechanical mixers.

2. Jet contactors.

3. Column contactors.

The first class comprises apparatus in which intimate

mixing ofthe two liquids is produced by some mechanically

operated device, such as a stirrer or propeller. Inthe second

class, both liquids are passed concurrently through an

orifice or jet and intimacy of contact is obtained between

the two phases in consequence of the turbulence produced
in the liquid after it has issued from the orifice.

In the column contactor a series of restrictions is intro-

duced into the fluid stream flowing up a vertical column,

with the result that a series of turbulent regions is main-

tained in the apparatus which serve to produce the desired

contact.

Apparatus of the first class often aims at the production

of fine dispersions, relying largely on an increase of inter-

facial area to bring about the desired contact. With equip-

ment included in the last two classes, maximum turbulence

HI

is produced without much dispersion of phases, so that the

efficiency ofthe device depends more on increasing the rates

of mass transfer and reaction by increasing the velocities

of the liquid. This can by no means be considered as a

rigid generalization, however, since some types of jet and

column contactors do give rise to dispersions and some

types of apparatus in the first class rely mainly on liquid

velocity effects.

The degree of contact produced by a mechanical mixer

depends on the physical contact between the ingredients

of the mixture and the mixer itself, or on turbulent flow of

the two liquid phases. The latter effect is usually most pro-

nounced in the vicinity of the agitating elements, for liquid

velocities are highest hi that region. A substantial part of

the total power input is expended in bringing about this

dispersion or intimacy of mixing, whilst the remainder is

utilized in producing and maintaining the necessary flow.

The production of the necessary flow in order to mix the

two liquid phases uniformly and thoroughly is important.

Stratification and settling will render the results ofan other-

wise efficient contacting apparatus quite worthless. Unless

both horizontal and vertical flows are sufficient, and unless

all the material in the container is moved repeatedly into

the zone of action, whatever mixing, break-up, or dispersion

takes place there will be completely nullified.

Contacting capacity cannot, with our present state of

knowledge, be safely predicted on a theoretical basis. It

will depend on the type of contactor, its capacity and speed
of operation. Power consumption, which depends on
similar factors can, however, be predicted approximately

by the use of empirical equations.

Mechanical contacting devices may be subdivided into

four fundamental types. The oldest and best known form

is the simple paddle mixer. All such mixers have flat or

angled blades, which usually are driven at low speeds, with

tip velocities ranging from 75 to 350 ft. per minute.

A second fundamental type includes all contactors which

rely on a pump located outside the container. This is

usually a centrifugal pump drawing material from the

conical bottom of a tank and returning it to a different

point of the container.

The third general type includes all kinds of propellers.

As propellers produce a high rate of shear when rapidly

rotated, they are extremely useful for dispersing immiscible

liquids* Propellers may be mounted either singly or hi mul-

tiple on a shaft. They may produce either unidirectional

or opposed flow, and are often set within a draught tube or

mounted off-centre in the tank to prevent mass rotation.

Their peripheral speed usually ranges from 1,000 to 2,000 ft.

per minute.

Turbine mixers form a fourth type, and are similar to

centrifugal pumps, but without casings, being arranged to

rotate horizontally within a tank on a single vertical shaft.

They may or may not be provided with deflecting blades

round the impeller to prevent swirl and promote radial flow.

A typical apparatus is a dish-bottom tank, with two or

more impellers on one vertical shaft, driven at a peripheral

speed of 600-900 ft. per minute. Because of the large rate

of circulation, over 12,000 gal. per minute in a 500-gal.

treater, and the high degree of dispersion and intimacy of

contact produced, such turbine mixers are very efficient.

Blade corrosion of paddles, propellers, and turbines in

mechanical contactors can be reduced by the construction

of such equipment out of bakelite or a suitable metal alloy.

Agitation by this type of equipment is satisfactory in batch

systems, but suffers from the disadvantage of requiring a
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packing gland when used for continuous systems. At the

low pressures usually existing in a continuous treating

system glands have, however, been employed which will

give long service without trouble.

The use of mixing jets to promote contact between two

liquids is a development of rapidly increasing importance.
Their efficiency, combined with low cost and small back-

pressures all favour their adoption for this purpose.
The simplest type of jet consists of a small tubular con-

striction fixed inside a pipe of larger diameter, through
which the two liquids to be contacted are pumped. A
typical jet is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Liquid to be
treated

T

treating
Liquid

A system ofjets can be readily arranged to secure an acid/

oil ratio of as high as four to one.

duriron
mixing nozzles-^

durfrun elbow jet,

measuring pump,

WELD

FIG. 3.

An important matter to be considered in the design and
installation ofmixing jets is the introduction of the treating

agent into the stream of liquid being treated. A very satis-

factory method is to use an elbow jet

installed in a tee just ahead of the first

mixing nozzle as in Fig. 4. This tee

delivers the treating liquid into the centre

of the second liquid stream. Improved
performance is obtained if the treating

liquid enters the second stream through a

perforated pipe situated immediately in

front of the first mixing nozzle. Flexibility

is obtained by using two or more jets and

varying the space between them and also

by varying the rate of flow of the treating

liquid, which is best accomplished by using

proportioning pumps of the plunger type.
Other types of jet mixers consist of a

simple Venturi tube or a number ofsmaller
tubes in parallel, whilst a jet and plate
device may be used, in which a jet is dis-

charged at high velocity through orifices

to impinge against a flat plate. It is doubt- BRFFLE-PLPVTE comnn
ful if much turbulence is produced in the

latter type of equipment, since a jet of

liquid impinging on a solid surface tends to glide along the
surface in a thin stream until it reaches the boundaries,
where it leaves approximately tangential to the surface.

Jets function well for acid treating in furnishing large
ratios of acid to oil without producing a high dispersion.

FIG. 4.

The principle of column contactors depends on the

creation of successive zones of turbulence or dispersion in

the liquids flowing through the column by means of bends,
orifices, or obstructions introduced into the path ofthe fluid.

When the column is used purely as a mixing device, both

liquids are passed through it concurrently, and issue from
the discharge end in a state of dispersion dependent on the

efficiency of the apparatus.
One of the simplest types of column contactor is the

baffle-plate column (Fig. 5), which is not an efficient mixer,
but may be used to maintain a dispersion by recirculation,

and may also be used as an auxiliary mixing element. It has

the advantage, however, of causing only a small decrease

in pressure. A 6-in. diameter column, for example, fitted

with 20 baffle plates 1 ft. apart registers a decrease in pres-

ms.

FIG. 5. Baffle and orifice plate columns.

sure of 10 Ib, per sq. in. with liquid flowing at 7,000 gal.

per hr.

An extension of the baffle-plate device is the use of

column packing such as Raschig rings, crushed rock,

screened gravel, orcoke. Such packed columns are relatively
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cheap, and easily constructed, usually from a few lengths of

pipe packed with some convenient filling. As a rule, they
are more efficient than the baffle-plate column, and give

good results with a comparatively low drop in pressure.

Gravel, quartz, and coke packings plug rather easily, and

ring fillings are on the whole more satisfactory.

A special packing which has the property of acid wetting
in preference to the oil is sometimes employed for acid

treating. No precise information on the design of packed
columns or baffle-plate columns for bringing about contact

or reaction in liquid-liquid systems is available. Design is

usually based on pressure drop. Morrell and Bergman
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[27, 1928] discuss the pressure drops found by experience

to be most suitable for different refining treatments, while

White [40, 1935] and Chilton and Colburn [9, 1931] give

data enabling pressure drops of fluids flowing through

packed columns to be calculated.

The recommended equation of Chilton and Colburn is

0-0051 lf'Afpv*L
A^= p ,

^P

where Aj? is pressure drop in Ib. per sq. in., /' is a friction

factor dependent upon D^vp/fj. and may be obtained from

Fig. 6 where the relationship is plotted. Aj is a wall effect

factor plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of

packing element diameter

column diameter

p is the average fluid density at column entrance and exit in

Ib. per cu. ft., v is average fluid velocity corresponding to

density p over the total cross-section of the column, L is

the length of the packed portion of the column in feet, and

Dp is the average diameter of the packing elements in

inches. In the case of hollow packing elements the friction

factor obtained from Fig. 6 must be multiplied by a cor-

rection factor from Table III.

One of the best types of mixing columns is the orifice

column, which has proved very satisfactory for making

contact between two liquids. Intimate contact between the

fluids is obtained by pumping them together in the proper

proportion through a series of perforated plates in a length

of pipe as in Fig. 5. The energy of the high-velocity jets

issuing from the orifice is dissipated in the formation of

eddies, giving the contact required. Relatively low liquid

velocities are used in this type ofcolumn, a velocity of 0*6 ft.

per sec. being quite usual. A high drop in pressure between

each plate is necessary to obtain efficient dispersion, the

orifice area being usually divided into several small holes

rather than one large one. The normal drop in pressure

per plate is about 2 Ib. per sq. in., and since 15 to 20 plates

PACKING ELEMENT DIAMETER
COLUMN DIAMETER

FIG. 7.

are required in an efficient column, a total back-pressure of

30 to 40 Ib. per sq. in. is set up, exclusive of the liquid head

upon the column. This high back-pressure is a definite dis-

advantage of this type of equipment, and is certainly large

when compared to the back-pressure prevailing in appara-
tus ofthe jet class .

TABLE III

Correction Factorsfor Hollow Packing Elements

The conventional orifice formula Q = CA^/(2GH) may
be used to design orifice type mixers, where

Q = liquid quantity in cu. ft. per sec.,

C = coefficient (0-61 for small-diameter orifices),

A = area of orifice, sq. ft.,

G = gravity acceleration = 32-2 ft. per sec.,

H = head of liquid in feed.
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An adaption of this formula in more convenient terms is

Q b
= 18-26 D^H, where

Qb
= flow in barrels per hour,

D = diameter of orifice in inches,H = head of liquid in feet.

Experience has shown that a total pressure drop through
an orifice column of 30 Ib. per sq. in. is satisfactory for acid

treating, while a total pressure drop of 15 Ib. per sq. in. is

sufficient for plumbite or caustic treating.

A second and important
type of column contacting

equipment may be employed
forobtainingcontact between
two liquid phases without the

production ofa dispersion of
one phase within the other.

Here, the two liquids flow

countercurrently through the

apparatus, and turbulence
in both phases together with
theformation ofnew surfaces

of contact is produced by the
use of some special form of

plate or tower filling.

The simplest column con-
sists of a plain tower inwhich
a level of one liquid is main-
tained automatically, and
through which the second

liquid is sprayed downwards.
The efficiency is greatly im-

proved by the introduction of
tower packing, usually per-
forated plates or Raschig
rings, the function of the

filling being to promote tur-

bulence and increase the in-

terfacial area.

An example of this type
of contacting column is illu-

strated in Fig. 8. The column shell is divided into several
vertical sections by means of horizontal perforated plates.A pipe extends downwards from each plate for a length far

enough to permit the accumulation ofa layer of the heavier
liquid of sufficient depth to provide a differential head
which will transfer it to the next section. The lighter liquid
passes upwards through the perforations in the plate and
through each heavier liquid layer in fine drops, reuniting to
form a liquid layer before passing through the next plate.
The level of heavier liquid is maintained constant by means
of a float regulating device connected to a valve in the out-
let line. By reversing the vertical pipes, the heavier liquid
can be made to pass down through the perforations and
fall in fine drops through the lighter liquid layer.
A very similar type of contacting column, widely used

on the Continent, consists ofa number ofperforated plates,
which do not, however, fill the whole of the column cross-
section, but are placed one above the other in segments.
Thenumber and size of the perforations are so adjusted that
the liquid descending the column is dammed up above each
plate until it reaches a certain height, when it flows through
the perforations in a number of thin streams on to the next
lower plate, where the process is repeated, and so on, until
the last plate is reached. The liquid ascending the column
finds its way out around the plate. The belief that this type

FIG. 8.

of column is adaptable only to limited conditions and that
with an inadequate flow of descending liquid the latter

would fall through the column in a direct stream, or that
at high velocities of the liquid it would flow around the

plates, appears to be erroneous.

The design of countercurrent columns for liquid-liquid
extraction purposes has been investigated by Hunter and
Nash [19, 1932], and Varteressian and Fenske [37, 1936]
Meyer [26, 1931], Jantzen [22, 1932], and Happel and
Robertson [12, 1935] have discussed the design of liquid-
liquid countercurrent columns for carrying out chemical
treating processes. The work of Happel and Robertson is

undoubtedly the most scientific and noteworthy attempt to
devisea design method forchemical treating plant. It will be
discussed in detail later on in this article. The rate of
reaction involved in a chemical treating process may be con-
trolled by either the diffusion of one of the reagents or by
the chemical reaction involved. Jn the first case the design
becomes similar to that for a pure extraction process. The
second case has not yet been investigated, although an
interesting theoretical discussion of this case is given by
Davis and Crandall [10, 1930].

Mechanical and jet mixers and columns employing con-
current flow can readily be used for single contact processes.
When employed for the successive or countercurrent
methods of contact, several such devices must be coupled
together, with any convenient form of separator, by suit-

able cross-connexions to produce the required successive
or countercurrent type flow.

Efficiency of Liquid-Liquid Contacting Equipment
In order to select the most suitable contacting equipment

the various types should be compared on a standard

efficiency basis. Unfortunately, however, practically no
information of this character is available, and in conse-

quence the comparison of equipment types made here,
though employing all the published information obtainable,
is unavoidably indirect in character.

Practically no investigations have been carried out to

determine the efficiency of mechanical mixing devices in

producing contact between two immiscible liquids, although
the efficiency of such apparatus when used jfor mixing two
miscible liquids and for the dissolution ofa solid in a liquid,
has been investigated. Wood, Whitemore, and Badger
[46, 1922], and also Badger and McCabe [2, 1931], investi-

gated the time for complete mixing of a saturated salt solu-
tion and water at different stirring speeds in a 600-gal.
tank, 5 ft. high by 5 ft. diameter, provided with both plain-
paddle and propeller-type stirrers. The results of these in-

vestigations are summarized graphically in Fig. 9.

Increasing the size of the plain paddle improved the

mixing efficiency, whereas the addition of vertical baffles

resulted in a marked decrease in performance. Greater
rapidity of mixing was attained with the plain paddle com-
pared with the propeller. A definite advantage was also

gained by increasing the distance between the stirrer and the
bottom of the vessel and also by lowering the water-level.
The efficiency of a mechanically propelled paddle

agitator for the production of a suspension ofsand in water
has been studied by White, Summerford, Bryant, and
Lukens [45, 1932], who confirm the conclusion of Badger
and his colleagues by finding that uniformity in the con-
centration of suspended solid is approached most closely
when the paddle is near the liquid surface.
A good deal of work on the efficiency of mechanically

propelled agitators for contacting a solid and a liquid
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phase has been published which is applicable to the present

case of liquid-liquid contact. This, however, is fully dis-

cussed later in connexion with the efficiency of liquid-solid

contacting equipment.
The efficiency of a plain paddle stirrer for dispersing

acetic acid solutions, records that extraction efficiency as

high as 100% for mechanically stirred contactors can be

readily obtained.

TABLE IV

Overall Stage Efficiency for Air-Agitated Stage

cn
uJ
Q.

CO
-ZLo
I

Z)
lO

STIRRER

SPE

40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360

TIME FOR COMPLETE MIXING, SECONDS

FIG. 9.

water and lubricating oils has been examined by Herschel

[14, 1917], and experiments were made on lubricating oil

and aniline by Hunter and Nash [21, 1936]. In chemical

treating processes the greater the efficiency of dispersion

attained, the greater will be the contact area between the

two liquids, and hence the greater will be the contacting

efficiency. The results of these two investigations are sum-

marized in Fig. 10. In this figure the degree of dispersion

is measured by the average rate of settling of the dispersed

mixture, and obviously the slowest rate of settling indicates

the most intimate dispersion. It will be seen from Fig. 10

that efficiency increases with increasing paddle speed and

with time of stirring up to

a critical point of maxi-

mum efficiency, after

which an increase in either

of these variables results

in a decrease of efficiency.

The efficiency also in-

creases with increasing

ratios of treating liquid

to oil, and again passes

through a critical point.

In Table IV the variation

of the overall extraction

efficiency with solvent-oil

ratio for the solvent

extraction of different

lubricating oils with nitro-

benzene at 10 C. is given

for air-agitated mixers

[20, 1935]. These results confirm the fact that contacting

efficiency increases with decreasing treating liquid/oil ratio.

Othmer [29, 1934], in discussing the solvent extraction of

These high efficiencies were obtained on a mechanical

agitator, where both phases were contacted and then

allowed to settle out in contact with each other, and where

no continuous flow of the two phases took place in the

agitator. For mechanical agitators where continuous

counter-flow of the two liquids actually occurs in the

agitator very high performances can be obtained. In

reality such contactors are mechanically agitated counter-

current columns. Jantzen [22, 1932] has investigated the

performance of this type of equipment, and the results of

his experiments are summarized in Table V.

It will be seen from this table that quite small contactors

of this type are equivalent to a very high number of ideal

stages. This* affords an excellent illustration of a fact, not

generally recognized by designers ofliquid-liquid extraction

equipment, that contactors of the mechanically agitated

type should be constructed to allow, if possible, a con-

tinuous counter-flow of both liquids through the region of

agitation.

No work has yet been reported on the efficiency ofajet or

nozzle either for mixing or for chemical contacting.

The only similar information with regard to concurrent

type columns is some work carried out on the mixing of

adjacent miscible liquid layers in pipes [32, 1911]. Hie

1000 1500 2000
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DURATION OF STIRRING VOLUME RATIO OF SOLVENT TO OIL

IN MINUTES

FIG. 10. Effect of paddle-speed, duration of stirring, and solvent-oil ratio on paddle-stirred

mechanical contactor.

mixing effect was measured by the percentage length of

pipe over which admixture had extended, and was found to

increase with the diameter in similar pipes at similar fluid
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velocities, that is, the mixing increases with increasing
turbulence.

TABLE V
Contacting Efficiency of Mechanical Agitators

In Fig. 1 1 the results from the removal ofphanol from an
oil with aqueous alkali for both a jet and a concurrent type
contacting column are compared. It is apparent that for
this particular case, at least, the jet contactor is much more
efficient than the column contactor.
For the countercurrent type of contacting column, a

little more information is available. Hoening [18, 1929]
has investigated the relative merits of different kinds of
countercurrent columns used to extract an aqueous solu-
tion of phenols with benzol, and the percentage of the total
amount of phenols present in the aqueous liquor extracted
by a given quantity of benzol under similar conditions was
employed to measure the equipment efficiency. This in-
vestigator described a test on different types of column
packing, using a column 6 metres in height with an effective
height of 4 metres, and a diameter of 2 metres. Identical
liquor rates, benzol rates, and temperatures prevailed during
these tests. Liquor and benzol were first countercurrently
contacted by forcing them in broken-up streams into the
empty tower. Later, the tower was packed with pieces of
coke (Grade II), then filled with different sizes of Raschig
rings, and finally operated with perforated baffle plates.
The comparative extraction efficiency on the basis of the

percentage of the total removal of inlet phenols is shown in
Table VI.

TABLE VI

Some further experiments on the removal of phenols
from water by extraction with benzol were carried out
by the Koppers Company [24, 1928] in a column of 0-90
metre diameter, both empty and filled with perforated
plates. The results obtained agreed very well with those
for the 2-metre diameter tower reported in Table VI.
Using perforated plates as packing, the ideal stage equiva-
lents of this tower for the removal of phenol and the
three cresols from aqueous ammonia liquor are given in
Table VII together with similar data obtained by a test
run carried out by the author on a commercial plant oper-
ated in England.

It will be seen from the figures in Table VII that the
efficiencies for both these towers are very poor, each ofthese
tall towers being only equivalent to 1 or at the best 2 ideal

contacting stages. Judging from these data the counter-
current contacting tower compares very unfavourably with
the mechanically agitated type of contacting device where
one actual stage was almost the equal of an ideal stage.

5/000

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

PERCENT OF TOTAL SOLUTE EXTRACTED
FIG. 11. Extraction performance comparison between jet and

concurrent column contactors.

TABLE VII

Ideal Stage Equivalents for the Removal of Phenols from
Aqueous Ammonia Liquor using Perforated Plate Columns

I. 0-9 metre diameter tower, packed height 4 metres.
II. 0-9 metre diameter tower, packed height 4 metres.

III. 1-52 metre diameter tower, packed height 14 metres.

This performance compares even more unfavourably
with that ofthe mechanically agitated contactor embodying
internal countercurrent flow. On comparing Tables V and
VII, it will be seen that an agitator of this type, 50 cm. high,
Is from 5 to 10 times more efficient than a packed counter-
current tower 4 to 14 metres high, Jantzen [22, 1932],
also obtained very poor performance from laboratory-size
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countercurrent columns. He examined the action of two
columns, one 4 cm. diameter by 1 m. long packed with
10 mm. glass rings, the other 1-2 cm. diameter by 15 m.
long laid in zigzag form. Neither of these towers was
equivalent to a single ideal stage. The packed counter-
current type of column is not an efficient liquid-liquid con-
tactor. It is interesting to note also in this respect that the
countercurrent column type of contactor used for the
removal of phenol from aqueous liquors has now been

replaced in Germany to a large extent by mechanically
agitated contactors.

Varteressian and Fenske [37, 1936] have investigated the

performance of a packed column for liquid-liquid counter-

current contact. Their experimental work was of such a
nature as to give a general indication of the effect, on the

performance of the column, of each of a number of com-
mon variables, rather than to study the effect of each of
them in detail. Of the variables studied, the packing
material, the inversion of continuous and discontinuous

liquid phases in the column, and the throughput rate were
found to be without appreciable influence on the efficiency

ofthe column. The shape and size ofthe packing, however,,

materially affected the performance.
In a 3-metre column, diameter 1*41 cm., packed with

4-mm. metal rings, the equivalent number of ideal stages
varied from 2*1 to 4-0. This is a much better performance
than that obtained by Jantzen [22, 1932] and that recorded

above in Table VII.

Rushton [31, 1937] has examined the efficiency of a

packed tower for contacting two liquids, in connexion with
the solvent refining of oil by nitrobenzene. He finds that

there is a limit to the amount of oil that can be handled by
a given size of packing. Throughput is lower but contact

efficiency is better with small size packing. Graded packing
(larger at the bottom and smaller at the top) gives better

results than uniform packing. For a givenheight ofpacking
with increasing treating liquid/oil ratio the contacting

efficiency decreases, while the efficiency increased if the oil

rate was increased with a given height ofpacking. Preferen-

tial wetting of the packing appeared to have no appreciable
effect.

A tower 6 ft. high by 3 in. diameter packed with either

ring-rod or saddle packing varying in size from J to 1 in.

was found to be equivalent to 0-85 up to 3-1 ideal stages.

The data given by Rushton are unfortunately open to

criticism. Insufficient data are given in the paper to allow

his experimental results to be checked for accuracy by
means of weight balances. From the meagre informa-

tion given experimental errors appear to be high. The
method adopted by Rushton for calculating the efficiency

of the contact equipment used appears to be at fault

and to be a direct consequence from the apparently large

experimental error.

Rogers and Thiele [30, 1937] have studied the operation
for liquid-liquid contact ofa three-plate rectangular bubble

column provided with a glass front so that its operation
could be observed. It was used both in the ordinary

position and inverted. Several different types of caps were

tried. In all cases the contact of the two liquids appeared
to be poor. This result was attributed to the low efflux

velocity of liquid from beneath the bubble caps. They
concluded that this type of equipment was not well adapted
for liquid-liquid contact, which conclusions are in agree-

ment with the statements made above in connexion with

the comparison of the data in Tables V and VII.

Elgin and Browning [11, 1935, 1936] have carried out an

excellent and helpful theoretical analysis on a spray liquid-

liquid countercurrent column as a dispersion apparatus.

They show that the contact area in such a system is fixed by
three interrelated variables, drop size, time of contact

between the dispersed and the continuous phase, and the

number of drops passing a given point in unit time. Given
size drops will rise or fall through a stationary continuous

phase with a certain static velocity z> . Bond [5, 1927], and
Bond and Newton [6, 1928] have shown that the static

drop velocity where the densities of the phases involved are

of the same order of magnitude is given by

where A/> is the density difference, d drop diameter, ju.c vis-

cosity of continuous phase, and g the gravitational con-
stant. k is a constant varying from 1 to 1-5 for very small

drops and is a function of the viscosity ratio of the two

liquids, mass and diameter of the drop, and the interfacial

tension. If the continuous phase has an appreciable
countercurrent velocity, the actual drop velocity v is less

than the static velocity. If F'c is the linear velocity of the
continuous phase and F'D the linear velocity ofthe dispersed

phase through the column, and a equals FpjF'09 the flow

ratio, then

When d, the drop diameter, is defined as the diameter of
each drop necessary to produce the total contact area, if the

volume of the disperse phase in the column were divided

into spherical drops of equal size, then the contact area per
unit volume, or specific contact area Ay is given by

A 6F
.A = -=r-r

vd

Drop diameter is determined by operating conditions and

by the densities and viscosities of the two liquid phases,
their interfacial tension, diameter of entrance nozzle, and

velocity through it. The mechanism of drop formation is

complicated, and a relation between drop diameter and the

physical properties of the phases which also expresses drop
diameter as a function of entrance conditions through the

nozzle has been obtained.

Experimental observations indicate that when VQ is fixed

the liquid velocities for which a column will continue to

function as a countercurrent dispersion apparatus are

definitely limited. Increase in the flow of either phase, or

both, eventually results in a volume of the dispersed phase
hi the column at any instant sufficient to fill it completely
and prevent the passage ofthe other phase. In this event the

dispersed phase disappears, one phase will push the other

ahead ofit, and both will leave at the same end ofthecolumn.
This limiting condition has been termed the 'critical state*

and the corresponding liquid flow rates the 'flooding veloci-

ties '. The latter are independent. At the critical point Vu
must exceed VF^-i-VF^ for a spray column to operate. The
minimum value of v for a spray column to function as

dispersion equipment is given by

For fixed conditions at the entrance point of the dis-

persed phase and fixed rates of liquid flow a minimum
column diameter is required. The latter may be altered by

varying the inlet conditions or by varying the flow ratio.

Conversely, for fixed flows and column diameter a critical
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VQ must be maintained by suitable control of entrance

conditions.

Elgin and Browning determined the performance of a

spray column 2 in. diameter by 4 ft. high for the extraction

of acetic acid from an aqueous solution with isopropyl
ether, and also for the extraction of the acid from the ether

solution with water. They found this column to be equiva-
lent to 0-37 up to 1-98 ideal stages under the conditions

investigated. At a later date Appel and Elgin [1, 1937]
determined the performance ofa spray and a packed column
for the countercurrent extraction of benzoic acid between
toluene and water. The results are reported in terms of an
extraction capacity coefficient, which in the spray column,
2 in. diameter by 5 ft. high, increased with both liquid
flows. The capacity was increased markedly by decreasing
drop size which was found to be the most important factor
in its determination. For large drop size capacity proved
to be a linear function of the rate of flow, while for small

drop size capacity passed through a maximum and then
decreased with flow. Under these conditions the column
was found to operate with a greatly increased hold-up of
the disperse phase, attributed to drop coalescence in the
column. Flooding velocity with respect to one phase was
found to decrease with increase in flow of the other phase
and was markedly decreased by small drop size. In the

packed column, water, preferentially, wet the packing, and if

dispersed flowed down over it in a continuous film, whereas
toluene, if dispersed, rose in distinct drops. The capacity
coefficient was relatively independent of initial drop size

and was ofthe same order ofmagnitude found for the inter-

mediate drop diameter in the spray column. With toluene

dispersed it increased with toluene flow and decreased with
water flow except at very low toluene velocities. With water
dispersed it increased with flow of either liquid. The flood-

ing velocity with respect to either phase was lower the
larger the flow of the other and practically independent of
initial drop size. The packed column flooded at approxi-
mately half the velocity found for the intermediate drop
size in the spray column. The capacity of the spray column
was either much lower or much higher than that of the
packed column, depending upon the drop size employed in
the former.

A reasonable basis of comparison for a countercurrent
contacting column is the column height equivalent to a
theoretical contacting stage. A theoretical stage is con-
sidered to be a stage in which the two liquid phases reach
equilibrium. The column height equivalent to an ideal or
theoretical stage is usually referred to as the H.E.T.S. or
sometimes as the H.E.T.P., the height equivalent to a
theoretical plate, the terms theoretical stage and theoretical
plate being synonymous. The efficiency of various counter-
current columns on this basis is compared in Table VIII.
From this table it will be seen that the H.E.T.S. of

laboratory-size packed and spray countercurrent columns
varies from 1-5 to 50 ft., while plant columns so far ex-
amined have an H.E.T.S. varying from 5-5 to 209 ft. Labora-
tory-size columns fitted with a mechanical stirrer show an
H.E.T.S. of 0-16 to 0-82 ft. It would appear from this data
that the packed or spray countercurrent column is not an
efficient contacting device, but that a countercurrent
column fitted with a mechanical stirrer can be made an
efficient item of equipment,
A too intimate mixing effect is sometimes undesirable. In

acid treating when the acid is in a very fine state of disper-
sion the rate of settling and the degree of freedom secured
by a settler is low. With some highly unsaturated distillates

a vigorous contacting with acids will result in an acid oil
which cannot be clarified by settling, and even when

'

filtered such an oil will retain much of its acidity until
neutralized. Upon neutralization sodium salts of esters

TABLE VIII

Efficiency of Countercurrent Contact Equipment on
H.E.T.S. Basis

may form and remain in the oil layer. These salts are

partially decomposed upon re-running, resulting in corro-
sion of re-running equipment and sulphonation and oxida-
tion of the finished overhead product. Because of the

undesirability of forming a highly dispersed acid in oil

system the modern tendency is to use large ratios of acid
to oil and eliminate a too vigorous contacting. The
effectiveness of a large amount of acid gently agitated with
an oil as compared to a smaller acid quantity intimately
mixed can be illustrated on the mass action principle.
Raw distillate+ fresh acid treated distillate+ sludge

acid.

dIatUlate) X (Cfraii acid)
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where K is the extent to which the reaction proceeds. Now
if the concentration of the acid be denoted by the amount
of exposed surface, it can be seen that a large amount of
acid in large droplets will cause the same extent of reaction
as a smaller amount of acid in small particles.

These advantages of mild agitation still hold for the

smaller ratios of acid to oil, providing sufficient time is

allowed to compensate for the lower exposed surface when
mild agitation is used. Provision of a long time element in

any reacting system means, however, that for a given

capacity equipment must be larger, which in turn means

higher initial costs and more maintenance. In order to

surmount this obstacle, and, more important, to fully

utilize acid content of sludge, recirculation systems are

in operation.

Happel and Robertson [12, 1935] have evolved a

method of testing and designing countercurrent chemical

treating systems. They have applied it to the scrubbing of

naphtha to remove mercaptans by means of caustic soda

solution.

The two-phase system of naphtha and aqueous caustic

solution contains mercaptan in three forms, free (HSR)
in the oil phase, and (NaSR) and (SR~) ions in the caustic

phase.
The equilibrium equation for the system can be written

where A(SBr^ 9
X(HSR), and A(0lrn represent activities of the

mercaptide ion, mercaptan, and hydroxyl ion, respectively.

Since the solution is very dilute with respect to mercaptan

content, A (SS> )
is assumed to be proportional to mercap-

tide concentration in the caustic phase, and /4(HSB) to the

mercapatan concentration in the oil phase. Therefore, for

a given hydroxyl ion concentration, the ratio of the ion

concentrations ofmercaptan in the oil and aqueous phases,

that is the distribution coefficient, is a constant as demon-

strated experimentally by Meyer [26, 1931].

Using the data of Meyer, of Birch and Norris [4, 1935],

and of Borgstrom and Reid [7, 1929], Happel and Robert-

son have correlated the distribution coefficients obtained

at different caustic concentrations.

If, in a treating operation, a large excess of caustic is

used so that the caustic concentration does not change, the

distribution coefficient would be constant throughout the

operation. Calling x the concentration of any given mer-

captan in the caustic and y the corresponding concentration

in the naphtha, a plot of the equilibrium relationship is a

straight line passing through the origin. In fact, however,

caustic concentration falls because of conversion to mer-

captide. Assuming a suitable percentage utilization, i.e.

conversion of caustic in the operation as a whole, fixes once

for all the value of the distribution coefficient in the final

stage of contact. If OA in Fig. 12 represents the equili-

brium of a given component for fresh caustic and OB the

corresponding line for fresh caustic, the actual equilibrium

line for each stage of contact, other than the final one, will

be represented by some line through the origin with a slope

intermediate between the two. The exact position of each

line must be determined by trial and error.

The operating line for any given component is fixed and

is a straight line with a slope equal to the ratio of the

volume ofcaustic to the volume ofnaphtha passing through

the treating system per unit time. To locate its position a

trial and error method is used. The terminal conditions are

thus fixed, and it is possible to proceed with a stepwise cal-

culation of the number of countercurrent stages required
to effect the desired caustic utilization. A suitable effi-

ciency, equal to the percentage approach to equilibrium of

the mercaptan removal for any given stage, may be used

to advantage.
The following plant test illustrates the applicability ofthe

method.
Twelve thousand gallons of naphtha were washed with

5,300 gal. of caustic containing 0-05 Ib. per gallon of

sodium hydroxide at 40 F. in a two-stage countercurrent

system. In the first stage raw naphtha was bubbled through
partially spent caustic. In the second stage the washed

naphtha was intimately mixed in a centrifugal pump with

fresh caustic and allowed to settle.

It is desired to determine the efficiency of extraction of

each of the stages.

-0005 -0010 -0015 *0020 -0025 -0030
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FIG. 12. Extraction diagram for mercaptan removal.

Naphtha analyses were as follows:

It is possible to compute the free caustic concentration

at the end of each stage. Then, using the distribution

coefficient correlations given in the paper, these coefficients

may be calculated to be as follows:

A separate calculation for the scrubbing of each mer-

captan is then carried out as illustrated in detail below for

the propyl mercaptan.
In Fig. 12 the equilibrium relationships for propyl mer-

captan are plotted as two straight lines. The analyses ofthe

feeds (using subscript p to denote propyl mercaptan) are

yop
= 0-0014 Ib. per gallon in the naphtha andX^= 0-0 Ib.

per gallon in the caustic. The slope of the operating line is
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5,300/12,000 = 0-44. To locate it a trial and error method
is employed and a position is assumed. The intersection of
the operating line and the horizontal line Y= YOp gives the

concentration ofmercaptan in the caustic leaving the system.
A vertical line dropped from this intersection to the

equilibrium line for the first stage would give the mercaptan
content of the naphtha leaving the first stage, Ylp ,

if equili-
brium were attained in this extraction. An efficiency of 60%
is assumed, and consequently the value of Ylv = 0-0013 will

be given by a point 60% of the distance between the opera-
tingand equilibrium lines . The intersection of the horizontal
line Y = Ylp with the operating line gives the mercaptan
content of the caustic leaving the second stage. The same
procedure as above is followed in obtaining the mercaptan
removal from the naphtha in the second stage, except that

in this case an efficiency of 80% is assumed. Since the

horizontal line representing the concentration of mer-

captan sulphur, Y
2j>
= 0-0007 Ib. per gallon, intersects

the assumed operating line at the Y axis, the assumed
operating line is correctly placed when using fresh caustic

solution containing no mercaptans.
A similar calculation is made for each of the other mer-

captans present in the system. The mercaptan concentra-
tions in pounds per gallon for all components leaving the
first and second stages are calculated in this way to be as
follows:

Since the sums of the mercaptan concentrations are prac-
tically the same as the data obtained in the actual operation,
the assumed efficiencies of 60 and 80% are correct.

Liquid-Liquid Contactor Power Requirements
Data on power consumption of mechanical agitators of

the paddle, propeller, and turbine agitator type have been
reported. Wood, Whitemore, and Badger [46, 1922], White,
Brenner, Phillips, and Morrison [42, 1934] have determined
data on power consumption for paddle agitators, while
Hixson and Wilkens [17, 1933] have obtained similar data
for a four-blade propeller, all of which has been correlated
by White and Brenner [41, 1934].
The power consumption of a simple paddle agitator

depends on the paddle length and width, tank diameter,
liquid depth, agitator speed, the physical properties of
the liquid stirred, and the equipment roughness. Paddle
thickness and position relative to the tank bottom have a
negligible effect. From a consideration of these values a
dimensional equation may be derived, namely,

i L
where P = power consumption,L= length of paddle,

N = paddle speed,W = paddle width,
D =* tank diameter,
H = liquid depth,

p = liquid density,

7?
= liquid viscosiiy.

K, a, b, c, and d = constants to be determined experi-

mentally. In this equation (L
2
Np/7j) is a modified Reynolds

number.
White and Brenner found that the exponents in the above

equation were not constant over the entire range investi-

gated, and hence the form of the function is best expressed

graphically. A direct mathematical expression which does
not fit the data quite so well is

P
7^r^^rR

= 0-000129^

where N = revs, per sec.,

17
= absolute viscosity in Ib. per sq. ft.,

p Ib. per cu. ft.,

L, D, W9 and H = feet.

This equation expresses the experimental data satisfactorily
for a Reynolds number of 10,000 or over, but diverges at

lower values. It can be used for determining power con-

sumption in the region of turbulent flow.
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Buckingham [8, 1915] in a study ofthe windage ofturbine
wheels concludes that power can best be expressed by the

equation
j. . c/^-A^-L",-.,

where L is the turbine wheel diameter, the other symbols
having the same significance as in the previous equations.

Fig. 13 shows also the effect of turbine size and peripheral
speed on power consumption for contacting liquids with a

viscosity of 1 centipoise.
Power consumption of rotating bodies in fluids has been

shown to vary markedly with surface conditions. A more
or less definite sharp increase of power takes place at
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speeds associated with the region of change from viscous

to turbulent flow (see Unwin [36, 1880], Buckingham [8,

1915], and Kerr [23, 1913]).

Very little need be said on the power requirement of jet
and column contactors, as this is purely the power to pump
the liquids through the system. Sincepressure drop through
orifices and packed columns has already been dealt with in

this article no further discussion is necessary here.

Equipment for Contacting a Liquid and a Solid Phase

Contacting equipment for this purpose may be classified

into:

(1) Mechanical mixers.

(2) Column contactors.

The first class consists of apparatus in which contact

between a finely divided solid and a liquid is produced by a

mechanically operated device. In the second class contact

between a finely powdered, granular, pelleted, or agglo-

merated solid is produced by passage of the liquid phase

through a column packed with the solid.

Apparatus in the first class normally employed comprises

paddle, propeller, or turbine mixers, ball mills and colloid

mills. Air agitation is very unsatisfactory and is seldom

employed in modern plant. Outside circulation has limited

usefulness and is usually only used for maintaining a dis-

persion previously produced by other means.

The specific gravity of the solid phase is most important

in determining the type of mechanical contactor to be em-

ployed. The specific gravity of the liquid phase is not so

important, as for petroleum products it only varies over the

range 0-7 to 1-0, whereas with solids it often varies from

0-9 to as much as 7-0.

When correctly designed, paddle's are satisfactory for

low gravity solids except for very rapid dispersion. They
are economical because oftheir low first cost and because of

their moderate power requirements at low speeds. They
are not satisfactory, however, for maintaining suspensions

of high gravity solids in low viscosity liquids.

Propellers are useful over a wide range of liquid and

solid mixtures, being satisfactory for suspension and in-

timate contacting. Their first cost is low and their power

requirements moderate.

Turbine mixers are very satisfactory for speedy and

intimate contact. Being true dispersers they are efficient

for producing intimate dispersions for all size of batch or

continuous operations. Their first cost is somewhat higher

than paddles or propellers, but their power consumption is

often considerably lower than that for propellers.

Ball and colloid mills usually produce very intimate dis-

persions, and, because of the increased cost of separating

such dispersions, are seldom, if ever, employed for contact-

ing in the petroleum industry.

Column contactors are packed with the solid chemical

reagent and the liquid hydrocarbon material to be refined

is allowed to filter or percolate through the solid bed. Ifthe

solid is in the form of a very fine powder, filtration is slow.

If the particle size of the solid is increased, contact surface

and contacting efficiency is reduced but filtration speeded

up. Particle size of the solid packing depends, therefore, on

the contacting time required. It is advantageous to pack

the tower as far as possible with solid particles of equal size,

and the best results are obtained when the solid is granu-

lated or pelleted.

The most satisfactory methods for granulating fine

powders are extrusion or agglomeration from nuclei.

A hard compact granule is obtained by using a pressure

extrusion process. This may be accomplished by passing

the powder moistened with water between two rollers (Fig.

14) rotating in opposite directions. One roller is perforated

with a number of holes. By a continuous extrusion of the

powder a series of cylinders is obtained, which on leaving

the holes are broken up by the combined action of the

roller and centrifugal force or by the use of suitable scrapers

into short cylinders. Another method is to extrude a paste

of powder and water through a die press to form string-

like rods of suitable diameter, which are broken into short

lengths, dried or calcined in a rotary furnace, sieved and

FIG. 14.

graded. In the agglomeration process the powder, mois-

tened with water, is rotated in a O-shaped vessel or drum

by means ofrevolving paddles. Wet particles ofthe powder

given a rolling motion down the periphery of the drum

accumulate upon their surface, in the manner ofa snowball

rolling down hill, other particles, and so become agglo-

merated into perfect spheres, whose size is directly pro-

portional to the total time of rotation. The resulting wet

granules are soft and easily crushed, but possess sufficient

strength to withstand screening before drying, if a slowly

rotating or vibrating screen is used. Drying ofthe granules,

preferably in a rotary drier where a certain amount of

glazing takes place, gives a hard product. Both the cylindri-

cal and spherical granules produced by these two methods

are satisfactory for packing contacting towers. If a really

hard resistant particle of constant size is required, the most

satisfactory method is to pellet the powder in a pelleting

machine. This machine compresses the powder into hard

tablets or pellets all ofequal size and shape. A largenumber

of such machines are on the market suitable for manu-

facturing pellets of all sizes and shapes. In order to

accomplish the compression of powder into tablets effi-

ciently and economically, a preliminary granulation of the

powder into spherical granules by the agglomerationmethod

is advantageous. By this means a smooth, easy flow of the

material to the pelleting machine is assured, with the pro-

duction of a harder and more compact pellet.

Efficiency of Liquid-Solid Contactors

The performance of a mechanical agitator of the paddle

type has been investigated by White, Summerford, Bryant,
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and Lukens [45, 1932] for the production of a suspension of

sand in water. The equipment used for this work consisted

of a 500-gal. tank, 4 ft. 4 in. in diameter, with a 2-ft.

paddle 3 in. wide vertically mounted in the centre of the

SOLID AFTER SETTLING

LINES OF EQUAL
ONCENTRAT10N
M6SOLID/IOOCC.

AFTER SETTLING

LOW PADDLE
FIG. 15.

tank and agitated at a constant speed of 37 r.p.m. The
sand used was screened to give a product of approximately
65 mesh. They found that maximum suspension of the

solid is attained after a very short period of agitation.

Uniformity of concentration of the suspended solid was
never obtained, but was approached more closely when
the paddle was near the surface of the liquid than when it

was close to the bottom of the tank.

Maximum suspension of the solid

was obtained when the paddle was
near the bottom of the tank, and in

the design of agitators for this type
of contacting the agitating device

should be situated here. When the

paddle is situated at the bottom of
the tank the liquid above the paddle
is low in suspendedmatter and large

depths of liquid above the paddle
must be avoided. The difference

in solid suspensions when using a
middle and low paddle are shown
in Fig. 15. White and Summerford
[44, 1934] also found a hydraulic

sizing of solid particles in the tank.

The large particles remained on the

bottom near the centre of the tank,
while the smalloneswere carried into

suspension by the flow of liquid, so

that careful screening ofthe solidcan

improve the contacting efficiency.

tainer with little or no motion. This regime is one in which
the vertical currents set up by the agitator are not sufficient

to raise the solid particles from the bottom of the tank. At
somewhat higher agitator speeds the solid particles move
inward towards the centre of the tank. In this flow regime,
characterized as curvilinear flow, the vertical currents are

of sufficient magnitude to produce considerable suspension,
the amount suspended being a function of agitator speed.

In the third type of agitation prevailing at high agitator

speeds the solid particles were thrown outward from the

centre and the regime described as turbulent flow was
established. In this third, or high speed, zone centrifugal

forces eventually become sufficiently strong to combat

effectively the forces tending to produce a more uniform

sand concentration, and for any given position in the tank

there exists an agitator speed beyond which an increase in

speed accomplishes little or no increase in solid concentra-

tion. This point is called the upper break, or saturation-

point. White and Summerford [43, 1933] found that curves

of solid concentration against agitator speed showed these

three distinct zones and they correlated empirically curves

for various solid sizes by a plot oflog Q/D* against JR, where

Q is solid concentration in mgm. per 100 c.c. of liquid, D
is logarithmic mean clear opening of screens forming the

limits ofthe mesh fraction, andR is stirrer speed in r.p.m. A
plot of Q/D* against JR, is shown in Fig. 1 6 for the suspension
ofsand in water using a paddle agitator with the dimensions

given above. The graph shows the three distinct flow zones

and the saturation-point for different solid (sand in this

case) sizes. Since the saturation-point occurs at approxi-

mately the same agitator speed for different points in the

tank if solid size and total amount of solid are constant, it

is suggested that agitator speed at which saturation occurs

should be used as a measure of intensity of agitation.

Quantitative studies of agitation in a liquid-solid system
have been made by Hixson and Crowell [15, 1931], and

HixsoA and Wilkens [17, 1933], in which emphasis has been

placed on the effect of agitation on the phenomenon of

dissolution. The performance of agitators in these studies

80

60

40

FIG. 16
QD4

Relation between solid size, concentration, and agitator speed.

Hixson and Crowell [15, 1931] have noted three types of
agitation when a solid is stirred in a liquid. At low agitator
speeds a 'passive or non-flow' r6gime is maintained in
which the solid particles remain on the bottom of the con-

was interpreted on the basis of the kinetics of solution

expressed as the velocity constant of the 'cube-root law'

developed by Hixson and Crowell In the later study of

Hixson and Wiikens experiments were conducted in a series
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of geometrically similar cylindrical vessels, ranging in vol-

ume from 0-73 to 353 gal., with corresponding stirrers of

the propeller type. In free rotational agitation the effects of

stirrer speed, size of equipment, and fluid viscosity were
found to be very great. Baffles were found to slow down
the fluid flow and were a hindrance to the agitating pro-
cess. More effective agitation was found in a shallow vessel

than in a deep one at the same stirrer speed. Agitation, as

measured by rate of solution, was greater in the free rota-

tional than in the baffled system at low stirrer speeds of

100 to 300 r.p.m. The freely rotating turbine was found to

be more effective than the propeller under the same con-

ditions. At higher stirring speeds of 300 to 500 r.p.m. the

most effective agitation was obtained from a turbine

agitator operating in a fixed central deflecting ring.

Hixson and Tenney [16, 1935] have studied the quantita-

tive evaluation of agitation in a liquid-solid system on the

basis of a 'mixing index'. If a solid be dispersed in a liquid

in such a manner that any small volume ofthe liquid shows

the same ratio of solid to liquid as any other and the same
ratio as total solid to total liquid, the system may be said to

be perfectly mixed. Obviously, the system so arranged is in

dynamic equilibrium. Suppose the total quantities of solid

and liquid present in the system are in the ratio x/y. If any
small sample from this system in dynamic equilibrium

analyses for solid and liquid in the ratio x/y, it is 100%
mixed. Intermediate degrees of mixing may be expressed

linearly by the relations

S
10000 - -100

if the liquid is in excess, or

100

if the solid is in excess. S and S here represent the weight

per cent, of solid in a sample and in the total mixture

respectively, and L and LQ the weight per cent, of the

liquid in a sample and in the total mixture, while P repre-

sents the per cent, mixed. An average of the percentages

100

80

X
LUQ

CD

X

20

200 400 600 800 1000

STIRRER SPEED IN R.P.M.

FIG. 17. Degree of mixing v. speed. Curve (1), liquid viscosity:

0-89 centipoises. Curve (2), liquid viscosity: 21-3 centipoises.

Curve (3), liquid viscosity: 33-8 centipoises. Curve (4), liquid vis-

cosity: 43-9 centipoises.

mixed ofa sufficient number ofsamples taken from different

arbitrary locations within the agitating vessel for a given

set of conditions gives a quantitative measure of the degree

of uniformity of agitation throughout the vessel and is

referred to as the 'mixing index' for that set of conditions.

The variation of mixing index with different sets of con-

ditions in a vessel 18 in. diameter by 29J in. high agitated

100

10 20 30 4-0

VISCOSITY IN CENTIPOISES

FIG. 18. Degree of mixing v. viscosity.

with a four-bladed propeller is shown in Figs. 17 and 18.

The figures show that mixing index increases slowly with

increasing agitator speed at low speeds and low fluid

viscosities, and that it increases sharply at higher speeds,

finally flattening off at still higher speeds. The lower flat

portion of the curves in Fig. 17 is probably associated with

passive flow, while change from passive to curvilinear flow

is indicated by the sharp increase of mixing index with

speed. With increasing speed in the curvilinear flow region

mixing index increases rapidly up to the saturation-point
where the curves flatten off at some definite speed for a

given viscosity. The chief factor influenced by viscosity is

probably the settling rate of the solid particles. Slower

settling of solid particles produces better mixing, as is

indicated by the higher values of mixing index at high

liquid viscosities.

The contacting of liquid and solid in a tower packed with
solid particles has been examined by Scott [33, 1935], Mayo,.

Hunter, and Nash [25, 1935], and by Baker, Chilton, and
Vernon [3, 1935]. In long columns ofsmall diameter, Mayo,.

Hunter, and Nash found that the liquid in its passage down
the tower tends to flow away from the centre of the pack-^

ing towards the tower walls, where it continues its passage

by flowing down the wall. The percentage of the total

available packing surface wetted increased with increasing,

rate of liquid flow up to a flooding-point, when the total

packing surface was suddenly-wetted. At the flooding- or

loading-point the packing is completely wetted by virtue

of the fact that the whole tower is full of liquid. In con-

tacting a liquid with solid packing in a tower it is essential

to use liquor rates which will flood the tower, or, better, to

run the contacting column full of liquid by some means of
flow control or by running the liquid up the tower. If run-

ning with full towers is for any reason undesirable, large

diameter packed towers may be employed and good liquid

distribution over the packing obtained. Baker, Chilton, and

Vernon have shown that in sufficiently large packed towers,

the tendency for the liquor flow to concentrate near the

walls is absent, and that uniform distribution, once attained,

persists down to any reasonable depth of packing. Some
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device for uniform initial distribution of liquid is essential,

however, since the flow from a single stream does not

become uniform until four or five tower diameters have

been traversed.

Phase Separation after Contacting

Three general methods are almost universally employed
hi the petroleum industry for separating two liquids or

a liquid and a solid after a contacting operation. These are :

(1) Filtration.

(2) Settling.

(3) Centrifuging.

Filtration is usually employed for separating a liquid and
a solid phase where a liquid and finely divided powder
have been agitated together. Settling and centrifuging are

employed chiefly for the separation of two liquid phases.

Filtration.

Enclosed pressure filters are generally used for separating
oil from a finely divided solid. These filters have a number
of filter leaves suspended inside a shell into which the

material to be filtered is charged under pressure. The
leaves may be parallel or perpendicular to the horizontal

axis of the shell. Usually the leaves are stationary, but
sometimes they can be rotated during the filtration cycle, or

the filter medium may be installed as an inner lining of the

shell and rotate with it. In principle a filtering medium is

stretched over a frame provided with channels for the col-

lection and drainage of solution, and the material to be
filtered is forced under pressure into the space between
filter medium and outer housing. Manual labour in opera-
tion may be reduced by opening and closing the shell by
mechanical means. The high pressure employed results in a

good, dry cake. The Sweetland filter consisting of a series

of circular disks suspended inside a cylindrical cast-iron

shell is often employed.

During filtering a solid particle by the force of its impact
penetrates the filter medium pores and comes to rest, or if

a deposit has already formed exerts a compressive action

upon it. The impact is proportional to the weight of the

particle and to the pressure. A high initial pressure
rapidly decreases the rate of filtrate flow when the solid

material is composed, as it usually is, of uneven sized

particles. A low initial pressure reduces compacting of the
cake and results in a higher average rate of flow of filtrate.

In a liquid having a low concentration of suspended solids

the solid particles are deposited with more force than if the
solid content is high, owing to the greater rate of flow

depositing the particles at higher velocity and producing
a denser cake. For these reasons low initial pressures increas-

ing steadily as the cake builds up are desirable in pressure
filters, the increasingpressure maintaining the rate offiltrate

flowwith increasing cake thickness, and consequently centri-

fugal pumps are ideal for feeding pressure filters. Filter
aids are useful when the solids to be removed are in a very
finely divided state. A filter aid should be porous, chemi-
cally inert, and of low specific gravity so that when mixed
with the liquid to be filtered it will remain in suspension.
Comparatively small amounts of filter aid are required and
their cost is more than balanced by increased filter effi-

ciency. Kieselguhr or diatomaceous earth of high silica

content and having a low gravity is the most widely used
of all filter aids for handling petroleum products. A coat-

ing of filter aid may sometimes be applied to the filter

medium to act as a clarifying agent and to prevent binding

of the filter medium. Precoating with filter aid is often

used with advantage in the filtration of lubricating oils.

Spent solid is sometimes separated from oil by filtering

through sand or by a combination of continuous settling
in a tank and filtering the overflow.

Settling.

Settling is the operation normally employed for the

separation of the treated oil phase from the treating liquid

phase. The separation depends on the difference in densi-

ties of the two phases. The dispersed phase moves through
the continuous phase with a velocity influenced by gravita-

tional force, viscosity of the dispersion medium, difference

in specific gravity between the phases, and size of the par-
ticles of the dispersed phase.

Stokes' law for the constant velocity of a small sphere

falling in a liquid is given by

where r is the radius of the sphere, and p l its density, p 8 the

density and p, the viscosity of the continuous phase, and

g is the gravitational constant. This equation applies when
the dispersed phase is the denser of the two phases and
hence is settling downwards through the continuous phase.
Where the dispersed phase is the less dense ofthe two phases
and is settling upwards through the continuous phase this

formula has been modified by Bond [5, 1927]

where llKis a constant equal to 1-43 as determined for air

bubbles rising through water-glass and castor oil.

In a later paper Bond and Newton [6, 1928] show that

values of K vary from 1 to 1-5 and that K is a function of
the viscosity ratio of the two liquids, mass and diameter

of the dispersed particles and of the interfacial tension

where the densities of the phases involved are of the same
order of magnitude.
From these equations it is obvious that although density

difference is important the importance rapidly diminishes

when the particle diameter is sufficiently reduced, since the

velocity is proportional to the square of the radius. With

very small particles and with little density differences

suspensions of great stability are possible sometimes, even

defying centrifugal treatment.

Settling is generally accomplished in tanks large enough
to give the required time element for separation. Either

vertical or horizontal tanks may be used. The rate of set-

tling in horizontal tanks per unit volume is greater than
with vertical tanks, although the depth of the clarified layer
is approximately the same. Advantages are claimed for

both types of settlers, but experimental comparisons of the

practical advantages of one type over the other remains to

be made. In some cases where vertical tanks are used the

inlet to the tank is tangential, and sets up a swirling motion
to the tank contents which is claimed to aid in the separa-
tion. Horizontal tanks are used with or without baffles, and
also with special arrangements for the inlet flow.

The exact settling time that is required is best determined

experimentally for each treating operation. In general,
alkali solutions and water washes settle more rapidly than
acid sludge. Fifteen to thirty minutes usually suffices for

caustic or doctor settlers, but an hour may be required for

acid sludge.
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Settlers are usually about 40 ft. high varying in diameter
from 2 to 10 ft., and are often fitted with a water spray for

water washing. The water spray is made from pipe in the

shape of a cross either welded or connected by fittings. Two
crosses, one above the other to cover the tank area, are

used in large diameter tanks. The perforations are arranged
in one or two sets in the bottom of each pipe. Spray holes

are sometimes made on one side of each pipe only so that

the water-flow through the holes will assist rotary motion
set up by the tangential inlet to the tank and assist washing.
Unless very hard water is used | or -ft- in. holes are satis-

factory, countersinking of the holes from the outside assists

in preventing plugging. The spray is best situated 5 to

10 ft. below the overflow hi order to settle out as much
water as possible before the oil goes to the next tank.

Settling tanks may be employed for both batch and con-
tinuous settling ofliquid-liquid and liquid-solid dispersions.
In continuous settlers the fluid velocity should not exceed
3 ft. per minute.

In acid treating, especially acid treating of cracked

gasoline, it is sometimes important for stability of colour to

remove most of the acid sludge in 2 minutes or less after

contacting acid and oil. This is best done by centrifuging,
but is sometimes carried out in a desludger. Water washing
or alkali neutralization of distillates containing sludge
causes hydrolysis of the sludge and the liberation of tarry

products which dissolve in the treated distillate with de-

leterious effect upon the final product. In order to ensure

complete removal of acid sludge the distillate from the acid

settler is sometimes put through a desludger. A desludger
consists of a suitable vessel packed with sand, gravel, or

special packing and the sludge is removed from the treated

011 by selective adsorption or selective wetting on the sur-

faces of the material in the desludger. Arrangements of

trays or shelves overwhich the oil is given an elongated con-
tact time and length oftravel path are also used. The special

packing material used hi desludgers has the property ofacid

wetting in preference to the oil. The desludging towers are

so designed that as the finely divided sludge and oil move

upward, the sludge accumulates on the packing to form

droplets heavy enough to settle to the tower bottoms

countercurrent to the oil stream. Many packing materials

are also suitable for removing moisture from oil after a

caustic wash. Sludge or caustic which may accumulate on
the tower packing after a period of operation may be

removed by the introduction of steam for 4 to 6 hours.

stirrer. The principle employed is illustrated in Fig. 19. If

the bottom halfof the vessel in Fig. 19 is filled with a heavy

liquid of density 2-0 and the top half filled with a lighter

liquid ofdensity 1-0, three distinct exactly balanced U -tubes

result. Ifthe contents ofthe right-hand vessel are converted

into a dispersion, the resulting density of the dispersion will

One of the most interesting settling systems is the Holley

Mott System developed by the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company
Ltd. in which continuous contacting, settling, and reagent

circulation are induced by the rotation of a single paddle

FIG. 20.

be 1-5. Under these conditions, in the upper half of the

system, above the line XY, Fig. 19, the liquid in the agitator

will be heavier than the liquid in the separator, and a flow of

dispersion from agitator to settler through the centre tube

will result. The upper connexion also allows liquid to flow

from the settler to the agitator so that a circulation is pro-
duced. A similar circulation results in the lower half of the

vessel. If a flow of fresh oil and reagent is introduced into

the agitator, it is possible to remove from the separator

separated light and heavy liquids and to take a flow ofthese

two liquids wherever required. In this way, in a single pair
of vessels, a continuous contacting, settling, and circulation

is induced by a single stirrer. A single pair of vessels may
be used as a stage unit in either batch, multiple contact or

countercurrent contact treatment. The design of the stirrer

in the contacting vessel, as shown in Fig. 20, consists of

three plain diamond blades set at angles of 120 to each

other along the length of a shaft mounted eccentrically in

the contact vessel. The settler is a plain vessel of a size

and shape suitable to the work required. Separating rates

of 50 to 200 gal. per hour per sq. ft. of interfacial area,

depending on the oil and reagent used, are normally em-

ployed.
For separating liquid-solid dispersions cone settlers are

now being used in the petroleum industry. The cone settler

consists of a conical tank, the angle at the apex of which is

45 to 60. The conical tank is mounted with its apex

pointing directly downwards and is provided with a manu-

ally or automatically controlled sludge discharge valve at

the bottom and a central loading-well and some suitable

type of overflow at the top. The feed enters through the

central loading-well usually fitted with a baffle to prevent
undue agitation. Clarified oil overflows from the top of the

cone and solids settle to the bottom. Solids settling in

the cone increase in density until the buoyant power of the

settled solids raises an actuator which in turn operates a
mechanism to unseat a valve from the orifice in the apex of

the cone and allow the solids to be discharged. Alterna-

tively, the solids may be discharged bya plug valve orgoose-
neck siphon. When using the siphon the greater the eleva-

tion of the siphon the greater the density of the discharge.

The solids separated by settling devices contain a good deal

ofliquid and the sludgy discharge has to be treated by some
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suitable means to recover this liquid. Capacities of differ-

ent size settling cones with an apex angle of 60 are given in

Table IX.

TABLE IX

Capacities of 60 Apex Angle Settling Cones

Settling cones can be used for continuous operation if

equipped for continuous overflow and continuous dis-

charge. Trescott [35, 1934] has described the use of cone

settlers for continuously separating acid sludge.

Centrifuging.

Two types of centrifuge may be employed for separating

liquid-liquid dispersions, the hollow bowl type or a type

using bowls with shallow settling spaces.

The hollow bowl type was the first type developed for

centrifuges. This type has the advantage of simplicity and

permits attainment ofhigh values for maximum centrifugal

force at the bowl wall, but material located at the centre

portions of the bowl is subjected to only small centrifugal

force. Bowl type centrifuges are usually made with dia-

meters up to 12 cm. and bowl speeds of about 15,000 r.p.m.
The mixture to be separated is fed into the bowl revolving

at high speed and the heavier liquid in the mixture is thrown

by centrifugal force to the outside of the bowl, while the

lighter remains in the centre. As the operation continues

the two vertical layers rise to the top of the bowl and by
suspending a suitable ring diaphragm into the two layers

the two liquids may be drawn off from separate exit

spouts. The centrifugal force applied is gravitational force

enormously magnified so that the whole centrifuging opera-
tion is really an enhanced gravity settling.

Bowls with shallow settling spaces are often employed.
In the majority of such separators the bowl is packed with

cone-shaped disks, with thin spacer caulks giving shallow

settling spaces, long liquid travel paths, and guided liquid
flow. The space thicknesses are two to three times as great
as the diameter of the liquid globules to be separated. The
bowl is provided with two spouts through which the

separated liquids are discharged. Cone-packed disk-bowl

separators have larger bowl diameters and lower rotational

speeds than the hollow bowl type.
The centrifuge finds its main application in quick contact

acid treating processes for refining high sulphur content

pressure distillate and lubricating oils. High sulphur

pressure distillate is treated with acid in a high-speed
mechanical contactor, such as a Stratford contactor, in

which the total contact time is of the order of 1 to 2 sec.

The dispersion produced is immediately transferred to

centrifuges and separated. The entire time of treatment,

including contacting, transfer, and sludge separation, is

about 4 sec. The short total contact time avoids poly-
merization of valuable unsaturated hydrocarbons and
allows acid desulphurizing of high sulphur content cracked
distillates without excessive reduction of anti-knock pro-

perties. In treating lubricating oil, heated oil and acid are

contacted in a mechanical agitator for about 10 minutes.

Water is then added to the dispersion to prepare the sludge

and the whole is centrifuged. Acid is sometimes added in

two portions, the first in the agitator, the second at the

centrifuge itselfwhich aids in producing a fluid sludge. The
De Laval acid sludge separator, a widely used centri-

fuge, is of the cone-packed bowl type. The bowl speed is

6,000 r.p.m. and oil capacity varies from 200 to 1,200 gal.

per hour with corresponding power requirements of 3 to

5 h.p. The advantages of employing centrifugal separation

in acid treating are:

(1) Separation of oil and sludge is very sharp and oil

which is otherwise lost in the sludge is saved.

(2) All
*

pepper' sludge is removed, giving an oil of lower

acidity and a reduced consumption of neutralizing

agent.

(3) The process may be run continuously.

(4) Long contact time with acid is avoided with saving
in oil losses.

Walker [38, 1934] has given the following direct com-

parison data between conventional batch and continuous

treatment with centrifugal acid sludge separation of lubri-

cating oils.

Characteristics of Stock Treated: Paraffin Distillate

from East Texas Crude

Gravity, API 29-5

Viscosity at 100 F., Saybolt seconds . . . .75
Pour-point, F 75-80

*Colour, A.S.T.M. No 3

*
Original colour at still, 2i A.S.T.M., darkened to 3 A.S.T.M.

by heating during transfer.

The batch-treating cycle was as follows :

Charging agitator, 2,000 Ib. .

Addition of first acid (14 Ib. per 50 gal.) ,

Blow period
Settling period

Drawing first sludge
Addition of second acid

Blow period
Sousing water
Blow period
Settling period
Drawing slndge .

Transfer period

Total cycle .

(4J Ib. per 50 gal.)

Time

(fir)

4

12

1

*
*

3

1

JL
28

The continuous treatment was carried out at a throughput rate

of 600 gal. per hour per machine, with the following results:
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Sludge Characteristics

Subsequent tests on the pressability of the acid-treated distillates

shows no differences between the two methods of treating.

To summarize, a large number of tests on oils of widely
different characteristics have shown that continuous treat-

ment with centrifugal sludge separation as compared with

batch treatment will, in general, show the following

advantages:

1. A saving of 25 to 50% in acid requirements.

2. A saving of 25 to 50% in earth or neutralizing

agents.
3. A reduction of treating loss amounting to 25 to

50% of that encountered in batch treatment.

4. The sludge discharge from the centrifugal machine

is less viscous, and more readily disposed of, than that

drawn offby the agitators.

5. Greater flexibility of operation.

Centrifuging may also be employed for separating

liquid-solid dispersions, but in this case continuous opera-

tion requires expensive special type centrifuges, while

batch separation by centrifuging offers little or no advan-

tage over filtration.
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REFINING CRACKED NAPHTHA WITH SULPHURIC ACID AT
LOW TEMPERATURES

By R. A. HALLORAN, B.S,, A.E.S., A.S.MUE.

Manager, Research and Development, Standard Oil Co. of California

ONE of the chief problems of the petroleum refiner is the

conversion of cracked naphtha into a refined gasoline

suitable for use as motor fuel. Such conversion involves

removal of a variety of undesirable constituents such as

sulphur compounds, gums, colour bodies, potential gum and
colour-forming compounds, corrosive and acidic oxygen

compounds, &c. All refiners recognize the importance of

eliminating such constituents, but the particular means of

accomplishing this is dependent upon the crude oil source

of the naphtha and the type of cracking process used,
both factors contributing towards a wide variation in the

quantities and properties of impurities present.

Sulphuric acid has long been and continues to be the

most important agent for refining cracked naphthas. The

present chapter is concerned with one of the more im-

portant developments in the use of this reagent, namely,

low-temperature treatment.

Chemistry of Cracked Naphtha Treatment

The ultimate object in any naphtha-treating process is

the efficient removal of impurities with minimum loss of

valuable constituents. In this respect the action ofsulphuric
acid varies with temperature. Since acid treatment is funda-

mentally a chemical process, involving various competing
reactions, it is desirable to review briefly the chemistry
of cracked naphtha treatment before proceeding to a
detailed discussion of the temperature effect.

Of the various types of hydrocarbons present in any
cracked naphtha two of the most important, the paraffins
and the naphthenes, are not affected by sulphuric acid under
the conditions required for refinement. This statement

applies to the aromatic hydrocarbons also, except in those

instances where a large quantity of strong sulphuric acid

is required for treatment. The fourth main class of hydro-
carbons in cracked naphtha, the defines, is subject to two

types of reaction with sulphuric acid, polymerization and
formation of acid or neutral sulphates. Either reaction is

undesirable since olefines are very satisfactory constituents

of motor fuels. Since as much as 60% by volume of a
crude cracked naphtha [4, 1928] consists of olefines, one
of the chief objects in sulphuric acid treatment is the

development of conditions under which undesirable com-
pounds are removed without seriously reducing the ole-

fine content. In addition to hydrocarbons containing
one double bond, crude naphthas contain appreciable

proportions of hydrocarbons containing two or more
double bonds. These compounds form resinous materials

when the fuel is stored, especially in the presence of air.

The diolefines are, however, readily polymerized by
sulphuric acid, and their removal presents no particularly
difficult problem unless the naphtha has been severely
cracked and abnormally high proportions of these com-
pounds are present.

Comparatively little exact information is available con-

cerning the chemical composition and properties of the

sulphur compounds present in cracked naphthas. The types
of compounds which have been definitely identified include

the mercaptans, sulphides, thiophens, and thiophanes.

Unquestionably, various unsaturated derivatives of these

compounds are also present. The hydrogen sulphide
formed in cracking operations is normally separated from
the crude naphtha before treatment and no further dis-

cussion of its removal is required here.

The sulphur compounds mentioned above undergo five

types ofreaction when treated with sulphuric acid: namely,
oxidation, physical solution [1, 1926; 5, 1934; 8, 1926],

sulphation, sulphonation, and polymerization. The com-

pounds most subject to oxidation are the mercaptans, the

products being disulphides under mild conditions and

sulphonic acids when the treatment is more severe. The
other types of sulphur compounds are probably not ap-

preciably oxidized under the usual treating conditions.

Physical solution ofsulphur compounds in strong sulphuric
acid is known to be important in the case of sulphides
and disulphides [8, 1926]. In connexion with this action the

formation ofweak double compounds between the acid and

organic sulphur compounds has been suggested [1, 1926].

Sulphation of unsaturated sulphur compounds to yield acid

or neutral esters similar to those derived from the olefine

hydrocarbons is also probably of substantial importance.
All the sulphur compounds in cracked naphtha are subject
to formation of sulphonic acid derivatives, but the relative

rates and the importance of these reactions in practical

treating operations are at present matters of conjecture.

Ample evidence is available showing that the unsaturated

sulphur compounds in cracked naphtha are polymerized
by acid treatment [5, 1934; 2, 1932]. Presumably the

sulphur atom has a considerable activating effect on the

sensitivity of the molecule to polymerization.
Little is known concerning the chemical constitution of

the nitrogen and oxygen compounds present in cracked

naphthas. The former contribute to the colour of the dis-

tillate but their basic character permits ready removal by
sulphuric acid. Acidic oxygen compounds are removed by
the alkaline wash which always follows acid treatment.

Practical Fundamentals of Acid Treatment

One of the reasons for the extensive use of sulphuric acid

in cracked naphtha treating is that its action may be readily

modified to meet the needs of the particular problem at

hand. The most important factors capable of independent
control are acid strength, temperature, ratio of acid to

naphtha, time of contact, and method of application.

Low-temperature treatment was developed for the treat-

ment of cracked naphthas of high sulphur content, particu-

larly of the California type, in which an abnormally high

proportion of the sulphur is present in the form of inert

thiophens and thiophanes. When such material is treated

for substantial sulphur reductionthe productnormally has a

very satisfactory colour, gum content, colour stability, &c.

Consequently, in the section which follows, the degree of

refinement will be indicatedin terms ofsulphurcontent only.
It may be noted that in the case of low-temperature treat-

ment ofa naphtha prepared by severe cracking, the sulphur
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of considerable heat and in the absence of any temperature

control this effect is evidenced by a sharp rise in tempera-

ture of the mixture. Fig. 1 illustrates the temperature effects

observed when a typical California cracked naphtha is

mixed in a Dewar flask with varying proportions of 98%
sulphuric acid. In this particular series of experiments the

initial temperature of the naphtha was 70 F. However, it

has been demonstrated that the temperature rise is practi-

cally independent of the initial temperature and the same

curve would be applicable for initial temperatures varying

from 30 F. to 110F.

content control must be supplemented or even replaced by

gum content and gum stability.

In connexion with the determination of gasoline yield

from crude naphtha it has become customary to refer to

the treating loss and polymerization loss as separate items.

Treating loss represents the actual reduction in volume of

naphtha caused by the removal of certain constituents in

the acid sludge. ITtie polymerization loss is a figure indicat-

ing the loss in yield of fractions boiling within the gasoline

range, but the exact figure is dependent upon the volatility

specifications to be met. For example, with end-point

control a given naphtha might contain 80% by volume of

fractions boiling below 400 F. and 85% boiling below

420 F. Assuming that after acid treatment the respective

figures are reduced to 70 and 76 %, the polymerization loss

in the first case would be

85-76
80

== 12-5% and

85
Xl00 = 10-6% in the latter. In the following

section the polymerization loss is expressed in terms of

400 F. end-point material.

Effect of Temperature

The reactions which take place when cracked naphtha

is mixed with sulphuric acid are attended by the evolution

IBS. 98%

10

ACID PER

20 30 -40 50

BARREL OF CRACKED NAPHTHA

FIG. 1.

"0 IO 20 30 40 50

IBS. 98% ACID PER BARREL OF CRACKED NAPHTHA

FIG. 2.

Specific data presented in this section in the form of

charts and tables are limited to the treatment of California

naphthas as obtained from liquid phase cracking processes.

In all cases acid requirements refer to pounds per barrel

of42 U.S. gallons (35 imperial gallons) of cracked naphtha.

In Fig. 2 are plotted experimental results showing the effect

of temperature on polymerization losses. As noted above,

the method of application of acid to naphtha and time of

contectareimportantfactorsinfluencmgtheresultsobtained.
The isotherms of Fig. 2 are reasonably comparable in these

respects, since in all tests the acid was applied in several

increments, the naphtha and acid layers were intimately

mixed for 15 minutes after the last addition, and no sludge

was withdrawn until after the final stirring operation.

In the comparison ofthe curve labelled
*Without cooling'

and the lower temperature curves one point requires further

explanation. The data are all based on laboratory experi-

ments, and in obtaining the points for the four lower curves

the procedure was as follows: a 2-litre round-bottomed

flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer was partially

immersed in a cooling bath, 1 litre of naphtha was added,

and with gradual acid addition the rate of cooling was so

adjusted that the treatment was effected within the indicated

temperature range. In obtaining points for the 'Without

cooling* temperature curve, the original temperature of

the naphtha was 70 F. and the acid was again added

gradually but no attempt at temperature control was made.

Consequently, in the latter experiments the heat of reac-

tion was partially dissipated and due to the relatively small

apparatus the final temperature was appreciably lower

than would be representative of large-scale operation.

Experience with commercial equipment has shown that, in

the absence ofany temperature control, actual polymeriza-

tion losses are considerably higher than those obtained in

such laboratory tests.
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The experiments designed for comparison of polymeriza-
tion losses at different temperatures also serve to illustrate

the effect of temperature on treating losses. These data are

plotted in Fig. 3.

10 20 30 40 5O

LBS.98% ACID PER BARREL OF CRACKED NAPHTHA

FIG. 3.
'

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of temperature on acid require-

ments to yield gasoline of various sulphur contents. The

original naphtha used in obtaining these data contained

0-62% sulphur. However, the sulphur content of the un-

treated 400 F. end-point stock contained in this naphtha
was 0-53 % and so the treating curves start from the latter

point. A particularly interesting feature in Fig. 4 is the

0.60

3 STAGE)

TREATED AT
20F.

10 20 30 40 50

IBS. 98% ACID PER BARREL OF CRACKED NAPHTHA
FIG. 4. Sulphuric acid required for sulphur reduction.

reversal in temperature effect at about 15 Ib. of acid per
barrel of naphtha, smaller proportions of acid effecting

greater sulphur reduction without cooling, while larger

proportions are more effective at low temperature. No
explanation of this phenomenon is forthcoming [6, 1933],

but it may be noted that it represents a laboratory result

only and it has not been observed in commercial treating

operations. The curve for commercial three-stage treat-

ment in Fig. 4 and the discussion following under 'Com-
mercial Application' substantiate this statement.

Data on polymerization loss, treating loss, and sulphur
reduction are combined in Fig. 5 to illustrate the effect of

O.IO 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60

% SULPHUR IN FINISHED 400 END-POINT GASOLINE

FIG. 5. Gasoline yields after sulphuric acid treatment of a California

cracked naphtha.

treating temperature on yields of gasoline for treatment to

various sulphur contents. For treatment to given sulphur
content the reduction in losses resulting from the use of low

temperature is additive to the reduction caused by the use

of less acid. Therefore, when a highly refined product is

being prepared the excessive loss in yield accompanying
treatment without cooling is particularly striking.

Although the practical significance of the above tempera-
ture effects cannot be questioned, the theoretical explana-
tion is far from adequate. At first sight it might appear that

the decrease in polymerization and treating losses with

decrease in temperature are merely examples of the well-

known effect of temperature on reaction rate. How-
ever, the decrease in reaction rate is not the complete

explanation, since the low-temperature contact between acid

and naphtha-phases may be continued for several times the

above-mentioned 15-minute period with no substantial

decrease in gasoline yield. Another theory is that the

selective removal of sulphur compounds at low tempera-

tures, either by solution or reaction, so dilutes the acid phase
that its polymerizing and sulphating activity is greatly

diminished. Further factors to be qonsidered are the rela-

tive rates of change of individual reactions with change in

temperature, as well as the effect of temperature on purely

physical solution. The whole problem is difficult and a

comprehensive explanation must await further data.

It has been mentioned above that defines, in general, are

very satisfactory constituents of gasoline. A recent compre-
hensive investigation [7, 1934] of the knock ratings of pure
hydrocarbons proved that the average knock rating of

olefines is much higher than that of the corresponding
paraffins. It is not surprising, therefore, that any treat-

ment tending to reduce the olefine content is accompanied
by a corresponding loss in knock rating. Fig. 6 illustrates

the loss in knock rating (initial octane number was
69-9 by the C.F.R. Motor Method) accompanying acid

treatment of a cracked naphtha at two different tempera-
tures. It will be noted that the curves are similar in shape to
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those in Fig. 5, indicating that the low-temperature process
conserves a greater proportion of high anti-knock defines
than treatment without cooling.
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FIG. 6. Loss in knock rating by sulphuric acid treatment of a
California cracked naphtha.

Since Figs. 2-6 are based upon a single series of labora-

tory experiments, it is of interest to show individual

results. These numerical data, taken from smoothed curves

plotted from the experimental data, are given in Table I.

It will be noted that the data summarized in Table I and

illustrated by the curves are all based upon the use of 98%
sulphuric acid. However, the general effects of temperature
are applicable to other strengths ofacid; a curve for estimat-

ing the quantities of other strengths required for equivalent
treatment is presented in Fig. 7.

In an earlier paragraph it was stated that the olefines in

naphtha react with sulphuric acid to yield acid and neutral

STRENGTH OF ACID - % H2S04 .

FIG. 7. Effect of sulphuric acid strength on acid requirements.

esters. The acid sulphates are more soluble in sulphuric
acid than in hydrocarbons and this reaction is evidenced by
treating loss. However, the neutral esters are quite soluble

hi the naphtha and are decomposed with the formation of

acidic materials during the distillation step which follows

acid treatment. Neutralizationwith caustic soda is generally

practised to prevent corrosionof condensingequipment and
discoloration of the distillate in storage. The effect of treat-

ing temperature on this caustic consumption is illustrated by
Fig. 8. Low treating temperatures also minimize the caustic

requirements in the neutralizing step which immediately
follows acid treatment and water washing [5, 1934].

Commercial Application of Low-temperature
Treatment

The advantages of the low-temperature refining process

have been demonstrated in an impressive manner by large-

scale application hi California refineries. Table II sum-

marizes the savings resulting from the installation of the

process for the treatment of naphtha obtained by liquid

phase cracking of a fuel oil residuum from California crude.

The examples cover low-temperature treatment at two

TABLE I

Cold Treatment of a California Cracked Naphtha at 15-20 F. compared with Treatment without Cooling. Sulphuric

Acid Requirements and Gasoline Yields Single Stage or Laboratory Treatment

Crude Cracked Naphtha Crude 400 F. End-point Gasoline

Per cent, sulphur . . . 0-62 Per cent, sulphur . . . 0-53

Per cent. 400 F. end-pointgaso- Octane number . 69-9

line 76-0
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TABLE II

Investments and Savings

Cold Treatment of Cracked Naphtha at 20Q
F. compared to

Treatment without Cooling for Same Sulphur Reduction

Equivalent add requirements

Lb. 98 xo acid per 42-gal. barrel without cooling
Lb. 98% acid per 42-gal. barrel treatment at 20 F.

Savings >y cold treatment

98% acid Ib. per 42-gal. barrel of naphtha
Caustic soda Ib. per 42-gal. barrel of naphtha
Increase in gasoline production barrel per barrel

of gasoline
Gain in octane number, C.F.R. Motor Method
Equivalent c.c. tetraethyl lead per gal.

Reduction in A.S.T.M. 20% temp. F.

Refrigeration Plant 1,000 bbl. (4?s) daily

throughput.

Capacity required tons of refrigeration

Plant investment, approximate

Operating requirements per 24 hours

Labour
Power-K.W.H.
Salt water thousands of gal.

Ammonia (losses) approximate pounds

17-9

10-0

7.9

1-48

0-132

2-3
0-33-0-50

17

56

$14,600

60-5

15-0

45-5

3-86

0-79

15-18

1-86-2-25

31

65

$16,900

One man per shift

805

197
5-0

935
228-5

5-8

6

O.7

0.6

O.5

0.4

01 -3
LJ
CL.

o
fe

0.2

CO O.I

9
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LBS.98%ACID PER BARREL OF CRACKED NAPHTHA
(COMMERCIAL THREE-STAGE COUNTERrLOW TREATMENT)

FIG. 8. Caustic soda requirement for redistillation after sulphuric
acid treatment.

different acid rates, actual data for treatment in the absence
of cooling being adjusted to conform to the same reductions
in sulphur content. These figures are given for illustrative

purposes only since the exact savings vary with the type
of naphtha treated.

Table II also includes the approximate initial investment
in an ammonia refrigeration plant and the daily operating
requirements for lowering the treating temperature to

15-20 F. These figures assume a crude naphtha charge
of 1,000 barrels daily. Fig. 9 contains additional data on
refrigeration requirements.
The type of plant and operating procedure used in com-

mercial low-temperature treatment have been described in
detail [5, 1934].

90
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FIG. 9. Capacity of refrigeration plant for treatment of cracked

naphthas at 15-20 F.

The treatment is conducted in three-stage counterflow

equipment, with cooling between stages [3, 1934] to control
the maximum temperature of the naphtha, usually 15 to

20 F. This type of plant is illustrated in Fig. 10. Crude
naphtha is thoroughly dried, pre-cooled to 0-10 F., and
contacted in centrifugal pump mixers with partially spent
acid sludge from the second stage. The naphtha and sludge
layers are separated, the sludge is removed from the system,
and the naphtha is again cooled before mixing with sludge
from the third treating stage. Sludge separated in the
second stage is piped to the first stage and the naphtha is

further cooled before contacting with fresh acid in the third

and final treating stage. As the final treatment generates
considerable heat, the naphtha-sludge mixture is cooled
before passing to the settling tank. Treated naphtha from
the third settler is piped to a rock-packed separator where
last traces of sludge are removed. The sludge-free naphtha
is passed through a heat exchanger to cool incoming crude

naphtha and is then washed with water and finally with
caustic before being pumped to the treated naphtha
storage tank.

As indicated by the curve in Fig. 4, the counterflow

operation reduces acid requirements by about 35-45% com-
pared with single stage or laboratory treatment. Experience
has shown that in the absence ofcooling a similar reduction
is not obtained due to the rapid loss in treating efficiency
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ofthe acid sludge layer caused by secondary decomposition
reactions.

The chief advantages of temperature control in sulphuric
acid treatment of cracked naphthas are thus shown to be
reduction in treating and polymerization losses, decreased

acid requirements, retention of valuable anti-knock con-

stituents, and decreased caustic consumption. Greater

reduction in gum content, improved colour stability,

elimination of emulsion troubles, &c. [5, 1934], are other

attractive features of this process.

LEGEND
- NAPHTHA

AODiSLUDGE
RECOVERED NAPHTHA
WATER

CAUSTIC

PRE-COOLERS

SLUDGE ACID STORAGE
^SETTLER &BUDWC

SLUDGE
SETTLER

FINAL SLUDGE SEPARATOR

TREATED
NAPHTHA
STORAGE

FIG. 10. Three-stage plant for treatment at low temperatures.
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SULPHUR REMOVAL FROM GASES
By ALFRED R. POWELL, B.S., A.M., Ph.D., A.I.M.M.E.

Research Division, The Koppers Construction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Occurrence of Sulphur in Refinery and

Natural Gas

THE sulphur present in refinery gas and in sour natural gas
is almost entirely in the form of hydrogen sulphide, H2S.

Quite often very small quantities of organic-sulphur com-
pounds, such as mercaptans, are also present, but the

amount of organic sulphur does not usually exceed 8 grains

per 100 cu. ft., and, for all practical purposes, the removal
of organic-sulphur compounds need never be considered

[15, 1929].

It has been common practice in the manufactured-gas
industry to express the hydrogen-sulphide content of the

gas in terms of grains per 100 cu. ft. of gas saturated with
water vapour at 60 F. and under an absolute pressure of
30 in. ofmercury. This convention has been quite generally

adopted for sour natural gas and refinery gas and is used
here. Under these conditions, 1 % by volume of H2S in the

gas is equivalent to 635 grains ofH2S per 100 cu. ft.

The hydrogen-sulphide content of natural gas varies

between extremely wide limits
;
and it is impossible to give

a really typical figure. Most of the natural gas distributed

for commercial and domestic use is 'sweet' as it comes
from the wells; that is, it contains no appreciable amount
of H2S. Sour natural gas may contain any quantity from a
trace up to as high as 10,000 grains per 100 cu. ft.

Refinery-still gas has a hydrogen-sulphide content vary-
ing between 100 grains and 5,000 grains per 100 cu. ft., the
amount depending largely on the sulphur content of the
crude oil. A fairly typical figure is 1,000 grains per
100 cu. ft.

Objects of Sulphur Removal

Legal restrictions usually specify that gas offered for sale

shall contain not more than 30 grains of total sulphur com-
pounds per 100 cu. ft. of gas. Under some State laws, the

requirement is made even more stringent by specifying that
the gas must contain substantially no H2S. However, ex-

perience has shown that gas containing less than 30 grains
of total sulphur will produce no sulphur odour or nuisance
due to the formation of sulphur dioxide, when the gas is

burned. Hydrogen sulphide must usually be removed from
sour natural gas or refinery gas sold for city use.

Aside from legal restrictions on gas to be sold, there are
also several other reasons that make sulphur removal from
natural and refinery gas very desirable.

The corrosive effect ofhydrogen sulphide in gas pipelines,

especially when the gas is under pressure and contains
moisture and oxygen, is well recognized and has been quite
thoroughly investigated. Even where the H2S is present in a
quantity less than 12 grains per 100 cu. ft., severe corrosion

may occur, according to Devine et. al of the U.S. Bureau
of Mines [8, 1933]. As a result of their work, they recom-
mend that the hydrogen sulphide be removed from the gas,
and/or that the oxygen be reduced and the humidity be
controlled, if it is desired to reduce corrosion in pipeline
systems.

Where gasoline is recovered from natural gas or refinery
gas, there is a distinct advantage in first removing the

hydrogen sulphide from the gas, in order to avoid the

recovery of sour gasoline, which must be subjected to

special treatment. Auld [1, 1928] states that the presence
of H2S in natural gas causes the efficiency of a charcoal-

process gasoline-recovery plant to decrease to about 50 %
after 10 days' use, due to the formation of free sulphur in
the pores of the charcoal.

When gas contains high concentrations of hydrogen
sulphide it is highly poisonous, and leakage of such natural

gas may cause serious accidents. The removal of the H2S
makes such gas relatively non-poisonous.

If natural gas containing hydrogen sulphide is used as a
fuel for internal combustion engines, the corrosion is

usually quite severe, according to Mills of the U.S. Bureau
of Mines [20, 1925].

Historical

Processes for the removal of hydrogen sulphide were first

developed early in the period of coal-gas manufacture,
since it was found that the combustion of unpurified gas
led to the production of disagreeable sulphur fumes harm-
ful both to the consumer and his property. These injurious
effects led to stringent legal requirements for the removal
of H2S from gas intended for household use.

In the earlier days of the manufactured-gas industry lime
was used almost exclusively for the removal of hydrogen
sulphide. The chief objection to lime, apart from rather

high operating costs, was the difficulty of disposing of the

spent lime without involving a public nuisance as evidenced
by odour and contamination of streams.
The iron-oxide process for purifying coal gas was intro-

duced about the middle of the nineteenth century. From
that time it gradually displaced the lime process, until to-

day practically no coal-gas plants use lime for purification.
The use of iron oxide for removal of H2S was a notable

improvement over the old lime process, since it selectively
removes hydrogen sulphide with a reasonably high effi-

ciency; it does not involve the running of an effluent into

streams; the fouled iron oxide is easily revivified by air so
that it may remove far more sulphur than the theoretical
amount for a single fouling; and, with adequate capacity,
it requires little supervision or attention.

However, in 1920 a new process forH2S removal, known
as the Seaboard process of liquid purification, was intro-
duced by the Koppers Company. Since that time a very
large percentage of the gas-purifying capacity in the United
States, as well as many plants in other countries, have
changed to or adopted the Seaboard process or other pro-
cesses using liquids or solutions instead of the dry iron
oxide. It has now become rather common usage in the
American gas industry to refer to the iron-oxide process as
'dry purification', while the generic term of 'liquid
purification' is applied to the several processes for H2S
removal developed since 1920.
The many reasons that have led to the rapid adoption of

the Seaboard and other liquid-purification processes by
plants producing coal gas or carburetted water gas since
1920 need not be detailed here, since they have been well
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described by Sperr [23, 1921], and in various other later

publications.

Only in very rare cases is the iron-oxide process adaptable
to the economical removal of hydrogen sulphide from
refinery or sour natural gas. In some instances, where
the hydrogen-sulphide content of the gas is low, and where
the gas is purified at substantially atmospheric pressure, the

iron-oxide process might be used.

In nearly all cases, however, the H2S content of the gas
is relatively high and usually the gas is under a considerable

pressure. Under these circumstances the iron-oxide box
system of gas purification is too cumbersome, laborious,
and expensive a method to be applied to natural gas and
refinery-still gas. The design of iron-oxide boxes to with-

stand pressure leads to very high installation costs, whereas
it is relatively simple and inexpensive to install the absorber
towers used in liquid purification to withstand any pressure
that might be encountered. With gas containing large
amounts of H2S the fouling of the iron oxide is very rapid,
and it is necessary to shut down the boxes very often, in

order to remove the fouled oxide and replace it with fresh

material. This operation involves considerable labour and
is often quite hazardous, due to the pyrophoric nature of
iron sulphide.
For these reasons, as well as others, there was really no

practical process available for the purification of high-

pressure refinery and natural gases containing large
amounts of sulphur until the introduction of liquid purifi-

cation in 1920. Since that time, many large liquid-purifi-

cation plants have been installed.

Liquid Purification Processes for Removal of

Sulphur from Gases

All liquid-purification processes consist of two essential

stages. The first step is absorption, where the sulphur-

containing gas is contacted with a solution which absorbs

the hydrogen sulphide. The absorption is carried out in

counter-current fashion, with the solution entering at the

top of the tower and leaving at the bottom, while the foul

or sour gas enters at the bottom, and the clean gas leaves

the tower at the top. The absorbing tower may contain any
one of several types of tower packing or may contain trays
of bubble caps, depending on rate of solution flow, gas-

pressure, and other conditions.

The second step involves regeneration of the solution,

freeing it of the sulphur which was taken up in the absorp-
tion stage, and thereby rendering it suitable to be returned

to the absorption stage, where it again functions as an
absorbent to remove hydrogen sulphide from the gas. In

nearly all cases the process is cyclic and continuous, the

same solution being recirculated more or less continuously
between the two stages. A general review of liquid-

purification processes has recently been published by Denig
and Powell [7, 1933].

It is in the regeneration stage, commonly known as

'aerification', that there is the widest variation in method
and equipment between different liquid-purification pro-
cesses for sulphur removal from gas. In the present discus-

sion liquid-purification processes will be classified according
to the principle used in regenerating or 'actifying' the foul

solution received from the absorption tower.

By this scheme liquid-purification processes may be

divided into four general classes, as follows:

1. Sweep-gas actification.

2. Oxidation-by-air actification.

3. Hot actification.

4. Miscellaneous (vacuum actification, electrolytic actifi-

cation, &c.).

Under each class various commercial processes will be

mentioned, and one typical process of each class will be
described in some detail.

Sweep-gas Actification as typified by the

Seaboard Process

The Seaboard process for the removal of H2S from gas is

not only the earliest liquid-purification process ofcommercial

importance introduced in the United States, as mentioned

earlier, but it is also the simplest in operation, and has been
the most popular process up to this date, as evidenced by
the large number of installations. At the present time there
are more than 50 Seaboard gas-purification plants in opera-
tion in the United States and Canada alone. Almost one-
third of these plants are removing hydrogen sulphide from
refinery-still and sour natural gas.
A general description of the Seaboard process and

various developments connected with it has been given by
Sperr [23, 1921 ; 24, 1923]. The practical application of
the Seaboard process to refinery and natural gas specifically
has been described by Jacobson [14, 15, 1929]. Burrell and
Turner [3, 1933] describe the use of the Seaboard process,

among others, for the removal of H2S from natural and
refinery gas.

a
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FIG. I. Seaboard process of gas purification flow-diagram.

The method of operation of the Seaboard process is

illustrated by the flow-diagram in Fig. 1 . The liquid used in

this process is a solution of sodium carbonate (about 3%).
This solution enters the top of the absorber and is sprayed
on to the packing in this tower. The gas, which is passing

up through this absorber tower, is thereby contacted with
the solution in a counter-current manner, and nearly all

of the hydrogen sulphide is absorbed from the gas. The
spent soda solution, containing the absorbed H2S, flows

continuously out of the bottom ofthe absorber, anfl is then

pumped to the top ofa second packed tower, which is called

the actifier. Here the spent solution is sprayed on to the
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packing and passes down through the actifier tower, while

a current of air, furnished by a blower at the bottom, passes

up through the tower. By this sweep-gas action of the air

the hydrogen sulphide is largely removed from the solution,

and the actified solution is then in a suitable condition

again to be returned to the absorber. Most of the H2S
removed from the gas leaves the plant in the actifier air,

which is usually discharged through a high stack.

The principal chemical reaction involved in the Seaboard

process is as follows:

H2S+Na2C03 ^ NaHS+NaHC03 .

This is a reversible reaction, subject to the ordinary laws
of mass action. In the absorption stage it proceeds to the

right; in the actification stage, to the left.

One of the side-reactions which occurs to a very small

extent is the conversion of sodium carbonate to sodium

thiosulphate, due to the oxidizing action of the air.

Fortunately, the loss of sodium carbonate by this irre-

versible reaction is very small. Another side-reaction,
which is more or less essential to the successful working of
the process, is the conversion of a substantial part of the
Na2CO3 into NaHCO3 . This is caused by the presence of
CO2 in the gas being purified or by the CO2 released by the
formation of sodium thiosulphate mentioned above. After
a short period ofoperation the ratio ofNa2CO3 to NaHCO3

becomes more or less constant due to attainment of equili-
brium. The presence ofNaHCO3 in the solution assists in
the removal ofH2S in the actification stage.

Experience has indicated that the most economical opera-
tion can be obtained when the plant is designed for about

90% removal of the hydrogen sulphide from the gas, if the

gas is under ordinary pressure. However, if the gas is

purifiedunder higher pressure, 98 % or higher, removal may
be secured economically. Where the gas is at ordinary
pressure, secondary removal by iron-oxide boxes is usually
quite feasible and economical, since the quantity of H2S
to be removed in these 'catch boxes' is small.

The Seaboard process is well suited for the purification
of gas under pressure in the case of gases not subject
to liquefaction, and in several installations gas is being
treated up to pressures of 300 Ib. per sq. in, or higher.
Where pressures are high, the absorber is designed some-
what smaller in size, whereas the actifier, where the solution
is swept with air at ordinary pressure, is of normal size and
design.

The cost of operating the Seaboard process varies some-
what, depending on local conditions and different unit
costs. The table below gives a typical cost analysis.

TABLE I .

Operating Costs of Seaboard Process

Kind of gas

Capacity of plant

Sulphur content

Sulphur removal

Gas-pressure .

Labour: 6 hr. at 50 cents per hour
Power: 1,000 K.W.H, at 1 cent
Soda ash: 400 Ib. at 1-2 cents

Maintenance .

Total operating cost per day
Cost per 1,000 cu. ft. of gas

Refinery-still or natural gas
5,000,000 cu. ft. per day (normal

temp, and pressure)
1,000 grains H 2S per 100 cu. ft.

98%
60 Ib. per sq. in gauge

Per day

$3.00

$10.00
$4.80

$JLOO
$18.80

0-376 cent

A view of a typical Seaboard process plant is shown in

Fig. 2. This is the plant of the Illinois-Missouri Pipe Line

Company at Wood River, Illinois. It has a capacity of

6,000,000 cu. ft. of refinery-still gas per day and removes
about 98% of the H2S from gas containing about 1,000

grains per 100 cu. ft.

Although the Seaboard process is relatively simple and
economical in operation, and has been very popular for

these reasons, it possesses the disadvantage of discharging
the H2S removed from the gas along with the actifier air.

This means (1) that there is no by-product recovery of

sulphur, and (2) that the actifier air containing the H2S

may be objectionable if discharged directly into the atmo-

sphere. However, plants have solved this latter problem by
utilizing the actifier air under gas producers, boilers, &c.,

[17, 1929].

Oxidation-by-air Actification as typified by the

Thylox Process

Several different processes utilizing the principle of

oxidation-by-air for actification or regeneration of the

solution have been developed and put into commercial

operation. In these processes the solution, after absorbing
H2S from the gas, is contacted with air. However, the air,

instead of acting as a sweep gas to carry out H2S, as in the

Seaboard process, oxidizes the solution to produce free

sulphur, which is carried to the surface of the solution as a

finely divided suspension, which may be filtered off and the

sulphur recovered as a by-product. Not only is a by-

product recovered, but also the possible objection of dis-

charge of H2S into the atmosphere is eliminated, without
the extra operation of disposing ofthe air under boilers, Ac.

The chief difference between the various processes of this

type is in the nature of absorbing solution. The Ferrox

process (Sperr [26, 1926]) employs iron hydroxide in sus-

pension in a solution of soda ash. The Nickel process

(Cundall [5, 1926]) employs a nickel catalyst suspended in

a soda-ash solution. Several purification plants using these

processes have been installed by the Koppers Company
and have been in successful commercial use for years. Both

processes are suitable for the removal ofhydrogen sulphide
from refinery-still and natural gas.

The Thylox Process. The Thylox process (Gollmar
[10, 1929], Jacobson [16, 1929], Colbert [4, 1930], Mc-
Bride [19, 1933], Denig [6, 1933]) employs a solution for

absorption which is free from suspended matter, and which
is practically neutral in reaction. Gollmar [11, 1934] has

described the chemistry of this process. The active absorb-

ing compound in the solution is a mixture of various

sodium thioarsenates. The principal reaction involved in

the absorption stage of the process, where the H2S is

removed from the gas, is as follows :

Na4As 2S6O2+H2S Na4As2S6O+H2O.

The principal reaction occurring in the actification stage,

where the solution is regenerated for further use, and where
the free sulphur is released, is as follows :

Na4As2S O-fO = Na4A$2S6O2+S.
The flow-diagram in Fig. 3 illustrates the operation of

the Thylox process. The gas to be purified passes up
through the absorber where it is contacted with the

actified Thylox solution in muoh the same manner as in

the Seaboard process. The purified gas leaves the top of
the absorber, the foul Thylox solution is pumped from the

bottom of the absorber into a tank called the pressure
thionizer. Compressed air is introduced at the bottom of
this tank and bubbles up through the solution, finally



FIG. !2. Seaboard process liquid, purification plant of the Illinois-
Missouri Ripe Line Company at >*Vood. River, Illinois

FIG. 4-- Thylox liquid purification plant at Racine, \Visconsin.
Left to right: thionizer, sulphur slurry tank:, a,bsorber
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being discharged into the atmosphere at the top. The foul
Thylox solution from the absorber enters the pressure
thionizer at the bottom and flows slowly upward to near
the top, where it is withdrawn again to enter the absorber
as an actified or regenerated solution. Usually, pressure
thionizers are operated in series of two or more, in order
to secure more complete regeneration of the solution.
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FIG. 3. Thylox process of gas purification flow-diagram.

The ah- which bubbles through the solution in the pres-
sure thionizer performs two functions: (1) it supplies the

oxygen for the regeneration of the solution; and (2) it

carries the finely divided sulphur, which is released by the

regeneration reaction, to the top of the tower, where it

flows over a weir as a froth or slurry. This sulphur-
bearing froth flows into the slurry tank, from which it feeds
to a continuous filter, where the moisture content is re-

duced to about 50%, and the sulphur is discharged as a
white cake or paste.

This sulphur paste constitutes a marketable by-product
which, credited against the cost of purification of the gas,

largely or completely cancels the operating cost in most
cases. At the present time, several hundred tons per
annum of this paste are sold as such or converted into other
forms for use as fungicides in agriculture (Jacobson [18,

1931], Sauchelli [22, 1933]). The Thylox sulphur-paste

may also be melted into brimstone in autoclaves. At the

present time several hundred tons per year ofthis brimstone
are marketed for sulphuric acid and paper manufacture.

The Thylox process normally shows a somewhat higher

sulphur-removal efficiency than does the Seaboard pro-
cess. Removal of 95% or higher of the H2S in the gas is

fairly common, even when only one stage of absorption
is provided.

Recently the Thylox process has been modified by using
two stages of absorption in series instead of one, whereby
the removal of H2S may be made substantially complete,
and no iron-oxide 'catch' boxes are necessary after the

liquid-purification plant. In this two-stage process the

make-up solution of arsenic trioxide and soda ash is added
to the secondary stage of absorption, thereby producing
a very active medium for the absorption of the last traces

of H2S left in the gas after the usual primary stage of

absorption. At the present time, a plant to purify com-

pletely 45,000,000 cu. ft. of blue water-gas per day is being
constructed for E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
at Belle, West Virginia.
The cost of operating the Thylox process varies to some

extent, since it is dependent on many factors peculiar to
individual plants. The following table gives a typical cost

analysis of the Thylox process for purifying the same gas
taken as an example in Table I. Tne ordinary single-stage
absorption is assumed in this case.

TABLE H
Operating Costs of Thylox Process

Kind of gas

Capacity of plant

Sulphur content

Sulphur removal

Gas-pressure .

Refinery-still or natural gas
5,000,000 cu. ft. per day (normal
temp, and pressure)

1,000 grains H2S per 100 cu. ft.

98%
60 Ib. per sq. in. gauge

Per day
Labour: 12 hr. at 50 cents per hour .... $6.00
Power: 1,200 K.W.H. at 1 cent S12.00
Steam: 15,000 Ib. at 30 cents per 1,000 Ib. . . . $4.50
Soda ash: 600 Ib. at 1-2 cents $7.20
Arsenious oxide: 150 Ib. at 4 cents .... $6.00
Maintenance ........ $2.00

Total operating cost per day $37.70
Credit for recovered sulphur: 3 tons at $15.00 . . $45.00
Net operating credit per day $7.30
Net credit per 1,000 cu. ft. of gas .... 0-146 cent

As compared with the relatively simple Seaboard process,
the Thylox process shows a considerably higher gross
operating cost. However, in this typical example, the credit

established by the recovery of sulphur more than cancels
this cost, so that there is actually a net operating credit.

As mentioned previously, the Seaboard process does not
recover sulphur as a by-product.

It is a thoroughly practical procedure to utilize the by-
product sulphur of the Thylox process, in the form of
brimstone, for the manufacture of sulphuric acid by the
contact process, and small contact sulphuric-acid plants
may be operated in connexion with Thylox purification

plants, if so desired. The brimstone contains a small
amount of arsenic, which is readily removed in the acid

plants, following the sulphur burners.

A view of a typical Thylox-process plant is shown in

Fig. 4. This is the purification plant of the Wisconsin Gas
and Electric Company at Racine, Wisconsin. It has a
capacity of 10,000,000 cu. ft. of coal gas per day and
removes about 98% of the H2S from gas containing more
than 300 grains per 100 cu. ft.

Hot Actification as typified by the

Phenolate Process

Several liquid-purification processes which heat the
solution in order to secure aerification or regeneration have
been developed. In this type of actification the solution,
after absorbing H2S from the gas, is heated, usually by
direct or indirect steam. Indirect steam is usually pre-

ferred, since this avoids diluting the solution with water.

Since the operation involves alternate heating and cooling
of the solution in its cycle between the absorption and the

actification stages, heat exchangers are used in order to

conserve steam.

In one sense hot actification is really another form ofthe

sweep-gas principle used in the Seaboard process. Instead

of air, steam is used as the sweep-gas, or, more properly,
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sweep-vapour, and necessarily the solution must be near

its boiling-point instead of at ordinary temperature. One
of the chief advantages of hot actification over sweep-gas
actification at ordinary temperatures is that the steam may
be condensed, thereby allowing almost pure H2S gas to

leave the actifier, instead of the extremely dilute mixture

of H2S in air, as in the Seaboard process. The H2S gas,

in this concentrated form, may be burned to produce

sulphuric acid; or, if it is not desired to utilize it as a

by-product, it may be burned and the products of com-
bustion discharged through a stack.

The chief difference between the various processes utiliz-

ing the hot-aerification principle is in the nature of the

absorbing solution.

The Espenhahn process [9, 1923] uses a solution of soda

ash. This process is in practical commercial use and is

economical with regard to soda ash, though somewhat

high in steam consumption.

Many processes using ammonia have been tried for the

purification of coal gas during almost the entire period that

gas has been manufactured. Suspensions of magnesium
hydroxide in water (Sperr [25, 1925]) and in soda solutions

(Hall [12, 1925]) have been used with very promising
results, although as yet these have not been adopted on
a large commercial scale. Another hot-actiflcation process
described recently (Rue [21, 1932]) uses a solution of lime

and salt. According to Denig and Powell [7, 1933], this

process does not appear to be commercially feasible. The
Girdler process (Bottoms [2, 1931]) is a hot-actification

process making use of solutions of certain organic amines.

The Girdler process is described in detail in another sec-

tion of this work. Several other methods of gas purification

making use of the hot-actification principle have been
described in the literature and in patents, but lack of

space forbids reference to all of them.
The Phenolate Process. The Phenolate process of gas

purification is one of the more recent developments (1928)
of the Koppers Company (Denig and Powell [7, 1933]).
The absorbing liquid is a fairly concentrated solution of
a phenolate, usually sodium phenolate. The foul solution

is regenerated by hot actification.

The process involves the reaction

NaOC6H5+H2S ^ NaSH+C H5OH.

If sodium hydroxide alone were used in the purification

process, the reaction would proceed vigorously to the right

during the absorption stage, but the reverse reaction to the
left during the actification stage would be almost non-
existent except by the expenditure of huge quantities of
steam. The process may be brought into more equal
balance between the two stages, which is quite necessary
for a cyclic process, by the addition of an auxiliary acidic

constituent. This auxiliary acidic constituent must satisfy
two conditions, among others. First, it must be a some-
what weaker acid than H2S, in order that it will not prevent
the reaction of the solution with H2S in the absorption
stage. Secondly, its acidity must increase with temperature
in much the same ratio as does hydrogen sulphide, in order
that it may effectively perform its function of 'crowding
out' the H2S at the high temperature of the actification

stage. This latter condition is quite necessary and the acids

satisfying the requirement are very limited in number, since

hydrogen sulphide increases in acidity with increasing

temperature very rapidly, as shown by its high negative
heat of electrolytic dissociation.

Experiments with a large number of substances have

shown that phenol and other tar acids are very effective

as auxiliary acidic constituents. Furthermore, they are

relatively inexpensive materials, and are available as com-
mon chemical commodities.

One of the important characteristics of the sodium-

phenolate solution used in this process is its high carrying

capacity for H2S. With refinery or natural gases of high
sulphur content, the solution will carry 2,000 to 4,000

grains of H 2S per gallon, as it flows from the absorption
to the actification stage. This means a relatively low rate

of solution circulation, and makes the process of special

value for gas of this nature, especially when the gas is

purified under pressure.
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FIG. 5. Phenolate process of gas purification flow-diagram.

A flow-diagram of the Phenolate process is shown in

Fig. 5. Both the absorber and the actifier towers are pro-
vided with trays of bubble caps. The foul solution from
the absorber is preheated in the heat exchanger by the

hot actified solution leaving the actifier. The preheated
foul solution then flows into the top of the actifier, and

passes down through the actifier from tray to tray until it

reaches the bottom. Here it is heated to boiling by indirect

steam, and steam and some of the phenol vaporized from
the solution passes up through the trays, thereby releasing
the H2S from the solution by the combined effect of

temperature, the sweep-gas action of the steam, and the

'crowding-out* effect of the phenol. The steam and some
phenol leaving the top of the actifier are returned to the

solution by a reflux condenser, while the hydrogen sulphide

passes out in a substantially pure form, to be used for the

production of sulphuric acid, <&c.

The actified solution leaving the bottom of the actifier

tower gives off a portion of its heat to the foul solution in

the heat exchanger, is further cooled in cooling coils, and
then flows into the top of the absorber. Here it flows down
from tray to tray in a counter-current relationship to the

flow of gas undergoing purification. It then leaves the

bottom of the absorber to again proceed through the same
cycle.

The usual sulphur-removal efficiency of the Phenolate

process is 90%. Under high gas-pressures the efficiency

may be somewhat higher. Also it is entirely feasible to

operate two units in series, thereby securing 99% or higher
removal ofH2S.

The hydrogen sulphide produced as a by-product may
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be burned under a boiler to furnish steam for the process.
With gas very high in H2S the steam so generated is suffi-

cient to operate the process. The products of combustion

may be utilized in a contact sulphuric-acid plant, and a
careful cost analysis has indicated that sulphuric acid may
be produced at very low cost, even in a comparatively
small unit.

Like all other commercial operations, the cost of

operating a Phenolate-process plant varies according to

conditions in each specific location. The following table

gives a typical cost analysis of the Phenolate process for

purifying the same gas taken as an example in Tables I and
II. In this case single-stage absorption is assumed, and
also credit is allowed for steam generation by combustion
ofH2S under a special boiler, as well as credit for the H2S
as a material for sulphuric-acid manufacture. The cost

without these credits is also shown.

TABLE IE

Operating Costs ofPhenolate Process

Kind of gas

Capacity of plant

Sulphur content

Sulphur removal

Gas-pressure .

Labour-. 6 hr. at 50 cents per hour
Power: 37 K.W.H. at 1 cent .

Steam: 50,000 Ib. at 30 cents per 1

Water: 148,000 gal, at H cents per
Soda ash: 25 Ib. at 1-2 cents

Crude tar acid: 50 Ib. at 7 cents

Maintenance .

Credits:

Recovered H2S : 3 tons at $ 1 5.00 .

Steam from combustion of H2S,

70% boiler efficiency

24,000 Ib. at 30 cents per 1,000 Ib.

Total credits .

Net operating profit (with credits)

Refinery-still or natural

5,000,000 cu. ft. per day (normal

temp, and pressure)

1,000 grains H2S per 100 cu. ft.

90%
60 Ib. per sq. in. gauge

Per day

$45.00

$7.20

S5Z20"

$25,81

Operating profit per 1,000 cu. ft. of gas (with credits) 0-516 cent

When compared with the Thylox process, the Phenolate

process is more attractive for this particular example. The

total operating cost is somewhat less, and the credits are

higher, due largely to the fact that the heat of combustion

of the H2S may be utilized for steam production, before the

products of combustion pass to the contact sulphuric-acid
unit. In many other situations, especially where the H2S

content of the gas is low and the gas-pressure is sub-

stantially atmospheric, the opposite is true and the Thylox

process becomes more attractive.

The Phenolate process has two disadvantages when

compared with the TTrylox process. First, the recovered

sulphur is in the form ofH2S gas, which is best utilized for

sulphuric-acid production right at the plant. On the other

hand, the solid sulphur produced by the Thylox process

may be stored or shipped, as desired, either as agricultural

sulphur or as brimstone. Second, the sulphur-removal

efficiency of the Phenolate process is usually somewhat
lower than the Thylox process, as far as the gas is concerned .

However, sulphur losses in the Phenolate process are

lower, as far as the processing of the solution is concerned,
so that the net sulphur recovery from both processes is

about the same.

The Phenolate process is a recent developmentand is not as

yet operating in a large commercial installation, but reliable

operating and cost data have been obtained from the opera-
tion of a plant of 1,000,000 cu. ft. per day capacity over an
extended period. Refinery-still gas of high-sulphur content

under moderate pressure was purified in this plant.

Other Processes

Several methods of solution aerification other than those

just mentioned have been proposed or used. The applica-

tion of a partial vacuum to the solution, whereby the

solution is made to boil at ordinary temperatures, has been

described by Hultman [13, 1932]. He uses a solution of

soda ash, of much the same composition as that used in

the Seaboard process. Sperr and Hall [27, 1925] use a soda

solution, which is actified by a combination of heat and
vacuum. Thau [28, 1932] has described a liquid-purification

process developed in Germany which utilizes a solution of

potassium ferrocyanide and potassium bicarbonate. In

this process the solution is actified by electrolysis, free

sulphur being released. None of these processes are in use

in America.
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ORGANIC AMINES GIRBOTOL PROCESS
By R. R. BOTTOMS

Director of Research, The Girdler Corporation

THE Girbotol process for the separation of acidic consti-

tuents from gaseous mixtures is applicable to the purifica-
tion of gases in the petroleum industry. The process has
been employed for two purposes : the removal and recovery
of hydrogen sulphide from natural and refinery gas, and
the separation of carbon dioxide from hydrogen used for

hydrogenation processes.

Operation of the process is based on the discovery [1,

1933; 2, 1931] that certain organic amines form compounds
with hydrogen sulphide and with carbon dioxide the

stabilities of which decrease with increase in temperature.
The early development of the process is described by
Bottoms [3, 1931]. Acidic constituents are washed from
a gas stream by contact with an amine at one temperature
and subsequently recovered from the amine at a higher

temperature. The reversible reaction may, in the case of

hydrogen sulphide, be represented as follows:

2NH2+H2S ^ GKNHa)a H2S,

where R represents an organic radical. The reaction pro-
ceeds to the right at low temperatures, and to the left at

high temperatures.

Operating Cycle

A typical flow diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 1.

The cycle and equipment employed are almost identical

with those of a gasoline absorption plant. Gas to be
treated passes up through a bubble tower of suitable size

called the absorber. Amine solution, at atmospheric
temperature, enters the absorber and flows down the tower
from tray to tray picking up the acid gas. Purified gas
leaves the absorber at the top.
Rich amine solution, saturated with acid gas, flows from

the base of the absorber through heat exchangers, where
its temperature is raised to 190-200 F., and into the upper
part of the reactivator, which also consists of a bubble
tower, containing in its base a tubular reboiler section and
at the top a reflux condenser. The amine solution, flowing
down the tower, is heated to 215-220 F. by steam rising
from the boiling solution in the reboiler section, and the
acid gas is expelled and flushed out by ascending vapours.
The acid gas leaves the reactivator saturated with water
vapour at 190-200 F. and flows through the condenser,
where it is cooled by water and the steam condensed. The
condensate is returned to the reactivator. Hot, lean solu-

tion, stripped of acid gas, flows from the base of the
reactivator to a pump, thence through the exchangers in
counter-current relation to the cold, rich solution. From
the exchangers the solution passes through water coolers,
and finally back to the top of the absorber. The operation
of the plant is entirely automatic, requiring only casual

supervision.

Although water solutions of the amines are usually em-
ployed, other solvents may be used. In certain instances it

is possible to circulate an anhydrous liquid amine as the
absorbent. As explained below, pressure, as well as

temperature, affects the reaction equilibrium, and partial
reactivation may be obtained by decreasing the pressure
on the solution.

The Removal of Hydrogen Sulphide from

Hydrocarbon Gases

Separation ofhydrogen sulphide from hydrocarbon gases
is accomplished exactly as described above. The gases are
treated at high or low pressure with equal success, but gas
under pressure is purified more economically because
smaller towers are required and larger volumes ofhydrogen
sulphide are removed per gallon of solution circulated.

The process is particularly well adapted to purifying gas

containing a high percentage of hydrogen sulphide. The
rate of reaction in the absorption stage is so rapid that com-
plete stripping may be obtained in a single tower. One plant
is washing natural gas containing 1,500 grains of hydrogen
sulphide per 100 cu. ft. and effecting better than 98%
removal consistently. When an aqueous absorbing solution
is employed no hydrocarbon constituents are removed from
the gas if the physical conditions of temperature and pres-
sure are controlled. This makes it possible to apply the

process to the purification of wet gas before the extraction
of gasoline, and results in lower subsequent treating costs

to purify the gasoline.

Frequently sour natural gas contains appreciable quan-
tities of carbon dioxide. The cost of purifying the gas from

hydrogen sulphide would be prohibitive if it were also

necessary to remove this carbon dioxide. There are, how-
ever, certain amines which have a strong selective affinity

for hydrogen sulphide, and this impurity may be washed
out preferentially. For example, the hydrogen sulphide in

a gas containing 150 grains per 100 cu. ft. and 3-5% carbon
dioxide may be completely removed with the attendant

removal of only 0-3 % carbon dioxide.

Utilization of Hydrogen Sulphide

Hydrogen sulphide is recovered by the process in con-
centrated form. In instances where quantities are small and
the sulphur is of no value, it may be burned in a stack or
under a boiler. Large refineries, however, especially those

treating sour crude, produce great quantities of hydrogen
sulphide, and its recovery, either as elementary sulphur or

as sulphuric acid, is entirely justified. For the production
of sulphur, strong hydrogen sulphide from the Girbotol

plant may be oxidized, in a Claus kiln (a\ or by interaction

with sulphur dioxide (i) produced by combustion of a por-
tion of the hydrogen sulphide:

2HaS+Oa
-

2H2S+SO2
-

2HaO+2S
-2H2O+3S.

(*)

Many refineries can profitably convert the recovered

hydrogen sulphide into sulphuric acid for their own use.

One million cubic feet of gas containing 460 grains of

hydrogen sulphide per 100 cu. ft. carries sufficient sulphur
for 1 ton of sulphuric acid of 1-8354 sp. gr. In cases

where the gas alone does not contain sufficient sulphur for

the requirements ofthe refinery, the deficiencymay be made
up by operating a sludge acid recovery system in conjunc-
tion with the Girbotol process.
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FIG. 1. Flow sheet of Girbotol purification process.
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The Removal of Carbon Dioxide from Hydrogen
Large volumes of industrial hydrogen are now prepared

by reacting methane with steam at a high temperature and
oxidizing the resulting carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide
with an additional quantity ofsteam at a lower temperature.
The reactions are:

CH4+H2O->CO+3H2

CH4+2H20->C0 2+4H2

The resulting gas mixture contains 18-20% carbon dioxide
and practically no carbon monoxide.

In most instances the Girbotol process will remove the

carbon dioxide more economically than will the older,
water-wash process. Separation with an amine solution

may be carried out at atmospheric pressure, whereas the

solubility of carbon dioxide in water is so low that the gas
must be compressed before it is washed. Even though the

hydrogen must be subsequently compressed, there is a

saving of 18-20% in compression cost with the Girbotol

process because of prior removal of carbon dioxide. Of
greatest importance, the carbon dioxide may be completely
eliminated with relatively small volumes of amine solution,
while very large volumes of water must be employed for

comparable purification. Before use, the water must be
decarbonated and de-aerated.

Amines as Absorbents

Amines are the organic bases, derivatives of ammonia, in

which one or more of the hydrogen atoms of the ammonia
molecule are replaced by an organic residue. There are

primary, secondary, and tertiary amines, according to
whether one, two, or three organic residues are substituted
for hydrogen. There are monoamines, diamines, and poly-
amines, containing one, two, or more ammonia groups.
There are aliphatic amines, in which the nitrogen atom is

joined to a carbon chain, and aromatic amines, in which
the nitrogen atom is attached directly to a benzene ring.
There are cycloparaffin amines, in which the nitrogen is

joined to a saturated carbon ring, and amines in which the

nitrogen atom is a member of a heterocyclic ring. Finally,
there is a miscellaneous group ofamines such as hydrazines,
hydroxylamines, and ureas.

The organic residue may be a simple hydrocarbon, or it

may contain substituting groups such as hydroxyl or

carboxyl. Two or more similar or dissimilar residues may
be joined to the same nitrogen atom. The possible com-
bination and groupings are practically unlimited.

Several hundred amines have been studied as absorbents
for hydrogen sulphide and carbon dioxide, with the result

that certain broad conclusions may be drawn regarding the

suitability of the various groups. Aliphatic and cyclo-

paraffin amines are absorbents, except those which contain

carboxyl or carbonyl groups. This includes primary,
secondary, and tertiary amines, mono-, di-, and polyamines,
containing straight chains and saturated rings, substituted
and unsubstituted. Hydrazines are absorbents. Amines in

which the nitrogen atom is a member of or attached directly
to an unsaturated ring, such as aniline, are not absorbents.
Amines which contain a carboxyl or carbonyl group are
not absorbents.

Not all the amines which will absorb acid gases are
usable in the Girbotol process. Some few form stable

carbonates or hydrosulphides which do not dissociate

easily at elevated temperatures. Others form insoluble
carbonates. The great majority, however, behave normally,
and the selection of the proper amine for commercial use
is a relatively simple process. A good amine has the follow-

ing properties:

High percentage of nitrogen. The capacity of an amine
for acid gases is proportional to its nitrogen content.

Complete miscibility with water. Both the amine and its

acid-gas salts should be freely soluble so that concen-
trated solutions may be employed.

Low vapour pressure. The amine should have a high
boiling-point to prevent losses into the gas stream.

Rapid reaction rate with acid gases. The time of contact
between gas and absorbent necessary for the removal
of acidic constituents is dependent on the reaction rate.

High temperature coefficient of the dissociation pressure
of the amine-acid gas salts. The dissociation pressure
of the amine-acid gas salts should be low at absorption
temperature to permit complete removal of acid gases.
It should be high at reactivation temperature so that

the acid gases will be easily expelled from the amine.

High Stability.

Low cost.

Ammo-alcohols have been found to be the most suitable

absorbents. The hydroxyl group in the molecule increases

the solubility of the compound in water and raises its

boiling-point, both desirable effects. Of the many amines

experimented with, those shown in Table I have been found
most satisfactory, and have been employed in commercial
installations. The amines are listed in the order in which

they were developed. Triethanolamine was the original

TABLE I

Commercial Amines



amine, which has now been almost entirely replaced by the
more efficient monoethanolarnine and dapol. Methicol is
an absorbent which has a strong selective affinity for
hydrogen sulphide, where this gas is to be removed from
a mixture which also contains carbon dioxide.

Absorption of Acid Gases by Amines
Amines form compounds with hydrogen sulphide and

carbon dioxide similar to those formed by ammonia. These
are the normal and acid carbonates and sulphides. Some
have been isolated as crystalline compounds, others exist
only in solution, at normal temperatures. Primary and
secondary amines also form carbamates,
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C02+H20->H2C03 (a)

2^3N-j-H2CO3 -> CR3N)2 . H2CO3. (b)

The overall rate ofabsorption ofcarbon dioxide by tertiary
amines is appreciably slower than by primary and secon-
dary amines, and it appears that the rate of reaction (a),
rather than diffusion, is the controlling factor in the absorp-
tion. Similar observations have been made by Payne and
Dodge [4, 1932] in discussing their own and other in-
vestigators' results on the absorption of carbon dioxide by
water and alkali media. The rate varies with different

tertiary amines, but is in all cases slower than with primary
and secondary amines.

GAS PRCSSURJL ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE.

joo M & aw 5fe-

FIG. 2. Equilibrium data for carbon dioxide and 30% 'dapol' solution.

similar to ammonium carbamate. The stability of the salts
varies widely with the different amines. For a particular
amine, the stability is dependent on the temperature and
partial pressure of the acid gas over the solution. These
latter facts form the basis for the Girbotol process.

Equilibrium data for carbon dioxide and 30% dapol
solution are shown in Fig. 2. Values for hydrogen sulphide
are quite similar. It is generally true that equilibrium
conditions of amine carbonates and sulphides are ap-
proxknately the same. The effects of temperature and
partial pressure are shown in the appended curves. The
capacity of the amine solution increases rapidly with in-
crease in acid-gas content of the mixture being treated, and
with increase in pressure, which raises the partial pressure
of the acid gas present.
The overall rate of absorption of hydrogen sulphide by

amines is in all cases high. It is governed entirely by the
rate of diffusion of hydrogen sulphide from gas to solution
and is therefore proportional to the efficiency of contact
and the viscosity of the solution. The reaction rate of
amine and hydrogen sulphide is practically instantaneous.
The overall absorption rate of carbon dioxide by primary
and secondary amines is also high. Carbamates are ap-
parently formed instantaneously, and the overall rate is

again controlled by the rate of diffusion.

Tertiary amines cannot react with anhydrous carbon
dioxide. The absorption requires two chemical reactions:

III

The above observed facts led to the development of
methicol and similar amines which will absorb hydrogen
sulphide preferentially from carbon-dioxide-bearing gases.
All amines show a slight preferential absorption for hydro-
gen sulphide, due, no doubt, to its greater solubility and
lower molecular weight and higher diffusion rate in the gas
phase, as compared to carbon dioxide. But with tertiary
amines the selectivity of absorption is marked. Fig. 3
shows the relative rates of absorption ofhydrogen sulphide
and carbon dioxide by triethanolamine where the partial
pressure of the gas is in each case 760 mm.
In Fig. 4 the absorption ofhydrogen sulphide and carbon

dioxide by a 15% methicol solution is shown. These repre-
sent laboratory data, obtained by bubbling a gas mixture
containing 600 grains (approximately 1 %) ofhydrogen sul-

phide per 100 cu. ft. and 3-3 % carbon dioxide through
the solution, and deterrnining the CO2 and H2S content of
the solution at frequent intervals. Carbon dioxide is ab-
sorbed at a uniformly slow rate. Hydrogen sulphide is

absorbed rapidly at first, but as the concentration of total

gases in the solution approaches equilibrium for the partial
pressure existing hi the gas phase, the hydrogen sulphide
absorption drops offand eventually passes through a maxi-
mum. Carbon dioxide is the stronger of the two acids,

and, after the solution is saturated, it displaces a portion
of the hydrogen sulphide. In a commercial plant the

absorption is carried only to a point corresponding on
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this curve to 70-80 minutes, to produce good preferential

removal.

Reactivation

Reactivation is best carried out by raising the tempera-
ture ofthe amine solution. The capacity oftriethanolamine

and dapol at various temperatures is shown in Fig. 5. As

REFINING PROCESSES: CHEMICAL

The heat required for reactivation is made up of three

items :

1. The heat necessary to raise the solution from the

temperature of the feed plate to its boiling-point.

2. The heat required to dissociate the amine-acid gas

compound.

TIME. MINUTC.S

FIG. 3. Absorption of carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide by triethanolamine.

60 OO {00 120

TIME. IH MINUTZS

FIG. 4. Absorption of carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide by 'methicol' solution.

the temperature of the solution approaches the boiling-

point the acid gases are expelled rapidly. In the bubble-

plate type reactivator employed in commercial plants,

steam from the boiling solution in the base continuously

sweeps the liberated acid gas up the tower and keeps the

partial pressure of the gas over the solution on the lower

plates down to a point where rapid reactivation is obtained.

3. The heat required to vaporize the water which satu-

rates the acid gas as it leaves the feed plates.

Item 2 is determined experimentally for each amine and

represents a small proportion of the total requirement.
Items 1 and 3 can be calculated for any set of conditions.

It is found in making the calculation that the total heat

requirement is dependent on the feed-plate temperature,
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FIG. 5. Effect of temperature on acid gases in amine solution.

FIG. 6. Steam requirements for reactivation.

and that there is an optimum feed-plate temperature for

each degree ofsolution saturation. This is shown in Fig. 6,

where the steam requirement for reactivation is plotted

against feed-plate temperature at various degrees of solu-

tion saturation. If the feed-plate temperature is low, two
much heat is consumed in heating the solution as it passes
down the tower. Ifthe temperature is high, too much steam

is boiled away with the escaping acid gas. The higher the

degree of solution saturation, the lower the optimum feed-

plate temperature.

By applying these facts to plant design, an economical

steam rate for the process is obtained.

Stability of Amines

The amines now employed in the Girbotol process are

entirely stable under plant conditions. The usual consti-

tuents of industrial gas mixtures, such as hydrocarbons,

hydrogen, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, ammonia, are with-

out effect on the amines. Oxygen, present in a gas contain-

ing hydrogen sulphide, produces a slow accumulation of

thiosulphuric acid in the solution. In instances of this kind,

it is commercial practice to add an inorganic alkali, such as

soda ash, to the solution at intervals, in proportion to the

thiosulphuric acid present to fix it as the sodium salt. The
amine itself is not affected by this procedure, and the ab-

sorption efficiency of the solution is not impaired untillarge

quantities of sodium thiosulphate have accumulated. One
plant removing H2S from natural gas containing 4% air

has been in operation for over 2 years without any inter-

ference from the small amount of thiosulphate that has

accumulated.

Strong acids, such as sulphur dioxide, and organic acids

and aldehydes, form stable, neutral compounds with the

amines, just as does thiosulphuric acid. If present they are

removed in a scrubber ahead of the

Girbotol plant. When small quanti-
ties of thesecompounds are absorbed

in the amine solution, they are fixed

as sodium salts by the addition of

soda ash, and the amine is not

adversely affected. Carbon bisul-

phide is not absorbed by tertiary

amines. Primary and secondary
amines react slowly with carbon

bisulphide to form dithiocarbamates

and related compounds.

Materials of Construction

Low carbon steel and cast iron are

satisfactory materials ofconstruction

for Girbotol plants. Nickel, monel

metal, and the various chrome and
chrome-nickel steels are also suit-

able. No copper, zinc, aluminium,
or alloys containing them (except

monel metal) can be used, because,

like ammonia, the amines attack

these metals. Standard ammonia

gasket and packing materials are

satisfactory.
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THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION
By T, G, HUNTER, Ph.D., A.R.T.C., A.I.C., MJnst, P.T.

Lecturer, Department of Oil Engineering and Refining, University of Birmingham, England

Equilibria in Liquid-liquid Systems of Three

Components

FOR the simplest case of an isothermal system, in which

a common solute is distributed between two liquid phases,

solute concentrations can be systematized by the distribu-

tion law, which takes the form

(i)

where Ct
= the concentration of the solute in the first

liquid phase,
C2
= the concentration of the solute in the second

liquid phase,
and K = a constant dependent only upon temperature.

CHLOOOFORM WATER
FIG. 1.

\
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FIG. 2.

If the solute consists of different substances, the law holds

for each single material.

In systems where dissociation or association of the solute

occurs, however, certain corrections are necessary. In the

case where the solute is associated in the second solvent,

and exists chiefly as double molecules, then the number of

single molecules in this second solvent is proportional to

the square root of the concentration, and the equilibrium
is given by

The distribution law is only strictly valid if both liquid

phases are mutually insoluble, or do not have their mutual

solubility altered by the distributed solute. This condition

is never realized over a wide concentration range, but at

small concentrations the effect is negligible and the dis-

tribution law can be applied.

Representation of equilibrium in an isothermal ternary

system over a wide concentration range by a simple mathe-

matical expression is therefore almost impossible, and
the best representation of such a case is a graphical one

employing triangular coordinates.

The distribution of acetic acid between chloroform and
water can be represented in this way by the single binodial

curve of the form shown in Fig. 1. All ternary mixtures

whose compositions are represented by points falling in

the triangle outside the area akb give rise to single homo-

geneous solutions. All mixtures represented by points

falling within the area bounded by the binodial curve

akb generate two ternary or binary solutions.

Chloroformand water, having a limited solubility, give rise

to two conjugate binary solutions a and b. As acetic acid

distributes itself between the two

liquids it brings about an increase

in the mutual solubility of the

chloroform and water. The two

phases become closer and closer to

each other in composition until at

k, the critical or plait point, they

become identical. In Fig. 2 the

distribution ratio of acid between

the two phases has been plotted

against the acid concentration in

the heavier (chloroform) phase, and

shows how this ratio varies as the

acid brings about changes in the

mutual solubility of the two phases.

A distribution curve which followed

the distribution law exactly would

be shown by two straight lines

running from a to C and from b to

C in Fig. 1.

In a ternary system of which two

of the binary systems exhibit limited

solubility, two binodial curves are

obtainedasinFig.3(fl). These curves

can be made to expand by altering

the temperature of the system until

so
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they meet. If this juncture takes place at two plait points,
the two binodial curves merge into each other to form
a continuous band, as in Fig. 3 (Z>). If, however, the two
curves meet in such a way that the two plait points do
not coincide, the formation of an area occurs in which
three liquid phases are coexistent (abc of Fig, 3 (c)). Where
three of the binary systems show partial miscibility similar

phenomena occur. An interesting industrial example of

the formation of three liquid layers is sometimes found

are defined and is true whether the phases are binary,

ternary, &c., or whether their composition is defined by
the sides of a rectangle, triangle, or space figure. These
conclusions can be expressed as

mQ+nP = (m+n)R. (3)

Consider the composition of a phase S which lies on
the straight line QP, but not between the points Q and P.

Since the point Q now lies between S and P, its composition

FIG. 3.

to occur in the steam distillation of petrol with a high

phenol content produced by the hydrogenation of coal.

If a series of single isothermal binodials for any system
at various temperatures were placed one above the other

in regular order, they would produce a triangular prism in

which temperature was measured upwards. The binodial

curves would form boundary surfaces of a cone-shaped
volume representing the concentration and temperature
limits of the conjugate solutions. The projection of the

isothermal binodial curves at different temperatures on
to the base of the prism would produce a plane figure

showing the temperature variable in the form of a series

of binodial curves.

Mathematical Properties of Triangular Coordinates

In the equilateral triangle chosen for the graphic repre-

sentation of a ternary system each pure component is, of

course, represented by a vertex of the triangle. A point

inside the triangle represents a mixture made up of com-

ponents A, B, and C in amounts proportional to the per-

pendiculars from this point to the sides opposite vertices

A, B, and C respectively.

FIG. 4.

In Fig. 4, if the two points Q and P represent the com-

positions of two ternary phases defined by the position of

two points in an equilateral triangle, then the composition
of a third phase formed by mixing these two in the pro-

portion of the lengths m and n is represented by the point

R. It should be noticed that the amount of Q contained

in the mixture R is proportional to that section (RP) of the

line QP which lies farther from the point Q. The amount

ofP is proportional to the section (RQ) which lies farther

from the point P. This is a purely mathematical deduction,

and can be shown by geometrical methods to be indepen-

dent of the number of components assumed for Q and P,

and ofthe axes by means ofwhich the position of the points

can be expressed in terms of and P in accordance with

equation (3)

qS+rP = (q+r)Q, (4)

where PQ and QS equal q and r respectively.

Hence

qS = (q+r)Q-rP. (5)

The phase S cannot therefore be considered a mixture

of positive amounts of the two phases Q and P, and can

never actually result from a simple physical mixture of

Q and P, but can be considered mathematically as a mix-

ture of these two phases in negative proportion, which is

Therefore every point on the line QP, produced in-

definitely at both ends, represents a complex which can be

expressed mathematically in terms of the compositions of

the two phases Q and P.

A

B
FIG. 5.

By applying these deductions to any point in the plane
of the equilateral triangle ABC, but lying outside this

triangle, it is obvious that such a point, S in Fig. 5, can
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be expressed in terms of the two phases P and Q lying

inside the triangle. Further, this point can still be expressed
in terms of the three components A, B, and C if the use of

negative concentration values is admitted.

Thus the mixture, complex, or phase represented by
point S can be considered as a mixture of the three com-

ponents A 9 B, and C, and the concentration ofone or more
ofthese components in the mixture is negative, in the above
case component C

Computations for Liquid-liquid Systems of Three

Components

Computation methods for extraction processes are

based on the equilibrium relationships for the particular

system employed. Simple mathematical computations can
be applied where these relationships can be characterized

by the distribution law, but where such relationships can

only be adequately represented graphically, graphical
methods of computation must be employed.
Where the two liquids, treated liquid and solvent, are

completely immiscible and where the solute is distributed

between them in accordance with the distribution law,

computations for batch or single-stage extraction pro-
cesses are purely arithmetical applications of this law;

computations for the multiple-contact extraction method,
on the other hand, are more complicated, and have been

exhaustively discussed in the literature.

Calculations for successive extractions with batches of
fresh solvent have been put forward by Herz [8 5 1909],
Smith [14, 1928], Holleman [9, 1932], and Fischer [5,

1929], while a graphical method has been described by
Evans [2, 1934]. Successive extraction with batches of
solvent containing some dissolved solute has been
discussed by Underwood [16, 1934]. In the multiple-
contact method the most efficient extraction is obtained
when the solvent is subdivided into batches of equal
volume, and this condition has been dealt with fully by
several investigators [9, 1932; 14, 1928; 15, 1928; 17,

1928]. With a finite volume of solvent available for ex-

traction the limit of the process with the solvent subdivided
into many portions has been investigated theoretically by
Evans [1, 1934] and Griffin [7, 1934].
When the solute exists in one liquid as single molecules

and in the other liquid chiefly as double molecules the
distribution equilibrium is given by a formula of the type
K=

Cj/yCa,
and computations for this special case have

been derived by Friedrichs [6, 1932] and by Hunter and
Nash [11, 1933]. A more complicated case of solute

association is often found, for example, in the distribution
of phenol between benzene and water where the solute
exists in one phase partly as single and partly as triple
molecules. Multiple-extraction calculations for this type
of equilibrium have been discussed by Hunter and Nash
[11, 1933].

All these computations apply to special cases where
some comparatively simple distribution equilibrium is

maintained over a limited solute concentration range
and where the two solvent liquids are completely immiscible
or where their partial miscibility is not materially altered

by the presence of the distributed solute. Equilibrium
relations for the general case where the partial miscibility
of the two solvent liquids varies with the concentration of
the distributed solute are, as has already been shown,
best represented graphically on triangular coordinates. A
graphicalmethod of computation applicable to this general

case has been described by Hunter and Nash [12, 1934],
and reviewed together with other computation methods
by Evans [2, 1934].

As in the multiple-contact method, computations for

countercurrent extraction for the simplest case of two
immiscible liquids in which a solute is distributed in

accordance with the distribution law have been well estab-

lished. The various mathematical and graphical treatments

possible have been exhaustively described by Hunter and
Nash [10, 1932], who have also described a graphical
method of computation [12, 1934], using triangular co-

ordinates for the general case.

Batch or Single-contact Processes

The method of computation for isothermal single-
contact processes employs the usual method of interpreting
the three-component equilibrium isotherm.

Consider a pure liquid B containing a dissolved solute

A, which is to be removed by contacting the solution with
a second liquid C. Let the equilibrium between these three

components of the system at a constant operating tern-

FIG. 6.

perature be represented by the binodial curve in Fig. 6.

Suppose the composition of the solution of A in B to be
treated is given by the pointM in Fig. 6. Let the ratio of
solvent liquid C to the solution to be treatedM be RJR^.

Solution M, in amount ^ is mixed with solvent C,
in amount R

,
in the contacting process. The composition

of the mixture resulting from this operation must lie on
the straight lineMC (Fig. 6). If this composition is denoted

by the point 5i, then in accordance with the rule expressed
by equation (3) the ratio of the lengths MSi to S^C must be

equal to RJR^. The complex S given by the mixing of

M and C falls within the area bounded by the binodial

distribution curve and must therefore separate into two

ternary component phases. The composition of these two

phases is given by the tie-line passing through S and inter-

secting the binodial in O and N. The points O and A/i,

therefore, represent the composition of the two phases
resulting from the contacting process, and the composition
of the extract remaining when all solvent is removed from
it is obtained by joining C to JVi and producing the line

to intersect AB in X^ Similarly, the composition of the
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treated solution after removal of solvent is obtained by

producing CO to intersect AB in 71.

The point Sx represents the composition of the complex

obtained by mixing the two ternary phases O and N^
Again, according to the rule denoted by equation (3) the

amounts ofthe extract and treated solutions before solvent

removal must be proportional to the lengths of the lines

OiSi and SiNi, and the amounts of these solutions after

solvent has been removed are proportional to the lengths

of the lines TIM and MXi.
The result from a single-stage contacting process can

therefore be computed as follows. The two points on the

ternary diagram representing the

composition of the solution to be

treated and the treating solvent Q^ ^
b-^ c^

are joined by a straight line. The

line so obtained is divided in the

ratio of the amounts of solvent to

solution to be contacted giving

a point Si. The tie-line passing Q (? C
through Si is drawn and intersects *"' * n-i ' **-'

the binodial in two points repre-

senting the composition of the

extract and treated solutions, A/i CL 3 ^
(7 C

3
and GI respectively. The amounts

of extract and treated solutions are

calculated from the length of the

lines >!$! and SiA/i.

Multiple-contact Processes Q-2 ^a >

C
a

In this process mixing and

separation of the two liquids as

in the single-contact process is

followed by contact of the treated

liquid, after separation into two

layers and removal of the extract

layer, with fresh solvent.

Suppose, as in the previous case,

we have a solution represented by

point M on Fig. 6, and treated
<L b- C-

with a solvent liquid C in the ratio > J

RJRm . The treated liquid ob-

tained from this process, after

separation of the extract layer, is again treated with fresh

solvent in the ratio RcjR0i
.

By the same construction as before the amounts and

compositions of the two phases resulting from the first-

stage treatment are ascertained, namely, Ol and JVi. The

phase Oi is now mixed with fresh solvent C in the ratio

RjR0l i by joining the points Ox and C, and dividing the

line OjC in this ratio the composition of the complex

resulting from this mixture is obtained, that is, *S2 in Fig. 6.

The tie-line passing through this point gives the composition

and amounts of the two phases into which it separates,

Oz and N2 . The composition and amounts of the two

residting complexes when the solvent associated with them

has been removed is given by the points T2 and X% and the

lengths of the lines XJT*. and TJT*.

By means of these graphical methods the process results

which can be obtained by means of single- and multiple-

contact processes can be easily computed for simple

three-component systems. One assumption, however, is

involved in this treatment that each contacting stage in

such a process is theoretically ideal, or, expressed otherwise,

that complete equilibrium is attained between the two

phases resulting from each contacting stage.

Coimtercurrent Contact Processes

Consider a substance A dissolved in a liquid B, con-

tacted countercurrently in an isothermal system of stages

with a solvent C, which is purifying B by the extraction of

solute A. The equilibrium between the three components
is again represented by a single binodial curve of the form

shown in Fig. 1. Let the weight of solution to be treated

entering the system per unit time be P, and the weight

rate of solution or solvent stream leaving any stage be

P and W combined with a suffix describing the number of

the stage such stream has just left. Further, let the com-

^u* j

^IL-H Bn + I
,
Cr

ATX B-

t t K.

o., . fc, ,
c, P,

W, A, C,

FIG. 7.

position of the two liquid streams be described by the

letters a, b, and c for the three components of the solu-

tion to be treated and by A, B, and C for the com-

ponents of the solvent, such letters representing ^the

weight fractions ofeach component present. Let the weight

fractions of a component in a liquid stream leaving any

stage be described by a suffix denoting the number of

the stage such stream has just left. A diagram of this

system complete with the appropriate symbols is shown

in Fig. 7.

Assuming continuity of operation and taking a total

weight balance over each stage of the system we obtain

(6)

(7)

<8>

If we call the weight of the solution stream flowing

upwards at any point less the weight of the solvent stream

flowing downwards at the same point the total upward

flow, then at the entrance to the first stage the total up-

wardflow is given byP W*> and similarly atthe entrance to
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stage 2 and stage n by Px
- W^ and Pn^-Wn respectively.

By rearranging equations (6), (7), and (8) we get

P-Wi = Pi-Wz (9)

PW = Pi-Wz (10)

and
P_ Wl = p,- 2̂

- Pn^- Wn - PB
- tfW (12)

That is, the amount of the total upward flow taken at any

cross-section of the system is a constant. By taking a

material balance of component A at the entrance to each

stage it can be shown that

and similarly for components B and C. That is, the amount

ofthe totalupwardflowofanycomponent taken atany cross-

FIG. 8.

section of the system is a constant. It follows at once that

the composition ofthetotal upward flow through any cross-

section of the system is a constant, and can be represented

by a point, S. The triangular coordinates of the point 5,

representing the weight fractions of the three components
hi the material flowing upwards in the system, are therefore

P W*n ^u (14)

If the total quantity of material flowing upwards
(A J^H-I) were mixed in negative amount with the exit

stream from stage n of the solution to be treated, Pn , the
amount of the solvent stream Wn+I entering stage n would
be obtained, since

Pn-(Pn~ ^H-l) = BW (15)

Similar relations hold for mixing the amount of each

component flowing upwards in negative amount with the
amount of that component in the P stream. For example,
with component A we have

PnMn-(Pn .an-Wn^.An^ = W^.AM. (16)

This can be rewritten as

Pn .an-(Pn-W^SA = WM .An^. (17)

METHODS OF REFINING

Equation (17) together with two similar equations referring

to components B and C show that if the phase whose

composition is represented by the point S is mixed in

negative proportion with a phase whose composition is

that of the treated solution in any horizontal plane through
the system, such mixture generates a phase whose composi-
tion is that of the solvent in the same horizontal plane.

That is, the points representing the composition of any
two phases of composition an> bn, cn, and A^^ ^w+^C^,
lie on a straight line passing through point S. In accor-

dance with equation (5) the length of the line joining the

point an, bn ,
cn and the point An+it Bn+1, Cw+1 must be

proportional to the quantity (Pn Wn+J and the length of

the line joining the point A^^, Bn+i, Cn+l ,
and the point S

must be proportional to the quantity Pn .

Since the quantity of solvent in the solvent phase will

always exceed the quantity of sol-

vent dissolved in the phase being

treated, the composition repre-

sented by point S must possess a

negative concentration of solvent,

and therefore be outside the tri-

angle ABC.
Computations for the counter-

current system just considered

usually involve a knowledge of

the composition and amounf of

material to be treated, P, the

ratio of solvent to treated material

Wn+i/Py and the composition of the

refined material desired.

It is usually required to calculate

(a) the amount of solvent asso-

ciated with the refined

material,

(b) the amount and composi-
tion of the extract,

and (c) the number of extraction

stages required.

In Fig. 8 let points D and /repre-
sent the composition of the material to be treated and of

the desired refined material respectively, and the point C
the composition of the solvent employed. The amount of

solvent associated with the refined material is obtained

from the point K where the line joining / and C intersects

the binodial curve.

Referring for a moment to Fig. 7 and taking a material

balance over the entire system, we have

P+Wn^ = Pn+Wi. (18)

That is, the complex obtained by mixing solvent and
material to be treated can also be obtained by mixing the

two exit streams from the system. It follows that the line

joining the two points representing the composition of

the two inlet streams must intersect the line joining the

points representing the composition of the two exit streams

at a point L. Therefore by joining points D and C, in

Fig. 8, and dividing the line DC in the ratio W^JP we
locate the point L, such that DL/LC = W^P. By joining

points K to L and producing KL to intersect the binodial

curve at E the point representing the composition of the

extract is located and the ratio KL/LE equals W^Pn -

It will be seen from Fig. 7 that the extract is also the

solvent stream leaving stage 1, and in an ideal stage, which
is the type of stage being considered, the solvent leaving
a stage is by definition in equilibrium with the treated
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material leaving the same stage. The composition of the

treated material leaving the first stage is therefore located by
the tie-line passing through E, and is the point Fm Fig. 8.

We must now locate the point representing the composition
of the solvent leaving stage 2. As has been shown above,
the point S must lie on the line passing through the points
D and E and can be found by the relation

DE _(P-W^
ES~~ P *

The composition of the solvent leaving stage 2 can
therefore be obtained from the intersection of the line FS
with the binodial at G. Drawing the tie-line through G
completes the representation of stage
2. Further construction on these

lines enables the number of ideal

stages (three in the case of Fig. 8)

required to be calculated. Should

an auxiliary line passing through

point S coincide with a tie-line, no
further extraction is possible with

the conditions employed.

Non-isothermal Processes

Only isothermal processes have
been studied in connexion with the

three methods ofcontacting. Systems
in which the temperature is varied in

the different stages employed offer

no difficulty, provided the tempera-
ture of each extraction stage is

known and is maintained constant.

In Fig. 9 the graphical representa-
tion of a three-stage countercurrent

process employing a working tem-

perature of 10 C., 20 C, and 30 C.

in stages 1, 2, and 3 respectively is

shown. The method of solution

closely follows that laid down in regard to Fig. 8 and is

sufficiently obvious not to require further amplification.

Equilibria in Complex Hydrocarbon-solvent Systems

Where solvent extraction is employed for the removal

of undesirable constituents from petroleum products, such

as the extraction of aromatics from kerosine by liquid

sulphur dioxide and the extraction of the more unsaturated

constituents from lubricating oils by nitrobenzene, phenol,
or dichloro-ethyl ether, the equilibria involved cannot be

represented exactly by any simple means. Exact representa-

tion can only be obtained by the use of complex methods

involving a comprehensive knowledge of the constituents

of such petroleum products. Even if our present state of

knowledge were sufficient to enable exact equilibria

relationships to be compiled, it is doubtful if the resultant

phase representations would be suitable for purposes of

computation, since the major essentials of a successful

method of computation must combine simplicity, ease,

and speed of calculation with reasonable accuracy, all of

which demand the simplest possible representation of

equilibrium relationships. However, this problem is sim-

plified by our ignorance ofthe chemical nature ofpetroleum

products, and equilibria characterization on the following

lines devised by Hunter and Nash [11, 1933] leads to an

approximate but satisfactory solution.

In the solvent refining of an oil the solvent tends to split

the oil into two fractions, soluble and less soluble, possess-

ing different physical characteristics. These two fractions

do not represent a sharp separation of the oil into purely
soluble and less soluble constituents, but are mixtures of

both. In certain special cases the nature of the soluble and
less soluble constituents may be known as, for example, in

the refining ofkerosine where the more soluble constituents

are aromatic hydrocarbons and the less soluble non-

aromatic. In this case where the amounts of aromatic

and non-aromatic hydrocarbons are readily determined

by analysis then the oil may be considered as a simple

two-component system, the two components being each

complex mixtures of aromatic and non-aromatic hydro-
carbons respectively. The resulting oil-solvent system may

then be treated as a simple ternary system and equilibrium

relations represented on triangular coordinates in terms of

solvent, aromatics, and non-aromatics, while the already

described triangular coordinate graphical method, suitable

for the general case in ternary systems where the partial

miscibility of the two solvent components is altered by the

distributed component, may be used for both multiple

and countercurrent extraction computations. Such cases

where the oil can be analysed in terms of two groups of

constituents are, however, relatively rare and unimportant,

compared with cases where such analysis is impossible.

The chemical nature of the hydrocarbon groups present

in any lubricating oil, for instance, is not known. Such oils

are usually considered to be made up of two major groups
of constituents generally referred to as naphthenic and

paraffinic, where the term naphthenic is to be interpreted

as denoting a mixture of hydrocarbon groups relatively

poor in hydrogen, and the term paraffinic as a mixture of

hydrocarbon groups relatively rich in hydrogen. Lubricat-

ing oils are then designated naphthenic in character or

paraffinic in character by virtue of the numerical value of

certain physical properties like the viscosity index (V.I.) or

the viscosity gravity constant (V.G.C.). The number and

actual chemical nature of the hydrocarbon groups present

in any particular product is still entirely speculative. It

is known, however, that the groups comparatively poor in

hydrogen form the bulk of the undesirable constituents

which have to be removed to produce a good lubricating
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oil. It is also known that such constituents possess a high

value for the V.G.C. and a low value for the V.L, while

conversely the desirable or so-called paraffinic constituents

have respectively low and high values for these physical

properties. The degree of refining of a lubricating oil

stock may, therefore, be followed and controlled to a cer-

tain extent by the use of these or similar physical properties.

Therefore with our present state of knowledge, in order

to represent the equilibrium relations in an oil-solvent

system it is only necessary to record by some suitable means

the following information:

(1) Amounts of the two phases in equilibrium.

(2) Amount of solvent in each phase at equilibrium.

(3) A physical property of the oil present in each phase
at equilibrium.

Items (2) and (3) of this information can be recorded

by a single point on a triangular graph of which one vertex

represents pure solvent, and one side, opposite to this vertex,

is scaled into units representing the required physical

property of the solvent-free oil. The equilibrium resulting

between a lubricating oil and nitrobenzene at 10 C. is

shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Lubricating Oil Stock A and Nitrobenzene at 10 C.

SOLVENT-EXTRACTION METHODS OF REFINING

These equilibrium relationships are plotted on the tri-

angular graph, Fig. 10 (a). The V.G.C. of the solvent-free

oil in the raffinate layer from experiment 1, Table I, is given

by points on this diagram. Now ifraffinate oil ofthisV.G.C.
were mixed with an amount of nitrobenzene such that the

total mixture contained 10-7% of nitrobenzene we should

get the actual raflxnate layer obtained. Therefore byjoining
b to the apex of the triangle representing 100% of nitro-

benzene and locating the point on this line where the

nitrobenzene content is 10-7% we obtain the point d
representative of the composition of the raffinate layer.

This may be shown in another way. By starting with the

rafrinate layer of composition d and removing all the

solvent present we would obtain point b on the diagram,
which is solvent-free oil of V.G.C. 0-824. The composition
ofthe various rafrinate and extract layers is therefore easily
ascertained and is indicated on this diagram by the points

d, /, h, and e, g, i for the example quoted in Table I.

Returning again to experiment 1, the compositions of the

rafrinate and extract layers in equilibrium are given by
points d and e. These two solutions are conjugate and
hence may be joined by the tie-lines de. The completed
isothermal binodial curve and tie-lines shown on the

diagram then represent the equilibrium relations for this

lubricating oil-nitrobenzene system at 10 C.

This diagram can also be used to determine the amounts
of any two phases in equilibrium, given only the quantities
of oil and solvent used for the equilibrium experiment.
In experiment 3 equal volumes ofnitrobenzene and oil were
employed, so that the resultant mixture contained 50%
of nitrobenzene and its composition would be represented
by the intersection ofthe linejoining theV.G.C. ofthe stock,

point c in the figure, to the 100% nitrobenzene apex and
the line representing 50% of nitrobenzene, namely, point

m on Fig. 10 (a). This mixture, however, can only exist

as two phases whose compositions h and i are given by the

tie-line passing through m. The amounts of the rafrinate

phase h and the extract phase i are then proportional to

the lengths of the two lines mi and mh. Therefore, knowing
the volumes of solvent and oil used originally, the volumes

of the two phases formed can be calculated from this

relationship. Further, since the volume per cent, of solvent

in each phase can be read from the figure, the actual

volume of solvent-free oil in each phase can be calculated

also. Such a diagram therefore gives a complete representa-

tion of all essential equilibrium relationships. In con-

structing these diagrams the scale employed for the physical

property of the solvent-free oil can be chosen to give a

suitably sized binodial curve. The actual terminal values

finally selected become, by the nature of the diagram,

equivalent to the physical properties of the soluble and
insoluble components of the oil. This is an unavoidable

assumption made in the actual construction of the figure,

but since such terminal values will vary with the desired

degree of refining for the same oil, and with solvent and

temperature conditions, it is preferable not to consider

these terminal values as indicative of soluble and insoluble

group properties. The physical property chosen for the

construction of the diagram is also required by the nature

of the diagram to be additive.

The equilibrium diagram can be constructed from the

experimental results obtained by the single-stage batch

extraction of an oil with different volumes of solvent, as

in Table I. Care must be exercised, of course, to ensure that

the two phases are in equilibrium. The diagram can also

be constructed from multiple-extraction results, provided
that the compositions of conjugate layers are used and true

equiUbrium is attained at each extraction stage, that is,

each stage is equivalent to an ideal stage. In a hetero-

geneous system undergoing agitation two phases may
coexist which are approaching equilibrium with each other.

In this case the points representing the composition of each

phase at any instant during approach to equilibrium may
be assumed to lie on the binodial curve, since this curve

represents the compositions of all possible heterogeneous

solutions, but the tie-line joining two such points would not,

of course, represent equilibrium.
The composition of any phase from either a multiple or

countercurrent extraction process would then presumably
lie on the binodial curve even if equilibrium is not attained

in each extraction stage.

A modification of the ternary equilibrium diagram has

been described by Kurtz [13, 1935] in which rectangular in

place of triangular coordinates are employed. This method
of plotting suffers from the fact that it does not enable

experimental inaccuracies to be detected as readily as when
triangular graphs are employed.

In Fig. 10 several oil-solvent equilibrium diagrams are

illustrated. The equilibrium between nitrobenzene and three

different lubricating oil stocks at 10 C. are shown in Fig.

10 (a), (b), and (c), using theV.G.C. for the physical property
of the solvent-free oil. The binodial curves and tie-lines for

these three systems were constructed from batch-extraction

experiments. The data for stocks No. 2, Fig. 10 (6), and
No. 3, Fig. 10 (c), were taken from the paper of Ferris,

Bkkhimer, and Henderson [3, 1931]. The individual points
indicatedonthesefigures by crosses and circles were obtained

respectively by multiple and countercurrent extraction of
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stages where equilibrium between the two phases of each

stage was not always obtained. The fact that these points
lie for the most part on the binodial curves provides a useful

check on the already established shape of the binodials. It

910

oil and aniline) as the physical property of the solvent-free

oil. This diagram is similar to that of a ternary system
where both components of the binary mixture being
treated are only partially miscible with the solvent. The
diagrams for the lubricating oil-nitrobenzene systems, on

NAPHTHENK: DISTILLATE

STOCK a. -S74. VG.C.
AND NITROBENZENE

AT JO "C.

NITROBENZENE NITROBENZENE

9OO

MIDCONT1NENT SEMIPARAFFIN1C
STOCK 3. -853 VG.C.

AND NITROBENZENE
AT 10 *t

KEROSENE AMD
95% ETHYL ALCOHOl.

AT IT C.

NITROBENZENE 95% ETHYL ALCOHOL

EQUILIBRIA IN COMPLEX HYDROCARBON - SOLVENT SYSTEMS

-h SOLUTION COMPOSITIONS FROM MULTIPLE EXTRACTION PROCESSES

SOLUTION COMPOSITIONS FROM COUNTER-CURRENT EXTRACT/ON PROCESSE1S

FIG. 10.

affords proof also of the assumption that a point represent-

ing the composition ofa phase from any extraction stage of

an agitated heterogeneous system, whatever the stage effi-

ciency, will lie on the binodiaL Such equilibrium diagrams
can therefore be employed to compute graphically the

results to be expected from any solvent-extraction process

of oil refining.

In Fig. 10 (d) the equilibrium diagram for the system

kerosine 95% ethyl alcohol at 17 C. is shown, using the

aniline point (miscibility temperature of equal volumes of

the other hand, are all similar to that of a ternary system
where only one of the components of the binary mixture

being treated is partially miscible with solvent, the other

being completely miscible.

Computations for Complex Hydrocarbon-solvent

Systems

The triangular equilibrium diagram may be employed
as a basis for computation in complex oil-solvent sys-

tems. The actual method of computation is the triangular
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coordinate graphical method for the general case in ternary

systems which has already been described. The only differ-

ence in this method is that in the present case instead of

phase compositions being expressed in terms of three

components they are given in terms of solvent per cent, and
a physical property of the solvent-free oil.

Computations for a multiple or countercurrent extrac-

tion process normally involve a knowledge of the value of

some physical property of the oil to be treated, the ratio

of solvent to treated oil employed, and the value of the

physical property of the refined oil desired. Given such

data it is usually required to calculate at fixed working
conditions:

(1) the yield of refined oil;

(2) the amount of solvent associated with the refined

oil;

(3) the amount of extract;

(4) the amount of solvent in the extract and yield of

solvent-free extract oil;

(5) the value of a physical property of the solvent-free

extract oil;

(6) the number of ideal extraction stages required to

give the desired refined oil.

This graphical method enables these results to be com-

puted with reasonable accuracy. Further, if such results

are already available from a working unit utilizing a known
number of actual extraction stages, then the number of
ideal stages obtained by such a computation may be com-
bined with this number and an overall stage efficiency

evaluated, where the overall stage efficiency is defined by

' = ^X100, (19)
2\a

in which Na number of actual extraction stages,

N-L = number of ideal extraction stages.

Since the method of computation has already been

thoroughly described in connexion with simple ternary
systems, it will not be necessary to discuss it again here.

Instead, the results obtained by applying the method to
several oil-solvent systems will be compared with results

actually obtained.

The multiple extraction of a naphthenic distillate

lubricating oil stock No. 2 with nitrobenzene at 10 C.,
the equilibrium diagram of which is given in Fig. 10 (&),
has been described by Ferris and Houghton [4, 1932]. The
actual extraction process 'employed was as follows: 100
volumes of stock were treated with 100 volumes of solvent

giving the first raffinate and extract. The first raffinate was
then extracted with 120 volumes of nitrobenzene giving
a second raffinate, and an extract which was added to the

first extract giving the second extract. The second raffinate

was finally treated with 173 volumes of solvent to give the
third raffinate. The third extract was obtained by adding
the second extract to that obtained in the last treatment.
The scheme is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 11. The

100 VOLS OF STOCK

100 VOLS OF SOLVENT

RAFFINATE N* I

-h

ISO VOLS OF SOLVENT

EXTRACT

PAFFINATE N2 8 EXTRACT (CL

173 VOLS OF SOLVENT

EXTRACT

RAFFINATE N? 3 EXTRACT({j)

EXTRACT N*3
FIG. 11.

experimental results from this extraction process are given
in Table II together with results calculated by the triangular
coordinate graphical method using the equilibrium diagram
of Fig. 10 (b). It will be seen that very satisfactory agree-
ment is obtained except in the third stage. The rather wide
divergence here is undoubtedly due to insufficient data to
define accurately the lowest part of the binodial curve,
where the graphical constructions for the third stage are
located. Since the experimental extraction was carried
out in the laboratory, it has been assumed in making this

comparison that equilibrium has been attained in each
experimental stage, whereas it is possible that such stages
did not reach complete equilibrium, which would in part
be the cause of a certain amount of discrepancy between
experimental and calculated data.

TABLE II

Multiple Extraction ofStock No. 2 with Nitrobenzene at 10 C.
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In Table III the experimental results, communicated to

the author by S. W. Ferris of the Atlantic Refining Com-
pany, from a three-stage countercurrent extraction process

refining different lubricating oil stocks with nitrobenzene

at 10 C. are compared. The oil stocks treated were a Mid-
Continent semi-paraffinic stock No. 3, V.G.C. 0-853, the

equilibrium diagram of which is given in Fig. 10 (c), stock

A, V.G.C. 0-867, the equilibrium diagram of which is given

in Fig. 10 (a), stock , V.G.C. 0-864, and stock C, V.G.C.
0-824. The equilibrium diagrams ofthe last two oils, stock

B and C, are not given as they are very similar to that of

stock A.

The extraction conditions employed were as follows:

The extracting vessels were all approximately the same,

being pear-shaped separating funnels 7 in. diameter at the

top, and 13 in. high with a capacity of 3 litres. Air agitation

was used, but no attempt was made to systematize stirring.

Temperatures were maintained constant in all three stages

at 100-5 C.

In arriving at the calculated values in Table in, the yields

of solvent-free raffinate and extract oil, the volume per
cent, of solvent in both layers, and the V.G.C. of the extract

were computed for the treatment of the given stock with

the given volume of solvent to obtain a solvent-free

raffinate oil having the V.G.C. shown in column 3. The

agreement between actual and calculated results is satis-

factory, and the average deviation is ofthe order of 10%.
The maximum deviation was found to occur for the

experiments where the constructional computation lines

were located in that part of the equilibrium diagram which

was outside the range of the initial equilibrium experiments.

A material balance check on the experimental data used

for constructing the equilibrium diagrams also showed

that many of these data were only correct to within 10% .

Unless particular precautions are taken, the error in deter-

mining those sections of the binodials where one phase is

large and the other phase comparatively small may easily

be even larger. With very accurate equilibrium diagrams
the deviation between the actual and computed data could

easily be reduced to less than 3%. The accuracy of the

computations is chiefly dependent on the accuracy of the

experimental extractions used for constructing the equili-

brium diagram.
The number of ideal stages required to reproduce these

countercurrent extraction results, as computed graphically,

is shown together with the overall stage efficiency in

Table IV. The overall stage efficiency is apparently in-

versely proportional to the solvent-oil ratio employed, and

TABLE HI

Three-stage Countercurrent Extraction of Lubricating Oil Stocks with Nitrobenzene at 10 C.

TABLE IV

Overall Stage Efficiency for Air-agitated Stage

* Number uncertain owing to insufficient tie-line or binodial curve data.
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100% efficiency is probably approached at solvent-oil ratios

which correspond to complete miscibility between the oil

stock and the solvent. Unfortunately, insufficient data are

available definitely to fix the effect of solvent-oil ratio upon
the overall efficiency, and these results are further compli-
cated by the variable nature of the air agitation employed.

V.G.C. are plotted against the solvent-oil ratio. Maximum
yields of the most desirable raffinate, that is, a raffinate

possessing a low V.G.C., are obtained at low solvent-oil

ratios. At these low solvent-oil ratios, however, a rather

large number of ideal extraction stages is required to give

a low V.G.C. The number of actual stages necessary can be

SOLVENT/ OH- RATIO

BELOW WHK1H COMPLETE

MISCIBIUTY OCCURS

350 4-OO 450 5OO

VOLUME OF SOLVENT/100 VOLUMES OF OIL.

REG. 12.

VOLUME OF SOLVENT/ 100 VOLUMES OF OIL.

FIG. 13.

The method of computation is exceedingly useful, parti-

cularly for forecasting the most favourable extraction

conditions to produce a maximum yield of raffinate of
a given V.G.C. The data resulting from such graphical
calculations for the countercurrent extraction of stock

No. 2, with nitrobenzene at 10 C., are shown in Figs. 12

and 13. The volume per cent, yield of raffinates of varying

computed from the overall stage efficiency. The variation

ofthe overall efficiency for an air-agitated stage as tabulated

in Table IV has been plotted in Fig. 12. The best extrac-

tion conditions to give maximum yield of low V.G.C.
raffinate reconcilable with a reasonable number of actual

stages and the lowest solvent-oil ratio can easily be deter-

mined from such diagrams.
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THE APPLICATION OF TRIANGULAR GRAPHS TO THE
COMPARATIVE LABORATORY STUDY OF SOLVENT-

REFINING PROCESSES
By F. E. A. THOMPSON, B.Sc., A.R.C.S., M.InstP.T.

Research Chemist, Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Ltd., Sunbury-on-Thames, England

THE increasing use of solvent processes in general refinery

practice, particularly in the manufacture of high-grade

lubricants, has emphasized the need for some reliable

method for comparing the efficiency of different solvents

in order to distinguish between the various processes now

available. Moreover, the number of different solvent pro-

cesses on the market to-day presents a bewildering problem

to the petroleum engineer who attempts a comparison by

correlation of the published data and, while it is perhaps

only natural that the inventors of each solvent process

should exert themselves primarily to demonstrations of the

wide range of applications of their particular process to

different types of charging stock, the unfortunate result is

seen in the scarcity of comparative information regarding

the treatment of any one particular charging stock by

different solvent processes.

In the discussion which follows an attempt has been

made to indicate the way in which the efficiencies of the

various processes may be compared by the use of the tri-

angular graphical methods developed by Hunter and Nash.

While this method of treatment is probably not exact in

the extreme owing to the complexity of the usual petroleum

products used as charging stocks for solvent treatment, it

does give a very clear picture ofthe various factors affecting

solvent refining and enables the relative efficiency of the

different solvent processes to be assessed with a greater

accuracy than is possible by any other means. It should

be borne in mind that, although comparisons of solvents

by actual plant tests are useful, the results will not be

strictly comparable If one process is handicapped by less

efficiently operated or designed plant, and it is obviously

desirable that in selecting a solvent process the choice

should be influenced by fundamental solvent efficiency and

not based entirely on plant performance, which, in a matter

of a few years, may be surpassed by further plant develop-

ment.

History and Development

The Object of Solvent Refining.

Gurwitsch [14, 1926] gives a summary of early investiga-

tions on solvent refining, using aliphatic alcohols as

selective solvents, but the credit for the development of the

first commercially successful solvent extraction process is

generally accorded to Edeleanu for his process employing

liquid SO2 ,
which was originally developed for the removal

of aromatic fractions from Roumanian kerosines. It has,

however, been used in one refinery in Great Britain since

1927 for the manufacture of turbine oils, and to-day has

become very widely adopted for the production of a large

variety of petroleum products such as anti-knock gasoline,

turpentine substitutes, special dry-cleaning spirit, high-

grade kerosine, transformer oils, turbine oils, and motor

lubricants, including cylinder stock.

. From 1930 onwards the number of solvent processes has

increased enormously. The phenol process has been de-

veloped by R. K. Stratford and his co-workers [41, 1933]

m

in the Imperial Oil Refinery, Ltd., Sarnia, Ontario, Canada.

The Texas Company in America have developed the Fur-

fural process described by Eichwald [6]. The Atlantic

Refining Company, Philadelphia, with Ferris and his co-

workers have developed the Nitrobenzene process [11,

1932], while the Standard Oil Company of Indiana have

sponsored foe Chlorex process [29, 1933], to mention only

some of the better known of the single-solvent processes.

The Duo-Sol process employing liquid propane in con-

junction with a cresylic acid solvent has been worked out by

the Max B. Miller Company ofNew York [23, 1933], while

other double-solvent processes include the SO 2-benzole

modification of the original Edeleanu process, and the

phenol (and/or cresol) plus water processes.

While for the majority of solvent processes the object of

solvent refining is to produce high-grade lubricating oils,

such a definition cannot be applied generally. The original

Edeleanu process, for example, handled only kerosine frac-

tions and produced high-grade lamp oils, while in its recent

application to gasoline treatment the process is operated

for the concentrated aromatic fraction obtained in the low-

temperature extract, the raffinate being an inferior gasoline

to the starting stock. In every solvent process, however,

the object and effect can be chemically defined as one of

separation into components of low hydrogen/carbon ratio

(extracts) and high hydrogen/carbon ratio (raffinates). The

separation is quantitative in that no loss of hydrocarbon

material occurs due to chemical combination with the pure

solvent, but is seldom, ifever, completein thechemical sense

since the raffinates and extracts are never pure components

but are mutually contaminated to a greater or lesser degree.

Composition of Crude Lubricating Oil Fractions

and Base Stocks

It is doubtful if any of the hydrocarbon constituents of

petroleum lubricating oil has ever been isolated in a state

of purity, much less identified, but a good idea of the pos-

sible constituents may be inferred from the known con-

stitution of the lighter components of petroleum present

in the gasoline boiling range, and also by comparison with

high molecular weight hydrocarbons prepared syntheti-

cally. Such constituents include straight or branched chain

paraffins, naphthene hydrocarbons containing saturated

5- and 6-membered carbon rings, such as cyclopentane and

cyclohexane nuclei, and aromatic hydrocarbons containing

benzene or naphthalene, nuclei, &c. Moreover, these con-

stituents are for the major part in combination, giving large

complex molecules containing both parafBnic and aro-

matic, or paraffinic and naphthenic, or even all three

characteristics.

Rossini [32, 1935] gives a very good discussion on this

subject, while Vlugter, Waterman, and Van Westen [44,

1935] have developed a method for determining the average

percentage composition of the lubricating-oil fraction of

a crude in terms of paraffinic, naphthenic, and aromatic

M
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constituents. They give the following compositions for a

Pennsylvanian lubricating oil and a naphthene base oil:

Mikeska [25, 1936] has attempted a correlation between

chemical structure and the common physical properties of

lubricating oils by an examination of fifty-two pure hydro-

carbons prepared synthetically. His findings throw con-

siderable light on the relationships between viscosity index,

viscosity, &c., and structure.

Rossini [33, 1936] in a later paper gives further informa-

tion on the same subject obtained from a different angle by
examination of the products of close solvent fractionation

of a lubricating oil stock.

As a general system of classification, the constituents of

a lubricating oil fraction are referred to as :

1. Paraffinic. Characterized by high hydrogen/carbon
ratio and including crystalline wax. The term is used

loosely to include all constituents of good viscosity index

[5, 1929] or viscosity-gravity constant [15, 1928], which are

not readily dissolved by selective solvents.

2. Naphthenic. Characterized by low hydrogen/carbon
ratio and generally considered to represent those portions
of the crude stock which are readily soluble in the selective

solvents. The term is somewhat of a misnomer, since

undoubtedly a large proportion of the hydrocarbon con-

stituents which are popularly referred to as paraffinic, and
which are included in the solvent-refined oils, are in reality

naphthenic in structure. Occasionally a further distinction

is introduced between naphthenic and aromatic fractions,

in which case the naphthenic constituents are generally
rated from about to 50 viscosity index, and the aromatic

constituents of very low viscosity indices ranging down to

below 350 when they resemble a soft asphalt in appear-
ance.

Results of Solvent Refining

If with a given solvent and a given base stock a series of
batch extractions is carried out, using different percentages
of solvent but maintaining the same treatment temperature
for the whole series, a range of products will be obtained

having different characteristics such as specific gravity,

viscosity, &c., and it will be found that, while the change
in quality of the rafBnates is progressive with increasing

treatments, the change in quality of the extracted oils is

less regular and may even increase to a maximum and then
decrease as the percentage treatment is increased, depend-
ing upon the solvent used, the treatment temperature, and
the base stock. If, however, the series of raffinates and
extracts be examined and in each case the specific gravity
be plotted against some other characteristic (say viscosity
at some given temperature) a smooth curve is obtained
which is characteristic of that particular base stock but
which is practically independent of the treatment tempera-
ture, or the solvent used (i.e. SO2 , phenol, furfural, chlorex,
SO2-benzole, phenol-water, &c.), or the manner in which
the solvent is applied, whether in single-batch treatment,
multiple-batch or countercurrent treatment. In other words,
all raffinates (or extracts) of a given specific gravity
obtained from a given starting stock will have the same
viscosity independent of the solvent used, the treatment

temperature, or the manner in which the solvent is applied.

It is not known whether this generalization holds exactly

in all cases, but at least it can be taken to apply with

sufficient exactness for all practical purposes.

An exception must, however, be made for solvents such

as liquid methane, propane, &c., which have been referred

to as precipitative solvents, and which act in more or less

the reverse manner to the general run of selective solvents

as described in a later section, or to combined solvent

processes employing these light liquid hydrocarbons. The

products obtained by the Duo-Sol process, for example, do

not conform to the curves for the single-solvent processes.

That the same general curve applies for batch and

countercurrent treatment is significant, since it implies

that the products obtained by repeated re-extraction and

recycling of intermediate raffinates and extracts during
countercurrent treatment exhibit the same gravity-visco-

sity, &c., relations as the products of the single-batch

treatment. See Fig. 1.

Similar general relationships, independent of solvent,

treatment temperature, &c., are found to hold for all the

usual characteristics such as viscosity index, aniline point,

refractive index, &c., and it would appear that even colour

and carbon residue may be included in the list if side

reactions such as oxidation, asphalt precipitation, or

chemical interaction with the solvent impurities are avoided,

The effect of solvent refining on these various relation-

ships is discussed in detail below, and gives a very useful

introduction to the more general discussions which follow,

Viscosity-Gravity Constant.

The viscosity-gravity constant (V.G.C.) of Hill and Coats

[15, 1928] has received very widespread acceptance as a

measure of parafBnicity for lubricating oils and has been

used by various writers [19, 1933; 21, 1935] as a suitable

function for expressing quantitatively the effects of solvent

refining. It has the advantage that for oils covering a wide

range of viscosities the V.G.C. is additive, since for the

raffinates and extracts produced by solvent-treating a given

stock, the V.G.C. is a linear function of the specific gravity.

On the other hand, the V.G.C. formulae were originally

developed by Hill and Coats from data for oils of a limited

viscosity range:

Viscosity at 210 F. .

Viscosity at 100 F. .

40 to 400 sec. Saybolt
40 to 3,000 sec. Saybolt

Moore and Kaye [27, 1934] have, however, given a modi-
fied formula based on kinematic viscosity at 100 F. which
enables the V.G.C. to be calculated for oils as light as

kerosines.

It is found that for extracts of high viscosity the linear

relation between specific gravity and V.G.C. no longer

holds, while the V.G.C. as determined by the two formulae

gives very different results.

Fig. 2 gives a series of curves relating the specific gravity
at 60 F. with the V.G.C. for the solvent fractions (raf-

finates and extracts) obtained from a series of starting

stocks ranging from a White Spirit Cut of 0-783 specific

gravity up to a heavy cylinder stock of0-962 specific gravity

prepared from a mixed base crude, and these curves have
been found to hold independently ofthe solvent used or the

conditions of solvent treatment. For example, the curves

for medium lubricating base have been found to apply
under all of the following conditions :

1. Liquid SO2 at 30, 60, and 100 F.

2. Chlorex at 30, 60, 100, and 125 F.

3. Phenol at 105, 110, and 150 F.



SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT CO F

FIG. 1. Relation between specific gravity at 60 F. and viscosity at 200 F. for raffinates and extracts produced
from similar base stocks by (a) batch treatments, (6) four-stage countercurrent SO -benzole.

HEAVY CYLINDER STOCK flg-a STOKES AT

HEAVY UJB BASE (o 2S STOKES AT tOO*F)

.UU UUB. BASEL fa 2O STOKES AT IOO-F)

VSPINPLE OIL o-IBSS STOKES AT 1OOT)

NOTE
POINTS MARKED
DENOTE STARTING STOCKS,

CROSCNE (0-01657 STORES AT t

-WHITE S^P^RIT (O-0076 STOKCS AT KMT.)

VISCOSITY GRAVITY CONSTANT.

FIG. 2. Relation between specific gravity at 60 F. and viscosity-gravity constant.
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4. SO2-benzole (80-20) at 60 F.

(70-30) at 60 and 30 F.

(60-40) at 60 F.

5. Four-stage countercurrent chlorex at 70 F.

6. Three-stage countercurrent SO 2-benzole (70*30) at

60 F.

The curve for the heavy lubricating base has been verified

for treatments with:

1. SO2 at 70, 100, and 210 F.

2. SO2-benzole (70-30) at 70 F.

3. Chlorex at 70 F.

4. Furfural at 130, 200, and 250 F.

5. Three-stage countercurrent chlorex at 70 F.

SOLVENT-EXTRACTION METHODS OF REFINING

lubricating base are given in Fig. 3. These curves are also

perfectly general in that they are independent of the solvent

used, the treatment temperature, or themethod oftreatment ,

&c., though owing to the relatively large effects which

experimental errors in viscosity determination may have

on viscosity-index measurements the agreement between

the various experimental points is not always good. The
curves are similar in shape for practically all stocks, though
the actual position of the curves is determined in each case

by V.I.-V.G.C. relationship of the starting stock and de-

pends to a considerable extent on the wax content (i.e.

degree of dewaxing).

The relation between viscosity index and V.G.C. (or

specific gravity), as indicated in Fig. 3, is not linear, and

\
\

\

\

\ \

\

\

\

\
850 900

VISCOSITY GRAVITY CONSTANT

FIG. 3. Relation between V.I. and V.G.C. for solvent fractions from various starting
stocks. Curve 1, heavy lub. base distillate; Curve 2, spindle-oil distillate.

Viscosity Index.

The viscosity index (V.I.) of Dean and Davis [5, 1929]
enables different oils to be compared for viscosity-tempera-
ture sensitivity, and this, together with the fact that most
oils of high viscosity index show better all-round charac-

teristics than oils of low V.I., has resulted in its becoming
the generally accepted standard of quality. While the V.I.

is not an infallible standard of quality or stability for com-
paring oils from totally different stocks, there does exist

a definite relationship between V.I. and quality for raf-

finates and extracts produced from any one given starting
stock by various solvent treatments.

The relations between V.I. and V.G.C. for two of the

series of solvent fractions plotted in Fig. 2, i.e. the spindle-
oil fractions and the raffinates and extracts from the heavy

the V.I. of a mixture of two different oils of known quality

can therefore only be estimated approximately.

Viscosity.

Fig. 4 gives typical curves for viscosity versus specific

gravity for the various solvent fractions (raffinates and

extracts) obtained from four different starting stocks (lub.

distillates) from the same crude. The shape of the curve

in every case is determined by the viscosity and gravity of

the starting stock but is unaffected by the solvent used

or the conditions of treatment. Values for raffinates and
extracts obtained in a laboratory three-stage countercurrent

treatment are included on two of the curves. The shape of

the curves is not necessarily the same, however, for similar

stocks produced from different crudes (compare Figs. 1
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and 4), but depends on the nature and relative proportions
of 'paraffinic* and 'naphthenic' constituents present in the

starting stock.

Colour and Carbon Residue.

The effect of solvent refining on colour and carbon

residue has been the subject of some controversy, it being
maintained that certain solvents, and SO2 in particular,

It will be observed that where little or no improvement in

V.G.C. occurred the colour of the product was consider-

ably darker than the starting stock; the mere admixture

and subsequent removal of solvent in the starting stock

produced a marked change in colour due to heat treat-

ment of this stock alone.

In dealing with a crude residuum of mixed-base origin,

however, it was found that the raffinates produced by SO2

SPECIFIC GRAVITY KT SOT.

FIG. 4. Relation between specific gravity at 60 F. and viscosity at 200 F. for raffinates and extracts from various

distillate base stocks obtained from the same crude.

produced poor-coloured raffinates. While the present

author has not been able to test a great many solvents in

this respect, a carefully conducted series of tests on an

asphalt-free mixed base distillate stock indicated that in all

probability, if reasonable precautions are taken to avoid

secondary reactions such as oxidation or asphalt precipita-

tion (see later section), the relation between colour and

other characteristics is also independent of the solvent

process, &c. The colours of the series of raffinates all pro-

duced from the same starting stock were determined by
means of a 'Klett' Bio-colorimeter which gives colour

values relative to any given standard liquid in terms of the

lengths of the two liquid columns (i.e. length of standard

and length of sample under examination).
The results obtained are plotted against V.G.C. in Fig. 5.

and certain other solvents were invariably darker than the

extracts, due to precipitation of asphaltic matter which re-

mained suspended in the raffinate layers. The differences

in colour which have been recorded by some observers

when using different solvents can be explained by this

precipitation of asphalt in certain cases, and is therefore

rather to be attributed to abnormalities hi the starting

stock, due to defective distillation in the production of the

original distillate stocks, than to any fundamental differ-

ence in the effect ofthe various solvents on colour removal.

Stratford [39, 1936] indicates a similar concentration of

asphaltic matter in the phenol raffinates and states this to

have a serious effect on emulsification difficulties.

In Fig. 6 the relation between specific gravity and carbon

residue (determined by the Ramsbottom method, British
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FIG. 5. Relation between
V.G.C. and colour density
for raffinates produced by
different solvent processes.

FIG. 6. Relation between
specific gravity and carbon
residue for raffinates pro-
duced by different solvent
processes.
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Air Ministry Specification D.T.D. 109) is given for the

same series of oils as was used for the colour-V.G.C. deter-

minations. The relationship is also seen to be, within

experimental error, independent of the solvent process em-

ployed. The same remarks regarding asphalt precipitation

special cleaners' spirits, white spirit substitutes, high-grade

lamp oils, or spinning oils has a considerable effect on the

aniline point. The relationship between aniline point and

specific gravity for the raffinates and extracts obtained from

a range of light distillates from gasoline up to light spindle

STARTING STOCKS fQft SOLVENT

SPECIFIC CRAVITt fcT 0" F

FIG. 7. Relation between aniline point and specific gravity at 60 F.

NOTE POINTS MARKED S EEPRCSENT THE RESPECTIVE

STARTING STOCKS TOR SOLVENT TREATMENT

FIG. 8. Relation between refractive index at 60 F. and specific gravity at 60 F.

would, however, be expected to apply as in the case of

colour removal, since the presence of hard asphalt would

be immediately reflected in an increased carbon residue.

Aniline Point.

The effect of refining the lighter petroleum distillates for

the manufacture of high anti-knock aromatic concentrates,

oil is shown in Fig. 7. This relationship is not linear and

the curves for the various stocks, which, with the exception

of the spindle oil, are all from the same crude, do not even

exhibit a family resemblance, due probably to the de-

creasing complexity of the lighter fractions of the crude

and the presence of certain aromatic constituents (e.g. ben-

zene, toluene, &c.) in fairly large amounts.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT CO 'f.

FIG. 9. Relation between specific refractivity and specific gravity at 60 F.

KINEMA,TIC| VISCOSITY (cENTl STOKES AT 2<X>*f)

Refractive Index.

FIG. 10. Mid boiling-point-viscosity-curves for mixed base and Pennsylvanian oils.

~ - enabling specific refi-activities to be checked by calculation,
Therelations between refractive index and specific gravity

since small errors in refractive index introduce considerable
for the solvent fractions (raffinates and extracts) from a errors in specific refractivity.

given starting stock appear to be linear within experimental
limits. This is indicated by the curves in Fig. 8 for petro- Specific Refractivity.
leum distillates ranging from 0-728 to 0-9025 in specific Specific refractivity has recently been specified by the
gravity (60 F.). This linear relationship is of value in Manchester Cancer Research Board as a measure of the
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carcinogenicity of Mule spinning oils, and limits have been
set for the specific refractivities of oils to be used in the

spinning mills. The effect of solvent refining on specific

refractivity is illustrated in Fig. 9, which also shows the

limit for carcinogenicity adopted by the Manchester Cancer
Research Board. (The curves in Fig. 9 have been derived

from the curves given in Fig. 8 and are seen to deviate

considerably from some of the experimental points, espe-

cially for the lighter products.)

uniformly over all the components present in the stock

from the lightest to the heaviest.

In Fig. 11 the viscosity-composition curve A is convex
downwards and the curves show a tendency to become
flatter with increased solvent refining. While this is the

case with most stocks, there are exceptions, as are indicated

in Fig. 12, in which the viscosity-composition curves for

a starting stock of South American origin is shown to be

convex upwards with the convexity increasing on solvent

LgQENQ

OCWAXEO (JUS BASE *4 VISCOSITY INDEX
7i V AATFINATE FROM A

"/. CY VOLUMt ON

FIG. 11.

Boiling Range.

The effect of solvent refining on the boning range of

a lubricating oil is illustrated in Fig. 10, where the viscosity-

mid per cent, boiling-point curves are given for a mixed

base starting stock of about 45 V.I., the raffinate (about
100 V.I.) produced therefrom by solvent refining, and the

corresponding extract (about 10 VJ.). It will be seen that

the boiling range of a given viscosity fraction (measured
at 200 F.) increases about 10 C. for every 10-number

increase in viscosity index.

Viscosity-Mid Per Cent Curves or Viscosity-Composi-
tion Curves.

Fig. 1 1 gives theviscosity-composition curves for a mixed

base stock A of 45 V.I. and raffinates B, C, and D of 75,

85, and 100 V.I. respectively, obtained from the base stock

A by solvent refining. The curves indicate that while the

viscosity of the stock A has been reduced in accordance

with the general relationship indicated in Fig. 4, this drop
hi viscosity, although more marked in the more viscous

fractions of the stock A, has also taken place more or less

refining, indicating a preferential absorption of the less

viscous fractions.

The V.I.-Viscosity Relationship.

While, as just stated, the effect of solvent refining is to

reduce the average viscosity, with preferential removal of

the less viscous or more viscous fractions as the case may
be, this preferential removal of certain constituents cannot

be explained on the grounds that the fractions removed
are always of lowest quality as measured by V.G.C. or V.I.

For example, Fig. 13 gives the plots ofV.L versus viscosity

for fractions produced by distillation from the starting

stock and raffinates indicated in Fig. 12, in which the VJ.

ofthe distillate fractions is seen to fall from about 50 VJ. in

the lightest fractions to about V.1. in the medium vis-

cosity range, rising again to about 40 in the heaviest frac-

tions. On solvent refining, this minimum V.L viscosity

fraction does not disappear as might be expected, but the

curves for the raffinates are found to be roughly parallel

to that of the base stock. This persistence of form in the

V.I.-viscosity curves resembles the other general relation-
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ships in that it is characteristic of the starting stock alone

and independent of the solvent process. It would therefore

appear that the viscosity index as a measure of quality has

little or no direct connexion with the mechanism of the

selective solvent action.

Comparison of Solvent Processes in the Laboratory

Since it has been shown in the previous paragraphs that

a raffinate ofany given quality (say 100 V.I.) obtained from

and (c) extract of some property which is known to be
additive, the yields of rafiSnate and extract may be
calculated. Of the additive properties of petroleum oils,

specific gravity is the one which can be most
accurately

determined and has the advantage of being applicable to
all products from gasoline up to heavy cylinder oils, though
even specific gravity is not a truly additive function since
some slight change in volume occurs on mixing two oils
of very different characteristics. For all practical purposes

VOLUME MID PER CENT

FIG. 12. Mid per cent, viscosity curves for distillates and residues for South American dewaxed long cut (base
stock) and for the corresponding SO2 and chlorex raffinates.

a given starting stock will be the same in every respect
independent of the solvent process employed, it foUows
that the best solvent process will be that which gives the
greatest yield of raffinate at the lowest cost per ton of
product, and for a comparison of solvent processes it is

therefore necessary to consider only those factors which
affect the yield of rarnnate and the operating costs.
The yield of rarnnate may be determined in several ways,

the most obvious method being, of course, to determine the
yield by actual measurement. Unfortunately, this is seldom
possible unless a suitable plant is available of the type
required for the particular solvents. If, however, the quality
of the extract which is likely to be made in producing the
required raffinate can be determined, then, knowing the
corresponding values for (a) rarnnate, (b) starting material

such changes in volume may be neglected. On the other

hand, specific gravity gives no indication of quality unless
considered in conjunction with some other characteristic
such as viscosity, aniline-point, &c. For lubricating oils,

viscosity index is the standard which is frequently accepted
as giving an indication of quality, but V.I. as shown in

Fig. 3 is not an additive function. The viscosity-gravity
constant developed by Hill and Coats, and calculated from
specific gravity and viscosity, has been used with con-
siderable success, and is additive over a wide range of oils

from light kerosine up to medium-heavy lubricating oils,
but cannot be employed satisfactorily for oils lighter than
about 0-760 or heavier than 1-000 in specific gravity. In
fact, it would seem that no additive property exists which
will give an indication of quality and is at the same time
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applicable over the whole range of petroleum products.

Nevertheless, for examination of special products over a

limited range of quality, an appropriate standard such as

V.G.C. may be chosen, which is both additive and gives

the required indication of the degree of refining, though
for general purposes the use of specific gravities is most

reliable.

Having selected some additive function (say specific

gravity), the efficiencies of different solvent processes may
be compared on a yield basis.

estimating purposes it is necessary to obtain approximate
figures for each of the following factors :

1. Cast of solvent, since the cost of replacing solvent

loss in the process may become a prohibitive item,

2. Amount of solvent required per ton of oil treated,

and the latent and specific heats of the solvent. These

will largely determine the steam, fuel, and power
requirements of the plant.

3. Number of countercurrent stages required for the

process, and the settling rates of raffinate and extract

VISCOSITY I*DCX Of TRACTION

FIG. 13.

Suppose, to take a fictitious case, that under practical

working conditions with one solvent process A, extracts of

more than 1-050 specific gravity cannot be obtained from

a given starting material, while another solvent process B
will produce extracts of not more than 0-995 specific

gravity. Assume also that the starting stock has a gravity

of 0-895 and that a raffinate of 0-840 is required. The

maximum yields of raffinate obtainable by the two pro-

cesses will therefore be:

Process A:

Process B:

1-050-0-840

0-995-0-895

0-995-0-840

X 100% = 73-8% by volume,

x 100% = 64-7% by volume,

i.e. the yield of raffinate is greatest for the process which

produces the worst (i.e. most naphthenic or highest specific

gravity) extract.

The question of operating costs is considerably more

difficult to settle than the question of yields, and for

layers in the various stages, which will determine size

and throughput of the plant and be a major item in

the capital cost.

Of these three factors, the first is generally already

known, but for the determination of the amount ofsolvent,

and the number of countercurrent stages, it would be

necessary to carry out a considerable amount of experi-

mental work on the trial and error principle, using counter-

current apparatus with various conditions of temperature

gradient, throughput, and solvent treatment, if some

simplified means of obtaining results were not available.

Moreover, equilibrium conditions are not immediately

attained in countercurrent plant, and such experiments are

almost invariably costly in time, labour, and materials.

Fortunately, the results of countercurrent operation, with

and without temperature gradient, can be fairly well pre-

dicted from the results oflaboratory batch treatments using

the principles of triangular graphs [16,1935; 18,1934]. This

is fully described in the companion article on 'The Theo-

retical Principles of Solvent Extract' by T. G. Hunter, but
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as described below. More accurate results are, however,
obtained if complete separation of the two layers is not

attempted, but if portions only of each layer are analysed,

thus avoiding errors due to disturbance of the interface.

In the case of solvents such as liquid SO2 and propane
which have an appreciable vapour pressure at the treat-

ment temperature, the experiments must be conducted in

pressure-tight equipment such as the apparatus shown in

Fig. 16, for example, which consists of a glass siphon fitted

with needle-valve connexions to the top and bottom of the

siphon. By means of several such siphons and small

suitable interconnexions as shown in Fig. 17, it is possible

to separate representative samples of the extract and raf-

finate layers. For temperatures above atmospheric the

to give a mixture represented by the point V, the mixture

ceases to be homogeneous and separates into two phases,

and two phases are obtained for all mixtures of SO2 and

starting stock represented by points on the portion VW on
the line. When the amount of SO2 in the mixture is in-

creased above that represented by the point W, the raffinate

phase disappears and a single-phase solution of the original

material in SO2 is obtained for all mixtures represented by

points on the portion WX of the line.

Any point of the portion VW of the line SX9 therefore,

gives a mixture which, after stirring to equilibrium, settles

into two layers, and if each of these layers is analysed for

per cent. SO2 , and specific gravity of the SO2-free oil, &c.,

the position of each layer may be located in the way

TABLE I

Batch Treatment of Light Gas Oil (Mixed Base Origin) with Liquid SO2

* V.G.C. calculated by method of Moore and Kaye [27, 1934].

t Raffinate from experiment 15 used as starting stock for experiment 16.

glass siphons are unsatisfactory for pressure experiments

unless thoroughly annealed, and may be replaced by suit-

able steel apparatus (e.g. small oxygen cylinders), although

in such cases, of course, the separation of the two phases

is not visible and the amounts of the phases can only be

measured by inverting the cylinder and carefully running

off the extract layer through a needle valve and glass capil-

lary when the change from extract to raffinate layer can in

most cases be easily detected by change in viscosity. It

should be realized that if the extract layer is withdrawn too

rapidly, causing a rapid fall in pressure, the liquid contents

remaining in the siphon may boil suddenly or 'bump',

causing remixing of the two layers and vitiation of the

experiment.

Construction of Triangular Graphs.

Having selected the raffinate and extract limits for the

triangular graph and marked off the side of the triangle

joining these limits into the appropriate scale, the point re-

presentingthe starting stockcanbelocated. In Fig. 18, which

represents the equilibrium conditions given in Table I,

a specific-gravity scale is chosen ranging from 0-810 for

the hypothetical 'pure' raffinate Y to 0-910 for the hypo-
thetical 'pure' extract Z. The point 0-841 on the scale now

represents the starting material 5, and the line SXtherefore

represents all mixtures of pure solvent (SO2) with the

starting material. The portion SVofthe line SX represents

mixtures which are homogeneous (i.e. simpk solutions of

SO2 in the starting stock) and do not separate a second

phase but, as soon as the concentration of SO 2 is increased

described above for the mixture M of SO2 , benzene, and

hexane. Moreover, from the properties of triangles, it fol-

lows that the points representing M the original mixture,

R the raffinate phase, and E the extract phase all lie on the

same straight line. Moreover, if after stirring the original

mixtureM to equilibrium, and settling, the volumes of the

two phases are measured, it is found that these volumes

are represented by the relations:

_ , length of line MEx 100
% raffinate phase=

% extract phase=

length of line RE '

length of line RMx 100

length of line RE

By examining a sufficient number of mixtures in this way
it is possible to determine the equilibrium curve for the

solvent and starting stock at the extraction temperature,

and by carrying out similar experiments at various tem-

peratures the equilibrium curves over a whole range of

different treatment temperatures may be obtained which

will enable the results of operating commercial equipment
either at one temperature or with a temperature gradient

through the system to be predicted.

In determining the equilibrium curves for oil and solvent

at the treatment temperatures higher or lower than stan-

dard (60 F.), all volumes may be calculated back to equi-

valent volumes at 60 F. for convenience, since this does

not affect the accuracy of the curves in any way. In the

case ofa solvent such as phenol, which melts at a relatively

high temperature, some other temperature, i.e. 100 F., is

found more suitable.
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Yields of products may be calculated from the gravities
of the products and of the starting stock for each extrac-

tion, or from measurement of the two phases and the phase
analyses.

It will be noted in the example chosen that the position
of the points representing the extract phases in the experi-
ments 1 and 2 lies outside the triangle. This does not affect

either the method of construction or the results, but is the

result of having chosen the hypothetical extract Zwith too
low a value, in order to obtain a more open graph. In

smaller as the treatment is increased. Referring to experi-
TDs~i 1 (\ A

ment 10 in Fig. 18, for example, this ratio is = -
,AB 89*6

and the solvent content of these two layers is given in

Table I as 16-6% and 93% respectively. The effect of only
1 % contamination of the raffinate phase with extract phase
by imperfect separation would have given the point D as

the apparent position ofthe raffinate phase since =
,DB 88*6

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 60 F

FIG. 18. Equilibrium curve for light gas oil and liquid SO2 at 70 F.

Fig. 19 a wider scale has been chosen for the same series

of treatments to enable the equilibrium curves at F. and
30 F. to be included in the same triangular graph, with
the result that the 70 F. curve is more compact, though
somewhat less suitable for purposes of estimation. The
limits chosen for the base of the equilateral triangle are
therefore merely a matter of convenience, and for that

reason, if several solvents are being compared on the same
starting stock, or if the effect of temperature is being in-

vestigated for one or more solvents on the same stock, it

may be preferable to retain the same limits for the triangle
in every case, thus making it possible to compare the

resulting equilibrium curves directly by superimposing one
curve on the other, even though the scale chosen is not
ideally suited to every treatment.

Effect of Experimental Errors*

As has already been stated, the ratio of the raffinate

layer to extract layer in any treatment becomes rapidly

and the apparent percentage solvent in the layer would
have been increased from 16-6 to 234%, approximately.
Actually, unless extreme care is taken in separating the two
layers, the contamination may greatly exceed 1 % owing
to the film of extract remaining on the walls of the settler

as the extract layer is withdrawn. However, by with-

drawing portions only of the two layers, first the raffinate

and then the extract, contamination of the two phases is

avoided and, by careful measurement of the volume ratio

of the two layers before attempting to separate the phases,
an additional check is obtained ofthe position ofthe points
on the graph.
The effect of this form of contamination was discussed

at the I.P.T. Symposium on solvent refining in 1936 [36,

1936] and equilibrium curves based on the early work by
Ferris, Birkhimer, and Henderson [10, 1931], which show
such deviations between the experimental results and the

probable correct position of the equilibrium curves are

reproduced in Fig. 20.
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RAFFINATES- SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 60F. EXTRACTS,
FIG. 19. Equilibrium curves for light gas oil and liquid SOa .
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FIG. 20. Equilibrium curves for stock 2, with cresol, phenol, nitro-benzene, furfural, and SO 2 plotted from data

published by Ferris, Birkhimer, and Henderson, f. Ind. Eng. Chem. 23, 753 (1931).
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Further Consideration of Triangular Graphs as

applied to Solvent Refining

The Advantages of using Triangular Graphs.

The advantages of expressing the equilibrium relation-

ship between solvent and oil on triangular coordinates are

as follows:

(a) The quality of the raffinate and extract obtained by
any percentage solvent treatment at any temperature
may be estimated directly from the graph.

(Z>) The yields of raffinate and extract for any required
conditions may be estimated.

temperatures from 30 to 125 F. are given, and the results

are plotted in Fig. 21, using a V.G.C. scale for the base or
'oil' side of the triangle.

As the temperature of solvent treatment is raised, the
area within the equilibrium curve becomes smaller; the dif-

ference in composition between the extract and raffinate

layers (i.e. % solvent) is reduced and the slope of the tie

lines joining corresponding phase-points also decreases.
The one effect tends to reduce selectivity since the points
at the extremities ofthe tie lines are brought closer together;
the other effect tends to increase selectivity since the less

steep the tie line the longer will be its projection on the
base of the triangle. In general, the net effect of increasing

FIG. 21.

(c) The composition of the extract and raffinate layers

may be obtained directly. This information is essen-

tial for plant design and calculation, for example,
of heat requirements for solvent recovery from the

two phases.

(d) The efficiency of any continuous or countercurrent

plant can be directly assessed, or,

(e) Ifthe efficiencies ofany particular mixers and settlers

are already known, the number of such stages re-

quired to equal the ideal conditions of yield and
solvent requirements may be estimated.

(/) The equilibrium relationships between solvent and
oil may be readily determined by laboratory batch
extractions,

(g) The construction of the triangular graphs does not

depend on the isolation of pure components.

The Effect of Temperature on Solvent Refining.

The effect oftemperature on solvent refining has akeady
been indicated in the curves for SO2 extraction of light gas
oil, Fig. 19, but in Table II a series of experimental results

for chlorex and medium lub base stock over a range of

the treatment temperature is to increase the selectivity

for the higher grade oils and to reduce the selectivity for

the lower grade oils. The equilibrium curves in Fig. 21

illustrate the much greater range of effectiveness of the

solvent for the low-grade oils of high V.G.C. at low tem-

peratures. They also indicate that at temperatures much
above about 115 F. no separation into two layers is pos-
sible with any percentage of chlorex for batch treatments

of this particular stock, since the SX line lies outside the

equilibrium curve for this temperature, though, as the series

of experiments at 125 F. indicate, equilibrium curves (iso-

therms) for higher temperatures may be obtained by treat-

ing the raffinates produced at lower temperatures.
Further consideration of the curves in Fig. 21 indicates

that for every treatment temperature there exists a definite

limiting quality of raffinate and extract which may be
obtained. By drawing a tangent to the equilibrium curve

for any temperature to intersect the base line of the tri-

angle, a point of intersection is obtained which gives the

limiting quality of the extract obtainable at that tempera-
ture. The highest quality of raffinate which can be pro-
duced from a given base stock by any solvent varies with
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the temperature since it is determined by the slope of the

tie lines, and it is obviously impossible to obtain any
further improvement in quality once a stage has been
reached for which the tie line joining corresponding raf-

finate and extract phases will, if produced, pass through
the solvent apex of the triangle, since the quality of the

raffinate and extract (which are obtained from the graph
by producing this same line to cut the base of the triangle)

would obviously be the same. The only difference between

treatment and temperature gradient. The procedure

adopted in such cases is described in the article by Hunter
in this section. A very brief outline of the procedure is,

however, given in a later part of this article.

It is obviously impossible to construct on one graph all

the equilibrium curves for the several solvents to be

examined, but comparisons may be simplified by employ-
ing the same limits for the triangular graphs in every case,

when the quality of the various raffinates and extracts

PURE SOLVENT

VISCOSITY GRAVITY CONSTANT

FIG. 22

the two phases at this stage would be in composition (i.e.

% solvent in the two layers). From Fig. 21 it may be
estimated from the slopes of the tie lines that the limiting

quality ofraffinate obtainable from this medium base lubri-

cating oil at the different temperatures would be as follows :

Treatment

temperature Quality of raffinate

It will be obvious that these limiting qualities of raffinate

could not be obtained by any single batch treatments, and

could, in fact, only be approached at these temperatures
either by exhaustive batch extraction or heavy counter-

current treatment.

Comparison of Different Solvents.

For a comparison of different solvent processes it is

necessary to prepare in every case equilibrium curves

covering the whole range of practical working tempera-
tures, and to determine by graphical means the volume

yield of raffinate and the number of countercurrent stages

required for the various conditions of per cent, solvent

obtained under various conditions may, to a large extent,
be gauged by eye from the relative displacements of the

curves to the right and left of the triangles. Those sections

of the curves which are of greatest practical significance
are: (a) the portions in the bottom left-hand section of the

triangle near the raffinate apex, which give the qualities of
the raffinates and percentage solvent in the raffinate layers;
and (b) those portions near the top right side ofthe triangle
which give the corresponding data for the extracts.

Fig. 22 gives equilibrium curves for the medium lubri-

cating oil base with SO2 , 70% SO2 30% benzole blend,

chlorex, and anhydrous phenol under approximately opti-
mum practical temperature conditions for the production
ofmaximum gravity extracts, i.e. maximum raffinate yields.

The superiority of the SO2 process over the other three

solvents in producing extremely naphthenic extracts is

obvious, and since, for any efficient solvent process, the

yield of raffinate is determined solely by the quality of
the extract produced, it follows that, for the range in which
it is effective, SO 2 is an extremely efficient solvent. More-
over, the market requirements for lubricating oils of
medium quality (70 to 80 V.I. about) are greater than for

high-class lubricants of 90 to 100 V.I., and while SO2 will

produce the former in greater yields than the majority of
other solvents, plant costs and operating difficulties may
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make it generally less suitable for the production of the

latter* In this respect the choice of solvent may be in-

fluenced by the sales commitments of a refinery which does

not participate in the market for high-grade lubricants.

The Relation between Solvent Structure and Selective

Solvent Action.

The connexion between the chemical constitution of

selective solvents and their selective solvent action is not

clear. Ferris, Birldiimer, and Henderson [10, 1931] attempt

a correlation between selective solvent action and various

physical properties, and the effect is popularly attributed

to the presence of polar groups in the solvent molecule.

No satisfactory method of measuring the potential selective

action of a solvent, other than actual comparative tests,

appears to have been developed as yet.

Ferris [9] has shown that the effect of halogenation on
the selective solvent action of the aliphatic oxy and hydroxy

compounds is considerable. Not only is the specific gravity

of the solvent very substantially increased, giving improved

separation rate between oil and solvent, but the selectivity

is considerably increased. These results are brought out in

Table III.

Composition of Base Stock

The effect of changes in feed stock with a given solvent

process are indicated by the equilibrium curves hi Figs. 24

and 23 drawn on a V.G.C. and specific-gravity basis, re-

TABLE III

The Effect ofHalogenation on Solvent Selectivityfor Aliphatic Oxygenated Compounds

FUSE S0 2

.650
RAFPINAIES

.600 .850 -900 -350

SPECIFIC GRATriT AT 60P

50
ETTSACTS

FIG. 23. Equilibrium curves for liquid SO2 at 70 F. with various gravity distillates from the same crude.
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spectively, and covering distillates ranging from white spirit

cut to heavy lubricating oil distillate prepared from the

same crude stock. It will be observed that neither on a
V.G.C. nor on a specific-gravity basis can one general curve

be drawn which applies to all the different boiling fractions

from a given crude. Moreover, since the shape of these

curves also changes for distillates ofthe same boiling range,
if produced from different crude stocks, the difficulty of

obtaining any satisfactory correlation from the various

fixed by decrease and increase in gravities, respectively) in

place of the usual gravity or V.G.C. scale for the base of
the triangular graph.

Solvent Extraction Processes (Single-solvent

Processes)

In the present discussion it is not proposed to give a

detailed comparison of the various single-solvent processes

.800

HAFFINiTES

.880 .900 .920

VISCOSITY GRA.VITJ CONSTANT
.820 .840 .860

FIG. 24. Equilibrium curves for liquid SO 2 at 70 F. with various petroleum distillates.
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unrelated articles on solvent refining, which have appeared
from time to time in the technical literature, is apparent.

It might appear* on the face of things that comparison
of the results obtained for different stocks from the same

crude, or, as is more generally the case in refinery practice,

estimation of the results to be obtained when processing
a slightly different feed stock, is a matter of considerable

uncertainty, unless the equilibrium curves for the actual

stock are available. A very simple modification of the

triangular graph is possible, however, which enables such

comparisons to be easily obtained as subsequent examples
illustrate. This modification consists (see Figs. 36 and 39)

in substituting a scale of change in gravity (the starting

stock being taken as zero, and raffinate and extracts being

at present operated on a commercial scale, but merely to

indicate the limitations imposed on any solvent process by
the solvent itself.

The following five solvents which differ widely in charac-

teristics have, therefore, been selected as being repre-

sentative of the majority of commercial single solvents

available to-day, and these will be considered in some
detail.

1. Liquid SO2 .

2. Furfural.

3. Anhydrous phenol.
4. Chlorex.

5. Liquid propane.
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The requirements ofthe ideal solvent have been variously

defined, but in general the major requirements are agreed
to be the following five essentials :

1. Good selectivity or ability to separate the stock into

paraffinic and naphthenic constituents of widely dif-

fering characteristics.

2. Chemical stability under conditions of storage and
in use.

3. The raffinate and extract phases produced must be

capable of sharp separation by reason of gravity

liquid Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)

Under normal conditions of temperature and pressure
SO2 exists as a gas, and its use in the liquid state as a

selective solvent involves the use of pressure equipment for

all except low-treatment temperatures.
As has been previously stated, liquid SO2 is not generally

suitable for the manufacture of high-grade lubricating oils,

but this is mainly a result of its physical characteristics

which limit its practical applications. However, pure SO2 ,

if used in a suitable-type pressure equipment, is equal to

PURE S0 2

NOTE. ALL VOLUMES CALCULATED
AT 60F.

30 92 -94 -96 -98 1-00 I-OE f-04 1-06
*

1*06 HO

RAFFINATES SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 60V. EXTRACTS

FIG. 25. Equilibrium curves for liquid SO a and heavy lubricating oil base at 70, 150, and 210 F.

differential either by gravity settling or by the use of

centrifuges.

4. The solvent should be readily and completely recover-

able from the separated raffinate and extract phases.

5. The solvent should be non-corrosive to the usual

materials of construction.

It is frequently claimed in addition that the solvent

should possess adequate solvent power for the naphthenic

constituents and low solvent power for the paraffinic con-

stituents, and should be relatively insoluble in the paraffinic

material. It is doubtful, however, if any selective solvent

can be found which does not behave in such a manner.

The requirements that the solvent should be non-toxic is

an advantage but not an essential, since satisfactory safe-

guards against poisoning of operatives are relatively simple,

and, moreover, the 'toxic
9

solvents in use to-day are

relatively innocuous compared to some of the products
handled daily in the chemical industry with absolute safety.

most other selective solvents in producing high yields of

high VJ. oils, but the temperature gradient required is

rather wide (about 100 to C.).

Fig. 25 illustrates the equilibrium curves for liquid SO2

with a similar mixed-base heavy lubricating oil stock to

that used for preparing the furfural curves in Fig. 26 and

has been constructed from the experimental results given

in Table TV. A study of these equilibrium curves for SO2

indicates that, while at low temperatures, 70 F. and under,

very high gravity extracts are obtainable, the solubility of

the raffinates increases rapidly in the SO2 solvent as the

treatment temperature is increased, and at 210 F., for

example, where the slope of the tie lines is suitable for the

production of high V.I. raffinates of low specific gravity,

the miscibility (equilibrium) curves necessitate working

with high percentages of solvent to obtain phase separa-

tions. From the curves of Fig. 25, therefore, it follows that

if a raffinate of 100 VJ. (c. 0-890 specific gravity) is to be
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PURE
FURFURAL

NOTE. ALL VOLUMES CALCULATED
AT 60F.

900 920 940 -960 980 1-000 1-020 1-040 1060 1-080 MOO

RAFFINATES SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 60F. EXTRACTS.

FIG. 26. Equilibrium curves for heavy lubricating oil base and furfural at 130 to 260 F.

TABLE IV

Batch Treatments ofHeavy Lubricating Oil Base (Mixed Base Origin) with liquid SO2

* Viscosities at 100 F. determined by the Ball and Bucket Viscometer of Beale and Docksey [JJ.P.T. 22, 42 (1936)].

produced at 210 F. with a good yield, the conditions

necessary involve the following:

1. Raffinate phase represented by point on the 210 F.
curve.

2. An extract outlet temperature chilled to about 70 F.
with the .extract phase represented by a point on the
70 F. curve, and

3. A point on the starting-line representing the overall

treatment, and, as explained previously, this point
must also lie on the line joining points 1 and 2. The
slope of this line 1-3-2 would be small and it would

intersect the starting-line relatively near to the solvent

apex of the triangle, from which it follows that, (a) the

number of equivalent perfect countercurrent stages

would be large, and (6) the treatment necessary would
be heavy, resulting in the one case in increased capital

cost.and in the second in increased operating costs.

Moreover, the whole plant would be required to

operate at a pressure in excess of the partial pressure
ofSO2 in the hottest section of the plant, which would
add to construction costs.

That pure SO2 is capable of producing high V.I. raf-
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finates if employed at suitable treatment temperatures may
easily be demonstrated by treating a high-grade raffinate

(say 95 V.I.) with hot liquid SO2 .

The possibility of producing good yields of high-quality

(97 V.I.) raffinates directly from certain mixed base lubri-

cating stocks by SO2 alone, using a suitable temperature

gradient, has, in fact, actually been demonstrated to be

a commercial proposition.

Relatively little work has, however, been done on the use

of liquid SO2 at high temperatures, and the statement has

been made that at high temperatures liquid SO2 reacts

chemically with certain of the hydrocarbon constituents of
the feed. This, however, appears doubtful, since no indica-

tion of any such reaction has been observed by the writer

at temperatures up to 210 F., except small effects attri-

butable to dissolved oxygen and moisture which result in

the formation of sulphuric acid and sulphuric acid sludges.

It is interesting hi this connexion to note that the use of

mixtures of liquid SO2 and olefines (e.g. propylene) having
from 2 to 5 carbon atoms per molecule has been patented

[37] for lubricating oil treatment at temperatures up to and
above that of complete miscibility of the oil and mixed
solvent.

In lubricating oil manufacture liquid SO2 finds its chief

application in the production of medium-grade lubricants

and high-grade turbine oils, but the majority of SO2 plants

are, however, engaged in kerosine refining, for which the

treatment averages 50 to 100% by volume at temperatures
around 10 F. to 20 F. A further application of the SO2

process, discussed below, is the low-temperature extraction

ofnaphthas for the production of extracts ofhigh aromatic

content and high octane number.

Furfural.

The operation of the furfural process on various stocks

has been previously described in the literature [24, 1933;

3, 1935; 46, 1936; 45, 1936]. Table V gives the results of

a series of experimental batch treatments of the same heavy

lubricating base used in the SO2 experiments detailed in

Table IV. These results have been used to construct the

equiUbrium curves of Fig. 26.

A comparison of Figs. 25 and 26 indicates that both

furfural at 130 F. and SO2 at 70 F. produce extracts of

similar quality (gravity, V.G.C, &c.) except at high per-

centage solvent treatments when the SO2 extracts, owing
to the greater curvature of the furfural equilibrium curves,

will be more naphthenic. It is, therefore, to be expected
that the furfural process operating with an extract outlet

of 130 F. will produce raffinate yields comparable to those

produced by an SO2 process operating with an extract out-

let temperature of 70 F. In the case of furfural, however,
while the slope of the tie lines changes rapidly with increase

in temperature, the solubility of the raffinates in the solvent

increases much less rapidly than in the case of SO2 for

a comparable change in slope of the tie line. For example,
the slope ofthe furfural tie lines at 250 F. is approximately
the same as the slope of the SO2 tie lines at 210 F., but

whereas a 0-900-gravity raffinate if treated with SO2 at

210 F. would require the addition of about 180% of
solvent before showing any separation of an extract phase,
a raffinate of the same gravity treated with furfural at

250 F. would show separation of an extract phase if

treated with more than about 22% of solvent.

Furfural is therefore an example of a single-solvent pro-
cess having good selectivity for low-grade oils at 130 F.

and producing very high gravity extracts, thus ensuring

good raffinate yields. Moreover, by employing a tempera-
ture gradient and operating with a high-temperature raf-

finate outlet (c. 250 F.) good yields of high V.I. oils may
be produced. This relatively high range of operating tem-

perature gives the furfural process an added flexibility in

that waxy stocks can be treated without difficulty, a point
which is further discussed below.

Furfural, being an aldehyde, is oxidized fairly readily

to give acidic products and is also stated to polymerize to

gummy oil-soluble constituents. For this reason the raf-

finates and extracts from the furfural process are frequently

slightly contaminated by traces of gummy materials which

are, however, removed by the subsequent acid or contact

clay treatment. This tendency to oxidize has apparently
been successfully eliminated in the modern commercial

equipment which gives very low solvent losses over pro-

longed periods of operation.

Anhydrous PhenoL

Fig. 27 gives the equilibrium curves over a temperature

range of 105 F. to 150 F. for anhydrous phenol with the

same mediumviscositylubricating base as used to construct

the equilibrium curves for chlorex in Fig. 21 . Temperatures
much below 110 F. cannot in practice be employed with

this solvent without danger ofcrystallization ofthe solvent;

this, therefore, limits the naphthenicity of the extracts ob-

TABLE V
Batch Treatment ofHeavy Lubricating Oil Base (Mixed Base Origin) with Furfural

* Viscosities at 100 F. determined by the Ball and Bucket Viscometer of Beale and Docksey [JJ.P.T. 22, 42 (1936)].
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tainable with anhydrous phenol. A comparison of Figs. 21

and 27 indicates that the extracts obtainable with phenol
at 110 F. are comparable in quality with chlorex extracts

produced at 70 F., but are considerably less naphthenic
than those produced by liquid SO2 at 70 F., for example.
High yields of raffinate cannot be obtained with an-

hydrous phenol, though, as explained in a later section,

this limitation of the anhydrous phenol process is over-

come in the newer installations by operating a combined

phenol-water system.

process without operating at temperatures considerably
below 70 F. which introduces practical difficulties caused

by (a) increased operating costs due to refrigeration, and
(b) reduced separation rates and throughputs. For these
reasons chlorex does not compare favourably with solvents

such as furfural, SO2 , &c., for the production ofhigh yields
of medium-grade (or high V.I.) raffinates.

Equilibrium curves for chlorex and a medium-heavy
lubricating oil base have already been given in Fig. 21, and
comparative results for SO2 and chlorex at 60 F. in Fig. 22.

FIG. 27. Equilibrium curves for medium heavy lubricating oil base (V.G.C. 0-886) and anhydrous phenol.

Phenol has the advantage of being a stable solvent

readily recoverable from the raffinate and extract phases
and, unlike SO2 and furfural, is not oxidized by the small
amounts of dissolved moisture or oxygen generally present
in the majority of feed stocks.

Chlorex*

This is an example of a single-solvent process operating
at moderate treatment temperatures and possessing good
selectivity for high-grade oils, which explains its early
popularity for treatment ofdewaxed stocks ofPennsylvania
quality, while the high gravity of the solvent which favours

rapid separation of the extract and raflSnate phases and its

relative insolubility in water considerably reduces the size

and complexity of plant required for chlorex treatments.
The solvent suffers from several disadvantages, however,
in that it is relatively expensive and decomposes slowly with
the formation of free mineral acidity. Moreover, highly
naphthenic extracts cannot be produced by the chlorex

Liquid Propane.

Liquid propane, as generally employed for deasphalting
and deresinating, is definitely a selective solvent, although
obviously not of the same type as liquid SO2 for example,
and it will be as well, since there are many solvents which
behave similarly to liquid propane, to consider briefly the

characteristic effects of the two types of selective solvent

action.

J. W. Poole [31, 1936] has suggested classifying solvents

as 'Extractive' and 'Precipitative', and the results of treat-

ing, say, a lubricating oil base stock with these two types
of solvents may be summarized as follows:

(a) Precipitative Solvents. The raffinate or 'paraffinic'

phase contains the bulk of the solvent, while the extract or

naphthenic phase consists principally of the high specific-

gravity constituents of the feed stock, associated with only
a relatively small amount of the solvent. Liquid propane
as employed in propane deasphalting is a solvent of this

class, as are also the butyl alcohols, &c. [51].
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(b) Extractive Solvents. The raffinate phase consists prin-

cipally of the low specific gravity constituents of the feed

stocks associated with relatively little solvent, while the bulk
of the solvent is associated with the high specific gravity
constituents of the feed stock in the extract phase. All the

commercial single-solvent processes belong to this type, e.g.

SO2 ,
SO2-benzole, furfural, phenol, nitrobenzene, &c.

The 'precipitative' effect of the light paraffin hydro-
carbons on the high-gravity constituents of petroleum frac-

tions is greatest in the case of liquid methane but decreases

rapidly for the other members of the series, as the results

in Table VI published by Bray, Swift, and Carr [2, 1934]
indicate.

lates, so that while from a given crude residuum the same

yield of asphalt may be produced by distillation and by
propane deasphalting, the oil produced by the distillation

process will include naphthenic constituents which are

absent in the propane-deasphalted oil, and the latter will

include very high-boiling paraffinic material normally lost

in the asphaltic (or pitch) residue produced by distillation.

Whereas in the case of extractive selective solvents such

as SO2 , chlorex, &c., the various components of the feed

stock are separated mainly on a basis of chemical com-

position or quality, in the case of precipitative solvents the

separation appears to be effected largely on a molecular

weight basis, and to a lesser extent on molecular structure.

TABLE VI

Properties and Yields of Oil and Asphalt producedfrom Poso Creek Residuum (topped to 66 Sec. Saybolt Universal

Viscosity at 100 F. on Overhead Stream) by Extraction with Low-molecular-weight Hydrocarbon Solvents

Of these light liquefiable hydrocarbons, liquid propane
is the most suitable for lubricating oil manufacture. Liquid

methane and ethane possess insufficient solubility for many
of the useful hydrocarbon constituents present in the base

oil, and liquid butane, pentane, &c., dissolve too much

naphthenic and asphaltic material at normal temperatures.

The lighter hydrocarbons may be employed in the cold

fractionation of crude petroleum as described by Pilat [13,

1935; 30, 1936], but such a process does not appear to

have been used to any great extent in practice, and is, in

any case, merely the more general application of the prin-

ciples employed in propane deasphalting.

In the production of viscous lubricating oil distillates

from asphaltic crudes, the oil and asphalt are unavoidably

subjected to rather drastic heat treatment even under the

best conditions of high-vacuum distillation, and some

cracking and thermal decomposition ofthe high-molecular-

weight hydrocarbons takes place. In propane deasphalting

the separation ofthe undesirable asphaltic matter is accom-

plished under relatively low-temperature conditions where

no undesirable thermal decomposition is possible, and the

asphalt-free oils obtained by this procedure are consider-

ably better in viscosity index, &c. 9 than the best distillate

produced by high-vacuum distillation from the same crude

stock. Part of this advantage, however, lies in the fact that

liquid propane exerts some selective action on the naph-
thenic constituents normally included in the heavy distil-

For any given series of hydrocarbons subjected to some

specified conditions of treatment with a precipitative sol-

vent, the separation into raffinate and extract (or *oiT and

'asphalt' phases) appears to take place at some definite

point in the molecular-weight scale depending on the treat-

ment temperature, though the position of this point in the

molecular-weight scale depends also upon the constitution

of the hydrocarbon series, so that the greater the degree of

paraffinicity the higher will be the average molecular weight
of the constituents retained in solution in the raffinate

phase, and the higher the position ofthe point ofseparation

between 'oil' and 'asphalt' on the molecular-weight scale.

When methane is forced into a propane solution of an

oil mixture which has been freed of asphalts and highly

aromatic colouring substances, aromatic components of

much lower molecular weight are precipitated together

with higher molecular-weight oils of paraffinic characteris-

tics. This is shown by the following figures for (a) a 66%
distillate (taken offunder 0-2mm. pressure) from a lubricat-

ing oil fraction precipitated by methane at 70/100 atm.;

(b) the precipitated fraction itself; and (c) the 34% residue

[30, 1936].

If a crude residue or heavy lubricating oil fraction is

subjected to repeated extractions or precipitations with,

propane the separated 'asphalt* phases will decrease in

molecular weight with each step in the treatment. Table

VH shows the results of treating a Pennsylvania Bright
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TABLE VII

Propane Fractions ofPennsylvania Bright Stock

TABLE VIII

Batch Propane Treatments ofa Dewaxed Asiatic Crude Residuum

Stock with liquid propane at increasing temperatures, given
by Wilson, Keith, and Haylett [48, 1936].
For representing the equilibrium relationships between

liquid propane and heavy lubricating oil distillates or resi-

duums the triangular graph is again to be recommended.
Fig. 28 illustrates the equilibrium relationship at 70 F.
for liquid propane and a dewaxed Asiatic crude residue,

plotted on a weight basis with a specific-gravity scale for
the base of the triangle, from the experimental results given
in Table VIII which show that the asphalt phase contains

appreciable quantities of propane. The asphalt phase is in
effect a true homogeneous solution of propane in asphalt,
even though under certain conditions and with certain

types of starting stocks the asphalt phase may separate as
an apparently solid granular mass.
A comparison of Fig. 28 with any of the equilibrium

diagrams for the solvents previously described shows that
the shape ofthe curves is similar but that the propane curve
is reversed in curvature, being convex towards the low-

gravity apex of the triangle, whereas for the extractive
solvents the equilibrium curves are convex towards the

high-gravity apex. It follows that in propane extraction or

deasphalting, the asphalt phase corresponds to the raffinate

phase of solvents such as phenol, and steadily 'improves'
with increasing solvent treatment (i.e. the asphalt phase
steadily increases in specific gravity with increasing pro-
pane treatment compared with the steady decrease in

gravity of phenol raffinates with increasing phenol treat-

ment). The oil phase in propane deasphalting corresponds,

on the other hand, to the extract phase of extractive

solvents such as phenol, and in a similar way, depending
on the treatment temperature and starting stock, may
first improve in quality up to a certain point and then
deteriorate with increasing solvent treatment, and just as

the yield of extract from a phenol process, say, increases

continuously with increasing treatment, so the yield of oil

is always increased by increasing the propane treatment.

This is clearly brought out in Table VIII, where the quality
of the oil obtained with 286% by weight of propane is

considerably superior to that obtained either by higher or

lower treatments.

The effect of treatment temperature on precipitative

solvents, e.g. in propane deasphalting, is different from its

effect on the extractive solvent processes in that the area

enclosed within the equilibrium curves is increased, with

the result that the specific gravity of the deasphalted oil

produced at the higher temperatures tends to decrease. On
the other hand, as in the case of the extractive solvents, the

slope of the tie lines is steeper for the larger curves, and
since the asphalt phase corresponds to the raffinate phase
in the other type of solvents, the yield of asphalt is in-

creased and the gravity decreased by operating on the

larger curves obtained at higher temperatures.

Double-solvent Processes

The double-solvent processes may, generally speaking,
be subdivided into two classes :

(a) Blended solvents, such as the phenol-water process or

the Edeleanu SO2-benzole modification of the ori-

ginal SO2 process, whichfunction mainly as the single-

solvent process but with modified selectivity.

(b) Two solvent processes, such as the Duo-Sol process,
the mechanism of which is not at present completely
understood but in which one solvent is an 'extractive'

solvent and the other a 'precipitative' solvent as

explained above.
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FIG. 28. Equilibrium curves for liquid propane and dewaxed crude residue at 70 F.

The Duo-Sol Process.

This process has been developed by the Max B. Miller

Company ofNew York, and has been frequently described

in the literature [42, 1935; 26, 1935]. Two solvents are

employed: (a) Selecto, which is essentially commercial

cresylic acid, and (b) liquid propane.
As an efficient single solvent, cresylic acid is limited

owing to its relatively low miscibility temperature with the

average mixed-base feed stock and to its high solubility

for even the moderately high-grade oils. It has, however,

high selectivity for high-grade oils at the usual treatment

temperature, but compared with other single solvents, the

raffinate yields obtained with cresylic acid are low.

The effect of treating with cresylic acid and propane, as

compared with treating with cresylic acid alone, is illu-

strated by Tuttle [42, 1935] for a dewaxed Oklahoma City

residuum in Table IX.

In the operation of the Duo-Sol process the liquid pro-

pane and the selecto are fed to opposite ends of a counter-

current system, and the raw-oil feed stock is injected at an

intermediate point somewhat nearer the propane inlet than

the selecto inlet end of the system. The system thus com-

prises in effect a stripping section in which the outgoing
raffinate is stripped by the selecto of the naphthenic con-

stituents contained therein, and a rectifying section hi

which the extract is freed from paraffinic constituents by
washing or refluxing back with propane.
in practice only part of the fresh propane is fed to the

last stage of the system, the remainder being injected with

the fresh feed ofraw oil. This arrangement has been found

to give greatest overall economy (yields and quality) [48,

1936; 38].

TABLE IX

Treatment ofDewaxed Oklahoma City Residuum

The operation of the Duo-Sol process is dependent on
the effect of two different types of solvent (precipitative

and extractive), and will be better understood when the

similarity between distillation and solvent refining is dis-

cussed. It should be mentioned, however, that the principle

involved will be found to apply equally to a considerable

number of other solvents, as, for example, the following:

Precipitate solvents

Liquid propane, propylene, \

&c. I

Sec-butyl alcohol and

Extractive solvents

Furfural, nitrobenzene, chlorex,

S02 , &c. (32).

Cresol, furfural, liquid SOs, &c.

Certain of the above combinations of solvents are

covered by existing patents [37], but in general it may be
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stated that the process depends on the satisfactory com-
bination of a precipitative with an extractive solvent.

The advantages of the Duo-Sol process are chiefly (a) its

ability to produce high-grade, good-coloured oils directly
from asphaltic stocks and crude residuums, thus avoiding
the high-vacuum distillation necessary to separate the

lubricating oil fractions from the pitch, and (b) the very
high yields of viscous lubricants obtainable by the Duo-Sol

the equilibrium curves contract towards the left of the

triangle, so that the extracts produced are less naphthenic,
and raffinate yields are reduced accordingly. For example',
while it is impossible under any conditions of treatment to

produce 100 V.I. (0-816 V.G.C.) raffinate from this medium-
heavy lubricating base with SO 2 alone at 60 F., the effect

of various benzole concentrations in the feed solvent is

indicated in Table X, which gives the maximum yield of

PURS SOLVENT

.80
RAFF 1NATE

88 .90 .92

VISCOSITY GRAVITY CONSTANT

.98 1.00
EXTRACT

FIG. 29. Equilibrium curves for medium-heavy lubricating oil base (V.G.C. = 0-886) and various SO 2-benzole blends at 60 F.

process, which probably slightly exceed those obtainable

by any other practicable combination of vacuum distilla-

tion and solvent refining.

On the other hand, if low carbon residue values are

required on the high viscosity-finished lubricants, then it

becomes necessary to sacrifice part of the advantages in

yield, since it is necessary to reject even the high-boiling
paraffinic hydrocarbons together with the naphthenic and
asphaltic constituents in order to meet this specification.

The SO2-Benzole Processes.

The effect of employing an SO2-benzole blended solvent
instead of pure SO2 as a selective solvent is illustrated by
the series of equilibrium curves in Fig. 29 for the same
medium-heavy lubricating base used in Figs. 21, 22, and 27.

The addition of benzole to a selective single solvent has a
similar effect to that obtained by increasing the treatment

temperatures for the single solvent, although the two effects

are not identical, i.e. as the proportion of benzole in the
solvent is increased the slope of the tie lines decreases,

making it possible to obtain higher quality raffinates, but

100 V.I. raffinate and the number of perfect countercurrent

stages estimated for maximum raffinate yield :

TABLE X

The effect of adding benzole to a selective solvent is

general and applies to all single solvents of the 'extractive'

type (e.g. SO2 , chlorex, furfural, &c.), and the advan-

tage of employing a benzole-blended solvent is that it

enables any given high-quality ramnate to be obtained at

a lower treatment temperature than would be necessary
if the unblended (benzole-free) solvent were used alone.

At the same time, however, unless lower temperatures are
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maintained at the extract outlet from a benzole-blended

solvent-treating system, the extracts obtained will be lower

in specific gravity and hence yields will be reduced.

As a general rule, therefore, for maximum yields it is

preferable to employ an extended temperature gradient
with a pure solvent than to employ a benzole-blended

solvent, as the following figures illustrate:

Treatment ofHeavy Lubricating Base (Mixed Base Origin)
in Eight-stage Cowtercurrent Plant

When an oil is treated with an SO2-benzole mixture the

SO2 and benzole do not maintain a fixed ratio throughout
the treating system, but the solvent in the raffinate phases
is found to be richer in benzole and the solvent in the

extracts poorer in benzole than the original SO2-benzole

blend used as fresh solvent feed. This phenomenon is

general and is illustrated by the figures in Table XI,
which give the approximate phase analyses for various

batch extractions using furfural-benzole blends to facilitate

solvent rectification.

TABLE XI

Approximate Composition of Solvent in Furfural-Benzole

Treatment of Lubricating Oil Stock. {Treatment in each

case approximately 200% solvent by volume at 130 F.)

Although in the original modification to the Edeleanu

process pure benzene was employed, this is seldom used

in practice. Crude benzole cut approaches pure benzene

closely in solvent effect, and even this may be replaced if

desired by an aromatic extract of suitable boiling range

obtained from solvent treatment of a kerosine or heavy
naphtha fraction, though as the aromatic content of the
extract substitute decreases, so does the solvent effect de-
crease compared with pure benzole.

Analysis of a typical motor benzole used in commercial
SO2-benzole plant is given in Table XII.

TABLE XII

The Phenol-Water Process.

Anhydrous phenol possesses very similar characteristics

and limitations to anhydrous cresol, but whereas in the

case of cresol the effects of the solvent have been modified
in the Duo-Sol process by introducing liquid propane into

the oil-cresol system, which influences the physical pro-

perties of the oil being treated but does not affect the

properties of the solvent, in the phenol-water process the

introduction of water into the phenol-oil system modifies

the solvent treatment effects by modifying the properties
of the solvent only. Fig. 30 gives the equilibrium curve for

anhydrous phenol at 1 10 F. with a heavy lubricating base
of mixed-base origin, based on the experimental results

given in Tables Xm and XIV.
The results of adding water to anhydrous phenol extract

are superimposed on the same curve by calculating phase
and mixture compositions in terms of oil and total solvent

(phenol plus water). To obtain these experiments the pri-

mary extract layer produced by treatment with anhydrous
phenol is separated and then mixed with a definite amount
of added water, but if the amount of water which is added
to the anhydrous phenol extract layer exceeds a definite

quantity a third aqueous layer makes its appearance.
From the International Critical Tables the limiting propor-
tion of water which can be added to anhydrous phenol

TABLE XIII

Phenol Treatment ofHeavy Lubricating Oil Base
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TABLE XIV

Addition of Water to Extractsfrom Phenol Treatment ofHeavy Lubricating Oil Base

Remarks:
Expt. 14 = Aqueous layer obtained above raffinate and extract layers:

Pseudo-raffinate layer . . . 12-5% by vol.

Enriched extract layer . . . 75-0% by vol.

Aqueous layer .... 12-5% by vol.

* V.G.C. estimated from Sp. gr. V.G.C. curves. See Fig. 2.

PURE SOLVENT

NOTE. ALL VOLUMES ARE CALCULATED

ATIOOF

880 -900

RAFFINATES. SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 100 F.

1-060 1-080

EXTRACTS

FIG. 30. Equilibrium curve for anhydrous phenol and heavy lubricating oil base at 110 F., with results for aqueous
dilution of phenol extracts.

without causing phase separation is approximately 34-5%

by weight of the phenol-water mixture at 110 F., and pro-

portions in excess of this cause the formation of conjugate

phases containing approximately 10-2% and 65-6% phenol

by weight respectively. (See Fig. 31.)

In experiment 14 (Table XIV) the amount ofwater added
has exceeded the minimum required to form two conjugate

phases and 48 c.c. of aqueous layer (containing approxi-

mately 10% phenol by weight) have separated. The con-

centration of phenol in this new phase is, however, too low

for the layer to exert any appreciable solvent action on

the hydrocarbon constituents of the original mixture, with

the result that the layer appears colourless and may be

rejected.

It is seen from Fig. 30 and Tables XIII and XTV that as

the amount of water added to the primary extract is in-

creased, the quality of the pseudo-raflSnate which separates

rapidly deteriorates until the point is reached beyond which

the addition of water to the primary extract layer results

in the formation of a third phase. If the amount of water
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added is increased beyond this quantity, then the dilute

aqueous phenol in equilibrium with the extract and pseudo-
raffinate will remain constant in composition but slowly

decrease in amount, and the quality of the pseudo-raffinate

and extract phases will approach each other until, in the

limit, the amount of aqueous phenol is insufficient to cause

the separation of a pseudo-raffinate and the bulk of the

phenol will have been transferred to the dilute aqueous

layer.

Fig. 31 also illustrates why the addition of water to

furfural extracts cannot be expected to yield extracts of

greatly increased naphthenicity, since the amount
of water which may be added without causing
the formation of the third aqueous layer is very
limited.

Table Xin also gives the results of treating the

heavy lubricating base directly with phenol-water

mixtures, and illustrates the highly naphthenic
extracts obtainable by this means. On the other

hand, the selectivity of aqueous phenol for the

high-grade oils is poor, so that direct treatment

with aqueous phenol is uneconomical for the

manufacture of high-grade oil despite the high

yields obtainable, owing to the large volume of

solvent required. These limitations have been over-

come by, in effect, treating with anhydrous phenol
and adding water to the extract. A tower contactor

is used, operating under a temperature gradient,

and water is injected at a point near the base. The

process is fully described elsewhere [39, 1936].

Analogy between Solvent Extraction and Dis-

tillation.

In the World Petroleum Congress of 1933 Saal

and Van Dyck [35, 1933] contributed an excellent

article on the analogy between distillation and
solvent extraction, in which they pointed out that

by making suitable transformations in the con-

trolling variables extraction problems could be

simplified by consideration of lie known principles

of distillation practice.

The extent of this analogy is not widely ap-

preciated, but it may be stated that in general the

principle laws governing the transformation of

liquids and liquid mixtures into vapour, i.e.

partial pressure of hydrocarbon mixtures, vapour

pressure-temperature relationships, &c., will be

the system results in an increase in the amount of vapour
phase and in the vapour-liquid ratio at constant pressure.
The supply of solvent to an extraction system results in an
increase in the extract phase and in the ratio of extract

phase to raffinate phase, from which it follows that the

extract phase in extraction corresponds to the vapour phase
in distillation, and that an increase in paraffinicity of a

hydrocarbon mixture on solvent extraction corresponds to

an increase in boilrng-point of a liquid residue on distilla-

tion of a hydrocarbon mixture.

In solvent extraction problems, therefore, the asphaltic

WATER tN MIX. BY WEIGHT

FIG. 31. Miscibility curves for phenol-water and furfural-water mixtures.

found to have their equivalent in the laws governing solvent

extraction of hydrocarbon mixtures. In distillation the

variables which determine the system are heat content and
volume which may be controlled by adjustment of operat-

ing temperature and pressure. In solvent extraction, on the

other hand, the variables are heat content and quantity of

solvent (which determines the volume of the system), and
these may be controlled by adjustment of the amount of

solvent employed and the operating temperature. In com-

paring distillation and solvent extraction processes, how-

ever, there is a kind of interchange between the role of

heat content and volume, so that heat in distillation is the

analogy of amount of solvent in extraction; pressure in

distillation corresponds to treatment temperature in extrac-

tion, while change in distillation temperature (which for

the distillation of mixtures determines heat content) corre-

sponds in effect to variation in the amount of solvent used
in extraction.

In an equilibrium flash distillation the supply of heat to

constituents of greatest molecular weight must be con-

sidered analogous to the most volatile constituents of a

distillation system, and by the same reasoning liquid pro-

pane is seen to correspond in distillation to an exceedingly

high-boiling hydrocarbon.
Varteressian and Fenske [43, 1937] give an excellent

comparative discussion on treatment of distillation and
solvent extraction problems.

It has been shown, for example, in Fig. 21 that at tem-

peratures above about 115F. no separation into two

layers is possible with any percentage of chlorex for mix-

tures of this solvent and base stock. This corresponds to

the distillation of binary mixtures in which, at pressures

above the critical pressure for the mixture, it is impossible
to form a second liquid phase from mixtures containing

more than a certain proportion of that component. More-

over, as pointed out in the same section, it is impossible
to obtain raffinates above a limiting quality at any given

temperature, depending on the treatment temperature and
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solvent used. This limiting quality corresponds in the case

of distillation to the maximum boiling still residue which

may be obtained at a given distillation temperature when
the still temperature is below the boiling-point of the

heaviest constituent.

A consideration of various well-known phenomena by
analogy with known distillation practice is instructive. In

SO2 extraction, for example, at any given temperature the

limiting quality of raffinate obtainable is relatively low. If

instead of SO 2 , SO2-benzole mixture is used as extracting

agent, the limiting quality is improved, since benzole, being
a hydrocarbon completely miscible in SO2 , acts as a vapour
in distillation and the system becomes analogous to the

increased volatility obtained by introducing steam or a

light-boiling liquid into a distillation system at a fixed

temperature, thereby reducing the partial pressure of the

system. A further interesting illustration is afforded by the

Burmah Oil Company, patent No. E.P. 459,595, which
covers the improvement in aromaticity ofSO2 extract from

spirits and light distillates by extracting the separated
extract phase with a paraffinic lubricating oil. Here the

analogy with distillation may be explained as follows : the

separated extract phase (free from raffinate) represents a

vapour system of fixed heat content. The paraffinic lubri-

cating oil corresponds to a high-boiling liquid, and its

addition to the vapour system causes a readjustment of
heat with partial condensation of the higher boiling con-

stituents, i.e. separation of the more paraffinic fractions.

The system is analogous to the common absorption pro-
cess in gasoline recovery.

Propane deasphalting and the Duo-Sol processes owe
their effectiveness to the fact that liquid propane in solvent

extraction is analogous in distillation to a very high-boiling

liquid of high sensible heat content, the addition of which
to a system of fixed heat content results in a readjustment
of heat and the volatilization of the lowest boiling con-
stituent.

One further case remains to be considered: the addition
of water to phenol, cresol, &c., extraction systems. As
before pointed out, the effect of adding water to a phenol
extract is to produce a separation of pseudo-raffinates up
to a certain point beyond which a third phase, consisting
mainly of water, makes its appearance. A little considera-
tion will show that the effect of water is similar to the
addition of a low-boiling immiscible liquid, such as water,
to a distillation system, i.e. the added liquid immediately
vaporizes at the expense of the less volatile constituents in
the vapour phase.

It is clear, therefore, that since in this system the water
is playing the part of an inert liquid and merely exerts its

effect by reason of its equivalent heat capacity, the effect

obtained by adding water to phenol extracts will be greater
than by treating with aqueous phenol, as is known to be
the case in actual practice.

In fractional distillation it is well known that optimum
separating conditions are obtained by maintaining a con-
stant molal reflux down the column: in the case of
countercurrent solvent extraction at constant temperatures,
however, the solubility of the raffinate in fresh solvent is

much less than the oil concentration in the extract phase
leaving the other end of the system, so that the molal con-
centration in the solvent phase is not constant throughout,
but increases steadily through the system. By increasing the
temperature at the raffinate end of the system and main-
taining a temperature gradient so that the concentration
in the solvent (extract) phase is constant throughout the

system, the advantages of operating with a constant molal
reflux will be obtained as in distillation. This argument,
however, requires modification, for whereas in distillation

the shape of the vapour-liquid equilibrium curve does not
as a rule change greatly with increasing temperature, in

solvent extraction processes the selectivity of the solvent

changes appreciably with temperature, so that although
a temperature gradient is definitely advantageous in solvent

extraction, the optimum operating conditions may not

require a constant concentration in the extract phase
throughout the entire system.

In all cases it must be emphasized that while the analogy
to the better-understood distillation processes may be
found of considerable assistance in deciding the mechanism
of an extraction process, theories based on distillation

practices should not be too quickly adopted without first

studying the equilibrium conditions for the solvent and
base stock under all the possible conditions.

Correlation of Plant and Laboratory Results

Mathematical analyses of continuous countercurrent

liquid-liquid extraction processes have been discussed in

the literature by Hunter and Nash [16, 1935; 17, 1936; 18,

1932], Saal and Van Dyck [35, 1933], Evans [7, 1934],
Cannon and Fenske [4, 1936], and others, but none of
these references give sufficient data to compare actual plant

operations with the predicted results based on laboratory
batch extractions. Rushton [34, 1937] claims that actual

countercurrent operation does not give results which are

in line with laboratory predictions ; in illustration his actual

laboratory data for countercurrent operation are given in

Table XV, together with the smoothed results required to

fit the equilibrium curve determined by batch extractions.

As Rushton states, it is not necessarily true that the ex-

tracts and raffinates for single-stage batch and multi-stage
countercurrent operation should all fall on the same equi-
librium line for a system when there is decided mutual

solubility. On the other hand, the experimental evidence

given in support of these statements is inconclusive and

exception must be taken to the method adopted in deter-

mining the batch equilibrium at any temperature by first

heating to complete immiscibility and then cooling to

the separation temperature. Moreover, Rushton's experi-
mental results for two-stage countercurrent operation show
far greater divergence from the batch equilibrium curve

than do his three-stage results, which would hardly be ex-

pected if the same equilibrium curve did not apply for

batch and countercurrent treatments.

Several attempts have been made by the present writer

to correlate countercurrent plant operation with the results

predicted by laboratory batch extraction of the same feed

stock, and the conclusions reached may be summarized as

follows:

1. The results obtained with three- and four-stage
countercurrent plant working under equilibrium condi-

tions of mixing and separating show that a very close

approximation to the actual plant conditions may be pre-
dicted from the equilibrium curve constructed from labora-

tory batch extractions.

2. A definite discrepancy, however, exists between actual

and predicted results for countercurrent operation, which
is shown by the steeper slope of the tie lines for the various

countercurrent stages. This discrepancy is small in the

case of light oils (spirits, kerosines, and light gas oils) but

is appreciable in the case of the more complex lubricating
oil fractions of petroleum.
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TABLE XV
Experimental and Smoothed Datafrom Equilibrium Batch Countercurrent Extractions

3. The various raffinate and extract-phase analyses for

the different countercurrent stages are found to fit in with

the graphical constructions for countercurrent operation

described below, as can be seen in Fig. 43, which gives

results for a three-stage countercurrent plant operating on

SO2 and light gas oil.

Estimation of Number of Countercurrent Stages re-

quired from the Equilibrium Curve.

The equilibrium curves may be used to obtain an esti-

mate of the number of ideal or perfect countercurrent

stages required to obtain a given quality raffinate with a

given amount of solvent. The method employed was

developed by Hunter and Nash [18, 1932, 1934], and a

simplified graphical construction is given in a review by
Evans [7, 1934], but in order to assist the discussion the

principle of the graphical construction may be summarized

as follows with the aid of Fig. 32. The reader is referred

to the two articles just mentioned for the proof of the

construction.

Fig. 32 shows in diagrammatic form the graphical rela-

tionships for a countercurrent process equivalent to three

ideal stages (a) under isothermal conditions and (b) under

a temperature gradient of 30 F. at the extract outlet end

of the system to 100 F. at the raffinate outlet. Points D,

J, and M represent the composition of the base oil and

solvent-free raffinate and extract respectively, and C the

composition of the pure solvent feed. The composition of

the extract and raffinate layers (or phases), leaving the

opposite ends of the plant, are represented by the points E
andK respectively. JL, the intersection ofCD and EK, gives

the overall composition of the feed to the system and the

percentage solvent treatment DL/CL x 100% . The point

S is located by the intersection of the lines JKC and DE.
Since in the ideal stage equilibrium is attained, the pointF
(raffinate phase leaving the first stage in equilibrium with

the final extract E) is located at the opposite end of the

tie line through E. G is located as the intersection of

the line FS with the equilibrium curves for the temperature

prevailing in the next stage, andH by the tie line through

G, and so on. Similarly, if the actual results obtained on

any countercurrent plant under given conditions of solvent

III

treatment, temperature, &c., are known, and if the equili-

brium curves for the same solvent and feed stock are

available, an estimate might be made of the average or

overall stage efficiency of the process plant. (See Prin-

ciples of Solvent Extraction by Hunter in this section.)

However, since the slope of the equilibrium tie line in

countercurrent processes does not correspond with the

slope of the tie line for the same quality rafrinate or extract

produced at the same treatment temperature by single-

batch treatment of the feed stock, the efficiency of each

stage must be separately determined by laboratory mixing
and separation of the products entering the countercurrent

stage. Such laboratory-determined tie lines are included in

Fig. 43 for laboratory treatments 31 and 32 obtained by
treatment of the raffinates from stages 1 and 2 respectively.

While it must be agreed, therefore, that actual counter-

current plant operation cannot be predicted exactly from

equilibrium, curves based on batch extraction, it must be

re-emphasized that the specific gravity-viscosity relation-

ships, &c., for countercurrent operation do not differ

within practical limits from similar quality products pre-

pared by batch extraction; this has been fully discussed in

an earlier section. The discrepancy between actual and

predicted results for plant stages, &c., appears to be the

same for all solvents, but this has only been examined by
the present writer for the limited number of solvents, e.g.

furfural, chlorex, SO2-benzole.

Pre-chilling and Pre-dilution of Feed Stock by Solvent

Injection.

In order to assist the pumping of the cold oil in the case

of the more viscous feed stocks, part ofthe solvent is some-

times injected with the fresh feed in actual practice.

The effect of such pre-dilution to reduce feed-oil viscosity

will be the same in any solvent process and can be seen by
reference to Fig. 32. The feed to stage 1 is now a mixture

of oil and solvent, i.e. a point on the line DC near to D.

On joining this new point to E and producing the line to

cut the line C7, the new position ofthe point S will be found

to be farther from the triangle so that point G will be nearer

the point E, and so on, with the result that more stages will

be required to reach the desired quality rafBnate /.
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Taking a figure of 25% for the amount of solvent injected

with the fresh feed, an estimate, made on the lines described

above, of the reduction in the number of ideal stages

indicated a loss equivalent to 0-6 of a perfect stage in one

instance for a plant operating on a feed stock of high

viscosity.

METHODS OF REFINING

While the amount of entrainment which takes place in

the settlers will be an entrainment of one phase in another,

the effect of this entrainment on the quality of the products

may be appreciated by comparison of specific gravities for

the solvent-free raffinate and extract leaving each stage with

the corresponding gravities for the uncontaminated pro-

(o)
(b)

FIG. 32.

Mixer Efficiency.

The ease with which equilibrium is attained on mixing

any oil and solvent makes it possible to obtain very good

mixer efficiencies, and in general plant practice the mixer

efficiency is high, as shown by the following actual results :

(a) Sample of mixture entering settler, immediately settled at mixer

temperature and the two phases separated and analysed:

% oil in Sp. gr. of

layer by wt. solvent-free oil

Raffinate . . 73-0 0-9377

Extract . . 8-2 1-0718

(6) Sample of mixture entering settler, repeatedly shaken at mixer

temperature to ensure equilibrium, settled at same temperature

and the two phases separated and analysed :

% oil in Sp. gr. of

layer by wt. solvent-free oil

Raffinate . . 74-0 0-9372

Extract . . 8-7 1-0723

Settler Efficiency.

The amount of entrainment in various plant settlers is

generally the chief cause of inefficient plant operation, and

since, as has been shown, the mixing efficiency in most

plants is almost perfect, it follows that the efficiency of the

various stages must be mainly determined by the separation

in the settlers.

ducts. The average figures given below have been taken

from an actual plant test and show that in this instance

the effect of entrainment was greater in the extracts than

in the raffinates, and was most marked at the raffinate

outlet end of the system.

TABLE XVI

of the uncontaminated solvent-free constituents:
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The Oil Variable

The effect of change in quality of the oil feed stock has

been previously discussed, but the object and results of

treating various petroleum fractions may be better appre-
ciated by the following illustrations.

Production of Aromatic Extracts of High Anti-knock
Value from Gasolines.

The relation between chemical constitution and anti-

knock value for hydrocarbons of the gasoline boiling range
has been studied in considerable detail [12, 1932; 28; 22,

tion on a straight-run benzine of9-5% aromatics by volume

(32-5% at 100 C. and 185 C. end-point) are shown in

Figs. 33 and 34, which are self-explanatory. Various alter-

native methods of producing fractions of high aromatic

content from straight-run benzines and gasolines by solvent

refining have been examined, such as:

(a) Direct treatment of the gasoline at low temperatures,

(b) Preliminary treatment at intermediate temperatures
with subsequent re-extraction (cooling) of the pri-

mary extracts.

(c) Preliminary solvent treatment of the gasoline alone

BY VOL
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FIG. 33. Equilibrium curves for straight-run, benzine and liquid SO .

60 F

880 SCO

EXTRACTS

1934], while the critical solution temperatures with aniline

which have been determined for the same series of hydro-

carbons [8, 1937] give some indication of the effect of

solvent treatment of mixtures of these hydrocarbons* A
consideration of these results would indicate that of the

high anti-knock hydrocarbons, the aromatics and naph-
thenes would be preferentially removed in the solvent

extract, but the isoparaffins, possessing higher C.S.T. values

than the pure paraffins, would be lost in the low anti-knock

rafBnate.

For the production of extracts of high aromatic content

and anti-knock value, considerably lower treatment tem-

peratures are required than are generally employed for the

solvent treatment of heavier petroleum fractions such as

lubricating stocks. Similar results may, of course, be ob-

tained with any selective solvent which is not unsuitable

on other grounds, such as freezing-point, boiling-point, or

viscosity at low temperatures, but the results ofSO2 extrac-

with subsequent separate treatment of the extract

phase by a parafBnic higher boiling fraction, i.e. addi-

tion of a parafBnic lubricating oil.

(d) By the use of extract reflux to the extract phase.

It is seen from the curves in Fig. 33 that the most

aromatic extracts are produced by treatment at the lowest

temperatures, and in this actual series of experiments the

most aromatic extract was produced by treatment with

about 60% SO2 at 70 F., giving an extract on benzine

charge of 7% by volume, containing approximately 93%
by volume of aromatics.

The effect of adding a paraffinic lubricating oil to a ben-

zine extract is shown in Table XVII. This results in a

further separation of parafBnic light material which is

included with the bulk of the added lubricating oil in the

new rafBnate layer; the new extract layer contains, in addi-

tion to a small amount of lubricating oil extract, benzine

extract of considerably increased aromatic content. In the
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TABLE XVII

Effect of adding Paraffinic Lubricating Oil to Primary Extract

actual experiment the aromatic content of the benzine

extract increased from 37 to 71% by addition of the

lubricating oil fraction and chilling the mixture to + 30 F.,

whereas to obtain a further separation of rafBnate from the

primary extract and a corresponding increase in aromatic

LABORATORY RESULTS
* SEMI SCALE RESULTS ON SAME STOCK

PER CENT AROMATICS BY VOLUME

FIG. 34. Relation between specific gravity and aromatic content for SO 2 raffinates

and extracts from straight-run benzine.

content or specific gravity without the addition of the

parafnnic lubricating oil, this primary extract would have
to be cooled down to about 20 F.,* i.e. about 50 F.
lower operating temperature.

This method of procedure is fully described in a patent
application of the Burmah Oil Company and by patents
held by the Royal Dutch Shell Company of The Hague
(B.P. 444,104), and has the advantage of economies in

refrigeration if highly aromatic extracts are required by the
SO2 or other low-temperature process.

In certain cases appreciable improvement in aromaticity
of the extract may be obtained as previously described by

refluxing solvent-free extract to the extraction end of the

treating system. This applies particularly to solvents which

give an equilibrium curve ofmarked convexity in the upper
portion of the triangle (compare furfural and SO2 equili-

brium curves). The following example [50] is illustrative:

Aromatic gasoline (T) with final boiling-point
of 110 C. and 15 % aromatics by volume is ex-

tracted at 20 C. with two-thirds of its volume
of furfural. An extract layer (II) is obtained
from which an extract (TO) is obtained by dis-

tilling off the furfural, containing 55% aromatics

and amounting to 14% of the original gasoline

by volume. If the extract layer (11) is washed
with 75% by volume of the extract (HI), two

layers are again formed, an upper rafrinate layer

(IV) containing 30% byvolume ofaromatics and
the new extract layer (V) showing an increased

aromatic content of 75% by volume.

Treatment of Kerosines and White Spirits.

For the treatment of these products, liquid
SO 2 is an ideal solvent, on account of the greater
ease with which it may be separated by distilla-

tion from the hydrocarbon products, compared
with other solvents. The results of solvent treat-

mentofwhite spirit and kerosine cuts with liquid
SO2 shows the same general relationships as the

other petroleum fractions such as lubricating

oils, spindle oil, light and heavy gas oils, and

straight-runbenzines . It is interesting to observe,

however, that in the case ofwhite spirit, kerosine,

and, to a lesser extent, light gas oil the viscosity
of the raffinates increases with the degree of

refining, while the viscosity of the extracts de-

creases, and in this respect the lighter petroleum
products behave in the reverse manner to the

heavier distillates.

Fig. 35 illustrates the equilibrium curves for a

white spirit cut from mixed base crude with

liquid SO2 at 0, 30, and 70 F. (experimental
results summarized in Table XVUT).

Fig. 36 gives the equilibrium curves for a
white spirit cut (sq. 0-7827) and kerosine cut (sq. 0-8080)

plotted in such a way that the results for stocks of inter-

mediate gravities maybe estimated. Thismethod ofplotting
has been found exceedingly useful in comparing results on
feed stocks which only differ slightly in specific gravity.

Solvent Extraction of Crude Residues containing
Asphaltic Constituents.

The action of the single-solvent processes on crude resi-

duums or on feed stocks containing asphaltic constituents
as impurities is anomalous in that the asphaltic material

present in the feed stock is not removed with the extract
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The results of solvent treatment of an asphaltic residue

feed stock may be indicated on triangular coordinates as

in Fig. 37 by separating the extract phase and evaporating
the solvent from the two layers, the asphaltic matter sus-

pended in the raffinate layer being redissolved in the oil.

In the case of SO2 treatments precipitation of asphalt is

heavy and increases to a marked degree as the temperature
falls during evaporation of the solvent. In such cases the

raffinates and extracts, after complete removal of the SO2,

may be redissolved in CS2 to give a homogeneous solution

which on distilling offthe CS2 leaves the asphalt in solution

in the oil, or as a stable suspension which shows no separa-
tion on centrifuging.

Table XIX gives the results obtained on a 30% crude
residue of mixed base origin, and these results are plotted
in Figs. 37 and 38. It will be seen that secondary and

tertiary butyl alcohols behave as 'precipitative* solvents

similar to liquid propane for which they could be used
as a substitute in solvent refining. They show sparing

solubility for the asphaltic constituents and produce raf-

finates of relatively low asphalt content. Settling rates are

low, however, and centrifuging appears to be essential,

but, on the other hand, the high capital cost of pressure

equipment and compressors required for the propane de-

asphalting process is avoided. The use of these solvents is

described in E.P. 450,511, but unless used in conjunction
with other solvents in a similar manner to the Duo-Sol

process these solvents would not appear to be suitable for

the manufacture of high V.I. raffinates, and yields in any
case would be low.

As determined in the experimental work here quoted,
'Hard Asphalt' is a measure of the extract produced by
a 'precipitative' solvent (petroleum ether) under standard-

ized conditions of oil : solvent ratios and temperature,
while 'Soft Asphalt' is a measure of the extract produced

by an 'extractive* solvent (acetone) under conditions which
are not standardized as to oil : solvent ratio. Neither the

hard nor the soft asphalt contents can therefore be regarded
as absolute measures of any particular type of petroleum
constituents and must, from the nature of things, vary with

the paraffinicity of the stock, particularly in the case of the

soft asphalt content. It is not to be expected, therefore,

that the hard or soft asphalt contents on 'products in* for

any experiment should equal the corresponding figures

for 'products out*, but a constant relationship between

specific gravity, say, and hard asphalt content would be

expected for the raffinates and extracts from a given feed

stock if only two phases were formed. The absence ofany
such general relationship which applies for all the 'ex-

tractive* type of solvents, e.g. SO2, chlorex, furfural, and

nitrobenzene (see Fig. 38), indicates that the precipitative

effect is a function of the solvent employed and not, as in

the specific gravity-viscosity relationship, &c., obtained for

solvent extraction of distillate stocks, a function of the oil

stock alone independent of the solvent used.

It follows, therefore, that any asphaltic matter present

in the feed stocks to the Edeleanu, furfural, phenol, or

similar processes will result in the production of asphaltic

raffinates. No advantage would appear to be gained by

treating crude residues, and, therefore, every care should

be taken in the primary distillation process to avoid en-

trainment of asphalt in the raw stocks for solvent treat-

ment. Such raffinates would be difficult to refine to low

colour by high-temperature clay treatment and would

probably require a very light initial acid treatment to

coagulate the asphalt.

but remains to a large extent in the raffinate layer. Very
little information has been published to date on this sub-

ject, but Stratford [39, 1936] states with reference to the

phenol process :

'

certain of these oils emulsified to a serious

extent at the raffinate end of the treater. . . . The real

reason for the emulsification, however, was found to be
the entrainment of asphaltic material with the distillate

during the crude preliminary distillation', indicating that

the asphaltic constituents are not completely removed with
the extract during phenol refining. Again, apart from the
Duo-Sol process, the nitrobenzene process appears to be
the only solvent-refining process which claims to be able to

produce good coloured raffinates from asphaltic stocks.

If an asphaltic residue is extracted with any of the usual

single solvents, it is found that, contrary to what might
possibly be expected, the raffinate layer is generally black,
while the extract layer is dark green in colour. Moreover,
the asphaltic constituents are found to be largely con-
centrated in the raffinate layers, suggesting either (a) that

selective solvents exert a precipitating action on the

asphaltic constituents with the precipitated asphalt remain-

ing in the rafSnate or oil phase (possibly due to interfacial

tension phenomena or preferential wetting of the asphalt

by the oil), or (b) that certain asphaltic constituents are

semi-paraffinic in nature and are selectively removed with

the other paraffinic constituents of the stock according
to the normal mechanism of the solvent action.

The significance of these observations has been studied

by the present writer and shown to take place independently
of the presence of wax by an examination of various de-

waxed and undewaxed asphaltic crude residues using the

following solvents at various temperatures:

1. Liquid SO2 .

2. Furfural.

3. Chlorex.

4. Nitrobenzene.

5. sec.-Butyl alcohol.

6. ter-Butyl alcohol.

The results obtained indicate clearly that although
solvents may be classified generally as 'precipitative*

or 'extractive' as discussed in an earlier section, the

'extractive solvents' such as SO2, chlorex, and furfural also

exert a definite precipitating action on the asphaltic con-

stituents of the feed stock, but the precipitated asphalt
remains suspended in the raffinate layer or forms a third

viscous layer lying between the main raffinate and extract

layers. The precipitating action of the various 'extractive*

solvents on the asphaltic constituents of the feed stock,

however, varies with the solvent and appears to be negli-

gible in the case of nitrobenzene. For this reason the

raffinates obtained by the nitrobenzene process are low in

asphalt content and therefore of better colour than the

raffinates obtained by the other 'extractive* solvent pro-
cesses operating on certain feed stocks.

The separation of a viscous asphaltic layer within the

main raffinate layer may in most cases be readily demon-
strated by centrifuging at the treatment temperature when
a third phase makes its appearance as a heavy black layer

lying between the raffinate and extract phases proper.
The mechanism of this precipitating action of the ex-

tractive solvents is difficult to understand, but it must be

concluded that although the main effect of these solvents

is 'extractive*, a 'precipitative' effect is also present. The

representation of this state of affairs on a triangular graph
has alreadybeen given for propane by P. C. Keith [20, 1934].
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PURE SOLVENT

LEfiEND>
CHLQREX AT 70F.-. -C4.C5. x x
FURFURAL AT 70F,- --F5.

* f30T. F6,

NITROBENZENE AT 30*F.--n -M2.K3. -

SEC-BUTYL ALC. AT 70F.~~ -SB3 m
TERT- BUTYL ALC. AT 70F TB4 A

090 092 094 0-96 0-98 100 i-02 f-04 !-06 1-08 I 10

RAFFINATES SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 60F EXTRACTS

FIG. 37. Solvent treatments of 30% crude residue (mixed base origin).

84 -9O

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 6OF.

FIG. 38. Hard asphalt gravity curves for raffinates and extracts from 30% crude residue.
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Treatment of Blended Feed Stocks.

The effect of treating a blended feed stock, e.g. naph-
tha lubricating base oil blend, may occasionally call for

consideration. Considerable experimental evidence exists

indicating that the effect of applying a given solvent treat-

ment (say 100% solvent at 75 F.) to a blended feed stock
is the same as that obtained by treating the components
of the blend separately under the same conditions with

SO2 treatment at 70 F. of the components of the blend.
The results are plotted using a very wide scale for the base
of the triangle, and show the blend to be intermediate, both
as regards position of the equilibrium curve and slo'pe of
the tie lines, to the results for treatment of the separate
constituents.

Table XX gives comparative data for the treatment of
various stocks neat and in blend with other crude fractions

using liquid SO2 at various temperatures. In certain pairs

: so2

+.08 +Jo9 +7lO +.'11 +.12 +.13

-.030 '-020 -.010
STAKTIJJG STOCK

+'010 4-020 +.030 +.040 +.050 +.060 +.070 +-080

DECREASE IN S G- OF RAFFINATES IKCRBASE IN S.G, 60 P. OF EXTRACTS

FIG. 39. Equilibrium curves at 70 F. for SO 2 and (1) kerosine cut, (2) heavy lub. base, (3) 50:50 blend of kerosine cut and
heavy lub. base.

the same percentage of solvent at the same treatment tem-
perature.

The treatment of blended feed stocks has been examined
in a variety of cases, and while absolute agreement is

difficult to obtain owing to the difficulty experienced in
separating the components of the blend from the experi-
mental raffinates and extracts, the results agree within
reasonable experimental limits with those to be expected.
The following blended feed stocks are illustrative:

(1) 70% 182 C. end-point straight-run benzine (sp gr
0-727).

'

30% lubricating oil base (sp. gr. 0-890).
(2) 50% kerosine cut (sp. gr. 0-808).

50% medium-heavy lub. base (sp. gr. 0-956).
(3) 90% white spirit cut (sp. gr. 0-7827).

10% SO 2 extract ex medium-heavy lub. base (so er

0-9845).

(4) Waxy lubricating oil base (c. 15% wax).
Fig. 39 gives the equilibrium curves for case (2) above

using liquid SO2 at 70 F. compared with the curves for

of results the agreement is not good owing to the experi-
mental difficulties in separating the small amount of pro-
duct by distillation, after solvent refining.
In considering the solvent refining of waxy or dewaxed

lubricating oil stocks, it has been found that the presence
ofwax does not affect the solvent action, apart from intro-

ducing mechanical difficulties in separation if treatment

temperatures fall below the wax crystallization point. Waxy
stocks may be treated as blended stocks composed of de-

waxed oil plus wax, and if a certain treatment (say 100%
of solvent at 140 F.) is required to produce a given V.I.

raffinate from a dewaxed stock, for example, then the waxy
stock will require to be treated with the same percentage
solvent to produce an equal specific-gravity raffinate of
similar pour-point after dewaxing the waxy raffinate. This
is clearly brought out in Fig. 40, where the same lubricating
oil distillate has been treated with various solvents before
and after dewaxing; the raffinates from the waxy stock

being subsequently dewaxed to approximately the same
pour-point as the raffinates from the dewaxed distillate.
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TABLE XX
SO2 Treatment ofMiscellaneous Stocks Neat and in Blend

\

SO2 treatment Analysis ofrefined oils Analysis ofextracted oils

SO,. ON WAXY STOCK AT UOT
SOz. ON DEWAXED STOCK AT I40*F
FURFURAL ON WAXY STOCKS AT 13O*F
FURFURAL ON DEWAXED STOCK AT II

~
ON WAXY STOCK AT I30T~30C -PHENOL
ON OEWAXED STOCK AT J3Or

S.O. Or DEWAXEO RAFF1NATES OR RAfTINATES

FROM OEWAXEO FEED STOCK AT 6O*F.

FIG. 40. Relation between specific gravity at 60 F. of dewaxed raffinate and vol. %
solvent for batch treatment ofwaxy and dewaxed feed stocks.
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The Solvent Refining of Waxy versos Dewaxed Base
Stocks.

In the manufacture of lubricating oils from waxy stocks

there are, as before stated, possible economic advantages in

placing the solvent-refining process before the dewaxing
process if low pour-point products are required, since

the average cost of solvent dewaxing per ton of input
to the modern dewaxing processes is approximately double
the cost of solvent refining per ton of feed.

1-000

S.C. AT 60-F

FIG. 41. Sp. gr.-V.l. curves for raffinates and extracts from waxy and dewaxed
feed stocks, and dewaxed waxy raffinates.

The solvent refining ofwaxy stocks presents no practical
difficulties if the treatment temperatures are sufficiently

high to prevent the separation of crystalline wax, and in

general this temperature is not very different from the set

point of the stock, i.e. about 100 F. On the other hand,
as has been shown, in the solvent refining of mixed stocks
the effect of treatment on the mixture is the same as the
effect oftreating each constituent ofthe mixture separately
at the same temperature with the same percentage of
solvent. It follows, therefore, that those conditions which
give maximum yield of raffinate will be the same whether
the stock is dewaxed before or after solvent refining
(leaving out of account the factors affecting the dewaxing
process). This introduces possible difficulties in the case of
solvents such as SO2 , SO2-benzole, chlorex, &c., in which
the extract end of the system must be cooled to tempera-
tures of about 30 F. to 60 F. in order to produce high-
gravity extracts and good yields of refined oil.

The modified phenol process (with water injection into

the extract) or the furfural process, for example, can both
be applied to waxy as well as dewaxed feed stocks without

difficulty, since these processes generally operate at tem-

peratures above the set point of the waxy distillates ob-
tainable from most crudes. But in order to equal the yields

obtainable with, say, the furfural process operating onwaxy
or dewaxed stocks at a minimum temperature of 130F.,
it would be necessary for the final extract leaving, say, an
Edeleanu plant to be chilled to about 30 F. to 60 F.,

and these conditions would hardly be suitable for

the treatment of waxy distillate with a set point
of about 1 15 F. In this case the temperature of
the feed oil and of the raflinate stages of the

system would probably have to be operated at

120 F. to 140 F.

The possibility of taking a primary extract

from a treatment at 140 F., say, and chilling the

primary extract phase to lower temperatures (say
30 F.) does not appear to have been fully ex-

plored. The raffinates obtained are known to be

definitely waxy, but with the amount of solvent

associated with the phase it is possible that no
great practical difficulties would be experienced
in pumping these materials.

The quality of the raffinates produced either

by treatment of a dewaxed base stock or by
treatment of a waxy stock with subsequent de-

waxing of the waxy raffinate appears to be the

same, and Fig. 41 shows that the same specific

gravity-viscosity index curves hold for raffinates

produced directly from dewaxed feed stocks and
for dewaxed rafBnates produced from waxy feed

stocks.

Production of High-quality Diesel Fuels

The production of high anti-knock gasolines
for spark-ignition petrol engines has already been
indicated in discussing the production of high
aromatic extracts by low-temperature solvent

treatment.

For the production of high-grade, high-speed
Diesel fuels solvent extraction is also likely to

find extended application. Woods [49, 1936]
gives results for SO2 batch treatment of two
cracked Diesel fuels and states that

*

solvent treat-

ing a cracked Diesel fuel (produced by cracking
gas oil for naphtha production) offers a ready

1060

means ofproducing a high-gradeDieselindexandlow pour-
pointDiesel fuel; but large treating losses are a drawback to
this method'. In comment it must be said that the method
ofsolvent treatment employed by Woods was one known to
be inefficient in yields, and considerably higher yields could
have been obtained by countercurrent operation with a

temperature gradient (i.e. low-temperature extract outlet).
The effect of SO2 treatment on a light straight-run dis-

tillate gas oH is shown in Fig. 43 and has already been
discussed in the section on correlation of plant and labora-

tory results above. This work was, in fact, carried out for
the production of a high-quality, high-speed Diesel fuel,
and in Fig. 42 the relation is plotted between specific

gravity of the starting stock and of various raflSnates and
extracts obtained therefrom; and 'cetene number' on the

Sunbury-Delft correlation scale [1, 1936].
The yield in this case was actually 65% (a corresponding

treatment at 30 F. extract outlet temperatures increased
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FIG. 43. Equilibrium curve for light gas oil and SO* at 6O F. showing tie lines for actual plant stages.
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this yield to approximately 71 % by volume on charge).

While it must be admitted that the actual plant treatment

in this case was heavy (500% SO2 by volume), the finished

SOLVENT-EXTRACTION METHODS OF REFINING

product was of very high quality and was in fact specially

prepared for use as a high ignition secondary standard for

testing Diesel fuels generally.
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GENERAL FACTORS AFFECTING SOLVENT-EXTRACTION
PROCESSES

By S. W. FERRIS, B.Chenu

Chief Chemist, The Atlantic Refining Company

DISTILLATION accomplishes the first separation of the

extremely complex crude oil into fractions containing
fewer chemical constituents. In the lowest boiling portions
of the crude this process is capable of producing highly

purified materials, such as propane or butane, but as the

molecular weight of the distillate increases the chemical

make-up offractions even ofextremelynarrow boiling range

rapidly becomes more complex. In those fractions contain-

ing lubricating oil, where the molecules contain upwards
of 20 carbon atoms, the number of possible isomers is

incalculably large and it is probable that the best distilla-

tion cut obtainable would still contain scores of individual

chemical compounds.
The role of selective solvents in petroleum refining is to

bring about a further separation of the compounds having
much the same molecular weight and boiling-point and
therefore being substantially inseparable by the process of

distillation.

Character of Lubricating Oils

It has been stated that the chemical composition of a

lubricating oil distillate (or residual) is extremely complex.
Beyond this statement exact knowledge is lacking, and it is

only possible to draw certain analogies between the known
composition of petroleum fractions of low boiling range
and the supposedly similar composition of those of high

boiling ranges. On this basis it is to be presumed that

lubricating oils are composed chiefly of hydrocarbons, of

both chain and ring configurations. The straight-chain

paraffin hydrocarbons of high molecular weight are ofhigh

melting-point (i.e. waxes), and are usually removed from

lubricating oil at some stage in the refining process. It is

probable, however, that the highly branched paraffins are

liquid. Cyclic compounds are also presumably present
and since little or nothing is actually known of their

structure the cycles may contain almost any number of

carbon atoms up to the total number present in the mole-

cule and of course more than one cycle may be present in

a single molecule.

Since chemical classification of lubricating oils is at

present out of the question, it becomes necessary to classify

them on the basis of physical properties. The two indices

most commonly used are viscosity-gravity constant [4,

1928], and viscosity index [2, 1929].

The former index is based upon the relationship between

specific gravity at 60 F. and Saybolt viscosity at either

210 F. or 100 F. Paraffinic oils, exhibiting a low specific

gravity for a given viscosity, have low V.G.C. values, while

naphthenic oils, with high specific gravities for a given

viscosity, show a high V.G.C. Viscosity index, however,

depends upon the rate with which viscosity changes with

temperature and is usually determined from the viscosity

at 210 F. and the viscosity at 100 F., although viscosities

at other temperatures may be used. The numerical

values in the two systems run in opposite directions,

inasmuch as paraffinic oils, changing relatively slowly in

viscosity with changing temperature, exhibit high VI.

values, whereas naphthenic oils, which change rapidly in

viscosity with changing temperature, exhibit low V.L
values.

It is impossible to say which of these two indices is the

more accurate as an expression of parafiinicity or naph-
thenicity. In one very important respect, however, the

viscosity index is a more critical value than the viscosity

gravity constant, inasmuch as the temperature-viscosity

relationships of lubricating oils have a direct bearing upon
their behaviour in use. Particularly with motor oils it is

desirable that the lubricating oils have a sufficiently low

viscosity at low temperatures to permit easy starting, yet
it is necessary, in order to avoid metal to metal contact,
that the viscosity at high temperatures be reasonably high.
In expressing the results ofsolvent extraction, however, and

especially in attempting to compare the relative efficiencies

of several solvents, or to compare different procedures with

the same solvent, it is much easier to express the quality
of the oil fractions in terms of viscosity-gravity constant,

because A.PJ. gravity may be determined readily and

accurately, and the effect of small errors in viscosity upon
the viscosity-gravity constant is not large. Viscosity index,

on the other hand, demands extreme accuracy in viscosities ;

errors of the order of 0-2 sec. result in wide variations of

viscosity index, particularly when the viscosity at 210 F.

is 50 sec. or less. It is for this reason that most of this dis-

cussion is based upon viscosity gravity constant rather than

viscosity index.

Qualitatively, the two indices give the same results in

comparing the characteristics of lubricating oils, but close

correlation is not found, and indeed is scarcely to be

anticipated in view of the different bases of comparison.

Fig. 1 indicates the degree of comparability, using the *H'
and *L* series of oils upon which Dean and Davis based

the V.I. system, and the five series of distillates which Hill

and Coats used in the derivation ofV.G.C. The V.L values

are, however, according to the modified Davis Lapeyrouse
and Dean formula [1, 1932], which somewhat improved the

values in the low viscosity ranges. That the V.I. values are

still erratic, however, when the viscosity at 210 F. is below
55 sec. is shown by the solid symbols. It has been the

experience of the writer that any conclusion based on VJ.
values involving viscosities in this range should, to put it

mildly, be viewed with some suspicion.

Among naturally occurring oils Pennsylvania has long
been a standard ofthe paraffinic type, whereas Gulf Coastal

oils represent the naphthenic type. Between these two
extremes lie the vast number of mixed base crudes.

Before the advent of commercial extraction plants,

coastal lubricating oils were characterized by the admittedly

unfortunate properties of low viscosity index (rapid change
of viscosity with temperature) and relatively poor resistance

to oxidation, and the excellent characteristic of very low

carbon-forming tendencies.

Oils of the Pennsylvania type, on the other hand, were
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of high viscosity index and good stability, but were
inferior to coastal type oils in the matter of carbon

deposition.

Solvent refining, however, has made it possible to pro-
duce, from substantially any lubricating stock, an oil com-

bining the desirable characteristics of both types.

JfOO

FIG. 1. Comparison of two indices of paraffinicity.

Definition of Selective Solvents

A very large number of organic compounds and a lesser

number of inorganic compounds may be used as selective

solvents for lubricating oils. Their efficiencies, of course,

vary over rather wide limits.

Considering all materials which might be used as selective

solvents they may be divided into the three following
classes:

1. Compounds which form one homogeneous phase with
oil.

2. Compounds which form two phases with oil but with

substantially all the oil in one phase and none in the
other.

3. Compounds which form two phases with oil with sub-
stantial amounts of oil in each phase.

The last group may be used as selective solvents.

The matter of temperature in this connexion is, however,
an extremely important one. For example, di-ethyl ether,
carbon tetrachloride or carbon di-sulphide would fall into
the first class mentioned above at any ordinary temperature
inasmuch as they are all completely miscible with oil, or in

other words each has very high solvent power for oil. It

does not necessarily follow, however, that none of these

materials would form two phases with oil if taken to some
extremely low temperature. Such temperatures are, for the
time being, at any rate, not of particular interest.

Similarly with the second class. Water, methyl alcohol,
or glycerine would be examples, inasmuch as when any of
these compounds is mixed with oil very little of the oil

dissolves in the solvent layer. At some elevated tempera-
ture oil would presumably dissolve and then the material

might be acting as a selective solvent. The third class, then,
includes those compounds which at some reasonable

temperature form two layers with oil. 'Reasonable

temperature' may of course be only roughly and arbitrarily

defined; say between the temperatures of 20 F. and
+400 F.

A selective extraction, therefore, consists merely in

mixing the selective solvent with the oil, providing intimate

agitation (or heating and subsequently cooling), and then

allowing the mixture to stand at a suitable temperature
in order that the two phases may form layers, which are

then separated. The layer containing the major portion
of the solvent, and usually consisting predominantly of

solvent, is called the extract layer and contains dissolved

in it the naphthenic portion of the oil. The other layer,

containing the major portion of the oil in which some
solvent is dissolved, is known as the raffinate layer and
the oil contained therein is the paraffinic oil.

To complete the extraction the solvent is removed from
each of the layers, usually by distillation. The two solvent-

free fractions are then known as extract and rafinate,

respectively.

History of Solvent Extraction

At this point it might be well to refer briefly to the history
of solvent extraction in the petroleum industry. Some 25

or 30 years ago kerosine was probably the most valuable

single product of petroleum and, accordingly, the burning
quality of kerosine was a matter of great importance.
Lazar Edelaneau found that if kerosine were brought into

contact with liquid sulphur dioxide two layers were formed,
and that furthermore certain constituents of the kerosine

were dissolved in the layer which was primarily liquid

sulphur dioxide. After the separation of the two layers and
removal of sulphur dioxide from each, the undissolved

portion was found to burn much more satisfactorily than
the original kerosine would have burned. The process was
found to be economically feasible and a number of com-
mercial plants were installed. This probably represents the

first real application of solvent refining in the petroleum
industry.

Subsequently, other solvents were applied to various

petroleum fractions. The purpose was to remove consti-

tuents which occurred in small concentrations. For

example, gums or resins which were dissolved in gasolines
or lubricating oils were extracted to remove some small

amount of materials in order that subsequent finishing
such as acid treatment or clay filtration would be rendered
more satisfactory.

It was apparently a long while, however, before it began
to be realized that the extracts removed with various sol-

vents were naphthenic in character, i.e. definitely more
naphthenic than the original lubricating stock. Even after

thiswas clearlyrealized, itwas stillaconsiderable time before
it was discovered that fractions of satisfactory lubricating

properties could be recovered from Gulf Coast oils, and

contrariwise, that naphthenic fractions could be recovered
from Pennsylvania oils, leaving the Pennsylvania raffinate

more paraflSnic than it was originally,.
One explanation for this relatively slow development of

the use of selective solvents is that sulphur dioxide, the first
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commercially used solvent, was scarcely capable, when used

at low temperatures, of demonstrating the facts just set

forth. While it is perhaps the most selective of solvents, in

that the fraction separated from a stock is very much more

naphthenic than the stock itself, it is definitely low in

solvent power, i.e. having removed by means of sulphur
dioxide a certain small fraction from the oil the remainder

is less soluble in sulphur dioxide, and only by the use of

comparatively large amounts of this solvent at low tem-

peratures can any considerable portion of a lubricating

stock (unless the stock be very naphthenic in character) be

removed. Several of the other solvents, however, possess

much higher solvent power at convenient working tem-

peratures, i.e. it is possible to remove easily from a given

stock almost any desired proportion. Of course, it was

only after the removal of a very large proportion of Gulf
Coast stock that the remainder was found to exhibit the

characteristics of Pennsylvania lubricating oil.

Necessary Properties of a Commercial Solvent

As developed above, almost any material which will form

two layers with lubricating oils at some reasonable tempera-
ture and which will dissolve a portion of the oil, leaving the

remainder undissolved, can be considered to be a selective

solvent, but only relatively few of these can be employed
successfully for that purpose. To be valuable commercially
the solvent must be capable of producing the desired frac-

tions from the lubricating stock at hand at a reasonable

cost. In general, the highest possible yield of the paraffinic

product is desired, and the amount of solvent required

should be a minimum. The solvent then must fulfil the

following requirements:

1. Stable chemically under any conditions encountered

in any of the steps of the process, or in storage.

2. Capable of effecting a sharp separation between

paraffinic and naphthenic constituents.

3. Of sufficiently high solvent power that a given separa-

tion may be effected with a reasonably small amount
of solvent.

4. Easily and completely separable from the lubricating

stock employed by a feasible method such as distil-

lation.

Many otherwise interesting solvents must, of course, be

eliminated from consideration on the basis of instability.

The solvents employed are usually many times as expensive

as the oil; hence, ifany reaction occurs between solvent and
oil the cost of the solvent thus destroyed is prohibitively

high. Likewise if the boiling-point of the solvent be as high

or nearly as high as that of some of the constituents in the

lubricating oil, separation by distillation is manifestly im-

possible. There are, of course, other methods of separation
such as crystallization or salting out by the addition of

another solvent, but at present no such method seems to

be commercially competitive with distillation.

Another requirement is that the cost of the solvent be

reasonably low, but such statements must necessarily be

qualified because in the first place if losses in process
are kept at a very low figure, and they may be, the price

of the solvent is more a matter of capital expenditure
than operating cost. Very high efficiency on the part

of the solvents, therefore, may justify the use of an

expensive solvent. Furthermore, the current cost of any

given material must, unless it be low, be taken as only

tentative, inasmuch as many hitherto costly materials

HI

have been manufactured very cheaply once a sizeabk

outlet has been found.

The solvents which will be discussed below are sub-

stantially non-reactive and may be separated from lubricat-

ing stocks by distillation. The comparisons, therefore, will

be principally upon the basis of items 2 and 3 above, which
are closely inter-related. It is obviously desirable to secure

the maximum possible yields of the desired products from

any lubricating stock which is processed, but the major
cost of solvent extraction consists of the cost of distillation

of solvents and the cost of the solvent lost. Hence, it is of

importance to effect the desired separation with as small

a quantity of solvent as possible. High yields can in some
cases balance the cost of using a larger volume of solvent

and, conversely, if a separation can be effected by the use

of a small amount of solvent lower yields may well be

tolerated. Which of these two alternatives is to be chosen

will rest largely upon whether or not there is an excess

of the lubricating stocks available.

Quality as used above refers to the measure of paraffi-

nicity such as V.I. or V.G.C, but, as will be developed
more fully, there are certain differences in raffinates of the

same paraffinicity obtained from a given stock with differ-

ent solvents. One difference outstanding, which is an

important matter to the refiner, is the concentration of
colour bodies, inasmuch as the majority of oils which are

solvent refined must meet colour specifications, and it is

obviously desirable to remove as much colour in the solvent

extraction as possible, in order that the finishing cost may
be minimized.
The various methods of applying solvents to lubricating

stocks (batch, multiple batch, stage countercurrent or

pseudo-countercurrent and continuous countercurrent) will

be discussed more fully in the section which deals with

theoretical considerations. While all commercial installa-

tions employ multiple stage countercurrent or continuous

countercurrent, batch extractions are obviously easier to

carry out in the laboratory, and for that reason much of

the data presented below is for batch treatments. The
differences in results obtained by the various modes of

application are pointed out, but wherever conclusions are

drawn from batch treatments, the same findings would
result from countercurrent extractions.

Temperature of Miscibility

Since two phases are necessary in solvent extraction,

miscibility relationships are the first point to be considered.

Fig. 2 presents miscibility curves for a number of selective

solvents with a given stock. It is obviously necessary to

cany out the extraction at temperatures below the misci-

bility temperature for the mixture of stock and solvent

which is being employed. This temperature will, as shown

on Fig. 2, vary considerably for different solvents. Thus,

with this particular stock, pyridine with equal volumes of

solvent and stock could not be employed above 42 F.

Cellosolve, however, could be used at 130 F. and furfuryl

alcohol would give a separation at 300 F.

The miscibility temperatures with a given solvent also

vary with the characteristics of the stock (Fig. 3). With

stocks of a given degree of paraffinicity the miscibility

temperature increases as the molecular weight increases.

With stocks of given molecular weight, the miscibility

temperature increases as the paraffinicity increases; that is,

as the value of the viscosity gravity constant decreases or

the value of the viscosity index increases.
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Representation of Extraction Results

As stated in a previous contribution, ternary diagrams
contain substantially the whole story of solvent extraction.

They are therefore of very great value in analysing the per-
formance of extractions and particularly in predicting the

results of multiple or countercurrent extraction when only
batch data are available, or in estimating, without the

necessity of actual experiment, the result of modifications

in the extraction process, such as various types of recycling,

the use of temperature gradients, and the like. But for the

very reason that they compress so much information into

a small space, it is not easy to consider one factor at a time

by the use of such diagrams. For that reason the remainder

of the discussion will be confined to consideration of

simpler charts presenting fewer variables.

Factors Affecting Yield

As already indicated, other factors may be more im-

portant, when everything is reduced to the basis of a cost

analysis, than yield. But cost analyses are complicated
affairs and yields are simple figures, so that, justly or un-

justly, yields frequently come in for first consideration and
on that basis they will be accorded first treatment here.

In Fig. 4 the yield of raffinate is plotted against the vis-

cosity gravity constant of raffinate using a number of sol-

vents on the same stock. Sulphur dioxide stands out as

resulting in the highest yields. But the downward trend of

the curve at about 0-835 V.G.C. indicates that more

paraffinic material could be obtained only with great diffi-

culty, if at all. Sulphur dioxide is unquestionably highly
selective in the removal of those compounds which it is

capable of dissolving. This may be due to a peculiarity of
structure of sulphur dioxide or it may be largely attribut-

able to the fact that miscibility temperatures of sulphur
dioxide and oil are usually high, or to the fact that it is

employed at a relatively low temperature that is far below
its miscibility temperature, which condition is favourable

to maximum yields of raffinate of a given quality.

The yields obtained with five solvents, namely aniline,

nitrobenzene, furfural, benzonitrile, and chlorex, are so

nearly similar that all the points fall within the band indi-

cated. The selectivity of these solvents may be classed as

good. Phenol and cresylic acid, however, show relatively

lower selectivity, as also does methyl acetate. Normal propyl
alcohol is a definitely non-selective solvent, at least in so far

as separation, as indicated by V.G.C., is concerned. It

should be noted that in Fig. 4 each of the solvents is used
at a temperature where the yields obtained are reasonably
close to the maximum which the particular solvent will

give. It is to be concluded, then, that a number of solvents

have the power of effecting a sharp separation between

naphthenic and paraffinic constituents. Some, however,
are definitely non-selective.

The data presented in Fig. 4 were obtained by batch

extractions. That is, each point represented the result of

mixing the stock oil with the solvent, separating the two

layers and removing solvents from each. There are a great

many other methods of applying the solvents, but notice

should be taken here of three. They are:

(1) Multiple extraction. The raffinate from a batch ex-

traction is again treated with fresh solvent without remov-

ing from the raffinate the solvent which it contains after

the first extraction. This procedure may be continued as

many times as desired. In other words, instead of applying
all of the solvent at once it is applied in increments.
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(2) Batch counter-current. Several extracting vessels are

employed with separations being effected in each. Hie
raffinate and extract layers are transferred in opposite
directions from one treater to another. The result is that

each batch of solvent is employed as many times as there

are treaters in the system; initially upon the raffinate which
has already been several times treated and is about to be

removed; finally upon the fresh incoming stock.

(3) Continuous countercurrent. Solvent and stock pass

countercurrently through a tube or tower treater. Settling
chambers are provided at each end to allow the phases to

FIG. 5. Effect of type of extraction on yield.

separate. With a tube of any considerable length, this type
oftreatment may, theoretically, be considered to be equiva-
lent to a very large number of stages, inasmuch as the

composition of both the extract phase and the raffinate

phase at any point in the tower differs from the composition
at any other point. Actually, however, the number ofbatch

countercurrent stages to which a continuous counter-

current tower is equivalent depends upon much the same
factors as those which govern the height of the equivalent
theoretical place in a distillation fractionating tower. That

is, the efficiency of a countercurrent solvent extraction

tower will depend upon the degree of contact between the

two phases.
Both multiple and batch countercurrent extraction pro-

duce higher yields of a raffinate of a given quality from
a given stock than does batch extraction at the same

temperature with the same solvent. This is demonstrated

in Fig. 5. It will be noted that the differences become larger

as the quality of the raffinate becomes higher. Except in

special cases, therefore, all commercial installations operate
either on the batch countercurrent or the continuous

countercurrent principal.
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The temperature of extraction is a factor which may very

readily be controlled, and therefore it is of first impor-
tance to study the effect of variations of temperature.

Fig. 6 presents several pairs of points obtained in batch

extractions of the same stock used for Fig. 4, where the

batch extractions were carried out at different temperatures.

The two points are connected in each case by a line and the

temperature of extraction is indicated at each point. The

amount of solvent used in each of the extractions is indi-

METHODS OF REFINING

Amounts of Solvent Required

Any discussion of selective solvents is apt to contain, oft

repeated, the two words 'selectivity' and 'solvent power',

but unfortunately they are not always used with the same

meaning. The present author has no desire to correct the

usages of others or to propose his own usage as the only

correct one. It is necessary, however, to digress long

enough to make clear in exactly what manner the two words

are employed herein.
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FIG. 6. Effect of extraction temperature on yield.

cated along the line. It will be noted that raising the

temperature of extraction very definitely lowers the yield

of a raffinate of given quality. With a given volume of a

given solvent, however, the quality of the raffinate which

will be obtained does not vary markedly.

Figure 7 presents a larger amount of data on each

of two stocks, the lower set of curves being for batch ex-

traction and the upper set for three-stage countercurrent

extraction. Again, it is clear that the best yields of a

given product are obtainable at lower temperatures of

extraction.

Summing up the factors which affect yields:

1. The maximum yield obtainable is to some extent con-

trolled by the chemical composition of the solvent,

but a number of solvents are sufficiently selective to

give satisfactorily high yields.

2. Stage countercurrent (or continuous countercurrent)
extraction will improve the yields obtainable with

batch or multiple extraction. This is applicable to

any solvent.

3. Yields of raffinate of a given quality vary with

temperature of extraction, the highest yields resulting

from low temperatures of extraction.

1 ' Uo ' !> ' -^
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FIG. 7. Effect of extraction temperature on yield.

A solvent which exhibits high selectivity is capable of

effecting a sharp separation between the naphthenic and

paraffinic constituents of the lubricating stock to which it

is applied. That, of course, means that the yield of a raffi-

nate of a given quality is high. On that basis one may say

that a given solvent is highly selective only if certain

reservations are kept in mind. For example, nitrobenzene

and furfural are certainly highly selective solvents, if em-

ployed at the proper temperatures. At sufficiently high

temperatures, however, the yields of raffinate of given

quality would suffer sufficiently that neither, at those

temperatures, could be called highly selective. On the other

hand, isobutyl alcohol and propyl alcohol are capable of

effecting but very little separation between the two classes

of constituents at any temperature and therefore are un-

questionably non-selective. Every solvent has a maximum
selectivity for oils of a particular V.G.C. range which varies

with the temperature of extraction. A solvent of high

selectivity, then, is capable of effecting a good separation at

some temperature; a solvent of poor selectivity is incapable
of accomplishing that at any temperature.

Solvent power, however, is the ability of a solvent to

dissolve a relatively large quantity of oil regardless of the
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quality of the oil dissolved. Benzene certainly possesses very
high solvent powers for oils. Whether or not it is selective

is beyond the point. Glycerin possesses substantially no
solvent power for oil. Among those materials which may
be used as selective solvents there is an extremely wide
variation in this property of solvent power.

This is illustrated by Fig. 8, where the data used resulted

from the same experiments as those ofFig. 4, which showed
that five solvents at different temperatures gave very similar

yields of raffinate. The amounts of solvent which it was
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in the two instances; therefore, while the solvent power was
greater at the high temperature, the solvent power increased
at the expense of selectivity. This will be found true for
the other solvents used on this stock and is shown on Fig. 6.

Fig. 9 (same extractions as those of Fig. 7) shows that for
batch extractions with nitrobenzene the quality obtained is

but slightly affected by the temperature of extraction. For
moderate improvement in quality this is also true of
countercurrent extraction, but for the production of raf-

finates of high quality, increase in extraction temperature

FIG. 8. Amount of solvent required.

necessary to employ to obtain these yields, however, varied

over wide limits. For example (Fig. 8), to obtain 0-823

V.G.C. raffinate, nitrobenzene or benzonitrile required
about 200% solvent (that is, two volumes solvent per
volume stock) furfural and chlorex about 400%, and aniline

550%. These figures, it will be recalled, are for batch

extraction. Phenol and cresylic acid, which showed in

Fig. 4 relatively low selectivity, exhibit, however, solvent

power much better than furfural, chlorex, or aniline. Sul-

phur dioxide, which exhibited very high selectivity, is

extremely low in solvent power inasmuch as it required

1 ,000% of sulphur dioxide to effect the same improvement
in qualities which can be obtained with about 100% of

nitrobenzene or benzonitrile at similar temperatures.

Re-examination of Fig. 6 will show the effect oftempera-
ture on solvent power when a given quality stock is being
treated. For example, when 100% benzonitrile was applied
to 0-874 V.G.C. stock about 44% of material was removed

in the extract (at 14 F.). When, however, the same amount
of benzonitrile was applied at 50 F. about 58% ofmaterial

was removed, but the quality of the raffinate was the same

V/SCOS/TY G&AV/TY COM3T4NT o ffAFT/NATE

FIG. 9. Effect of extraction temperature on amount of solvent

required.

results in better quality. It should be noted carefully, how-

ever, that the matter of yields, that is, selectivity, does not

enter into Fig. 9, and, as just pointed out, increase in

solvent power, with a given type of extraction, is usually
at the expense of selectivity.

As would be anticipated, the application of a solvent in

multiple or countercurrent manner, rather than batch,

allows an improvement in the solvent power. This is

illustrated for nitrobenzene in Fig. 10, but the data

would be similar for other solvents. The percentage im-

provement in solvent power which can be effected by using
countercurrent extraction instead ofbatch is much the same
for all solvents. That is, while the amount of aniline or

sulphur dioxide required to produce a given quality would
be reduced by countercurrent extraction, neither the aniline

nor the sulphur dioxide countercurrent curves would

approach the nitrobenzene curves of Fig. 10. In other

words, if Fig. 8 were reconstructed on the basis of counter-

current extractions instead of batch extractions ttie result

would be to lower all the curves but not to bring them

together.
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Summarizing:

1. Solvent power seems to be largely a function of the

chemical nature of the solvent.

2. Solvent power may be increased by increasing the

extraction temperature, but only at the expense of

selectivity.

1//5COS/TY&&4WTY C0WST4A/T o/ &AFFJN4T

FIG. 10. Effect of type of extraction on amount of solvent required.

Solvent-Raffinate Ratio

Broadly speaking, the expense of solvent extraction may
be split into two items : first, the loss in value of that portion
of tiie lubricating stock which is extracted out as naph-
thenic material and is probably used as fuel oil or cracking
stock instead of lubricating oil, and secondly, the cost of
the refrigeration, steam, &c., involved in the heating,

cooling, and handling of the solvent oil mixtures and in
the redistillation of the solvent itself. The item of distilla-

tion of solvent is a very large one; therefore, other things

being equal, the cost of a solvent extraction is very largely
a matter of the amount of solvent employed.
The two factors of yield and amount of solvent involved

can be very conveniently expressed by the 'solvent-

raffinate ratio* which is merely the volumes of solvent

employed divided by the volume of raffinate produced.
It expresses the gallons of solvent which it is necessary to

cycle through the plant and redistill in order to produce
one gallon of raffinate. Fig, 11 plots the solvent-raffinate

ratio against theVX3LC ofthe raffinate for the same extrac-

tions represented by Figs. 4 and 8. The first thing to be
noted is that once more five solvents fall rather closely

together in a band, but they are not the same five solvents

wMch fell together in Fig. 4, wherein yield, representing
selectivity, was plotted against V.G.C Nitrobenzene and

benzonitrile, inasmuch as they exhibited good selectivity
and good solvent power as well, i.e. were capable of pro-
ducing high yields of raffinate when only relatively small
amounts of solvent were used, fall together considerably
below the band, being replaced by phenol and cresylic acid.

On a yield basis these two last-named solvents were some-
what low, but their high solvent power places them, on
the solvent-raffinate ratio basis, with those solvents which
showed better selectivity but low solvent power, namely
aniline, chlorex, and furfural. It will be noted that the very
low solvent power of sulphur dioxide has more than offset

its high selectivity.

FIG. 11. Solvent-raffinate ratio.

Inasmuch as countercurrent extraction results in better

values both of selectivity and solvent power than does batch
or multiple extraction, it is not surprising that low values of
the solvent-raffinate ratio are encountered with counter-
current extraction as compared with batch (Fig. 12). Once
more, however, it should be pointed out that the pro-
portionate change from batch to countercurrent is similar

for all solvents. In other words, Fig. 11 on a counter-
current basis would indicate the same findings pointed out

above, but all of the solvent-raffinate ratio values would be
decreased.

Figure 13 presents solvent-raffinate ratio values obtained
at various temperatures, using the same data as that shown
in Figs. 1 and 9. The upper curve is for 3-stage counter-
current extraction, while the lower curve is for batch
extraction. It will be noted that there seems little to choose
between the various temperatures; that is, the gain in sol-

vent power brought about by raising the temperature has
been substantially neutralized by the loss of selectivity. If

one refers back to Fig. 19 however, it will be noted that

the yields suffered very badly at 80 F., for example, as com-
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pared to 55 F., so that, even though the solvent-raffinate

ratio was not markedly changed, one would seldom, if ever,

operate on this stock at 80 F., but would choose some

temperature probably not above 55 F.

It must be emphasized, however, that this independence
of solvent raffinate ratio on temperature holds only for

reasonable temperatures. If extractions be carried out too

close to the miscibility temperatures of the mixtures in-

volved, then the selectivity, instead of being slowly de-

creased, is well-nigh destroyed; yields of high-quality

raffinate become very small or it becomes impossible to

separate highly paraffinic fractions, and, naturally, the

solvent-raffinate ratios approach infinity.
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FIG. 12. Effect of type of extraction on solvent-raffinate ratio.

It seems fair to say that selective solvents may be com-

pared most accurately upon the basis of their respective

solvent-raffinate ratios when producing raffinate of a given

quality from a given stock with a given type of extraction.

Solvent-raffinate ratio is dependent upon both selectivity

and solvent power. It has been brought out that selectivity

varies with temperature, becoming better at low tempera-

tures. Solvent powermay be varied by varying the tempera-

ture, but selectivity is afiected. If such temperatures of

operation be chosen for various solvents that the yields are

reasonably high in each case, the amount of solvent then

required appears to depend largely upon the chemical

composition of the solvent. If, then, various solvents are

used under such temperature conditions that the yields will

be satisfactorily high, the amount of solvent used and,

therefore, the value of the solvent-raffinate ratio, will

depend very largely upon the chemical composition of the

solvents, and cannot be varied to any considerable extent.

If the solvent-raffinate ratio is to be low,, solvent power

G&AVJTY cavsrswr afetfrtMTf

FIG. 13. Effect of temperature on solvent-raffinate ratio.
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FIG. 14. Concentration of oil in extract layer wncn selectivity

is high.
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FIG. 15. Action of solvents on residual stocks.

must be high, and selectivity good. It has been pointed out
that solvent power may be increased by raising the tempera-
ture of extraction, but that selectivity is cut down. High
solvent power obviously connotes a high concentration of
oil in the extract layer, and a consideration of the informa-
tion presented above leads to the conclusion that, for
each solvent (with a given type of
extraction) there is a fairly definite

upper limit of oil concentration in
the extract layer above which selec-

tivity is poor. This limit appears
to depend upon the nature of the
solvent. Fig. 14 shows the con-
centration of oil in the extract layer
for the five solvents which, in Fig.
4, showed substantially the same
selectivity. Again, while these are
batch extractions, countercurrent
operation would merely increase
all the concentrations to a roughly
proportional extent.

Extraction of Residual Stocks

The comparisons thus far have
been on the basis ofdistillate stocks.
This is partly because more data
were available, but largely because
it is difficult to apply many of the
solvents mentioned to residual
stock. Sometimes this is because
the specific gravity differential, be-
tweenthe raffinate and extract phase
respectively, is so low that separa-

tion of the phases is either impossible or very difficult.
Part of the difficulty, however, seems to lie in the fact that
a number of solvents, while perfectly capable of extract-
ing the naphthenic constituents from clean

distillates,
are markedly deficient in solvent power when applied
to residual stocks. This is illustrated by comparing Fig. 15
with Fig. 8. For example, while 300% of sulphur dioxide
was capable of reducing the viscosity-gravity constant of
the distillate from 0-874 to 0-845, a similar amount applied
to the residual stock (Fig. 15) reduced the V.G C only
from 0-870 to 0-862. Similarly, 300% of phenol on the
distillate (Fig. 8) yielded a raffinate of 0-826 V.G.C., but
with the residual stock the raffinate was reduced only to
0-839. Benzonitrile and nitrobenzene, solvents which ex-
hibited high solvent power on the distillate, are capable,
however, of effecting considerably greater reductions in
viscosity-gravity constant of the residual stock as seen in
Fig. 15.

Colour Removal
If solvent extraction of lubricating stocks, with the resul-

tant degradation in value of part of the stock, is to be any-
thing but a costly process for producing high quality, it
must do more than merely remove the naphthenic con-
stituents. The one apparent way in which solvent extrac-
tion can, as it were, pay for itself, is to reduce the normal
cost of finishing stocks by removing a large part of the
colour bodies from the stock together with the naphthenic
constituents. In their ability to remove colour, solvents
differ more strikingly than perhaps in any other respect
This is demonstrated by Fig. 16, the stock being the same
distillate employed for many of the experiments previously
referred to. It will be noted that nitrobenzene reduces the
optical density colour [3, 1934] from about 300 to about
40, i.e. to about 13% of its original value. Phenol and
furfural reduce approximately to 30%, while sulphur
dioxide stops at about 60%. Isobutyl alcohol and methyl
acetate, on the other hand, have actually concentrated the

V/SCOS/TY G&AWTY CO/VSTANT c*

FIG. 16. Colour removal from distillate stocks.
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colour in the raffinate. If one is

to place confidence in the ancient

dictum that like dissolves like, it

would appear that the majority of
colour bodies in petroleum pro-
ducts are cyclic in character, for

it will be noted that the three

materials which remove consider-

able colour in Fig. 19 are cyclic,

whereas the two which do not re-

move colour are of chain structure.

Extracting colour from residual

stocks is still more difficult as illus-

trated hi Fig. 17. Nitrobenzene is

still capable of reducing the colour
to about 30% of its original value,
and benzonitrile is nearly as good,
but phenol is considerably poorer,
while sulphur dioxide and methyl
acetate are practically incapable of

extracting colour.

In one respect it may be said

that the colour of a raffinate is a
matter of more concern to the

refiner than the colour of an

ordinary raw lubricating stock, in-

asmuch as the cost of the raffinate

has been increased by the solvent

extraction which has been applied

FIG. 17. Colour removal

optical transmission of a
colours are additive with
tion of 'colouring matter

from residual stocks. 'O.D.Colour* = 1,000 log(l;T), where Tis the
1 mm. layer of the oil for light ot 530 millimicrons wave-length. Such
respect to volumes and may be taken as proportional to the concentra-

to it and, the more colour to be removed, the more of
the costly raffinate is to be lost before the oil is finished.

Sulphur Removal

Among other things removed by selective solvents from
lubricating oils are the sulphur compounds, and in this

<2 -
.&o

wsco&rr G&SIWTY CONSTANT
FIG. 18. Sulphur removal by solvents.

respect most solvents act similarly. In fact, as Fig. 18

shows, if the V.G.C. of the raffinates be plotted against
their sulphur content, for a considerable number ofsolvents

applied to the same stock, the points fall in a band which is

relatively narrow. Perhaps this means that the sulphur
compounds present in lubricating oils are of different

structure from the colour bodies, since they are removed
by either cyclic or chain solvents. If this line of reasoning
be pursued farther (which may well be too farI), the indica-

tions are that the naphthenic constituents (i.e. compounds
of high V.G.C. and low V.I.) are not of cyclic character

alone, but include molecules of chain configuration.

Effect of Extraction on Viscosity

It is somewhat surprising to find that so many diverse

compounds act similarly in removing naphthenic consti-

tuents from lubricating oils. They do not, 'however, effect

the reduction ofnaphthenicity in precisely thesamemanner.
This may be illustrated by Fig. 19, where the viscosity of
the raffinate, using a number of solvents, on the same
distillate, are plotted against the V.G.C. of the raffinate.

The open characters represent raffinates which were ob-
tained by cyclic compounds, whereas the solid ones repre-
sent raffinates obtained by non-cyclic solvents. The
tendency, apparently, is for cyclic compounds to effect a

greater reduction in viscosity, for a given reduction in

V.G.C., than that effected by non-cyclic compounds.
This tendency is more strikingly shown in Fig. 20, where

the stock extracted was a residual stock. In this case some
of the cyclic compounds were able to reduce viscosity from
278 to slightly over 140, whereas sulphur dioxide, celosolve

acetate, and methyl acetate scarcely affected it; in fact, in

some cases the rafrinate was more viscous than was the

stock.

Effect of Wax in Solvent Extraction

The wax contained in various lubricating stocks has very
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FIG. 19. Effect of extraction on the viscosity of distillates.

little effect on the operation of solvent extraction. If the
wax concentration be excessively high, and if the extraction
be carried out at low temperatures, the amount of solid
wax may be sufficient to introduce some mechanical diffi-

culty in the separation of the layers, but it appears to have
little influence on the equilibrium between extract and
raffinate phases. In any event, whether the extraction be
carried out at such a temperature that the wax is liquid, or
at such a temperature that the wax is for the most part
solid, the wax is concentrated in the raffinate fraction with
the result that the pour-point of the raffinate is usually
higher than that of the stock. The wax must be removed
from the raffinate before the oil is, for most purposes,
marketable, but this may be done by conventional
methods. The operation ofmost of
the well-known dewaxing processes
seems to be little affected, if at all,

by solvent extraction, although it is

usually easier to dewax the refined

oil than the 6riginal stock, par-
ticularly in the case of residual
stocks.

Dewaxing may, of course, be
carried out before solvent extrac-

tion, and if the predewaxing be
sufficiently complete it is obvious
that no subsequent dewaxing of the
raffinate is necessary. In general,
ifa stock be dewaxed before solvent
extraction to or 10 A.S.T.M.
pour, there will be experienced little

if any increase in pour in the raffi-

nate. If, on the other hand, pre-
dewaxing be carried only to about
30 pour, a noticeable rise in the

pour of the raffinate is usually
found.

Whether dewaxing is to be car-

ried out before or after solvent
extraction is in tfte final analysis

dependent upon economic factors.
If dewaxing be accomplished after

solvent extraction there is a smaller

charge to the dewaxing plant but,
on the other hand, the amount of
wax which has to be removed is

substantially the same as ifthe stock
were charged. If the stock be de-
waxed before solvent extraction,
the oil which is lost to the wax is

of stock value; whereas if the raffi-

nate be dewaxed, the oil lost to
the wax, which is in general of the
same amount as that which would
be lost if the stock were dewaxed,
is now more costly than the stock
inasmuch as the expense of solvent

extraction has been added to it.

Effect of Variation in Stock

Variations in the properties of
stocks charged to solvent extraction

plants result in variations in yield

which, qualitatively at any rate, are

precisely those which would be

anticipated. It would be expected
that a stock of 0-830 V.G.C. would yield more material of
0-810 V.G.C. than would a stock of 0*860 V.G.C, and
this is the case. This type of prediction is, however, only
approximate inasmuch as it cannot be assumed that the
chemical make-up of two stocks are identical merely
because their boilingranges and V.G.C. values are identical.

The vast majority of stocks are, however, made up along
much the same lines. A coastal stock contains constituents

varying from extremely paraffinic to extremely naphthenic,
and the proportionofthose materials present increases from
paraffinic to naphthenic; whereas a Pennsylvania stock,
while containing much the same type of material, contains
more paraffinic, intermediate quantities of semi-paraffinic,
and small quantities ofnaphthenicmaterial. There do occur,

\
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FIG. 20. Effect of extraction on the viscosity of residual stocks.
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*
trick' stocks which give surprisingly high yields

ofparaffinic oils in view oftheirV.G.C Thesestocks appear
to be made up of considerable quantities of paraffinic

materials, together with considerable quantities of extremely
naphthenic materials, resulting in a rather high V.G.C. The
constituents in a stock of this character, however, may be

very readily and easily separated.

Mixed Solvents

The discussion so far has been confined to extraction
with single solvents. It has been brought out that the num-
ber ofthese is large, although their excellence is by no means
the same. It follows, therefore, that there are a large
number of mixed solvents possible.

No effort will be made to cover the field ofmixed solvents

exhaustively. Notice will be taken, however, of several

types of mixed solvents, although it should be emphasized
that the author does not insist that all mixed solvents can
be embraced in the types which he discusses, nor indeed
does he insist that his classifications are necessarily entirely
accurate. Since no data will be presented, the remarks must
be taken solely as the opinion of the author, particularly
if they seem in any respect to disagree with the statements
of those particularly concerned with mixed solvent pro-
cesses, upon which separate papers will be found.

Class I. Mixtures of Two Selective Solvents.

Materials which are themselves selective solvents may
be mixed and used together provided there is no reaction
between the solvents. The results ofsuch mixing (or at any
rate most of the results) are in accord with what one would
expect. For example, if aniline be admixed with nitro-

benzene, and the mixture used as a selective solvent, the
normal extraction temperature will be raised to a point
somewhere between thatfor nitrobenzene alone and that for

aniline alone. The amount of solvent required to effect a
given separation will be more than that required with
nitrobenzene alone but less than that required with aniline

alone.

Class IL Mixtures of Selective and Non-selective
Solvents.

It was pointed out above that it is substantially im-

possible to say that any given material cannot, under some
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set of conditions, be used as a selective solvent. One does
not ordinarily think, however, of methyl alcohol as a
selective solvent, inasmuch as it dissolves little or no
lubricating oil, and, on the other hand, since benzene dis-

solves all constituents of oil, one does not consider it a
selective solvent. Either one of these, however, may be
used in combination with numerous materials which are
selective solvents in the ordinary sense of the word, with

reasonably good results. For example, if a given selective

solvent operates at an extremely low temperature and if

it is desired to raise that extraction temperature, that may
be accomplished by using methyl alcohol in admixture with
the selective solvent. Again this is what one would expect,
inasmuch as the miscibility temperature between oil and
methyl alcohol is very high. Similarly, or perhaps one
should say contrariwise, benzene may be admixed with
solvents of the character of SOt. It has been brought out
that SO2 is notably deficient in solvent power, and is in-

capable of dissolving out those materials of intermediate
V.G.C. which it is necessary to remove in order to leave
a raffinate of high quality. When benzene is mixed with
SO2, solvent power is, as one would expect, increased, and
extraction can, with this mixture, be carried far beyond the

point where SO2 alone at usual temperatures and pressures
would go.

Class HI. Selective Solvents plus Low-boiling Paraffins.

Extraction with most recognized selective solvents can
be carried out in the presence oflow-boiling paraffin hydro-
carbons such as propane, butane, or low-boiling naphthas.
This combination process has been referred to as a double
solvent in the sense that the selective solvent such as nitro-

benzene or cresylic acid is considered a solvent for naph-
thenic material, whereas the paraffinic material (propane,
&c.) is considered as a solvent for paraffinic material.

Excellent yields of paraffinic material can be obtained by
the use of this type of mixed solvent.

Colour removal from residual stocks is also excellent

with this type of mixed solvent. It would seem that the

action of paraffinic constituents when used with selective

solvents and applied to residual stocks is largely one of
colour precipitation, inasmuch as the amounts used in

admixture with a selective solvent are of the same order
as those amounts required for direct colour precipitation,
i.e. four volumes or more per volume of stock.
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REFINING KEROSENES BY EXTRACTION WITH LIQUID
SULPHUR DIOXIDE THE EDELEANU PROCESS

By R C. HALL, Ph.D., A.M. lust. P.T.

Department of Oil Engineering and Refining, University ofBirmingham, England

THE process for the refining of kerosines and similar light

distillates with liquid sulphur dioxide was introduced and

developed by Dr. Edeleanu, the basic principles being

described in a paper to the International Petroleum Con-

gress in 1907 [12],

Investigating the reason for the poor burning qualities

of Roumanian kerosine distillates he was able to attribute

this to the relatively high proportion of aromatic (and

unsaturated) hydrocarbons present. Reduction in the

aromatic content by sulphuric acid treatment necessitated

excessive quantities of acid, very high refining losses, and
the disposal of large amounts of acid tan Edeleanu found

that, of a variety of solvents tried* liquid sulphur dioxide

showed a remarkably high solvent action for aromatic and
unsaturated hydrocarbons, while paraffins and napthenes
were practically insoluble. A process was therefore de-

vised for the extraction of kerosine distillates with liquid

sulphur dioxide [9, 1908-13]. It was found to be successful

as a refining process on a small scale in 1909 at the Vega
refinery in Roumania, and was eventually extended to large-

scale plant operation. The first commercial plant was
erected shortly afterwards, using a batch process. Its suc-

cess led to the gradual adoption of this process for the

treatment of kerosine stocks from a variety of different

crudes, the aromatic content of which depreciated the

value of the kerosine as an illuminating oil. Continuous

operation was first adopted in a commercial installation in

1924, and in 1930, in illustration of the progress made, the

Union Oil Company of California put into operation an
Edeleanu plant with a maximum throughput of 7,000 bbl.

per day of Californian kerosine distillate [23, 1930].

The Edeleanu process for the selective solvent refining of

light distillates has been successfully extended to the treat-

ment oflubricating oil stocks, using in particular the double

solvent sulphur dioxide-benzene, and was the forerunner

of the multiplicity of solvent refining processes now in

operation or under development.

General Considerations

The selective solvent action of liquid sulphur dioxide

(commonly referred to as liquid SO 2 , or
CSO2 ') is entirely

analogous to that of other selective solvents utilized in

lubricating oil manufacture. The relatively low solubility

of high molecular weight hydrocarbons in liquid SO2

necessitates the use of higher temperatures or the addition

of benzole for treating heavy (lube oil) stocks. The solvent

power, high volatility (simplifying the recovery of solvent

from the kerosine), high specific gravity, and low viscosity

(facilitating phase separation) of liquid sulphur dioxide

make it an ideal solvent for kerosine refining.

Addition of liquid sulphur dioxide to a normal kerosine

stock leads to the separation of an SO2-extract phase
(lower layer) when the concentration exceeds 10-15%.
Further addition ofSO2 increases the volume of this phase,

.and with 100% of solvent present (by volume) it will con-
tain 10-20% of extracted hydrocarbons and have a density
of 1-3-14. The raffinate phase (upper layer) under these

conditions contains 10-15% SO2 and has a density of

approximately 0*9. Owing to the low solubility of the

saturated hydrocarbons, the addition of a large excess of
SO2 would normally be necessary for complete solution of
the kerosine stock.

Aromatic and unsaturated hydrocarbons are completely
miscible with liquid sulphur dioxide at its boiling-point

(10 C.); under these conditions saturated hydrocarbons

(paraffins and naphthenes) are practically insoluble [21,

1918-23]. However, the presence of the soluble aromatic

or unsaturated hydrocarbons increases the solubility of the

saturated hydrocarbons in the extract phase, the effect

being comparable with the intentional addition of benzole,
to increase the solubility, in treating heavy oils. Light dis-

tillates with more than 50% aromatics (e.g. Borneo spirits)

are completely miscible with liquid SO2 at its boiling-

point, although the solubility decreases at lower tempera-
tures, and effective separation is in general restricted to

distillates containing less than 30-35% aromatics. With

increasing temperature the solubility of hydrocarbons in

liquid sulphur dioxide increases, with a corresponding
decrease in the selectivity of the solvent. Some degree of

separation between naphthenes and paraffin hydrocarbons
is obtained with liquid SO 2 , but Leslie concludes that its

selectivity in this respect is inferior to that of aniline and
other solvents [18, 1934].

The reason for the preferential solubility ofaromatic and
unsaturated hydrocarbons in liquid sulphur dioxide is not
understood. Locket, however, has shown that aromatic

hydrocarbons are associated in SO2 solution, due probably
to induced dipoles in the solvent molecules, in contrast to

the non-association of saturated (naphthene) hydrocarbons
[19, 1932].

The more or less pronounced segregation of aromatic

and unsaturated hydrocarbons from the paraffins and

naphthenes by extraction with SO2 is evidenced by the

lower specific gravity and refractive index, lower carbon/

hydrogen ratio and higher stability of the raffinate in com-

parison with the extract.

Liquid sulphur dioxide has in addition a pronounced
solvent action on sulphur and nitrogen containing com-

pounds in the crude oil, SO2 extraction representing a most

important desulphurizing process for kerosines. The effect

of sulphur dioxide on sulphur reduction in kerosine distil-

lates is illustrated in Tables III-IV. The desulphurizing
action is particularly pronounced upon cyclic sulphur
compounds, such as the thiophens and thiophanes present
in cracked naphthas [20, 1929]. Nitrogen compounds are

likewise removed, the work of Bailey, for example, on the

nitrogen compounds of Californian distillates, being car-

ried out upon the SO2 extract obtained from the treatment
of Californian kerosines [4].

Treatment of Kerosine Stocks

The selection ofa refining process is naturally dependent
on the type of stock available and the ultimate use of the

product, in addition to economic considerations. SO2
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extraction, removing as it does the aromatic, unsaturated,
and sulphur containing compounds, is particularly applic-
able to kerosines for wick-fed lamps, in which these con-
stituents are generally undesirable. In the case of highly

paraffinic low sulphur crudes, such as Pennsylvanian, a
conventional light acid treatment is adequate for the kero-

sine distillate. On the other hand, with crudes containing

higher proportions of aromatic compounds, particularly
of high sulphur content, the acid treatment required to

give kerosines of reasonable burning qualities, with the

associated refining losses, is excessive. The SO2 process is

particularly applicable in such cases, giving as it does a

product of characteristics surpassing that from heavy acid

refining. The absence of acid sludge disposal problems,
of heavy treating losses, and of troubles associated with
over treatment, and the production, instead, of a clean

by-product (Edeleanu extract) of definite value to the

refiner, are factors in favour of sulphur dioxide extraction

as opposed to conventional acid treatment.

The treatment of kerosine stocks with liquid sulphur
dioxide is carried out at approximately 10 C. (14 F.)

using 50-100% by volume ofSO 2 . Heavier distillates, such
as transformer oils, generally necessitate a higher tempera-
ture of extraction and increased proportion ofSO2 .

The marked reduction in the tendency to smoke of a
kerosine with decreasing proportion of aromatic constitu-

ents is illustrated by the following data, giving the smoke-

point (I.P.T. Serial Designation K. 36) of mixtures of
a paraffinic kerosine with varying amounts of an aromatic
SO2 extract [15, 1927],

TABLE II

The general effect of extraction with sulphur dioxide on
the physical properties ofa typical kerosine, using 100% by
volume of SO2 at 10 C. (14 F.), is illustrated in Table I

[6, 1930].

TABLE I

The distillation characteristics of the original kerosine

were as follows: IBP. 436 F., 10% 462 F., 50% 504 F.,

90%578F.,FBP.609F.
Table II compares the burning qualities for kerosines of

varying origin after a 2% acid treatment and after extrac-

tion with sulphur dioxide, a normal Pennsylvanian kero-

sine being included for purpose of comparison [11, 1932].

Owing to the partitioning effect of the more soluble

'extract' constituents between the raffinate oil and the

liquid SO2 , their complete removal by solvent extraction

is impossible. For detrimental sulphur compounds, there-

fore, a finishing treatment is generally desirable which, in

addition, further improves the burning quality and colour

stability. A light acid wash is commonly used, the effect of

which on the sulphur content is illustrated in Table III.

With mercaptan sulphur present, a final treatment with

plumbite solution or hypochlorite is necessary to give a

product of negative Doctor test. The incomplete removal
of mercaptan sulphur from a straight run Iranian kerosine

by a 100% SO2 treatment is shown by the data in Table IV
[26, 1929].

TABLE III

TABLE IV

Treating Plant

The earliest commercial plants were designed on the

batch system, comprising the distillate cooler, SO2 cooler,

mixer, raffinate, and extract evaporators, together with

heat exchange and condensing equipment. A counterflow

mixing tower [1, 1926] was later designed, and incorporated
in the first industrial plant for continuous operation in

1924. Improvement in heat exchanger design and the use of

multiple stage high-pressure evaporation for SO2 recovery

[3, 1926] considerably improved the overall efficiency ofthe

process. The early batch process utilized 600 Ib. of steam

for treating 1,000 Ib. of kerosine distillate with 75%
(volume) of sulphur dioxide. The later continuous plants
have a steam consumption of the order of 340 Ib. plus
electric power consumption of 2 KWH.; while the SO2 loss

per cycle has been considerably reduced.

A flow diagram of the continuous process for distillates

and light oils [1 1 , 1932] is given in Fig. 1 . The raw kerosine

distillate free from water enters the vacuum tank for degasi-

ncation and then passes through the distillate precookr to

the distillate cooler. The cold raffinate coming from the

mixing tower passes through the precooler in cotmter-

current flow to the warm stock. In the distillate cooler the
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incoming stock is cooled to the final extraction temperature
by evaporative cooling with liquid SO2 .

The cold kerosine ispumped via a spreader into the lower
section of the counterflow mixing tower where it is con-
tacted with cold liquid sulphur dioxide. The towers are

usually about 30 ft. high by 3 ft. diameter, packed with

contacting rings, and are fitted with visible level indica-

tors. The liquid SO2 withdrawn from storage is passed
through a precooler (in counter-

flow to the cold extract) and a final

SO2 cooler before entering the

upper section of the tower.

In the mixing tower the raw
kerosine distillate travels upward,
the heavier SO2 extract travelling

down. The extract settling in the

tower is continuously withdrawn
from the bottom by the extract

pump, the cold raffinate being

similarly withdrawn from the top.

The cold extract, containing some-

thing like 15% of extracted hydro-

carbons, after passage through the

SO2 cooler, proceeds to the extract

preheaters 1 and 2 and then to a

4-stage evaporator at a pressure of

150 Ib. and temperature of 170 F.

In the evaporator the pressure is

reduced to approximately 047 in.

of mercury in the final stage,

practically complete recovery of

the SO2 being secured. The hot
extract finally passes via the first

extract preheater to storage.
The cold raffinate from the

tower, containing 10-15% ofSO2 ,

is similarly dealt with, as shown
on the flow diagram, finally enter-

ing a three-stage evaporator, for

recovery of the SO2 , at a tempera-
ture of c. 150 F.

The vaporized sulphur dioxide

from the evaporation stages is

passed through a gas cooler to condense and separate
light hydrocarbons, and through drying towers before

compression.
Water Removal. The absence of water in the system is

important in minimizing corrosion. In the presence of
water, moreover, the sulphur dioxide is liable to oxidation
to sulphuric acid, with increased corrosion and possible
reaction with kerosine to form acid sludge. Dry SO2 may
be regarded as chemically inert towards the hydrocarbons
present in the kerosine under plant conditions. Water in
the entrant stock may be removed by passage through a
rock salt packed tower, or by pretreatment with a small

proportion of SO2 [2, 1926]. The sulphur dioxide itself,

while vaporized, is passed through drying towers during
a portion ofthe cycle, Any water present tends to segregate
in the extract phase and is removed with the SOa during
evaporation. The SO2 from this may therefore be separ-
ately treated (by drying or rectification from the sulphurous
acid) for water removal [13, 1930-3].

Laboratory Plant Small-scale equipment for the labor-

atory (batch) treatment of distillates with liquid sulphur
dioxide was designed by Edeleanu and later modified by
Hess. The diagram given in Fig. 2 is self-explanatory; the

size of the equipment may vary, but the capacity of the

mixing vessel is generally 2 litres. A continuous counter-
current extraction apparatus for liquid SO2 has been used

by the U.S. Bureau of Standards. Two designs have been
described by Leslie [17, 1932], one in glass for use at low
temperatures, with a capacity of approximately 0-5 litre of

hydrocarbon fraction per hour, and another in metal for
use at higher temperatures and pressures.

S02 Gas'Coder f

SO? Vacuum Pump

Distillate

$0^ Liquid

S02 Gas Cooler

SO} Gas

Raffinafe

Condenser
S02 Collector

------
Extract Ai>

FIG. L Flow diagram of continuous process for the extraction of kerosine with sulphur dioxide.

(Reproduced by permission of L. Edeleanu, '/. Inst. Petr. Technologists', 18, 913 (1932).)

Economics. The economics and design of sulphur
dioxide treating equipment has been discussed in some
detail by Cattaneo [8, 1930]. The use of multiple effect

evaporation in reducing heat requirements is dependent on
individual factors, particularly size of plant and SO2/kero-
sine treating ratio. For 50% (volume) treatment multiple
stage evaporation is generally unnecessary; for 75% SO2

treatment one high-pressure stage is sufficient, while for

100% treatment and over at least two stages (triple effect)
are required. Multiple effect evaporation is thus ofparticu-
lar importance in reducing heat requirements and operating
costs for lubricating and transformer oil treating, where
relatively high volumes of SO2 are necessary. In later

practice it is customary to use steam for compressor and
vacuum pump operation and for heating the evaporation
equipment, while the centrifugal pumps for crude stock,

raffinate, extract and liquid SO2 are electrically operated.
The loss of sulphur dioxide is of the order of 2-6 Ib. per

ton of distillate treated (below 0-5% per cycle) and make
up may be added through absorption ofgaseous SO2 by the

ingoing raw distillate.

Consumption figures and operating costs naturally vary
according to the type ofkerosine treated, product required,
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and the size and location of the plant. Brandt gives the

following figures for a plant treating 3,800 bbl. (500 tons)

per day of kerosine with 75% (volume) of sulphur dioxide

[6, 1930].

Electric power
Steam (exhaust) .

Water (recooled and reused)

Sulphur dioxide .

7,320 K.W.H. per day.
232,200 Ib. per day.
70,000 gal. per day.
2,500 Ib. per day.

| Recipient j

Distillate

SOz Liquid
-
50^ GQS

Raffinafc
Extract

Pressure equalising lines or gas outlet

FIG. 2. Laboratory apparatus for sulphur dioxide extraction.

(Reproduced by permission of L. Edeleanu, */. Inst. Petr. Tech-

nologists*, 18, 903 (1932).)

The operating costs for the same plant are given as 6-7 cents

per barrel of distillate treated.

Utilization of Extract

The extract from the sulphur dioxide extraction of

kerosines contains a high proportion of aromatic hydro-
carbons with varying quantities of unstable unsaturateds

and sulphur and nitrogen containing compounds, depend-
ing on the nature of the stock treated. Brandt gives the

properties of a typical extract from Californian kerosine

distillates as follows:

Viscosity at 100 F. = 65 sec. Saybolt Universal; flash-point= 145 F.; gravity API. = 24-5; sp. gr. = 0-907; distillation:

I.B.P. 324 R, 10% 390 F., 50% 456 F,, 90% 522 F.

The extract may be used directly as Diesel fuel of low

ignition quality, or as cracking stock for production of
aromatic high anti-knock gasoline (cf. Bray [7]). Edeleanu
has described the high-temperature pyrolysis of an SO2

extract (topped to 200 C.) to give 57-2% 'tar', 9-6% coke,

and 33*2% gas. The tar contained 22-4% of benzene-

toluene-xylene fractions and 23-7% of high-boiling liquid
aromatics [10, 1923]. Sulphur dioxide extracts are also

particularly amenable to hydrogenation cracking for the

production ofaromatic solvent naphthas (*hydro-solvents ') .

The aromatic content of the extract can be utilized

directly, although the impurities present (sulphur, nitrogen,
and unsaturated derivatives) may necessitate particular
attention to refining. The lower boiling cut (below 225 C,,
435 F.) will yield white spirits or solvent naphthas of
normal specification characteristics, with markedly high
solvent power. The same cut may also be blended with
gasoline for increasing the octane rating, so that the disposal
of the extract for fuel or cracking stock is concerned only
with the heavier residual fraction.

The use ofEdeleanu extracts as the aromatic component
in condensation reactions with chlorinated hydrocarbons,
or with olefine gases, for the synthesis of lubricating oils,

is suggested in a number of patents by the German L G.
Farbenindustrie [14, 1928-9]. The extract, containing as it

does the nitrogen compounds of the distillate, may be used
as a source of these (through subsequent acid extraction)
for the production of inhibitors (acid pickling) or insecti-

cides.

Further Applications of the Sulphur Dioxide Process

The application of the SO2 process to heavier stocks

(transformer and lube oils), involving the use of higher
temperatures of treatment and the addition of benzene, is

discussed elsewhere. Applied to suitable gas oils, SO2

treatment yields a Diesel fuel of exceptionally good ignition

characteristics; the high ignition quality Reference Fuel,
for example, specified under IPT. Serial Designation
F.CX 39 (T) (tentative method of engine test for Diesel fuels)

is prepared by sulphur dioxide extraction ofa straight run
Iranian gas oil. Woods has concluded that solvent treating
of cracked gas oils (produced by cracking gas oil for

naptha making) offers a ready means of producing Diesel

fuel ofhigh Diesel index and low pour-point, although the

treating losses (as extract) are high [25, 1936], It was found
that straight run stock did not respond so well to solvent

treating as the cracked stock.

In the treatment of naphthas, the sulphur dioxide pro-
cess has been used in the extraction of high antiknock

blending fuels and aromatic solvent naphthas. The higher

solubility of naphthas in liquid SO2 necessitates a lower

temperature of extraction (0 to 60 F.) than in the treat-

ment of kerosine distillates, although a suitable tempera-
ture gradient in the counterfiow tower appreciably lowers

the refrigeration requirements. Alternatively by addition

ofa paraffinic heavy oil (a lubricating oil e.g.) as a 'diluent*,

separation of a highly aromatic extract can be effected at

higher temperatures [5, 1925].

For the production ofhigh anti-knock motor fuel blends,
Edeleanu proposed to treat only the heavy ends (165-
225 C.) of the naphtha cut. The extract is reblended with
the lighter straight run fraction while the raffinate is used
as a narrow cut kerosine or as reforming stock. The
highly branched zsoparaffin hydrocarbons, of good anti-

knock properties, are not, of course, extracted by solvent

treatment. The extraction of high octane number blending
stock from Mid-Continent, Sumatra, and S. Texas naph-
thas by liquid sulphur dioxide is illustrated in Table V,
from data recently presented by Saegebarth, Broggmi, and
Steffen [22, 1937].

Sulphur dioxide extracted fractions of this character are
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TABLE V
Extraction ofStraight-run Naphthas with LiquidSulphur Dioxide

of particular value as lacquer solvents, evidenced by the

low aniline point and high kauri-butanolnumber. Working
on an E. Texas heavy naphtha, Woods obtained a 16-1 %
yield of extract, using 150% SO2 at -20F. The 275-
365 F. fraction of this had the following characteristics:

sp. gr. 0-855, colour 25 Saybolt, aniline point 15K,
dimethyl sulphate value 95%, kauri-butanol value 73 [24,

1936]. The properties of two industrially available lacquer
solvents produced through sulphur dioxide extraction of
Californian naphtha are summarized inTableVT [16, 1936].
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SOLVENT TREATMENT OF CALIFORNIA LUBRICATING
STOCKS, PARTICULARLY WITH SUIJPHUR DIOXIDE,

SULPHUR DIOXIDE-BENZENE
By ULRIC B. BRAY, Ph.D., B.S., A.P.I.

Assistant Manager of Research, Union Oil Company of California

PROBABLY on account ofthe fact that California lubricating
stocks as derived directly from the crude contain a very
large proportion of unstable, undesirable material, the first

commercial solvent-treating plant for lubricating oils was
erected and operated in California. With the lubricating
stocks available carrying such a large proportion ofthe less

desirable, and hence such a small proportion of the more
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FIG. 1. Composition of typical long residua.

desirable types of hydrocarbons, the California refiner is

faced with a greater problem than most other refiners when
it becomes necessary to produce motor oils of the highest

quality. In recent years both technologists and motorists

have become aware of the need for oils of greater stability

in the crank-case and better viscosity-temperature charac-

teristics, and consequently have shown a preference for oils

of greater paraffinicity as indicated by viscosity index (V.I.)

or viscosity-gravity constant (V.G.C.). However, in even

the most paraffinic crudes available in California, asphaltic
or naphthenic base constituents predominate, and it is

therefore not surprising that much of the earliest work on
solvent refining was done in California and that the chain

of progress along this line has been continuous with no
indication that it will be terminated for some time to come.

In order to illustrate the problem confronting California

refiners, Fig. 1 shows the composition or make-up of typi-

cal long residua containing all the lubricating fractions

having a viscosity greater than about 100 sec. Saybolt
Universal at 100 K The figure shows the composition of

DI

residua obtained from Pennsylvania, 'wax-bearing" Cali-

fornia, and 'wax-free' California crudes, on the basis of

viscosity index of the various lubricating components.
Strictly speaking, the use of viscosity-gravity constants is

to be preferred in place of viscosity indices for designating
the various fractions, but since the charts are intended to

convey only a generalized picture which has been developed
as the result of a large amount
of experimental work, the use of

viscosity indices is considered per-
missible.

Three facts are immediately

apparent from the charts; namely,

(1) that all the crude residua are

composed of essentially the same
classes ofhydrocarbon compounds
if we accept viscosity index as a
criterion of composition, (2) that

the distribution or proportion of
thevarious classes ofhydrocarbons
is widely different in the respective

crudes, and (3) that in the elimina-

tion of low VJ. material from left

to right in the chart by means of
selective solvents of increasing sol-

vent power, the V.I. of the oil re-

maining is the weighted average
VJ. of the remaining lubricating

components.
When the fractionation on aVJ.

basis during solvent extraction is

imperfect, which is always more
or less the case in actual practice,

some of the highest V.I. com-

ponents are lost along with the

undesirable low VJ. components, and it is then necessary
to remove materials of higher minimum VJ. from the

raffinate than would otherwise be necessary in order to

obtain a raffinate of the required weighted average VJ.
With crudes containing small or only moderate amounts
of components having better than, say, 100 VJ., it is im-

perative from the standpoint of economic yield to preserve
as much as possible of the highest quality components.
In other words, with California stocks particularly, the

fractionation or cutting in the VJ. scale of the components
of the stock should be sharp, with a minimum overlap in

composition between extracts and raffinate.

Directing attention again to Fig. 1, it will be seen that

it is readily possible to obtain a highly paraffinic oil averag-

ing 90-100 VJ. from the wax-bearing California crude,

but it is practically impossible to produce such an oil

from the *wax-free* California crude. (The 'wax-free*

California crudes in reality contain a very small amount
of wax as to be expected from theory, but the wax is

often sufficiently high in boiling-point to be left in the

SO 125 V. L
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asphalt during the conventional distillation of such lubri-

cating stocks.)

For the California refiner to produce economically motor
oils of highly paraffinic properties, it is therefore necessary
to utilize the wax-bearing type of crude, of which there is

an abundance in the Santa Fe Springs, Kettleman Hills,

Ventura, and Elwood fields. The problem of removing
both asphalt and wax is therefore encountered. As a solu-

tion to this phase of the lubricating problem, the use of

liquid propane as a refining agent was conceived and de-

veloped [2, 1933^]. It is interesting to point out that when

per cent., but for ordinary viscosity grades of motor oil,

gravity plots are both conveniently constructed and readily
understood. With Fig. 2 in mind, it is easy to visualize the

concept of a point of cutting or fractionation in order to

produce a raffinate of specification quality. The higher the

quality specified for the raffinate, the higher must be the

cutting-point on the API. gravity scale.

It has been found desirable in our experience to differen-

tiate between 'activity' (or 'effectiveness') and 'selectivity'

of the refining solvent. The activity or effectiveness is con-
sidered to refer to the indicated point of cutting in the

a 22

15 75
PERCENTAGE: BY VOLUME

FIG. 2. Analytical solvent fractionation of dewaxed S.A.E. 20 Santa Fe Springs distillate.

the lubricating stocks are produced entirely as overhead
distillates for the sake of reducing carbon residue, and im-

proving the efficiency of the solvent extraction as explained
below, the S.A.E. 50 and heavier distillates contain

materials insoluble in liquid propane, and are actually

'deasphalted' on contact with liquid propane, with the

precipitation ofbrownish, low API. gravity material having
a tarry or asphaltic consistency. Consequently, in the fol-

lowing discussion where reference is made to lubricating
stocks from California wax-bearing crudes, it is to be

assumed, unless otherwise stated, that the stocks in ques-
tion have been propane deasphalted and dewaxed prior to

treatment with selective solvents.

To illustrate more accurately the composition ofa typical
California stock from wax-bearing crude, Fig. 2 is repro-
duced from data obtained hi careful analytical extractions

of a dewaxed Santa Fe Springs distillate stock which pro-
duces a S.A.E. 20 grade motor oil [1, 1935]. The API.

gravity of each cut is plotted against the midpoint of the

volume percentage of that cut to give a composition curve

analogous to an ordinary Engler distillation curve. Instead
of gravity, any other physical or chemical property such as

V.I. or V.G.C. of each cut may be plotted against volume

composition scale ofthe stock, whereas the selectivity refers

to the degree of fractionation obtained with the solvent at

the cutting-point. In other words, effectiveness or activity

of the solvent determines where the solvent appears to cut,

and selectivity denotes how well the solvent separates the

materials into two groups on either side of the cutting-

point. Obviously, both the activity and selectivity factors

of the solvent must be considered in planning an extraction

procedure to produce specification oil from a given stock,
and attention will therefore be given to the readily available

means of controlling activity and selectivity which have
been found particularly useful with California stocks.

Control of Activity of SolYent.

The principal methods of controlling the activity of a
given solvent are (1) temperature, (2) use of a common
solvent such as benzene, carbon tetrachloride, &c., and
(3) the use of an antisolvent such as water, alcohol, <fec.

By raising the temperature while using a constant volume
solvent ratio, the solvent tends to cut higher and higher in

the gravity scale, but the selectivity or sharpness of cutting
on a V.G.C. or V.I. basis will be impaired with increase in
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temperature. It should be pointed out, however, that in-

creasing the volume ratio of solvent at a given temperature
has been found by practical experience to raise the apparent
cutting-point, with the result that it appears possible to

remove selectively at any reasonable temperature all

materials below any specified gravity by simply using a
sufficient volume of solvent. Furthermore, the fractiona-

tion will generally be better and the yield of specification
raffinate greater ifthe lower temperature and larger amount
of solvent are used. On the other hand, practical con-
siderations usually preclude the use of inordinately large
amounts ofsolvents at low temperatures, and a compromise
must generally be reached between yield of raffinate and
volume of solvent required.

TABLE I

Miscibility Temperatures for 50-50 Mixtures of0-820

Viscosity-Gravity Constant Raffinates and Sulphur
Dioxide-Benzene

The same considerations hold true for the cases where
solvent activity is increased by the addition of a common
solvent such as benzol or an antisolvent such as water or
alcohol. Modification of sulphur dioxide with benzol [3,

1933] constitutes an important example of this type of con-
trol of solvent activity. As to be expected, an equivalent

relationship exists between adding a common solvent or

antisolvent at a constant temperature, on the one hand, and

raising the temperature, on the other. The data in Table II

illustrate this relationship for sulphur dioxide-benzene, in

which case it is found that a change of 1 % in benzene
content of the solvent at a constant temperature is roughly
equivalent to changing the temperature from 2 to 2-5 F. at

a constant benzene content. Obviously, any combination
of temperature control and solvent modification can be

employed.

Control of Selectivity of Solvent.

As indicated above, one of the most important means of

increasing selectivity or efficiency of fractionation at any
required point of cutting in the gravity scale is the use of
lower extraction temperatures and more solvent. Since

changing the temperature with the composition of the sol-

vent remaining the same is roughly equivalent to maintain-

ing the temperature constant and varying the composition
of the solvent, as by employing a smaller or greater pro-

portion of the common solvent such as benzol, it is appa-
rent that for a given extraction temperature, efficiency of
fractionation can be improved by employing a smaller

proportion of common solvent, which in turn will neces-

sitate a larger consumption of total solvent based on the

stock being treated. In other words, the underlying prin-

ciple may be stated more generally by saying that selectivity

and, hence, yield of raffinate of a given quality are im-

proved by employing conditions which correspond to less

activity for the solvent and which therefore necessitate the

use of larger quantities of solvent. Obviously, with certain

solvents such as phenol or nitrobenzene, solidification

points of the solvents limit the use of low temperatures in

the application of this principle, but with sulphur dioxide

and mixtures of sulphur dioxide-benzene, a practically

unlimited range of possibilities is available.

A further means of increasing the efficiency of the frac-

tionation by means of solvents, which is unusually valuable

in the refining of California stocks from which oils of fairly

good quality must be removed in order to produce speci-

fication raffinate, is the device of splitting the lubricating

fractions of the crude into two or more cuts by distillation

prior to solvent extraction. The advantage of this pro-
cedure over that of extracting a long residuum or combined

lubricating distillate of wide boiling range was predicted

by the writer on the theoretical basis that solubility of

hydrocarbons in a given solvent is a function of both hydro-
carbon constitution and molecular weight. Specifically, at

a given temperature, a low V.I., lowAPI. gravity compound
of high molecular weight may have the same solubility in

the solvent as a high V.L, high API. gravity compound of

considerably lower molecular weight, with the result that

if these two compounds are present in the same mixture, it

will be impossible at that temperature to separate them by
means of the solvent in question.

TABLE II

Characteristics of Overhead Cuts and the Bottomsfrom Vacuum Distillation of the SO2 C6Hg Extract from Kettleman

Hills Long Residuum Pretreated with SO2

*
Corresponding final raffinate tested 26-7 API., 85 sec. viscosity at 210 F., 0*817 V.G.C., and 90 V.L

t This percentage is based on the dewaxed residuum. Other percentages shown are based on the composite sample.
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Fig. 3 represents idealized diagrams for two solvents of

greatly different selectivity, showing the effect of both
molecular weight and chemical constitution (represented
by viscosity-gravity constant) on the temperature required
to obtain a definite solubility in the solvent. If it is

assumed that all components above about 0-840 viscosity-

gravity constant must be removed as extract in order that

the remaining raffinate shall have a specified average
viscosity-gravity constant, it will

be apparent that upon providing
adequate treating conditions to re-

move the highest molecular weight

components of 0-840 viscosity-

gravity constant, a substantial loss

of low molecular weight compo-
nents of acceptable and desirable

characteristics is experienced upon
treating a wide boiling-range stock

with Solvent A. An improvement
in this situation is experienced by
employing Solvent B with which
molecular weight is not so impor-
tant a factor. A greater improve-
ment, however, is obtained by first

splitting the stock into two or more
cuts of restricted molecular weight
(boiling-point) range, and then ap-
plying either solvent to each of the

cuts separately.

That valuable high-grade com-
ponents may be lost in the extract

when treating a long residuum
was definitely proved by treating
with sulphur dioxide to give a 70
V.L raffinate and then re-treating
this raffinate with sulphur dioxide-

benzene to raise its V.I. to 90. The
sulphur dioxide-benzene extract was
distilled with the results given in

Table II, which show a marked con-
centration of high-grade material in

the low-boiling fraction. Similar

distillations of extracts obtained
with the same solvent treatment on
relatively narrow boiling cuts from
the same stock showed marked re-

duction in loss of low molecular

weight highly paraffinic material in

the extracts.

In this connexion it should be stated that when the
selective solvent extraction is carried out in the presence
of propane, the effect of the propane is to retard the solu-
tion of the highest V.I. components in the selective solvent
while permitting the extraction to be carried out under
conditions sufficiently severe to accomplish the removal of
the highest molecular weight components of low quality.
In effect, then, propane gives the benefits of steeper slopes
and/or greater distances apart for the curves shown hi

Fig. 3, and makes it possible to obtain efficient solvent
fractionation of even a wide boiling-range oil.

Comparison of various Solvents on Representative
California Stocks.

To facilitate the choice of solvents for use in refining
California stocks, strictly comparable extraction experi-
ments are desirable. In a series of experiments, multiple-

batch extractions were performed employing a definite

treating schedule to determine the quality and yield of
rafiinate obtained with a fixed volume of solvent (370
vol. %), and then applying sufficient additional solvent, if

necessary, to produce a raffinate of approximately a pre-
determined quality of 0-808 V.G.C. The extractions were
begun in each case at a temperature approximately 50 F.
below the miscibility temperature of the first dump of sol-

.
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FIG. 3. Idealized solubility curves illustrating miscibility as a function of molecular
weight and paraffinicity.

vent and the stock. Further details of the treatments and
the results obtained are shown in Table III.

It is apparent from the data in Table III that of the
solvents shown, chloroaniHne, phenol, and a mixture of
phenol and cresol are the most selective, as indicated by
high yields, and are also the most effective, as shown by the
small amounts of solvent required to obtain a given quality.
Chlorex, furfuraldehyde, and croton aldehyde all require
larger amounts of solvents and give lower yields of a given
quality oil under the conditions tested. Sulphur dioxide,
followed by sulphur dioxide-benzene, obviously makes the
poorest showing of the solvents recorded, but on account
of its low solvent cost per pound, ease of recovery, flexi-

bility, andprevious refinery experiencewith sulphur dioxide,
the sulphur dioxide-benzene combination is successfully
employed on a commercial scale in the only refinery in
California operating on stocks from wax-bearing crude;
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TABLE in

Extraction ofS.A.E. 30 Dewaxed Santa Fe Springs Distillate with various Selective Solvents

* Extractions begun at temperature 45-50 F. below miscibility temperature for equal volumes of stock and solvent, except in the case of

the sulpher dioxide, sulphur dioxide-benzene experiment wherein a lower temperature was employed.

t Colour after treating with 2 g. of Death Valley clay per 100 ml. at 325 F.
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namely, that of the Union Oil Company at Oleum, Cali-

fornia.

Before proceeding with the detailed discussion of the use

of sulphur dioxide and sulphur dioxide-benzene in Cali-

fornia, it is well to point out clearly (1) that with any of

the solvents shown in Table III it is probably possible to

approach the same ultimate yield of specification oil as

defined by the composition of the stock, provided a suffi-

cient volume ratio of solvent can be used at an appropriate

temperature; and (2) that the data in Table HI are of value

mainly in rating the various solvents in the order of the

amounts of solvents required for a given yield of specifica-

tion oil. For every solvent there can be determined a yield

versus solvent ratio curve for countercurrent treatment in

a tower or with an adequate number of stages, and it is

reasonable that the multiple-batch data given in Table HI
indicate which of the different solvents will necessitate use

in larger volume ratios to give the same yield of specifica-

tion oil. Thus it is apparent that sulphur dioxide and

sulphur dioxide-benzene will be required in probably the

largest amounts of any of the solvents listed, but with

sufficiently large amounts of sulphur dioxide and sulphur
dioxide-benzene the results from the standpoint of yield

for a given V.L or V.G.C. are satisfactory. The foregoing

generalizations are more strictly true on distillate than on
residual stocks.

Commercial Solvent Treatment of Stocks from Cali-

fornia Wax-free Crudes.

The first commercial scale solvent-treating plant for

lubricating oils was put into operation at Avon, California,

by the Associated Oil Company in 1927-8 for the treatment

of low cold-test distillates [4, 1935]. Similar plants were

subsequently placed into operation by the Shell Oil Com-
pany at Martinez, California, and the Union Oil Company
at Oleum, California. The Standard Oil Company of Cali-

fornia also has operated an Edeleanu plant, but only for

the production of oils for special uses. These plants employ
liquid sulphur dioxide and, as originally constructed and

operated, represented an extension of the Edeleanu process
for treating kerosine to the treatment of lubricating oils.

The temperatures employed originally required refrigera-

tion, although the temperatures were not as low as those

used in kerosine treatment.

If the distillate stocks are contaminated with asphaltic

entrainment or undergo deterioration in storage before

treatment, it is desirable to give the stocks a light acid treat-

ment of about 15 Ib. of 98% acid per barrel, followed by
wet neutralization and dehydration by blowing. This pre-

liminary acid treatment of duty stocks facilitates the sol-

vent treatment by eliminating emulsion difficulties and
enables the operators to establish interfaces in the treaters.

After treatment the oils may be redistilled under vacuum
or may be finished by clay treatment.

In refining lubricating stocks from California low cold-

test crudes, it is not considered economical to cut in the

API. gravity scale at a point higher than about 14 API.
at 60 F. This gives a raffinate of about 0-862 V.G.C.

(approximately 22-5 API. on an S.A.E. 30 oil) and 25 V.I.

from a San Joaquin Valley distillate having a V.G.C. of
0-910 and a V.I. of 35 before treatment. In attempting to

refine to a materially lower V.G.C., by cutting at a higher

point in the API. gravity scale, the loss of stock is probably
out of proportion from an economic standpoint to the

additional improvement in quality obtained.

Table IV gives the data for typical refinery treatments

of San Joaquin Valley distillates. Approximately 250-300
vol. % of sulphur dioxide is employed on each grade of
stock. The yields of raffinate and extract are about 65%
and 35%, respectively, on the average. The extracts are

very viscous, have gravities of 7-10 API., and are usually
utilized as fuel.

Finished motor oils of this type are distinctly superior to

acid-treated oils produced from the same stock, apparently

TABLE IV

Sulphur Dioxide Extraction ofLubricating Distillates from California Low Cold-test Crude

Lubricating Distillates

Raffmates, vacuum re-run and blended to various S.A.E. Grades
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on account of the more complete removal of the low-

gravity components. As to be expected, however, the

stability of the Edeleanu-treated low cold-test distillates is

inferior to that of higher API. gravity oils when the latter

oils are refined to a point of equal freedom from low-

gravity components.
The use ofsulphur dioxide modified with benzene to give

increased activity of the solvent does not appear to be

justified in the refining of stocks from California 'wax-free'

crudes, on account of the fact that further improvements
in V.I. and V.G.C. over what can be obtained readily with

sulphur dioxide only are accompanied by a large sacrifice

in yields. Recently, however, the use of higher tempera-

tures, not requiring refrigeration, has been practised with

sulphur dioxide alone with only a few per cent, loss of

yield.

Considerable attention has been given to the use of

phenol in refining lubricating distillates from low cold-test

crudes. A commercial plant has been erected and operated
at Richmond, California, by the Standard Oil Company
of California employing phenol for the treatment of non-

waxy distillates. Details of the operations have not been

published, but, from the specifications of the oils marketed,
the extraction is controlled to give oils of approximately
the same quality as those produced in the other refineries

operating in California with sulphur dioxide on the same

type of stocks. Typical inspection tests on phenol-treated
oils of this type are shown in Table V.

TABLE V
Phenol-treated Motor Oilsfrom Low Cold-test Distillates

S.A.E. grade 30 40

Gravity, API. at 60 F 22-6 21-8

Colour, N.P.A 3* 3*
Conradson carbon residue, % . . . 0-09 0-14

Pour-point, F. 15 15

Flash, C.O.C., F 405 425

Fire, C.O.C., F 445 485
Acid no., mg. KOH/g 0-03 0-03

Oxidation stability:

Indiana, hr. for 10 mg 28 32

Indiana, hr. for 100 mg 51 56

Slighno. 5 6

Viscosity, Saybolt Universal :

sec. at 100 F 579 901

sec. at 210 F .57 66

Viscosity index 32 22

Viscosity-gravity constant (vise, at 21 F.) 0-859 0-86 1

Commercial Solvent Treatment of Stocks from Wax-
bearing Crudes.

As seen from Fig. 1, in order to produce oils competitive
with the best Pennsylvania oils it is necessary to utilize

stocks from the wax-bearing crudes. With the aim of pro-

ducing the highest type lubricating oils from California

crudes, the Union Oil Company constructed, in 1933-4, a

propane deasphalting and dewaxing plant at Oleum, Cali-

fornia, and made the necessary changes in its older Ede-

leanu plant to permit the use of benzol in the refining of

the deasphalted and dewaxed stocks with sulphur dioxide.

The existence of a sulphur dioxide plant for refining of

motor-oil stocks from non-waxy crudes was a factor in

choosing the sulphur dioxide-benzene method of refining

for use on the propane deasphalted and dewaxed stocks.

For the twofold purpose of reducing the carbon-forming

tendency of the finished motor oils to a minimum and

obtaining greater efficiency in the solvent extraction of the

lubricating stocks, all grades of motor oil are produced as

distillate oils. This production of narrow-cut distillate oils

entails a sacrifice of 5-15 points in V.L for a given visco-

sity and gravity, but gives the advantage of low carbon

formation. In the Pacific coast area, at least, a few points
in V.I. have little practical importance, but carbon forma-
tion is of major importance because of its effect on the

anti-knock requirement of the fuel.

The practice followed at Oleum is to distil selected Santa
Fe Springs residuum under high vacuum with added steam
to obtain normally three side cuts which are designated by
the S.A.E. grade which they will produce when refined to

approximately 0-808 V.G.C. or 90-95 V.I.; namely, S.A.E.

20, S.A.E. 50, and S.A.E. 70. As necessary, the controls

on the column are changed to produce S.A.E. 10 stock.

Each of these cuts is then separately propane extracted and
dewaxed. Upon mixing with propane, the S.A.E. 10 and 20
stocks precipitate little or no resinous material. On the

other hand, the S.A.E. 50 distillate precipitates about 2-

5% of resinous, pseudo-asphaltic material when dissolved

in propane, and the SA.E. 70 stock gives 20-30% of

propane insolubles, depending on the viscosity ofthe stock.

The dewaxing is accomplished by internal refrigeration by
evaporation of propane and filtering at 45 F. in 2

vol. of propane. After dewaxing, the respective stocks are

processed separately through the sulphur dioxide-benzene

extraction plant.

The procedure in the sulphur dioxide-benzene operations
is to give the stock two different and distinct extractions:

first, with sulphur dioxide only to produce an intermediate

raffinate of about 0-830 V.G.C. and 70-75 V.I., and second,

with 80-20 sulphur dioxide-benzene to give a raffinate

of about 0-808 V.G.C. and 90-95 V.L The extract from

the first extractions with sulphur dioxide only is a heavy
tar of 7-9-5 APL, while the extract from the second

extraction with sulphur dioxide-benzene has a V.G.C. of

about 0-855-0-865 and a V.I. of 30-45, depending on
the S.A.E. grade of the stock. Treatment with sulphur
dioxide-benzene throughout in one operation gives closely

the same results from pilot plant and laboratory tests, but

has the disadvantage of losing the intermediate grade
extract oil along with the lowest grade extract. It should

be pointed out, however, that as produced commercially,

the intermediate grade extract oil has a wide range of com-

position, due to deficiencies in the solvent fractionation,

and that as the efficiency of the fractionation is improved
to give higher yields of first-grade oil, the yield of inter-

mediate grade extract becomes very small and of poorer

quality.

The temperature employed in the first-stage treatment,

using sulphur dioxide only, ranges from 110-145 F.,

depending on the molecular weight of the stock. On
account of the fact that over the lower range of API.

gravities sulphur dioxide is very selective, only four treaters

consisting of mixers and settlers are employed in the first

extraction. Likewise, it appears logical to carry the refining

as far as practical with pure sulphur dioxide until further

increase in temperature causes too great a loss in selectivity.

The solvent-feed stock ratio by volume in this phase of

the treatment is approximately 2-50.

The temperatures employed in the second-stage treat-

ment, using 80-20 sulphur dioxide-benzene, are somewhat

lower than those hi the first-stage treaters, but are also

regulated in accordance with the molecular weight of the

stock. Due to the poorer selectivity of the sulphur dioxide-

benzene mixture, eight treaters are employed in the second-

stage treatment. The solvent-feed stock ratio employed
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in this second phase of the treatment varies from 2-75

to 3-50.

As with any selective solvent, there appears to be
a definite relationship in countercurrent treatment with a

given number of treaters between yield of oil of a given

quality and the total volume ofsulphur dioxide and sulphur
dioxide-benzene employed; the temperature required to

give the specified quality raffinate being fixed by the volume
ratio of solvent. This relationship for dewaxed Santa Fe
Springs lubricating distillates appears to be fairly well de-

scribed by the curve for sulphur dioxide, sulphur dioxide-

benzene treatment shown in Fig. 4. It is known from

extraction process is the use of sulphur dioxide to strip the
desolventized raffinate and extract of the last traces of ben-
zene. This, of course, requires that practically pure sulphur
dioxide be available for this operation.

Possible Use of other Solvents on California Stocks.

With increasing demands for viscosity index and stabi-

lity, it is expected that additional lubricating-oil solvent-

refilling capacity on the Pacific coast will be designed to

operate on stocks from wax-bearing crudes, rather than on
stocks from the non-waxy crudes. Of the various solvents

shown in Table III, phenol has appeared sufficiently

TOTAL VOLUME PER CENT SOLVENT USED

FIG. 4. Yield V.S. solvent dosage to obtain a predetermined viscosity-gravity constant of 0-808.

analytical fractionation of the original stock, and from
analysis of the extracts produced in commercial practice,
together with the yield of corresponding raffinate, that the
available material ofO808 V.G.C. in the stock is very close
to 50%. Therefore the yield curve will approach 50%
asymptotically at very high solvent ratios and correspond-
ingly low temperatures. A number of points from pilot
and commercial plant runs define the lower portion of the
curve. It will be observed that very high solvent ratios are

required to obtain the highest yields, but on account of
the low price of both sulphur dioxide and benzene and the
ease of solvent removal, the operations with sulphur
dioxide-benzene have proved practical. With a given plant
circulating the maximum amount of solvent per day, it is

obvious that another curve can be constructed from Fig. 4
to give the production of specification oil per day as a
function of the quantity of stock being treated. The shape
and location of this curve and other factors will determine
the most economical or profitable throughput for the plant.

Table VI illustrates the results obtained in treating the
four grades of stocks processed thrpugh the Oleum plant.
All raffinates are finished by a light contact clay treatment.
An interesting feature in the sulphur dioxide-benzene

attractive to be given considerable attention in a seven-

stage experimental continuous countercurrent treater. The
cost of the solvent, ready availability, stability, relatively
non-toxic properties, and overall efficiency as a selective

solvent make phenol attractive. In Fig. 4 is also shown the

yield-volume per cent, solvent curve for phenol obtained
in the seven-stage continuous treater operating on the same
stock as that used in determining the curve for sulphur
dioxide-benzene. The marked reduction in solvent require-
ment is readily apparent. Regardless of the increased yield
of raffinate and the use of lower solvent ratios, the results

as far as the qualities of the raffinates are concerned are

essentially the same as for extraction with sulphur dioxide,

sulphur dioxide-benzene when operating on the same dis-

tillate stocks, except for slight changes in viscosity.
In concluding the discussion of solvent treatment of

California distillate lubricating stocks, it is desired to point
out that, as far as existing data go, it appears that the

quality of the final raffinate of a given viscosity-gravity
constant is essentially the same regardless of the solvent-

treating path employed in arriving at that point. In other

words, the materials of proper qualities are fixed by the

composition of the raw stock, and. while some variations
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TABLE VI

Sulphur Dioxide, Sulphur-benzene Extraction ofPropane Dewaxed Santa Fe Springs Vacuum Distillates
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S.A.E. JO S.A.E. 20

After hot contact treatment with 2-4% of bleaching clay.

in degree of fractionation will exist between the use of
different solvents or the same solvent under different condi-

tions, these variations in fractionation will have a greater
effect on yield of raffinate of specified V.I. or V.G.C than
on the quality of the raffinate.

Solvent Extraction of Insecticidal Spray Oils and
Transformer Oils.

Spray oils for insecticidal purposes and transformer oils

are usually produced in California by treating appropriate
cuts from the gas-oil fractions obtained in the distillation of
low cold-test or asphalt-base crudes. In the distillation

of this type of crude (Poso Creek, McKittrick, Midway-
Sunset, Coalinga, &c.) for the production of *naphthenic

s

lubricating distillates, the gas-oil fractions may be frac-

tionated directly to give one or more grades of spray-oil

stock, or the gas-oil cuts may be re-run as a separate opera-

tion, depending upon the choice of the refiner. Generally,
two or three stocks of different boiling range and viscosity

are produced and refined to meet certain specifications, and

blending then permits compliance with other specifications.

Alternatively, the refiner may process a wide boiling-range
cut and then re-run to produce several cuts to comply with

specifications. The net results are essentially the same, and
again the sequence of operations is a matter of choice for
the refiner according to his particular conditions.

While it is possible to produce high-grade spray oils and
transformer oils from naphthenic distillates by sulphuric
acid treatment alone, followed by wet neutralization, the
amounts of acid required to obtain unsulphonated residue

tests above 90 are very large, amounting to as much as
250 Ib. per barrel in some cases. Therefore, in producing
oils of high unsulphonation values, it is more economical
first to extract the raw distillate with sulphur dioxide and
then to apply a finishing treatment with sulphuric acid to

bring the unsulphonated residue test up to specifications.

Transformer oil is conveniently made by utilizing the

raffmate of the lowest boiling spray-oil stock, although it

is not infrequent to cut at the stills a transformer-oil stock

of a particular boiling range and then extract this stock
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with sulphur dioxide. The raffinate in either event is given
a finishing treatment with sulphuric acid, aqueous alkali,

and clay, or it may be finished by simply alkali-washing and
clay-treating if the solvent extraction is carried far enough.
As a further alternative, the refinery may re-run the trans-

former-oil raffinate with the addition of caustic soda to the
still charge. An important point in the finishing treatment
of transformer oil is to dry the oil as thoroughly as possible
before it leaves the refinery and to see that it is not allowed
to pick up moisture during handling. Each refiner usually
has a preferred method for drying transformer oils.

TABLE VII

Refining ofSpray Oils and Transformer Oils from
Non-waxy California Crudes

Light Stock

Medium Heavy Stock

The specifications to which spray oils are refined usually
emphasize (1) boiling range, (2) viscosity, and (3) unsul-
phonated residue test. Boiling range and viscosity are con-
sidered important in connexion with penetration of oil into
the foliage and the time the oil remains before evaporating.
High Unsulphonated residue requirements are the out-
growth of serious damage to citrus trees, and to deciduous
fruit trees in summer, caused by poorly refined 'red oils'

employed a decade or so ago. These
*

red oils' were poorly
fractionated as regards boiling range and were given only

a light acid treatment primarily for colour. Such oils

produced from California naphthenic crudes therefore

contained large amounts of unsaturated and aromatic
materials of a very reactive nature which resulted in the

injuries experienced. Drastically refined oils of the white
oil or medicinal oil type were found to be relatively free

from plant injury, and it then became the custom to require

spray-oil stocks to be refined to a point approaching white
oils in quality. As a ready means of ensuring this high
degree of treatment, the Unsulphonated (de Ong) residue

test was adopted and subsequently an Unsulphonated resi-

due test in excess of 90% has been required in practically
all specifications for high-quality spray oils. Unsul-

phonated residue tests on the older 'red oils' ranged from
about 55-68%, depending on the crude, method of dis-

tillation, and degree of refining employed. In the enthu-
siasm for high Unsulphonated residue tests, oils of less than
90 de Ong test have been held in disfavour and oils of 70-
90 Unsulphonated residue have not been given due con-
sideration.

The use of sulphur dioxide extraction in the production
of spray oils and transformer oils is practised by the Asso-
ciated Oil Company, the Union Oil Company, the Standard
Oil Company of California, and the Shell Oil Company of
California. Ttie operations are similar to those described
above for the heavy lubricating fractions, except that lower

temperatures are usually employed in order to conserve

yield at, of course, the expense of larger solvent dosages.
Table VII illustrates the effect of sulphur dioxide extrac-

tion followed by sulphuric acid treatment on two typical

spray-oil distillates from California low cold-test crude.
The lighter distillate also serves as a transformer-oil stock.
With the recent installation of dewaxing equipment to

permit the refining of distillates from California wax-
bearing crudes, it is possible to produce unusually high de

Ong spray oils by sulphur dioxide extraction only as

illustrated in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII

Refining ofSpray Oilsfrom Santa Fe Springs Crude

Solvent Extraction of Reforming Stocks.

The heavier gasoline fractions from California refining
crudes contain 12-18% of aromatics, consisting mainly
of benzene, toluene, xylenes, ethyl benzene, &c. Relatively
narrow boiling fractions rich in these aromatic components
find valuable use in the paint and lacquer industry and in
the blending ofhigh anti-knock fuels such as aviation gaso-
line. It has therefore been found economical to solvent
extract heavy naphthas for the recovery of these aromatic
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fractions and then to utilize the raffinate in a low octane
gasoline or as reforming stock for the production of high
anti-knock gasoline.

Comparable cracking runs on a heavy naphtha with
and without having been previously solvent extracted will

give generally 2-4 points .higher octane number on the re-

formed gasoline when the stock has not been solvent
extracted before cracking. This lower knock rating of the
reformed naphtha raffinate can, of course, be remedied by
more severe cracking at the expense of less yield of gasoline
and greater loss to fixed gases. Whether or not Edeleanu

TABLE DC
Solvent Extraction and Reforming Heavy Naphtha

1903

treatment of reforming stocks will prove more or less pro-
fitable in the future is a question which it is difficult to
answer, particularly in view of the development of other
processes for the production ofaromatics such as the high-
temperature gas-polymerization processes.
The results of solvent extracting and reforming a heavy

naphtha are shown in Table IX.
In the refining of kerosine by the Edeleanu process

attention has been directed to the extract as a possible
cracking stock. The fractions of the extract boiling below
about 425 F., however, find valuable utilization as indi-
cated above, and therefore only the heavier fractions of
the kerosine extract are available for use as cracking stocks.
This type of stock gives high octane-rating gasoline, as
illustrated in Table X, but the quantity available is usually
quite small in comparison to other cracking stocks.

TABLE X
Reforming Heavy Fractions ofKerosine Extract
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THE NITROBENZENE METHOD
By S. W. FERRIS, B.Cfaem.

Chief Chemist, The Atlantic Refining Company

Introduction

NITROBENZENE as a selective solvent is distinguished by the
fact that it is one of the few known compounds, and the

only one of those commercially used as selective solvents,
which combine good selectivity and high solvent power;
i.e. it is capable of effecting a sharp separation between
paraffinic and naphthenic constituents, when used in rela-

tively small quantities. It is further substantially unique in
its ability to extract residual stocks as well as distillate

stocks, and to remove from any of these stocks enough of
the colour bodies that the raffinate may be finished by
means of clay, without the use ofacid or other decolorizing
chemicals. It is capable of sharply removing naphthenic
material from stocks of any sort from extremely naph-
thenic ones to extremely paraflBnic materials such as Penn-
sylvania. When applied to stocks of the latter type its

unusual properties allow the paraffinic stock to be advanta-
geously extracted with very small amounts of solvent.

Operation of Process

In the remainder of this article the word 'nitraffin' will
be used instead of 'raffinate* and the word 'nitrene

'

instead
of 'extract'. The derivation of these terms is apparent;
nitraffin being the paraffinic portion resulting from a nitro-
benzene extraction, and nitrene the naphthenic portion.
By reason of the fortunate physical properties of the

solvent, which will be discussed below, the operation of
the nitrobenzene process is essentially simple: Charge oil
is mixed with the requisite quantity of nitrobenzene; the
mixture brought to extraction temperature and continu-
ously charged to the counter-current extraction vessels,
where it separates by gravity into two layers, the lower
containing the naphthenic constituents in solution and the
upper being the paxaffinic portion of the oil in which some
nitrobenzene is dissolved. The layers are continuously
withdrawn and each is passed over steam coils in a vacuum
evaporator, in which all but 1 % of the nitrobenzene is

removed. The oil is then passed through a vacuum strip-
ping-tower, where the remainder of the solvent is removed
by open steam.

Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement of apparatus, the
flow ofmaterials, and the flow of heat. Charge chillers are
of the scraper type in order that wax-bearing and highly
viscous stocks maybe handled. The5-stage counter-current
extractor is a conventional series of settling and mixing
tanks, except that the first-stage mixer is omitted. In order
to decrease wax concentration and improve heat transfer,
the incoming charge is mixed with second-stage nitrene
in the chiller, and this serves also for agitation.
The evaporators are of the cascade type, consisting of

closed steam coils placed in a vertical series of shallow
trays. Each evaporator consists of several units, with each
unit communicating throughout its length with a corre-
sponding condensing unit. Pressures of 30 mm. ofmercury
in the first several units and 10 mm. in the remaining units
are maintained by means of a 3-stage steam-jet vacuum
pump. Temperatures within the evaporator vary from

about 215 F. at the top to 325 F. at the bottom, while
the temperatures in the vacuum strippers are of the order
of 350 F. The strippers operate at a pressure of 65 mm.
of mercury in order that the steam may be condensed with
ordinary cooling water. The small amount ofnitrobenzene
dissolved in the water is recovered by distilling the con-
denser water under 100 mm. pressure, taking about 10%
overhead, and leaving the remaining 90% practically free
of nitrobenzene. The 10% overhead separates into two
layers (nitrobenzene and nitrobenzene-saturated water), the
latter of which is recirculated to the still. (Note: 'this

recovery still is not shown in the diagram.) Each cycle
recovers 95% of the nitrobenzene in the water.

Fig. 2 is a photograph of the nitrobenzene plant at the

Philadelphia Refinery of The Atlantic Refining Company.
It was designed to handle 3,000 bbl. (50's) per day of
nitrobenzene, the amount of oil charged being dependent
upon the ratio of oil and solvent. With 150% nitrobenzene
based on the charge, the oil capacity would be 2,000 bbl.

per day, &c. The plant was promptly brought not only to
capacity, but considerably beyond.

Physical Properties of Nitrobenzene

The physical properties of nitrobenzene are given in
Table I. A number of these contribute in no small measure
to the simplicity and ease of running of the process.

Its high density and low viscosity combine to make
separation of the phases easy and rapid. No centrifuges
are necessary in the extraction step, even when small
amounts of solvent are employed.

TABLE I

Properties ofNitrobenzene

Colour: yellowish nearly colourless when pure.
Odour: bitter almonds.

Density: 1-207 at 60 F.

Boiling-point: 411-5 F. (210-9 C.).

Melting-point: 42-3 F. (5-7 C.) dry; 414 F. (5-24 C ) wet
Refractive index: 1-5529.

Pensky-Martens flash: 208 F.

Solubility in water: 0-2 %.
Fluidity: 50 rhes. (68 F.); viscosity: 0-021 poise
Sp. ht: 0-33-0-38 B.Th.U./lb./ F. (1-4-1-6 joules/g./ C).
Latent ht. of fusion: 40-6 B.Th.U./lb. = (94-25 joules/g.).

evaporation: 142-6 B.Th.U./lb. = (331 joules/g.).
Thermal conductivity: 0-09 B.Th.U./sq. ft./ft./ F./hour.
Coefficient of expansion: 0-00048 c.c./c.c. per F.

The amount of heat required in redistilling the solvent
after extraction is minimized in the first place by the fact
that small proportions of solvent are employed, but this is

further decreased by the fact that its latent heat of evapora-
tion is relatively low when compared with several other
extracting solvents.

Being entirely stable towards air and having a high flash-

point, no storing precautions such as inert gas blanketing
are required.

Its low solubility in water is fortunate in two respects.
First, nitrobenzene works as well when saturated with
water as it does in the anhydrous condition; therefore, no
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concern need be had as to whether the charge stocks are

water-free or not. Secondly, open steam may be employed
in stripping the last traces of nitrobenzene from the 'oil,

after which the major portion of the nitrobenzene so re-

moved separates into a layer which may be returned to

the extract* The small amount remaining in the water-

layer may be removed from the water by distillation, sub-

stantially all of the nitrobenzene being distilled in the first

10% overhead.

poisoning has been encountered. If one considers the fact

that laboratory and semi-plant operation involves the use of

nitrobenzene in open containers and, in the laboratory, the

manual transfer of nitrobenzene solution from one open
container to another, and the fact that this type of work
is indoors, it will be apparent that hazards are greater in

small equipment than in large equipment, which is not only
outdoors but is totally enclosed. Still further, successful

operation of any selective solvent plant demands that the

Air
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FIG. 1. Flow chart.

Pomp

There are no corrosion problems in connexion with the

nitrobenzene process. Neither the liquid nor vapour causes

any excessive corrosion on ordinary metals such as steel,

brass, copper, or Admiralty.
No discussion of nitrobenzene would be complete with-

out reference to the matter of toxicity. It is an undeniable

fact that nitrobenzene has somehow acquired a very un-

fortunate reputation in this regard, nor has this reputation

been ameliorated during the several years that it has been

competitive as a selective solvent with other materials

which either are, or are reputed to be, less toxic. Further-

more, the very number of excellent characteristics of nitro-

benzene have quite naturally increased the tendency to

point the finger of accusation at this one characteristic.

As a matter of fact, neither makers nor users of nitro-

benzene have found reason to be particularly concerned

about the toxicity of the material. In some 9 years of

laboratory, semi-plant and full-scale experience with nitro-

benzene as a selective solvent not a single case of serious

loss of the solvent be kept to a very low figure, and those

precautions which it is very necessary to adopt in order to

keep this figure low are the best precautions which could

possibly be adopted to eliminate any health hazard.

Hamilton, in Industrial Poisons in the United States

[1, 1929], says:
c
ln American dye works D.N.B. (di-nitro-

benzene) is often the only substance that causes real alarm.'

It may well be, therefore, that most of the difficulties en-

countered with nitrobenzene have, in fact, been due to di-

nitrobenzene, because commercial grades of nitrobenzene

frequently contain several per cent, of the di-nitrobenzene.

The grade used for extraction, however (oil of mirbane)r

is, and must be kept, free of di-nitrobenzene.

From the standpoint of availability and price nitroben-

zene is in an excellent position. It is available in satisfactory

quality from a number of manufacturers, and in unlimited

quantity. Being produced in a single step from benzene,
its price is, and probably will remain, definitely lower than

those materials which require two steps in theirmanufacture.
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Production of Paraffinic Oils

At present the most important function of a selective

solvent as applied to lubricating oils is to produce a

paraffinic fraction by the removal of naphthenic consti-

tuents. Instead of exhaustive data on one or two typical

stocks, somewhat condensed information is presented on
several. One purpose of this is to emphasize again the

fact that nitrobenzene is capable of producing a paraffinic

fraction of quality as high as is desired, or at any rate as

high as is contained by the stock, from fractions of almost

any character, whether that fraction be a distillate or a

residual stock. Furthermore, the amount of solvent re-

quired to effect this result is always relatively low.

The data on distillate stocks are recorded in Table n,
and those on residual stocks in Table III.

It cannot be assumed, merely because the viscosity

gravity constants of distillates are the same, that the com-

position of those two distillates are identical, because the

proportions of the various constituents whose average pro-

perties result in the viscosity-gravity constant may differ.

Those differences are, however, not extreme, and there-

fore the approximate yield of material of any desired

quality may be predicted. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. For

TABLE II

Extraction* of Distillate Stocks

*
Three-stage counter-current. f Volume per cent, based on stock.

TABLE III

Extraction* ofResidual Stocks

Per cent, of stock by volume.
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example, a stock of 0-840 V.G.C. may be expected to yield

about 60% of 0-815 nitraffin, whereas a stock of 0-870

V.G.C. would yield about 40% of similar quality. As with

any solvent, the yields from a given stock may be varied

to some extent by controlling the temperature of operation
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FIG. 3. Variation in yield with character of stock.

with nitrobenzene, and this must also be borne in mind
when predicting on the basis of Fig. 4.

Colour Removal

Naphthenic constituents and colour bodies do not seem

to be identical, because a considerable number of solvents

are capable of sharply separating naphthenic constituents,

but nitrobenzene is one of the very few which simul-

taneously removes to a large extent those bodies which

impart colour to the oil. This is particularly true in the

case of residual stocks. Data on this point are included

in Tables II and III. These and some additional data are

presented in Fig. 4 (confined to distillate stocks) and Fig. 5

(confined to residual stocks). As will be brought out later,

the matter of colour removal is of very great importance
in determining the expense involved in finishing the solvent

raffinate to marketable colour.

Effect an Carbon Residue

Nitrobenzene extraction always results in markedly de-

creasing the carbon residue of an oil. Data are given in

Table IV. It is to be noted that the carbon residue of the

Coastal residuum was reduced from 64 to a figure lower

than most steam-refined Pennsylvania stocks. Extraction

was also effective on Pennsylvania stocks. Clay finishing

of the nitraffins will result in further reduction.

TABLE IV

Reduction of Carbon Residue
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Effect on Stability

Nitrobenzene extraction makes possible the produc-
tion of oils of unusual properties, particularly with

respect to stability. For example, fractions, some more

paraffinic than the stock and some more naphthenic
than the stock, have exhibited unusually high elec-

trical resistivities, and certain fractions the remarkable

characteristic of a high electrical resistivity which slowly

increases during a test which was devised to break it

down. The test referred to is exposure to air at 212 F.

for 72 hours or longer.

A stability test which is at present much in use is

the Indiana oxidation test. Whether the criterion be

the amount of sludge deposited, or the rate of viscosity

increase during the exposure to air, nitrobenzene-treated

oils are extremely stable. The stability of the raw

raffinate is not always high, but the improvements
effected by clay treatment are strikingly large, even

though the amounts of clay used be very small. It appears

that nitrobenzene very largely removes those compounds

responsible for instability; leaving, however, very small

amounts which are readily adsorbed on clay.

Finishing

By reason of the large proportion of colouring matter

which is removed during nitrobenzene extraction, nitraffins,

whether from distillate or residual stocks, may be finished

to a marketable colour by clay treatment alone. In no case

is acid treatment required. When handling residual stocks,

therefore, the cost of the nitrobenzene extraction may be

partly, if not entirely, offset by this factor, inasmuch as

acid treatment always results in considerable quantities of

sludge having a negligible value, whereas nitrenes make
excellent cracking stocks.

Table V gives comparative data on the clay percolation

of 4 nitraffins and 3 Pennsylvania products. The distillate

nitraffins gave yields more than twice as large as those

obtained from Pennsylvania neutrals and finished to lighter

colour. The nitraffin from Barbers Hill residual, although

it was originally much darker than the Pennsylvania

cylinder oil, gave yields slightly higher than the Pennsyl-

vania oil.
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TABLE V
Comparison of Clay Decohrization ofPennsylvania Oils and Nitraffins

FIG. 4. Colour removal from distillates.

Extraction of Pennsylvania Stocks

When, a few years ago, solvent extraction was brought
to the fore, one of its most striking accomplishments was
the production, from stocks of other than Pennsylvania
origin, of oils resembling in viscosity and gravity charac-
teristics those produced from Pennsylvania crude. Of late,
however, considerable interest has been shown in the sol-
vent extraction of Pennsylvania stocks themselves in order
to remove the relatively small proportions of naphthenic
materials which are present and to impart, among other

ao
- PERCENT

FIG. 5. Colour removal from residual stocks.

characteristics, better stability. In the extraction of Penn-
sylvania stocks the unique characteristics of nitrobenzene
are sharply emphasized. By reason of its high solvent
power, its high selectivity, and particularly its ability to
retain that selectivity even when the extract is rich in dis-
solved oil, nitrobenzene is able to bring about real improve-
ments in the quality of Pennsylvania lubricating stocks
when applied in amounts ranging from 20 to 50% by
volume of solvents based on the stock; solvent proportions
which are, in the light ofmost solvent experience, extremely
low. Results of such extractions on typical Pennsylvania
stocks are given in Table VI.
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TABLE VI

Extraction ofPennsylvania Stocks

1909

* Volume per cent, based on stock.

t Per cent, of stock by volume.
A from vise, at 100 and vise, at 210.

B from vise, at 130 and vise, at 210.
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PHENOL EXTRACTION OF LUBRICATING OILS

By R. K* STRATFORD, D.Sc., M.LP.T.

Chief Research Chemist, Imperial Oil Ltd., Sarnia

Introduction

IN order to improve the quality of lubricating oils and at

the same time eliminate or reduce the cost of acid sludge

disposal, a programme of research was started at Imperial

Oil Ltd., Sarnia, Canada, in 1928, in an attempt to find a

satisfactory solvent to displace sulphuric acid.

A review of the literature at that time disclosed two

patents dealing with the use of phenol. Schick [3] in May
1926 was granted a German patent covering the use of

phenol plus a large number of diluents for the refining of

mineral and other oils. In September of the same year,

J. P. Eraser [2] obtained a British patent for a complete

treating and recovery process for the refining of kerosine

distillates using phenol containing about 5% to 15% of

water.

An attempt at Sarnia to use phenol as outlined by either

of the above inventors gave comparatively poor results,

and it was not until about a year later that the use of

substantially anhydrous phenol resulted in the production
of lubricating oils superior in many respects to those that

could be obtained by ordinary refining methods.

Reasons for Selecting Phenol

At the commencement of the investigation it was realized

that any solvent planned to replace sulphuric acid should

be able to treat a large variety of distillates to different

degrees of improvement. In other words, it should at least

equal the flexibility of sulphuric acid. At the same time the

operation should be cheap and the solvent so stable that

the loss in handling would be very low.

During the preliminary development work a large num-
ber of solvents were investigated as to their selectivity,

solvent power, and general commercial applicability. It

was found that phenol was about half-way between very
selective solvents such as sulphur dioxide, furfural, &c.,

and solvents that are not so selective but have greater

solvent power such as nitrobenzene, cresols, &c. Because

phenol is one ofthe most stable ofthe solvents investigated,

particularly towards heat, is very easily removed from the

oil and is cheap, and because the treating conditions for

most oils are only slightly above ordinary temperatures, it

was finally decided to concentrate on the investigation of

phenoL

Properties of Phenol

Phenol (C6H5OH) forms large colourless crystals which
melt at 42 C. (107-6 F.) and boil at 183 C. (3614 F.).

It is an extremely stable compound towards heat, having
been used for a number of years as a diluent in certain

hydrogenation experiments [1]. Phenol occurs naturally in

coal tar or can be manufactured synthetically from benzol

by several well-known methods. Therefore the supply of

phenol is unlimited.

The Action of Phenol as a Selective Solvent

The majority of lubricating oils contain a number of
components which are detrimental to their use as lubri-

cants. The nature and quantity of these components vary

greatly with different crudes and different fractions from

the same crude. The purpose of any refining operation is

to remove these undesirable substances as completely as

possible, and at the same time to leave the desirable com-

ponents in the oil.

There are three important factors which have a direct

bearing on the improved character and yield of the

raffinate obtained by phenol treating. They are:

(1) Temperature of treating.

(2) Proportion of phenol to oil.

(3) Method of contacting phenol and oil.

(1) Temperature of Treating. The temperature at which

treatment can bemade is confined within the limits at which

miscibility occurs between the oil and the phenol and the

temperature at which the phenol crystallizes out of the

phenol-oil mixture. As a general rule, an increase in

temperature gives a greater improvement in the raffinate,

but lowers the yield.

(2) Proportion of Phenol to Oil. The quantity of phenol

usually varies between 1 : 2 volumes to 1 volume of oil.

Increasing the proportion of phenol to oil gives somewhat
the same results as are obtained by increasing the tempera-

ture, although at times a greater improvement in viscosity

index canbe obtained byincreasing thetemperature thancan

possibly be obtained by increasing the proportion ofphenol.
It is necessary to run a number of experiments in order

to determine the optimum conditions of temperature and

quantity of phenol for any given oil. For light stocks in

particular it has been found that the lowest possible

treating temperature produces the best yield for a given

improvement in the raffinate. The higher the viscosity

and the viscosity index of the oil being treated the higher
the temperature at which treatment can be made without

adversely affecting the yield.

(3) Method of Contacting Phenol and Oil. The treatment

of
(

oil with phenol can be carried out either by single

batch, multiple batch, or by continuous countercurrent

extraction. The quantity of solvent necessary to produce a

given improvement in the oil by countercurrent treating is

approximately one-half that which is required for a batch

treatment. While it is true that multiple batch treatments

can give results approaching those obtained by counter-

current treating, nevertheless neither the yield nor the

improvement in stability, colour, &c., are ever as good as

with countercurrent treating.

General Results of Phenol Treating

The results obtained from the phenol extraction of

lubricating oils may be summarized as follows:

Phenol can be used either to replace sulphuric acid in

the finishing of lubricating oils or to make further improve-
ments which cannot be realized with acid even in excessive

amounts. It has been calculated that for the former pur-

pose the actual cost of phenol treating is about the same
as with acid, with the advantage that the extract is suit-

able for cracking purposes or as a fuel oil, while the sludge
from acid treating is difficult of disposal.
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The use of phenol to improve the viscosity index,

stability to oxidation, Conradson carbon residue, &c., of
the oil is important, as cheap, low viscosity index oils can
be changed to high-quality oUs by solvent extraction. As
a rule there is a limit to the extent to which an improve-
ment can be made without incurring excessive loss in yield,

and this is usually between forty and fifty points in viscosity
index. It has been found that there is no way of accurately
predicting the yields for a desired quality of oil from
different crudes, as the possible improvement varies with

the crude as well as with the width of cut.

The use of phenol as an extracting agent improves
lubricating distillates in the following respects:

(1) Viscosity Index. Phenol has been used successfully
in the treatment of oils with viscosity indices below zero

as well as for oils with viscosity indices of 100, and also for

treating oils with viscosities as low as 80 Saybolt Universal

at 100 F. and as high as 200 Saybolt Universal at 210 F.

(2) Conradson Carbon Residue. In general the Conradson
carbon residue of lubricating oils is reduced between 60%
and 95% by phenol treatment. The extent of the improve-
ment is governed by the width of cut as well as the viscosity

of the oil.

(3) Flash-point. Phenol-treated oils in general have the

same flash-point as the stock from which they are prepared
and as the viscosity is reduced more by phenol treatment

than is the case with acid, the flash of the oil is higher for

a given viscosity than can be obtained from the same stock

by acid treating.

(4) Gravity and Colour. The improvement in API.

gravity is very great with solvent extraction, and it has

been frequently found that an oil will continue to improve
in gravity by additional treatment with phenol even after

there is no further improvement in viscosity index. Phenol
is an excellent solvent for volatile colouring matter in

lubricating oil and, while it removes a great deal of colour
from the residual oil, it does not appreciably improve the

cast or bloom of the oil.

(5) Reduction of Sli^h Oxidation Number. Phenol treat-

ment of a lubricating oil greatly improves its stability

towards oxidation as measured by the Sligh test and many
other oxidation tests. The Sligh number is frequently
reduced over 90%. For example, a Colombian stock of
146 Saybolt Universal viscosity at 210 F. before treatment

showed a Sligh number of 87-5, and after phenol extraction

gave 0-8. The same stock after acid and clay treating

gave a Sligh number of 4*5, indicating the superiority of

phenol over acid treating.

(6) Sulphur Reduction. The sulphur content is reduced

between 60-80%, depending upon the stock and the

treating conditions.

(7) Steam Emulsification Number. By treating an oil

with phenol, followed by proper finishing, very low steam

emulsification numbers are obtained.

Finishing of Phenol-treated Oils

By careful preparation of the stocks to be charged to

the phenol plant, it has been possible at Sarnia to simplify

and cheapen the finishing operations for the various

lubricating oils. For example, a distillate from Colombian
crude suitable for the production of S.A.E. no. 30 oil was

treated with 125% phenol at 115 F. to give about a 65%
yield of raffinate which requires only 2-3 % of Filtrol

clay to finish to a satisfactory oil with a colour of 13-14

Robinson.
In order to produce an S.A.E. no. 40 stock, only 4% of

Filtrol was necessary after phenol treating. At Port-

Jerome, France, oils of similar quality are obtained without
the use of either acid or clay, simply by distillation of the

raffinate in a re-run flash coil, from which the oils are

pumped directly to finished storage.

Only solvent extracted oils that are very dirty or very

high in viscosity require acid in order to obtain good
colour and bloom, and in every case the quantity used

should be very small.

Results of Phenol Treating Lubricating Oils from
Various Crudes

During the last few years a large variety of oils repre-

senting almost every type of crude have been treated with

phenol at Sarnia to various degrees of refinement. It has

been found that while a general inspection of any oil will

give a rough idea as to its reaction to phenol, nevertheless

there is no way of definitely predicting what improvement
can be expected in any specific case, as lubricating oil

fractions vary a great deal in their manner of responding
to solvent extraction. The oils that have been treated

varied as follows:

(1) Very low and very high viscosity index oils.

(2) Narrow- and wide-cut oils.

(3) Very clean and very dirty stocks.

(4) Heavy residual and light overhead cuts.

(5) Waxy and dewaxed oils.

Among the American oils studied have been fractions

from Mid-Continent, Panhandle, Oklahoma City, Coalinga,

Ventura, Coastal, and Pennsylvania, also Iranian and
Peruvian crudes. These different stocks have been treated

not only for the purpose of replacing acid, but also to

produce the greatest possible quality improvement.
It has been found possible when treating high or inter-

mediate viscosity index oils to first treat the stock lightly

with phenol and then re-treatthe raffinatewithmorephenol.
In this way an oil ofvery high quality can be obtained, and
at the same time an oil of intermediate quality is produced
which can be used for many purposes. The extract from
the solvent treatment of lubricating oils can either be

cracked for the production ofhigh octanenumber gasoline,

used for fuel oil or asphalts, or worked up into various

specialities.

In order to illustrate the flexibility of the process, the

following examples of different treatments are given in

Table I:

TABLE I

California Low Viscosity Index Distillates

It can be seen from Table I that a great improvement in

gravity, viscosity index, and colour has been obtained,
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and in both cases the Conradson carbon residue has been

lowered 85% or better.

It will be noted that with these particular oils the cold

test of the raffinate has been lowered. This peculiarity has

been found to occur with a number of distillates which
received light solvent treats, notably distillates from
Peruvian crude. It will also be evident from this table, as

well as from succeeding tables, that solvent treating lowers

the Saybolt Universal viscosity at 210 F. and that the

greatest drop occurs with high viscosity oils. In the case

of California distillates the yields are very low, but at the

same time there is an improvement of between 90-120

points in viscosity index, and this is far greater than can
be obtained by conventional methods. The colour im-

provement is so great for stocks such as these that little,

Ifany, further treatment is necessary except possibly a small

quantity of clay in order to improve the cast.

TABLE II

Coastal and Colombian Distillates

\

Stocks

Table II gives the treatment of Coastal and Colombian
distillates. The same drop in viscosity with solvent

extraction can be noted, together with a remarkable
reduction in Conradson carbon residue, particularly with

the heavy stock. The pour test and solid point of these oils

has been increased slightly by phenol treating, and this

has been found to happen with low cold test oils or oils

that have been dewaxed by ordinary methods. Those that

have been dewaxed by benzol-acetone or chlorinated

solvents do not increase in cold test upon solvent extraction.

Both the Coastal and Colombian distillates show a very
marked colour improvement, indicating that there is very

little, if any, entrained material.

After phenol treatment ofthe Coastal oil the API. gravity
was 25*8 for a viscosity of 60 Saybolt Universal at 210 R,
while with the Colombian the gravity is the same with a

Saybolt Universal viscosity of 99 at 210 F. The viscosity
indices for both these distillates are approximately the same.
Such a Comparison indicates that the viscosity-gravity

constant as used in the literature is not as satisfactory as

the more empirical but more practical viscosity index,
which has a direct relationship to the viscosity at low
temperature.
Table III gives results typical of Mid-Continent un-

dewaxed stocks. As a general rule, phenol treating removes
a large proportion of the volatile colouring matter from
an oil. Ifthe distillatecontains entrained asphaltic material,
or if a residual oil is treated with phenol, very little visible

improvement is obtained. A great deal of colouring
material is of course removed from the oil, but a very inert

black material remains which necessitates other finishing

operations before the oil can be improved in colour. This

point is illustrated in the case of the Oklahoma residual

mixture. Contacting such stocks with clay does not give

satisfactory colour improvement, particularly if only
moderate quantities of clay are used.

TABLE III

Mid-Continent Undewaxed Stocks

j Stocks
~~

The Conradson carbon residue is more difficult to lower

when treating residual stocks than is the case with dis-

tillates. In the Oklahoma City crude mixture the Conrad-
son carbon residue is reduced from 5-595 to 2*866. This

can be explained in two ways :

(1) Because the inert black material remaining in the

residual oil produces Conradson carbon.

(2) Very high molecular weight hydrocarbons, even

though they are not asphaltic in character, decom-

pose and produce carbon under the conditions of the

Conradson carbon test.

This demonstrates why the Oklahoma City residual,

which is a wide cut, has not shown as great a reduction in

Conradson carbon residue as do many of the other stocks

illustrated in the article.

Limitations of the Phenol Process

While no operating difficulties have been encountered

in treating residual stocks with phenol, at the same time

difficulties have been found in finishing these oils after the

solvent operation. This is because of the type of colour

material left in the oil, which cannot be removed with

clay except by employing excessive quantities to contact

the oil. If the oil is acid treated, hardly any sludge is

formed, with the result that coagulation does not take place
and the acid cannot be satisfactorily removed. Some other

step is necessary to produce high-coloured, high-viscosity
oils directly from residual stocks. In this connexion pro-

pane has been employed successfully in experimental
treats.

If phenol is used to treat a very wide cut which includes

gas oil as well as residual oil, the phenol has a tendency
to remove an excessive amount of the light ends. Such

difficulty does not occur if a wide lubricating oil fraction

is used or if comparatively narrow-cut oils are phenol
treated.

Description and Operation of the Phenol Plant

The plant operates in such a manner that the distillate

is continuously treated and separated into extract and
raffinate portions, the phenol being continuously reclaimed

and re-used. The equipment consists essentially of three
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parts: a countercurrent treater, a dephenolizing unit, and
a phenol-recovery unit.

Preheated oil (1 10-125 F.) and phenol pass counter-

currently through a treater consisting of seven 'Leaver*

mixers, seven settling drums, and the necessary pumps, &c.
Treated oil is drawn from the top of the seventh settling
drum and pumped to the tank from which the dephenoliz-
ing unit is charged. Spent phenol is discharged from the
first settling drum through a cooler into a settling tank,
which is maintained at a temperature of 95-100 F. The
light oil which separates from the cooled spent phenol in
this tank is recycled to the countercurrent treater. The
cooled spent phenol is discharged to a tank before being
pumped to the phenol-recovery unit
The treated oil containing 8-15% phenol is pumped

to a pipe still, from which the heated charge passes to a
14-plate fractionating column operating under atmospheric
pressure. The phenol coming overhead is condensed and
flows into a reflux drum. A portion of this phenol is

refluxed down the tower, and the remainder flows to pure
phenol storage. The bottoms of the bubble tower are sent
to a 6-plate vacuum stripper. A portion of the condensed
overhead from this stripper is refluxed and the remainder
recycled to the pipe still. The bottoms from this vacuum
stripper are reboiled and recycled to a point below the
lowest plate in the stripping tower. The bottoms are

finally pumped from this tower, through a cooler, to

dephenolized treated oil storage. The quantity of phenol
(0-005%) in this treated oil is negligible.

The phenol-recovery unit is similar to, but larger than,
the dephenolizing unit. The spent phenol containing
25-30% oil is preheated in a vapour heat exchanger before
entering the pipe still. Pure phenol is taken as a side stream
from the fifth plate below the top of the bubble tower,
cooled, and then discharged to phenol storage. The over-
head from this tower is chiefly phenolic water. The
portion of this overhead not used as reflux is segregated
to storage and, when sufficient accumulates, the phenol is

readily recovered in a small recovery plant. The bottoms
of the bubble tower are sent to a 6-plate vacuum stripper.
The portion of the condensed overhead from the vacuum
stripper not used as reflux is recycled with the incoming
spent phenol charged to the unit. The bottoms of this
tower are reboiled and finally drawn off", cooled, and the
dephenolized extract oil is pumped to storage. The phenol
content of this extract oil runs less than 0-07%.

The Future of the Phenol Process

There is no doubt that the use of solvents in the refining
of petroleum distillates will increase very greatly during
the next few years and a variety of solvents will be used
for the production of oils of different qualities for a number
of purposes. Phenol will undoubtedly be used by many
refineries throughout the world because of its flexibility as
a treating agent, in that extraction can be made without
refrigeration, its remarkable stability towards heat, and the
fact that it can be used in large and small installations.
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THE CHLOREX EXTRACTION PROCESS
By W. H, BAHLKE, Ph.D., B.S.

Director of Research, Standard Oil Company (Indiana^ Whiting, Indiana

CHLOREX is the trade name for jSjS'-dichlorethyl ether

C1CH2CH2OCH2CH2C1. It is one of the most widely used

of the solvents which are employed for producing motor

oils ofimproved viscosity index, oxidation stability, carbon

residue, and other properties, from a given crude, by
extraction of the undesirable constituents. It owes this

position in large part not only to good solvent powers, but

to an unusually favourable combination of physical and

chemical properties.

Physical and Chemical Properties of Chlorex

Specific gravity at 68 F. .

Normal boiling-point, F.

Freezing-point, F.

Flash-point (Closed Cup), F. .

Vapour pressure at 68 F. mm. Hg
Specific heat at 77 F.

Latent heat at normal boiling-point, B.Th.U. pe Ib.

Viscosity at 77 F. centipoises

at 352 F.

Solubility in water weight % at 68 F.

at 194 F.

1-22

352

-61
168

0*73

0-369

115

2-04

0-38

1-01

1-71

Water is soluble in Chlorex to the extent of about 0-5

weight per cent.

Chlorex shows satisfactory stability against heat and

hydrolysis, as will be discussed later, and is non-corrosive

to ordinary materials of construction.

It will be noted that Chlorex has a high specific grayity

and low viscosity, so that it tends to come to equilibrium

quickly and to separate readily from the oil layer. Its

freezing-point is low, and its flash-point makes it about as

safe to handle as kerosine. Its boiling-point is low enough
to make possible complete separation from light neutral

oils, yet its vapour pressure at atmospheric temperatures
is so low that losses from storage are negligible. Its

solubility in water is low enough to allow steam to be

used in stripping it from the oil. The Chlorex must be

recovered from the condensed water, but this is very easily

done in small and simple apparatus. The small amount of

water in the Chlorex has practically no effect on perfor-

mance and it is not necessary to remove it.

The proper operating temperature for Chlorex extrac-

tion is close to atmospheric temperature mostly between

75 and 100 F. Hence plants to operate on Chlorex

require a minimum of heating and cooling.

As a result of these factors, Chlorex is peculiarly adapted

to plants in which spare equipment is available. Ordinary

shell stills can be used for Chlorex recovery, if desired, and

other spare equipment can be used for tanks, settlers, &c.

This has been a factor in the wide acceptance of the pro-

cess; its use is by no means confined to such conditions,

however, and several of the plants now in operation have

been constructed almost entirely of new equipment.

Effects of Chlorex Extraction

1. Improvement in Viscosity Index. Extraction with

Chlorex improves the temperature-viscosity characteristics

of lubricating fractions (increases the viscosity index and

lowers the viscosity-gravity constant); this was one of the

primary objects in view in developing the process. Oils

of Pennsylvania characteristics can be mack from Mid-

Continent oils, and in smaller yield from crudes contain-

ing still more naphthenes. Pennsylvania oils can be further

improved.
2. Improvement in Colour. A final finishing with clay is

ordinarily required after Chlorex extraction. The extrac-

tion renders this verymuchmore effective, however ; and the

decolorizing effect of a given amount of clay is multiplied

many fold by the extraction process*

3. Improvement in Stability to Oxidation. The effect of

Chlorex extraction on stability to oxidation is in some
cases even more important than its effect on viscosity index.

By the Chlorex process very stable oils are obtained,

whether measured by the Indiana oxidation test, the Sligh

test, or other methods.

4. Reduction in Carbon Residue. Chlorex extraction

results in a lowering of the carbon residue of an oil. The

substances removed by Chlorex have an abnormally high

carbon residue, and unless the amount ofmaterial removed

is small the reduction in carbon residue is very great. The

carbon residue of oils from Chlorex extraction is rarely

more than 50% of that of the stock charged and may be

as little as 5%.
5. Reduction in Viscosity-Increase in Flask Normally

the raffinate oil prepared by Chlorex extraction will be

less viscous at the ordinary temperatures of measurement

than the original stock. Since the lower molecular weight

oils of a given degree of paraffmicity are somewhat more

soluble in Chlorex than heavier oils, it sometimes faappeos

that long residua after extraction are more viscous at

210 F. than before, but at lower temperatures the raffi-

nate will have the lower viscosity. Since the flash ofa stock

is not ordinarily affected by extraction, and since the

viscosity falls, the use of Chlorex makes possible the produc-

tion of oils having a higher flash for a given viscosity.

6. Effect on Pour-point In the case of wax-free oils,

whether they are obtained from wax-free crudes or by the

thorough dewaxing ofwaxy oils, Chlorex extraction lowers

the pour-point because it lowers the low-temperature

viscosity. In the case ofoils containing appreciable amounts

of wax, the effect of extraction is to raise the pour-point,

since wax is the least soluble component of the oil and

therefore concentrates in the raffinate.

Ratio of Chlorex Required

The quantities of Chlorex required in the extraction

operation are quite moderate. In the commercial plants

now in operation, all of which operate on Pennsylvania or

Mid-Continent oils, the volumeof Chlorex used pervolume

of feed oil varies from f to 1|.

Finishing of Cblorex-treated Oils

Generally speaking, Chlorex-extracted oils require only

a moderate amount of clay, either by percolation of con-

tacting, to produce finished oils of satisfactory colour and

demulsibility. The extracted oils behave much like Pain-
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sylvania oils towards sulphuric acid and, in case it is desir-

able for any reason to combine acid treatment with solvent

extraction, it will be found that it is easier to treat with

acid before extraction. Dewaxing may be done either be-

fore or after extraction. Ifthe former procedure is adopted,
allowance must be made for a possible increase in pour
test on extraction, but in other respects this order of the

operations is more satisfactory than the reverse order, since

there is no loss of extracted oil in the wax, and a dewaxed
oil is easier to handle during the extraction procedure.

Results obtained with Various Stocks

The plants at present in operation are all devoted to

the extraction of Pennsylvania or Mid-Continent types of

oils. Laboratory experiments, however, have demonstrated

that Chlorex can be used effectively on a wide variety of

stocks, both as regards viscosity and type of crude. Like

practically all other single solvent processes, the Chlorex

process is not well adapted to the treatment of oils con-

taining large amounts of asphalt, such as Mid-Continent

residua. Such stocks are best acid treated or propane de-

asphalted before extraction. The accompanying Table I

will give an indication as to the results obtainable from

representative stocks.

In general, a given degree of refinement can be obtained

with a better yield when the extraction temperature is

lowered, but a larger amount of solvent will be required
to attain the given degree of refinement, and the very

highest degree of refinement can be obtained only at the

highest temperature. The equivalent of about five or six

theoretical stages will give nearly all the improvement

possible with a given solvent ratio, though on heavy, dark-

coloured stocks one or two stages more may perhaps be

used to advantage to effect further removal of colour. The
determining factor in choosing the required number of

stages is sometimes the effectiveness with which clay acts

on the raffinate; this is favourably affected by an increasing
number of stages after their effect on viscosity index has

become negligible.

Recovery of Chlorex

It is quite possible to recover Chlorex by direct heat and
steam distillation in batch stills, and the first Chlorex plant
to be installed (at Casper, Wyo.) has always been operated
in this way. Some decomposition of the Chlorex occurs

during the latter part of the distillation, forming hydro-
chloric acid, and it is necessary to admit ammonia to the

vapour line of the still to keep down corrosion. Even
under these unfavourable conditions, however, the total

loss of Chlorex (including vaporization, spilling, <fcc.) is

about 0-25% per use. An atmospheric pipe still and tower
will reduce the loss considerably. By the use of vacuum

pipe still distillation followed by steam stripping in a
vacuum the total losses can be brought down to 0-05% per
use. Chlorine in the raffinate is ofthe order of0-002% before

clay treatment, but is completely removed by clay treatment.

TABLE I

Results of Chlorex Extraction

*
ROGERS, GRIMM, and LEMMON. Ind. Eng. Chem. 18, 164 (1926). f ROGERS and SHOEMAKER. Ind, Eng. Chem. Anal. Ed., 6, 419 (1934).
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Chlorex is best recovered from the water in a small

packed column. A few per cent, of steam in excess of the

amount required to raise the water to the boiling-point
will remove the Chlorex almost quantitatively.

A flow sheet of a typical lay-out using continuous stills

is shown in the accompanying figure.

Plants in Operation
The first Chlorex extraction plant was started at the

Casper, Wyoming, refinery of the Standard Oil Company
(Indiana) in June 1932. In August 1936 there were seven

plants in operation, with a total daily charging capacity of
6,150 42-gal. barrels.

FIG. 1. Flow sheet of Chlorex process.
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THE APPLICATION OF FURFURAL TO THE REFINING OF
LUBRICATING STOCKS

By R. E. MANLEY, M.S., and B. Y. McCARTY, M.S.

The Texas Company

Introduction

AN ideal refining solvent should effect separation of un-

desired 'extract' material from the charge oil without loss

of valuable 'raffinate* constituents, should be applicable

to even the highest viscosity oils at temperatures high

enough to obtain intimate contact and rapid separation of

raffinate and extract phases in continuous counter-current

application, and should be stable

at the maximum stripping tem-

perature employed. In addition,

the solvent must be readily avail-

able in large quantities at low cost

and should be relatively non-toxic.

Furfural as a selective solvent

closely approaches the require-

ments of an ideal solvent, par-

ticularly when applied to distillate

lubricating stocks or residual oils

of low asphalt content.

The original work on the appli-

cation of furfural to the selective

solvent refining of lubricating oils

is covered in U.S. Patent no.

1,550,523 (1925), issued to Egon
Eichwald. This patent discloses

broadly the use of furfural for the

purification of hydrocarbon oils.

The development of this process

and its commercial application

were carried out in the laboratories

of the Texas Company, and the
" *"

first commercial installation was
made at the Lawrenceville, Illinois, refinery of the Indian

Refining Company, where operations were started in

December 1933.

The raw material source in the manufacture of furfural

is agricultural wastes, such as oat hulls, straw, corn cobs,

rice hulk, &a Its production in commercial practice is

comparatively simple, and good yields of solvent are ob-

tained from relatively inexpensive waste matter. The raw
material source and ease of manufacture ensures an

adequate supply at a relativelylow cost. Furfural compares

favourably in price with all the commercially available

refining solvents.

Physical Properties of Furfural

The physical properties of furfural are shown in Table I.

Pure furfural boils at 323 F. at 760 mm. pressure. The

vapour-pressure curve for furfural is shown in Fig. 1.

The normal grade of commercial furfural usually contains

small amounts of water and the lower fatty acids. Small

amounts offormic and acetic acid have also been identified

in the commercial product. The acid content of furfural

in a closed system decreases in the first recovery operations
and remains at a low point due to the removal of acids

with water from stripping operations.

Furfural is very stable in plant solvent recovery equip-

ment, in which temperatures have at times been main-

tained as high as 600 F, Although furfural darkens on

standing, the colour change represents only a very minute

amount of actual polymerized solvent, and in a closed

system in plant operation the solvent remains light yellow

in colour. Actual volume inventories covering several

months ofcommercial operation ofthe process have shown

FIG 1
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that the furfural loss amounts to only 0-0252% of the total

furfural used. This amounts to only 0-0223 gal. of furfural

lost per barrel of oil charged when refining with a volume

solvent ratio of approximately 2-00.

TABLE I

Properties ofFurfural

Structural formula:

O

323

-34
1-164

0-907

0416
193-5

7

138
8-96

746
798

\y
O

Boiling-point, F. at 760 mm. ....
Freezing-point, F
Specific gravity at 60 F
Kinematic viscosity at 100 F. (centistokes) .

Specific heat (68-212 F.)

Heat of vaporization (29-9 in Hg) B.Th.U. per Ib. .

Vapour pressure at 100 F
Tagliabue close-cup flash, F
Solubility of furfural in water at 100 F., .% by weight
Critical temperature, F
Critical pressure, Ib. per sq. in. abs.
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Furfural is relatively non-poisonous, although, in con-

tact with the skin, it is mildly irritating and causes dis-

coloration. In rare cases men will be found who exhibit

a skin sensitivity towards furfural, but this is not serious

and no ill effects are encountered when the solvent is

handled with reasonable care. Low toxicity is an important
advantage when possible solvent leakage and contact with

solvent either in Hquid or vapour state are considered.

Application of Furfural

TTie temperature range of application for furfural is

considerably wider than for most solvents, and the tem-

perature of complete solution of paraffinic oil and solvent

is high. Furfural is employed normally in lubricating oil

extraction at temperatures ranging from 90 F. to 280 F.

In this range practically any viscous or waxy oil can be

treated readily. Furfural is non-viscous and has a specific

gravity high enough to settle quickly through the oil.

Counterflow operation is accepted as the method which

gives the best fractionation of 'raffinate* and 'extract*

constituents in solvent refining. The high temperatures
of application of furfural and the difference in specific

gravity between extract and raffinate solution permit
counterflow operation in either a packed tower or in a

step-counterflow system. This flexibility is not a charac-

teristic of all commercially developed solvents.

Settling rates of furfural in oil are not only high, but,

in addition, furfural selectively wets ceramic or other

packing, spreading over the surface of the tower packing
in a thin film, thus offering a large surface of contact at

the interface between the two phases and permitting the

two layers to approach equilibrium quickly. The low

viscosity of the oil layer at high operating temperatures
offers low resistance to the attainment of this equilibrium.
In step-counterflow operation the high temperature and

gravity difference results in rapid settling and a minimum
difficulty from emulsion formation.

The analogy between fractionation by distillation and
fractionation by counter-current solvent extraction was
first pointed out by R. N. J. Saal and W. J. D. van Dyck
[I, 1935].

As in fractionation by distillation, efficient fractionation

by solvent extraction requires the use of a reflux. Due to

the high temperature of application of furfural, reflux is

readily obtained by the use of a temperature gradient
between the two ends of the counterflow treating system.
The value of this reflux in increasing the efficiency of

separation has been definitely established by theoretical

considerations and actual plant operations. The most

efficient results will be obtained by introducing the charge
oil at an intermediate point in the counterflow system with

a relatively large temperature gradient in the extract end.

This results in a high reflux ratio in the extract and where

it is most needed from the standpoint of yields. This type
of temperature gradient can be easily obtained with fur-

fural by introducing both oil and furfural at elevated

temperatures and cooling the extract end of the counter-

flow system.
When solvent refining paraffin base stocks furfural may

be applied either to the dewaxed or to the raw undewaxed
stocks. The high refining temperatures ensure all wax

being in solution, and consequently wax does not interfere

with settling. On solvent refining dewaxed stocks a slight

rise in pour test will occur unless the oil is dewaxed to a

low pour test, in the order of 10 F.

No acid treatment is necessary after furfural refining
distillate stocks, as ordinary percolation or contact filtra-

tion ofthe raffinate will give a product ofacceptable colour.

Generally speaking, however, clay is not very reactive to

a neutral oil, and ifa pale colour (below 4 NPA.) is desired
it is more economical to use a light 98% acid treat of from
2 to 7 Ib. per barrel than to carry out all decolorizing with

clay alone. On residual oils, excepting the Pennsylvania
type, and on some heavy distillates, acid treatment of the
solvent refined oil is necessary for satisfactory colour. Al-

though acid treatment is not practical on Pennsylvania
type residua, furfural treatment renders the stock much
more susceptible to percolation or contact filtration.

In general, it may be stated that no rigid rules regarding
order of refining steps can be laid down, and the most
economical procedures for different stocks can only be
determined by investigation.

Furfural Refining Plant

Plant facilities required for the furfural refining of

lubricating stocks consist of the following main operating
units:

1 . Vertical counterflow extraction tower with preheaters
or exchangers for furfural and charge oil, together
with means for charging solvent and oil at a pre-
determined controlled charge rate.

2. Storage for refined oil solution and extract solution

for supplying charge to strippers.

3. Extract stripping unit for combined atmospheric and
vacuum distillation of furfural from extract solution.

4. Refined oil stripping unit for vacuum distillation of
furfural from the refined oil solution.

5. Solvent recovery system including condenser, water

cooler, accumulator drum, vacuum pump, after-

cooler, and receiver.

6. Two vacuum steam strippers for removal of final

traces of furfural from raffinate and extract.

7. Separating tower and fractionator for recovering
furfural from the steamings and drying of furfural

prior to its return to the system.

8. Slop solvent and new solvent storage tanks.

9. Storage tanks for extract and refined oil.

A diagrammatic flow sheet of a furfural refining unit is

shown in Fig. 2.

A commercial plant for furfural refining Mid-Continent

distillates has been in almost continuous operation for a

period of 2 years. This plant processes an average of

1,300 bbl. per day of waxy distillates ranging in viscosity

from 45 sec. Saybolt at 210 F. to 1 60 sec. Saybolt at 210 F.

The unique feature of this plant is the installation and
successful operation of a packed counterflow extraction

tower. The use of a counterflow extraction tower instead

of a large number of stages in step counterflow has proved

advantageous from the standpoint of plant investment in

equipment, simplified operation, and reduced operatingand

repair costs. It should be emphasized, however, that fur-

fural is equally adaptable to both continuous counterflow

and step-counterflow operations. Either system may be

used the choice depending upon the economics involved,

the flexibility desired, and the preference of the individual

refiner.

Table n shows the solvent losses in plant operation as

determined by actual inventories over an 8-month operat-

ing period. It will be noted that the losses gradually

decreased as line leaks and other defects inherent in a
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new plant were corrected. In the Lawrenceville plant of
the Indian Refining Company the solvent is circulated

approximately 8 times in each 24 hours of operation.

TABLE II

Average Furfural Losses

(Plant Operating Data)

Investment and Operating Casts

Furfural refining-plant installation costs are dependent
to a large extent on each refiner's individual problem. In

general, the initial investment for furfural refining is

relatively low, varying from about $200 per bbl. of daily

charge capacity for units of 500 bbl. capacity to about
$70 per bbl. for units having a daily charge rate of 5,000
bbl. Plant design is adapted to the efficient utilization of
recovered refinery equipment.

In Table in are presented the labour requirements,
utilities requirements, and average operating conditions

of a commercial furfural refining unit having a nominal

capacity of 1,350 bbl. of Mid-Continent distillate (all

grades) per day. (2,700 bbl. furfural per day.)

TABLE III

Furfural Refining Unit

Labour requirements :

$57.25
Utilities requirements:

Fuel, 0-0443 bbl. of fuel per bbl. of charge.
Steam, 151 Ib. per bbl. of charge.
Water pumping, 0-943 K.W.H. per bbl. of charge.

Average operating conditionsWax distillate no. 40 stock.

Oil charged to plant, F
Temperature of oil charged to counterflow tower, F. .

Temperature of furfural charged to counterflow tower
F

Temperature, top of tower, F.

bottom of tower, F. .

Ratio of furfural to oil charged, by volume
Fuel distribution: Extract, %

Raffinate, %
Plant charge rate (42-gal. bbl.), bbL per day
Furfural loss (average), % bbl. of furfural used

120

195

255
235
200

1-97:1
77*02

22-98

1,330
0-0380

Labour requirements are based on actual operating
conditions, where the operating foreman and shift foreman
handle other operations in addition to the furfural refining
unit. The labour requirements are sufficient to take care
of a much larger unit, and unit labour costs on a larger
plant would be reduced practically in proportion to the

production.

In this plant all pumps are steam driven, exhaust steam

being credited for use in other parts of the refinery. Due
to the use of steam, electric power costs are low. A cir-

culating-water system with a cooling tower is in use which
reduces the water requirements to evaporation and
mechanical losses.

The average operating conditions are those in actual

use and do not necessarily represent the optimum condi-
tions for a Mid-Continent distillate. Production require-

ments, which forced operations well above rated capacity,
necessitated changes in operating conditions from those

normally used.

In Table IV is a detailed statement of operating costs for

a typical operating month. Total direct operating expense
amounts to only $0*1739 per 42-gal. bbl. of charge.

TABLE IV

Operating Costs Furfural Refining Unit

(Exclusive of Royalties)

Operating labour

Materials, supplies, and others

Fuel ....
Steam, power, and water .

Total operating

Repair labour .

Material, supplies, and other

Total repairs
Furfural loss

Total direct expense, per bbl.

Unit cost per
barrel of charge

0*0366

0-0033

0-0496

0-0493

0-0020

0-0026

$

0-1388

0-0046

0-0305

$0-1739

It is felt that the low operating costs shown are quite

satisfactory. Due to generally improved and simplified

processing operations, and to the increased value of extract
over acid sludge, many installations will show a lower direct

cost for a finished solvent refined oil than for the con-

ventionally acid-treated oil without the use of solvent.

In Table V are presented the tests on the raw lubricating
stocks charged to the Lawrenceville plant together with
the results obtained in the furfural refining-plant operations.
Tests are also shown on the same oils dewaxed by the

Solvent Dewaxing Process using acetone-benzol mixture
as the solvent.

Attention is called to the fact that this plant was operat-

ing on the production of oils having viscosity indices and
other characteristics which are considered to be satis-

factorily high for superior performance in service. In-

creases in solvent ratios and modifications of operating
conditions would result in higher viscosity indices with

proportionate decrease in charge rate for the plant. The
yields obtained are particularly high, due to the degree of

selectivity of furfural as a refining solvent. A further

sacrifice in yields and increased cost of operation is not
considered justified for the doubtful advantage of a few

points increase in viscosity index.

The finishing steps employed in the manufacture of the

low pour-test solvent refined lubricants herein described

consist in acid-treating the raffinate with 2-5 Ib. per bbl.

of 98 % acid, contact neutralizing with 4-12 Ib. per bbl.

of fine contact clay (not acid treated), and dewaxing with

acetone-benzol to a pour test below F. The light acid

treatment is considered more efficient and economical than

straight percolation or contact filtering, although a satis-

factory product can be made by the latter methods using
no acid.
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Application of Furfural to Various Dibricatrag Stocks

Extensive research and development work has demon-

strated the applicability of furfural to a wide variety of

lubricating stocks. This investigation has demonstrated

that furfural is particularly adapted to the solvent

refining of such widely varying stocks as Gulf Coast

naphthene base distillates and Pennsylvania distillates and

cylinder stocks.

Table VI shows typical results that are readily obtained

on Pennsylvania distillates and cylinder stocks. In these

examples high solvent ratios and low temperatures have

been used, but equal yields and quality could be obtained

by the use of lower solvent ratios and higher tempera-

tures. The action of furfural on steam-refined Pennsylvania

cylinder stocks renders these stocks much more susceptible

to clay filtration to a given colour specification, and

materially lowers the carbon residue.

In Table VII are presented data on the furfural refining

of lubricating distillates from a naphthene base crude.

It will be noted that excellent yields of relatively high-

quality refined oils are obtained. With only light clay

contact treatment the products have excellent demulsi-

bility tests.

Table VIII presents data on the furfural refining of

distillates from various foreign crudes. Here again the

high degree of selectivity of furfural is of advantage in

that it gives high yields of a high-quality refined oil.

SUPPLEMENT
Since the preparation of the original article, important

improvements to the furfural refining process have been

effected, and a brief description of the changes made are

presented here (cf. Fig. 2). The effect of the changes on the

economy of operation, and the further commercial appli-

cation to a wide variety of lubricating stocks, are also

recorded.

Improvements to Furfural Refining Process

Recent changes to the design described in the original

article are:

1. The installation of cooling means for cooling extract

mix, and maintaining controlled temperature gradients
to increase yields.

2. The use of two or three stages in the recovery of

solvent from the extract solution. The first stage

being atmospheric evaporation by heat exchange

against furfural vapours at about 45 Ib. pressure, the

second stag a pressure evaporation at about 45 Ib.

gauge pressure, and a third stage vacuum evaporation
either dry or in the presence of steam or both.

3. The recovery of furfural from the water in the wet

solvent and the drying of the wet furfural are carried

out continuously. The recovered solvent is held as

near extraction temperatures as possible, thus re-

ducing the amount ofcooling and reheating employed
in the original process.

The cooling of extract solution in the bottom of the

tower extractor has been accomplished by both internal

and external coolers, the choice depending on the prefer-

ence of the individual refiner. Both methods have been

found satisfactory in commercial installations.

The above changes have greatly reduced the total invest-

ment for a given size plant and have reduced the fuel

requirement for the extract evaporator. The fuel require-

ments have been reduced to about 70% ofthe requirements
mentioned on page 1920, under comparable extraction

conditions.

Direct operating costs have been reduced appreciably by
the changes in design, and direct costs of the larger units

are approximately 75% of the costs shown in Table IV.

Commercial Applications

At the present time in the United States there are four

furfural units in operation with a total daily oil charge

capacity of more than 14,000 bbl.

In foreign countries there are two units with a total

charge oil capacity of about 1,700 bbl./day, and other units

are under construction, which will increase the charge oil

capacity to over 4,000 bbl./day.

Domestic units are processing both residual and distil-

late oils from Mid-Continent crudes, and GulfCoastal type

crudes, whik foreign units are processing a variety of dis-

tillates from foreign crudes.

TABLE V

Furfural Refining Mid-Continent Distillates

* Oils are finished with 3-7 Ib. of acid per bbL, contact filtered and dewaxed by acetone-benzol process.
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TABLE VI

Furfural Refining Pennsylvania Stocks

Gravity,
c
API. .

Specific gravity at 60 F.

Flash, F. .

Fire,F. .

Viscosity at 100* F. S.U.
210* F.

Poor, F. .

Carbon residue, %
SHgh no. ...
Viscosity index

Viscosity-gravity constant

Gravity,
* API. .

Specific gravity at 60 F.

Viscosity at 210 F. (sec.)

30-1

0-8756
430
495
179-5

45-5

4-15
0-06

104

"

0-822

31-5

0-8681

420
495
165-6

44.9

+25
0-01

4-3

no
0-813

32-3

0-8639

420
495
157-1

44-5

+25
0-01

2-3

113-5

0-808

25-9

0-8990

565
625

2,150
147

+25
2-24

103

"

0-813

I

26-7

;

0-8944

560

|

630

j

2,170
I 148

! +20
1-55

2
103

0-803

27-3

0-8911
565
630

2,103
146

+ 15

1-38

1-3

104

0-803

Extract Extract

7-2

1-0201

100

10-0

1-00

85

Extract

3-5

1-0481

3,165

Extract

6-8

1-0231

1,150

TABLE VU

Furfural Refining Naphthene Base Crude Distillates
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TABLE Vm
Furfural Refining Distillatesfrom Foreign Crudes

1923
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THE DUO-SOL PROCESS
By H. W. SHELDON and B. W. STORY

Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated

THE enhanced value of crudes containing cylinder stock

has long bean recognized, and refiners have gone to great

pains to conserve the cylinder-stock content ofsuch crudes.

The additional value in crudes of this type lies in the fact

that the lubricants produced from them have exceptionally

good viscodty-temperature characteristics and good
stability at high temperatures. Such lubricants are parti-

cularly desirable for use in internal-combustion motors
where ease of starting and resistance to change under the

high-operating temperatures are of major importance. A
substantial part of these lubricants consists of very large
molecules which cannot be conveniently distilled because

their boiling-points, even at low pressures, are higher than
the temperatures at which they decompose. For this reason
it has been customary to stop the distillation of cylinder-
stock types of crudes at a temperature low enough to avoid
all danger of cracking, or, in other words, to carry the

distillation only to a 'cylinder-stock residuum*. Such
residua contain all the asphaltic bodies present in the

crude along with their quota of other undesirable con-
stituents common to the distillate oils. These additional

impurities naturally complicate the chemkal refining ofthe

residua, but, even so, the viscous lubricants present in

such crudes are too valuable to be disregarded. Hence the

refining of residua has been considered a necessary evil

because in no other way could all the lubricating value
ofthe crude be satisfactorily preserved. It is obvious, there-

fore, that any method ofrefining which will advantageously
handle residuum stocks is deserving of special attention
because of its economic importance.

Petroleum residua may be considered as consisting of

lubricants, resins, and asphalts. The resins and asphalts
may be considered as generally undesirable constituents.

The lubricants or oily portions of the crude residua, how-
ever, still contain certain types of compounds which may
be loosely described as aromatic, and which experience
has shown to be relatively unstable towards oxygen and
other reagents, and, therefore, undesirable for most high-
grade lubricating oils. Hence the art of refining petroleum
residua consists of the proper segregation of the desirable
lubricants from all the

4
other materials' present.

For the purposes of this discussion, the 'other materials'

may be designated as asphaltic and resinous bodies as one
type, and hydrocarbons ofan aromatic nature as the other

type. Fig, 1 will serve to illustrate, in so far as two dimen-
sions permit, the approximate distribution of these types of
compounds in a raw residuum fraction from crude oil.

In the above diagram the vertical axis is intended to
show a progressive increase in paraffinitity of the oil from
bottom to top, and, conversely, a progressive predomi-
nance towards aromatic types of compounds from top to
bottom. The horizontal axis shows increasing molecular
weights of the constituents from left to right Values of
400 and 1,000+ are intended to be only indicative because
actual values would depend upon the length of the resi-
<tann and the nature of the crude.

In general, the most unstable constituents of crude oil

a|)pear to be the preponderantly aromatic types. Such

types of compounds are to a large extent accountable for

the formation of sludge in petroleum oils, while the

formation of carbon in internal-combustion motors de-

pends to a large extent upon the presence of compounds
having a very high molecular weight. These have been
indicated in Fig 1 by two shaded portions, representing
the asphaltic and resinous bodies respectively. It must be

kept in mind, however, that these are not separate and
distinct types ofcompounds as the diagram might indicate.

Actually, there are no definite lines of demarcation between
the asphalts and resins nor between the resins and the

lubricants. Each tends to merge into the other by gradual
and imperceptible degrees, as do the types of compounds
indicated by the vertical ordinates. However, it has been

Voleculoir WOO*

FIG. 1.

empirically shown by years of trial and error that for each
crude there is a certain amount of material which must be
removed in order to produce satisfactory lubricating oils.

Experience has also shown that, quite apart from the

standpoint of economics and considering only the quality
of the finished oil, it is unwise to overdo the elimination of
certain constituents of the crude. Refining may be over-
done as well as underdone.

Referring again to Fig. 1, it may be assumed that the
desirable part of the residuum is bounded by the lines

a-c-d, and the remainder is either too aromatic or too
resinous and asphaltic to be acceptable for a high-grade
motor oil. Inclusion of the material lying outside this

boundary would result in an oil prone to develop either

sludge or carbon formation or both, depending upon
whether the included material lay below or to the right of
the a~c boundary.

In a discussion on solvent refining it is perhaps unneces-
sary to dwell on the shortcomings of the older refining
methods involving the use of sulphuric acid and clay. It

is sufficient to point out that a lubricating oil from resi-

duum stocks, as indicated in the diagram by the a-c-d
boundary lines, could not be produced commercially by
the older methods of refining. Such oils were laboratory
curiosities and served only as a spur to increase the efforts
of petroleum technologists to develop feasible means by
which similar oils might be obtained on a commercial
scale. The development of solvent refining has accom-
plished this.

Experiments with the various appropriate solvents indi-
cated that such solvents might be roughly divided into
two groups. One group was particularly effective in the
separation of the aromatic type of constituents, but tended
to show comparatively little discrimination between com-
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pounds differing principally with respect to molecular

weight. Such solvents are generally strongly polar and may
be said to be chemically very discriminating. The phenols,

certain chlor ethers, aldehydes, and ketones, and even

sulphur dioxide are examples of the 'chemical' group of

solvents. The other group of solvents shows particular

discrimination with respect to the molecular weight of

the components of petroleum residua, but comparatively

little selective action with respect to the paraffinicity of the

compounds. Propane and some of the aliphatic alcohols

are examples of this group of solvents. Such solvents have

good solvent power for the oily part of residua, but tend

to reject or precipitate the asphaltic and resinous bodies

which may be present.

The action ofboth groups may be described by reference

to the residuum diagram. The chemical type of solvents

will selectively dissolve the lower or highly aromatic

portion of the oil. If, therefore, a typical residuum is

subjected to the action of such solvents under suitable

conditions, the oil becomes more and more paraffinic in

character. If the treatment is continued, a final product

represented by the boundary lines a-b-d may readily be

obtained with almost any of the better solvents belonging

to this group. It has also been shown that, if the treating

conditions, viz. temperature, solvent ratio, &c., are pro-

perly adjusted for the particular solvent used, most, if not

all, of the better solvents give about the same yield and

quality of finished oil from a given raw stock. It will be

noted, however, that the line a-b cuts through the resin

and asphalt sections of the diagram. This means that

solvents of this type do not completely remove the resinous

and asphaltic bodies present in a typical residuum, and,

hence, the so-called raffinates produced by these solvents

will contain a substantial proportion of the resin and

asphalt content of the raw stock. If the raw stock happens
to contain only a small amount of resins and asphalts, then

the amount remaining in the raffinate t may be quite

insignificant and easily removed by the subsequent clay

filtration or other finishing operation- In such cases the

chemical type ofsolventmay be adequate to yield a finished

oil which is entirely satisfactory. Some ofthe Pennsylvania

crudes will furnish residua of this sort, but the majority

of the crudes contain too great an amount of resinous and

asphaltic bodies for the strictly chemical type of solvents

to cope with effectively. Refined oils of the a-b-d class

may be quite stabletowards oxidation, but are characterized

by relatively high carbon residue values and are prone to

the formation of carbon deposits when used for the

lubrication of internal-combustion motors.

The physical type of solvents has been described as

having the ability to dissolve the lubricant portion of

residua, but to reject the resinous and asphaltic portions.

If, therefore, a petroleum residuum were subjected to the

simultaneous action of a chemical type and a physical

type of solvent, an oil of the a-c-d description might be

expected as a result. Such a happy combination of solvents

has been found and developed in what is known as the

Duo-Sol process. The solvents chosen are essentially

cresylic acid for the chemical type of solvent and propane
for the physical type. By the suitable adjustment of these

two solvents with respect to each other and the stock to be

treated, a remarkable degree of flexibility is obtained and

a refined oil of almost any desired character may be pro-

duced from a great variety of crudes. This is readily

visualized from the diagram because, regardless of the pro-

portions of the undesirable constituents present in the raw

m

stock, a suitable adjustment of the solvents can be made
to cut at the desired point on either the vertical or hori-

zontal ordinates. Furthermore, it has been found that the

counterflow action of the propane facilitates the recovery

of lubricants occluded in the tar, which are ordinarily

difficult to recover, so that relatively high yields of oil

refined to a given quality are a characteristic of this process.

In practice it has been found that cresylic acid alone is

somewhat too soluble at the most convenient operating

temperatures. This has been corrected by the addition of

phenol to the cresylic acid. One of the commonly used

blends of phenol and cresylic is known as No. 2 Acid, and

for convenience is called selecto. It has the following

specifications:

Phenol
Cresols

Pyridin

Sulphur
Water
Unsaponifiabie residue

35%
65%
Trace
OO8 maximum
0-50

0*05%

Distillation:

5% 181 C-50% 186 C. max.~95% 195 C max.

E.P. 202 C. max.

Owing to the great flexibility ofthe Duo-Sol process with

respect to both the stocks which may be treated and the

refined oils which may be produced therefrom, it is quite

impossible to give actual supporting data to cover its

possibilities in such a limited space. There is, however,

a lower limit to the flash-point of stocks which may be

successfully treated by the Duo-Sol process, because a

certain difference in vapour pressure between the stock

and the selecto must be maintained for efficient stripping

ofthe selecto from the ramnate and extract. The difference

in vapour pressure required will depend somewhat on the

design of the solvent-stripping towers, but a minimum

flash-point ofabout 400 F. is desirable for good separation

of the selecto. The following tables, however, win serve

as examples.
A Mid-Continent exude residuum (Oklahoma City) of

the following characteristics is being commercially refined :

Characteristics of Charging Stack

Gravity, API. .

Specific gravity, 60 F. .

Flash, F. .

Viscosity, 210 F. SJU. .

Pour, F. .

v.g.c

. 25-5

. 0-9013

. 470

. 105

. 85

. 0-844

The above stock passing through the system as described

below will produce as an end product a raffinate which,

after dewaxing, yields a finished lubricating oil having the

following tests;

TABLE I

Characteristics of Treated Oil
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TABLE II

Note. Colour indicated is that produced by Duo-Sol processing without other treatment.

For other data reference should be made to Table II

ami list of publications appearing at the end of this article.

Fig. 2 illustrates the apparatus and essential operations

required for carrying out the process. It is comprised of

two essential parts, the extraction equipment for contacting
the propane and selecto solvents with the charging stock,

and the distillation equipment for the recovery of the

raffinate and extract from the solvents.

The extraction equipment consists of horizontal cylindri-

cal tanks divided into a number of compartments. Each

compartment is provided with an individual pump to

circulate and control the rate of flow of the solutions.

The distillation part of the equipment is complicated by
the partial miscabUity of the propane and selecto in each

other. This necessitates that this part of the plant be

designed so as not only to separate the solvents from the

raffinate and extract, but to separate them from each other

and return each to its individual work tank.

In this flow diagram the equipment servicing the raffinate

or paraffink portion is marked P and that for the extract

or aromatic portion N.
In order to appreciate the actual operation of this

process the following specific description of the flow

diagram is given. The raw material, which is a reduced
crude of such character that the fMshed oil will have the

required physical tests, and the required proportions of
solvents are intimately mixed and settled in the compart-
raeets of the horizontal extractors. These consist of two
$-ft. diameter tanks, each 75 ft. long, one divided into four

compartments and the other into five, each compartment
ranging from 15-25 ft. in length. The propane is pumped

from the work tank P 5 into compartment 1 of the ex-

tractor under sufficient pressure to maintain flow and keep
the propane in a liquid state. The selecto is introduced

into compartment 9 from N 5, each solvent flowing counter

to the other as they pass through the extractors. The

charging stock is mixed with the lower layer from compart-
ment 4 and the upper layer from compartment 2 in a tank

at a temperature sufficiently high to form a solution. This

solution is cooled to the required operating temperature by
means of a vacuum-jet refrigerating unit of approximately
300 tons capacity, and enters compartment 3 of the

extraction system.
These horizontal extractors offer large settling areas,

and as the propane solution of the charging stock moves
from compartment 3 to 9 it is thoroughly scrubbed with

the selecto entering compartment 9, becoming more and
more paraffinic in character until it leaves the system as

the upper layer from compartment 9. Conversely, the

selecto in its journey through the extractors picks up more
and more aromatic material until it reaches compartment 3,

where it dissolves the asphaltic material precipitated by
the propane and then passes on out through the system
as the lower layer ofcompartment 1 . The propane entering

compartment 1 functions as a scrubbing solvent and ex-

tracts the more valuable paraffinic constituents rejected

from compartment 3, allowing the process to function

with maximum yields.

The propane or upper layer moves through the extrac-

tion equipment by the drop in pressure between each

compartment. The lower layer, comprising a solution

of aromatic and asphaltic materials in the selecto, is moved
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couBterflow to the upper kyer by means of individual

pumps for each compartment. The upper and lower

layers are intimately mixed through specially designed
nozzles as they enter the compartment. The degree of

mixing can be controlled by varying the size of the orifice

in this mixing device, or adjusting the rate of circulation

of the lower layer.

The following table shows the progressive changes
which take place in the paraffinic layer as it passes through
the various compartments of the extractor, and clearly
indicates the increase in paraffinicity as indicated by the
increase in API. gravity and reduction of the viscosity

gravity constant.

TABLE HI

Progress ofParaffinic Solution

The distillation systems for the separation and recovery
of the solvents from the respective paraffinic and naph-
tfeenie solutions are essentially the same. In following
these solutions through the recovery system the aromatic
layer will be considered first. This solution leaves the
bottom of compartment 1 of the extraction system under
system pressure, and after being heated by indirect ex-

change with the bottoms from W I tower is flashed into
tower N I which is held at about 190 Ib. pressure, the
propane leaving the top of this tower while the bottoms
are flashed into tower N 2 which is operated at 55 Ib.

pressure. Over 95% of the propane is removed in these
two towers. The bottoms from TV 2 after passing through
a steam heater are flashed in tower N 3 where a large
portion of the selecto is removed. This tower is operated
at 5 Ib. pressure, and additional heat is added by means of
drcuiating heat exchangers hung on the sides of the
tower; 90-95% of the selecto is recovered in this tower,
tfae balance being recovered ie tower N 4 operating at

a pressure of approximately 100 mm. abs. This tower

operates at a maximum temperature of 600 F., heat being
supplied to the system by circulating the bottoms of tower
N 4 through an oil- or gas-fired tube heater. Stripping
steam is used in this tower, and the extract leaves the

system containing not more than 0-03-0-05% of selecto.

The paraffinic solution leaving the extraction system as
the upper layer of compartment 9 passes through similar

equipment P 1 and P 2 for the separation of the propane.
This solution then goes to E 3, a separating tank, which
allows the selecto which was held in solution by the pro-
pane to break out. This results in a further purification of
the paraffinic layer, as the oil contained in the lower or
selecto layer is much higher in viscosity gravity constant
than that in the upper layer. This lower layer is returned to
the extraction system at any convenient compartment, such
as 6, 7, or 8. The upper layer passes on to P 3 where the

major portion ofthe selecto is recovered and then to P 4 for
final stripping. This tower is supplied with heat from a
tubular heater similar to that used for the extract. The
paraffinic oil is substantially free from selecto.

The overhead vapours from N 3 are used to heat the

charge to P 1 tower. These vapours are combined with
the overhead from P 3, condensed and fractionated in
W 1 tRwer for the removal of the last traces of propane
and the water that may enter the system in the charging
stock and that used for stripping in N 4 and P 4 towers.
The dehydrated selecto leaving the bottom of W 1 is used
to heat the charge to N 1 and then returned to N 5 which
is the selecto work tank.

The propane recovered from W 1 at about 2 Ib. pressure
and that from N 2 and P 2 at 55 Ib. pressure is compressed
to 190 Ib. pressure and combined with the overhead
vapours from P 1 and N 1. These vapours are condensed
and returned to P 5, the propane work tank. The steam
used for stripping is generated by evaporating the water
recovered from W I tower. Inasmuch as this water con-
tains a small amount of selecto, this is an effective and
economical method for its salvage.
The preceding description shows that the extraction part

of the process is rather simple, while the oil separation and
solvent recovery is very complicated. If it were not for
the efficient instruments available for the automatic control
of flow, temperature, pressure, and liquid levels in all

these various vessels, it would be next to impossible to
operate the plant successfully.
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FIG. 3. Front view Duo-Sol plant showing solvent-recovery equipment

FIG. 4. Interior of extractor building showing extractors, circulating pumps, and refrigeration unit at the rear centre
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF REFRIGERATION

By C O. BROWN, M.S.

Chemical Engineer, Chemical Construction Corporation, New York

REFRIGERATION, as used in this section, refers to a lowering

of the temperature of any fluid, material, or product to a

temperature below that of the ordinary available cooling

water or atmosphere. This effect is accomplished by the

use of some chemical having favourable thermal, physical,

and chemical properties, such as a low specific heat and
a high value for latent heat of evaporation, called the
*

refrigerant', or 'refrigerating agent'. The refrigerant is

used in some form ofcompressor, together with equipment
to confine and bring the refrigerant indirectly into contact

with the material to be cooled. Broadly, therefore,

refrigeration is a problem of the economical flow or transfer

of heat, having both a technical and financial side.

The principles and steps by which sub-normal tempera-
tures are produced are not complicated.
Two methods can be used, one wherein any gas, such as

air, is expanded from a higher pressure to a lower pressure,

contacted with the material to be cooled, and is then com-

pressed, and at the higher pressure it is cooled to the lowest

temperature possible with the available cooling water, thus

completing the cycle. This method, although fairly efficient,

has a limited application, and practically all commercial

refrigerating is accomplished by the second method-
evaporation of a liquid. This cycle contains three parts.

First, any liquid when evaporating must be supplied with

heat equivalent to the latent heat ofevaporation. This use-

ful heat is supplied largely by transfer from the material

or product to be cooled. Second, the temperature at which

any liquid evaporates to a vapour depends upon thepressure
of the vapour over the liquid. The third fact is that any
vapour when compressed to a suitable pressure and cooled,
can be liquefied. These three physical changes control the

art of mechanical refrigeration, producing a continuous

economical cycle. Theequipment for cooling or refrigerating
is also simple, consisting of three essential parts an evapo-

rator, a condenser, and a compressor in which the evapo-
rator contains sufficient surface in contact with the product
to be cooled to permit the desired amount of heat to flow
from product to refrigerant. The condenser is equipped
with a throttle-valve to confine the refrigerant and control

the rate of flow to the evaporator.

Definitions

Mechanical Refrigeration implies the use ofheat or power
as a means of extracting heat from any system, fluid, or
material at a relatively low temperature, and discharging
this heat into a second fluid at a higher temperature.

Theoretical Horse-power is the production or absorption
of 550 ft-lb. per sec.

Indicated Horse-power. The power of a machine as

calculated from pertinent data, or the power indicated by
suitable instruments connected with the interior of the

cylinder and capable of recording the change of pressure
throughout the cycle. The indicated horse-power value, in

prime movers, is more than the actual output as the friction

of the machine is not deducted.

Brake Horse-power. The power output ofa prime mover,
or the power input of a secondary machine as measured at

the driving pulley or the driven pulley by a suitable brake

or dynamometer.
COHHHOH Heat Units* The British Thermal Unit (B.Th.U.)

is the amount of heat necessary to raise one pound of

water, at or near its maximum density, through 1 F.

The popular metric unit is the Centigrade Heat Unit,
which is the amount of heat necessary to raise the tempera-
ture of one pound of water near its maximum density,

1C. The Centigrade Heat Unit is 1 -8 x B.Th.U. The
B.Th.U. is the equivalent of 778 ft.-lb., or 0-293 watt hr.

The large calorie is the amount of heat necessary to change
one kg. of water through one degree C., at or near the

point of maximum density.

Unit of Refrigeration. The commercial unit of refrigera-

tion is 2,000 Ib. of refrigeration per day of 24 hr., or 'the

ton of refrigeration'. This unit is based upon the heat

absorbed by one ton of ice melting to water in 24 hr. The
latent heat of fusion of ice is 144 B.Th.U. per Ib., or

288,000 B.Th.U. per ton of ice. Since this heat is absorbed

(or liberated) during 24 hr. (1,440 min.) a 'ton of refrigera-

tion' is also equivalent to a rate of 200 B.Th.U. per min.

Refrigerant. Any fluid which can be evaporated, itsvapour
warmed and compressed, then cooled and liquefied without

decomposition, which is not corrosive to irons and steels,

copper, or brass, can be used to convey heat from one

system to anotherand in such use is known as a Refrigerant.

Quality of Refrigerant. When any refrigerant passes
from a system under pressure, through an expansion valve,
to a lower-pressure system some part of the liquid passing
the valve changes to the vapour phase, thus changing the
*

quality
*

ofthe refrigerant.
'

Quality
'

is defined as the mass
of vapour per unit mass of saturated mixture.

Cooling Mediums. There are two places in any refrigera-
tion system where the temperature is lowered: (1) in the

material or product or space where the refrigeration is

desired, and (2) in the refrigerant, after compression. To
avoid confusion, we will call the fluid on the condenser,
that cools and liquefies the refrigerant, the 'cooling
medium'. It may be air, water, or some other refrigerant.
In all cases where the heat which is removed from the pro-
duct is transferred to the refrigerant by some separate fluid,

this will be defined as the
*

heat-transfer medium '. In com-
mercial plants for ice-making by the tank process, the tanks
and ice-water actually impart their contained heat to salt

brine, or to calcium chloride brine, the brine being refrige-
rated in a separate cooler by the evaporating refrigerant.
The use of a 'heat-transfer medium' enables the refrigera-
tion to be distributed from a central plant to various

scattered and distant points, and acts as a storage to supply
a variable demand.

Absorption System. In one commercial system the

refrigerant, after evaporation, is absorbed in water, with

cooling. The water solution is pumped to a heater, the

refrigerant boiled off, the pure vapour condensed to a
liquid, and cooled again. A system using this cycle is called

'the absorption system', and it is used only with ammonia
as the refrigerant.

Compression Systems. A system wherein the refrigerant
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is recovered after use, by compression in a power-driven

compressor of one or more stages. This name is not

definitely descriptive as compression of the refrigerant also

occurs in the absorption system. The use of a mechanically

driven compressor lends great flexibility to the system and

permits of the use of a wide variety of refrigerants.

Evaporation System. This system has become com-

mercially important only recently, using water as the

refrigerant. In operation, water is evaporated at high

vacuum, the resulting low-pressure water-vapour is with-

drawn from the system and delivered to a condenser by a

recently perfected steam-jet evactor or turbo-compressor.

The latent heat is abstracted from the remaining water,

lowering the temperature. This system is limited to tem-

peratures above 39 to 40 F.

Adsorption System. This type ofsystem is very little used.

can be realized. When making water ice by means of brine

circulated outside of rectangular tanks, the heat removal

is analysed thus (the losses vary with the size of the plant) :

Useful work done

To transform 1 Ib. of water to 1 lb. of ice

Cooling water to freezing-point, appro*.

Cooling ice to 16 F. (0-5 = sp. fat)

B.Th.U.

144
59
8

211

62

273

Losses. Cooling ice cans, heat absorbed by exposed

brine, cooling air used to agitate the freezing water,

&c., from 58 to 64 B.Th.U. per lb. of ice

Total heat per lb. of ice

To produce 1 ton of ice per day would require 2,000 Ib.x273

B.Th.U. = 546,000 B.Th.U.

Since 1 ton of refrigeration is 288,000 B.Th.U. per day, it requires

1-9 tons of refrigeration to produce 1 ton of water ice under the

above conditions.

&XXJN6 WATT/t Jtf

FIG. 1.

The pressure of the refrigerant is reduced and evaporation

continued, by adsorbing the gaseous refrigerant in some

material, such as the common gels, or active carbon. After

adsorption ceases, the loaded gel is heated to recover the

refrigerant.

Condensers. The heat-exchange apparatus, wherein the

refrigerant is cooled and liquefied by the cooling medium.

Expansion Valves. The special valve which confines the

refrigerant under its vapour pressure hi the storage tank

or receiver, and controls the amount of refrigerant passing

to the lower-pressure evaporator or cooling coils, is called

an expansion valve.

Rating of Refrigeration Systems. The rating or capacity

of refrigerating machines is given in 'Tons of Refrigera-

tion'. Different makers of equipment usually specify more

or less rigid conditions, all of which must prevail during

a rating test. For example, to meet the guaranteed rating, a

machine operates between two temperature limits, over

a definite pressure range, and when only liquid refrigerant

at a definite temperature reaches the expansion valve and

only gaseous refrigerant is delivered to the compressor. In

some cases pre-cooling of the liquid, and some superheat

in the gas, is specified.

From the rating of a machine one must subtract all the

losses of the system to arrive at the useful cooling which

Description of Systems, Theory and Application

P pump for strong aqua NH3,

S = spring safety-valves,

V = shut-off valves,

K1 = regulating valves,

F2 = expansion valves,

T = thermometers,

G = pressure gauges.

Fig. 1 represents diagrammatically the equipment and

flow of materials in a continuous absorption system, where

brine is used as the heat-transfer agent, ammonia as the

refrigerant, and water as the cooling medium.

The absorber, continuously cooled with water, contacts

gas with weak ammonia solution, absorbing the ammonia

and thus reducing the pressure in the absorber below that

in the evaporator, a condition that permits the liquid

ammonia hi the evaporator to evaporate continuously,

cooling the system brine. Pure ammonia gas is recovered

from the strong ammonia solution leaving the bottom of

the absorber, by pumping it through a heat exchanger to

the rectifying column of the generator. Here the solution

is heated by direct heat or by steam, pure ammonia gas

leaving the solution until equilibrium corresponding
to the

higher temperature is obtained, the ammonia gas passing
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continiioiEsIy to the condenser, and the weak solution pass-

lag through the heat exchanger to the absorber to complete
the cycle. The condenser cools and liquefies ammonia gas
which collects in a suitable storage, ready to enter the

evaporator, as regulated by the expansion valve.

It is most difficult to predict the performance of an

absorption system by calculations, but by means of nume-
rous gauges and thermometers, the best operating practice

can be determined. Heat enters the system in the steamfrom
the generatorHl9 hi the brine from the evaporator coil H&
and in the energy used for the pump, converted to its heat

equivalent, Hz . Heat leaves the system in the water from
the condenser H^ water from the absorberH5 ,

in the con-

CQL0 WATfX 60*'

By using ammonia as the cooling medium of the carbon
dioxide condenser, making part of this condenser the

ammonia evaporator, a compound or split-stage cooling
system results. The split-stage principle, applied to
ammonia and carbon dioxide, has advantages and dis-

advantages, which may be summarized as follows:

Advantages:

Lower first cost of equipment for a given capacity;
Lower temperatures attainable;

Very high vacuum on the NH3 compressor intake is not

required, and high positive pressure on the CO2 con-
denser is unnecessary.

densate from the generator heating coils H6 , and by a net

radiation loss H-,. That is, heat flows into the system in

those parts below atmospheric temperature, but a larger
amount is radiated to the atmosphere by the equipment at

temperatures above atmospheric. The system heat balance

may be expressed by

and the approximate overall efficiency by

The industrial use of the absorption system is decreasing
because ofthe lower cost and greater flexibility of the other

systems available.

The absorption system requires more apparatus, more
space, and higher first costs than the various compression
systems, but has the advantage that steam and fuel heat
can be used directly, aad the only moving machinery con-
sists of small liquor pumps. Absorption systems are

operated intennittatly or continuously.

Compression Systems.

Fig. 2 represents the schematic layout of two simple
compression systems. The system on the left uses ammonia
as tie refrigerant, water as the cooling medium, and a
single-stage conippessor. The system on the right uses

dioxide as the refrigerant, ammonia as the cooling
and a single-stage compressor.

Disadvantages:

Requires more power to operate than a two-stage
ammonia system;

Great care must be used to keep the systems separate as

CO2 and NH3 under pressure react most violently.

A brief description will explain the operation of this

system.

Ammonia in liquid form (from cylinders) is charged into
the liquid ammonia receiver in sufficient quantity to pro-
vide liquid in the evaporator, to fill the system with gaseous
ammonia, to allow for some liquid ammonia to hang up in

the condenser, and still leave enough liquid in the storage
receiver to fill and operate the level valve. As soon as the

compressor is started, the ammonia pressure in the suction
line becomes less and the condenser pressure increases to
a value higher than corresponds to the pressure of satu-
rated ammonia gas at the temperature of the condenser,
and then gas passes to the liquid phase and the pressure
remains constant. The heat of compression and the latent
heat of evaporation are transferred through the metal of
the condenser to the cooling water in the tubes. It is

apparent that the work of the compressor decreases, the
lower the temperature of the cooling water. As liquid
ammonia forms, it flows by gravity (hi most cases) to the

receiver, which serves as a storage of liquid, feeding the
automatic level valve, or hand-controlled expansion valve.

The apparatus just described comprises the 'condensing*
or high-pressure side of the system, the pressure is de-
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veloped by the compressor and retained by the expansion
valve. After passing the expansion valve the liquid

ammonia flows readily to the evaporator, the automatic

float valve, or expansion valve, maintaining a supply of

liquid NH3 hi the body of the evaporator. As long as the

compressor is operating, ammonia gas is withdrawn from
the evaporator reducing the pressure below that corre-

sponding to the pressure of ammonia at the temperature
desired in the evaporator, and the ammonia boils, the

required latent heat being supplied by both the ammonia

(liquid) lowering its temperature, and by the product which

it is desired to cool. In Fig. 2 this product is carbon

dioxide. The part of the system just described is called the
'

low pressure' or evaporator side ofthe ammonia system.

Considering the above system, it is quite apparent that

the principal heat flows are, as hi the absorption system, the

heat extracted in the condenser from the refrigerant and
to a lesser amount in the compressor cooling water, and
the heat entering the system in the ammonia evaporator, to

vaporize the refrigerant. It is obvious that the theories of

refrigeration are those of heat transfer and are based upon
the Laws of Thermodynamics. In the systems described

the refrigerant circulates around the plant in continuous

cycles, heat entering the refrigerant from the product and

leaving by the condenser water. This may be expressed by

H*> = heat absorbed by refrigerant hi evaporator,
H3
= heat equivalent ofpower to drive compressor,

HI heat removed in condenser water,

and equated by

The efficiency of any system can be expressed as

the refrigeration produced _Hz_ Hz

the power, as heat, to
~
H$

~~

H^HZ

drive the compressor

To design a refrigeration system, or to analyse one in per-

formance, it is necessary to have complete data on the

Thermodynamic properties of the refrigerant. This in-

formation is used in three ways :

1 . If a process occurs at constant pressure, the change
in heat content is equal to the heat added, or taken

away.
2. When a fluid is compressed adiabatically, the differ-

ence in its heat content between compressor suction

and discharge is equal to the heat equivalent of the

work of compression.
3. When a fluid is expanded, as in the expansion valve,

there is no change in heat content except by the heat

added or subtracted.

Tables of thermodynamic properties of the refrigerant

[3, 1916] furnish a means of calculating the various heat

quantities and work required in an
*

ideal' refrigerating

system, i.e. one in which losses due to friction, inefficiency

of certain mechanical parts, radiation, and heat leakage are

not considered. After obtaining the characteristics of the

ideal system, the necessary modifications can be made to

give actual performance data, based upon good chemical

engineering practice.

The use of the tables can be made clear by giving an

example based upon the compression system shown in

Fig. 2, for which the following conditions apply. The water

available for the ammonia condenser has a maximum

temperature of 80 F. The condenser can be designed to

produce a temperature of 85 F. in the saturated ammonia

vapour. The carbon dioxide is condensed at 10 F. and,

here again, a reasonable heat head is 5 F., so that the

ammonia boiling hi the evaporator must have a tempera-
ture of 5 F. Given these conditions, the following design

data can be obtained from the tables given in Bureau of

Standards Circular, no. 142 [1, 1923], to which the page
numbers given here apply.

1. The refrigerating effect per Ib. of ammonia which is

the heat transferredfrom carbon dioxide to ammonia. By
No. 3 above, this quantity is the difference between the

heat content of saturated vapour at 85 F., or 137-8

B.Th.U. per Ib. (Table I, p. 20), and the heat content of

saturated vapour at 5 F., or 613-3 B.Th.U. per Ib. Tnis

difference is 475-5 B.Th.U. taken out of the CO2 per Ib. of

ammonia evaporated.
2. Pressure on ammonia gas in evaporator (or omitting

the friction of the piping in this ideal system, this value is

also the suction pressure of the compressor). From the

above conditions the temperature of this refrigerant is 5 F.

and in Table I, p. 19, the pressure is read directly as

34-27 Ib. per sq. in. abs. To specify the compressor capacity
one must know the volume of ammonia under 34-27 Ib.

per sq. hi. pressure, which is also read from the table as

8-15 cu. ft. perlb.
3. Disregarding pipe friction what must be the compressor

discharge pressure to deliver ammonia gas into the con-

denser at 85 F. ? On p. 20, Table I, the pressure ofsaturated

vapour is found to be 166-4 Ib. per sq. in. abs., at a tem-

perature of 85 F.

4. What is the temperature of the superheated gas at the

compressor outlet? What is its volume per Ib.? This is

based upon the temperature of the gas at the compressor

inlet, 5 F. The entropy of saturated vapour at 5 F. =
1 -3253. The condenser pressure is 1664 Ib. per sq. hi. abs.

The temperature of the vapour at this value of entropy

and 166-4 Ib. per sq. in. is found on p. 44. Only values for

160 Ib. per sq. hi. and 170 Ib. per sq. in. abs. are given, and

the desired values, 206-7 F. and 2-393 cu. ft per Ib., are

obtained by interpolation.

5. What is the work done by the compressor? Tnis value

is foundfrom the tables, being the increase in heat content in

the gas between compressor inlet, 613 -3 B.Th.U. per Ib., and

compressor discharge (interpolated value from p. 44), 71 1-1

B.TnJJ. per Ib., i.e. 97-8 B.Th.U. per Ib. of ammonia.

6. What quantity ofheat is removed by the condenserper
Ib. of ammonia? This value is the difference between the

heat content of superheated vapour at 206-7 F., or

711-1 B.Th.U. per Ib., and the heat content of saturated

liquid at 85 F., or 137-8 B.Th.U.

7. What is the quality of the liquid after passing the ex-

pansion valve, under the above conditions? This value is

found from the equation:

content h
of|

.
t of

.

qmd Et ""^
I

~
Uquid at evap. temp.)

Quality
\temp.

f

at evap-

Cheat
content H of\

I sat.vapoursatevap.
|

<

Using the conditions set above, the equation is

"85" ^5a
I-.L

TT i.

= quality

137-8-48-3 89-5 = 0-1584.
613-3-48-3 565-0

0-1584 Ib. of gas is mixed with 0-8416 Ib. of liquid in the

saturated mixture.
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8. How many Ib. ofNH, per min. must be circulated per
ton of refrigeration?

A ton ofrefrigeration is a continuous flow of200 B.Th.U.

per min. From No. 1, it was shown that the refrigeration

effect of 1 Ib. of ammonia in the system conditions here-

with is 475-5 B.Th.U. per Ib.

200
-~ = 0-4206 Ib. NH3 per min, per ton of refrigeration.

9. The Horse-power required per ton of refrigeration,

under the above conditions.

The heat equivalent of the work of compression was
found to be 97-8 B.Th.U. per Ib. of ammonia. 1 B.Th.U.

is equivalent to 777-46 ft.-lb. of work, and 0-4206 Ib. of

ammonia are to be circulated per min.

H.P. =
97-8x0-4206x777-46

33,000
-0-97 H.P. per ton of

refrigeration.

10. The ratio of the heat transferred to the refrigerant

evaporating and the heat equivalent of the work of

compression is called the 'performance coefficient*. For
the ideal refrigerant, between 5 F. and 86 F. the co-

efficient is given as 5-74 [2, 1923], Under the conditions

described here, the coefficient of performance for the

ammonia system is

475-5 B.Th.U.

97-8 B.Th.U.
- 4-86.

The numerical values of the properties of a fluid can
be expressed graphically as well as in the form of tables.

Such charts were introduced by Mollier, who plotted

pressures as the ordinates and heat content as abscissa.

Since any two properties may be used to develop such a

chart, some preference has been shown for a chart based

upon
*
total heat* as ordinates and 'entropy* as parallel

segments at a proper angle to the ordinates. It is not neces-

sary to go into the construction of such a chart as well

designed copies are readily available for a variety of fluids

[4, 1927],

The use ofsuch charts makes the analysis ofthe variation

in the heat content rapid, convenient, and simple. The
amountofinformation quicklyavailable on such a chartmay
be seen by a chart analysis of the carbon dioxide system
shown in Fig. 2, using the Total Heat Chart Fig. 3. In
that split-stage system, there is one fixed condition in the

COjj condenser, which has a temperature of 5 F. Allowing
for a reasonable resistance to heat flow, the working
temperature on the CO2 side could be 10 F. This is used as
the starting-point in laying out the 'diagram* on the chart,
located at point (1); 10 F (-12 Q) and 362 Ib. per sq.
in. abs. The liquid CO2 passes to refrigerator coil through
expansion valve f^ no heat is lost or added, only the

quality of the refrigerant is changed, so the line 1-2 is

drawn at constant heat parallel to constant heat line 5.

Assume that it is required to keep the refrigerator coils at

33 F. { 36 Q, a temperature not economically reached

by aamonta refrigerant in one stage of compression.
Point 2 is fixed by the evaporator condition 33 F.

(- 36 C). On the right-hand side of the chart above the

saturation line the 36 C. temperature line intersects the

saturation line at the 170 Ib. constant pressure line. There-

fore, the line 1-2 is drawn at constant heat content from the

saturation boundary one at point (1) to the 170 Ib. pressure
ioe^ locating point 2, Evaporationis oneprocesstakingplace
feothennaly, and the line 2-3 is drawn at constant pressure
to &e saturation line, locating point 3. Next, compression

of the vapour occurs at constant entropy adiabatically,

represented by the line 3-4, along a line ofconstant entropy.
The point 4 is located by the condenser temperature, con-

trolled by the ammonia evaporator temperature of 10 F.

(12 C.), and the corresponding pressure of 362 Ib. per

sq. in. Condensation takes place at constant pressure along
the line 4-1, and the diagram representing the cycle for

CO2 is complete. From this diagram the following data

are easily obtained:

1. TTie refrigerating effect per Ib. of carbon dioxide

evaporated is read directly from the difference in heat con-

tent at point (2) 5-6 and point (3) 56-8, a total of 62-4

B.Th.U. per Ib. ofCO2 .

2. The pressure on the CO2 in the refrigerator is read

directly from the intersection of the 36 C. temperature
line with the saturation curve, approximately 170 Ib. per

sq. in.

3. Disregarding system friction, the discharge of the

compressor is read from the chart at point (4) which is

362 Ib. per sq. in. abs.

4. The temperature of the gas at the compressor outlet

is read from the intersection of the temperature lines at the

right of the chart and the pressure line 362 F. The value

is about 72 F. (22 C.).

5. To find the work done by the compressor per Ib. of

refrigerant, it is only necessary to subtract the heat content

at point (3) 56-8 B.Th.U. per Ib., from the heat content at

(4) 64-9 B.Th.U. per Ib., a difference of 8-1 B.Th.U. per Ib.

This is converted to H.P. by the calculation shown in the use

of the ammonia tables under No. 9.

6/The heat removed by the condenser is read directly

from the chart as the difference in heat content at point

(4) 64-9 B.Th.U. and at point (1) 5-7 B.Th.U., totalling 70-6

B.Th.U. perlb. of refrigerant.

7. The 'quality* of the liquid is also read directly from
the chart. Point (2), representing the refrigerant about to

enter the evaporator after passing the expansion valve, is

located between lines of constant dryness 0*1 and 0-2 and

point (2) has a value of 0-13. 13 % of the liquid has been

vaporized by throttling passing the expansion valve.

8. The weight of refrigerant which must be circulated per
ton of refrigeration is the heat absorbed by 1 Ib. of CO2

evaporating under the specific conditions 62-4 B.Th.U. per
Ib. divided into 200 B.Th.U. per min.

- = 3-21 Ib. per min.

9. The energy required to compress the gas (not including
friction and inefficiency of compressor) is found by a

calculation similar to the expression for power for ammonia
compression. Paragraph 5 gives the heat equivalent of the

work ofcompression as 8-1 B.Th.U. per Ib. ofCO2 ;
3-21 Ib.

are to be circulated per min., and 1 B.Th.U. = 777-46 ft.-lb.

/. HJP.
8-1x3-21x777-46

33,000
= 0-613 h.p. per ton of re-

frigerant.

It will be noticed that the use of thermodynamic tables

will perhaps give more exact values than the average chart.

The size of the chart and quality of printing will con-
tribute a great deal to the accuracy of results.

Multiple-stage Compression Systems.

In mechanical refrigeration it is the weight of the

refrigerant, which passes througji the cycle in unit time,
which fixes the amount ofcooling done, and not the volume
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of refrigerant. But, in any compressor, the volume of the

cylinders is a characteristic permanently fixed by design,

size, and speed of rotation. The quantity of vapour handled

by the machine is, therefore, nearly a function of the

volume. The volume of unit weight of any gaseous re-

frigerant varies inversely as the pressure, and directly as the

of refrigeration would require a compressor 3<G5 times as

large, with increases in the first cost of the machine, and m
cost of operation because of increased friction losses in the

larger mechanism. Since the cost of refrigeration is largely
the cost of transferring heat or power, any modification

of the mode of compression to a more efficient cycle will

FIG. 4. Brake horse-power per ton of refrigeration. Mechanical efficiency 90

temperature. These factors, therefore, vary the weight of

refrigerant handled, or the capacity of the machine over

wide limits. At 4-5 F., ammonia vapour has a specific

volume of 8- 1 5 cu. ft. per Ib. If a compressor has a delivered

volume of 8-15 cu. ft. per min.at normal speed, it will handle

1 Ib. ofammonia per min., having a temperature of 5 F. If,

however, the required temperature in the refrigerator is

40 F., at which temperature the specific volume of

ammonia is 24-86 cu. ft. per Ib., to deliver the same amount

reduce this major cost. The most direct method for the

reduction of the power of compression is to reduce the

'compression ratio*, that is, to compress in stages, remov-

ing the superheat from the gas between each stage. Tim is

universally used when compressing gases to high pressures,

and it is used in refrigeration with refrigerants which super-

heat highly on compression, such as ammoiBa and carbon

dioxide. Rotary boosters are much lighter and less

expensive than reciprocating compressors. Further, die
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first, or low-pressure stage of a multi-stage compressor,
contains much more than its proportional part ofthe weight
and friction load of the machine. For this reason, in some
ammonia systems, a rotary compressor is substituted for

the first stage to draw the low pressure gas from the

evaporator, compress it to a moderate pressure, cool the

gas and then deliver it to a second-stage reciprocating com-

pressor. In refrigeration work the number of stages seldom
exceeds two . It is seen that any two-stage system also offers

fZOO

evaporator. Steam at high velocity picks up the water

vapour, compresses it to a pressure at which it will condense

by direct contact with water in the condenser at prevailing

temperatures. The remaining water vapour and non-
condensable gases are pulled out of the system by a second

steam-jet vacuum pump. The condensed water, mixed
with cooling water, is removed from the condenser by a
pump.

Several modifications of this systein are possible. If the

2.4

FIG. 5. Brake horse-power per ton of refrigeration (1-115 xI.H.P.).

the possibility of developing cooling at two different levels

of temperature. It is not necessary that each compressor
handle eqoal amounts of refrigerant.

Eraporation Systems.

Evaporation systems are so called because the refrigerant

evaporates, but is not recovered or returned to the system.
For this reason the refrigerant used is the lowest cost
material available; water, or some saline solution, from
which it is desired to recover the salt.

First, a brief description of the apparatus as representedm Fig. 6 wffl clarify the operation on which the theory is

based. Assume that water at 40 F. is desired for the cool-

ing of an oil product. This water after circulating as a
heat-transfer medium through the cooling coils, absorbing
heat from the product, enters the evaporator in which a
Ugh vacuum is maintained by the rapid removal of water

from the boiling water in the body of the

coils containing the oil product to be cooled are not too

bulky, or do not have to be cleaned too frequently, these
coils may be placed within the evaporator, saving piping,
heat losses, and the circulating water pump. If it is desired
to recover salt from a warm saturated brine, the brine may
be run into the evaporator directly, and concentrated and
cooled. One should note that the heat-transfer medium
becomes the refrigerant, and later becomes the cooling
medium.

Since water is the refrigerant, this system is limited to
cold temperatures above the freezing-point of water. In
operation the system works as follows. The steam-jet
compressor is put into operation, maintaining an absolute

pressure of \ in. of Hg in the evaporator. When water at

ordinary temperatures of 70 F. is admitted to the evapo-
rator, it immediately flashes to vapour and is removed.
The latent heat of evaporation of water at J in. Hg abso-
lute is 1069-3 B.Th.U. This heat is all supplied by the

remaining water in the evaporator (omitting heat leakage).
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It is desired to lower the temperature of this water 30 F.

(70 F. 40 F.) and the weight of water required is

1069-3

30
= 35-6 Ib.

By this direct method the evaporation of 1 Ib. (2-8%) of

the water has lowered the remaining 35-6 Ib. ofwater 30 F.,

or less than 1 % of the total water is evaporated for each

10 F. cooling obtained.

The volume of 1 Ib. of water vapour at 0-25 in. Hg

pressure absolute is 2,400 cu. ft. In the example above to

obtain 1 ton of refrigeration

The comparative vapour pressure of the common refrige-

rant is given in Fig. 7.

Carrier and Waterfill have given a comparison of some

of the common refrigerants as follows, based upon 1 ton

of refrigeration at 5 F. to 86 F.

TABLE I

200
Ib. of water must be evaporated

1069-3
= 0-187 Ib. per min.

This vapour has a volume of 450 cu. ft. which indicates

that the size of any displacement compressor to handle this

vapour would be unreasonably large, and when only dis- * Sublimed.

FIG. 6. Evactor cooling system.

placement compressors were available, this evactor system

was not used.

With the development of efficient steam-jet compressors,

wherein at 150 Ib. pressure steam velocities of 4,000 ft. per

sec. are reached, this type of system becomes an efficient

one with many advantages. There is no risk from explo-

sions, as high gaseous pressures are impossible. There are

no poisonous chemicals used. Tlie only moving parts are

the rotors of small pumps.

Refrigerants. *

When selecting a refrigerant, the combustibility
ofthe suit-

able chemicals must oftenbe considered before theirthermal

properties. The following division of the more common

refrigerants can be made, into Group 1, which are non-

inflammable, butwhich have toxic properties, andGroup II,

refrigerants which areto some extent inflammable and toxic.

Only water and air are free from both of these objections.

Group I

Carbon dioxide

Sulphur dioxide

Nitrous Oxide
Carbon tetrachloride

Dichlorodifloromethane
Dichlonnethane
Trichlorethylene

Group II

Ammonia
Butane
Carbon bisulphide

Methyl chloride

Ethyl chloride

Propane
Chloroform

The selection of the proper refrigerant from the list of

those available, or the development of better refrigerants,

has occupied research investigators for years. The require-

ments, however, are so varied that no one chemical can be

picked, excluding all others.

The ideal refrigerant should have a boiling-point high

enough so that the system is under a slight pressure to

avoid air leakage into the apparatus. This refrigerant

should not decompose under any operating condition and

must not be corrosive to iron or non-ferrous metals, and

whenmixedwithakitmustnotbeexplosiveortoxic. These

broad requirements have limited the field to the several

chemicals listed in this chapter, and many of the character-

istics mentioned in this paragraph are given more wei^it

than the thermal properties and performance coefficient of

a refrigerant.

Considering the efficiency of a refrigerant, three factors

are important Its vapour pressure over the temperature

range ofthe available cooling water should be a small posi-

tive pressure. Its volume, per pound of refrigerant, should

be as small as possible. The latent heat of vaporization

which is approximately the measure of available coaling

capacity of a refrigerant per unit weight, should be asW
as possible, and its specific heat as low as possible. TOe

advantage oflow specific heat is at once apparent from the
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process taking place in the expansion valve. On reducing
the pressure from condenser pressure to evaporator pres-

sure, some liquid must evaporate to cool the refrigerant to

temperature corresponding to the lower pressure. The
amount of liquid lost is a function of the specific heat, and
when this property is a low value, less refrigerant is

vaporized and more of the liquid refrigerant is available

for evaporation and cooling.

The cost of charging a system with refrigerant is always
an item, especially in isolated plants. During the last few
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FIG. 1. Vapour pressure of refrigerants.

years synthetic ammonia of the highest purity has been
available everywhere at a constantly decreasing price, and
taken with all other favourable factors, ammonia heads the
list of refrigerants, especially in large commercial uses. It

will bum, if heated, and mixtures of ammonia vapour and
ak ia coiiceotrations from 13% to 27% are explosive.
Its dMractoistk odour reveals leaks promptly, and very
little danger from poisoning need be feared unless a
person is tapped or unconscious and thus exposed a long
time.

Dry ammcmais non-corrosive, but it is usually used only
in all iron systems, as traces ofmoisture, forming hydroxide,
causes it to react with copper and brass alloys. Wet
ammonia also forms emulsions with some grades of
lubricating oils, seriously lowering the usefulness of the oil,

Propane.

The vapour pressiure-teiiperatiire curve for propane is

near and similar to tfiat for ammonia. Very little is known
about its toxic properties, but real exposure to the concen-
tratedvapour for 1 or2 hours will produce anaesthesia. The
propane-air mixtures are, of course, quite explosive. Its
ctenical activity is very low, and in cases where ammonia

has been found objectionable because of the presence in
the same equipment of acid or chlorine, propane has been
substituted in the same compressor and equipment.

Carbon Dioxide.

A very important refrigerant. It is non-corrosive,
non-toxic, and not only inflammable, but a combustion
inhibitor. It is odourless and harmless in contact with food-
stuffs. Persons subjected to the pure gas suffer from lack
of oxygen. When used as a refrigerant at temperatures
below 60 F. some troubles may be encountered from
needle crystals of water ice, and perhaps also solid CO2

snow. Although carbon dioxide
has no effect on, or reaction with,

lubricating oil, it must be remem-
bered that it is usually used for

very low temperature work and
the lubricating oil must be suitable

for such low temperatures.

Sulphur Dioxide.

Best known as a refrigerant in

small householdmachinesalthough
fast losing this position to com-
plicated, high molecular weight
compounds, such as dichlorodi-

fluoromethane. It is a very stable,

colourless gas, but with a most
objectionable suffocating odour;
it is non-corrosive, when dry, to

iron, copper, or the brasses. It has
no effect upon the proper lubrica-

ting oil, but since liquid sulphur
dioxide is itself used in the puri-
fication of some oils, the lubri-

cating oil used in sulphur dioxide

machines must be highly refined

and as free from moisture as pos-
sible. It should be noted from
Table I that the compressor in

any sulphur dioxide system must
have a displacement capacity three
times that of ammonia machines

machines, for unit refrigeration

?

and ten

effect.

times CO2

Dichloroethylene.

This fluid is the symmetrically chlorinated compound of
ethylene CHC1-CHCL Its boiling-point of 98 -6 F. and
freezing-point of 70 F. give it advantageous properties
as a refrigerant. It is used to a great extent in rotary dis-

placement compressors. Its use as a refrigerant has some
complications. While it is non-corrosive to metals when
dry, it is toxic to humans, and inflammable. It is stable at
temperatures up to 600 F., but must not contact alkalies
or

^decomposition results. It has solvent properties and
disintegrates or dissolves rubber, cellulose, oils, fats, waxes
and resins, and shellac.

The high solubility of oils in this refrigerant tends to keep
heat-transfer surfaces clean and materially decreases the
heat head necessary for the required heat transfer by the
constant removal of any film of oil on the walls or tubes
of the condenser or evaporator. The explosion risks are
serious at concentrations as low as 3-5%. The large
volume ofvapour per unit ofweight almost preclude its use
in displacement machines.
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Water.

But little need be recorded about the properties of water,

it is so well known. However, the significant point about

water is that its application is limited to thermo-com-

pressors, in which enormous volumes can be moved and

handled economically. A small amount of equipment is

required, having a low first cost and practically no moving

parts. In certain applications, many in the oil industry, the

total cost of large-scale refrigeration using water, with all

charges included, will be lower per ton than with other

chemical refrigerants and displacement machines.

Machine Types.

The Compressor. The compressor, in most refrigerating

plants, has the greatest influence on the capital cost of the

plant, and the operating cost ofa ton of refrigeration. Even

where the cycle used and the refrigerant are normal and

standard, there are still many important details about the

compressor which may differ widely and still perform the

required work.

Compressors have been used which are single acting and

double acting; vertical and horizontal in design; high speed

and slow-moving heavy machines. The tendency at the

present time is toward vertical, high speed, single acting

compressors up to medium-sized units of 100 tons capacity.

Modern technique has been successful in producing
machines almost free from vibration. For capacities larger

than 100 tons, the tendency is to use a double acting,

horizontal machine of moderate speeds, for the advantages

of the large-area foundations for the big machines pre-

dominate. For the largest capacities, the turbo-compressor

has been used. This machine theoretically cannot be as

efficient as a reciprocating compressor, because it operates

without valves, against the maximum back pressure at all

times. Actually, the efficiency of a large turbo-compressor

is relatively high due to higji speeds, simplicity, and extra-

ordinarily low friction losses. The turbo-compressor is a

high-speed machine, and the smallest impellers it is possible

to construct will handle enormous volumes of gas. It is,

therefore, difficult to specify the capacity of refrigeration

at which one should use the turbo-compressor, and since

the specific volumes of refrigerants vary, the smallest

economical size of turbo-compressor depends upon the

refrigerant used. The smallest turbo-compressor for carbon

dioxide is about 1,000 tons capacity, while the limiting

capacity decreases for ammonia, methyl chloride, sulphur

dioxide, butane, &c., while for water, as the refrigerant, a

plant of 30 tons capacity might use a turbo-compressor.

The small-sized vertical compressor may be designed for

high speeds, limited only by the rise in temperature of the

fluid being compressed, and the effect of this temperature

upon lubrication. The temperature of the refrigerant at the

compressor outlet can be read directly from the total heat

chart as previously explained, or it can be calculated from

temperature-pressure relations.

calculated from the pressure, volume, and specific heat data

ofany gas by the formula:

Pi

Tf = final temperature,

Ti = intake temperature,

Pf = final pressure,

Pi = intake pressure,
k = ratio of specific heats of the gas being compressed

(usually about 1-4) assuming that this ratio does

not change within the temperatures 7} and T^

The work absorbed in adiabatic compression can be

in which

Metric system English system

(kg., metres) (ft., Ib.)

W - work,
k = ratio of specific heats,

n number of stages in

which compression
takes place, with

intercooiing between

each stage.

Pi = initial pressure, kg. per sq. Ib. per sq. ft.

metre abs.

^! = initial volume, in cu. metres cu. ft.

pz final pressure, kg. per sq. Ib. per sq. ft.

metre abs.

Since compression cannot be effected in an ideal machine

in true adiabatic manner, some efficiency factor must be

used to compensate for the total losses. This factor is

evaluated usually by the manufacturer for each type of

machine by actual test. The mechanical efficiency of com-

pressors improves each year with better design, workman-

ship, and anti-friction bearings. W, in the above formula,

is converted into total H.P, required to compress v: volumes

of gas per min. in a compressor of ordinary efficiency by
the expression

Pf(ft.lb.permin.)
H.P. =

33,000x0-83

It is not necessary here to go extensively into the details

of design of compressors. The popular machine is the high

speed, single acting vertical, which is not radically different

from any gas compressor except that it must be built

heavier and stronger. It is not only because of the pressure

that greater strength is required, but because of the loss of

ductility, and the strains set up in the metal due to the

chilling effect of the cold refrigerant. Further, there is a

possibility that some quantities of liquid will get into the

cylinder, while operating at full speed, and while the design

of the compressor has provided for this possibility, yet the

strains caused by expelling this liquid are more than the

normal gas-compression load. For this reason it is

customary to use a safety factor of 5 to 10, where a factor

of 3 to 5 would be conservative in the ordinary air-

compressor.
AIL refrigerating compressors, like any large power-using

unit, should be connected direct to the prime mover or

motor. In the larger machines it is necessary and in the

small machines desirable. If a compressor must be belt-

driven, a three or four 'V* belt drive should be selected.

Condensers.

This apparatus, used to desuperheat, liquefy, and cool

the refrigerant, is essentially a device for efficient heat

transfer. In general, all condensers are much the same as

they were years ago, but in the details of design, and the

engineering of the dimensions of the equipment, great

strides have taken place, made possible by a better know-

ledge ofthe laws of fluid flow and heat flow. It is not neces-

sary to develop the various formulae for flow of heat, or

the concept offilm resistance, as these data havebeen amply

given in various texts and publications [5].
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While the performance of any condenser or evaporator

should be calculated with the use of the excellent heat-flow

data and formulae now available, it is convenient to use

rough approximations for rapid estimating and checking
work.

In the ordinary small unit used to cool the air in a room
where the evaporator consists of runs of IJ-in. pipe, from
4 to 6 B.Th.U, per sq. ft. per hr. per F. of mean tempera-
ture difference, can be obtained.

For cooling coils immersed in brine, properly designed
to operate one-quarter flooded with liquid and with
moderate lengths of pipe carrying gas at high velocity, use

from K> to 130 B.Th.U. per sq. ft. per hr. per F. mean
temperature difference, with an average figure of 25
B.Th.U. The rewards ofgood design can bemeasured in the

great increase of 130 B.Th.U. over the average figure of
25 B.Th.U.
For atmospheric type condensers, where the liquid is

cooled to about 5 F. above the water temperature at the

bottom pipe, an over-all coefficient of 170 B.Th.U. per hr.

per F. per sq. ft. can be realized, or about 8 sq. ft. for

each 15,000 B.Th.U. per hr. to be removed.
The double-pipe and multi-pass condensers, properly

designed, can give an over-all transfer rate of 150 to 275
B.Th.U. per hr. per sq. ft. per F. mean temperature

difference, but the higher rate requires increased water-

pressure to impart great velocity to the water.

The shell and tube condenser cannot well exceed the
above very high heat-transfer rates, but a rate of 200
B.Th.U. per hr. per sq. ft. per F. of mean temperature
difference can be realized in this type of condenser or

evaporator, which at the same time possesses advantages of
low first cost, low operating cost, and small floor space
required. This condenser has a very favourable shape factor

for the complete removal of all non-condensable gases, and
very large capacities can be built in one unit. Non-
condensed gases must be regularly removed from any
refrigerating system, and this is bestaccomplished by special

appliances designed for the purpose, sold by most equip-
ment manufacturers.
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THE CRYSTALLIZATION OF PETROLEUM WAX
By F. W. PADGETT, 3VLS.

Moore and Murger Company

As early as 1888 Zaloziecki [32, 1888] advanced a theory

that the crystalline waxes are composed ofnormal paraffins

and that an amorphous variety, consisting of branched

chain or isoparaffins, exists in petroleum and ceresine.

When the amorphous wax (protoparaffin) is distilled,

pyrolysis may occur with the formation of crystalline wax

(pyroparaffin). That Zaloziecki may have been correct in

some respects will appear later, but the impression existing

in the practical refining art for a long time that a mild .

cracking distillation is necessary to produce *pressable*

and 'sweatable' products has been exploded for several

years.

Zaloziecki drew his conclusions from solvent extraction

experiments with ceresine, the residues being hard and

crystalline, the extracts soft and amorphous. Marcusson

[18, 1914] compared petroleum wax with ceresine by sol-

vent extraction methods and arrived at essentially the same

conclusion as Zaloziecki. Gurwitsch [12, 1913] did not

agree entirely with Zaloziecki. He distilled a petrolatum

under conditions in which decomposition was eliminated

and secured a distillate which contained quite large crystals.

After the distillate was dissolved back in the residue, and

the mixture cooled, the appearance and physical properties

were the same as before the distillation. Gurwitsch decided

that the amorphous nature of the products was influenced

largely by the oily components of high viscosity, and by

resinous and asphaltic bodies, all of which exerted an

inhibiting action on crystal growth.

A paper on wax crystallization by Padgett, Hefley, and

Henriksen [22, 1926] pointed out that the actual nature

(i.e. inherent characteristics) of the waxes is important,

although asphaltic matter and oil, the latter through its

viscosity, have an influence on the crystallization. One type

of crystallization is that characteristic of residual oils and

petrolatum, being indicated by small crystals which grow

in size only slightly under the influence of slow cooling.

Another is the needle crystal, found especially in slack wax

and in some of the waxes of commerce. In the growth of

needle crystals, small plates of various forms triangular,

rounded, pentagonal, &c. appear first, followed by the

sprouting of needles from the plates. The plate crystal is

a form which predominates in distillates comparatively low

in wax concentration. Both the plate and needle crystals

grow to surprising size under slow, controlled cooling. The

efiect of the viscosity of the medium was studied and it was

shown that while viscosity of medium has an influence on

crystal size the mode of crystallization peculiar, or in-

herent, to the wax was maintained throughout a series of

mixtures in which a constant percentage of wax was dis-

solved in oils varying in viscosity from 60 to 1,500 sec.

Saybolt at 100 F.

While the petroleum waxes may be divided, in a broad

way, into crystalline and amorphous, the former, then, may
include plate and needle crystals. It will be shown there is

another form, the mal-crystalUne wax, which might be

described as approaching the amorphous condition the

substance seems to be making a desperate effort to assume

a definite crystalline form and even may be the material

III

which has the greatest influence in inducing the amorphous
condition in wax-containing products like petrolatum. The

presence of amorphous (non-crystalline) wax has not been

demonstrated positively by any one although its existence

has been indicated by a number of workers.

The crystallization of slack wax (wax from filter presses)

has been studied under the microscope by Rhodes, Mason,

and Sutton [27, 1927]. Slack wax often contains about

50% oil, the remainder consisting mainly ofwax. A sample

of slack wax was sweated on a small scale and the fractions

studied under the microscope. By cooling the samples

slowly on a warm stage it was observed that the plates

which were formed initially curled on the edges, followed

by the growth of needles tangentially from the rolled sec-

tions. Hie plates were very thin, existing in various forms,

sometimes rounded. A cross-section of needle crystals

showed light and dark crosses, a phenomenon peculiar to

spiral and radiating growths. When the sample was cooled

through a period of several hours the entire mass consisted

of plates. Rhodes, Mason, and Sutton state that the two

types of crystals must be considered as two separate crystal-

line habits of the same solid phase and
*
the transition from

plates to needles is certainly more than a simple alteration

of habits or a change in the relative development of the

various crystallographic faces, such as is exhibited by many
substances'. They suggest that a difference in surface ten-

sion between the crystal and melt on the two sides of the

plates may cause them to curl.

Next in order probably should be a consideration of

the work of Buchler and Graves and that of Ferris,

Cowles, and Henderson. Buchler and Graves [2, 1927] used

slack wax, slop wax (unpressabte cut from coking opera-

tions) and rod wax (wax from pumping rods in oilfields) as

raw material for their experiments. The oil was removed

by crystallization from ethylene dicfaloridc at a low tem-

perature and the finished waxes were distilled at 1 mm.

pressure absolute. When the melting-points were plotted

against indices of refraction the lower fractions fell on a

straight line, but the higher fractions fell sharply above.

Upon hot extraction of the fractions by solvent an

'impurity' was removed and the residues then adjusted

themselves to a straight line. This impurity is the* soft wax*

which it was thought had the property ofchanging plate to

needle crystals when in small percentage and of inducing

the amorphous condition when present in larger quanti-

ties. In order to be effective the 'soft wax* impurity must

separate at the crystallizing temperature; in dilute solutions

this does not occur, hence plate crystals appear.

Ferris, Cowles, and Henderson [7, 1931] worked with

slack wax from Mid-Continent petroleum. They extracted

with ethylene dichloride at 12 to - 14 C. to remove ofl,

following up with distillation of the wax at 1 to 3 mm.

pressure, collecting 10% fractions and leaving a residue

of 10%. Certain of the cuts were subjected to refrac-

tionation and then fractional crystallization from ethy-

lene dichloride. As a result several 'series* whkti were

homologous at least in regard to physical properties ami

crystal form were separated. The three series showed
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individual crystal forms, namely, plate, needle, and mal-

crystalline. The needle crystals and the mal-crystalline

variety could impress their forms upon the plate crystals if

the solubility relations permitted separation of the modify-
ing wax simultaneously with the plates. The plate did not

impress its form on the needle and mal-crystalline wax.
The needle wax was found to be much more soluble than
the plate wax for the same molecular weight, the mal-

crystalline wax being intermediate in solubility between the

needle and the plate wax. However, waxes of the same

melting-point, regardless of type, showed the same degree
of solubility in a given solvent. Davis and Campbell [6,

1933] studied the crystallization of vacuum fractions from
wax distillate and their results tended to confirm the find-

ings of Ferris, Cowks, and Henderson.

Applied to the practical problem of the filter-pressing of
wax distillate and the sweating of slack wax, the facts and
theories so far collected from the literature can be stated

briefly as follows: If the distillate is properly fractionated

so that mal-crystalline wax is essentially excluded from
the distillate then effective pressing and sweating can be

expected. When the wax distillate is chilled, plate crystals,

which are favourable for the pressing operations, will pre-

dominate; when the resulting slack wax is solidified on the

sweating parts, needle crystals, which are favourable for

sweating, will predominate. Should the oil in the distillate

be so hi^h in viscosity as to interfere with the filtration, the

difficulty might be remedied by dilution of the distillate

with gas oil or kerosine.

Other researches on wax crystallization which should be
considered are as follows: Carpenter [3, 1926] suggested
that there was a transition temperature above which
needles formed and below which pJates were produced.
Katz [16, 1930] has indicated that plates may be changed
to needles but that the transformation is irreversible; also,
while the crystal form is influenced by the concentration,
needles always develop from plates. Tanaka [28, 1929]
concluded that the viscosity ofthe mediumand rate ofcool-

ing are the factors which control the formation of plates
and needles. Bergel [1, 1918] finds that the viscosity of the

medium affects crystal size and that substances like asphalt
influetice the crystallization, but their effects can be over-

come by cooling in stages. Gascard[ 11, 1921], in the course
of preparation of synthetk paraffins, remarked that when
tfoe hydrocarbons were pure they crystallizedas plates,when
impure as needles. Pyhala [24, 1908] studied the solidifica-

tion ofwax before sweating and observed that slow cooling
gave plates, more rapid cooling needles, and when plates
were formed the sweating was hindered. Rakusin [25,

1914] has advanced a theory of composition of petroleum
waxes based on cxwistency: they may consist of hard,
medium, and soft paraffins, all of which, however, are

crystalline.

An interesting discussion of the properties of amor-
phous as compared with crystalline wax is presented by
Jones and Btachry [15, 1929]. These authors state that
'since the centrifugal process is primarily adapted to those
stocks containing wax that is precipitated in the amorphous
form, a study of the conditions affecting the occurrence of
amorphous wax and of theories as to its nature become
desirable*. Hie property of this 'amorphous wax' is that
of soltness or salve-like consistency, although the products
generally show crystals of the plate or mal-crystalline form.
Petrolatum sometimes is called amorphous wax. It should
be noted, however, that often quite a hard crystalline wax
can be separated from petrolatum by solvents.

Jones and Blachly point out that when a glass rod is

dipped into a solution containing a precipitate of amor-

phous wax and then withdrawn, the solution will drain

away leaving only a thin layer of oil solution on the rod.

If the solution contains a precipitate of crystalline wax,

crystals will remain on the rod. The above differences in

properties are explained by surface tension relationships:

crystalline wax has appreciable surface tension in the

presence of oil solution, but is less than that of the oil solu-

tion. On the other hand, the surface tension of the amor-

phous wax is greater than that of the oil solution in which

it is suspended. Another way of explaining the difference

in behaviour might be to consider that the amorphous wax
has greater wetting power for the solution than the crystal-

Hue wax it is known that the mal-crystalline and amor-

phous waxes have the property of occluding oil when

they solidify, while the crystalline wax tends to exclude it.

Furthermore, according to Jones and Blachly, the amor-

phousness of the wax is related to some substance which is

adsorbed from the solution, or occluded with the wax when
it is precipitated, imparting or increasing the amorphous-
ness. This substance is more effective at low than high

temperatures and more readily absorbed from naphtha
solution than, for example, ethylene dichloride solution.

In support of this theory of Jones and Blachly are the

known facts that when an amorphous wax is percolated in

melted condition through fuller's earth the filtrate nearly

always will show better crystallization than before percola-

tion; however, petrolatums are known which are nearly
water white in colour but which are highly amorphous.
Another illustration is the influence of petrolatum upon
stocks which do not centrifuge readily an amount as

small as 10% may cause the refractory product to respond
to the centrifugal operation. Very often, too, overhead

'semi-amorphous' stocks, which will not centrifuge, are

blended back with residual oils before being subjected to

the series of refining operations which include centrifuging.

The researches of a large number of investigators indi-

cate that petroleum wax is composed of paraffin hydro-

carbons, but there is no such consensus ofopinion inregard
to whether the hydrocarbons are normal, iso, or a mixture
of the two. Piper, Brown, and Dyment [23, 1925] in an

X-ray study of solid paraffins secured from shale oil by
Francis and co-workers [10, 1922] found them to be normal

paraffins. Fischer and Schneider [9, 1920] report that wax
from lignite tar contained no branched chain hydrocarbons
but the oil secured by low temperature retorting contained
solid isoparaffins. Carpenter [3, 1926] identified a number
of normal paraffins in wax from Burma crude and sus-

pected the existence of isoparaffins. Buchler and Graves
leaned toward the supposition that the waxes are composed
of normal paraffins. Ferris, Cowles, and Henderson [8,

1929] brought forth evidence in support of the presence of

isoparaffins in petroleum wax. Clark and Smith [4, 1931]
made careful X-ray studies of waxes from Mid-Continent
crude and identified isoparaffins they concluded that at

least 20% of the wax from Mid-Continent petroleum con-
sists of branched chain paraffins. From the work of the

various investigators it is safe to state that petroleum waxes
contain at least small percentages of isoparaffins ; that the

percentage may vary considerably with the source ; and that

the proportion is greater in the higher than in the lower
distillates. Later work indicates the presence of cyclic

hydrocarbons, besides paraffins; see Mair and Schichtanz

[17, 1936], Muller and Pilat [20, 1935].
Hie question ofthe crystal system (or systems) ofparaffin
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wax possibly merits some attention in this discussion.

Wahl [30, 1912] studied the lower members of the paraffins

and found the following: methane crystallizes in the iso-

tropic system, ethane in the hexagonal, normal pentane

probably orthorhombic, normal hexane, heptane, and
octane in the monoclinic or triclinic. He also noted trans-

formations from one system to another. In regard to

paraffin wax, Hefley [13, 1927] states that the crystals,

whether plates or needles, exist in the orthorhombic system
as indicated by parallel extinction and biaxial interference

figures. This conclusion has been verified by Rhodes,
Mason, and Sutton; by Tanaka and co-workers; and by
Reistle and Blade [26, 1932]. Hefley attempted to locate a

transition-point by varying the temperature but was not

successful, although Miiller and Saville [21, 1925] found
indications of a change in an eiocosane. Considering the

variation in crystal system that occurs among the lower

paraffins according to Wall, and remembering that petro-
leum wax contains from 6 to 12 or 14 different molecules,
it is surprising, to say the least, to find no variations in

the crystals of paraffin wax. Further reference to crystal

transition points is made in papers by Carpenter [3, 1926],

Jackson [14, 1934] and Yannaquis [31, 1933].

The solidification or pour-point of an oil often is

affected by the temperature to which the product has been
heated before cooling. When the Amarillo field of the

Texas Panhandle developed, it was noted that the oil

possessed an unusually high pour-point (about 60 F.

normally) and that this solidification-point was reduced by
heating the oil above 100 F. prior to cooling; upon stand-

ing, however, the original pour-point was attained again.

This crude oil was high not only in percentage of wax but

in asphalt also. Reistle indicates that oils essentially free

from asphaltic matter are less susceptible to this pheno-
menon than those higher in asphalt content. Moore and
Beard [19, 1932] have studied this problem in connexion
with residual lubricating oils. They noted that ifthe oil was
heated above 200 F. the wax separated in clusters on cool-

ing while if heated to some lower temperature which gave
the highest pour-point the wax separated in crystals uni-

formly distributed through the oil. On heating the oils from
which wax had crystallized it was observed that the crystals

went into solution completely at about the temperature at

which the highest pour-point was established; hence it was
indicated that in order to establish the highest pour-point
it is necessary to heat the oil to the temperature at which
the wax just goes into solution. Moore and Beard also

found one sample which did not display the large and small

aggregates but formed crystals on cooling which resembled

those in paraffin distillate. This phenomenon of variation

of pour-point with temperature of heating also has been

investigated by Tychinin [29, 1924].

Substances in solution or dispersion in oils also are

known to affect the pour-point directly. Among these are

asphaltic and resinou^ bodies, soaps, and, in fact many
finely divided solid or colloidal substances. Recently a

synthetic hydrocarbon called paraflow [5, 1931] composed
of a long paraffinic side-chain attached to a closed chain

nucleus has been placed on the market for commercial
use in reducing pour-points of oils. The effect of the

substance appears to be to cause the formation of smaller

crystals and to lubricate the crystal surfaces so that the

aggregates do not adhere or interlock. Paraflow is a vis-

cous oil.

When an oil solidifies due to separation of wax, small

crystals first appear, which continue to increase hi size until

they adhere or interlock, when solidification is attained.

If the oils are stirred during cooling, or undergo only
slight movement, it is obvious that the pour-point will be
effected and will be lower than when the liquid is entirely
at rest; or, if, after solidification, the mass is stirred the

crystal structure will be disrupted and the oil can be poured
again. The 'solidified' oil then, in the case of lubricating
oils containing wax, is not a true solid but a finely drawn
system ofwax crystals in which oil is entrapped oradsorbed.
A few tenths per cent, of crystalline wax in a lubricating
oil often is sufficient to bring about this phenomenon of
solidification or setting. The viscosity of the associated oil

also has an influence on the setting temperature.

Conclusions

It is evident that the crystal forms occurring in petroleum
wax are plate crystals, needle crystals, a mal-cry&talhne

form, sometimes called foliations, and possibly an amor-

phous variety. When needle crystals are formed in petro-
leum products they grow generally, though not always,
from small plates first appearing. Whether needle crystals,

plate crystals, the mal-crystalline variety, or mixtures of
these result when wax is precipitated from a petroleum
product depends upon the inherent characteristics of the

wax present, the influence of one type upon another, the

concentration of the wax, and to some extent to the rate of

cooling.

Petroleum wax contains normal and branched paraffins;

also possibly hydrocarbons from other series which are

solid, semi-solid, or soft. The lower molecular weight
waxes are largely normal paraffins; as the molecular weight
increases the iso-paraflfins and hydrocarbons from other

series enter the picture.

The action of 'impurities* or extraneous matter plays a

part in wax crystallization. The needle, mal-crystalline, and

amorphous varietieshavethepowerofimpressingtheirforms
on the plate crystals, particularly if the concentration of

the wax is sufficiently high for the impurity to separate

simultaneously with the plates. The associated oil has an
influence through its viscosity; the higher the viscosity

the smaller the crystals and the greater the tendency to

needle formation. Asphaltenes, resins, andcolouringmatter
in heavy distillates, residues, and petrolatum appear to

increase the degree of amorphousness, probably as a result

of the power to decrease crystal size. In connexion with

the effect of impurities reference should be made to the

possibility of the influence of substances like paraflow
which are not waxes but oils of the same nature as waxes,
hence possessing high wetting and adsorbing power for the

waxes.

Rapid cooling of oils containing wax has the effect of

decreasing the crystal size and promoting needle formation.

Plate crystals of surprising size can be secured by slowly

cooling the lower lubricating oil distillates from paraffi-

naceous petroleum, but the same does not hold true gene-

rally for the higher distillates and residues such as raw

cylinder stocks and petrolatum. Slack wax, when cooled

rapidly to a temperature slightly below the solidification-

point, then held at this point or cooled very slowly there-

after, will display large needles.

The temperature to which the product has been heated

before cooling may have a pronounced effect on the

crystallization, particularly of residual oils such as cylinder

oils and stocks. If heated to a temperature well above that

at which all of the wax goes into solution, crystal clusters

may form on cooling.
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The degree of fractionation and elimination of entrain-

ment during distillation has a pronounced effect on the

crystallization of distillates. Well-fractionated products are

characterized by larger and better-formed crystals and a

suppression of rnal-crystalliBe growth.
The crystals of wax found in petroleum distillates, slack

wax,andwaxes ofcommerce are in theorthorhombic system.
When plate and needle crystals are formed in an oil

solution the tendency is for the crystals to exclude oil. On
the other hand, it is the property of the mal-crystalline and

amorphous wax (if such exists) to occlude oil during the

formation of the new phase. This may be stated in another

way by saying that when the crystallization is good, and
the solution not too concentrated, oil is excluded from the

crystals.

The amorphous condition of heavy distillates and resi-

dues, and the waxes separated from them, is not well under-

stood, but may be due to the presence ofmal-crystalline and
amorphous waxes which not only are salve-like in con-

sistency but have the property of imparting this amorphous-
ness to crystalline, harder waxes, or at least of inhibiting

crystal growth. Asphaltenes, resins, colouring matter, and
viscous oils tend to increase the degree of amorphous-
ness.
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REMOVAL OF WAX BY CENTRIFUGING
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Director ofResearch, The Sharpies Speciality Company

THE removal of wax from petroleum products depends

upon the solidification of the wax on temperature reduction

with the subsequent separation of the solid wax from the

liquid oil. When lubricating oils containing wax are cooled

the character of the precipitated wax does not admit of

its easy separation from the oil, because of the viscosity of

the oil, the limited space available for the formation of the

wax crystals, and the presence of colloids. The wax is

either precipitated in a highly dispersed form, or the entire

mass solidifies in a form resembling a geL

Effect of Diluents.

In order to overcome these unfavourable conditions of

wax precipitation diluents are added to the oil before

precipitating the wax. The diluents have several rather

obvious effects. First, they reduce the viscosity of the oil,

thereby providing more favourable conditions for the

formation of the wax crystals, and also subsequently assist-

ing in the separation of the solid wax phase from the liquid

oil phase. Second, they increase the bulk of the liquid

phase. This provides more room for the formation of

the wax crystals. In all separations of solids from liquids a

portion of the liquid remains adhering to the surface of

the solid and in the interstices between the solid particles.

Diluting the oil will therefore leave less oil on the wax after

separation.

In addition to those mentioned above, the diluent has

other less obvious effects which are not characteristics of

the diluent per se, but are specific to the particular diluent

chosen. The diluent effects the solubility of the wax
^

in

the resultant liquid phase. The diluent may have selective

solvent characteristics for various constituents of the oil,

as for instance the asphaltic material and colouring bodies.

By its effect onthe solubility of theseconstituents, the diluent

affects the character of the wax precipitation, the complete-

ness of the wax precipitation, and, therefore, the ease and

completeness of the subsequent separation of the wax.

Centrifugal Separation.

The separation of wax by centrifugals depends upon a

difference in density between the precipitated wax and the

liquid phase from which the wax has been precipitated.

Normally, in petroleum products, the wax is lighter in

density than the liquid constituents with which it occurs.

The difference is small and is increased by the density of

the diluent used which changes the density of the liquid

phase, but has little or no effect upon the density of the

precipitated wax. When a diluent lighter than the wax is

used the resultant oil solution is lighter than the precipitated

wax, and in centrifugal separation the oil solution separates

nearer to the axis of rotation than the wax. When a diluent

heavier than the wax is used the precipitated wax is lighter

than the oil solution, and in centrifugal separation the wax

separates nearer to the axis of rotation than the oil solution.

Centrifugal dewaxing processes have been developed

using both lighter and heavier diluents. In view of the

many practical differences between these processes each

will be fully described separately.

Sharpies Process [9, 1920]

In the Sharpies process the diluent is petroleum naphtha

or benzine.

A flow diagram of the process in its most modern form

is shown in Fig. 1 . The stock to be dewaxed and the diluent

are pumped in predetermined correct proportion through

an orifice mixer, and a heater where the temperature is

raised to the point at which the wax is in complete solution,

and then into a blending tank. From the blending tank the

dilute stock is pumped through a series of chilling towers

in which the temperature of the dilute stock is reduced to

the separating temperature. The chilled dilute stock passes

then to the centrifuges, the rate of feed to which is main-

tained uniform by the constant level tank.

In the centrifuges the wax is separated and there is con-

tinuously discharged from the centrifuges dilute wax-free

oil.

A carrier liquid, which is water at a high enough tempera-

ture to melt the wax, is continuously supplied to the centri-

fuges, where it assists in the discharge of the. wax from

the bowl and melts the wax so that it may flow in ordinary

piping. The wax and the carrier liquid flow to the separator

tank where the mixture separates by gravity, the carrier

liquid flowing to the carrier liquid tank and the wax to the

wax tank, from which it is pumped to storage and subse-

quently topped for recovery of diluent

The most complete economical refrigeration recovery is

accomplished by passing the cold dilute wax-free oil from

the centrifuges through the coils in the chilling towers

countercurrentiy to the dilute stock being chilled

The remaining chilling is accomplished by direct ammo-

ma expansion coils in chilling towers, each at a succes-

sively lower temperature. The temperature in each tower

is controlled by the ammonia pressure. Accurate con-

trol of the temperature difference between the last wax-

free oil chilling tower and the first ammonia chilling tower

is further accomplished by an ammonia chiller on the wax-

free oil passing to the last wax-free oil chilling tower.

Sharpies Solid Discharge Super-Centrifuge [8, 1917],

A cross-section of the solid discharge centrifuge and

bowl with its material content when in operation is shown

in Fig. 2. The carrier liquid forms a thin layer on the wall

of the bowl from end to end. Chilled, dilute oil is fed

into the bowl through the feed nozzle against a plate which

deflects it into the wings, not shown, which bring it up to

the speed of the bowl There is a separation under centri-

fugal force of the dilute oil into an inner layer of dilute

wax-free oil floating on an outer layer ofwax which in turn

floats upon the carrier liquid. The dilute wax-free oil con-

tinuously discharges over the circular weir, L and flows

out through the holes in the end of the bowl into the dilute

wax-free oil cover. Wax continually escapes around the

edge of the disk at X floating up through the carrier liquid

and continually discharges over the weir at H to the wax

cover.

The carrier liquid serves two purposes. One of these is
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the provision ofa frictionless surface on whichthewax floats

and readily flows from one end of the bowl to the other.

The other is the provision of a uniform and non-resistant

liquid for maintaining the hydrostatic balance ofsubstances
within the bowl. The layer of carrier liquid in the space T
is in hydrostatic balance with the layer of dilute wax-free

oil and wax within the main body of the bowl. Any ten-

dency for an increase in the thickness of the wax layer

within the bowl produces an excess of pressure over that

produced by the column T9 of carrier liquid, and wax

escapes around X, discharging from the bowl. The relative

thickness of the dilute wax-free oil layer and the wax layer

SHARPLES NAPHTHA SUPER-CENTRIFUGE

DEWAXING PROCESS

covers described above are enclosed in a vapour-tight
frame. The bowl rotates at 1 5,000 r.p.m. The most effi-

cient separation is obtained with a throughput of dilute

waxy oil of between 150 and 200 U.S. gal. per hour. At
higher rates, separation becomes less effective with rise in

the pour test of the finished oil and reduction in yield of oil.

It is a necessary condition for operation that the wax
separated in the centrifuge be sufficiently fluid under the

forces existing in the centrifuge bowl for the wax to flow
around the edge of the disk at X. Precipitated crystalline

wax and precipitated hard asphalt both form structures

which will not flow, and cannot, therefore, be continuously

DILUTE 5TOCM

FIG. 1.

within the bowl and the position of the dividing line O
between these two layers are dependent upon the height
of the column T, and in turn on the dimension of the weir
H. The position of the dividing line O may therefore be

changed by changing the dimension ofH. The relationships
are also affected by the relative density ofthe wax layer and
the wax-free oil layer, and for different stocks and different

dilutions the value ofH is changed to give the most favour-
able coodition for the dividing line O.
In the original development of the solid discharge bowl,

carrier liquid was continuously fed into the bowl along with
the liquid to be separated. This required a carrier liquid
chilled to the temperature of the chilled dilute oil

Better results can be obtained by feedingthe carrier liquid
to the place at which the wax discharges from the bowl,
This arrangement is shown in Fig. 2 where the carrier liquid
is fed through the nozzle S into the channel within the
vfdrff. Operating in this way when sufficient carrier liquid
has entered the bowl to form a layer as shown in the figure,
no further carrier liquid enters the bowl. Any excess con-

tinuously discharges along with the discharging wax. As
the carrier liquid does not come in contact with the chilled
dilute oil, it need not be chilled and, in fact, is actually
heated to such a temperature as will melt the discharging
wax and carry it away as a liquid.

In the complete Sharpies super-centrifuge, the bowl and

discharged. This failure of the solid discharge principle to

handle other than amorphous wax is the most important
limitation of the process. Methods for controlling the

character of the wax precipitate to facilitate its discharge
are discussed later.

Much study has been given to methods for overcoming
the inability to discharge crystalline wax, none of which
have met with commercial success. The most notable of
these are schemes involving melting of the wax within the

centrifugal bowl. Failure occurred because when the wax
was heated to a sufficient temperature to permit it to flow,
the density of the wax was less than that of the surround-

ing solid wax and less even than that of the dilute wax-free
oil from which it had been separated, with the result that

the melted wax floated through the wax layer and the

dilute wax-free oil layer and discharged with the latter.

Under average conditions the wax layer contains about
40% naphtha, 20% oil, and 40% wax, and the wax in

melting dissolves in this associated oil and naphtha which
accounts for the low density of the melted wax.

Diluent.

The diluent commonly used in the Sharpies process is

straight run petroleum naphtha. In order to reduce

evaporation losses the I.B.P. should not be lower than
150F. In order that too high a temperaturemaybe avoided
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in recovering the diluent from the dewaxed oil, it is desir-

able that the E.P. be lower than 400 F. A much lower E.P.
is commonly used, and it is now common practice to use

a naphtha with a boiling range of 150 F. to 300 F.

There has been much discussion on the effect of the

solubility of wax in the diluent on the final pour-point of
the oil obtained. Data published by Bahlke, Giles, and

FIG. 2.

Adams [1, 1933] show that naphtha with an average
molecular weight of 85 has the highest solubility for wax
and that the solubility falls off with increasing and decreas-

ing molecular weight. In commercial operation there is

ample evidence that lower pour tests are obtained with

naphtha of 50 F. boiling range, and consisting mostly of

hexane, than have been obtained with naphtha of a higher

boiling range and higher molecular weight.
So many other factors affect the precipitation of wax in

commercial dewaxing aside from the solubility of the wax
in the diluent that this discrepancy is not surprising. In

the dewaxing operation there is no difficulty in separating
the higher melting-point waxes, but in order to obtain a
low pour test it is necessary to separate waxes which have

melting-points so low that they can hardly be considered
waxes. Furthermore, the effect of the particular diluent on
the asphaltk and colouring matter present must be con-

sidered, as the condition of the impurities affects the solu-

bility of the wax and its crystal formation.
While narrow boiling-range naphthas have been found

especially good in obtaining low pour tests, naphthas
blended from light and heavy naphthas give unexpectedly
high pour tests in consideration of the separating tempera-
ture. The presence of petroleum distillates of the gas oil

range has a bad effect on pour tests and should be elimi-

nated from the diluent or the stock to be clewaxed,
The quantity of diluent in relation to waxy stock required

depends upon the character of the stock. For high fire test

cylinder stocks containing very amorphous wax the dilute

mixture may contain as little as 55% diluent with 45% oil

when a finished pour test of +15 F. is required. Higher
proportion of diluent is required if the stock is of lower

flash-point, if the wax contained in the stock is less amor-
phous,and ifthe pour test required is lower. For an extreme
case of a 450 F. flash distillate to be dewaxed to a F.

pour test, the dilute mixture should contain 75% of diluent

and 25% oil.

* Non-Shock Chilling*.

In 1920 the writer [3, 1925] discovered that in order to

obtain a precipitate of amorphous wax favourable for

centrifugal separation from naphtha oil solution, it was
necessary not only to chill slowly but also to use chilling
surfaces or media not greatly different in temperature from
the oil solution. This principle in chilling has been desig-
nated 'Non-Shock Chilling\

In commercial practice the temperature of the chilling

medium is maintained between 10 and 15 F. below that

of the oil solution being chilled and sufficient chilling sur-

face is provided to chill through the complete range in

about 4 hours. Many efforts have been made to avoid
the limitation of 'Non-Shock Chilling'. None of them

appeared to be economically justifiable. The differential

between the chilling medium and the oil solution being
chilled may be increased and the rate of chilling increased

and centrifugal separation ofwax obtained. However, with

such departures from the best chilling conditions, there will

be a sacrifice in pour test of the dewaxed oil and a loss of oil

to the wax side, due to oil entrainment in the colloidal wax
precipitate.

For satisfactory results it is essential that waxy stock

and diluent be brought to a sufficient temperature to com-

pletely dissolve all of the wax before chilling is started.

Failure to completely dissolve the wax will result in an un-

satisfactory precipitate which will again give a reduced

yield of higher pour test oil.

Under favourable conditions of chilling as outlined

above the pour test of the dewaxed oil will be approxi-

mately 25 higher than the temperature of wax separation
down to a pour test of 15 F. In other words *the de-

waxing spread' is 25 F. For pour tests of lower than 15F.
the spread increases so that it is necessary to chill to 40 F.

to obtain F. pour-test oil.

Tliere have been important improvements in the Sharpies

process from time to time in the application of refrigeratioii

to the oil. In early installations chining was accomplished

by circulation of brine through pipe coils in batch chilling

tanks. The brine was chilled by ammonia expansion and
the temperature of the circulating brine was carefully con-

trolled to provide
vNon-Shock Chilling'. L C. Carpenter
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[2, 1934] introduced the Carpenter Chilling Tower which
made it possible to continuously

*Non-Shock Chill* directly
from ammonia to dilute oil. This was accomplished by

providing
flooded ammonia chilling coils with vaporiz-

ing chambers at the highest point in the circuit, and with
circulation of the liquid ammonia induced by thermo-

syphon action. The temperature of the circulating liquid
ammonia is controlled by the control of the pressure on the

vaporizing chamber.
Hie developiiient of the Carpenter Chilling Tower made

possible economic refrigeration to 40 F. and commercial
manufacture of F. pour-test bright stocks.

Recovery of refrigeration was first accomplished by ex-

changing heat from dilute wax-free oil with brine. Later,
tike dilute wax-free oil was exchanged against dilute waxy
oil, followed by brine and then .ammonia for the lower

temperatures. Finafly the brine has been entirely eliminated
with the development of the system as shown in the flow

diagram in this article.

Suitable Charging Stacks for tfee Sharpies Process.

As has already been stated in discussing the solid dis-

charge super-centrifuge, it is essential that the wax pre-
cipitated from the dilute oil be sufficiently fluid to flow
in the centrifuge bowl. Such wax naturally occurs in

cylinder stocks, long residues, and properly prepared heavy
distillates.

Cylinder stocks and long residues directly from the still

contain impurities which interfere with wax precipitation
and centrifugal separation. The hard asphalt content is

paedpitated on dilution and chilling and interferes with the
wax discharge. The asphalt and colouring matter as well
interfere with or inhibit wax precipitation so that satis-

fectory pour tests are not possible in finished filtered stocks.
It is therefore necessary in the case of cylinder stock and
long residues to either acid treat and clay treat or to only
day treat in the case of Pennsylvania type oils to approxi-
mately final colour before the stock is charged.
As the length of the residue is increased by allowing

lighter fractions to remain in the residue, the amorphous-
ness of the wax is reduced until finally a point is reached at
wtoch satisfactory wax separation is not possible. The
lash-point of the stock has been found to be a good
criterion ofthe suitability ofa residue stock for the Sharpies
process. The stock should not have a flash below 450 F.
With sharp fractiooations between the overhead and the
residues this figure may be somewhat reduced.

Overhead stocks tend to be crystalline rather than
anKMrpkm, because the constituents of the petroleum
contributing to the amorphousBess of the wax remain in
the residues. Efforts to drive these amorphizing consti-
tuents oat ofthe residue into the overhead lead to cracking,
which increases the crystalline character of the wax in the
ovediead rather than reducing it Despite this difficulty
ovediead stocks can be produced by vacuum and steam
distillation wiiich can be readily handled by the Sharpies
process. The oveiiiead stock should have a flash of450 F.
or higher and a viscosity of70 sec. S.U. at 210 F. or higher.
The most favourable

conditions
are obtained if the still is

so operated that there is no priming of residue into the
overhead which will then be asphalt-free and may be de-

In practice, refiners have preferred less critical operation
of their dtstilation. Some have operated their stills at a
rate at which priming of residue into the overhead occurs,

carrying some of the amorphizing agencies from

the residue into the overhead and then acid treating and
clay treating before dewaxing. A more common practice
and a more rational one has been to blend residue cylinder
stocks with distillate cylinder stocks, acid treating and clay
treating either before or after blending, and dewaxing the
blend. Blends consisting of 75% overhead cylinder stock
with 25% of residue cylinder stock have been found to
dewax very satisfactorily in practice. This procedure has
the advantages in the final product ofa good cast, due to the

residue, and a low carbon residue, due to the distillate.

Amorphizing Agents.

In addition to selecting stocks, the wax content of which
is inherently amorphous, various expedients are available
for modifying the natural wax characteristics so that it may
be separated. Materials which when added to oils increase
the amorphous character of this wax content have been
named amorphizing agents.

Natural impurities occurring in petroleum are effective

amorphizing agents and controlling the amount of these

impurities will control the character of the wax [5, 1930].
Colour may be used as a measure of the content of the
natural impurities. Too high a content of impurities
inhibits the wax precipitation, whereas too low a content
has no effect on the wax precipitation. When the colour
is darker than 80 Lovibond Series D, using a 10% solu-
tion of the oil in a J-in. cell, wax precipitation will be
inhibited to an undesirable degree. Using the same con-
ditions of testing colour, when the colour is less than 80,
amount of wax precipitation will not be affected but
character will be. Colour ranging from 80 down to 30
will show successively decreasing effect of the impurities
upon the character of the wax precipitate, and with
colours below 30 the effect of the remaining impurities
will be found to be negligible. These figures may not be
used with great exactness and vary with different types of
stocks, but may be considered as a rough guide.

Discharge of Crystalline Wax
Many proposals have been made to effect the continuous

discharge of crystalline wax from a centrifugal rotor, using
naphtha as a solvent and separating the wax as the heavier
phase. Schemes for melting the wax within the bowl or
rotor have been discussed above. Other schemes proposed
have been mechanical, involving the use of conveyors or
similar devices within the centrifugal rotor for carrying the
wax out of the rotor. Such schemes have met with no com-
mercial success. It now appears that other developments
have accomplished the desired results in another way so
that further developments along the line of mechanical
discharge of crystalline wax in naphtha solution is not to
be expected.

Wax Anti-solvents

Wax anti-solvents have a much lower solvent power for
wax than naphtha, and yield a pour test in the finished
oil much closer to the temperature at which the wax is

separated than when naphtha is used. In other words
the dewaxing differential is less.

Among others, C. R. Wagner has proposed the use of
butyl-alcohol and naphtha [10, 1928], and methyl ethyl
ketone[l 1,1928].
The difficulty with such proposals has been due to the

effect ofthe anti-solvent on the character ofthe wax. When
wax anti-solvents are used as diluents the wax precipitates
in a more crystalline form than from naphtha solution, and
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even distinctly amorphous wax such as occurs in cylinder

stocks develops such crystalline characteristics that it may
not be continuously discharged from the solid discharge

centrifuge.

Heavy Solvents

At the beginning of this article it was pointed out that in

contrast to the use of naphtha as a diluent lighter than the

wax, diluents heavier than the wax might be used where the

precipitated wax was to be centrifugally separated. When
a diluent heavier than the wax is used the separated wax

floats upon the heavy wax-free oil solution in the centri-

fugal rotor. This wax-free oil solution may then be con-

sidered as a carrier liquid in the rotor, assisting in the

discharge ofthewax. Solvents heavy

enough to effect this purpose are

found amongthe chlorinated hydro-

carbons which are noted for their

high density.

In cases where the precipitated

wax is sufficiently amorphous, it

may be continuously discharged as

if it were a liquid as in the case

of the dilute wax-free oil discharge

from the bowl shown in Fig. 2, and

the dilute wax-free oil is discharged

where the wax and carrier liquid

discharge in Fig. 2. When the pre-

cipitated wax is crystalline it will

not discharge over a weir, such as L.

When treating oils containing only a small percentage of

wax, the wax discharged from the separators may be stored

and run into the oil-phase solvent-removal still, when the

separator plant is shut down. For oils containing a large

percentage of wax, however, a separator solution-removal

still for the wax is employed.
The overhead solvent and water vapours from the still

are condensed and separated in a static tank, from which

the recovered solvent is returned to the blending column.

The Separator-Nobel Centrifuge.

The design of bowl and covers is somewhat different

from the usual type of centrifuge. The solid wax is auto-

i. Soluent

3. Waxxj Oil

3. Steam theater

4. Mixing Cohmra

5. Precooler
De Laval Separator-Nobel

Process

De Laval Separator-Nobel have

developed a process for dewaxing,

using trichlor ethylene as the pre-

ferred heavy solvent.

Trichlor ethylene as a solvent in

dewaxing has characteristics very

similar to naphtha. The dewaxing differential is even

higher than for naphtha. Data reported by the user of the

process and tests made by the writer give pour tests from

32 to 60 F. higher than the separating temperatures.

The wax precipitated from a selution of oil and trichlor

ethylene tends to be amorphous, as when naphtha is used

as a diluent and the wax is readily discharged over weirs in

the centrifuge, especially designed for the process by the

Separator-Nobel.

Fig. 3 shows a complete dewaxing plant for continuous

operation with direct ammonia chilling. The oil or solvent

(or both) is heated to an appropriate blending temperature,

e.g. 120 F., depending on the pour-point of the oil, the

blending being effected in a mixing column. From here

the solution passes through a heat exchanger, where it is

precooled by the cold solution discharged from the separa-

tors. It then passes through two chillers which are equipped

with agitators in the top and work with direct expansion of

ammonia from the refrigerating plant. From the second

chiller the solution flows into the separators at the desired

separating temperature, which is normally about 20 F.

The dewaxed solution, after being used to precool the in-

going solution, is preheated by means of the vapours

arising from the solvent-recovery still and then passed

through a steam preheater into the still where it is heated

to about '230 F. by indirect exhaust steam, the last traces

of solvent being removed by means of live steam.

S. Duller

7. Chiller

8- Compressor

S- Condenser

10.Ammonia Tank

11, De Lcwai S-N Separators

J2. Pveheater

/3.5MI Jor Oil

14. Deiuaxed, soluit-pree Oil

I5-5UU jor Wax

IS. Solvent-Jree Wax

17. Solwit Condenser

jfc. Water Separator^
Txnk

19. Water fc> drain.

20. 5olueat Co storage.

en- feed pipe 1

FLOW DIAGRAM OF DE LAVAL S- N D WAXING PLANT WITH

COOLING AMD SQLVEMT DISTILL!M6

FIG. 3.

matically and continuously discharged from the central

part of the bowl into one upper and one lower wax re-

ceptacle, both of which are provided with closed steam

coils in order to render the wax sufficiently fluid to be

easily discharged from the receptacles. On the other

hand, the receptacle into which the dewaxed cold oil

is discharged from the bowl is carefully heat insulated,

as this oil is used to precool the ingoing solvent-oil

blend.

The separator is belt driven by an electric motor. Its

capacity is dependent on wax content, viscosity, and desired

pour-point required.

Imp. gallons of oil-solvent blend per hour . . 220-440

Imp. gallons of dewaxed solvent-free oil per hour . 74-176

r.p.m. of bowl 9,000

r.p.m. of pulley 900

Power consumption ...... 4-5-5-5 h.p.

Suitable motor 6-5 h.p.

The best average chilling rate has been found to be

10-15 F. per hour, so that chilling from 110 F. down to

20 F. takes about 12 hours. With exceptionally diffi-

cult stocks a lower chilling rate of about 8 F. per hour

is necessary.

Charging Stocks for the Separator-Nobel Process.

The following table illustrates some of the results ob-

tained by the De Laval Separator-Nobel method.
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Barisol Process

In the Barisol process there have been co-ordinated suc-

cessful means for the continuous discharge of crystalline

Another portion of solvent from storage, referred to as

solvent make-up, is pumped to a heat exchanger and am-

monia cooler and then mixes with the wax solution from

the primary centrifuges and flows into the primary wax
solution tank.

The mixture of solvent make-up and wax solution from

the primary centrifuges is pumped to the re-run centri-

fuges.

The re-run centrifuges discharge a wax solution substan-

tially free of oil, which flows to the wax solution tank, from

which it is pumped to the solvent recovery unit.

The oil solution from the re-run centrifuges, which is very

low in concentration ofwax, flows to the recovered oil solu-

tion tank and is then pumped through the heat exchanger

to recover its refrigeration and returned to the heating and

blending tank.

Ammonia refrigeration is applied to the direct expan-

BAR1SOL PROCESS

FIG. 4.

wax from a centrifugal rotor and the use of a heavy anti-

solvent as a diluent, A flow diagram of the Barisol process

is shown as Fig. 4.

Stock and solvent from storage are picked up by pumps
and transferred to the heating and blending tank. There

is also introduced into this heating and blending tank a
mixture of solvent and oil recovered from the secondary

separation, to be described later.

In the heating and blending tank the solvent, stock, and
recovered oil are heated to a temperature to completely
dissolve thewax, that is approximately 100 F., and agitated

to produce a tiniform mixture.

From the heating and blending tank the dilute stock

passes to the dilute stock charge pump which forces it

through chilling machines, In the chilling machines the

dilute stock is first chilled by exchange with dewaxed oil

solution coming from the wax separation, and then by
direct ammonia expansion. From the last chiller, at a

temperature from to 20 F., depending upon the stock,
the diluent and the pour test required, the mixture passes
to the primary centriftiges.

In the primary centrifuges the mixture is separated into

a dewaxed oil solution and a wax solution containing some
recoverable oil.

The dewaxed oil solution passes to the dewaxed oil solu-

tion tank, from which it is pumped to the first exchanger
cMIing imcMnes for the recovery of its refrigeration and
tiien on to the solvent recovery unit.

sion chilling machine and to the cooler for the solvent

make-up.
The recovery of the solvent or diluent from the dewaxed

oil solution and the wax solution is accomplished by
distillation followed by steam stripping, both at atmospheric

pressure.

The Barisol Dewaxing Centrifuge.

A new type of centrifuge has been developed for use in

the Barisol process. The rotor or bowl of the centrifuge is

comparatively short and large in diameter. This shape of

bowl facilitates the flow of crystalline wax within the bowl.

A nozzle extending into the bowl takes up the wax as it

is separated by the centrifugal force, utilizing the inertia in

the rapidly rotating wax to assist in this operation and the

discharge of the wax through the nozzle and tube to which
it is attached. This method of wax discharge has been

found successful for the continuous discharge of even the

most crystalline wax met with in petroleum oils.

Commercial sizes of the Barisol centrifuge operate at a

rate of 600 U.S. gal. per hour of waxy oil solution.

Solvents.

Various solvents may be used in the Barisol process as

diluents, and, because of the ability of the centrifuge to dis-

charge the iriost crystalline wax, full advantage may be

taken of the wax anti-solvents. The writer [7, 1933] has

found ethylene dkhloride to be an excellent heavy anti-
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solvent. An oil solvent such as benzene must be added to

the ethylene dichloride to prevent the precipitation ofhighly

paraffinic oil with the wax. This mixture of ethylene di-

chloride and benzene has a dewaxing differential of from

10 to 15 F.

By reason of the high solvent effect of this diluent for

asphaltic material, such constituents of the stock to be de-

waxed have no inhibiting effect upon the wax precipitation,

and the most asphaltic residues may be completely dewaxed
and the dewaxed oil subsequently purified by acid treating

or solvent extracting, with satisfactory pour tests in the

finished oil.

Chilling.

Because of the crystalline character of the wax precipi-

tated from the solvent described above there is some

tendency for the coating of the chilling surfaces. Chilling

machines are therefore preferred and, because of the higher

transfer rate obtained through the scraped surfaces, are

economically justifiable.

Chilling conditions are not critical either with regard

to rate of temperature reduction or temperature differen-

tial.

Suitable Charging Stacks for the Barisol Process.

Because of the ability of the solvent mixture used as a

diluent in the Barisol process to overcome the inhibiting

effect of asphaltic material onwaxprecipitating and because

of the ability of the centrifuge to discharge crystalline wax

as well as amorphous wax, any type ofraw lubricating stock

may be dewaxed by the Barisol process. Because of this

flexibility the decision as to what stock should be dewaxed
involves a relationship between the dewaxing process and
the other steps in the refinery, such as distillation, acid

treating, and solvent extraction. Economy ofoperation and
increased yield of finished lubricating oil are obtained by
dewaxing first and acid treating or solvent extracting

afterward. This is especially true in the case of residual

stocks.

Examples of dewaxing of typical American Lubricating
Stocks are tabulated below.

Re-running Primary Wax
Whenthe Barisol process is operated on stocks which can

be handled by the Sharpies process, the yield and character

ofthe primary wax is substantially thesame as that obtained

from the Sharpies process. In the Barisol process the

primary wax is discharged cold and in such a condition that

it may be re-suspended in additional diluents. This makes

possible the recovery of additional oil by centrifuging the

mixture so obtained. By this procedure the yield of wax
is reduced to about two-thirds of that obtained by the

Sharpies process, with corresponding increase in oil yield.

Tliis re-running operation requires no additional refrigera-

tion and no additional distillation for the recovery of

diluents, since the oil solution recovered in the re-run is

returned to the first run operation. Additional separating

capacity is of course required.

Examples ofBarisol Dewaxing
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Examples ofBarisol Dewaxing

Examples ofBarisol Dewaxing
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THE FILTER PRESSING OF WAX DISTILLATE AND THE
SWEATING OF SLACK WAX

By FRED W. PADGETT, M.S.

Moore and Murger Company

AN understanding of the fundamentals applying to the

filter-pressing operation results from a consideration of

Poiseuille's law of viscous flow and its application, qualita-

tively, to the particular process. According to this law
the linear velocity of flow of a viscous liquid through a

capillary is

where Vequals linear velocity ofthe liquid, K is a constant,
P is pressure drop through the tube, r is radius of the tube,
L is length of the tube, and 77

is the absolute viscosity of the

liquid. The filter cake is a porous wall of wax crystals, the

capillary openings between the crystals permitting passage
of oil in a manner which is assumed to follow the equation
given above. The linear rate of flow through a filter cake
is approximately proportional to the volume throughput
for a given area and thickness of cake, since for a fairly
uniform size of particle in the cake the per cent, voids in
the cake is approximately independent of the actual size

of the particle. The volume rate of flow through a cake as
influenced by the crystal size and therefore by the size of
the capilkry passages between the crystals hence is seen

by Poiseuilie's law tobe directly proportional to thepressure
drop through the cake and to the average of the square of
the radii of the capillary openings, and inversely propor-
tional to the thickness of the cake and the absolute vis-

cosity of the oil at the pressing temperatures. The size of
the capillary openings in the cake will depend upon the
character of the wax in the distillate, the rate of chilling
of the distillate, and the viscosity of the medium (influence
on crystal size). As the cake becomes thicker and the pres-
sure drop through the cake greater, it is reasonable to

expect that the capillary opeaiings will become smaller to
some extent, due to compressibility of the cake. While the

viscosity of the oil associated with the wax is not great at
100 F. r where the chilling starts, it is considerable at
the temperature where the pressing occurs and hence is

an important factor in filter rates. A Mid-Continent oil

having a viscosity of 60 Saybolt at 100 F. will have a
viscosity of 200 to 250 at 40 F. and between 900 and
1,500 at F.; one having a viscosity of 80 Saybolt at
100 F. will have a viscosity of 300 to 500 at 40 F. and
more than 1,800 sec. at F.
The conventional picture of the filter-pressing operation

as presented in the above paragraph is extended by con-
sidering that the filter cloth may become clogged with wax
crystals and that in the extreme case the fine crystals and
mal-crystalline wax may be forced through the filter cloth.

In view of the factors which limit the direct pressing of
wax distillate, it is evident that the preparation ofthe distil-
late prior to the chilling and pressing is extremely impor-
tant. In truth, this problem is the one which concerns the
refiner more than any other in connexion with the tech-
nology under consideration, for the simple reason that
when the distillate is suitable, the difficulties in the subse-
quent operations disappear.

Until recent years wax distillate generally was prepared
in two ways. One was to separate a 'pressable' product in
the course of distilling paraffinaceous, residual crude oil to
coke in coking stills. The vapours went up into air-cooled
towers where a number of fractions were separated, one
or more of these fractions being in the category of 'press-
able' wax distillate. The towers acted as partial con-
densers and separators, and generally no effort was made
to introduce efficient fractionation. Another method of
preparing wax distillate was to separate a 'raw wax distil-

late' when distilling a residual oil down to 'cylinder stock',
*tar', or 'flux' with fire and steam in batch, semi-con-

tinuous, but usually in continuous, batteries of shell stills.

The raw wax distillate, which might have a viscosity of
90 to 150 sec. Saybolt at 100 F., was then redistilled,

generally in batch stills, with fire and steam, permitting
mild cracking, and leaving a residue of 5 to 15%. This
'cracked wax distillate' had a viscosity of 50 to 80 sec.

Saybolt at 100 F., and usually contained from 8 to 15%
wax; it would afford a satisfactory filter rate if it had been
properly fractionated and entrainment eliminated. The
cracking served to produce diluent and possibly to elimi-
nate by pyrolysis the higher, mal-crystalline waxes.

In recent years there has come the realization that

cracking is not necessary in the preparation of distillates
for pressing, the requirements being good fractionation
and elimination of entrainment of heavy residues and dis-
tiiates. If dilution is necessary to reduce viscosity of the
medium this can be accomplished by adding a low-boiling
product to the wax distillate. This advance appears to
have been coincident with the application of principles
of fractionation to petroleum refining during the past
10 years. It is reported that pressable distillates having
viscosities as high as 100 sec. Saybolt have been prepared
by careful fractionation, but in this connexion it should
be remembered that the important consideration is the
viscosity at the pressing temperature and depends upon
the slope of the viscosity-temperature curve. Naturally, the
refiner desires to obtain the maximum yield of, say, 200
viscosity neutral oil, and hence he is going to work with
the highest end-point and viscosity of medium possible,
all of which indicates that precise and practical control
methods are desirable.

The control of wax distillate for filter-pressing is accom-
plished through laboratory filtration tests on a small scale,
routine distillation tests under vacuum, and photomicro-
graphs. Refineries which process wax distillate generally
have available small batch chillers and filter presses which
are used for working up wax distillates experimentally.
This equipment can be operated to parallel the large-scale
process, but is time-consuming. More often a small scale,
quick test, which includes chilling and pressing, is used for
control work. For example, the 'squeeze test' used by the
Atlantic Refining Company consisted in placing some of
the clulled distillate in a cloth, folding and then twisting
to determine whether the oil comes through rapidly, and
whether there is wax appearing at the same time.





End-point 648 End-point 632 End-point 637 End-point 643 End-point 625 End-point 652

Characteristic commercial paraffin distillates. End-points in F. under 40 mm. absolute pressure

FIG. 1. Photomicrographs of wax crystals in chilled distillates (Davis and Campbell, A.P.I., 1933)

FIG. 3. Vogt worm-and-gear drive, direct expansion, double-pipe chiller
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In regard to distillation tests for control of wax distillate

for pressing, Peterkin [6, 1928], writes the following:

'Experiments show that first a gradual increase in pressing

rate and finally a sudden decrease may be expected as the

95% point of a vacuum assay increases and this in spite of

the fact that sufficient gas oil may be added to the lower

end ofthe boiling-range to make the viscosities in each case

the same. Coincident with sudden change in pressing rate

the wax becomes either difficult or impossible to sweat.*

Scheumann [7, 1933] states that a vacuum assay at 2 mm.
pressure absolute and then correcting the boiling-points

by means of the Ashworth vapour-pressure chart indicates

that a maximum boiling-point of 850 to 900 F. provides
a wax distillate which gives a desirable crystal structure,

Commenting in regard to wax distillates in general, it

canbe said, however, that a rigid designation of end or

maximum point cannot be applied universally because the

nature of the original crude oil has an influence; this fact,

nevertheless, does not destroy the practical value of the

distillation test.

Hefley [5, 1927] expressed the opinion that pressing and

sweating properties could be determined by microscopic

study, and the method has been applied widely to com-

mercial practice. Very useful information on this method

has been given by Davis and Campbell [3, 1933]. The

apparatus consists of camera, microscope equipped with

nicol prisms, and warm stage. The warm stage is fitted

internally with a hanging-drop microscope slide, and a

thermometer is inserted in the air space above the slide.

The water-jacket of the warm stage is connected to the hot

and cold water supply with needle-valves. The procedure
in microscopic study is as follows: a drop of the sample

(after filtering through filter-paper) is placed in the slide

depression and distributed by tilting the slide. The instru-

ment is adjusted so that the sample is between crossed nicols

and the microscope is focused on the sample. Cold water

is first passed through the stage until crystals begin to

appear; this is designated the 'saturation' temperature.

Hot water is then passed through until a temperature 40 F.

above the saturation-point is reached. Thereafter coldwater

is added so that the stage temperature decreases at the rate

of 1-7 F. per min. until a point 10 F. below the saturation

temperature is attained. The photograph is then taken, or

the crystallization is compared with a series of standard

photographs and indicated by number. Fig. 1 shows

photomicrographs, by Davis and Campbell, of a number

ofwax distillates with end-points at 40 mm. pressure. The

last two products at the right give low-pressing rates and

poor oil yields.

As stated previously, the effect of viscosity of medium

may be counteracted by dilution of the distillate with a low

viscosity product such as kerosine, gas oil, or naphtha

distillate, but, generally, this will not correct a poor press-

ing distillate which has been improperly fractionated. It is

worth while mentioning, in this connexion, that the solvent

power of the diluent may have an effect through its

tendency to dissolve the mal-crystalline wax, but, on the

other hand, it may cause a higher pour-point for a given

pressing temperature due to solubility of wax.

The question of rate of chilling of wax distillate is one

that cannot be discussed positively. Hie chilling rates vary

considerably and various refiners do not agree as to the

proper rate. Some believe that a correlation of chilling

rate and viscosity for the plant in question is necessary,

while others indicate that no advantages are to be gained

by a slow rate of chilling and that the only limit, when a

properly fractionated distillate is being processed, is that

imposed by the heat-transfer rate. However, border-line

products might be rendered pressable by slowing down the

chilling rate. The overall rate of chilling of wax distillates

in commercial operation may be as high as 2 F. per min,,
but generally is considerably less.

In most refineries the wax distillate is chilled and pressed
in two stages, one at some temperature between 30 to

60 F., and the other down to F. or below. The two
slack waxes so secured may be combined and sweated, that

obtained at the higher temperature only may be sweated, or

the two sweated separately. The reason for the pressing
at two temperatures is mainly a mechanical one: direct

chilling down to F. or below results in a distillate so hard

in consistency that the resistance set up to the movement
of conveyors and chillers may cause damage to the chilling

equipment. ,

(1) Sweating to Scale Wax

Slack wax

Sweating

Residue

Scale wax
May be percolated

through fuller's

earth. Generally not
more than 1 % oil

and moisture by
press method

Intermediates Foots oil

Generally recycled Recycled with wax
with slack wax distillate, sweated or

sent to cracking
stock

(2) Sweating to Fully Refined Wax

Slack wax

Sweating

Residue

Sweating

Intermediates

Generally recycled
with slack wax

Foots oil

Recycled with wax
distillate, sweated or

sent to cracking
stock

Residue Intermediates

Sweated for fully

refined wax of low

melting-point

First fraction
Sweated for low melt-

ing fully refined, re-

cycled or taken from

sweating system
Acid treating, percolation, or both

Fully refined wax. High melting-point and
tensile above 200 Ib. per sq. in. at 70 F.

FIG. 2. Outline for sweating to scak wax and fully refined wax.

According to Campbell and Wilson [2, 1919], one of the

first methods used for chilling wax distillate was the in-

ternally cooled drum chiller,, the distillate being chilled on

the outside surface. However, the 'shock chilling* which

occurred resulted in poor crystallization, and consequently

there was trouble in pressing. Another apparatus was a

cylinder externally cooled by brine and equipped with

scrapers on the inside. In the United States double-pipe

chillers with screw conveyors in the inner space were intro-

duced into the refining industry early in its history. At the

present time most of the refineries employ the double-

pipe chiller, operated continuously with helical conveyors

or other surface-scraping and stirring devices located in

the inner space where the oil is moving. The conveyor or

scraper is an important part of the equipment, not as a
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means of moving the oil forward, but serving to remove
solidified distillate from the heat-exchange surface and to

stir up the mass of oil and wax crystals, thus aiding heat
transfer from the sides of the body of the distillate, and
promoting favourable crystal growth. Cold brine is cir-

culated counter-currently through the outside jacket, or
ammonia is expanded directly through the same space as

cooling agent.

Illustrations ofdouble-pipe chillers forwax distillates are
shown in Fig. 3. The rate of heat exchange is necessarily

low, the maximum reported being about 20, but the average
4 to 8 B.Th.U. per hr., per sq. ft. of exchange surface, per
degree mean temperature deference. Another type of
chiller used rather extensively for chilling wax distillate is

the Gray Chiller shown in Fig. 4. It is vertical and
resembles a large ice-cream freezer, and the scraper blades
are forced positively against the heat-exchange surface,

resulting in effective removal of solidified distillate from
the walls. The York Chiller resembles the usual horizontal

double-pipe chiller, but scraper blades are forced against
the heat-exchange surface. Hie Carbondale Chiller utilizes

long pitch, helical ribbon scrapers.

^

In addition to the brine and ammonia, water and some-
times cold distillates from the presses are used as cooling
media in the early stages of the chilling. Absorption
refrigerating machines are used widely for cooling the brine

for the drilling machines, the use of ammonia by direct

expansion into the jackets of the chillers being a rather new
development resulting from the demand for lower tempera-
tures. However, increased capacity and lower temperatures
also are secured by adding a booster unit to the absorption
machines. One ton of refrigeration will provide a through-
put of about 8 to 10 bbL of wax distillate when double

pressing from a temperature of 100 F. down to a final tem-

perature of F., the first-stage temperature being 40 F.
Hie Moore-Burmah chiller, Fig. 5, is a type radically

different from those discussed previously, and consists of
a number of vertical, shallow cells, superimposed one above
the other. The oil and cooling medium pass counter-
current through alternate cells, those for the oil being
equipped with scraper blades.

In plant practice wax distillate is chilled continuously.
The oil, at a temperature in the region of 100 F., is

pumped through the chillers, going thence to the filter

presses. In double pressing the distillate comes from the

first-stage chillers, proceeds to the first-stage presses, and
the oil which emerges is sent through the second-stage
chillers, appearing at a temperature of F. or below.
The press used for filtering chilled wax distillate is a long,

horizontal, segmented cylinder, divided into as many as
500 cells, each | in, in thickness and 46 in. hi diameter.
A circular opeijing runs horizontally through the centre
of the press. A more detailed consideration of the appa-
ratus reveals an outside frame consisting of two heads,
one stationary and the other movable, the rods connecting
the heads, and a hydraulic cylinder for operating the mov-
able head. Filter plates alternate with spacing rings within
the frame, and both are suspended by lugs on the side rods.
The filter plate is covered on both sides with cloth and has
an opening hi the centre. Underneath the filter cloth on
the two skies ofthe filter pkte is located either a perforated
plate or a screen, which will permit the oil, as it comes
through the filter doth, to flow down and away. The faces
of the filter plates are equipped with knobs, called bungs,
-which serve to maintain the cells at a constant thickness.
The chilled wax distiiate is forced into the press through

the centre opening, where it distributes into the cells, the
wax cake gradually building up therein, the oil finding its

way out through the wax cake and the filter cloth, dripping
down into the oil trough, and proceeding finally to the

receiving tank for pressed distillate. The operation is com-
plete when the pressure indicates that a safe limit is reached.
Ifthe distillate has been properly prepared and the pressing
operation continued long enough, the press will be filled

with a compact cake. In order to remove the slack wax
from the press the oil trough is moved aside, the tie rods
unbolted, and the loose head moved back. Next the cells

are forced open one by one and the slack wax prised loose
and dropped into the wax trough, where the screw con-
veyor takes it to the receiving tank for slack wax. Clamping
back the movable head by means of the hydraulic cylinder
and bolting up the tie rods serves to assemble the press
for another filtration.

The various filter presses used for wax distillate are of
similar design, but may differ somewhat in detail. In one
type the filter cloth is backed by wire screen, in another by
a perforated plate. The filter cloth used often is 12 oz.
canvas duck. The pressures which filter presses will with-
stand vary up to 500 lb., but often the safe limit is 350 to
400 lb. to the square inch.

The filter rates secured in pressing wax distillate vary
considerably, but an average of 0-02 to 0-06 gal. pressed
distillate per hr. per sq. ft. of filter area gives a good idea
of the performance.
The wax from the filter presses is known as

'

slack wax*
and often contains about 50% oil. If the distillate has been
properly prepared, this slack wax will sweat satisfactorily,
otherwise not. Wax distillates of the ideal variety show
good pressing rates, and the slack wax sweats with facility,

giving yields of 30 to 45% of scale wax. Sometimes a
distillate can be filter-pressed, but the wax will not sweat.
The extreme case is the distillate so poorly prepared that
it will not press, hence there is no slack wax to sweat. All
ofthis, of course, goes back to the preparation of the distil-

late, which in composition should include all of the waxes
up to the mal-crystaUine wax, but essentially excluding the
last mentioned.
The process of sweating is one of drainage, fractional

fusion, and solution. The wax first is chilled to a tempera-
ture below the solidification point, the result being a matrix
in which needle crystals predominate if the sweating is to

proceed in a satisfactory manner. As the temperature is

raised slowly, the oil, softer and lower-melting waxes flow
away, leaving a porous cake having a distinctly fibrous
structure resembling that ofcotton batting. As the heating
continues the oil drains away from the fibres and capillary
openings accompanied by a partial melting.

Recycling is an important part of the sweating process.
In sweating slack wax two fractions are separated, leaving a
residue which is the product sought after. The first fraction
is foots oil, and may have a solidification point of 90 F.
It may be resweated, separating another foots oil which
may be recycled with the wax distillate or be taken from
the system and sent to cracking stock. The residue left from
the sweating of foots oil is a low-melting wax which may
be marketed, for example, as match wax, or recycled with
the slack wax. Generally, however, foots oil is not re-

sweated, but either is recycled with the wax distillate or
taken from the system. The second fraction secured in

sweating slack wax, known as intermediate wax, may have
a melting-point of 100 to 115 F., and is recycled with the
next batch of slack wax.



Photo by courtesy ofBethlehem Steel Company

FIG. 4. Three Bethlehem sectional-unit

type distillate chilling machines, connected

to form a single machine

FIG. 8. Wax-barrelling machine

Photo by courtesy of Bethlehem Steel Company

FIG. 9. Bethlehem lOf-lb. cake wax moulding press fitted with pipe for carrying away discharge water
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The waxes of commerce made by sweating may be

divided broadly into the
*
scale

'

and
*

fully refined
'
varieties.

The scale wax is crumbly and contains 1 % or less of oil

and moisture by the press method of test (A.S.T.M.
Method D. 308-29 T), while the fully refined waxes are

non-crumbly and contain much less oil. The scale waxes

will sweat oil in packages while the fully refined products
do not. The melting-points of the waxes secured by sweat-

ing usually are below 135 F. by the A.S.T.M. Method
(138F. American melting-point) and generally above
320 F., although match wax has a melting-point about

1 10 F. Tne tensik strengths of the scale waxes at 70 F.,

unless specially treated, generally are below 60 Ib. to the

square inch, while those of the fully refined waxes vary
between 200 and 400 Ib. per square inch at 70 F.

It is usually not possible to prepare a fully refined wax
from slack in one sweating. In resweating to secure fully

refined wax, the product secured first is melted down,

recrystallized, and sweated again. Fig. 2 shows outlines

for sweating slack wax down to scale wax and full refined

wax. The methods shown are not to be accepted as stan-

dard because the methods and equipment vary in different

refineries.

A survey of the technical and patent literature shows that

a great variety of methods and equipment have been pro-

posed for sweating wax; only some of the more interesting

ones will be mentioned here. An early method of partially

separating wax and oil was to place the solidified wax or

distillate in bags in a special room and permit some of the

oil to drain away. Early patents proposed placing moulded
blocks of the wax in cells or cages and to pass them slowly

through a heated zone. Another method was to force the

chilled mass into a press consisting of a perforated tube

lined with filter cloth and heated indirectly with steam. Still

another was a sweating apparatus consisting ofan annular

space for the slack wax and a vertical, cylindrical sweating
surface on the inside; the slack wax is cooled from the out-

side inwardly and the sweating consummated by heating
from the inside outwardly. Pressing and sweating are

combined in another method which specifies the removal
of oil laterally through perforated surfaces, the pressure

being applied in a direction at right angles to the flow of oil.

A different method is to mix the wax at a temperature a
little above the melting-point with water at a temperature
of a little below the melting-point of the wax and then

working, kneading, or sweating to produce separation.
A recent patent specifies sweating in a solution of sodium
silicate. Cooling and heating surfaces with fins attached

also are specified, while somewhat along the same line are

small rods located vertically to produce drainage channels.

The apparatus most generally used, however, for sweat-

ing wax in refineries of the United States is the 'sweating

pan' which is a shallow tray with sloping bottom. The pan
may be 8 to 12 in. in height at the sides and 14 to 16 in. at

the centre where the sloping bottom converges to the outlet

line. A screen or a perforated plate is located at the junc-
tion of the sloping bottom with the sides of the pan, and a
continuous coil of pipe is laid above the screen or per-
forated plate. Ifa screen is used, it is supported by angle or

T-iron, and is of 40 or 50 mesh laid over a heavier screen

having openings about 1 in. square. The perforated plate
may have openings ^ to | in. in diameter. The coil in the

pans consists of 1-in. pipes connected by return bends.

Sweating pans are assembled in stacks of 6 to 8 in well-

insulated rooms with steam coils arranged around the sides

of the room. The pans are connected to piping for ad-

mission of water and charging stock, circulation of cold

and hot water through the coils on the screen, and some-
times connexions are provided for direct steam to aid in

melting down the final product. It is desirable that the coil

in each pan have a visible overflow or other means to

ensure uniform flow of water through each pan during the

sweating. The sweating room has large doors or shutters

located at the ends which are opened to assist in the cooling
of the wax and to provide ventilation; these doors are

closed tightly during the sweating. The pans vary in size

up to 12 ft. wide by 60 ft. in length.

The operation of the sweating pan is as follows: the

sloping bottom is filled with water to a point slightly above
the screen and the melted slack wax is introduced above the

water, filling up the pan. In order to chill the wax before

sweating, cold water is circulated through the coils, and air

permitted or forced to circulate over and around the pans.
After the wax has solidified, the water is withdrawn and the

sweating started by circulating water at a gradually in-

creasing temperature through the coils in the pans, also

bringing up the temperature of the room simultaneously

by admitting steam to the coils on the side walls. If the

slack wax is of good sweating quality, the oil will drain

away rapidly, and thereafter the temperature may be in-

creased rather quickly to the necessary temperature and
held at that point until the residue comes to grade. Finally,
the cycle is completed by heating the oven to a higher

temperature to melt down the wax. The overall rate of

heating, during sweating, is 1 to 2 F. per hr.

The complete sweating cycle varies from 25 to 75 hr.,

depending upon the equipment used, the product being
sweated and upon the final product desired. This cycle
includes charging the pan, cooling the wax, sweating, and

melting down. The actual sweating operation requires 50
to 65% of the total cycle tune.

The completion of the sweating is ascertained by test of
the residue, such as melting-point, oil content, or tensile

strength. When running to scale wax, operators can gauge
rather closely when the sweating is completed by the taste

of the sweat residue. The press method (A.S.T.M. D. 308-
29 T) for oil content consists in pressing a small sample of

wax, located between disks of cloth, for 5 mm. at a pressure
of 1,000 Ib. to the square inch and temperature of 60 F.

The expressible oil and moisture is calculated from the loss

in weight of the cloth-wax sandwich. This method can be

applied to routine testing and has been useful, although the

results show in no way the actual oil content of the wax.
Various methods of determining the oil content of wax by
use of a solvent have been proposed, but often they are not

sufficiently accurate for waxes containing only a small

percentage of oil, or are too involved for routine work. One
method is the solvent index of refraction method of Wilson
and Wilkin [8, 1924]. A direct refractometric method of

estimating oil content is that proposed by Diggs and
Buchler [4, 1927]. It includes taking the index of refraction

before and after percolation through an equal weight of

Attapulgus or Floridin clay and using a graphical method,
established experimentally, to find the oil content. It is

claimed that the method is more accurate than the press
method, gives more consistent results, and is more rapid.
The tensile strength method is applicable to fully refined
waxes and has the advantage that the results not only give a
rough indication of the oil content, but have a relation to
the performance of the wax in service. The disadvantages
of the test are the time required and rather poor checks
secured. The latter disadvantage can be overcome to some
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extent by testing at least 6 briquettes from each sample.

Despite the disadvantages, the test is valuable, particularly

for fully refined waxes. The procedure of the test is as

follows: the wax is melted in a glass beaker and heated to

130 C. The moulds, located on metal plates, are then

poured as full of melted wax as possible and permitted to

stand 1 or 2 hr. After this time the surface of the wax is

scraped away at the constricted portion, or shank, of the

briquette, leaving a square section \ in. on the sides. The

found useful. Fig. 6 shows the Tagliabue time-tempera-
ture control mechanism, which consists of two cams,

operated by clock mechanism, one of the cams control-

ling the water temperature and the other the room during
the sweating.

Tank-type sweaters have been installed in a number of

refineries and have been found satisfactory, particularly far

sweating foots oil and slack wax. This type of equipment

occupies less space than the pan system, and the time of
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FIG, 6. Tagliabue time-temperature control installation.

briquettes are taken from the moulds and placed in water

at a definite temperature (70 F. is often used) for i to

i hr., then broken on the tensile machine, bringing up the

indicator on the gauge at a slow, uniform rate. Since the

sides of the shank are of J-in. dimension, the reading on

the gauge must be multiplied by 4 in order to secure

tensile strength in pounds per square inch.

From an abstract point of view the design of the

apparatus of the sweating-pan type is open to many
objections. But the operating and maintenance costs are

low, and satisfactory results are secured in operation,

despite the fact that everything seems to be wrong. It has

been difficult to introduce new forms of apparatus or to

make improvements in existing installations. However, in

some cases, temperatures have been made more uniform

by improved circulation of air and by more coils placed in

the pans to hasten cooling and facilitate sweating. Auto-

matic control of temperatures of the water circulating

through the coils, and of room temperatures, has been

cooling and sweating is reduced. The temperatures in the

tank sweaters can be made quite uniform and the tempera-

ture control is simplified, being dependent only on the water

being circulated through the coils. The tank sweater in its

simplest form consists of an insulated box or cylinder,

inside of which are located coils for cooling and heating,

and perforated plates for holding back the wax, the

sweaters also are provided with charging and run-down

lines. The coil surface in tank sweaters generally is mudfa

greater than in the pan system. The Allan Moore sweater,

Fig. 7, is divided into 7 sections by horizontal deck plates*

each slightly coned at the centre and covered with sheets

of expanded metal and wire screen to permit drainage

towards the centre pipe, which pipe is the run-down foe

for the apparatus. Spiral, horizontal coils are located m
each section ofthe sweater and connected to manifolds out-

side the shell. Cold water circulated through the coils

serves to chill the slack wax, while water of gradually

increasing temperature does the sweating.
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Buildings of substantial construction are required for

wax-plant equipment. The refrigeration machinery and
brine coolers are often located in the same building with
the chillers and filter-presses but in separate rooms, while
the sweating ovens are in separate buildings. Chillers are

insulated by placing jackets around them and filling with
material such as cork. Filter presses are in rooms which
are well insulated ; sometimes special vaults are provided.
Buildings for sweating pans are ofheavy brick construction
where the pan system is used, but shelter for tank sweaters

may be of less substantial build. Sweating ovens and filter

presses may be located at sufficient height so that the pro-
ducts will move to receiving tanks above ground or at

lower levels where the flow is into tanks with bottoms below
ground-level. For details ofwax-plant buildings and equip-
ment reference is here made to the work of Bell [1, 1930].

Pressed distillate from the filter presses is subjected to

fractionation under vacuum or with fire and steam,
separating gas oil, one or more lubricating oil distillates,

and leaving a residue. These are the low viscosity neutral

stocks which are refined further by treating with acid,
contact with clay, percolation through filter clay, or
combinations.
The waxes secured by sweating are generally refined

further before marketing. The sweating process not only
reduces the oil content but improves the colour also,

though not sufficiently to provide a white wax for the

market. Therefore the wax is refined by treatment with

sulphuric acid followed with sodium carbonate solution or
dilute sodium hydroxide solution, percolation through
fuller's earth, or by combinations of the above treatments.
Wax gives yields by percolation varying from 100 to 400
bbl. to the ton of clay.
The wax is marketed in various ways: in cakes, barrels,

bags, slabs, and in tank-cars. A machine for packing wax
in barrels is shown in Fig. 8. The drum is cooled internally
by water, and as the drum revolves it picks up a layer of
wax from the pan underneath, which pan contains molten
wax. The layer ofwax is removed by scrapers, falls off into
chutes and then into barrels where it is tamped by hand or
by mechanical devices. In preparing slabs of wax, pans
arranged in stacks are filled with the molten wax and
allowed to cool; after the wax has solidified the slat are

dumped from the pans. Considerable wax is transported
throughout the United States in tank-cars equipped with

heating coils, and this constitutes an economical method
of shipment. The Gray machine for moulding wax cakes
is shown in Fig. 9. The operation of this machine depends
upon the arrangement of cooling plates on the sides of the

moulds and a flow of molten wax into the moulds as the

cooling takes place. The arrangement of the machine sug-
gests that of a filter press with chilling plates (cooled by
water) taking the place of filter plates, and moulds that of
the spacing rings.
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DEWAXING OF LUBRICATING OILS BY BENZOL-ACETONE
MIXTURES

By L. C. STRANG, Ph.D., B.Sc.

Research Investigator, Department of Oil Engineering and Refining , University ofBirmingham, England

LUBRICATING oils must not only possess the property of

forming coherent and adherent films, but must also possess

'body* enough for the required duty. They must at all

times remain homogeneous, and not become doudy or

opaque at low temperatures. In order to fulfil these condi-

tions the crude oil must be subjected, amongst other

treatment, to the process of dewaxing; that is, the removal

of solid hydrocarbons which separate out at low tempera-
tures.

In the past two quite separate and distinct dewaxing

processes had to be used for high viscosity and low viscosity

wax stocks. Pressing and sweating processes were used for

removing and producing wax from wax distillate, while

cold-settling and centrifuging were used for dewaxing
cylinder stock.

The lubricants as dewaxed in this manner were not

entirely satisfactory, those manufactured from naphthene
base oils being suitable at low temperatures, but not pos-
sessing the necessary degree of oiliness at elevated tempera-
tures. On the other hand, those lubricants manufactured
from paraffin base crudes became cloudy at low tempera-
tures doe to the separation of wax.
The use of two separate processes for the dewaxing

of various types of lubricating stocks has been a source
of great expense to refiners, and methods have recently
beea devised whereby the entire range of wax-bearing
stocks can be dewaxed by a single operation requiring the
use of a special solvent. The use of a single process for

dewaxing any wax-bearing stock has many advantages.
The cuts that must be produced in a vacuum tower are
reduced to gas oil, lubricating-oil stock, and tar; only one
type ofdewaxing equipment is required, and the production
of several Wending stocks are unnecessary.
The general requirements of the solvent are as follows :

L At approximately 100 F. the lubricating-oil stock
must be completely misdble with the solvent.

2. At 5F. or below the solvent must have sub-

stantially complete solvent action upon the liquid
hydrocarbons present, but substantially no solvent
action on the solid hydrocarbons present.

3. On cooling a solution of the lubricating-oil stock in
the solvent to F., removing the solid hydrocarbons
so precipitated, and distilling off the solvent, the re-

sulting lubricating oil must have a cold test of sub-

stantially F.

4. The solvent must be cheap and non-corrosive.
5. The wax must be precipitated in a form in which it

is easily separated.
6. It is desirable that the solvent be one which can be

used both for dewaxing and solvent extraction.

Benzol-acetone Mixture as a Dewaxing Solvent

It has been found that a mixture of acetone and benzol
is a very satisfactory solvent. Methyl-ethyl ketone can be
used in place of acetone, while tbe addition of toluol to

some of the benzol is sometimes advocated. The

use of acetone alone results in the formation of two layers
with the oil. The use of benzol alone results in the pro-
duction of lubricating fractions which, after removal of the

benzol, possess a high pour-point. A further disadvantage
in the use of benzol alone is that it crystallizes out at low

temperatures. By combining these two solvents in the

proper proportion, however, there is no separation of the

liquid hydrocarbons as a second liquid phase, and on
chilling, the solid hydrocarbons are entirely separated in

such a state as to permit easy filtration or centrifuging.
After removal of the solvent by distillation the resulting

lubricating oils retain their oiliness at all temperatures and
remain homogeneous at low temperatures. The function

of the benzol is to retain the oil in complete solution at

the dewaxing temperature, while that of the acetone is to

eliminate effectually any tendency of the wax to remain in

solution at the dewaxing temperature. The mixed solvent

is also a material aid to filtration by reducing the viscosity
of the oil solution.

This process has been proved commercially and is

now widely used. The first plant was constructed at the

Lawrenceville refinery of the Indian Refinery Company
in 1927 and is still in successful operation, dealing with

1,000-1,500 bbl. per day. By March 1936 a daily total

of 6,000 bbl. was being dealt with at the refineries of the

Atlantic Refinery Company, Gulf Refinery Company, Her-
bert Green & Company Ltd., and the Texas Company,
while several other plants were being constructed.

The reason for the commercial success of the above pro-
cess was that it fulfilled the following requirements:

1. Produced from waxy stocks the maximum yield of

wax-free oil consistent with normal stock fluidity and

having the desired pour-point.
2. Was suitable for dewaxing any lubricating stock.

3. Permitted changing from one stock to another with

minimum loss of time.

4. Was economical to operate and low in initial cost.

5. Was sound in fundamental theory, thereby enabling

processing improvements to be incorporated without

completely altering the plant.

The Benzol-acetone Dewaxing Process

The method of operation and plant at present used for
the dewaxing of lubricating-oil stocks by solvents of the

acetone-benzol type are as follows:

The solvent mixture, which, as seen in the tables given
later, varies in composition with the type of stock used,
but which usually consists of 35% acetone and 65% in-

dustrial benzol, is contained in gas-tight storage tanks.
The solvent and oil streams flow continuously into a mixer,
the rate of these streams being controlled by means of a
ratio-flow controller so as to ensure a continuously uniform
solution.

A solution temperature of the order of 100-120 F. is

all that is usually required. With some oils, however, filter

rates and yields can be improved by the previous heat
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treatment of the solution. In these cases the solution is

heated about 50-60 F. above the complete solution tem-

perature and then immediately cooled again by the inser-

tion of a steam heater and water cooler in the charge line

from the mixing tank to the chilling equipment.

The mixture of solvent and oil stock is pumped from the

mixing tank through continuous chilling equipment the

first part of which consists of heat exchangers exchanging

heat with the cold-pressed distillate mix from the presses,

thereby cooling the solution down to about 25 F. The

solution is then chilled by direct ammonia-expansion

bottom of the filter and is carried away by a screw con-

veyor, the action of which renders the slack wax cake easily

pumpabk. The cyck of filtering operations is as follows:

Filtering time 25 mm.
Displacing uafiltoned solution .... 2-4 ,,

Applying gas pressure on the cake . . . 7-10

Dumping 10

Tbe filter rates used average from 0-3 bbL of oil per

square foot per day for the heavier distillates to 0-5 bbL

of oil per square foot per day for the lighter distillates.

These rates include blowing and dumping times.

INERT GAS
, CHtLLER

Steam

^ WATER SOLVENT

SMALL
GAS HOLDCfcVAC. PUMP

SUCK WAX
HEATER

Deuxursd

chilling, the ammonia being supplied by either absorption

or compression machines. The final double-pipe chiller is

automatically controlled to give the desired dewaxing tem-

perature. The pump must be installed in the line prior to

the chilling, so that the wax crystals are disturbed as little

as possible between chilling and filtering.

Two types of filters have been applied to the process,

viz. continuous drum-type vacuum filters and rotating-leaf

pressure filters. Both these types permit the use ofinsulated

filter shells. Pressure filters now in use have a filtering

surface of 800 sq. ft., while vacuum filters in use have a

filtering area up to 500 sq. ft. The filters are emptied with-

out opening by means of inert gas pressure. First gas

pressure is applied to displace all the unfiltered stock from

the filter back into the filter tank. Gas pressure is then

maintained on the filter, thereby displacing liquid remaining

on the slack wax cake, which is about | in. to H in. thick.

This pressure is maintained until all the liquid has been

driven from the cake, as indicated by a rapid faHing in

pressure on the filter, which occurs in 7-10 minutes. This

pressure is then released and the cake falls off into the

Provision is made for washing the cake on the filter, as

it is sometimes desirable to wash it with chilled solvent

before blowing it off the leaf.

The wax cake, on emerging from the conveyor, is

mixed up by a rotary pump and pumped through a

heat exchanger, where its temperature is raised to about

200 F., into a settling tank. Here any water which may
have inadvertently entered the system is withdrawn. Any
acetone dissolved in this water is recovered in a smaH

fractionating column. The wax is then pumped to the

solvent-recovery equipment.
The pressed distillate, on emerging from the filter, ex-

changes heat with the charging solution as previously

mentioned and then passes to the solvent-recovery equip-

ment.

Several designs may be employed with equal success for

the solvent-recovery equipment. By using steam-healed

evaporators 80-90% of the solvent can be removed by

means of exhaust steam furnished by steam-driven pumps

ami other machinery. These evaporators consist ofa hori-

zontal cylindrical shell containing three flat shallow pans
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placed one above the other. In each pan there are steam
pipes. The liquid flows into the top pan across the steam
pipes there, then by means of suitable downtake pipes the

remaining liquid passes to the second tray and across the
steam pipes there. In this way a small head of boiling liquid
is maintained, which combined with a high cross-flow

velocity results in high heat transfer rates. Exhaust steam
is charged to the top tray pipes where most of the solvent
is removed. Higher pressure steam is charged to the pipes
in the other two trays. The heated oil from the lowest tray
contains approximately 0-5% of solvent which is easily
removed in a conventional steam-stripping column. Sol-
vent is removed from the slack wax in the same manner.

In cases where exhaust steam is not available multiple-
effect evaporators are used. Steam is used to vaporize
solvent from the filtrate solution, and these vapours used
to vaporize more solvent at reduced pressure. The process
therefore affords the designer wide latitude in selecting an
economical basis for design.

Solvent Losses

For economical operation the solvents used must be
stable at the temperatures required in the recovery process,
easily removed from the oil and not chemically reactive
with it. Acetone, methyl-ethyl-ketone, benzol, and toluol
ai have excellent qualities in these respects as substantiated

by records of solvent loss attending commercial operation

of the process over long periods of time. The total overall
loss of solvent due to all causes amounts to only 0*05% of
the solvent turnover. Precautions taken to keep this loss
to a minimum include the use of welded lines and vessels

blanketing ofsolvent tanks with inert gas, and grease-sealed
lantern glands on pump rods, chiller shafts, filter trunnions,
and similar glands through which the solvent might leak!
The inert gas, which is used for pressing and blowing the
wax cake offthe filter leaf, passes through an oil seal before
escaping to the atmosphere. In this way any solvent present
in the inert gas is trapped.

Composition of the Solvent

The solvent usually used is a mixture of benzol, toluol,
and acetone. Benzol and toluol are solvents for the oil*

acetone a precipitant for the wax, and acetone and toluol
act as anti-freezes for the benzol. These factors must be
borne in mind in adjusting the composition of the solvent
to suit the particular conditions. In actual practice the
acetone fraction varies from 25% to 35%, the toluol 12%
to 25%, with benzol making up the remainder. The more
paraffinic stocks require lower acetone concentrations;
lower operating temperatures require higher combined
acetone and toluol concentrations. Naphtha is sometimes
used instead of toluol.

The ratio of solvent to charge stock varies from two
parts of solvent per one part of stock to four parts of

TABLE I
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solvent per one part of stock, depending on the wax con-
centration and viscosity of the stock.

Stocks Dewaxed
In general this type of plant has been used for dewaxing

distillate oils, normally ranging in viscosity from 40 Saybolt
sec. at 110 F. to 160 Saybolt sec. at 210 F. from Mid-
Continent, Kentucky, and Illinois crudes to produce oils

with pour-points varying from F. to 35 F. Oils outside
this range have also been successfully dewaxed by this

method, and Table I illustrates typical results.

For dewaxing heavy oils at low temperatures it is neces-

sary to add toluol or naphtha to the acetone-benzol mixture
to prevent the acetone forming two layers with the oil and
the benzol from freezing. Table II indicates the amount of

naphtha to be added for various oils.

TABLE II

Tw0-stage Dewaxing
It is claimed that dewaxing can best be carried out in

two or more stages. Most of the wax is removed at a
relatively high temperature where the viscosity is much
lower and hence filtering rates higher. On further cooling*
the small amount of residual wax is able to crystallize out
unencumbered by the larger portion of wax and therefore
more complete dewaxing is ultimately obtained. EHtring
the second-stage low-temperature filtration a finer cioth is

used. The advantages of this system are:

1. Less clogging of the chilling equipment.
2. The wax removed at high temperatures has a higjher

melting-point and hence greater value.

3. Any wax passing through the first-stage filtration

cloth is removed in the second-stage filtration.

To carry out this procedure relatively more acetone is

used in the high-temperature dewaxing stage, since at this

temperature there is less tendency to form two layers.
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REFINING WITH LIQUID PROPANE
By ULRIC B. BRAY, Assistant Manager of Research, Union Oil Company of California, Wilmington, California, and

W. H. BAHLKE, Director of Research, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), Whiting, Indiana.

DURING recent years liquid propane has been developed
into a valuable refining agent in the production of high

quality lubricating oil. Although propane is a gas under

atmospheric conditions of temperature and pressure

(normal boiling-point, 42 F.), it is maintained in the

liquid state under moderate pressures at ordinary tempera-
tures. In the liquid state, propane may be used effectively

in lubricating oil refining overawide range oftemperatures,
for a number of purposes. The uses of liquid propane in

lubricating oil refining are principally for (1) deasphalting,

(2) dewaxing, and (3) improving the efficiency of other

refining processes.

These different uses ofpropane in lubricating oil refining

were developed almost simultaneously for the purpose of

completely refining high grade lubricants from mixed base

residua containing both asphalt and wax, but the applica-

tions have since been extended to include refining of all

types of lubricating fractions of petroleum. For the sake

of clarity it is best to discuss separately these several uses

of propane. Since asphalt separation occurs immediately

upon mixing the stock with propane at atmospheric or

elevated temperatures, attention will be given first to

deasphalting, then to dewaxing, and finally to treating

in the presence of propane, keeping in mind that a com-

plete procedure is to mix the stock with propane under

pressure at atmospheric or higher temperatures to obtain

precipitation of asphalt in a form suitable for separation

by decantation, then to release the pressure to obtain auto-

matic or internal refrigeration and precipitate wax in a form

readily removable by mechanical means, such as filtering,

centriifuging, or settling, and finally treat the deasphalted
and dewaxed oil for the removal of undesirable con-

stituents while the oil is still dissolved in propane. The
order of the last two steps may be reversed.

Deasphalting

Of the various low molecular weight hydrocarbons of
the methane series, propane is peculiarly effective in pre-

cipitating asphalt. In comparing the action of the various

hofBoIogues of methane on a residuum containing asphalt,
it is found that at ordinary temperatures hexane precipi-
tates only a small amount of bituminous material with a

relatively high outing-point, about 325 F. ; pentane gives
a somewhat larger precipitation of bituminous material,

having a slightly lower melting-point; butane precipitates

appreciably more asphalt than the higher molecular weight

homologoes, but the asphalt precipitation is only about

50% complete as compared with the amount of hard

asphalt obtainable by distillation. The asphalt precipitated

by propane is practically identical in yield and melting-

point with that obtained by distillation. Ethane, on the

other hand, not only precipitates all of the asphalt, but

also a major portion of the intermediate and heavy grade
lubricating oOs. Table I illustrates the variation in yield
and properties of the extracted oil and asphalt obtained
with the various hydrocarbon solvents on an asphaltic
residuum.

TABLE I

Properties and Yields of Oil and Asphalt produced from
Poso Creek Residuum (topped to 66 sec. Saybolt

Universal Viscosity at 100 F. on Overhead Stream) by
Extraction with Low Molecular Weight Hydrocarbon
Solvents.

(10 volumes of solvent at 80 F.)

10 ZO 3O 4O SO CO 70 SO 90

MOLECULAR WEIGHT HYDROCARBON SOLVENT

FIG. 1. Effect of molecular weight of saturated hydrocarbon
solvent on volume per cent, asphalt precipitated from Poso Creek

residuum 10 volumes solvent at 80 F.

Fig. 1 shows the yield of asphalt as a function of the

molecular weight of the hydrocarbon solvent.

For the sake of consistency in description it is desirable



to classify as asphalt the non-waxy propane-insoluble

product obtained under any given set of conditions.

Generally, the asphalt obtained at ordinary temperature

has the usual black appearance of ordinary asphalt, but

in the case of stocks containing little or no high melting-

point bitumen, the propane-precipitated material has the

character of a brown, resinous material. This should,

however, still be classified as asphalt, both for the sake of

consistency and on account of the fact that this material is

always a component of the propane-insoluble phase,

regardless of the proportion of high melting, black

bitumen.

The ratio of propane to stock has a very marked effect

on the efficiency of separation of

asphalt and oil at a given tem-

perature. Additions of small

amounts of propane to the resi-

duum up to a certain proportion

serve only to reduce the viscosity

in a manner analogous to the

addition of any light solvent.

Further addition of propane be-

yond a critical ratio for the par-

ticular stock in question causes

separation into two phases, with

the asphalt-bearing phase appear-

ing as a heavy, viscous liquid in

comparison to the extremely light

and fluid propane phase. The

asphalt phase recovered at this

point shows, after removing dis-

solved propane, a low melting-

point due to the presence of oils,

and the oil phase recovered may
contain several per cent, of as-

phalt. If the propane ratio is

increased, the efficiency of the

separation or fractionation is im-

proved so that oil and asphalt are

less and less contaminated with

each other until eventually a point

is reached where further additions

of propane produce no further improvement in fractiona-

tion of oil and asphalt.

Considering a lubricating stock to be composed of

propane-insoluble asphalt and lubricating oil which is

soluble in propane, a three-component phase diagram for

equilibrium conditions hi propane deasphalting may be

constructed for any one temperature from a series of

experiments on a given stock with various propane ratios.

Such a diagram will permit a prediction of the results to

be obtained with any propane ratio at that temperature.

While some variation occurs with different types of stock

on account of variations in the nature of both the oil and

asphalt, the diagram for a typical asphaltic stock is helpful

in predicting, roughly at least, the results with any stock

of known propane-insoluble asphalt content. Fig. 2 shows

the phase diagram obtained with the same residuum as that

used for the experiments shown in Table I and Fig. 1.

Strictly speaking, this diagram is applicable only to stocks

in which the oil component has the same solvent properties

(as related to both viscosity-gravity constant and molecular

weight), and the bitumen is also of essentially the same

character as these respective components of the stock used

in constructing the diagram. The solvent property of the

oil is probably more important than the character of the
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bitumen, since the former influences to such a marked

extent the solvent power of the propane phase, particularly

at low-propane ratios, and as far as Is known at present,

there is not so great a variation in bitumens from different

crudes of the low-sulphur type.

Temperature is equally as important as propane ratio

in determining the results to be obtained in propane

deasphalting on account of the fact that over the range of

temperatures employed, propane is suf&cientiy close to its

critical temperature to show marked variations in physical

properties, such as density and solvent power, with changes

in temperature. As the critical temperature is approached,
the properties of the liquid begin to resemble more nearly

FIGOftE 2
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those of a compressed gas, so that the solvent power of

propane for heavy, high molecular weight hydrocarbons

becomes less and less, until at the critical temperature of

propane it is capable of carrying in solution only a few

per cent, by volume of the lower molecular weight com-

ponents of an ordinary lubricating stock. At temperatures

below about 110 to 120 F., propane behaves more like

a normal liquid, since it is found that the decrease in

solvent power with increase in temperature is insufficient

to counteract the usual tendency of a solvent to dissolve

more of a solute with increase in temperature, and the

overall effect is to obtain more complete removal of aspfaal-

tic constituents at, say, 30 F. than at room temperature.

Above about 100 to 120 F., however, the sign of tJbe

temperature cx>effident of solubility of high mokcukr

weight hydrocarbons in liquid propane is apparently

reversed.

In the high temperature region pressure has a marked

influence on the solubility of oil in propane. As the pies-

sure is increased at a given temperature the sotubtity

increases. This effect is no doubt due to the fact that ttie

increased density resulting from the high pressure changes

the solvent characteristics ofthe propane so that tliey more

nearly resemble those of the low temperature region.
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The situation, however, is not quite as simple as indi-

cated above, because the rejection of heavy hydrocarbons
by propane at any given temperature is apparently based
on both molecular weight and chemical composition. For
any given hydrocarbon series (designated hypothetically
at least as consisting of compounds having the same
viscosity-gravity constant),.there is apparently a point of

cutting or rejection in the molecular weight scale (ana-
logous to a cut point in distillation) which is fixed by the

temperature of extraction, but the exact position of the

point of cutting OB the molecular weight scak at a given
temperature will be dependent upon the constitution, and
hence v^cosity-gravity constant, of the series. The greater
the paraffinkity (or lower the viscosity-gravity constant),
the higher will be the molecular weight at the cutting-point
for that series, and conversely the lower the degree of

paraffinicity (or higher the viscosity-gravity constant), the
lower will be the molecular weight corresponding to the

point of rejection. Recognizing an indicated point of
cutting at some molecular weight value for each series of
hydrocarbons present, it should be kept in mind that the

efficiency of the fractionation, or the amount of overlap
obtained, is dependent up to a certain point on the propane
ratio.

With this behaviour of propane in mind, it is instructive

to compare the action of propane with that of an ordinary
selective solvent, such as aniline, phenol, or chlorex. In

performing extractions with selective solvents of the latter

type, the object is to dissolve into the solvent layer the
less paraffimc constituents having a high viscosity-gravity

constant, and leave the more parafSnic materials undis-
solved as the raflSnate. OH account of the fact that for

any given series the higher the molecular weight, the higher
the temperature required to obtain solution in the solvent,
it follows that in simple solvent extraction with one of the
usual selective solvents, efficiency of removal of the less

paraffink constituents at a given temperature is greatest in
the lower molecular weight portions of the stock with the
result that it is difficult to obtain complete removal of the
undesirable constituents from the highest boiling fractions
without undue loss of the low viscosity components of

high paraffinicity. Comparing this characteristic behaviour
of ordinary selective solvents with the action of propane
it is apparent that at a fixed temperature propane shows
a similar greater solvent power for the low molecular
weight members than for the high molecular weight mem-
bers of any series. There are two striking dissimilarities
between the behaviour ofpropane and an ordinary selective
solvent which are very significant. First, the temperature
coefficient of solvent power for propane is reversed over
the range 1 10 to 200 F., with propane exhibiting less

solvent power as the temperature is increased, whereas
with phenol, for example, the solvent power increases with

temperature. Second, at a fixed temperature propane has
less solvent power for the less paraffinic components,
whereas the reverse is true for a solvent like phenol. These
peculiar characteristics of propane make it a valuable

adjunct in selective solvent refining as will be discussed
in a later section.

The effects of both propane ratio and temperature are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for a reduced California mixed
base residuum and a vacuum overhead cylinder stock
obtained from the same crude.

In Table II are given similar data for a Mid-Continent
residuum. The unusual behaviour with propane is again
evident; note, for example, that at the lower temperatures
the yield of deasphalted oil decreases with increasing pro-
pane ratio while at higher temperatures the opposite holds
true. This behaviour is represented graphically in Figs. 5

and 6, which "give solubility diagrams for the isotherms
at 136 F. and 165 F. The method of representation
used is similar to the usual method of representation for

three-component systems, except that properties of the

propane-free material in the coexisting phases are used
as dimensions of the base line rather than the usual per-
centage composition.

Referring to Fig. 5, as propane is added to the 298

viscosity residuum no separation occurs until the propane
concentration is 66%, or a propane ratfoof 1-94. The first

tie line is shown at 71% propane; the two phases which
separate at this point are represented at C and D. It will
be noted that the quantity of the heavier phase of composi-

TABLE II

Propane DeaspMting ofMid-Continent Residuum Viscosity 298 sec. (S.U.) at 220Q F.
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tion D (represented by the relative

length of the lineBC to that of CD)
is very small. The characteristics

of the propane-free material in

either phase are obtained by draw-

ing a line through the P and tie-line

extremity for that phase; the point

of intersection of this line with the

base gives the characteristics sought.

The relative amounts of propane-
free material in the two phases are

obtained by measurement of the

relative distances of these inter-

sections along the base line, from

the point A.

It will be noted that after separa-

tion begins the relative amount of

the lighter, oil-bearing phase in-

creases as the percentage ofpropane
is increased. Note also that the

melting-point of the asphalt also

increases and that the percentage

of asphalt increases with increasing

propane ratio.

On the other hand, at 165 R, as

shown in Fig. 6, while the amount
of the lighter phase increases with

increasing propane ratio, the relative

amount of propane-free material in

the lighter phase also increases.

The difference between the two

isotherms lies in the fact that at 136 F. the plait point

is on the right of the composition line (AP) while at

165 F. it lies to the left of the composition line. Such

systems are indeed rare and the present example represents

\! \ V A/ A/ \A \/\ \/\ \H
52 69 80 100 130 170 23O 3OO 420 6OO 90OI40Q2OOQ 60

SAYBOLT AT 210 - SEC.

FIG. 5. Isotherm at 136 F.

120 t$o 200 220
MELTING POINT - *F

an interesting contribution to the physical chemistry of

solubility.

The foregoing data and figures for propane deaspbaltiag

correspond to batch extraction or a single-stage continuous

extraction. In coaroercsal practice,

however, M is desirable to perform
the extraction intwoor more stages

aitSowof asphalt

52 69 100 130 170 230 300 42O 6OO 90O 14OO20OO 80

SAYaOLT AT 210- SEC.
120 ISO 200 220

MELTING POINT - F

, 6. Isotherm at 165 F. Mid-Continent residuum-

and prof>aBe in order to reduce the

propane required to give the desired

degree of separation.

An interesting development in

continuous deasphalting is the use

of temperature to fractionate the

stock into a lower viscosity oil

and two or more heavy, asphaltic

fractions. For instance, instead of

deasphalting directly at 150 F., a

primary deasphalting operation is

carried out at 1 10 F. with coimter-

current washing of the asphalt to

take into solution as much of tiie

oily fractions as possible. Ttue

propane phase is then heated to

150 F. with the separation of a

heavy, tarry, or resinous phase
which is also washed with propane.
Hie secondary propane precipi-

tated phase rejected at ttie Mglier

temperature is p!^ooHBai3^yiia|jli-

thenic, and appears to be on tf$e

border linebetween a&p&aitaf*doIL

Hg. 7 illustrates diagrammatical^
the flow of materials m sueti a

deasphaltkg operation*
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GENERAL FLOW SHCET
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Dewaxing
Hie propane dewaxing process consists essentially in

mixing the oil to be dewaxed, at atmospheric or slightly

higher temperatures, with liquid propane under pressure,

chilling the mixture by permitting part of the solvent to

evaporate (with or without the addition of more solvent

during the chilling), and filtering the chilled mix, with

subsequent removal of the solvent and its recovery for

re-use by evaporation and/or compression followed by
condensation. Part or all of the self-evaporation may be

replaced by heat exchange with some cold liquid. The
separation of the wax can also be made by settling, but
this procedure is so far not of commercial importance
because of the ease of removal by filtration.

Other low molecular weight hydrocarbons might be

med, but of these ethane and ethykne have inconveniently
low critical temperatures (90 F. and 50 R respectively)
and the solubility of oils in the liquids is limited. Hie
butanes and butykoes require, in general, rather low
pressures if low temperatures are to be attained by their

use as internal refrigerants; moreover, they are generally
valuable as constituents of gasoline or as liquid fuel gas.

Propane (which includes propykne if the gases come from
OBdking operations) exhibits the most desirable combina-
tion of qualities and is the solvent in all existing and pro-
jected plants; butane might prove to be the best solution

for particular cases, A high degree ofpurity in the propane
is not required for dewaxing; a few per cent, of ethane

and/or (say) 10% by weight of butanes will generally not

appreciably affect the operation of a plant designed for

pure propane. Little is known of the relative advantages
of pure propane and propane containing propylene but it

appears that there is little difference in their suitability for

dewaxing operations.

Propane has two distinct functions in the dewaxing pro-
cess here considered it is at one and the same time the
solvent whkh reduces the viscosity, and the medium em-
ployed in the refrigerating cycle. Considered as the solvent
in the dewaxing operation propane is characterized by an
outstandingly low viscosity and an unexpectedly low
solvent power for wax.

1F%. 8 shows the viscosity of solutions of varying con-
centrations of a few typical oils in pure propane at 40,

IISHED OiL

The enormous reduction in viscos-

ity produced by the addition of

relatively small proportions of

propane is very striking. Similar
solutions of higher-boiling sol-

vents do not approach these

values as indicated in the figure.

This low viscosity, other things

being equal, makes for high niter

rates even at low temperatures,
or permits the more economical
use of low solvent ratios for the

same filter rate.

It is interesting to point out
that from the standpoint of de-

waxed oil production there is a
certain dilution beyond which the

effect of decreased viscosity does
not compensate for the increased

volume to be filtered. Fig. 9

shows the relative rates of viscous

oil filtration for various dilutions,
on the supposition (which is, of

course, never exactly realized) that the wax is exactly the

same in amount and character regardless of the dilution
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and that the rate of filtration is inversely proportional to

the viscosity of the mother liquor. In the ordinary range
of dilutions (from 35 to 75 vol. per cent, propane) increased

dilution is accompanied by increased viscous oil produc-
tion for a given filtering time. An economic balance will

generally result in the choice of a ratio giving less than the

maximum rate.

Previous data had indicated that the solubility of wax
in petroleum cuts, on a weight or volume basis, increased

RELATIVE RATE OF FiLTRATlON
fVISCOUS OIL BASI5T

TOR VARIOUS DEGREES OF

DILUTION WITH PROPANE

ammonia when the same suction temperatures are com-

pared. However, (1) ammonia most do its cooling in-

directly, and therefore its temperature must be lower than

that of the solution to be chilled, whereas the propane used

as refrigerant is always at the same temperature as the

solution to be chilled; (2) if the minimum temperature
difference between ammonia and solution is to be main-

tained, a very complicated step system of evaporating and

recompressing the ammonia is required, whereas in the

case of propane this is taken care of automatically; (3) in

the case of propane no expensive heat exchange surface is

required.

SOLUBILITY OF 1 2 2 MP WAX IN VARIOUS SOLVENTS
O PROPANE f KEROSENE
X BUTAHE D NAPHTHA A

A NAPHTHA B

PERCENT PROPANE < VOL 3

FIG. 9.

as the molecular weight of the cut decreased. This was

in accordance with theory, since it can be shown that the

solubility ofa wax in a solvent for which the solution obeys

Raoult's law (which can usually be assumed to hold for

petroleum fractions) would be the same for equal molal

quantities of the various solvents. This rule breaks down,

however, for the very light solvents, as is shown by Fig. 10,

which gives the solubility of a 122 F. melting-point wax
in solvents of varying molecular weight. It will be seen

that the solubility in propane is much less than might have

been expected.
Considered from a refrigeration point of view, the pro-

cess is of the compression type employing propane as the

refrigerating medium, since lite propane which is evapor-

ated during the chilling is recompressed. Propane in itself

is essentially as efficient a refrigerating medium as ammonia.

Fig. 11 shows the theoretical adiabatic horse-power for

1 ton of refrigeration, using ammonia or propane, with

90 F. condenser temperature and various temperatures of

the refrigerating medium. There is a slight advantage for

III *

FIG. 10.

Since propane is undesirable as a constituent of gaso-

line, and has as a rule no other than a fuel value, it is often

the cheapest liquid available in a refinery except water. It

is available in almost every modern refinery, and the

supply is not dependent on conditions outside the petroleum

industry.

Propane is relatively non-toxic. Because of its volatility

propane can be readily removed from the solution without

heating the oil to injuriously high temperatures. The wax

slurry produced in the process can be readily pumped.
The fact that other processes of lubricating oil refeiing

utilize propane often makes possible attractive combiBa-

tions of these processes with dewaxing in propane. The

necessity for handling a volatile inflaromable liquid under

pressures of the order of 200 Ib. per sq. in. is, of cotirse, no

more than is done as a routine matter in other processes of

the petroleum industry. At the low temperatures involved

ordinary steel becomes relatively brittle, so that safest

practice requires the use of some special material of con-

struction for such parts as are to be chilled. Existing plants

are of2 % nickel steel, but cheaper steels are now available,

and are being used in a plant now under abstraction. Of

course, other chilling processes using temperatures below

F. also require special materials for maximum safety.
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FIG. 11.

Fig. 12 gives a simplified flow diagram ofa large recently

constructed plant using continuous filters, and embodying
also a two-stage deasphalting unit. The plant is designed
to handle about 135,000 UJS. gallons of mid-Continent

long residuum per day. Residuum is mixed first with the

main portion of clean propane and with the small fraction

of propane which has been osed in the second stage. The
mixture enters the horizontal settler A whence the clean

oil-propane layer is drawn off to be dewaxed, while the

asphalt is mixed with a small portion of clean propane
from F and resettled in the second settler B, whence the

washed asphalt is drawn off to the heater C and flash

drum Z>, the propane vapours going to the condenser E
and theoce back to storage,

The deasphalted oil enters the chillers G in rotation.

When enough mix has entered a given chiller, the stream

is diverted to another, and chilling is conducted by venting
the chiller to the suction ofthe compressor 7^. Tomaintain
the conciliation of the mix, pro-

pane which has been chilled by
lieat exchange with the filtrate in

exchanger 7 is added during the

chilling.

When a batch in one of the

cMIters has reached about 45R
it is ready to pump to the filtersH9

of which there are actually six.

These filters are of the dram type

especially designed for this work,

They are enclosed ia a tight shell

which also serves as a filter bowL
The operations offiltering, washing,
and removing the cake from the

drum with blow-back and a scraper
are conducted exactly as in ordinary
filters of this type. The differential

pressurerequired for fiftratioin, how-

ever, Is produced by introducing

propane gas into the shell, and not
as in the usoal type by applying
a vacuum to the receiver. The cake

is removed by a screw conveyor
and pumped through heater K to

flash drum L, the propane return-

ing to storage through E and the

wax being drawn off (with further

stripping if necessary).

The dewaxed oil is solvent ex-

tracted in the presence of propane.
Other existing propane dewaxrug

plants differ from the one just de-

scribed mainly in the filters. These
are operated batchwise, and con-

sist of pressure vessels containing
a number of vertical filter leaves.

The mix is pumped in to fill the

shell, and filtrate then passes

through the canvas into the space
between the leaves and thence to

a receiver. After about 40 minutes

a sufficient cake is built up, the mix
is drained from the shell, and the

cake is discharged by blowing back
and is pumped to the wax still.

The rate of filtration and char-

acter of the cake produced in these

plants is affected by numerous factors. As has already
been indicated, more dilute solutions at the time of

filtration lead to a greater throughput, based on dewaxed
oil produced. Economical operation, however, requires
that the propane concentration be kept as low as possible.

From the standpoint of operating costs the optimum ratio

of propane to oil in the cold mix appears to lie, in the case

of motor-oil distillates, in the vicinity of 2 to 1, by volume

(measured at 60 F.). For lighter oils such as paraffin

distillate the most economical ratio of propane to oil will

be lower between 0-5 and 1-0 to 1. However, if yields

of dewaxed oil are of predominating importance higher

propane ratios may be justified.

Small-scale experiments indicate that slightly better

results can be obtained when the whole of the propane
required for the chilling is added to the warm mix so that

the initial warm mix is considerably more dilute than the

mix as filtered. However, important heat economies can

TO SOLVENT EXTRACTION
IN PRESENCE OF PROPANE

FIG. 12.
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be effected by adding the chilling propane during the

chilling operation, and precooling the propane added

during chilling by heat exchange with the cold filtrate. This

economic consideration is much more important than the

minor change in rate, because of dilution during mixing
and is, therefore, the preferred method of operation.
With some stocks (for example, deasphalted residuum) it

appears to be important to start with an oil-propane solu-

tion in which there are no wax crystals. If this is not done,

very erratic results are obtained, possibly because the

crystals formed in the oil before dilution with propane are

not ofa type suitable for filtration. In the case of distillates

this condition does not seem to be so important. The

temperature to which the mix must be heated varies greatly

with the stock to be dewaxed at least from 70 F. for

paraffin distillate to 130 F. for certain stocks containing

unusually high-melting wax.

So long as the operation is conducted batchwise by self-

evaporation, the rate of chilling appears to have little

effect on the filterability of the mix. Commercial plants

employ chilling rates of about three degrees per minute.

Chilling at twelve degrees per minute has been tried experi-

mentally and found to produce results which are as satis-

factory as much lower rates.

The temperature of filtration will generally be determined

by the pour-point desired on the dewaxed oil. Generally

speaking, with the lighter motor oils a differential of 25 to

30 F. may be expected between filtration temperature and

pour-point of oil produced. The heavier oils may show
a larger differential, because the viscosity of the oil at the

low temperatures affects the pour-point; even an entirely

wax-free oil will become solid by the standard test when
a sufficiently low temperature has been reached. Hence it

is not uncommon to observe a fall in pour-point when

propane dewaxed oils are subsequently solvent extracted.

With paraffin distillate, a smaller differential, amounting
to a difference of only 15 to 25 F. between temperature
of filtration and pour-point, can be obtained, because the

percentage of diluent can be smaller.

The cost ofdewaxing, ofcourse, increases as the tempera-
ture offiltration goes down, so that it is desirable to employ
as high a temperature as possible. There is no limitation

on the batch or continuous filtration process that would

prevent filtering at F. or higher.
On the batch leaf-type filters, the pressure differential

at the start of the filtration is about 10-15 lb.; this is in-

creased gradually to about 50 lb. as the cake builds up.
If the full 50 lb. pressure were put on at the start, the

filtrate would be cloudy.
On the continuous drum-type filter much lower differ-

entials are employed 2 to 6 lb. being typical. There are

several reasons for this. The full pressure is applied from
the start of the filtration, hence low pressures should be

used. Also experience on pilot-plant apparatus indicates

that an increase in pressure is not accompanied by a

corresponding increase in throughput apparently the

throughput is proportional to something likethefourth root

of the pressure. Further, a high-pressure differential would
result in the condensation ofa large amount ofpropane into

the chilled mix being filtered, which would cause an objec-

tionable warming of the mix- In spite of the low pressure,
the cycle times with the continuous drum-type filter are

so short that the capacity per square foot offiltering surface

is considerably greater than that of leaf-type batch filters,

The general behaviour of the various classes of stocks

on propane dewaxing may be described as follows.

Deasphalted or moderately acid-treated residua! stocks

are characterized by high filter rates and compact cakes

ofhigh wax content- typically about 30 to 40% oil without

washing. Filter rates on a small continuous drum-type

filter, operating at 25% submergence and 3 lb. per sq. in.

differential on a solution of two volumes of propane to

one of oil at 45 F., are from 2 to 6 U.S. gal. of viscous

oil per sq. ft. per hour. With this type of stock, however,

mixing and chilling conditions must be controlled more

closely than for distillates in order to produce uniform

rates of filtering. When this is done, the cake produced at

the rates noted above is sufficiently thick to discharge

readily without plugging of the filter cloth. In the batch-

type filter under the same conditions, and using a 40-min,

filtering period with 50 lb. pressure differential at the end

of the period, the rates are from 2 to 5 gal. of viscous oil

per sq. ft. per hour.

Heavy motor-oil distillates (such as are intended for

S.AJE. 50 or 60 oils) show slightly lower filter rates than

residual stocks (at the same propane concentration) and

give cakes having (say) 50% wax without washing. On Mid-

Continent stocks this means a yield of from 80 to 85% of

dewaxed oil somewhat higher yields can be obtained by
washing. However, the cakes are easy to discharge from

the continuous filter drum.

Light motor-oil distillates intended for S.A.E. 10 or

20 oil give still lower filter rates and they yield cakes con-

taining typically 65 to 75% of oil before washing. How-

ever, the rates and wax contents can be greatly increased

by the addition of very small amounts of modifying agents

such as those which produce a depression of the pour-

point in light lubricating oils. A great variety of such

agents are effective not only Paraflow and similar syn-

thetic products, but also various crude or cracked tar

residuums or products remaining when such residuums are

extracted with light solvents. Besides, the addition of a

few per cent, of an S.A.E. 50 or heavier distillate to an

S.AJEL 20 distillate will aid tlie filtration and the addition

of waxes from residual stocks is even more effective. As

might be expected from these results, the degree of

fractionation employed in the preparation of the distillate

will affect its filterability better fractionation kading to

more difficult filtration.

Results with SAJE. 30 and 40 distillates are intermediate

between those obtained with the light and the heavy motor

oils.

With propane as a diluent, without the presence ofa wax-

crystallization modifier, the filter rate on paraffin distillate

is materially better than is obtained in conventional cold-

pressing operations, but is less than for the heavier motor-

oil stocks. However, the response to the modifying agents

referred to above is very marked. With 04% of a syn-

thetic pour-point depressor, the oil content of the slack

wax can be reduced to 20 to 45% by volume, depending
on the propane ratio, and the filter rate made to approxi-

mate that obtained with heavier motor oils. Experiments
indicate that the inhibitor is recovered hi the drips from

the sweating of the slack wax, and can be recycled by

returning the drips directly to the stock tank or by dis-

tilling the drips to concentrate the inhibitor in a small

amount of bottoms, and then admixing these bottoms with

the stock before dewaxing.
On the continuous filter, paraffin distillate forms a ery

desirable type ofcake which is hard and easily discharged.

This stock also seems to be relatively insensitive to dhiimg

conditions.
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Treatment in the Presence of Propane

The uses of propane as an aid in treating embrace acid

treating, clay percolation, and selective solvent treating

of the stock in propane solution.

Add Treatment.

Acid treatment in propane solution gives a marked

improvement over the results obtained by treating the

stock with add or while the stock is dissolved in a heavier

solvent, such as naphtha. One of the advantages is that

any stock, regardless of source or previous history, can

apparently be acid treated successfully if the stock is dis-

colours without the use of clay. Improvements in other

properties, such as gravity, viscosity index, oxidation

resistance, and a decrease in viscosity, are also obtained.

In nearly all cases the sludge separates so completely
from the propane solution that the latter contains no

inorganic acidity, as shown by the propane solution being
neutral to methyl orange. However, if the stock is one

which requires caustic treatment to remove organic acidity,

emulsification difficulties are practically absent when the

neutralization is performed in the presence of propane.
Table III shows typical data for the acid treatment of a

deasphalted California long residuum, a Mid-Continent

cylinder stock, and a Pennsylvania cylinder stock.

TABLE III

Acid Treatment ofResidual Stocks, with and without Propane Present

* True colour (ROGERS, GRIMM, and LEMMON, Ind. Eng. Chem. 18, 164 (1926)).

f Will not separate by gravity; separated in centrifuge.

solved in three or more volumes of propane. Sludge

separation is quick and positive, and, in fact, the agglo-
meration and settling of the acid sludge is often so rapid
as to necessitate caution to make certain that efficient

contact between acid and oil is obtained. Because of the

inherent tendency of propane to reject the coloured, asphal-

tic, low-gravity components, better reductions in colour,

carbon residue, and viscosity-gravity constant for the same
amount of acid are obtained when the treatment is con-

ducted in the presence of propane. On account of freedom
from emulsification aikl occlusion of good oil in sludge or

alkali washes, as wefl as the selective action of propane, the

yields of treated oil are higher than for direct treatment to

the same gravity.

There is a marked similarity between acid treating in

propane solution and solvent treating in propane solution.

In fact, it appears that when the acid is employed in the

presence of propane, the action of the acid is more like

that ofa solvent than when the acid is applied to the stock

directly. While acid treating in the presence of propane
was first developed with mixed base residua which had
-been propane deasphalted, this method of treating has
been found to be very effective on Poinsylvania oils and
cm solvent raffinates, both of which are known to be

extremely difficult to add treat on account of failure of the

sledge to gather and settle. In fact, acid treating in the

presence of propane has been found to be on of the most
elective Eoethods of improving the carbon residue of

Pennsylvania residual oils, while producing specification

Clay Treatment.

Clay treatment by percolation is more efficient when the

stock is dissolved in propane than when dissolved in

naphtha. The yield of oil of specification colour per ton

of clay is noticeably greater and percolation rates are very

high when propane is used. After acid treatment in the

presence of propane, the propane solution decanted from
the sludge is conveniently percolated through fuller's earth

at 80 to 130 F. to safeguard against possibility of acid

entrainment, to obtain further reduction in colour, and to

correct acidity. Under these conditions the yield of treated

oil per ton of clay is very large.

Solvent Extraction in the Presence of Propane.

One of the properties of propane is its complementary
action in treating a stock with ordinary selective solvents.

Through the use of propane, solvent extraction of residual

stocks to give oils of lower carbon residue is greatly

facilitated, although the advantages of solvent treating in

combination with propane are not limited to residual oils.

It will be recalled that, in the above discussion of the

role of propane in asphalt separation, it was pointed out

that both propane and selective solvents have a greater
solvent power for the lower than the higher molecular

weight members of any given hydrocarbon series, but that

while the reagents commonly called selective solvents have
a greater solvent power for the aromatics and naphthenes
than for the paraffins of a given molecular weight, propane
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has greater solvent power for the paraffins. Thus "both

propane and selective solvents compete for the low mole-

cular weight members, but on account of the difFerence

in preference as regards type or structure, the propane

phase retains most of the low molecular weight compounds
of a paraffinic nature, while the selective solvent acquires

only the low-gravity components in the low molecular

weight range. Without propane being present, an appreci-

able proportion of low molecular weight compounds of

a paraffinic nature would be lost to the solvent phase.

Considering next the behaviour of the propane selective

solvent combination in comparison to the action of a

selective solvent alone in the high molecular weight range

of the stock, it is apparent that neither propane nor the

gravity constant is exceptionally good, the viscosity is

lower than when the selective solvent is used alone, and
the carbon residue is very materially improved over that

obtained by simple solvent extraction to the same viscosity-

gravity constant. The data in Table IV show the course of
the results obtained in multiple-fetch extractions on the

same stock, with and without the presence of propane. It

will be noted that the extracts obtained in the presence of

propane are lower in A.P.I, gravity and more viscous than

those obtained without propane being present. If one
wishes to do so, an instructive set of graphs is obtained

by plotting the properties of the various extracts and
raffinates against the volume per cent, stock or raffinate

remaining after each batch extraction.

TABLE IV

Multiple Batch Extractions ofPropane Deasphalted and Dewaxed Kettlemon Hills Long Residuum^ using Nitrobenzene,
with and without Propane being Present during the Extractions

Extract no. 1 .

no. 2 .

no. 3 .

Raffinate A after 3rd extraction

Extract no. 4 .

no. 5 .

Raffinate B after 5th extraction

Extraction with 300 volume per cent.* propane present

* Volume percentage based on volume of dewaxed stock at beginning of experiment.

selective solvent has a high-solvent power for the highest

molecular weight fractions. However, the relative in-

compatibility of propane and the high molecular weight
aromatics and naphthenes operates to make it possible

for the highest boiling low-grade components to be

efficiently extracted from the stock by the selective solvent

when applied in the presence of propane. The removal of

the highest molecular weight naphthenic compounds is

difficult to accomplish on a wide boiling-range oil without

excessive loss of light components with a selective solvent

operating alone. So great, in fact, is the rejecting effect of

propane on the highest molecular weight components of

residual stocks that even a large portion of the highest

boiling paraffinic components may be removed into the

selective solvent phase when certain very active selective

solvents, such as nitrobenzene, chloroanilines, phenol, and
the cresols are used in conjunction with propane.

It is apparent from the foregoing that oa account of

the solvent properties of propane, the lower boiling

paraffinic components of the lubricating stock are con-

served more efficiently, and the highest boiling components,
regardless of paraffinicity, are eliminated from the raffinate.

The result is that the yield of raffinate ofa specified viscosity-

To illustrate the effect of propane on miscibility tem-

peratures, data from a phase study of oil-solvent-propane

systems are shown in Table V. On the general principle

that solvent selectivity is better the farther the treating

temperature is from the miscibility temperature, the data

for phenol-propane shown in Table III indicate the

desirability of using 400 or more volume per cent, propane.
It is obvious that the propane to oil ratio is higher at the

raffinate end of the treating system than at the feed or

extract end.

In performing selective solvent extraction in the presence

of propane, many combinations of solvents and methods

of operation are possible. For instance, the stock may be

treated with propane to effect deasphalting as a separate

step, and the deasphalted oil treated with the selective

solvents in a counter-current treater while still dissolved

in propane; or the stock, with or without premising with

propane, may be injected at an intermediate point into the

solvent-treating system while part or all of the propane
is injected at one end, and the selective solvent at the other

end. The former method produces asphalt as one product

and the aromatic-naphthenic factions of the oil as another

product, while the latter method combines both asphalt
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TABLE V

Mixability Temperatures of Oil-Phenol-Propane

Systems: Propane deasphalted Kettkman Hills long residuum, and

propane-phenol raffinate therefrom.

Misctbility

Temperatures? F.

*
Propane deasphalted, but undewaxed Kettleman Hills long

residuum: Gravity, API. at 60 F. 19-5; Flash, COC, K, 440;
Viscosity, Say. Univ. sec. at 210 F., 103; v.g.c. 0-870.

f Propane-phenol raffinate produced from (a): Gravity, API.
at 60* F., 294; Viscosity, Say. Univ. sec, at 210 R, 68; v.g.c.,

0*803; Carbon residue, 0-15.

asphalt as a separate product. The yields and the charac-

teristics of the high-quality oil can be made essentially

the same for either of the methods of operation, indicat-

ing that the results are the inherent consequences of the

principles discussed above and not due primarily to a

particular variation in the flow of the streams in the treat-

ing system.

Fig. 13 represents diagrammatically the operation of
a lubricating oil plant employing propane for deasphalting,

dewaxing, and solvent treating. Either deasphalting or

dewaxing, or both, can be omitted before sending the stock

to the propane solvent-treating system. Also, the use of

propane for washing the extract phase may be omitted

if this additional expense cannot be justified on the basis

of economics. However, the entire operations shown in

Fig. 13 permit the refiner to produce oils of excellent

qualities and represent efficient utilization of propane in

each of the major refining steps.

Commercial Plants

In June 1936 there were in operation in the United States

seven plants using liquid propane as a refining agent. These

plants, in all, embody countercurrent deasphalting, de-

waxing, and treating in the presence of propane. Of the

most recently constructed plants, one employs counter-

current deasphalting and dewaxing by means ofcontinuous

filtration, followed by solvent treating in the presence of

propane. Another plant embodies deasphalting and acid

treating in the presence of propane. The first commercial

HEAT
EXCHANGER

30LVCNT- EXTRACT

SOLVENT TREATING IN PROPANE SOLUTION
CTEMPERATURES DEPEND ON SOLVENT

FIG. 13. Deasphalting-dewaxing-solvent treating in propane solution.

and aroinatio-naphtheoic ails into one extract product
which is dissolved in the selective solvent. This latter
variation of the propane-solvent method of treating when
all of the propane is introduced at one end of the system,
is commonly known as the Duo-Sol method of treatment'
but on account of limitations is not as flexible in scope as
tlie more general design which is also capable ofproducing

plantwas constructed in 1931-2 attheWood River Refinery
of the Standard Oil Company (Indiana). The remaining
plants are located in the refineries of the Union Oil Com-
pany of California, Standard Oil Company (Indiana),

Socony-Vacuum Company, Gulf Company, and the Shell

Petroleum Corporation. Another plant is under construc-
tion for the Kendall Refining Company.
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DURING the last five years the principles of solvent extrac-

tion have been investigated extensively [3, 1934; 4, 1934;

6, 1936; 7, 1936]. These investigations have led, among
other things, to a graphical method of representing equi-
librium data for complex oil-solvent systems [5, 1935; 7,

1936], Computation methods based on such equilibrium

Equilibrium in a Simple Three-component

Solid-liquid System

A system consisting of three components A 9 B, and C
may be regarded as a combination of the three binary sys-

tems AB, BC, and CA. Fig. 1 represents the equilibrium

Ul

o:
in
CL

tu

COMPOSITION
FIG. 1.

diagrams have also been presented and are now in use by
many workers [14, 1936]. These principles and methods
are by no means confined to solvent-extraction problems
and processes, however, and may be applied with success

to other physical refining processes.

The equilibria involved in dewaxing operations are

equilibria between a solid phase or solid phases, paraffin

wax, and a complex liquid mixture of hydrocarbons, oil,

together with a second liquid, solvent or diluent. Before

considering equilibria in such a system, the simplest system
involving a single solid component and two liquid com-
ponents will be described,

data for the separation of solid from the binary system

AB, where temperature is plotted against composition.
TA and Ts are the melting-points of the two pure com-

ponents A and B. It will be seen from this diagram
that the addition of a small amount of one compo-
nent to the pure melt of the other component lowers the

temperature of equilibrium between solid and liquid.

Curve T^E represents liquid mixtures of A and B, of

steadily increasing concentration in B
9 which are in equi-

librium with solid A. Similarly, curve TsE represents liquid

mixtures of steadily increasing concentration in A which
are in equilibrium with solid B. Any mixture of compo-
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nents corresponding to a point such as P will resolve itself

into pure solid B (point R) and a liquid mixture of A and
B represented by p*>int Q on TB E. The horizontal straight

line QPR is a tie-line indicating equilibrium between pure
solid B and the liquid mixture ofA and B ofcomposition Q.
At point E identity of composition is reached in the two

1981

brium of the ternary system at any given temperature

represented within the triangk ABC.
By folding along AB, BC, and CA in Fig. 3 a solid pris-

matic figure would be obtained with ABC remaining in the

horizontal plane and the temperature axes situated verti-

cally above A, B, and C The equilibrium at any tempera-
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COMPOSITION
FIG. 2.

liquid mixtures so that at this point, called the eutectic-

point, solid A and solid B must exist in equilibrium with a

single solution of composition E. The horizontal line

DEF is the lower boundary of the liquid-solid areas TADE
and TB FE, and below it only solid can exist.

Another type of equilibrium between A and B is shown
in Fig. 2. In this case the addition ofB to the melt of pure
A raises the temperature of equilibrium between solid and

liquid.

Further, a liquid mixture of A and B is in equilibrium
with a single solid phase which is a solid solution ofA and
B. The composition represented by a pointPnow separates

into liquid of composition Q and a single solid phase of

composition R. The curves TAQTB and TA RTB are the

freezing-point and melting-point curves respectively for the

system AB.
Each of the three binary mixtures AB, BC, and CA

making up the ternary system ABC may be one or other

of the two equilibrium types described above. The three

binary equilibrium systems may then be attached to the

sides of an equilateral triangle as in Fig. 3 and the equili-

ture for the ternary system would then be represented by
a surface within the prism.

In Fig. 4 equilibrium in the ternary system ABC is repre-

sented in the triangle ABC at temperature 7J. Attached to

the two sides AB and CB of the triangle are representations

ofequilibrium in the two binary systems AB and CB. These

two binary systems are of the type shown in Fig. 1, but the

temperature range has been restricted to such limits that

only component B appears hi the solid phase. On the side

CB ofthe triangk pointE represents the composition ofthe

liquid phase (a mixture of B and C) in equilibrium with

solid B ai temperature T^ Similarly, point D on the side

AB represents the composition of the liquid phase (a mix-

ture of A and B) in equilibrium with solid B. Point F
represents the composition of a liquid phase, which is a

mixture of A, B, and C in equilibrium with sold B. The

lines BD9 BF, and BE are tie-lines. Any mixture of A, B,

and C at temperature TI whose composition can be repre-

sented by a point within the area BDFE must exist as two

phases, a solid phase B in equilibrium with a liquid phase

which has a composition represented by a point on the
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, 3.

FIG. 4.
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curve DFE. For example, a mixture of composition G at

temperature 7i will exist as a solid-liquid system consisting

of solid B in equilibrium with a liquid of composition F.

The ratio of solid phaseB to liquid phase of composition F
will be the ratio of the length GF to the length GB. All

mixtures whose compositions can be represented by a point
within the area ADFEC will exist at temperature 7i as a

single liquid phase. The equilibrium in the ternary system
ABC at temperature Tl9 where one component, B, is a solid

and two components, A and C, are liquids, is represented

by the equilibrium or solubility curve DFEand the tie-lines

onthetriangulardiagram. Since all thetie-lines passthrough
an apex of the triangle they are usually omitted on the

triangular equilibrium diagram.

Oil-wax-solyent Equilibria

An approximate representation of equilibrium in an oil-

wax-solvent system may be obtained by assuming the oil

and the wax each to be a single pure component. Since oil

and wax are complicated liquid and solid solutions of

hydrocarbons, this assumption introduces certain quantita-

tive inaccuracies into any equilibrium representation based

equilibrium curve attactied to the oil-solvent composition
side of the triangle. Only these portions of the oil-wax

and solvent-wax equilibrium curves embracing the cooling

range of temperatures are required, and these portions

are, again, above the freezing-points of pure oil aaJ {Hire

solvent, and hence also above the euteetk points of the

oil-wax and solvent-wax mixtures, if such exist. The

rectangular coordinate portions of Fig. 5, therefore, show
the solubility curves of wax in pure oil and pure solvent

over the required temperature range. From these two
curves the terminal points of the equilibrium curves on the

ternary diagram are obtained. Intermediate points in the

triangle can be obtained from the solubility curves of wax
in different oil-solvent mixtures. In the case, for example,
of a 1:1 solvent-oil mixture the rectangular coordinate

graph containing the solubility curve of wax in this mixture

would be attached to the line joining the apex representing

pure wax to the mid-point of the oil-solvent composition
line. In this way the isothermal equilibrium line at any

required temperature may be constructed. Two isothermal

lines are shown in Fig. 5 at temperatures Ti and r2 .

Fig. 6 is a representation of equilibrium data for an oil-

SOLVENT
FIG. 5.

upon it. Exact quantitative representation of equilibrium
in an oil-wax-solvent system can be obtained by the use of

solid geometrical figures. Such methods are, however,

rather complicated, and clumsy in use. The employment of

graphical representation on a single plane made available

by the above assumption has many advantages which more
than offset any slight loss ofaccuracy, and the actual quanti-

tative error involved is small and of little importance in

technical calculations and interpretations.
A necessary condition of the dewaxing process is that

the diluent or solvent and the oil be completelymiscible and

liquid at the operating temperature. The lowest temperature
to be considered, therefore, must be higher than both the

freezing-point of the oil and the freezing-point of the

solvent. These temperature considerations restrict the

ternary equiHbrium isotherm to the simpler case already

discussed and illustrated in Fig. 4. Hie three components

A, B, and C of this figure may now be replaced by the

three components, oil, wax, and solvent or diluent. The

resulting equilibrium diagram for this system is shown in

Fig. 5. Since the oil-solvent mixtures are totally liquid over

the temperature range in question, there is no solid-liquid

wax-solvent system giving the temperature variable. This

takes the form ofa solid prismatic figure with the tempera-
ture variable along the vertical axis. The shaded portion

ofthe prism represents the solid-liquid region ofthe system,
and the unshaded portion the completely liquid region.

Projection of the solid surface at any temperature plane on

to the triangular base produces the isothermal solubility

curve on the triangular diagram. Fig, 6 is a reproduction

of actual equilibrium data for the system lubricating oil-

paraffin wax-light naphtha over the temperature range

40-60 F.

Fig. 7 shows the complete representation of an oil-wax-

solvent system. On to the ternary diagram, in which is

drawn the equilibrium curveXY for the system at a given

temperature t F., are attached rectangular coordinates,

linked to the oil-wax composition line of the triangle. The

oil-wax composition side of the triangle is also the abscissa

ofthe rectangular coordinates, ofwhich the ordfemte repre-

sents temperature. Thetwoscalesoftheattadiedrectaiigrfai:

co-ordinates arethereforeoO-wax<x)!iBpcitioiian<! teojpera-

ture. On these scales are plotted the poor-point ofvarying

oil-wax mixtures, shown in Fig. 7 as the oil-wax pot-point
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curve, and also the melting-point of varying oil-wax mix-

tures, shown in the figure as the oil-wax melting-point

curve. In this particular form the diagram is most useful

for dewaxing calculations.

As mentioned above, this method of representation is not

completely quantitative. Over the temperature range used

in dewaxing only two phases exist, liquid and solid. Under

WAX

or solid mixture of hydrocarbons, the composition of the

solid wax phase and the composition of the wax dissolved

in the liquid phase must vary with varying conditions. This
variation in composition of the wax could be represented

quantitatively by some characteristic physical property such
as melting-point. If on Fig. 7 the melting-point ofthe pure
solid phase could be shown, then the equilibrium representa-

tion would be quantitatively exact. In
order to do this Fig. 7 would have to

be replaced by a solid figure.

LIGHT

NAPHTHA

FIG. 6.

these conditions the liquid phase must vary between wax-
free oil-f solvent and wax-j-oil-f solvent. Therefore, as

long as temperature conditions are such that only one

liquid phase is present, the oil may be treated as if it

were a single pure component, since the total oil present in

the system will always be in the liquid phase. The original

assumption then introduces no error in this connexion.

Over the specified temperature range, the solid phase will

be wax varying in amount with varying temperature and
solvent conditions. The total wax present in the system
will thus be divided between the two phases, with varying
amounts in the solid phase and in the liquid phase, depend-
ing on conditions. Since wax is a complex solid solution

Dewaxing Computations

Fig. 7 may be used for graphical

computations ondewaxing operations.
For example, suppose a lubricating-
oil stock with a pour-point of 73 F.
is to be dewaxed with the addition of
a solvent or diluent by chilling to, and

filtering at, t F. The ratio of solvent

to stock to be used in the process is R.

Suppose, also, that the filtering pro-
cess gives acake of melting-point 104

F. consisting of wax and mechanically
entrained oil. What is the yield of
solvent-free cake and dewaxed oil?

What is the percentage of oil in the

solvent-free cake, and what is the

pour-pointofthesolvent-freedewaxed
oil? What percentage of solvent is

present in the cake and filtrate ob-

tained from the process? If the curve

XY of Fig. 7 represents the equili-

brium between wax-free oil, paraffin

wax, and solvent at the dewaxing tem-

perature f F., then this figure can be

used as a basis for computing the

answers to these questions.
In Fig. 7 Dr

represents the pour-

point of the oil stock to be dewaxed,

namely 73 F. From D' by means of

thewax-oil pour-point curve the point

D, representing the percentage wax in

the stock, is obtained. To the stock

solvent is added in amount such that

the ratio of solvent to stock is jR. The

composition of the mixture of solvent

and stock so obtained must be on
the line joining point D, representing
the composition of the stock, to the

point S, representing the composition
of the solvent. If the composition of

this stockand solvent mixture isrepre-

sented by point E, then E must be

located on DS so that DEJES equals the required

solvent/oil ratio R. The solvent and stock mixture, of

composition represented by point E, is now cooled to

the dewaxing temperature f F. Since E lies within the

two-phase solid-liquid area of the isothermal ternary

diagram, the stock and solvent mixture must exist as

two phases,a solid phaseandaliquidphase. Thecomposition
of these two phases must be located by the tie-line passing

through the point E, that is by the line FEB. The point B
then represents the composition of the solid phase, namely
wax, while ^represents the composition of the liquid phase,
a solution consisting of wax, oil, and solvent. The ratio of

the solid to the liquid phase will be equal to the ratioFEJEB.

LIGHT
NAPHTHA
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The cake obtained on filtration consists of the solid

phase, wax, together with mechanically held liquid. This

liquid must have the composition indicated by F. Therefore

the composition of the cake, a mixture of the solid phase
and mechanically held liquid phase, obtained on filtration

before solvent is removed from it must be somewhere on
the line FB. The melting-point of the solvent-free cake is

104 F. and the composition of the solvent-free cake can
be taken as the composition of the wax-oil mixture having
this melting-point. From the melting-point, Hf

, of the

solvent-free cake and from the wax-oil melting-point curve

the composition of the solvent-free cake in terms of oil and
wax is located as point H. The composition of the cake

obtained on filtration before the solvent is removed must
therefore also lie on the line joining the point represent-

ing the composition of the solvent-free cake H, and the

point representing the composition of the solvent S. The
intersection of HS and FB at / must represent the com-

position of the cake obtained on filtration before solvent

removal. The yields of actual cake and filtrate can then

be obtained from the ratio EF/EJ which is the ratio of

cake to filtrate. The percentage of solvent in both the cake

and the filtrate can be read directly from points J and F
respectively.

The composition of the dewaxed oil after freeing from
solvent must lie on the straight line passing through F and

5, and must be the point on this line where the solvent

concentration is zero, that is, where it cuts the left-hand

side of the triangle, namely, point G. The pour-point of

the dewaxed oil is then easily read from the oil-wax pour-

point curve as G' equal to 65 F. in Fig. 7. The final yields

of solvent-free cake of melting-point 104 F. and dewaxed
oil of pour-point 65 F. are obtained from the relation-

ship DG/DH equal to the ratio of solvent-free cake to

dewaxed oil.

The equilibrium diagram can be used in the above way
for computing the results to be obtained from a dewaxing

operation, provided that either the melting-point of the

solvent-free cake or the amount of oil in the solvent-free

cake is known. Since the oil present in the solvent-free

cake is purely oil mechanically retained during the filtering

operation, the cake melting-point must be entirely deter-

mined by the filtration method and equipment employed,
and its value and variation could easily be determined for

a given piece of equipment as a function of operating con-

ditions. It is possible that some of the oil present in the

cakemay be actually dissolved in the solid wax. Ifthis was

so, the solid phase at equilibrium would be, not wax, but a

solid solution of oil or oil and solvent in wax. In such a case

the equilibrium diagram would differ somewhat from that

shown in Fig. 7, but computations would still be possible.

In all the instances so far examined experimentally [1, 1931}

no evidence for the existence of a solid solution of oil,

solvent, or oil arid solvent in wax was obtained, and

it is believed that the possible occurrence of such solid

solutions is remote.

Experimental Determination of the Equilibrium

Diagram

-

Experimental data for the construction ofthe equilibrium

diagrams may be obtained by either a direct or an indirect

method. Since the yield and character of the dewaxed oil,

obtained in the dewaxing process, sometimes depend to

some extent on the rate of chilling and on the length oftime

the chilled mixture is held at the dewaxing temperature,
a direct method is usually more satisfactory. In a direct

method the data used for constructing the equilibrium

diagram must be obtained by small-scak dewaxing experi-
ments. These experiments most conveniently consist of
filtration experiments carried out, at chilling rates and time

at dewaxing temperature, identical with the rates and time

employed under the proposed working conditions. The
equilibrium line at any one particular temperature, r F.,

can then be plotted from the results of three, or more

accuratelyfromfour, determinations. These experiments are,
first, filtration of the wax-bearing stock at t

5

F., second and

third, filtrations at / F., of wax-bearing stock with known
suitable amounts of solvent added, and fourth, filtration

of a suitable mixture of solvent and wax at f F. Analyses
of the filtrates obtained gives sufficient information to con-

struct the equilibrium diagram at f F. for the particular

wax-bearing stock and solvent used. Since the equilibrium
curve represents the composition of the liquid phase in

equilibrium with the solid phase, wax, only analysis of

the liquid phase, filtrate, is required. The pour-point of the

filtrate from the first filtration, the per cent, solvent in the

filtrate and the pour-point of the solvent-free oil from
the second and third filtrations, and the per cent, wax in the

fourth filtrate are the only analytical data required. By
the use of an oil-wax pour-point curve, attached to the side

of the triangular diagram as in Fig. 7, these data can be

plotted on the triangular diagram to produce the required

equilibrium curve. The oil-wax pour-point and the wax-oil

melting-point curves are best constructed from synthetic

mixtures of previously separated oil and wax. Care has to

be taken that the previously separated wax used is repre-

sentative of the bulk of the wax present in the oil. The

pour-point and the rndting-point curves are used, ofcourse,
for all equilibrium diagrams pertaining to one wax-bearing
stock at all dewaxing temperatures. In all the cases so far

examined [l r 1937] the oil-wax pour-point curve has been

found to bea straight line when pour-point is plotted against

log oil-wax composition. If this relationship is general,

it is obvious that this curve could be constructed from

two or three points only, provided the extrapolated

range was not too extensive. In carrying out pour-point
determination it must be emphasized that the standard

method of determhiation where the pour tube is inverted

every 5 F. is not sufficiently accurate for this type of

work. Using the standard method the error varies

from
t
+ l to +4 F. In the construction of, and in

computations based on the equilibrium diagram, the

pour-poinjt curve is used as a measure of wax content,

and since an error of -f4 F. in the pour-point re-

presents an error in wax content of about +20%, pour-

points should therefore be determined correct to within

1F.
In Fig. 8 the equilibrium diagram for a wax-free Iranian

lubricating-oil fraction and a paraffin wax, melting-point

108 F., with methyl ethyl ketone as a solvent, at 50 F., Is

illustrated. This diagram was constructed from the data ob-

tained from four nitration experiments as described above.

In Fig. 9 the equilibrium curves at temperatures of40, SCF,,

and 60F. for the same oiland wax, but with amyl alcohol as

a solvent, are shown. As in Fig. 8 these were obtained by

direct filtration experiments. Carlisle and Levkie [2, 1932]

describe the dewaxing of a wax distillate with jnetbyleee

chloride. From then* dewaxing data at a chilling tempera-

ture of -13 F., using a chilling rate of 18 F. per lnoer,

with a standing time of 1 hour, Fig. 10 has been constructed.
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These investigators tabulate data for dewaxing with four

different solvent/oil ratios. This data gave the four points

on Fig. 10 joined to the apex by the broken constructional

lines. Of the remaining two points in the figure one was
obtained from data given in the paper on the solubility of

wax in methylene chloride at 13 F-, while the other was
obtained by extrapolation. The equilibrium curves for all

the above three solvents are straight lines at the prevailing

temperatures.
The equilibrium curve in the ternary diagram is actually

a solubility curve representing the solubility of wax in oil,

in oil-solvent mixtures, and in pure solvent at the prevailing

temperature. A point on this solubility curve represents
the composition of the binary or ternary mixture which at

the equilibrium temperature is saturated with wax. Anun-
saturated ternary solution at a temperature t if cooled to a

temperature, say t, at which it is saturated, still remains
a homogeneous solution. If it is further cooled a fraction

of a degree below /, the solution be-

comes supersaturated and tends to

attain equilibriura by depositing wax
as a solid phase. Cooling a solution

of wax, oil, and solvent ofknown com-

position down to a temperature t where
the solution becomes cloudy due to

appearance of sold wax means that at

temperature t the solution of original

known composition is in equilibrium
with the solid wax phase. That is,

the original known composition of the

solution must represent a point on
the isothermal solubility curve for the

ternary system wax, oil, solvent at

teajperature /. Therefore determining
tiie ckmd-point of a solution of oil,

wax,and solventofknown composition

is sufficient to locate a point (the known composition of
the solution) on the solubility curve at an equilibrium

temperature equal to the cloud-point temperature. Given
three different wax-oil-solvent mixtures all of known com-

position and all with a cloud-point t, then the three points
on a ternary diagram representing the three known com-

positions must be three points lying on the isothermal

solubility curve for the wax-oil-solvent system at tempera-
ture t. It is obvious, therefore, that an easy indirect method
of constructing the equilibrium curve is by ordinary cloud-

point determinations on known synthetic mixtures. Fig. 11

shows the equilibrium curves at three temperatures for

the system, Iranian lubricating oil, wax of melting-point
108 R, and light naphtha boiling range 100-120 C

These curves were constructed en-

tirely from ordinary cloud-point
determinations.

The cloud-point method of ob-

taining the equilibrium diagram is

obviously a convenient and easy
method. It possesses, however, one

grave disadvantage in that when

employed with certain solvents it is

inaccurate. For a system of three

pure components, data obtained

from cloud-point or, more usually
termed for this case, freezing-point
determinations are, of course, en-

tirely reliable. For a system where
the solid phase consists of a large

number of components, like paraffin wax, unavoidable

errors are introduced by the use of cloud-points, particu-

larly for certain solvents. For example, on cooling a single

homogeneous solution of composition, say, 10, 50, and

40% wax, oil, and solvent respectively, in a cloud-

point determination, the solid phase would appear, say, at

WAX
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50 F. This result, in the usual way, would be taken to

mean that a liquid of composition 10, 50, and 40%
wax, oil, and solvent was in equilibrium with solid wax at

50 F. When checked by the direct filtration method, how-

ever, equilibrium between a liquid of this composition and

solid wax would be found to occur at a lower temperature,

say 45 F. By filtration the liquid phase in equilibrium with

solid wax at 50 F. would be found to be not 10, 50,

and 40% wax, oil, solvent, but, say, 15, 45, and 40%
wax, oil, solvent. That is, at 50 F. the cloud-point

method gives an apparent wax solubility of 10%, where-

as 15% is obtained by the filtration method. Wax is,

of course, a mixture of a large

number of components all of dif-

ferent solubility in the solvent,

some being more and others less

soluble. Since wax is being con-

sidered as a single substance, the

average solubility of the wax as a

whole is the solubility desired and
is the solubility obtained by the

filtration method. In the cloud-

point determination the first solid

phase to appear consists mainly of

the least soluble components of the

wax, and hence this method gives

not the average solubility of the wax as a whole, but the

solubility of the less soluble constituents. The less soluble

components of the wax possess higher melting-points than

the more soluble components. A solvent from which the

wax crystallizes as a first fraction with a much higher

melting-point than the original wax therefore tends to give

erroneous solubility data when the equilibrium is deter-

mined by the cloud-point method. Such a solvent is amyl
alcohol from which, for example, wax of original melting-

point 108 F, was found to crystallize in the first fraction

as wax ofmelting-point 126 F. The two different solubility

curves obtained from such a solvent at temperature t F.

using the filtration and/cloud-point methods are shown in

WAX

FIG. 11.

FIG. 10.

Fig. 12. For the purposes of illustration the difference

between the two curves has been exaggerated in the

figure. It will be seen that when no solvent is present the

data obtained from both the cloud-point and the filtration

methods agree. With increasing amounts of solvent the

cloud-point solubilities are increasingly lower than the

filtration solubilities up to a point where, on still further

increasing the amount of solvent in the mixture the two
lines begin to approach each other. When the wax-solvent

binary mixture is reached the error in the solubility

measured by the cloud-point is large compared to the actual

bulk or average solubility which is small here. The data

obtained from filtration experiments fall on a straight line,

while thosefrom cloud-point detenninations fall on a slight

curve. Sullivan, McGill, and French [13, 1932] have found
that difference of solubility due to difference of melting-

point decreases with decreasing temperature, so that it is

highly probable that at low temperatures both methods
would give identical results. In the case of a solvent in

which the difference in solubility between the high and low

melting-point waxes is not pronounced, the cloud-point
method may be used with success for determining average

solubility data. The light naphtha used for the equilibrium
data of Fig. 1 1 is such a solvent.

Anothermethod of determining average solubility data is

that employed by Poofe [10, 1929]. This method is very
convenient and is free from the error

sometimes introduced by certain sol-

vents into the cloud-point method.

In this method a known mixture of

oil and solvent is placed in a test-

tube and excess wax added. The
whole is kept at the desired tempera-
ture for a period of about 12 hours.

At the end of this time both IkpM
and solid phases must be present,

the solid phase in fair amount. Some
of the liquid phase is then rennyved

and its composition ascertained by
LIGHT NXPHTHA analysis. Various Eqwl-piiase com-
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positions at constant temperature give the isothermal

solubility curve on the ternary diagram. This method is

accurate, provided sufficient wax is present in the solid

phase to be representative of the wax as a whole.
Pook [10, 1929; 11, 1931 ; 12, 1932] in three papers has

published solubility data determined by the above method
for paraffin wax melting-point 50 C, in various solvents

and solvent-oil mixtures at different temperatures, using

WAX

Classification of Solvents

as the oil two Pteosylvanian paraffin-base lubricating oils.

Pock's data for four solvents, butyl acetate, butyl formate,
peutasol, and diethyi carbinol, have been recalculated and
plotted on ternary diagrams in Fig. 13. The equilibrium
lines obtained from Pooie's experiments are incomplete
owing to the fact that he did not determine the solubility
of fee wax in tite oils used.

For all solvents so far examined [1, 1937] the solubility
corves wtie plotted oo the triangular diagram are straight
iaes. The one e&ceptkm is tight naphtha used as a solvent
at tmiperatoes Mgiier than 60 F., and the deviation from
a straigHt line in this instance would appear to be due to
the Mgh eqiaibdtim temperature, which is much higher
than any lilcely to be employed in actual dewaxing practice.
If all sudh e<|iii!mem curves at low temperatures proved
to be straight lues or curves deviating very slightly from
a straight Hoe* ttiee the following very easy method of con-
structing the ternary equilibrium solubility diagram could
be used. One terminal point of the solubility curve at a
given temperature ccM be easily obtained from cloud-
poffit detemiiiations on oil-wax mixtures or from one
$otnt?iity <tetemiiatiOf! of wax in oil at the required
temperature using Poole's method. The other terminal
point could be determined from one solubility measure-
Bsemt ofwax in solvent at the required temperature also by
Poolers method. Merfy connecting these two points in
fee ternary diagram by a straight line would then com-
plete tlae data.

The ternary equilibrium diagrams form a sound basis for
the classification and comparison of dewaxing solvents.

The first essential feature of a solvent is that it must be

completely miscible with the oil at the dewaxing tempera-
ture. All known solvents of this type fall into four
classes:

1 . Solvents which possess a greater solvent power for wax
than does the wax-free hydrocarbon oil. Solvents in this

class exhibit a solubility curve, such as A or B in Fig. 14.

When such solvents are employed in a dewaxing process
the pour-point of the dewaxed oil obtained increases with

increasing solvent/oil ratio. The pour-point of the de-
waxed oil obtained without the use of a solvent is always
lower than that obtained at any similar temperature when
such solvents are used. Light naphtha is a typical solvent
of this class giving solubility curves similar to A at 40 F.

andto#at60K
2. Solvents in which the wax is negligibly soluble,

totally insoluble, or in which the wax, although appreciably
soluble, is less soluble than it is in the wax-free oil. An
equilibrium curve like C in Fig. 14 is characteristic of this

class of solvents. Alteration of the
solvent oil ratio when dewaxing
with solvents in which the wax is

negligibly soluble or totally insoluble

has either very little or no effect on
the pour-point of the dewaxed oil.

For such solvents the equilibrium
curve differs from curve C, Fig. 14,

in that it passes through or nearly

through the solvent apex, and tlie

pour-point of the dewaxed oil ob-
tained without the use of a solvent

is either the same or lower than
that obtained with any similar tem-

perature, when such solvents are
used. For solvents of this class in which the wax is

appreciably soluble, but still of course less soluble than in
the wax-free oil, then the pour-point of the dewaxed oil

increases with increasing solvent/oil ratio, while the pour-
point of the dewaxed oil obtained without the use of a
solvent is lower than that obtained at any similar tempera-
ture when such solvents are used. A typical solvent in this
class is amyl alcohol.

3. Solvents which, when added to an oil-wax mixture,
at a given temperature, first precipitate wax and then
on the addition of more solvent redissolve part or all of
the precipitated wax. These solvents give an equilibrium
curve like D. When used for dewaxing, an increase in the

solvent/oil ratio up to a certain point decreases the pour-
point of the dewaxed oil. Any increase in the solvent/oil
ratio above this point increases the pour-point of the de-
waxed oil. The pour-point of the dewaxed oil obtained
without the use of a solvent would always be higher than
the pour-point obtained using such solvents up to the
critical solvent/oil ratio, while at a ratio above the critical
ratio the pour-point of the dewaxed oil is always higher
than that obtained when no solvent is used.

4. With solvents of this class the amount of wax preci-
pitated increases and the pour-point of the dewaxed oil

decreases with increasing solvent/oil ratio up to a critical
ratio. A typical solubility curve for such solvents is shown
by E in Fig. 14. The pour-point of the dewaxed oil ob-
tained by the use of such solvents up to the critical ratio is
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always lower than the pour-point of the dewaxed oil

obtained when no solvent is wed.
For ckwaxing processes solvents of class 1 arc obviomly

the least efficient ami those of class 4, at solvent ratios

below the critical ratio, the most efficient. A large majority

of the solvents usually used approximate to class 2, solvents

in which the wax is negligibly solubk or nearly insoluble.

For this special type of class 2 solvents the best solvent-oil

ratio to be employed is determined entirely by the viscosity

and ease of filtration or centrifu^ng of the oil-wax-solvent

mixture at the dewaxing temperature.
It is doubtful whether solvents of the third and fourth

classes really exist. Maksorov [9, 1924] gives a list of

solvents which he daiim belong to dasses 3 and 4.

Most of these solvents, however, fail to fulil the essential

condition of solvents, viz. to be completely miscible with

the oil at the dewaxing temperature.
Poole [10, 1929; 11, 1931; 12, 1932] has examined the

solubility of wax and oil in a large number of organic sol-

vents. Many of these solvents were only slightly miscibk

with oil at the usual ckwaxing temperatures and hence no
further research on their possible uses in dewaxing was

carried out. The most promising were examined in detail

by Pook, and their equilibrium curves at several tempera-
tures calculated from Poolers data are plotted in Fig. 13.

It will be seoi from this figure that all these solvents give

straight lines on the ternary diagram, and at the lowest

temperature examined are approaching class 2 solvents.

Of other solvents examined by Pook butanol, and to a

slight extent chlorobenzene, appear to belong to class 3

solvents at certain temperatures. With chlorobenzeee

deviation from a dass 2 type towards a class 3 type

solubility curve is only very sHgftt and probably is due to

experimental error. Below 30 C. butaool shows a limited

miscibility with oil. Kalkhevsky and Stagner [8, 1933],

discussing Pook's results, state that these 'solvents are

especially promising because when added in small propor-
tions to the oils they greatly decrease the capacity ofthe oils

to retain their dissolved wax*.

As seen from Fig. 14, this statement is incorrect. The

evidence, that any solvent when added to an oil-wax

mixture actually precipitates wax, is extremely slight, and

any tendency to do so is small and apparently within the

temperature used, determines the behaviour of a solvent in

dewaxing, this classification of these solvents pertains only
to the particular temperature conditions and for the par-

ticular oil stocks mentioned in this article.

TABLE!

Classification of Oil-soluble Dewaxing Solvents

Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Data

Computations to forecast the results to be expected by
a dewaxing process at any given temperature and using

any given solvent have already been described. Small-scale

dewaxing operations have been carried out, using light

naphtha as a diluent, in order to check the accuracy of the

computation method [1, 1937].

These experimental and calculated results are compared
in Tabk H. In columns 2 and 3 the wax content and pour-

point of the oil stock used are given. This stock was ob-

tained by dissolving paraffin wax, melting-point 108 F., in

Iranian lubricating oil. The solvent/oil ratio and dewaxing
temperatures employed are detailed in columns 3 and 4.

In column 5 the melting-point of the cake obtained in the

experiments is tabulated. The calculated yield of cake,
and dewaxed oil, and the pour-point of the dewaxed oil

shown in columns 7, 11, and 9 respectively, was computed
graphically from a ternary equilibrium diagram assuming
the melting-point of the cake was that shown in column 5.

The actual yields and pour-point are given in columns 6,

8, and 10.

It will be seen from the table that agreement between the

actual and calculated data is really excellent, considering
the complicated nature ofthe materials handled. The equi-
librium data used for the calculations were those for the

naphtha-wax-oil system illustrated in Fig. 11, and the

dotted lines appearing in this figure are those actually

TABLE II

Solvent : Ught Naphtha (b.p. 100-120 C.)

Melting-point. f Pour-point.

limits of experimental error for all oil-miscible solvents so
far investigated.

The classification of all solvents so far examined and
which are completely misctble with the oil at the dewaxing
temperature is given in Table I. As the solubility ofthewax,
aot only in the solvent but also in the oil at the particular

used for calculating yields, &c., for run 3. Hie equilibrium
data in Fig. 11 were constructed entirely from cloud-point
determinations, which makes the agreement between the

actual and calculated values still more remarkable.

Experimental and calculated results, using methyl ethyl
ketone and amyl alcohol as solvents, are compared in
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Table Him the same way as before [1, 1937]. Once again
agreement is excellent. In this case the equilibrium solu-

bility diagrams for both solvents wene coiistructed from
ecprilibrium data obtained by the direct method. Tne wax
and lubricating oil were the same as those used for the light

DEWAXING
dewaxed oil are easily calculated. The efficiency of various
solvents apart from ease of filtration and mechanical opera-
tion for a given oil is then readily compared on the above
basis.

In Fig. 15 the pour-point of the dewaxed oil obtained by

TABLE III

Solvent i AmyI Alcohol

Solvent: Methyl Ethyl Ketone

*
Melting-point,

naphtha experiments. The actual equilibrium data on
which the caieulatioes were based is shown in Figs. 8"and 9.

Comparison of Dewaxiag Solvents

One of the most useful applications of the ternary
diagram to dewaxing computations is for tfee comparison
of different solvents. The effect of dewaxing temperature
and solvent/oil ratio for any solvent with a given oil in

yield of cake, dewaxed oil, az&d on the pour-point of the

f Pour-point.

using naphtha, methyl ethyl ketone, and amyl alcohol for

dewaxing a given stock oil at 50 F, is compared at different

solvent/oil ratios. Fig. 16 shows the effect of varying the

dewaxing temperature with amyl alcohol and naphtha as
solvents for the same stock oil at constant solvent/oil ratio.

Comparison of solvents on these lines allows the best
solvent and the most favourable conditions to be chosen
without the necessity for carrying out a large number of
dewaxing experiments.
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THERMAL REACTIONS OF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS
By F. EL FREY, MJSL, and H. J. HEPP

Phillip's Petroleum Company

THE pyinotysis or 'cracking' of gaseous hydrocarbons has

received modi ataotkm from both the scientific and the

applied standpoints [73, 1932-5]. Chi the scientific side,

the thermal decoo^oritioe of the simpler hydrocarbons

affords potiaps the best opportunity for iearnmg scraething

of tlie fuiMteiieotal nature of the chemical reactions in-

volved fa pyrotysis, aad Ac best projects for unravelling

the more complex reactions taking place in the crackmg
erf" petroleum $iMi destructive distillation of coal. On the

applied side, pyrotysis affords a means of converting the

vast volumes of available natural gas aiKl gas produced

by the cracking of petroleum into gasoline, benzol, carbon

black, aiKi other products. Pyrolysis may also constitute

a step in the manufacture of chemical derivatives, such as

solvents and resins and nrnny other products having a

variety of special applications. At the present time active

development to many directions is taking place, and both

the chemistry and applications of pyrolysis deserve a

detailed cooskieration.

Chemistry of Pyrolysis

Thermal treatment of even the simpler hydrocarbons in

the absence of a catafyst yields a variety of products, tot

with aid of improved experimental methods, particularly

analytical methods employing precise fractional distilla-

tion, it has been possible to obtain fairly exact information

about many pyrolysis reactions. The normally gaseous

hydrocarbons are limited in number, ami pyrolysis studies

of Dearly aH of them have been made. The paraffins are

methane, ethane, propane, ^-butane, iso-butane, and the

rarely occurring neo-pentane. The oMnes are ethyleoes,

propyleoe, and the four isomeric butylenes. More highly
uasaturated gaseous hydrocarbons have been investigated,

but of these acetylene and 1,3-butadiene, which are com-

monly formed in pyrolytk reactions, have received most
attention.

The paraffins, perhaps with the exception of methane,

pyrolyse in a less complex manner than do the unsaturated

hydrocarbons, the molecute splitting to produce simpler

complementary mokoiks of olefine ami paraffin and
soraefenes hydrogen. This ckcompo&ition requires hours
at 400 C. (752 R), but the decomposition velocity in-

creases rapidly with temperature and is a matter of seconds
at 800 C (1,472 F.). As exposure to a pyrolysis tempera-
ture is prolonged and reaction becomes extensive, secon-

dary decomposition occurs. The products first formed in

turn may undergo spitting reactions. Hie okfines, how-
ever, have also a tendency to unite with each other to pro-
duce polymer molecules of higher molecular weight.

Complex reactions take place as the heating time is further

prolonged, the more reactive hydrocarbons being pro-
gressively destroyed, until only the most heat-stable

hydrocarbons (methane and aromatics) survive, and even
the aromatics are degraded to carbon in the end. At very
liigfa temperatures acetylene is stable and is produced in

significant amount, while at low-temperature levels non-
afOfaatk: oils result from extended reaction.

Amoog these complex reactions, one class, namely, the

uncatalysed primary decomposition of ethane and higher

paraffins, has yielded on investigation fairly exact in-

formation amenable to correlation and is first presented.

Pyrolysis of olefines and secondary reactions are next

discussed, and methane is considered last because, due to
its high stability, the decomposition is largely a matter of

secondary reactions.

Primary Decomposition of Paraffins

Ethane, propane, the butanes, and higher paraffins can
be decomposed in glass, silica, and copper vessels with
little interference from catalytic action. Both flow through
a heated tube and a timed exposure in a heated bulb have
been commonly used to effect decomposition experi-

mentally, after which the pyrolysed hydrocarbon is

analysed and reactions taking place may be deduced. This
rather elementary procedure has been used almost ex-

clusively for studying pyrolysis. If the fraction of the

paraffin decomposed is small, the products are those
formed by the decomposition of the paraffin itself.

Many investigations have established for the paraffins
the course of primary decomposition. Ethane decomposes
into equivalent amounts of ethylene and hydrogen. Pro-

pane decomposes similarly into propylene and hydrogen,
but an equal amount decomposes by fracture ofthe carbon-
carbon bond to produce equivalent amounts of ethylene
and methane. Iso-butane decomposes in the same way
as propane; somewhat more of the decomposition follow-

ing the dehydrogenation route. w-Butane decomposes
mainly through fracture of the carbon chain to produce
ethylene plus ethane by fracture of the middle carbon-
carbon bond, and propylene plus methane, by fracture of
the terminal bond. Neo-pentane gives iso-butylene plus
methane. The mode of decomposition is expressed by the
rule of Hague and Wheeler [21, 1929]: "The primary
decomposition can be represented by a series of equations
indicating the rupture of the chain at any position with the

production of an olefine and the complementary lower
paraffin, or, at the limit, hydrogen.'
The decomposition is represented by the following

equations. The numerical values give the percentage of the
total decomposition which follows the route indicated, and
are averages of values obtained by different investigators.

100%
CHSCH3

~

Ethane

CH8CH2CH S
-

Propane

CH SCH2

:

CH S
.

Propane

Ethylene Hydrogen

CH3CH=CH2+H2

Propylene Hydrogen

CH2=CH2 -fCH4

Ethylene Methane

CHSCH 2CH SCH3 / I-Butene

/i-Butane ^ CH8CH
2-Butene

Hydrogen

-fH2

Hydrogen

45%

55%

12%

50%
fl-Butane Propylene Methane
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/ Ethylene
CH aCH/

Ethane

/j-Butane

CHj\

CH/
iso-Butane

*")CH CH,

iso-Butane

CHv ">CH8

Ethyiene Ethykne Hydrogen

-

>0=CH 2+HS

CH,/
iso-Butylene Hydrogen

CH,CH=CH 2+CH4

Propylene Methane

neo-Pentane

CM*.

>C
CH/
iso-Butylene Methane

Note: (a) At high temperatures.

38%

60%

40%

100%

t,
- 18300 cal.; -17,090

While the velocity of decomposition increases rapidly

with temperature the relative proportions of the products

initially formed vary only a little with temperature over

a wide range, 400-800 C., and likewise are affected little

by pressure.

Kinetics.

The decomposition rates for all the gaseous paraffins

have been determined by maintaining the hydrocarbon
at a known temperature for a known time and determining

the extent of decomposition analytically. The decomposi-

tion is extremely slow below 400 C., but above this

temperature the decomposition rates for all gaseous

paraffins have been determined [21, 1929; 27, 1929; 34,

1932; 36, 1931; 37, 1934; 44, 1928; 64, 1934]. The rate

is virtually independent of pressure, but increases rapidly

with increase in temperature for a given hydrocarbon,

while at a given temperature the rate increases as the

molecular weight of the hydrocarbon increases. Methane,

the lowest member, is by far the most stable paraffin.

In Fig. 1 is shown decomposition rate data for the gaseous

paraffins. The decomposition rate increases 2-5- to 3 -0-fold

for an increase in temperature of 25 C. in the neighbour-

hood of 600 C. This coefficient corresponds to a heat of

activation of 60,000 to 70,000 calories per mol.

Thermodynamics.

Thermodynamic calculations show that the paraffins

decrease in stability with rise in temperature. The elevated

temperatures necessary to induce pyrolysis as a rule are

well within the range of thermodynarnic instability. The

composition of products depends upon the relative

velocity of the competing reactions, and these velocities,

in general, do not reflect the thermodynamic driving force.

This is generally the case with pyrolysis reactions, though

in a number of cases thermodynamic reaction limits are

encountered. Ethane decomposition proceeds readily only

to 15% at 600 C. and atmospheric pressure, since at this

point the recombination of the ethylene and hydrogen

formed takes place at an equal rate. Decomposition con-

tinues slowly as ethylene is destroyed by other reactions.

Thermodynamic data for the two typical cracking

reactions of propane, computed from recent data, are given

below.

29,410 ca!.; AF^c, - 2,090.

The primary decomposition of propane absorbs heat to

the extent of about 24,000 calories per mol decomposed at

600 C. The molar heat of decomposition is slightly lower

for the butanes, and higher for ethane.

Mechanism of Primary Decomposition.

In attempting to visualize how the decomposition takes

place, a chief difficulty has been the transfer of a hydrogen
atom from the carbon atom one removed from the point

of fracture to the other fragment formed. Dissociation

into alky! radicals, one of which takes a hydrogen atom
from the other, has been suggested by Hurd [23, 1929]. It

has been thought that a prohibitively high activation energy

may be required to effect dissociation into free alkyl

radicals. To avoid this difficulty, Burk [2, 1931] has sug-

gested that the one radical may transfer its allegiance to

the hydrogen atom ofthe other radical by a semi-ionization

process. Kassel [31, 1932] has suggested that the decom-

position may proceed through the formation of a paraffin

and alkylidene, this alkylidene then rearranging to ok&e.
More recently Kassel [32, 1933] proposed a theory, based

on fundamental valence considerations, which accounts

for the formation of more than two product moiecuks

((a) preceding tabulation) without the formation of free

alkyl radicals. In the case of n-butane, for example, two

hydrogen atoms at opposite ends of the carbon chain are

assumed to come into proximity and unite with each other

to form a molecule of free hydrogen. The carbon chain
- breaks in the middle to yield two ethylene molecules.

Similarly, /t-pentane may yield methane aad two ethylene

molecules, in agreement with experiment.

Rice [50, 1931] has proposed a theory for the decom-

position of paraffins based on the formation of free alkyl

radicals. A few molecules are assumed to dissociate into

free alkyl radicals, each of which may then initiate a

reaction chain by extracting a hydrogen atom from another

paraffin molecule which thus becomes in turn an alkyl

radical, and may then decompose by fracture ofthe carbon

chain at that point which will allow of the formation of

a molecule of olefine and a simpler complementary alkyl

radical without migration of hydrogen. The simpler

radical may in turn extract hydrogen from a paraffin

molecule, and thus the chain continues. That alkyl radicals

actually undergo fracture reactions is indicated by the

data of Frey and Hepp [12, 1933] who decomposed di-

rt-butyl mercury and di-sec-butyl mercury, and found

/z-hexaue among the reaction products in the former case

and iso-pentane in the latter. These products can be

accounted for by assuming fracture of butyl radicals to

produce free ethyl and methyl which unite with butyL

Rice [51, 1933-4; 52, 1934; 53, 1933-4; 54, 1932] detected

free methyl radicals in hydrocarbons decomposed by the

Paneth method. Simple paraffins were passed throtigii

a tube heated to about 1,000 C. at very low pressure and

high velocity, and the products were allowed to impinge

upon and react with lead, mercury, and tellurium, Alkyl

compounds containing the methyl group were produced.

That the decomposition of butane may proceed by a chain

mechanism is suggested by experiments (unpublished data)

in which butane was heated to 525 C for too short a time

to effect decomposition. The addition ofvery small amounts
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of dimethylmercury, however, induced the decomposition
of many equivalents of butane to the usual products.
A critical discussion of the Rice mechanism has been given

by Kassel [33, 1935].

The experimental evidence at present avaikbk cannot
be considered to furnish decisive tests for theory.

Pyrolysis of defines

The reactions taking place when olefines are pyrolysed

non-catalytically are more complex than in the case of

paraffins. The primary reactions are not well understood
and experimental results available have in fewer cases lent

themselves to theoretical treatment. Nevertheless, much
useful information has been amassed.

Olefines exhibit three types of reaction on pyrolysis.

1. Splitting reactions analogous to the splitting of

paraffins.

2. Structural rearrangement.
3. Polymerization to larger molecules.

Ethylene is converted at atmospheric pressure and
400-600 C. into products of higher molecular weight,

mostly olefinic in structure, and so little methane is formed

initially that a splitting reaction analogous to that of
the paraffins can be considered negligible. The reaction

velocity has been shown by Pease [43, 1930] to increase as

the square of the pressure. An attempt to determine the

primary products was made by Storch [60, 1932] who
heated pure ethylene to 377 C. under 141-5 cm. Hg
pressure in a glass bull? and interrupted the reaction when
exceedingly small conversions had taken place. With
0-6% conversion the chief product was butylene, which

suggests a simple dimerization:

As the reaction was prolonged the velocity accelerated

greatly and propylene, butylene, pentenes, and higher

hydrocarbons were formed, even with a small extent of

reaction (5%). The peculiarities of the reaction have not
been satisfactorily accounted for. Schneider and Frolich

[56, 1931] studied the initial stages of ethylene pyrolysis
at a higher temperature, 725 C., and a low pressure,
0-2 atm. (Fig. 2), with a different result. The chief products
foirned in the early stages of the reaction (5% conversion)
were butadiene and hydrogen:

> CH =CH CH=CH2+H2.

Under those conditions the formation of butylene as an
initial product was considered questionable.
At high pressures polymerization of ethylene proceeds

so rapidly that reaction can be brought about at tempera-
tures well below the pyrolysis range for the paraffins.

Ipatiev [28, 1911] heated ethylene at 380 C. and 70 atm.

pressure and produced polymers boiling all the way to

280 C. and above. The polymers contained chiefly

olefines, paraffins, and naphthenes. Ethylene, propylene,
and the butylenes have been polymerized at high pressures

in more recent investigations with a similar result. Under
an extremely high pressure, 9,000 atm., polymerization of

the unsaturateds in cracked gasoline has been induced

at 60 C. [59, 1934].

Propylene, like ethylene, is polymerized under high

pressure and undergoes complex reactions involving poly-

merization at lower pressures. Propylene, however, also

undergoes a splitting reaction analogous to that ofpropane.
Pyrolysis at 600-900 C. and atmospheric pressure [25,

1997

1930] yielded, in addition to products of higher molecular
weight, ethykoe and methane, indicating tiie reaction

and in the presence of hydrogen this reaction may pre-
dominate [14, 1928}. The hydrogen may be acquired either
from molecular hydrogen present or from hydrocarbons.

IS 20
CENT RACTJ**C

2-PYROLYStS OF ETHYLENE fSN SILICA) AT 725 eC AND
0.2 ATMOSPHERE (scBWJOft &

In a study of the initial stages of the pyrolysis of pro-
pylene at a high temperature, 725 C., and low pressure,
0-2 atm., Schneider and Frolich [56, 1931] found that 48%
of the propylene was converted into ethylene and butylene
and suggested the reaction

which Wheeler and Wood [70, 1930] previously proposed,
in connexion with their study of propylene pyrolysis.

Other reactions apparently taking place were

2CSH

Highly unsaturated products of molecular weight higher
than propylene were formed.

The butylenes likewise have been found to exhibit both

splitting and polymerization reactions. The pyrolysis ot

1-buteoe and 2-buteae at 600 C. and atmospheric pi/essure

was studied by Wheekr and Wood [70, 1930] who ob-

tained equivalent amounts of methane and propykae and

suggested that the terminal carbon bond was ruptured in

primary decomposition, the radicals being then hydro-

genated. liquid productswere alsoformed in large amount.

In Table I are shown results obtained when 1-bntoe

and 2-buteoe were pyrolysed in the presence of about

5 vol. of hydrogen (unpublished data). Polymerization

occurred, but the predominant reaction was decocnposiiioii

in which hydrogen was consumed to yield the dissocia-

tion products of Ti-butaae. Butene-2 was somewhat more
stable than butene-1, and exhibited less scission of the
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inkklk cartxHt-carboo bond which in the case of btiteoe-2

is a double bond. In the case of the buteaes direct re-

arrangement of one isomer to form others is possible, but

in the absence ofa catalyst is probably slow.

TABLE I

Pyroty&t of Bvttms at 575 C. (lfl6rF.) ami

Atmospheric Pressure

Mutene-1 Butem-2

of gas cracked

(wteme per cent):

Tfeue oC beating (sec.)

Volume expansion on cracking .

CoiBpositkra of products (gas

voteae per cent.) :

H, ....
CH 4

QH,

C.HM .

Heavier .

81-4

18-6

100-0

30
1-035

76-5S

4-59

0-89

0-80

3-03

0-13

12-20

1-08

0-13

0-57

834
16-6

1000

29
1-018

82-97

1-35

0-20

0-02

0-95

0-04

0-29

13-92

0-01

0-25

100-00 10<HK)

The pyrofysis of iso-butylene at 600-800 C. and atmo-

spheric pressure was studied by Hurd and Spence [27,

1929] and Hurd and Hlers [24, 1934]. Iso-butyJene was

found to react more slowly than iso-hutane. A large

fraction of the iso-butyjene converted formed polymers,

whose subsequent decomposition, even with small con-

versions, obscured the splitting reactiom. However, the

principal decomposition reaction was the splitting of iso-

butytene to give methane and propylene.

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

The diolefines and acetylenes pyrolyse somewhat more

readily at atmospheric pressure than the defines to produce

more polymers and less of scission products. Rearrange-

ment of methyl- and ethyl-acetylene to 1,2 dienes takes

place readily [26, 1931; 38, 1930].

To summarize the pyrolysis of the olefines, propylene

and the butylenes have been shown to undergo a splitting

reaction analogous to that of the paraffins, and C-C bonds

are present in the molecule. The ethylenic linkages are

less subject to fracture. This reaction may be overshadowed

by polymerization when the pressure is high, but is im-

portant at atmospheric pressure or less and above 550 C.

The reaction may be represented for propylene as follows;

C3H,+Ha-C2H4-f-CH4.

The hydrogen may come from molecular hydrogen

present or from hydrocarbons. Ethylene alone does not

decompose extensively in this way.

At temperatures above 550 C. and pressures of the

order of one atmosphere polymerizing reactions take

place which differ from simple polymerization into higher

olefines in that elision of hydrogen and splitting of the

molecules formed by association take place and diolefines

and olefines of higher and lower molecular weight are

chiefly formed.

The rate of pyrolysis under such conditions is on the

average lower than that of the corresponding paraffins.

Ethylene pyrolyses more slowly than ethane, iso-butylene

more slowly than iso-butane, but propylene and the

butenes correspond more nearly with propane and butane.

Butene-1 pyrolyses more rapidly than butene-2.

At high pressure polymerization is the dominant reac-

tion of the olefines and proceeds rapidly at comparatively

low temperatures to produce higher mono-olefines and

other polymeric hydrocarbons more rich in hydrogen
than diolefines. The reaction evolves heat and may pro-

ceed explosively with rise in temperature. The poly-

mers formed boil for the most part in the gasoline

range, and this reaction is made use of for the conver-

sion of olefinic gases into gasoline.

The many peculiarities of olefine

pyrolysis reactions have stood in

the way of determining reaction

mechanism. The olefinic double

bond is activated by heat, and the

union oftwo olefine molecules after

such activation accounts for simple

polymerization. Theories involving

the intermediate formation of free

alkyl and alkylidene radicals have

been applied to olefine pyrolysis to

account for reactions other than

simple polymerization.

Secondary Reactions

When pyrolysis of ethane, pro-

pane, or butane is allowed to pro-

ceed until decomposition of the

original paraffin is extensive, the

olefines and paraffins first formed

(excepting methane) in turn under-

go pyrolysis, and if the pressure is

not high, a maximum conversion

into gaseous olefines is effected

before the formation of oils be-

comes marked. Propylene and theF*G.3-PRQPANE PYftOLYStS-EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON WELD OF OLEFlNESCsucuvAM.RUTHRUFF IKUENTZEU
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butyknes formed undergo splitting reactions and decrease

in amount, while ethylene increases, and a decrease in

average molecular weight takes place. The higher the

temperature level, the greater the percentage of okfines

1999

at several temperatures, with varying times of reaction.
The case of propane is typical rad the results are shown
in Fig, 3. The maximum cofivemoti into oktoes was
80 vol. % of the propaae at 816 C. <1,50D

6

F.) and 65

PER CENT OF PROPANE REACTING

FIG. 4 -PYROLYSIS OF PROPANE AT 725 C. AND 1 ATMOSPHERE C SCHNEIDER * FftoocH>

40 50
PR CENT REACT NC

FIG. 5-PYROLYSIS OF PROPANE AT 72SC. AND 1 ATMOSPHERE c*CHNeoR

developed. This is due chiefly to the tendency of ethylene
once formed to rehydrogenate to ethane at the lower

temperatures. The production of defines by such exten-

sive decomposition is of practical interest because the

olefines so formed can be polymerized to gasoline, or
used for the synthesis of chemical derivatives.

Sullivan et aL [63, 1935] decomposed ethane and propane

vol. % at 766 C (1,410 F.). Ethane gives somewiiat
lower conversion and the butanes somewhat higher uader
the same conditions.

The changes in composition taking place duriag pro-
tracted pyrolysis of this kind have been investigated in

several instances. Propane was subjected to extensive

pyrolysis by Schneider and Frolkh [56, 193 1 ] (Figs. 4and 5).
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The exteot of cracking was varied in order to allow of

distinguishing between primary and secondary products.

As cracking proceeded propyleae formed as an initial

product was destroyed. Methane and ethykoe were

formed in increasing amount chiefly from the propylene,

GAS FYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

formed was approximately equal to the propylene de-

stroyed.

Carbon formation is slight in virtually all pyrolyses

unless reaction is sufficiently protracted to develop oils

and tar which degrade into carbon, and decomposition of

FJG. 6-PTRQLYSIS OF n -SUTAJstE AT 650 C. AND I ATMOSPHERE (MEUHAUS AND MAREK}

60
PER CENT <M= ISO-BUTANE REACTING

F*G 7-PYROLYS4S OF ISO-BUTANE AT 650 C AND I ATMOSPHERE CMAREK AND NEUHAUS)

and higher hydrocarbons were formed in increasing
amounts through reactions involving polymerization.

Similarly, 7*-btitane and iso-butane were subjected to ex-

tensive decouipositkm by Neuhaus and Marek [40, 1932;
41, 1933] and analogous results were obtained (Figs. 6

and 7). The decomposition of iso-butane was made 75%
complete. At this point the iso~butylene and propylene
formed by primary decomposition were largely destroyed,

iso-lxitylene yielding propylene and methane, and pro-
pyleae yiakiteg ethytene and methane. The propylene

the type described is accordingly accompanied by very
little carbon formation.

Drastic Pyrolysis Acetylene, Diolefines, Aromatics,

and Carbon

While the initial stage of pyrolysis yields products
characteristic of the hydrocarbon pyrolysed, it becomes
more difficult to distinguish between the behaviour of the

various paraffins and defines undermore drastic conditions.
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After the initial stages the pyrolysis is essentially the

pyrolysis of defines and other unsaturated hydrocarbons,
and the multiplicity of products obtained okfink and

naphthenic oils, diolefines, acetylene, aromatic light oils,

tar, and carbon do not in most instances reflect the

composition of the original paraffins and olefines pyro-

lysed, but are determined by the temperature, pressure, and
time factors. Each of these variables has an independent
effect on the products obtained. Many combinations of
these variables are possible, and several regions have been

investigated experimentally. A description of each will

cover the range of published work. The temperature
level of the pyrolysis is most important and largely

determines the products. The
various products may be arranged
in order of increasing stability to

heat under reaction conditions as

follows :

Okfine and naphthene polymers.
Diolefines and triolefines.

Benzene and toluene.

Aromatic tars.

Methane.

Acetylene.
Carbon.

The production of olefine and

naphthene polymers takes place at

moderate temperatures. The pyro-

lysis at higher temperatures pro-
duces diolefines and aromatics

and, at still higher temperatures,

acetylene. Fig. 8 depicts in a

general way the course of pyro-

lysis over a wide range of tem-

perature, pressure, and time.

Acetylene.

Acetylene is the only hydro-
carbon therrnodyriamically stable

at very high temperatures. Its

formation in small amounts has been detected in the

pyrolysis of various hydrocarbons around 800 C., but at

temperatures in excess of 1,200 C. it is produced in large
amounts. Rapid cooling of the products is essential for

preserving the acetylene, since protracted reaction converts

acetylene into aromatic oils and carbon. The formation
of acetylene has been accounted for in two ways.

(1) Free radicals are formed which unite. Thus CH
may be formed and two molecules unite to produce
acetylene

carbon-heating elements. As high as 65 % OHiversion into

acetylene was obtained without the formation of other

hydrocarbon products. Reduced pressure favours acety-
lene formation. De Rudder and Biederrnan [55, 3930]
explored a range of pressures and temperatures and
obtained at the highest temperature used, 1,500C
(reaction time OO13 sec.), and a low pressure (44 mm. oi

mercury) the highest conversion into acetytoe of 14-85

vol. % of the effluent gas or 52-5% of theoreticaL

Reduced pressure, dilution with hydrogen and carbon
dioxide favour high acetyieoe yields.

Higher concentrations of acetylene have been obtained
from other gaseous hydrocarbons usually because they

INCRAS^G EXTENT OF REACTION

(2) Ethylene may lose hydrogen at a high temperature

CH2=CH ft
-> CH^CH-fHt.

Many investigators have studied the formation of acety-
lene in the pyrolysis of methane at 950 to 1,200 C. and
higher. Typical results will be mentioned. Smith [57,

1931] passed methane through a heated tube and found
at 1,200 C. and a time of reaction of 0*1 sec. a conversion

into acetylene of 2-1 vol. % in the gas, or 3*9 wt. %.
Aromatic oils, ethylene, and hydrogen were also formed.

By prolonging the reaction the formation of oils increased,
but the acetylene yield remained virtually constant. Peters

and Meyer [45, 1929] obtained higher yields of acety-
lene from methane by heating to 1,600 to 3,000 C. for

extremely short periods of time in the presence of tungsten

FKi S-PROLYSIS OF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS (WITHOUT CATALYST}

decompose more readily than methane to form ethylene
in high yield which then dehydrogenates efficiently to

acetylene. Ethylene heated for a very short time at 1,300
to 1,400 C. at .reduced pressure has been converted to

the extent of90% into acetylene [6, 1932] and propane and
the butanes at 1,400 C. and atmospheric pressure likewise

gives high yields of acetylene [65, 1935].

Many patents directed to the manufacture of acetylene
have been issued. They are concerned chiefly with means
for providing high temperatures, short reaction times, and

quick cooling. The electric arc, electrically heated elements

in the gas stream, flames in the gas stream, addition of

oxygen to the gas, as well as the external heating of a tube

through which the gas flows rapidly have been described.

Aromatic Oils and Diolefines.

At temperatures of 600-1,200 C. or more and at

atmospheric or somewhat higher pressures, pyrolysis of

any of the gaseous hydrocarbons produces benzene,

toluene, and aromatic tar, provided the reaction is pro-

longed considerably beyond the time required for primary

decomposition.

Frey and Hepp [10, 1932] studied the pyrolysis of pro-

pane, butane, and other gaseous hydrocarbons with special

attention to the time factor. Butane (89% /f-bitaae> 11%
iso-butane) was pyrolysed at 850 C. aad atoaspheric
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pressure. In 0-09 sec. nearly all the butane was destroyed.

Qkfees of lower molecular weight, ethane, methaae, and

hydrogen, were produced. At this moderate pressure the

velocity of pdyriierization is comparatively low and
t
a

maximum concentration of simple okfiaes was obtained.

On prolonging the reaction to 3-9 sec. over 40 times the

reaction time required for decomposition to a maximum
content of gaseous oiefoes the maximum conversion into

benzeoe and toluene was obtained. During the early part

of the oil-forming stage of the pyrolysis propykne and

botyleoe were destroyed, while ethylene disappeared

gradually as oils were formed. Ethylene is consequently

the olefee diiefly responsible for oil formation under these

conditions.

Diokfeies were formed in low concentration during the

c4I-forming stage of the reaction, but decreased as the

aromatics approached a maximum. The diole&ies are

generated from the olefines in the gas, and in turn are

polymerized into aromatics. The pyrolysis was carried

far enough to degrade the aromatics. Tar increased in

amount with protracted heating, and diolefines and toluene

were destroyed, leaving the more stable benzene. Carbon

formation became rapid when tar of high molecular weight

had been formed in large amount. Carbon formation in

pyrolysis is nearly always due to decomposition of high

molecular weight polymers of aromatic structure. Table II

illustrates the course of the pyrolysis.

TABLE II

Composition of Volatile Oilsfrom Butam at 850 C.

POLYMERIZATION

the 1,3 type. Butadiene, 1,3-pentadiene, isoprene, 1,4-

pentadiene, cyclopentadiene, methylcyclopentadiene, and

fulvenes were isolated. Of the mono-olefines, only iso-

butylene and trimethylethylene were present in significant

amount. All these have in common the absence of the

C C C structure, except 1,4-pentadiene, and to this

their thermal stability can be ascribed.

The sequence of reactions can be represented as follows:

Butane -> olefines -> diolefines

-> benzene and toluene -> tar.

The formation of benzene has been ascribed to the union

of butadiene with ethylene C2H4+C4He -> C6H6+H2, but

the identity of intermediate molecules formed in the

synthesis of aromatics is obscure. The experiments of

Frolich [56, 1931] support such an explanation. A mixture

of butadiene and ethylene was pyrolysed* and benzene

produced. A hydrocarbon with the formula C6H8 was

identified which may have been an intermediate in the

formation of benzene.

The heat of reaction throughout the pyrolysis was com-

puted from the analyses of the products and their known
heats of formation. The decomposition to olefines is

strongly endothermic, but the subsequent oil-forming stage

of the reaction is somewhat exothermic. In large-scale

experiments butane was cracked in a tube coil to a maxi-

mum olefine content and passed into an insulated reaction

chamber wherein the oil-forming reactions took place with

a temperature rise of as much as 100 C.

While the temperature level of pyrolysis influences the

products obtained, the pyrolysis may often be made to

yield a given result over a rather wide temperature range

if the same extent of reaction is obtained by decreasing

the time to compensate an increase in temperature. The

range is particularly wide for the production of aromatics.

Butane and propane were converted into aromatic oils

in virtually constant yield at from 700 to 1,500 C. with

appropriate reaction times ranging from 240 to 0*012 sec.

At acetylene-forming temperatures of 1,200 C. and higher,

aromatics are produced by prolonging the reaction to

allow acetylene and ethylene polymerization to take place,

and, at the other extreme, a protracted polymerization of

olefines will yield aromatics at 500 C.

Pyrolysis of Methane

While methane is the simplest and most abundant of

the gaseous hydrocarbons, its thermal stability is so great

that its pyrolysis largely involves the secondary reactions

which have been discussed. Decomposition is extremely
slow below 900 C. Early investigators found only carbon

and hydrogen to result from methane pyrolysis, but recent

investigations show carbon to be the end product ofa series

of rapid reactions 'which follow closely the primary

decomposition. By heating methane to 1,700C. by a

carbon filament in a glass bulb surrounded by liquid

oxygen to condense the products, Storch [60, 1932] has

found ethane and hydrogen to be formed almost exclu-

sively. Kassel [34, 1932] suggested the reaction mechanism

CH4 -*CH +H2

The complexity of the reactions is brought out by the

vairiety of diokfoes formed, nearly all of \frhich were of

The formation ofCHS radicals which unite to form ethane

has also been suggested*

By passing methane rapidly through a heated tube at

950-1,250 C. ethylene predominates when decomposition
is limited, but is accompanied by increasing amounts of
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products. Finely divided nkkd is the most active of these

catalysts and has been found to convert propane into
carbon and methane at 200 C. [14, 1928].

Paraffins (exeepl methane) can be detiydrogeaated to the

cofTespofidiog oiefines and hydrogen according to the
reaction

acetylene when heating is more protracted, indicating a

sequence of reactions

C2H. -> C 2H t 4-H a -* QHa+2H2 .

As reaction is further prolonged, light aromatic oils and
tar are formed as rapidly as ethylene and acetylene are

generated, the concentration of ethylene plus acetylene

reaching only 3-8% by volume at atmospheric pressure
and 1,200 C. [57, 1931]. Carbon began to form rapidly,

presumably from the tar, by the time 27% of the methane
was decomposed with a reaction time of 0-2 sec., and a
maximum of 6% by weight of light oils was developed.
Both higher temperatures and lower pressures favour

the development of higher concentrations of acetylene,
while increased pressure decreases the formation of hydro-
carbon products. Dilution with hydrogen or carbon
dioxide as well as reduced pressure increase acetylene
formation and, to preserve the acetylene formed, rapid
cooling from the reaction temperature is necessary.

Pyrolysis under Pressure

Pyrolysis of gaseous hydrocarbons at low pressures
and temperatures much below 600 C. has received a
limited amount of attention because of the inconveniently

long reaction times required to carry pyrolysis past the

primary stages. At high pressures, however, the polymeriza-
tion of olefines is accelerated and rapid reaction even below
400 C. may be obtained. Ethylene, propylene, and the

butylenes polymerize, ethylene somewhat more readily than
the others, to form polymers which, in the initial stages, may
be largely normally liquid mono-olefines of low molecular

weight. As the reaction continues, polymers of higher
molecular weight make their appearance, and finally tar.

The liquid products of an extensive conversion contain

paraffins, olefines, naphthenes, and also aromatics.

The pyrolysis of gaseous paraffins, particularly propane
and the butanes, under pressure leads to the formation of

hydrocarbons of higher molecular weight resembling the

polymers from olefines. The primary dissociation into

simpler paraffins and olefines proceeds in much the same
way as at low pressures. However, the olefines are generated
at a high partial pressure before primary decomposition is

very extensive and their polymerization begins, the crack-

ing and polymerizing then proceeding concurrently. As
reaction proceeds, tar formation sets in and finally carbon
is produced, while the decomposition of the original

paraffin may be far from complete. Butane and propane
may be converted into volatile normally liquid hydro-

carbons, largely non-aromatic, by pyrolysing under pres-
sures of 100 atm. or more, lower hydrocarbons, chiefly

methane and ethane, being produced at the same time.

Catalytic Conversion

The use of catalytic materials for effecting pyrolytic

reactions has been extensively investigated, but in many
cases the part played by the catalyst is dfficult to distin-

guish, though it has been shown that many metals, non-

metals, oxides, and salts exert catalytic action. A few cases

may be singled out in which the course taken by the pyro-
lysis is definitely due to the catalyst.

The gaseous paraffins and olefines in the presence of

nickel, cobalt, and iron are converted into carbon and

hydrogen, and when the reaction temperature is not too

high methane is also formed from any of the higher hydro-
carbons. Hydrocarbons formed intermediately in the

course of the reaction are rapidly degraded to these end

by chromium oxkle gel, activated charcoal, zinc chromium
alloy, and certain other catalysts. By means of chromium
oxide catalyst, ethane, propane, /*-butane, and iso-butane
have been dehydrogenated at atmospheric pressure and
350 C. and above to produce the corresponding olefines

plus hydrogen with little interference from side reaction,
/i-btitane producing all three of the isomeric butenes [13,

1928J. Below this temperature little dissociation is thermo-

dynamically possible, but equilibrium for the hydro-
genation-dehydrogenation reaction may be attained at

350-450 C. At 400' C. and atnK>spheric pressure ethane,

propane, /z-butane, and iso-butane are dehydrogenated at

equilibrium to the extent of 1 -2, 4-5, 8-5, and 9-5 % respec-
tively. The dissociation increases with temperature.
The catalytic decomposition of paraffins with fracture of

the carbon chain to produce olefines and paraffins of lower
molecular weight appears to be brought about by many
substances, notably aluminium oxide and aluminium
chloride, but concurrent homogeneous reaction has usually
made it difficult to determine what role to ascribe to the

catalyst, Aluminium oxide also effects rearrangement of
olefines.

Olefines can be induced to polymerize by means of cata-

lysts at very low temperatures. Aluminium chloride, boron
fluoride, and fuller's earth bring about polymerization of

propylene and the butylenes at ordinary temperatures and
below. Polymers of high molecular weight are formed
and synthetic lubricating oils may be produced. Under
suitable conditions low molecular weight polymers of

gasoline boiling-range may be the chief products. At
250-300 C. phosphoric acid catalyst [29, 1935] and
anhydrous silica impregnated with alumina [17, 1933] pro-
duce polymers boiling in the gasoline range. The simple
union of 2, 3, and more olefine molecules has been
shown to predominate in some cases, but this is not

always the only reaction taking place. Polymer molecules
of intermediate molecular weight may also result. In the

polymerization of propylene by silica impregnated with

alumina, Gayer [17,1933] has reported the formation of 5,

7, and 8 carbon-atom molecules as well as those of 6 and 9
which represent the dimer and trimer of propylene.

Dissociation of olefines into okfines of lower molecular

weight has been effected catalytically. Di-iso-butylene was
dissociated into iso-butylene by fuller's earth at 300 C.

[35, 1930], and with a catalyst of this type the equilibrium
for the reaction iso-butylene ^ di-iso-butylene can be

approached from both sides.

At the present time the use of catalysts in pyrolytic
reactions is under active investigation, and a clearer under-

standing of the catalytic conversion of hydrocarbons can
be expected to result.

Paraffin-Olefine Union

The direct union of olefines with paraffins to produce
paraffins of higher molecular weight has been eflfoctec! cata-

lytically as well as thermally. The union of iso-butane and
iso-butyfene, for example, has been eflected by a catalyst

consisting ofboron fluoride and nickel, water being present.
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Aluminium chloride is also an effective catalyst. The
reaction takes place at elevated pressures in the absence of

a catalyst and occurs extensively in the thermal conversion

under pressure of propane and butane into higher boiling

hydrocarbons, the okfines formed by pyrolysis uniting with

unreacted paraffin.

Applications of Pyrolysis

Up to the time of the World War there was littk incen-

tive for apf>lying industrially the pyrolysis of gaseous

hydrocarbon. Hie war created a demand for benzene and

toluene wycfa brought about a study of their production

by pyrotysis of oils as well as hydrocarbon gases. Interest

m foesiaeoe and toluene declined with the termination of the

War, but the manufacture of chemkal derivatives from

hydrocarbon gases received an impetus from chemical

warfare activities and has developed into an important and
diversified industry. Alcohols, ethers, acids, esters, resins,

rubber-like materials, and many other products are made
from light unsaturated hydrocarbons, sometimes produced
by gas pyrolysis. Carbon black, hydrogen, and benzol are

produced directly by pyrolysis.

During the past decade gas pyrolysis has engaged the

interest ofthe petroleum industry, and developments within

the industry have stimulated research of a fundamental

type; improved experimental technique has been brought
to bear, and as a result a more intimate understanding of
the chemistry of pyrolysis has developed. Of chief interest

to the industry is the conversion of gases into gasoline and

lubricating oils. Refinery gases have been produced in

increasing amount with a more extensive use ofoO cracking,
and craddng-stiM gases together with natural gas constitute

a raw material for conversion into gasoline.

Gasoline

Methane is the most abundant of the gaseous hydro-
carbons, but it is difficult to pyrolyse, and the higher

paraffins and olefines have received most attention in the

United States as a potential source of gasoline. The con-
version of methane has been studied extensively in Europe.
By pyrolysis a conversion into acetylene and ethylene can
be effected which may be subsequently polymerized into

gasoline with the aid of a catalyst. By interaction with

steam, methane may be converted into oxides of carbon
and hydrogen which can be converted catalytkally by the

method of Fischer and Tropsch into liquid and solid

hydrocarbons [7, 1926].

The ole&es lend themselves most readily to conversion
into gasoline because they polymerize directly under heat
and pressure into normally liquid hydrocarbons boiling in

the gasoline range. Pressures in excess of 500 Ib. per sq. in.

are ijsmly recouHneoded. Wagner [66, 1935] converts

okfiije-containing gases resulting from oil cracking by
passing the gases unto: pressure through a tube coil in
which the temperature is raised, then passing the gases
through a reaction chamber in which polymerization takes

place. Heat is evolved and the reaction is controHed by
extracting heat within the reaction chamber housing. After
the reaction the gasoline is separated from the effluents

by fractiomtion and unconverted olofines may be returned
to the tube coil. Gasoline yields of 2*9 and 8-1 g.pjn.
(gallons per thousand cubic feet) are reported for gases
containing 45 and 69 vol. % olefines. Many other process
modifications have been described for conducting the

polyiBesiizatkm. The reaction may be conducted in two

or more steps with intermediate separation of polymers

[8, 1932; 46, 1933-5], the reaction heat may be extracted

by indirect heat exchange [46, 1933-5, 68, 1934], or heat

extraction may be avoided by a suitably low inlet tempera-
ture of the hydrocarbons entering the reaction zone [8,

1932].

With the aid of catalysts polymerization may be brought
about at a lower temperature and pressure. Ipatieff and

Egloff [29, 1935] use a solid phosphoric acid catalyst for

producing gasoline from cracking-still gases. A tempera-
ture of 245 C. (473 F.) and a pressure of 160 Ib. per sq.

in. are used. Polymer yields of 3-8 and 8-4 g.p.m. were

obtained from two gases whose propylene plus butylene

content was 27 and 37-5 vol. % respectively: 80-90 % of

the polymer boiled in the gasoline range. Many catalysts

for the reaction have been mentioned in patent literature.

Yields ofgasoline from the polymerization of olefines are

high. The gasoline formed, after treating, is satisfactory

with respect to gum formation and colour and has a high-

blending octane number when incorporated in an average

refinery gasoline.

The paraffin hydrocarbons, ethane, propane, and the

butanes, have been converted into gasoline by pyrolysing
to produce simple olefines which may then be polymerized
to gasoline.

The conversion may be effected in a single reaction step

by heating to a cracking temperature at an elevated pres-

sure. Youker [72, 1931] employs a pressure above 500 Ib.

per sq. in. The effluents from the reaction are subjected to

fractional distillation. Gasoline is separated from the pro-

ducts, light gases are released, and normally gaseous hydro-
carbons of intermediate molecular weight are returned to

the reaction step. Gasoline yields of 50% by weight may
be obtained from butane with such recycling.

The decomposing and polymerizing steps may be con-

ducted separately under conditions appropriate for each

and a catalyst may be used in either step. Many modifica-

tions of a process of this type have been described.

To obtain high yields of simple olefines, the decomposing
step is preferably conducted at a high temperature and low

pressure. Sullivan et al [62, 1934] crack hydrocarbon gases,

other than methane, at temperatures of 760-870 C.

(1,400-1,598 F.) and pressures under 200 Ib. per sq. in.

Wagner [68, 1934] prefers to crack natural gas at 1,250-

1,350 F. and 30 Ib. per sq. in., separating therefrom aro-

matic oils formed, and then polymerizing in a tube coil at

500-950 F. and 1,000 Ib. per sq. in. pressure. Gasoline

yields of 50% or more of the propane-butane fraction of

natural gas are obtained.

Hydrogen is produced in the cracking step, and may
cause a reduction in gasoline yield in subsequent pressure

polymerizing. Frolich removes the hydrogen by causing
it to reduce copper oxide [15, 1932]. A gasoline yield of
4-26 g.p.m. was obtained from propane by cracking at

800 C, adding 15% oxygen and passing over copper at

400 C. to remove hydrogen, and polymerizing at 525 C.

and 600 Ib. per sq. in. The yield ofgasoline can be increased

by using for the decomposition step a catalyst which effects

ddbydrogenation for converting paraffins into olefines,

thereby decreasing the amount of hydrocarbon which is

lost hi the form of methane and ethane hi simple Tin-

catalysed cracking [16, 1934]. By separating the products
of cracking and polymerizing into several fractions, those

rich in olefines and in paraffins can be led to the polymeriz-
ing and cracking operations respectively [46, 1933-5],

Olefines produced by cracking paraffins may be concen-
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trated prior to the polymerizing step. Reid [49, 1933]
eliminates hydrogen, methane, and undesirable higjb-

boiling compounds by fractional distillation. Hummer
[46, 1933-5] prepares a high okfine charging stock by
selectively extracting the olefines at 500-3,000 Ib, per sq. in.

with the polymer liquid formed in the process.
Since the conversion of gaseous hydrocarbons into

gasoline involves synthesis reactions and the hydrocarbons
which may form the starting-point are limited in number,
it is possible to synthesize or build up a variety of motor
fuels of special characteristics. Iso-octane is an interesting

example. It is particularly suitable for use under the condi-

tions existing in an aviation engine and gives a high power
output in an engine of suitable design [71, 1935]. It can be

prepared by polymerizing iso-butylene, which occurs in

cracking-still gases, to di-iso-butylene and hydrogeuating
the latter to the corresponding paraffin, 2,2,4-trimethyl-

pentane or iso-octane. Iso-octane is being manufactured
for aviation use at the present time. By hydrogenating

polymer gasoline motor fuels of paraffinic characteristics

and high anti-knock rating can be produced.

Olefines and Diolefines.

As a starting-point for the preparation of chemical
derivatives the olefines, particularly ethykne, have been of
first importance. Cracking-still gases constitute a source

of olefines, and ethane, propane, and the butanes can be

pyrolysed to produce olefines under conditions which have
been described. Brooks [1, 1928] has stated that *The

cracking of butane is carried out industrially for the pro-
duction of ethylene and propylene, which are used for the

manufacture of somewhat more than 30 tons per day of
thecorresponding gjycolsand related compounds '. Both the

use of catalysts to produce olefines from paraffins and the

use of favourable conditions for the non-catalytic pyrolysis
have been considered. Propane and butane yield chiefly

ethylene when cracking is sumciently drastic to decompose
most of the higher olefines initially formed. BafBes which

improve turbulence in the heating tube increase the conver-

sion [3, 1933-4]. For the surfaces in contact with the gas,

silicon, chromium, high chromium alloy, tin, copper, and
other materials have been recommended to minimize car-

bon formation due to catalytic action.

Olefines can be produced in a concentrated state from the

products of cracking by selective absorption, fractional

distillation, or through the formation of dissociable chemi-

cal complexes. Chemical methods of purification can be
used. Ethylenehas been concentratedby selectiveremovalof

the higher olefines with sulphuric acid of suitable strength,

and sulphuric acid has been used to remove iso-butykoe
from a butylene mixture. Diolefines can be removed by

reaction with cuprous chloride, sulphur dioxide, and other

reagents.

Dioleftnes can be converted into rubber-like or resinous

polymers. Their production by hydrocarbon pyrolysis
calls for the use of coaditiom somewhat less drastic tlmn
those accessary for the optimum conversion into aromatks,
and low pressures which discourage their polymerization
have been racofnmeixkd. Both chemical and physical
methods ofconcentrating and purifyingdiokfines havebeen
described.

Benzene and Toloeoe.

Hie simpk pyrolysis of gases at atmospheric and some-
what higher pressures to produce benzene and toluene

represents the most direct type of conversion, and nearly
all processes proposed are essentially various ways of

conducting this pyrolysis which has been previously de-

scribed. The yield of benzene and toluene increases with
molecular weight of the paraffin converted, methane yield-

ing about 0-30 gaL per thousand cubic feet, and butane
about 3-0 by a once-through pyrolytic treatment Methane

requires temperature somewhat above 950 C, and the

Mgfoer paraffins and theoldfines 700 to950 C
,fpr optimum

conversion. The weight per cent yields obtainable from
the olefines are somewhat greater than those from butane.

Aromatic tar is always produced at the same time, usually
in quantity of 50% or more of the light oils. Toluene

accompanied by low molecular weight polymers may be

produced by pressure polymerization at 700 C. [66, 19351
The pyrolysis applied to gaseous hydrocarbons not pre-

dominantly methane may be carrried out in a tube coil

[47, 1930]. The gas may be heated and subsequently

pyrolysed in externally heated tubes [4, 1927, 1931-2,

1934]. Preheated gases or products of combustion may be
mixed with the gas prior to conversion to supply heat [19,

1932; 20, 19321 Steam may be added [30, 1934k Tlie gas

may be decomposed to a maximum unsaturateds content

and passed into an unfaeated reaction chamber wberein the

oil-forming reactions take place [9, 19321. The pyrolysis

may be conducted intermittently by alternately heating
a refractory-filled chamber by products of combustion and

passing through the chamber the gas to be pyrolysed [48,

1930]. The now rate of the gas may be reduced as the

temperature falls during the cracking cycle.

Hydrogen decreases the yield of oils and may be removed
from pyrolysed gases prior to further thermal treatment

[69, 1928], The yield may also be increased by pyrolysmg
in two or more stages, separating oUs after each stage [42,

1932]. Gaseous olefines produced with the aromatic oils

may be recycled. Tlie use of many catalytic materials has

been proposed. Their effectiveness is necessarily limited

when carbon deposition takes place.
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PYROLYSIS OF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS
By D. A. HOWES, D.Sc., MJMtP.T.

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Ltd.

As a preliminary to the detailed consideration ofthe various

pyrolysis and polymerization processes now in operation or
in a stage of advanced development, it is necessary to con-

sider the chemistry of the reactions involved. Compifc-
hensive reviews on this subject are available, such as those

prepared by Lomax, Dunstan, and Thole [42, 1917} which
covers the work published between 1809 and 1915, and by
Egk>ff, Schaad, and Lowry [13, 1930-1], which deals with

information made available over the same period and up to

1930. Further more recent reviews have been presented by
Egloff and Wilson [14, 1935], Dunstan [9, 1936], Lawrence

[38, 1935], Hague and Wheeler [24, 1929], and Travers

[72, 1935].

The earlier investigations were very incomplete, whereas

recently considerable work has been carried out in much
detail There were many early investigators [49, 1792-1 91 5]
who were hampered by the lack of equipment which is at

the disposal of the chemist of to-day, particularly analytical

fractionating columns, improved analytical apparatus, and
new materials for apparatus, by means of which it is now
possible to obtain more complete data. In considering the

reported results, more consideration must be given to those

completed in the last few years, because of the more accu-

rate nature of the work involved.

Much confusion has been caused in this field of scientific

investigation by the publication of many apparently con-

tradictory results, the error in which lay in a lack of com-

plete understanding of the interdependence of the large

number of variables involved. One of the most difficult

features in making a critical study is the correlation of

data under different reaction temperatures and different

contact times. The effect of time of reaction is largely re-

sponsible not only for the observed extent of decomposi-

tion, but also for the character of the products obtained.

Unfortunately, this fact was not realized as being of more
than minor importance until a few years ago. In the ther-

mal reactions of gaseous hydrocarbons it appears to be a

fact that they are all unstable with respect to their elements.

Although the ultimate products of decomposition are in

each case carbon and hydrogen, it is the mechanism of the

reactions involved which is oftheoretical interest, whereby,
as the reaction progresses, many more stable products are

continuously being formed from less stable ones. Since

each investigator has been interested in, at most, only a

few of the particular stages of this process, contradictory
results have been obtained because of the large number of

variables involved. It is therefore necessary, in correlating

the results of various investigators, to pay fbll attention to

the effects of such variables.

The Thermal Reactions of the Gaseous Paraffins

The differences in behaviour of the individual paraffin

hydrocarbons towards heat have been studied to some

degree, but not intensively. Hague and Wheeler [24, 1929]

found that among the normal members of the series, from
methane to hexane, the stability decreased with increasing

molecular weight, and gave the following decomposition

temperatures as obtained in static experiments in electri-

cally heated siUca bulbs at atmospferic pressure, and as

indicated by the first evidence of pressure increase:

Mcdiaae .... 683C.
Ettiaue .... 485 s

C.

Propane .... 460*C
it-Butane .... 435 C.

Bone and Coward [4, 19G8] also found that methane is

more stable than ethane, wfcak FraiKis [17, 1928] con-

cluded, on thenBodyimixiic
and the higher oiefiaes have any thennodynamic stability

whatever, aiid above 260 C, methane is the only stable

hydrocarbon*. Similarly it has been calculated, on the basts

of the Nernst heat theoran, that methane should be the

most stable of the paraffin series [76, 1907].

Methane.

Since methane is the simplest of the paraffin hydrocar-
bons and the erne which is available commercially in largest

amount, it is not surprising that the thermal reactions of
this hydrocarbon have been the subject of more thorough
study than Ms the breakdown of any otter member of the

paraffin series. On the other hand, due to the relative

stability of methane and the high temperatures necessary
for its degradation, very little advance has been made com-

mercially in the production of liquid hydrocarbons from
methane by pyrolysis processes.

The temperature at which methane starts to decompose
00 heating varies with the experimental cooditioes. In con-
tact with substances possessing ittie or no catalytic action,

methane has been reported to undergo change at between
650 and 700 C Catalysts imitedly reduce this tempera-
ture. In the presence of palladium, decoiijposltioo occurs

at 250 C., with nickel at 320 C., and with iron at 350 C.
Hie decomposition of methane into carbon and hydro-

gen is an equilibrium reaction, 90% conversion being
realized at 750 C and 50% conversion at 525 C Except
in the presence of catalysts which favour this decomposi-
tion to the dements, however, breakdown is accompanied
by the formation of hydrocarbons of higher molecular

weight. These products include ethane and the olefiaespro-

pyleoe and ethyloae, along with butadiene and acetylene.

By careful regulation of the conditions of pyrolysis Le.

temperature, catalysts, time ofheating, &c. smaE amounts
of aromatic hydrocarbom are also produced, such as

benzene, toluene, xytene, naphthalene, and anthracene,

The present considerations of the thermal reactions of
methane may be divided into two points:

(a) StiKJiesofthemethaiie-c^^

and investigations carried out on the prodmotkm f

carbon and hydrogen.

(b)

both gaseous and liquid.

Hie Methane EqnilibritmL The decomposition of

methane into its demmts according to the equation

^ C4-2H,

is a reversible, true equilibrium reaction. This was fesl

demonstrated by Mayer and AHamyer |46, 1907, 19091
who investigated the equilibrium from both directions at
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atmospheric pressure and at varying temperatures, with

nickel, cobalt, and iron as catalysts. Their equilibrium

values were as follows:

TABLE!

Methane Equilibrium (Mayer and Altmayer)

This reaction, being ^idothearmk, is favoured by the use

of high temperatures.

During 1910-12 Pring and Fairfie [56] investigated the

synthesis of methane from its elements and found that the

velocity of formation of methane increased at elevated

pressures when carbon was used in a compact state,

cither with or without a catalyst, and that equilibrium

conditions wane reached ia about 2 hours at 1,200-1,300 C.

under 30-50 atm, pressure. All experiments at 10-200 atm.

gave the same vafees for the equilibrium constant at the

same temperature, when the same modification of carbon

wasused. At atmospheric pressure the amount of methane
m equilibrium with hydrogeai and graphite was 0-24% at

1,200 C and 0-07% at 1,500 C. For amorphous carbon
4
metastable equilibrium* values of 0-36% methane at

1,200 C and 0-21 % at 1 ,500 C were obtained, but these

were less definite tfafl those for graphite due to the gradual

change of amorphous carbon to graphite at the tempera-
tures employed*

Cantelo [5, 1924] investigated the methane equilibrium
in 1924-6 along lines previously employed by Mayer and

Altaayer, Using the Nerast approximation formula, Can-
telo calculated the equilibrium constant, Kp, and the

eqiaHbriim coiKentratioes of hydrogen and methane, and
obtained the following figures.

Methane Equilibrium. Calculated Values ofEquilibrium
Constant ami Equilibrium Concentrations (Cantelo)

Cantelo failed to realize these values experimentally.
About the same time 0924), Saunders [61] developed the

following equations far the methane equilibrium from the
Nernst heat theosrem, and deijaoostrated that the results cal-

culated from these equations agreed with the experimental
data of Mayo: and Altaayer, and of Pring and Fairlie.

-
1

(For amorphous carbon.)

2, logX9

The dissociation equilibrium of methane at atmospheric

pressure and at temperatures between 480 and 680 C. was
examined by Scheffer, Dokkum, and Al [63, 1926], by circu-

lating methane and hydrogen separately through a heated

porcelain tube containing a layer of asbestos impregnated
with nickel and covered with active carbon by a prelimi-

nary decomposition of methane or ethylene. The results

obtained, when plotted, did not conform to the equation

developed by Scheffer [62, 1913, 1916], and indicated, not

only the expected dissociation, but also a second equili-

brium previously unknown. The Scheffer equation is

, log*, = -+*;
hi which A' represents heat of reaction, and B* is a constant

nearly equal to the entropy at unit partial pressure. Schef-

fer postulated that the second equilibrium involved the

formation of a nickel carbide capable of combining with

hydrogen to produce methane. They thus assumed two
simultaneous reactions:

C4-2Ha
= CH4 -i- 18-8 cal. (constant pressure)

and NiC-f2Hs
= jcNi+CH4+ 11-4 cal. (constant pressure).

Experimental data supporting these equations were sum-
marized by the equations:

1. Methane equilibrium: logJ^ = 4-924.

2492
2. Carbide equilibrium: logKv = 2*589.

Nickel carbide was found to be stable up to 420 C. On the

basis of these equations, calculation of the degree of disso-

ciation of methane at atmospheric pressure in the presence
ofnickel gave the values reproduced in Table HI. Methane

decomposition hi the presence of iron was studied by
Schenck, Krageloh, Eisenstecken, and Klas [64, 1926-7] at

temperatures ranging from 300 to 900 C., and the follow-

ing reactions investigated :

(1) CH4
= C+2H2

(2) CH4+3Fe = Fe3C-f2H3

TABLEm
Methane Equilibrium in the Presence ofNickel

(Scheffer, Dokkum, andAl)

C+2H2 ^ CH4

Concentrations calculatedfrom equations for Kp

*
Extrapolated value.

(For graphite.)

To facilitate reaction the iron was deposited on porous
pieces of pumice. The iron carbide was prepared by the
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action of methane on iron at 700 C. The progress of the

reactions was followed by measurement of pressure dif-

ference developed in the reaction tube at different tem-

peratures. In the presence ofiron at 302 C. no methane was

decomposed. At 350 C. about 1 % by volume of methane
was decomposed, and iron carbide could be detected;
at 445 C. the decomposition amounted to about 44% by
volume. The fact that the same proportions of hydrogen
and methane were obtained by passing pure hydrogen over

iron carbide, as were formed when methane was passed
over iron, proved the existence ofa true equilibrium in the

second reaction. The percentages ofmethara decomposed,
according to these two reactions, are included in the data

dac^ Carbon
carried oat wife tee Pttoe <^ect of pro-
i Hydrogen from Methase, Because of the

small yields of carbon black, imially not over 2 Ib. per 1,000
cu. ft, obtained in the usual method ofmanufacture by the

incomplete combustion of natural gas, investigators have
studied the thermal deccnn^positionof thdsgas,aiidof ptire

methane, in the topes of getting iiiaieasedyiel&ofcaiixto.
At the same time the great increase in recent years in the

demand for hydrogen, due to the success achieved in the

high-pressure synthesis of ammonia and methanoi and in

the destructive hydrogenation of coal and oils, has been
a further incentive to study the decomposition of methane
into its elements.

900

w-

FIG. I. Methane equilibria in the presence of cobal, iron, and nickeL

given in Fig. 1. Schenck, Krageloh, and Eisenstecken [65,

1927] investigated the methane-hydrogen equilibrium in

the presence of cobalt over the temperature range 310 to

740 C. Atlow temperaturesasecondaryequilibrium involv-

ing cobalt carbide was found, but above 680 C. this reac-

tion was no longer encountered. The data obtained are

plotted in Fig. 1.

In the absence of catalysts some investigators have found
the methane equilibrium difficult, if not impossible, to

obtain. Holliday and Exell [25, 1929] observed that the

decomposition of methane in silica and porcelain bulbs at

temperatures between 900 and 1,200 C. is at first rapid, but

later becomes so strongly retarded that, for all practical

purposes, a condition of false equilibrium, far removed

from the theoretical, is set up. These workers suggested

that the retardation of the decomposition of rnethane 'is

almost certainly due to the preferential absorption of

methane by silica, which finally protects the surface so

efficiently that further decomposition of methane is practi-

cally prevented'. At 900 C., in the presence of a nickd

catalyst, no retardation took place. Only 3% of methane

remained after 18 minutes' heating, showing that under

these conditions equilibrium was rapidly approached.
In Fig, 2 are summarized the values for the methane

equilibrium obtained by the various workers mentioned

above. Hie agreement is seen to be good.

With regard to carbon production, it is theoretically

possible to produce from methane 75% by weight of

carbon, or 31-6 Ib. per 1,000 cu. ft. (measured at N.T.P.),

but these yields are not obtained in practice, due to sick

reactions leading to the production ofhigher hydrocarbons.
Yields as high as 13-5 Ib. per 1,000 cu, ft ofnatural gas have

been reported, while a comnircial process (Thermatomk)
produces 7 Ib. per 1,000 It when handling a natural gas

containing 94% methane. Yield is not the only considera-

tion in this type of process, however, as carbon blades vary

greatly in quality. Higb temperatures, in general, cause the

production of hard, graphitic carbon of low value, while

that produced at low temperatures is far superior. To
lower the temperature of decomposition, as well as to

direct the reaction towards carbon and hydrogen, inslead

of towards the production of higher hydrocarbons, cata-

lysts have been employed in most of the experiraeotal

studies made, a detailed account ofwhich is given by Eglotf

and his associates [13, 1930-2].

The Tbermatomk Process. Undoubtedly, the most im-

portant of the methods developed for makingcarbon blade

by thermal decomposition is the so-called Tfeeoealorac

process [60, 1935], the basic ideas of whicii have been de-

scribed by Brownke^andUhlinger in a secies ofpatatsfM}.
The process consists*in heating a furnace, feed wHfe refrac-

tory brick and filled with cheqiie^^
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an upward blast of natural gas and air, shutting off theair

and allowing the natural gas (admitted from the top at this

stage) to decoiiipQse. Tlie heating and cracking processes

are carried out alternately. Approximately two-think of

tiie total quantity of carbon black produced is formed by

wm&aj*snt against the refractory material, or comes into

contact with it after formation, Such carbon is valueless

cosrimerciaify and is left in the furnace to be consumed in

the next air Mow. It lias been stated [75] that the most

(iesirabk operatirjg temperature for the decomposition

reaction is !,200-1,400 C, and the mixture ofhydrocarbon

and nseteig gases, together with the carbon produced, is
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size to about one-fifth that of 'Thermax'. Typical proper-

ties of these two carbons are as follows [60, 1935]:

'P. 33'

As compared with Cabot's channel black.

too

T6Q

400

500

$00

DC= senseNcx

x =

C/tAHCX gf
*NO*esrfu*-norV

=gAA>7.a

ns
FIG. 2. Tfee methane equilibrium: CH ^ C+2H2 (comparison of observed and calculated values).

Objected to these temperattires for a period of 3-4 sec.

only.
On issuing rapkHy from the fiimace, the rnixtiire ofgases

and carfxm is passed throogh a coofag chamber, where

jest enoii^i water is sprayed amoter-current to the gas
^reain lo cool it to a safe temperature for ffitedng through
doth bags without leaving an excess to wet either the bags
or the carbon. Analyses of the natural gas treated and the

resultant gas have been given as foDows [60, 1935J,

The process has been r^odticing the carbon called
i
Ther-

'
since I9ZL Another brand, called

4

P. 33', which is

todcer and finer than 'Thermax* anH was put on the

market later, is made in the same way as
*Thermax% except

that a portion of the resulting gas is recirculated and acts

asadtoeiitfcTthede<x)mrx)sirigrmturalgas. This dilution

is so effective that it reduces the average particle

The Production of Higher Hydrocarbons from Methane.

It has already been mentioned that, by appropriate choice

of temperature and reaction time conditions, it is possible

to convert methane partly into higher hydrocarbons rang-

ing from ethane to naphthalene and anthracene. Among
the gaseous hydrocarbons formed are the olefines ethy-

lene and propylene, and also butadiene. Acetylene is also

an important reaction product, but this is formed mainly

at high temperatures such as those existing in the electric

arc.

In a pumber of publications which appeared during the

period I $62-9 Berthelot [2] reported that decomposition of

methane in sealed glass tubes yielded propylene, benzene,

and naphthalene, although most of the methane remained

undecomposed. In 1892 Lewes [41] observed the formation

of acetylene, some benzene, and other unsaturated hydro-
carbons from methane by heating in a platinum tube at

1 ,000 C, and concluded,with Berthelot Qoc. cit.), that ben-

zene was formed by the polymerization of acetylene.

During the last few years the investigation of the conver-

sion of methane into higher hydrocarbons, particularly
aromatic hydrocarbons, has been particularly active.

Studies have been made independently in England, United

States, and Germany.
In 1927 Williamson [83, 1928] mentioned that valuable
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liquid hydrocarbons, particularly benzene, were being pro-

duced in a semi-commercial plant of tfoe AngJo-Iraoian Oil

Company, and mentioned yields of0-22 imp. gal. ofbenzene

perl,000cm.ftofgas<x)ntaining80%metiine. Atthesame
time Fischer [16, 1928] was also investigating the produc-
tion ofhigher hydrocarbons from methane in an endeavour

to increase the small yields reported by previous workers.

Experiments in 16-mm. diameter porcelain tubes at tem-

peratures between 900 and 1,150 C. on a gas containing
93% methane and 1 -8% higher hydrocarbons showed that,

under these conditions, heavier gaseous hydrocarbons and
oils could be produced in small yield if the time of reaction

was sufficiently low to prevent the formation ofcarbon and

hydrogen. Fischer also used quartz capillary heating tubes

of 3 mm. I.D., and he proved that at 1,130 C. quartz does

not accelerate the decomposition of methane into its

elements. With these tubes the yield of light oil and tar

reached 12% by weight of the methane treated.

With the intention of keeping the reaction temperature
as low as possible and so reduce carbon production,
Fischer also investigated the influence of diffo?ent catalysts.

Hun iron and molybdenum wires within small porcelain
tubes had no effect. Caustic soda in an iron boat in the

reaction tube at 1,000 C. produced a gas containing 56%
hydrogen, and large quantities of carbon were found, but

no oil or tar. If the methane was diluted with carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide, or nitrogen, the temperature

required for the same degree of decomposition was higher
than that necessary when the undiluted methane was used.

Fischer examined the oils formed from methane in some
detail and found that the fraction of the light oil boiling up
to 55 C. (7-8%) consisted mainly of unsaturated hydro-
carbons. A second fraction, b.p. 55-85 C, was largely ben-

zene, while toluene, xylenes, naphthalene, and anthracene

were identified in the higher boiling fractions. The treated

gas contained acetylene besides hydrogen and unreacted

methane.

According to Fischer, his experiments 'confirmed the

supposition that for the production of higher hydro-
carbons by the thermal decomposition of methane, the

duration of the heating is of just as great importance as

the temperature. If the duration of heating exceeds 60

seconds, there is usually time enough to separate all the

hydrogen from the methane molecule/ Fischer also found

that the use ofcatalysts is not desirable ifcarbon deposition
is to be prevented.
Wheeler [79, 1928] claimed priority over Fischer in the

production ofhigher hydrocarbons, particularly aromatks,

by the thermal treatment of methane.
Static experiments hi which methane initially at 400 mm,

pressure was heated at various temperatures in a small

quartz bulb showed that the initial decomposition point of

the gas was between 650 and 685 C. Pressure changes in

the reaction bulb at 700, 800, and 900, indicated an ab-

normally rapid rate of decomposition during the first 10

minutes, followed by a period ofnearly constant speed.

Experiments in which methane was circulated in a

closed system through a glass tube at 900 and 950 C. and

the course of decomposition followed by pressure changes,

gave time-pressure curves similar to those during the static

experiments. At 950 C. liquid products were formed

during the first few minutes of heating, and later, crystals

of napthalene were deposited in the cooled condensers.

Liquid hydrocarbons were formed during the passage of

methane at rates of 2 to 60 litres per hour through a quartz

tube 130 cm.x3 cm. held at temperatures higher than

875 C, Benzene was an important product of pyroiysis
between 875 and 1,100" C. By bromJnatkm the gaseous

products of combustion at 950 C. were shown to contain

ethykne and butadiene. The liquids of higher boiling-

point contained naphthakne and anthracene. The opti-

mum toBperatee for the production of beazeae was

1,050 C. under the conditions employed. Dilution of the

methane with nitrogen had only a slight effect on the yield

of aromatic hydrocarbons at 1,000 C, but the yields were
decreased by the presence of hydrogen in the gas entering
the reaction tiibe.

Stanley and Nash [68, 1929] have also published valuable

data on the production of higher hydrocarbons from meth-

ane. These investigators found that at any given tempera-
ture tlie proportkJn of methane converted into higher

hydrocarbons increased rapidly to a maximum with in-

creasing gas rate. As the gas rate was further increased

there was a decrease in the production of higher hydro-

carbons, at first rapid and kter more gradual. An increase

in the temperature caused an increase in tlie gas velocity at

which the maximum production of hydrocarboes occurred.

The ratio of the acetyieae/etbykne content of tlie exit gas
increased with increase in gas velocity for a given reaction

temperature, readied a maximum (which appeared to

coincide with the coisditions for the maximum yield of light

oil and tar), and then ckoeased rapidly. Acajmuktkm of

carbon in the reaction tube caused a decrease in the yield of

higher hydrocarbons. The best yields of higher hydrocar-
bons were obtained at 1,150 C., with a heating period of

0-6sec. Under these conditions the ykld of light oil and tar

was 11 % calculated on the methane used, whilst the quan-
tities of acetylene and ethykoe in the reaction gas corre-

sponded with a total cocverakm ofmethane into these gases

of8-8%, Thus the total conversion of methane into higher

hydrocarbons was nearly 20% of the theoretkal, whik only

about 6% ofthe methane was decomposed into its dements.

The yield of light oil was 4-8% or 0-2 gal. per 1 ,000 cu. ft

of methane treated.

Similar results have been obtained by Hague and

Wheeler [24, 19291 Vysoky [77, 1929], and Chamberin and
Bloom [6, 19291.

A detailed account of work carried out by the United

States Bureau of Mines on the production ofmotor fuels by
the pyrolysis of methane has been published by Smith,

Grandone, and Rail [67, 1931].

Mechanism of Higher Hydrocarbon Protection from

Methane by Pyrolysis. Considerable doubt is involved

in definitely establishing whether, in the decomposition of

methane, a hydrogen atom or a hydrogen molecule splits

off in the primary step, and a decision on the exact mechan-

ism of breakdown must await further evidence. Kassd

[35, 1932] has suggested that a mokcuk of hydrogen splits

off, and tr^mediylegae radical formed unites with a methane

mokcuk to give ethane. Hie whokkinetks of the methane

decomposition was accounted for by the further deconiposi-

tion into ethykne, acetylene, carbon, and hydrogen.

Rice

On the other hand, Rice and Doofcy [59, 1934]<^^d
only dimethyl-tellurium in the Pauetii expeonaeals witb

methane at 1,1 50-1,200 C, and ttoeforc fevowtd Hie

primary decomposition into a hydrogen atomand a metfayi
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radical In these experiments atomic hydrogen was not

identified, and Rke concluded therefore that the atomic

hydrogen united with another hydrogen atom on tbe walls

of the reaction bulb, or with a methane molecule to give

molecular hydrogen and a methyl radkai. Assuming a

chain mechanism doe to methyl radicals, Kassel [36, 1935]

has shown by calculation that, with the assumptions made

by Rice, the ccmceiitratioo of the hydrogen atom must be

greater than 104 times the cxjoceaiteti^

and it does not seem possible that such a factor could be

overcome by a wall recombination of atomic hydrogen.

This calculation Is further negative evidence against the

primary decomposition of methane into a methyl radical

and atomic hydrogen. Fiirthermore, since the methylene

radical was not identified over the sam temperature range

in the decomposition ofdiazc^iiethaoe where tbe cx^K^itra-

tioo of methane must be lower than in the decomposition

of methane, and therefore the concentration of methyiene

radicals higher, it does not follow that the methylene should

be identified in the decomposition of methane. At these

Mgb temperatures the rate of reaction ofmethylene radicals

and methane may be so much greater than the rate of

reaction for methylene radicals and tellurium that the latter

does not occur. Whatever the primary mechanism of the

deconapositian of methane may be, ethane, ethylene, and

acetylene are important secondary products.

The mechanism suggested by Kassel accounts satis-

factorly for the results obtained by Storch [69, 1932] on the

diecoo^x^Mioa of mediaiie by caiixm filaments. The latter

observed ethane to be the earliest product of the decom-

positioii. From the decomposition in a carbon filament

lamp krmersed in liquid nitrogen as much as 95% of the

yield of ethane was obtained.
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Ethane,

As already stated, ethane occupies a position between

methane and propane with regard to ease ofthermal break-

down, and in the absence ofcatalysts it starts to decompose
at about 485 C, although the reaction is not appreciable

below 650 C. Until temperatures several hundred degrees

above the initial decomposition temperature are reached,

the major reaction involved is dehydrogenation to ethylene

and hydrogen although reactions resulting in the pro-

duction ofcarbon, methane, acetylene, and amrnatichydro-
carbons take place to small extents,

BertlieJot [2, 1862-1901] considered that ethane on de-

conjpositioe gave either ethykoe and hydrogen, or acety-

kee, methane, and hydrogen as follows:

Hie first cxrapxtensivework was that ofBone and Coward

[4, 1908] who obtained evidence of the reactions

QH. -> QH4 -fHt -+ C4-CH4+H2 .

On continued heating large proportions of methane were

produced, and to explain this Bone and Coward assumed
tae existence of labile residues, =CH, =CH2, and CH3 .

*These residues, which can only have a very fugitive

separate existence, may subsequently either (a) form
HjC^CH, and HC==CH, as the result of encounters with
similar residues, or (b) break down directly into carbon and
hydrogen, or (c) be directly hydrogenised to methane in an
atoospbete already rich in hydrogen.*

It must be noted, however, that the accumulation of
metene and hydrogen in the reaction is to be expected

position of all hydrocarbons should ultimately resolve

itself into the methane equilibrium CH4 -> C+2H2 . At

800 C. and 1 minute heating period, Bone and Coward

obtained from methanea gas ofthe compositionQH2 1 -9%
QH4 11-2%, QH6 17-9%, CH4 31-3%, and H2 37-7%.

After 1 hour's heating only methane (63-8%) and hydro-

gen (36-3 %) were found in the system.

The dehydrogenation of ethane to ethylene is an equili-

brium reaction which has been investigated experimentally

by Pease and Durgan [55, 1928], and by Frey and Huppke

[21, 1933]. It is necessary to point out, however, that

although ethane does resolve itself into hydrogen and

ethylene at temperatures above 550 C., and the reverse

reaction takes place at lower temperatures, this reaction,

nevertheless, is not a true equilibrium, because if ethane is

heated for long periods at which dehydrogenation takes

place, the system will ultimately resolve itself into the well-

known methane equilibrium. That this is true of most of

the thermal reactions of hydrocarbons at their cracking

temperatures was demonstrated theoretically and practi-

cally by Cantelo and others. The equilibrium between

ethane, ethylene, and hydrogen above 550-600 C. is an

example of an instantaneous equilibrium, and Pease and

Durgan found that their results were to some extent ob-

scured, especially at 700 C., by the formation of methane.

Pease and Durgan investigated the equilibrium in the

absence ofcatalysts, whereas Frey and Huppke made use of

a chromic oxide gel catalyst and obtained values for the

equilibrium constant at temperatures lower (450-500 C.)

than Pease and Durgan. The last named investigators

found that the values of the equilibrium constant

(C2H6)

(concentrations being in atmospheres), were as follows:

600 C.

650 C.

700 C.

0-0310
0-082

0-20

whereas Frey and Huppke gave the following figures:

400 C.
450 C.

500 C

0-00015

0-00076
0-0032

These values give a straight-line plot of logK against

I/T and show satisfactory agreement. The data are satis-

factorily reproduced by the equation

AF= -RTlogK= 31,244--28-887:

Fig. 3 gives the equilibrium constants determined by Frey

and Huppke in the dehydrogenation ofthe lower paraffins,

i.e. ethane, propane, and butanes.

A study on the velocity of the thermal decomposition
of ethane into ethylene and hydrogen at 600-700 C. in

copper reaction tubes has been made by Marek and

McOuer [43, 1931].

With regard to the production of higher hydrocarbons
from ethane by thermal treatment, ethane is much more
reactive than methane in this respect. Thus, Hague and

Wheeler [24, 1929] found, in experiments carried out on

these two gases at different temperatures but using a con-

stant reaction time (4 litres per hour of gas measured at

N.T.R flowing through a reaction tube 70 cm. longx 2-2

cm. inside diameter), that the temperatures for optimum
yield of total oils were as follows :

Methane . 1,000 C. -Total oil yield 3-7% of methane treated

Ethane . 900 C 21-9% of ethane
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The formation of liquid hydrocarbons (mostly of an

unsaturated nature) was first noticed at 750 C., but at

800 C. and higher the distillate was almost pure benzene.

The results obtained by Hague and Wheeler on the decom-

position of ethane are given in the following table:

TABLE IV

Results ofHague and Wheeler. Decomposition ofEthane.

Flow rate, 4 litres per hour.

Reaction tube, 70 cm. long x 2-2 cm. LD.

Space velocity, approx. 49.

|

i Analysis of exit gas, % vol.

{b) Hydrogeoation to methane.

or(c) Direct decomposition to carbon and hydrogen.

These ideas may be represented as follows:

CH, CHa 2CH, ^ 2CH 44-H a * CaH4 .

t temperatures) 2( CH)+Hf
-* 2CH 4

Dehydrogemtfrn (656-459 C,)

Polymerization (750-450* C.)

r. and above)

7i(^CH)->

CH,

Hague and Wheeler [24, 1929] suggested that in the pro-

duction of higher products =CHt radicals formed from

ethane combined and produced ethyietie, from which buty-

kne, butadiene, and, finally, aromatic hydrocarbons were

formed.

An explanation of the thermal decomposition ofparaffin

hydrocarbons from the standpoint of free radicals has

been given by Rice and his co-workers [57, 193I-4J. The
relative strengths of the C-C and OH linkages appear to

FIG. 3. Equilibrium constants deitydrogenation of lower paraffins.

Concerning the chemical mechanism of ethane decom-

position, Williams-Gardner [82, 1925] formulated the

reactions on the assumption that there was a scission ofthe

carbon-carbon bond in the ethane molecule, producing

methyl residues which were stable at temperatures in the

neighbourhood of 550 C. With increase in temperature

these residues were thought to dissociate to hydrogen and

the more unsaturated and probably less stable =H2

radicals, the system being in equilibrium with ethytene.

With rise in temperature CH* groups are hydrogenatedto

methane by hydrogen, while the reaction

proceeds away from the ethykne side, the unstable =CH2

residues undergoing either:

(a) Decomposition into =CH residuesand hydrogen, the

former polymerizhag to liquid products or decom-

posing into carbon and hydrogen.

indicate that decomposition of hydrocarbons takes place

principally through the rupture of the C-C bond; any

breaking of a OH bond must be wholly negjigibk com-

pared with that of a C-C bond. The free radicals thus

produced can react in two ways: (1) decompose to fooa

another free radical and hydrogen; or (2) take a hydrogen

atom from the surrounding hydrocarbon motecule since

the probability that two free radicals will collide with eacfe

other is relatively small. The decomposition of the hydro-

carbons can then take place according to chain reactions ia

which the free hydrogen atoms or free radicals cooatae

with the hydrogen atoms of the surrounding hydiocarboa
molecules.

For example, in the decomposation of ethane tiie

primary reaction may be represented by the formaliiQii

of two methyl radicals

CHj CHS
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These can then react in secondary reactions to form ethyl

radicals, methane, and ethylene

CH, CH,

Thus the chain reaction is

f*<LS /TT !_IJ i. 1

v^rijc"""* n t"r ** ~~*~ J

The formatioe of free radicals in the decomposition of

ethane at 850-950 C has been demonstrated experi-

meotaly by Rice and Dooky [58, 19333 in their wefl-known

metallic mirror expeomeets. They found that neither

hydrogen nor ethylene had any effect on the mirrors, but

the gaseous products from the decomposition of ethane

at 850-950^ C. caused the disappearance of the mirrors.

Rice and Dooley therefore formed the conclusion that

methyl radicals were the primary dissociation products of

ethane.

Propane.

By the thermal decooaposition of propane there have
been produced the following: hydrogen, methane, ethane,

ethytene, propykae, and various higher hydrocarbons, such

as benzene and the higher aromatics. Propane is more
amenable to thermal deomposition than either methane or

ethane.

Pease [55, 1928] concluded that the initial decomposition
of propane was riK>ncHBOiecukr, the two main reactions

being debydrogeoatkm and methanatiofc, thus:

(I) CJHg-

(2)QH8
-

Frey and Smith [22, 1928] found that at 575 C, in the

presence of silica, no carbon was formed and the reaction

was unaffected by an increase in the surface area of the

sflka. These investigators proposed a furthermechanism of

decomposition, thus:

and found that reactions (1) and (2) had fairly rapid
velocities of the same order of magnitude, while (3) was
much slower. Decomposition of propane in the presence
of a nickel catalyst at 200-405 C. led to the following

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION
TABLE V

Results of Hague and Wheeler: Decomposition of Propane
Flow rate, 4 litres per hour. Reaction tube, 70 cm. long x 2-2 cm. LD.

}
Composition of exit gas, % K>/.

(4)

(5)

of which the former takes place at all temperatures, and
t!*e latter becomes important only at higher tempera-
tures.

The work ofHague and Wheeler on propane, conducted
trader the same conditions of reaction time as their experi-
ments cm the other gaseous hydrocarbons, showed that

liquid hydrocarbons wore first obtained at 700* C., and
were still important products ofdecomposition at 1,000 C.
Between these temperatures the yield reached a maximum
at 850 C.~corresponding to 23-1 % ofthe propane treated.
At temperatures below 800^ C. the liquid products are un-
sateated in nature, and butadiene is found in the products
obtained at 750 C. and above. Carbon was first noted at
750 C in the usual form of a foil-like surface deposit, but
orfy above 850 C. was carbon a considerable part of the

products.
The results ofHague and Wheeler's tests on propane are

reproduced in the following table:

These investigators concluded, as a result of their work,
that at 700 C. approximately 61 % of the propane decom-

posed follows the reaction

0*3 CH 2 CH3 -+ CH2=CH2+CH4

and the remainder reacts to give propylene and hydrogen,
thus:

At temperatures above 700 C. the butadiene formed

(no figures for which are given in Table V) was considered

to be produced as follows:

2CSH4 -* CH2=CH CH=CH2+H2 .

The mechanism proposed for the formation of aromatics
was that ethylene polymerized to butylene, which, by elimi-

nation of hydrogen, gave butadiene. This was then con-

sidered to react with further ethylene in the following
manner:

(1) CH2==CH2+CHa=CH2 -> CH3 CH2 CH=CH2

-* CH^CH CH=CH2 4-H2 .

(2) CHr=CH CH=CH4+CHs=CHt

g CHj CHD^CH*

CH2

/\
CH CH2

>\\ I

CH CH+H2

CH

CH2=CH CH=CH CH=CHa -fHa

CH

.fr
CH CH-i

CH

Further, by analogy with the formation of diphenyl from

benzene, it was supposed that butadiene could react with

benzene, hydrogen being eliminated, to form naphthalene;
and that anthracene and phenanthrene could be formed
from naphthalene in a similar manner.
The work of Schneider and Frolich [66, 1931] on the

pyrolysis of propane and other gases is of considerable

importance. Experiments were made with the object of

determining the primary decomposition products, and the

method adopted was to vary the degree of decomposition
within a range where accurate analysis of the products was

possible, and then to plot the results in such a manner
that extrapolation to zero per cent, decomposition dis-

tinguishes the primary products from those produced
by secondary reactions. These experiments were made by
passing the gases concerned through a silica tube 61 cm.

longx 1-3 cm. diameter. No information is available con-

cerning the reaction times employed these being varied to

give the different degrees of decomposition required.
The results obtained by Schneider and Frolich on pro-

pane decomposition are reproduced in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, and
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show that at 725 C., 1 atm. pressure, and zero per cent

decomposition, propane breaks down to the extant of48%
according to the equation

dehydrogcnation, and somewhat Jess than 40% is con-

verted into ethykne and methane. Both ethane and butane

appear to be primary products probably by tiw reaction

10

PER CEKT or J*ROI>)*N REACTING

FIG. 4. Decomposition of propane at 725 C. and 1 atm. pressure.

20 30 40 sa
PER CNT REACTme

FIG. 5. Decomposition of prof>ane at 725 C. and 1 atm. pressure.

whik 42% is converted into propykae and hydrogen.

Ethane also appears to be a primary product, although the

reaction responsible for its production is not dear. Buta-

diene and higher hydrocarbons appear to be secondary

products. At 650 C. about 50% of the propane undergoes

Tropsch, Thomas, and E^ofi* [73, 1936] have reported

work on the pyrolysis of propane at sui>er-etinasplieric

pressure (51 kgjcm.
2 or 725 Ib. per sq- in.), and 555-5&5 C.

Under these conditions the delrydrogBijaticm reaction

yielding propytene and hydrogen is mtealiy suppressed.
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aiKi the products obtained indicated that the propane

decomposed as follows:

Ddiydrogoxation to propykoe and hydrogea . 6-8 % (Reaction 1)

DeraethanatkMi to ethyfeoe and me&xwe . 33^)% ( 2)

Simultaneous demetfaanation and defaydra-

geaatkm ...... 54-0% < 3)

SiMnmarizing, therefore, the decomposition of propane
has been observed to proceed as follows:

Rcac- Reac- Reao
Temp. Pressure, tfon 1 tfon 2 twn 3
*C. fo.jter sq. in. % % %

GAS PYRGLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

Hague &od
WbeeJor

700

725Sdinckler and
FroJich

650

Tropsdi, Thomas, 555-585
and Egk>ff

Atmospheric 39 61

42 : 48

725

50

6-8

40

33 54

primary or the secondary hydrogen atom of propane, are

then as follows:

(v) CH3 CH CH3+R RH+CH3 CHa CH2

RH+CH2=CH2-|-CH 3

(vi) CH8 CH
- RH+CHjCH=CH2 -i-H.

(In these equations R may be either CH3 or H.)

Rice has found good agreement between the experimental

results of Pease and Durgan [55, 1928] and the values pre-

dicted by his theory.

On the other hand, Lang and Morgan have concluded, as

a result of work on the pyrolysis of propane at partial

pressures less than atmospheric (steam being used as a

diluent), that there is no combination of equations in the

Rice mechanism that will account for the relative quanti-

ties of products found. These workers favour the Nef dis-

sociation hypothesis [51, 1904, 1908]. Nef considered that

organic compounds exist in two states which he called

'active' and
*

inert', and that, although the relative number

JO 40 50
PR CENT OF PROPANC REACTING

60 70

FIG, 6. Decomposition of propane at 650 C. and 1 atna. pressure.

Rice [57, 1931-4] has represented the decomposition of

propane as follows:

The principal reaction produces both free ethyl and

methyl radicals.

(i) C^J--CH

The secondary reactions are:

(hi CH^ CHS
--j"CHr=CHs-{-H

(iu) CH,- CH

(jcv) CH CH*

of active molecules is small, the two exist in a state of dyna-
-

mic equilibrium. It is further stipulated that the active

valences must be on adjacent carbon atoms, e.g. in the

case of propane

CH3 CH2 CHS * CH3 CH CH2

Inert

H H
Active

QH4 -fCHSCH(CH,>-
2+ H.

The two chain reactions, the relative extents of which
depend upon whether the carrier group reacts with the

Nef also said that these active molecules may be con-
sidered to be in a kind ofstate ofionization, or dissociation,

although not necessarily in the same category as the ioniza-

tion of electrolytes.

In applying the theoretical deductions of Nef to the

thermal decomposition of propane, Lang and Morgan
assumed that an increase in temperature displaces the

equilibrium towards the formation of more active mote-
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oiks, and also that in the active molecules the dissociation

proceeds farther until the equilibrium is disturbed by the

closing ofthe bonds on the alkylidene residue and unkm of

the two other radicals from the dissociation ofthe molecule.

Lang and Morgan admit that the monomolecular dissocia-

tion of propane, which predominates at low partial pres-

sures, can be explained satisfactorily by the mechanisms

suggested above by other writers, but maintain that the

bimolecular reaction is not similarly explained. They pro-

pose the following process based on NeTs active mole-

cules:

H
HC-
H

H
HC-

H

HC
H

-H

-H

H
-CH
H
~H

(A)

(B)

H

H H
HC-^-CH
H

I

H H

-CH
H

H-

H-CH
H

(C)

The bimolecular reaction could also, it was suggested,

proceed as follows :

H
HCH

H

-H HCH
H

(D)

Asshown

later, the dehydrogenation of propane is rapidly assuming

commercial importance as a method for the production of

propykne.
The reaction involved

is a reversible equilibrium, and has been studied by Frey

and Huppke [21, 1933] using a chromic oxide gel catalyst

at 350-450 C. and atmospheric pressure. These workers

obtained the following values for the equilibrium constant:

~
QH*

At 350 C = 0-00038

400 C = 0-0022

450 C. - 0*0074

indicating that a lower temperature is required for a

given extent bf decomposition than in the case of ethane,

At the temperatures employed propane gave BO side

reactions.

Boeckkr [3, 1929] has made a study of propane decom-

position over the temperature range 500-1,000 C, and

investigated the effect of various catalysts. Hie use of

copper gauze, nickel gauze, and a mixture ofwe and cop-

per did not affect the character of the decomposition pro-

ducts, but kweml the temperature necessary for their

formation. For a gtvem propylene yieM the temperature

was kwered 50 C. by copper gauze and about 30 C. by a

mixture of zinc and copper. Nickel was a somewhat Jess

effective catalyst ton capper. Pimice and statnkssr-steel

turnings were without catalytic effect. A catalyst mixture

cootammg 78-5 molar % zinc and 21-5 molar %cfarofnium

markedly increased propyfene formation, so that a larger

yieM of this hydrocarbon was obtained at 658 C. by its

use than was formed without the catalyst at 730 C. with

a rate of flow but one-fourth as great. A similar mixture

containing 30-2 molar % zinc and 69-8 molar %ctir0mum
was also active ia promoting debydrogeoatioo to propy-

fene, but it also encouraged complete decocapositiofi of the

propane. Hydrogen formation exceeded that ofpropyioae,

which decreased rapidly as tte ten^^ture increased, wbik

carbon deposition increased. Addition of remake to the

latter nMxture of zinc and dircMBiiim decreased its activity

for both partial and complete defaydroeoatk>f*. When the

propane was diluted with 67% of nitrogen, an 11% yield

ofpropylene was formed at temperatures as low as 52tf C*,

and no methane was formed.

In the presence ofa copper pwmke catalyst [45, 1932] at

500 C. dehydro^eoatioct to propykne is the predcwraBatirig

reaction, and only small amounts of ethykne and methane

are produced. Hie formation of propyfene is fkvotired by

short time of cootact with this catalyst, prolonged contact

increasing the yields of methane ami ethykne.

Normal Butaae, As in the case of propane, there are a

number of possible methods of decomposition for normal

butane. These are as follows:

(A) CH* CHr-CH* CH,-

(B)

(Q
(D)

(E)

(F)

,-{-Hs

Hs

* CHr-CH=CH+CH
4-

+CH 4

+2CHr OH,

CH^-CH CHf CHi -* 2HS

The actBal pxducts obtained are best represerited by

equations (A), (B), and (Q aMfcoygfr there is no direct

evideace of && exact mechanism that produces the

products.
The relative tendency for the above reactions to occur

is evident from the results ofvarious investigators collected

in Table VL Hague and Wheekr's [24, 1929] work was

coiiducted in silica tubes 70 cm. k>ngx2-2cm. inside <ia~

meter, using a constant flow rate of 4 litres per hour, Le.

the same cosxiitioes as employed for their work oo O'tiiec

paraflfe^ which has already been mentioned- Bted and

Speoce [29, 19291 used a pyrex reaction tube 1 in. diaiiicter,

heated over 30 in. of its length, and flow rate of 2D-7--25-8

litres per hour, corresponding to omtact times of 1^30 sec.

Frey and Hepp [20, 1933] employed a sflka reactikmcoil<

166 ex. capsoty and cootact times of 25 sea He o^tier

investigators mentioned unfortimatdbr ^ve BO details

regarding reaction times or flow rates.

The figures of Table VI indicate that at tlie lower ton-
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peratures the formation of methane and propykne is the

preferential reaction, bat, as the temperature is increased,

the tendency for the formation of ethyieoe and ethane is

increased. Dehydrogenatkm to Tt-butyteoes is also an im-

portant reaction.

TABLE VI

Decomposition Products ofr^Butcme

Experiments made by Tropsch, Thomas, and EglofF at

525-555 C. and 725 Ib. per sq. in. pressure showed that

liquid products in appreciable quantity were produced
from /i-butane under these conditions. At contact times of

47 to 173 sec., butane decomposed as follows:

14% according to reaction (A), Le. dehydrogenation to butylene.

36-6% according to reaction (Q, ie. formation of methane and

pcopyieae.

30-0% according to reaction (B), i.e. formation of ethylene and
ethane.

31-9% according to reaction (D), i.e. formation of butylene, pro-
pane, and methane.

3-2% according to reaction (E), i.e. formation of butylene and
ethane.

These results show that simple iKMK>molecular dehydro-
genation is suppressed by an increase in pressure an
observation agreeing with the Le Chatelier principle, and
that the bimoieajlar reactions are facilitated. The latter

effect is also to be expected because the rate of a bimo-
kcular reaction is proportional to the concentration (Le.

partial pressure) of the reacting substance.

Experimental evidence in support ofa mechanism for the

decosnpodtion of /i-butane is lacking. The chain mechan-
ism of Rice accounts for the products of a number of

hydrocarbons, but in some cases a chain mechanism is not

adequate to account for the products. For the decom-

position of butane the chain mechanism is definitely out of

fee, because it does not predict any butylene or hydrogen,
which are important products.
The eqraibdem dehydrogenation of /z-butane has been

studied by Frey and Huppke [21, 1933], using a chromic
oxide gel catalyst over the temperature range 35<M50 C.
Under these conditions small proportions of methane,
ethyieoe, and ethane were produced by reactions involving
the fracture of carbon carbon bonds, in addition to the

products of ample defeydrogesation. These by-products
were evidently formed by catalytic action, since the tem-
peratures were too low to cause appreciable homogeneous
<eo>mpositkm. Frey and HupplGeforod that the butytoes
produced consisted of 1-buteoe and both CL$-2-butene and
mi^2-tetene. (Following Diion, Young, and Lucas
[8, 1930], the lower boiling 2-butene was designated the

frawsisomer.) The following values ofthe equilibrium con-
stants wefe detenmned (see also Fig. 3):

No isobutylene was produced in the dehydrogenation of

7z-butane.

Regarding the formation of liquid products from /z-bu-

tane, Hague and Wheeler found, under the experimental
conditions already described, that these were first evident

at 700 C. and were still in evidence in tests at 950 C.

Between these two temperatures the yields attained maxi-

ma, the total oil yield at 850 C. and the 'distillate to

170 C.' yield at 800 C., with values of 24-6% and 12-9%

by weight of the butane used, respectively. The liquid pro-
ducts obtained at temperatures up to 750 C. was largely

olefinic in character, but at higher temperatures consisted

essentially of benzene. Naphthalene began to form some-

what above 800 C.

Frey and Hepp [19, 1932] have made a detailed examina-

tion of the volatile oils obtained by the pyrolysis of a

mixture of 89% /z-butane and 11% isobutane at 850 C
in silica reaction tubes, and have identified 1,3-butadiene,

pentenes, cyclopentadienes, hexadienes, methylcyclopenta-

diene, benzene, toluene, xylenes, and styrene.

Isobutane.

Hurd and Spence [29, 1929] working at 600 and 700 C.,

and Pease at 625 and 650 C., found isobutane and n-bu-

tane to have about the same thermal stability, the main
difference in their behaviour being a greater liberation of

hydrogen from the isobutane. At 600 C. Hurd and Spence
found that 90% of the isobutane reacting did so according
to the equations:

5X
(a) >CH CH3

CH/
- CH3 CH=CH2-hCH4

CHy, CH3

(b) >CH CHS
- O=CH,+H 2.

CH/ CH3

At 700 C., as well as at 600 C., their data showed that

these reactions were still the major ones, although at the

higher temperature an increased amount of ethylene was
formed.

As a result of similar experiments made at 600 and
650 C., Marek and Neuhaus [44, 1933] agree that the

above reactions are the most important, demethanation

accounting for the formation of primary products to the

extent of 34-5%, and dehydrogenation to the extent of

63%. Under super-atmospheric conditions (i.e. 725 Ib. per

sq. in.) Tropsch, Thomas, and Egloff [73, 1936] found iso-

butane to be less reactive than /z-butane, and to occupy,
in this respect, a position between /z-butane and propane.
Thus isobutane at 555 C. and 725 Ib. per* sq. in. gave
21-6% decomposition in 51 sec., while //-butane at the same

temperature and pressure gave 43-4% decomposition in

47 sec. Thus isobutane at 555 C. reacts only half as fast

as tt-butane.
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The ease of dehydrogenation of isobutane is ofparticular

interest, because it offers a convenient source ofisobutykne
now used as a raw material in the production of iso-

octane by processes of polymerization and subsequent

hydrogenation. Frey and Huppke [21, 1933] have shown

that, using a chromic oxide gel catalyst at 350, 400, and

450 C, dehydrogenation takes place more easily in the

case of isobutane than in the case of any of the lower

paraffins, but side reactions are most marked. These skk
reactions lead to the production of methane, and the pro-

ducts contain a deficiency of hydrogen. Values for the

dehydrogenation equilibrium constant are given in Fig. 3

in graphical form and are as follows:

Temp., C.

350
400
450

0-0017

0-01

0-042

The Thermal Behaviour of the Gaseous Olefines. The
olefines undergo thermal changes similar to the correspond-

ing paraffins, but are also very prone to enter into poly-

merization reactions. During breakdown, by heat or other

agencies, methane is almost always formed, often in con-

siderable proportions. It arises probably by the splitting

off of a terminal carbon atom. Such splitting first forms

two molecular fragments, a small group which becomes

methane by hydrogenation, and a larger residue which can

rearrange to a diolefine or absorb hydrogen to form a

lower mono-olefine.

Dehydrogenation and hydrogenation also occur during
okfine reactions, and yield diolefines, acetylene, and paraf-

fins. Probably free radicals form during decomposition
and are intermediate in many of the reactions occurring.

The proof of the existence of such free radicals offers the

clearest explanation of many of the reactions of olefines

and is almost a necessity to a rational mechanism for some

changes. Available evidence indicates that polymerization
reactions begin with the addition ofan olefine molecule to

another of the same type, forming a dimer of the original

substance. In some investigations it has been possible to

stop reaction at the dimer stage, but in many reactions

higher boiling polymers have inevitably been formed. As
a preliminary to the formation of dimers, it is quite pro-

bable that there is activation, creating from the double-

bond grouping a reactive radical with two free linkages.

Various molecular rearrangements also take place during

the thermal treatment of olefines ; for instance, naphtheoes
have been reported present in the liquid products obtained

from olefines in the presence of some catalysts, or by the

use of high pressures. With regard to the relationship of

structure to stability among isomeric olefines, Hurd [27,

1929] has presented the generalization that hydrocarbons

containing alkyl groups attached to saturated carbon atoms

are less stable than those containing alkyl groups attached

to unsaturated carbon atoms. Thus 1-butene is less stable

than 2-butene, and iso-propyl-ethykne is less stable than

trirnethykthylene.
The action of heat on okfines may produce changes of

three types. With mild heating, rearrangement or poly-

merization reactions predominate, and may be the only

ones occurring. They produce olefine (and frequently

naphthene) hydrocarbons of molecular weight greater than

that of the original material. Changes such as these are

aided by super-atmospheric pressure. At more ekvated

temperattires, while polymerizatioe continues, decomposi-
tion also occurs, and leads to the production of lower
molecular weight olefmes and paraffins, and also carbon
and hydrogen. At the same time the higher olefines pro-
duced by polymerization tend to become converted, in

part, to anjjnatic hydrocarbons. At still higher tempera-
tures practically no polymerization takes place, and the

primary products are carbon and hydrogen.

Catalysts have been very widely used in studying the

thermal reactions of the gaseous olefines; some favour dis-

ruptive changes, white others have valuable polymerization

activity.

Ethyleoe.

Vary complete data are available concerning the thermal

behaviour of ethylene over a wide temperature range, both

in the presence and absence of suitable catalysts.

When exposed to low temperatures polymerization is the

predominating reaction in the absence of catalysts (and
also when certain specific catalysts are used), and may be
the only change whkh takes place. At temperatures of

350-800 C. changes both of polymerization and disin-

tegration take place, whik at high temperatures, e.g. above
950 C., decomposition reactions alone take place.

From their calculations of the free energies of various

hydrocarbons, Francis and Kleinschmidt [18, 1930] con-

cluded that the lower okfines will polymerize at tempera-
tures up to 425 C., but decompose at higher temperatures.

Similarly, the higher olefines tend to isomerize into naph-
thenes below about 425 C.

As products of ethylene decomposition the most impor-
tant are carbon, hydrogen, methane, ethane, and acetylene.

Polymerization yields, expending upon the conditions,

gaseous and liquid products. The liquids often contain

higher okfines, but may, at high temperature, also contain

aromatics. Pressure greatly aids polymerization of all the

gaseous defines and causes this to take place at atmo-

spheric temperature, yielding among the products naph-
thene hydrocarbons, which have not been reported in work
at atmospheric pressure in the absence of catalysts.

With regard to the mechanisms by which these changes

occur, some investigators have postulated the extensive

formation of free radicals as intermediate products, whik
others have presented schemes involving the intermediate

production of either acetylene, butykoe, or butadiene. In

1931 Egjoff, Schaad, and Lowry [13, 193O-1] wrote as

foEows:
*We consider the most probable course ofthe reactions

occurring when etfaykee is subjected to the action ofheat

to be the following: The first break of an ethylene mok-
cuk is probably in part at least to free methykne radicals,

=CHt. These lose hydrogen and form methine radi-

cals, ^CKl, or disintegrate completely to carbon and

hydrogen two products abundantly formed. Hydro-

genation of methykne radicals gives methane,

'Because of its stability, methane once formed does

not usually undergo further change. It is thorefoce an
abundant product of ethytae pyrolysis. Ethane foansis

by direct hydrogenation of ethykne, the hydrogen being

liberated by the simultaneous ddbydrogeoatk ofotiier

mokcuks of ethykne or split from free radicals,

'Combination of a radical with an ettjjytae molecule

fonns propykne, or this hydrocarbon may be formed fey

butykae breakdown. The most simple way in wfakli

acetykne could be formed from ethykoe is bf loss of
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hydrogen. Possibly it is formed by combination of free

=CH groups, or even by union ofcarbon and hydrogen

resulting from ethyleoe breakdown.*

With regard to the polymerization of ethykne, these

authorities state that this appears to a>mmeoce with the

formation of butyksae. *As butykne is the sole product

obtairjed in careful work done at very low temperatures,

it undoubtedly is produced by the direct combination of

two ethykee molecules, and does not involve any inter-

mediate steps.* Butadiene results by the dehydrogenation

Fio, 7. Thermal reactions of ethyksne (Egloff and Wilson).

of butytoe. Further polymerization can be confined to

foexeae, formed by the addition of ethylene to butylene.

Cootmuation of this process gives the oils reported as

'Mgiier oiefiees of raKktermined fracture'. With regard

to tlie steps by whkh etfaylene is converted into aromatic

hydirocarboes, Egjoff, Schaad, and Lowry favoured the

naecteiism proposed by a number of workers involving

tlie formation of butadiene, a cydohexene, and benzene by

ddbydrc>@eeationofthecy^ Thismechan-

ism, given by Hague and Wheeler, has already been men-

tioned.

A valuable survey of the thennal reactions of ethylene

has recently been made by Egjoff and Wilson [14, 1935],

who have tabulated these reactions in the convenient form

repxxfuced la Fig. 7.

Non^catalytic Thermal Treatment of Ethykne at Atmo-

spheric Pressure. There is considerable uncertainty as to

the taaperatee at which ethyleoe first decomposes. Some
investigates have found no marked decomposition below
6QW* C, bat others have observed incipient decomposition
<HI pcoloujged exposure to a temperature of 350-355 C.

GAS FYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

These differences are to be attributed to differences in

reaction time. Day [7, 1886] found that ethylene began

to react at 350 C. and yielded polymerides, without the

formation of any hydrocarbon with a C/H ratio different

from that of the olefines. On raising the temperature, how-

ever, to 400 C., the products were methane, ethane, and

liquid hydrocarbons. No carbon was deposited. At 450 C.

ethykne contracted to the extent of 44% in 72 hours, and

a liquid product was obtained. The residual gas contained

8-4% methane, 64% ethane, and 27-6% olefines. No
hydrogen was obtained, but there

"* was slight deposition of carbon.

In 1930 Pease [54] decomposed

ethylene at comparatively low tem-

peratures in an attempt to study the

reactions involved. He found forma-

tion of butylene to be the only change
which took place to any large extent

when ethylene was passed through a

pyrex tube ofreactionvolume 637 c.c.

heated to 450-500 C. The flow rate

employed was 5-40 c.c. per minute.

Above 525 C. ethane, methane, a

little hydrogen, and liquid products

began to appear. Ethane was re-

garded as a primary product and

methane a secondary reaction pro-

duct.

Bone and Coward [4, 1908] exam-

ined the behaviour of ethylene at

higher temperatures, i.e. 570-950 C.

At 570-580 C. they obtained hydro-

gen, methane, ethane, acetylene, and

aromatic hydrocarbons, with little

carbon.

At 700-800 C. methane was an

important product, while the forma-

tion of aromatic hydrocarbons was

reduced and the extent of carbon

deposition increased. At 950 C. only

4% of the ethylene was converted

into condensable products, there was

extensive carbon deposition, and the

reaction was very rapid 90% of the

ethylene decomposing in 1 minute.

The results obtained by Hague and Wheeler [24, 1929] are

of special interest. They employed a quartz reaction tube

and the contact-time conditions identical with those em-

ployed in paraffin decomposition. Their results are repro-

duced in Table VII.

TABLE VH
Thermal Decomposition ofEthylene (Hague^and

Wheeler) [24, 1929]

* These figures are stated to be too high due to inaccurate gas

analysis.
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Of the liquids obtained at 700 and 750 C. {d = 0-8),

half distilled at 80-86 C., a small portion boiling at 72-
76 C. The gases contained butykne and butadiene.

Experiments were also conducted in sealed quartz bulbs

using a constant heating period of 3 hours. Maximum
production of higher olefines was noticed at 500 C,, and
methane first appeared at 550 C.

Wheeler and Wood [80, 1930] have described experi-
ments conducted over the temperature range 650-900 C.
At 650 C. the principal product was butykne, but at

700 C. butadiene and propylene were formed. Evidence
of the disruption of the ethylene molecule, to form com-
pounds of lower carbon content, was first obtained at

750 C. Examination of the liquid products formed at

700 C. showed that 50% boiled below 110 C. and was
principally benzene, with some toluene and cydobexene;
neither naphthenes nor paraffins were present in this frac-

tion. The results of Wheeler and Wood [80, 1930] are

reproduced in Table VIII.

mechanisms: (a) by inimnokailaT ccdiiskm, (&) b^ the

formation of an excited intermediate mokciik QH which
then reacts with a further mokcuk of ethylene, thus:

and (r) the amdomiion of a free methylcDe radical with

ethyfeoe in the following manner:

;) ~* CHCH=CH.
Lenlier considers tliat the kst explanation is more pro-

babie than the others.

Valuable cxHitributJons on the kinetics of ethylene poly-
raerizatkm have recently been made by Sloreh [7, 19351
who cofifirmed Leaher's observation cotKerning the

marked accelerating effect of traces of oxygen, and found
that 1 maleaik of oxygen caused about 85 additional

molecules of ethyiene to polymerize. At 377 C. and
141-5 cm. pressure, 0-02% oxygen resulted in about twice

TABLE Vffi

Decomposition of Ethylene {Wheeler and Wood)

Acetylene was reported absent in the exit gases from these

experiments.
A further insight into the mechanism of ethylene decom-

position is afforded by the work of Schneider and Frolkh

[66, 1931], who endeavoured to determine the primary
products by cracking ethylene in silica tubes at a pressure
of 0*2 atm. By extrapolation of the results to zero per
cent, reaction, there were formed from each 100 moles of

ethylene reacting about 41 moles of hydrogen, 36 moles of

butadiene, 12 moles of propylene, and 3 moles of butylene.
The results also indicated that about 72% of the ethylene

reactingformed butadiene and hydrogen as initial products :

2C2H4 -> CH2=CH CH=CHS+H 2.

Since a positive test for the presence of acetylene was

always obtained, the excess of 5 moles of hydrogen may
have come from a reaction producing acetylene. Ethane
and methane were found to be definitely secondary pro-

ducts, but it was observed that propylene was a primary

product under the experimental conditions employed. Tbis

conclusion, although at first sight rather improbable, has

been substantiated by the work of Lenher [40, 1931], who
found that propylene was the most important product of
the polymerization of ethylene during the slow oxidation

of ethylene with oxygen at temperatures of 450-520 C.

A number of experiments with high ethylene concentra-

tions and oxygen concentrations of about 5% showed that

below 520 C. propylene and butykae are the only hydro-
carbons formed in oxygen-activated polymerizations. A
slow oxidation experiment at 600 C. yielded a hydro-
carbon product consisting of 59-3% propylene, 2-2% buty-

lene, and 28-4% amylenes. In order to account for the

formation ofpropylene as an initial product in the activated

polymerization process, Lenher advances three possible

III

the yield obtained in the absence of oxygen with 2 hours*

contact time. Storch also conducted experiments in which
elaborate precautions were taken to exclude traces of oxy-

gen, because of the possibility that autocatalysis may be

connected with the accelerating irjsfluence of oxygen. The
results of tests by Storch are reproduced in Table DC, aikl

show the production of both propylene and butyleoe, Tl*e

ratio of propylene to C4 hydrocarbom is 0-31, 0-83, and
1O1 for the 1-, 2-, and 3-hour products respectively, and
leads to the conclusion that propylene is not a primary

product. Distillation data indicated the presence of both

a- and j3-buty!ene, but the evidence regarding the identity

of 'cyclobutane* is very doubtful. A similar remark may
be made concerning *cyck>pentane*. Storch concluded that

butylene was the main primary product of ethykne poly-
merization.

TABLE IX

Polymerization Products of Ethylene at 377 C. and
141-5 cm. Pressure (Storch)

Aa
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In further experiments Storch found that the addition of

ami! amounts (about 1 % ) of ethyl mercaptan to ethylepe
prepared by fractioaatkm of anaesthesia grade material

decreased the rate of polymerization about tenfold.

Noil-catalytic Tfeeoaal Treatoe^ of Etby^e at Elected

Pressures. It was found by Ipatieff [31, 1906-7, 1911] that,

under a pressure of 70 atm., the polymerization of ethylene

took place at temperatures at which, under atmospheric

pressure, change was very slight. Reaction began at about

325 C. and proceeded with considerable speed at 380-

400 C The product consisted of a small amount of solid

and a greyish-green liquid mack up of paraffin, naphtheoe,
and oiefoe hydrocarbons. The fractions of this liquid

boiling up to 100 C. were chiefly composed of paraffin

and olefine hydrocarbons, while napfathenes were thought
to be the main constituents of the portions boiling from

100 to 280 C* From the boiling ranges, densities, and

elemental analyses of the fractions Ipatieff reported the

presence of peetane, hexane, octane, nonane, amylene,

hexene, and various poly-naphthenes. It seems possible,

however, that the fractions he studied were not individual

hydrocarbons but mixtoes, since the criteria employed were

insufficient for the identification of pure hydrocarbons.

According to Nash and Stanley [50, 1930] ethylene is

stable, in the absence of catalytic material and under pres-

sure, at temperatures up to about 300 C. At 325 C. a

gradual reduction in pressure took place, and with in-

creasing temperature the condensation became more rapid.

Thus, on heating ethytoe (initial pressure 51 atm. at 20 C.

and 135 atm. at 340-350 C.) for 7 hours in a small steel

autoclave, the pressure fell uniformly from 140 to 32 atm.

When cold the pressure was 7 atm. and the gaseous product
of the reaction was a small quantity of gas of the com-

positkm: 68% CJH*, 74% of higher olefine, 0-6% hydro-

gen, and 23-8% methane. The liquid reaction product was
of a yellow colour with slight fluorescence, and on distilla-

tion gave the following fractions:

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

40-100 C. .

100-700 C
200 C./750mm.~200

p
C./13 mm.

Above 200 C./1 3 mm.

17% colourless

35%
36% yellow

12% brownish yellow

Under certain conditions of heating under pressure

ethylene is liable to decompose with explosive violence and

give hydrogen, methane* and carbon. This was first ob-

served by Waterman and Tulleners in 1931 [78]. Using an
initial pressure of 32 kg. per cm.*, an autoclave of2,000 ml.

capacity was employed and heated slowly to 350" C,, at

which temperature it remained for 30 min. Under these

conditions slight liquid formation was observed but no
explosive decomposition, whereas when an initial pressure
of 48 kg. per cm.2 was used, explosion took place when
a temperature of 350 C, was reached, corresponding to a

pressure of 175 kg. per cm.f The gaseous prodtict con-

tained 89% methane, 6% hydrogen, and a little benzene.
The carbon produced closely resembled ordinary carbon
black and filled the autoclave completely. Analysis showed
this to contain more than 99% carbon.

This phenomenon has also been observed by Dunstan,
Hague, and Wheeler [10, 1932], who found that the reaction

is profoundly affected by various metals. Using a flow type
of apparatus and a mild-steel reaction tube, polymerization
of ethylene was rapid at 3&M00 C. and 800 Ib. pressure,
but carbon was deposited in an amount corresponding to

6*6% of the liquid produced. Using a copper liner in the

reaction tube, carbon deposition became serious at pres-
sures higher than 800 Ib. per sq. in,, and violent decom-

position (resembling the flashing of acetylene) occurred,

accompanied by a copious deposition of soft carbon.

Similar results were obtained in the presence of either

oxidized or cleaned copper surfaces. With stainless-sted

and aluminium liners similar results were obtained, but

carbon deposition was rather more marked with these

metals than with copper. Some allow steels, notably Had-

fields Era 131 (chrome molybdenum steel, 0-4% Cr, 0-8-

0-9% Mo, 04% Cu), gave less carbon deposition than

copper, and allowed polymerization to liquid products to

proceed satisfactorily at 380-500 C. and pressures up to

1,200 Ib. per sq. in. At temperatures above 470 C. a sur-

face deposit of hard carbon was formed in the presence of

Era 131 steel, but even at 490 C. the carbon represented

only about 1 % of the liquids produced.
The explosive decomposition of ethylene has also been

observed by Egloffand Schaad [12, 1933] in the presence of

a catalyst comprising 4NiO 2A12O3 CuO. An autoclave,

filled with ethylene to 49 atm. initial pressure, was heated

and the pressure increased regularly until a pressure of 143

atm. was reached at 330 C. The pressure then suddenly
rose from 143 to 340 atm., and the temperature rose 200 C.

The products of the decomposition were fluffy carbon and

a gas containing 37-6% hydrogen and 54-2% methane.

This explosive decomposition has not. been observed in

the case of either propylene and butylene, or when working
with gaseous mixtures containing up to 25% ethylene at

temperatures up to 500 C. and pressures up to 2,500 Ib.

per sq. in. The phenomenon does not occur with normal

refinery gases. A detailed explanation of this peculiar be-

haviour ofethylene is not forthcoming. The polymerization
is known to be highly exothermic, and the heat liberated

must be dissipated, but it would appear that the reason for

theexplosivedecomposition is chemical ratherthan physical.

The conditions of temperature and pressure under which

ethylene decomposes in this way are thus as follows:

Regarding the conversions of ethylene to liquid products
realized by simple thermal treatment, and the nature of the

products obtained, much information has been published.

Egloff and Schaad give the following details:
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The product produced in the small continuous plant

contained more low-boiling constituents than did that pro-

duced in the autoclave, where the reaction time was longer

and the pressure greater and gave the following yields on

Hempel distillation:

Gasoline
Residue

35-210 C. 78-5 % volume Yellow
above 210 C 21-5%

The gasoline fraction had a bromine number of 81, and

contained 44-5% olefines, 9-6% aromatics, the remaining

45-9% being naphthenes and paraffins. The octane num-

ber, as determined by the procedure of Huboer and

Murphy [26, 1931], was 76.

In the experiments of Dunstan, Hague, and Wheeler,

autoclave tests showed that at 400 C and 1,200 !b. per

sq. in. pressure conversions of ethylene to liquid products

of up to 73% could be obtained. Under these conditions,

however, the residual gas contained only 15% olefines, indi-

cating thattheseconditionswere rather too drastic. Lowering
the temperature to 380-392 C. resulted in yields up to 92%
by weight. In continuous plant tests at 380-390 C. and

800 Ib. per sq. in. pressure, conversions up to 64% per pass

were realized under appropriate conditions of reaction

time. Using a lining tube of copper, it was found that at

this pressure it was necessary to operate' at 440 C. that

is to say, 50-60 C. higher than when using mild steel to

obtain comparable reaction rates.

With regard to the liquid products obtained, those from

autoclave operation were turbid and dark in colour, and

contained 60-70% boiling below 200 C. and 88-93%

boiling below 300 C., depending upon operating condi-

tions. The products produced in continuous plants were

quite transparent and light straw in colour, and contained

80-6% of material boiling below 200 C. Analysis of

these products indicated that they ware largely okfinic, tfee

paraffin hydrocarbon content increasing with rise in boil-

ing-point. The presence of naphthenes was indicated, but

diolefines were considered absent. Anti-knock value tests

on the gasoline content of the polymers indicated that, in

blend, this had a blending value rather inferior to that of

benzene. These tests were made on an Armstrong Whit-

worth Variable Compression Engine operated at 120 F.

jacket temperature. Experimental work described by Sul-

livan, Ruthruff, and Kuentzel [71, 1935] is of particular

interest, because it covers the polymerization of ethylene

over a range of pressures from 500 to 3,000 Ib. per sq. in.,

and 343-456 C. At 500 Ib. pressure and 454 C. a con-

version of 59% was obtained at 8 min. time of contact,

and when the pressure was increased to 1,000 Ib., giving

a time of contact of 27 sec., the yield was 70% at the same

temperature. At all pressures and temperatures examined

conversion increased rapidly with contact time up to a

maximum; beyond this point further increase in time of

contact resulted in little or BO increase in liquid yield. Thus

at 800 F. ethylene gave a conversion of 67% at 2,000 Ib.

and 14 min. time of contact, 72-3% at 27 min., and only

73-2% after 59-5 min. At 455 C., increasing the time of

contact beyond 22 min. at 2,000 Ib. pressure resulted in

decreased yields of liquid, indicating that polymer destruc-

tion by cracking was proceeding more rapidly than polymer

formation by polymerization. Typical results obtained by
these investigators at 2,000 Ib. per sq. in. pressure are re-

produced in Fig. 8, and the conditions for maximum

polymer yield are summarized in Table X. The yield was

not found to increase appreciably with increasing pressure,

but the allowable throughputs increased enormously. Thus

at 3,000 !b. the polymer production per unit time was over

10 times that obtained at 500 ib. pressure.

20 40 60
TIME Or CONTACT -MINUTES

FIG. 8. Polymerization of ethykue and propykne at 2,000 Ib. per

sq. in. pressure.

I. Propylesie and etbylraie at 850 F. (454" C). 2. Etfeyteae at

800 F. (427* C). 3. Propykae at 800* F. (427* C.}. 4. Etfayteae

at 750 F. (399* C.). 5. Propyfeofi at 750 F. (399
9
C.). 6. Etfayfene

at 700 F. (371 C). 7. Propane at 700a
F. (371 C.).

TABLE X
Thermal Polymerization ofEtkykm (SulMwm,

<md W. E. Kttentzd)

With regard to the nature of the products obtained under

the various conditions examined, the low octane numbers

of the gasoline fractions are noteworthy, especially wiien

it is reiaernbered that these are Research Method ocfcane

numbers and that the Motor Method octane EamfoeES

would be appreciably lower. The gasoline contents of the

erode liquid products are also low.

Ipatiefifand Pines [32, 1935] have described in deta ttie

properties of ethytae polymers produced at 330 C* and

64 atm, pressure in an autoclave. Tbe product was ibwd
to contain 8% paraffins, 68% okfoes, aed 24% nafjli-

tfaeoes. Aromatic hydrocarbons were abeeot and defy 25%
of the product boiled up to 225 C The results of Ffcd-

bidniak hi^-tempoature distillation of tlie pncKfect are

reproduced in Table XI. The absence of aiomatic %*o-
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TABLE XI

Thermal Polymerization of Ethylene at 330 C. (Ipatieff and Pines)

carbons is evidenced by the figures obtained on organic
analysis of the product, and also by the fact that after 96%
sulphuric acid treatment of the fractions there was a pro-
duct obtained which dM not react with an acid nitrating
mixture. For a further proof a method of hydrogenation
at 220 C. in the presence of nkkel oxkie was applied to

fractions 11, 16, and 19. The products obtained were

entirely paraffinoid.

The properties of this product should be compared with
those of a similar product produced using phosphoric acid

catalyst (see later).

Profykne.

Under the influence of heat propylene undergoes de-

composition hi a manner very similar to ethyleae. Its

decomposition temperature is slightly lower than that of
ethyleae, however, since by replacing 1 hydrogen atom in

the ethykne molecule by a methyl group the symmetry
of the molecule is destroyed.
The possible types of reaction involved in the case of

propylene are as shown in Fig. 9, reproduced from the

published work of Egloff and Wilson [14, 1935], in which
the energy of activation of the various scissions involved
are taken from the figures of Rice [60, 1935]. Propylene
may polymerize to give hexene in a manner similar to the

pdymerization of ethylene to butene. At temperatures of
400-405 C. Engter and Rogowski [15, 1909] claimed a
50% conversion of propykoe to cyclopropane, but the
work of subsequent investigators does not favour this pos-
sibility. Tfeis inaction may take place through the forma-
tion of an intermediate tri-methykne radical, which might
also combine with a like molecule to form cydohexane.
The two most probable types of decomposition for pro-
pykoe are (1) into hydrogen and an allyl group, and (2) into
a methyl radical and a vinyl radical Rice [60, 1935] esti-

mated the values of 91,000 and 85,000 calories respectively
for the energy of activation of these reactions. The allyl
radicals appear to combine forming cyclohexene, for
Wheeler and Wood [80, 1930] obtained a monocyclic
hydrocarbon with one double bond as the main product
in the liquid obtained at 650 C. When a methyl radical

spits from propylene it reacts to form methane or ethane,
depending osn the concentration of the methyl radical and

hydrogen, as shown by the experiments of Paneth. At
atmospheric pressure the rate of combination of methyl
radicals will undoubtedly be high. Similarly, at atmo-

spheric pressure the formation of ethane is favoured in

thermal reactions in which polymerization predominates.
As the decomposition proceeds, ethane dehydrogenates to

CM CH C

CH_ = CHCH,CH,CH =CH,

*CH_=CH,4H,

FIG. 9. Thermal reactions of propene.

form ethylene, and by several reactions the concentration
of ethylene is increased until the thermal reactions of pro-
pylene are essentially those of ethylene at the temperatures
at which methylene radicals, acetylene, and liquid aromatic
hydrocarbons are formed. The experiments of Wheeler
and Wood [80, 1930] are of interest in this connexion, the
results of which are reproduced in Table XII. In these
tests the gas was passed through heated quartz tubes, the
reaction time varying from 20 sec. at the lower tempera-
tures to about 10 sec. at the higher temperatures.
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TABLE XII

The Thermal Decomposition ofPropylene
(Wheeler and Wood)

r

-
i N i c^ Exit gas analysis (% voisem)

These results seem contrary to those of other workers.

Hie scheme suggested by Schneider and Froiicii was as

follows:

/"

QH 8

whereas Egjoff and Wilson interpret the evidence to in-

dicate decoinpositkm to (1) hydrogen and allyl radicals,

and (2) to methyl and vinyl radicals.

2CH, CH=CHB

\ i

CHt=CH-~CHa--CH t

2CHS CH=CHS -* 2CH+2CH=CH -H

At 650 C. the principal products were ethytene, ethane,

and butylene, with comparatively small amounts of un-

saturated liquid hydrocarbons. Under the conditions of

test the formation of butylene from ethykne or of ethytene
from butylene could not occur at this temperature. There

was a noticeable difference in character between the liquids

of lower boiling-point obtained from the decomposition at

650 C. and at 700 C. Whereas the former were mainly

monocyclic hydroaromatic hydrocarbons, having one

double bond in the ring, the latter were mainly benzene

and toluene. At the higher temperatures of formation the

proportion ofliquids of high boiling-point increased, show-

ing that the more complex hydrocarbons had been formed

at the expense of those of simpler composition. The pro-

portion of toluene to benzene formed from propylene at

700 C. was greater than that formed from ethylene at the

same temperature. Naphthenes and paraffins were absent

from the liquids boiling below 110C., and were pre-

sumably absent also from the liquids of higher boiling-

point.

Kurd and Meinert [28, 1930] also found propykae to be

decomposed rapidly at temperatures above 600 C. in pyrex
or quartz tubes. Hie larger part of the propylene which

reacted was broken down into carbon, hydrogen, methane,

paraffins higher than methane (principally ethane), and

ethylene. Propylene and isobutylene were found to under-

go about the same amount of pyrolysis when subjected to

the same temperature and contact time. Frey and Smith

[23, 1928] employed a temperature of 575 C. and a reac-

tion time of 240 sec., and found that the longer time factor

gave a greater yield of methane at the expense of buteoe,

butadiene, and ethane.

With regard to the primary products of propylene de-

composition and polymerization comparatively little is

known. The work of Schneider and Frolkh [66, 1931] con-

ducted at a pressure of 0*2 atm., in which the products of

primary reactions were obtained by an extrapolation

method, shows that for each 100 moks of propykne re-

acting, 23-4 motes of both ethylene and butylene are

formed as initial products. Hence it must be concluded that

about48% ofthe propylene reacts according to the equation

CH=CHS

The combination of two allyl radicals would give faexa-

dieoe which, together with the high concentration of pco-

pykne, would decompose into buteae and vinyl radicals,

and these on hydrogenatkm would yield butykne and ethy-

lene. In the second type of decomposition methyl and

vinyl radicals would combine with similar radkafe to give

butadiene and ethane. Other combinations of these radi-

cals would give 5 or 6 carbon-atom okfines, which were

indicated in the products.

According to Dunstan, Hague, and Wheekr [10, 1932]

the principal primary reactions involved in the thermal

decoinpositkm of the okfines yield both 2 and 4 carbon-

atom okfaes, thus:

(a) 2CSH 4 ->QHS

(c) CtH.

Under conditions involving secondary changes propykae

yields ethyleoe and methane,
*

probably by hydrogeoatioe

of the radicals formed by scission of the carbon chain at

the single linking*, thus:

likewise it appears that 10% goes to form ethane and

butadiene, thus:

Pressures. At elevated pressures polymerization is the pre-

dominant reaction in the thermal treatment of propylene

at temperatures up to 400 C. At higher temperatures de-

composition and complex side reactions occur. Evidence

regarding the relative case of polymerization of ethylene

and propytene under increased pressure conditions is con-

tradictory. In the presence of catalysts, e.g. phosphoric

acid, propytoe is the more easily polymerized, but in the

absence of catalysts the reverse appears to be the case

[10, 1932; 81, 1935}.

The liquid products obtained by the non-catalytic poly-

merization of propylene at 375 C. and 214-54 kg. pecan.
1

pressure over a period of 12 hours have been described by

Ipatkff and Pines [33, 1936] (Table XIII). Paraffins are

present in the lowest boiling fractions, bat as the boiiiig-

point rises the percentage of paramos diminishes until it

becomes nil in the fractions boiling at 175 C and JWier.

Okfoes are present to the extent ofabout 50% in the fac-

tions boiling up to about 185 C. In the product boning at

215-225C.olefines are present to the extent of8%oaa|yaaid
are absent in higher boiling fractions. Qydoparafins are

present in aM but the kw^st bdlingfr^^
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TABLE XIII

Thermal Polymerization ofPropylene (Ipatieffand Pines)

boiling at 215 C. and higfaer contain cyclo-olefines- pre-
sumably formed by the dehydrogenation of cycloparaifins
According to Ipatieffand Pines [33, 1936] the thermal poly-
merization of ethyleoe proceeds more easily than that of
propyfeoe. In the case of ethylene the polymerization pro-
ceeds satisfactorily at 330 C., but propylene polymerizes at
330 C. to a negligible extent at the same pressure. This
agrees with statements made by Dunstan, Hague and
Wheeler [10, 1932] and by Sullivan, Ruthruff, and Kuentzel

TABLE XIV
Themal Polymerization ofPropylene (Sullivan, Ruthruff,

andKuentzel)

Topical results obtained by the last-named investigators

in the polymerization of propylene are reproduced in
Table XTV, from which it is evident that the octane num-
bers of the polymer gasolines produced are higher than
those from ethylene under the same conditions.
In autoclave experiments at 400 C. and 1,010 Ib. per

sq. in. maximum pressure Dunstan, Hague, and Wheeler
[10, 1932] obtained an 80% conversion ofpropylene to total

liquid products.

Butenes.

The three butenes, namely, 1-butene, 2-butene, and iso-

butene, are less stable under the action of heat than either

propylene or ethylene. In general, the larger the alkyl
group substituted for a hydrogen atom in the ethylene
molecule, the more unsymmetrical the resulting molecule
and the greater the instability. This is shown in the case
ofthe two normal butenes, 2-butene being the more stable.

Undoubtedly, either of the normal butenes isomerizes into
the other, so that a study of either is really a study of a
mixture of both. Only at low temperatures in the early
stages of decomposition are differences in the relative

stability of the normal butenes apparent.
n-Butenes. The results obtained by Wheeler and Wood

[SO, 1930] in the pyrolysis of these gases at temperatures
ranging from 600 to 900 C. indicate that the products of
decomposition from both isomers are similar. The pro-
duction of equal volumes of propylene and methane at
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600 C. indicates rapture of the terminal C-C linkage, fol-

lowed by hydrogenation of the radicals so formed. The

necessary hydrogen would be liberated during the simul-

taneous decomposition of some of the butene to form

butadiene. Another simultaneous reaction is the formation

of molecules containing 2 carbon atoms, mainly depoly-

merization to ethylene.

Liquid hydrocarbons were produced at 600 C., mainly,

it was believed, through the combination of butadiene with

an olefine. On this assumption calculation showed that the

three primary reactions involved about equal weights of

butene. An examination of the liquids formed when a

mixture of the two /i-butenes was decomposed at 600 C.

showed that cyclohexene and methyl-cydohexeae pre-

dominated, benzene and toluene being present in com-

paratively small proportion. Cydohexadieoe and methyl

cydohexadiene were also present. Only 18*5% of the

liquids produced at this temperature boiled above 1 17 C.

Of the liquids formed from 2-butene at 650 C., however,

29-6% boiled above 1 10 C and 16-6% above 150 C, and
aromatic hydrocarbons predominated. Thus an increase

in the temperature of formation of the liquids resulted in

a greater proportion of higher boiling hydrocarbons and

caused the conversion of hydro-aromatic into the more

stable aromatic hydrocarbons. Naphtheoes and paraffins

were absent from the liquids boiling below 1 10 C. The
results of Wheeler and Wood are reproduced in Table XV.

TABLE XV
Pyrolysis ofn-Butenes (Wheeler and Wood)

Isobutene. Isobutene is less stable to heat than either of

the normal butenes, propylene, or ethylene. On the other

hand, it is more stable than the corresponding paraffin

isobutane. Thus Kurd and Spence [29, 1929] found that

at 600 C. isobutene decomposed to the extent ofonly 1 -2%
in 18 sec., whereas isobutane decomposed to the extent of

13-19-5% in 17-21 sec. at the same temperature. For a

20% decomposition of isobutykae at 600 C. a hot con-

tact time of 200 sec. was required. At 700 C the rate

of decomposition for both hydrocarbons was markedly

increased, although the contrast was still apparent. For

a hot contact time of 12-21 sec., isobutane was broken

down to the extent of 70%, whereas with isobutykne de-

composition varied from 30 to 50%. Still more striking

a difference in the two cases is to be found in the course

of the two reactions. Isobutane was found to decompose

almost exclusively into gaseous hydrocarbons, which were

of lower raoleaikr weight than the original material Iso-

btrtyietK, on tlie contrary, changed quite materially into

hydrocarboos ofgreater mokcular complexity. Nearly half

of the decomposed isofoutyieiie g#ve rise to liquid hydno-

carbom, whereas tJbre remainder appeared in the form of

gases. The gaseous products from both isobwtane and iso~

butykoe were similar to the extent that methane, hydrogen,
and propylene were important products of the decomposi-

tiofi, with methane always r^nedorninatirig. Soixie of the

results obtained by Hurd and Speoce on isobutoe are

reproduced in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI

Decomposition of Isobwtene (Hwd and Spence)

\ \

I c,r. gese&m products $r litre <?/ iso-

Tbe Ndi-cafcilytk TTieniial Treatment of Butenes at

lacreased Presses. Ipatieff [30, 1902-3; 34, 1907-8] was

probably the first to polymerize isobtrtene by heating to

380-400 C at 70 atm, pressure. He thus obtained a mix-

ture of liquid paraffin, olefine, and naphtfaene hydrocarbons

which resembled the products he obtained by similar treat-

ment of ethykaae, except that the fraction boiling below

150 C. was, richer in okfines in the case of isobuteoe.

Among the olefines present were thought to be the dimer

and trimer of the original okfine. "By heating isobtitene at

200 C. for 14 days in sealed giass tubes small yields of

polymers have been obtained [39, 1930]. It would appear

that polymerization of isobuteee to di- and tri-isobateiie

and higher polymers occurs first, followed by decornposi-

tion and cydizatkm of the polymers, i.e.

CH,
x

H

CH,

CH,-

CH,

CH

CH, CH,
Di-i&obutenc

(or 2,4,4-Trimethylpentene-2).

Experiments on the polymerization of isobutene (and

also propylene and amylen) have shown that the reaction

velocity varies directly as the square of the concentratioii,

and that the velocity constant of polymerization depends

upon the temperature. At high initial concentrations the

rx>lymerizatkm of olefines is homogeneous, and although

the mechanism of the reaction drffers-from the usual con-

secutive bimolecular reaction, the second kinetic order re-

action is formally observed. The polymerization reaction

velocity of okfines of normal structure rapidly decreases

with increase in molecular weight, and the presence oftwo

double bonds in the molecule increases the velocity of

polymerization [37, 1934-5}.

Hie Thermal Reactions of Acetylene.

The first experiments on the action of heat cm acetylene

were carried out by Berthelot [1, 1866, 19011 wfa fomed
the opinion that acetylene was aa intermediate product
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in the pyroty&is of practically all the hydrocarbons which

he studied. Acetylene was found to decompose when

passed through a porcelain tube at red heat and gave

largely carbon and hydrogen. Minor products were ethy-

koe, methane, naphthalene, aiKi tar. To explain the

separation of carbon, BertbeJot assumed a progressive

polymerization reaction, hydrogen splitting off in the pro-
cess until only carbon remained. Experiments under less

drastic conditions indicated definitely the predominant
trad in the action of heat on acetylene to be towards the

production of aromatic hydrocarbons by polymerization.
At a much later date important researches on acetylene

decomposition were carried out by Bone and Coward
[4, 1908], who found that

(1) At moderate temperatures acetylene shows a strong

tendency to polymerize, maximum reaction occurring
at 600-700 C, and decreasing above this tempera-
ture, so that littk polymerization occurs at 1,000 C.

(2) At 800 C. and above, the primary change is decom-

position and considerable amounts of methane are

formed, presumably by hydrogenation of=CH radi-

cals initially produced.

At 480-500 C., with an exposure of 20 hours, about

82% of the acetylene was found to react. Of this 48%
polymerized, 39% decomposed into carbon and hydrogen,
and the remainder (13%) was converted into methane,
ethane, and ethylene. At 800 C explosive decomposition

i.e. the so-called 'acetylene flashing* occurred, pro-
ducing much methane. Methane was also produced in high
yield when acetylene was heated with hydrogen at 800 C

Probably the roost extensive work on acetylene pyrolysis,

particularly with regard to the identification of the liquid

products obtained, is that by Meyer and his co-workers

[47, 1912-14, 1918, 1920}, whose work should be consulted
for further details. Of interest is the work of Hague and
Wheeler [24, 19291 conducted at atmospheric pressure
and under the same conditions of contact time as their

experiments on other hydrocarbon gases. Their results are

reproduced in Table XVII, and show that high yields of

liquid products are obtained at 650-700 C The decom-
position of pure acetylene as compared with that of acety-
lene produced in the thermal decomposition of other

hydrocarbons shows differences arising from increased con-
centration. Decomposition should take place through the
same mechanisms, but the chances for methenyl radical

formation are much greater in the case of undiluted acety-

lene. These methenyl radicals should combine to give
benzene. Moreover, there is the possibility of 3 acetylene
molecules polymerizing to give benzene without the inter-

mediate formation of methenyl radicals.

TABLE XVII

Polymerization and Decomposition ofAcetylene
(Hague and Wheeler)

At low temperatures and atmospheric pressure acetylene

polymerizes to higher gaseous and liquid derivatives, such

as dipropargyl, methyl pentadene, and divinyl acetylene.

The General Effects of the Variables involved in

Thermal Decomposition of Hydrocarbons
The foregoing account of the thermal reactions of the

gaseous hydrocarbons allows an accurate assessment of
the effect of the various variables involved to be made.

Considering the effect of temperature first, it is evident

that at very high temperatures, e.g. above 1,000 C., all

the gaseous hydrocarbons decompose completely to carbon
and hydrogen, if the heating period is sufficiently long.
That is, the methane equilibrium

CH4 ^ C+2H2

is the ultimate stage in the decomposition of all hydro-
carbons, and if products other than carbon and hydrogen
are required, then the heating time and/or the temperature
must be so adjusted that the primary or secondary products
of decomposition are withdrawn from the reaction zone
before the final decomposition reactions set in.

In the heat treatment of gaseous paraffins the least

drastic conditions of temperature and reaction time yield

gaseous olefines, and liquid products are only usually ob-
tained by an increase in either temperature or contact time.

Aromatic liquids are obtained under more drastic condi-
tions than liquid products of an unsaturated character.
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THE GASEOUS PARAFFINS AS A SOURCE OF OLEFINES

By D. A. HOWES, DJSc., MJnstP.T.

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company Ltd.

IT has already been shown that the gaseous paraffins

methane to butane yield defines by thermal decomposi-

tion, and also by dehydro@enation. The ammercial and

practical aspects of these means of producing okfines may
now be considered in detail.

Tbe Pitj&ictkm of Ofefines by
Non-catalytic Decompositioo

Theoretically it is feasible to obtain high yields of ofe-

fines from the corresponding paraffins by heat treatment

the reaction involved being a simple defaydrogenation.

Methane is not amenable to such dehydrogenation because

the production of ethylene from it involves a synthesis

process in which two carbon atoms must become linked

together.

Unfortunately heat treatment alone does not have the

desired results because, as already shown, the gaseous

paraffins decompose in a variety of ways, each C C link-

age being broken in addition to the elimination ofhydrogen
from a terminal alkyl radical Consequently the thermal

treatment of a gaseous paraffin results in the formation of

both paraffins and okfines containing fewer carbon atoms

per molecule than the parent substance, and the yields of

oiefines are, as a result, low. As far as can be ascertained

the highest yield of ofefines yet obtained by the thermal

treatment of either propane or butanes is about 60% by

weight, the production of lower paraffin and hydrogen

being about 40% by weight.

Methane.

Most ofthe work reported on the thermal decomposition
ofmethane is coiicemed with dither the decomposition into

carbon and hydrogen or with the production of aromatic

liquids, and no work has apparently been carried out to

determine the optimum yield ofgaseous okfines obtainable.

The production ofacetylene from ethane is dealt with later,

Whenever liquid hydrocarbons are produced from
methane by thermal treatment, the exit gas is found to con-
tain small amounts of ethykne and/or higher okfines in

addition to varying quantities of acetylene. For example,

Hague and Wheeler [31, 1929], in experiments at 900-
1 ,05<f C. obtained an exit gas, after condensation of higher

hydrocarbons, containing 0-3-0*9% of higher okfines and

2-1-3-7% of ethytene. Similarly, Stanley and Nash [47,

1929], in experiments on highly purified methane at

^OCXFC., obtained an exit gas containing up to H%
ethykoe and 0-8% acetylene. In these tests the space
velocity was varied from about 24 to 143 volumes of inlet

methane par volume of reaction space per hour.

Cambron [6, 1932] has described detailed tests on a
natural gas fraction of the following analysis:

Methane
Etfaaae

Propane
Butanes

Pcsotaocs-f

89-7% volume

Tliese tests were made in quartz and porcelain tubes

containing a centrally disposed electrically heated carbon

rod. Temperatures ranging from 990 to 1,200 C. were

employed, and the effects of temperature and contact time

variables were investigated.

Cambron found that yields of ethykne and acetylene

equivaknt to 13-5% and 3-0%, respectively, could be ob-

tained from the above natural gas fraction at 1,020 C.,

using a suitably short contact time. Under more severe

conditions the yield of ethykne decreased while that of

acetylene increased.

It is evident from these results that the production of

ethyfcne and higher okfines from methane by thermal

treatment is not a commercial feasibility. As far as is

known, the use of catalysts has not yet given any greater

yields than those mentioned above. As a source of olefines,

therefore, methane may be disregarded.

Ethane.

Ethane is a very convenient source of ethykne. As

already mentioned, the main reaction involved in thermal

treatment at temperatures considerably higher than the

initial decomposition temperature, is dehydrogenation,

although other reactions take place to minor extents. In

the following correlation of the published work on the

production of ethykne from ethane by non-catalytic

thermal treatment, experiments made by heating ethane

statically in a closed system have been ignored because,

while they have given valuable information on the reaction

mechanisms involved, are far removed from industrial prac-

tice, and give no indication ofwhat may be realized in com-
mercial operation.

TABLE I

Results of Hague and Wheeler. Decomposition of Ethpne.

Flow rate 4 litres per hour.

Reaction tube 70 cm. long x 2-2 cm. I.D.

Space Velocity approx. 49.

34%
1-5%
0*6%

Among the earliest work on the thermal decomposition
of ethane to ethykne that is of any value is that of Hague
and Wheeler [31, 1929], whose results are reproduced in

Table I. These investigators used silica and porcelain
tubes 2*2 cm. diameter and 70 cm. long. The heated length
of the tube was 42-5 cm., but the volume of the constant

temperature zone is unknown. The total heated reaction

volume is thus 162 c.c., and the constant temperature
volume must have been at least half this, i.e. 81 c.c. These
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figures ignore the volume of an internal tbermo couple
pocket which was used. A constant inlet gas rate of4 litres

per hour (measured at N.T.P.) was used in all the tests

reported, and therefore the space velocity (volumes of inlet

gas per volume ofreaction space perhour) was -* =
49-4^

81
based on the assumed constant temperature zone volume.
Under these conditions Hague and Wheeler obtained the

optimum conversion of ethane to ethylene (as shown in
Table I) at 750 C., when the olefine content ofthe exit gas
was 33-3 %, and the increase in gas volume due to reaction
was 63 %. Assuming the defines formed to consist entirely
of ethylene, these figures correspond to an ethylene yield

of 33*3 x = 54-3% by volume or 50-5% by weight.

Under these conditions the reaction time was about
20 seconds.

Other workers have employed reaction time and space
velocity conditions more in accord with industrial opera-
tions, in which high gas linear velocity is essential hi order
to obtain good heat transfer rates. Thus, Sullivan, Ruth-
ruff, and Kuentzel [50, 1935] have studied the pyrolysis of
ethane for olefine production in a helical coil of KA2S
tubing (18/8 Cr-Ni steel) of 14 ft. total length and & LD.
Reaction times of 0-5 to 2-6 sec. and space velocities of
270-1,440 were employed. The detailed results of these

investigators are reproduced in Table II, and the effects of
the more important variables are shown in Figs. 1, 2,
and 3.

TABLE II

Production ofEthylene by the Pyrolysis ofEthane
(Sullivan, Ruthruff, and Kuentzel) [50, 1935]
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^e range 1,440-1 ,55Cf F. (782-S43" C), and at

reaction ttoes varying from 0-5 to 2*6 sec.

In Fig. 1 the volume per cent, conversion of ethane to

ethylene is plotted against the per cent, volume increase.

In the absence of any secondary reactions the volume
increase should be numerically equal to the volume yield of

olefines, and as Fig. 1 shows, the deviation ofexperimental
points from the theoretical curve is quite small but increase

with increasing conversion. This figure also demonstrates

that temperature, per cent, conversion, and reaction time

perse have little influence on the course ofthe reaction. The
curve in Fig. 1 represents all the data obtained in the

25 50
CONVERSION TO OLEFIMS -\OLUME PEP CENT

FIG. I. Volume increase *. conversion to okfines in ethane

pyrolysis,

TIME OF CONTACT - SECONDS

FIG. 2. Unsataates in exit gas v. time of contact in

pyrolysjs.

In Fig. 2 the olefine content of the exit gas is plotted

against reaction time, and it is apparent that the greatest
oiefine concentration is obtained by operatiEg at feigli

temperatures and short reaction times. Volume per cent.

yield of okfines is plotted against reaction time in Fig, 3.
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Under optimum conditions 74% of the ethane treated was

converted into okfines in one pass. These figures demon-

strate that okfine yield and okfine content of the cracked

gas increase at any given temperature with increasing

reaction time until optimum conditions are readied, after

which a further increase in reaction time results in decreased

okfoe yield and lower okfine concentration in the cracked

gas. This decrease is due to the destruction of ethykne

through secondary reactions giving carbon, hydrogen, and

methane, and also aromatic liquids.

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

tures. In order to obtain high yields of propylene without

ID iS
me OF CONTACT - SECONDS

FIG, 3. Conversion to okfines v. time of contact in ethane

pyrolysis

Further important work on the production of ethylene
from ethane by pyrolysis has been carried out by Cambron
and his co-workers [6, 1932; 7, 1933], using reaction tubes

internally heated by glowing carbon rods. No details are,

however, available for the calculation ofreaction times and

space velocities obtained in these experiments. Results

obtained by Tropsch and Egioff [53, 1935] on the pyrolysis
ofethane and other gases at 1,100-1,400 C are considered

later.

A possible method of obtaining greater yields ofethylene
from ethane than those mentioned above is to operate at a

sufficiently low temperature to obtain a low conversion of

ethyiene per pass, and to remove the ethylene before re-

cycling the residual ethane. In this way the production of

methane and hydrogen would be considerably decreased.

The data of Sullivan, Ruthruff, and Kuentzel give the

following rales of ethylene production under the optimum
conversion conditions:

Propane.

As already mentioned, it is not feasible to convert pro-
pane exclusively into propylene and hydrogen to an extent

suffidendy attractive for large scale operation by thermal
non-catalytic decomposition, because lower paraffins and
okfines are both formed. The work ofHague and Wheeler
[31,1929] shows this very clearly. For example, at 700 C.
propane gave an exit gas containing 14-2% higher olefines
and 23-1 % ethyiene plus acetylene. At 850 C the higher
ole&e content of the exit gas was only 2-3 %, whik that of
ethykoe was 14*5%. Under these conditions the volume
per cent, yield of higher olefines (presumably propylene)
was 21-7% and 4-8%, respectively, at these two tempera-

the concurrent formation of ethylene, methane, and ethane,
resort must be made to catalytic dehydrogenation (see

later).

Similar results have been described by Frolich and
Wiezerich [28, 1935]. These are given in Fig. 4.

700 800 300 tOOO

FIG. 4. Pyrolysis of propane (Frolich and Wiezerich).

Using a quartz reaction tube, a contact time of 0-4 sec.

and a space velocity of c. 7,500, the maximum concentra-

tion of propylene in the exit gas was 13*2%, and this

occurred at a lower temperature (810 C.) than the maxi-

mum concentration of ethylene (29*4%), which occurred at

890 C. The ratio of ethylene to propylene in the cracked

gas was roughly 2 to 1, increasing slightly with temperature,
presumably because the propylene initially formed enters

more readily into secondary reaction than does the ethy-
lene. However, ifthe cracking ofpropane is carried nearly
to completion, the sum of ethylene and propylene in the

exit gas is close to 40% over a wide temperature range.
Since the volume of gas is practically doubled by the crack-

ing process, this means that the yield ofethylene plus propy-
lene is of the order of 80% (by volume) on the basis of

entering propane. This is equivalent to 56% by weight.
Tests made by Ebrey and Engelder [14, 1931] at a con-

stant space velocity of 98 vols. of inlet gas per volume of

reaction space per hour, gave an ethylene+propylene
concentration in the exit gas of 33*7% by volume, at a

temperature of 760 C, The maximum propylene concen-
tration in the exit gas was 10*7% by volume obtained at

660 C. At 760 C. the yield of ethylene -f-propylene was
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42-5% by weight of the propane treated. This low yield

may be attributed to the low space velocity employed.
One of the most complete published accounts of the

pyrolysis of propane for the production of olefines is that

by Sullivan, Ruthruff, and Kuentzel [50, 1935]. Qualitatively
the results obtained are similar in all respects to those ob-
tained by the same workers on ethane (see above). A plot
of volume per cent, conversion of propane to olefraes

against per cent, volume increase is satisfied by one curve,

regardless ofthe time and temperature conditions employed
to obtain the individual points. The deviation of this

curve from the theoretical is small but increases rapidly as

conversion increases. This is reproduced in Fig, 5. As
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the volume olefine yield and the
okfine content of the cracked gas are both maximum when
operating at high temperatures and short contact times.
On increasing the time of contact beyond that necessary for

optimum results, the olefine content of the cracked gas and
the olefine yield both decrease because of destruction ofthe
olefines through secondary reactions. The highest weight
per cent, conversion of propane to olefines obtained was
55%. The detailed results of Sullivan, Ruthruff, and
Kuentzel on the pyrolysis of propane are reproduced in

Table HI.

Further work of value on the production of olefines by
the pyrolysis of propane is that by Cambron and Bayfey
[7, 1933]. These workers found that when pyrolysis is

carried out under conditions of turbulent flow, the yields
of olefines obtained at a given temperature are greatly in-

creased over those obtained under conditions of streamline
flow. They also found that under conditions of turbulent

flow higher rates of conversion to olefines are possible since

the temperatures at which side reactions begin to be notice-

able are considerably higher under these conditions.
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Cambron and Bayley obtained turbulent flow conditions

by inserting suitable baffles in their reaction tubes [8, 1 935].

50 75
CONVERSKDN TO CHURNS-VOLUME PER CENT

FIG. 5. Volume increases v. conversion to olefines in propane
pyrolysis.

TABLE in

Propane Pyrolysis in KA2S Coil [50, 1935]

(Sullivan, Ruthruff, and Kuentzel)
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TiM OF CONTACT- SECONDS

FIG. 6. Unsaturatcs in exit gas v. time of contact in propane
pyrotysis.

NO t.5

TIME OF CONTACT -SECONDS

FIG. 7. Conversion of olefbes v. time of contact in propane
pyrolysis.

Space velocities up to 4,000 and temperatures of 800-
1,087C were employed. Under these conditions the
optimum results obtained were as surnmarized below
(Table IV).

The production of olefines by the thermal pyrolysis of
propane at super atmospheric pressure has been studied
by Tropsch, Thomas, and Egloff [55, 1936], whose results

may be summarized as follows in Table V:

TABLE V
The Production of Olefines by the Pyrolysis of Propane at

Super-atmospheric Pressure

These results are of particular interest in view ofthe high
mean molecular weight of the olefines produced.

Butanes.

The olefines produced by the non-catalytic pyrolysis of
/2-butane and isobutane comprise ethylene, propylene, and
butylenes the more severe the conditions the lower the
average molecular weight of the olefines produced. That
is, the behaviour of butanes is similar to that of propane
in this respect.

The effect of temperature on the products obtained from
w-butane as determined by Frolich and Wiezevich is shown
in Fig. 8. In these experiments the contact time was 04 sec.
and the space velocity c. 340; and, under these conditions,
the temperature (650 C.) at which maximum propylene
concentration occurs (11*1 %) is somewhat lower than the
temperature (730 C.) for maximum ethylene (29%). The
highest concentration of butylene (8-1 %) was reached at

TABLE IV

Optimum Results Obtained by Cambron and Bayley in the Pyrolysis of Propane for Olefine Production
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about 670 C For maximum total unsaturateds in the exit

gas, a temperature of about 690 C. was required.

40O 5OO 600 TOO 6OO 30O

REACTOR vy^KLL TEMPERATURE -'C

FIG. 8. Pyrolysis of normal butane (Frolkh and Wiezerich).

The experimental results of Hague and Wheeler [31,

1929] on butane have already been mentioned. These were

obtained at very low space velocities (ca. 49), i.e. long times

ofcontact. The highest total olefine content in the exit gas

was 42-5% vol. (i.e. 19-7% higher oleftnes, 2-4% CJHS

(probably QH^, and 20-4% QHJ, at a temperature of
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700 C. Undor these conditions a 2-3 % oil yield was ob-
tained simultaneously and higiier temperatures gave
decreased okfine yields, but higher liquid yields, Valuable
results at higher space velocities, i.e. under conditions much
nearer to commercial scak practice than those of Hague
and Wheeler, have been obtained by Cambroa and Bayky
[7, 1933]. These results, together with figures derived

therefrom by the author of this paper, are detailed in

Table VI. It will be observed that the high space velocities

used by Cambron and Bayky necessitated the use of

temperatures up to 990 C, but under these conditions the

output of oiefiaes per unit of reaction space was very high.
The production of gaseous okfines and liquid products

by the pyrolysis of butanes at 725 Ib. per sq. in, (51 kg. per
on.2

) has been studied by Tropsch, Thomas, and Egioff

[55, 1936J, whose results have already been discussed on
theoretical grounds. At these pressures the temperatures

required (525-550 C.) for olefine production are much
lower than those necessary at substantially atmospheric
pressure, but the reaction times (40-120 sec.) are corre-

spondingly longer. Under these conditions it was found

necessary to limit the percentage decomposition per pass
in order to reduce carbon formation, and in all tests liquid

products were produced. The results obtained by Tropsch
et al. have been used to calculate the data pertaining to

them given in Table VII. It is noteworthy that the olefines

produced under these conditions had average molecular

weights ranging from 43 to 48 (i.e. approximating to

propyJene). A suitable recycling arrangement would allow

the production (see later) of circa 50% by weight of such

okfees, plus 1-4 Imp. gal. of liquid product per 1,000 cu.

ft. of butane treated. These yields are very promising.

General Considerations on the Production of Okfines

by No-catalytk Pyrotysis

The above account ofthe more important published work
on the production ofokfines by the pyrolysis ofthe gaseous

paraffins may be briefly summarized as follows:

1. defines may conveiiiently be produced by this means.

Yields up to 50-60% by weight may be realized.

2. The temperature and reaction time conditions required

TABLE VI

Pyrolysis ofn-Butaw (Cambron and Bayley) [7, 1933]
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TABLE VII

Pressure Pyrolysis ofButanes (Trapsck, JJ&mas, cmdEghff.)

Material

treated

Commercial
Normalbutan* Isobtuane

Rmwt. H

Te*np. C. .

'

525
i 525 I 555

i
555 555

j

555
j

350 1 550 I 550
Reaction ;

j

!
i ! !

e. ., 99 173 82-3 i 47 I 51 , 86-5 i 115
j

96
\

82

pcrsq.m. ' 725 725 725 725 725 725 725

% of tote*,

'

'

t

, i

725 725

.25-6 31-6 155-4 43-3 21-6 25-8 51-2 44-5
j

41-7

dbcwf. i

'

UJ5.atp^ .

I
I

|

I

I r000ca. ft.
;

i
i

input . 0-75 1-3 2-2 1-3
'

0-3 0-4 ! 3-1
|

2-3 2-3

Imp.gal.pcn :

l

j

'

i

1-08 1-83 1-061 0-25 0-33 i 2-58 1-92 1-92

products,

% vol. or

composed,
H 9 . 1-5

i
35-1

1-9

58-5

45-8 |2^5
CH
C^H,

2-2
I

nil

52-5 45-8

12-5 ! 6-9

130-6

i

14-4

7-4

27-7

13-1

10-3

5-5 6-4

45-8 42-2

1-3 5-0

19-2 20-7

2-9 4-5

are less severe than those necessary for liquid hydrocarbon
formation.

3. Olefines may be produced over a very wide tempera-
ture range (i.e. 600-1 ,000 C) by proper choice of the

reaction times.

4. The shorter the reaction time i.e. the higher the space

velocity employed the higher is the temperature required
for a given conversion.

5. The otefines produced are invariably of considerably
lower molecular weight than the parent paraffins i.e. ole-

finfis are produced by the splitting of carbon chains in

preference to simple dehydrogenation.
6. The more severe the conditions employed the lower is

tibe molecular weight of the okfines produced, i.e. ethylene
is the predominating okfee product under severe pyrolysis
coixlitions. (Acetylene is also an important high tempera-
ture product this is dealt with later.)

7. The higher the molecular weight ofthe paraffin treated,
the milder the reaction conditions required for a given
conversion, or alternatively, the greater the conversion
under given reaction conditions,

Ibe reaction conditions and the results obtained by
selected workers in this field are summarized in Table VTJL
These refer to experiments in which conditions- were con-
trolled so as to prevent the formation of oils and substantial

amounts of coke.

Tliennal CoosideratkHis.

The pyrolysis reaction for the production of gaseous oJe-

fines is markedly endothermic, as shown by the following

typical reactions:

CH, ->C,H<-fCH4 16,100

n. C4H t.-^C4H,+Hs 32,000

n. C4H -> CaH4+C,H 17,000

. QHj.-^-C.H.-fCH 4 17,600

32,000 cal. per g. mole (1920 B.Th.U. per lb )

32,000 , (1309 )

(658-6 )

(993-1 )

(527-6 )

(546-2 )

As a result a large quantity ofheat at a high temperature
level must be transmitted to the reacting gas. It is, there-

fore, essential to employ highly turbulent flow of the gas
within the reaction tubes so as to obtain a heat transfer

rate as high as possible. Without such highly turbulent

flow side reactions occur leading to the formation of coke
and aromatic liquids, and the throughput capacity of the

plant is considerably reduced.

Plant Arrangement,

It is evident that the reaction coil must be heated, and
the plant arrangement is simple. A gas-fired furnace,

designed on conventional lines, serves for both preheat and
reaction heat duties, but care must be taken in the choice

of suitable furnace tube materials. Such steels as Krupps
NCT3 and Hadfields HR3 (both containing 25% chromium
and 20% nickel) are satisfactory for use at temperatures

up to 1,000 C., while for lower temperatures there is a wide

range of suitable tube steels including austenitic stainless

steels and molybdenum and chromium steels.

It is frequently found that steels of different chemical

composition have appreciably different catalytic affects

upon the reactions involved. The use of steels containing

large quantities ofnickel (but only a little, or no, chromium)
is to be avoided because they accelerate carbon formation.

Large-scale Installations.

As far as is known, the only large-scale plants in opera-
tion for the manufacture of olefines by the pyrolysis of

gaseous paraffins are those of certain American chemical

manufacturers, who utilize the olefines produced, particu
-

larly ethylene, for the production of synthetic organic
chemicals. The reason for the non-adoption of this process
on any scale by the petroleum industry is the rapid develop-
ment of combination pyrolysis polymerization plants by
which paraffins are converted into olefines and the olefines

then polymerized in one plant. These plants obviate the

necessity of segregating the olefines produced and then

subsequently polymerizing them.

The Production of Gaseous Olefines by the

Dehydrogenation of the Lower Paraffins

It has already been mentioned that the low yields of ole-

fines obtainable from the gaseous paraffins by pyrolysis

processes, due mainly to the fact that cracking (i.e. forma-

tion ofhydrocarbon containing a smaller number ofcarbon

atoms) is the predominating reaction, may be considerably

improved in processes of catalytic dehydrogenation. Thus
the highest yield of olefines yet obtained from butane by

pyrolysis is about 60% by weight, whereas by dehydrogena-
tion it is theoretically possible to obtain an olefine yield of

96-5% by weight consisting entirely of butylenes. This

high yield of olefines is not obtainable in single pass opera-

tion, for reasons which are given later, but such a process
offers other attractions (e.g. production of hydrogen for

hydrogenation).
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TABLE VIII

Summary of Published Remits on Olefim Production by Thermal Pyr^yns

\

Oiffine produttion rate

2D37

TABLE IX
Maximum Conversion to defines by Dehydrogenation ofParqfftns at 350-700 C.from the data ofFrey and Huppke

[23, 1933]. (Percentage Conversion to Olefmes (volume).)

TABLE X
Maximum Concentration of Olefines in Exit Gas by Dehydrogenation of Paraffins (per cent, volume) [23, 1933]

The equilibrium

Paraffin Olefiiie-t-Hydrogen

lies well over to the left at temperatures below 350 C., but
the extent of dehydrogenation increases with rise in

temperature and proceeds extensively above 450 C. Of
particular interest is the work by Frey and Huppke [23,

1933] on the ext^rimental determination of the dehydro-
genation equilibrium in the case ofethane, propane, and the

butanes, whose results have already been discussed. They
m Bb

are also presented in Fig. 3 of the article entitkd Tyroiysis
of Gaseous Hydrocarbons* (p. 2013). These results erabie
the percentage conversions of the lower paraffins into
the conespooding olefines to be calculated foe aay parti-
cular tempecature. From the values ofK given in Ffe. 3
(p, 201 3), the extent of dehydrogenatioii theoretically pos-
siblehas been calculatedas reproduced in Table DC,iMe
the corresponding concentrations of ole&es in ffaet csdt

gases are set out in Table X.
According to Frey and Huppke (kxx cit) no radecute
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occurs in dehydrogeoation IB the presence
of suitable catalysis, with the result that /t-butane yields
Jt-butylerjes only and isobutane gives exclusively iso-

butyfeae.
It Is evident from the above figures that it is thermo-

dynaruicaliy possible to obtain from /*- or isobutane, for

example, an exit gas obtaining c. 30% butyknes by de-

faydrogenation at 550 C, the other constituents being
30% hydrogen and 40% undecomposed butane. Inprac-
tke, however, there are various conditions which must be

copper
is active in this direction, but loses its

activity
rapidly, while nickel, platinum, and palladium have been
reported to bring about complex decomposition in addition
to simple dehydrogenation [15, 1930-2].
The I.G. Farbenindustrie [17, 1927] claim the produc-

tion of amylene by passing pentane over active carbon at
450-500 C., and Tausz and Putnoky [51, 1919] havede-
hydrogenated pentane, hexane, heptane, and octane over
palladium at 300 C. In their work on the determination
of equilibrium constants, Frey and Huppke [23, 1933] used

600 65

TEMPERATURE C.

. 9. Defaydrogenation of normal butane (97% pure).

realized before the reaction involved can proceed satis-

fectorily. The most important requirement is a suitable
catalyst to speed up the dehydrogenation reaction so that it

may proceed at a much greater rate than any cracking
reactions. Figures already presented show that in the
absence of such a catalyst dehydrogenation proceeds only
to a sight extent Other important requirements are choice
of pressure and temperature conditions, and also choice of
catalyst such that there is complete prevention ofany crack-
ing reactions which cause the deposition of cracked pro-
ducts and carbon on the catalyst and so reduce its activity
Polymerization of the olefines formed must also be pre^
vented, because this also causes the deposition ofdeleterious
products on the catalyst.

Catalysts.

^
Various catalysts have been used in the dehydrogena-

iioe or the lower paraffins. According to Pease [44, 1923],

a chromic oxide gel catalyst prepared by precipitation from
a chromic nitrate solution by ammonia in the presence of
ammonium acetate. The gel was black in appearance and
vitreous in texture. At temperatures above 450 C., how-
ever, this catalyst suffers from deterioration in activity.
Chromic oxide catalysts not in the gel form are reputed to
give inferior results [37, 1933], while the best results are
claimed to be obtained from chromic oxide gel catalysts
made by precipitation from chromic nitrate solution by
caustic soda or caustic potash. Such gels retain their gel
structure on drying and heating. Catalysts of good cata-
lytic activity may also be obtained by precipitation with
ammonia in the presence of acetic acid, sulphuric acid,
aluminium salts, or soluble silicates [37, 1933].

Mixtures of chromic oxide and zinc oxide have been
claimed as satisfactory catalysts for the dehydrogenation of
paraffin hydrocarbons higher than methane by Frolich and
Boeckeler [27, 1934]. The temperature range is quoted as
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450-700 C. Catalysts containing zinc oxide and another

oxide of a metal which has two or more valencies are

favourably mentioned, such as 30 rook % zinc oxide plus

70 mole % chromium oxide, or other proportions of

the same oxides, or zinc oxide and molybdenum oxide.

According to Frolich and Boeckeler [27, 1934], the space

velocities allowable with such catalysts are in the neigh-

bourhood of 780, but may range from 108 to 6,480. The

catalysts must be reduced before useand it is often advanta-

geous to dilute the ingoing paraffin hydrocarbon gases with
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above this temperature cracking took place with

the formation of methane and ethane; carbon was also

deposited. Hie most effective catalysts examined by Dun-
stan and Howes comprised mixtures of molybdeBuiii,

zinc, and magnesium oxides, and ammotiiisn darotnate

deposited on carriers, such as silica gd and active carbon.

In the temperature range 400-600 C. the allowable space

velocities varied from 250 to 2,000, the higher throiagfiputs

being obtained with the more active molybdenum and

chromium catalysts.

40
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Fio. 10. I>ehydrQ^iation of isobuteoe.

nitrogen or water vapour or else with hydrogen^-which

tend to prevent carbon deposition. A process has been

described by Frolich [24, 1932], in which gaseous paraffin

hydrocarbons are dehydrogenated to the corresponding

olefines, using the chromium oxide-zinc oxide catalysts

described above; the resulting hydrogen is then removed

by treatment with reducible metallic oxides (such as copper

oxide) and the olefine polymerized. Tlie removal of hy-

drogen before the polymerization stage by treatment over

a suitable catalyst with carbon monoxide has also been

suggested [25, 1935]. In this case the reaction involved is

and the catalyst employed is nickel in various forms.

Dunstan and Howes [13, 1936] have described tests made

on the dehydrogenation of w-butane and isobutane. Their

results on a variety ofcatalysts are shown in Figs. 9 and 10,

With the most satisfactory catalysts equilibrium conditions

were established at temperatures up to 450-500 C. In

The patent literature contains several statements con-

cerning effective catalysts for the dehydrogenation ofethane

and higher gaseous paraffin hydrocarbons. The most im-

portant of these may be summarized as follows:

Copper and porcelain catalysts [32, 1925].

Various metals and alloys, also nickel, calcium, and

platinum [33, 1933].

Reaction ctanbers constructed of chromium steel [44,

1923].

Porous materials such as active carbon and silka gel [52,

1934],

Zinc, aluminium, and nickel oxkles on supports |52,

1934],

Heavy metals of group I, e.g. gold, silver, or copper, or

their alloys [59, 1934],

Stainless steels coated with, tin, zinc, lead, atemiiiiiii,

and chromium, with free eteaeatary slicon [2,

1908],
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Silicate, phosphates, and borates ofcopper, manga
lead, and copper [58, 1935J.

Vapours cmeruiry, lead, tin, and zinc |60, 1935].

ffiglHeiBperature cokes [19, 1935].
Silicon carMde [18, 1935],

Operation,
Because clefaycfrogaaation is ao equilibrium reaction and

because temperatures high enough for substantially com-
plete coeversioji per pass are not allowable due to

secondary reactions, a recycle operation is necessary. It is

BG. 11. Flow diagram. Dehydrogenation of isobutaoe. (Ideal
operation.)

usually undesirable, with the catalysts at present available,
to operate at temperatures in excess of 500 C. This limits
the extent of dehydrogenation as follows:

Ethane . . , 9.5%
Propane . . . 28-2%

- *

Isofoetaae . . . c. 60%
Moreover, it is usually preferable to employ catalysts

which do not gms the tfaeoretkal conwsion, and, in prac-
tice, CM QrQ paraffin mixtures the decomposition per pass
randy exceeds 35%. Tim necessitates the use of a recycle
ratio of 65/35-ie, the feed consists of 65 parts of recycle
material and 35 parts fresh feed. The defines and hydro-
gem must be separated from the exit gas before returning
this to the system, and a convenient arrangement is that
shown diagraumaiically in Fig. II, which relates to a
typical treatment of butane.

It is desirable to operate the dehydrogeoation process at

^such
a pressure that the feed to it nay be handled in the

liquid state Sims avoiding compresson^-nand also at such
a prane that sliupie separation or fraetionation may be
employed for the separation of the hydrogen from the

paraffin-olefine mixture before passing the latter to poly-
merization.

The plant requirements are not stringent. Because ofthe
fairly low temperatures required, the catalyst tubes may be
constructed of normal carbon steels or the well-known
steels containing small amounts of molybdenum and/or
chromium. Hie dehydrogenation reaction is markedly exo-
thermic (990 B.Th.U. per Ib. ofparaffins reacting in the case
of butane), and arrangements must be made for supplying
this heat to the catalyst without danger of

overheating.
This is the only important factor in the design of the
equipment and must be given adequate attention.

Tlie dehydrogenation of the gaseous paraffins is receiving
considerable attention in the petroleum industry at present
because it provides large quantities of raw materials for
the manufacture of 100 octane number aviation fuels.
Thus butane fractions may be converted by this means into

butylenes. The latter maythen be polymerized, by methods
which are described later, into di-butenes, which, when
hydrogenated, become converted into branched chain
octanes ofvery high anti-knock value. The following figures
illustrate the yields obtainable in commercial operation:

The Production of Acetylene by the Pyrolysis of
the Lower Hydrocarbons

Acetylene is produced in the pyrolysis of all hydro-
carbons, but is mainly a high-temperature product. For
this reason the production of acetylene by pyrolysis has not
received its due attention, and, moreover, the polymerize
tion ofacetylene to liquid hydrocarbons ofgasoline boiling-
range has not yet been fully explored. Considerable data
have been published on the synthesis of acetylene from
methane by means of an electric discharge through the gas
[49, 1932], or by passing methane through an electric arc
[26, 1930]. Cost estimates made by Storch [48, 1934] (based
on a power cost of 0-25 cents per K.W.H.) indicate, how-
ever, that such processes cannot compete with the produc-
tion of acetylene from calcium carbide, with the latter at its

present low price. There are also several patented pro-
cesses [22, 193 1 ; 42, 193 1] for the production ofacetylene by
the partial oxidation of methane, but so far these have
made no headway.

In 1932 Fischer and Pichler [20, 1932] published some
data on the dehydrogenation of ethylene at temperatures
from 1,000 to 1,400 C., and at reaction times varying from
0-004 to 0-005 sec. Under these conditions the formation
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of hydrocarbons of higher molecular weight was always

appreciable. On the other hand, little or no carbon was
formed. The results obtained by these workers are sum-
marized in Table XI, reproduced from a paper by Storch

TABLE XI

Production of Acetylene by the Pyrolysis of Ethylene

(Fischer and Pichler)

[48, 1 934]. It is evident from these results that concentrations

of acetylene in the exit gas as high as 32% were obtained,

corresponding to ethylene conversions to acetylene as high
as 92 %. The percentage of ethylene decomposed is fairly

constant, under the above-mentioned conditions, for any

particular temperature, but there is a definite trend towards

somewhat higher conversions at low ethylene partial pres-

sures. The presence of hydrogen appears to retard the

dehydrogenation rate. Pressure seems to affect the distribu-

tion of the products markedly, a lower partial pressure of

ethylene resulting in a higher conversion to acetylene.

Fischer and Pichler [20, 1932] have also given some results

on the conversion of ethane to acetylene. These data are

practically identical with those obtained for ethylene under

the same conditions and indicate that the dehydrogenation
of ethane to ethylene is much more rapid at 1,000 to

1,400 C. than is the dehydrogenation of ethylene to acety-

lene. Acetylene was also produced in quantity by the

pyrolysis of various petroleum fractions at 700-1^60 F.

[21, 1932], and 50-75% conversions of methane to acety-

lene realized by the pyrolysis of coke-oven gas at 1,500-

1,600 and 0*004-0-005 sec. reaction time.

Recently valuable contributions have been made by

EglofT and his co-workers [53, 1935; 54, 1936] on the

pyrolysis of the gaseous otefines and paraffins at 1,100-

1,400 C. and 50 mm, total pressure. Acetylene was in

most cases an important reaction product. Considering

their results on the gaseous paraffins first, it was found that

at 1
, 100 C. and 50 mm. total pressure, the highest yields of

acetylene, expressed as per cent, by volume, were as follows,

over a reaction time range of 0-8 to 100 x 1(T3 sec.:
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At 1,400"C it was fotnid that itK^haiie rp^ed frcro 10
to 2 tiines looker reaction time than ethane and propane
to obtain maximum acetylene ykkis. Aimjoasianof 12%
by volume of acetylene was obtained from methane at

14-1 x 10-* sec. reaction time. De Rudder and Biederaan

[46, 1930] have reported yields of 22% by volume, which

they obtained using a reaction time of c. 100 x 10"* sec.

The pyrolysis of ethane and propane proceeded similarly
at 1,400 C. as at 1,100 C. The majdmiHB yields of ole-

fines obtained at 1,400 C. were as follows:

Etkylatt Pr&pylem \ Acetylene

With regard to the defines, the results obtained at

1,100 C. and 50 mm. total pressure were as follows:

The highest yields of acetylene and ethyieoe obtained at

1,400 C and 50 mm. pressure wane as follows:

Ethane

Propane
/z-Butane

. 10-0

. 250

. 30-0

It is thus evident that acetylene can be produced by the

pyrorysis of gaseous paraffins and olefines partlcakrry
the latter in attractive yields.

The high temperature required is a great disadvantage,

however, especially wtei combined with sub-^tmosptaic-

pressure operation. Metal reaction tubes are out of the

question, and the only suitable materials for fabrication

appear to be alundum and silicon carbide,

He Separation of Gaseous Olefines from Mixtures

with Paraffins and Hydrogen

It is oflen desirable to segregate or concentrate oleiaes

produced in pyrolysis processes, atttot^fe nsnalt^ tiie ol&-

fine-paraffin mixture is passed to polymeozatioii or othnr

treatment without intermediate purification.
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Hie methods of separation available are as follows:

(a) Fractions! distillation and partial liquefaction;

(b) Pfeysica! absorption with selective solvents;

(c) Qbanlcal processes;

(d) Adsorption;

the applicability of which depends upon the gas mixture to

be hajxlied and the degree of separation required,

(a) Fractional Distillation, &c.

This can only be employed to separate constituents

having boiling-points not closely similar. Usually it can

be relied upon to yield fairly good separation between frac-

tions containing different numbers of carbon atoms per

molecule Le. a mixture of propyleae and propane can be

separated from a mixture ofbutanes and butyknes, but it is

not usually feasible to separate olefines from the corre-

sponding paraffte by this method. Much can be done,

however, to concentrate okfines by the refraetiooation of

selected cuts. Thus Carney [9, 1932] has reported it pos-

sible, for example, to separate 90% butykne (a mixture of

/I- and iso-butyleoe) by fractlonation ofa C4 fraction, or to

vary the content of the more reactive butylene, isobuty-

feoe, from 5% to more than 80% in a fraction containing

only Q hydrocarbons.
Tbe process of LJbao^-Broan, which has been applied in

Germany and Belgium to the separation of the constituents

of coke-oven gas, is of interest as illustrating the potentia-

lities offracakmation at low temperatures [4, 1917]. Coke-

o^eo gas is cooled under pressure to separate first the easily

Hqmefeble impurities, and also an ethykne-methane con-

deusate. In this liquefaction step the coke-oven gas is

cx^edina!mthc^liquidairorliqiiidnitro^n. Fractiona-

tion of the ethyleoe-methane condensate yields practically

pure ethykne. Complete separation of methane and of

carbon monoxide from the accompanying hydrogen can

be accomplished by cooling the coke-oven gas, after

nemoval of the ethykne-niethane mixture, to a tempera-
ture about 209 C. under 10 atm. pressure. This low

temperature is secured with liquid nitrogen maintained

under reduced pressure.

Although most fractionations are carried out at constant

pressure and at varying temperatures a process of *iso-

thermal vaporization' i.e. fractionation at a constant

temperature and gradually diminishing pressure has been

used for effecting a partial separation of the constituents

of a liquefied cracked gas [40, 1932]. Methods involving
fractioeal cooKfeosatiod have also been employed. [1]

A recent development is fractionation in the presence of

a third substance which fonns azeotropes. Sulphur dioxide

has been proposed for this purpose. By adding sulphur
dioxide to a mixture of Q hydrocarbons in an amount

equivalent to the azeotropes of the butanes present, and
then sofefecting the mixture to fractional distillation, the

buteaes can be separated from the butanes [41, 1936],

(} Absorption wi&t Selective Solvents,

A partial separation of the various lower olefines from
one another, and from the corresponding paraffins, can be
effected by takingadvantage of their dijQferent solubilities in

various liquid solvents. The dissolved gases can be libe-

rated from solution by heating. Generally, the solubility
of the olefiaes in neutral solvents increases with increasing
molecular weight and, possibly on account of their greater

reactivity, they are sometimes more soluble than the corre-

spoifediiig paraffins.

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

Two types of solvents have been suggested:

(1) Certain organic solvents such as mineral oil fractions

in which the higher olefines are preferentially soluble,

but which also tend to absorb relatively large propor-
tions of the paraffins.

(2) Certain solvents which dissolve the gaseous olefines

by forming loosely bound addition compounds, but

which do not dissolve saturated hydrocarbons.

In scrubbing with solvents such as mineral oil fractions,

the use ofelevatedpressures is desirable, since the solubilities

of the gas constituents are roughly proportional to their

partial pressures. This method is only suitable for giving

rough separations, but is used to a considerable extent.

Some figures for the solubility of the lighter hydrocarbons
in various hydrocarbons and oils are given in Table XDL

TABLE XH
Solubility ofgaseous hydrocarbons and hydrogen in -various

hydrocarbons at 20 C.

(Volumes dissolved at N.T.P. in 1 volume of solvent per atmo-

sphere partial pressure == Bunsen absorption coefficient.)

As an example of what may be accomplished by scrub-

bing a cracked gas with kerosine, the following figures by

Horsley [36, 1933, 1935] may be mentioned. Such a gas

was washed at 22 C. in countercurrent with 60 litres per
hour of kerosine (b.p. 200-300 C.) in an unpacked tower

2 in. diameter and 12 ft. high, having an effective washing
surface of 6-3 sq. ft. The gas was compressed before

scrubbing to a pressure of 21 atm., and the gases dissolved

in the kerosine were substantially regenerated by reduction

of pressure, firstly to 7 atm. and subsequently to atmo-

spheric pressure. The two gas fractions evolved were col-

lected separately. Under these conditions the following

gases were obtained, volumes referring to normal tempera-
ture and pressure:

It is evident that the gas dissolved in the kerosene and
evolved on reducing the pressure on the solvent to 7 atm.
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contains a much higher concentration of ethyiene than

initially. Similarly, it contains less methane and hydrogen.
The second stage let-down gas is a concentrated source of

propytene.
Acetone has been suggested as a solvent for ethyiene [11,

1922], and also 95% ethyl alcohol [57, 1932]. For the

separation of butylene from butane, ammonia has been

proposed [12].

The removal of acetylene from gaseous mixtures by
scrubbing with esters or ethers of high boiling-point has
also been suggested. Suitable solvents are said to be glycol

mono-formate, glycol mono- and di-alkyl ethers, esters

of the mono-alkyl ethers of ethyiene glycol [3J, and also

poly-glycols, their ethers, esters, and mixed ester-ethers

[43, 1933].

(c) Chemical Process.

Perhaps the most obvious method for the separation of
okfines from gaseous mixtures is absorption in a reagent

capable of combining more readily with the defines than
with the other hydrocarbons present. Such methods include

direct hydration to the correspondingalcohols, esterification

with sulphuric acid or with the hydrogen halides, and also

selective polymerization. These reactions, described in con-

siderable detail by Ellis [16, 1934], suffer from the great

disadvantage that the absorbed defines are not recoverable

and therefore need not be considered here.

Aqueous solutions of silver, cuprous, and mercury salts

are known to dissolve the gaseous okfines readily, probably
by forming complex compounds. The okfines can be
recovered from these solutions by warming, with or with-

out reduction ofpressure. Thus Horsley [34, 1927] has pro-

posed the use of an acid solution of silver nitrate for the

removal of ethyiene from coal gas, and the use of solutions
ofmercury salts for the separation of okfines has also been

suggested [10]. Cuprous salts are much more popular,

e.g. ammoniacal cuprous formate, acetate, or carbonate

[30, 1929].

A typical liquor composition is as follows:

Ammonia
Copper
Formate
Carbonate

7-5 g. moles per litre

1 -75 g. atoms
1 -5 g. moles
1-8 g. moles
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that tiie solubility of ethylene is greaterm aumaokal solu-
tions of cuprous nitrate, salkyiate, pteidate, and creso-
fete [35, 1935J.

StMHity ofEthykne. Volumes per
Amis- cuprous formate

acetate

* carbonate
cutratc

* saikylate
cresoiate

n pfacnolatc

543 at 24-T C.

4-27 at 24-0* C.
3-33 at 23-5* C.

9-1 at 24 2* C.

14-1 at 19-1T C
8-5 at2fr5*C
9-5 at 21 -5

s
C.

Solutions of cuprotis salts in aquasus hydroxy-alkyl-
amraes have also been proposed as selective solvents fer-

tile removal of olefoes from gas mixtures, from wlikfa the
latter may be recovered by heating or by reducing the pres-
sure, A satisfactory solution of sudi a ccanpositkHi may
be prepared by dissolving 100 g. of cuprous cfokmde in a
mixture of 500 g. of water, 75 cjc. of hydrodhtoic add
(d = 1-16), aixi 200 g. ofnKHK)-ethaiK^anHiie [38, 1935J.
The following are solubilities of the krwcr olefines and

hydrogen in this solution expressed in litres at N.T.P. per
kilogram of solvent.

This is preferably used at high pressures, e.g. 250 atm.

Recently the following figures have been given to show

The removal of diokfines from mixtures containing also

mono-olefines by contacting the mixture in the liquid phase
with finely divided cuprous chloride dispersed inan aqueous
solution has also been patented [5, 1935].

(d) Adsorption.

defines can be preferentially adsorbed from gaseous
mixtures on active carbon, silica gel, fuBer*^ earth, or other

highly adsorptive materials, and subsequently recovered by
heating the adsorbent, with or without the use of super-

beatedsteam. The olefmes appear to be reach more readily

adsorbed than the conespcmding paraffins, and methane

and hydrogen are adsorbed to only a small extent, Olefoes

of higher molecular wdgjit are more easily adsorbed than

ethyiene, and hence this method allows ethyiene to be

separated from its homologues [29, 1926]. The adsorption

may be carried out under pressure [39, 1930].
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PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION PROCESSES FOR THE PRO-
DUCTION OF LIQUID FUELS FROM GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS

By D. A. HOWES, D.Sc., MJastP.T.

Anglo-Iranian OH Company Ijd.

IT is necessary to make a distinction between 'pyrolysis*
and 'polymerization' processes, because recent American
publications refer to all processes by which liquid hydro-
carbons are obtained from natural and refinery gases as

'Poly' processes. In this paper polymerization processes
are classed as those in which polymerization of defines
takes place as a major reaction, whereas processes in which
chemical degradation is predominant and the liquids pro-
duced (if any) are essentially aromatic in character are

termed 'Pyrolysis' processes. Processes in which both
reactions occur, either in sequence or simultaneously, are
called 'combination' pyrolysis-polymerization processes.

Pyrolysis processes have been adopted for the conversion
of the gaseous olefines and paraffins into liquid products
boiling essentially in the gasoline range and of a pro-
nounced aromatic character. This type of operation is

frequently referred to as 'Benzole Pyrolysis', because the

liquid produced contains a considerable proportion of ben-
zole. The chemical reactions involved have already been
discussed.

Work conducted by the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company

Among the most valuable work done on this application
of pyrolysis is that of Hague and Wbeekr [17, 1934; 28,

1929], done on behalf of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company.

LEGEND-
TOTAL LIQUIDS .

DISTILLATE
UP TO 170 *C. ([340*

JsLi

-'CjH,

TOO 800 900 tOOO 600
TEMPERATURE *C .

700 00 9OO

FIG. I. Yields of liquid hydrocari>oas obtainable by the high-
temperature pyrolysis of the gaseous hydrocarbons. (Hague and

Wheeler,)

The yields of liquid products obtained are shown in Fig. 1,

and are also detailed below.

It will be observed that the liquid yield increases with

rise in molecular weight of the gas treated in the case of
both paraffins and olefines, and also that the yield is greater
for an olefine than for the corresponding paraffin.

TABLE I

Yields of Products obtow&k by the Benzole Pyrolysis of
Pure Hydrocarbons

Atmospheric pressure operation. Coastant reaction time,

Space velocity c. 49-0.

Tetd tiquid$

. E.P.

benz&k
Residue

It is of interest to compart the above gallonage yields
with those theoretically obtainable from the relationship

Imp. gaL par 1,000 cu. ft of gas taated

__ Ib. per cu. ft. of gas tneafcedx 1,000

sp. gr. of liquid product x 10

which is graphed in Fig. 2.

To obtain products rich in benzene tbe temperature
conditions are necessarily severe, but the yidds obtainable
are sufficiently high to attract attention. The temperatures
required at substantially atmospheric pressure operation
vary from 1,000 to 1,200 C. (1,832-2,192 F.) in the case

of methane to 800 to 850 C. (1,472-1,562 F.) in the

case of butane, although with suitable adjustment ofspace
velocity (or reaction time) these temperature ranges may
be .extended somewhat in an upward direction.

By operating under temperature, pressure, and through-
put conditions less severe than those required for the pro-
duction of benzole, the liquids obtained are essentially
unsaturated in character, and are of lower octane number
than benzoles. Under reaction coriditions suitable for

benzole production, by making small variations in operat-

ing caBditioos, the freezing-pdmt, boiling range, and no-
saturated content of the product may be varied at wH, and
under the most severe conditions employed, 200s0C EJP,

distillates consisting largely ofbenzene (QH^ b.p. 8*$ C)
can be obtained.

In the benzole pyrolysis process the variables, tOTpena-
ture, pressure, and throughput rate are to a kirge extent

complementary, although there is a mmjmnm temperate^
below which benzole formation is not obtaiied. Ifstiper-

atmospfaeric pressure is employed as a means of increasing

plant throughput, the temperature OTMoinig tbe same m
in atmospheric pressure operation, then the same t$pe of
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product will be obtained, but if, by the use of pressure, a
lower inaction temperature is used, then the product will

oaty be substantially benzene if the temperature is above
about 800 C. At lower temperatures products containing
toluene, xyiene, and higher aromatics are obtained. Data
are given in Table II showing how variation of reaction

The product may thus be described as a fully satisfactory
benzole of natural gas origin.

With regard to the knock ratings and blending properties
of benzoles produced by pyrolysis, these are very similar
to those of pure benzene and are referred to in detail
later.

088 030

Sp. Gr OF
FIG. 2. Theoretical yields (100% conversion) of liquids

conditions affects the properties of the 200 CEP distil-
lates obtained [18, 1936].

Exhaustive tests by the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company have
shown that the benzoles obtained by the pyrololysis of
gaseous hydrocarbons may be easily refined to yield spiritsof good colour and of very satisfactory gum stability in

conv^uonalrerimng plant. Sulphuric acid may be used as
the refining agent. The amount required is only in the
order of 0-3% a quantity not greater than that required in

^efioiBg
of cracked sprits. The refined spirits have

been subjected to prolonged engine tests in which gum
formation has been encouraged, but the amount of gum
deposition m the inlet manifold and on the inlet valves is

0-80 082 0-84

LIQUID PRODUCED

of sp. gr. 0-7 to 0-9 obtainable from gaseous hydrocarbons.

Plant for Pyrolysis Benzole Production

The plant required for the production of benzole by the

pyrolysis of gaseous hydrocarbons is very simple and only
consists of conventional refinery equipment, although the
choice of materials and reaction conditions is importantA typical flow diagram is reproduced in Fig. 3.

It is usually convenient to avoid the use of feed stocks
in the gaseous state and to liquify in normal stabilizing
equipment. This allows the use of inlet feed pumps and
the avoidance of compressors with their attendant high
running maintenance costs. Modern stabilizing equipment
operates at pressures up to 500 Ib. per sq. in., and there is

usually no difficulty in obtaining feed stocks in the liquid
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TABLE U

Properties of Pyrolysis BenzolesAffect of Variation in Reaction Conditions

Inlet gas. Straight-run gas. CSH, - 15 %> QH, ~ 20 */ C<HW * 45 %, QH -20;;.

2M1

state, except in the case of those containing large amounts
of non-condensable gases such as ethykne. In such cases

compressors must be used. The plant required comprises a

preheat furnace, reaction coil (either heated or unheated),
cooling device, tar separator, product receiver, and product
stabilizer.

RESIDUE GAS

FIG. 3. Flow diagram. Pyrolysis of gaseous hydrocarbons for

benzole production.

Furnaces. The preheat furnace may be conventional

pipe-still practice, although the selection of the furnace

tubes and furnace insulation for use at temperatures above
500 C. (932 F.) and up to 880-900 C. (1,616-1,652 F.)

needs care. Up to temperatures of 500 C. ordinary crack-

ing furnace tubes may be employed, fabricated in mild steel,

0-5% molybdenum steel or 6% chromium steel, but, for the

higher temperatures, steels containing higher percentages of

nickel and chromium are required. Stainless steels of the

18/8 chromium-nickel type are satisfactory for tempera-
tures not exceeding 650 C., but reasonable life at tempera-
tures up to" 900 C. (1,652 F.) is only obtained by the use

of 25/20 chromium-nickel steels, examples of which are

Hadfields H.R. 3 and Krupps N.C.T. 3. Tests carried

out on a semi-commercial plant over several years have

demonstrated that such steels are perfectly satisfactory for

continued service because of their excellent mechanical

properties and resistance to decarburization and scaling.

Tbe reaction coil is preferably heated hi pyrolysis pro-
cesses as markedly endothermic as that involving benzole

production, and is normally placed in the same furnace as

the preheating tubes. The reaction coil may, however, be
unheated when handling ofefinic feed stocks and mounted
on an independent structure; in this case it is desirable to

provide means for fairly rapid cooling, such as controlled

induced or forced-air droilation. In the piXKioctioii of
benzole from saturated gases such as propane or butane
the heat absorbed by reaction is approximately 1,000
B.Th.U. per Ib. of inlet gas, excluding the heat required in

preheating the feed to reaction temperature. This figure

is materially lower in the case of feed stocks containing un-
saturateds because the ktter undergo exotihsermk; reactions

during the initial stages of the pyrolysis process. To avoid

sagging of furnace tubes, these may be mounted vertically

and supported only from the top,
The formation of coke and carbon in the furnace tubes

may be reduced to that normally met with in cracking plant

practice by careful attention to the flow conditions of the

gases being treated. Highly turbulent flow and short

heating periods are necessary. Vaktes of vd/v, where
v = gas velocity cm. per sec., d = diameter of tube cm.,
v = kinematic viscosity (Stokes), should be at least

10,000-20,000 for efficient heat transfer and to avoid coke

deposition. Recycle operation is also favourable with

regard to prevention of coke formation.

Various patents cover the use of linings for pyrolysis
furnace tubes which inhibit carbon formation. SiK&Hnings
are effective for short periods, but eventually become coated

with a thin kyer of carbon and coke, and so lose tfaeir

efficacy. Similarly, any differences which exist between

different furnace-tube materials with regard to catalytic or

auto-catalytic effect on carbon deposition disappear aHer
a comparatively short period when the inside of the tube

acquires a thin coating of carbon.

Proposals have been made from time to time to eniploy
as furnace-tube materials for pyrolysis processes cheap
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steels, such as mild steel treated in various ways to give an

outside surface of heat-resisting alloy. Such composite
materials rarely possess adequate mechanical strength, and

often give trouble due to excessive creep.

Coolers and Tar Separators. The exit gases from the

preheat and reaction furnaces must be cooled to a tempera-
ture suitable for tar removal and stabilization. This is

conveniently accomplished by injection of cold oil, by heat

exchange with the inkt feed to the furnaces, or by a

combination of atmospheric coolers and conventional

water coolers. Tar separation may be effected by flashing

into a separator under suitable temperature and pressure
conditions or by the use of electrostatic detarrers at

temperatures about 100 C.
Product stabilizers follow normal refinery practice.

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

Work by Other Investigators

Of the work conducted by other investigators on the

production of aromatic hydrocarbons by the pyrolysis of

gaseous hydrocarbons, the most important is that reported

by H. M. Smith et al. [97, 1931], Cambron and Bayky
[10, 1933-4], Stanley and Nash [99, 1929], Frolich and
Wiezevich [24, 1935], Podbielniak [95, 1931], and Wagner
[103, 1935].

The last-named has described the production of liquid

aromatic hydrocarbons by rapidly heating olefine-contain-

ing gases to 1,100 F. (594 C.) or higher, and then allow-

ing them to rise in temperature due to the exothermic nature

of the reaction until a final temperature of 1,200-1,300 F.

(649-705 C.) was reached. In this manner it was possible

FIG. 4. Flow diagram. Alco pyrolysis unit.

Composiriofi of Residue Gases from Benzole Pyrolysis
Processes.

By the treatment ofQ and C4 hydrocarbons at pressures
of 5-100 Ib. per sq. in. and temperatures of 750-900 C. at

suitable throughput rates, single pass treatment is sufficient

and recycling can be avoided. Under these conditions the

exit gas from the product stabilizers has the following

average composition [17, 1934]:

Hydrogen
Methane
Ethylene
Ethane .

10-25% volume

50-60%
20-25%
0-10%

This gas is a refractory pyrolysis stock, but the ethane-

ethyiene fractionmaybetreated in this way after separation,
or it may be subjected to polymerization. The hydrogen-
methane fractioii constitutes an ideal feed for hydrogen
manufacture by well-known processes,

Properties of Tars Produced (Le. liquids boiling above

The tars produced in the benzole pyrolysis reaction con-
sist almost entirely of polynudbar aromatic hydrocarbons,
nar^ithafeae and anthracene predorninating, and are solid

crystalline masses at ordinary temperatures. They consti-
tute valuable sources of the higher aromatic hydrocarbons,
and by destructive hydrogeaation may be converted, with
good yield, into gasolines of 90-100 octanenumber having
very low freezing-points and good blending properties [18

19361-

to obtain a highly aromatic distillate from which gasoline

having an octane number of approximately 100 could be

produced. It was also possible to produce relatively pure
aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, toluene, and naphtha-

lene) by simple fractionation after a light acid refining

treatment.

Podbielniak [95, 1931] conducted pilot plant-scale tests

on the pyrolysis of stabilizer gases. The plant used com-

prised a furnace, having separate convection and radiant

sections, a water-spray cooler for cooling the pyrolysed

gas, a scrubber for the removal of carbon and suspended

tar, and a compressor installation for the recovery of

the light oils produced. The maximum capacity of the

furnace was 25,000 cu. ft. per day. For the optimum yield

of benzole and heavier aromatics from gases consisting

mainly of propane outlet temperatures of 1,650-1,700 F.

(899-927 C.) were necessary. No details regarding re-

action times or space velocities employed are available.

The yields of total oils realized ranged from 0-99 to 2-7

U.S. gal. per 1,000 cu. ft. (= 0-825-2-25 imp. gal. per

1,000 cu. ft).

A gas containing 77-6% CH4, 6-9% C2H6, 10-1 % QH*,
and 5-4% C4+ gave an oil yield of 0-41 imp. gaL per

l,OOOcu.ftat899C.
The published work of Stanley and Nash [99, 1929] is

concerned entirely with the pyrolysis ofmethane. Tempera-
tures of 1,000-1,200 C. were employed and the space
velocities ranged from c. 500 to 10,000. The best yields of

higher hydrocarbons were obtained at a temperature of

1,150 C., a reaction time of c. 0-6 sec., and a space velocity

of 6,400. Under these conditions the best yield of light oil
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and tar was 1 1 %, which compares well with Hague and

Wheeler's figure of 8-8%
The work of Smith et al. [97, 1931] is also concerned

entirely with methane. The best results obtained, over a

temperature range of 1,000 to 1,260 C. (space velocities

not stated) averaged 0-3 gal. of light oil plus 0*25 gal. of tar

per 1,000 cu. ft. of methane treated. This is approximately

equivalent to a 9-8% total oil yield. The light oil contained

about 86% benzene and about 2% of liquid boiling below

73 C. probably consisting partly of unsaturated hydro-

carbons. The tar contained naphthalene, anthacene, and

pyrene.
Frolich and Wiezevich [24, 1935] have described tests on

propane at 88 C. in which the maximum oil yield was

3-7 imp. gal. per 1,000 cu. ft. of gas treated. Of this the

yield of light oil was 1-27 imp. gal. The correspcttding

yields of Hague and Wheeler [28, 1929] were 3-25 and 2-4

imp. gal., respectively. A gas containing 60% propane,

18-6% ethane, and 13-4% propylene gave, at 900-960 C,
a total oil yield of 1-4-1 -5 imp. gal. per 1,000 cu. ft, of

which 70-75% boiled below 228 C., and slightly less than

50% of the total product was benzene. The exit gas in-

creased in volume 60-70% and contained 30-40% un-

saturated hydrocarbons. Frolkh and Wiezevich found

that increasing pressure caused a change in chemical

composition from the aromatic type obtained at sub-

stantially atmospheric pressure to a decidedly non-aromatic

material resulting from operation at higher pressures.

The work of Cambron and Bayky [10, 1933-4] was also

concerned with the treatment of propane. These investi-

gators used temperatures ranging from 850to 1 ,046 C., and

space velocities from c. 280to 1,230. The best liquidyieldwas

obtained at 950 C. (space velocity c. 800), and amounted

to 29% by weight, ofwhich 70% boiled within the gasoline

range. By recirculating the exit gas and using turbulent

flow conditions approximately the same liquid yields were

realized at 800-810 C. The gasoline fraction contained

about 64% benzene, 14% toluene, 7-8% styrene, and mall

amounts ofcyclopentadiene, xytoes, and higher aromaties.

The liquids boiling above 200 C. contained about 25%
naphthalene and 12-5% anthracene together with smaller

amounts of mono- and di-methyl naphthalene, aceoaph-

thene, and phenanthrene.

The Alco Pyrolysls Process far tiie Production of

Aromatics,

Alco Products, Incorporated, are licensing agents for so-

called
*

Polymerization* processes developed by the Pure

Oil Company, Chicago. One of these processes is, accord-

ing to the nomenclature adopted in this article, a pyrotysis

process, and the products obtained consist primarily of

aromatic hydrocarbons. The process has been described

[15, 1935] as a Mgh-temperature low-pressure operation,

the conditions being 1,150-1,300 F. (621-7W C.) and

pressures of the order of 50-250 Ib, per sq. in. gauge. Feed

stocks of a saturated or unsaturated nature may be

processed.
A flow diagram of the process is reproduced in Fig. 4.

A liquid feed is shown, but a gaseous feed could be handled

by substituting compressors for the feed pump, A feature

of the process is that the reaction coil is unheated and

situated outside the furnace, the operation being the same

as that described by Wagner [105, 1933]. The exit gases

from the reaction coil are suddenly quenched by the re-

cycling of overhead material from the tar separator, and

the plant includes conventional product stabilizer equip-

ment and an absorber operating on the residue gas. Recycle
material to the furnace is drawn from the reflux accumu-
lator cm the product stabilizer.

The yields ofdistilkte obtained by tliis process are siiown
in the results reproduced in Table EDL Saturated feed

stocks behave similarly and give similar products.

TABLE HI

Typical Results Alco Pyrolysis Process [15, 1935]

Once through operation no recycle

Peed

Absorber Stabilizer

rfstatue overhead

gas gas

Sp. 51:. (air - I) ,

Unsa&irateds,% .

Conditions of operation ;

Coil oetiet,
B
F. .

. per iq. in.

Residue gas

Sp. gr. (air 1) .

% .

Cu. It, per cu, ft input

Distillate produced:

U.S. gal. per 1,900 cu, ft .

Imp. gal. per 1,000 cu. ft

Gravity,
eAFL .

Sp.gr
% boiling to 350* F. (176-7" C.)

Properties of350 JF.JE.P. distillate:

Octane number (C.F.R. Motor)
I.B.P.,

e C.

10% distillate at (
8
C.)

30%
50%
70%

0-79

394

1*265

(685* C.)
60

0-72

29
0-85

1*75

1-46

21-6

0-929

76

102

F.B.P., C.

Estimated distillate yield by recycle opera- 1

tkm, imp. gaL per 1,000 cu. ft . .
!

Figures calculated from above data, by the

author of this paper :
j

Feed:
\

Mean molecular weight . . .
i

M of okfiae content

1-352

79-6

1,175

(635* C.)
55

0&6
34-5

046

98
8-15

264
0896

68

$6
49
78

107
131

ITS

3-3

Residue gas:

Mean molecular weight

Per IflOO CK. ft.

of okne content

22-9 i
39*2

2$ 39-2

(assumed) (assumcd>

20-8 25
28 ! 2S

(assumed) I (assumed)
394 1

796

Figures included in Table HI indicate that this process

gives a product the amount of which corresponds dbse%
with the amount of okfines destroyed (Le deHaes k
mimis olefees out). On the other hand, o>mptoefy sate-

rated feed stocks, consisting of propane and butanes*

be satis^ctorily handled by this process*

Regarding the products obtained, the octane mwafoeis

are higb, ranging from 85 to 105 (CFJL Motor mefe<x^,

The bleeding octane numbers in low octane number
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10 2O O 4Q 5O 6O 70 8O 9O JQQ

FIG. 5. Properties of liquid product from Alco pyrolysis plant.

sprits range'frofn 105 to 125, The products are aromatic

m character and therefore of rather low volatility. Fig. 5

sbows a True Boiling-Point Distillation curve of the pro-

duct and also specific gravities and refractive indices of

5% fi^ctions [93, 1936]. The benzene content is approxi-

mate^ 30%, and toluene approximately 24%.

Tfaorairf Processes for tibe Poiyaerizatioa of CHe&ies

Hie Afco Polymeriiatioa Process.

The most important thermal polymerization process in

use at present is that developed by the Pure CHI Company,
Chicago, and licensed by Alco Products, Inc., and recently

described by Cooke, Swanson, and Wagner [15, 1935], and

independently by Wagner [105, 1933]. Hie temperature

range employed is 900-1,000 K (482-538 C.) and the

pnessere 600-800 Ib. The feed is heated under these condi-

tions in a conventional pipe heater and discharged into a

reactor, which is cooled in order to absorb the exothermic

heat of reaction, and the products are then chilled by injec-

tion of either cold gas or oil. The reaction is normally

checked at about 60-70 conversions per pass, necessitating

a recyck ratio ofabout 1-5 to 1. A typical flow diagram is

shown in Fig. 5. It is usually preferred to operate on a

liquified gas-feed, to eliminate methane and ethane from

the feed as far as possible, and to concentrate the active

define (propyfeoe and butylene). Many advantages result

from this procedure: (1) lower power costs due to the large

reduction in horse-power required for the compression of

the gaseous feed; (2) reduction in plant capital cost due to

reduction in size of the several pieces ofplant equipment as

a result of eliminating the inactive gas from the cycle;

(3) uniform control of the reaction is simplified. The pro-

cess ofpreparing the feed stock consists dither in absorbing
the higher molecular weight constituents ofcracked gasand

recovering them from the absorbing medium under high

prasure in the liquid state, or in separating and fractionat-

ing directly under pressure, this requiring compression of

fee cradced gas and fractionation ofthe condensed portion.

Wliee Busing these methods, the amount of ethyJene in the

charging stock is relatively small. Typical results obtained

by the Alco Thermal Polymerization process are detailed

in Table IV.

TABLE IV

Typical Results Alco Polymerization Plant [15, 1935]
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The following product properties have been given by

Wagner [105, 1933]. Octane ratings are referred to again
later.

I Compensate \ Gasoline

2051

stabilizer. The plam cksigned iw caimr^
temperatures up to 650 C. and at pressures up to 4,500 Ib.

per sq. in*, so that the reaction variables amid be studied
over a wide range.

Wagner has described tests on various cracked gases at

600-1,000 Ib. pressure and 647-951 F. (342-511 C.).

Work conducted by the Anglo-Iranian OH Company
[18, 1936].

A flow diagram of the semi-scale plant employed by the

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company in their investigations of the

non-catalytic polymerization process is reproduced in

Fig. 6. The feed stocks examined ranged from vapour-
phase cracked gases to stabilizer overheads. These were
fed to the plant by compressor and pump, respectively, and

passed through a preheat coil and reactor in series, and
thence to a cooler, high-pressure separator, and product

FIG. 6, Flow diagram. Anglo-Iranian Oil Company's semi-coin-
merda! thermal polymarizatk>n plant.

As in the case of pyrolysis to benzole, it was found that

desulphurization of the feed stock was desirable in order to
avoid corrosion and the fixation of the sulphur in the pro-
duct in the form ofmercaptans and sulphides, with resultant

increased refinery difficulties.

It was not found necessary to heat the reactor; in fact,

when operating at high conversions per pass, considerable

difficulty was experienced in preventing the reactor tem-

peratures getting out of control, and means for sudden
chilling were adopted. Careful temperature control was
found necessary to avoid the formation of coke. Another
factor controlling the amount of coke deposition was the
time of reaction. When this was prolonged to get high
conversions per pass, coke formation readily occurred, but

by limiting the conversion per pass to 60-70% this was
prevented. This necessitates the use of a recycle system if

150 225 300 375 450 525 1&00 675

SPACE VELOCITY. VOLS. INLET GAS PER VOL REACTION
SPACE PER HOUR.

FIG. 7. Thermal polymerization of stabilizer overhead. The effect of inlet gas rate and temperature on conversao at 800 I*.
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REACTOR TEMPERATURE C.

FIG. 8. Thermal polymerization of stabilizer overhead. Results obtained at 1,300 Ib.

REACTOR TEMPERATURE C.

FIG. 9. Thermal polymerization of stabilizer overhead. Results obtained at 2,000 Ib.

tfae optimum yields are required, and agrees with the

eaqperieoee of Alco Products.

A selection of typical results obtained are given in
Figs. 7-9. TtKse stow tte effect of pressure, temperature,
and reaction time oci convra^orf, and refer to a stabilizer
ovettead feed stock.

Toe process is an easy one to operate. The reaction
are not unduly critical, and are determined by

the nature of the product required and the capital and run-
ning costs of the plant. Under optimum conditions, the

product contains about 80% by weight of 200 C end-
point distillate, the remainder being a residue of little value
as a high-speed Diesel fuel, but a satisfactory stock for

cracking or destructive hydrogenation. Unfortunately the

gasoline produced under the most favourable conditions
is little superior to normal cracked spirit in octane number,
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and has an optimum value of75-80 (C.F.R. Motor method)
when produced at 480-550 C. and 500-1,000 Ib. pressure.

In addition the lead responses are poor. At lower tempera-
tures the gasoline octane numbers are lower.

The most important effect of pressure in the thermal

polymerization process is to increase the throughput

capacity of a given size plant, but another valuable effect

is a reduction in the temperature necessary to effect a given
conversion per pass.

Typical properties of thermal polymers produced from
stabilizer overhead gas at 1,000-lb. pressure and 510 C.

are set out in Table V.

TABLE V
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The gasoline fractions ofthermal polymers produced from

cracked feed stocks such as stabilizer overhead fractions,

containing both propylene and butylene, show no improve-
ment in octane number on non-destructive hydrogenation.

However, the polymer gasolines may readily be refined to

marketable products ofmost satisfactory quality [17, 1934].

Combination Pyrolysis Paljmerizatian Processes

Two proprietary processes are in operation involving suc-

cessive steps of pyrolysis and polymerization to produce

polymer products from saturated gases. When cracked

gases are treated by these processes the yields of polymer

products are higher than those that would be obtained from

the olefine content alone, and it appears definite that, under

the conditions employed, cracking of paraffins to olefines

takes place at the same tkne as okfines are polymerized.

The olefines formed by pyrolysis are polymerized and the

yield is thereby augmented.
The two processes concerned are:

L The 'Unitary' Process of Polymerization Process

Corporation. licensing Agents, M. W. Kellogg Co.

2. The *

Multiple Coil
'

Process ofthe Pure Oil Company,

licensing Agents, Alco Products Incorporated.

m

The idea of conducting two distinctly different reactions,

governed by different laws, under identical conditions of

temperature and pressure fa theoretically not attractive but

the results claimed foe tlie
*

Unitary* process are of con-

siderable interest, particularly the contention that, under
the conditions employed, a certain amount of alkylatkai
Le. direct union of pamlUns with olefines lakes place.

The process is described in the literature [70, 1935-61
and a simplified fiow diagram is reproduced in Fig. 10.

The practkabiKty ofthe operation was fuUy demozistrated

by experimental work carried out at the Alamo Refinery of
the Phillips Petroleum Company at Borger, Texas, which
has been in cofrarnercial operation for an extended period.
The operating schedule between shut-downs for cleaning
varies from 50 to 60 days. The feed stocks which may be

handled by the process vary from propane or butane, or any
mixture of these, to a complex mixture of d, C$, and C4

hydrocarbons in which the unsaturated content may be as

higji as 80%. The How diagram shown in Fig. 10 is repre-

sentative, but the gas recovery system, not shown in detail,

varies with the type of feed handled and the recycle ratio

required. According to the limited information available,

the reaction conditions range from 800 to 1,100 F. (427-
593 C.) and 800-3,000 Ib. pressure.

TABLE VI
*

Unitary* Polymerization Process. Once through operation.

Pilot Plant results

Run no. 1217-1
,
1217-2 i 1217-3

With regard to the results obtained by this process, m
Table VI are reproduced figures relating to tests iiKfeEle o a

pilot plant on a once through bam (Le. BO recycle) and OB

cracked Q-Ci feed stocks, It is evident from these figures
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that the amount of Eqtad produced is greater than the

amount of okfines converted ie. some of the liquid pro-
duced must have Its origin in the paraflks in the feed.

Keith and Ward [70, 1935-6] have assumed that, if the

paraffins decomposed to give ofefines, which subsequently
polymerized, the yields of polymer from these parafSns
wauki no* be greater than 93-4%, 79-5 %, and 67-5% of the

ethaae, propane, and butane, respectively. The figures

given in Table VI for 'potential liquid yield from saturated
are calculated on this basis. Because the liquid yields

actually obtained from the saturated hydrocarbon in the
feed me sightly^greater

than the cak^ted yields, obtainedm this way, Keith and Ward have assumed that alkylation
reactions proceed.

present in the feed), to give a 90% liquid yield. It can be
assumed that all paraffins give a 60% wt. yield of olefines
on pyrolysis.

Calculated yield figures, on this basis, are given in item
8 of Table VII. These do not support the opinion that

alkylation reactions occur to any appreciable extent.

Properties of Products.

The properties reported for the products obtained by the
Kellogg Unitary Process are summarized inTable VTTI. The
properties ofthe gasoline fractions vary widely as functions
of feed-stock composition and operating conditions. The
use ofa feed stock high in unsaturateds (65-70% by volume)
at high conversions to liquid per pass appears to result in

h^y-a J
!

--J

This contention is not proved by the figures in Table VI.

lastly,
the assumptions regarding the maximum polymer

yield from the saturated hydrocarbons are not valid,
because the primary or secondary products of the paraffin
decomposition would certainly take part in the polymeriza-
tion reaction before they had time to be converted into
stable lower paraffins. Secondly, if these assumptions
are valid, the small differences between items 7 and 8 in
Table VI would suggest that small experimental errors are
involved. Indifferences between items 7 and 8 vary from
1-5 to 3-1% of the feed, both quantities being in grams
per hour a quantity well within the normal experimental
errors involvedm analyses and plant balances of this type
Keith and Ward [70, 1935-6] have also stated that the
polymer products contain iso paraffin, but no evidence in
support of this statement has yet been presented,

Results obtained in recycle operation on stabilizer reflux
feed are reproduced in Table VH. Of particular interest is
the htgh yield of liquid product obtained, and also the high
gasoline content ofthe liquid product With regard to the
extent of decomposition Of the paraffin constituents of
the feed stocks listed in Table VH, it is noteworthy that
the figures given by Keith and Ward for total liquid yield
correspond very closely to those which would be obtained
tf the paraffins decomposed to okfines and these olefines

polymerized (together with the original okafines

FKJ. 10. Flow diagram. 'Unitary
1

polymerization process.

a product higher in specific gravity and lower in paraflSn
content than does one in which the unsaturated content lies

between 15 and 35% by volume. Aromatics and mono-
olefines appear to be predominant in products from highly
unsaturated feed stocks. The material resulting from
operation on stabilizer reflux feeds containing 30-8% of
unsaturateds has a specific gravity of 0-724 to 0-739 when
stabilized to a Reid vapour pressure of 10-5 Ib. Its

composition is paraffinic rather than olefinic or aromatic.
The products are very volatile, averaging 70-80% by
volume boiling up to 100 C The neat octane numbers
(C.F.R. Motor method) are rather higher (79-82) than
those normally obtained by olefine polymerization, but this
is no doubt due to the low average boiling-point and
molecular weight of the 'Unitary' products.

The AIco Combination Pyrolyste Polymerization Unit,
Le. '

Multiple Coil* Process.

In contradistinction to the Kellogg
'

Unitary
*
Process, the

process developed by the Pure Oil Company and Alco
Products Incorporated, for the treatment of both saturated
and unsaturated gaseous feed stocks involves separate pyro-
lysis and polymerization steps in separate furnaces and
reaction coils, each step being carried out under its own
optimum conditions [15, 1935],
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TABLE VII

Unitary Process. Recycle Operation on Stabilizer Reflux ami Other Similar Feed Stocks

TABLEvm
Properties of Products.

*

'Unitary* Polymerizftfion Process
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Foe example, in the treatment of a stabilizer overhead

gas containing about 30% of olefoic constituents the gas

m first of all subjected to a polymerization reaction under

the most favouraWe conditions for theamversion ofpropy-

tene and batyiene to polymer gasoline, In this step the

charge normally available in the liquefied state, is heated

to the proper temperature, and enters the reaction coil

wbicti is designed to give the required temperature reaction

time effect. Cooling means are provided to keep the

temperature within the proper limits. The reaction pro-

ducts, immediately upon leaving the coil, are chilled to stop

any tether reaction, and simultaneously arc cooled to a

teanperature low enough so that heavier products are

dtopped out in the tar separator. Gases, distillate vapours,

GAS FYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

secondary polymerization coil, and submitted to a high-

temperature low-pressure reaction. The chilling of the

conversion product, tar separation, condensing of chilling

medium, is analogous to the method used in the primary

polymerization step. Since the reaction products contain

a high percentage of hydrogen and methane, recovery of

polymer distillate cannot be effected by condensation under

the low operating pressure. Recovery may be accom-

plished by compression and subsequent condensation.

However, in most cases it is believed that absorption is

more economical. All polymer distillate distilled from

the absorption oil is accumulated and fed, together with

the pyrolysis distillate, to the secondary fractionator. The
bottom product from this unit is stabilized to desired

FIG. 11. Ako multiple coil combination pyrolysis. Polymerization plant.

and chilling medium forming the overhead from this

separator are rdluxed for end-point control. The total

overhead passes to a cooler and accumulator where the

chilling medium, polymerized distillate, and a portion ofthe

gaseous constituents are condensed. The uncondensed

gases and vapours from the accumulator are passed

directly to the gas-pyrolysis unit, where the saturated hydro-
carbons are cracked to give the optimum yield of okfines.

A portion of the condeesate from the accumulator is

used as the chiffing medium previously referred to; and the

remakfcder, equivalent to the condensed products of re-

action, is pranped to the fractionating unit. In this unit the

polymer distillate is stabilized to desired specifications, and
all gaseous compounds including excess Q constituents

not desired in the finished distillate are taken overhead

and form additional feed to the gas-pyrolysis coil.

In the gas-pyrofysls coil the charge as recovered in the

primary polymerization step is heated to a temperature in

excess of 1,300 F. A reaction time as short as possible is

desired to prevent the unsaturateds once formed from enter-

ing secondary reactions leading to the formation of tar.

Tbe products of reaction are chilled to a temperature low

enough to liquefy compounds in the fuel-oil and tar range.

Gases* distillate vapours, and vaporized chilling oil pass
overhead from the tar separator to a condenserand accumu-

lator, where the cMHing material is condensed. The gas
remaining afler compression and cooling is charged to the

specifications, and the light overhead material is passed

directly under its own pressure to the primary polymeriza-
tion unit as recycle.

The bottoms from the various tar separators are com-

bined, heated, and then stripped of all fractions of gasoline

of boiling range.

A unit of the type described above is very flexible, and

ensures a high yield of distillate for charging stocks varying

widely in composition.
A flow diagram of the Alco Multiple Coil Unit is repro-

duced in Fig. 11. No details of the products are available,

but it may be assumed that the gasolines produced in each

separate step are the same as those produced in the Alco

polymerization and pyrolysis units, respectively. These

have already been described.

Catalytic Polymerization Processes

A recent development of considerable importance is

the growth of catalytic polymerization processes for the

production of gasolines and lubricating oils. These are

now in commercial operation. The former application is

alone considered here.

The polymerization reactions of the lower olefines in the

absence ofcatalysts have been fully described above, and it

remains to consider the changes that are brought about by
the use of catalysts of different kinds. In general it may be
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said that the use of an efficient catalyst enables lower

temperatures and pressures to be employed, and often, as

a result of this, secondary reactions by which the poly-
merized olefines are converted into non-okfinic hydro-
carbons are often suppressed. On the other hand, some
catalysts, particularly aluminium chloride, have pro-
nounced isomerization activity, and yield products which
are predominantly saturated in character.

It is convenient to consider different types of polymeriza-
tion catalysts separately and to compare their activities and

peculiarities.

The active polymerization catalysts may be classified as

follows:

(a) Metals and certain non-metals,

(b) Metal oxides,

(c) Neutral salts,

(d) Adsorbents, e.g. floridin, active carbon, silica gd,
&c.,

0) Metal halides,

(/) Inorganic acids, and acid inorganic salts,

and each may be considered with reference to the various

gaseous olefines and gas mixtures containing these available

for commercial use.

(a) Metals and certain Non-metals.

Nearly all metals accelerate the decomposition of

gaseous olefines into paraffins of lower molecular weight,
carbon and hydrogen; consequently their polymerization
activity is slight. The marked activity of nickel and cobalt

in this direction has already been indicated. On the other

hand, nickel is a satisfactory catalyst for the polymerization
of acetylene in the presence of hydrogen at temperatures

up to 300 C. [94, 1934-5]. Aluminium and magnesium
also promote scission, but are much less active than nickel

and cobalt. Iron and copper also accelerate decomposition
and likewise platinum and palladium. In the case of iron,

some polymerization activity on the lower defines has been
observed at 350 C. and above, but this has always been

accompanied by decomposition [106, 1927], Deposition of

carbon upon it very soon stops its polymerization activity.

Molten sodium has a polymerizing effect on ethylene at

150 C. Walker [106, 1927] obtained a colourless liquid

polymer in this manner, but the sodium had no lasting

activity because it was readily converted into ethylene
sodium carbide. Sodium is used industrially in the cata-

lytic polymerization of diolefines and acetylene derivatives

to produce synthetic resins, &c.

Some metals, when employed in a finely divided condi-

tion, accelerate the polymerization activity of aluminium
chloride and phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid.

The patent literature contains many references to poly-

merization reactions carried out in the presence of metals

claimed to have catalytic effect and employed in the form of

coherent surfaces. The following are typical examples:

(i) Copper and silver [84, 1932] and gold [38, 1928].

(ii) Catalysts containing metals resistant to heat super-

ficially coated with a metal selected from the group

tin, zinc, aluminium, and chromium [40; 113,

1933].

(iii) Metals ofthe 8th groupofthe PeriodicTabie, capable
of adsorbing gases in considerable quantity, e.g.

platinum or palladium sponge [105, 1933].

(iv) Metals of the 8th group, either alone or admixed

[14].

(b) Metal Oxides, &c.

Very few of the metal oxides exhibit catalytic effect on
polymorizatkHi reactions unless they are used in the form
of adsorbent gjds. Where catalytic effect is evidmt it is

usually towards decomposition. Thus tttania has been

repotted [22, 1917] to cause decomposition of ethylene
at 490 C. Chi the other hand, Ipatkff [43, 1911-121
has claimed alumina to possess pronounced catalytic

activity in the polymerization of ethylene at 70 atm. and
375 C., whereas it decomposes isobutyteoe into hydro-
gen, pcopyteoe, and lower paraffins at 550^600 C. [42,

1903; 58, 1907-8], Probably a difference in physical state

of the alumina accounts for these contradictory observa-
tions.

Egloff and Schaad [21, 1933] faiied to observe any cata-

lytic effect of alumina (prepared from both the nitrate and
sulphate) in the pressure polymerisation of ethylene at

380 C. and 130-^10 atin. pressure,
A daim has also been made for the condensation of

liquid hydrocarbons rich in napfathenes with ethyleae under

pressure in the presence of oxides of the heavy metals,

molybdk oxide being specially referred to [2, 1934].
A catalyst of the composition 4NiCK2Al1Qr-QiO has

been found to accelerate the explosive decomposition of

ethylene at 330 C. and 143 atm. pressure [21, 1933].
Dunstan and Howes [18, 1936] have described tests made

on the polymerization of a stabilizer reflux liquid contain-

ing 26% propykne and 45% butykne at 200-350 C. and
150 Ib. pressure in the presence of various metal oxides.

Chromium oxides (CrO, and Cr*O), molybdic oxide

(MoQs), uranium trioxide, vanadium pentoxide, and titania

were found to possess little activity. Alumina deposited
on silica gel was found to be slightly active and not to de-

teriorate rapidly in use. On the other iiand, tungstk oxide

(WOj) was found to possess definite activity and at 230-
250 C and 85-1 30 Ib. pressure gave an appreciable yield of

liquid polymer. However, the catalyst deteriorated rather

rapidly, due to reduction to the lower blue tungstk oxk$e

(W O5> which is inactive. Inthkcxjtmexkmitisofintonest

to note that calcium oxide is not reduced by ethyjene, but

ferric oxide (FetO*) is completely reduced at 500 C, zinc

oxide at 800-900 C, and lead oxide at 600 C. [106,

1927]. Many heavy metal higher oxides, e.g, those of

molybdenum, vanadium, and uranium, are easily reduced

by gaseous olefines and paraffins to the corresponding
lower oxides at quite low temperatures e.g. 150-300 C.

Waterman et al. [107, 1934-5] observed that a catalyst

comprising alumina on silica gel and activated at 350 C.
was active in the polymerization of isobutykne in the

vapour phase at temperatures up to 40 C.

(c) Neutral Salts.

Very few inorganic neutral salts possess any catalytic

activity with regard to the polymerization of olefines. Tbe
neutral phosphates possess some activity, and these are

referred to in detail later in a discussion on pbospliooc
acid catalysts. Zinc antimonate and copper borate have
been mentioned as being effective catalysts, and also

potassium dichromate [84, 1932]. Cuprous chloride is an

important ingredient in catalyst mixtures employed for tlie

conversion of acetylene to vinyl acetylene [101, 19331 bt^

has no polymerizing action on the lower mooo-ofefees

[18, 1936]. Some neutral salts have a promoter action in

the polymerization of olefines by inorganic acids.
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(d) Adsorbents, e.g. Fkmklia, Actire Carbon, SOica

Ttse psnocKHSKed potymmz&ig activity of the common
adsorbeats is wdl known, The first published work on
fee pd^raeirizmg action of ik^ridie aad other findy divided

sikeotis earttis is that of Gm-witscfa [27, 1923, 19261,
wiio treated amyknes with these materials at normal

teoperatoes and found tiiat heat was evolved and dkmy-
leaes, triiuiiyleoes, and higher poJymers were formed. In
1925 Lebedev and FtkHienko [72, 1925] from a study of the

potymerizatlofi of okfees by floridin at ordinary pres-

sure, advanced the geaeralizatkm that only those olefines

me polymerized wfakfa are derivatives of the asymmetrical
<i- or tri-^ibstk^ed etnyleoes of the types RR'G^CHj
and RRX>=CHR*, while the rnooo^bstituted or sym-
metrical di- and tetra^bstitefced olefines do not poly-
merizc even after keg periods of time in the presence of
this material. In agreement with this generalization these

workers fotmd that propyiene was unattacked by fioridin,

whereas isobotyJeoe was readily polymerized. At a later

date (1928) Van Winkle [102, 1928-9] found that although
propyieae did not change in contact with activated floridin

at ordinary tOTperatures and pressures, it did undergo
coodeiasatio!* at increased pressure. After allowing liquid

to remain in contact with floridin for a few

months, the diiners and trimers were formed, but after 1

year's contact the products contained no dimer but only
M^ier polymers. Hie polymerization of isobutykne in

tlie pneseeoe of activated floridin is, to some extent, a
reversible reaction. Lebedev and Koblianski [73, 1930]
ibmid that isobutyleoe polymerized readily in the presence
of floridin (activated by heating to 300 C.) even at

8Cf C. At room temperature the polymerization was
wy rapid, bet it was retarded at temperatures of 200 C.
and above. The products obtained by allowing liquid iso-

btityfene to stand with floridin for 4 days at normal
temperatiires contained no di-isobutylene, but only higher
polymers. With much shorter reaction times appreciable
quantities of di-isoburyleoe were formed.
*

Lebedev and Koblianski [73, 1930] also made tests on
the depofymerization of isobutylene polymers using the
same catalyst At 200 C. the pentamer decomposed into
a mixture ofthe trimer and the dimer, the tetramer into two
molecules of the dimer, the trimer into the dimer and iso-

btrtytoe, and the dimer into two molecules of isobutylene
itself. In all cases some monomeric isobutylene was pro-
diced, attributed in the case ofthe higher polymers to pro-
gressive dissociation of the initial dimer and trimers.

Di-isobutykne is the most stable polymer. Further work
on the depolymerization of tri-isobutylene in the presence
of activated floridin has been published by Lebedev and
livshitz [75, 1934], who found that dissociation began
measurably at 50 C., with 99% decomposed at 1 80-190C.
to give di-isobutylene and isobutylene. A part of the di-

isobutylene formed was polymerized with the formation of
a tetramer and higher polymers. Butene~2 yields 80-5%
of polymerides when left in contact with floridin at normal
temperatures for 6 months [76, 1935].

In the case of isobutylene, the extent of polymerization
in the presence of floridin increases to a maximum as the

temperature is decreased to 60 C., and the molecular

weight of the product also increases. Polymers of mole-
cular weight up to 12,000 have been produced by low-

temperature polymerization with floridin [71, 1935]. The
polymerizationand depolymerization ofamylenes under the
influence offloridin has also been reported on [77, 1928].
An important contribution on the polymerization of

propylene, in the presence of various adsorbents, to liquid

hydrocarbons of gasoline boiling range has been made by
Gayer [25, 1933], who found that at 350 C. and atmo-
spheric pressure dehydrated floridin possesses considerable

catalytic activity. The activity was found to increase after

treatment with hydrochloric acid, and a precipitated porous
silica containing adsorbed alumina on its surface was found
to be 20 times more active than the best sample of activated
floridin prepared. On the other hand, synthetic ferric and
magnesium silicates and precipitated silica were found to
be quite inactive.

Selected results obtained by Gayer are reproduced in
Table DC Each of the catalysts mentioned deteriorated

rapidly in activity, but the useful life was extended by the
addition of small quantities of hydrochloric acid to the

propylene undergoing treatment.
With regard to the liquid polymers obtained by Gayer,

approximately 84% by weight boiled below 220 C., and
the stabilized crude product had the following properties:

df 0-70-0-71

7% 1-405-1-410

TABLE DC

C&tafytie Polymerization ofPropylene at Atmospheric Pressure in the Presence ofAdsorbents. (Gayer [25, 1933])
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Bromine number (g. Br. per 100 g. oil) 1 50-5. Fractional

distillation gave the following figures:

C
25-50
50-80
80-100
100-125
125-150
15O-220

% wt.

6-25

34-5

13-8

7-6

10-0

11-7

The octane numbers of the crude product and of a 90%
steam distillate were 91 and 87, respectively, by the C.F.R.
Research Method. No information is available concerning
C.F.R. Motor Method knock ratings.

The product was not entirely olefinic, the okfine content

of narrow fractions ranging from 52 to 100%. The noa-
okfinic portion was probably paraffinic in character. Gum
contents were very low.

According to Dunstan and Howes [18, 1936], alumina
and silica gels are only slightly active compared with phos-
phoric acid catalysts.

Tlie patent literature contains several references to the

use ofadsorbents as catalysts in polymerization reactions of
olefines of which the following may be mentioned :

(i) Polymerization of olefines and condensation of ole-

fines with aromatic hydrocarbons in the presence of
a hydrosilicate possessing a large surface and high

porosity [39, 1930].

(ii) Polymerization of okfinic gases in contact with solid

adsorbents at 177-400 C. and 600-1,000 Ib. pres-
sure. Mention is made of fuller's earth, activated

charcoal, silica gel, bentonite, partially hydrated
silica, and silicic acid compounds [104, 1933].

(iii) Polymerization of olefinic gases in the presence of
an acid treated montmorillonite type clay [29, 1936].

(e) Halogens, Halogen Acids, and Metal Halides,

The most important polymerization catalysts belonging
to this group are the metal halides aluminium chloride,
zinc chloride, and boron tri-fluoride. These are very

vigorous in their action and catalyse many deep-seated
isomerization reactions, with the result that the products
obtained are not true polymerization products.
Aluminium Chloride and Zinc Qitoride. In 1913

Ipatieff and Routala [57] studied the effect of catalysts

such as zinc chloride and aluminium chloride on the

polymerization ofethylene under pressure. In the presence
of zinc chloride at 70 atm. polymerization proceeded at

275 C., the liquid consisting of pentane, to-pentane, and
the higher paraffins, as well as olefines containing 6-9

carbon atoms. Freshly prepared aluminium chloride in-

duced polymerization of ethylene at the same pressure at

ordinary temperature, and at 200 C. was so violent in its

action that only a carbonaceous residue was formed. Some
years earlier Heusler [31, 18%I found that unsaturated

hydrocarbons were polymerized by the action ofaluminium

chloride, and the polymerization ofamylene in the presence
of this reagent was studied by Asdban [4, 1902] and also

by Engkr and Routala [23, 1909-10^ The last-named

investigators showed that the lower boiling products con-

sisted chiefly ofparaffins, the cydo-paraffins predominating
in the fractions boiling above 175 C.

In 1928 Szayna [100, 1928-9] found that, at atmospheric

pressure, ethylene reacts with difficulty with aluminium

chloride at 100 and 150 C., giving rise only to small

amounts ofcondensed products. Under similar conditions

other olefines underwent extensive polymerization. The
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lower boiling liquid products obtained were chiefly

paraffins, whik the heavier fractions consisted of cyclo-

paraffim together witli somH quantities of onsaturated

hydrocarbom.
No explanation of the extraordinary activity of alumi-

nium dbk>rkk in promoting the polymerization of defines
has been advanced, but there appears no doubt that this

process is another example of the Friedel-Crafts reaction

so applied to ofefine hydrocarbons. Any explanation of
the reaction mechanism must take into account the

formation of complex aluminium dbk>ride-hydrocarboii

compounds, which are, m the case of ethyktie, decom-

posable by wafer to give unsaturated hydrocarbons of the
okfine type.

One of the most complete investigations on the poly-

merizing action of aluminium chloride is that described by
Stanley [98, 19301 and by Nash, Stanley, and Bowen [89,

1930J, the results of which may be summarized as follows:

In the absence of any catalyst, ethyleoe did not poly-
merize at 60 atni, pressure until a temperature of 325 C.
was attained. Hie o>odei*satioa to liquid hydrocarbom
was fairly rapid at 350 C. In the presence of stannic

chloride and titanium tetrachloride only negligible amounts
of liquid products were produced at temperatures up to

100 C., but in the presence of aluminium chloride poly-
merization was extensive even at room temperatures. Zinc

chloride was much kss effective than aluminium chloride,

and caused polymerization to begin at 230-275 C.
At ordinary temperatures, the products obtained from

ethylene in the presence of aluminium chloride were of two

types: (a) a free oil, and (b) a double compound of alumi-

nium chloride and liquid hydrocarbons, from which the

'combined' oil was extracted after decomposition with iced

water. The free oil was found to consist of liquid hydro-
carbons mostly of a saturated nature and containing from
about 10 to 45 carbon atoms in their molecules. The lower

boiling fractions contained proportions of paraffin hydro-

carbons, but the main part of the oil consisted ofsaturated

hydrocarbons of the empirical formula C^H^, and pre-

sumably cryclo-parafl5m. The 'combined* oil, liberated

from the pasty aluminum chloride addition compounds,
also consisted of complex hydrocarbons containing from
10 to 15 carbon atoms per mokcuk. These appear to be
unsaturated and contain somewhat less hydrogen than

required by the formula CWHSW. These oils are probably
to be regarded as composed of unsaturated hydrocarbons
of the okfine series and of the formula C^H^, admixed
with hydrocarbons of lower hydrogen content (probably
unsaturated cyclic hydrocarbons). It was found also that,

whereas the amount of the combined oils was limited by
the quantity of aluminium chloride present, the amount of

the free oils produced increased steadily with the duration

ofthe experiment
At higher temperatures the condensation of ethykae

under pressure in the presence of aluminium chloride was
much more rapid, but the life of the catalyst was coor

siderably curtailed. As before, free oil and afoimfrmim

chloride double compounds were formed, but these differed

considerably from the products obtained at lower tempera-
tures. The aluminium chloride complex tended to become
more and more carbonaceous as the temperature was in-

creased, and above 100-150 C it was not possible to

obtain oil from this material, but only a relatrvetf small

amount of a heavy black tar. The free oil produced at

higjw temperatures was a pak yellow, dear oil containing

large proportions of low-boiling constituents in coufeast
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to the free oil produced at lower tenperattunes. The kw-
boiling fractions ooosisied of paraffin hydrocarbons Iran

pentane upwards, whilst the higher boiling fractions were
deficient in hydrogen, and correspoiKled to the formulae

CHt*~t* C^H,,^, and CH^_lt, These latter substances

probably belong to the class of pofynwdear impbtheaes.
At higher temperatures lower parafim hydrocarboos
appealed in the residual gases from the experiments, their

amount increasing with rise in temperature. Hie proper-
ties of etfayfeoe polymers obtained by Nash, Stanley, and
Bowee [89, 1930] at 10-15 C. in the presence ofaluminium
dblorkte are deteiled to Table X. Similar properties of oils

produced at 15(T C. arc given in Table XL Of particular
ioierest is the polymer gasoline fraction produced at the

lagjieir temperature. Its physical constants, coupled with

its rather high octane number, indicates that it Is iso-

paxaSkuc in character, thus differing radically from ethy-
feae polymers produced in the absooce of a catalyst or in

the presence of catalysts such as adsorbeets, phosphoric
acid, &c. Hie properties detailed in Tables X and XI
dsemoostrate the remarkable catalytic activity ofaluminium
chloride and show definitely that polymerization is only the

primary reaction involved.

With regard to the mechanism of the polymerization of
okfees by aluminium chloride, Stanley [98, 1930] believes

that the pfxxinction ofthe numerous and complex products
formed by the action of ahmiBium chloride on ethyjhae
can be explained on the basis ofthree well-known processes,

namely,

(1) polymerization to higher olefines,

(2) isoOTeozatJofi of the olefoes to produce the corres-

ponding cycloparaffins, and

(3) the spitting off of lower paraffin hydrocarbon mole-
cules under the influence ofahiminium chloride with

the simultaneous production of hydrocarbons
lower hydrogen content.

of

TABLE X
Properties of Oils produced by the Polymerization of Ethy-
lene in the Presence of Aluminium Chloride at 10-15 C.

(Nash, Stanley andBowen [89, 1930])

Free Oil Combined oil

100-0 100-0

Properties ofFractions

TABLE XI

Properties of Free Oils produced by the Polymerization ofEthylene in the Presence of Aluminium Chloride at 150? C.

[89, 1930]

Frmcttom beMing up to 200* C. f5, 1933]
Sp. gr. 60T F.

I.B.P. .

10% distillate at

20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

90%
FJ&P.
Total distillate

0-6884

35 C.

52-5
a C

62 C.
70-58

C.
82 C
94-5 C
108-5 C.

124C.
138 C
161 C
192C.
96-5 C

Aniline point 72-7-73-4 C.
Aniline point after washing with 98 % H2SO4 . . 73-8 C.
Lossto98%HsS04 . . .

"

. . . 2-0%
Octane number (S30 engine 212 F. jacket temp.) . 73
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Of these three processes the first two can probably take

place under the influence of aluminium chloride at quite

low temperatures, whilst the third reaction becomes

prominent at higher temperatures. There is some evidence

to show, however, that a slight splitting offoflower paraffins
takes places at 10-20 C. Stanley believes that polymeriza-

tion to form higher olefines is the first step in the process

and that these combine with the aluminium chloride as

soon as they are formed to give complexes of the type

jcCQH^^AlQs. The next process is considered to be the

isomerization of the higher olefines into cycloparaffins.

According to Francis and Kleinschrnidt this isomerization

is thermodynamically possible at all temperatures below

about 400 C. The process may be visualized as consisting

of the isomerization of a higher olefine (rnomentarily libe-

rated from combination with aluminium chloride in the

complex), with the production of a cycloparaffin of the

same molecular weight. The cycloparaffin thus formed

would be incapable of combination with the aluminium

chloride, and therefore corresponds to the Tree* oils

obtained. On the other hand, the aluminium chloride

rendered free from combination by the loss of an olefine

molecule would be free to effect the polymerization of more

ethylene to higher olefines, which themselves would be held

in the form ofan aluminium chloride complex. The splitting

off of lower paraffin molecules from more complex hydro-
carbon molecules has been noticed by many observers, and,

moreover, is the basis of the McAfee cracking process.

Grignard and Stratford [26, 1924] found that w-butane was

formed on heating aluminium chloride at 120-1 50 C. in the

presence ofeither octane, di-isobutylene, decane or heptade-
cane. According to Ipatieffand Grosse [50, 1936] the butane

formed is the iso compound and not the normal isomer.

Doubtless the mechanism of polymerization reactions

induced by the other halides, e.g. zinc chloride, is similar

to that in the case of aluminium chloride, but boron

fluoride is reputed to bring about true polymerization in the

presence of finely divided metals, e.g. nickel [48, 1935],

The polymerization of ethylene in the presence of

aluminium chloride has also been studied by V. N. Ipatieff

andA.V. Grosse [5 1 , 1936] who, forthemost part, agree with

the conclusions of Stanley [98, 1930]. These investigators

found that aluminium chloride when really pure does not

react with pure ethylene even under pressures up to 50 atm.

at 10-50 C., and that the presence of traces of hydrogen
chloride ormoisture is necessary for the reaction. Examina-

tion of the products obtained in the presence of hydrogen
chloride showed that the upper layer, i.e. free oil, was water

white and consisted ofparaffin hydrocarbons. All fractions

of this part of the product (except those boiling about

300 C.) were stable to permanganate solution and to

nitrating mixture, indicating the absence ofunsaturated and

aromatic hydrocarbons. All fractions contained traces of

alkyl chloride. The lower layer of the product had the

composition 5CnH^x Ald5 (in which x varied from 2

to 6) and the separated hydrocarbons were cyclic unsatu-

rated compounds of the type of terpenes giving paraffins

on hydrogenation.

Ipatieffand Grosse consider that the mechanism ofpoly-

merization consists in the addition of hydrogen chloride to

ethylene, leading to ethyl chloride which reacts with another

molecule of ethylene (or higher olefine), losing hydrogen

chloride.

CHsCHtCl+
H HL

CHsCHCH=CHt -f- HCI.

The nraKMxlefines are considered to be transformed by
cyclic or intramokcular alkylation into naphtbenes, which,

either as such or at the moment of their formation, are con-

verted by means of a reaction of hydrogeaation, dehydro-

genatkm, or hydrogen disproportkniizatioa, into a mixture

ofparaffinsand unsaturated naphtheoes. The latter combine

withaiummimnchk>rkle forming the lower layer. Ipatieff

and Grosse name such a polymerization involving hydro-

gen disproportk>nization a
*

conjunct polymerization*.

Many investigators have used so-calied 'inert solvents*

in reactions between alunMnium chloride and olefines.

These solvents are usually low-boiling paraffin hydro-
carbons. In view of the discovery [49, 1936; 52, 1936] that

oiefines react with such paraffins in the presence of alumi-

nium chloride, their results are not characteristic for ole-

fine polymerization.

Isobiitykae and various higher olefines have been sub-

jected to the action of aluminium chloride at various

temperatures by Waterman and his co-workers. In most

cases pentane was used as a diluent. Isobutyleoe at

78 C. to + 16 C. gives a mixture of defink and cyclk

hydrocarbons of molecular weight ranging from 132 to

4,800. The highest molecular weight products are obtained

by working at the lowest temperatures. At 78 C. the

reaction is often explosive and the products are highly

viscous [52, 1936].

With regard to the pentenes, isopropyl ethykne and

pentene-2 react slowly with aluminium chloride at 80 C.

in the absence of hydrogen chloride, but trimethyl ethykne
and methyl ethyl ethylene polymerize much more rapidly.

In the presence of hydrogen chloride, chlorides are pro-

duced [78, 1934]. At C. pentene-2 gives an 80% yield of

partly cyclized hydrocarbon products [108, 1935].

Cyclo-hexene does not react with aluminium chloride dis-

solved in pentane at -78 C., (T C, or -40 C. At 70 .

polymerization occurs with the formation of cydohexyl

compounds. At 78 C. in the presence ofadded hydrogen
chloride chlorocydohexeae and a mixture of chk>f0poiy-

cyclohexyl compounds are produced [109, 1935].

The polymerization of acetylene, ethylene, and iso-

butykne by aluminium chloride has also been studied by
Hunter and Yohe [35, 1933].

One of the most important contributions on the poly-

merization of otefines by zinc chloride, particularly with

regard to the production of polymer gasolines, is that by

Brandes, Gruse, and Lowy [6, 1936] dealing with propy-
lene. An autoclave was used for this work, and tests were

made at temperatures varying from 150 to 300 C. and at

1,500-3,400 Ib. per sq. in. (105*4-239 kg. per cm.*) maxi-

mum pressure. Reaction time varied from 60 to 360 min.,

and ZnCVQHs molecular ratios from 0-10 to 0-12.

Conversions of propykne to liquid polymers of from 43*5

to 74*2% were realized with fresh batches of catalyst, but

catalytic activity decreased rapidly. The products pro-
duced were light straw in colour, and ofsweet smell. As tne

reaction temperature was increased from 150-160s* C. to

290-310 C., the quantity of gasoline fractions in the pro-
duct decreased from 92 to 74*5%, and the quantity of

product corresponding to the tripolymer of propyfeae also

decreased from 56 to 19%. The product was found to

consist mainly of olefines and paraffins although Bapit-

thenes were also present. The product is thus esseetialy

different from that obtained by Stanley [98, 1930] and by

Ipatieff [51, 1936] from ethykne using aluminium ecocide

catalyst. No information is available regarding the anti-

knock value of the above propylene polymers.
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Zinc chloride finds extensive use in the petroleum

industry as a refeang agent In the Lachman process for the

treating of gasolines.

Hie patent literature is of particular interest in that it

reflects the enormous interest taken in the reactions of the

Sower defines in the presence of zinc and aluminium

chlorides. Of importance are the various patents of

AJeaet [I, 1923J, wfeacfa arc among the first devoted to this

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

These refer to tfoe polymerization of the gaseous oiefines

with these materials in the presence of diluents at ordinary

temperatures [1, 1923]. Among the first proposals to make

synthetic motor sprits ami lubricating oils by such pro-
cesses were those of Borreil and Bawe [8] and Brownke

J7J respectively, whik Weizman and Legg [1 12] wereamong
the first to nder to tbe prodoctkm of napfothenic hydro-
carbons by the action ofaluminium chloride cm butylene at

low temperatures under pressure.

Recently the production of polymer gasolines by the

treatment of definic gases with aqueous zinc chloride solu-

tions has been patented [87, 1936J, and also polymerization
in the presence of hydrogen halide and a metallic salt in

aqueous solution [86, 1936].

The use of zinc and aluminium chlorides in the poly-
merization of ofefiaes to hydrocarbons of Mbricating-oii

properties [67, 1933-61 and also in the condensation of

oiefines with aromatics [411, has also been extensively

patented.
BOTCH tri-flnoride. Although boron tri-fiuoride (BFa) was

first pcepared in 1808, its possibilities did not attract com-
meicial attention until about 1925. It is a gas which readily

tiecQiJifXJses in contact with moisture, and is difficult to

handle on account of its corrosive ami poisonous nature.

Butksrov and Gorianov [9, 1873] appear to have been the

fot to observe the polymerizing action of boron fluoride.

Tfiey found that this material did not polymerize ethykne
at ordinary pressure even at 200 C, but that propykoe
and buryiene, on the other hand, were polymerized very

readily at normal temperatures. Otto [90, 1927] studied

the potymerizmg action of boron fluoride on the lower

defines at elevated pressures. Ethylene polymerized

extensively under pressure at ordinary temperatures, while

its immediate homologoes were even more easily converted

into hitter hydrocarbons. The products were viscous and
of high moieailar weight This polymerizing action may
be accelerated by the presence of finely divided metals such
as nickel [32, 1927, 1931], or by the addition of halogen
acids, sadi as HO, HBr, ffl or HF [33].

Of portiaiiarii^eiest are claims [37, 1930; 91, 1935] that

etfayleaemay be converted into butylene by the use ofboron
Qnoride catalyst and very stfcort reaction times at pressures
of 50-60 atoL and at room temperatures. In this case also

mom energetic catalytic activity is obtained in the presence
of halogen acids and/or finely divided nickel.

Ifaeimjor application of boron fluoride as a polymeriza-
tion catalyst now appears to be in the production of syn-
thetic lubricating oik by the treatment of the gaseous
olefiaes, and also in the paxxtuction of oils of very high
molecular weight ie. 5,000-6^000, for incorporation in

W>ricatiBg oik, Isobutykoe is the preferred starting
saaieriai [68, 1934-5].
Double Compounds of Halides with Ckgaiic Sri^ances.

Because of the corrosive natures of aluminium and zinc

cMofides aad boron fluoride, double compounds of these

JBateials have been discovered which can be substituted

$&$ them in polymerization reactions. These double com-

pounds are termed 'Ansolvo Acids' [82, 1927], typical

examples being complexes of the organic acids, e.g. oleic,

formic, and naphthoic acid with zinc and aluminium

chlorides and boron fluoride, and also similar complexes

with ethers, ketones, nitrobenzene, nitrometliane, and

alcohols. These double compounds are less violent in their

action than the halides alone, and have, for this reason,

been proposed as polymerization catalysts [11, 1936].

As far as is known no process is in commercial opera-

tion for the production of polymer gasolines from cracked

gases using the halides as catalysts. Their disadvantages,

enumerated above, have so far prevented their adoption

for this purpose. They are corrosive and poisonous, diffi-

cult to handle and store, and their polymerizing action is

usually too violent for gasoline production. A further dis-

advantage is that no satisfactory method has yet been

developed for ensuring a long catalyst life, and, moreover,
the polymer gasolines obtained are of low knock rating.

(/) Inorgank Acids and Acid Salts.

The inorganic acids, sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid,

have pronounced polymerization activity under certain

conditions. Hydrochloric acid is also a well-known poly-

merization catalyst promoter (e.g. in the case of alumina

and silica gels), but suffers from the disadvantage ofcausing
chlorination. Nitric acid possesses too vigorous an oxidiz-

ing action to allow its polymerization activity to be much in

evidence.

Pbosphoric Acid as an define Polymerization Catalyst.

Phosphoric acid is one of the most successful polymeriza-
tion catalysts yet developed, and is in commercial use on a

large scale in the production of high octane number poly-
mer gasolines from cracked gases. The development has

been carried out by Universal Oil Products Company
[47, 1935], and also independently by the Anglo-Iranian
Oil Company [18, 1936].

The polymerizing action of the phosphoric acids has

been known for some time, but the application ofsuch sub-

stances to the production of higher-boiling hydrocarbons
from gaseous oiefines was probably first mentioned in

patents of the I.G. Farbenindustrie bearing application
dates between 1926 and 1929.

These make the following claims:

(i) The polymerization of oiefines under pressure in the

presence of salts and oxy-acids of phosphorus, giving as

examples calcium phosphate, di-potassium phosphate, cal-

cium pyrophosphate, and also phosphorus pentoxide on a

pumice support [83, 1932].

(ii) Polymerization of oiefines by heat treatment under

any suitable pressure in the presence of salts of the oxygen
acids of phosphorus, boron, and antimony, with alkali

metals or other metals as the basic constituent, or their

reduction products, or the free acids themselves, in the solid

form, or in the form of their anhydrides on carriers [65,

1927].

(iii) A process for the polymerization of lower oiefines,

which comprises treating the said oiefines with catalysts

comprising phosphoric acid, metaphosphoric acid, or
other acids of phosphorus, as such or in the form of their

salts, and in a solid or semi-solid state, and operating at

temperatures below 400 C. [66, 1929-30].
These patents caused much interest in that they revealed

the possible use of salts of phosphoric acid as polymeriza-
tion catalysts, and they stimulated further research.

In 1932 a patent [34] was issued covering a process

involving the selective polymerization of propylene and
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higher olefines in gaseous mixture containing ethykne, by
passing the mixtures at atmospheric pressure overa metallic

salt of phosphoric acid at elevated temperatures, e.g.

200 C. The preferred catalyst mentioned was cadmium
metaphosphate of the composition CdP2O. The follow-

ing year a proposal [2, 1932-3] was made to utilize as a

motor fuel the mixture of polymers and alcohols obtained

by passing a mixture of cracked gas and steam over phos-

phate catalysts, e.g. boron phosphate, at 200-350 C., and
at high pressures e.g. 30 atm.

Patents by Universal Oil Products on the use of phos-

phoric acid and phosphate catalysts for the polymerization
ofolefines didnot appear until May 1934, when several novel

features were disclosed. A proposal was made [59, 1932,

1934] to effect polymerization of olefines at temperatures
between 50 and 200 C. in the presence ofan acid selected

from the group consisting of orthophosphoric and ortho-

phosphorous acids. Orthophosphoric acid was preferred.
This proposal was followed in 1935 by patents covering

the use of so-called 'solid phosphoric add' catalysts, these

consisting of solid mixtures ofphosphoric acid and various

phosphates. Examples of such catalysts are mixtures of

phosphoric acid with a chloride and/or an oxide ofan alka-

line earth metal [61, 1933, 1935] and also mixtures of phos-

phoric acid with adsorbent materials of a siliceous nature

such as kieselguhr [62, 1933, 1935]. Further patents dis-

closed the use ofcatalysts oftheabove general compositions
calcined prior to use at temperatures between 180 and
300 C., without any substantial heating above 300 C.

[63, 1934-5; 85, 1934-5], and also the use of catalysts com-

prising phosphoric acid, zinc oxide, and zinc chloride [64,

1933; 1935]. The catalytic polymerization of ethylene,
which is normally resistant to the action of the above cata-

lysts, in the presence of readily reacting olefines, is also

mentioned [53, 1934, 1936].

Recent I.G. patents have included catalysts comprising
solutions of an anhydride of an add of phosphorus in a

liquid add of phosphorus [13, 1934; 1936], and also add
esters of phosphoric add e.g. monocresyl phosphate,
either in the presence or absence of copper or silver salts

[12, 1934; 1936].

The development of phosphoric add catalysts for

polymerization is very closely connected with the catalytic

vapour-phase hydration of olefines in the presence ofsteam

to the corresponding alcohols, for which reaction practi-

cally identical catalysts have been proposed. This is evi-

dent from the following summary of the most important

patents dealing with this reaction:

B.P. 368,668. J. Y. Johnson and I.G. (1932).

The production of ether by passing ethykne and steam over

phosphate catalysts particularly phosphates of the rare earths.

B.P. 346,288. G. F. Horsley and I.C.I. Ltd. (1931).

Hydration of acetylene to acetaldehyde and crotonaldehyde by
treating with cadmium phosphate catalyst (PtOj: CdO = 0-4-0-6)

in the presence of steam.

B.P. 369,216 (1932). LC.L Ltd.

Catalyst comprising a phosphate of cadmium, beryllium, zinc,

aluminium, tin, or lead. The preferred composition of cadmium
P O

phosphate is -^r
- 0-9-0-725. Figures are given to show that

CdO
cadmium phosphate is more active in this reaction than the phos-

phates of lead, zinc, aluminium, or tin.

B.P. 378,865 (Appl. date 1932). I.C.I. Ltd.

Catalytic hydration of olefines using boron phosphate catalyst

B.P. 392J89 (1933). Distillers Company Ltd,

Catalytic hydration, using phosphates of uranium, iron, or

cobaltous cobalt the amount of phosphoric acid being in excess

of that required to form the orthophosphate, but not in excess of

about 95% of the composition.

B.P. 392M5 (1933). Distillers Company Ud.
Catalysts for hydratk>o of olefines compotisded from phos-

phoric acid and either or both of the metals copper or manganese
or their oxides . . ., the amount of phosphoric acid present being
in excess of that required to form the orthopbospfeate but not in

excess of about 95% of the composition.
AP. 3*4339 (1933). H. Dreyfus.

Phosphoric acid as a hydration catalyst initially in the an-

hydrous condition.

B.P. 396,724 (1933). Distillers Company Ltd.
Boron phosphate as a

hydratipa catalyst. The amount of phos-
phoric ackl being at least 10% in excess of that required to form
the orthopfaosphate, but not in excess of about 95% of the com-
position,

B.P. 404,115 (1934). Distillers Company Ltd.

Catalysts for hydration reactions containing a drying oil to

improve mechanical strength.

B.P. 407,722 (1934). H. Dreyfus.
Alkali and alkaline-earth metaphosphate catalysts.

B.P. 407,944 (1934). LCI. Ltd.

Strontium raetaphosphate catalyst.

B.P. 408*313 (1934). I.C.I. Ltd.

A catalyst comprising ferric metaphosphate associated with a
metaphosphate of a divalent metal, e.g. barium, strontium, cad-

mium, copper, or ferrous iron.

B.P. 408,982 (1934). Distillers Company Ltd.

The production of &opropyl alcohol using a solid catalyst com-
pounded from phosphoric acid with one or more of the metals

manganese, copper, iron, cobalt, or uranium with or without

boron, or their oxkJes or compounds, the amount of phosphoric
acM being in excess of that required to form the ortfaopfaospfeates,
bet not in so great a quantity as to depart from the solid nature
of the catalyst.

B.P. 413,043 (1934). Distillers Company Ltd.

A catalyst rendered mechanically stable by incorporating with
an organic substance or substances capable of forming true or
colloidal solutions in water and which, after subjection to rela-

tively elevated temperatures (of the order of 200 C.), kaves or
leave as residue in the catalyst substantially carbon only, e.g.

starch, glucose, gelatin, glycerol, &c.

B.P. 415,426 (1934). Dislilkrs Company Ltd.

Catalysts compounded from phosphoric acid with calcium

and/or barium and/or strontiam, magnesium, the amount of

phosphoric acid present being in excess of that required to form
the metaphosphates of the elements employed.

AP. 4/5,427 (1934). Distillers Company Ltd.

Catalysts compounded from phosphoric acid with calcium,

barium, strontium, and/or magnesium oxides the amount of

phosphoric acid being materially in excess of that required to

form the orthophosphate, but materially kss than that required
to form the metaphosphate.

AP. 422,635 (1935). Distillers Company Ltd.

Catalysts rendered mechanically stable by incorporating, during

preparation, a non-drying oil such as castor oil, anhydrides, alde-

hydes, ketones, &c.

AP. 423^77 (1935). LC.L Ltd.

A catalyst consisting of cadmium phosphate together with a
small quantity of one or more of the metaphosphates of barium,
strontium, titanium, chromium, and tellurium.

AP. 435,749 (1935), LC.L Ltd.

Catalysts comprising one or more molecular proportions of
aluminium metaphosphate associated with about one molecular

proportion of a metapfoosphate of calcium, cadmium, zinc, diva-

lent copper, nickel, tin, or lead.

U.S.P. 2,052,095 (1936). Distillers Company Ltd.

Catalysts comprising phosphoric add and the phosphates of
a metal taken from the group Mn, Cu, Fe, Co, and U, the amount
of phosphoric acid being in excess of that required to form tlie

orthophosphates of the metal or metals selected.

In addition to being similar with regard to catalyst

requirements, the processes of catalytic hydrate* and

polymerization are also closely similar with respect to

optimum tempea^ture and influence of psressore, although
the products are different. It has been observed many
times in the literature that, in the hydratksn reaction, if tie

okfine partial pressure or the total working pressure k in-

creased, the rate of alcohol formation is augmented, but
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polymer formation becomes troublesome, because this also
is favourably affected by increase in pressure. In order to

prevent polymer formation and still cause tJbe reaction to
occur in the desired direction, it is necessary to increase
the partial pressure of the steam and maintain the partial
pressure of the okfine at a relatively low value. By this
means good yields may be obtained.
The proper choice of catalysts for the vapour-phase

hydration of defines under pressure to form akohob is a
very important factor because, as stated by Marek and
Hahn [8 1] in 1932, 'catalysts active in promoting the hydra-
tkm reaction are likewise active toward promotion of the
undesirable polymerization reactions, since the latter often

proceeds at a more rapid rate*.

Hie fallowing statement is also made by Marelc and
Hahn:

4
In contemplating the use of high ratios of steam to

okfoe in vapour-phase hydratkms for the purpose of
restricting okfine polymerization, sight must not be lost
ofthe fact that excessive steam ratios may impair catalyst
activity by flooding the active surface with water mole-
cute . . . For this reason a mean should be struck
between high ratios of steam to prevent polymerization
and low ratios to prevent loss of catalyst activity

'

To complete the comparison between polymerization and
l^dratkni reactions it is accessary also to consider the
iwerse of hydration of oiefines to akofaols-Hnamely, the
ckfoydration of alcohols to the corresponding oiefines.

Phosphoric acid has been used for the preparation of
etfeyiene from ethyl alcohol since this use was first dis-
covered by Bekmze [92, 1833]. In 1933 Lindinger and
Moser fSO, 1923] found that a mixture of alcohol and
piiosphoric acid would give off ethylene when heated to
205 C. They concluded that the formation ofethylene was
d*je to the action of the pyro-acid into which the ortho-acid
was being dehydrated, and that a more complete conversion
would be obtained at a higfeer temperature. By passing
ethyl alcohol vapour over finely divided pumice soaked in
ptaosphodc acid heated to 250-300 C., a yield of90% ethy-
teae was obtaJbaed, which was 99-5% pure. At a later date
Mewth demonstrated that syrupy phosphoric acid heated

pireviptisty
to 200 C. was more efficient than glacial phos-

phoric acid (meta-acid) or phosphorus pentoxide. Weber
and Walton [111, 1930] have concluded that orthophos-
phonc acid pfieviously heated to 250 C. for 4| hours gave
the best yields of ethytoe.

It is thus evident that orthopiiosphoric acid (containing
some pyro-aod) is an efficient catalyst for the dehydration
of ethyl alcohol to ethykae and also for the hydration of
ethylene to ethyl alcohol. In view of the marked simi-
larities between hydration and polymerization, it is also
evident that phosphoric acid should also be a very effective
catalyst for the latter reactiona contention supported by
the above-naesitioaed patents.
The choice of suitable phosphoric add catalysts for

poiyrnerizatloe is helped somewhat by the above patent
specifications. Some of these frequently mention the ad-
vantages ofcatalysts containing free, i.e. uncombined, phos-
plionc acid, whilst others mostly daim metaphosphates
containing, presumably, no free acid. It should be noted
here that the hydration reaction is invariably carried outmthe presence of large quantities of steam, and that the
cfective catalysts may actually be orthophosphates or
IxsssWypyrophos^^ ^
nsactioa conditions most in favour for the hydration ot
Vetoes are as follows: Temperature, 200-300*0.; pressure,

GAS PYROLYSIS AND POLYMERIZATION

atmospheric to 2,000 Ib. ; olefine/steam ratios 1 to 1 up to
3 to 1 but at atmospheric pressure may be as high as 10
to 1.

It may thus be expected that under the same conditions,
but in the absence of steam, polymerization of oiefines
would proceed at an attractive rate in the presence of a
suitabk phosphate or phosphoric acid catalyst. As already
mentioned, the temperature should be kept as low as pos-
sible, to prevent secondary isomerization reactions which
lead to the formation of products of inferior knock rating.

Chemical and Physical Properties of Phosphoric Acids.
There are many acids of phosphorus differing widely in
their physical and chemical properties some stable and
others either volatile or easily decomposed, and it is neces-
sary, in order to produce a catalyst of long active life and
a polymer product free of phosphorus compounds, to
choose the particular phosphorous acid with some care.

Fortunately, as shown in Table XII, choice is limited to
the hydrates of phosphorus pentoxide namely, ortho-,
pyro- and meta-phosphoric acids.

TABLE XII

The Acids ofPhosphorus

Formulae
\

M.p. ( C.). I Action of heat, &c.

Of these the former is a regular article of commerce, and
is cheaper than the pyro-acid, whilst the meta-acid is in-
active catalytically (see later).
The most suitable phosphoric acid to employ is therefore

orthophosphoric acid, which may be obtained com-
mercially in the anhydrous state, in 50% or in 90% solu-
tions in water.

The presence ofphosphorus pentoxide in polymerization

catalysts^
is precluded because this substance sublimes at

180-250 C., and its vapour pressure may reach 760 mm.
at 250 C. At higher temperatures, however, polymeri2a-
tion of the oxide causes the vapour pressure to fall con-
siderably. Phosphorus trioxide is of little use, because it

boils at 173 C. at 760 mm. pressure, whilst phosphorus
tetroxide sublimes at about 180 C.
As shown in Table XII, orthophosphoric acid is dehy-

drated by the action of heat to give both pyro- and meta-
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acids, both of which are much too volatik for commercial
use. Hie dehydration of orthophosphoric acid may be

briefly summarized as follows:

When a dilute solution of orthophosphorie acid k
evaporated at temperatures up to 150 C, a syrupy liquid
is obtained which consists entirely of orthophosphoric acid

and between 150 and 160 C. it loses water slowly.
At 240 C. orthophosphoric acid loses water so that the

ratio P2O5/H2O = 1 : 2| to 1 : 2 as compared with 1 : 3

for pure ortho-acid. At higher temperatures more water
is liberated until a product is obtained consisting mainly
of metaphosphoric acid. The literature is not conclusive

regarding the minimum temperatures required for the

formation of pyro- and meta-acids, but it is generally sup-

posed that the conversion to pyrophosphoric acid is not

complete at 230 C., whereas it is so at 260 C., and that

meta-acid begins to form at about 290 C. It is probable
that, during the dehydration oforthophosphoric acid, there

is a state ofequilibrium between the three acids dependent
on the temperature and the partial pressure of any water

present. Thus dehydration is greatly suppressed by the

presence ofwater vapour. A consequence ofdehydration is

the formation of lower acids more volatile than the original
ortho-acid. Therefore, if dehydration is allowed to occur,

greater loss of acid due to volatility might be expected,

although experimental evidence is at variance with this

deduction to some extent.

Prevention of Phosphoric Acid Dehydration. It has been
stated [18, 1936] that whereas catalysts of the above type
are active when prepared from either ortho- or pyro-

phosphoric acid, those incorporating the meta-acid are

inactive. Furthermore, the activity of all phosphoric acid

catalysts diminishes in use in polymerization reactions

unless special steps are taken, and all such used catalysts

contain meta-acid (HPO3).

These observations show that, as is to be expected from
the above comments on dehydration, the cause of catalyst

decline is the formation of meta-acid, and the obvious way
to prevent this is the admixture of small quantities of water

vapour in the gas before passage over the catalyst. In this

way it is possible to keep the water content of the catalyst

substantially constant, the amount of water mixed with the

inlet gas just compensating for that lost from the catalyst

by dehydration. The amount of water required is approxi-

mately 2-10% by volume of the inlet feed, the water being
measured in the form ofsteam. By injecting water or steam
Si this way catalyst deterioration by the formation ofmeta-

acid is prevented. The amount of water should not exceed

the above limits, otherwise alcohol formation is appreciable
and oftenthe mechanical strength ofthe catalyst isimpaired .

With catalysts ofhigh free acid content dehydration leads

to the formation of large quantities of meta-acid, which

change the catalyst from a hard cake to a wet, pasty mass.

The use ofsteam to prevent phosphoric acid dehydration
has been fully described by Dunstan and Howes [18, 1936],

and also by Ipatieflf [60, 1935]. The scheme is, however,
not novel, and was suggested in 1931 for maintaining sul-

phuric acid catalysts at constant strength at 140-160 C.

[16, 1931-2].
Formationof Volatile Phosphorus Compounds. A further

consideration with regard to the use of phosphoric acid as

a polymerization catalyst is the possibility of the formation

of volatile compounds by interaction of the phosphoric
acid with the oldBoes being treated. This undoubtedly
occurs with some phosphoric acid catalysts particularly

with catalysts consisting of phosphoric acid impregnated
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active carbons and has also been observed by Sanders
and Dodge [%, 1934] in the dehydration of ethyl alcohol
to ethyiene using phosphoric acid as catalyst at 300 C. In
this connexion the mechanism of poiymerizatkm suggested
by Ipatfeff [45, 1935] has a direct bearing. IpatklF [45,

1935] postulates the formation of intermediate alky! pte-
phates which break down again as soon as formed.
For example, in the case of propytene, isopropyl phos-

phate is supposed to be formed, thus:

/CH,
(

"CH*

OH
O == P

OH
$
* O=P~OH

OH

which decomposes as follows:

O CH
O= P^-

/CH,o CH<f
O=

OH OH
CH fur
%CH C'/ %2PO(OH)3

CH/ \CH,
Di-;sopropyl. Orthophosphorie

acid.

Ipatieff has demonstrated that when propyleue is heated
with phosphoric acid a homogeneous liquid is formed
which contains esters such as the above, and that the liquid,
on subsequent heating, liberates hydrocarbon polymers.
It is believed that some such intermediates must be formed.
When a phosphoric acid-active carbon catalyst is employed
for the polymerization of olefines in the presence of small

amounts of addea steam, to prevent dehydration, the con-
densed water contains a little free phosphoric acid and a

considerable quantity of combined phosphoric acid.

AlkyI phosphates are volatile compounds as sJbown by
the following figures:

Dimethyl ethyl phosphate . b p. 203*3 C. at 760 mm.
Methyl diethyl phosphate . 208-2 C.

Tiiethyl phosphate . . 215-216 C.

Tnpropyl phosphate . . 138 C. at 47 mm.
Tri-j0propyl phosphate , 218-220 C. at 763 mm.
Tri-uotKityl phosphate . 135-136 C. at 8-10 mm.

Experience indicates that loss of phosphoric acid from
catalysts presumably due to the formation of volatile

phosphorus compounds is more pronounced in the case

of catalysts comprising phosphoric acid on inert carriers

such as active carbon or coke than with other catalysts.

Furthermore, loss ofphosphoric acid occurs only when the

concentration of phosphoric acid on the inactive support
is more than 20% [18, 1936]. The loss of phosphoric acid

from catalysts comprising acid cadmium phosphate,
kieselguhr, and phosphoric acid, &c., is slight.

The Composition of Phosphoric Acid Polymerization

Catalysts. Of the various materials commonly used in

catalyst masses only carbons and cokes have been found
unreactive with phosphoric acids at temperatures up to

300 C, although even in the case of these substances tiieie

is the remote possibility ofreduction ofthe phospfeoiicadd
to pfaosphine, especially if the carbon or coke contains any
oxides, such as ferric oxide.

When any other materials, such as oxides, akimiiiates,

silicates, carbonates, &c., are mixed with ptosplioric acid

and heated to give a hard mass, chemical reactioins occur

to give phosphates. This even takes place in tije case of

silica, and inthis case compounds ofthe type(SiOj)*^^/
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ai foitnedtfiese mne protmbly silkyl phosphates and are

wy stable towants heat
Tlie literature evidence for the formation of stable com-

pounds between siliceous materials and phosphoric acid is

as follows:

L Phosphoric acid has practically no effect on glass at

Ofxttaary tempemtoes, but at 100-150 C. the attack is

marked and silicyl phosphate and metapbosphates are pro-
duced [36, 19061, At 400 C. phosphoric acid has a strong
corrosive actkm cm quartz glass [71, 1905].

2. When a dried mixture of gelatinous silka and meta-

phosphoric add is fused and extracted with hot water,

reason. In the case of some catalysts, however, total acid
contents as high as 75-80% can be tolerated.

The preparation and properties of phosphate catalysts
of many types have been described in detail by Dunstan
and Howes [1 8, 1936]. These include a wide range ofmetal
phosphates containing various amounts of free phosphoric
acid.

As already mentioned, the patents of Universal Oil
Products Company pay particular attention to catalysts
comprising mixtures of phosphoric acid with the alkaline
earth oxides and chlorides, and also with siliceous materials
such as kieselguhr.

AT OtCHANCEC*

STEAM EXHAUST

FIG. 12. Universal Oil Products Company catalytic polymerization process.

transparent crystals are obtained the o>mp>sition ofwhkh
oointspoiids to SXVJW which has been considered to
i* sfficyl rae^piio^hate^SiOOPO^ [30, 1883-4; 1887].

3. Silica dissolves in ortlK>phosphoric add, and forms
ciystals of the ccropositioii SfOt~P2Os.

Silicates md akraimtes react with phosphoric acid as
HMXtwes of the corresponding oxides and give mixed
piospfaaies; examples of such silicates are pumice and
floridin.

Hie woft described in the literature leads to the conclu-
sion that the caiafertk activity of all phosphate catalysts is

gieatiy a&ded by the presence of free phosphoric acid
l^baHyintheocthocoiidkkHi. Therefore, unkss the add
is praeet in a cpmtity mone than sufficient completely to
combine with the sn|)pQft under the reaction conditions of
teanpo^inreaad water-vapour pressure, an inactive, or only
weakfy active, catalyst is obtained.
On the other haid, the catalyst activity is to a large

eactmt dqpeadeint upon the composition of the phosphates
present, some bong practically ineffective and others verv
efl^ieait [18, 1936J,

Theiie is, of course, a very definite tipper limit to the
amomt of phosphoric acid which can be incorporated in
a caialyst suitable for conmerdal use. As the amount of

?* hardness of the catalyst diminishes,
tent to the acid coateat is imposed for this

Typical compositions are as follows:

(i) 73-7% wt. of 89% phosphoric acid.

6-3% zinc oxide.

10-4% zinc chloride.

7-6% aluminium hydrate.
Calcined at 180-200 C.

(ii) 72% wt. of 100% phosphoric acid.

6% magnesium chloride.

2%
5%
5%
10%

alumina,

magnesia,
starch,

kieselguhr.
Calcined at 250 C.

(Hi) 82 % wt. of 89% phosphoric acid.

18% kieselguhr.
Calcined at 250 C.

Regeneration of Phosphate Catalysts. In use all phos-
phoric acid or phosphate catalysts become clogged with
volatile high-boiling polymers, which, if allowed to stay on
the catalyst, cause the latter to become disintegrated and
very soft In addition to this volatile material, there is also
formed on the catalyst a fairly large amount of practically
non-vohtile asphalt-like material which causes the catalyst
volume to increase and also causes caking. This latter
material is not so deleterious in its effect as the former, but
at least partial removal is necessary after the catalysts have
been in use for prolonged periods. A small amount of
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asphaltic material on the catalyst is beneficial in giving the

catalyst greater activity and a higher degree of mechanical
strength.
The first step in any regeneration is the removal of the

volatile high-boiling polymers which tend to disintegrate
the catalyst, and this is readily accomplished by flushing
with a stream of nitrogen or ftue gas at 300 C. for 4-12
hours. When asphaltic material has accumulated, this can
only be removed by treatment with flue gas containing
small amounts of oxygen at temperatures up to 350 C.
In this manner the asphaltic material is removed by oxida-
tion or partial combustion. Care is necessary in this step
to prevent the development of local hot spots in the cata-

lyst otherwise acid is lost by volatization.

With regard to the frequency of such regeneration treat-

ments Egloff and Nelson [20, 1936] have stated that, when
approximately 20 gallons of polymer gasoline per pound of
catalyst has been produced, treatment with controlled
amounts of air is applied to restore activity.

Plant employed. One of the attractions of the phosphoric
acid catalytic polymerization process is the mild conditions
of temperature and pressure employed, and consequently
the cheap and simple plant required. The temperatures
employed vary from 150 to 300 C. (302-572 F.), and the

pressures are normally those at which the gaseous or liquid
feed stocks are available generally 120 to 300 Ib. per sq. in.

A flow diagram ofa typical installation by Universal Oil
Products Company is reproduced in Fig. 12. The feed is

preheated in a conventional furnace to a temperature of
204 C. (400 F.), mixed with the requisite amount of water
or steam to prevent catalyst dehydration, and passed
through a series of four catalyst towers, each 3 ft. 6 in.

diameterX 25 ft. high, and containing the catalyst. Owing
to the exothermic nature of the polymerization reaction, a

temperature rise of c. 70 C. (158 F.) occurs in the catalyst
towers. The residue gas from the reactors, together with the

polymer formed, passes throu^i a condenser to a receiver
where lean gas is separated and the polymer condensate
is pumped to a conventional stabilizer, where the vapour
pressure may be controlled to suit market requirements.
The pipe-work interconnecting the towers is arranged in

such a way that any one may be taken off stream for

regeneration treatment and the towers may be used in any
order of sequence. The reactivating line shown in the flow

diagram is for flushing the catalyst with flue gas and also
for treating with controlled quantities of air for burning off

asphalt and carbon.
With reference to design figures, it is possible to obtain at

least 90% conversion of olefines to total polymers in con-
tinuous operation with an active catalyst at an inlet gas rate

of2-5 cu. ft. per Ib. ofcatalyst per hour, measured at N.T.P.
An average figure for the 200 C. E.P. spirit content of

the crude polymers is 85-90% by volume. Steam injection
should be in amount equivalent to 2-10% by volume ofthe
inlet gas (measured at N.T.P.).
The Polymerization of Individual Olefines with Phosphoric

Acid Catalysts. Data are available in the literature on the

polymerization of all the lower olefines in the presence of
liquid phosphoric acid or solid phosphoric acid catalysts.
Of these isobutylene is the most reactive and ethylene the
least

Ethylene. This has been polymerized under pressure in

autoclave experiments in the presence of liquid phosphoric
acid at 250-330 C. [54, 1935], and also with acid cadmium
phosphate catalysts at 300-350 C. [18, 1936], Continuous
plant tests have also been made using

*
solid phosphoric
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acid* catalysts at 520 Ib. ptmure and 296-324 3 C. [46,

1936]. In the presence of liquid ptxjspfaooc acid at 25O-
330 C ethyteQe gives a product consisting of a mixture of
paraffin, okfine, naphtlieoe, and aromatic hydrocarbons.
The cooceotratkm of paraffins is greatest in the lowest

boiling fractious, but aromatks only appear in fractions

boiling above 225 C. defines are present in practically all

fractions {c. 20-30% by volume) and naphtheraes in those

boiling above 110 C. The products obtained contained
60-5% by weight of spirit boiling up to 225

C
C.

An important product of the reaction was isobutane, the
formation of which increased with rise in temperature. At
250 C. 2-5% by weight of the ethylene reacting was con-
verted into isobtitane, and at 330 C. 18-8%. The diflfer-

eoee between the polymerization of ethylene in the presence
and abseoce [54, 1935] of phosphoric acid consists in the

presence of aromatic aad paraffin hydrocarbons in the

former, wheneas no traces of aromatks, and only small

quantities of paraffins, were discovered in the latter. The
first step in the process in contact with phosphoric acid

appears to be the formation of ethyl phosphates, which,
being unstabk at elevated temperatures, decompose to give
ethykoe polymers and napfathenes (cf. polymerization in
the preseoce of aluminium chloride). The naphthenes
become defaydrogeoated to aromatks, and paraffins are
formed by the hydrogenation of olefines, i.e. mterrnokcular

hydrogeoation and dehydrogenation reactions take place.
The results of continuous plant tests on the polymeriza-

tion of ethykoe at 520 Ib. pressure and 296-324 C. in the

presence of a phosphate catalyst are detailed in Table XIIL
The higji gasoline octane number of 82 is noteworthy.

TABLE XIIL

Polymerization of Ethylene at 520 Ib. per sq. in* Gauge
Presmre [46, 1936]

Inlet gas rate, en. ft. per hr. per
Ib. catalyst .... 1-5

|
2-5 i 34

Ethylene polymerization to liquid
\

\

,

polymer, % . . . . i 73
|

72
!

65

Polymer per 1,000 cu. ft. ethykne: i

U.S. gal 8-0 7>9l 7-1

Imp. gal !
6-67

j
6-6 ! 5-92

400* F. E.P. gasoline per 1,000
cu.ft. ethylene:
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Properties of Steam Distilled Polymer

Gravity, "API. at 60 F.....
Sp. gr. at 60 F.......
Colour (Sayboit) .....
Gum contest, capper dish ....
Gum content -f0-025% wood distillate in-

hibitor ...... .

Octane number (C.F.R. Motor) . . .

Blending octane ntunber (25% in Reference
Fad A3 of 44 octane number) ...

Reid vapour pressure .....
I.B.P........
5% distillate at......
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%

70%
80%
90%
f5%
F.B.P

Sp. gar. at 60 F.

I.B.P.

F.B.P.

674
0-711

30^-

lOmg. pec 100 ml.

2
82

96
6-5 Ib. at 100* F.

(37 8 C)
41 C.
526 C.
58 C.

66e C
74 C
82e C.
93 C.
106 C
121 C.
142 8 C.

I63
9
C.

183e C
203 C.

Bottoms fr&m Steam Distillation

0-897

192 C.

369 C.

Propylene. Propykne has been polymerized in contact

Wftfa tiqpM pho^pliooc acid at 204 C artd S.I. atm. gauge
pressure [44, 19351 and also at 330-370 C. and 100-40

ate. pressiire [55, 1936]. At the lower temperature propy-
koe polymerizes to a liquid consisting almost entirely of

mooooiefeies, presumably of iso structure. The liquid
boHs from 40 to 230 C. and is almost entirety gasoline.
The evidence for the chemical nature is fourfold. The
polymer is practically entirely soluble in 96% sulphuric acid

at C, the bromine numbers of fractions agree with those

calculated for mono-okfines, the carbon-hydrogen ratios

agree with the formula C^H^, and iKm-destruetive hydro-
genatkm yields a product containing only paraffins,

At the higher temperatures (330-370 C.) secondary
reactions take place, resulting in a liquid product contain-

ing only 85% of imsaturated hydrocarbons. Paraffins are

present in the lower boiling fractions (that boiling at 25-
63 C. containing 80% paraffins), but the amount decreases

with rise in boiling-point. Cyclo-paraffins occur in frac-

tions boiling at 155 C. and above, while aromatics are

found only in the very highest fractions. The degree of
unsaturation of the products obtained from the catalytic

polymerization of propylene is much greater than in the

case of thermal polymerization.

Butylenes. Of the three butenes, isobutylene polymerizes
the most readily and butene-1 the least, in the presence of

liquid phosphoric acid. At 130 C. the products obtained

consist almost entirely of rnono-olefines, but the mixture is

very complex. By reducing the polymerizing temperature
the complexity ofthe product is reduced, and at 30 C. iso-

butylene gives a product containing only di-isobutylene
and tri-isobutylene. It has been observed that butene-1

and butene-2 are polymerized much more readily in the

presence of isobutylene than in its absence. Similarly, the

butylenes exert a promoting effect in the polymerization
of propylene. The butylenes undergo isornerization in the

presence of phosphoric acid [56, 1934].

Results obtained on Cracked Gases. Much information
has been published by members of the staff of Universal
Oil Products Company concerning the polymerization of
cracked gases and their fractions using catalysts of the type
described above. The data summarized in Table XIV is

typical ofthe results obtained on lean residue gas, stabilizer

overhead, and stabilizer reflux. The yields of polymers
mentioned in Table XIV should be compared with the

theoretical figures given in Fig. 2.

Properties of Products.

It has previously been stated [18, 1936] that all phos-
phoric acid or phosphate catalysts, operating under the

same conditions, give essentially the same product; the

gasoline fractions are also of the same octane number (i.e.

78-S2 C.F.R. Motor Method). True boiling-point distilla-

tion curves of the products obtained from feed stocks

containing both propylene and butylene show no decided
flats corresponding to pure compounds, but, on the other

hand, catalytic polymers obtained by the treatment of

TABOXIV

Catalytic Polymerization of Cracked Gases
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cracked C4 fractions under mild conditions consist mainly
of dibutenes and tributenes.

The anti-knock blending value of catalytic polymer spirit
is of particular importance. In Figs. 13-15 are plotted the
C.F.R. Motor Method octane members of this material
and other synthetic gasolines in three different base spirits

[18, 1936]. The blending value of any polymer spirit

expressed in terms of
fc

blending octane numbers* (see note
on p. 2075) is naturally greatest in base spirits of low
octane ratings, and Fig. 16 shows how the bknding octane
numbers of catalytic polymer spirit range from 125 to 82

according to the nature of the base spirit and the concen-
tration of polymer spirit used. The octane numbers of
fractions of catalytic polymer spirits show little variation
with boiling-point, as shown in the following figures

referring to material produced from reflux liquid using
granular acid cadmium phosphate catalyst:

The octane number of the spirit produced from a cracked

Q fraction is 78-82, and does not change from this value
if the isobutene content of the feed (25% by volume) is

removed prior to catalytic polymerization.
Details of the properties of typical polymer products are

given in Table XV,

Selective Catalytic Polymerizaticm,

A recent development is the catalytic polymerization,
using phosphate catalysts of the types referred to above,
of Q fractions containing considerable amounts of iso-

butylene, whereby di-isobutylene and tri-isobutylene are

produced. These when hydrogenated under non-destruc-
tive (i.e, reducing) conditions give iso-octanes and iso-

dodecanes of c. 95-100 octane number, which are valuable
constituents of aviation fuels, being saturated in chemical
nature and gum free.

It is not feasible to fractionate di-isobutylene from cata-

lytic polymers produced from feeds containing ethykne
and propylene in addition to isobutylene, because in this

case the yield of di-isobutylene is low and its recovery un-
economic. The reason for this is that the isobutylene con-
denses with the lower olefines to give products that are not

di-isobutylene and which do not give 100 octane number
products on hydrogenation.

TABLE XV
Properties of Typical Catalytic P&lymers

(Phosphate Catalysts)

Cr&cked

The Refining of Catalytk Polymer Gasoline.

Polymer gasolines produced from desulphurized cracked

gases using phosphate catalysts are normally suitable for
the American market after re~nraning to the desired end-

point and the addition of the requisite amount of gum
inhibitor. To mask the slightly yellow colour dyes are

often added as well.

in Dd

Conclusions arrived at as a result of refining tests may
be summarized as follows :

1 . 200 C. E.P. distillates from the crude polymer are

practically water white, but very unstable to normal gum
tests. A finished spirit of specification gum content and
gum stability has not been produced by the normal acid
treatment applied to the total polymer. The potential gum
content of the polymer spirit increases rapidly with boiling-
point,

2. 200 C. E.P. distillate from crude polymer spirit may
be stabilized against gum formation to an extent satis-

factory for normal conditions by the addition of inhibitors.
3. Blends of crude polymer with normal cracked spirit

can be refined to give a finished product of good colour and
gum, stability by conventional acid treatment followed by
redistillation and final neutralization. The amount of acid
required is very small.

Alternatively, the crude polymer may be fed to the crack-

ing plant primary tower as reflux in which case the poly-
mer bottoms pass to cracking stock and the polymer spirit
is blended with cracked distillate for refining. Hie polymer
bottoms crack readily to give a spirit of 80 octane.

Catalytk polymer bottoms (i.e. the fraction boilingabove
200 C.) is at the moment of iittk use as a Diesd fad, the
ceteae number being only about 35, and is obvioosty better

employed as a depolymerization stock.
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Sulphuric Acid as a Polymerization Catalyst

A recent development of considerable importance is

the polymerization of isobutylene to di-isobutykne in the

presence of sulphuric acid and the hydrogenation of the

polymer to iso-octane. This is dealt with fully in another

article.

(X these the only one not yet fully developed is No. 4,

in which the dehydrogenation process is still in the experi-

mental stage.

For the treatment of the define constituents of cracked

gases the following processes are available:

1. Pyrolysis to aromatics e.g. AJco Pyrolysis Process,
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KELLQG UNITARY G*5QUHE
ALCO POLYMER GASOLINE
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CATALYTIC P01YMR GASOLI^
SELECTIVE POLYMERJLLtUMVL rUi-TV*U< bflCH/LHlC
ISO-OCTAM5 FROM HYQiOCCHATED SELECTIVE PQLVMER &ASOLIKE
BEHZOU (COMMERCIAl)

10 10320 30 40 50 60 70 SO

& VOLUME IN REFERENCE FUEL A3 (43-6 ON,)

FIG, 19. Bknding octane numbers of polymers in A 3 reference fuel (octane number = 43-6, C.F.R. motor method).

A Comparison of the Processes now available for the

Production of Synthetic Gasolines from the Gaseous

Hydrocarbon
The processes described above for the production of syn-

thetic gasolines from waste petroleum gases vary in their

applicability and in the nature of the products they give.

For the treatment of paraffinic gases containing no defines

there are four alternatives.

1. Pyrolysis to aromatic e.g.TheAbo Pyrolysis Process.

2, Pyrolysis to olefines followed by polymerization
these steps being carried out separately e.g. Hie
Alco Multiple Coil Process.

3. Simultaneous pyrolysis polymerization e.g. The

Kellogg Unitary Process.

4, Dehydrogenation to olefines followed by poly-

merization.

2. Thermal polymerization e.g. Alco and Kellogg

Processes,

3, Catalytic polymerization e.g. U.O.P. Process,

while the paraffin constituents of cracked gases may be

handled by the processes listed above.

The gases amenable to treatment by these operations
include ethylene and the higher gaseous olefines, and the

paraffins propane and butane. No satisfactory methods

for the treatment of methane and ethane are yet available,

although active development work is in progress.

The greatest yields obtainable from a cracked or

straight-run gas are realized by suitable combinations of

dehydrogenation and catalytic polymerization processes.

The products obtained by the various processes are conn-

pared, with respect to distillation range and anti-knock

values, in Figs. 17-19 [19, 1936].
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NOTE
The 'Blending octane number' of a spirit is calculated as

follows :

Octane number of blend == Octane number of base x Concentra-
tion -f Blending octane number of added spirit x Concentration,

e.g. if a 50/50 blend of base spirit and a polymer spirit has an octane

number of 74 and the base spirit alone has an octane number of

52-5, then tfoe 'Blending octane number' of the poiyiaer spirit at

this concentration is given by :

74 52-5 x 0-5 4- Blending octane number x O-5.

Blending octane number ^ ~
5
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PETROLEUM CRACKING
By BENJAMIN T. BROOKS, Pb.D., Consulting Chemical Engineer

CRACKING processes are those processes employed to con-

vert petroleum oils of high molecular weight and high

boiling-point range to products of smaller molecular weight

and lower boiling-point raage. Some polymerization or

condensation to higher boiling oils or tars invariably occurs

IB cricking processes, bat the term 'cracking* is almost

universally employed as descriptive of processes for the

decompositiQii of hydrocarbon oils.

Hie origin of tlie term 'cracking* is almost as old as the

industry itself. !a 1869 S, F. Peckham [38, 1916] in an

article entitled "On the Distillation ofDense Hydrocarbons
at High Temperatures, technically termed Cracking' stated

that 'dense petmteums . . . which yield practically no

illuminating oil by ordinary treatment, by distillation under

prressure are subjected to what is technically termed "crack-

ing" and made to yield from 28 to 60% of oil fit for

taming . . .' Peckham employed pressures of 30 to 40 ttx

per sq. in.

The cracking ofpetroleum oils has been carried out for the

manufacture of gaseous products, e.g. in the manufacture

of Pintsch gas and oil gas as produced in California, since

about 1904, to a limited extent to increase the yield of

fcerosJae and since 1913 to produce gasoline from oils

boiling above gasoline range. The present discussion

makes no attempt to evaluate the much-debated questions

of patent priority, nor to analyse the differences between

processes known under various names, which have been

argued at great length in many cases before the courts.

Rather, the present review aims to present mainly those

relatively outstanding developments which have been

carried out on a large scale irrespective of nice questions
of patent law, the abandoned or very imperfect designs of

many patentees, and debatable fine distinctions oflanguage
which have thrown a fog of verbiage about this subject in

the last 2ft years.

It is perhaps misleading that cracking processes installed

by many companies bore names implying some distinctive

principle or novel features, which in many instances was
not the case. However, to distinguish fairly between all of
than would be to assume the functions ofa court. Any one
W!K> has read the testimony ofthe cracking patent infringe-

ment suits in the United States courts will appreciate this

difficulty. In this discussion the names associated with

important commercial installations will be used. Some
questions of priority and invention have been settled by the

courts, and will be briefly noted, but many others remain
unsettled.

The need for optional flexibility of yields of gasoline
could not be said to have bean urgent prior to about 191 L
Up to that time there had generally been a surplus of gaso-
line, and as kte as 1913 much gasoline was still marketed
in the United States under the name 4

stove gasoline'. It is

possible that many of the processes described in the patent
literature prior to 1911 could have been developed into

practical operating processes had the need existed.

The first cracking process to be successfully operated on
a large industrial scale primarily for the object of increasing
the gasoline yield was the pressure distillation process

developed by William M. Burton and his associates at the

plant of the Standard Oil Company ofIndiana at Whiting,

Indiana, in 1912 and installed on a large scale in 1913.

Prior to this time much experimental small-scale work had

been carried out and many patents had been issued which

became important only in the light of the experience with

cracking processes acquired subsequent to 1913.

The Period prior to 1913

The earlier work on cracking prior to 1913 has been well

reviewed by Lornax, Dunstan, and Thole [38, 1916]. In

the early days of organic chemistry, 1860 to 1890, the

decomposition of all sorts of organic substances by passing
them through hot tubes was a common procedure. Such

work was generally only of a very rough qualitative

character. Petroleums and various hydrocarbons were

subjected to the common method. Such work may be

considered to be suggestive of vapour-phase or atmospheric

pressure cracking. Of this early work that of Berthelot

[8, 1866-7] on the formation of benzenoid hydrocarbons
stands out and is of interest to-day in view of the new
industrial interest in this field of work.

One ofthe early crackingprocesses whichappears actually
to have been carried out on a small industrial scale was
that of distilling heavy oils under pressure of about 'two

atmospheres' in a steel boiler capable of withstanding

pressures up to 7 atm. This process, patented by James

Young in 1865, was later described by him [56, 1867] as

having been practised for the production of illuminating

oils. The well-known experimental work of Thorp and

Young [51, 1871-3] on the decomposition of paraffin wax

by distilling under pressure was carried out in order to gain

further information regarding Young's process. Young
noted that the bottom of the still had to be frequently

cleaned, an operation later to be carried out in the Burton

shell stills after each run.

Some years later, in 1886, the distillation of heavy petro-

leum oils under pressures of 3 to 6 atm. was carried out in

the Riebecksche Montanwerke [45, 1885]. The Riebeck

plant was located at Halle, Germany. Brown coal tars and

petroleum were distilled under pressures up to 6 atm. [46,

1887], according to the Krey patent [35, 1885]. The
distillation was carried out in a cast steel retort or still with

a valve interposed between the still and the condenser.

Engler [16, 1888] described the Krey operation as carried

out at the Riebeck plant and stated that by varying the

pressure light oils of the character desired could be pro-
duced Odurch Variation des Druckes es vollig in der Hand
hat, leichte Oelevon beliebiger Beschaffenheitherzustellen*).

It is of interest to note that a heavy residual oil from Oel-

heim yielded 75% by weight of a distillate containing 48%
by volume of material distilling below 200 C., or within

the distillation range ofpresent-day motor fuel.

The size of the pressure still employed at the Riebeck

plant is indicated by tests described by Grotowsky
[22, 1888] showing that batches of about 480 kg. or about

1 30 gal. were distilled. Krey states that 2J distillations were

carried out in 24 hr. [36, 1887].

The well-known publications of Engler [17, 1897] on

cracking, and his analytical investigations of the products
formed were of academic interest and perhaps were of

indirect value years later as having shown the character of
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the hydrocarbon mixture distilling below 200 C. or within

the gasoline distilling range. Since Engier examined pro-

ducts made by the Krey method in 1897 it is evident that

the Krey method was operated for some 12 years or more,
even though on a scale which to-day seems very small

indeed.

In the meantime a number of researches were published

and several processes patented for the conversion of petro-

leum oils to benzenoid hydrocarbons by cracking at

relatively high temperatures. In 1885 Redwood [44, 1885]

described the attempts then being made at Baku in the

refinery of the Nobel Brothers, to produce benzene hydro-

carbons, and stated that the work could only be regarded
as experimental. None of the numerous processes pro-

posed for the conversion of petroleum oils to benzene and
related hydrocarbons was industrially successful up to the

period of the World War, although benzene and other

benzenoid hydrocarbons were recovered in relatively small

quantities as by-products of the manufacture of oil gas by

cracking at high temperatures. It will be remembered that

benzene was discovered by Faraday in 1825 and first des-

cribed in his paper
* On New Compounds of Carbon and

Hydrogen, and on certain other products obtained during
the decomposition of oil by heat '. Fish and vegetable oils

were used. In 1884 Armstrong published Ms well-known

paper on the 'Manufacture of Gas from Oil' [3, 1884},

followed later by a study, by Armstrong and Miller, of the

liquid products formed [4, 1886]. The Pintsch oil-gas

process was patented in 1873, but the operation was later

modified in most plants to produce Blau gas. Blau gas was
made by cracking oil in Pintsch retorts at lower tempera-

tures, Le. 600-700 C., instead of 800-900* C. Cracking
under these conditions gave a smaller yield of a richer gas,

and after condensing most ofthe beazeoe and higher boiling

oils the gas was compressed to obtain a liquid mixture which

was gasified on releasing the pressure. This was manufac-

tured widely in Europe and America, principally for lighting

railway coaches, for many years. The easily Uquefiable

products, as shown by Armstrong and Miller, included

benzene, toluene, xylenes, mesitylene, naphthalene, &c.,

also amytenes, hexykoes, and the like. The conversion of

petroleum hydrocarbons to aromatics by high-temperature

cracking continued to be carried out incidental to gas

manufacture until the war time demand for benzene and

toluenestimulated efforts to increasetheyield ofbenzeneand

toluene. The development of gas-polymerization processes

in recent years (1932-6) has aroused new interest in the pro-

duction of aromatics from refinery cracking still gases and

from propane and butane. Hiere are at present indications

that the demands of the chemical industry for aromatic

hydrocarbons, particularly toluene and naphthalene, may
outstrip the ability of the by-product coke industry to

supply them. Their manufacture from petroleum gases

promises to relieve the situation.

During the period immediately following the issue of the

Young patent numerous patents were issued which are of

considerable interest in the light of to-day's knowledge and

experience with cracking, bet which were apparently never

carried out on a scale sufficiently large to have made any

impression on refinery practice or to have left any tangible

record of their actual operation. To this dass belongs the

well-known patent of Benton [7, 1887] who proposed heat-

ing oil in a coil to 371-537 C. under a pressure of 500 Ib.

per sq. in. The coil was connected to an evaporating or

flashing chamber and thence to a condenser. The process of

Dewar and Redwood, like that of Krey, was evidently de-
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4,1889-90}. Doe of
the most interesting of the patents of this period was that

issued to Carl Pidslkker [43, 1890-2]. Attlimigh the Piel-

stkker patent is generally regarded as a paper patent it is

isevertheless of intonest. His pfocess provided for con-

tinuous operation, oil being pumped through a heating coil

where it was heated under pnsssure, The heating coil dis-

charged into a chamber provided with a draw-off for heavy
residuum and an upper outlet to a condenser.

lWhen it is

intended to produce lighter gravity oils, a valve is placed
between the outlet of the retort and the condenser which

may be left open only so far as to create a certain pressure
of gases inside the retort

*

(chamber). He also appreciated
that

*

by passing die oil through the coil with great velocity

ttie deposition of the carbon or heavy matter which would
soon choke up the coil was prevented*. The length of his

pipe coil was 200 ft. of pipe having diameters of 1 to 2 in.

Special provision was made for dosing the return bends of
the coil so that the tubes could be cleaned. Pielsticker

was 30 years ahead of the need of cracking. So far as

American practice is concerned the earliest type of pipe
stiib to be used in large-scale work were the Tramble
units installed in the Shell Company plant in California

about 1910.

In 1904 IpatierT [30, 1904] published experimental results

which are ofgreat interest in the light of later developments.
His work showed that in cracking petroleum under pres-

sures within the range 120 to 340 atm,, the evolved gases

become continually poorer in hydrogen, in spite of the

higher temperatures involved at the higher pressures.

A littk later Ipatieff [31, 1911] showed that ethykoewas
readily polymerized when heated to 400-50 C. under

pressure in contact with finely divided iron or copper.
Much experimental work has been done on the influence

of metals and other catalysts OB the ckcocnposition of

hydrocarbons which, however, has had littk or no indus-

trial result and need not be reviewed [42, 1910; 53, 1911],

Hie eflect of anhydrous aluminium chloride in cracking
or splitting hydrocarbons was noted as early as 1877, when
Abel [1, 1877] patented treating petroleum hydrocarbons
with this reagent at temperatures above 100 C. The

polymerizing action of aluminium chloride on okfines

was noted by Hetisler [25, 1896], Engkr [18, 1910], and
others. Practical refinements of this process came later

(see below).
While the earlier cracking processes had for their object

increasing the yield of illuminating oil, the need for greater

yields of motor fuel was foreseen at least as early as 1908.

In that year Noad and Townsead [41, 1908] started a

development which was followed up for several years by
the New Oil Refining Process. Although finally abandoned
the work done is of interest. Solar oil distillate was cracked

at 1,000-1,200 F. [538-649 C.] by passing it with steam

through heated horizontal tubes 12 ft. long and 9 in. dia-

meter loosely packed with iron turnings. The onacked

distillate was refined by treating with sulphuric add and
alkali and steam distilkd, a practice widely followed later.

Many other patents were issiied during ttiis period
which are mainly of interest to the legal profession.

The Period 1913-36

The Barton Process.

On 1 March 1913 the Standard Oil Company of ladiaua

announced a new 'motor spirit'. It was to cost Hie coo-

sumer 3 cents a gallon kss than straight-rue gasoline.
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A laboratory inspection report stated that the 'new motor

spirit resembled gasoline in distillation range, was yellow

to color and had a pungent odor'. It was expected that

the product might find a use in stationary engines and

motor trucks. Some experienced refiners doubted if such

a product could be marketed. The original Burton patent

was filed on 3 July 1912 and construction of the first unit

was started in the summer of 191 2 at the Whiting, Indiana,

plant of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana. On 7

January 1913, the first of the Burton patents was issued,

UJS.P. 1,049,667.

The first large still was 8 ft. in diameter and 20 ft. long,

made of i-in. mild steel plate. As a result of the successful

operation ofthis unit, 60 similar stills were built. These first

units were heavy riveted shell stills of200 to 250 bbl capacity .

Gas oil or similar distillate was the charging stock used, the

oil being heated to about 750 F. and the pressure main-

tained originally at about 75 Ib. A little later the pressure

regularly employed was 95 Ib. Tlie distillationwas slow, the

stills being provided with long air-cooled vapour linesforthe

impose of returning the heavier oil [28, 1914J. The operat-

ing cycle was about 48 hr. per batch, the yield being about

50% of 48-52 distillate. After emptying, the stills were

cooled sufficiently to allow workmen to enter them and

scrape the carbon from the bottom. The settling of coke

particles on the hot bottoms was reduced by inserting false

bottomsofthinmovabtested plates [29, 1914}. Lateinl914

E. M. Clark, an associate of Burton and Humphreys and

later a vice-piesident of the Standard Oil Company ofNew
Jersey, patented [10,19 14] the cracking of oil in a circulating

system, the oil being pumped through a heating coil to a

chamber from which vapours were withdrawn to a cor>-

denser and residual oil redrcukted to the heating coiL A
little later Clark [1 1

, 1921 ] patented the process ofcracking
oil in an apparatus resembling a water-tube boikr, the pro-
cess being generally known as the 'Burton-Clark process'

and the apparatus 'Burton-dark tube stills'. Circulation

of the oil was obtained in this type of still by thermo-

siphon efiect, more rapid cracking and distillation was

possible on account of the large heating surface, and less

coke was deposited on the heating surfaces (tubes), per-

mitting longer runs without cleaning. As described in 1925

by Howard [27, 1 925] a total of 350 bbl. of gas oil could be

handled during an operating cycle of 53 hr. in a still of

200 bbl charging capacity, fresh oil being supplied during
the operation.

In the meantime the greatly increased demand for gaso-
line during the World War caused the widespread installa-

tion of the Burton process in American refineries. At the

Neodesha, Kansas, refinery of the Standard Oil Company
of Kansas, A. S. Hopkins improved upon the Humphreys
air-cooled run-back line by adding fractionating columns
which refiuxed the heavier oils back to the stills [26, 1916].

As late as 1928, 1,200 Burton or Burton-Clark stills were

still in existence, but by 1930 only 191 units were reported
still in operation. The largest installations were those at

Bayway, New Jersey, Neodesha, Kansas, and Whiting,
Indiana. In 1920 more than 15,600,000 bbl. of gasoline
were produced by this process.
On 17 May 1918 Dr. Burton was awarded the Willard

Gibbs Medal by the Chicago section of the American
Chemical Society, and on 13 January 1922 he received the

Berkin Medal from the American Section of the Society
of Chemical Industry. It is a tribute to the supervision
of this operation and the discipline of the operators

tfaat, according to Dr. Burton, 8 years elapsed, with

several hundred stills in operation, before a fatal accident

occurred.

In the refiningofcracked gasoline very high treating losses

were common. The beliefwas common at this time that un-

saturated hydrocarbons were undesirable constituents of

motor fuel. The odour of the product even after drastic

refining was different from that of straight-run gasoline and

therefore considered objectionable by some. This idea of

the greater desirability ofthe saturated paraffins, in gasoline,

is reflected in the Burton patent, by Burton's curious insis-

tence that placing the valve on the cold side of the condenser

was conducive to the formation of normal paraffins rather

than unsaturated hydrocarbons. Treatment of the crude

pressure distillate with sulphuric acid followed by re-

running, usually with steam, and sweetening with alkaline

plumbite was the usual procedure. Cracked gasoline was

sometimes blended with straight-run gasoline before treat-

ing in order to ease the action of the rather large propor-

tions of sulphuric acid then commonly used.

During the 12 years from 1913 to 1925 theBurton process

and its improved forms practically monopolized the manu-

facture of cracked gasoline. During this period, however,

much experimentaland semi-commercial scale development

work was being carried out on processes which were later to

become well known. As early as 1913 Roy and Walter M.

Cross began experimental work in Kansas City, finally

licensing their first commercial unit in 1920. The Texas

Company erected the first large Holmes-Manley unit in

1917, followed in 19 19 with a battery ofunits at Port Arthur,

Texas. TheDubbs process was also being developed during

this period. Work on vapour-phase or low-pressure crack-

ingwas also being vigorously carried out. The work of the

New Oil Refining Process Company has been referred to.

Probably the best known of the vapour-phase processes at

this time were those associated with the names of William

A. Hall, Charles J. Greenstreet, and Walter F. Rittman.

At the time the first Burton units were installed very little

was known of the tensile strength and other properties of

steels at the temperatures required for cracking, and some

experienced refinery operators regarded the original Burton

shell stills as too hazardous to warrant their installation.

Bacon and Clark [5, 1914] showed that cracking was more

rapid and the yields of gasoline appeared to be higher and

the gasoline formed less unsaturated by distilling heavy
oils under pressures within the range 100-300 Ib. This

patent, assigned to the Gulf Refining Company, was not

followed up by plant development until several years later

when pressure cracking had become widely practised. The

proposal of the Cross brothers at this time to employ pres-

sures of 600 Ib. was all the more daring in the light ofthe en-

gineering skill and metallurgical knowledge then available.

The Coast process was first installed at the Cosden

Refinery in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in 1917. It was very similar

to the original Burton shell still process, having shell stills

8 by 40 ft. One difference was that in the Coast pro-

cess a pressure-control valve was interposed between the

still and the condenser. A number of other auxiliary fea-

tures were described by Coast [12, 1918] such as a layer of

molten lead on the still bottom, a mechanical device to

keep coke from accumulating on the still bottom, or intro-

ducing gas or steam into the hot oil vapours, &c., but none

of these features became of importance. In 1924 the Stan-

dard Oil Company of Indiana brought suit against the

Mid-Continent Refining Company for infringement of the

Burton patents, and the suit was settled out of court by the

payment of a substantial sum by the defendants.
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The Fleming process also resembled the early Burton

process in that a body of oil was heated and distilled at

moderate pressures. The Fleming still was developed at the

Martinez Refinery of the Shell Company of California in

1920. The still was set in an upright position, instead of

being horizontal. The bottom was not heated, but the side

walls of the still were heated. This arrangement sought to in-

crease the heating surface somewhat and to take advantage
of the lesser tendency of coke particles to deposit on an

upright surface. The stills were 10 by 30 ft. in size. The

charging stock was introduced into the top of the dephleg-

mator. The pressures employed were 110 to 120 Ib. and
a unit was on stream 40 to 60 hr. averaging about 70 bbl.

of gasoline from 200 bbl. of charging stock. The sale and

manufacture of the units was taken over by the M. W.
Kellogg Company. The largest Fleming installation was
that at the Marland Refining Company, now known as

the Continental Oil and Refining Company, at Ponca City,

Oklahoma.
The Jenkins process generally resembled the Burton-

Clark process. Whereas the latter depended upon thermo-

siphon action for the circulation of oil through the tubes,

Jenkins [34, 1917] inserted a motor driven propeller in one

leg of the still to produce more rapid circulation of the oil

in the tubes. A predetermined amount of residual oil was

continuously withdrawn from the front cross drum and

flashed in an expansion chamber, in order to minimize the

accumulation of coke in the still. The process was owned

by the Jenkins Petroleum Process Company and the Graver

Corporation acted as sales representatives and builders.

The pressures employed were 125 to 200 Ib. By 1928 about

50 units were in operation.
The Isom process is the name given to the cracking

process developed by E. W. Isom, Vice-President ofthe Sin-

clair Refining Company. Development work was started

comparatively early, and Isom's first patent was issued in

1918 [32, 1918]. The unit consisted essentially of about 50

4-in. tubes 20 ft. long set vertically and connected to a

horizontal insulated cylindrical shell 9 by 31 ft. in size.

The vapours passed to a reflux tower into which the charg-

ing stock was pumped. Pressure was reduced before con-

densation of the gasoline. A unit (in 1928) processed about

1 ,200 bbl. ofgas oil per day, producing about 3 1 % gasoline.

The Cross Process,

In the earlier Cross installations a clean gas oil charging

stock, normally 32-6 API. gravity, was first heated to

about 350 F. in a heat exchanger in the dephlegmator and

then heated in two sets of heating coils arranged in series

to an exit temperature ofabout 875 to 950 F. The oil then

passed to a reaction chamber, a pressure of about 600 Ib.

being maintained on the oil in the coils and reaction

chamber. It was believed that the pressure employed kept

practically all of the material from changing phase, thus

requiring less heat input to reach and sustain cracking

temperatures. This feature was strongly emphasized in the

early years of the Cross process. The high pressure main-

tained in the process permitted kerosine to be used or

included in the charging stock. However, the first com-

mercial units were arranged only for single-pass opera-

tion, the yield being 30 to 40% gasoline, 50 to 55% re-cycle

stock, 5 to 10% residuum, and about 5% gas. The product

was called synthetic crude. The large proportion ofcracking

per pass necessitated distillate charging stocks.

The reaction chamber, one of the conspicuous features,

consisted of a heavy steel forging about 40 ft. long and a

little over 4 ft. in diaieter. It was set in a horizontal posi-
tion and was well insulated. Most of the coke was deposited
in the chamber. Some time later the outlet from the cham-
ber was changed to the bottom, so decreasing the amount
ofcoke formed that the operating cycle ofabout 8 days was
increased to 20 to 25 days. The hot liquid and gas was, in

the first type, discharged together through a pressure valve

directly to a coftdemer.

The evolution of the Cross process is well shown by the

accompanyingdiagrams (Fig. 1 ) published by H. W. Sheldon

[49, 1933]. The reaction chambers for the first Cross units

were made in Germany in the famous Krupp gun shops,
each chamber being made from a single forging, but later

these chambers were manufactured by the Midvale Steel

and Ordnance Company. The accompanying diagrams
stow what may be termed the Cross processes of different

periods. AH the more successful processes were greatly

changed and improved as the art progressed.
The Cross units were the first to be arranged to include

Gray vapour-phase clay treaters. Bubble-cap fractionating

towers were added to the Cross units in 1924, and by the

inclusion ofGray clay-treating units a year later, first at the

plant of the Barnsdall Refining Company at Barasdall,

Oklahoma, the combined units were able to produce aid-

point gasoline which required no re-running, and no further

refining other than sweetening. In 1926 hot oil recircuk-

tion pumps were added, which added considerably to the

fuel economy of the process. Air preheaters were used on
both Cross and Dubbs heating furnaces prior to 1930.

The first large experimental Cross unit was operated at

Rosedale, Kansas, prior to 1916. The first licensed com-
mercial unit was installed in 1920 at the plant of the Indian

Refining Company at Lawreocevilk, Illinois. In the follow-

ing year the Pure Oil Company installed four units at Heath,

Ohio, and the Roxana Company erected two units at Wood
River, Illinois.

In 1921, following about 12 years of experimental work,
the Cross brothers assigned their patents [13, 1916-19] to

the Gasoline Products Company of New York. The com-

pany was originally capitalized at $500,000 and all the

stock was reported to be held in trust by Charles H. Sabin,

President ofthe Guaranty Trust Company, J. E. Otis of the

Central Trust Company of Chicago, and Grayson M. P,

Murphy.

Tfee DdWbs Process.

The Dubbs process has been one of continual develop-

ment and improvement It grew out of a method invented

by Jesse A. Dubbs [15, 1915] for the dehydration of petn*
leum emulsions by heating under pressure. Provision was

made for the distillation of a portion of the oil under pres-^

sure. The original process was carried out on a small com-
mercial scale near Santa Barbara, California, in 1909,.

Some years later a small cracking plant was operated in

Independence, Kansas. The character of this plant and it&

method of operation hi 1919 was described in the report of

a committee ofthe Western Refiners Association {55, 1919].

The oil was pumped through a heating coil, consisting of

20-ft. lengths of4-in. pipe. The hot oil was discharged into

four 20-ft lengths of 10-in. pipe connected in series by
return bends and set horizontally and weH insulated. The

larger pipes were maintained about half fuH of otlf vapofcirs

being removed through goose necks to a manifold and

finally to a condenser. The operating pressure was

normally about 135 Ib.

The first licensed comn*ereial unit was installed in Ube.
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plant of the Roxaua Petroleum Company at Wood River,

Iffiocm, in 1921. Theeartier Dubbs units provided for the

ktoxtuctbn of fresh charging stock either at the top of
the dephlegimtor or directly into the line leading into the

heating coil In either case it was thus btoded with 4 to 6

to low pressures. Satisfactory hot oil pumps had to be

developed. As noted in the diagrams of the Cross process,
the early Cross operation was a single-pass process, bubbte-

cap fractionating towers and hot-oil circulating pumps
being added later. In the early Dubbs units the dephlegma-

The Development of the Cross Cracking Process.

Pig. I. First tjnit built in 1921 producing synthetic crude.
I * ^^ applicati011 of heat recovery with production of prostat

1924 f the bubble tower for the Production of

Fig. IV. Hot on circulation utilized in 1926 for economy of heat.

FIG. 1.

parts of recycle stCK;ko>Iei^ The
earlier units depended for oil circulation upon the head of
oil flowing from the elevated dephlegmator, a conspicuous
feature of these installations. The oil left the heating coil
at about 900 F. passing into the expansion drum or
'reaction chamber* from which the vapours passed to the

dephlegmator. On account of the low pressures employed,
the early Dubbs process, like the Burton, did not use
kerosiiiie as charging stock.

It wil be raBembered that at this time, 1921-2, the weld-
ing of thick steel was not satisfactory and the expansion

J which were large, accordingly limited the operation

tors were relatively small and the distillate contained
about 60% gasoline.

The Dubbs process was the first to process heavy residual
oils. This was made possible by the dilution of the heavy
charging stock by the distillate condensed in the dephlegma-
tor, by the large reaction chamber where the hot residues
were permitted to coke, and particularly by the fact that

only 6 to 10% of cracking was effected per pass, thus

mimmizing coke formation in the heating tubes.

Refluxing the distillate and recycling clean distillate

to the cracking system was an early feature of the Dubbs
development, and also of the Holmes-Manley Behimer



The first Burton cracking unit, built at the Whiting, Indiana, plant
of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana, in 1912

First Cross Process Plant built at Rosedale, Kansas, 1916

The first commercial Cross unit, Indian Refining Company,
at Lawrenceville, Illinois, 1921

First commercial Dyro installation, at Cabin Creek,
West Virginia, 1916

Fleming cracking units operated at the Ponca City Refinery of

the Continental Oil Company (formerly Marland Refining Com-
pany) from October 1922 to July 1929
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process of the Texas Company. The principle of 'clean

circulation' was one of the few cases of patent infringe-

ment and validity to be definitely settled by the courts.

The Universal Oil Products Company brought suit in 1929

against the Root Refining Company, operating a WinkJer-

Koch unit, for infringement of the patent generally known
as the clean circulation patent, issued to C. P. Dubbs,
U.S. Pat. 1,392,629 (1921). Decision favourabk to the

Universal Oil Products Company was awarded by the

United States District Court, Wilmington, Delaware, and

confirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit,

which decision became final on 21 October 1935, when the

United States Supreme Court refused review of the case.

The units could be operated to produce substantially

only coke, uncondensed gas, gasoline, and pressure distil-

late bottoms, or by withdrawing heavy fuel oil from the

reaction chamber, greater daily throughput and longer

operating cycles could be attained. The reaction chambers

were in some cases made quite large, those installed at the

plant of the Marland Refining Company (now Continental

Oil Company) at Ponca City, Oklahoma, in 1926 being 10

by 40 ft. in size. Two reaction chambers were usually pro-

vided for each unit, one being emptied while the other was

in operation. In 1928 Morrell, Farragher, and Mekkr
introduced a special cement coating for the interior of

reaction chambers to prevent their corrosion.

The disposal of the coke produced in the Dubbs process

was a problem in some cases, since the coke was softer and

contained much more oil and sulphur than the coke made
in old-fashioned coking stills. It was sometimes ground and

burned locally as plant fuel, and in some cases it was

bricquetted with satisfactory results. However, it had been

noted by others that coke appeared to be formed by con-

densation reactions in the heavy tarry residuum. About

1928 some Dubbs operations were changed by not allowing

the hot residuum to remain in the reaction chamber, the

formation of coke and its accumulation in the chambers

being largely eliminated [50, 1929]. By 1930 Dubbs plants

were reported as operating continuously for as long as

500 hr.

These studies of coke formation, beginning about 1927,

had a profound effect upon cracking processes, all the well-

known processes up to that time maintaining, in one form

or another, a large body of hot oil in the system. In fact it

had been widely believed that the maintenance of a large

body of hot oil in the system was necessary to form satis-

factory yields of gasoline and keep coke out of the heating

tubes. This idea was reflected in the commonly used name,
"reaction chambers*. The idea of a body of hot oil was

completely discarded in the de Florez process, in 1928,

and this feature rapidly became common practice in other

processes. Where reaction chambers existed the operation

was changed to run at low liquid levels in the chambers,

and flash-distil the hot residuum further to improve the

matter of clean oil redrculation. Flash distillation of hot

residuum had been practised in connexionwith the Holmes-

Manley process from a much earlier date.

In 1925 the average daily capacity, of charging stock, of

the cracking units then in operation was 329 bbl. per day.

In 1931 this had been increased by new units of larger

capacity and the retirement of old units to an average of

1,416 bbl. per day. The number and capacities of the

more important cracking processes in 1931 are given in

the Table in the next column.

The Dubbs patents were acquired by the Universal Oil

Products Company which was largely fwned by J, Ogden

Armour, In 1916 a suit was filed against the Standard Oil

Company of Indiana for infringement of the first Jesse A.

Dubbs patent, noted above. No decision was ever readied

1931 Census of Cracking Plants in the limited States^ tmd

Average Capacities

in this famous case, a settlement being finally mack between

the interested parties.

Carbarol Process.

The formation ofcoke in reaction chambers and its con-

trol by maintaining very low liquid kvel in the chambers

has been referred to. The logical limit in this direction

appears to be exemplified in the Carburol process developed
in Germany and first described by K. Bender in 1929 [6].

In this process the pressure-release valve is placed between

the heating coil and the first separating drum. A small plant

was installed in Stuttgart in 1928. The equipment is

fabricated by the Rhein-Metall Borsig, Germany.

Winkkr-Koch Process,

The cracking system illustrated in Fig. 2 is also charac-

terized by omission of a reaction chamber. Hie complete

arrangement varies according to wheth&r crude, topped

erode, or gas oil is employed as charging stock. Tbe

process has been installed during the last 10 years in

numerous plants in the United States and Europe. Hie
Winkkr-Koch units incorporated complete crude skim-

ming with cracking at the Root Refining plant about 1928.

Holmes-Manky Process.

The Holmes-Manky process was developed by the Texas

Company, who built the first unit in 1917. The most con-

spicuous feature of this process was a series offour reaction

chambers in an insulated brick setting and maintained at

moderate cracking; temperatures by applying heat. The unit

comprised a cracking coil including an economizer and pre-

heater section, four reaction chambers, 5 by 41 ft. in size

and 3-in. walls, electrically welded. The reaction chambers

were provided with scrapers. A fractionating column for

overhead distillate and a flash tower for hot residuum

were also provided. The older units operated at 250 Ib.

pressure, which was later increased to about 400 lb. By
1928 the Texas Company operated about 100 of these units

and about 50 were licensed to others.

Tube and Tank Process.

The Tube and Tank process was developed by the Stan-

dard Oil Company of New Jersey, which company owned

the Ellis patents, these units being developed following an

extensive experkace with the Burton pirocess, Hie process

was origiBaly carried out at moderato pfessmes, but as

better welded cfaacates and better aioytobesbec^aeavail-
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able the operating pressures were increased to 350 Ib,, then

to 450 and 150 Ib,, and finally to 1,200 Ib. In 1929 the

Standard Oil Company of Ohio installed a plant operating

under 1,000 Ib. pressure and 915" F. Chrome-nickel steel

tubes w& used. In 1931 the Associated Oil Company
installed a unit at Avon, California, having a daily capacity

of 10,000 bbl.

In August 1922 the Standard Oil Company ofNew Jersey

brought suit against the Pure Oil Company, operating the

Cross process, for infringement of the Ellis patents. The

case was never brought to trial and was dismissed following

FIG. 2. Winkkr-Koch unit, adapted for topped crude charging stock.

an agreement with the Gasoline Products Company entered

into in 1923. In 19 15 the New Jersey Company had entered

into an agreement with the Standard Oil Company of

Indiana, owner of the Burton patents, and later the Texas

Company was included. In 1925 the United States Govern-

ment brought suit against the group involved in these cross-

Bceosing agreements. In this suit the government un-

successfully sought to show that the patents relied upon
by the defendants were not valid in that they were anti-

cipated by prior art.

Emerson Process,

The Emerson process started with experimental work by
V. L. Emerson in Philadelphia in 1916. In November 1920

the first two of twelve Emerson stills had been erected in

the Scihaffer Oil Company plant at Cushing, Oklahoma.
These stills were rated as producing about 50 bbl. of gaso-
line pec day. Mr. Shaffer, of this company, was one of the

financial supporters of the process. Early in 1921 twelve

Emerson stills were erected at the Gulf Refining Company
plant at Port Arthur* Texas, One feature ofthe process was
the distillation of oil from the so-called 'Secondary Still*

under about 100 Ib. pressure, which probably accounts for

the gasoline made. After a brief period the operation of
the Emerson stills was discontinued.

Vapour-phase Processes.

Tne work ofNoad and Townsend [41 , 1908], and Neilsen

[40, 1908, 191 1, 1913] on the process operated in England
by the New Oil Refining Process Company has been
iieferred to. This work began about 1908. It consisted

essentially in passing a mixture of oil and water or steam in

Hie proportions of about 2 to 1 respectively through tubes

containing scrap iron and heated to a dull red heat.

Work on the Greenstreet process,.in America, appears to

have started about the same time. This process also con-

sisted in cracking oil vapours mixed with steam. Green-

street [21, 1914-19] applied for his first patent in 1911.

Commercial units were later installed in refineries of the

Paragon Refining Company at Toledo, Ohio, the British

American Oil Company at Toronto, Canada, the Inter-

ocean Refining Company at Baltimore, Maryland, and the

Consolidated Oil Refining Company at East St. Louis and
at Cleveland, Oklahoma. The largest unit had a capacity

of about 1 ,500 bbl. of gas-oil charging stock per day,

yielding 25 to 40% gasoline in one

pass. This size unit had 6 heating
coils arranged in parallel, each coil

consisting of 425 ft. of 2-in, pipe.

The pressure, presumably on the

inlet side, varied from 75 to 150 Ib.,

and the exit temperature of the

vapours leaving thefurnace was 900
to 1,200 F. [37,1923].

The Hall process appears to have
been the first process used on a

commercial scale for cracking oil in

the vapour phase at low pressures

without the use of steam. William

A. Hall, the inventor of the process,

described it in an address before the

Institution of Petroleum Technolo-

gists in London on 18 February 1915

[23], Hall made very interesting

and valuable contributions. High

vapour velocities were maintained in the cracking coil,

which consisted of 300 ft. of 1-in. pipe. In the course of

his work Hall and his associates, one of whom was Luis de

Florez, discovered that under certain conditions relatively

small differences in the heating conditions to which the oil

vapours were subjected made large differences in the pro-

portion of oil cracked and in the nature of the products.
Hall states: 'Supposing the external temperature in the

centre of the nest (of tubes) is 560 C., a change from 20 C.

below that point to 20 C. above may make a difference

of 50% in the production of gas, and a great difference

in the gravity of a spirit boiling below a given point,

but still more marked is the difference in the unsatu-

rated portions. I have seen a spirit produced containing

90% of unsaturated hydrocarbons, and another only 30%,
both from the same oil, with the same point of cut and
the same pressure, in fact, with all conditions the same

except this comparatively small difference in temperature.'
In a Hall unit installed for the Texas Company in 1916

particular attention was given to close temperature regula-

tion by means of automatic controls on the gas admitted

to the furnace.

Responding to the exigencies of the war period Hall

turned his efforts to the production of benzene and toluene

by employing higher temperatures than are suited for gaso-
line production.

It is of interest in view of the later work of Frey and his

associates [20, 1932] that when the hot cracked vapours
were discharged from the cracking coil into an expansion
chamber a temperature increase of about 30 C. was ob-

served even though the pressure dropped from about 60 Ib.

to about atmospheric pressure. Hall attributed this to a
mechanical effect, but Frey has shown that under these

conditions exothermic reactions occur. Thus when propane
and butane are cracked at about 850 C. (1,560 F.) the



Jenkins unit showing forced oil circulation and dephlegmators Dubb's cracking unit in 1926

De Florez vertical tube cracking unit at the Port Arthur plant of the

Texas Company in 1929
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exothermic reaction ensuing after the gases leave the crack-

ing coil causes a temperature increase of about 94 C.

[33, 1917].
In addition to the Hall unit tested by the Texas Company

in 1916-17, a small demonstration unit was operated at

Greenpoint, Long Island, in 1913, the results of which are

summarized by Dr. C. F. Chandler [9, 1916]. However,
the Hall process did not continue to be operated in the

United States, A small Hall plant was in operation for a
short time at the Standard Oil Company ofNew Jersey at

Bayway, New Jersey.

It is particularly interesting that Hall noted as early as

1915 that motor fuel made by his process did not knock
when used in automobile engines. He stated that although
the mixture of air and fuel ignites very readily the Same does
not propagate itself through the mixture as rapidly as with

ordinary gasoline; in other words, his motor fuel was a

slow-burning fuel. Hall also appears to have been the first

to have noted the formation of gum, which is of course

excessive in highly unsaturated gasoline, and proposed
refining the gasoline by filtering through fuller's earth or

distilling it with a small proportion of this material.

A series of patents were issued to Hall during the period
1914-18 [24].

The Rittman process was a development which had its

beginning in studies of oil cracking which Dr. Walter F.

Rittman made at Columbia University in 1914 under the

direction of Prof. M. C. Whitaker. Dr. Rittman continued

his investigations in the U.S. Bureau of Mines. These

investigations led to the erection of a plant at Pittsburgh,

Pa., in 1915 in co-operation with the Aetna Explosives

Company. The purpose of the Pittsburgh Rittman plant
was the production of benzene and toluene. The construc-

tion of this plant and its operation is described by Dr. Ritt-

man and his associates, C. B. Dutton and E, W. Dean [47,

1915]. In contrast with Hall, Rittman employed shorttubes,

12 to 14 ft. long and larger diameter, 12 to 16 in. Later

work was done with 8- to 12-in. tubes 11 to 12 ft. in length.

Pressures of 100 to 150 Ib. and temperatures of 500 to

575 C. were employed. ARittman unit for gasoline produc-
tion having a capacity of 1,000 bbl. per day of charging
stock was built in 1916fortheGermania Refining Company.
Other units were built for the Gulf Refining Company
at Port Arthur, Texas, the Indian Refining Company at

Lawrenceville, III., the Empire Refining Company at

Okmulgee, Oklahoma, and the Midwest Refining Com-
pany at Casper, Wyoming. The operation of all of these

plants was discontinued after a relatively brief period of

operation.
A vapour-phase cracking plant, having a daily capacity

ofabout 8,000 bbl. ofcharging stock, was built by the Gulf

Refining Company at Port Arthur, Texas, in 1 917 following
the process patented by Dr. C. M. Alexander [2, 1921-2].

The charging stock used was a light distillate containing
about equal parts of kerosine and gas oil. Like Rittman,
Alexander employed relatively short tubes, 20 ft. long and
6 in. in diameter, set vertically. The oil was vaporized in

pipe stills and the vapour distributed to manifold pipes,

from which it passed to the cracking tubes through small

orifices. No pressure was used and the temperature main-

tained in the range 900-1,000 F. The operation of the

plant was discontinued in 1919.

A process was operated by the General Petroleum

Corporation of Los Angeles in 1917 and 1918 for the pro-
duction of benzene and toluene. A second plant using the

same process was built by the Standard Oil Company of

III Ee

California at Richmond, California, in 1917. The General

Petroleum Corporation acquired the patent of C. H. Wash-
burn in 1916, but the improvement and actual operation
of the process was carried out under the direction of

Leslie {37, 1923]. The two plants cost approximately

$5>GGO,GOQ, and were installed to have a daily capacity
of about 100,000 Ib. of pure toluene. Leslie states that

there was *a striking similarity between Washburn's
method as described in his patent and that of Greenstreet *.

Both used gas oil aixi steam. The yield of toluene was
stated to be 6 e

.

In November 1927 the Texas Company, which had

acquired the Hall patents, and the Gulf Refining Company
owning the Alexander patents, agreed to pool their patent
interests in vapour-phase cracking. This agreement was

pircliiniiiary to the building of a new type of low-pressure

cracking unit by the Gulf Refining Company under the

direction of Luis de Florez. The first unit was built at

Bayonne, New Jersey, in 1927.

As interest in motor fuel of higher octane value became

greater much more interest in low-pressure or vapour-

phase cracking processes was aroused. In 1927 the first

commercial unit of the
4

Gyro' vapour-phase process was
installed by the Pure Oil Company at Cabin Creek, W. Va,,

and in 1929 Max B. Miller and Company, licensers of the

Gyro process, announced that a cross-licensing agreement
on vapour-phase cracking patents had been entered into

between that company and the Texas Company, Standard

Oil Company of Indiana, Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey, Gulf Refining Company, and the Gasoline Products

Company.
In 1929 five Gyro plants were in operation and four

were in course of construction, having a combined daily

capacityof 1 50,000 bbl. ofgas-oil charging stock. The Gyro
process (Fig. 3) made provision for preheating the reduced

crude oil by the hot gases from the cracking furnace, and
obtained distillate charging stock for the cracking coils by
utilizing the heat of the cracked products. UK hot cracked

oil vapours were qukkly cooled from about 1,100 F. to

about 700 F, by directly contacting the vapours with oil,

arresting polymerization of the highly unsaturated cracked

products. More detailed description of the Gyro process
will be found in the article on 'Vapour-Phase Cracking*, in

this section.

Another type of vapour-phase cracking process is that

developed by the Petroleum Conversion Corporation and
called the 'True Vapour-Phase Process'. A small develop-
ment plant was erected in Texas City, Texas, in 1924. The

process consists essentially, according to A. P. Sachs [48,

1930], of heat accumulators very similar to blast furnace

stoves which are first heated and gas then passed through.
The hot gas leaves the heating stoves at 1 ,600-1 ,800 F. and
mixes with hot oil vapours and 'carrier gas' which are

thereby heated to about 1,000F. Condeosibk products
are removed and the residual gas is partly recirculated and

partly burned as fuel. One of these units having a capacity
of 9,000 bbl. per day charging stocks was erected by the

Shell Petroleum Company in Wood River, Illinois, in 1929.

Later units have included alloy tube heaters in place of tlie

heating stoves.

A great deal of experimental work has been done in tlie

attempt to catalyse the cracking of petroleum oils* and

numerous papers have been published dealing witfo experi-

mental results which would be profitless to review. la a

small vapour-phase cracking plant whkJh was operated for

years by W. G. Leamon at Newark, Ofak>, tbe
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vapours were passed into a chamber cmitainii^ wfaat was

alleged to be a catalytk material. The plant was described

by Tniesdeil [52, 1928]. Following several years of experi-

mental work by E. Houdry, a commeraa! unit having a

chafing capacity of about 2QQ bbl. per day was erected in

1934 by the Vacuum Oil Company at Paulsboro, New

GYWO PROCESS
TYPCW. FLOWSHEET

FIG. 3. Gyro flow sheet of 1929.

Jersey. As described by W. F. Faragher [19, 1933], crack-

ing is effected by an active catalyst. The oil is vaporized
at atmospheric pressure at about 775 to 875 F., mixed
with a small proportion of steam and passed through the

catalyst chamber, A yield of37% on once-through opera-
tion on Mid-Continent gas oil is reported. The residual

oil is stated to be suitable for thermal cracking.
The Gulf Refining Company erected a large-scale plant

at Port Arthur, Texas, in 1915 for the manufacture ofgaso-
line from light gas-oil distillate by heating with anhydrous
aluminium chloride. The process used was developed by
A. M. McAfee. A battery of 30 large special stills similar

in general appearance to the early
4

cheese-box' stills was

erected shortly thereafter. Anhydrous aluminium chloride

was made as required from chlorine, bauxite, and coke.

The aluminium chloride was obtained in fine granular form
and pumped into the stills mixed with oil. The aluminium

chloride was not recovered, the carbonaceous residues

being flushed out with water, the

granular carbon washed and burned

by means of a mechanical stoker in

a nearby power plant. The alumi-

nium chloride process was never

adopted by other refineries. The

patents covering the process were
in litigation with the Texas Com-
pany for 15 years until the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the fifth circuit decided in favour

of McAfee and the Gulf Refining

Company in May 1928.

Summary
The general trend of change in

cracking conditions has been from
the low pressures of vapour-phase

cracking and the 75 Ib. pressure first

used by Burton, to the higher pres-

sures, up to about 1,000 Ib. persq.
in. Cracking temperatures also

have been raised in recent years to

obtain gasolines of higher octane

value. The higher gas losses result-

ing from higher cracking tempera-

tures, together with the steadily

increasing importance of anti-knock values, have given

greater importance to the use of these gases in so-called gas

polymerization processes.
Like other branches of refinery engineering there has

been continued improvement in design, materials, and effi-

ciency ofcracking equipment. The older types ofapparatus
mentioned in the present review, now largely obsolete, are

of interest in indicating the problems that have been met.

The history of cracking, like the history of petroleum

distillation, clearly shows the trend from simple methods
to a stage now characterized by the best engineering and

research.
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THERMOCHEMISTRY OF PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS
By ALFRED W. FRANCIS, BS., OLE., PhJD., F.A.LC.

Research Chemst, Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

THE reactions which hydrocarbons undergo with thermal

or catalytic treatment are in general very compkx because
of the enormous numbers of possible compounds involved.

The literature on the subject, especially the patent literature,

has become extensive, The bulk of this is the result of
observations upon experiments conducted necessarily at

least partly in an empirical manner. In the petroleum
industry, as in some other important industries, the tech-

nology is far in advance of the scieace.

Nevertheless, theoretical considerations are making an
important contribution to the chemistry of cracking.
These include studies of mechanism and equilibria during
thennal or catalytk treatment of pore hydrocarbons or
known mixtures; determinations of heats of combustion;
heat capacities ofhydrocarbon solids, liquids, and vapours ;

latent heats of fusion ami vaporization; and more recently

spectroscopic
determinations of thenra>dynarnk proper-

ties. Comprehensive calculations upon free energies of

hydrocarbons and related compounds have appeared
from time to time. These serve the double purpose of

summarizing up-to-date experiments both scientific and
technological so that they may become more readily
available for practical use, and also of pointing out the

numerous gaps due to inaccurate or completely lacking
data, so as to stimulate research to fill up the gaps. Such
research is going forward at an accelerating rate so that a
review is not entirely up to date when it comes off the press.

Sixty-five per cent, of the refererKes in this article are to

1933, 1934, or 1935.

Previous reviews on the free energies of hydrocarbons
are by Smith [12, 19211 Francis [19, 1928], Francis and
Kkanschmidt [21, 1929], and Parks and Huffman [58, 1932].
Since the appearance of the book by Parks and Huffman,
opportunity for improving the calculations has been pro-
vided by researches on thennodynamk properties from
spectroscopic data ; by studies on equilibria of okfines with

paraffins or with alcohols; by precise determinations of
heats of combustion in the U.S. Bureau of Standards and
elsewhere; and by some other new data to which reference
will be made as it is used. The literature on heat capacity
of vapours of liquid hydrocarbons is still very meagre, and
not much advance has been made recently in this direction.
It can be shown, however, that errors in heat-opacity
equations have less effect upon the accuracy of free energy
calculations than relatively small ones in heats of combus-
tion, so that in many cases very rough estimates of heat
capacity are tolerable.

Q*einkal thmnodyBaiiiics is sometimes depreciated
because it tells nothing about rate of reaction, a prime
consideration from the point of view of production.
Furthermore, many hydrocarbon reactions would not take
place at all if it were not for the sluggishness of some other
reactions. In general, thermodynamics tells little about
intermediate mechanisms, especially those involving free
radicals or other

*

imaginary' compounds not capable of
isolation for direct experimental study,
On the other hand, the mechanism, a favourite tool of

marry organic chemists, may be overrated in importance
in some cases. The composition of high-temperature tar

such as gas tar, for example, is almost independent of the

original hydrocarbon source. And an example will be

given below (explosion of ethylene) of a simple empirical
reaction for which no suitable mechanism has been pro-

posed, yet which gives products corresponding exactly with

thermodynamic equilibrium.

In predicting or evaluating results of thermal or catalytic

treatment we must consider whether such treatment is

mild or drastic. In the former case mechanisms are im-

portant; in the latter case relative stability of hydrocarbons
as indicated by thermodynamics becomes the controlling
factor. Consequently, in a study ofmechanism of cracking,
varying rates of flow are employed, and extrapolation to

zero time (infinite rate) is presumed to show the initial

reaction products; whereas in a study of equilibria the

extrapolation is in the other direction, to zero rate (or
infinite time), taking care to avoid excessive side reactions.

The above distinction between mild and drastic reaction

on the basis of time must be made, of course, with reference

to temperature and catalytic environment, I have made
equilibrium studies at 100 C. requiring more than a month
for a reasonable approach to equilibrium, and but for the

excessive time required would have preferred a much lower
concentration of catalyst, which complicated the analysis
and interpretation.

On the other hand, an explosion, taking place usually in

a small fraction ofa second, results in products correspond-
ing very closely to equilibrium conditions at or below the

flame temperature. For this reason explosions are rarely
of much value for studying mechanism, apart from equi-

libria, unless some extraordinary precautions in experiment
and interpretation are taken.

This article is not the place for discussion of thermo-

dynamics of explosions in general, which involve oxidation
rather than cracking, although the latter reaction may take

place to some extent as an intermediate mechanism. Only
two common hydrocarbons, acetylene and ethylene, are

explosive alone, and the latter only under substantial pres-
sure and preheated [2, 1934; 16, 1934; 17, 1933]. Thus,
Smolensky and Kovalevsky [73, 1935] found complete
decomposition of ethylene according to the equation

in spite of the lack of a simple mechanism. At the low
temperature, 300 C., and high pressure (probably 34 atm.)
the equilibrium percentage of hydrogen would be only
about 1%, which might easily escape detection. Since

hydrogen (possibly monotomic) was undoubtedly an inter-

mediate in this reaction, its subsequent disappearance
proves the importance of equilibria in explosions. The
explosibility of these two unsaturated gases is due to their

endothermic character. Propylene and some of the

aromatics also are endothermic, but so slightly so that their

decomposition would raise the temperature of their ele-

ments only slightly, not enough to reach their decomposi-
tion temperatures unless strongly preheated. Nevertheless
in the case of propylene, heating to 400 C. under pressure
in the presence of only 20% air resulted in a violent

explosion (unpublished work of the author).
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Free Energies of Some Hydrocarbons

In order to simplify the equilibrium relations between the

hydrocarbons the free energies of several of them will be

computed with the most recent data in nearly the same
manner as in the earlier reviews. The free energy of a sub-

stance is a measure of its thermodynamic stability (the mane

negative the more stable). It is related to the equilibrium
constant for its formation from its elements by the equation,
AF = RTlnK, where R is the gas constant, 1-9885 caL,
T is the absolute temperature in degrees Centigrade, and
InK is the natural logarithm of the equilibrium constant.

It is related to the heat of formation and change ofentropy
in formation by the equation, AF= Aff JAS. The
nomenclature in this article will be the same as that on-

ployed by Parks and Huffman [58, 1932].

As Parks and Huffman have pointed out (p. 50), it is

unnecessary to determine the themK>dynamic properties

of all the hydrocarbons to which we wish to apply the

results. It is only necessary to have accurate data on some
of the lower members of a homologous series in order to

make reliable extrapolations, supported if possible by cer-

tain properties of an occasional higjier hydrocarbon, Tfie

effect ofbranchingchains, ofunsaturationandposition ofun-

saturation, of ring formation, &c., can be ascertained from

typical examples and then applied with confidence to other

compounds not available in pure form for individual study.

The temperature range for the calculations will be limited

to 298-1 to 1,500K., since no hydrocarbon has any

appreciable stability above the latter temperature.

Heat Capacities of Gases

Most experimental determinations of heat capacity of

gases in the past have been at ordinary temperatures, to

100 C. [60, 1 924], and extrapolations to higher temperatures
for use in thermodynamk calculations have been veiy un-

certain especially in view of the poor agreement in deter-

minations made by different investigators by different

methods. Those of some of the simpler gases have been

determined by the flame temperatures of explosion. This

method is limited to stable gaseous products of explosions,

which excludes hydrocarbocis, and to inert gases. Recently

Lewis and von Elbe [50, 1934] have developed a metiiod of

determining the heat capacities of readout gases by the

same kind of experiment. Undoubtedly the most accurate

method for simple gases over a wide temperature range

is one derived from spectroscopic data by Biyant [8, 1933]

and others.

In the case ofmost of the diatomic gases and also steam,

the curvature of the lines up to about 1,400 K. is too sligfrt

to justify using quadratic equations. Carbon dioxide,

methane, and acetylene have plots showing a negative

curvature, but by limiting the range of temperature to

about 1,400 K., which is sufficient for the calculations to

a slightly higher temperature, much simpler equations can

be derived than those proposed by Bryant, and because of

the shorter range the agreement with the theoretical is fully

as good. Similar data for ethane and ethykae can be

derived from data given by Frost [27, 1933]. The data for

heat capacity of higher hydrocarbons are meagre; but the

negative curvature of the lines for the lower ones suggests a

T2term ofthe order of CK)65wr*. Accordingly the general

equation of Parks and Huffman [58, 1932, p. 68, q. 39]

for gaseous hydrocarbons is modified in that respect. The

special equations for methane and ethane are only slightly

different from this equation as applied to them, A corre-

spocidkig one for okfines is so chosen that the difference

between tint and the paraffins 1$ always the same as for

ethane and etbykne* namely, &C# * 0-55-f0O065F. The
heat capacities used in this chapter foe gases and graphite,
as wdJ as those of some of the other simpler gases derived

similarly, are as follows:

Substance M&ks" heat capacity* P

H,

wi
NO
CO

COS

CH
QH,

QH,

644-fCK2r
6-54-f0-0Q12r

0-0*54r

245-CH)065r4-0^ISiir-
0-2-1-frtmr-

Reference

14

40,49
39
38

39
3

43
S
a

27
27

53

Methane
The calculations of Kassd [42, 1933] for methane (using

the Dennison-Villars frequency, which fat seems to prefer)

from spectroscopic data show excellent agreement in the

moderate temperature range, 300 to 600
C K. with the equa-

tion given by Parks and Huffman [58, 1932, p. 56] from

numerous direct experimental data for the equilibrium of

methane with its elements, and with carbon dioxide, steam,
and hydrogen. Ttie same heat of combustion data were

used in both calculations. But at higher temperatures there

is a marked divergence in the direction of more positive

free energies (lower stability for the hydrocarbon). This

is due probably to the higher values for the heat capacity

of methane used by Parks and Huffman (p. 54). Using the

above equation for heat capacity and the same equilibrium

data in the low-temperature range, the following equation
can be computed (corresponding to a sEgjhtly curved Mae

in Fig. 3, p. 55, of their book):

AF* = ~ 15,530+9-5671B r-OOOSST*- 42-5 T. (1)

This equation agrees with the values resulting from

KasseFs computations [42, 1933] within 30 cat over the

entire range 298-1 to 1,500 K. It also agrees with the

equilibrium values of Pring and Fairiie [63, 1912] and
Coward and Wibon [11, 1919], though not quite as well

with those of Randall and Mohammed [65, 1929]. The
value for AjFfJ in the above equation, 15,530, differs from

that computed by Rossini [69, 1934], from Kassd's data,

16,180, because in the above equation it is only an

integration constant depending upon the heat-capacity

equation chosen, which cannot be expected to hold

accurately for temperatures down to absolute zero.

In the temperature range 800 to 1,200 K. in which

methane enters into thermal reactions, equation (1) can be

simplified without much loss in accuracy to

AF* = -21,470+26-Or. (la)

Acetylene
The free energy values of acetylene computed by ICassel

[42, 1933] from spectroscopic data agree wel! witti tibe

equation derived from heat capacities

2C feraphiteHHfi
-* CJH,;

AJ^ - 54,076- l-OTrin r+(M)Q275r>-<M^5r
t+n; C9

provided /is set equal to 8-45.

Mayer, Brunauer, and Mayor [54 1933] have calcuklod

the (
4

practical*) entropy of acetylene at 2$T K. as 46-7,
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but segues* tfae possibility that M units &>@*M be added

toit. The ktierwooW still be a triflek^
of Kasd (50-833-2-755). A mean of KasseTs value and

ttie Ittgter one of Mayo-, Brunauer, aini Mayer would

gfae 8-3 for the integration constant in the above equa-

tion. This gives AFi, = 50,000, And in the temperature

range, 900 to 1,300 K., where acetylene reactions begin

to be significant, the equation may be simplified to

= 53,350-12-77. (2a)

Etfcyieae

Kassel [42, 1933] also computed the free energy of ethy-

koe from spectroscopic data, but was obliged to combine

them with an old value for heat of combustion. The latter

can be evaluated much more accurately now from Rossini's

value 168, 1934] for ethane combined with the heat ofhydro-

geoation of ethykoe as determined by Kistkkowsky and

co-workers [47, 1935L namely 32,575 50 cal. TOs value

has been checked closely by Rossini [69#, 1936]. Cf. also

Smith and Vaughan [720, 1935]; Kassel [44a, 1936]. This

givesr for the heat ofcombustion of ethyJene 337,080 cal. at

25 C. or 337,240 cal. at 18 C., a change of -j-3,240 cal. as

compared with the value chosen by Kassel. This increases

by the same amount the free energies of ethylene at all

tempera&nes as derived from the table of Kassel. It seems

advisable to choose his calculation including a torsional

frequency of950 cm.-1
since Frost [28, 1934] finds evidence

favouring this choke. With this change the values are in

excellent agreement with the equation derived from heat

capacities,

2C (graphite)-2Ht

(3)

provided that / is set equal to 60-96. However, the

integration constant will be changed slightly after the

calculations for ethane.

Ethane

In the case of ethane we have no direct spectroscopic
determinations of free energy; but the excellent thermal

data for hydrogenation of ethylene by Kistiakowsky and
co-workers [47, 1935] and the numerous equilibrium

detsenffioations for the same reaction furnish a satisfactory

basis for accurate computation from the free energies of

etfeyleoe. For the reaction

(4)

J= -31,000

AC; = -6-i8-f-ooo6r

AF* = -31,000+6-187
T

kir-0"0037T2
-h/r.

Hie integration constant is evaluated from the equilibrium
data in Table L The original values of Frey and Huppke
[23, 1933] are modified as suggested by Kistiakowsky and
co-workers [47, 1935],

The values of / are in good agreement considering the

wide range of temperature studied. It seems preferable to

omit the fourth and fifth values in the average, although
they would not affect it much. The values of Travers and
Bearce at 863 and 893 K. might well be given extra weight
because they are the means of 29 and 39 experiments
respectively, but the mean of these two nearly coincides

with the general mean.

The integration constant gives the change of entropy,
= 28-88 from the equation

A^= red+lnn+I^r-/, (5)

where the Ps are the coefficients in the equation for ACP.

The entropy of ethane can be found in three ways. One
value (54-31) results on combining the above change in

entropy with the entropy of hydrogen (31*23) and the

'practical* entropy of ethylene (51-96), which is found by
subtracting 2x 2-755 from the total entropy (57-472) given

by Kassel, to correct for nuclear spin.

TABLE!

Equilibrium Data

A second method employs the third law of thermo-

dynamics, as did Parks and Huffman [58, 1932, p. 60].

Their estimate ofentropy ofthe gas from the boiling-point,

184-5 K. to 298 K., namely 5-13 units, can be revised in

the light of the values of Eucken and Parts [18, 1933] for

heat capacity at low temperatures, giving an entropy
increase of 5-42 units over this range, or a total of 53-8

units.

Mayer, Bnmauer, and Mayer [54, 1933] have calculated

the entropy of ethane as 55*5 units from spectroscopic
data. The discrepancy in the three estimates is a little

greater than expected. An approximate mean of 54-5 is

selected. The entropy of carbon is 1-36 according to

Jacobs and Parks [36, 1934] instead of 1-3 as used pre-

viously, so that for the formation of ethane

= -41-9

-20,600 (Rossini [69, 1934])
= -8,110

AF = -16,116+17-84rinr-0*00975r2
4-

and approximately

AF = -24,900+51-Or

; (6)

(60)

As ia the case ofmethane the value of A#jJ is not the same
as given by Rossini [69, 1934, p. 29], 16,990.

For consistency the equation for the formation of ethy-
lene is modified.

14,884+ ll-66rinr-0-00675r
2+

4-0-0667r
3-61-22r (7)

15,850,

and approximately (for the cracking range, 700 to 1 ,000 K.)

(la)

The accurate free energies of the simpler gases are given in

Table n at 50 intervals.
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TABLE II

Free Energies of Simple Gases

Higher Normal Paraffin Hydrocarbons

Rossini [69,1954] has estimated the heats of combustion

and formation of all the normal paraffin hydrocarbons in

the gaseous state. His figures are based on accurate

determinations of the heats of combustion of methane

[68, 1931], ethane, propane, w-butane, and /z-pentane by
himself [68, 1934], and of /^heptane and re-octane by

Jessup [37, 1934]. Banse and Parks [3, 1933] determined

the heats of combustion of w-octane and /i-dodecane at

19 C Converted to 25 C. and the gaseous state these

values are 1,3 17,100 1,300 for re-octane and 1,947,1QO

2,000 for dodecane. TTie latter especially is appreciably

higjier than the value assigned to it by Rossini by extrapola-

tion. It seems preferable to use a higher slope term in the

general equation than that used by Rossini [69, 1934]

(157-000 kg.-caL). The expression, 58,840+ 157,26Qw,

agrees with all the above determinations \veE within the

assigned limits of error, except in the case of methane and

ethane. This seemingly trivial change in the increment of

the heat of combustion equation makes a substantial

change in the resulting values for free energy. The incre-

ment is nearly the mean ofthat ofRossiniand that, 157,550,

corresponding to the estimate of Banse and Parks [3, 1933]

for liquid hydrocarbons. The slight deviation in the case

of propane is in the right direction (same as that ofethane)
and may be real. It is retained; but in the other cases the

smoothed out values for the heats of ccnnbustion are

employed. The corresponding equation for heats of forma-

tion of vapours is

-9,470-5,2907*. (8)

In Table III the latent heats of vaporization of eth-

ane (extrapolated) and butane are from Dana, Jenkins,

Burdick, and Timm [13, 1926]; that of propane from

Sage, Schaafsma, and Lacey [70, 1934]; and those of

pentane and hexane from Cragoe [12, 1929]. A correction

for the Joule Thomson effect on expansion from the

vapour pressure to dilute gas is given in these cases. It was

estimated by the method of Newton and Dodge [56, 1935]

for ethane and butane, and read from the diagram of Sage,

Schaafsma, and Lacey [70, 1934] for propane. A ratio of

O42 was then assumed for consecutive members of tfie

series. The latent heats of re-hqptaae ai^ ^Kx^anc are froin

Rossini's paper, and those for the higher members from

the value 86 cal. per gram, which is approached as a limit

by the lower members.
Hie entropy dmitge ASJ^ was computed from the entro-

pies given by Barks and HufFmmn [58, 1932, p. 64] using
S^ 1-36 for carbon instead of 1-30. Their value for liquid

butane, 54-9, was used in preference to theirs for gaseous
butane because the latter included a value for entropy of

vaporization, 20-44, wtiich is nearly 1 unit too high accord-

ing to the results of Dana and co-workers [13, 1926}.

The entropy of liquid proparse, 47-0, is estimated from the

equation S^ = 23-3+7-9/f which fits their data better for

the lower members of the series. It is unfortunate that such

an estimate must suffice for an important member of the

series, but die resulting fnee energy value is in line with those

of the higher members.
Use free energies of formation, AF^, are calculated by

the equation, Af = Aff- TAS. The vapour pressures at

25 C. are from Beattie, Hadlock, and Poffenber&er [5,

1935] for ethane; from Dana and co-workers [13, 1926]

for propane and butane; from Int. Crit, Tables, 3, 220-5,

for pentane to octane; and from Ashwoith [1, 1924] for

nomoe to dodecane. The fugacities (/) of the lower mem-
bers were estimated from the vapour pressures and

activity coefficients according to Newton [55, 1935]. The
free energies of formation of the gases are found from

those of liquids by the relation AF (evapn.) RT]nf.
For the normal hydrocarbons above ethane the free

energies as liquid agree with the equation

AFJ 8
= -7,430+8BOw (9)

within experimental error, and values of this equation will

be used in preference to the individual values ofTabk in.

The slope term of this equation is somewhat less than that

in the corresp<KK!ingofie ofParks arid Huffman. The differ-

ence is due chiefly to the more recent data on heats of

combustion.

As the free energies of evaporation follow the equation

fr)
= -3,140+68Qrt, (10)

(11)

those of the vapours may be expressed by the sum

AFL.fc)~ - 10,570+ l,56Qn.

Combining with equation (8)

AS^fe) - +3-68-22-9&T, (12)

and combining this with the entropy of the elements,

,, which is 31-23+ 32-59/t, we get

- 34-91 +9-61*. (13)

We are now in a position to derive a general equation

for the free energies of normal paraffin hydrocarbons as

vapours as functions oftemperature.

For

i
= - 9,470- 5,29GH C8)

8336-3,628/H-3-73rin T+
+ 6-93/*rin T+(HXX)25 7^

(14)

-11,123+6,43311

-1 1,324+ 11,475/f

-11,201+ 19,16571.
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TABLE HI. Free Energies of Higher Paraffin Hydrocarbons

Since equation (14) is very awkward to use, it may be

simplified for the cracking range, 700 to 1,000 K., as

follows:

AF* = -ll,260-6,440/2-f25-6/zr. (140)

Hie slightly higjier coefficient of the nT term (which

becomes dominant at high temperatures) than that derived

by Parks and Huffman [58, 1932, eq. 42, p. 69] is due to

the quadratic term in the heat-capacity equations used

here; so that the hydrocarbons are relatively less stable at

high temperatures.

Branched Chain Paraffins

The discussion of branched chain paraffin hydrocarbons

by Parks and HurTman [58, 1932, pp. 69-75] is excellent,

and there are no more recent data by which their estimates

can be improved. If we assume with them for the reaction

*As liquid.

(the difference between the two sides of the equation being
in general just one branch), that

then AFSw(l) = +800.

And if we assume that the entropies of vaporization of
isomers at 298 K. are the same, the heats of vaporization
would differ by the same amount as do the free energies,

which Parks and Huffman estimated as 200 cal., giving

= -740 =
= +600 =

The values of A#J, AC^ and /are unknown; but, since the

specific heats of adjacent members of the normal paraffin

vapours do not differ by more than an amount correspond-
ing to 0-5 cal. per mol, we may assume that the differences

in molar heat capacities ofisomers are probably no greater.
Then

-740T150

3,760 T250

(15)

This estimated difference at 1,000 K. is a little less than
that of Parks and Huffman [58, 1932, p. 74]. Its value

depends almost wholly upon their estimate of entropy
(ifeeece of liquid isomers, which seems well established,
and which becomes the slope term in the above equation.

Uncertainty in heat capacity of vapour is largely cancelled.

Combining with equation (14a)

AF= -ll,26Q-6944Qn-74Qr+4'5rT+25'6nT9 (16)

where r is the number of branches.

In the case of isobutane, the simplest branched chain

hydrocarbon, the calculation of Halford [31, 1934] gives

5?88 = 71-9, which is only about 1-6 units less than the

revised value for -butane instead of the usual 4-5 units

difference. Ifthe difference in heat ofcombustion is normal,
as seems probable, it would appear that the free energy is

almost identical with that of w-butane at all temperatures.
Rossini [696, 1935] finds A^Vi = -1,630 cal. This

would give AF = - 1,630+ 1-6T; AFJooo - -30; cf. also

Roth and Pahlke [69c, 1936] for isopentane.

defines

The thermal data for the olefines can be estimated now
with considerably increased precision as a result of the

determinations by Kistiakowsky, Runoff, Smith, and

Vaughan [48, 1935] of the heats of hydrogenation of

propylene and all four butenes. These values can be com-
bined with the combustion data of Rossini [68, 1934] for

the paraffins to give heats of formation and combustion of

the olefines; and with the equilibrium determinations of

Frey and Huppke [23, 1933] to give free energies of hydro-
genation to the corresponding paraffins, and also free

energies of formation from the elements. These calcula-

tions are presented in Table IV.

TABLE IV. Thermal Data of Gaseous Olefines

The heats of hydrogenation at K. were derived from
the same equation used for the ethane-ethylene equiHbrium.

And the integration constant is that resulting from the
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equilibria of Frey and Huppke and appearing in the

equation

AF = AtfJ-f 6-18Tlnr-OO03r2
4-/r.

The equations were simplified to linear equations for the

cracking range, 700 to 1,000 K,, and combined with the

corresponding equations for propane and butane from

(I4a) (assuming the same equation for free energy of iso-

butane as for w-butane) to find free energies of formation.

The heat of hydrogenation of di-isobutene can be esti-

mated more accurately than that ofany other liquid ofefine,

from its heat of combustion determination by Banse and
Parks [3, 1933], assuming that that of 2,2,4-trimethyI

pentane, its hydrogenation product, is 3 x 540 cal. lower

than that of n-octane. This gives ATJt8
= 28,600, which

is almost the mean of the values for the four butenes,

28,730. We shall not err greatly therefore if we take the

mean equation for hydrogenation of the butenes

'= -30,200+33-87: (22)

to apply to the vapours of the higher olefines. (Kistiakow-

sky and co-workers [46#, 1936] find heats of hydrogena-
tion for higher olefines decreasing with branching but not

with increasing molecular weights. Cf. also Bent and co-

workers [50, 1936], Crawford and Parks [12*z, 1936].)

Combining with (140) we find the general equation for

free energy of formation of the olefines (above propykne):

- 18,940-6,440/2- 33-8J4-25-6/*r.

Cyclic Hydrocarbons

(23)

There is little more recent research which can be used

to improve the excellent ChapterV of Parks and Huffman's

book. What there is seems excellent confirmation of their

results. Thus Southard and Briekwedde [74, 1933] have

determined the entropy of naphthalene as 39-89 units at

25 O, within 0-01 unit of the value of Huffman, Parks,

and Daniels [33, 1930]. They give the free energy as 48-5

kg.-cal. per mol (instead of 45-2 by Parks and Huffman

[58, 1932, p. 90],) which seems to be a mistake for 45-5,

since they used the same data except for the entropy of

carbon. The newer value for the latter, 1-36, would give

4-45,360 cal. for the free energy of naphthalene at 25 C
Mayer, Brunauer, and Mayer [54, 1933] computed

spectroscopically the entropy ofbenzene vapour, 65-1 units,

agreeing exactly with the value calculated from Huffman,

Parks, and Daniels' [33, 1930] experimental determination.

Halford [31, 1934] calculated the entropy of toluene

vapour as 76-3, or 0-6 units higher than that resulting from

Kelky's determination [45, 1929]. This change would

make the integration constant in its free energy equation

more negative by the same amount.

Rossini [67, 1933] has determined the heats of fusion of

some aromatic compounds. If his values are substituted

for those of Huffman and co-workers [33, 1930; 32, 1931]

in thecase of o-and m-xylene, and pseudocum^e, theentro-

pies at 25 C. would be changed by -f 0-9, 0, and 1-2 units

respectively, causing corresponding changes in free energies

of 270, 0, and +360 cal. These are, of course, trivial

Purdum and Pease [64, 1933] determined the equilbriiim

between benzene and cydohexane vapours at six tempera-

tures in the narrow temperature range, 251 to 274 C.

Similar determinations by Zharkova and Frost [84, 1932]

at 230, 250, and 275 C 0og K$ = 1-972, H27, 0-147

respectively) show excellent agreement with those of

Purdum and Pease. The slight discrepancy with the

equation proposed by Parks and Huffinan [58, 1932, p. 94]

b due probably not to uncertainty in the integratioci con-

stant, which can be derived from the entropy and heat

capacity equations by the rdatkm (5), but to a sliglit error

in the heat of itsictioa. A change of - 350 cal. in the latter

gi^es the equation

AF* *= ~44J504-18-2Fln7~0<)08P-30-737; (24)

and approximately

/*=: -53,7QO-f96-6r. (240)

Equation (24) apices exactly with the entropy data of Parks

and co-workers [59, 33, 1930], and within 0-4 units in

the integratioa constant (or in entropy of reaction) with

all the results of Purdum and Pease, and of Zharkova and

Frost. Those of Burrows and Lucarini [9, 1927] would

give values about 540 cal, or 1 unit in entropy more nega-

tive. It is, of course, uncertain whether the above slight

change in heat of reaction should be assigned to the heat of

cornlxMio^ofben^^seorofcyclohexane. We shall assume

the latter.

Similarly, Frost [27, 1933] has determined the equilibria

of toluene with methyl cyclohexane, and of benzene with

diphenyL The former gives

= -43,335+ 19-71 Tin T- 0-01045 1*2- 37-8F (25)

and approximately _ ~52,400-f-977; (25a)

which are only slightly different from the above equations

for hydrogenation of benzene. According to Frost the

equilibrium constant for hydrogenation of toluene is about

three-tenths as much as that of benzene, this ratio being

nearly independent of temperature.

The corresponding equilibria for hydrogenation of ethyl

benzene and of propyl benzene as well as of toluene were

studied by Vvedenskii, Vinnikova, Zharkova, and Fun-

duiler [82, 1933]. The results are in the form

for toluene log Kp = 10,970/r~ 20-387 0-053

for ethyl benzene log K? = 9,620/r- 18-041 0-049

for propyl benzene log K^ = 9,875/F- 18-560 0-084

These equations can be reduced readily to free energy

equations, but we lack the free energy values for etfayl

benzene and propyl benzene unless we assume that the

former are the same as for m-xykne, and arrive at the latter

by addition of the values of the former and the iBcremeet

for rmrafei hydrocarbons, 6,440+25-6r. The equation for

toluene agrees well with that given by Frost above ; and

those for the higher alkyl benzenes indicate constants

about seven-tenths as great as for toluene or one-fifth as

great as for benzene.

Frost's data [27, 1933] for diphenyl correspond with the

equation &?> 2,700+1-47; (26)

a comparatively small value, which is nearly independent

of temperature. Vvedenskii and Frost [80, 1932] had

previously found that the equilibrium for formation of

diphenyl benzene from diphenyl and benzene at about

900 K. corresponds to log K9 = 0-5 or AF* = -2,000,

also a small value.

The equations for heat capacity of aromatic vapours

given by Parks and Huffman [58, 1932, p. 93] agree with

the data at moderate temperatures, but at high tempera-

tures, which are especially interesting for aromatics, ttieare

,
is probably a negative 7*

s term as in the case of parafHos.*

However, the use by Parks and Htffinan of a linear equa-

tion for the heat capacity of carbon ins&ead oC ttie saojne

accurate quadratic equation compensates as welt as is now

possible for the neglect of unknown T* tern in tiie

equations for aromatic vapours.
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They simplified ttieir equations for hydrocarbon vapours
to linear equations for the range 400 to 900 K. Since,

however, there is very little cracking below TOO* K.
(427 C), especially when aromatks are involved, the

linear equations will be a trifle more accurate if derived
from the longer ones over the range 700 to 1,000 K. in

whkh most of the reactions occur. In this range the lines

are a little steeper. The following equations are derived
in this manner from those of Parks and Huffman [58, 1932,

eq. 61-9], but corrected for the newer value for entropy of
carbon (Jacobs and Parks [36, 1 934J)and also for theabove-
mentioned sHght changes in the cases of toluene and cyclo-
hemne. The equations for methyl cyclohexane and
diptesy! are new, and derived from Frost's data [27,

1933}. In the case of anthracene the equation of Parks and

Francis and KJeinschmidt [21, 1929]; Parks and Huffman
[58, 1932] except that a smaller temperature range, 600 to

1,100 K. (327 to 827 C.), is used in order to permit a larger
scale so that the numerous lines may be distinguished. This
range includes practically all cracking of importance. Two
hydrocarbons, methane and acetylene, are almost crowded
off the diagram, but this need cause no uncertainty, since
in this range methane is much the most stable (lowest free

energy) of the hydrocarbons, and acetylene is much the
least stable (thermodynamically). The reduction to 'free

energy per carbon atom' is necessary to put hydrocarbons
of different carbon content upon a comparable basis in

cracking reactions.

The thermodynamic relations of the hydrocarbons as
liquids are similar, and could be computed for any indi-

IS

t

tat
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FIG. I.

Huffman ill, 1931] would give a slightly higher value and
higher slope per carbon atom than that ofnaphthalene. As
this is improbable in vkw of the reverse relationship of
naphthalene to benzene, the equation for anthracene
vapour is simply 1-4 times that of naphthalene (to make its

value per carbon atom identical).

TABLE V
Free Energies of Cyclic Hydrocarbons

-36,500-M39-6r
Methyl cydtoi*exane
Benzene
Toluene

Napfettiafcue
Anthracene

Dipheay! .

17,200-f 43-or
6,800-f 67*6r
300-f 93-57

28,600+ 66-Or
40,000-f 92-4T
37,100+ 87-3T

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

Free Energy Relations among Hie Hydrocarbons
Tlie free energies per carbon atom of most of the im-

portant hydrocarbons as vapours are plotted in the accom-
panying figure as functions of temperature. This figure is
similar to those published previously Francis [19, 1928];

vidual case from the relative partial pressures of the re-

agents and products; but a general diagram which would
show these relations properly cannot be constructed.
The chief differences in the figure as compared with that

of Parks and Huffman [58, 1932] (allowing for the dimin-
ished temperature range) are lines for the paraffins, especially
methane, which are a little higher and steeper, a higher but
less steep line for ethylene, and a lower and less steep line
for acetylene. The curves for methane and the C2 hydro-
carbons have been placed much more accurately than
formerly by spectroscopic data and accurate heats of
combustion.

Free energies are plotted on the basis of unit fugacity
(approximately 1 atm.), and in general the tendency in

cracking is for a hydrocarbon with a higher line to give one
with a lower one at the temperature used. Many cracking
reactions are conducted under pressure, however, and under
such conditions the relations are modified, depending upon
the relative numbers of molecules in the reagents and pro-
posed products. Thus polymerization and hydrogenation
(assuming hydrogen is present) of olefines are favoured by
pressure, This is well understood qualitatively. Themagni-
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tude of this effect is such that in changing the pressure

(more strictly the fugacity) from pl to pt there is a shift in

effective free energy of

AF= -^nRTlnptlpt (35)

(the superscript of AF is here omitted because we are now
considering other than unit fugacities) in which A is the

change in numbers of molecuks in the reaction. If, for

instance, Aw is 1, and the pressure is doubled, at 800 K.
the change in effective free energy would be 1,100 cal. per
molar quantity of the substances as written in the equation.

Cracking in general and especially the synthesis of aro-

matics is not favoured by high pressure, since there is al-

ways an increase in the number of molecules, for example,

In the latter two cases the increase of 4 roots in vottime

means an increase of 4,400 cal. (at 800 K.) or 733 cal, pea-

carbon atom when the pressure is doubled. Dunstan,

Hague, and Wheeler [16, 1934] in their comprehensive
review on cracking discussed this point from a practical

standpoint, and showed that with even a moderate piessure

(3-5 atm.) the yield of aromatks is decreased.

Francis [20, 1931] demonstrated the profound effect of

pressure in increasing the yield of carbon black by deposi-

tion from a flame (an equilibrium reaction), but computed
that the yield would not continue to rise with pressure

without limit, but decrease again because ofthe suppression
of decomposition of methane.

Usually, however, the chief purpose in using pressure in

cracking is not to control reactions, but to employ the

reagents in high concentration (usually liquid) so as to

attain economical heat transfer, and a reasonable through-

put by weight without the high velocity and consequent

high temperature necessary in vapour phase cracking.

Most of the conclusions of Francis [19, 1928] aad of

Parks and Huffman [58, 1932] in regard to possible hydro-

carbon reactions are verified. One of them, stated by
Francis and quoted by Parks and Huffman, which dis-

courages the production of an olefine from a paraffin ofthe

same number of carbon atoms, should be modified in the

case of ethylene and propykne, since the slightly higher

values now found for free energies of the paraffins makes

the dehydrogenation a little more favourable. Dunstan,

Hague, and Wheeler [16, 1934] report conversions of 58%
by weight of either ethane or butane into okftnes; while

Tropsch and Egloff [79, 1935] obtained 66% dehydro-

genation of ethane by using a short time, 0*0035 sec. at

1,100 C. or 0-0004 sec. at 1,400 C In the case of higher

okfines, however, it is probably more promising economi-

cally to isolate or concentrate the desired ofefines from

cracking still gases.

Another reaction, the synthesis of acetylene from

methane, which was considered very unfavourable, has

been accomplished by Frotkh and co-workers in two ways,

by using an electric arc [24, 1930] at whose temperature the

free energy is very favourable, though acetylene itself is not

stable thermodynamkaiy. The other method [25, 1930]

was by using a moderately high temperature, 1,120 C.,

with diminished pressure, below 0-1 atai., at which the

yield of acetylene becomes appreciable, 11%, even though

the equilibrium constant is small. In both cases a very

short time of contact was necessary to prevent decomposi-

tion of the product,
Storch and Golden [76, 1933] likewise made acetylene

fran methane at a taiipana&Bne of ! 50<r C . with a yield of

40% using carbon dioxide as a da Iuent instead of low pres-

sure. According to equations (la) and (2n) the equilibrium

yield at ttmt temperature would be nearly 99% if tbei

weie uo side iieactiofis (mainly deeompo&itkHi to the

elements).

Thermodynamics does not indicate just what reaction

will take place in most cases. The ultimate equilibrium in

all cases of hydrocarbon cracking corresponds to the

elements, carbon and hydrogen, with varying amounts of

methane depending upon the temperature and pressure;

and this condition is sometimes nearly attained with

explosions of acetylene or ethylene (see introduction to this

article). But usually the products consist of a mixture oofy

sH^btfy nearer to equilibrium than the reagents, the actual

reaction depending sometimes upon an available mechan-

ism and sometimes upon a catalyst.

In the diagram one is impressed with the parallelism of

the lines for the aliphatic hydiwarbons. In the case of

those members above ethane this is a necessary con-

sequence of the form of equation (14a). This parallelism

would seem to bar the production of higher members of

the series from lower ones, e.g. liquids from gases. Such

a synthesis is possible to a certain extent, however, because

of at least five considerations.

1 . There may be some conversion by reactions of the

type

for which the free energy is substantially zero at all tempera-

tures, so that temperature and probably pressure also would

have little effect.

2. Possibly the decomposition of part of the rea^nt
furnishes energy for the building up of larger molecules,

fee example,

High temperatures and law pressures would favour such

a reaction.

3. Tlie bombardment of molecules with alpha particles

[51, 19261, ultra-violet radiation [46, 1930}, or electric dis-

charge [52, 1930] may supply energy in a form immediately

available in building up larger moteoiks.

4. Storch [75, 1933] obtained yidds of ethane as high as

95% by heating methane with a carbon filament in a bulb

immersed in liquid nitrogen.

5. The reaction may be carried out indirectly in two or

three stages of the type

(a)

(b)

Reaction (a) is possible to a substantial degree above

915 K. (642 C.) and is favoured by low pressure; white

reaction (b) is possible at atmospheric pressure bdbw
about 618 K. (345 C.), and with pressure at considerably

higher temperatures. The yields are, of course, much bettor

if most of the hydrogen is removed between the two

reactions. Reaction (c) is of no importance, but is iadaded

amply to show that higher paraffins can be synthesized

indirectly.

This indirect procedure is well understood, and there

have been recent experimental researches which employ it,

for example, Frolkh and WIezevieh [26, 1935J and Suffivan,

Ruthruff, and Kuentzel [77, 1934]. From an economic

standpoint the three steps are objectiofiable, but tliere seems

little possibility of obtaining a good yield of aipfoatic
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liquid products in a single step from paraffin gases, became
of the diverse cooditiom required.
On the other band, if okiine gases are avaikbk in high

concentration as by-products of cracking, they may be

polymerized to liquid hydrocarbons preferably with cata-

lysts under pressure and at not too high temperatures.

Polymerization is receiving much interest recently [26, 77,

79, 83, 1935}, and has been reviewed comprehensively by
Bowen and Nash [6, 1933].

If we apply equation (23), the free energy for the general

equation

would be
^ -18,940+ 33-87: (36)

Although the situation is complicated because the products
of polymerization are seldom straight chain olefines, the

difference in free energy is not great. This equation seems
to imply that polymerization is impossible above 287 C.
at which equation (36) becomes zero; and this supposition
is contradicted by innumerable researches. Actually there

is no inconsistency, since (a) usually pressure is employed
in order to accelerate the reaction, and this would shift the

equilibrium also towards polymerization ; (b) in the cases of

ethylene and propylene the general equation does not quite

apply, and these okfines are thermodynamically less stable

and (in that seme) more easily polyiBerized; (c) even at

atmospheric pressure, a fair yield of polymer (up to 38%
dimer or 32% trimer) is possible when the free energychange
is unfavourable or zero.

Gayer [29, 1933] and Whitmore and Marschner [83,

1935J polymerized propylene at atmospheric pressure at

about 350 C. obtaining up to 34% yield of polymers. At
that temperature, according to equations (17) and (23),
the free energy change is 210 cal. for the formation of
dimer, 1 ,373 for trimer, and more positive values for higher
polymers, although, of course, these values are uncertain by
a few hundred calories.

The decrease in amount of higher polymers, especially

beyond Clt, may be due partly to the less favourable free

energy relations. Theonodynamics permits the observed
formation of Q, Q, and C8 hydrocarbons, but does not

explain it, nor the apparent absence of hydrogen, Q, Q,
ami C4 hydrocarbons. Such facts must be explained by
mechanism.
The lesser slope of the lines for the aromatic hydro-

carbons indicates that at temperatures above 800 K.
(527 C.) they may be synthesized directly in moderate
yield (because of decomposition side reactions) from any
hydrocarbon material except methane, which requires a
still higher temperature (and gives a still lower yield). The
presence of aromatks in coal tar and gas-house tar is due
to these reactions.

The formation ofaromatks from naphthenes is relatively
a simpler process, mere dehydrogenation in most cases,
and may be accomplishedat temperatures as low as 275 C. ,

provided the hydrogenpressure is not allowed to accumulate*
The initial reaction in the cracking of a paraffin hydro-

carbon can be represented generally by the reaction

givingalowerparan^(orhydrogen ifm= 0)andanolefine.
From equations (I4a) and (23) the free energy of this re^
action in the vapour phase is

AF* = 18,940-33-87, (37)

the reverse of equation (36) for polymerization. This

applies to all higher values of n and m and becomes nega-
tive (making the reaction favourable thermodynamically)
at temperatures above 560 K. or 287 C. Its values are
modified only slightly by the special equations for the

hydrocarbon gases, so that the free energy of reaction gives
little information as to the point of initial bond rupture,
and indeed several such reactions may run concurrently!
Thus, for example, Dintzes and Frost [15, 1935] find that
demethanation and de-ethanation of /z-octane proceed with

equal velocity. Frey [22, 1934] has reviewed the pyrolysis
of pure saturated hydrocarbons.

However, if hydrogen is to be the initial product, the
free energy of reaction is given by equation (22) which
becomes negative only at temperatures above 893 K.
(620 C.). Of course some hydrogen can be formed at
somewhat lower temperatures. Certainly, hydrogen is an
initial product in many cracking reactions as shown, for

example, by Schneider and Frolich [71, 1931]. The mechan-
isms of cracking are discussed much more extensively in
the article by Frolich and Fulton on *The Theory of
Cracking'.

It is of interest to calculate the composite equilibrium in
a fairly simple case, the cracking of propane at 650 C.
illustrated in Fig. 3 of the above-mentioned paper by
Schneider and Frolich.

Let us assume that the only products are hydrogen,
methane, ethane, ethylene, and propylene. If we write the
reaction

where the literal coefficients on the right side indicate the

partial pressures in atmospheres, and a is the number of
mols required to balance the equation, we have the

following relations:

h+m+e+e'+p-l-p' = 1 (total pressure)

h+2m+3e+2e'+4p+3p' = 4a (to balanceH^
m+2e+2e'+3p+3p' = 3a (to balance C)

e+e' = m
(because there is no otherd hydrocarbon than methane)

/

- = 450 (from Table II and equation (14*))

= 1-15 (from Table IV and equation (17))

he' = 0-0855 (from Table II).

Solving these seven equations partly by combination and
elimination and partly by trial, we find

h = 0-00922 e = 0-0455 p = 0*000439
a = 0-52296 m = 0-4678 e' = 0-4223

p' = 0-05472.

Reducing a to 1-0, the reaction becomes

QH8 ^0-01761H2+0-89455CH4+0-087C2H6+
-h 0-80755C2H4+0-00084C3H8-f 0- 10461C3H6 .

This equation is consistent with the result of extrapolat-
ing the curves far to the right (infinite time), except that

hydrogen does not decrease as rapidly as the equation
would indicate, probably because of further reactions in-

volving carbon and higher hydrocarbons. The bulk of the
reaction is to methane and ethylene, however, with about
9% ethane, as indicated by the equation.

Isomerization is an interesting pyrolytic reaction in some
cases. One type is the possible conversion of olefines to

naphthenes, such as hexene to cyclohexane. According to
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equations (23) and (27) the free energy of this conversion is

- 16,800+ 19-8Twhich becomes zero at 849 K. (576 C).
The naphthene is favoured at lower and the ofefine at higher

temperatures; but the lines intersect at such a small angle
that the computed equilibrium constant varies only from
8-3 at 700 K. down to 0-2 at 1,000 K. f so that appreciable

yields might be obtained in either direction throughout the

cracking range. Alurninium chloride probably catalyzes

this and similar reactions at moderate temperatures.
Another type of isomerization is that of normal paraffins

into branched chain structures. Petrov and co-workers

[62, 1935] have investigated such reactions of /z-heptane
and n-octane at 300 to 400 C. and found maximum con-

versions of only 27% and 23*3% respectively. Callingaert

and Flood [10, 1935] claim /i-heptane gives only4% isomeri-

zation. These results are consistent with the conclusion

reached above that the straight chain hydrocarbon has a

slightly lower free energy than its isomers. The former

investigators observed a moderate shifting of the double

bond of hexene-1 to the 2 or 3 position, in agreement with

the previous results of Norris and Reuter [57, 1927], Hurd
and Goldsby [34, 1934] and Ipatieff, Pines, and Schaad

[35, 1934] also found shifting of the double bond in both

directions in the case of the butenes. In general the isomer

with the double bond nearer the middle seems to be slightly

the more stable.

Free radicals are favourite intermediates in explaining

some pyrolytic reactions. Such radicals as triphenyl

methyl have a quasi-stable existence and therefore a de-

terminable free energy, but they are not concerned in the

present discussion. We might make a rough estimate ofthe

free energy ofthe methyfene radical, CH2 , by supposing
that it bears the same relation to that of methane as that

ofethylene (more strictly ethylidene CH3CH-) does to that

of ethane. This would give

AF6 = 12,500-671 (38)

like acetylene, its stability should increase with tempera-

ture, and even in the cracking range should exceed that of

most hydrocarbons; but because of its free valencies its

high reactivity prevents its isolation. Rice and Dooley

[66, 1934] have concluded that it is not formed in the

pyrolysis ofmethane, although the methyl radical is formed ;

but Kassel [44, 1935] contends that methyl cannot possibly

be the intermediate, and that methylene is more probable.

We cannot evaluate the free energy of neither methyl nor

of methine, ethyl, &c., even approximately nor would it

be of much significance if we could, since to complete the

reaction the reverse of the free energy of the radical would

be involved, and this would cancel out (cf. Patat [60a,

1936]; Voge \79a, 1936J.

Origin of Petroleum

The thermodynamic relations of the hydrocarbons

justify some considerations upon the origin of petroleum.

Brooks [7, 1934] presented a rompiehensive discussion of

this subject firom a chemical viewpoint His conclusion was

that there is no valid evidence for a higher temperature in

the formation of petroleum than one which would permit

life, say 100 F. ; and implied that it may have been formed

from complex organic matter by fermentation. This is

contrary to the ideas of some others who have been led by
the extreme complexity of petroleum to suppose that the

complexity was due to thermal cracking of fats or waxes

or other organic matter. His points related to thermo-

dynamics are (1) that no hydrogen, carbon monoxide, or

olefines have ever been found in natural gas associated with

petroIetTO, although these gases are always found in crack-

ing reactions {assuming the presence of oxygen containing

material in the case ofcarbon monoxkle); (2)ttot usually no
solid carbonaceous material is associated with petroleum as

would be the case if there were cracking; (3) that petroleum
often does contain ntphthenes and aromatks, which are

characteristic of high temperature cracking, tat no liquid

okfines.

Some hold the idea that a longer time at a lower tem-

perature is equivalent in cracking to a shorter time at a

higher temperature, since this is true over a limited

range of temperature. However, it would not be true of

moderate temperatures, 100 to 250 C., as compared with

ordinary cracking temperatures, 400 to 8003 C, even in

'geologic time*, since the types of hydrocarbons which are

stable are different. Most petroleum deposits do not corre-

spond in composition to equilibrium conditions at any

temperature, since they usually contain appreciable quanti-

ties of naphthenes. To illustrate this point, calculations are

made in Table VI of the equilibrium percentages at atmo-

spheric pressure of /i-hexane, a hexene, cyclohexane, and

benzene, representatives of the four classes of hydro-
carbons on the assumption that no carbon-carbon bonds

are broken. The temperature range is 550 to 600 K. (277

to 327 C.), at which the transition from parafBn to aro-

matic takes place. Cyclohexane rises to a maximum per-

centage of only 1 % and then decreases again, whik the

okfine remains negligible at all temperatures. Pressure

would shift all equilibria towards paraffins.

TABLE VI

Equilibrium Percentages ofHydrocarbons

Temp. n-Hexam
\

Hexene
: Cyclohexane Bemzcm

55TK.
570*

600

85%
69

34

0-GQ6

001
0-01

0-S

1-0

0-6

14

30
65

Of course, the presence of aromatics, if produced by

cracking, implies the presence also of hydrogen which

would be formed as a by-product We must consider the

possibility that petroleum was formed by slow 'cracking*

at about 600 K. (327 C.) giving substantial amounts of

aromaties and paraffins, together with hydrogen, some of

which was lost by diffusion or oxidation; and that subse-

quently at lower temperatures the remaining hydrogen
recombined with some ofthe aromatks forming naphthenes
rather than the still more stable paraffins, because of the

much simpler mechanism. This process would be sound

thermodynamkally if it were not invalidated by other

chemical and geological evidence. The principal difficulty

from the chemical standpoint is the uniform absence of

hydrogen from natural gas, since (a) in some of the more
recent deposits the hydrogenation would be expected to be

incomplete; (b) complete loss of hydrogen by diffusion is

improbable in view of the frequent presence of helium in

natural gas; (c) loss of hydrogen by oxidation is likewise

improbable because of the common presence of hydroea
sulphide, which is more readily oxidized than hydrogen.

Barton [4, 1934] also discussed 'Transformation of

Petroleum in Nature*. He showed that generally the naora

recent petroleum deposits are heavier or mote imph&oaic
than older ones, and reasoned that 'pccto-petefera* is

Baphtheoic, and in the course of geologic time becomes

more paraffinic, although with Brooks he insists on a ^vecy

low temperature (generally below 50 C), IB the absence
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of hydrogen as source material to bring about this eerid*-
meat with bydro^ea, Barton postulated interaction of
methane with the naphtheiiic oil Typical of this process
fa the reaction

CH4~f-QH ls (cyclofiexane) -> C7H1 ,

the free energy of which is found from equations (la), (27),
and (140) to be

AF = 4-1,630+ 13-6 T. (39)

Hiis is sufficieetly positive at all temperatures to make the
reaction impossible themxxiyBamically as well as kineti-

cally in view of the extreme inertness of methane even at
much higher temperatures than those postulated.
These considerations lead the author of this article to

accept Brooks' conclusion (p. 187) that
*

organic materials
as stable as the paraffins . . . once formed and sealed hi the

sedimentary rocks, undergo no further chemical change
whatever under the conditions of temperature and pressure

existing in sedimentary rocks even of great geological age
and depth'. The difference in composition of younger and
older deposits of oil is due more likely to differences in the
source material or in the original reactions than to a pro-
gressive change in the oil.
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THE THEORY OF CRACKING
By P. K, FROLICH, D.Sc., Director of Chemical Laboratories, mi

S. C. FULTON, BJSc,, Research Chemist, Esso Laboratories, Stamford Oil Development Company

CRACKING is the term commonly used for the thermal

decomposition of hydrocarbons, particularly as practised

in the refining of petroleum, where the operation is mainly
used for the production of motor fuel The purpose of

cracking is primarily to produce low-boiling constituents

by breaking down the larger molecules. A secondary

consequence arises from the fact that the products are, by
virtue of their structure, less susceptible towards knocking
in gasoline engines than most straight-run gasolines of a

corresponding volatility. Although the chemistry of crack-

ing is complicated, due to the highly complex nature of

petroleum, and not well understood, it has been possibk
from a commercial viewpoint to establish such controlling

factors as reaction rate, equilibrium phenomena, <&c., which

are necessary for practical refinery operation. For this

reason the actual reaction mechanisms have been more or

less neglected by the oil industry until the past few years,

when it became generally recognized that such fundamental

knowledge isan essentialaid in successfully applying the art.

Studies of the pyrogenic behaviour of pure compounds,

comprising the various simpler types known to be present

in petroleum, have and still are being actively pursued so

that at the present time it is possible to obtain by analogy

some idea of the mechanisms involved in the cracking

of the more complex mixtures. With the continual im-

provement in analytical technique, rapid advances towards

a more comprehensive generalization of the theory of

cracking may well be expected in the near future.

In view of the rapid advances in the cracking industry

and the great amount of research currently being done in

this and allied fields, it stands to reason that there have

been developments which have changed the authors* views

on some of the points presented in this discussion, which

was submitted in 1935. By way of illustration, reference is

made in this chapter to the possibility of complicated bi-

molecular primary reactions taking place in the thermal

decomposition of the lower molecular weight paraffins.

Recent advances in the study of free radicals and of re-

action kinetics have led to a more simplified concept of the

mechanism of these reactions. This subject was discussed

in considerable detail by the senior author at a meeting of

the New York Section of the British Society of Chemical

Industry on April 3, 1936, In other cases, new facts might

either have been introduced to further substantiate the

views presented or might have served to modify some ofthe

opinions ventured. On the whole, however, the authors

feel that the theory presented here incorporates the best

existing knowledge on the mechanism of the cracking

operation.

Chemical Composition

The various classes of hydrocarbons behave differently

towards thermal dissociation, particularly with respect to

thermodynamic stability and in the nature of their dis-

sociation products. It is therefore important to consider

the various types found in petroleum. These vary with

the source of the crude, but it is a general rule that the

lower fractions consist of various isomeric paraffin hydro-

carbons ranging from methane upwards. The intermediate

fractions are partly paraffink and partly single-ring

aromatics and naphthenes with or without short skk

dtaim, whik the heavier components, with the exception

of wax which may be present, consist of single EIK! con-

densed rings with side chains of varying lengths. Although

simple paraffin hydrocarbons of high molecular weight
are found in appceciabk amounts, particularly in the so-

called paraffin-base crudes, Mabery's classic wort has

shown that the greater portion ofthe paraflfoic constituents

exist as radicals linked to ring compounds, the rings being

dtheiBaphthenkoraron^tkinchai^ter. No investigator

has yet reported the existence of any significant quantities

of okftnes in crude oil.

Analysis of the various types of crude oils show that

they contain on the average two atoms of hydrogen or

slightly less per atom of carbon. Actually tfie ratio of

hydrogen to carbon is higher in the lighter fractions (as

exemplified by the tower paraffins) but decreases gradually

as the molecular weight increases. This progressive de-

crease in the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio with increase in

boiling-point is an important factor in the cracking and

hydrogeoation of petroleum.

Primary and Secondary Reactions

The reactions undergone during the thermal decom-

position of hydrocarbons are conveniently divided into

two classes designated as primary and secondary reactions.

A primary reaction in general is ose in which the paitat

hydrocarbon is either in equilibrium with the decomposi-
tion products or fonm non-reveml^ fmgoients, while

secondary reactions include all those which the products

of a primary reaction undergo. A determination of what

products are formed as the result of a primary reaction

is very useful in interpreting reaction mechanism which

would be otherwise obscure. A useful means of identifying

these initial products, applicable to the simpler hydro-

carbons, has been found in the extrapolation of the mol

composition of the reaction products to zero conversion

[32, 1931] which holds in all cases where the reaction

velocity of the secondary reactions is of a lower order

[19, 1934].

Two important unimolecular primary reactions can

occur: [1, 1866] equilibrium involving hydrogen, and

[2, 1867] an irreversible splitting of the carbon-to-carbon

bonds. Equilibrium involving hydrogen, for example

T* Q.Hj.-fHt (for paraffins)

(cyclic) ^ QH^t, 4 &c. (cyclic) +1, 2, Ac. H,

is tfaermodynamieally possible and has been shown to

occur by numerous investigators.

The major primary reaction comprises splitting tfee car-

bon-to-carbon bond. This is more likely to occur than the

former, since the activation energy for a carbon-to-carboti

rupture is about 71 kg.-cals. against about 93'3 kg.-cak.

for a carbon-to-hydrogen rupture. Tbese are tibe values

now in use by Rice and his co-workers [27, 1931]. Tbey are

somewhat higher than those originally defcerained by

Fajans [9, 1922].
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In addition, there aune indications of more complicated
bteokcular primary reactions. For example, careful

studies of ttie pyrolysis of simple paraffins indicate that

overall reactions of the following general type can occur

to a considerable extent

Secondary reactions embrace all those reactions which

ane generally termed recracking and differ from primary
reactions in definition only. In addition to these reactions,

however, polymerization becomes an important factor. The
formation of a branched okfee from two okfines and

cydizatkm can occur under cracking conditions. Specific

examples of these various reactions will be taken up in

more detail later.

Hie Pyrolysis of Paraffins

As a general rule, it has been found that for hydrocarbons
of the same molecular weight, paraffinic chains have the

greatest ten<leacy to crack in the temperature range
covered by commercial Equid- and vapour-phase cracking

(400 to 600 C).
The carbon-to-carbon rupture can theoretically be con-

sidered to take place in three ways:

(1) R CHs-CHs-CHaR' -> RCH,+CHSR'+C.
- RCH-CH^CHs-CHR'H-H..
RCH=CH a-f-CH aR'.

(2)

(3) R CHa-CHa-CH2R'

Sachanen and Teikheyev [31, 1929] show that the rupture
takes place exclusively according to the third reaction. Hie
absence of carbon in the primary reaction products
definitely excludes (1), and any hydrogen formed does not
occur according to (2), but from dehydrogenation.
The primary reaction products have been established,

especially for the lower members of the series. For

example, in the cracking of ethane only two primary pro-
ducts have been identified so far, i.e. ethylene and hydro-
gen, which are formed according to the reaction

The known primary products of propane are propylene,
ethyke, methane, and hydrogen which are formed accord-

ing to the following reactions:

Normal butane forms butykoe, propylene, ethane, ethy-

Jene, methane, and hydrogen as primary products.

(3)C4H14 ->C2H4-fCsH e .

As the series ascends the number of possible initial

reaction products increase making it more and more diffi-

cult to distinguish primary reactions. The extent to which
any of these reactions occur is largely dependent on
temperature and the extent of dissociation. This is illus-

trated in Figs. 1 to 4, where cradling data for butane and
isobutane, as typical examples, have been assembled.

Fig. I from the data of Neuhaus and Marek [24, 1932],
and Fig. 2 from the data of Pease [26, 1930], represent the

change in the composition of the reaction products with
chaagse in extent of decomposition and temperature,
respectively. Fig. 3 from the data of Marek and Neuhaus
{23, 1933], and Fig. 4 from data of Hurd and Spence [20,

19291 ilustirate the effect of the same variables on the

cracking of isobutane.

fe & 10 IZ M- 16 18 20 EZ 24

PERCENT OF N- BUTANE REACTING
FIG. 1. Cracking of /z-butane at 650 C.

The olefines formed are capable of existing in their

various isomeric forms. For example, in the case of buty-
lene it has been shown that there is an equilibrium between
1 and 2 butylene and that the latter occurs in both the cis

and trans form [11, 1933]. In the rupture of the carbon-
to-carbon bond it is quite probable that the olefine has the

double bond in the alpha position first. Further activation

brings about a migration at least to the beta position to

satisfy equilibrium conditions.

By the use of hydrogen active catalysts, equilibrium con-
stants for the dehydrogenation of some of the simpler
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FIG. 2. Cracking of /z-butane.
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paraffins have been obtained [12, 19331, at various tempera-
tures from which it is seen that the extent of the G-H bond
dissociation tends to increase with temperature. Particularly
the branched paraffins with a tertiary carbon lose hydrogen
very readily. Actually, however, in cracking, olefine forma-
tion by dehydrogenation ceases to be an important factor

3040506070 8030100
% J505UTANE- REACTING

FIG, 3. Cracking of isol^itane at 650 C

(D TIME Of CONTACT ZI-Z7-SEC.

630

TEMPERATURE *C

FIG. 4. Cracking of isobutane.

as the molecular weigbt increases, practical}y all of the

ckcoropodtioti ocoirrtog\h^m^^r^m^^^h&(^u^xm-
to-carbon boocfe.

The point of the rupture for normal paraffins in general
seeim to follow the kw of chaace with aB of the theoreti-

cally possible onpieoieatary paraffins and oiefeies being
found in the reaction products. On the other hand, tbene

h evkkuce in the case of the higher paraf&is of the central

carbon bonds being the most susceptibk towards splitting

[29]. Thus it has been shown that at lower temperatures
hexadecaiie forms octajoe and octene witti practkaffy no
gas formatkm. At higher temperatures, however, the reac-

tion products tend to become more complex [15, 19241.
H*e same general rule seam to hold true for branched

paraffins where any of the carbon bonds of a primary,
secondary, or tertiary carbon may break.

Besides recracking, polymeiizatiofi of the okfeies formed
becomes aa important secondary reaction in the pyrotysis
ofparaffins, especially at higher temperatures and pressures,
At high temperature the liquid eod products are predo-
minantly cyclic. For a more extensive discussion of the

decomposition of parafiinic hydrocarbons the reader fa

referred to a detailed iitemture survey by Egioff and co-

workers [7, 1930], and a recent review by Frey [10, 19341

Pyrolysis of defines

Although the occurrence of okfoes in crude oik fa

msignifkant, nevertheless they play a most important role

in craddng, since they are formed as one of the chief pro-
ducts of the primary reactions of paraffins and alkylated

cyclks. Oiefines are in general more resistant to heat than
the corresponding paraffins, although certain exceptions to

this rule have been observed [18, 19341 AHene, di-alkyl,

and 4-methyI I-penteee, for example, decompose at appre-

ciably lower temperatures than the corresponding paraffins.

Like the paraffins, the stability of ofefines decreases with

increasing molecular weight.
defines may deiiydrogeoate to produce dioiefines. Very

little is known of the kinetics of this reaction even for the

simple okfioes, but it can be assumed to parallel the paraffin
to olefine step in the range of corresponding molecular

weight. As in the case of the paraffins, dehydrogenation
of the okfees in comparison with the carboQ-to-cartxm

rupture becomes less probable as the molecular weight
increases.

When an olefine undergoes caiixm-to-carbon rupture,
two courses are possible, with the formation of either a

paraffin and a diolefine or two olefines, as for example

RCH1-CHt-CHCHCHR/

The indications are, at least for the lower cracking tempera-
tures, that the formation of two olefines is the predominat-
ing reaction.

The most important role played by olefines in pyrofysis
is their ability to polymerize into both cydks and higher
molecular weight okfines, It was carry coosidefd [1,

1866; 2, 1867] that cydks are chiefly formed thiotigli tke

polymerization of three mols of acetylene. The evidence

that this reaction occurs at the higher tecnperatee levels,

whene appreciable quantities of acetylene are formed,

appears to be plausible, but some other explanation is

required for extensive cyclization at lower temperatures,
wfciere acetylene formation is negigibiei.

Recent facts [4, 1918; 5, 1934; 32, 1931 J point to cydiza-
tion through the okfines. Schneider and Froiich [32, 1931L

ill Ff
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have shown tiial at 725 C and J of an atHfcospbeme pres-

sure, the main product obtained on cracking ethylene is

butadiene, Refeirace to Fig, 5 will $!M>W t&at approxi-

mately 36 mois of butadiene and 41 mofe of hydrogen
(amounting to about 72% of the ethytoe reacting) are

formed as initial products. Ifoe fact that botadkse appears

PERCENT REACTING

FIG. 5, Pyrolysis of ethyleoe at 125 C. and J atmospheric pressure.

as a primary reaction product and in quantities about 14

times as large as butylene point to its formation from 2
mote ofethylene with the elimination of 1 mol of hydrogen

2QH4-QH.-J-H2

as proposed by Davidson [4, 1918]. Dunstan, Hague, and
Wheeler [5, 1934], on the other hand, show from their

experiments where appreciable butylene is formed (pro-

bably due to different temperature levels) in the reaction

product from the cracking of ethyteoe that the apparent
mechanmn is first polymerization to butylene followed by

formation of cyciks from butadiene proceeds by
further polymerization with the okfine, apparently by the

following mechanism:

x=v
- CH/ >CH2^H

j, CH/

from which aromatics are produced by dehydrogenation.
As will be seen later, this tendency to cyclize is one of the

important factors in tar and coke formation.

The other type of polymerization occurring may be

represented, for example, by the formation of a branched
olefine from two simpler olefines as illustrated by

2RCH=CHR' -^ RCH2CHSR'

RC=CHR'

More complex changes in structure, however, usually
occur. Whitmore [35, 1932; 36, 1934] recently proposed a
general theory based on the octet theory which agrees with

experimental facts at least for polymerization of olefines

by catalysts containing H ions. The first step involves the
addition of a hydrogen ion to the extra electron pair in
the double bond, leaving one carbon with only 6 electrons.

This structure can then undergo changes which are
characteristic for an atom with a deficiency of electrons,

among which is polymerization. This involves the addition
of the positive organic fragment to another molecule of
olefine. The result is a larger fragment which can either

unite with an additional olefine or lose a proton to give an
olefine molecule after rearrangement.
Table I contains a summary of the decomposition pro-

ducts of some of the simpler olefines as given by Hurd
[18, 1934].

Pyrolysis of Cyclo-paraffins and Cyclo-olefines

In addition to the so-called naphthenes and unsaturated

cyclo-compounds there are included in this group the same
cydo-compounds with aliphatic side chains. The thermal

stability of the alkylated cyclics, however, is usually deter-
minedby the stability of the side chains, which are generally
much less stable than the rings.

The pyrolytic behaviour of the unsubstituted cyclics is

not well known owing to their relatively high heat stability.
When decomposition does take place at the higher tempera-
tures where opening of the ring can occur, the primary
products formed are so much less stable than the parent
compound that disintegration to hydrogen, methane, and
complexcarbonaceous materials immediately follows. Con-
sequently these reactions become highly complex and are

associated with excessive coke formation. For this reason
most of the studies of the behaviour of cyclics have been
carried out with the aid of catalysts and the information
thus obtained does not always apply to heat effects alone.

Egloff and co-workers have published a comprehensive
literature survey covering this class ofcompounds [8, 1931],
It is apparent from their summary that the following reac-
tions can occur:

(1) Carbon-to-carbon rupture, resulting in opening ofthe
ring.

TABLE!

Mols ofMajor Gaseous Productsfrom 100 Mols ofDecomposed Olefine at 650
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(2) Hydrogenation and dehydrogeoation.

(3) Polymerization and depolyiBerizatkHL

(4) Isomerization,

A consideration of the three to eight carbon nuclear

rings shows that the stabilities of compounds of each type
are widely dissimilar and that reactions common to one ring

will not take place in another.

Cyclopropane, cyclobutane, cycloheptane, and cydo-
octane will undergo a splitting of the carbon bonds.

Strangely enough, the stability increases with the number of
carbon atoms in the ring.

Cyclohexane dehydrogenates at lower temperatures than

are required for ring splitting. However, production of

aromatics cannot in general be said to take place primarily

by simple dehydrogenation in the absence of catalytic

effects.

Cyclopentane is highly resistant both as to ring splitting

and dehydrogenation in accordance with the claims that

the naphthenes present in cracked naphtha are mainly 5

carbon nuclear [31, 1929].

The main reaction product of cyclopropane has been

found to be propykne. Cycloheptane produces methyl

cyclohexane. Cyclo-octane goes to bkycio-octane and

cyclohexane produces cyclohexeoe which in turn de-

hydrogenates to benzol or splits to form butadiene and

ethylene.
Unsaturated ring compounds, as for example cyclo-

pentadiene, are analogous with chain compounds contain-

ing the same type of unsaturation. The coojugated doubly
unsaturated cyclics readily polymerize.

Pyrolysts of Aroaatk Hyiiocarboiis

The nucleus of aromatic hydrocarbons is considered to

be stable in the temperature range covered by commercial

cracking, since excessive temperatures are required for tiie

ring to open in the absence of a catalyst. Hie stabilities of

substituted aromatics, on the other hand, are dependent on

the relative stabilities of the side chains, which may be

olefmic or paraffinic in character. Egioff and Moore [6,

1917] studied the decomposition of an aromatic base oil

containing about 70% xylene and 30% higher alkylated

benzenes at a temperature of 500 to 800 C. and 11 atm.

pressure. The trend of decomposition was shown to be in

the following order:

Higher alkylated benzenes.

Lower alkylated benzenes

Toluene
Benzene.

Mechanism of the C-C Rupture

So far in this discussion cracking reactions have been

considered statistically without consideration of the actual

mechanisms involved. Several theories have been advanced

in an attempt to visualize how the carboiHx>-carbcm rupture

takes place and at the same time quantitatively account for

the various reaction products. If tjhe splitting of a parafin

into an olefine and a compteeiitary paraffin is considered

as a primary step, then tlie hydrogen bound to tbe beta

carbon of one of the fragments must migrate to the alpta

carbon of the other fragment, tfcus:

H H i H

The search to overcome this difficulty lias kd to the

development of & number of theories which, although

applicable to much of the existing data, are still considered

MK&inplete and subject to further proof. Sonic of these will

be briefly outlined,

Burk has postulated a partial ionization process in which

one radical may transfer its allegiance to another [3, 1931}.

The Poianyi-Wagner equation for imimokciikr velocity

constants \K Ve~
)
was modified to be appropriate

\ JIV* /

for the thermal decomposition of straight chain paraffins

where it was shown to fit existing data for tow conversions.

Kasse! [21, 1933] considers it possible to give a nearly

complete account of decomposition in terms of 1-1, 1-2,

and 1^4 unsaturatian, although the data on the kinetics of

decomposition are still insuffidbatly complete to prove or

disprove this assumption. This theory accounts for the

formation of more than two pinoducts in a primary de-

composition without the assumption of free radicals.

Rice has developed cracking by tfae intermediate forma-

tion of free radicals into a working theory. He assumes

that when a hydrocarbon decomposes it dissociates into

two free radicals which react with the surrounding hydro-
carbon molecules, thereby initiating a chain reaction in

which methyl, ethyl, and hydrogen act as the carriers-

Larger radicals are assumed to decompose to yield one or

more molecules ofan ofefine and either a methyl group, an

ethyl group, or atomic hydrogen. If the relative chances

of reaction of primary, secondary, and tertiary hydrogen
atoms are 1 : 2 : 10 respectively, the decomposition pro-

ducts of all paraffin hydrocarbons can be calculated quanti-

tatively [27, 1931 ; 28, 1932], Normal butane, for example,
is considered to decompose according to the following

scheme:

CHCH2CHtCHt
-

Same as At and A t where RCH CH CH

./*
CH.CH*

, H.

PI and /a represent the primary reactions, Si, Sj, and 5S

represent tJae secondary reactions and A and A% the chain

Table H [27, 1931] illustrates the agreenieiit

which does not appear plausible.

between experimental and calculated results.

VariaMes affecting Pyrolysis

Since tibe controlling factors in a cracking operation have

been found to be reaction rate and equilibrium piieuoiaesa

it is important to know the effect of lime, tonperate^ and

pressure on these factors.

Within narrow limits, time and teasiperattire are pcao-

tically interchangeable, i.e. a longer time at a lowec tera-

perature will bring about the same oveiai *esnltasaliigjar

tempemtere and a correspoods^y stolec few* Con-

siderably beyond these limits ttere is a lower

wiiere the hydrocarbon is stable and a bigger
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region wtierc tbe reaction cannot be co&troied, no siatter

bow short the contact time. Temperature influences the

course of ttie primary decomposition to some extent
For exai&ple, increase in temperature increases the okfiae
couteat of the primary products (km pressure), but the

main effect of temperature is its influence oe reaction

velocity.

Pressure slioiiid have little effect on reaction velocity
since the overall cracking reactions calculate as if of
Hie first onto. Very high pressures, on the other hand,

probably kwer reaction rate as indicated by the work of

are concerned, because free energy relationships are such
that acetylene apparently is not formed to any appreciable
extent at the temperatures involved.

Such thermodynaniic considerations lead to the im-

portant conclusion that, with the temperatures employed
in practice, the cracking of a hydrocarbon into smaller

hydrocarbons is essentially a non-reversible process. On
the other hand, reactions involving liberation of hydrogen
by simple dehydrogenation are reversible.

While free energy relationships determine whether a
certain type of reaction is possible, those reactions which

TABLE n

Decomposition ofn-Butane

Upper jKzrf ; Pease and Dwrgaifs Results. Lower part: Calculated.

Tt*e relative amounts of Hj aiKl CH cannot be predicted. The figures for QH4 and C3H have been calculated assuming that reaction Al

is negligible. The products m& contain a small amount of propane produced by 5a and S2.

Huge! and Artkfoevitch [17, 1928]. It ok>es, however, per-
mit the use of higher temperatures by virtue of raising the

faotiag-poJnt, when liquid- or mixed-phase cracking is

desired, and thus indirectly aids in increasing reaction

velocity. Pressure greatly influences the composition of the

products of cracking. Where tow piessures favour a high
gas- to tiqukJ-pfoduct ratio, high pressures teiKl to depress
gas formation. This is doe in part to inducing polymeriza-
tion of the gaseous ok&nes.

Hiese variables will be discussed in greater detail in cott-

ncxkm with gas-oil cracking.

Pyrolysis of Hydrocarbon Mixtees (Gas-ofl Cracking)
In the cracking of petroleum where any or all of the

various classes of hydrocarbons previously mentioned are

piseot, the situation is quite different from cracking
isolated members ofeach series. Here the course ofcrack-

ing is governed in general by the relative stability of the
various coestitoents, tlseir reaction rates and equilibrium
phenomena.

Examination of the thermodynamic stability of hydro-
carbons as expressed by their free energy offormation from
the dements shows that all petroleum hydrocarbons with
tbe exception of methane ami possibly ethane are poten-

At the lower

ep to approximately 300 C, however, the

(rings and condensed rings)

(rings and condensed rings)

m (rings)

neactio rales aie so stow ttet BO peareptibie decomposition
takes place, eve in the case ofthe most unstable molecules.
As the temperature increases, the hydrocarbons, with the

exception of acetylene, become more and more unstable,
each series having different temperature coefficients. The
stability of acetylene, oe the other hand, increases with
temperature. Paraffin and polymethylene are more stable
at the lower temperatures, while aromatics are more stable
at the Mgfaer temperatures. Above 600 C. no hydrocarbon
Oitiier than acetylene is ttiennodynamically stable with
respect to the dements |25, 19321
He fact that tlie stability of acetylene increases with

leroperature, kwever, is considered to be of little im-
portance as iar as most of the present cracking processes

do take place in cracking of a complex mixture of hydro-
carbons are largely governed by relative reaction rates. In

general, it has been found that in the temperature range
400 to 600 C. (covering most commercial liquid- and

vapour-phase cracking processes) the various classes of

hydrocarbons previously discussed separately may be listed

as follows in the order of increasing stability. This com-
parison is based on representative compounds of equal
molecular weight.

(1) Paraffins CnHw4.t (chains)

(2) Olefines

(3) Diolefines

(4) Naphthenes
(6 carbon nuclear)

(5) Naphthenes
(5 carbon nuclear)

(6) Aromatics

The stability of the higher members of any given series,
with the exception of the naphthenes, increases with

decreasing ratio of hydrogen to carbon in the molecule.

Furthermore, it is a general rule that side chains are some-
what more stable than the ends of straight chains.

The relative order of stability just outlined refers strictly
to the temperature range specified. At higher temperatures,
600 to 700 C. or perhaps even lower, diolefines become
more stable than naphthenes. Thus it is possible by crack-

ing at such high temperatures to convert naphthenes into

diolefines which in turn give aromatics by subsequent
polymerization and liberation of hydrogen [14, 1930].
The variation of reaction velocity constants with tem-

perature are shown in Fig. 6 as assembled by Geniesse
and Reuter [16, 1932], for a typical gas oil, several naphthas,
and a few pure hydrocarbons. The curves show the rates

of decomposition to increase as the molecular weight
increases.

As the temperature of these complex hydrocarbon mix-
tures is increased in the cracking process, noticeable de-
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composition usually begins to occur at temperatures above
300 C. Hiis point of incipient cracking, however, fa

dependent not only upon the temperature but abo upon
the nature of the most unstable hydrocarbons present in

the charge stock. Beyond this point reaction rate doubles

for an increment of 14 C. at 450 C, and gradually falls

off to an increment of 21 C. at 600 C, [16, 1932}.

1.0

to consist of highly ccmcknsed hydrocarbons. Media
which will explain the formation of each type are conse-

qiicntly widely diiTerent. The fact of the matter is that a
considerable portion of the so-called coke is chloroform
and naphtha soluble am! therefore cannot consist of ele-

mentary carbon. In line with the mechanism discussed in

this article, coke formation is largely the result of progres-
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According to the relative stabiity of tibe bryciiocarboiis,

it is therefore apparent that aliphatic hydrocarbons break

first, followed by the otfoer types as the temperature is

increased, by the various reactions pravioesly oiitlioed. As
the temperature increases above 700 C. more or less com-

plete break-down occurs, diaracteized by excessive forma-

tion ofcoke and hydrogen. Acetylene begins to appear at

this stage.

The nature of petroleum coke and tlie mechanism of its

fonoatioe are not well imderstood, as evidenced by the

widefydifforaatvkwpoiQts. On one hand, it is believed that

coke is mainly made up of free carbon, while cm the otiber

sive cracking, polymerization, and condensation reactions

leading through tar to a more and more complex pixxtet
of decreasing hydrogen content

The oleines resulting from the primary leactioBS^ f-
tioilariy those of higher moleailar weigii^ polpaerae
readily and in this way there are produced new coeapotrods

wlic^e mokoikr wei^it tends to exceed feat of tfae origfeial

^ock. It K important to note* bcwe^s*, tto^ tfae na-

saterated moleailes possess less l^dio^eii <m a
atom bam than the original hydrocarboes fkra

they are formed and coaseqoeBtiy the same boids fesr

the polymerization product. On prolonged exposure to
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high temperature tlie pofyinerized Eoaterkl undergoes
raanacking with the formation of new unsaturated com-
pounds which give rise to further polymerization.

Progressive reactions of this type, along with condensa-
tions of the ring compounds, *ead to the formation ofmore
and more complex cxHupoiinds of decreasing hydrogen-to-
aurboii ratio and with this decrease the material becomes
roore refractory, i.e. resistant to temperature. The final

products are therefore
*

(1 ) Gaseous and low-boiling liquid compounds, relatively

high in hydrogen.

(2) Liquid reaction products of higher molecular weight,

tar, and petroleum coke, possessing a low ratio, of

hydrngeo to carbon.

PROGRESSION THROUGH CRACKING COIL
FIG. 7. Degree of cracking as a function of time of contact.

This is illustrated in a qualitative way by Fig. 7 [33,

19291, which shows the changes taking place as the cracking
progresses.

Hence it is seen that the complete cracking process is a
sequence of decomposition and polymerization reactions,
the character of the final products being determined by the
nature of the hydrocarbons present in the original charging
stock, by the temperature arid pressure of the operation as
we! as the time ofexposure to cracking conditions.

Polymerization is a bimolecular reaction and its rate
therefore is, under parallel conditions, proportional to the

square of the pressure. The rate of polymerization also
increases with temperature but apparently much less rapidly
than fee rate of simple molecular break-down. If the

temperature is high and pressure low, there is a tendency
for polymerization to take place with simultaneous libera-
tion ofhydrogen. By increasing the pressure, however, the

hydrogen evohition is counteracted.
This effect of pressure has been demonstrated with ethy-

leoe and propylene. At atmospheric pressure a large
amount of hydrogen is evolved and benzene is found in

appreciable quantities together with other high-boiling
materiaJs. There is little evidence of the formation ofnon-
aromatic products. If the pressure is increased gradually
wtub the temperature is kept constant, hydrogen formation
decreases with a simultaneous decrease in the aromatic
character of the products, until at a pressure of several
ttioesand pounds the liquid material formed is decidedly
noiMirofBatic, even when the temperature is maintained as
Mgh as 600 O [13, 1931].

Vapoar-phase, Ukjuid-phase, and Mixed-phase
Cracking

Petroleum hydrocarbons may be cracked either in the

vapour phase or in the liquid phase. Vapour-phase pro-
cesses usually are operated at temperatures of the order of
600 C. at atmospheric pressure or somewhat above. In
the so-called liquid-phase cracking the pressures range from
a few hundred pounds to 1,000 Ib. per sq. in. At tempera-
tures offrom 400 to 500 C., McKee has shown that in this

temperature range [22, 1928], the bulk of the naphtha
hydrocarbons formed are above the critical temperature
and that in most cases mixed-phase cracking results. At
the higher pressures, however, true liquid-phase cracking
is approached due to a solution of the lighter ends in the

liquefied heavier ends. As
the temperature is raised the

pressure must also be in-

creased in orderto accomplish
this. Most of the so-called

liquid-phase processes, how-
ever, are operated at pressures
not sufficiently high to prevent
a substantial portion of the

cracked products from accu-

mulating as vapour.
The properties ofpetroleum

hydrocarbons discussed in

previous sections leads to

the obvious conclusion that

vapour-phase cracking,
operated at low pressure and
short time of contact, does

not particularly favour poly-
merization and recracking
with resulting coke formation.

Tnis is illustrated by the fact that both gaseous and liquid

products from vapour-phase cracking may contain as much
as 50% or more of unsaturated compounds.
As the pressure on the cracking unit goes up, coke forma-

tion increases, at first rapidly, then more slowly until coke
formation passes through a maximum and then decreases
with further rise in pressure. This peculiar result may be
explained when it is considered that with rising pressure
there is a gradual change from a true vapour-phase system
into one containing increasing quantities of liquid. As has
been mentioned, polymerization is a bimolecular reaction,
its rate increasing theoretically with the square of the

partial pressure of the unsaturated compounds and there-

fore in the beginning approximately with the square of the
total pressure in the system. With continual increase in

pressure the cracked products will be condensed and dis-

solved in the liquid phase in increasing quantities. In this

way the highly unsaturated compounds of medium and
higher molecular weight, which are theones that polymerize
most readily, are kept out of the vapour phase and remain
in the liquid phase where dilution with the cracking stock
slows down the rate of polymerization, the net result being a

tendency to conserve the lower molecular weight products.
With rising pressure the progressive polymerization and
recracking reactions, which according to the previous dis-

cussion lead to products of gradually decreasing hydrogen-
to-carbon ratio and eventually to the formation of petro-
leum coke, are therefore at first accelerated, but the extent
to which they lead to the production of coke passes through
a maximum and finally decreases.
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The effects of changes of conversion per pass, tempera-
ture, and pressure are illustrated by Table III from tfoe

work reported by Sydnor [34, 1934]. These data substan-
tiate the above conclusion that whik there is increase in

polymerization at the higher pressure, the result is more fuel

oil and less coke. Higher gasoline yields are obtained at

In order to control polymerization and recracking in the

liquid-phase process, it is best from a chemical standpoint
to reduce the time factor by retiKmng the products after

the reaction has progressed to a reasonable extent. The
residuum after this operation, which has a lower hydrogen-
carbofi ratio and hence is more refractory, should be sub-

TABLEHI
Ultimate Yields secured by Cracking a 33-7* API. Mid-Continent Gas Oil. [34]

(All gasoline yields and vofatffites c^a^^ed to a 100% btfawe rec&very bwls.}

Pressure, Ib. per sq. in.

Temperature (soaker), F.

Conversion per pass .

Gasoline (400 F. end-point), % vol.

Fuel oil (12 API.), % vol.

Gas, % by wt.

Coke, % by wt.

Recovery, % by wt. .

Gasoline (400 F. end-point), % by
vol.

i

Fuel oil (12 API.), % by vol. . .!
Gas, % by wt,

300 750

860 9OO

7-5

63-0

30-0
114

100

Yields corrected tQ c&ke-Jree basis

674
28-1

10-2

66-8

27-5

11-3

60-2

27-5

16-9

30-0

114

5S-8

34-0

H-0

61-5

29-6

12-6

57-2

33-6

12-2

These data represent complete decompositioa of the cycle gas oil into gasoline, fuel oil, coke, and gas in all cases.

the lower pressure. Increase in temperature at constant

conversion per pass and pressure results in a decrease in the

ultimate yield of gasoline due to increased gas forrnatioo.

Because of the high temperature and low pressure em-
ployed, the vapour-phase product is rich in aromatks.

High conversion to gas is also experienced. In comparison
the yield of unsaturates and the gas loss for a given charge
stock ordinarily are low when the cracking process fa

operated hi the liquid phase.

jected to more vigorous conditioos than the original stock.

In practice, however, the residue is recycled, due to the

mechanical ease of socfa a procedure. The increased forrna-

tk>o of aromatics resulting from higher temperature crack-

mg is desirable because it reduces the knocking tendency
of gasoline. With excess production of arofnatks, however,
the gasoline yield decreases materially, becoming less and
less with rising temperature, while coke and gas formatiofi

increases.
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COMBINATION CRACKING UNITS

By GEORGE ARMISTEAD, Jr.

Chemical Engineer ofProcess Management Company, Inc.

PROMINENT among the recent devdopn>ents in refining

practice has been the tread towards the dose association

of cracking with a variety of other operations. Out of

this trend the individual type of unit operation termed

'Combination* has been evolved. The Combination Pro-

cess fa appearing with increasing frequency in current

.

inga defoite departure from the long-practised segregation
of the individual cracking and distillation operations.
The term

*

Combination* is applied to the association

of such functions as initial distillation of crude, viscosity

breaking, and naphtha nefonniflg, with the main oacking
operation, in seif-cootained systems. Usually it involves

also the production of ultimate yields of final products.
The refiner thus has available the facilities for carrying out

the processing ofcrude oil to completion, including crack-

ing, in one operation. The advantages are the consolation
ofwaste heat from the cracking system, reduced labour and
investment requirements per unit offresh feed capacity, the

reduced handling of intermediate products, and maximum
yields of high anti-knock gasoline. The importance of

these, both in the erection of completely new plants, and
in supplementing existing capacity, explains the increasing

adoption of combination opeiaticms by the industry.

WMfe the advantage of associating other functions with

cracking has long been recognized, the prevailing methods
and the lack of knowledge of fundamentals woe factors

of restriction for many years. These limiting conditions

restricted the combinations to elementary forms such as

effecting crude topping, steam generation, and similar

operations, with the waste beat ofcracking systems. Indeed,
the long-existing size limitations of cracking systems and
the lack of precise design data practically excluded more
advanced combinations, and favoured complete separation
of individual operations.
The responsibility for the evolution of present-day

Combination Units may be attributed to the research which
has been diligeetly pursiied by refiners and engineering
firms in the industry. In addition to means of applying
laboratory results precisely to equipment of commercial

sizse, the research and development work has yielded funda-
mental operation and design data which were invaluable.

For the complex combination systems this satisfied an

important requirement, by increasing the degree to which
praise design could furnish adequate capacity and flexi-

bility of interrelated parts* without resort to the use of
inordinate safety factors,

Tlje design ofeach unit is a separate problem defined by
the processing requirementsand the raw stock. Accordingly,
it has been indispensable that optimum operating methods
and design, developed on laboratory or semi-plant scale

eqmpfueot, be applicable with accuracy to the commercial
design. To this end, the research has embraced the field

from development of fundamentals to extensive correla-
tion of the small-scale aad plant equipment. The results
achieved are rejected in the commercial installations, now
in use, whose actual performance has duplicated within
atoosst negligible limits the performance for which they

wore designed. Finally, the flexibility necessary for opti-

mum operation has been secured, without material over-

capacity of individual parts.

Consideration of representative types of combination

operation is properly introduced by an example of one of

the simpler forms, designed for the handling of reduced

crude. A diagram of this type of installation is presented

in Fig. L Generally, the operations comprise primary

cracking, vapour-phase cracking, fuel-oil flashing, and

naphtha stabilization.

Fresh reduced crude feed is introduced to the fuel flash

tower to be preheated with hot flashed vapours, and is

collected on a trap-tray, with included heavy condensate,
to be passed through the primary cracking section of the

heater which discharges into the high-pressure evaporator.

The feed for the vapour-phase section of the heater is taken

from the base ofthe bubble tower, the boiling range of this

stock being regulated by the temperature of the evaporator

top, so as to exclude high-boiling fractions unsuitable for

the vapour-phase temperatures. After passing through its

section of the heater, and attaining a temperature of about

960 F^ the vapour-phase cracked stream emerges to join

the discharge from the primary cracking coil and enter the

evaporator. The composite fuel oil in the evaporator, undo:

about 200 Ib. pressure, is released to the fuel oil flash-tower,

under low pressure, where it is reduced down to the desired

viscosity and the evolved cycle stock vapours are returned

to the cracking system. The stabilizer operates as an

integral part of the system, using recycle gas oil reflux as the

source of heat.

It will be noted that the heater is of the dual combustion
chamber type, separate radiant sections being provided for

thetwo streams, to facilitate control of radiant-heat absorp-
tion, although both are served by a common convection

zone. This arrangement affords the flexibility of two indi-

vidual furnaces, yet permits the advantageous use of the

convection surface and confines the total surface within a

single setting.

Results of Cracking

Mid-Continent Reduced Crude, 23-2 API,, comprising 60-65%
of Original Crude

Yields

Gasoline

Fuel oil

Gas and loss

Total

*//o

. 42-31

. 49.03

. '8-66

.100-00

Products

The operating results of this installation on a reduced
crude may be illustrated by the above data, typical of

approximately 300 hrs. of operation.



View of towers on combination cracking unit. Throughput of plant, 20,000 barrels per day

Combination cracking unit for the complete processing of crude oil to gasoline and fuel oil. Throughput, 32,000 barrels per day
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While representing the desirable plant operating condi-

tions, these results do not define the range generally
characteristic of the operation. The operation is effective

on a reduced crude, or similar residual stock, by virtue of
the combined fuel-oil flashing and primary cracking steps,
and in a more or less recognizable form it appears in other

systems.
More complex forms of the combination units, as em-

2109

ready for incorporation in the finished gasoline, and the

latter to be subjected to reforming, In the unit shown in

Fig. 3 , provision is made for the additional separation ofa
kerosine ait in the crude distiJialion. Hie reduced crude

remaining from this pre-distiliation is preheated by contact

with hot vapours in the fuel-oil flash tower, but Figs. 2
and 3 show different methods of its subsequent handling.
The unit in Fig. 2 further preheats and distils the reduced

DU&BLt
rowte STABILIZED

MtLATC.5?

G. 1. Combmatkm unit ea^cyymg vapour-phase cracking and vfecos^-bfcaldRg for residual stocks.

ployed for nmning crude to ultimate products, are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. These units represent the advantageous
association of crude topping, primary cracking, vapour-

phase cracking, fuel-oil Hashing, naphtha reforming, day
treating, and naphtha stabilization. From crude oil charge,

theyproducea stabilized gasolineoflowgum contentand of

the desired anti-knock rating, fiiel08, and gas, directly from
the system. Light fuel or furnace oils may also be trapped
out directly if desired. The coi33|>actnes$ ofthe equipment

serving these functions permits very large cpiaetities of

crude to be accommodated without excessive size, which is

reflected in outstanding degree in the processing of 20,000

bbl. of crude to completion, daily, by one of these units.

The advantage realized through the elimination ofhandling
of intermediate products is obvious.

From the diagrams, it will be noted that the crude oil

feed, after preheating with waste heat, is flashed to separate

light and heavy straight-run naphtha cuts, the former being

crude, by introduction to the high-pressure evaporator

prior to primary cracking. The other unit, however, passes
the reduced crude direct from the fuel-oil flash tower

through the primary cracking coil, and back into the

fuel-oil Sash towear, thereby favouring segregation of the

cracked and virgin stocks.

These units employ a miistaied circulation system, for

the vapour-phase dBcking, similar to the one observed ia

the installation in Fig. 1. In both cases the circulating

stock is canefelfy controlled in boiling range for stiitaMtj'

for the vapour-phase temperature employed, aad M m
made up of ffactions dfetiljmg over into tiie bubble tower,

from the evaporator, along with an amount of similar

quality coiKlemate from the rod-oH flashing opeiatiQBL In

passing through the vapour-phase cracking coil, tempera-
tures upward of 950 F. are attaiaed, and the emeipiag
stream is, in one case, soaked in an insulated vesseL

The na^tha-refccming operation i$ applied to ttelieaiy
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Fic. 2. Combination unit for erode feed providiiig prelmiinary distillation, naphtha reforming, and cracking to completion.

STABILIZES

CRUDE PLASM TOWtS
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straight-run naphtha cut by digesting this material in a coil

at temperatures over 1 ,000 F,, and under pressures of
500 Ib. and higher the total products from this heat treat-

ment being discharged into the high-pressure evaporator,
and handled subsequently with the vapour-phase cracked

vapours. The unit in Fig. 3 is provided with a withdrawal

point for heavy naphtha on the cracking fracdonator,
which permits inclusion of this stock with the feed to the

reforming coil. The total vapours leaving the cracking

system comprise cracked naphtha produced in the primary
cracking, vapour-phase cracking, and reforrning, and can
be subjected advantageously to Gray refining treatment

in the vapour phase, as is shown in Fig. 3. The light,

straight-run naphtha not requiring such treatmeet is

segregated and combined with the heavier product after

treating.
The heating facilities employed in these more complex

combination operations present numerous unusual fea-

tures. The heating of the three or more individual streams,
characteristic ofsuch operations, as well as the handling of
extraordinarily high throughputs, have favoured the use
of the multi-stream heaters shown in the a<xxnpojoykig
figures. This trend has carried with it the necessity of pre-
cise design, as well as unique arrangements to preclude
limiting interference between individual streams or the

necessity for large over design in securing a practical degree
of flexibility.

Fig. 2 will be seen to present an individual heater for

primary cracking, and another for naphtha reforming and

vapour-phase cracking together. In the case of the latter,

the two radiant sections serve similar functions in vapour-
phase cracking parallel streams. The vapour-phase feed to

this heater amounts to more than 1,300 bbL per hr. In

Fig. 3 the unit utilizes a single heater only, whose duties

comprise the heating of the four separate streams required

by the operation. It will be observed that the separate
radiant sections serve separate functions, while still others

are served by the convection zone.
The performance of these latter types of Combination

Unit, since they have been put in service, has been fully in

accordance with their theoretical advantages. The following

representative data are typical of the results secured on the

runningofa36-37 API, Mid-Coetiecot Crude through oise

of the larger units above described, and they illustrate the
results obtainable cooimercialJy.

15-7

50-5

66-2
24.8

9-0

Straight-run Light Gasoline
Cracked Gasdane, stabilized

Total Gasoline .

Pud oil

Fuel gas and loss

Total 190-0

Fuel Consumption
Total for tn*it per ceot. ofCrude Chmrge 5-10 %.

Prm&tcts

The comparatively recent advent ofthis type of operation
has, in the light of its demonstrated capabilities, supplied
the refiner with a new tool which fulfils a definite need.

Accordingly, it is to be expected that the future will witness

an increased tendency towards establishing the main crack-

ing operation as the basis around which all heat treating
and distillation operations wil be closely centred. With
continued design proficiency, the advantages now being
realized from a limited number of combination units

should accrue to a greatly increased extent to the industry
in general



VAPOUR-PHASE CRACKING
ByC R. WAGNER, RS., MJnstP.T.

CMef Chemist, The Pure Oil Company

IT appears that Daftoa p] in 1809 and Faraday in 1825

were among the first to experiment in the field of higb-

tenperature cracking of hydrocarbons. Working with the

electric arc, they produced, among other substances, ben-

zene, etbyleoe* and related compounds. Silliman in 1855

painted oat many possibilities in this field as a result of his

classic research on petroleum, In 1862 the grand prize at the

Loudoo Industrial Exposition was -mm by Bmtenlofaner

with a binning CM! made by higlHe&ipefatiire vapour-phase

cracking, Many of the fundamental principles of bigfa-

tempefatoe cracking were expounded by Bertheiot [2,

1866, 1877J, Tliorpe and Yotmg [19, 18771 Nikiforoff, and
others before the beginning of the twentieth century.

Probably the first cracking process designed to produce
a light motor fuel was developed in 1906 by Cowper-Coks,
who passed heavy hydrocarbon vapours through small

metal tubes heated to high temperatures. The next 10 years
saw many other vapour-phase cracking processes de-

veloped Among the most noted were those of Noad,
Sabatier, Testdin and Renard, Laing, Greenstreet, Lamp-
lotigit, Turner, HaB, and Rfttman. Of these processes
those of Hal, Greeostreet, and Rittman wore employed
coramdaly dining the World War and for the period
theajeafter wfaeo high gasoline prices made them possible.

An excellent resume ofthe literature pertaining to this early

development is to be found in Bulletin 114 of the United
States Bureau of Mines aM in an article by Lomax, Dun-
stan, and Tlioie [12, 1916J

Apart from the troubles encountered with frigh gas loss,

poor economy, and the treating problems involved in

handling the distillate produced, these processes were
failures because of carbon deposition. If the carbon

deposited in the heated tubes, the tubes quickly burned

out, an4 if the operator kept it out of the tubes, then it

plugged up vapour lines and fractionating equipment
Weaver [21] seems to have been the first to apply success-

fafiy on a commercial scak an effective cure for this

tnmbfe. He injected part of the cold charge as a fine spray
into the hot vapours leaving the cracking zone, thus stop-
ping instantly the cracking reaction and preventing the
formation of carbon. This principle, first used in 1925 by
the Gyro Process Company in constructing its low-pres-
sure, higb-taperatoe units, was rapidly adopted by all

companies asa means to enable them to raise their cracking
temperatoes. To-day it is universally used as a control in

crackiog to prevent secondary reactions leading to exces-
sive gas production and coke formation after the hot oil

has left the cracking furnace.

Although sudh processes as the Cross, Dubbs, Tube and
Tank, Holmes-Manky, &c., are still popularly known as

liquid-phase processes, they are actually operating at tem-
peratures above the critical point and might therefore more
properly be regarded as vapour-phase processes. The
pieseot discussion will be limited to low-pressure, high-
temperature processes, typical of which may be mentioned

acO3TO[H19291dePk)wz[4, 19291 andKnox [16, 1934]
processes.

IB Fig. 1 is shown a typical Gyro Process flow diagram.

The charging stock to the Gyro unit is introduced into the

main fractionating tower, where it is stripped of any gaso-

line fractions. Along with the recycle (partially cracked

gas-oil fractions) the remainder of the charge is passed

through a vaporizing (and viscosity-breaking) section of

the furnace and discharged into an evaporator at 75-100 Ib.

pressure. The bottoms from the evaporator are passed to

a flash tower and there stripped of their gas-oil fractions.

The evaporator vapours pass through the high-temperature

cracking coils, leaving the furnace at about 1,100 K The
reaction is checked by spraying into the vapours a light

side stream cut from the main fractionating tower. This

quench oil has an end-point of about 525 F. and does not

deposit carbon when completely vaporized. From the

arrester the vapours pass to the fractionating tower, al-

though it is desirable to interpose between the arrester and

fractionating tower a drum where fuel-oil fractions can

be separated from the system. Vapours leaving the frac-

tionating tower are handled in the conventional manner
for the recovery of gasoline distillate and dry gas.

In Table I are given results obtained by charging 26-27

API. gravity East Texas topped crude to a typical Gyro
unit

TABLE I

Inspection Data

In Fig. 2 is given the flow diagram of a deFlorez unit
It will be observed that the outstanding difference between
the Gyro and deFlorez processes lies in the method of
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FIG. 1. Gyro process Sow diagram.

DcFloiez process Sow diagram.
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preparing the vapours to be cracked. DeFIorez vaporizes
and cracks in one continuous coil, thus necessitating the

me of a very clean, relatively low-boiling charge to the

cracking zone. In the case of the Gyro process, dry hydro-
carbon vapours are first prepared, and these are submitted

to cracking.

In the deFlorez process the arbitrary distinction between
the two large classes of cracking processes, namely, liquid
and vapour phase, is lost. The operating conditions

may be varied so that the type of products approaches
more nearly the one or the other. The process permits
a wide range of temperatures and pressures, but adheres

more nearly to the vapour phase. The unit comprises a
vertical tube-still heating element, a primary tower that

embodies an expansion chamber, and a secondary tower
that completes the separation of the gas and gasoline from
the cracking stock. The fresh charge is introduced into

the primary tower, coming in contact with the hot vapour
from the heater. Fuel oil Is drawn off at the bottom. The
bottoms from the secondary tower containing the cracking
stock in the fresh feed and the recycle stock are charged

TABLE II

Venezuela Crude

PEG. 3. Knox process flow diagrams

to the heater. The gasoline is taken overhead from the
secondary tower with the gas and condensed, Theuncon-
densable gas is subjected to treatment for recovery of
gasoline. Cracking takes place both in the tubular heater
and in the expansion chamber; by increasing the pressure,
so-called liquid-phase conditions are approached. Yields
obtained at low and high pressures on 19-2-20-5 API.
gravity Venezuela erode are shown in Table n.

In Fig. 3 is presented a flow diagram of the Knox pro-
cess, which uses an inert gas as the medium for transmitting
heat into the vapours to be cracked. The oil to be pro-
cessed is first passed through a vaporizer and into a flash
dram. The vapours are then superheated to a temperature
40-50 F. below that at which they are to be cracked A
relatively large volume of inert gas previously heated to
U<Xr F. in a regenerative furnace or stove of the con-
ventional blast-fiirnace type is mixed with the superheated

oil vapour in a chamber, thereby raising the mixture to the

required cracking temperature of 980 to 1,020F. The
mixture passes into a reaction chamber in which the pres-
sure is maintained at 50 Ib. Cracked vapours and gas
are passed into a scrubber, where heavy tar or asphalt is

separated. Further separation of the products is effected
in a rectifier in the usual manner. The bottoms from the
rectifier with the necessary fresh feed are returned to
the vaporizer. The gasoline overhead is condensed and the

uncondensable gas treated in an oil-absorption system for

recovery of gasoline, and the required quantity of dry gas
is returned to the stove to start another cycle. The process
is characterized by a high conversion of oil in each cycle,
which averages 32% for gas oil and is higher for lighter
charges. Any charge that can be vaporized can be success-

fully processed. Yields from a variety of oils are shown
in Table in.
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TABLE II!

Yields

Charging stacks naphtha

, 410 F M E.P. 73-5 %
Octane Number (A.S.T.M.) 87

Fuel oil .... 4

Q* .... 9

82
8
10

67
20
13

30

10

In addition to these better-known processes a number of

other vapour-phase processes haw been tried out within

the last 10 years. Leamon [11, 1927] used a catalyst de-

posited on pumice stone. Pratt [15, 1932] employed a sligfct

modification of the deHorez operation. The dark pro-

cess [1, 1935] cracks vapours by contacting with freshly

generated hot flue gases. The Houdry process [13, 1933]

uses a catalyst prepared from day and operates at tem-

peratures below 800 F. The gasoline produced appears

to consist largely ofbranded-chain paraffins of higfc octane

number. Aromatic nuclei present in the charging stock are

concentrated in the recycle stock, which therefore consti-

tutes a better charging stock for a straight thermal process

than for return to the Houdry unit.

The products obtained by low-pressure, high-tempera-

ture treatment of gas oil vary markedly from those pro-

duced at lower temperatures and higher pressures. The

distillate of gasoline boiling range has an iodine number

above 200, often as high as 250, and invariably possesses

a characteristic yellow colour and marked odour. The

removal of this colour and the prodtiction ofa stable motor

fuel may be accomplished by re-running through fuller's

earth, or by treating with sulphuric add under controlkd

conditions followed by re-running. The fuel thus produced

has an octane number of 80-S5 by the CF.R. research

method and 70-73 by the C.F.R. motor method (A.S.T.M.

D. 357-34 T). It therefore resembles the unsaturated hydro-

carbons very closely in its behaviour in internal-combus-

tion engines. This characteristic is not surprising when it

is considered that the finished motor fuel usually contains

45-50% of defines, less than 10% of combined paraffins

and naphthenes, and the remainder is composed of aro-

matks and partially hydrogenated aromatics.

Perhaps the most noticeable difference from other pro-

cesses is observed hi the composition of the gas produced

at low pressure and high temperature. Gas analyses from

a variety of charging stocks are given in Table IV, some

figures being from commercial units, others from labora-

tory scale equipment, and the remainder from semi-com-

mercial size operation.

It will be noted that there is a striking uniformity in these

analyses, particularly if allowance be made for the presence

of gasoline fractions present in some of the samples.

Hague and Wheeler [9, 1929, 1934] observed that pyrolysis

of the normal paraffins from ethane to hexaoe iodusive

gave gases of uniform composition. The same observation

in connexion with small-scale cracking of various gas oils

ttefk

C.H.

Q *nd Iietvitr

35-4

22-S

18-0

2-9

rv

Gas Analyses

]
i

Mcxi-

22-S

II*
12-5

6-1

8*1

JMU

35-0

1S-0

2*5

4-7

3-1

45*6

3-4

37-5

20-3

124
12-3

8-6

8-6

14-2

I>3
12-6

2-i

7-4

2-3

of vapoar-j

Mt. Con-

<TMdr crwrfe naphtha erode erode
ga*

* This gas sample wsts taken when crackirtg at 1^275' F.

f Wet gases before extraction of any ga*olinc fraction*.

was mack by Osterstrom aid Wagner [14, 1929] and attri-

buted by them to the production of gas as the result of

secondary reactions. By a series of experiments using tbe

same charging stock and cracking at the same temperature,

tat with varying times of reaction, they demonstrated that

very littk of the light gasoline fraction was produced at

TABLE V
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short reaction times, and also that the ratio of gas to gaso-
line produced was increased by increasing the time of
reaction for a given cracking temperature. By processing

gasoline J)oiling~point distillate at the same temperature

more paraffins than gases from other charging stocks listed

in Tabk IV. This is not surprising, since both of these

charging stocks contain relatively large percentages ofcom-
pounds possessing cyclic nuclei. When decomposition of

X
K

S

I
fc
<J

i

00
.90
.30
V70
.60

*SO

.40

I
O
<J

ly

X

K

-20

JO

-a7
.OB

rOS

.03

.010

.009

.COB
-ao7
.006

.004-

.003

.002

.00 1

Flo. 4. Variation of reaction-velocity constant with reaction temperature.

and at about the same reaction time as the original charging
stock* they produced a gas ofalmost exactly the same com-
position. The significant data are given in Table V.

It wffl be observed that gases produced by cracking

Spindktop crude and polymers contain less okfines and

these compounds occurs, it is logical to assume that alkyi
substituents will split off before rupture of the ring takes

place. Where the charging stock is as complex as is the

case with gas oil or topped crude charged to cracking units,
it is impossible to state definitely what does occur in the
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cracking reaction. Hague and Wheeler [9, 1929, 1934] have
shown that the normal paraffas tend to split close to the

centre of the molecule, giving a paraffin and a sfrmi^it-

chain okfine of about equal mokcular weights. Tim fact

was utilized commercially by Sullivan mud his co-workeri

[18, 1931] in preparing such okfines by the vapour-phase
cracking of paraffin wax. The almost complete absence of

straight-chain paraffins of molecular weight higjber than

butane in the distillate produced by commercial vapour-

phase cracking operations may be due to one or both of the

following factors. Except for the paraffin waxes, practically

no normal paraffin hydrocarbons are present in commercial

charging stocks. In 1923 Wagner [20] pointed out that Mid-
Continent kerosine contained few, if any, paraffin hydrocar-
bons. Scission of the molecules present, therefore, could

where K reaction velocity constant,

V energy of activation -53,400,
T absolute temperature of reaction,

jR gas constant,

C a constant 2S-8.

Schutt also gives the effect of cracking temperature upon
octane number. Tliis effect is shovtii m Fig, 5, and it shouk!

be rioted that, whereas the extent of cracking is affected by
both time and temperature (see Geaiesse and Renter),
octane number is influenced by temperature, but not appne-

ciabty by time of reaction. Tbe extent to which commercial
motor fuels can be produced having higher octane numbers
than those now being marketed is, theftfore, dependent

upon the ability of technologists to develop a cracking

FIG. 5. Anti-knock characteristic of gasoline.

scarcely be expected to yield fragments [5, 1930, 1931] that

would have the formula, CaH^+a, which by picking up
atomic hydrogen would become paraffins. Where such

molecular fragments are produced, as would be the case

where a paraffin hydrocarbon is split in the middle, than the

formation of paraffin hydrocarbons from those fragments
is dependent upon the existence of atomic hydrogen in the

immediate neighbourhood. Otherwise, the extreme insta-

bility of these fragments would cause them to decompose
still further. In view of the fact that less than 10% of the

dry gas produced in commercial vapour-phase cracking is

hydrogen, it must be apparent that the hydrogen content

of the vapours present in the cracking zone is well under
1% by volume, and the amount of this that is in the atomic

state must be very small indeed.

It has been shown by Geniesse and Reuter [7, 1930, 1932]

that an increase of 17 C. (31 F.) in reaction temperature
is sufficient to double the reaction velocity in vapour-phase

cxaddng. Fig. 4 is taken from a paper by Schutt [17, 1932],

who checked their results very closely. The forma- worked
with Mid-Continent gas oil, the latter with an East Texas

gas oil. Data from a paper by Keith, Ward, and Rubin

[10, 1933], who used a 35 A.PJ. gravity virgin Mid-Con-
tinent gas oil, are also given. The equation involved is

JKT

process that will operate effideatly at temperatures wefl

above those now being employed,
This problem is occupying the attention of petroleum

technologists from both a practkal and theoretical point

ofview, as evidenced by papers presented at the meetings of

the Petroleum Division of the American Chemical Society

[6] in New York in April 1935, in San Fraadsco in August

1935, in Kansas City in April 1936, and in Pittsburgji in

September 1936. High-temperature pyrolysis of substan-

tially saturated gases and subsequent polymerization of the

resulting unsaturated products and also polymearizatkHi of

cracked gases produced by normal operation of vapour-

phase cracking units are indicated as a promising line of

future development.
The fcnntnationofaromatics is the characterisewhich dis-

tinguishes vapour-phase cracking from liquid phase crack-

ing. Theoretical chemical consideration of vapour-pliase

cracking is naturally concerned chiefly with this pteKsuae-
non. Valuabkcmtributions have been made to tte study of

this subject, among which the work of Hag*e andWilder

[9, 1929, 1934] and of Groll [8, 19331 may be mestostxi

Hague and Wheeler explain the formation of araroaties foj

the polymerization ofethyfeae and itsbcanologaes lolw^-
kne. This intermediate product loses h(ydEOe fe> foraa

butadiene, which in turn combines with another molecule

of ethykoe to form cyclohexme. By <fcl|ydfOeaalioe
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benzene is formed as the taal product, or, when profjyleiie

combines with butadiene, the final product is toluene.

According to GroU the okfeie is donaetfaanized to give
nietiiane and an acetylene. The acetylene polymerizes to

give the aromatk:. For example, if propykoe is the initial

define, the final product wiH be benzene.
It is interesting to note that both theories presuppose the

formation ofa low-boiling olefine by rupture of long-chain
hydrocarbocis, and that polymerization plays an important

role in producing the aromatic. The reactions involved are

of such complexity that no simple theory satisfactorily

explains just what happens. This is particularly true in the

formation of tar in the cracking of high-gravity gas oils at

either 750 F. in the liquid phase or 1,000 F. in the vapour
phase. If formation of aromatics were accomplished by
dehydrogenation or demethanization, the cracking of low-

temperature coal tar would be a profitable source of
aromatics.
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CATALYTIC REFORMING
By D, A. HOWES, BJSc*, MJasstPX

Anglo-Iranian Oil

Introdactioa

THE modern cracking process is not an ideal means for the

production of anti-knock gasoline, although it is at present
the most important source of sudh material. The crmckiag

processes in present use are almost without e&ception noa-

catalytic and, in the case of the one or two so-called cata-

lytic cracking processes which have been described, no
definite evidence of catalytic activity has beea forthcoming.
All the chemical reactions involved in the cracking process

are brought about by the action of heat and ptssmBne alone,

and apart from these agencies the only other controlling

factor is time of reaction. Consequently the process lacks

adequate control with regard to the chemical nature of the

products obtained.

The reactions involved in such thermal treatment are

very complex, and little is known concerning the mechan-

ism of cracking. However, not only does degradation of

the molecule occur, but also the frequent synthesis of

heavier and more complicated mokcofcs; that is, the de-

sired products are accompanied by those that ane definitely

undesirable, although the amount of the latter formed is

snail.

One ofthe greatest disadvantages ofthe modem cracking

or reforming process is the large gas production and the

consequent low yield ofanti4oK)ck gasoline obtained. The

average yield of gas in cracking operation in the United

States of America during 1935 was 500 cm ft par barrel of

oil processed, while the oMespoiKangyidd of gas in gaso-

line reforming operations was 800 co. ft. per barrel The

grand average gas production con^esfxnidiiig to these two

figures was approximately 20% by weight The reforming

operation gives, on Mid-Continent naphtha, when pro-

ducing 72 octane number gasoline, approximate average

ykids as follows: gasdfaie 70% residue 5%, gas 25% by

weight

During the past few years definite advances have been

made in the direction of catalytic conversions, whereby

oraddng and reforming may be carried out under carefully

controlled selective conditions in the presence of suitable

active catalysts. Such processes are not yet ready for com-

mercial application, and much more development work is

necessary before they can become important factors in

anti-knock gasoline production. On the other hand, rapid

strides are being made, and this article indicate the pro-

gress already made and the probable direction of future

research. An important tmdeacy is the segregation and

treatment of substantially pure hydrocarbons and the pro-

duction of in-dividual chemical entities,

Otarfstry of tie Crackbig Process

The desired result of the cracking operation as applied

to high molecular wdgjit oils is the production of the

highest possible yield of gasoline and the elimination of

by-products. This involves the break-down of molecules*

Le. the products must necessarily have a lower average

molecular wdAt than ttenm^^ It is, however,

not possible to carry out the thermal break-down ofheavier

dls eixdusivety to produce gasoline, and there are also

formed appreciable quantities of both lighter aad lieavier

products. Jhm, a reaction such as

is aJwiys accompanied by reactions involving the scission

of aearfy all the carboa-cartxm linkages in the molecule.

Products of higher molecular weight than the feed are

formed by secondary {K^tyinara^icm reactions inrolwig

tteoidfekpixxiiictSQftte In addition

to these changes various other i^ac^kHss s^icfe as tsoawiza-

tkm am! cydtzatkm also take ptoce because die gasoline

products ofcracking contain appreciable quantities of ring

compounds, e.g. naphtheoes and piiraffim, even wtei die

chaise stocks contain none of these substances- Scicfa reac-

tions take place after the primary cracking reactions and

are entirely uncontrolled, although they have a pnrfoiml
effect on the quality of the gasoline produced.

It is because of the lack of chemical control in the

cracking process that attention is sow being diitctfid to

catalytic processes, and it is reasonable to expect a kr^e
measure of success in the near future. In this new work

attempts are being made to separate tfoe various chemical

reactions which occur in thermal cracking and to carry out

each individual reaction (if it is a desirable oac) under its

own optimum conditions according to requireineots.

Tlie chief reactions involved may be summarized as

follows:

3. Isoojerizatbii,

4. Cydfatkm,
5. Alkyktion,

and it is coevmiGet to consider these reactions in this

order.

Dehydrogenation.

This reaction involves the elimination of one or more

molecules of hydrogen from a hydrocarbon with the pro-

duction of a substance containing the same number of

carbon atoms. Thus paraffin hydrocarbons may be

converted by this reaction into okfees or diokines, and

six-membered ring uaptstfeeaes may be converted into

aromatics. Hie imAm involved areas follows:

0)
Paraffin Otefine

Diokfine

(3)

Sbc-membered Aromatic

ring naphtheoe

and eacfa of these are reversible reactions gwefneei bf tte

laws of reaction equilibria.

A! staple defaydrogeaatbn reactaB of this ffpe aie

esxtothennic and are favowed by high tea|>aEato& Cte

the other hand, higfc tempesratees afeo aec^tete tfiOOTal

decomposition reactions aad a siritabfe ca&afesfc wast fee
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to promote dehydrogeaation at a temperature

low eaotigfa to prevent such deaHKipo^ltkHi.
Ttie use of elevated pressures suppresses the ddiydro-

geeatkHi reaction because it involves an increase in volume.

In the case of the gaseous paraffins, atone, propane, and

the butanes, reliable information is avaitobk regarding the

ddiydmgeimtkm4iydrog^iatkm^uilibiia. Thus Frey and

Huppke [1, 1933] have studkd the dehydrogenation of

these gases at 350-500 C. in the presence of a chromic

oxkk catalyst and determined the values of the equilibrium

constant over this range. These investigators found that

side reactions, particularly thermal decomposition, took

place readily in the case of propane and butane at 500 C.

mtliepiesenasoftbepar^^ Thisdecom-

po^tkm was responsible for the deposition of carbon on

the catalyst and consequently caused rapid decrease of

catalyst activity. It must be conduced, therefore, that the

catalyst used by Frey and Huppke was not fully satis-

factory, in that it accelerated decomposition reactions as

well as dehydrogenation.
One important fact observed lay Frey and Huppke was

the complete absence of isocnerization reactions accom-

panying the dehydro@e0atkm. it-Butane gave a mixture of

/t-butenes, while isobutane gave isobutylene exclusively.

Concerning the simple dehydrogenation of the higher

paraffins very little is known. As it is possible to hydro-

genate the higher okfines such as the hexenes and heptenes,

&a, to the corresponding paraffins, it should also be pas-
sibleto effect the reverse reacti<m,tmt such dehydrogenation
reactions appear to have been very much neglected. The

production of okfines by the simple dehydrogenation of

Q Q paraffins is very attractive because of the high

yields theoretically obtainable and because of the high in-

crease in anti-knock value which would result. Thus in the

production of hexenes from straight-run hexanes the

theoretical yield is 97-6% by weight, while the increase in

anti-knock value is shown in the following figures taken

from the publications of Lovell, Campbell, and Boyd [6,

1931, 1934].
Calculated Octane

blending number

#-Hexane .

Hexene-1 .

Heeoe-2 .

29
85
100

However, there are several difficulties in carrying out such

reactJoes efectivefy. The first is concerned with the choice

of catalysis, most of which also catalyse decomposition at

the same time as ddhydrogeoation. A further difficulty is

ttet the reqpired products (i.e. okfines) have substantially

the same boiling ran^e as the parent paraffins, and hence

separation of weacted paraffins from the product for the

ptHpose of recycling is mot feasible. On the other hand,
a recycle system fa necessary because the conversion per
pass is limited to a low figure by the low reaction tempera-
tures necessary for the avoidance of cracking reactions.

An additional cx>tnpiicatiofi is that the allowable range
of operating temperatures is very narrow, a change of

temperature of as little as 50 C* covering both complete
decomposition to carbon and hydrogen and also first signs
of peaxeptible change.
The dehydrogeeation of six-membered ring naphthenes

into the corresponding aromatks is much more easily

carried out than the conversion of paraffins into olefines.

la this case also the reaction is reversible, as shown in the

classic work of Sabatier and Seederens (1899-1905), and
way be performed with equal ease in both directions.

although there is always a tendency, in the dehydrogena-

tion reaction, for side chains to be split offand for methane

to be formed by other decomposition reactions. Thus at

250 C. cyclohexane is readily dehydrogenated to benzsene;

no other liquid products are obtained, and the liberated gas

is substantially pure hydrogen. At higher temperatures,

however, methane appears in the gaseous reaction product,

and toluene and dibenzyl are formed in small quantities.

The mechanism by which these higher aromatics are

formed is obscure.

Similarly, when the higher homologues of cyclohexane

are submitted to dehydrogenation in the presence of suit-

able catalysts there is an increasing tendency for side chains

to be split off at temperatures above 250 C., but in addi-

tion small amounts of higher aromatics are also produced.

Thus the dehydrogenation of ethyl cyclohexane at 350 C.

yields benzene, toluene, ethyl-benzene, and small quantities

of higher aromatics in addition to large quantities of

methane. Such reactions have been classified by Ipatieff

as belonging to the destructive alkylation type, and take

place much more readily in the presence of nickel-alumina

catalysts than in the presence of platinum or palladium
black.

The elimination of side chains from the ring structure in

the dehydrogenation of six-membered ring naphthenes is to

be avoided if at all possible. The formation ofmethane and
ethane causes a decrease in the yield of liquid hydrocarbons
obtained and is nearly always accompanied by rapid de-

terioration of catalytic activity brought about by the con-

densation of high molecular weight products, and also

possibly carbon, on the catalyst.

Cyclopentane derivatives are not amenable to simple

dehydrogenation, and the same is true with respect to

cydoheptane homologues. Moreover, disubstituted cyclo-

hexanes in which both the substituted groups are attached

to the same carbon atom are not convertable to the

corresponding aromatics by dehydrogenation.
With regard to suitable catalysts for the dehydrogenation

of liquid hydrocarbons, it is at once obvious that neither

platinum nor palladium may be used because of the ease

with which these substances are poisoned by traces of

sulphur compounds, which are almost invariably present

in petroleum distillates. On the other hand, these catalysts

have proved very satisfactory in laboratory work in which

catalyst life is not very important, and Zelinsky and Shuy-
kin [13, 1935] have used platinum on active carbon as a

catalyst in the dehydrogenation of Surakhany light distil-

lates rich in six-membered ring naphthenes.
Nickel in the reduced state is also an effective dehydro-

genation catalyst, but also has a profound accelerating

effect upon decomposition reactions leading to the pro-
duction of hydrocarbons of lower molecular weight, per-

manent gas, and carbon. These undesirable characteristics

are, however, considerably modified by incorporation with

alumina in the manner suggested by Zelinsky [12, 1924] or

later by Jones and Linstead [3, 1936]. Little information

is available concerning the active life of nickel catalysts or

their susceptibility to poisons in dehydrogenation reac-

tions, likewise little is known concerning the efficacy of

cobalt catalysts.

Chromium has been employed as a dehydrogenation

catalyst in the form of chromium oxide (Cr-jOa). In the

production of aromatics from naphthene hydrocarbons

Karshev, Severjanova, and Sivova [4, 1936] found that,

at 500-550 C., four catalysts had activities in the fol-

lowing ascending order: AlaOs ; Cr Cu* H3PO4 A12O3 ;
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CraOr HsPO4 ; Cr~u, phosplioiic acid being incor-

porated in the second and third praiiimWy to increase
their mechanical strength. The cop^-<$wmwm catalyst
was stated

pot to be adversely affected by suiphur com-
pounds. It is not known whether the copper acts as a pro-
rooter to chromium, but it is claimed to have valuable

dehydrogenating properties when used alone flO, 19301
Important work carried out by MokSavski and Kajnu-

sher [7, 1936] has indicated that chromic oxkle k an
effective catalyst for the simultaneous dehydrogenatioii and
cyclization of paraffin hydrocarbons at temperatures of
450-480 C Thus /i-octane, passed over this catalyst at

460 C,, gave a liquid product containing 63% of aromatic

hydrocarbons (chiefly o-xykoe) and 6% of oJefaes.

The gas liberated contained 92% of hydrogen and 7% of

gaseous paraffins. Similarly, rc-heptane yielded toluene,
n-hexane gave benzene, and di-isobuty! yielded p-xylene.
The reactions involved in this transformation are not

fully understood, but it is evident that extensive cyclization
or ring formation occurs. Perhaps the initial reaction is

dehydrogenation to the corresponding oJefioe which is

followed by cyclization to a naphtbene and then by further

dehydrogenation to an aromatic. In this case the three

steps would be as follows:

(a) Dehydrogenation to corresponding okfine:

CH, CH, CHt CH,

CHS CH8

CH8

/t-Heptane

CHS CH a

CH S

Hepteoe

{b) Cydization of olefine to conrespooduig naphthene:

CHj CH, CHj
J / /\
CH CH a -+ CH S CH>-CH,

CHS CH S

CH2

CH a CH,

CH t

(c) Dehydrogenation of naphtheoe to correspcHKiing
aromatic:

CT/-'TTa CM

CH* CHCH3 ->CH C CH,
! ii

CH CH

CH

CHa CHa

CH2

The presence of small amounts of methane in the gas
liberated is explained by the splitting of side chains from
the ring structure.

The chromium oxide catalyst quiddy lost activity, how-
ever. Other catalysts were examined, including zinc oxide,

aluminium oxide, thorium oxide, nickel chrocnate, molyb-
denum sulphide, uranium oxide, and fbridra, but of these

only molybdenum sulphide possessed any activity. The
rate of catalytic deterioration was, however, more rapid in

this case than in the case ofdromium oxkle.

This type of conversion process, whereby paraffins may
be converted in good yield into aromatic hydrocarbons, is

of great interest and potential value to the petroleum in-

dustry as it will give a valuable supply of gasoline of high
anti-knock value which will also constitute a source of pure
aromatic hydrocarbons for use in the chemical industries.

Scission of Caii>oi*~ay-boe Linkages.

It has already been mentioned that in conventional non-

catalytic cracking carbon-carbon linkages are severed at all

points in the molecule. The factors controlling the point
of attack are very imperfectly understood, and there ap-

pears to be ao method availabk whereby tf*e point of
scission may be controlled without changing the extent of

decomposition. Unfortunately, the reactions involved In

molecular break-<lawii are, in the main, not reversible, and
as a result they sat not capable of control, either by the

use erf catalysts or lay the choke of other operating GQO-

ditions, to such a marked extent as in dehydrogeaaatioii.

Another point of importance is that catalysis found active

in promoting cracking reactions also have a greater eJSsct

in accelerating decotnpositkm to carbon and hydrogen. 'Up
to the present no fully satisfactory cracking catalyst is

known.
The peculiar catalytic properties of aluminium chloride

need special mention here. It is not a cracking catalyst in

the above sense of the term, tot it does effect the scission

of carbon-carbon linkages at very low tensperatures in

reactions of the destructive alkyktion type.

IsosaerizatioB.

The potentialities of isomerization reactions are eoor-
mousT especially when it is considered that few of the

hydrocarbon molecular configurations really effective in

imparting anti-knock value are present in straight-run dis-

tillates to any great extent. Thus, of the paraffins boiling
above 60 C. only those of branched-chain structure, pre-

ferably those ofcompact molecular configuration and con-

taining a tertiary carbon atom, are of high anti-knock

value. The roBaining paraffins are of little use as gasoline

engine fuel because they lack the molecular form of thek
isoffldeoc hoiBoiog^es. Perhaps the most important poten-
tial supply of high octane number motor fuels lies in the

satisfactory ctevelopmeet of isomerization reactions. Im-

portant progress in this direction is now being made,
As examples of prommag isomerizatkm reactions the

following may be mentioned:

(a) The conversioo of 1-butene into 2-butene by the

action of phosphoric acid-alumina and phosphoric acid

catalysts [2, 1934J. At 249 C. and in the presence of the

latter catalyst the conversion is complete. Perchlork: acid,

benzese-^ulptonic acid, and zinc chloride are also effective

catalysts for this reaction.

(/>) Isomerizatioii of Hexeaes. When tertiary butyl ethy-

leoe, os-methyl-feopropyl ethyteoe, or tetramethyl ethyiene
is passed over phosphorous pentoxide on silica gel at

300 C. an equilibcium mixture of aH three hexenes is pro-
duced [5, 1934J.

(c) Isomerizatioa af Pand&&. In the presence of zinc

chloride for a period of about 6 hours at 300-400 C. and
under a piessure of nitrogen or hydrogen, /i-heptane under-

goes isomerization and yields 20-25% of isoheptees.

Molybdenum sulphide is also an effective catalysl for tte
reaction at 420 C. ^-Octane reacts in a similar raaiffiier

[10, 19351 According to Moklavski and his co-wattes |9>

1936], however, these changes only take place imdec eoK~
tions involving the production and ccHKleassatiQ of IHI-

saturated hydrocarbons. Aluminium cljteMe briogs afeotJt

similar isomedzation of the normal paraflfos at 20-90 O
the reaction being accelerated by the presence oC^ydit^ee
chloride.

(*0 Isamerizatkm ofNafii^eiie HydrtKarboes. Nuioerous
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iscmorimtk^s of Btpfatheac hydrocarbon have been ac-

coiiiplisbed, for instance, the coiiversioji of cydofaexane

into methyl cydopeataae, which is accocnpaakd b^r de-

tonctive alkyfjitioii neactkm, and the conversion of ethyl

cydofaexaae into dimethyl cydobexaue.

(*) IsomerizatkmofOfefiae Hydrocarbons intoNapbth^ies.

TliiscOTVcnkm is also an example ofa eydization reaction

and is, according to Francis and Kkinschmidt, thenBO-

dynamically possible at aH temperatures up to 400 C.

Dircct experimental evidence of the occurrence of this

reaction is scarce, but it is probable that in conventional

cracking and reforming processes the reaction occurs to a

measurable extent On the other hand, experimental evi-

dence is vay much in favour of this reaction taking place

to &n important degree in polymerization processes cata-

lysed by aluminium chloride.

CydizatioiL

Cytfcatio0, ix, riag closure-, reactions are important in

aH pyrolytk co&versioos. Thus, by suitable heat treatment

yields of aromatic hydrocarbon of up to 40% may be

obtained from the gaseous aliphatic hydrocarbons. The

mechanism of such changes is imperfectly understood, but

it is postulated by some workers that cyclization occurs

by the coiKkesatioii of ethyleoe and butadiene in the

following way:

Similarly, the polymerization of butadiene is known to

yield vinyl cyclohexene, thus:

/C
H, CH

CH=CH2 CH, CCH=CH2

CH

CHf CHS

CHS CH2

CH,

The possible isomerization of straight-chain olefines into

stx-3Bembered ring naphtheoes which may be dehydro-

geeated to aromatics is of considerable importance in view

of the large increase in anti-knock valee thereby obtain-

able. The possible conversion of cracked spirits into those

of Bapbtfaeoic structure is also ofvahie because of the Mgh
gum stability of saturated materials. The high anti-knock

value and good lead response ofnaphthenic spirits are also

verf important points in their favour compared with

oadoed gasolines frora paraffin-base crudes.

A&ylation,

Alkykticm <x)Msts of the ambtiiation of unlike hydro-
carbon mofecrfes to fofm o&e mokoite of a hydrocarbon

posses^i^ a mofcoiar wd^it e<pal to the sum of the

mc^eoitowei^teoftfaecHigfflalh Examples
of such combinations are as follows:

(a) Olefines and aromatics,
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(b) defines and paraflBns,

(c) OldiiKSs and naphtheoes,

and in each case the use of a catalyst is beneficial, if not

absolutely necessary. Satisfactory catalysts are the anhy-

drous metal halides, some oxides, and phosphoric and

sulphuric acids.

Alkylation reactions are believed to take place to a small

extent in conventional non-catalytic cracking and reform-

ing operations as well as in thermal
polymerization.

Under

these conditions, however, the reaction is not controlled in

any way and may, depending upon the operating condi-

tions, be either beneficial or harmful with regard to the

properties of the gasoline produced. Recent work has

shown how alkylation reactions may be carried out while

avoiding secondary changes, and thus an important step

has been made towards the production of synthetic gaso-

lines of very high anti-knock value.

Considering first of all the condensation of olefines and

aromatic hydrocarbons, which may be accomplished at

ordinary temperatures and at normal or increased pres-

sures using sulphuric acid as a catalyst, this general reac-

tion is a means of converting the gaseous olefines into

stable high octane number gasoline containing only traces

of unsaturated hydrocarbons and which are fully suitable

for incorporation in aviation fuels. This conversion is also

a convenient means for the synthesis of substantially pure
aromatic hydrocarbons. Thus ethyl benzene, propyl-, and

butyl benzenes may be obtained by condensing benzene

with the appropriate olefine. Such substances are especially

valuable in the preparation of low-volatility fuels of high
anti-knock value, e.g. high flash-point safety aviation fuels.

The alkylation of naphthene hydrocarbons, although of

great academic interest, is not of such great potential value

because the higher substituted cyclohexanes and cyclo-

pentanes have, in general, low anti-knock values, with the

exception of those containing tertiary carbon atoms in

the substituted groups.

Perhaps the most important alkylation reaction with

regard to the production ofpremium grade gasolines is the

combination of olefines and paraffins. Examples of such

reactions are the condensations of ethylene with iz-hexane,

isobutyle&e with isobutane and n-butane, and ethylene with

isobutane, &c. The products obtained contain only traces

of olefines and are predominantly fully saturated and

paraffinic in nature; they consist largely of isoparaffins of

high anti-knock value.

Conclusions

It is evident that many synthetic reactions are in course

of active study for the production of premium-grade pro-
ducts and that the use of these reactions will create a supply
of fuel hitherto not available. At present the most pressing
need is for a process whereby naphthas and gas oils may
be broken down to gasoline hydrocarbons under carefully

controlled conditions whereby the production of gaseous

aliphatic hydrocarbons may be reduced to a negligible

amount or eliminated entirely. Such a process is not yet

available, but the knowledge now being rapidly accumu-
lated on dehydrogenation, cyclization, isomerization, and

alkylation reactions may soon enable such a process to be
evolved.
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ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF CRACKING

By GUSTAV EGLOFF, A.R, M.A., PkD.

tMwraar Oil Products Company; Research Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois

THE dominating factor in the oil industry from the econo-

mic standpoint, and the strongest force for conservation,

is the cracking pcx>ce$s. This process influences not only

tbe business of producing and refining petroleum, but it is

vital to the automobile and aeroplane industry. It also

affects in very definite ways the industries concerned with

gas and ami, road building, organic chemicals, alloy steels,

and tiie manufacture of control instruments.

la its early stages the automobile industry gave indica-

tions of outrunning the capacity of the refining industry

to supply gasoline. This threat spurred on chemists and

other technical men to develop methods for producing

mote gasoline from crude oil. The cracking process pro-

vided the means for meeting the increased demand for

motor fuel.

Gasoline consumption in the United States has paral-

leled the increased registration of motor vehicles, as in-

dicated in Tabk I.

TABLE I

Automobile Registration v. Motor Fuel Consumption

When the cracking process was put into commercial

operation about 23 years ago, its motor fuel was looked

upon as an inferior product, although, as a matter of fact,

it was superior to the straight-run product then standard.

Because refiners could not meet the demand to make more

gasoline they accepted cracking, but at first as a necessary

eviL For many years it was Bot believed that the gasoline

produced by nature could be equalled by the 'artificial*

variety produced by man.

However, the situation has changed. At present not

ooly does cracked gasoline command a premium over

straybt^im from most crude oils, but certain straight-run

gasolines, BotaMy PeoBsylvaman, which were formerly

coo&jdeml premium products, are unable to satisfy the

demands of the modem motor, and cannot be readily

maiteted unless they are cracked or otherwise treated to

improve their knock rating. So great is the demand for

anti-knock gasoline that crae-qimrter ofthe 219,583,000 bbl.

of strai^xt-ran gasoline produced (1935) in the United

States was cracked or *refonDed*.

The most enthusiastic prophet seeing the cracking stills

of20 years ago would not have envisioned the great techno-

logical development wliidi has taken place in the cracking

art Mice that time. Oee of the first commercial units pro-

cessed about 125 bbl. of gas oil per day, and yielded 30 to

35% of gasoline of low octane member, while the largest

modem unit now treats about 30,000 bbl. ofcrude oil a day
and produces 68% of high anti-knock

The cracking process has developed not only in the size

of the units, but in its flexibility, particularly since the intro-

duction of multiple heating coils. Whereas a run of 2 days

was the best expected 23 years ago, continuous cracking

runs of more than 90 days, producing as desired gasoline,

gas, and coke, or gasoline, gas, and fuel oil, are now com-

mon. TTie widest conceivable variety of charging stocks

are now cracked, producing besides high anti-knock gaso-

line, gas, coke, and fuel oil, tractor fuel, Diesel oil, and

furnace oil when desired. An important recent develop-

ment in cracking is the use of polymerization processes by

which gas from cracking stills is converted into gasoline

of high anti-knock value. As technology has advanced,

more and more severe conditions have been employed

in cracking, until to-day temperatures reach from 475 to

600 C, and pressures of over 1,000 Ib. per sq. in. are

sometimes used.

The present investment in cracking equipment amounts

to over $400,000,000 in the United States, and the extensive

research going on in the field of cracking requires a yearly

expenditure of over $5,000,000.

The tremendous significance of the cracking process as

a force for conservation is clear from the fact that to manu-

facture gasolene without the use of cracking would require

about doubk the production of crude oil over that now

required. When it is considered that in 1935 the 26,000,000

motor-cars in the United States called for 18,167,000,000

U.S. gallons of gasoline, the importance of this conserva-

tion can scarcely be overestimated.

The greater part of the world's cracking industry is

located within the United States, which in 1935 produced

8,716,554,000 U.S. gallons of cracked gasoline, as against

an estimated production of 1,900,000,000 by the rest of the

world. There are cracking units in operation in Russia,

Great Britain, Canada, Egypt, Belgium, France, Germany,

Italy, Poland, Rumania, India, Russia, Burma, Borneo,

Canary Islands, Island of Aruba, Trinidad, Curasao, Peru,

Argentina, and Mexico, and the use ofthe cracking process

outside the United States is rapidly increasing.

Modern Gasolines

The trend of the age is towards ever-increasing speed,

and to satisfy it the automotive industry has been supplying

increasingly powerful and rapid transportation.

One way in which automobiles have been improved has

been in increased compression ratios. The trend in this

direction is clearly shown in Table II, which gives the

average compression ratio of automobiles in the United

States in the last 12 years.

Each increase in compression ratio requires improved

quality in the gasoline because of the knocking which

occurs if gasolines of too low octane number are used.

This has caused more and more emphasis to be laid on the

anti-knock value of gasoline, measured in terms of octane

number. This property is governed by the type of hydro-
carbons present, and can be controlled to some extent

when gasoline is made by cracking, but not when distilled

directly from the crude.
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TABLE II

Yew
Average c&m-

The average octane number of regular-grade gasolines

sold in the United States in 1934 is estimated at 69-70 and
1935 at 70-71. Straight-run gasoline (soM as third grade)
has an average octane number of 55. About 2% of the total

gasoline marketed is a premium grade of 67 octane rating.

The superiority in knock rating of cracked to straight-

run gasoline from the same crude is shown by the data in

Table III.

TABLE HI

Octane Numbers of Straight-nm <md Cracked Gasolines

(Co-operative Fuel Research Steering Committee
Research Method) [2]

The octane number of the cracked gasolines is due to

their higher content of aromatic and okfine hydrocarbons,
and lower percentage of straight-chain paraffins. This is

evident from the data in Table IV, which compares the

hydrocarbon composition of cracked and straight-run

gasolines from several typical stocks. The straight-run

gasolines have an average paraffin hydrocarbon content of

74% and an octane rating of 57; the paraffin content ofthe

cracked gasoline averages 47% and the octane number 72.

Polymer Gasoline

The cracking process produces in addition to other pro-
ducts over 300,000,000,000 cu. ft. of gas annually in the

United States, This gas contains varying percentages of

oksfines, principally ethylene, propykae, and buteees, and
also paraffin hydrocarbons. To date cracked gas has been

largely used as fuel. Gasoline of 80-82 octane number is

being produced from cracked gas at low temperatures and

pressures in the presence of catalysts, and also by various

thermal treatments.

IV

Chemical Amfy$e* ofGmioiems [3]

The heat and pressure methods use temperatures ranging
from about 500 to 550 C. and pressures of 1,000 Ib. per

sq. in. to as high as 3,500 Ib. The catalytic method uses

temperatures of abotit 230 C. and pressures of about

200 Ib. per sq. in.

These processes are capable of producing 1,000,000,000

galkmc^80^2 octane iHimbermo^ the

cracked gas avaikbk in the United States, The significance

of this advance is apparent when one realizes that the total

gasoline production in the United States in 1935 cracked,

straight-run, and natural gas gasoline, and motor benzol

was 19,552,000,000 gallons, and that its average octane

number was about 66.

Refining of Cracked Gasoline and Use of Anti-oxidants

Cracked gasolene brought with it new refining problems
because of its high content of unsaturated hydrocarbons,
For a number of years all cracked gasoline was chemi-

cally treated before marketing, necessitating expense for

equipment, chemicals, and operation of the treating plaM,
and occasioning loss of gasoline and depreciation of its

anti-knock rating. By using anti-oxidants to inhibit gim
formation it has been possible to reduce and in socae cases

entirely eliminate treatment (with possible es&ceptian of

sweetening) and effect savings of as high as 17 cents per

barret of gasoline. The use of anti-oxidants is rap<% m-

creasing, and less and less cracked gasoline is refined with

siilphuric acid or clay. About 85% of the gasoline now
marketed in the United States is dyed, thus sluifjityiiig fte

refining process by eliminating treatments to produce
water-white colour.
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Economic Effect f Cracking upon Aor Paris f

the Oil ladttstry

Cracking, although primarily a refining process, has a

direct effect upon other brandies of the oil industry. By

increasing the amounts of desirable commercial products

obtainable from a given volume of petroleum, the necessary

yearly crude-oil requirement is strikingly decreased, as has

already been noted. The effect of cracking upon oil pro-

duction, based on gasoline alone, has been to conserve

over 5,000,000,000 bbL in the last 8 years, i.e. without the

cracking process the oil resources of the United States

would have been depleted by 5,000,000,000 more barrels of

crude in order to meet the motor fuel demand.

Had it been necessary to drill enough wells to produce

600,000,000 bbl. mm crock oil each year, the added cost

to the producer would have been over $120,000,000 a year.

It would also have been necessary to provide added

storage tanks for the crude oil and pipelines for its trans-

portation. The existing pipelines for crude-oil transporta-

tkm cover a distance of over 100,000 miles, represent an

investment of $800,000,000, and have a yearly carrying

capacity of about 1,000,000,000 bbl. Without the cracking

process, the increased pipeline capacity required would

have cost an additional $480,000,000.

Intimately associated with the production of crude oil

from known fields is the equally important activity of

locating new areas to exploit. This calls for the expense

of geologists, palaeontologists, physicists, mathematkians,

chemists, engineers, and drillers. The intensity of search

for new oil-pools is influenced by the rate of depletion

of the known supply. Consequently, by retarding the rate

of depletion, the economic effect of cracking is felt by the

searchers and producers of oil.

Without cracking, a further serious problem would have

TABLE V

Principal Petroleum Productsfrom Crude Oil

developed in the marketing of the other products from

crude oil, such as kerosine, gas oil, and fuel oil, which

would have been produced in undesirably large amounts.

It is of interest to note the changing percentages of pro-

ducts obtained from a barrel of crude petroleum as in-

fluenced by the development of cracking, as shown in

Table V.

Effect of Cracking on Industries other than

Petroleum

A. Gas Industry.

Cracked gases have an average heat content of about

1,400 B.Th.U. per cu. ft., about 300 B.Th.U. higher than

natural gas. They are, therefore, useful for blending to

raise the heating value of low B.Th.U. gas, or they may be

reformed or cracked to lower B.Th.U. gas. The reforming

of cracked gases may be either a process of gas-cracking

or involve their passage through an incandescent coke bed

in the presence of steam, thus producing water gas at the

same time. Cracked gas is substituting manufactured gas

produced either from gas oil, coal, or both in many con-

suming areas.

Hydrogen is produced both as an original component of

cracked gases and by their reforming. As one of the pro-

ducts of cracking, hydrogen extends the effects of the

cracking process to modem synthetic industries, outstand-

ing among these, as a logical market for this hydrogen,

being the synthetk ammonia and oil hydrogenation in-

dustries.

B. Coal Industry.

An important factor in the competition of fuel oil with

coal is the increasing amount of cracked residue included

in the yearly supply of fuel oil. The cracking process con-

trols the properties of cracked fuel oil as well as those of

cracked gasoline, and may be regulated to yield a product
to meet any specification. Sometimes, indeed, the demand
for special fuel oils, such as domestic furnace oil, may at

times be more profitably filled than that for gasoline, so

that at times some cracking units in the United States

are operated to produce primarily furnace oil rather than

motor fuel.

Natural fuel oil obtained by atmospheric distillation of

crude must depend upon the varying constituents of crude

oil for its properties. Cracked residual fuels surpass the

usual natural fuel oil in heat content per barrel, viscosity,

and cold test three important fuel characteristics. The
number of British thermal units per gallon of cracked fuel

oil is about 10% higher than that of the natural product.
In 1934, 178,866,000 bbl. of the total 325,000,000 bbl.

of fuel oil used in the United States was cracked fuel. This

volume ofcracked fuel is equivalent to over 46,000,000 tons

of bituminous coal.

Another product from petroleum which is in direct com-

petition with coal is petroleum coke; 1,300,000 tons were

produced by the cracking process in 1934. Petroleum coke

is also in active competition with coal coke for metal-

lurgical purposes.
Petroleum coke is now produced by the cracking process

in a continuous operation which is much less expensive and

far more efficient than the older batch process used in con-

junction with atmospheric distillation.

Proximate analyses and heat contents of representative

atmospheric distilled and cracking-process cokes are given

in Table VI.
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TABUE VI

Properties 0fPetr&le$tm Coke

Kofcmw' Frff
Wetter matter carbon

C. Road-boilding Industry.

Road oils, the production of which amounted to

5,425,000 bbl. in 1930, 5,177,000 in 1931, 6,879,000 in 1932,

7,700,000 in 1934, and in 1935 6,832,000, were produced in

part by the cracking process. Moreover, road oil may be

obtained by cracking some erode oils, such as those from

Pennsylvania, which do not yield such oils by atmospiieric

distillation. For example, cracked road oils meeting
commercial specifications can be produced by cracking

Pennsylvania paraffin-base crudes.

Another phase of the road-buikiing industry to which

cracking is offering new supplies of a satisfactory product
is the utilization of asphalt. The amount of asphalt pro-

duced from United States petroleum was 3,830,457 tons in

1929, 3,223,888 in 1930, 2^75,690 hi 1931, 2,474,919 in

1932, and 2,675,800 in 1934. It is possible to crack a crude

petroleum which contains no asphalt so as to obtain both

a good yield of high anti-knock gasoline and marketable

asphalt.
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D.

The dbemical industry is utilizing ttie defines present HI

cracked gases to produce a variety of synthetic prodtict&,

Hie amount and nature of the gas produced in the

cracking process is governed by several factors, such as

the composition of the charging stock and the operating

conditions of time, temperature, and pressure used during

the processing of the oil.

The potential capacity of the oil industry is over

1,000,000,000 gallons a year of alcohols (such as ethyl-,

propy1-, butyl-, and amyl-) from cracked gases. The present

output ofethyl alcohol from cracked gases is over 4,000,000

gallons a year at a pries ambling it to compete with ethyl

akoJbol produced from grain or molasses. Any coaceivabie

demand for alcohols could be supplied by the oil industry

through the use of the cracking process,

Compounds of the following groups have been synthe-

sized and produced commercially from cracked gases:

alcohols, amines, chlorides, gfycofs, nitrogtycols, chloro-

hydrins, ethers, ketones, acids, and esters.

Sotne of the outstanding uses for these products are

as antl-freez agents (ethykne gfycol), explosives (n&ro-

gfycols), agents to remove hydrogen sulphide or carbon

dioxide from gases (triethanoiamine), solvents for lubri-

cating oil treatment (dkhloroethyl ether), medkioals

(acetoacetanilide), fuaiigants (ethykne oxide), solvents for

plastks and lacquers, resins, synthetic rubber (alcohols,

esters, ketones), and others. By the action of almninium

chloride upon cracked distillates, the unsaturated hydrocar-
bons are polymerized into solid resins of commercial value.

Varnishes mack with this resin dry exceedingly fast and are

highly resistant to water, alkali, and aod. Hie resin is ther-

moplastic and can be moulded when mixed with suitable

fillers.
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THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROGENATION
By Dr. F1UEDRICH BERGIUS, Hon. MJfostP.T.

RESEARCH and technkal work on hydrogeoation under high

prasurc have had my particular attention ever since 1910.

Apparatus and equipment of my own construction then

installed in my laboratory at Haiiover offered every pos-

sibility to study chemical reactions under pressures up to

3QOatm.

At that time, the rapid progress in automobilism with

its prospective highly increased demand for gasoline in the

near future, suggested the idea of finding new ways to aug-

me%$. the supply of this commodity by way of cracking

heavy oik aiid oil residues into gasoline in the most

efficient manner possible.

The deficiencies of the cracking processes then in use,

leading to an inferior quality of unsaturated gasoline and

to heavy losses through the simultaneous formation of

coke and methane, could evidently only be overcome by

replacing the hydrogen eliminated in the shape ofmethane

during the cracking operation by a fresh supply of hydro-

gen in order to prevent the separation of unsaturated pro-

ducts which is also the cause of coking. Investigations as

to high-pressure hydrogenation ofpetroleum hydrocarbons
under temperature conditions favouring the cracking reac-

tion showed that decking oils readily absorb hydrogen,

yielding lighter oils of a more saturated character without

giving rise to the formation of coke. The possibility of

effectingcombination ofhydrogen under high pressure with

thesplit-up molecularcomplex ofthe high-boiling petroleum
fraction is limited to a range of temperatures within which

the velocity of the hydrogenating action is not surpassed by
the speed ofthe cracking process. Furthermore, the hydro-

gen pressure must be high enough to ensure quick termina-

tion of the hydrogenation reaction, and provision must be

made that each oil molecule splitting up shall encounter

a sufficient supply of hydrogen, which necessitates a

thorough mixing of gas and liquid best attained in a rotat-

ing autoclave.

Prolonged experimental work along these lines convinced

us of the tedhnkal feasibility of the process and led to our

first application for a patent on high-pressure hydrogena-
tkm of oils in May 1913.

Special experiments carried out with all precautions to

prevent the oil to be hydrogenated from getting into contact

with the iron walls of the reaction vessel mack it evident

that tlie process is in no way influenced by the action of

metaffic contact substances.

Eariy in 1914 we began with experiments on a somewhat

eidaiged scale, using a 404itre bomb of stationary type
heated from the outside, the hydrogen passing through the

liquid, wisidh was kept in motion by a stirrer. As raw

material, a heavy gas oil was used, which was hydrogenated
at a temperature of 430 C. under a pressure of 120 atm.

We succeeded in tnrnsforaiing about 50% of the gas oil

used into gasoline, no coking taking place.

All through 1913 and 1914 experimental work was de-

voted to the spEtting of gas oik and heavy distillation

resid*jes from Galidan and Roumanian crude oils. In all

cases gasoline ofa practically saturated character could be

produced, the formation of coke being avoided by proper
distortion of the hydrogen. The sulphur content of these
oik was eliminated for the largest part in the form of

hydrogen sulphide, or it combined with the ferric oxide

added for this purpose; the distillation products were

practically free from sulphur.

The trend of our work changed somewhat when the

events of the War called peremptorily for the development
of technical apparatus to carry through the hydrogenation
of oils as well as of coal on a large scale. As to the origin of

coal, and what 'coal' really is, I had already been led to

certain hypothetical reflections when, in 1911, 1 made the

observation that peat, when exposed to temperatures of

more than 300 C. in the presence of liquid water, gives

off considerable quantities of carbonic acid and is reduced

to a powdery residue of a composition closely resembling
that of natural bituminous coal. The process of decom-

position of vegetable substances in nature and their gradual
transition into coal in the course of millions of years might
well be considered to be of a similar character. Cellulose,

the main constituent of vegetable substances, is, from a

thermodynamical point ofview, an unstable product whose

velocity of decomposition at normal temperatures, how-

ever, is slow enough to escape observation. It has re-

peatedly been attempted to speed up the decomposition

process of vegetable substances, such as cellulose or wood,
and their transformation into coal, through application of

heat, or, to avoid local superheating of the carbonizing

material, more recently, of steam. We selected the way of

bringing peat, wood-cellulose, and other vegetable sub-

stances into closest contact with liquid water at a working

temperature of290-350 C. under pressures up to 200 atm.

Under these working conditions water is not transformed

into steam, but, as a good conductor of heat, absorbs and
distributes the heat produced during the decomposition

process without becoming a reaction participant itself. The
carbonic acid as well as the water formed could be quanti-

tatively recovered. Two parts of cellulose yielded 2

parts of carbonic acid and 5 parts of water, leaving behind

a powdery substance corresponding to the composition
C10H8O, the hydrogen content varying slightly.

Theoretically, this 'synthetic coal', produced through

'Inkohlung', as we called it, of cellulose, could be assumed
to be a combination of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen of
a structure akin to certain unsaturated compounds of a

terpeoe-like character and apt to absorb a considerable

quantity of hydrogen; through hydrogen absorption this

compound would approach the class of heavy petroleum
hydrocarbons. Experiments, of a character analogous to

the hydrogenation of oil, carried through during the sum-
mer of 1913 demonstrated from the very start that coal

producedfrom cellulose by the process of'Inkohlung\ when
treated with hydrogen at a pressure of about 150 atm. at

temperatures between 400 and 450 C. can be transformed
to about 80% into gaseous, liquid, and benzol-soluble

products.

These experiments, repeated with natural coal, gave
practically the same results. They formed the basis for the

process of producing liquid and soluble compounds from
coal for which a patent application was filed in the autumn
of 1913. This process soon became known under the name

To prevent the injurious decomposing effect of the con-
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siderabk heat developed during the absorpiian of h>^dro0tn
by the coal, we employed the latter in tlie form erf a $o$-

pcnsion with a suitable oil which is liquid at the working
temperature. The oil in this case has the same effect as

the water in the process of *Inkohkmg
f

,

So-called younger coals and lignites proved more or kss
suitable for liquefaction, wood and lignin especially after

previous *Inkohlung*. Coals poor in hydrogen and anthra-

cites, the carbon content of which exceeds 85% in the

ash-free substance, cannot be hydro@emted.
The gaseous part ofthe hydrogeoatioo products includes

methane and ethane and, in the case of hydrogeoation of

young lignites, a considerable amount of c&rbcm dioxide.

The nitrogen of the coal is transformed to about 50% into

ammonia^ while the rest occurs in the distillation products
in the form of organic bases. Sulphur, for the largest

part, escapes as hydrogen m^mde. About one-half of the

oxygen content of the coal reappears as water in the liquid

portion of the reaction products, and the main part of the

carbon is present in the shape of light, medium, and heavy
oils, the rest, which is poor in hydrogen and oxygen, being
removed together with the ash as unMquefied substance.

When, in 1914, we took up the hydrc^enatkm of heavy
oils and coal on a technical scale, we faced the difficult

problem of constructing technical high-pressure apparatus
into which liquids together with solid substances and gases
could be introduced, there to be heated, mixed, andbrought
to reaction, allowing at the same time the continuous dis-

charge of the reaction products. Technical high-pressure

apparatus until then had been constructed only for gas
reactions in the homogeneous systen. At that time,

cylindrical wrought or pressed sted vessels had been avail-

able only up to a very limited diameter, so that we were

compelled to make use of a reaction vessel of conskkrabk

length, i.e. 8 metres, in order to obtain sufficient reaction

space. We decided to arrange the reaction vessel in a hori-

zontal position, the raw material being introduced on one
side and the reaction products drawn out on the other,

because in a vertically placed vessel, with its comparatively

high column of liquid kept in lively agitation by the gas

bubbling through, intermixing of freshly added with partly

worked-up material is liable to occur at any time.

For the originally planned rotatingapparatus a stationary

vessel, equipped with a stirring arrangement, was sub-

stituted.

Constructing an appropriately shaped stirring-rod of

8 metres length and dependable stuffing-boxes for its inser-

tion into the reaction chamber offered no less difficulties

than the designing of durable valves to regulate the expan-
sion of the reaction products, consisting of liquid, solid,

and gaseous substances, from 150 to 1 ato., or the devising

of instruments for the exact measurement of Sowing high-

pressure gases. In fact, not until 1924 had the technical

apparatus reached its final perfection.

Taking into consideration the fact that thestrengthoflroo

is unfavourably affected at the working temperatures ofour

process, we refrained from heating the high-pressure vessel

from the outside to avoid any local overheating. We
designed instead a special heating arrangement inside the

reaction vessel, making use of a heat-transfer medium in

the shape of a chemically indifferent compressed gas, such

as carbon dioxide or nitrogen, kept ia circulation by a

piessure-pump. Through heat-exchange between the hot

reaction product and the drcelating gas, the latter is heated

to above 300 C. and enters the mantle surrounding the

reaction chamber after it has been brought to the required

nnaHetnpcraturc in a special furnace. The gas then returns

to the circulating pump without being expanded. This

economic heating arrangement allows tenperafcupe to be

maintained for several weeks with a variation of but a lew

degrees.

One of the most difficult problems to be solved consisted

in finding a practical way of feeding the coai cootknioiisly

into the reaction chamber. The question was mtisfacteity

settled in 1920, when we adopted the method of raking
the powdered cod with a viscous oil, such as tar or the

heavy part of the
coal-hydrogepation product from a pre-

vious run, to a pasty mass which is easily forced into the

high-pressure vessel with ttie aid of hydrauikally roowd

pbtom.
The eitxtkm of the iar^e-scak experimental plant at

Maanhete-Rheinau was started in 1916. Practical work
was taken up in 1919 with the splitting of heavy, sulphur-

containing residues from Paniico and Persian oils and other

products with a maximum throughput of 30 metric tons per

day. Depending OB the raw material, average yields of

25-35% gasoline and 40-50% gas oil were obtained; the

rest, consisting of heavy products, was converted into

lubricating oils, while a small percentage of asphalt and
methane formed the waste products.

After the large-scale apparatus had sufficiently been tried

out with oil, it served the working up of cool for some
time. The bulk of the experiments, nminly canied through
from 1922 to 1925 and covering several thousand practical

tests with some 200 diflbnent kinds of coal, was executed

in a rotating experimental bomb, more extensive investiga-

tions being carried out in a smaller unit of the large-scale

apparatus having a daily capacity of about 1 metric ton

and asomewhatsimpler heating arrangement. 100 kg. ofcoal

were mixed with 40 kg. of oil from a previous operation,

some ferric oxide added, and the pasty mass fed into the

high-pressure apparatus together with 5 kg. of hydrogen.
The output was represented by 128 kg. of liquid and
solid products, including 7 kg. of water containing about

| kg, of ammonia, and 20 kg. of gas fkx>m which 2 leg.

of gasoline could be washed gut. The oil obtained could

be fractioned into 20 kg. of oil with a boiling-point up
to 230 C, 10 kg. of products boiling between 230 and
330 C, 51 kg. heavy oils and asphalt, containing the

inorganic constituents of the coal and the non-liquid or

soluble coal substance, ariK>unting to about 10% of the

coal used. The accurate working of the experimental

apparatus made it possible that with a daily throughput
of 1 metric ton of oral, aU the materials employed couM be

accounted for in the final products with a total loss of

butl%.
The consumption of hydrogen averaged about 5% of

the weight of the coal. Ko difficulties were encountered in

adding coosklerably larger quantifies of hydrogen by sub-

mitting the primary products to another treatment under

high pressure, the result being a noteworthy increase in

low-boiling products at the expense of the high-boiling Ik.

Some difficulties were at first met with in trying to

separate the heavy oil portions from the inorganic sub-

stances, an item of greatest importance in practical coot

llquefactioii. We finally succeeded in finding the proper

way by submitting the hydrogemtion products to mtetkm
in cell-filters at suitable temperatures. It could be stiowa

that the separation of the two bodies is better aoxrapislied
the more completely the products leaving the ho*c^eoa-
tion apparatus have beea submitted to the fefeeace of

hydrogen.
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From the heavy parts of the coal mi, lubricating mis of

good quality could be produced.
To regenerate the hydrogen required for the oil-iique-

faction process from the methane and ethane contained in
the gaseous products of hydrogenation* we worked out a
techfiical method on the basis of splitting these two gases
at high temperature in the presence ofsteam. Methane and
steam interact with fonmtlon of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen:

== CO4-3H 2 .

If this carbon monoxide-steam mixture is allowed to pass
over a contact substance in the presence of surplus steam,
another molecule of hydrogen is split off:

Thus every molecule of methane yields 4 molecules of
hydrogen, and by converting part of the methane-ethane
mixture in this manner all the hydrogen necessary for the
liquefaction process can be procured. The carbon dioxide

accompanying the hydrogen can easily be separated after

compression of the gases. This method of producing the
hydrogen required for the hydrogenation of oil is said to
be now in use in the United States.

Our own work on the hydrogenation of coal and oil ter-
minated in 1927 after we had demonstrated by large-scale
experiments in a technical plant the possibility of practical

application ofthe hydrogenation reaction to the conversion
of petroleum residues and coal into distillable oils, gaso-
line, gas oil, and lubricating oils. We made no systematic
investigations as to the influence of contact substances in
connexion with hydrogenation, though occasional observa-
tions made in 1920 and 1921 pointed to a beneficial effect
of catalysts upon the consumption of hydrogen by the
initial material. The Badische Anilin- und Sodafabrik,
whose hydrogenation process is founded upon our patents*
at that time took up extensive and highly successful experi-
ments in that direction with different catalysts which led to
the well-known hydrogenation processes as now practised
by the I. G. Farbenmdustrie A.G.



EARLIER WORK ON HYDROGENAHON AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES
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Introdoctioii

EVERY investigator in the field of petroleum technology
understands the tremendous part pkyed by the hydro-
genation and the dehydrogenation reactions of organic

compounds, especially hydrocarbons. If we turn to the

historical development of chemistry during the last 35

years, we can see that the year 1901 must be looked upon
as the beginning of an extensive study of these reactions.

The French scientists Sabatkr and Sendeneas discovered

reduced nickel as a catalyst and studkd faydrx^eoatioii at

atmospheric pressure. The author [9, 1901] studied hydro-
genation and dehydrogenation under high pressure, and
found a number of catalysts, the metals Fe, Zn, Sn, and

brass, and their oxides Fe*Q8, CuO, ZnO, SnO, and NiO.
These catalysts later came to play an important part in the

synthesis of various organic compounds,
The study of the hydrogeoatkm reactions of organic

compounds, especially hydrocarbons, preceded a discovery
of the reverse reaction of ddiydrogKjatkm of alcohols

and their almost quantitative conversion into aldehydes,

ketones, and hydrogen undo* the influence of the above-

mentioned catalysts [9, 1901]:

CH8CHtOH
H

In order to study the reversibility of catalytk reactions

and also the kinetics of these processes it was necessary
to build an apparatus which would permit the use of higli

pressures ainl temperatures, In 1901-3 it was impossible
to find an autoclave in which reactiom at 400-500 C. and
a pressure of 400 atm. could be carried out. In 1903, after

many attempts, it was possible to construct a simple
autoclave bomb, which satisfied the requireiBents for the

study of high-pressure reactions, the main feature of this

apparatus being a gasket consisting of a metallic ring into

which knife edges were fitted, the latter bong placed in

the head and the tube of the apparatus. For the purpose
of mixing the substances inside the bomb the apparatus
was rotated in different ways, and various stirrers were

introduced.

The first experiments on hydrogenation and defaydro-

genation of organic compounds gave some very valuable

results. In the first place it was shown that many catalytic

reactions are reversible at high temperatures, and it also

appeared possible to observe various phases ofthe radios,

wWdi, in most cases, caimot be done at ordinary ptessmres.

The speed of many reactions is considerably increased

when pressure is applied, and ft is possible to hydrogenate

many substances which -decompose at ordinary pressure
and at the tei&peratere of hydmgeaatioiiu Ratify, by

introducing an excess of hydrogen into the high-pressure

apparatus the hydrogenation reaction can be carried to

completion. From the theoretkal poto of view, the study
ofhigh-pressure reaction of organic compounds is valuable

in so far as it is possible to follow the course of t! reaction

from the kinetic viewpoint.
The indicated advantages of carrying out hydro^matkm

under pressure were soon recognized by the chemical

industry, and at the present time practically all hydro@ena-
tioti reactions are conducted under pressure,

Hydrogenation

The scheme at the bottom of the page shows various

types of hydrogenation of chemical compounds. The
characteristks of each type will be given later.

Normal Hydrogeoatkm

This type of faydn>enatioa is cteiacteistic of tibe fact

that mokcular hydrogen combines, under the ioSueoce of
various catalysts, with the rookcule of a given organk
compound, which has double or triple bonds or an
aromatic nucleus. Simikrl>% substaoxs containing oxy^n,
such as akiefaydes, ketones, and ethers, can also undergo

hydro@emtk>naiK! change into thecorrespotiding alcohols:

CH,C - CH,CHSQH

CH SOH CHOH CHOH CHOHCHOH c 4-H,XH

Hydrogeoation can also go further in replacing the atoms
of oxygm by hydrogen, the resulting substances bring
saturated hydrocarbons. Under the influence of catalysts
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it is also possible to hydrogeaate nitrogen derivatives [21,

1922, 1927], such as nitriks and oximes, under ordinary

as weU as undo- h^Ji pressures. This indicates the wide

application of hydrogseoation in organic chemistry.

All these hydrogpnatkm reactions can be carried out

according to the method of Sabatier and Senderens [23,

1905J, but in most cases the reaction does not go to com-

pletion, and also not all substances can be hydrogenated

because of the possibility of their decomposition. Hydro-

gemtkm under hydrogen pressure makes it possible to

complete the reaction as well as to conduct the reaction

in the liquid pbase, without fear as to the decomposition

of either the starting material or of the product. From

tlie vary begratting of the investigation of the defaydrogena-

tioit and the faydrogenation rea<^kM^ oforgar^ ccrapounds

it became evident that in many cases thane is a separation

of carbon at ordinary pressure, but in tfoe same reactions

carrkd out under pressure there is absolutely m separa-

tion of a^bcm. This discovery, mack in 1904 [101 un-

doubtedly had a great significance in the development of

the kkas about hydrogenation of organic compounds
unto: pressure and kd to the problem of obtaining liquid

fuel from tars and various types of coal.

The first results of hydrogeaatiofi of organic compounds
under the influence of an iron catalyst (iron walls of the

bomb) were found during the investigation of the dehydro-

genation reaction of alcohols. The study of the decom-

position of alcohols under pressure without any added

catalysts, that is, under the influence of the iron walls of

the autoclave alone, has shown that at high temperatures

and pressures the final products are chiefly paraffin hydro-

carbons, a small amount of polymerization products of

ethykne, and water. The high yield of paraffin hydro-

carbons accounts for the fact that this type of decomposi-

tion is called paraffinlc. The non-formation of carbon can

be explained by the fact that hydrogen, formed during

the first phase of decomposition of alcohol, combines

with, or hydrogenates, the fragments or radicals formed

during further decomposition of the alcohol molecule.

Dtmng the study of pyrolysis of methane it was found that

carbon monoxide and dioxide are converted into methane

[13, 1913]:

Z ^ CH4 -f2HtO.

Later, during the study of the synthesis of methane from

carbon and hydrogen under pressure and in the presence

ofa nickel catalyst, the author discovered that the reaction

of converting carbon dioxide into methane is a reversible

reaction, because under the given conditions water is able

to oxidize methane into carbonic acid. This reaction later

served as the means of obtaining hydrogen from methane.

The study of defaydrogenation of methanol has shown

that this reaction is also reversible. The results suggested

that the gases formed in this reaction, Le. carbon monoxide

and hydrogen, can combine with each other to give

formaldehyde, which, in its turn, can be hydrogenated to

alcohol. In view of the fact that zinc oxide decomposes

aldehydes into carbon monoxide and saturated hydro-

carbons only to a small degree, Patart suggested this

catalyst for the synthesis of methanol from carbon

monoxide and hydrogen under pressure.

Further experiments on hydrogenation in iron auto-

daves without the addition of any other catalysts have

shown that hydrogen can combine with organic compounds
which contain a double bond. For instance, in the poly-

merization of ethykne in an autoclave in the presence of

hydrogen and under the influence of iron, a hydrogenation

of the double bond takes place in the case of both ethykoe

and the products of its polymerization [11, 1906-7].

Hydrogenation under the influence of various catalysts

and under a molecular hydrogen pressure not only in-

creased the speed of the reaction with different organic

compounds and made the reaction go to completion, but

it also made it possible to conduct, by correct choice of

catalysts, a systematic and a selective hydrogenation. Such

catalysts as the metals Zn, Cu, Mn, Sn, and others, as

well as their oxides, can be used for both hydrogena-

tion and dehydrogenation, but only a few of these can

serve for the purpose of hydrogenating mononuclear

aromatic hydrocarbons. Ordinary double bonds can be

hydrogenated, regardless of position, by all the above-

mentioned catalysts. For example, on hydrogenation of

allylbenzene under pressure and in the presence of copper

oxide one obtains propylbenzene as the only product,

whereas on hydrogenation of the same compound in the

presence of nickel or cobalt oxides it is possible to obtain

propylcyclohexane. The author has used selective hydro-

genation, particularly in the case of hydrogenating the

terpenes. This rule applies also to the hydrogenation of

compounds containing oxygen such as eugenol, anethole,

and others.

In the presence of copper oxide only the double bond

is hydrogenated:

QH*(CH CH=CHO(OCH,)OH(l,3,4)-fHs

->QHs(CHg CH2CH3)(OCH3)(OH).

It is also possible to hydrogenate selectively eugenol and

other organic compounds containing a double bond, using

nickel oxide as a catalyst, if carried out in a cyclohexane

solution and the temperature does not exceed 180-200 C.

At higher temperatures hydrogenation of the aromatic

nucleus takes place. This method of hydrogenation of

unsaturated hydrocarbons was successfully applied to

prove the presence of aromatic hydrocarbons in the pro-

ducts obtained by various processes ofcracking, polymeriza-

tion, and others. Selective hydrogenation at a temperature

not higher than 200-220 C. saturated all the double bonds,

and the resulting hydrocarbons did not react with a per-

manganate solution (the colour of a 2% solution of per-

manganate did not change for a period of 5-6 min.), nor

did they dissolve in 96% sulphuric acid, but reacted very

energetically with a nitrating mixture forming the nitro-

compounds. The hydrocarbons obtained by such a method

dissolved in fuming sulphuric acid (15% SO3) and also

could be hydrogenated under pressure and under the

influence of nickel oxide at 300-320 C., the products being

naphthenes. These hydrocarbons no longer dissolved in

fuming sulphuric acid (15-20% SO3), nor reacted with a

nitrating mixture. At the present time, selective hydrogena-
tion is one of the most reliable methods of distinguishing
different types of hydrocarbons.
For the purpose of hydrogenation nickel oxide [11,

1906-7] can be used very successfully instead of reduced

nickel, because very often the reaction proceeds with

greater speed, and also an extra operation of preparing
reduced nickel is eliminated.

As contrasted with hydrogenation under atmospheric

pressure, the reaction under high pressure can be conducted

in both the liquid and the solid phases. Under high

pressure the product in most cases remains in the liquid

phase and hydrogenation proceeds with greater speed and

goes to completion, especially if the liquid is stirred.

It is also possible to conduct the hydrogenation oforganic
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compounds under pressure in water solution. Manymono-
and poly-sacctiarides were converted into the corresponding
hexites, maaeites, soitites, and dukites by means of this

method. In the same way water solutions of aromatic
and unsaturated adds were hydroeaated to saturated
and naphthenic acids.

It is interesting to note that silico-organk compounds
containing phenyl radicals, such as triphenyl or tctrapheoyl

siUcanes, cannot be hydrogenated by heating with hydrogen
under pressure and at temperatures up to 360s C. in the

presence of reduced nickel, thus showing that these com-
pounds are more stabk than the corresponding piienyl
substituted methanes.

Finally, we must note that hydrogenatkm under pressure
can also take place with the soEd salts of aromatic acids,
these being converted into salts of naphthenk acids.

At the present time, hydrogeiiatiofi under pressure is

used to a great extent for the purpose of hydrogoaatkg
aromatic hydrocarbons, such as naphthalene (for the pro-
duction of tetraiin and decalin), various phenols, and
aromatic acids.

Hydrogenation of various organic compounds using
different catalysts was studkdby many investigators. Some
of the most important works on hydrogeaatioii under

ordinary pressure were mack by P, Fokin [4, 1907-8],
Skita [25, 1910], Willstatter [27, 1910, 1923], Paal [20,

1905, 1914], Adams [1, 1922], Adkins [2, 1931], and
Zdinsky [28, 1911-12]. In their investigations particular
attention was paid to the catalytic action of platinum and

palladium. An extensive study of hydrogeoation under

pressure was made by Bcochet and Adkins, the latter

paying special attention to the preparation of mixed active

catalysts.

To give a general theory of catalytic reactions would
be just as impossible as to give the same explanation for

all ordinary chemical reactions. Defer a brief discraskm

of the author's views are given here.

A catalytic reaction must be looked upon as a chemical

process, and the reasons for the-catalysis of a given reaction

is to be sought in the chemical properties of the catalysts

and those substances which participate in the reaction. It

is necessary to discover all the intermediate reactions which

reproduce the catalyst. For this purpose modern physico-
chemical methods must be used. TThe early definition of

the catalyst, namely, that a catalyst only changes the speed
of reactions, was found to be incorrect in many cases, and
must be changed. A catalyst repeats a chemical reaction

many times, being reproduced every time, and therefore

it would be better to call it a nrndtiractor or a polyactor.

The accumulated experimental data and perfected methods
of studying chemical reactions may make it possible to

understand catalytic reactions.

For the explanation of hydrogeration and dehydro-

geuation reactions the author beieves that it is possible to

accept the most probable hypothesis offoonatkm of metal

oxides with the aid of water, during which reaction hydro-

gen is given off; the oxides oxidize the organic compounds
by taking away its hydrogen. These reactions can be

repieseated as follows:

Me-fHjO-^MeO-fH*

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that metals

and their oxides are catalysts for defeydrogenation and

hydrogeoation reactions, and without the aid of water

these reactions do not take place. In some cases it can

be supposed that the metal takes hydrogen from the

organic compounds, with the formation of the unstable

metal hydrides. These hydrides decompose with the

separation of hydrogen, and the metal is regenerated.

Destructive Hydrogeaatkfflu

When aa organic substance decomposes at high tempera-
ture in the presence of hydrogen it dissociates into several

fragments, or radicals, and hydrogen immediately com-
bines with the latter, resulting in the formation of saturated
molecules of smalkr molecular weights. This type of

hydrogenation is called destructive hydrogenation; it can
be illustrated by the following reaction:

The presence of excess hydrogen and pressure prevents
the formation of carbon, and saturated hydrocarbons are

the product
The investigation of destructive hydrogeaatioti was

started by the author in 1904-5. While studying the decom-

position of organic compounds under pressure in kon
autoclaves in the presence of hydrogen, it was noted that

hydrogen also adds to the products of thermal polymeriza-
tion of ethylene.
The abovenmoitiofied investigations were the basis for

furtlier study of hydrogenatkm under pressure of various

organic compounds and fed Bergius to the patented method
of obtaining liquid fuel out of tars, petroleum residuum,
and certain kinds of coal. This method ofobtaining liquid

motor fuel is carried out on an industrial scak in Great

Britain, Germany, and in the United States. In the author's

opinion this method is not economical under present

cotiditions, and cannot compete with the gasoline obtained

by the cracking process.
The works of the author [15, 1925, 1933] and of otiher

investigators on faydroeoatk>fi under pressure of uasatur-

ated organic compounds with aromatic rings, sudi as

naphthalene, Suorene, phenanthrene, in the presence of
various catalysts, have shown that during the first phase of
the reaction hydrogen attaches to the aromatic nucleus,

and the resulting hydrocarbon (not completely hydro-

genated) decomposes into substituted mononuclear aro-

matic hydrocarbons.

HC CH CH CHa

J/"1 Y"1 rf*"*Ui<\/\/CH
pr/"' f^trilk_* \~,rl CH CHa

CH

HC
CH

The temperature at which such a reaction takes place is

about 425-45CT C, and the initial pressure of the hydrogen
pimped into the autoclave must be about 70-80 atm,

This destructive hydrogenation can take place in an 1110

autoclave under the indicated conditions without the

addition of special catalysts.

The presence of sulphur compounds does not interfere

with destructive hydrogenation , and under these conditions

thiophene is completely decomposed.
By means of destructive hydroge&ation k is possible, for

example, to convert organic compounds containing oxygen
into hydrocarbons, phenol and cresol into benzene,

toluene, &c.
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At the indicated conditions of temperature and pressure

tlic arooaatk nudeus is iK>t decomposed, kit if a catalyst

wfakfa is able to hydrogenate the nucleus is used, there is

more or less formation of napfetheoes.

During the last ID years destnictive hydrogeoation has

been the object of extensive study in many countries. Some

of the most interesting work was carried out in France, by

Kliag and Florentin [17, 1926]; in Germany, by the I.G.

Farbeoiadustrie [8]; in the United States by the Standard

Oil Company (Haslam) [7, 1930]; in the UJSS.R., in the

Institute of High Pressures and the Petroleum Institute by

Klukvin, N. Orlov, Bdopobki, Nemtzov, and Klimov.

Hydrogesatioo under the Joint Action of Catalysts.

Althou^i it was long known that the addition of the

product of a certain chemical reaction to the initial sub-

stance considerably facilitated the course of the reaction,

increasing the speed and lowering the temperature, these

cases were unique and could not be explained. The

experiments of the author [12, 1910, 1912] in 1909-10 on

bydrogenation of amykne under pressure in the presence

of copper oxide showed that the walls of the autoclave in

which the reaction was carried out had an enormous effect

on hydrogenation. Urns the hydrogenation of amykne
in the presence of copper oxide in an autoclave made of

phosphor bronze proceeds very slowly and does not go
to completion, whik the same catalyst put into an iron

autoclave effects the reaction much faster and the hydro-

geuatioG goes to completion, the isopentane produced con-

taining no traces of amylene. This discovery undoubtedly

influenced the study of hydrogenation of organic com-

pounds, and since then many substances have been sug-

gested which may be added to the basic catalyst in order to

increase its activity. These substances are called promoters.

The first study of the combined action of catalysts was

made using nickel and aluminium oxides (2NiO, lAl^Oa)

for the hydrogenation of terpenes [12, 1910, 1912% cam-

phor, borneol, and fenchone. It was shown that in the

presence of nickel oxide the hydrogenation of the terpenes

occurs only at 360-400 C, and the reaction proceeds very

slowly and is accompanied by the formation of side

products. Ifaluminium oxide is added to nkkel oxide, the

hydrogenation proceeds energetically at 190-200 C., and
an almost quantitative yield of camphane and fenchane is

obtained.

C.H*
;OH

Thus at 200 CL, through the joint action oftwo catalysts,

one of which aids hydrogenation and the other which aids

the ckhydratiom, an energetic hydrogenation takes place,

and from a cyclic ketone a corresponding cyclic hydro-
carbon is readily chained.

If instead of an active hydrogenating catalyst we take

a less active oae, such as copper oxide or aluminium,
then in the presence of hydrogen the liydrogenation of

terpenic alcohols will be different. In spite of the fact that

copper oxide is a hydrogenating catalyst of the double

bonds, we cannot, in this case, obtain a saturated dicyclic

hydrocarbon, but instead an unsaturated terpenecamphene
will be the product. The hydrogenation of camphor or

bomeol into iso-camphane in the indicated example, and
afeo the experiments of Medsforth [18, 1923] on the hydro-

genation of carbon monoxide in the presence of reduced

nickel and promoters, makes it possible to explain these

reactions in the following manner:

F0r camphor: first we have the hydrogenation of cam-

phor into borneol, then the dehydration of borneol with

the aid of aluminium hydrate, the latter forming with

borneol a complex ether hydrate of aluminium oxide :

AKXOHHQeH^O -> A10(OC16H17)+H*0.

During the dissociation of the ether the hydrogenation

of the radical QoHi? into iso-camphane takes place with

great facility under the influence of nickel oxide:

MO(OdoHi 7HH2
-- A10<OH)+C10H18.

In order to explain the action of promoters in the

formation of methane from carbon monoxide and hydro-

gen the following scheme of reaction is proposed instead

of the explanation of Medsforth:

If we assume that in the first phase of the reaction

formaldehyde and methanol are formed, then during the

next phase, under the influence of the dehydrating catalyst,

the formation of methyl ether may take place. This

reaction was confirmed by our experiments:

2CH3OH -> H2O+CH3OCH8.

Under the influence ofa hydrogenating catalyst methane is

very easily formed.

The use of promoters in the synthesis of methanol from

water gas played a very important part. We know that

a great number of mixed catalysts were proposed for the

synthesis of this alcohol, and one of the most active

catalysts found is a mixture ofthe oxides ofzinc, chromium,
and copper, where the basic catalyst is zinc oxide, which

only slightly decomposes aldehydes into carbon monoxide

and saturated hydrocarbons.
The combined action of catalysts is also illustrated by

the interesting synthesis of hydrocarbons from water gas

under ordinary pressure and at a temperature not higher

than 200 C., discovered by F. Fischer [6, 1926] and H.

Tropsch [26, 1929]. The catalysts used for this process

consisted of the following: nickel oxide, cobalt oxide,

aluminium oxide, thorium oxide (with the addition of

very small amounts, sometimes traces, of alkali). When
water gas is passed through fc

these mixed catalysts the main

products of the reaction are paraffins and defines. At

the present time this reaction is being studied from the

viewpoint of maximum gasoline yield from water gas, and

in the near future the process may be used on an industrial

scale. We cannot, as yet, form any definite conclusions

as to the theory of this reaction, but judging from the

character of the participating catalysts, we can suppose
that two catalytic reactions take place: hydrogenation and

hydration. Under the conditions of the experiment

(ordinary pressure and fairly low temperature) it can be

supposed that the first product of the action of hydrogen
on carbon monoxide is formaldehyde, which, according

to the experiments of A. Butlerov and others, very easily

undergoes aldol condensation, the products of which are

later hydrogenated into alcohols, and from these either

paraffins or olefines are formed.

It is also possible that carbides are initially formed which

are later converted into various hydrocarbons. An example
of such a reaction is the formation of paraffins and olefines

through the decomposition of carbides of iron and man-

ganese by dilute sulphuric acid as was shown by the

experiments of Ooez, Hahn, and of the author. Further

theoretical investigations must throw light on this interest-

ing process. Aside from the chemical properties of pro-

moters, they also aid in increasing the surface of the

catalyst, in facilitating absorption, in preventing the

formation of large crystals of the basic catalyst, and in
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preventing the sintering of the latter, thus kngttieiiiiig the

life of the catalyst.

Intermolecular Hydrogeaatiofl-

The term *intermolecular hydrogenatson* is used for a
double reaction, namely, one mokcuk of a hydrocarbon
loses its hydrogen atoms and this atomic hydrogen com-
bines with a molecule of another hydrocarbon, which can
be hydrogenated under the given conditions. Thus inter-

molecular hydrogenation can take place without the

introduction of molecular hydrogen. This type of hydro-
genation arouses great interest and was first observed by
the author together with H. Pines during the study of

polymerization of ethykne under pressure in the presence
of phosphoric acid. Experimental work made it possible
to clear up the entire mechanism of the ktter reaction and
to check quantitatively all products derived in the course

of this reaction,

The accomplishment of hydrogenation without parti-

cipation of molecular hydrogen requires conditions

favourable to the dehydrogenation ofan organic compound
formed during the reaction; on the other hand, an acceptor
which can combine with the liberated hydrogen must be

present. Asirnilarreacticmofddiydro^iationamihydm-
genation was observed in the action of aluminium chloride

on various aromatic compounds, as illustrated in R.
ScholFs reactions [24, 1910, 1912]. Interdehydrogenatrai
takes place in the Friedd and Crafts [5, 1883] reactions

as well as in the reactions studied by Nenitzesca [19, 19311
where the formation of diphenyl, dkydohexyl, dinaphthyl,
and other hydrocarbons takes place. It must be noted that

the above reactions involve complicated transformations

whkfa are difficult to explain, and are sometimes followed

by complete rupture of the molecule. For example, during
the action of benzene on azobenzeoe [21, 1922, 1927] in

the presence of aluminium chloride the product is p-amino
diphenyl:

2CfH,-hQHs 2j>-NH* CH< QH*.

Here, in all probability, we have destructive hydrogena-
tion by means of hydrogen which is liberated during the

formation of diphenyl,
The reaction of aluminium chloride and benzene and

cyclohexane, studied by V. Komarevsky and the author

[16, 1934], proves the complexity of the action of this

catalyst on the simple hydrocarbons, for both intermole-

cular hydrogenation and destructive olkylation take place

simultaneously.

Similarly, there is reason to believe that during the

polymerization of okfines, especially ethykoe, in the

presence of aluminium chloride, there takes place an inter-

molecular hydrogenation of the low-boiling polymers by
hydrogen, which is liberated on formation of naphtheaes

following cyclation of higher polymers of ethykoe. The

preliminary investigation carried out by A. v. Grosse

and by the author [14] confirmed these suppositions, but

only further experiments will expkin both the character

of the resulting hydrocarbons and the whole mechanism
of this interesting reaction. It must be noted that another

explanation of the formation of paraffins during the

polymerization of ethykne is possible [14], for the author

has recently discovered a reaction of alkyktion of paraffins
and naphthenes by olefees in the presence of aluminium

chloride:

This reaction can also account for the large formation of

paraMns. It is sufBcient to add, for instance, some hexane

to fte products of polymerization of ethyieiie and it mil

undergo alkyktkm by ethylene, resulting in the formation

of a number of various paraffin hydrocarbons. If the

polymerization of ethyieiie under the influence of alumi-

nium chloride still represents an unexplained reaction, the

reaction of polymerization ofethyiene and ofother okfines

in the presence of phosphoric acid gives a definite proof

concerning intcrookcular hydrogemtion which takes

place under the conditions of the experiment, the products

being chiefly paraffin hydrocarbons, The normal poly-
merization of ethykne under pressure in the presence of

phosphoric acid at 300-330 C consists in the formation

of dinners, tracers, &c., of ethylem (that is, btitykoes,

hexyienes, and others). Investigations have shown that

os the foitnatioia of tetramers ofethyiene, Le. octytoes, the

latter are able to isomerize into naphthenes. It was

proved that in the fraction of ethykee polymers contain-

ing octyteoes, <Mmethykyck>hexane was preseak As the

polymer chain becomes longer the cyclatkHi of these

polymers proceeds with greater ease, and the fraction of

ethyiene polymers which boil above 225 C. contains practi-

cally no okfines, but only cyclic hydrocarbom. Another
reaction is noted, namely, dehydrogenation of napfathenes
with the formation of aromatic hydrocarbom. The liber-

ated atomic hydrogen, coming in contact with okfioes,

such as butykees, hexylenes, ami others, hydrogetiatcs

them very easily, and as a result large amounts of paraffins

are obtained in the low-boiling fractious of ethyieiie

polymers. Investigations have shown that such an inter-

moiecttlar hydrogeoatkni actually takes place, and the

amount of paraffins which could be formed using hydro-

gen liberated on defaydrogeoation of Baphtfaeees was
determined. Analysis ami calculations fully confirmed

the suggested mechanism of the reaction aadkwas S!IQWB

that the products of the polymerization reaction contains

46% paraffins (18% of these being isobtitaoe), 7% oie-

fees, 21% napfatheoes, and 22% aromatic bydrex^urboos.

Thus, during the polymerization ofethyiene in the presence
of phosphoric acid intermolecular hydrogeoation takes

place to such an extent that almost ooe-half of the product
is the product of hydrogeuation. Hie course of the

polymerization of ethykae under pressure, but without

a catalyst, is entirely different, for the product contains

absolutely no aromatk hydrocarbons, and the rest of

the hydrocarbons are distributed as follows: 8% satur-

ated hydrocarbons, 24% naphtheoes, and 68% unsaturated

hydrocarbons, The formation of saturated hydrocarbom
can be explained by the bydrogenation of otefines by the

atomic hydrogen which was liberated during the formation

of either dkyctic cxnnpounds or of cyclic oieftnes coo-

taining double bonds.

The study of intermoleailar hydrogenation and de-

hydrogetmtioa of hydrocarbons is very important in tbe

chemistry of petroleum, and it may contribute towards fee

explanation of the process of petroleum formation in

nature. It would be very desirable to correlate the fading
of aromatk hydrocarbons in different kinds of petroleum
with their paraffin content. At the present time, kaowofg
the conditions necessary for the polymerization of olefiees

aud dioMnes and the effect ofcatalysts on tbe course of tiie

reaction, and further granting that petroleum was foraed

by the decomposition of animal and plant organic matter,

the author concludes that the formatke of sewal classes

of petroleum did not require especially liigj* pressures
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and temperatures. This view is shared by many investi-

gators, and was especially developed by Brooks {3, 1934].

The formation of petroleum cannot be proved by chemical

reactions alone, and for an understanding of petroleum
formation in the depths of the earth it is necessary to

look for biological as well as geological processes.

Poly-bydrogenation.

Poly-hydrogenation represents a process which is com-

posed of two reactions; one is the polymerization of the

iHssaturated hydrocarbons and the other consists in the

hydrogeoation of the polymers formed.

The first reaction can proceed thermically without the

influence of a catalyst, but the second reaction requires

the inSueoce of a catalyst. Such a case was investigated

by the author [11, 1906-71 for which purpose he used

ethykoe and hydrogen with iron serving as the hydro-

geaatkig catalyst. A much more interesting case of poly-

hydrogenation is one where two catalysts, one for each

reaction, are participating. It is then found that the energy

of one reaction aids the course of the other reaction, and

the process proceeds more favourably in the desired

direction with the formation of the hydrogenated polymer,

Hydrogenation of Inorganic Compounds,
After the discovery of hydrogenation reactions of

organic compounds under pressure it was interesting to

study the action of hydrogen under pressure on various

inorganic compounds. Beginning in 1909, the author and
his associates have carried out experiments to determine

the action of hydrogen on the salts of inorganic acids,

oxides, &c.
In 1909, by the action ofhydrogen under pressure, metals

in crystalline conditions were separated from salts of

metals. For example, by means of hydrogen under a

pressure of 25-30 atm. and at a temperature of 125-

150C. beautiful, well-developed copper crystals (more

than a centimetre in length) are separated from a copper
sulphate solution, sulphuric acid being formed,

CuSO4H-H2 -> Cu+HsSO 4.

At a lower temperature we have first the precipitation of
the basic salt, CuSO42Cu(OH)2, followed by the separation
of beautiful, magnificently formed, ruby-coloured crystals

of cuprous oxide (Cu2O), and finally at a higher tempera-
ture copper crystals separate out.

Each metal has its corresponding critical temperature
and pressure at which the separation of the metal takes

place. Thus it was possible to separate the following
metals from the solution of their salts : Cu, Ag, Zn, Cd,
Hg, Sn, Pb, Rh, As, Sb, Bi, Co, Ni, Pd, and Pt.

On complete hydrogenation of acids the following

products were obtained: from sulphuric acid hydrogen
sulphide, from nitric acid ammonia, from arsenic acid

arsenious acid, from chromic acid chromic oxide, from
carbonic acid formic acid. On the oxidation of phos-

phorus by water, formation of hydrogen takes place, and
the latter, being in statu nascendi, hydrogenates the phos-

phorus which has not entered the reaction, giving as the

product in the first phase of the reaction phosphine and

phosphorous acid, which are later oxidized into phosphoric
acid: 4P+3H2 -> P2 3+2PH3 .

Finally, the hydrogenation of salts of inorganic acids

leads to the formation of various complex compounds
and natural minerals. On hydrogenation of complex salts

of iron such as K4Fe(CN) 6 magnificent octahedrons of

magnetite, Fe3O4 , are formed. On hydrogenation of copper
nitrate the natural mineral Gerhardite,

is obtained.

The study of hydrogenation and oxidation of inorganic

compounds under pressure will undoubtedly furnish much
valuable information towards an explanation of the forma-
tion of minerals, for many of these processes undoubtedly
take place under pressure and at an elevated temperature.
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FIG. 1. Hydrogen manufacturing equipment. Baton Rouge Hydrogenation Plant

FIG. 2. Hydrogen compressors. Baton Rouge Hydrogenation Plant



THE HYDROGENATION OF PETROLEUM
By It P. RUSSELL

J&e Stimtfard Oil Development Cmpm?, New Yerk

THE conditions under which cxrnimertial hydroeoatkm
has been practised since the time of Satotkr have been
restricted until the last few years to the use of (I) hydrogen
at substantially normal pressure or 2 or 3 ate. above
normal ; (2) hydrogen ofa high degree ofpurity p&rttodaily
with respect to such catalyst poisons as sulphur, aneak,
and the like; (3) powerful but sensitive catalysts of the

type of rediiced nickel; ami (4) temperatures safely bdow
those at which thermal decomposition of the stock to be

hydrogenated takes place. Cod and oil, both always con-

taining sulphur, were not amenable to this type of hydro-
genation, and it was therefore restricted to aniiml and
vegetable fats and oils, pure hydrocarbons and also pure
organic compounds. By eliminating the catalyst and sub-

stituting hydrogen pressures one-huadired fold greater than
had previously been used, a high degree of liquefaction of
coal was obtained, but the oihthusproducedcontaincxlrda-
tively large percentages ofoxygenated bodies of the cresolic

type, making the oils hard to crack or refine. The research

organization of the I.G. Farbeeinditstrie, through their

experimentation, recognized the need of greater hydro-
genation intensity than was obtainabk with hydrogen pres-
sures then commercially permissible and developed a line of

sulphur-resistant catalysts which materially speeded up
hydrogenation and caused the elimination of all the oxygen
from the hydrogenated product. In addition, their k>og

experience in the field of synthetic ammonia eaaWed them
to devise apparatus and methods for better carrying out
this type of hydrogenation in a continuous manner.

In 1927 the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey,

through its Development Company, joined with tbe I.G.

in the further development and <x>iBaiefxiaizatic^ of this

method of treatment, and erected special laboratories for

high-pressure experimentation. Previous efforts had been
directed largely towards the convemcm of coal to gasoline
or the conversion of asphaltk crudes and residual fuel oils

to distillate naphthas and gas oils. Although work along
these lines was continued with particular eoipfctasis cm the

simplification of the process, much of the effort in co-

operation with the I.G. was to broaden the use of the

process. Hie results of this work were first reported by
Haslam and RusseE in 1930 [4J.

Description of Process

Hydrogen Production. The hydrogen used in the opera-
tion is obtained from natural gas or refinery gas according
to the following typical reactions:

CH+HfiO=* CO+3H*
CQ+HaO COt+H*.

If refinery gas or sulpfaur-oMtainicg natural gas is used,

provision must be made for removing sulphur prior to

reformation to hydrogen. The first reaction is carried out
in tubes packed with catalyst and heated by direct firing

in a radiant-type downffow fumace to a temperature of

about 1,600F. at approximately atmospheric pressure.

Following this, additional steam is added, and the second

reaction is carried out using another catalyst at about
850 F. The gas leaving this stage of the operation is

composed roughly of 77% hydrogen, 20% carbon dioxide,

and 3% unconverted hydrocarbons and other gases. The

gas is cooled with water and conducted to a holder fen*

temporary storage prior to compression. Fig. 1 stews
a general view of this equipment.
From the hydrogen holder the gas passes through a

moisture trap to the stietkm of the comptessors whei^e the

gas is compressed in several stages to a pressure of about

250 !b, per sq. in, (Fig. 2). Hie gaseous mixture fa then

conducted to equipment for removal of carbon dioxide

(Fig. 3). Tim is eiecied by scrubbing the gas in a bubble-

plate tower with triethanolajnaBe under the pressure
mentioned above. The dissolved carbon dioxide is sub-

sequently stripped from the scrubbing medium with steam

at atmospheric pressure, after which the stripped liquor is

cooled and recycled to the absorption tower. It is also

possible to use water scrubbing for removal of carbon

dioxide. The scrubbed gas contains more than 95% hydro-

gen and is returned to the remaining stages of the com-

pressors wherein it is raised to a pressure of approximately

3,500 Ib. per sq. in. (Fig, 2.)

Safety Precautions k Handling Hydrogen* Because of
the explosive nature of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures, many
precautions have been taken to guard against infiltration of

air to the hydrogen stream. Each compressor is provided
with a recording oxygen alarm OB its low-pressure side,

which actuates a sirea ifmore than O2% oxygen is present.

The combined discharge of all the machines is provided
with a similar instrument. In addition, a low-pressure

alarm is fitted to the suction of each compressor. This

device is adjusted to sound should the suction pressure

approach atmospheric. Pressure is normally maintained

at about 10 in. of water at this point by the hydrogen
holder. This holder, whkfa acts as a surge chamber

between the hydtt3fe-produdbg equipment and the com-

pressors, has been provided with both high- and low-level

alarms. Special precautions have beea taken in all buildings

to provide a high degree of ventilation in order to sweep
out any hydrogen which might be vented through accidental

leakage. Similarly, care has been exercised in construction

to eliminate pockets beneath which this gas might collect.

Flow of Oi ia Process* The stock to be hydrogeeated
is raised to operating pressure by steam-drivea plunger

pumps, the exhaust steam from which is employed in

hydix>@en manufacture. The high-pressure pump house,
which also serves as the control room for the carbon

dioxide removal system, is shown in Fig. 4.

The hydrogen from the compressors, together with

recycled gas, is now mixed with the oil and delivered to

tubular heat exchangers where the mixture is pebeated

by the hot bydrogenated products corning from the neaetiaa

chambers. Following this, additional heat is supplied ia

a feed pipe coil wherein the temperature of the mixture

is raised to about 700-850 F., after which it is intrcxtoiced

into the reaction chambers. In the present pianfes

drams are about 40 ft, in length and niotrted

Ordinarily several are connected in series ia each mat (see

Fig.5). The reaction space is about 3 ft in diametor, Tte
free space is lined with a noe-cofrosive alloy and filed
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with a sulphur-resistant catalyst. Inasmuch as no coke

is formed in the process, and since the catalysts are ex-

tremely rugged, the process is virtually continuous. In the

large-scale plants continuous runs of one year in length

are usually made, after which shutdown is mack to replace

the catalyst. This catalyst is restored to its original activity

hy chemical treatment. Since the hydrogenation reaction

is exothermic, an increase in temperature takes place as

the oil and hydrogen pass through the catalyst bed. This

raises the temperature of the remctants to 750-1,000 F.

or more, depending on the type of operation employed.
For this reason the amount of heat added in the fired coil

is relatively small.

From the reaction chambers the mixture of hydro-

gramted products aad gas pass through the heat exchangers,

a cooing coil, and thence to a separator. Here the gas and

Mcpid products are separated under full pfessure, the liquid

being withdrawn to a low-pressure separator from which

it passes to storage. The gas from the high-pressure

separator is conducted to a booster compressor where it is

recompressed to full operating pressure for mixing with

the fresh hydrogen coming from the compressors. Gases

which are formed in the process are, inmany cases, removed
to a sufficient extent by solubility in the liquid product.

However, high-pressure scrubbing equipment is provided
for removal of these gases if necessary. By this means the

recycle gas coining from the high-pressure separator is

scrubbed with oil prior to recompression in the booster

compressors.
A general view of the Bayway hydrogenation plant is

shown in Fig. 6. Additional information on the operation
of the process may be found by reference to Haslam and
Russell [4, 1930] and Byrne, Gohr, and Haslam [1, 1932].

Major Adaptations of Hydrogenation

In each of the major applications of hydrogenation dis-

cussed below the equipment and even the arrangement of
this equipment is essentially the same, the results obtained

being controlled by suitable alteration of operating con-
ditions.

There are seven adaptations of hydrogenation which

appear to be ofmost immediate importance in oil refining.

These are:

1 . The improvement oflow-grade lubricating distillates to

obtain highyields of lubricating oils ofpremium quality with

regard to vbcoalty-temperature relationship, Conradson-
carbon content, flash-point, and specific gravity.

2. Tne cofrveraon of paraffink or aromatic gas oils into

colour stable gasolines of low-sulphur and gum contents
without production of coke or tar.

(a) Using higl*4emperatiire operation to produce high
anti-knock gasoline.

(b) Using highly active catalysts at lower temperatures
to obtain faigfe omverskms to gasoline of moderate
octane mimber but exceptional lead susceptibility.

3. The alteration of off-colour, inferior burning oils, or

light gas oils, to produce high AJPI. gravity, low-sulphur,
water-white kerosines of superior burning characteristics.

4. The production of Diesel feels of high Diesel index,
excellent colour, and low-sulphur content from low-grade
distillates*

5. Conversion of heavy, high-sulphur content, asphaltic
crude oils and refinery residues into gasoline and distillates

low in sulphur content and free from asphalt, without
concurrent formation of coke.

6. The desulphurization, and colour and gum stabiliza-

tion of high-sulphur content, badly gumming naphthas.

7. Manufacture of new and specialized products, such

as high flash-point safety aviation fuel of high anti-knock

quality, and high-solvency naphthas for use as varnish and

lacquer diluents, &c.

Improvement of Low-quality Lubricating Distillates

It has been found that by hydrogenation it is possible

markedly to improve inferior lubricating distillates. Under
the best conditions for this type of hydrogenation there are

produced from 100 bbl. of lubricating distillate 103 to 108

bbl. of hydrogenated product containing from 60 to 85

bbl. of lubricating oil, somewhat lower in viscosity but

much moss paraffinic than the charge, together with about

5 to 10 bbl. of gasoline and from 10 to 35 bbl. of gas oil.

Fig. 7 shows results obtained in an operation of this

kind upon a heavy Mid-Continent lubricating fraction.

Fig. 8 shows products obtained by treatment of a West
Texas lubricating fraction.

The hydrogenated lubricating oils are characterized by
high-viscosity index and high flash-points, both of which

qualities are found in the Pennsylvania type oils. The dis-

advantage of high Conradson-carbon content possessed

by Pennsylvania oils, however, is not found in the hydro-

genated products, thus accounting for their low carbon

formation in actual service. Although not shown in

Figs. 7 and 8, from 80 to 90% of the sulphur in the feed

stock is eliminated by hydrogenation as hydrogen sulphide.

Other alien elements, such as nitrogen and oxygen, are

also removed as gaseous hydrides. Colour is greatly im-

proved, thus reflecting the low Conradson carbons char-

acteristic of hydrogenated lubricants. These products have

accordingly shown appEcation in the manufacture of
medicinal oils, white oils, and other products requiring high

purity. Additional inspections of hydrogenated lubricating
oils have been presented elsewhere [1, 1932; 2, 1932].

Numerous engine tests, both in the laboratory and on
the road, which have been carried out on hydrogenated
motor oils, have demonstrated them to be superior to the

highest grade natural lubricants, as regards oil consump-
tion, carbon formation, valve gumming, and engine wear,
both for conditions of moderate and severe service. A
description of some of these motor tests may be found in

a paper by Haslam and Bauer [3, 1931]. Extensive labora-

tory and field-test results have been reported by Haslam,
Russell, and Asbury [5, 1933].

Production of Gasolines

As indicated above operation for gasoline may be con-
ducted according to two methods. Each of these will be
described separately below.

Higfr Temperature Operation far Higjh Octane Number.
The production of anti-knock gasolines by this method of

hydrogenation, although carried out in the same equipment
as the other adaptations of the process, differs from them,
in that the extent of hydrogenation is limited so that stable

but non-paraflSnic products are formed. Sufficient hydro-
genation to avoid the formation ofcoke or tar is permitted
to take place. A discussion of the thermodynamics in-

volved in this type of operation has been reported by
Sweeney and Voorhies [9, 1934]. Recycle operation has
been largely employed, whereby material not converted to

gasoline is recycled to the operation. By this means a yield
of 85 to 95% gasoline is obtained on the charge, the

remainder going to gas.



FIG. 3. Carban dioxide removal equipment. Baton Rouge Hydrogenation Plant

FIG. 4. High-pressure feed pumps. Baton Rouge Hydrcgenation Plant
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The process has beea found to bepartkwiarly aj^kabks
to aromatic, low aniline-point gas oik. Table I stows two

stocks together with the results of their hydrogenation.

TABLE I

Production of Anti-knock Gasolinefrom Gas Oils

Mid- California'

Continent cracked

* As received from nydrogenatkm unit

t Series '30 engine at 212 F. jacket temperature, 600 r.p.m.,

190-200 Ifa. per sq. in. compression pressure.

The gasolines produced are low in sulphur content and

gum content. They pass doctor and corrosion tests after

soda washing and are quite gum stable; in certain cases

some treating has been necessary, but this has been small

in amount. Higher anti-knock quality is obtained from
the more aromatic feed stock; or alternatively with less

parafnnk charging stocks it is possible to obtain higher

yields of gasoline of a given octane number, or much
better octane numbers for a given yield. This is brought
out in Table H.

TABLE II

Influence ofFeed Stock on Anti-knock Quality

* See footnote t to Table I.

The value of these high anti-knock gasolines as blending

agents is apparent. In addition, the low-sulphur content

of hydrogenated gasolines makes them advantageous for

blending with naphthas having sulphur contents difficult

to reduce to specification limits. Detailed information on
high-octane hydrogenated fuel has been reported by
Haslam and Bauer [3, 1931].

Operation for Moderate Octane Number and High
Conversion. In this method more active catalysts are

employed than in high-temperature operation. By this

means lower temperatures are possible together with greater

throughputs and higher yields. For example, in recycle

operation yields of stabilized gasoline of 110 to 120% (by

volume) on the feed are obtained. Although the gasoline
so made is of poorer octane number than the high-

temperature product, it has high lead susceptibility and

is a stable and refined product except for the necessity of
a caustic wash to remove hydrogen sulphide. In view of
these factors the use of these highly active catalysts is

more favourable economically.

Results from recycle operation on three stocks are shown
in Table III. These stocks range from a light highly
aromatic cracked gas oil to a heavy fraction from Coastal

erode. In the runs shown in the table, temperature in the

reactor was adjusted to maintain 60% fresh feed in the total

feed to the unit. It will be noted that in all cases 110 to

120% by volume of finished, stabilized gasoline was
obtained. All these gasolines are high in colour, have

virtually no gum, and are low in sulphur content. They
have normal distillation characteristics and are highly sus-

ceptible to tetraethyl lead, resembling in the latter the

most lead-susceptible straight-run gasolines.

TABLE HI

Production ofGasolinefrom Gas Oils using Highly
Active Catalysts in Recycle Operation

Operation with these highly active catalysts may also

be conducted on a once-through basis. Results from this

method of operation are shown in Table IV. It will be

observed that approximately 110% of hydrogenated pro-
duct is obtained, consisting roughly of 70% gasoline and

40% gas oil. As with recycle hydrogenation, the gasolines

possess normal distillation characteristics and are of good
colour and low sulphur content. They likewise require no
treatment except a caustic wash, and have high lead sus-

ceptibilities. The gas-oil fraction is water-white, lower boil-

ing than the feed, paraffinic in character, and negligible
in sulphur content. Because of these characteristics this

gas oil is suitable for Diesel fuels (see below) or may be

used as a cracking stock of excellent quality.



FIG, 5. Interior of enclosure containing reactors and heat exchangers

Bayway Hydrogenation Plant

FIG. 6. General view of Bayway Hydrogenation Plant
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TABLE IV

ofGaaotinc emd Pan^fmic Gas Oti $&c

Highly Active Cotetyst In Om^Th^^k Opimt&m

bett&mj

Feed Stock

Gravity, API 32-1

Aniline point,
*
F. . . . .114

% sulphur &28

I.B.P.,
e F 395

10% distillate at .... 432

50% .... 470

90% - - . ,540
F.B.P.*F 598

Yields

% voL yield hydro product on feed . 111-8

rt gasoline (unstab.) . 734

gasoU 384

Raw gasoline inspection data (smsteb.)

Gravity, API 59-8

Distillate plus loss at 122 F. . . 7-5

140 F. . . 10-0

% distillate at 158 F. .' . .11-5
212 F. 26-0

284 F. . . . 50-5

374 F. ... 84-5

FJB.P.,F !

401

Disk Loss 3-7

Colour, Sayboit +30
Sulphur, % CHJ19
Octane no. C.F.R. (MM) ... 54-8

Vem&tebm
$as oil

29-Q

0-90

442
479
550
625
652

Economic studies fotw indicated thai bydn>eiiatkM is

0rdkiai% most advmstafeotisty applied to gasoline pro-

ductkm by operating m a&$m3&m witt* cracking plants.

In tlm method, refractory eyelet stock is drawn tan tlie

crackmg plant and charged oocc-through to the hydro plant

using a Mgbiy active catalyst The fa?diro@raiated parodact

is distilled to remove tJbe gaiolliie apd
tlie ga$ oW re&iraed

to the cracking operaticm, Tlie major results of tto com-

bined method dT^joratkni

53-6

67-2

8-9

14-6

17-0

43-0

87-5

327*
4-8

+ 30

66-6

Production

owmg to ti: hi^K^ yields obtained by hydrofeaat

and

(b) less fudc^b produced, sinceM tark produccdintiK

hydro^aoatkm process. Detailed infommtk>a mi an

sti^iy <^ tiiis kiiKi has been presented by

Gdjr, aiKi Vo<Hiiks [7, 1935}.

^-gra^e Kerosiaes

- cootent, kw-gravity, <^F-coioiir
kcrodne

dktillates ami poor-quality Egfat gas oth may be
hydrp-

gKiated to produce water-white distillates and burning oils

of high quality. In general these products meet spedfca-

tiom as to sulphur, cokmr, and smoke tendency, with no

other treatment than reduction to n&sh-point and viscosity

requirements.
In this adaptation of hydro^eoation it has been found

desirabk to start with a stock somewhat more viscous

than the desired finished oil, with the result that in many
cases the actual yield of finished high-grade burning oil

has been greater than the amount of low-grade material

of kerosine boiling range and viscosity oiiginaliy present

in the charging stock. liquid yields are from 100 to 105%
by volume and the product contains from 65 to 85% of

high-grade burniag oil, the remainder being a gasoline.

This is shown for a typical case in Fig. 9. In Fig. 10 are

shown results where operation is cooducted to prodtiee a

substantial yield of gasoline along with high quality burn-

ing oil.

TABLE V
Results ofHydrogewting Various Bwnittg Oil Distillates

Results of hydrogenation

tTr* term MOO* viscc^tyoMisu^
the true viscosity of most of the cuts actually made was sigfetly above or shghtly below 400.

$ Hot incteding a small yield of recovery naphtha produced concurrentry.
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Operation on a aumber of feed stocks has shown that

burning oils at feast equal to those obtained from straigtit-

nm Mid-CoetineBt or Pennsylvania distillates can be
obtained from such stocks as California or Coastal frac-

tions, heavy distillates from cracked Mid-Continent gas
oils, and a number of others. Table V shows a com-
parison of the results obtained with various feed stocks.

In Table V the quality of the burning oils produced may
be judged by the gravity of the *400' refined oil viscosity
oil produced, this generalization having been proved by
numerous lamp tests. Thus a cut of 400 viscosity and 42
AH, gravity would give a burning test about equivalent
to that of a 400-viscosIty cut from Mid-Continent crude,
and a cut of 400 viscosity of 45 to 46 API. gravity would
be eqiiivatet to a Pennsylvania fraction of the same
viscosity. It is interesting to note in this connexion that

lamp tests of hydrogenated kerosines have shown them
to possess burning characteristics considerably superior
to those indicated by their viscosity-gravity relationship.

highest API. gravity natural burning oils in physical
characteristics. Analysis indicates that by hydrogenation

(a) olefines are almost completely eliminated, (b) the greater

portion of the aromatics are converted into naphthenes
and paraffins, and (c) there is very little apparent effect

on the naphthenes, probably since new naphthenes are

formed from aromatics in the charge, thus offsetting the

improvement brought about as the original naphthenes
are changed into more paraffinic compounds.

Production of Diesel Fuels

As mentionedabove,thegasoilsproducedinonce-through
operation for gasoline production meet all requirements
for high-quality Diesel fuels, particularly when highly active

catalysts are used. For example, in Table IV, Naphtha
Bottoms yielded a gas oil of 75 Diesel Index. As an addi-

tional example, operation on a heavy Venezuelan fraction

showed the results presented in Table VI when operated

primarily for Diesel oil. The high-gravity and aniline point

HYDROGENATION

DISTILLATION

FKJ. 9. Production of burning oil.

All the hydrogeoated burning oils have been found to be
very stable.

The following points are worthy of note in Table V
and Figs. 9 and 10:

1. The sulphur elimination is from 85 to 95% of the

total, despite the wide variety ofsulphur forms encountered
in the different stocks used.

2. In contradistinction to other methods of burning-oil
improvementnow available, none ofthe charge is degraded.
Hie entire hydrogenated product consists of burning oil
and gasoline, both of which are more valuable than the
charging stock. In other words, hydrogenation reconstructs
the undesirable constituents present in the feed rather than
separating them as in solvent extraction.

3. AH the stocks, although differing widely in initial

chemical characteristics, after hydrogenation equal the

indicate that this gas oil is of the paraffinic or paraffinic-

naphthenic type with virtually no unsaturation. It should
be noted that this fraction meets all the requirements of
a high-speed Diesel fuel in that it possesses :

(a) high paraffmicity,

(b) low pour-point,

(c) low sulphur content,

(d) water-white colour.

No treatment is required on the hydrogenated product
except a caustic wash to remove hydrogen sulphide.

Conversion of Refinery Residues into Gasoline and Gas
Oil

The conversion of coal or heavy, asphaltic, high-sulphur
content products into high yields of gasoline is probably
the most widely discussed adaptation of hydrogenation.
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ICO GAL,
VENEZUELAN GAS OIL

Gravity,
*
API, . 2^-0 LB.F*,

*
F.

An^nc point,
^
F. . 136 10*. disiillatc at

.B.F^
*
F.

442
479
S5Q
625
652

HYDHOGSNATEON

109*6 GAI

47-6 GAL.
BURNING OIL

Gravity,
" APL . 444

Ref. otLvis. . 392

Colour, Saybolt . 4-30

Ftasfa-potBt,
*
F. 120

% . 0-015

FIG. 10. Production of bumtag ofl aod gasoline.

For the hydrogenation of heavy asphaltic crudes or
residues from these crude oils or from cracking processes,

once-through liquid-phase operation may be carried out in

the liquid phase to convert the heavy charging stock into

100% or more by volume of product of a more highly

paralfink nature. The gasoline content may represent
from 5% to upwards of 35% of the liquid product from
this operation with 80 to 90% boiling belowW F. If

a higher yield of gasoline is desired, the heavier part of the

product may be recycled in the same unit In general, the

application of this adaption of the hydro&eoation process
would be to process these heavy aspihaltic products in the

liquid phase to produce small yields of gasoline and the

remainder gas oil, with a total volumetric yield of 101 to

104% ; the gas oil would then be cracked to piXKluce gaso-

line in existing cracking equipment or converted into

naphtha by hydrogenation as previously described. If the

gas oil is cracked in conventional apparatus, as much of

the cracking-plant tar as is needed for the production of

steam and power in the refinery would be used as fuel and
the remainder returned to the hydrogenation unit It is

beMeved,however, as pointed outpreviously, that, ingeneral,

gasoline production can be carried out most economically

using highly active catalysts operating on cracked cycle

stocks to produce gasoline and paraffink gas oil for subse-

quent cracking [7, 1935].

During Equid-phase hydrogenation the asphalt content

may be completely converted and 65 to 95% of all the

sulphur in thediaiKii^^<xe4aiiinated. Evenifthe product

charged is highly aspbaWc and of high-sulphur content, the

gasoline produced is easily finished to give a low-sulphur

content, gum-stable product The anti-knock value ofthe

gasoline produced by this application of hydrogeaation is

depencket somewhat on conditions, particularly the type

of charging stockcrude residues from Smadcovec, Vene-

zuela, Colombia, and similar crudes giving higher octane

number gasolines than residues from Mid-Continent crude.

Tbe gas oHfonned in the liquid-phase operatioa,m addition

to having a relatively low-sulphur content, cracks to give

a gasoline which finishes to specification easily even when
the gas oil is produced by hydtfogeeating a crack or residue

of high sulphur and asphalt contents.

TABUS VI

Production ofGa&>liMe md High Diesel Imicx Diesel

Fmlfrom Venezudtm Hecvr? Gas Oil

Feedstock
API. gravity .... 18-5

10 Amu distillate

LB.P. F. ... 432

50%dMHateat . . .521
95% . . .590
% sulphur .... 1-7

20-5

87-8

106
5-5

7-0

30-5

340

-i-30

60

35-0

i&S

66
170
3?4
433* F.

606* F.

77

+22
CKI2

-40

Yields

% vol. yield gasoline cm Feed

% Diesdoi

Gasoline (raw, tinstab.)

Distillate and toes at 140" F.

% distillate at 158" F.

212* F. .

F.BJP. F.

Colour, Sayfedt
Octane BO. CF.R, (MM.)

API. gravity .

AnHfeie point F.

Diesel index .

Flash-point (P.M.),
LBJ>. *

F.

10 % distillate at

50%
% at TOO* F. .

Cokxor, Sayboft

% saipfeur
F.
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TABLE VH

Results of Hydrogenaiing Heavy Residues

Topped crane Upton crude

j Topped Nacona crude Cracking plant tar

* Does not indode a small yield of absorption naphtha produced concurrently.

Some typical examples of the once-through liquid-phase

operation are given in Table VII, in which a comparison

is shown of the properties of three heavy feed stocks

before and after hydrogenation. AH the asphalt present

in the charge was converted into more paraffink type

products, about two-thirds of the sulphur eliminated, and

the entire product was a yellow distillate oil. As another

example, it was found, in hydrogenating a 7-2 API.

gravity cracking coal tar, that the sulphur was reduced from

2-77% in the charge stock to 049% in the total hydro-

genated product. The gasoline in this product contained

0-071 % sulphur without further treatment.

Treatment of Naphthas for Elimination of Sulphur and

Gumming Tendency

In view of the facility with which catalytic hydro-

genation eliminates sulphur, this process has been used for

the treatment of natural or cracked naphthas. By a mild

hydrogenation an unstable gasoline of high sulphur and

gum contents may be rendered stable, with about 50% of

the sulphur eliminated under such conditions of operation

that the anti-knock value is lowered only to about the same

extent as would result from a slight chemical treatment.

Tliis phase of the process is referred to as 'Hydrofining' and

may be carried out in sucha way that no appreciable change

is mack in the boiling range of the naphtha. Yields of

95 to 99% on the feed are obtained. The process may also

be so operated as almost entirely to eliminate sulphur from

a cracked naphtha, with a small decrease, and in some

cases an actual material increase, in octane number.

Operation may also be conducted to obtain increased

volatility. Depending upon conditions of operation, this

treatment eliminates from 65 to 98% of the sulphur in

the feed stock and gives a gum- and colour-stable naphtha.

Table VIII shows the properties ofacracked distillate before

and after hydrofining. In Table DC are shown results on

the treatment of a 70% bottoms fraction from untreated

cracked distillate. The light ends from this distillate were

not hydrogenated since they met specifications after a light

dhemkal treatment. It will be noted that hydrogenation

and subsequent renrunning materially reduced the high-

sulphur and gum contents in the bottoms fraction. Colour

was raised from 17 Robinson to +30 Saybolt and volatility

improved.

TABLE VHE

Hydrofining Cracked Distillate

TABLE IX

Elimination ofSulphur and Gum

High Flash-point Safety Fuels

In air and marine transportation the use of gasoline

constitutes an important hazard, owing to the tendency

ofgasoline to flash into flame or explode through accidental

ignition. Experience in the handling, storing, and utiliza-

tion of kerosines, cleaners' naphthas, &c., has shown that
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the danger from this somxse is negligible if tfec flash-point
is maintained above appraditiatdy 15 F,

Obviously, a high fla^i-pomt mty be met bjf using dose

fn^ionation
to raise the initial kMling-poto of the fud.

With both natural and cracked products, Jiowewr, this

results in a fuel ofoctane number below the practical limits

for the Qtto-cyck engine. Hie me oftetraethyi lead in such
fuels in permissible amounts does not improve detonation

sufficiently,

In contrast to this, it has been found that hydrogenated
fueb of certain types have the best anti-knock qualities fa

their heavier fractions. Because of this property, faydro-

genation yields a high flash-point safety fuel of extremely

good quality. An extended discussion of hydrogenated
safety fuels was published by Howard [6, 1922]. Table X
shows a comparison of the specifications of commercial

gasoline and kerosine with those of hydrogesated safety

fuel.

TABLE X
Comparison of Specifications of Variou$ Ftteh

* Determined against iso-octane aod normal heptane blends on
Series 30 engine, 300 F. jacket temperature, 600 r.p,m., 190-200

Ib. per sq. in. compression-pressure. Other octane numbers ia this

tabk were obtained by the same method and coaditiGas, except at

the less severe jacket-temperature of 212 F.

In the production of high flash-point fuel tbe hydro-

genated product from the unit is distilled into two cuts.

The bottoms fraction comprises the safety fuel, whereas the

overhead cut represents a high-quality ligfat aviation fuel,

Tabk XI shows a typical example of the feed stock and

the two products obtained.

The difference between the sum of the yields of the two

products in Table XI and 100% is represented by loss of

feed to gas during the hydrogenation operation. The two

products are characterized by high octane number, low-

sulphur and gum contents* and good colour. Their high

anti-knock valuemakes them suitable for blending purposes

to replace benzene and tetraethyl lead.

Practical use of any high flash-point fuel requires special

attention to ease hi starting. There are a number of

solutions to this problem, most of which are in use at the

present time.

As in the production of safety fud, solvents are obtained

under hydrogenating conditions analogous to those in

the manufacture of high octane-number gasoline. Low

aniline-point strai^it-run, or cracked light-gas oils serve

as the feed stock. The solvent power of naphthas so pro-

duced is usually superior to that of ordinary petroleum

solvents. Table XH compares a typical hydrogenated

solvent with a petroleum solvent and a coal-tar solvent of

similar boiling range.

In solvents of the type shown in Table XH, hi^i solvency

is indicated by low API. gravity, low aniline-point, and

high Kauri butanol value. On this basis the hydrogenated

TAMJE XI

ofHigh ffl&sh-poimt Sofety Fuel

Fffd stock

* See footnote * to Table X.

solvent naphtha is decidedly superior to the petroleum

solvent produced by ordinary refining methods, and in

addition can be mack better than coal-tar products as

shown in Table XII.

TABLE XH
Comparison of Various Solvents

Solvent naphtha^_
^

Hermal
j

petroleum \
Coal-tar

*
Extrapolated value.

t Standard testing method in the varnish and lacquer industry,

denoting the amount of solvent naphtha which can be added to a

standard Kauri gum solution without coagulation.

beazme of 31-5 Kauri butaaoi valwe.

t Extrapolated value.
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In the production of solvents the hydrogenated product

from the unit is fractionated into a number of cuts of
desired boiling range. In ordinaiy operation the following
four cuts are usually made:

Solvent No. 1

2
3

4

200-275 F. boiling range
275-365 F.

365-419 F.

419-460 F.

Tbe relative proportions of these fractions, as well as their
distillation characteristics, may be controlled by adjust-
ment of feed-stock boiling range. Table XIII shows the
properties of solvents 1 to 4 obtained* by fractionation of
the hydrogenated product from a low aniline point, ligfat-

gas oil.

By the standard tests the hydrogenated solvents show
a high degree of refinement. The low sulphur content and
ability to pass corrosion tests, both with copper strip and
mercury, meet the requirements for high-grade solvent
naphthas. As judged by Kauri-butanol values, dimethyl
sulphate values, and aniline points, the solvency powers
of hydrogenated solvents increase with boiling-point.
These materials find application as lacquer diluents,

paint and varnish thinners, rubber solvents, and resin

solvents, as well as in a number of special uses where a
combination of high-solvent power and controlled
evaporation rate is essential. Tests have shown these high-
solvency naphthas to be equal to toluene and xylene as
solvents for most of the resins now on the market [8, 1934],
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THE HYDROGENAHON OF COAL
L G. I3NG, PfeJX, AJtT.C, FiC

Fuel

SINCE the ratio of hydrogen to carbon is much fcwcr in

coal than in hydrocarbon oils, it follows that the conversion

of coal into liquid fuel must involve the addition of hydro-
gen. For this reason the term bydrogermtion has been

applied to the treatment of coal under Mgti hydrogen pres-
sure and high temperatures, although the action of the

hydrogen in this case is more comprehensive than true

addition. The reactions wfakh OCOBT are complicated, and
the final result is a compromise between (i) the true hydro-

genatkra of compkx hydrocarbons, (H) the cracking or

pyrolysis of these at the high temperatures involved, (iii) the

saturation of the unsaturated bodies formed by pyrolysis,
and (iv) the reduction of oxygenated groupings to aromatk

hydrocarbons. TTie balance of these depends upon the

conditions chosen, but the ovemU result is that the oil pro-
duct has a higher hydrogen/carbon ratio than the original
coal.

In comparison with other methods of obtaining supplies
of liquid fuel from coal, hydrogeoatkm possesses the ad-

vantage of giving by far the greatest yield, the cofiversiofi

to liquid being complete except for a proportion of gas
formation and a small residue of unconverted coal.

Hie first attempt to hydrogeuate ami was made by M.
Berthek>t in 1869 [21 who treated coal with hydriodk acid

solution at 27CT C. and obtained a yield of 60% of hydro-
carbon oils. Similar experiments have been made with

other reducing agents, but the first practical advance was
not made until 1924, when Bergius reported the successful

working of a hydrogenatkm plant treating about 40 kg. of

coalperhour. Hiis plant was theresult ofearierreseandbes

by Bergius. Starting with the production of spirit by

heating petroleum oils to 450^ C. with hydrogen at 20atm.

pressure, he later (1913) applied this treataent to artificial

coal made by heating cellulose to 340? C. at 100 ata. pres-

sure for 8 hours [1, 1933]. Using a temperature of400 C.,

he converted this product mainly into a material soluble in

benzene. The first patents ofthe Bergius process were taken

out in 1914 (B.P. 18,232). Apart from the early papers

by Bergius, little information was available of the process
and little interest taken in it until the continuous plant
at Rheinau came into operation in 1925. After that date

interest was stimulated by the formation of many groups
of investigators and later by technical applications of the

process hi Germany by the LG. FarbeaindiBtrie and in

England by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. The in-

vestigators in England were I. L Graham and his co-

workers at the University of Birmngbam and the Fuel

Research Station of the Department of Scientific and

Industrial Research. Use iswstigatioos as a whole have

given birth to a considerable literature (3] dealing mainly
with the reactions involved in die treatment of coal and

with patent details. The control of the patents relating to

hydrogeaation is BOW mainly ested in International

Hy&ogesmtkMi Paimts Ltd., a company formed by the

Staadard-LG. (a company promoted by the Standard Oil

Company ofNOT Jersey aiK^ FarbeamdustrfeX the

Royal Dutch SMI Company, and the Imperial Cbrakal
Industries. The exploitation of any hydrogeeatioo process

HI

by any concern outside these companies would hardfy seem

possible except under licence.

THE BEHGHJS PROCESS
A diagrammatic arrangement of the final form of the

Bergius plant is shown in Fig. 1. The coal was crushed to

pass a 2-miD. sieve, mixed with heavy oil or tar in the pro-

portion of about 2-5 to 1, and bydrated iron oxide (5%
of the ami), and pumped at a pressure of 20Qatm. into one

end of the first converter consisting of a horizontal steel

cylinder do$ed at both ends by special joiufcs and heated

by gas through a lead-filled jacket. Each converter was
fitted with a paddk stirrer. Hydrogen and coal paste
entered at the same point of the converter, and the reac-

tions involving liquefaction of the coal proceeded so

rapidly that the product was sufficiently fluid to fk>w

through the connecting pipe to the second similar con-

verter. Three converters in all were used, the coal being
in process for about 2 hours. Th& temperature used varied

with the 0)01 from 440 to 490 C
Bergius added the iron oxide fhixmasse*) with the idea

of fixing the sulphur of the coal which he considered dele-

terious, but it has smce been shown that the material has

a marked catafytk effect on the reactions,

THE MODHIN COAt HYDRQGENATI0N
PROCESS

The reactions in the Bergius process took place essen-

tially in the liquid phase. In the modem process the coal

is first treated in one, or two, Ikpkl phases, and then a

portion of the product of suitable boiling range is further

hydrogenated in the vapour phase. Even so, the first stage

in the iqtrid phase differs from the Bergius process by

permitting the more complex molecules a longer reaction

time aixl by the use of more active catalysts.

The complete process is best described in relation to a

modern plant. Oae conception of such a plant is shown in

diagram in Fig. 2.

TT* Uqmc^phase Stage

Hie coal fa pulverized, mixed, or 'pasted* with heavy
oi and catalyst, the latter being usually kss than 0*1% of

the coal processed, and pumped with hydrogen at 250 atm.

piessuie through a pretieater into the bottom of the Ikpiid-

piiase coovorte. The temperature may be raised to the

working level of 40CM&0 C. in the preheater, or additional

heat may be suppled in the converter. The reaction

wtiidh vaporize arc carried with the excess

and the gaseous hydrocarbons fonned, ftwi ^e
top of the amverter and pass through a condenser ante* a

separator, where the condensate collects and whence tie

'residua.!' gas passes to a gas-washing tower, where the

heavier hydrocarbon gases are washed out with a hydro-
carbon oi aud the remaining impute fepfeoeii is pi^fci
and returned to the process.

The average time of treatment in the liquid phase is

about 2 hours. The heavier nK>kctiks exceol tte time, and
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the lighter undergo a shorter time. The reactions are

carathenmc. H. G. Grimm [10, 1931] lias given a heat of
reaction figure of450 kg.-caL per kg. of coal converted into

middle oiL The crude condensate from the liquid phase is

dfeffited ami separated into three fractious: (!) spirit up to

200 C ; fii) middle oil 200-300 C; and Cm) heavy oil over
SOO^C Ai^rmtecialwhidi resists conversion into vapor-
ized products, Le. fusain, coal ash, and catalyst, is run cort-

tmuousJy from the converter, together with a proportion of

heavy oS, m the form of a s!u4ge. This sludge may be

treated in various ways, by centrifuging orbycarbonization,
in order to recover heavy oil and a dry, solid residue. The
heavy oil is returned, with the oil boiling over 300 C. from
the liquid phase, to the tegirrning ofthe process, where it is

used for pasting fresh coaL
To remove the solids, filtration, centrifuging, or settling

methods may be employed, usually after dilution with a

lighter oiL The residual oily solids are then carbonized
and the oils obtained returned to the process. ITie coke
obtained serves as a fueL
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Stage

The middle oil passes to the second-stage or vapewir-

phase converter. In admixture with hydrogen the oil is

preheated almost to reaction temperature and the vapours
pass through a bed ofcatalyst material, ttie heat ofreactkm*
which is very marked, being utilized to maintain the tem-

perature at the required tevel of 400-480 C The pnessiine
in this system is the same, 250 atm. The vapours leaving
the converter are condensed, the oO$ passing to a dis-

tillation plant at atmospheric pressure, aad the residual

gas and surplus hydrogen to the gas-washing plant for

recovery of hydrogen.
The average time of treatment in the vapour phase is

much shorter than in the liquid phase, and may be of the

order of 1 minute only.

The process of condensation aad separation may be

substituted in both stages by a system of partial condensa-

tion under pressure, the great advantage of which is that

oils which are still in process remain under pressure, and
the separated middle oil can be seat forward directly to the

vapour-phase stage.

The liquid product is freed from water aad distilled to

give crude spirit to 200 C. and oil boiling above 200.
The oil is preferably reprocessed in the vapour-phase con-

verter.

The overall thermal efficiency of the combined liquid

and vapour phase has been given [7, 1931] as 43 % and

[14, 1935] as 40%.

Products from the Bergies Process

The crude product from the Bergius process consisted of

a black tar containing in suspension in a very stable form

water, unconverted coal, coal ash, and luxroasse catalyst.

Separation of the water and solids was difficult, and centri-

fugjngwasthenic^satMk^oiyHiedKxL ThesoHd^ee'ofl'

cannot be regarded as a true oil Only about 50% distilled

upto360C. The distillate consisted ofphenols* bases, and
neutral oil representing about 6%, 2*5%, ami 22% of the

ash-free, dry coaL The residue boffinsg above 360 C con-

sisted of a pitch much ofwhich was insoluble in petroleum
ether and was asphaMc in natoe, Further details of the

composition of oils and sprits from the process have been

published [6, 1935].

Typical yields from a British coal are given in Table L
The coal was treated at 450 C and 200 atm, pressure.

TABLE I

Yields from the Bergws Pnocess

Yorkshire Coal

co&l

Coal

Hydrogen

Oil produced:
Spirit to 200 C. .

Ofl, 200-300 C. .

Resfdtje, above 300 C, .

Gaseous Ixydrocarboes, &c,

Caitootjaeeoes matter
WatCT (including NH3) .

Loss ....

100-0

5-7

105-7

HO
17-5

37-1

65-6

20-0

6*7

4-8

*6

105*7

In this tabk the amount of hydrogen shown is that of
the hydrogen reacting.

Products firm tire Modem Process

In the liquid-phase stage of the modern process two

separate oil products are obtained. One ofthese is a residue

heavy oil used as recycle material, and the other is a light

oil condensed from the exit hydrogen. The latter is light

brown in colour and free from suspended solid. It consists

of pheoolic, basic, aad neutral substances, and although
obtained by condensation from the hydrogen it contains

oils boiling up to 36G C, Distillation gives a spirit boilmg
up to 200 C, wfikii alter nefiafaig is suitable for me as

motor spirit A typical spirit, b.p. up to 17CF C. before

refining, consisted of the following:

Aronnstics *

Unsaturatcds
Saturated .

22
4
74

The proportion of spirit, nriddk oil, and heavy oil

obtained naturally depends upon the working conditions.

By employing a M^i t&rooghpot and a tow reaction

temperature, heavy oils are obtained in <pjantity. These,

however, possess no value either as bses for the prep@m-
tkmc^DiesdcnghiefadQrlubi^^ By farther faydro-

genation, K. Gordon [8, 1933] claims to have pcodueed a
Diesel oil from a bituminous coal, but makes no such claim

for lubricating oik. JvL Pier [15, 1933] has dataed, how-
ever, that similar heavy oil from brown coal will yield on
further treatment some 20% of lubricating oil.

In the vapour-phase converter conditions are chosen so
as to give as high a conversion of oil to sprit as possible
in one passage through the catalyst without forming an
ndue proportk^i of gaseoiB l^drocarboiB, Normally the

treatment gives 55% of spirit, 5% of wate, and 6% of

permanent gas, the remainder being unconverted heavy oil

which is recycled.

The yields of products from the cornishied process arc

most readily considered m tenra of complete cooverskni of
the coal to motor spirit bding below 2QQT C., ft bong
understood that any less compkte conversion giving fuel

oil as an additional product would eotaH a lower ccamimp-
tion of hydrogen and a higher throughput in the vapour-

phase converter.

IVpcal codvcrskm data aie given iaTablelL Theuppec
part of the table shows the liquid-phase reactions, the

middle portion the vapour-phase reactions, and the lower

portion the oxnbincd processes in wtski the coal has been

converted almost completely to spirit. These data were

obtained on aa experimental plant, and the yield of spirit

in a plant of industrial size would be rather higher;
K. Gcfxiofi [7, 1931] daiim 165 gat pec too of dry, asb~

free coal from a piaxil treating 15 tons of coal per day. In

Table E the liquid-phase yield is 110 gaL of oil and 60 gal
of spirit with the expenditure of 24,000 cu. ft ofhyditogea.
In the vapour phase the yield is 110 gaL of spirit for a
similar expenditure of hydrogen. The combined yieM is

170 gal. of spirit. The figures for hydrogea are quoted
id terms of hydrogen reacting, LC. forming oil, water;

and hydrocarbon gases. The net amount of hydrogen

forming oik and water, and therefore not recoverable^

is much kss than this, about 22,000 01, iL Hie hydro-

gee which fonra gaseous hydixxait>c&^
in a commercial process will form the major pert of Hie

recjiiireinents.
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TABLE H

The Con^ktc Hydragewxtfan of Cod

Hydrosenatiofi temperature . . .

s C.

Hydrogcnation procure . Atm.

Fin* stage m liqwd pka$e

Hydrogeo reacting, cu. ft. per ton a.f.d. coal

Yields:

Spirit, b.p. < 200* C, gal. per too a.f.4. coal

Oil, b.p. > 200* C. .,

Total oil

HYBROGENATION

longer time of treatment, both changes tending to a greater

degree of cracking to permanent gas and therefore a lower

yield of oil. Of the macroscopic constituents of coal, the

brights vitrain and clarain are the most easily hydro-

genated, whilst dull coal durain is less easily converted,

Fusain is comparatively inert.

Tlie following examples illustrate the wide suitability of

24,000 British coals.

450

200

60

Second staff treatment mg$ phase, of&ti b.p. 200
s
C.

produced in first ttage

Hyitogee reacting, as. fit, par ton ad. coal .

Yields:

Spirit, b.p. < 200" C, gal per ton a.f.d. coal .

24,000

110

C<m$*icdjigwvs for the two stages

Hydrogen reacting, ca. ft per ton a-f.d. coal . 48,000

Yields:

Spirit, b.p. < 200* C. gal* per ton a.f.d. coal .__170

Properties ofspmtftQm combmed stages

Distillation:

Fraction b.p. < 100* C, % of spirit

b.p. 100-200* C.

Specific gravity at 15* C.

Octane somber (motor method)

Composition:
Aromatic feydrocarboiis, % of spirit

Unsaturated

Ottier saturated hydrocarbons, % of sprit

78

0-75

82

24
7

28
41

The refractory nature of the product from the Bergiiis

process has already been emphasized. The modem process

yields a spirit as the main product The refining of this

spirit presents no difficulties. The rapour-phase product is

entirely free from acidic substances. That produced in the

liquid pfease requires an alkali wash to remove phenolic

substances. The tendency to gum formation is not pro-

nounced, and washing with sulphuric acid of 60% strength

is sufficient to render the spirit sufficiently stable in this

respect. When highly active catalysts are employed the

vapour-phase spirit requires no refining treatment other

than an alkali wash.

Effect of Variables on the Liquid-phase Stage

The variables which affect the conversion of coal to

heavy oil in the liquid phase are pressure, temperature,

mature ofcoal, time ofcontact, the catalyst, and the pasting

oil Tefnpetratore and pressure are connected in their

eflects to a large extent, since high temperatures are neces-

sary for the reactions and a high pressure is necessary

to accelerate the hydrogesation reactions in preference to

tk>sec^aracidrigor<arlxHization. Actually the reactions

follow more nearly tie course of direct hydrogenation,

cradong, or pyrotysis of the hydrogeoated products with

hydrogenatkm of the molecular fragments produced by
cracking.

A wide range of amis can be treated by the hydrogena-
tion process, but the ease of treatment and the yield of oil

varies with the type of coal. The most suitable coals are

ttase containing from 80 to 84% of carbon and from 5-0

to 5-8% of hydrogen. Coals of lower carbon content are

readily treated, but give lower yields of oil owing to their

higher oxygen content. Brown coals and lignites differ from
hitraoiB0u3 coal in being influenced by different catalysts.

Coals of higher carbon content are more difficult to hydro-

geaate, requiring the use of higher temperatures and a

I

Kent

Yorkshire :
Lancashire

j

N. Staffs. \ coking

\
steam coal i coking coal

\ coking coal \ coal

One important factor in the choice of coal is freedom

from inorganic impurities. The average ash content of

British coal is about 4-5 %, which means that, for every ton

of coal treated, 100 Ib. of residue must be withdrawn from

the liquid-phase converter. The abrasive action of this ash

on release valves would be considerable, and, in addition, it

would greatly reduce the value as a fuel of the solid fuel

produced by carbonizing the sludge after extraction of the

heavy oil which it contains. Since the carbonaceous residue

from the coal is from 5 to 8% ofthe coal, the solid fuel from

a coal containing 4-5% of ash would contain 30-40% of

ash. For both these reasons, it seems certain that the choice

of coal for hydrogenation purposes will fall upon coals

which can readily be cleaned to an ash content of the order

ofl%.
The use ofa coal containing little sulphur is not necessary,

since the catalysts employed are sulphur resistant. Indeed,

sulphur appears to be beneficial in small amounts.

Similarly, chlorine is not harmful in small amounts, since

the hydrogen chloride formed is beneficial in overcoming

the possible harmful effects of alkaline inorganic consti-

tuents. In large amounts, however, it may be the cause of

corrosion troubles.

It follows from the Law of Mass Action that the rate of

a reaction involving hydrogen is increased by raising the

pressure and therefore the concentration of hydrogen.

Also, since hydrogen absorption means a decrease of

volume, increase of pressure must favour hydrogenation.

The general effect of this can be seen in autoclave experi-

ments, where the initial pressure is varied. J. G. King [13,

1936] quotes results for Beamshaw (Yorkshire) coal at

445 C. in the absence ofan added catalyst.

TABLE III

Effect of Pressure on the Hydrogenation of Coal

At the lowest pressure the product was still solid. The

considerable increase in the amount of oil produced by

increasing the pressure is shown by starting at higher

initial pressures of 100 and 120 atm. respectively.

The general effect of increase oftemperature is that both

hydrogenation and cracking reactions are accelerated, but

since increase of temperature reduces the degree of hydro-

genation possible, there is an upper limit beyond which it
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is not practicable to go. In the case of pure substances the

limitations of temperature can be detornmed, but witli a
compkx material sudbm coal only the overall effiect am be
observed- Sira^ the ols^ of the process is to
and the formation of permanent gas is to be avoided, it

follows that there most be some temperate^ at wtacil there

is the best ompromise between crackingand bydro^nating
reactions. Thistempemtureispm%defexl!^tlieaiiX5iH^
of hydrocaiix>n gas formed which b necessary to supply
the hydrogen required.
The effect of temperature m a continuous system has

been defined by K. Gordon [7, 1931] for a ixed reaction

time of 2 hours. lib results are expressed graphically in

Fig. 3. As the temrxrature rises the reskira

TEMPERATURE VARIABLE
REACTION

rso

IN D6Rfc5 GHT
FKJ. 3. Effect of temperature on tfae hydrpgenatkm of coaL

matter decreases, the total yield of oil decreases owing to

the formation ofmore gas and a little more water, and the

natureofthe oil changes. At 420^* the propoitk>nofspirit
is 22, while at 460 C. it has risen to 48% of the coaL Hie

high-boiling oil has decreased proportionately, bat the

amount of middle oil has not greatly changed. It will be

obvious from this Figure how the temperature in the liquid

phase will affect the process. Too high a temperature wii

give more spirit without affecting the amount ofmiddle oil

passing to the vapour phase, bet there may be a ddkieocy
ofheavy oil for

*

pasting'. Too low a temperature will have

the opposite effect.
,

These observations define the effect of temperature
within the working range for the production of oil The
reactions which occur in the heating-up stages are of

importance in other directions. It has been shown [12,

1933] that the action of hydrogen upon coal first begins
at about 320 C. in the presence of a catalyst, oxygen

being eliminated as water, and hydrogen combining with

the coal, these processes leading to the formation of

increased amounts of resinous compounds. The effect is

so marked with some non-coking coals [5, 19311 that if the

reaetioiH be interrupted at this stage a solid product is

obtained of high coking power, less tfnni 0-5% of hydrogen

reacting to bring about the change. It is possible that this

reaction may become of technical importance in connexioo

with coke manufacture.

Time of contact is abo important in this connexion, and
Gordon also stows [7, 1931] that increase of reaction time

ira^ the same effect as UKIT^SC of temperature. At44(f C,
as shewn in Fig. 3, an increase of reaction time from 2 to 4

hours is equivalent to raising the temperature 2$ C.

Catalysts. Hie catalyst to be used in the liquid-phase

hydrogenation of coal has been the subject of a large num-
ber of patent applications for both simpk and promoted
catalysts and variations in the method of application. The
most suitable catalysts for bituminoiis coais are certain

elements of the fourth group of the Periodic Oassiftcation,

These are titanium, germanium, tin, and lead, the roost

active of these being tin. Titanium 15 active only in associa-

tion with iron. Zinc abo has some activity, whik
iodine is a particularly active catalyst, and it is unfortunate

that its action upon the containing vessels cannot be pre-
vented in order that this activity can be explored and made
use of. Hie failure of nickel, a well-known hydrogenatirig

catalyst, is probably caused by the action of sulphur com-

pounds, but some nickel compounds, e.g. nickel okate, are

active despite the fact that they are not stable substances

under the conditions used.

Elements of the sixth group, molybdenum, tungsten, are

less suitable for the liquid phase than for the vapour phase,
but under chosen conditions, and particularly for brown
coals and lignites, give good results. They are not, however,
active in small quantities like the elements of the fourth

group. The latter need be used only to the extent of less

than Ol% of the coal
It has been suggested that certain coals may contain

active dements such as germanium, ami that sucfa coals

might be particularly rated to the process. It is unlikely,

however, that the amount present IB vary clean coal would
be siifficient, or that the use of less dean coal would be

justified, simply to avoid the addition of catalyst,

The object of using a catalyst is to accelerate the rate of

the faydrogeoatioii inactions so that they may proceed at

least as rapidly as those of cracking. There is no reason,

however, why the cracking reactions should not abo be

accelerated in the presence of a good hydrogenating cata-

lyst. A measure of the value of a catalyst is therefore

obtained by observing the ability to reduce the temperature
at which rapid combination with hydrogen takes place.

This may be done be measuring the rate of production
of liquid products frooi coal. L. Horton, J. G. King,
and F. A. Williams [12, 1933] have heated coal to reaction

temperature in a stream ofhydrogen and measured the rate

of productk>n of oil. The curves shown in Fig. 4 illustrate

the comparative rates. Curve 1 gives the rate in tfae abseiice

of a catalyst or a vehicle, tfae coal yielding 24% of ai up
to reaction temperature and 38% altogether. In tii

presence of a stannous hydroxide catalyst (curve ?) the

cc^res|XHidlDgyi^lsare3QaiKl69% respective^-

An effect wfikti is of tfae gpreatest importance is repeated

by curves 4 and 5. These represent expermeols m which

the coal was treated in admixture with a tetvy oH asm t&e

full-scale process. In the absence of a catafe^t a curw m
obtained which shows a much Beater conversion t* ofl

than in the case of dry coal, aad in tfee peseiice ofa cata-

lyst the conversion is still further improved. Since m this

experiment the oik produced are ooaferao^
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fttra tbe system, it foflows that the actkm of the liquid

medium takes effect in the early stages. For this reason it

can be deduced tliat tbe dispersive action of a heavy-oil

vehicle is a most important factor in coal hydrogenation,

quite apart from the practical value of the oil in forming

a pumpabie paste. This oondosion suggests that fine

grinding of the coal in admixture with the oil, in order to

assist the dispersive effect of heat in the presence of the oil,

would repay any additional cost it might incur, by accelerat-

ing the rate of hydrogenation.

IN PRESENCE OF VEHICLE

IN ABSENCE OF VEHICLE

23-4
TIME. IN HOURS

FKS. 4. Rate of production of liquid product from coal.

Meet of Variables on the Vapour-phase Stage

The conversion of the middle oil from the distillation

or fractional condensation of the liquid-phase product is

chemically the same in principle as the treatment of the

coal paste. The conditions chosen for pressure and

temperature are those wliidh give the best compromise
between cracking and hydrogsenation as regards yields and

throughput. From a study of the behaviour of pure com-

pounds it can be deduced that tbe first action is that of

hydrogeoatioB, and that this is followed by cracking ofthe

hydrogeoatkw podocts with simultaneous hydrogenation
of the unsatorated products.
Tbe optimum temperature in the vapour-phase converter

varies from 400 to 500 C., depending upon the catalyst

used aiKi the type ofprcKlucti^uii^ Variations can lead

to either an aromatic or a naphthenic spirit. Reaction

begins about 36CTC, both as regards decrease of molecular

wd^taixireductk)nofoxygmatedcx>mrx>unds^ Too high
a tenpoature means that too high a proportion of the

oil is cracked to permanent gas, and also that the rate of
deterioration of the catalyst is increased,

Catalysts. As in the case of the liquid-phase process, a
lai^e number of substances have been patented for

in various ways. In this case the catalyst must
I) appled in a granular porous form so that a large

HYBROGENAT1ON
surface is exposed to the reacting vapour without freedom

ofpassage being impeded.
The expedients adopted to over-

come this difficultyhave been mainly deposition on aporous

granular support such as alumina gel [14, 1934] or the pellet-

ing of the finely powdered materials. The most promising

catalysts are compounds of molybdenum and tungsten;

although the halogens, particularly iodine, are as active, but

their application in practice is difficult. Alkalis and alkaline

earths are deleterious in that they accelerate coke forma-

tion as in the liquid phase. Molybdenum and tungsten

are particularly active in the form of

sulphides. They arenormally applied
in the form of their ammonium salts,

converted to the trioxides by heating

in air and to sulphides in use, either

by the addition of sulphur or by the

action of sulphur compounds in the

raw material, this sulphur being
converted to hydrogen sulphide.

Attempts to produce metallic cata-

lysts of sufficiently high thermal

conductivity do not appear to have

been successful.

The reactions of hydrogenation-

cracking are strongly exothermic,and

difficulties arise in practice owing to

local overheating in the catalyst bed.

This may be overcome by flooding

with a less reactive oil such as a

portion of the reaction product.

Metallic alloy catalysts of higft

thermal conductivitywould be useful

in this connexion.

Vapour-phase catalysts deteriorate

during use owing to the cloaking of

their surface with solid matter, poly-

mers of high molecular weight or

even carbon resulting from cracking.

The rate of deterioration is, however,

extremely slow when the reaction

conditions are carefully controlled. In the case of molyb-
denum and tungsten catalysts the catalyst may be revivified

by oxidation with air at about 500 C., its full activity

being recovered.

Further details relating to the vapour-phase conversion

will be found in the article upon hydrogenation of tars, the

treatment of low-temperature tar and tar distillates is con-

ducted upon exactly similar lines.

Hydrogen
The supply of hydrogen is an important factor in the

hydrogenation process. It is shown in Table II that ap-

proximately 50,000 cu. ft. ofhydrogen are required per ton

ofcoal treated. This hydrogen can be supplied by the inter-

action with steam of the gaseous hydrocarbons produced
in the process, but may be prepared direct from coke or by
the separation of hydrogen from coke-oven or other gases.

It can be calculated that the entire process can become
self-contained as regards hydrogen if about 15% of the

carbon content of the coal treated is converted to gaseous

hydrocarbons. Under these conditions the yield of spirit

and oil would be about 72%.

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS
The operation of the hydrogenation process on a com-

mercial scale was first achieved in Germany at Leuna. The
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raw material uaed was first brown coailm 1927, but this was
later replaced by brown-coal low-temperature tar in 1929,
For tfoe last few years both coal and tar and crude German
petroleum have been treated, and the output of motor-
splrit has beeo about 25O.OOO tons per annum. Tbe costs
of prodiactkm have been high aod tiie continuance of
manufacture has been achieved only by the institution of
a protective tariff of Is. per gallon. An association has
been formed by the Reich Minister for Economic Affairs
for the further development of spirit from fcw-own coal.
The process adopted will probably be that of tbe I.G.
Farbenmdustrie, and efforts will be made to increase the
output at Leuna to 350,000 tons and to build additional

plant in the Ruhr to product 500,000 tons. Since present
German consumption amounts to about two million tons
per annum, the above aims cover a large proportion of
the requirements.

Cocnrnercial developments in Great Britain have been
solely in the hands of Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd., who are partners in International Hydrogeoatio0
Patents, Ltd.

Following experimental work upon a 15-ton per day

plant Imperial Chemical Industries have erected a large

plant which is intended to treat 400 tons of coal per day.
Owing to the low cost of imported petroleum spirit it is

necessary for this plant also to have the benefit of a pro-
tective tariff if it is to achieve commercial success. For
this purpose the British Hydrocarbon Oil Production Bill

was passed in 1934, g^iaraDtecing the contirtuance ofa tariff

on imported spirit of at least 4eL per gallon for nine years
from April 1935. Tfoe tariff is now &
K. Gordon [9, 1935] has stated that the cost of the new

plant amounted to 5*300*000 including existing plant
brought into service. He estimates the output as 150^000
torts of motor spirit per annum, of which 100,000 tons are
derived from coal and tbe remainder from creosote oil and
low-ternperature tar. Hie cost of production has been
given as about Id. per gallon of spirit obtained. Gordon
estimates that the thermal efficiency of the process would
be 40% if the hydrocarbon gas produced were reconverted
to hydrogen.
Hie total production of spirit from the plant should be

about 3-6% of the total consumption of spirit in Great
Britain.
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THE HYDROGENATION-CRACKING OF TARS

By JL G. KING, PkJX, AJLT.C, F.LC.

Fuel Research Board

Tm advances which have been made in the application of

hydrogeeatiofi technique to coal and bituminous materials

generally open up a promising market for tars and tar pro-

ducts for which existing markets may become frooi time to

tfene uncertain. In this country approximately 1-5 nillkm

tons of tar arc pixxluced annually, and this finds a market

after teateeet mainfy as road tar, creosote, pitch, benzole,

tolnole, xytofe, naphthas, tar acids, tar bases, and naphtha-
ieae. It is impossible to indicate the relative amounts of

these products, since as markets vary from year to year

first one and thai another shows serious over-production.

During the years 1931-3 the creosote market dropped and

large quantities were sold at low prices, while in 1934-5 the

difficulty was to dispose of pitch. In Great Britain at pre-

sent (1934-5) approximately half of the tar produced is

distilled to give pitch, while the other half is treated to give

road tar, light creosote, and benzoles only. The figures for

1934 were:

Gasworks
Coke ovens

Otliers

Road tar .

Tar distilled Pitch produced

980,200 208,400 tons

462,800 156,000

38,280 15,900

1.481,280 380,300

770,000

Conversion to motor spirit by hydrogenation-cracking
offers a remedy for these troubles, since the market for

spirit is sufficiently large to absorb all that is likely to be
made in this way. On a commercial scale the application
of this technique in Great Britain would not be economic
at the prices at present (1936-7) prevailing for petroleum
motor spirit, but, in the event of the protective tariff con-

tinuing, the producer of tar would be certain ofa profitable

market for the products he is unable to dispose of through
normal channels.

In view of the variation in normal tar markets it will be

apparent that the hydrogenation process must be capable

eventually of dealing with high-temperature tars or even

pitch as well as the more amenable materials such as low-

temperature tar and tar distillates. In view of the greater

difficulty whkh attends the treatment of tars produced by
the carbonization ofcoal at high temperatures, much more
attention has been given so far to low-temperature tar and
tar distillates. In this county the amount of low-tempera-
ture tar produced is small, but in Germany large quantities
of brown-coal tar have been produced and successfully
converted into motor spirit and fuel oils.

The technique used for the hydrogenation of low-tem-

perature tar and tar distillates is the same as that used for
the second stage in the hydrogenation of coal, i.e. the

vapour-phase treatment of the 'middle oil' obtained by the
distillation of the crude coal oil from the first or liquid-

phase stage. It consists in passing the vaporized tar with

hydrogen under pressure through a catalyst bed maintained
at the correct temperature.
At present the chiefaim of the process is the production

of tow-boiling oils, and for this purpose the temperature
employed varies from 440 to 500 C, the pressure ofhydro-

gen is 200 atm. or more, and a hydrogenating catalyst

is used to prevent the undue preponderance of cracking.

Under these conditions, in once-through operation, a

normal low-temperature tar absorbs about 5 % by weigjit

of hydrogen and yields a product which is completely

soluble in petroleum ether (b.p. 40-60 C.), and contains

only traces of tar acids. The pitch, tar acids, and bases

are completely converted to liquid hydrocarbons, sulphur

is eliminated as hydrogen sulphide, and nitrogen as

ammonia. The amount of spirit (b.p. up to 200 C.) is

increased from 7 to 50% or more.

The main reactions are the absorption of hydrogen

(hydrogenation) and the production of low-boiling oik

(cracking). It is apparent that a powerful hydrogenating

catalyst is required. Compounds of molybdenum and

tungsten, especially the sulphides, are the most promising,

and, since it is not possible to deal with all the catalysts

described in the literature, it is proposed to discuss the

subject mainly in relation to the use of molybdenum
catalysts.

Although tars are complicated mixtures of organic com-

pounds, the nature of these is known to a considerable

extent, and light has been thrown upon the behaviour of

tar by studying pure compounds under the same conditions

of treatment. By this means C. M. Cawley and C. C. Hall

[2, 1934] have recognized three main types of reaction in

the hydrogenation-cracking process.

(i) De-oxygenation reactions involving the removal of

oxygen as water. Those involving the elimination

of nitrogen and sulphur as ammonia and hydrogen

sulphide respectively may be included in this section.

(ii) Reactions in which hydrogenation precedes crack-

ing.

(iii) Cracking reactions.

The de-oxygenation reactions may be typified by the

reactions ofthe phenols. In the absence ofa hydrogenation

catalyst, phenol and the cresols are fairly stable at 450 C.,

but dihydric phenols and pyrogallol are relatively unstable,

and are decomposed to pitch, carbon, and water. In the

presence ofa catalyst phenol begins to react with hydrogen
at about 350 C., and at 450 is converted completely to

hydrocarbons. Cawley and Hall recognize three reactions:

(a) De-oxygenation: C6H5OH -+ C6H<j followed by some

hydrogenation: C6H6 -* C6H12 .

(b) Hydrogenation followed by dehydration:

C6H5OH^ C6HUOH -> C6H12 .

(c) Condensation: QH5OH -> C6H5 .C6H5 .

The extent of each of these reactions depends upon the

temperature, the pressure, and the catalyst. Condensation

(c) is a side-reaction and does not occur in the presence of

a hydrogenating catalyst such as molybdenum sulphide.

The other reactions (a) and (b) proceed at approximately

equal rates, e.g. with a molybdenum catalyst at 450 C.

the proportions of benzene and cyclohexane in the product
are 45: 35.

The cresols behave similarly to phenol, giving mainly
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toluene, by reaction (a), and methyl cydotiexaiie, by reac-

tion (&). In the presence of a strong hydrogcrating catalyst

the dihydric phenols are hydrogenated readily, and benzene

and c>ck>hexane result.

If these results are applied to tar, it is realized that reac-

tion (a) should be favoured (by raising the temperature as

much as possible) in order to produce a spirit of high anti-

knock value and to save hydrogen; cyclohexaoe requires

for its formation four times as much hydrogen as bemene.
Reaction (ii), in which hydro^enation precedes cracking,

is typified by the behaviour of the condensed nuclear hydro-

carbons, of which naphthalene may be taken as an example.

Naphthalene is stable at 450 C, but in tiie presence of

to carbon linkages in chains or saturated rings; it occurs

mainly under the influence of high temperatures, although

its rale may be accelerated in the presence of ccrtaia cata-

lysts, Thmeth>1ben2rintheabserKXofacataly-styiekis

32% of bemene at 48T C, but in ttie presence of active

carfxm yields 49%.
The value ofcracking reactibiis in irediici^ the nM^coikr

weight of the complex substances in tar is obvious* By

varyiag the te&iperattire of reaetioi* it is possible to alter

the boiling range of the product within wide limits. There

are in the tar, homier, substances wfeicti crack so readily

that a hydrogcnating catalyst must be employed to ensure

that the rate of hydr0efiatk>n is at least equal to that of

FPESH
H2Q_9L_<3 . t*fr_J.^s-

200ATM06, t 1
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a hydrogoaating catalyst the tetrahydro derivative is formed

at 350-400 C. Abovethistemperaturedeccnnpc^tionocrijrs

by the opening of the hydrogenated ring and benzeae and

its homologues are formed. At 450 C. tetrafeydroeaph-

thal^ie gives about 30% of such derivatives, and at 50(f C.

90%. The hotnologoes of napfattofene bctove OTmkiiy.

In applying this result to tar it is apparent that since

low teaoiperatures (c. 400? C.) fevow hytkogeaation \^uk

higji temperatures favour cracking, it migfet be preferable

to treat the tar in a two-phase process, consisting of (I) a

low-temperature or liquid phase, and (2) a Mgb-tenpora-

tiro or vapour phase. Hie effect of tonperature is, how-

ever, twofold, for wWe low teei)eratores favour a larger

degree of <x>nversioo, W^ber teri^eratores give hi^ber rates

of hydrogenation. It is ttos p(^ibie and coovefflent to

treat tar in a mixed-phase pxxess at sc^ne terap^atere

intermediate between the optimum tOTtperatures for hydro-

genation and cracking.

Finally, the cracking reactioos (iii) can be coi^di^ed as

of special importance in view of their action in reducing

the molecular weight and boiling-point of the components

ofthetar. Cracking is taken to mean the scission ofcarbon

cracking in order to prevent the craddng reactions from

proceeding too far. A higher limit is thus set to the tem-

perature at which the hydro^aatki-arackiiig of tar may
be carried out.

Techfflcal Methods

The course of the reactions described above decides to

some extent the method adopted in the technical treatment

of tars. Factors which have an important influence are

temperature, pfessure, ratio of tar to hydrogen, and time

of contact with the catalyst, but before coosicfeing these

it is desirable to describe the technique adopted in tiie

practical treatment of tar and the results which can be

attained.

Although so much work has been done in Gefinassr o
browiMxml tar, an authentic description of the plant used

is not available. For that reason it is proposed to describe

the process in tarns of a hypothetical ptat, 1% I, eon-

taining the essential features aid to qiioleii^Mytiei^sate
obtained in experimental work on a sef4edNieal scale at

the Fuel Research Station. In Fig. 1 Iks tar is pumped
with hydrogen at 200 atm. pressure into Hie tieaf exchanger
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B> thence to the pndbeater A9 where the mixture is further

raised in temperature by external beat. Tbe heated tar and
hydrogen then eater the cofivorta: C, which iscoovenieotly
a taH cylindrical vessel containing an enclosed catalyst
chamber ofsmaller diameter, the angular space being filled

with thermal insulation material. The tar vapours and
hydrogen flow downwards through the catalyst bed and the

products kave by the pipe -P, passing through the heat

esdianger to the condenser & The coodeosate is collected

in the high-pressure receiver F, and the hydrocarbon gases
and surplus hydrogen pass to the scrubber /, where the
former are washed out by hydrocarbon oH under pressure.
The Squid product in F Hows steadily through a reducing
valve G to a receiver H at atmospheric pressure. A small

proportion ofhydrocarfxm gas is Hberat^

ofpressore. The ptirified hydrogen is returned to the begin-
ning of the process. The hydrocarbon gases are recovered

by releasing the pressure in IT, the wash-oil being recir-

cuiated. These gases may be converted into hydrogen by
methods described elsewhere in this volume.
The reason for having a separate catalyst chamber inside

the converter is to allow of the introduction of sufficient

lagging to
keep

the temperature of the pressure wall below
180 C. If this is done, attack by hydrogen is prevented
and the vessel may be made of mild steeL In other parts
of the plant, e.g. the preheater, where the metal has to
withstand the full working temperature and pressure, alloy
steels are necessary.
The reaction chamber need not be made of great strength

since a pressure-equalizing line controls the pressure dif-

ference between thechamberand the annularspace, keeping
the difference within from 1 to 2 atm.
Hie process is started by applying heat to the preheater

and circulating tar until the temperature rises sufficiently
in the reaction chamber for the exothermic heat ofreaction
to bring it to the working leveL A very important factor
in obtaining steady conditions of operation is the main-
tenance of an even flow of raw material through the cata-

lyst. This is normally achieved by regulating the rate of
passage of the hydrogen and the withdrawal of the residual

gas, the input of tar, and the rate of withdrawal of the

iquid reaction product from the high-pressure vessel F.
At a working temperature of480 C. the heat ofreaction

with low-temperature tar is of the order of 300 kg.-cal. per
kg^ and it can be calculated that, with a full-scale con-
verter, very little preheating of the raw material might be
ijecessary, heat-interchange between this and the products
being almost sufficient to carry on the reaction.
A semi-technical plant used in the Fuel Research

Station experiments is shown in Kg. 2. In this case, owing
to the small scale (throughput 1-2 to 2-0 kg. of tar per
hour) it is necessary to heat the reaction chamber exter-

nally. This is done by a suitably lagged electrical winding
arranged in the annular space surrounding the chamber.
In this plant the hydrogen is not recovered from the resi-
dual gas.

The plant is arranged for accurate control and the
measurement of raw materials and products. The results
of experiments upon low-temperature tar, low-temperature
tar oil, and high-ternperature tar creosote are given in
Table I. The catalyst material used was ignited granular
alumina gel, impregnated with arnmonium molybdate and
dried, the dry material containing 25% of this substance.
In use the ammonium molybdate is converted to molybde^
Bum sulphide (MoS,) by the hydrogen sulphide formed
from the sulphur compounds in the tar.

TABLE I

Hydrogenation-cracking ofLow-temperature Tar
and Tar Oil, and Creosote

The first half of the table shows the yields as percentages
by weight when tar only is the raw material fed to the plant
The data given in the second part of the taBle show the
same yields on a volume basis and also the yields, &c.,
which are obtainable when the crude liquid product of

hydrogenation is distilled and the oil boiling above 200 C.
is continuously recycled.

In the case of low-temperature tar the product after one
treatment is a clear, amber-coloured oil, completely soluble
in petroleum ether (b.p. 40-60 CO and containing about
50% of spirit boiling below 200 C. In order to achieve
this conversion 5-5 parts of hydrogen by weight of the tar
reacts to form: oil, 89 parts, water, 7-5 parts, and hydro-
carbon gas 7*4 parts. The tar has therefore been converted
into approximately equal parts of spirit and oil. Re-treat-
ment of the oil increases the overall yield of spirit to

101 gal. of spirit per 100 gal. of tar treated. The consump-
tion of hydrogen is 180 cu. ft. per gallon of tar, but, if the

hydrocarbon gas formed were cracked with steam, 120-40
cu. ft. of hydrogen would be recoverable from it, and the

process would be partly self-contained in regard to hydro-
gen requirements.
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The temperature of tnmtoeat is 4$T *, and mt thb

temperature the catalyst slowly deteriorates owing to the
cloaking of its surface with carbon and pitchy material.
The only preparation to which the tar is subjected before
treatment is filtration to remove dirt. The tar then contains
up to 2% of water, seme finely divided dirt ('free carbon *),

and iron salts in solution. It has been ascertained tbat the
catalyst will retain a sufficiently high activity for 30 days.
Reactivation is achieved by oxidation with air at a tempera-
ture of 500 C. when the initial activity is regained. This
periodic life is equivalent to 300 vol. of tar par unit volume
of catalyst or 400 Ib. of tar per Ib. of MoS*, Deterioration
is measured by observing the specific gravity of the crude
oil product; a decrease of specific gravity of 0-004 corre-

sponding roughly to a diminution in the weight yield of
spirit of 1-0.

In the treatment of low-temperature tar oil and creosote
the same phenomena occur, except that with the forms- the
rate ofdeterioration is smaller; data fee these raw materials
are given later. Low-teo^oature tar oil is therefore a
particularly suitable raw material for die process; the
crude product is a water-clear oil and the spirit produced
by complete recycling requires very ittib retomg to give a
motor fuel which is stable on storage.
The compositions of the final spirits from these three

raw materials do not differ greatly. They each contain
about 30% ofaromatic hydrocarbons, 65-70% ofsaturated
hydrocarbons and raphthenes, ami only about 2% of
unsaturated hydrocarbons. As motor spirit they have
sufficient volatility, a reasonable octane number (75-30),
and a gum content of only a few mg, per 100 ml. after

6 months' storage in a steel drum.
The above yields of hydrogenation products were ob-

tained under more or less standard conditions, but in a
commercial process the choice of optimum conditions
would be influenced by comkteatk>as of throughput and
the nature of the product required. These are, in turn,
influenced by a number of variables which affect working
conditions. The most important of these variables are

temperature, pressure, ratio of hydrogen to tar, time of
contact of reactants, and the nature of tlie catalyst Hie
effect of these variables upon the treatment of the above
three raw materials is described below briefly, it being
understood that the choice of<x^3ditkK^ in ai^y ptet wouki
be made only after careful coosideotloo of die dfeet of
each variable so as to find the optimum conditions for the

type of raw material treated. In certain cases it will be

apparent that the rate of deteioratkm of the catalyst will

frequently be the deciding factor since it wil most affect

the total output. For this reason it imposes a definite

limitation on the temperature of operation.

Effect of Variables in Vapour-phase Hydrogenarion

Pressure. It follows from the Law of Mass Action that

the rate of any reaction iocvolvimg t^ydnogee wi! be in-

creased by an increase of the pressure and therefore the

concentratioii of hyckoea. Abo, when hydpogenation
involves a reduction of votene, the reactions must be

favoured by increase of pressure. Foe example, in the

hydrogeeation of naphthalene

+2H,;

2ISP

tile point of equilibrium will ^rift to the ri^it as the pne-
sure is raised. At atmospheric pressure naphthaka

whereas at a high pressure of hydrogen it is converted at

400 C to tetrahydronaphthakne, which in turn decom-
poses to benzene and Ms homologues at higher tempera-
tures. The general effect of increase of pressure in the

hydrogenation of tars and tar products is therefore a
greater atm^rpdkHi of hydrogen mud an increase in the

proportion of low-boiling material in the product The
gpreater absorption of hydrogen means also a higher pro-
portion of naphthcnes.
Below 4QCF C. and at pressures of about 200 ata. the

e&ect of any further increase of pressure fa small; above
400 C. tibe proportion of low-boiling mis increases up to
about 350 atm,s at which pressure it appears to readi a
maximmn value. At 4SCT C., for example, 1

tar giws tfee foiowiiig:

Pressure, a&n.

Spirit yield, % of tar

, 100
. 35-4

150
36-3

300 300
41-0 41-S

400
42-2

In this comparison the amounts of tar and hydrogen arc

proportional to the pressure, e.g. the throoigipiit of tar at

400 atm. is double that at 200 ata.
If the pressure falls, or the temperature rises, so that

cracking proceeds ejone rapidly than hydrogeoatioo* a

poiot is readied where the yield of spirit begins todrateish

rapidly. In the above example (480 C.) this point is about
200 ate. ; at higher temperatures it fa higher, Le. at 510 C.
it fa probably about 400 atm.

The important effect of pressure in reducing the rate of
deterioratkHi of the catalyst is dealt with later.

Effect of Tefuperatare. The general effect of increase of

temperature is that the rates of both hydro@eratioii and

omiiug reactions are accelerated, but the esdent to which

hydroenatk can proceed decreases, HHB in the l^dro-
genation of naphthalene referred to above the eqiiiMbrium
shifts to the left as die temperature fa raised. At a high

temperature the effect may be coosiderabfe, so that SB
upper limit is imposed upon the reaction temperature.
The rate of reaction increases with tcsi^^ato^ thus

for exampk, is decomposed by
temperature as follows:

Tcoipcfateie, C 400 450 500
Substaiax decomposed, % ... 3 30 90

Phenol, similarly, is stable at 300 and is converted to

bemeoe aad cydohe&ane at 400 at three times the rate

obtaining at 350 C
,

e C. .

Degree of coeversicw* %
. 300
. nit

350
24

400
78

450
100

In tbe case of complex materials such as tar, ooly the

overall effect of tenapcratere can be assessed, and a com-

promse most bemade between l^ydrogeimtioeaiKlaaddBE^
so that the best conversion to liquids of low boiling-point
is achieved without imdiie absorption ofhydrogen oruncto

oaddaag to peraanest gas. At a pressure of 200 ato. ttie

action ofhydft>ea on kjw-temperatere tar begins at aixrt
300** C. The compiex molecules whkb form ptieti o dfe-

tillation are attacked first to form mis wfakfa ate sd&ble
in peta>feim ether (b,p. 40-60). At this tesraperafaiie lie

amount of cracking is negligible, but, as the temperature

increases, cracking gradually increases until an excessive

amount of permane&t gas is formed. WMk increase f

cracking the amount of spirit rises to a maximum and 4

decreases*
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Hie specific gravity of the oil produced forms a measiHe

of the reactions, and is found to decrease linearly with

inoiease of temperature within certain limits. Since de-

crease of specific gravity means an increase in the propor-

tion of lew-boiling oils, the latter also increase linearly up
to a point. F. S. Sinnatt and J, G, King [4, 1935] give the

following data for Fuel Research low-temperature tar

treated in a conthrocnis plant in the presence ofa molybde-

num sulphide catalyst.

TABLE II

Effect of Temperature in the Hydrogenation-cracking

of Low-temperature Tar

Percentages by weight of tar treated

Although the data in Table II refer only to one through-

put, the same general relations hold over as wide a range

as 0-25 to 4-0 voL of tar per volume of catalyst space per

hour.

The effect of pressure in reducing cracking is seen

markedly in this table; at 510 the difference in spirit yield

between 200 and 400 atm. is much more marked than at

lower temperatures. The change in the appearance of the

product from kyw-temperature tar is interesting. At 370

it is brown, at 410 dark orange and transparent, at 430

orange, and at 450 lemon coloured. The effect of tem-

perature upon the tar acids in the tar is similar to its effect

on phenol; reduction begins about 350 C. and is complete
about 440 C.

Similar relationships hold with creosote (C. M. Cawley,
C. C. Hall, and J. G. King [3, 1935]):

Temperature,
*
C.

Sped&c gravity of product .

Spirit to 200*0.,% .

480 495 510
0-852 0-832 0-815

64-7 69-6 69-8

but at 510 and 200 atm. the degree of cracking is so high
that the sprit yield was little better than at 495.
The important effect of temperature upon the life of the

catalyst is dealt with below.

Ratio of Hydrogen to Raw Material In the case of low-

temperature tar it is found that the yield of low-boiling oils

is sensitive to the molecular ratio of hydrogen to tar up to

a ratio of40 to 1 (taking the mol. wt. of tar as 250). Above
this ratio an increase seems to have little effect. The

optimum ratio increases with increasing temperature.
Table DDL illustrates these conclusions.

TABLE HI

Effect ofHydrogen-tar Ratio

Time of Contact of Tar and Catalyst. The degree of

conversion of tar to spirit decreases only slightly as the

throughput of tar per unit volume of catalyst is raised,

the decrease being less at lower temperatures; this is true

between very wide limits. The comparatively small effect

of the time of contact is shown by the results in Table IV,

obtained by treating low-temperature tar at 480 C. and
400 atm. at various times of contact.

TABLE IV

Effect of Time of Contact of Tar and Catalyst

Time of contact, i

min. . -
j

20 10 2-5 1-25

The relatively large change in time from 20 to 5 min.

causes a reduction in spirit yield of from 56-3 to 42*2 only.

Effect of Catalyst The effect of the catalyst upon the

different variables has already been discussed. The follow-

ing example illustrates the large part which the catalyst

plays in the treatment of low-temperature tar.

TABLE V
Effect of Catalyst in the Hydrogenation of

Low-temperature Tar

Pressure: 200 atm. Temperature: 450 C.

The effect of the catalyst is seen in the complete reduc-

tion of the tar acids to aromatic hydrocarbons and in the

greater production of spirit.

The important features in the preparation of a vapour-

phase catalyst are that the active agent should present a

large surface to the reactants, should be in a robust form,

should not offer undue resistance to the passage of vapours,
and should notdeteriorate rapidly during use. The results of

deterioration may be less serious if the deteriorated catalyst

is easily reactivated. Catalysts prepared in a pelleted form
or absorbed on porous granules of inorganic material fulfil

these requirements and many methods of preparation are

possible. Metallic catalysts of high thermal conductivity

would be valuable, but are not yet available in a sufficiently

active form.

The effect of physical and chemical variables upon the

catalysts used in the treatment of tars may be explained
with reference to molybdenum. A molybdenum catalyst

can conveniently be prepared from ammonium molybdate
by impregnation on a porous support such as alumina gel

or bauxite, followed by ignition to MoO3 and conversion in

situ to molybdenum disulphide. The behaviour of the cata-

lyst in use is best explainedby reference to the specific gravity
of the product. When a fresh batch of catalyst is used, the

specific gravity of the product decreases at first owing to

the conversion of the molybdenum oxide to molybdenum
sulphide, which is a more active catalyst, and then increases

steadily, as the catalyst deteriorates, at a rate depending
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upon the working conditions and the raw material, la the TABLE V fII

cascoftariwdiictscOTla^ Eff^^&w Metertetmtke Jto*

of& m&sy&aeiffi&n

2161

molybdenum is maintained in the form of tlie di&uiphkk

The effect of 11% different physical vanablcs can be ex-

plained in relation to low-temperature tar. Under optimum
OHKiitkHis m the m^bowfawd of 4SCfO and 200 atsn.

a molybdenum sulphide catalyst deteriorates at a rate given
by an increase of0-006 in the specifk gravity of the product
per day; this corresponds to 1-5% 00 the spirit yield,
Increase of pnesswe decreases ttie rate of deterioration by
speeding up hydrogetmtioa, and increase of temperature
increases the rate by tending to cause the deposition of
carbon or polymers cm the surface of the catalyst. From
a practical point of view the great effect of pressure ie

reducing die rate of deterkAtioij is mc^ important, This
is demonstrated by the resiilts of the treatment of low-

temperature tar, shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI

Jhe Effect ofPresmre on ike Rate of Deterioration

ofa Molybdenum Catalyst

In this case the rate of deterioration at 400 atm. is less

than half that at 200 atm.

Similarly, temperature has an important effect on the
rate of deterioration. At 200 atm. piesstire the rates of
deterioration are as follows, in the same units as for

Table VI:

The rate of deterioration ofthe catalyst does not increase

proportionally to the tar throughput; the rate, per unit of
tar treated, decreases as the throughput is raised, i.e. as the

time of contact decreases. A measure of this is given by
the data in Table VII.

TABLE VII

Effect of Time of Contact on the Rate ofDeterioration

ofa Molybdsman Catalyst

The rate of detmoratiaa increases way sigWy, as the

latio of hydrogen to tar iaoieases, up to a iBaxmnni at

the point at which the nmxraMB activity of tb catalyst is

reacted, and thereaHer 4imBlsfoe&.

Tfoe rates of dieteooratioii of the catalyst when used with
different raw materials are shown m Table VM. In tMs
case the catalyst is in a mc^re active form.

Increase m sp. #r. Demotf w spirit

yield

per 10 rt?L far per 1 v&i.

Low-temperauire ur
Lo^-temperature tar il

Cremotc

15
00016
M07

Cofitpatied with loNv-tcmpcraturc tar, low-temperature
tar oil gives a much lower, ami owsote a rather higher,
rate of deterkmttkm. Such rates are sometimes comparai
ia terms of the volume or weight of raw material which
1 vol. of prepared catalyst will treat before its activity fall
so tow that it is not economical to use it further without
reactlvatkm. % reference to the above data and to Table I

the effects upon a sulphide catalyst of the atxwe three imw
materials can fee GOfitparccl
One volume of supported catalyst wifl treat:

(i) 80 vol. of low-temperature tar wfelk the spirit yield
decreases from 42 to 30%.

(ii) 480 vol. of lew-temperature tar oil while the spirit

yield drops from 69 to 30%.
(iii) 90 vol. of creosote while the spirit yield drops from

56 to 30%.

In each case the minimum activity has been taken as that

equivalent to a spirit yield of 30% the starting yield being
that normal to the raw material. Comparison in this way
is rather against the low-temperature tar; a further decrease
in the yield of spirit to 25% would permit the catalyst to
be used for the treatment of 150 vol of tar.

High-ternperatere Tar

Tars produced by the carbonization of coal at high
temperatures, as in the manufacture of coal gas and metal-

lurgical coke, are no! amenable to hydjogenation in a
mixed phase as in the case of tow-temperature carboniza-
tion tars. These tars Boraaly contain a proportion erf

refractory high-boiling materials which do not yield readily
to hydrogenation and which may become adsorbed on the

surface of the catalyst, thereby causing a rapid deteriora-

tion of its activity. IB addition tiie tars contain a faigb

pro|X)Ctioii of free carbon wtach may m part be deposited
in the catalyst bed, thus acting as a filter. This general
statement is modified to some extent by the inheraat dif-

feiieaces in higMeinpermture tais. Hiose which are pi^-

pained by the carbonizatkHi ofcoal in iKirizoatal gas itorts
or coke ovens are the most dfficult, containing 10 to 20%
of free cadxm aod havfeg a pttdi cooteit of over 55%.
Tars piodooed in omfcmxws vertical retorts, however* ai

less refractory, in that the coal is heated more gradually
and the tars are removed at a lower temperature and evea

pcotectei by steam. Soditaiiia^ainorfy2to5%<^^ce
carbon aad about 4 to 50% of pitch. Tluey represent an
intermediate stage between true high-temperature tar and
tiie Iow4ei3if>e3^toe tar described atom Although Ifeegp

cause a vapow-iAase catalyst to deteriorate iapi% Aegr
may be readily treated la a process comprising both liquid
and vapcHir-phase treatment

UMbwork lias been done OB^^^o^m^m^m^^
of high-temperature tars, attention being given rather to
the treatment of their distillates. That the creosote torn
these tars is a satisfactory raw material has been shown
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above, The examination of high-temperature tars is BOW
in pfx>gres&. Tar and hydrogen are pumped at 200 atau

pressure into a reaction vessel maintained at 450 C, the

catalyst being supplied in the finely divided state. The

greater proportion of the products is vaporized and leaves

the converter in the stream ofhydrogen whik the remainder
is withdrawn in the liquid state. The products are then

distilled and the middk fraction treated in the vapour

TABLE

tar. Horizontal-retort and chamber-oven tars behave simi-

larly. Vertical-retort tar gives appreciably higher yields of
oil boiling below 360 C; the original tar gave on distilla-

tion an oil yield of 69%, and on treatment a yield of

78%. The material insoluble in petroleum spirit in the tar

was 43-8 and in the product only 9-8%. There is a clear

indication that the free carbon in these tars is converted

partially into liquid products. In the case of the verticaj-

IX

Pressure Distillation of High-temperature Tar in Hydrogen

(Chemical Reactions Ltd.)

Converter = 5 litres capacity; throughput 600 ml. per hr.; temperature = 430-440 C.; pressure = 200 atm.

Tapped coke Topped v.r. Topped h.r.
\
Topped chamber-

*
b.p. 100-1 10 C

TABLE X
Results ofLiquid-phase Hydrogenation

The low-boiling fraction can be prepared for
safe without further hydrogenation treatment. The high-
boffiog fraction can be prepared for the pitch or road-tar
market

By the courtesy of Messrs, Chemical Reactions, Ltd., it

is permitted to quote certain of their results obtained by
the liquid-phase hydrogenation of high-temperature tars.

These results are given in TabJb DC, and show that the

hydrogenated tars contain a very much higher proportion
ofdistiflabk oils than the original tar. A topped coke-oven
tar, for example, which gave only 38% of distillate, yielded
after treatment at 200 atm. 98% of a product which gave
54% of distillate. The profound change in this product is

shown by the fact that it contained only 22% of material
insoluble in light petroleum as against 65% in the original

retort tar the free carbon is reduced from 8-8% of the tar

to 1-7% of the product
Some results for the liquid-phase hydrogenation of low-

temperature and high-temperature tars are given by Cawley
[1, 1936] and are reproduced here in Table X.
The unsaturated and highly condensed compounds in

tar are insoluble in petroleum ether (b.p. 40-60 C.); the

amount of material insoluble in this solvent is, therefore,
a useful measure of the degree of hydrogenation of a tar.

When low-temperature tar is treated hi the presence of
0-5% ofa molybdenum catalyst at a temperature of450 C.
and under a pressure of 200 atm. of hydrogen, this in-

soluble material (25%) is completely hydrogenated to oiL

At the same time the boiling range ofthe tar is considerably
lowered and the tar acids are partially converted to hydro-
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carbons. The bydrogenation product contain no pitch in
tfae usual sense of tfee word; tlbe material boiling above
360s C, is a distiliablc oiL In effecting tljese changes, the
anxmnt of faydrogen consumed is 3%.
When high-temperatime (horizontal retort) tar is treated

under similar conditions tfec change is not so pronounced ;

as shown by tiie results ia TableX the extent of the change
is dependent to some extent upon the catalyst used, Tfce

motybdeeiim catalyst appears to have very little influence

upon tJbe reaction, bot m tfae presence of a tie catalyst tfee

material insolubk; in petroleum ether is reduced from 59

to 21 %, ad the free carbon from 13 to 9%. Tfae pilch
(by distiliatioo) is reduced from 64 to 38% and appears to
be unchanged in quality. Hie H/C ratio of the tar is raised
from 0-66 to 1. The net results of the hydrogenation are
thus an increase of 25% in the amount of distillable oils

and a hydrogen consumption of 3%.
These results are not complete; the {Midi could probably

be further converted to oil toy recycling or by employing
a more active catalyst. It is almost certain, however, that
horizontal retort and coke-own tars contain a proportion
ofrefraclocy material which will not yield toby^noeiatio.
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THE PRODUCTION OF WATER GAS FROM METHANE AND
OTHER HYDROCARBONS

By H. M, STANLEY, BJSc., PbJX, AJVLInstRT.

The Distillers Company, Ltd.

WATER gas, or blue water gas, is the name employed to

designate the gaseous product obtained by the interaction

of steam and coke, or other form of carbon, at elevated

temperatures. As carried out industrially at temperatures
in the

nd^bbourhood of 1,000 C, this reaction follows

the coarse indicated by the equation:

H2O-fC~>CO-fHs .

The idea! water gas should, tfaenrfbre, consist of hydrogen
and carbon monoxide in equimoJecular proportions. In

actual practice, however, small amounts of carbon dioxide

and methane as well as nitrogen (introduced during the

air-blow period) are also present, but the hydrogen and
carbon monoxide are present in nearly equal proportions,
and constitute the major part of the gas mixture.

The reaction between carbon and steam can also be

effected at lower temperatures in the presence of certain

active catalysts. Under these conditions the above reaction

is suppressed in favour of another reaction which yields

hydrogen and carbon dioxide in accordance with the

equation:

2H2O+C->CO2+2H2 .

The extent to which these competing reactions take place

depends mainly upon the temperature. In the presence of
an active catalyst the relative proportions of hydrogen and
oxides ofcarbon in the reaction mixture at any temperature
are controlled by the equilibrium constant of the well-

known water-gas reaction :

this equilibrium is fundamental in all considerations of

water-gas production, and will be discussed later in greater
detail.

It will be seen, therefore, that the manufacture of water

gas at elevated temperatures as carried out industrially

furnishes a gas containing approximately 50% each of

hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Nevertheless, the com-

position of such water gas can be varied so as to contain

carbon dioxide as well as carbon monoxide. In the follow-

ing discussion, therefore, the term water gas is used in its

wider sense to denote any gas mixture containing hydrogen
and oxides of carbon in which the proportion of hydrogen
to oxides ofcarbon may be varied within wide limits.

Utilization of Water Gas

Water gas is used extensively as a gaseous fuel both
for industrial and domestic purposes. The main technical

advantages in the use of water gas in admixture with coal

gas are that its production represents a more or less

complete gasification ofthe carbon content ofcoal, and that

water-gas plants are very flexible in operation and can

rapidly be started up. Water gas can therefore be used,
either carburetted or uncarburetted, to mix with coal gas
in proportions suitable for controlling the heating value of
the resulting mixture, or forsupplementing coal-gas supplies
during periods ofpeak load. In modern gas manufacturing
practice, water-gas plants are provided with suitable

caiburetting devices so that an additional control of calori-

fic value is obtainable. One serious objection to the em-
ployment of water gas in admixture with coal gas for
domestic purposes is that its high content of carbon
monoxide renders such mixtures highly poisonous.

In addition to its value as a gaseous fuel, water gas is

used extensively as a raw material for the large-scale pro-
duction of hydrogen. Enormous quantities of hydrogen
for the synthesis of ammonia, for the hydrogenation of
coal and hydrocarbons, and for the production of synthetk
products by hydrogenation are now being prepared from
water gas. Technical methods for the manufacture of

hydrogen from water gas are discussed later. The manu-
facture of methanol and also of mixtures of methanol and
higher aliphatic alcohols from mixtures of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide constitutes one of the most remarkable

developments of modern technical chemistry and shows
clearly the potentialities of water gas as a raw material in

large-scale organic synthesis. The work of F. Fischer and
others on the catalytic production of liquid hydrocarbons
from water gas is also of the most profound scientific and
technical interest, although the large-scale application of
this process is beset with difficulties.

Raw Materials for Water-gas Manufacture

The simplest and most abundant source of carbon for

the production of water gas is obviously coal, lignite, and
similar natural carbonaceous substances. The produc-
tion of water gas from such sources is carried out on
an enormous scale in many parts of the world. An inter-

mittent process is employed in which the fuel bed is raised

to incandescence by blowing with air, after which the endo-
thermic steam reaction is allowed to take place until the

temperature has fallen to a lower limit, and the sequence
of operations is again repeated.
From the point of view of the petroleum industry the

cheapest raw material for the production of water gas is

clearly methane, a hydrocarbon which constitutes by far

the largest constituent of practically all natural gases, and
which is also present in large amounts in refinery gases and

gases from cracking plants. For these reasons, and also

because of the ease of conversion of methane into water

gas, this hydrocarbon may be regarded as by far the most
suitable raw material. The lower homologues of methane,
which are also present in petroleum gases, may also be used
as raw materials for the production of water gas, but they
are more expensive and less abundant than methane and,

moreover, are finding increasing application in other direc-

tions. On this account the methods for the conversion
of methane into water gas have been extensively studied

and applied in large-scale operations, whereas little data
is available in regard to the use of other hydrocarbons for

this purpose.

Conversion of Methane into Water Gas by
Partial Oxidation

The direct combustion of methane with oxygen, or

oxygen-containing gases, gives rise to a variety of products
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depending upon the fmakm conations. l<legieetiiig the
transitory fetemeditlc pralncts of oxidation, Midi as
formaldehyde, which aits only formed under special condi-
tions, the direct ojadatiofi of mettiaiie can proceed in two
different ways as represented by the equations:

A calculation of the equilibrium comtants of these two
reactions from available free-energy data indicates that,
except at high temperature^ the values of Kf for reaction
(!) are always smaller than those for reaction (2), It

follows, therefore, that under condttiom unfavourable for
the occurrence of dele reactions, such as short contact
times and absence of catalysts for such side reaction the
combustion of nnethmie with only sufficient oxygen for
equation (1) will proceed very largely according to reaction
(2), ix, mixtures of caitoo dioxide, steam, and unreacted
methane wii be formed. At longer times of contact, am!
more especially in the presence of certain catalysts, the

ccrappsitioo
of the reacting mixture will be influenced by

the simultaneous occurrence of the folkwing reactions
between methane and the initial combustion products :

and CO2-f4H2 .

At temperatures of 800 s
C. and over, these reactions are

all well over to the decomposition sides. From a theoreti-
cal standpoint, therefore, the incomplete combustion of
methane at these temperatures in the presence of active

catalysts should proceed in such a way as to produce
hydrogen and carbon monoxide mainly, so that the over-
all effect will be represented under these drairBStances by
equation (1). Under conditions of equiHbriuin the relative

proportions ofcarbon monoxide and carbon dioxide in the
reaction mixture will be gmraaed by the wei-toown water-
gas equilibrium:

HtO+CO ^ COs-f Ha.
These theoretical conclusions are substantiated by the
work of Uanckr [26, 1929], ^K> studied the reaction
of 2 volumes of methane and 1 volume of oxygen at
various temperatures both in the presence and absence of
catalysts. In the absence of catalysts and at temperatures
of 700-850 C> carbon dioxide and water were the sok
products, whereas, in the presence of a supported nickel

catalyst, carbon monoxide and hydrogen with small
amounts of carbon dioxide were formed. It appears
certain, therefore, that the primary reaction occurring in
the partial combustion of methane is that yielding carbon
dioxide and steam, but these initial products are able to
react further with unchanged methane, provided that the

gas is exposed to the action of suitable catalysts for a
sufficient length of time, Ifeder the latter ciraiBostaBces
the net resul is the IboBatkm of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen in prx>portioQS indicated by ecpatkn (1).
The partial oxidation of methane, and of gases o^^aie-

ing methane, by means ofoxygen or air has beea stedied by
Padovani and Francfeetti pi, 1933J. wtso employed cata-

lysts of Mcfcel on a porous refractory material and catalyst
volumes ttp to 10 litres. A few of tie expeariBenta! results

of these workers are smnnmrized in tibe appended table.

These resets show dearly that the partial oxidation of
methane to yield hydrogen and carbon monoxide can be
carried out by using air or oxygen at temperatures of
850-950 C. in the presence of a nickel catalyst with safe-
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factory velocity and praetkaHy compkrte conversion. Ttie
reaction rate is higher when using oxygen tlmn is tfie pre-
sence of fieaui or carbon dkmdc.

ff&Cti&K

/j) CHj O Ma j\*fj ~, ._ , . _ __ L

CftMiMMftlMi jtf mpcls
rftr

CO, CO Hi

2S 31-0 3-4 2$ ..

1-2 3M 4-0 38 . .

trace 32-6 650 24
0-2 29-7 61-0 I -ft 7-3
0*5 11*9 36-9 0*f 42-f

(Ail gaseous compositions in voiume per cent >

By the incomplete combustion of methane witti ^njm m

in the manner described above, a gas mbctoe is obtained

containing hydrogen and carbon monoxide in a volume
ratio of 2 to 1. Such a gas mixture is quite suitable For
direct application in the methaaol synthesis, and may also
be used as a source of hydrogen by removing the carbon
monoxide in the form of carbon dioxide after applying
reaction with steam at 500 C. The incomplete combustion
of methane with oxygen for the production of water-gas
mixtures suffers from the disadvantage that {Hire oxygen
is relatively expensive and the reaction mixture violently
explosive. When combined with the endothermk steam-
methane, or methane-carbon dioxide reactions, the incom-
plete combustion process can be more economically
effected and serves to supply internal heat. If air is

employed in place of oxygen, the gas resulting from the
incomplete combustion of methane will contain rou^iiy
20% of carbon monoxide and 40% each of nitrogen and
hydrogen. Subjection of such a mixture to the water-gas
reaction and removal of the carbon dioxide formed would
yield a gas containing 60% of hydrates and 40% of
nitrogen by volume, this ratio of nitrogen to hydrogen
bang too Wgjb for direct conversion into ammonia. IE
order to obtain by this sequence of reactioos a gas mixture
containing nitrogen and liycto^m in proportions suitable
foe the annaoak syntiiesis, Hie iueoisplefe ontibusittQn of
naettoae would need to be effected % means of an alr-

oxygen mixture coetaioang 33% of oxygen.
As far as is known, the incocnpiete oxidation ofmethane

and similar bydinocarbons to produce water gas has not
been applied on a technical scale, tho*igb it has been
used in coejimctkm with the sleanwraethaBe reaction. In
general, it has been prof>osed to sufc^ect mixtures of
methane and the requisite amount of oxygen or air to
elevated temperatures either in the presence of coke or
refinactory materials or, alternatively, to the action of cer-
tain specific catalysis* Tbe latter mode of operation is

advocated by tlie Badiscfee Co. [2, 1927J, the catalysts
specified incfendkig aided era magnesia, and molten iron
aloys. For oeampie, a coke-oven gas, pitrvkHisiy fireed
from beraeae* and consisting of 2% carbon dioxide, 2%
Iieavy %drocarbom 7% carbon moaoxide, 52-5% toy-

dno^en, 29*5% methane, and 7% nitrogen, is mooed witfe

23% of oxygen and partially combusted at about I^OQtfd
in the presence of nickel-impregnated ma^pem, Tfae re-

sulting gas imxtere ccnitains 1-5% carboe dtoxkk, 26%
carl)oe moooxkle, 64% hydrogen, 3-5%
i*x^i, and, after purification firam &&
it may be used dimity for the mdta^ol

Kk

He Reaction of Methane with

Metfeane reacts witti sleam "m tlie prescoce of suitable
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catalysts or contact materials according to the fallowing
equations:

OF^+HtO ^ CQ+3Ha-51 kg.-cal. (3)

CH4 -f2HtO ^ C02-f-4H,~40 kg.-cai. (4)

In general, both reactions take place simultaneously to an
extent dependent upon the reaction conditions, particularly
the temperature. Both reactions are strictly reversible, low
temperatures favouring the formation of methane and
high temperatures promoting decomposition into hydrogen
ami oxides of carbon. The equilibria involved have been

investigated experimentally by a number of workers, whose
results are in good agreement with the following equations,
deduced from the available free energy data.

For equation (3):

+ 4-87 log T+

+o-oooo66r~aoooooooir2- 3 -04,

where

For equation (4):

-8100
-f3-961ogr-f

+OO0104r-OO0000023r2- 3- 1 5,

where

The numerical values of^ and K+ increase rapidly with
rising temperature, the actual figures for Ks at 800, 900,
and 1,000 C. being 1-51 X 10s

, 1-30x10*, and 7-94X103

respectively.

The equilibria constants for these two reactions may also
be calculated by combining the known equilibrium con-
stants of the three reactions:

and C0+H2 ^ CO +H2 .

Tliis method has been adopted by Gluud [14, 1930],
whose calculated results are given in the appended table*
the equilibrium concentrations of reactants at different

temperatures being expressed in per cent, by volume.

Reaction CKk-fH*O ^ CO+3H* (3)

Reaction CH<4-2H,Q ^ COZ+4H2 (4)

These results indicate that both the reactions concerned
should proceed practically to completion at temperatures
mthendgJibourhoodofl,000 C Actually, while reaction
(3) can readily be carried to completion with theoretical
steam ratio in the presence of suitable catalysts, reaction

(4) can only be partly realized because, with rising reac-
tion temperature, the carbon dioxide formed reacts with
hydrogen to yield carbon monoxide and steam accord-
ing to the water-gas equation. In the presence of catalysts
favouring the water-gas equilibrium, the relative propor-
tions of carbon monoxide and dioxide in the reaction
mixture will be controlled by the water-gas equilibrium.
Since at high temperatures this equilibrium is almost
completely over to the carbon monoxide side, reaction (3)
will predominate at higher temperatures. When the cata-

lyst used for promoting the methane-steam reaction does
not catalyse the water-gas reaction, considerable propor-
tions of carbon dioxide may be produced even at high
temperatures. The work of Matignon and Seon [27, 1932]
would appear to indicate that the reaction ofmethane with
an excess of steam at 1,050 C. in the presence of catalysts
of thoria and zirconia yields much carbon dioxide.

The equilibrium between methane and steam has been
investigated experimentally by Neumann and Jacob [29,

1924] in the presence of a nickel-magnesia catalyst. Their
observed values of Kp for reaction (3) in the temperature
range 860-1,050 C are in good agreement with those
calculated from thermodynamic data. In the region
450-780 C., the reactions producing hydrogen and oxides
ofcarbon were complicated by the simultaneous occurrence
of a secondary reaction, namely, the decomposition of
carbon monoxide into carbon and carbon dioxide accord-

ing to the equation: 2CO -> CO2-fC. Even with excess of
steam the composition of the gas produced by reaction at

temperatures in the region of 1,000 C. agreed closely with
that required by equation (3). The following table shows
the composition of gases produced by passage of a mixture
of 47% of methane and 53% of steam over a nickel-

magnesia catalyst at various temperatures and at a gas
rate of approximately 3 litres per hour per 50 g. of catalyst:

Neumann and Jacob concluded that, although both reac-
tions take place simultaneously at moderate temperatures,
at high temperatures reaction (4) is suppressed in favour of
reaction (3) because of the interaction of carbon dioxide
with methane according to the reaction:

CH4-fC02 -> 2CO+2H2 .

Several important studies have been conducted oil the
influence of various catalysts on the reaction of methane
with steam, one of the most comprehensive being that of
Fischer and Tropsch [12, 1928], who obtained high con-
versions in the presence of various metallic catalysts at

860-1,000 C. in a small externally heated tube. Nickel
and cobalt were found to be the best catalysts and were
preferably supported on clay fragments, while the addition
of alumina increased the activity of these materials. On
the other hand, iron, copper, molybdenum, and tungsten
were poor catalysts, and coke was also unsatisfactory. In
contrast to these results, Klyukvia and Klyukvina [23,

1930] find that the activity of a reduced nickel-oxide cata-
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fyst is

needed b^ the addition nf alununa at 8ST C.f

while semi-coke prepared from brown com! a$ well a$ coke
from hard coal are catalysts of tlse same order of activity
as nkkel. In view of the activating action of numerous
difficultly reducible oxides on the catafytk mtuctioii of
oxides of carbon m the presence of nickel, it is to be ex-
pected the reverse processes wiU also stiow evidence of
promoter action. According to Kubota and Yaummiui
[24, 19291 the decompositioii erf methane by steam at

1,000 C. in the presence of nickel is promoted by the
addition of alumina, rirconia, thotia, beryflia, chromium
oxide, ferric oxide, cork, ami magnesia, and the effect h
noticeable even with a ratio of 1 md of promoter to 100
atoms of aided. As ra^it be expected, promoter action is

very noticeable wfoea wcntk^ at moderate tonperatiiTes,
and Takoaaka f38, 19333 has rcpcHted that the fonmtkMi
of hyte^ea and carbors dioxkk frann methaDe aad exce^
of ston at 650 C is effectively catalysed by a catalyst
consisting of nickel promoted by alumina and potassium
carbonate.

The resoits of Patryn and ZioJkowski [33, 1932] ^ied
<XH^kteible light 00 the catalysis of the methane-steam
reaction* and indicate that the activity of various metallic

catalysts for this process is a function of their resistance to
oxidation by steam, those metals which are readily oxidized
by steam being inactive. Among the catafysts tried were
reduced iron, nickel, and cobalt deposited on asbestos
cloth as well as mixtures of these elements. At tempera-
tures of 35G-550 C., best results were obtained with a
reduced nickel catalyst and employing an excess of steam,
i.e, 10 roofs of steam per mol of methane. Under similar
conditions iron and cobalt gave entirely negative results,

being oxidized by the steam. At above 800 C. the oxides
of iixm and cobalt exerted a pronounced catalytic action,
probably because of their reduction to the metallic form.
Mixtures of iron, nickel, and cobalt were not in a^y w^y
superior to nkkei alone. Nickel is most resistant to tlie

oxidizing action of steam, and its resistance is increased by
the addition of activators, sudi m alumina,, ,

oxide, chromium oxide, zinc osdde, and potassium oxide, a
fact which may explain the promoter action of these sub-
stances. For the reaction of methane and steam at low
temperatures best results were obtained by Patrya and
Ziolkowski with a catalyst containing 8Q% of nicfcet and
20% ofalumina with a mesthaae/stotm molar ratio ofl to 5,

Hie inactivatloii of the catalytic activity of soiae metals
as a result of oxidation with steam can be connected with
the mechanism of the mestome^eain iieactjoa proposed by
Padovani and Franchetti P2, 19341 who suggest that the
first sta&e of the process exults m a decooapo&itioi* of
methane into its elements, followed by jnterootaoii ofsteam
with the carbon formed. This is supported by the fact

that those metals which are active for the

reaction are, uader srakr tanpeEatare condifcbes, afeo
active for the decoiBpositiQii of that hydrocaitoe into its

elements. Oxidation of laetaHc catalysis by steam would
suppress the activity of such materials in catalysing the

decompositioii of ineiliaee Into carfxm and l^^x)an, aad
would, tterefore, inhibit tto me^mm^^mm wewdkm if the
above medianisni be assumed.
The influence oil various irapsirities o tbe activity of

catalysts for the reaction between mstiime and sterna^

accewdieg to both e*pattoe$ (3) awl (4), Is of cc^teal)ie
technical importance . Catalysts which are used to acceler-
ate reactiQ <4) must be highly active at ccra^saiativety low

mist, mofeo^er, be re-

to oxidauon by the large excess 0f $$%m mcsmwy
this operation. As might be expected, these actiw
4yBts for use m the kwer tempcsratwc range are HMTO

msceptibie 10 o^fym &ommm$ tlmn tfie TOOT mfasa
catalyirts which emu be employed at higher temperatures
for ef!ectig neacticm aoooixfcg to equation C3). The

of oxygen on catalytic activity is erf" si

since it hai been proposed to comf^se the endothermk^m ntk with the exothermic parti^ cout?^k) c^"

me^to^ with air or oxygen. As might be e&pected Irons
til* experimental results of P&tryn and Ziolko^-skl, diffi-

culty has actoiiy beeo otperieiioEXl ill carryii^ <^M the
J^iethaiKH^tBi iieti^^
ia the pi^iioe c^ nicfeef catmlv^s owi^ to tte te^^vmtiM
C3l" ^idi cataly^s n^iltajg from the formation of a pro-
tective ilm of oxide. Has hat been speciatty noted in UK
reaction erf" methane witli excess of steam in the presence of
a nickel catalyst at a IcnipeiBtiiie below 1WC, and
Beddey [4, 1929] o^efcofjies tbk cMtoAy 1^ introducing
certain pro&m&om of hydrc^eo and cadxwa im^oxkie feto
tlwt reactkm mixture of methane, steam, aad air (or oxy-
gen): under these draimstanees, the nedocmg action of tlie

hydrogen-cartxm rnoiioxide mixture is ^fficratly po^iw-
ful to present potsouing of the catalyst surface through
formation of a film of oxide. At higji tOTperntiircs
poisoning of nkkel catalysts by oxygen does not apfxmr to
occur to any appreciable degree. Thus, the catalysts used
by Hawk, Golden, Storch, and Fieldner [17, 1932] were
quite uninjured by exposure to direct heating with a blast
of natural gas and air, even when a moderate excess of
oxygen was present in the flame during the heating period.
The best catalysts found by these workers for the high
temperature reaction of steam with methane to yield
hydrogen and carbon naonoxide consisted of pieces of le-

fractoty material, socfe as afaxtnni or conmcite, impra-
natef witfe nielael nitrate, toi ignked at 2SD-3@tfC ami
fca% nednoed ^ to about I^ICMTC in &e presence of
natural gas.

As regards the mfhieoee c^ small axnounts of sulphtir
compound such as hydrogen sulphicte, OQ tbe activity of
cataiysfe for itactforas (3) asd (4), the et^eace is i^ter
csm^toio. Ffefeer sad Trofssdi i|X3ftei tfe^t tlieir best
metaifk caialysts, cc^^tiag of o>lmlt ormd pfmoc^ed
with alumiea and d^3^sed on a refractory carrier, weie
IK> soikH^ly iBprcd by the presence erf" sulpliOT 0001-

in tlie gas ei^p^ed. Alto a short period of very
* activity, the catalysts deeiaed soraewtiat in ^thity,
this deterioration ^JOTI ceasdaiidwas^icceededbyaB

indefinite period <^ oH^ant ^tivity. Oe the

^3<fl i^pc^ts
that a nickel catalyst,

cm i^aclcfff BMtersat, used for the iQethane-
ctikm al I.CiOCfC, was gradually poisoned by

setptar oB|X)iffiKfe in the gas and ttet nkkd siilpiiide n

formed. Ilowwer, ^e ac^vfty of the catalyst cotid be
i&toid bf osl&tioe with ak m steam. Organkaly coni-
bfeed sa%ir as ml as inorganic sulphur, is said to t

pnefiicSdal to tJbe ife ^ the catalyst, and it has been pm-
posed to raaoe tiie fcnei- by passage o*ver a suitable
metalfc raas% ca^sabfe of fixii^ mlpiHff cornpoouds OF

In fljs.

M is interesting to note that Goodfeilow aixl Spencer [15,
1932] claim that the catalytk activity of a chromiisn csta-

tyst f<r the dec^o^tic^ c l^tocarboiis % ^MI is

actoa% iaroased t^ n^
^a si^ide, or o&er
reacting gases.
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Carbon formation has been reported by several investi-

gators as a by-product in the interaction of methane with
steam at high temperatures, and its formation is objection-
aye as it may cause inactivation ofthe catalyst. In the case
of methane, the formation of carbon at high temperatures
can be suppressed by the use ofa slight excess ofsteam over
that required by equation (3), though the use of too much
steam is objectionable. According to Neumann and Jacob,
the deposition of free carbon on the catalyst is very liable

to occur whoa appreciable proportions of methane hofno-

togues are present along with the methane treated. Here

again, however, the employment of a sufficient excess of
steam should help to obviate this difficulty. Deposition of
carbon is also liable to occur when the methane-steam
reaction is carried out at below 700 C. (according to

equation (4)) in die presence of umaturated hydrocarbons.
Williams [40, 1928] proposes to overcome this difficulty

by hydrogenating the uiisaturated hydrocarbons in the gas
mixture prior to the application of the steam reaction.

The main db&racteristlcs ofthe reaction between methane
and steam may be briefly summarized as follows. At high

temperatures, reaction (3), producing hydrogen and carbon

monoxide, can be carried practically to completion by using
the theoretical amount of steam, while the reaction mixture

produced in these circumstances will contain only traces of
carbon dioxide. Increasing the proportion ofsteam at high
temperatures tends to increase the carbon-dioxide content
of the reaction products, but even with a large excess of
steam the major portion of the methane transformed is

converted into carbon monoxide and hydrogen. At lower

temperatures in the presence of suitable catalysts, both
reactions (3) and (4) take place simultaneously, but can
never be carried to completion. By using a large excess of
steam at 500-600 C. reaction (4) can be made the pre-
dominant mode of decomposition, though it is difficult to

decompose more than 80-90% of the methane present,

The Reaction between Methane and Carbon Dioxide

In the presence of active catalysts and at elevated

temperatures, methane reacts with carbon dioxide accord-

ing to the equation:

CEU+COg -> 2CO+2H2-61 kg.-cal. (5)

The equilibrium constants of this reaction may be calcu-

lated from available free energy data as:

= rl
y
45

+ 7-59 log r-OO0236r+

+0-0000000687^ -6-64,

Reaction CH4 -fCO2 ^ 2CO+2H2

where
x -^C

The value of KB increases with rising temperature of

reaction, the figure for 900 C. corresponding to a con-
version of about 96%, which is of the same order as that

obtained in the reaction of methane and steam at the same
temperature. Tfje values of the constant K% are 1 -95 x 102

,

2-35 xlO8
, and 1-90 X 10* at 800, 900, and 1,000 C.

respectively.

The equilibrium constant of reaction (5) may also be
calculated by combining the known constants of the two
reactions:

CEU ^ C-f2Ht and C-fCO2^ 2CO.

This computation gives the following values for the

equilibrium concentrations of reactants at atmospheric
pressure and at a series of temperatures:

The equilibrium has been investigated experimentally by
Schmidt and Neumann [35, 1932] in the region 500-
800 C., using a catalyst of silica gel impregnated with
nickel. Above 600 C. the experimental results were in

agreement with those calculated from the free energy data,
but below that temperature the observed conversion of the

methane is larger than that calculated, probably on account
of the simultaneous occurrence of the side reactions:

and
H2-fC02

-

H20+CH4
-

CO-fH2

-CO+3H2 .

As catalysts for the reaction between methane and carbon
dioxide at temperatures of 800 C. and over, Fischer and

Tropsch [12, 1928] found that nickel-alumina supported
on clay fragments was most efficacious. Cobalt proved as

active as nickel, but copper, iron, and molybdenum were
feeble catalysts. In general, those catalysts which are active

for the methane-steam reaction at high temperatures are

also active for the reaction between methane and carbon
dioxide. Klyukvin and Klyukvina [23, 1930] have shown
that the passage of an equimolecular mixture of methane
and carbon dioxide over an active reduced nickel catalyst
at 1,000 C. gives a practically complete conversion into

hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Satisfactory results were
obtained by Hawk and his collaborators [17, 1932] by
passing a mixture of carbon dioxide and natural gas (con-

taining 1 1 % of ethane and a residue of methane) over

catalysts of nickel on alundum or corundite and employing
a system in which the heat of reaction was supplied by
intermittently blasting the contact mass with an air-gas
flame. In this way, and employing a gas containing 52%
of carbon dioxide at temperatures of 790-1,100 C. (this

wide temperature range being due to the cycle of operations
employed), the content of methane in the gaseous reaction

products could be reduced to 2-3%, the remainder being

hydrogen and carbon monoxide with only a small amount
of carbon dioxide. Typical results of Padovani and
Franchetti [32, 1934], who employed an equimolecular
mixture of methane and carbon dioxide in the presence of
a catalyst of 12-5% nickel and 25-5% of alumina on clay at

850 C, are as follows:

Interesting details of the industrial application of this

reaction have been supplied by the I.G. Farbenindustrie

A.-G.[18,1926]. Residual gases from the destructivehydro-
genation process are mixed with carbon dioxide and passed
over a catalyst of nickel supported on refractory filling in

a shaft furnace, or, alternatively, the furnace may be filled

with coke and worked as a producer, the mixture ofhydn>
carbon gas and carbon dioxide being introduced at the cold
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Wowing part <jf the cycle. For eranpk. a mtaiifi* of
23*6% carbon dbde, 52% hydrogen, 22-5% methane,
1-3% nitrogen, and $-6% carbon monoxide yidUb on
passage through a catalyst bed in a shaft furnace heated to

UiMTC^apisfiiiEtiireof tte 31*4% cadacm
mcraioxkle, 66-2% hydrogen H% canton dioxide, and a
residue of 1 *3% nitrogen and unchanged methane.
Hie reaction between iiKti^Bic a^ c^rixm <^(fe tjO^

place witti aa increase in the wfoet of mdte<^es, so tMl
dcamipo^ioii should be favoured by working at reduced
pressures. Tliis lias been substantiated by the work of
Fiscfeer and Pktiler [1 ! J931 1 wfeo ^owed ttrat practically
cofiipleteosim^OT cmik! be attaaied at SOCMOCf C, imcte
0-01 atm. pressure, wtanets tinder an absolute pressure
of I ata. the same defuse of conversion could only be
readied by raising tlie temperature to 90CTC

Application irf tfee

Reactkw of Methane with Steam or Carbon Dioxide

lee reactions of methane with steam or carbon dioxide
at elevated temperatures have been the subject of industrial

exploitation. Most of tlie industrial processes which haw
been developed have for their object the production of
mixtures of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, from which
either pure hydrogen or hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures
suitabk for the ammonia synthesis can readily be prepared.
Hie high temperature reactions between methane and

steam and methane and carbon dioxide can be carried

practically to completion at high temperatures with very
Mgfc space velocity, and are, therefore, weU adapted for

large-scale application. Moreover, unlike the reaction
between methane and steam to produce carbon dioxide
and hydrogen, the high temperature reactions are accele-
rated by catalysts which are not unduly sensitive to catalyst
poisons, and can thus be employed for proloiiged periods
without substaatkldiminiitic^^activiry. Unfortunately,
the high temperature reactions are 3higJ% eradotfaeoBic, and
it is necessary, in order to carry them to corapletiQe, to

supply to the reacting gas mixture vary teirge Cfnantiiies of
heat at a high temperature level. TOs fact undoubtedly
constitutes the main difficulty eneoiiniered in the kre-
scale application of such reactions. In addition, the selec-
tion of suitable materials for the contraction of plant to
be used at high temperatures is rendered more difficult by
the highly corrosive action of steam under soch conditions,

In order to minimise the necessity for external heating
of the catalyst chamber, part of the heat necessary fee the
methane-steam reaction may be produced institute? partial
combtistion of some of the methane with oxygee, or air-

oxygen mixtures. Howv^, in order tomate
panocess thormaly seif-stipporfeg, about 6 volumes of
rabttene would need to b& partiagv coeiteied for each

wtenedeccmiposedbysto^n. Ttas in general, eroa wtoa
the partial coinfotistloii of isaetliaBe is deployed to produce
internal heating, it wii be necessary to supply additional
heat by external bnrifag. Hie disadvantages of using
oxygen to effect the partial coiiiferottoii are otyvioiis, and
when air is used the

rarijting gas mixture wffl contain
nitiK>en. Byswtabtyadjt*tif$gtlie|^
steam (or carbon dioxide), and air in fee reaction mixture,
a gas suitable Ior the synfoesis ofaiiraKHM can be oij^roel
An alternative method of internal heating consists in

carrying out the eedotjbsennic methane^ieam reaction in
the presence ol* a contact mass, wbich k mod as a heat

by intaraittfi^fy blasting socfe contact
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Mtarfal fey a suitable air-hydrocarbon flame so as to raise
it to a high temperature ,

Ttie rtigh toiipdiatiim resactkm betmx methane and
steam to produce carbon monoxide aiKi hydrogen is carried
IH^ on a toft scale by tfie St^Mteil Oil Con

the production of purt hydrosesi at

piasrts at Baywmy, NJ, s and at totem
Hie pnoccm is canied m& at %&$^mm$$& mtmospfieric
pressure in tubes packed with catalyst and heated by direct

firing in a radiant type dowftfbw furnace to a temperature
ofabraitfira Methane, m- nfeery gas, is ir$t
in caustic scmistjcrs to ranwe t^kc^ea snipiiide
a<taOTtOTe mth steam. A^r ne^lk^ the n^il^
tiMie of hydrogen and carbon monoxide contains

a!o*Jt2% of unconverted methane. By a further treatment
with ^TOI BJ tlie ptssesioe <^f a ca^i^ at about 46Cf C^
the carbon monoxide isconverted into h>'drogenandcarboc
dk>xkie and, afte" reiiioval df tiie kite, feort is

of sufficient gmrity for use in the

Three imits having a cotnbiiied ca|3^ity of
9,000,000 01. ft. per day of hydrogen are described by
Byrne, Gofer, and Haskm [7, 1932J. Dctaib of tlie desipi
and omstnictkm of the catalyst clmmbei^ fee tbe raethaiiD-
steam reaction have not so far been divulged. It appears*
however, that the difficulties associated with the operation
of this endotherrnc reaction at the high temperature neces-

sary may be greatly minimized by the use of specially
designed regenerative heat exchangers.

It is interesting to note that, in order to minimize deterior-
ation of plant employed for the high temperature steam
reaction, it has been proposed [19, 1928] to employ some-
what lower temperatures so that the reaction is incomplele
and the resulting gas still contains up to 15% of methane,
which k siibseqiiea% removed by washing with a suitable
solvent under pressure. The tomsr topeiatiire etii

is naturally kss dekterious to the apparatus, which
ttae coaciHis may be ccB^oicledc^^ecW lieM-

iag alloys, sudi m *KicTO^f^ *WT2*, or *2A* .

A somewhat novel procedore fa advocated by Schulz aad
Eiw^ciaesa p7, 192?!, wtio imposed to TO^I ii^o-
carbon ga^es wtt ^sani at afxjut I f IMF C. in tlie presence
of <atetlysl&> ^idi as iron, nickel, cofmft, cfarooiiiMn, dbc^,
ina citars^l ccarboruridum whkh is heated by means of
a MgMreqiiency electric current

nic $mxtM ocmibimioii of methane using oxygen,
or gases coutafeing osroen, has

jbeenemf^^d in a number
of totoicai processes. Tltas, m Use process of Casate [8,

1927J, raixtiires of metfeane, oxy^n, and excess of steam
are passed tliropgb a inaction di^Qi^er at temperati$ of

and under sul>-atoo^foeric pax^ses. In
w^ii tte ^e of ^K*I a metfeod, tne sern^

OTesti^s&i^
of Glimd and Ms cxstkbocatos

[14, 1930J an* of grat intones! Tne ofc^ect of ttese cacpeii-
ls i?i^ tfee production of nkrc^m-iiytirx)ea msxtores
mettnee, or ccfeHoven gas^ by the use of ttje high

tro ^eam reaction in coojuiictioci with tfc exo-

partbi oxklatioii, Tbe coe^ater i^ed m OMB
an octonally heated tube opposed

tot-t^^ting alloy of 20% nkfai, 25% *
and 55% iron. Tim material was found to be sat^factory
at ^e teEeratoies e*ptoye<l He cMKrtart iMdht

94 cm. long and 12 cm. in internal diameter, was packed
with a (^tal>^ of nickd supported cm refmaoiy materiaL
Hie results obtained are exemplified by the treatment ofa
coal dMia&si gas of the composition 6% carbon
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oxide, 26% methane, 55% hydrogen, and 8% nitrogen.
Passage of a mixture of 6 cu. m. of this gas with 3 kg. of
steam and 3 cu. m. ofair per hour over 10 litres ofthe above
catalyst at about 1,050 C. resulted in the production of a
gas mixture containing 2% carbon dioxide, 17% carbon
monoxide, 56-5% hydrogen, and 24-5% of nitrogen, with
only traces of methane. In the absence of air or oxygen,
the output of the apparatus was materially reduced and
only about 3-5 cu. m. of coal gas could be converted per
hour to obtain a product of low methane content. How-
ever, by the introduction of air into the reaction gases
at definite points in the catalyst bed, the methane content
of the gaseous products could be reduced to below 0-1 %.

Intermittent internal heating of the catalyst mass, carried
out in alternation with the eedoihennic methane-steam
reaction, has been advocated by a number of workers. In
some processes catalysts are not employed and reliance is

placed on refractory material* or coke, of large surface and
heated to temperatures substantially higher than those

necessary in the presence ofcatalysts. Thus, in the process
of Kuhlmann [25, 1928] the reaction with steam and/or
air is carried out in a chamber packed with coke and main-
tained to at least 1,200 C. by alternate blowing with pre-
heated air. After passing the gas through the apparatus in
one direction for some time, a current of air is introduced
in order to burn deposited carbon, after which the steam
reaction is again allowed to take place. An inert gas is

used to sweep out the apparatus between these operations.A similar Bon-catalytk process, in which the decomposition
ofhydrocarbons with steam is carried out alternately with
a direct heating of the contact mass by an air-hydrocarbon
fiame, has been used by the Union Chimique Beige SA.
[39, 1931]; regenerators are employed for preheating the
air used for combustion and also for preheating the mixture
ofmethane and steam.

It appears from the work of Hawk and his co-workers
[17, 1932] that intermittent heating of the catalyst bed by
means ofan air-gas flame can be successfully applied to the
reaction of methane with steam at high temperatures. The
converter used by these investigators consisted of an alun-
dum tube, 3 in. in internal diameter and 20-5 in. long,
incased in a 4-in. iron tube. The cycle of operations con-
sisted of blasting the catalyst bed with an air-gas flame
until the mass had attained a sufficiently high and uniform

temperature, then purging the products ofcombustion, and
finally passing through the mass a mixture of about equal
volumes ofsteam and natural gas until the temperature had
fallen too low for efficient operation. Using slightly more
than 1 volume of steam per unit volume of natural gas, no
trouble was experienced with carbon deposition, while an
increase in the proportion of steam merely increased the
amount of carbon dioxide in the reaction products without
materially affecting the Iractk^ The
temperature in the catalyst bed varied from a maximum of
about 1,150

PC to a minimum of 750 C. Under these very
exacting conditions, catafystfc of nickel on alundum or
corundite were entirely satisfactory, whereas nickel-alumina
and cobalt catalysts were of less value on account of
mechanical disintegration, Inactivation of nickel catalysts
by the oxygen present during the blow period was not
noticed in this investigation-

Besides the catalysts previouslymentioned, certain special
catalysts for the reaction between methane and steam, or
carbon dioxide, at high temperatures have been claimed in
various patents. These include nickel on ignited magnesia,
& special iron-chromium alloy, a metal of the iron group

together with a difficultly reducible oxide, &c. Nickel
cobalt, or iron mixed with an aluminium compound con-
taining oxygen, and at least one of the elements

silicon,
carbon, boron, phosphorus, and sulphur together with
magnesium or an alkaline-earth oxide have also been
claimed as catalysts for this reaction.

It is of interest to note that the production of water-gas
mixtures from hydrocarbons may be accomplished in two
stages, in the first of which methane is decomposed into its

elements at high temperatures, and then the carbon formed
in the first stage is subsequently submitted to the action of
steam also at elevated temperatures. The decomposition
of methane into its elements according to the equation,

CH4 ^ C-i-2H2-23 kg.-cal. }

is more or less complete at 1,200 C. in the presence of
incandescent coke or refractory materials of large surface.

Thus, it is actually possible to produce almost pure hydro-
gen, and also, by subsequent reaction of the carbon with

steam, a mixture ofhydrogen and oxides ofcarbon. Though
the decomposition ofmethane into its elements is catalysed
by iron, nickel, and other substances, it is difficult to employ
such catalysts in actual practice on account of fouling of
the catalyst surface. Molten baths of iron have, however,
been suggested for this purpose. A three-stage process is

proposed by Harrison [16, 1929] in which hydrogen is

produced in one period of the cycle and watergas in a subse-

quent stage. Methane is passed into a coke-filled reactor,
previously heated to 1,500 C. by an air blow. The de-

composition of methane into carbon and hydrogen is

allowed to proceed until the temperature has fallen to

1,100 C. Between this temperature and 900 C. steam is

added to produce water gas, after which the cycle is re-

started by an air blow. It is said that the different stages
can be balanced so that no coke, but only deposited carbon,
is consumed.
From an industrial standpoint, it seems certain that,

except in special circumstances, the true vapour-phase
combination of methane and steam is to be preferred, on
grounds of simplicity of operation, to a process in which
the methane is decomposed in two distinct stages.

Io^Kal Possibilities of the Reaction between Methane
and Steam to form Hydrogen and Carbon Dioxide

The reaction

CH4+2H2 -> C02+4H2

appears at first sight to be exceptionally promising for the
manufacture of hydrogen, since carbon dioxide can readily
be removed from such gas mixtures by suitable washing
operations. In addition, the fact that the reaction, though
never complete, is realizable at moderate temperatures of
500-600 C. would seem also greatly in its favour. In actual

practice, however, this reaction possesses a number of
objectionable characteristics which render its utilization

somewhat problematical. For example, the catalysts em-
ployed in this reaction must necessarily be of the highest
possible activity in order to attain sufficient reaction velocity
at the lower temperature of operation. The high activity of
catalysts for this reaction renders them more liable to in-

activation by catalyst poisons than the catalysts employed
at higher temperatures. As a result, a more careful control
of this low temperature reaction, both as regards purity of
reactants and also reaction conditions, is necessary than in
the high temperature process. Perhaps a more serious

objection is to be found in the fact that, at moderate
temperatures, the equilibrium is by no means completely
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overto the decomposition si<fc of the equation, so that it b
not possibk to attain anything approaching complete con-
version of the methane, Tim&,al3erc ^eqvm&wm
c0j^ersk*a of methane into carbon dioxide and faydrxgeii
is only about 30% when using Hie theoretical proportion
of steam. Two sietbods are availabk to obtain a more
complete eoawrrioa of &c methane. Hie fim mode of
operation consists m carrying out the reaction in & number
of stages with removal of carbon cfcsdck towera cadi of
th*^ stages, as profx>sed by tbe I.G. Farbeniiiditstrk A.-G.
120, 1927). Auotlier, and possibly better, method of forcing
tiie reaction nx>ne nearly to completion consists in using
a large excess of steam ow that theoretically rapiraL
Has procedure has been elaborated by Bkkc [5, 1929],
who used steam/methane ratios of 3-5: 1 to 44: 1 at lem-

peratunes of 400-W> C. hi the pnesaaoe of acti^; catmty^s,
soch as nkkel-oeria-alumina. From the data furnished

by Blake, it appears that a 90% ooiaversioii of methane
can be obtained at 500-550 C by using 15 volumes of
steam per imt volume of methane; under these circum-
stances tiie reaction gas will contain only about 1 % of
cmrboii aaonoxkle. Working at 550 C. witb a steam/
methane ratio of 10 : 1, * similar coimrsiofi is obtained,
bet the carbon monoxide content of the gas mixture is then
2%. Even when using a large excess of steam, therefore,
the gaseous reaction products will always contain con-
siderable proportions of unchanged methane in addition to

hydrogen,carbon dioxide, and smallamountsofcarbonmon-
oxide. Since the removal of methane from such a gas mix-
ture can only be accomplished by washing with absorbent

liquids under pressure, the employment of this reaction as a
source of relatively pure hydrogen is beset with difficulty.

The tendency ofthe catalysts used in the low temperature
methane-steam reaction to undergo iiiactivatkm by poison-
ing by traces of oxygen, sulphur compotiods, and un-
saturated hydrocarbons has already been mentioned. The
catalysts proposed for this reaction consist essentially of
nickel promoted with various metallic oxides, such as the
oxides of titanium, cerium, zinc, motybderami, drofOTtim,

beryllium, uranium, zinoofiiuiB, maagaaese, cacteiiiro, and
calcium. The catalyst piepured by piixipttatk of a sofei-

tion of nickel, manganese and aluminium nitrates by means
of potassium carbonate solution followed by a washing
with a solution ofpotassium nitrate is said to be particularly
active [21, 1927]. The value of salts of the rare earths, par-

ticularly those of the cerium group, as promotes is empfea-
sized by Chaffette [9, 1932}, wMk Al [1, 1932] obtains

an active nickel catalyst by precipitation of nk&ei-eitiate

solution with less than the theoiitica! amount of caustic

soda, followed by reduction with hydrogen. Nickel, cobalt*

vanadium, potassium, magnesium, almBiaiiffii, cc aJkafioe-

earth metals, are cteBed as catalysts foe fhfc inaction by
Schmidt and Nksoana 136, 1932J.

Production of Water Gas by Reaction of Higher

Hydrocarbons with Steam

Little information is available regarding the reaction of

hydrocarbons higher than methane with steam to produce

hydrogen and oxkks of carbon. There is no reason to

doubt tbat reactions of Hie type*

and generaDy,

should be realizable at high temperatures in the presence of
suitable catalysis. Tfee main difficulty in carrying 01^ time
reactions would appear to reside m the tendency- of higher
hydrocarbons to deposit carbonaceous material on the

catalyst surface with resohant rapid inactivation. For this

reason it would be dtffxruh to apply the low temperature
nefcctioii witfa fleam* yielding carbon dioxide arid hydrogen,
to hydrocarboris higher than methane. At higher tempera-
tures tbe neactrai winfa &mm m pmbai^y |ce<lcd by a
thermal decompositk>n in wtich lower mokcular wdght
hydrocarbons, both saturated and unsaturated, arc first

formed. Unkss a comiderabie eisoem of stemm m present,
and a sufrkiently long period of contact employed, tbe
react10*1 with st&am will be meompicte and lower saturated
and imsaturated hydrocarbons wih appear in tbe product*.

higher hydrocarbons and steam, or carbon dioxide, have
bees reported ia tbe Mtemtmie. Bafer [3, 1928] was unabk
to otstam any naK^km betweee bemene a^l carbon

dioxide, even at 750 C. in the presence of various metallic

oxide catalysts. However, Matigmm aod Seon [28, 1933]
were able to cany tfae ckconi|x>sitkm of foocaoe pcactic^r
to compktioB fey using a large excess of steam m tfee

presence of a zircook catalyst at 1,050 C, Under tiiese

conditions carbon dioxkte and hydrogen were the male
reaction products, but at shorter times of contact various
amounts of methane and ethyfene appeared in tbe restiftiiig

gas, The decomposition of benzene with an excess ofsteam
uader similar conditions gave tbe same results,

From a technical point of view, refinery gases consisting

mainly of methane, but containing also considerable pro-
portions of methane hotBologues as weU as imsaturated

hydrocarbons, constitute readily available raw materials

for tbe iBaBufkctee of hyd&oges. In applying tte faigli

temperature steam reaction to such gases,, WitliaiBS [4%
1928] prefers to remove unsaturated hydrocarbons by
catalytic l$$mgema%m prioc to tiea&aeM wMi ^eaaa. If

lao prelimirmo' removal of okfi^
sary to subject the nickei or nkkel-aiiimina catalysts iised

to frequent reactivation. This is effected by passing steam
oi?ec the catalyst at 65(f C, for &-M IKM^S or, atora^M^e%,
by pa^ffl^ a mixtwe of OKTOCO, ^tit^eai, cmbem dioxide,
and steam over the heated catalyst for several boors [13,

I930J.

In subjecting hydrocarbons higher than methane to

feaetiofi witti steam at elewted temperatures, it is said to

be advrnitagpoes to employ several layers of catalyst, eacfo

layer being mote active awl maintained at a somewhat
kwer tempemtoe than tbe preceding layer [22, 1931}.
Mixtures of a metal of the 'mm group with a difficultly

reducible metallic oxide are suitable catalysts,

lie Partial Reaction of Hydrocarbons witfe Steam

A iBteestiiig apptfcatioii of tbe reaction of steam wMfe

^ of^idb bydi^caitotis to i^tx!i^
ing bydnD^Gti, fayclnocarbofis, aixi oxkks of carbon,

process described by Oberfel anKi Gtiyar

bydmcarfoon gas is stit^ected to a coii^iEiatMM of
aad reaction with steam, both processes being ejected

simultaneously in one reaction chamber. By suitabie con-
trol of the reaction conditions the process can be n^de to

produce gas with a range of density and calorific value

sufficiently wide to simulate tbe properties of most of the

manufactured or natural gases. Hie gas produced by tlm
method can thus be used to suppJenaeat supplies of natural
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or manufactured gases at periods ofpeak load, Theprocess
is continuous, a mixture ofhydrocarbon vapour (propane or

butane) and steam being passed through a heated coil con-

taining a catalyst. The equipfuent necessary consists solely

ofa tube-type furnace with heat-resisting alloy heating coils.

For example, by using cxrnmercial butane in this process

and controlling the steam/hydrocarbon ratio, the reaction

temperature, and the time of contact, gases having calorific

values ranging from 260 to 1,800 B.Th.U. per cu- ft. can

be readily produced. THbe great flexibility of this type of

re-forming process is shown by the folbwing table, giving

the analysis of various gases produced from butane:

Re-formingofcracking and natural gases by a combination

of cracking, partial combustion with air, and reaction with

steam has been described by Perry [34, 1933].

Production of Hydrogen from Water Gas

A cheap and abundant source of hydrogen is essential,

not only for the large-scale synthesis ofammonia, but also

for the more recent industrial developments based on the

destructive hydrogenation of coal and petroleum hydro-
carbons. In Germany, and also in Great Britain, water gas
is used extensively as a raw material for the manufacture of

hydrogen, but dilution with nitrogen during the blow period
renders the resulting material somewhat unsuitable for

hydrogenation purposes. The use of oxygen in the blow

period has, however, solved the difficulty of producing
water gas free from nitrogen and lignite. Bosch [6, 1934]

reports that this process is being operated in Winkler

generators by the LG. Farbenindustrie A.-G.

When methane is employed as a source of hydrogen by
application of the reaction with steam, it is possible to

produce 4 volumes of hydrogen per volume of methane

decomposed. Pure hydrogen may, of course, be produced
by the complete thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons,
but this process yields considerably less hydrogen than

the steam reaction. In locations where cheap supplies
of methane and water are available, the methane-steam

reaction is likely to prove the most convenient method of

producing hydrogen.
The reaction

CO2+4H2

is best realized in two stages, in the first of which methane
and steam are allowed to react at high temperatures so as to

effect complete conversion to hydrogen and carbon mon-
oxide. By subjecting the resulting mixture to a further

reaction with steam in the preseiice of a suitable catalyst

at lower temperatures, the carbon monoxide may be con-

verted into carbon dioxide and hydrogen. This two-stage

process may be summarized in the equations:

and C0+H2

the overall effect being

The gas resulting from this two-stage system, and consisting

of approximately 80% hydrogen and 20% carbon dioxide,

can be readily freed from the latter so as to yield relatively

pure hydrogen.
The reaction between carbon monoxide and steam

C0+H2 ^ C02-fH2+10 kg.-cal. (6)

is the well-known water-gas equilibrium, the constant of

which is related to temperature by the equation:

log JT,
= ^p

- 0-9103 logT+

+0-000974r-0.000000149r
2-0.1 18,

where Ke8 P v P
-* CO X -THSO

The values of J^ diminish with rising temperature, sbow-

ing that carbon-dioxide formation is favoured by the use of

low temperatures and vice versa. At 400 C. and 500 C.,K
has the numerical values 15-2 and 5-9 respectively, showing
that these temperatures are suitable for the conversion of
carbon monoxide into hydrogen and carbon dioxide under
the action of steam. With a ratio of steam to water gas of
3 volumes to 1, the concentrations of unchanged carbon

monoxide in the equilibrium mixture after removal of
water are about 2% at 550 C., 1 % at 445 C., and 0-5%
at 380 C. Even more favourable conversions may be

attained at lower temperatures, but this necessitates the

use of highly active catalysts, which are less resistant to

poisoning than those which can be employed at somewhat

higher temperatures. For this reason, and because high
reaction velocities are necessary in practice, temperatures
of 450-500 C. are commonly employed in large-scale

operations. In the absence of a catalyst, the reaction

between steam and carbon monoxide is very slow, and

accordingly the success of the process is dependent on the

employment of a catalyst sufficiently active to allow of

operation at temperatures below 500 C., and, at the same

time, rugged enough to withstand prolonged treatment.

Many catalysts have been suggested, in most of which the

oxides ofmetals ofthe iron group are the main constituents.

Evans and Newton [10, 1926] have examined numerous

catalysts for this reaction, and their work indicates that

iron oxide is the best single-component catalyst. The

activity of iron oxide and cobalt oxide can be promoted
by the addition of aluminium and potassium oxides,

but cobalt-oxide catalysts are readily poisoned by sul-

phur compounds, whereas iron-oxide catalysts merely
suffer a reduction in activity hi the presence of sulphur

compounds.
In order to attain as complete a conversion of carbon

monoxide as possible, large excess of steam is commonly
employed. Even with a very large excess of steam it is not

possible to reduce the content of carbon monoxide to a

sufficiently low figure to permit the use of the resulting

hydrogen, without special purification, in the ammonia
synthesis. However, by employing a material which freely

absorbs carbon dioxide at the reaction temperature, the

equilibrium may be disturbed and practically complete
conversion attained. Gluud [14, 1930] proposed to employ
dolomite at 480-500 C. in order to remove the carbon
dioxide as formed, and in this way was able to reduce the

carbon-monoxide content of the final gas to 0*05-0*07%

by volume. The regeneration of the dolomite was carried

out at temperatures not exceeding 1,050C., and it was
found that samples of dolomite containing calcium
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ami magnesium in equal atomic proportions were most
resistant to disintegration undo' the influence of repeated
regenerations.
The reaction between carbon monoxide aixl steam ii

exothermic and may be made almost thermally self-

supporting. In order to increase reaction velocity, the pro-
cess may very conveniently be carried out in two stages in

the presence of suitable catalysts. In the Hot stage the

catalyst is maintained at a higher temperature tfaaii mmnal
so that a high velocity is obtained, but the reaction gas con-
tains a certain amount of unchanged carbon monoxide.
Passage of the gases through a second catalyst bed at a
lower temperature serves to reduce the carbon-monoxKlc
content to a figure of 1-2%.

IB the two-stage process used by the Standard Oil Com-
pany ofNew Jersey, the gases from the first stage, consisting
of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and small amounts of un-
converted methane, are mixed with additional stearn and
subjected to the actiosi of a secoiid catalyst at about 450 C.
The gases leaving this second stage contain, in round
numbers, 78% hydrogen, 20% carbon dioxide, 2% of

unchanged methane 9 together with small amounts ofcarbon

monoxide. After removal of the carbon dioxide by scrub-

bing with water or triethanoiamine under pressure, the

gas is of sufficient purity for use in the hydrogenatiori of
carbonaceous materials. In this case the presence of small

amounts of unchanged methane and carbon monoxide is

not deleterious, but hydrogen intended for use in the syn-
thesis of ammonia must be further purified from methane
and carbon monoxide. The complete removal of carbon
monoxide t$ effected on a large scale by washing under high
pressure with aqueous solutions of cuprous ammonium
formate or carbonate, whereby the last traces of carbon
dioxide and small amounts of oxygen in the gas are also

eliminated.

Where the low temperature reaction of methane with
steam is used to produce a gas containing hydrogen and
carbon dioxide, appreciable amounts (5-15%) of un-

changed methane as well as 1-2% ofcarbon monoxide wffl

also be present in the products. The methane concentra-
tion of such gases can be reduced to a figure which would
render the gas suitable for hydrojseiiatioo purposes, by
subjecting them to a counter-current washing under high
pressure with suitable solvents, such as mineral oils.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TRANSFER
By H. M. WEIR, B-duE., PkD.

Consulting Engineer, Rhewmetall.-Borsig Akt. Ges., Berlin, Germany

THERE are three ways in which beat may be conveyed from

one region to another: by conduction, by convection, and

try radiation. Convection alone involves the motion of

discrete masses of materials. Conduction and radiation

are due to changes in molecular or electronic motion, but

neither phenomena primarily requires the motion of any

larger material masses.

In many cases of practical interest heat is conveyed by
ai three modes of transfer. Since conduction, convection,

and radiation are subject to very different kws, rigorous

calculations would often be too involved for practical work.

It is usual, therefore, to work out each of these effects

independently, and the subject is treated in this way in the

present article, the subject being grouped under these three

heads in the order conduction, radiation, and, lastly, con-

vection.

Very few fundamental studies of heat transfer have been

made in which petroleum materials or apparatus closely

paralleling refinery equipment have been the focus of atten-

tion. It is therefore usually necessary to adapt the prin-

ciples and data from other branches of engineering.

The published literature on the subject is very large and

the bibliography must necessarily be selective, but it is

hoped that most of the important references have been

cited.

Particular reference should be made to the following

works, to which special acknowledgement is due:

BAIXJER. Heat Transfer and Evaporation. [2,1926]

Dictionary of Applied Physics, Vol. I. [14, 1922]

FISHENDEN and SAUNDERS. The Calculation of Heat
Transmission. [22, 1932]

McADAMS. Heat Transmission. [59, 1932]

In so far as possible the recommendations on termino-

logy of the Committee on Heat Transmission of the

National Research Council have been adopted. Accord-

ingly, terms ending in 'ivity', such as conductivity, re-

sistivity, &c., express properties of matter which are

independent of size and shape. Terms ending in 'ance',

as conductance, resistance, <&c., refer to properties which

depend both on the substance and its size and shape.

Finally, terms ending in 'ion* denote the rate of heat

transfer and are accordingly influenced by all the condi-

tions of a particular case; examples are conduction and

transmission.

A uniform iH)ineiKiature has been used as far as possible,

and it is to be noted that, unless particular units are given

for an equation,any self-consistent set ofunits may be used,
such as c.g.s. C or ft. Ib. hr. F. Tables of physical data

applicable to heat transfer win be found in another article.

As many of these data are usually given in c.g.s. units, it is

often more convenient to evaluate dimensionless groups,

such as the Reynolds number, using c.g.s. data even when

working with British Thermal Units.

Conduction of Heat

The necessary and sufficient condition for heat flow by
conduction is that a difference in temperature exists at two

points not separated by a region devoid of matter. Con-

sequently, heat conductivity is a property of all matter

whether solid, liquid, or gaseous.

Two types of conduction can be distinguished for sim-

plicity in discussion.

1. The temperatures and the differences in temperature

of the source and receiver are constant with reference to

time. The form of the system does not change with the

time. A system of this character is said to exhibit conduc-

tion in the steady state. The terms source and receiver, or

source and sink, are employed here and elsewhere to dis-

tinguish elements of a system in which heat is passing from

the source to the receiver or sink. In the absence of an

agency in the path which performs work at the expense of

outside energy, the source is always at a higher temperature

than the receiver.

2. The temperature of either, or both, source and re-

ceiver changes with time and the form of the system may
also change. Such a system exhibits conduction in the

unsteady state.

Elementary Mathematical Theory of Conduction.

The basis of all mathematical treatment of problems of

heat flow by conduction is the monumental work ofFourier

[23, 1822]. The assumption originally made, and which has

been amply justified by experiment, is that in an isotropic

body the flux of heat across a plane element, drawn in

any direction through a point within the body, is in the

direction of decreasing temperature. Furthermore, it

is proportional to the space rate at which the tempera-

ture falls in the direction of the normal to the plane.

Accordingly, if

8/4 = the area of the elemental plane,

S;t = an elementary length of the normal to it,

8Q = the differential amount of heat,

S/ = the differential time interval,

= the differential change in temperature,

then the positive or negative amount of heat which flows

across the elemental plane is

SQ = k-g-SASt, (1)

k being a coefficient called the thermal conductivity.

The simplest problems are those of linear flow in which

the isothermal surfaces are parallel planes. Where the faces

of a large slab are parallel and are subjected to changes in

temperature which are uniform over each face, this con-

dition is fulfilled. If the jt-axis be taken normal to these

planes, the amount of heat entering a volume element of

unit area and thickness $x in time 8t is

The amount of heat which is leaving through the other face

of the element is
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stored by the dement equal to
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cause of flow. ConsequcntJy, for steady condiuons of heat

$0w through conductors in series

To find the change of temperature of Hie dement it is

necessary to divide this quantity by the heat required to

raise it one degree on the temperature scale chosen. This

is, of course, the product of the specific heat, r, and the

weight of the element pSx, where p is the density. Hence

or
M
IT (2)

where a = &/j9c, This is called the 'difTusivity\ Since all

the factors in this expression are properties, die diffusivity

is also a property, and its value for various substances is

given in the tables of physical properties. The general

Fourier equation for heat How in any direction can be

derived in a similar manner or can be inferred from the

mbowtobe

The Steady State of Conduction.

(a) Single Conductors, Under this condition the tem-

perature at any specified point in the body does not vary

with time. Accordingly, the temperature gradient, written

as 80/&x in equation (1), is independent of time, as is also

the rate of heat flow, &{?/S/s
i.e.

It is convenient, furthermore, to choose the fixed location

of the area 8A at right angles to the temperature gradient,

writing distances in the direciioa of the gradient with the

symbol x. With these changes equation (1) becomes, for

the case of steady conduction,

--"s- <4)

Tfae coefficient of ttiennal conductivity, k, is expressed

in the units

(Heat quantity) x (Length)

(Area) x (Temperature difference) X (Time)*

It is a unique property of a given material which, however,

varies to a certain extent with temperature. This variation

can usually be expressed with sufficient accuracy by an

equation of the form

(5)

(b) Multiple Conductors. The low of beat successively

or smuftaoesously throegfa sewrai solids is usually ofmore
interest ton* through a siu^b oiae. Two cases need to be

coosidefied: (1) several sdfeis are joed togottar to fom
a siagle or sorks patfa far tfee flow of fieat, and (2) the

diFemit solids present parallel pa&s foe tlie flow of

beat
It is helpful to notice that heat flow under either con-

dition is entirely analogous to tfae low of electricity in

corresponding diOTts, temperature difference and voltage

drop being the respectrve measures of teadoacy to flow,

In tiie first case, that of series cotidtictkm, the heat flux

under stody cooditiofjs is the same ttanigjh each imteeai,

and tli topoature gradient k eacfct solid is the primary

The convenience of intradndng the conccpft of resistance

to heat flow is oiwotii. Resistance 1
this nontcnclamre, equation (!) becomes

**i

Since the tola! tempcratuit; difference, or gradient, from

the beginning to the end of the series path Is the sum of

all separate gradients,

**rfJVhA^...+ XJ - i Alt (6)
i

in the second case in which the paths for heat flow are

in parallel, the temperature gradient is the same for each

solid and the total heat flux is the sum of the separate

flows through each of the n paths.

_ A0
,

A*
,

A0 M

If conductance is defined as the reciprocal d* resistance,

we haw

Comioctance - C - 4 ^xC JT

In complete ccnrraixMideoGe to tiie nik for electrical

circuits the ftodings of His sectkm can be summarized:

a
ore @$Mt$^ while for a

parallel, the conductances are additive,

Equations (6) and (7) are exact. Applications of them,

particularly In the case of corKJuctors in series, may result

in error due to failure to take into account all of the

resistances actually b the path. For instance, there is

usually considerable thermal resistance at the junction

between two metal surfaces due to ia^pcrfect contact or the

inclusion of a film of oxide or oil or air.

When all the principal elements of a conducting system

have high tiioBial resistance, tlie percentage errors which

may arise in calculating coaductances are apt to be smaller

tban m. the case of good conductors. Van Dusen am!

Ruck P4 1931} tiave studied the thermal resistance of

siegfe aad a3|josifce walkBateriah, masonry, &c. Thek
observations on the differences in values attributable to

cteace tears, to differences in workmaasfeip,

ioiesresliag and sfoow tiiat on tbe average the

transfer values are not far from the values deteoniBed

Condoctk>a in Solids.

3For pm^kal purposes solids may be divided isto two

classes: metah and insulators. As a dass oaetals are dis-

tinguished for their high values of thermal coiiducdvity.

For pure metals the coefficient a in equation (5) is in

general small aad negative, whik for alloys it is positive.

Solids which have exceptionally low values of thermal
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conductivity are of special industrial interest since they are

extensively used as heat insulators. The natural low con-

ductivity of such materials is usually enhanced by using
them in more or less finely divided form. A relatively large

volume of air is thus trapped with the loose fibrous, cel-

hiiar, or unoriented aggregate. Well-known examples of

these materials are abestos wool, granulated cork, hair felt,

magnesia flour. In addition to heat conduction through

point-to-point contact of the solids which form the mass
of the substance, heat transfer occurs "by convection of the

air in the tiny cells and try radiation from wall to wall of

these air spaces.

The three modes of transfer are not easily, or for most

purposes conveniently, separated, so that the values of

thermal conductivity k, reported in the literature for non-

homogeneous solids are ordinarily apparent values only.

Nevertheless, these data can be used in the same way as

trae k values, providing the conditioes of application do
not depart widely from the circumstances under which the

value of k was measured. This limitation is important

especially as regards the temperature and the bulk density

of the material. Among the many determinations which

might be cited to illustrate the controlling effect of bulk

density, those of Petavel [73, 1915-16; 74, 1930] with slag

wool are typical. Petavel found a minimum value of heat

transfer with a bulk density of 10 Ib. per cu. ft. At a density

of 5 Ib. per cu. ft the heat transfer was 130%, and at 15 Ib.

per cu. ft. it was 1 10% of the minimum value. More
recently Griffiths [26, 1932] has obtained results of the

same general character.

Heterogeneous materials ofthe typeunder discussionmay
approach the low conductivity value for air, but with one

possible exception never equal it. On reducing the size of

the interstices of the composite material by finer subdivi-

sion, or by closer packing, the contributions of radiation

and convection to the total heat transfer can be materially

reduced. But true conduction inevitably increases by the

very circumstance of greater bulk density. The better heat

insulation materials incorporate a nice (natural or artificial)

balance between these opposing factors tending to alter the

flow of heat.

The exception mentioned in the previous paragraph was
noted by S. S. Kistler [50, 1931; 51, 19321 who has pro-
duced a gel structure with silica in which the fluid phase
is a gas, e.g. ah*, instead of a liquid. Together with Cald-
we! [6, 1934] he measured the heat conductivity of some
of these 'aerogels* and reported in 1934 that, on the aver-

age, they exhibited about 10% less conductivity than air

at atmospheric pressure.

Conduction in Liquids,

The thermal conductivities of nearly all non-metalk;

liquids ie between O0002 and 0-0006 c.g^. units, being
therefore ofa rrjudi lower order than the conductivities of
most solids. However, under eiigineering conditions heat

transfer in liquids always involves important convection

effects, so that low conductivity is by no means synono-
mous with low total transfer rate.

For liquids the value of the coefficient a. in equation (5)

is usually negative. Water is an exception from two stand-

points : itsconductivity increaseswith temperature [42, 1920]
and its absolute value is unusually high-
Hie effect of pressure change on the heat conductivities

of liquids is negligible for most engineering purposes, but

presmnably the rate ofchange would fctecome much greater
m the region just below the critical point.

Conduction in Gases.

According to the kinetic theory originally developed by
dark Maxwell, the thermal conductivity of gases should
be independent of pressure. This is found to be true

experimentally down to very low pressures when the

mean free path of the molecules becomes comparable with

the dimensions of the containing vessel. At these low

pressures the conductivity is nearly proportional to the

pressure.

There is a useful relationship derived from the kinetic

theory between the conductivity k and the absolute visco-

sity 77 of gases, namely,

where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume and M is

the molecular weight. If the values of the variables are

expressed in c.g.s. units, the constant/should theoretically
be equal to 2-5. However, this is approximately true only
for monatomic gases. For diatomic gases the constant has

a value about 1-75, and for triatomic gases about 1*4. This

relation may be used to calculate the conductivity of gases
when the specific heat and viscosity only are known.

Calculation of Steady Conduction. Mathematically
Simple Forms.

Equation (1) is the basis for calculation of all problems
of conduction in the steady state. It is convenient to

operate on the derived equation (4), modifying it to take

account of the variations of k with temperature which
becomes important where source and receiver are widely
different in temperature. By rearrangement of equation

(4) and integrating, we get

Substituting the value of k from equation (5) and in-

tegrating,

Since the product of the first two factors on the left side

of the equation is the arithmetic mean of the upper and
lower values of the conductivity, it may be written k^^,
and we get

"̂

*r- (9>

The application of this equation to specific problems simply
involves the expression of the area, A9 as a function of the

length, jL, after which the indicated integration can be

performed.
A flat wall offers the most elementary example of the

use of the equation, since in this case A is independent of

, i.e. the heat flow is perpendicular to the sides of the

wall, providing these are at two different uniform tem-

peratures. Equation (9) becomes

1-0*) = ^, (10)

or q = &ms_ x

The equation holds accurately for aH portions of the wall

area where the temperature gradient is actually perpendi-
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cular to the faces of the wall. If the cads and top surfaces

of the wall are unprotected, heat loss occurs time, the

temperature gradient lines arc curved, and the equation
fails to describe the heat tramfer in this locality , However,
if the wail Is relatively large in area, to that the

4

edgc tad

adjacent' area is small in proportion to the whole, it serves

as an entirely satisfactory approximation.
Another common and simpk case is that of conduction

through a cylindrical shell surrounded by a central-heated

or cooled core. A lagged steam pipe is a good example.
If the length of the shell of lagging is very peat in com-

parison to its thickness, the edge losses at the ends will be

trivial in comparison to the total losses, so that the calcula-

tion can be made of heat Joss unit length and the result

multiplied by actual length.

In this case the temperature gradient is radial and the

problem reduces to one of expressing the area at right

angles to this gradient in terms of the radius r.

Writing rl
=* the inside radius.

rg == the outside radius,

/= kegth of shell

Then equation (9) becomes

Integrating and rearranging, we get

(ii)

fa**

tof Steady Coadoctioa, The Skape Factor.

It isofbes very cooveaket tomakeiseof tiieideaoftlie

and Adaim {55, 19131
For this purpose we cam rewrite equation (9) in the form

(12)

where
1

c

dx

A

and is called the 'shape factor*.

The shape factor may be regarded as the mean area of

the comkictiiig path divided by its length. It will also

readily be seen that k^^^KS is a thermal conductance.

The shape factor for a flat plate (thickness small conipared

tootherdiiiieiisiom)istteasfai^yyl/L. The shape factors

for two other sluice cases are as follows:

Hollow Cylinder. Dianseter smal compared to length.

Uniform tenapeiatee at timer and outer surfaces.

03)

H&tt&w Sphere. Uniform temperature at inner and outer

surfaces.

If equation (13) is compared with equation (1 1) rt will be

seen that the 'mean j&iea* m this paitk^Jar case is given by

i ^i

^z;
This is the same form as the 'logarithmk mean

9
used for

the temperature difference of heat exchangers. When the

ratio of the radii is less than 20, the arithmetic mean of

the areas is within 4% of the true value and it is therefore

often used foe simplicity.

Lariginuir and Adams [55, 1913} calculated the flow of

heat from cubical and rectangular volumes enclosed by
walk of uniform thickness and checked their theoretical

deductions by measuring electrical conductance of volumes

of electrolyte having the same shape as the walls of the

various enclosures. In this way they found what allowance

for a square edge, a square coiner, Ac., had to be added
to tike shape factor for the slabs of insulation opposite the

inner rectangular faces. For instance, they found that a

square edge was equivalent to as addition of0*54 times the

leo&thoftheedge.
Their conclusions as to the shape factor 5 for cubical and

rectangular boxes can be summarized by equations in which

A = area of the interior surface,

B = area of the outer surface,

X thickness of walls,

2 / = total length of edges of iatemal surface.

The equations differ for individual cases, depending on tlie

relationship of wail thickness to other dimeasiom, and are

as follows:

AH interior dimeosiotis > JSf/5:

S-t^ + frSi^l+l-IX. 05)

die dimension < X/5:

(16)

Two dimensions < X/5 (e.g. nod, square in cross-section,

covered with thick insulation):

2-731

Three dimensions <
insulation on all sides):

(17)

oibe with thick

0-79m-
Tbese fofmeke a^rff ^rictfy only if the inner and outer

surfaces are at rafofm and constant temperature, a con-

ditioia wfaidi ^>es not hold ocactly in many practkal cases.

Nevertheless, tiiey ai very ^efu! in estimating appmri-
mate heat losses.

Illustration. An electrically heated muffle tenace h
8x 12x20 m. imkie and has a 6-in. layer of insutetk) a
all sides. Calculate the shape factor S for appikatioii in

eqiMtk)n (12). Snce all interkn: dkneim^s me
tfaan Z/5, eqoatkm (15) apples:

A

160m.

2(6)
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For this particular case the use of the arithmetk mean
ami would give a mult greatly in error. Tbe value of S
calculated using the arithmetk:, the geometric, and the

'logarithmic' mean areas are given below for comparison:

Arithmetic mean
Geometric mean
Logarithmk mean

$ - 397.

5-322.
S=- 347.

Graphical Solution of Complicated Shapes.

An approximate solution for the more complicated

shapes can often be obtained by reducing the problem to

an equivalent simpler case, the exact solution of which is

koown. There are, however, many cases where this is diffi-

cult, and some method of dealing with these is required.
There is a useful graphical method which depends for

its application on the problem being capable of being

FIG. 1.

treated as a two-dimensional one. This method consists

in drawing in the lines of flow of heat and the isothermal

lines over the conducting area according to a simple set of

rules. These are as follows and they are illustrated by an

example shown in Fig. 1 :

L The two boundaries must be taken to be isotherms.

1L The points of intersection of a line of flow and an

isotherm must be at right angles.

3, The spacing of the lines is chosen so that the areas

enclosed by them approximate to squares. Where
these areas become much distorted it is only necessary
to take the lines of fbw and the isotherms propor-

tionately closer together.

The example shown in Fig. 1 represents one quarter-section

of a square bar 9 in. square covered with 6 in. of insula-

tion. Twelve equal temperature steps have been chosen

which is found to lead to 12 lines of flow up to the corner,

or 24 altogether for the quarter-section. When theisotherms

and the lines of flow are drawn according to the above

rules, this gives a shape factor of ff = 2*0 for the quarter-

section for unit length of bar. This result may be compared
with the case of the heat flow being confined to the slabs

of insulation opposite the inner faces, that is, not being
allowed to spread into the corner. The number of lines of

flow would then clearly be 9 to the corner or 18 for the

quarter-section, giving a shape factor of f-f
= 1-5 per unit

length for the quarter-section.

The difference between these shape factors is 0-5 which

represents the added conductance due to the square edge
which agrees quite closely with the value 0*54 given above.

Unsteady Conduction.

The majority of processes in the petroleum industry are

of the 'continuous' type, and consequently temperatures
are steady except for the starting-up and shutting-down

periods. Although accurate calculation of heat transfer

during these periods is not often required, a means of

estimating this as well as the temperature gradients in the

furnace walls is of value.

Certain other processes essentially involve changing tem-

peratures, for instance, batch distillations and regenerators,
and there are many cases of a general character where the

equations for unsteady flow must be applied.

Fourier's general equation (3) can be adapted to the

solution ofany problem in unsteady heat conduction in an

isotropic medium. For the most part, however, the equa-
tion for heat flow in one direction can be made to cover

practical cases. This equation may be written

_

dt pc
(19)

or, writing a in place of (k/pc), the diffusivity, for the sake

of brevity as in equation (2), we have

~- = a j-i- (20)

The diffusivity is that property of a substance which

decides the rate at which a change of temperature is trans-

mitted by conduction of heat. This process bears a very
close resemblance to that of molecular diffusion from
which it derives its name.

The dimensions of diffusivity are
(length)

5

time
, from which

it can be deduced at once that the time required for a given

temperature rise in geometrically similar bodies under

otherwise identical conditions is proportional to the square
of the linear dimensions. This is a very important point

because, if a numerical example of a particular case is

worked out, the temperature distribution, <&c., for any
other diffusivity or size of body can be readily obtained,

since the temperature distribution will be the same through-
out the body for corresponding values of atfx

2
. Thus, if

the outside surface of a certain wall is raised to 150 F. in

1 hour after a constant high temperature is suddenly

applied to the inner surface, doubling the thickness of the

wall will extend the time to reach 150 F. to 4 hours.

Special Cases of Unsteady Conduction. Analytical
Method.

In practised hands equations (3) and (20) are powerful

tools, though it often happens that comparatively simple

practical conditions lead to mathematical boundary con-

ditions which make the solution extremely tedious or im-

possible unless simplifying assumptions are introduced.

The literature contains many exact solutions of special

cases which have close counterparts in practical conditions.

There are so many different cases that a useful proportion
cannot be included in this article and thereader must refer to

the text-books onthe subject [41, 1913 ; 7, 1921 ; 8, 1934] and
to the original articles [for example, 31, 1923, and 65, 1936].
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These cover cases of stabs, scmi-iofinhc ^lids
by a plane, sqimns beams, cubes* cftote^ sptwes*
the niifaces of which arc heated eittieT periodically, at a
given rate of beat input, suddenly to a toed
or through a heat-exchange medium from a feed tesmperm-
tune, &c., and solutions are required for the tempermtune
distribution over the surface, at the centre and thrmi^ioiit
the vohme, and also for the rate of heat absorption and
the total heat absorbed.
The most useful form of solution for these cases is

graphical, in which curves arc given for particular valises

of (of/*
1
) for the reason mentioned above, and many sodi

solutions have been published.

Curacy and Lurie [31, 1923] reduced the integrated
equations for a number of shapes to functions of four
dkneosioiiiess groups and have plotted these functions in
such a way as to simplify numerical caJailatioii*. Only
three cases can be mentioned ki this article, but these will

serve to indicate the nature of the analytical problems
involving imsteady ccwKioctKHi.

(a) The simplest case mathematically is that of a solid

botHKkd by a plane, the surface of which is subject to
a simple sinoidaJ variation of temperature with time. The
plane surface is situated at x = and the solid is semi-
infinite in extent (in the positive direction of *). Any otto:

periodic variations of temperature can be represented as

closely as required by a Fourier series. For instance, Pugh
[76, 1936] gives one to represent the typical changes in

surface temperature of thick walls exposed to the sun.

Assume the surface temperature variation to be given by

where

realtime/,

amplitude of lie temperature oscillation ( half-

r= periodk tin^of osciRatkm.

It can be show t&at Ac solution ^e^s&m&^^AA
satisfies these boundary (XMaditioos is

Obvioudy heat wffl Sow m and <M^ of the surface diirfeg

alternate half-periods of the cycle. From the form of the

equation it will be seen that the amplitude diminishes as

the depth x below the surface increases. Hie following
characteristics of the temperature wave may be deduced :

Wave4ength

Velocity of propagation =J("j^)

Amplitude at any depth x =

Time lag at depth x

It can also be shown that the total heat flow Q through
the surface during a half-period is given by

(Z>) Aaother useful and ccraparativety simple ca^ m tliat

of a wall of finite thkicness initially at a entform toBpera-
tune #u tiae front surface of which is suddenly ra^ed to

a new and constant temperature 6t.

m

if the back surface is protected from heat loss, it b ckar
that the whole widi will finally be raised to <9t. AtanyiDter-
mcdiaie UHK / the temperature distribution is giv-ec by

where ,Vis the total thickness of the

The total anx>unt of heat absorbed by the wmi up to

time i expressed as a ffaction of the total heat when the

uniform tempecature a has been readied is given by

Up to the time when the temperature of the back surface

starts altering appreciably, this equation may be simpli-
fedto "

and when the bade surface has nearly reached the final

temperature, all except the first term may be negjected and

These equations have been made use of by Laeey [53, 19331
in his work CHI molecular diffusion of gas in oil, to which
the equations for unsteady heat low are applicable with

hardly any modificatkni.

(c) Another important case is exactly similar to tlie pne-
vious one, with the exception that the back surface fa main-
tained at the initial teiBperature 9^ It is dear that, in this

case, a constant temperature distribution will finally be set

up throughout the slab, and this fact can be deduced

directly from fee equation (20$.

and

i-*
; the diffosivity i is not zm>

*?^~-
The solution of this equation is in the form i = A+Bx,
which represents a straigjit line, and therefore the tem-

perature at any point between the faces is given by

where x is the distance measured from the front face at #x .

A complete solution for this case has been given in

graphical form by Hiaafcon [35, 19351 his chart being shown

on Fig. 2. Th^expftssion r^ being dimensionkss, its value

is unaltered provided self-consistent units are used. Inger-
soil and Zobel [41, 1913} have shown that an allowance

can be mack for the condition, which is usually the case

in practice, that the surfaces are in contact with a heat-

transfer medium instead of having constant temperature
as assumed, by adding a suitable thickness to the wall

mud c&oosing a slightly different temperature In place
of #t. This point is referred to again later in tie next

section.

Graphical Method.

E. Schmidt [83, 1924] has developed a
the heating and cooling of slabs sucfe as fomace
be calculated graphically.
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FRACTION Of

t -TIME

d - THICKNESS

-THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY

of temperature^ y~*n t ****pt*xj above

initial body temperature. T*r*C.

of temperature of hot face above r&lal

body temperature f

FRACTION OP THICKNESS

PEG. 2. Temperatere distribntioa ia unsteady beat flow through walls. (Technical Data an Fuel}

Fig. 3 iftustrates the principle of the method.

Let Ax = a small bet finite ekmeat of thickness of
the wall,

At = a finite time interval,

#1, #* 0*, = temperatees on any convenient scale,

k the conductivity,

P = the density,

c= the specific heat of the material in the wall.

The broken solid line on Kg. 3 represents the trace of

temperature through the wall at a given time, tn say.

Then the heat transmitted in the time A/, after /, through
unit area of an element, e.g. the (2H3) element, is

and likewise, through the (3)-(4) element,

The difference in these two quantities is the heat stored

during A/ in an element Ax in thickness, located sym-
metrically on both sides of pkne (3) as shown by dot-dash
verticals on Fig. 3. This stored heat is given by

This stored heat may also be expressed by the term

(#3 Q^)pcAx, where 0J and #3 are temperatures in plane (3)

at the end and at the beginning of the time interval A/

respectively.

Equating the two expressions:

(21)
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Since the time interval A/ and the element of thkkrsess &x
ane independent and finite quantities, tlieir values cm be
selected according to the dictates of convenience.
For the purpose of graphical solution it is simplest to

choose A* and A* such that

2183

onducted through the unit surface in unit

In this case equation (21) reduces to

(22)

A straight line, shown dotted in Fig. 3, which connects the

plotted points f and $*, intersects the vertical Mae (3) in

i Direct/an of

HeatFlow

a poisi wbkfa is sees to foe the touro of a vertical of
fe^fe M$t+$4>* to o*cr wi** % daoosiog A* and Ax
to make equation (22) true, it is possible to ctetermine by
a staple graphical ppoQcd
the time interval A/. This is ti^ finKiamental feature of the
method for amviag at graphical sdatioiis of heat Sow in
the unsteady state.

An example may be of assistance ia visiiaiz&ig the farj-

plkations of equation (22) with ifcferaaee to the graphical
work. In studying the heat transfer through a concrete
wail of diffusivity 0-OQ56 <xg^. unit we should arrange
matters so that

Ax 1

Kx*
**

2(00056)
= 89-5.

If Aar were chosen as 1 cm., we would have tee sections in

a 10-cm. wall and the time interval would be 89-5 sec,

A better selection might be Ax * 2 cm*, in which case A/
would be 358 sec.

The heat transfer coefficient km between the STOWDdmg
medium and the sorfece of the slab or plate Is usually
assumed to be independent of the tenpemteie4evel and
directly proportioiml to the difference between the tem-

perature of the surface Q and the tonperatpre of the sur-

rounding medium $*. At this stage in the discussion of
the general subject of heat transfer it is not possible to

discuss factors entering into the value of the coefficient A*,
but we can write

side is the heat <

time.

la terms of a graph the equation means that the tangent
to the temperature curve at the surface of the wall goes

through a point m located k!hm rats from the surface of
the wafi.

An equation similar to (23) hokls for the heat transfer

from the other surface of the wall to the n*dium which
surrounds it Hie temperature of the second medium,
which we may designate as $*, and the value of the heat

transfer coefficient A* will in general be different from #
andA, Newthdm, the tangent to the temperature curve
at this surface of the wall wi 1 1 pass through a point having
ccH^Htmates and spaced a distance of klkm.

If 9m or A or if 9m or hM change with the lapse of time

during a period index- consideration, an appropriate shift

of the point or points through which the tangents to the

tmipsmtiire curve pass can readily be raKie. Aneqpm^eaat
change to take care of altered conditions in the environ-
ment cannot be made irate c
of unsteady state cofiducttoa. This ftexiWitj of sohitioii

constitutes one of the great advantages of the graphical
method, particularly since many practical problems &fl in

this class.

Radiation of Heat

As is well known, heat in the form of radiant energy
can be transmitted across space devoid of matter.

It is important to realize that radiation from Barnes
and hot bodies consists of a wide range of wave-

lengths conveying difiemit fractions of the total radiasi

energy.
When radiant energy falls oe matte it may be absorbed,

reflected, or taiasraitted. Bxprassed in teras of waw-
iengtte visibk to the eye, a b^
tio is said to foe Made, oae vfoiefa reSects it is wkite, and
ooe ^ttefa transmits M is transparent. Actual bodies have

p^peartie mtetmsdiate

where the left-hand member is the heat transmitted to unit

area of the wall surface in unit time, aad the right-hand

Ho ptoac surface is a pesfsct refiector, aor is there one
which k a perfect absorber ewa femp-biack reflects about

5%. However, a perfect 'black rxxry' is needed both as
an klea for theoretical treatment aad also in practice for

the measurement of temperature, &c. This ideal
*

black:

body* caa be neaiaed as closely as recpMrtd by o^^nicfog
a hollow oadcmire ofjaque to radiation pierad by a iiela-

tivety mw& bo^ la tte way any radiation entering the

hok is absorbed by multiple rerkction on the inside surface

of the enclosure aad miy an irjfeiteslaial fraction escapes
from the hok again if this is small enough.
The imaginary surface which may be substituted for

this hole is termed a perfect black body since it absoits

100% of all incident radktioa. Actual solid surfaces

possess absoftaag properties or *absori>tivity* in varying
degrees, which is expressed as a percentage of the absorp-
tion which a black body would show under the same
coeditioos.

It is a matter of common experience that hot bodies

radiate heat, and that as the tor^>raratiire is rafeed aot ed|f
does the total energy radiated per unit area increase but

theqtialtyor'cokw'ofther^^ life
latter effect is, of course, doe to chan^ lit Hie relasw
amounts of energy m the wave-lengths short enough to
affect the eye, and is the basis of the useful cokxir scaie,

due to I^Miiid, flor bot ol^ects^m^^m^
regarded as black bodies.
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Black-body Radiation.

The most important relationship from the standpoint of

heat transmission is the Stefan-Boltzmann [92, 1879; 4,

1884] law which states that the total rate of heat radiation

per unit area, E, of all wave-lengths passing from one black

body to another black body is proportional to the differ-

ence of the fourth powers of their absolute temperatures,

thus: JB=o(TS-rf). (25)

The constant a- has been experimentally determined and

the accepted mean value is

5-72 erg (cm.)-
2 sec.-

1
( K.)-

4
,

or 1 -72 X 10-10 B.Th.U. (ft.)"
2 hr -*

( F abs.)-*.

The formula expressing the energy of any specified wave-

length A emitted by a black body, derived theoretically by
Planck [75, 1900], is

r ^i ^ /-\^\

525
TOO
800
900

1,000

1,100

1,200

1,300

1,400

1,500

5,600

KJrchhoff first pointed out, in 1860, that there is a fixed

rdatiooship between the amount of radiant energy which

any body will emit, and that which it will absorb. The
ratio of energy emitted from a surface to that emitted by
a black body at the same temperature is defined as the

etnissrvity of the surface. The ratio of the radiant energy
absorbed by the surface to that which a black body will

absorb is termed the absorptivity ofthe surface, In symbols
KirchhofFs law may be written

(24)

E! and E$ are the radiant energies of any or all wave-

lengths emitted from the surface and by a black body
respectively for the same area and the same temperature.
Al and As are the radiant energies of the same wave-length

range absorbed by the surface and the black body re-

spectively. Since the emissivity e and the absorptivity a are

identical in value, only one symbol, e9 will be employed
hereafter. This coefficient e is less than 1 for all actual

surfaces, which is, ofcourse, only a restatement of the fact

that the black body is both the most efficient radiator and
absorber.

The following general statements can be deduced directly
from Kirchhoff's law. (a) Ifa body absorbs radiant energy
ofany wave-length, it must also emit the same wave-lengths
at the same temperature. If a body is placed in a uniform

temperature enclosure, the emission equals the absorption
after temperature equilibrium is established, (b) A body
at a given temperature cannot emit more of a given kind
of radiation than exists in the full radiation for that tem-

perature.

Most actual surfaces absorb and emit energy of different

wave-lengths selectively. In other words, the coefficient of

emissivity or absorptivity varies with wave-length of the

energy under consideration and also with the temperature
of the surface; but whatever the amount of energy emitted
in a given narrow band of wave-lengths, it is never greater
than the radiant energy of the same wave-length range
emitted by a black body at the same temperature. The
term *grey body' is used to designate a surface which
shows a constant value of e for all wave-lengths and for

all temperatees.
The o^eflScient of enisstvity (or absorptivity), e, for

actual surfaces depends not only on the wave-lengths but
also to a certain extent on tlie angle at which radiation

fals on or leaves the surface. The normal emissivity for

polished metals may be as much as 20% less than the

heoakpheikal emissivity, but for non-metals or metals with
a matt surface the two values are very nearly the same.
Since the latter types of surfaces are most frequently met
under conditions of large-scale heat transfer, it is allowable
in most eaigineering calculations to ignore the differences

in emissivity as a function of direction.

The accepted values of the constants are as follows:

d 3-703X 10~5 erg cm.2 sec."1,

C2
= 1433cm.,

where A is expressed in centimetres and Tin Kelvin, and

Ex is the total hemispherical radiation in erg. cm.~2 seer1

Fig. 4shows this relation plotted for 1,000 and 1,100 K.

The dotted line is a trace of the maxima of these curves.

\
,000

.950

A-7?
s

FIG. 4

In the present connexion a more important relationship is

that between the wave-length of maximum energy A and

the absolute temperature T deduced by Wien [96, 1896],

known as Wien's displacement law:

A^ = bT-\ (27)

The mean experimental value of the constant b = 0-2885

for A expressed in cm. and T in Kelvin.

This relationship is useful in showing the predominant
wave-length at any temperature for which emissivity data

is required in any particular case. The following table gives

this for a few selected temperatures.

TABLE I

Temperature
inC.

15

100

500

UOOO
1,500

Sunlight

10
8

3-7

2-3

1-6

approx. 0-5
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These relations help to explain Pouilk^s colour scale men-
tioned above, but it will be seen from Hie above tabk that

the description
*

white' given to temperatures between

1,300 and U500 C. mim be attributed to the brightness
of krge areas at these temperatures rather than to thctr

colour.

Solar Radiatioa.

Tlie most fundamental single datum in radiation pheno-
mena is, of course, th&e energy radklcd by the stm. It has
been found by experiment that this is substantially con-
stant. The best value of the 'Solar Constant*, deHaed as

the radiation failing in unit time on unit area situated just
outside the earth's atmosphere, appears to be 425 B.Th.U.

(ft)-* hr.~l This come^XKKis to a suo temperature (stir-

face) of 5,600
s
C. ifthe distance is assisted to be 92,800,000

miks,

The fraction of the solar eoet^y which peaetrate to the

earth's surface is, of course, variable, depending o the

weather ami other local factors such as smoke and dust in

the air. Although on exceptional occasions it appears that

the radiation may be as high as 300 B.Th.tL (ft)"
1 hrr1

for average clear weather at sea-level* a figure of 250

B.Th,U. (ft.)""
1 hr."1

is perhaps more representative [46,

19281.

At night, when the effective radiation is only that small

quantity received from the stars, it is calculated that a black

surface outside the earth's atmosphere would fall to about
441 F. The atmosphere protects the earth from the

large radiation to outer space which would otherwise occur

by reason of this low temperature. Dines {15, 1921] and
others have concluded that the equivalent sky temperatures
are between 40s and 50 F. on dear evenings after

sundown. The cooling of bodks at mght iinder a clear sky
chic to radiation to outer space can be calculated approxi-

mately on this basis,

Tbe selective character of the absorption and emission

characteristics of many surfaces is often of controlling

importance in their behaviour. W. W. Cobientz [9, 1905]

performed some ii^nicdve experiments which have a direct

bearing oa the temperatures attained by surfaces, e.g.

petrokum tankage, exposed to sunlight. Cobientz exposed

polished sheets of atuomitim to the direct rays of the sun

and found that they attained a temperature of 111 F.

Sheets covered with three coats of white lead or zinc oxide

paints showed a temperature of 105 F. wfaea exposed

simultaneously with the others. Thus, whiie the painted
surfaces were better absorbers of visible radiation, whkh
includes the maximum radiation in sunlight, they were also

better absorbers and hence emittm of energy in the region

of 8 to 9^ which is the nsgion of maximum radiation for

temperatures around 100* R, cowequently the equilibrium

temperature of the painted surfaces was lower than that of

the bright aluminium, which does not radiate equally wcH
in this relatively kw-temperature region,

The Effect of Absorbers in the Path of Radiation.

In discussing conduction the quantitative effect of con-

ductors in parallel and in series was considered. Hicsre is

BO exact analogy to parallel coeductocs ia radiation ptieao-

mena. However, iftwo sources of radiatk>o shielded from

one another, radiate to a single absorber, the effects are

. additive. When the sources of radiation are not shielded

from each other the treatment is more complicated and

will be leserved for later discussion.

A partial analogy to a series of omductocs occurs whoaa

series ofabsorbing surfaces art placed in the path ofradiant

energy. This is a simplification of an important practical

condition met with in msulatiag against radiation losses,

and will be briefly discussed here.

If, for simplicity, these two planes be assumed to have an

emissmty value of 1, then the simple Sidan-Boltzmami

equation (25) will give the radiation effect, i.e.

If the evacuated space be divided into two parts by inter-

posing abiorbifig planes (emmtvity and absorptivity 1),

then the quantity of heat transmitted through each of the

two spaces must be equal:

or

Substituting this value in the previous equation,

By similar reasoning it can be shown that in general for

/i planes

Thus the interposition of absorbing planes ia the path of
radiation reduces radiant heat transfer by the fraction

1

1 -f the number of planes,

A similar argument applies if eoasslvity factors other than

1 are introduced, as, for instance, with polished metal

surfaces which have low emissivities and reduce the radia-

tion still further. Direct application of this r^latif^y^p is

made in the interposik>Q of polished metal cylinders ia the

alvered vacuum jackets of Dewar flasks or of laboratory

fractioning columns, and in the use of aluminium foil as

a form of insulation.

The loss ofheat through insulators by radiation has been

mentioned. When tix^ materials are comrxjsite and coo-

tain many tiny air cells, the radiation fa much less than

otherwise doe to the dramistaace that, in effect, many
walls ane interposed in the path of radiant energy. Not-

withstanding the fact that large reduction of loss by radia-

tion is secured in this way, it is by no means true that in

all instances this source of loss is unimportant in com-

parison to losses by coevectioB and by conduction.

CakulatiooofRadiatioH.

It is mm feasible to discuss the engineering applications

ofthe Stdfaa-Boltzmann relationship (equation (25)), It wil

be pecaied tot the equation relates the exchange ofradiant

eeongy from one black body to another. For practical con-

ditions where this kkal situation does not apply, either the

constant must be modified or (preferably) other Actors

most be introduced to take account of (a) the departwe
of the osivity and absorptivity of the two bodies fysm

that of Mack bodies, and (&) the geometrical disposition

of the radiating surfaces which may or majr not

the total eaasskm from each of the two surfaces

intercepted by the other.

EqtiatkHi (25) can be modified $DC

giBeering application, first by the

units, and secotid by the introduction of & factes p^
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meotiooed, to give a basic equation for engtoeering cal-

culations:

where # = net exchange of radiant energy (B.Th.U.

perhr.),

x4 = area of one of the two surfaces (sq. ft),

7\ and Tt
= absolute temperature of the two surfaces

(F.),

Fe
= a factor of emisslvities in general a func-

tion of the emissivities e^ and et of the

surfaces,

Ft
= a factor ofsituation or geometrical arrange-

ment of the surfaces with respect to each

other.

A few remarks are required before the application of

equation (250) to practical problems is illustrated:

(a) Division ofeach temperature by 100 before raising to

the fourth power is onlyan artifice to avoidvery large figures

within the bracket anda very small constant in the equation.

(b) The emissivity of non-black bodies is influenced

somewhat by direction, so that factors Fe and Fs are not

strictly independent, but this effect is usually small and will

be ignored.

(c) The method of evaluation of factor Fe for specific

cases will be indicated below. The derivation assumes that

the total emissivity and absorptivity of each surface are

numerically equal. In general the emissivity of a surface

at 7\ is not identical with its absorptivity for radiation from
a body at T2. However, the degree of inequality is not

large enough to introduce great error in most cases of

engineering interest.

The evaluation of the factors Fe and Fs in equation (25a)

has been studied in detail by Hottel [37, 1930] and tihe

results have been presented in a convenient tabular form

and in curves. Table II and Figs. 5, 6, 7 are taken directly

from this work. Many problems can be solved by the

application of the data in the table with more or less

obvious modifications thereof.

r.o

-

?5

Sat"farce ffwnwf dA.
ancfffvcfangte A>ove>

and Paralfef to tt,

*i*h One Cornerof
ffecfarfKjFfe Contatnocf
in ftormetf to cLA

C&
Distance from tiLA

-:. - fraction ofDirect Rocttatton
S from dA Intercepted ty

0.5

FIG. 5. Radiation between surface element and rectangle above and parallel to it.

(Chem. Eng. Handbook)

{d) Since surface temperatures appear as fourth powers
in the equation, it is obvious that they must be known
with considerable accuracy if large errors hi heat transfer

calculations are to be avoided.

The approximations inherent in equation (250), its sensi-

tivity to small differences in temperature, and other factors

such as gas radiation, which win be discussed later, com-
bine to make its application rather inaccurate. However,
the application of first principles is frequently of material

assistance in interpreting furnace behaviour and in pre-

dicting the probable effect of modifications of design, even

though complete and accurate calculations cannot be made.

1 Distance Between Planes

FIG. 6. Radiation between equal squares or equal disks in parallel

planes, directly apposed. (Chem. Eng. Handbook)

Reference to the original article must be made for details

as to the method of calculation of the factors Fe and F+
but the general nature of the argument in evaluating factor

Fe can be indicated for two cases. Equality of emissivity,

e, and absorptivity, a, is assumed, even though this holds

strictly only when equilibrium temperature conditions exist.

CaseL Dimensions ofone surface

small compared with distance to the

other. HE the emission of a

black-body surface at the given

temperature, surface A^x emits eJE.

Surface Az absorbs ez ofthe emission

from AI and reflects 1 et. Because

area A^ is small, a negligible

fraction of this reflected radiant

energy will be intercepted by it to

undergo a second reflection to

A*. Hence Fe
= e without great

error.

Case 2. Infinite parallel planes.

Radiant energy leaving A under-

goes an infinite number of alternate

partial absorptions at A& and, after

alternate reflections, at A^ The

sum of the alternate members of

the two infinite series, which give

the absorption at each surface, is the expression

1
'"" >

*
i 1
i^ *

so that this is the factor to allow for the emission of two

infinite parallel planes,

Radiation from Non-luminous Gases.

Paschen [72, 1894] published the results of his investiga-

tion into the emission and absorption spectra of water

vapour and carbon dioxide from which he concluded that
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TABUE II

Radiation bct*ren Soiids. Factors for use I Eqwe&im (25n)

Surfaces Jvnmn Areaf&ci&r
F*

Emtswit? factor

1. laflmic parallel

2. Completely encSmed tKwty* *ma3i compared
with enclosing body. (Let subscripts I refer

to enclosed body)
3. Completely enclosed body, larie compared

with enclosing body. (Subscripts ! refer to
crkciGsed body)

4. Concentric spheres of infinite cylinders A l

5. Element dA and rectangular surface above
and parallel to it, with one oomcr of rect-

angle contained in normal to dA
6. Two paraliel circular disks ofsame diameter

with centres on same normal to their planes
7. Two equal rectangles in parallel planes am!

directly opposite one another
8. Two equal squares in parallel planes and

directly opposite one another. Special case
of?

Either

Either

Either

9. Two rectangles with common side, in per- \
Either

10. Parallel squares or disks, connected by non-

ccHiductiiig btit re~radiatiag black walls

Given in Fig. 5

Given in Fig. 6, line I \

Approximate formula}

Given in Fig. 6, line 2

Given ia Fig. 7

i Fig. 6, lire 3

Exact treatment depcDdent^
on kind of reficctJOB

F lies brtwe^ ct rt mad
1

for all cases

Approximately

* Enclosed body most contain ao negative curvature if A^ is osecL Replace any *dimple&* in surface by equivalent

p&mes m cvafenstHig A^ and raise
*
elective

T

easasivjry from ^ towards tmity la proportion to depth of <

;=- Ftaetor obtaiaed fe- CS^e ^ Ibr

tot^^ The approximatkm F,

Rcitio JB

Fio. 7. Radiation between adjacent rectangies m perpcadacular
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these two gases wem entirely responsible for the radiation

of beat from iK>n-tummous gases.

SiBce that time further investigations into the absorption

of radiation by these gases have been made by H. Schmidt

[85, 19091 von Bahr [3, 19121 and Hettner [34, 19181 and

Schack [81, 1924] calculated from this data the intensity of

radiation to be expected from layers of water vapour and

carbon dioxide of this radiation in the operation of

furnaces.

Some direct measurements of direct heat radiated from and for partial pressures up

gas and the surface enter as well as the emissivity of the

surface.

The two unique factors for gas radiation are grouped

together to form a product PL, whereP is the partial pres-

sure of the single constituent in a gas (mixture) which is

radiating energy at the temperature in question, and L
is a function of length which is specific for each of the

several forms of gas volume which are ordinarily met in

practice. All the data refer to a total pressure of 1 atm.

and for partial pressures up to 1 atm. Qualitatively it is

steam jets were made by E. Schmidt [82, 1932] which dis-

agreed with Schack's calculations by 200 or 300%, which
shows that this type of calculation could only be regarded
as very rough,
The first complete set of measurements of total energy

emission from both of these gases at high temperature was

published in 1935 by Hottd and Mangelsdoif [39, 1935].

The data are set out in the form of energy-emission curves

convenient for engineering calculations. Figs. S and 9 are

copies of the published data, which should completely sup-

plant the teaitative carves of the same general character

whkh had been calculated in 1924 by Schack from infra-

red absorption data.

The results of a similar investigation which agree with
those of Hottel were published by Fishenden [21, 1936],
whose paper contains a useful review of the accuracy to be

expected from such measurements.

Two factors play a part in the net radiation of energy
by a hot gas to a surface which enter uniquely because of
the nature of gases. These factors are the concentration

of the constituent which is responsible for the radiation (in
case a mixture of gas is involved), and second, the form
or shape of the gas volume which 'sees* the surface. In
addition to these factors, the temperature of both the

. ^tmer. //wr. Chem. Eng. 31, 517 (1935)).

known that the total pressure on a gas mixture as well as

the partial pressure of the radiating or absorbing con-

stituent influences the character of emission or absorption
so that application of these data to superatmospheric pres-

sure involves error, though the magnitude of the error is

not yet known.
In the literature on gas emission the term 'shape factor'

has been employed, but Hottel [36, 1927] has shown that

this factor can be taken equal to unity with a good approxi-
mation provided values of a characteristic dimension L are

taken from the following table.

% TABLE m
Values ofL which yield Shape Factors = 1-0

(approximately)

Shape ofgas enclosures

Sphere
Cube
Infinite cylinder

Space between infinite parallel planes
Space in between tubes \ Clearance = 2-0
in an infinite bank I (tube diameter)
with centres at apexes

|
Clearance =1-0

of equilateral triangles ) (tube diameter)
Rectangular parallelepiped 1x2x6
radiating to large face

Value far L
2/3 x diameter

2/3 x side

l*0x diameter
1-8 X (distance apart)

3-8 x (clearance)

2-8 x (clearance)
1 -3 x (smallest dimen-

sion)
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In the case of not>4urninoiJ& gats radiation, as in afl

others, the net exchange of energy between the source and
receiver of the system may be considered to be the differ-

ence between energy output and input to either etemeat.

For the system consisting of a hot gas and a surface it is

convenient to consider the net exchange ai the difference

between the energy emitted by the gas at temperature flt

and that absorbed by the gas from the energy beam emitted

RADIATION DUE TO
CARBON DtOXDE

wococn~
are denoted by partial pressure

factor from Table III (B.IkU.

energy absorbed by gas at temperature ts and

conditions deified by /*L, as above, when the

surface emitting the eiiergy is at ternpcrature t,

PICS^C COt, Alii

LEWGTH OF RttH OF
RAOANT BEAM THROUGH GAS, FT.

s s s S I i
TEMPtJUJUBE -S*S

FIG.

by the surface at /s . If tbe temperature of the gas aad
surface were identical, tbeo the quality and the intensity

of the eaergy absorbed by the gas from the surf!ace radia-

tion would equal that wbicfa it would emit at tfoe same

temperature, Le. KirchhofiTs law would ^piy aiKi diarts

of energy emission v. temporature suefe as Figs. 8 aiKl 9

would supply all necessary data. Since the temperatures
are Bot Ideatkal in any practical case, it is only possible

at first to write a formal equatioe suefe as

where, using the English system of units,

q = heat transferred from gas to surface (BJli-U,

^4 = area of surface i

e absorptivity of surface for gas radiation, wfakJi

may be taken as the normal emissivity of tiie

surface at its temperature tt (pure number),

(Trwts. Amtsr. Imt. Ckcm. Exg. 31, 517 (1935)).

Fig. 8 permits tlje evaluation of Et9PL forca^s in wisidj

carbcMi dioxkie is present with other non-radiating gases,

and Fig, 9 can be used likewise for gases containing water

vapour as tibe sole radiating constituent The procedure
consists in tlie election of a vertical from t

ff
as abscissa to

tfae a|>pf0piiate value ofPL on t&e curves and readier the

cx>mesponding ordinate.

Hie inAtioii between tbe quantities A^^PL wd jE^j%
which can be read from the figures depends cm the change
in effectiveness of individual molecules as absorbers and
also on the change in their number in a given volume w&fe

temperature,
Hottd's measurements of absorption show ttoi tJbe i

factors substantially balance owt m. tlie case of

vapour, and therefore in this instance A^^PL
The finding is different for carbon dioxkie, however. The
measurements show that
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in which

P* is the dement which takes account of the change in the

number of molecules in any given shape as the temperature

of the gas differs from that of the surface, whereas the

absolute temperature ratio function (TgjTi)*'** reflects the

change ofinherent effectiveness ofeach molecule to absorb

radiation.

Hie practical interpretations of equation (28) for use in

conjunction with Fig. 8 or 9 are therefore as follows:
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obtaining a/A, the results are not likely to be of a Mgjb

order of accuracy.

Radiation from Gases other than Carbon Dioxide and

Water Vapour,

In addition to nitrogen and oxygen, which appear to be

almost completely transparent to heat radiations, in fuel-

fired furnaces the flue gases contain hydrocarbons, sulphur

dioxide, and carbon monoxide. These are ordinarily pre-

sent in too small concentrations to affect the total radiation

significantly, but, in special instances, as in the case of the

combustion of very high sulphur content fuel gas or oil,

and particularly with elemental sulphur burners, the sul-

phur dioxide content may be high enough to warrant

special consideration. The radiation from sulphur dioxide

has been calculated by S. A. Guerrieri [30] by Schack's

method, using the data of Coblentz [9, 1905]. These results

are well enough represented by the data given for water

vapour, Fig. 9, multiplied by the factors shown in the fol-

lowing Table IV. The use of these factors appears justi-

fiable between 500 and 2,000 F.

TABLE IV

Radiation from Sulphur Dioxide

For water vapour use Fig. 9 and equation (29):

For carbon dioxide me Fig. 8 and equation (30):

(29)

<30)

The method ofevaluating the trams i,/>i in either equation

has already been mentioned. The term Et,iP in equation

(29) is determined in the same way, using the tempera-

ture of the surface f, as abscissa for Fig. 9. To determine

Et, p
i

zJ(T0/Tt)***9 first multiply the partial pressure ofcarbon

dioxide in the gas under consideration by the quotient r*/7J

to get Pf
and then calculate P*L. This quantity determines

the intersection of the vertical at *, against which the

ordinate of energy is read on Fig. 8. Multiply the value

so obtained by (TJTP*.
When both carbon dioxide and water vapour are present

together in a gas mixture, as is the case in the combustion

of fuels containing both hydrogen and oxygen, the net

radiation from the mixture is not equal to the sum of the

radiations which would be calculated from equation (29)

plus equation (30). This is due to the fact that in certain

spectral regions, notably within the band of 2*65-2*85ft and
also 13-17/A, both gases radiate energy. Consequently each

gas affects the behaviour of the other and a correction

factor to reduce the sum of the separate energy radiations

is necessary. The insert at the upper left-hand corner of

Fig* 9 supplies this factor K for use in the equation for gas
mixtures containing both carbon dioxide and water vapour,
namely,

CO,

Value ofPL
0-01

0-10

1-0

3-0

Factor
1-55

1-2

1-0

0-9

Radiation from Luminous flames.

Haskm and Boyer [32, 1927] found that an acetylene

flame when luminous radiated about 4 times as much heat

as when non-luminous. The radiant heat transfer from a

flame could be calculated from equation (25#) if enough
data were available. If 7} and Tw are taken as the absolute

temperature ( F.) of flame and the surroundings which

receive radiant energy respectively, and if ej and ew are the

emissivities of the flame envelope and the surroundings,

then we may rewrite equation (25a) thus:

-. (31)

It is necessary to emphasize that equations (29), (30), and

(31) tend to givehigjier heat transfer by radiation than may
be expected in actual practice when there is always a layer

of gas near the surface which is cooler than the main body
of gas. In the experiiaaits on which Figs. 8 and 9 were
based no surfaces were in the path of radiation, and hence
the circumstances just mentioned did not arise. A means
for accurately allowing for this situation is unknown, but

Hottel has suggested that the value of L may be taken as

90% of its geometrical value.

Finally, it must be stated that while equations (29), (30),

and (31) and Figs. 8 and 9 should be mathematically

applicable to the problem of calculating the heat transfer

on heating a gas by a surface, as is the case of gas inside

a conduit, actually the absorption data obtained was of
a much lower order of accuracy than the emission data.

Consequently, when the terms expressing the absorption
of energy of the gases are of controlling importance in

where A is the area of the flame envelope. The emissivities

enter as a product for the same reason which applied to

a small radiating solid surface enclosed within a large one.

Both Tf and e/ alter as a flame changes from the non-

luminous condition, and the fundamental problem in esti-

mating heat transmission is to evaluate both of these

factors simultaneously, which is very difficult. Probably
the most nearly practical method of measuring these two

factors under furnace conditions is that proposed by Hottel

[38, 1932], using a special optical pyrometer fitted with two

colour screens, and he gives working graphs for deter-

mining the value of e/.

Radiation from powdered coal flames has been investi-

gated by Wohlenburg [97, 1926] and his collaborators and

also by Haslam and Hottel [33, 1928]. The latter have

worked out an expression for / of the form 1 er Ê
9 where

x is a function of the flame thickness and temperature, the

coal quality, particle diameter, <&c. The numerical results

are given [8, 1934] for three types of coal investigated.

In the present state of knowledge the chief application

of luminous flame calculations is in estimating the effect

of minor changes in shape and arrangement of existing

furnaces.
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Heat Transfer by Convection

It is usual to distinguish two types ofcoisvectioe, namely,
'natural* and 'forced' convection. Natural cmvectkm
occurs when parts of a fluid mass are set in motion by local

differences in density, due to localized temperature differ-

ences. Forced convection occurs when the motion of the

fluid is due to outside agencies having no direct relation

to the existence of temperature differences.

The subject is very complicated due to the fact that it

involves both the characteristks of fluid flow under cou-

ditloos difficult to analyse, due, for instance, to viscosity

changes, and also the mechanism of heat conduction to the

moving fluid under different degrees of turbukiice.

Neither the highly irathematical nor the pOTdy empirical
method ofapproach to this problem has been very success-

ful. The middle course in which the ptieiiofiteoa are ex-

pressed in terms of dimensiofiless groups which have some

FK3. 10.

fundamental basishas proved themost fruitful, even though

empirical constants and correction terms may have to be

added.

In most practical problems of heat transfer the heat has

to be transmitted from one fluid to another through a solid

partition, and it is very important to have a clear concep-
tion of the several distinct steps in this process. The heat

may be transferred from a gas to a gas or from liquid to

liquid, or between gas and liquid or mixtures of both, but

the general character of each case is the same.

Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic representation of the tempera-
ture gradients during steady heat transfer from one fluid

to another through a solid partition. The total temperature
difference X 69 is made up of separate steps which may
be indicated as follows:

Z #
fi
= cofrfmed convectloa and cofKfectkm in the

tram body ofthe hotter fiffid, ptresumed to be la

#7

#8

: conduction through the more or tews stagnant
film in contact with the solid partition. Most
of the heat transfer through the film is due to

conduction, but us the thickness of this film fa

not weH defined, convection must also be con-

sidered to play a part
coiKluction through the solid scale of oxide or

other deposit whkh usually coats the walls of

any commercial equipment.
- conduction through the metal of the solid parti-

tion.

conduction through scak on cooler fluid side-

conduction through cooler fluid film in stream-

linc low.
* convection and conduction into the main body
of the cooler fluid.

These various temperature sleps represent series resis-

tances to heat flow, and, as discussed under CoaduetiQe,
we can apply equation (6), thus:

3

where the subscripts for each local resistance correspond
to that of the higher of die two temi^tureswt^tQiikto
form each of the temperature gradients.

In the case of series resistances in pure conduction

phenomena, each resistance was equivalent to a (length of

paifo) divided by (area of path) x (conductivity). However,
in those cases where convection strongly infhaeoces the

heat transfer, there is no particular length to the path
of teat low, and it is therefore better to use a coeflEociJt of

heat transfer h in place of the conductivity divided by the

length of path, since these have the same dimensions. We
may then write;

1
*

the centre up to the fluid ito at the piartitiai*.

(34)

In many cases the areas of the various sections may be

regarded as ecpal to >4, say, when this equation may be

written in terms of an overall beat-transfer coefficient U,
fhtTC*iAMJO. Tf A(Q /} \ /1fC\

ff
5=3

i//:l\{% "&/- v^-V

Mean Temperature Difference,

The remarks in the previous section refer, of wurse, to

one element only of the whole heat-transfer surface, and
the total heat transfer will be due to the sum of all such

elements.

The overall temperaturedMet$tt(Bi~B^*9^mgpmffl^
vary from element to element, and so wil the overall fecal-

transfer coefficient U, b^t the problem is greatly simplified

if the overall heat-transfer coefficient U can be regarded

as constant foe all dements, and this is ofka aMr a|>pi-
mation to the truth.

In such cases it is necessary to (ktaixne the trae or

effective mean temperature difference for all the ekmests

of the surface to use in place of <lt #s) inequation (35),

and writing the total area foe A we have the equation for

the total rate of beat flow g.

All continuous heattransfe

by constant temperature differences with respect to time,

and variable diffiareaaces w&fa reject to srfie OTte
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in the exchanger. Four of the most usual are indicated by

Fig. 1 1 a, b, c, and d.

IB ai! of these cases it can be shown that, if U is constant,

and if the specific heats of the fluids (or fluid) does not

alte" greatly over the temperature range in question, then

the proper temperature difference to use in equation (35) is

that known as the 'Logarithmic Mean Temperature Differ-

ence*, given by the expression

AT (36)

where M' Is the overall temperature diffeireace at one end

of the system and M" the temperature diflfereooe at the

other end.

ft)

FIG. 11,

In batch operations the temperature difference between

the two fluids changes with time. An illustration is fur-

nished by a tank of liquid which is being heated from one

temperature to another by means of a steam coil. If the

entire length of the inner wall of the coil is exposed to

condensing steam at all tiroes, a constant temperature is

maintained in the heating fluid throughout the operation.
In this case, the log, mean temperature difference given by
equation (32) applies directly, where, however, fr is the

temperature difference at the start of the operation and 0*

is the temperature difference at the end of the operation.
In the case of batch heating, if the tank contents are

heated by the sensible heat of a fluid passing through the

pipe coil, the temperature difference changes with the posi-
tion in the coil as well as with time.

In sedb cases the system must be subdivided and each

section, for which these conditions may be considered con-

stant, worked out separately and combined by trial and
error. Alternatively, a graphical method ofcalculationmay
be used P5, 1935; 24, 1928J.

Heat exchangers of the multiple path type do not con-

form with any of the conditions indicated in Fig. 11, and
therefore the log. mean temperature difference does not

apply. Nagle [64, 1933] has derived correction factors for

exchangers having a single pass and two passes of fluid

on the outside of the tubes, and two, four, and sk passes
within the tubes. Bowman [5, 1936] has extended these

results to include any number of shell passes, and several

of these results are given in the form of curves to save

calculation. Nusselt [70, 1930] has derived similar factors

foe the exchange of heat between fluids flowing at right

angles to each other. Another condition often prevents the

accurate application of the log. mean temperature differ-

ence, namely, when there is not enougb mixing over the

cross-sections to produce a reasonably uniform tempera-

ture. The case of cooling a gas containing condensible

vapour is discussed by Lewis [57, 1927]. But such cases

are obviously very difficult to deal with in any case. This

applies also, of course, to exchangers in which the path of

one of the fluids is not adequately guided and may be

very indefinite.

Ora-afl Heat-transfer Coefficient,

As indicated above, the overall heat-transfer coefficient

is determined by a number of separate resistances, and
while the overall coefficient is the figure finally required it

is essential to treat the various resistances separately if

proper regard is to be paid to the basic principles.

The seven separate resistances of equation (33) can be

grouped in the following way. 7?3, R^, R& represent pure
conduction through the solid partition and may be dis-

cussed together. R: and R2 together determine the coeffi-

cient of heat transfer from the solid surface through the

stagnant film and into the body of the fluid itself. It is

usually impossible and indeed unnecessary to determine

these two resistances separately. They are only capable of

being separated theoretically as in Taylor's [93] method
of approach to the problem. In a similar way R* and R7

together determine the coefficient on the cooled side of the

partition.

In the following treatment the factors governing the

coefficient of heat transfer on each side of the partition

will be treated as single coefficients in the same way as the

conduction through the composite solid partition.

These three individual coefficients vary widely in prac-

tice, but a general indication of the overall coefficients in

commercial equipment may be given in the following table

to show the order of magnitude to be expected. More
extensive tables of overall coefficients to cover practical

cases will be found in the various books of reference such

as [2, 1926] and [60, 1932].

TABLE V
Overall Heat-transfer Coefficient

Gas to gas .

Gas to water
Kerosine to water
Water to water .

Condensing (gasoline) vapour to water

Condensing steam to water

Condensing steam to oil

Condensing steam to boiling oil

B.Th.U.per
sq ft.hr. F.

5
10
60
200
60
500
60
100

Conduction through Partition.

The partition usually takes the form ofthe walls ofmetal

tubes, and the conductivity ofthe metal wall itself is usually

high enough for its exact value to have little effect on the

overall coefficient. The resistance of the metal itself can

easily be calculated, but that of the scale and any other

solid deposits on the surfaces is very much more uncertain.

This is, unfortunately, often quite an important factor in

the overall coefficient.

The metal of the tube wall by its resistance to corrosion

may greatly reduce the quantity of solid scale. The con-

ductance of boiler scales has been measured by numerous

workers, among whom are Kamp [44, 1931] and Zarnite

[99, 1931]. The conditions in petroleum refinery equipment
are so varied that generalized data is oflittle value. Cooling
water containing much dissolved mineral matter or sus-
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peoded silt may cause a reduction of the overall coefficient

of50% in the first 24 to 48 hours of service, but thereafter the

decrease would usually be slowed up. The deposit of solids

is often greatly reduced if the temperature is kept below
a definite value. When solid deposits cannot be avoided
in this way it is oflen more ecoisomkal to install much larger
heat-transfer surfaces than to treat tJhe cooling water.

Trouble due to deposits of tarry matter, wax, &c., mi
the oil side can often be avoided by careful operation or the

use of generous heat-transfer surfaces, but in ai! cases

the folding of the surfaces and the need for cleaning should
be considered when designing the equipment.

Heat Transfer by Cosrectlo Inside Pipes.

Much of the experimental information on fieat transfer

by convection has been collected from studies of fieating
of fluids flowing inside pipes. It has lotig been recognised,
ever since Reynolds first pointed it out [7S, 18741 that

there was a very close analogy between the transfer of heat
from the body of a fluid in turbulent motion to the walls

ofa pipe, and the transfer of material in the form of eddies
from the centre to the walls. This transfer of material

dearly involves a transfer of momentum since the fluid

near the walls is moving at a lower velocity than at the

centre, and this accounts for the pressure-drop due to flow
in the pipe and its close connexion with the heat-transfer

coefficient. This connexion is referred to again later, but
for the present it is important to note the fact that the

higher the degree of turbulence, that is, the higher tbe

Reynolds number, the more rapidly is the heat carried up
to the walls and therefore the higher is the heat-transfer

coefficient.

There is, however, another factor to be considered,

namely, the more or less stagnant film of fluid close to the

wall of the tube. There is no slip between the fluid and
the solid wall, so that the velocity of tlie fluid immediately
in contact with the waH is zero. For a sfaort distance from
the wall the successive layers of fluid move along parallel
with the wall in laminar or stream-foe flow, dragged along
by the moving body of fluid at the centre. This constitutes

the stagnant layer through which the heal has to be trans-

mitted to the wall by conduction, dearly the resistance to

heat flow through this film will decrease as its thickness

decreases. The higher the degree ofturbutece in the main

body the thinner does the stagnant film become, due to the

increased violence of the eddies tearing off the top kyers
of the film. For this reason also the heat-transfer coefficient

increases with the degree of turbulence.

There is actually no sharp division between the turbulent

core and the stream-line film at the wafl, and this probably
accounts for the discrepancies in the appikatioe of those

theories, such as that of G. L Taylor f93i already referred

to, which assume soch a film, it probably ^ves a more
accurate picture to speak oftie radial velocity ofthe eddies

becoming smaller and smaller as the wall is approached.

According to this view, the &m merges sito the turbulent

core, and at no paitkolaf distance Irom tlte wall can tibe

motion of tbe film be saM to be strictly laminar, but within

a certain distance of tihe wai tfie heat trairferad by these

radial velocities (convection) is small compared with the

heat transferred by coediictiocL

Reynolds*$ theory on the correspoodeoee between the

transfer ofthe heat and the transfer ofmotBeistiiim outlined

above leads to the conclusion that ifthe frictional resistance

to flow varies as *?*% then the heat-trans!er coefficient should

vary as *-*, and this was verified by Stanton [91, 18951

This has an important bearing 013 Hie effect of surface

roughness on beat
transfer,

in the Mine way that rough-
ness increases tbe friction factor particularly at high velo-

citiesso does it increase the heat-transfer coefficient*

Reference to the friction-factor carves (Fig, 1 m the artkle

on The Laws of Fluid Flowm Ptpeines, p. 79$% shows tbat

increasing tlie surface

exponent of vP towards a lirarting value of 2*0, aad
therefore the value of (n-I) alto increases towards 1-0.

Hits shows ttiat roughening a surface win cause the heat-

transfer coefficient to depend to a greater extent on die

velocity, aad, conversely, that at low velocities ttiere wffl

be little change due to roughening the surface.

Wliea tlie Sow m the pipe is not turbulent the omdittom
are entirely different In stream-Hoe flow under isothermal

oooditkms the low consists of CQaeeHtiie shells of fte!

moving with increasing velocity as their radius decreases,
tiie outermost in contact witb tbe wall being stationary. IB
tlits case heat would be simpjy conducted through the suc-

cessive shells to or from the wall and tlie conditions would
be similar to radial ocmdnctioii m a solid rod. Hbwevor,
la practka! cases tlie heat flow causes changes of viscosity
in the fluid which produce radial velocities due to a change
from the parabolic distribution of velocity, and also tbe

heat flow causes changes of density which produce a cir-

oikt^ of material due to 'IM^ Thus the

velocity profile is distorted even in die case of fluids wbidi
are flowing upwards within a vertical pipe, an airangenierjt
wMcfa offers the kast disturbance to the velocity distribu-

tion. With horizontal pipes the distortion is sdll greater.
It might be expected, wtiee the fluid flow is turbulent, that

the iKHi-isothernial velocity profile would not d&fer greatly

from that ofisothermal flow, Iii 1916 Pannell [71, 1916-171
found that this was true when air Sowed vertically upwards
in turbulent motion in an electrically heated pipe, but for

water being heated in a k>ng horizontal pipe tlie experi-
ments of Woolfendeii [98] showed that tbe temperature

profile was not symmetrical about the axis of the tube.

Clearly the heat-transfer conditions in both turbulent

and viscous flow are complicated, and equations developed
from simple concepts are not likely to correspond very

closely to expeomeiita! fiwfags, T. B. Drew [19, 19311
made a valuable contribution in 1931 to the geoeral study
of heat transfer from the standpoint of the uiathematka!
attacks on forced convection problems. His papa* sum-
marizes all the strictly matiiematical approadies to tfoese

problems which have been made, and dearly sets forth

the assumptions which have made solutions possible m
certain cases.

Tiffbaieot Flow ia Pipes, Most expeiimeoters in the field

of coevedioa tiave found It possible to express their fed-

nigs in terns of one or tlie oilier of several refetkM^teps
based on dirrjensiorial analysis. This usually takes the form
ofone or mote dineusaonfe^ groups raised to some pcwer
chosen so as best to fit the experimental data. In this way
the exponents may have any value without afTectiag tlie

dirneiisional coire<^ness of the equation. Furthermore, the

equation wii apply equally well to any set of units psxxvided

they are self-consistent. The equation of this type wbick

has perhaps had tlie greatest application % that developed
for turbulent flow by NmseM [66, 1909/101 <

of Boa-diBei^of^il groups. As at firs* proposed M did sot

include tlie ratio of the diameter to tlie leagth, but later

this was added, to give tlie equation
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la this equation ^ is the viscosity at the mean tempera-
ture of tlie fluid. Hie first iKm-dmeosioiiaJ group on the

rigtit of this equation is, of course, the Reynolds number,
and the second is caUed the Praadtl number. As it hap-
pens, the Praudtl number has a vary nearly constant value,

approxinratety 0-76, for any particular gas and does not

vary greatly from one gas to another. This allows a con-
siderable simplification to be made in many equations
dealing with heat transfer in gases.
The concept of weight velocity, <?, is helpful in studies

on gases because both v and p are functions of temperature
and pressure. Since G = vp, equation (37) may be written

The dirneiKiosaless group (kD/k) is sometimes called the
Nusselt number.

Equation (37) (38) is dinaeesioiially sound, and, in the
course ofyears since it was first proposed, the experimental
findings ofmany investigators take together show that all

of the factors involved probably do play some part in

influencing A. At least one factor is not included which
almost certainly has an effect on heat transfer, namely, a
function for the roughness of the conduit surface. Since

practically all of the experimental work on convection heat
transfer has been done with smooth pipes, no basis for

evaluating the roughness factor is at hand,
There is some question, however, whether the dirnen-

sbeiess ratio (Z>/L) should be included in the equation.
Nusselt [67, 1917] assigned a value of0*054 to the exponent
b. Grober [29, 1921] used 0-05, but numerous workers
since then have assumed a zero value. This reacts the lack
ofexperimentation over a wide range of this quotient rather
than definite findings that this ratio has no effect.

Dittus and Boelter [16, 1930] proposed two equations of
the Nusselt type as the best representation of the data
of numerous investigators ofthe heat transfer to gases and
liquids. The two equations, expressed in terms of weight
velocity, are:

for heating

for cooling

The basis for the selection of different exponents for the
PraBdtl number during heating and cooling were the find-

ings of Morris and Whitman [63, 1928] with oils. This was
almost the only data then available on liquids other than
water where the Prandtl number exceeded 10. Sherwood
and Peirie [87, 1932] found that their experiments on heat-

ing water, teosine, acetone, benzene, and w-butyl alcohol
could be very wei correlated by equation (39).

Viscous Ftow m P%CSL One of the first attempts to
express the Iieat transfer to fluids in viscous flow in pipes
was that of Graetz [25, 1885], who, assuming that the
distribution of velocity is parabolic, derived an equation
in terms of a complex function of the dimensionless group,

kL
~~

which is known as the Graetz number, in which W = mass
rate of flow in mass per unit time.
Drew [19, 1931] has tabulated this function ofthe Graetz

number, but Drew, Hogan, and McAdams [18, 1931] and

Kirkbride and McCabe [49, 1931] have pointed out that
the heat transfer in heating petroleum is higher than corre-

sponds to Graetz's theory, and McAdams [60, 1932] has pro-
visionallyrecommended the empirical equations given below
for heating in pipes in stream-line flow [(DG/rja) < 2,100]:

xa*2
, We- ^when -=-= > 30,

2
(
Wc*\ T,

:

^ *J
when

TT \ /VX-f / K>J^t

WcP
<30, (42)

where A is the heat-transfer coefficient based on the
arithmetic mean between pipe and inlet fluid temperature
difference and pipe and outlet fluid temperature difference.

Kirkbride and McCabe [49, 1931] give the following
empirical equation in terms of the dimensionless group
kl(Wc#D) known as the Peclet number:

hD_ 0-0065
,

0-513

where X=~
Other workers [69, 1929; 12, 1922; 79, 1929; 52, 1927]

have correlated their data in terms of the dimensionkss

7,'

known as the Grashof number, with some success. This
group contains the coefficient of thermal expansion of the
fluid which is the cause of natural convection inside the

pipe, and this point will be referred to again later. Enougbt
will have been said to show that use has been made ofmost
of the more likely dimensionless groups in correlating the
data on heat transfer by convection.

Collection in Raids Outside Pipes.

This section covers convection for single pipes and also
for pipes arranged in regular banks as in tube banks of the
convection section of combustion furnaces and in com-
mercial tubular heat exchangers. The fluid may flow either

parallel or at right angles to the pipe, but the latter arrange-
ment is the more usual.

Natural convection can in most cases be ignored, as in

practical conditions this has small effect compared with
the heat transfer due to forced convection. An exception
must be made in the case of single pipes represented by
steam pipes or the external surfaces of refinery equipment
where the heat loss from the surface is important*

Natural ConvectioiL The heat loss from surfaces by
natural convection depends on the changes in density of
the fluid due to change of temperature causing convection
currents to flow past the heated surface. This has been the

subject of much investigation, starting with the experi-
mental work of Dulong and Petit [20, 1817] and the
theoretical work of Lorenz [58, 1881]. The experiments of
Dulong and Petit and those of many of the more recent
workers closely confirm the theoretical deduction ofLorenz
that the heat loss from relatively large surfaces in still air
is proportional to #*, where 6 is the temperature difference
between the surface and the ambient air.

As would be expected, the heat loss is also very nearfy
proportional to the surface area, but there is a certain
amount of uncertainty on this point. It can be shown from
the principle of similarity that if the heat loss is propor-
tional to 04, then the heat loss per unit area instead of being
constant should be proportional to H, where / represents
the height of the body; whereas if the heat loss is indepen-
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doit of / it should then be proportional to P. This last

condition was found to occur with very large batiks by
Griffiths and others at the National Physical Laboratory

[28, 1921], who measured the heat lorn from vertical sur-

faces of different heights and from different sections of a

large vertical surface. The heat Joss from a surface S It

high was found to be greater at the bottom,, rapidly de-

creasing to about half-value at about IS in. from the bot-

tom and then slowly rising to a value about 20% higher
than the minimum at about 3 ft from the bottom. The
heat loss per unit area was found to be independent of the

height when greater than about 3 ft, and for heights of
about 8 ft. the loss was very nearly proportional to f*.

IB the case of horizontal cylindrical surfaces^ such as

pipes and wires, the heat loss per unit area is nearly in-

dependent of the diameter when this is greater than about

1 ft, but for smaller diameters such as fine wires the heal

loss per unit area increases greatly, and for a wire OO01 in*

diameter it is over 50 times the value for a large pipe. The
work of Langmuir [54, 1913] is of assistance m explaining

thisefiect

For practical purposes the heat loss per unit area from
a large vertical surface by natural convection in still air

may be taken to be equal to

i = OOQ00460* g. caL (cm.)-
1
<sec.)~\ (43)A

where 6 is the temperature difference in degrees centigrade,

or f = 0-3#B.Tb.U.(ft)-*hr.-
1
,

where B is the temperature difference in degrees Fahrenheit.

For other types of surface the constant should be asufti-

plied by the factors given in the following table, which

stows the variation with pipe diameter mentioned above.

1-3

0-65

1-5

1-3

1*25

1-0

Surface

Horizontal surface facing iqwaixls and faote than die

air* .........
Horizontal surface facing downwards and hotter than

the air* ......
Horizontal cylinders: D = <M ft ( 3-05 on.)

D - 0-5 ft ( 15-2 cm.)
D - 1-0 ft ( 30-5 cm,)

Large bodies of irregular sbape . .

* And vice versa.

The heat loss in air is also fcKHKi to be proportional to

j?-**, where p is the absolute pressure. This and the other

relationships given above will apply equally to other gases

-with a suitable change of constant.

Althoe^i the rate of beak loss is not px)portraial to the

temperature difference, it is oHen useful to expras the heat

loss by natural convection in terms ofa heat-transfer coeffi-

cient h for particular values of the tenperatiine differaace

so as to bring it into Iiae with other ooe&ieats which do

not vary with the tmsperatee <iiffmaoe. According to

equation (430), it wii be seen that h h proportloea] to fl
1
.

For example, when

9 1 E k = 0-30 B.TkU. (ftr
1 &* "* f F.)-

1
;

e 10 P., h = 0535

0=200K, A= H2
The last case corresponds to a bare steam pipe, and, as

*mB be seen later, a coefficient ofthis magmtudc is obtained

very low air velocities in forced convection (of the

order of I It per sec.), and therefore ttie

convection are only of importance m air practically free

from draughts.
Forced Cxarrectkai. Heat transfer by fenced om^x^m

on the outside of pipes when the fto^r' is at right angles to

the axis has been investigated by many workers both for

singk pipes and for banks of pipes m various formations,

spacings, and numbers of rows. Although most of this

work has been done with air as the fluid, there arc so many
variables that only a few can be dealt with here.

There have been several investigations of the type of

flow at right angles to cylindrical surfaces whkh show the

foniiation of eddies behind the cylinder. Drew and Ryan
[17, 1931 J inw8i%ated the variation of tieat transfer raiad

the circumference of a pipe and found that there was a

minimum value at the sides approximately at 90" from the

direction of air flow, the heat transfer at this point being

only alwit one-third that at the front or back. These

ocpemneats were carried out at a Reyuokk number of

about 40,000, and the heat transferred from the leading half

was about equal to that from the trailing half. There is

reason to believe that high Reynolds numbera increase the

rciativc heat transfer from the trailing half and vice versa.

King [47, 1914] very thoraighfy investigated the heat lorn

in air from wires of difieteat diameters, and experraei^aftr

verified Ms tbeottiieal formula which stiowed that the heat

loss was profjortraml to {$vD)+omw}. Hughes |40,

1916] obtained results on pipes with a wide range of dia-

meters and air velocities. Davis [!3, 1920] correlated these

mid other data cm pipes and found them to agree very

closely with the extiapolatioa of King's formula. How-

ever, when other fluids have to be coeskieied it is better

to express the results in terms of the Reynolds number.

A Nnseelt type of equation similar to <3S) can be used, but

not enough data is available to deternioe the coefficient of

the ratio D/L. This type erf equation has been used by

maay investigator bin fneepeiitty fee PrapM number

{yCJk) h also omitted because nearly al the data refers

to air and this number is practically coestasit for a! gases.

McAdams [59, 1932] has plotted the data of iraiiefi&tis

investigators in terms of(kDjkJ and the ReyBoids lumber,

finding that a good approximation formula is

(44)

where w and ^m are the thermal conductivity and viscosity

of the gas at the pipe-wal temperature, which is assmned
to be that of the fluid film. UBS equation dosety represents

Hughes's data and abo those of Reltsdhe! and Rether

[77, 1926] for a single smooth pipe.

Heat transfer to or from banks of pipes has been

thoroughly investigated in the case of air, Rotatory by
Reitsdbd and Reiher for a great variety of pipe arraia@e-

meats, aad by Griffiths aad Awberry [27, 1933], who also

measured the heat lc^ when the flow b parallel to the pipes

aad also when the air h cooled below its dew-point ad
bdw the fbeezinig-poiat of water.

It iBigjbt be expected that the heat transfer in baato f

pipes would deviate largely from that for single p%xas* aad
that eddies IB the low m succeediog rows woeld eatise wsj
large differeaices from the first row, but it is foaiod t&at the

coefficients are not so very different for a! tfeese eases.

Hie heat km &XHB the first now of pipes a laric h
smaller than fkNEB succeeding rows 0w^$oll*eiMtifipoe
in the air set up in passing the first row, Tlfefeawe^
about 20% in the case of sqpare pacttig wfas p^es in
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succeeding news come imiKxlktely behind those in the
front row. With staggered packing this increase is about

20% for the second row and about 65% for the third and
succeeding rows.

The heat loss from the first row is approximately the

same as foe a single pipe as given by equation (43). Owing
to the greater turbulence in the air at succeeding rows of
a tube bank the exponent of the Reynolds number is higher

diverted attention for a number of years from the pos-
sibility that the use of the dimensionless group (h/cG) used
by Stanton [90, 1914] might be even more advantageous.
In an unusually comprehensive paper Colburn [10, 1933J
showed that it is possible to obtain excellent correlations
of almost all of the existing data on heat transfer of fluids

inside of pipes, outside of pipes, and across flat plates, pro-
viding the Stanton number (h/cG) is multiplied by the

FIG. 12.

KXXXX) * *- JOOOOCD

(Colburn, Trans. Amer. Inst. Chem. Eng. 29 (1933)).

than in equation (43) and is given as Q-69 by Reiher for

staggered packing, which agrees dosely with Griffiths and
Awberry's equations.

Reference must be made to the original papers for the
exact equations covering the details of heat transfer in tube

banks, but it may be mentioned that Reitschel and Reiber's

equations are quoted in detail by Schack [80, 1933], and
Griffiths and Awberry's work by Spiers [89, 1935].
The equations given for air will apply equally well to

other gases, but they cannot be assumed to apply to liquids
for which the Prandtl number may be very different. Un-
fortunately there Is very little data available for this case.

It is Tisualry assumed that the exponent of the Prandtl
number in the Nessett type of equation (37) is approxi-
mately 0*36 as used in the equations (39) and (40) for heat
transfer from rMds inside pipes; however, Colburn (see

below) uses a valiae of 0-67 for this exponent, so that it is

dearly a matter of some doubt.

The equations for forced convection inside pipes are also

usually applied directly to the case of flow parallel to the
axis in a tube bank. In this case the dimension D is inter-

preted as the diameter of a circular pipe having the same
hydraulic mean radius as the space between the tubes.

Moid Friction and Heat Transfer.

Nussdt*s[66, 1909-10]siiccessfulcorrelationofthedimen-
monkss group (hDjk) with the Reynolds number apparently

f power of the Prandtl number
l-j-J

and referred to the

Reynolds number. Colburn defines a heat-transfer factor,

y, as follows:

J = A3
* X -Art] ' <45>

^vfaere l9 2 fluid temperature at inlet and outlet re-

spectively,
&0m mean temperature difference between fluid

and wall,

S, A = cross sectional area and surface area of
pipe respectively.

He also writes the friction factor for fluid flow in a common*
form (see article on Law of Fluid Flow in Pipelines) :

Curves showing j and f/2 plotted against the Reynolds,
number are given for fluids flowing inside pipes on Fig, 12;
for fluids flowing across tubes on Fig. 1 3 ; for various values.

of ds/dp, the ratio of the clearance to the tube diameter;
and for fluids flowing along plane surfaces on Fig, 14. AH
of these figures are reproduced directly from the original

paper.

Fig. 12 refers to flow and heat-transfer characteristics.

of fluids being heated or cooled inside pipes. The heat-
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transfer factor or y to*es* a* solid cmr He fcms cbart;
the friction facto- Ims/flm <ottd is to repcm of viscous
few and la tiie critical region. It wifl foe noted tfeat IxitJi

y?2 andy can be represented by the mine foe m the region
of definite turbulent flow, U. for all cases above

Re 30,000.

The friction factor in the viscous flow rttbo fotows
Poiseuille's law, which can be written

The film temperature is calculated by means of the

formuiae used by ICcevil tad McAdams [45, 1929] in cor-

relating data on fluid frictioti, namely:
Foe viscous flow:

Foe turbulent flow:

where $ -- average temperature of fluid,

$ temperature of watt.

(47)

(48)

(Colbtim, Tnm$. Amer. lm&. Ckem. Eog. 29 <1933).)

However, the heat transfer/ has not a unique value in this

region and is a function of the quantity (W^) also, where

L is the heated or cooled length of the tube of inside

diameter Z>, and $ is a function of the Grasfaof number,
namely, . .

^ = p)[l +0-015 Gr.*l, (46)

Colbtira concludes that:

For beating:

viscous Sow is maintained up to 2,300^1 .

For cooling:

viscous flow is imiBtaiaed up to Ref = 2,300^.

where Gr. stands for Grasfoof nimbec
The Gra^iof number incteies the co^Scient of thmnal

expansion j5 which is an essential factor in tine production
ofnatural ccnivection correats. However, this number does
not differ greatly between healing and cooing o>iKiitk)m.

The factor C^^/) is introduced to alow for the change in

the velocity distribution over tte cross-section due to

changes in viscosity coasecpeait on the heat flow. The
suffix a refers to the average tem|)ejrature of the fluid, while
the suffix f refers to the *.fihn temperature* as defeied

below.

It is to be noted that Colburn makes use of the viscosity
at the *fiim temperature* in calculating the Rjeynolds num-
ber also, and the abscissae cm Figs. 12, 13, and 14 are

therefore given in terms of

Since for h<mfeg 3* > i t cooling 5; < I,

low-line wffl extend to values of

2*300 for heating* and less than 2,300 for coding. Coa-
sequently the increase in the friction fiactorm the traus^io^
or critical region, will be greater and more abrci>t for

heating than for cooling conditions.

Hie dotted fitokm-factor line of Fig; 12 is casried

through the tansatioii or critical region by throe braaGties,
fe viscosity ratios %/% of 0-5, 1-0, aod 2<l Wlife ffee

agreoBent between data and piedk^ba fi*m titoe carpes
is in some cases far less satisfactory ten could be tested,
it is doubtful ifany better con^eiatlcKJSow
c^the variaMes have been

Mm
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Procedure for the use of Fig. 12 is as follows:

1. Calculate mean fluid temperature, #*.

2. Calculate average film temperatures, #/ and 9*, from

equations (47) and (48).

3. Determine T^ and
T\f for these temperatures and cal-

culate the correspoiKiing J&?fl and Re/. Also determine the

ratio vJV-
(a) If Jk > 2,300, the flow is turbulent and A0, equa-

tion (45) should be calculated as a log mean tem-

perature*

(b) If Rt>* < 2,300, the flow is viscous, and A#M should

be calculated as an arithmetic mean.

OQI

if.j

QO05

JuftCCi
CtlAS

t^Cfc*.

.**

0.;3
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1000
2
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tooooo

FIG. 14. (CoJburn, Tram. Amer. Ittst. Chem. &-. 29

In case 3 (a) the heat-transfer factor / and the friction

factor/will read from Fig. 12 either on the main turbulent

line or on an interpolated rjjijf line in the transition region.

In case 3 (b)9 to determine the friction factor/72 the film

temperature B* should be used in determining Re^. In

order to determine the heat-transfer factor j9 it will be

necessary to calculate the value
(15)/^- Equation (46)

serves to calculate <f>.
In estimating L, it should be noted

that this is the heated or cooled length before the character

of flow is disturbed and abnormal mixing occurs. This

introduces an element of uncertainty where a number of

tube lengths are in series and connected by stream-line

fittings. With connexions which offer obvious disturbance

to flow, a single tube length should be employed for L.

With the value of
(j:) H* in hand, the appropriate/ factor

can be read from the chart by interpolation.

It should be noted that for a constant surface tempera-

ture, in which case it is known that the exit fluid is prac-

tically at the pipe-wad temperature, the maximum values

obtainable for the heat-transfer factor are those given by

(L/D)fyclk)i. Horizontal lines for certain values of this

factor are given cm Fig. 12,

Heat transfer and friction for flow across tubes are cor-

related in a similar manner in Fig. 13, for further details

of which the original paper should be referred to, but it

shouM be noted that all the work previously mentioned
refers to circular pipes.

In an interesting paper surjooi3ari2dng many data on the

relationship of fluid friction to heat transfer, White [95,

1932] shows that an aerofoil section (Model R.A.F. 26)

will transfer 80% more heat than a circular section when
the heating surface and energy expenditure are the same.
It semis not improbable that future advances in design of

heat-exchange equipment may include much more atten-

tion to the ratio of pressure drop and heat transfer than

has been paid in the past.

Smith [88, 1931] reported on friction factors and heat

transfer obtained with a single oil of viscosity 2-62 centi-

poises at 210 C. using an unusually complete equipment.
The heat-transfer data obtained on heating and cooling
were correlated with Colburn's method in a moderately

satisfactory fashion. Friction factors were also calculated

according to Colburn's recommenda-

tions, and excellent agreement was
obtained in the region of turbulent

flow, but in the viscous-flow region
both heating and cooling friction

factors were consistently about 25%
higher than predicted values.

Sieder and Tate [86, 1936] have

criticized the use of the 'film tempera-
ture

'
as used byColburn on thegrounds

that the formula for the film tempera-
ture is different for viscous and turbu-

lent flow and because the Reynolds
number has in any case first to be

calculated for the mean fluid tempera-
ture in order to determine which type
of flow exists. Furthermore, the cal-

culation of the tube-wall temperature

by successive approximations involves

successive recalculations of the abscis-

sae (Reynolds number) as well as the

ordinates.

They have found that a satisfactory correlation ofheating
and cooling data for flow inside pipes can equally well be

obtained, using the viscosity at the mean fluid temperature

fpr calculating the Reynolds number, and the viscosity at

the wall temperature in a much simpler expression than

equation (46) to allow for the difference between heating

and cooling with oils, namely:
* 4

(49)
(rt
2*

The smaller exponent to the ratio of viscosities is smaller

than that given by Colburn chiefly because (^ rj^) is

larger than
(-qf ^

Other differences from Colburn's method include the use

of the Nusselt group (hD/k) instead of the Stanton number

(A/cG), an exponent of J instead of f for the Prandtl

number, and the introduction of the ratio (L/I>)*.

equation for viscous flow is then:

For turbulent flow and the critical region the heat-transfer

data are correlated by plotting

for various values of (LID) against the Reynolds number

(DG/i)^ as shown on Fig. 15, from which it appears that

viscous flow persists up to Re = 2,100. The correlation of

friction data is made by plotting (/x<) against JRe9 as

shown on Fig. 16, where (/X^) is equal to:

Friction factorx 1*1 1
~
^
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when (~) u km than 2,100;
r

Frietkm factor x 1^2

(A/"*\)
iis gjneater than 2,100.

In cases where the Grashof number b greater than
25,000, as, for instance, with water, it is suggested that
better correlation wouH be obtained by using an

OF HEAT TRAMPED
properties of the vapour and liquid, &c velocity of the

vapour, and the shape and position of the condensing
surface.

Nusseit dealt with five different cases, always assuming
that there is a trunfihri of Iiqmd on li^ condensing surface,

that the temperature gradient through the fjim is a straight
line, and that the film move* in viscous Sow. The cases

whkh received attention were:

(1) Pure saturated vapour without appreciable velocity

condensing cm a plane surface at an angle with the

horizontal.

(2) Conditions as aixwe, except that vapour has appre-
ciable velocity.

(3} Vapour condensing at horizontal tube, conditions

otherwise as under case (I).

(4) Superheated vapour condensing on any surface .

(5) Impure vapour condensing on any surface.

Nnsdtf
s eepatioiB for case (3) only wffi be giwi,

namely, for the condensation of a pure saturated vapour
on a singk horizontal tube. In this case, due to the divnied
flow of coBdensatje round the outer surface of the tube, the

value of the heat-transfer coefficient shown by aa eic-

mentary area of the tube varies, depending cm its position
as defined by the angk w which is made by a racial foe
through the deoaeHt aad the horizontal The ecpatkm for

the local coefficient is as follows:

100 DG JOOO 10,000 JDO.OOO

FIG.; 15. (Saeckr and Tate, Ind. Exg. Ck*m, 28 (1936).)

sion more nearly like that of Colburn instead of equation

(49), namely,
/ -14

(1 +(H>15 Gr.*);

but here the Grashof number is to be calculated, using the

viscosity at the mean fluid tempo^tore instead of at the

film temperature.

Heat Transfer from Vapours Condensing at a Partition

WalL

With few exceptions the experimental studies have been
carried out on the condensation of pure satoated vapours,

Q.I

01

06

7-

10,000 {00,000

FIG, !& {Siedcr sw& Tale, IwL Bag. C&em. 2S (193$.)

steam, ofccmrse, having received the most attmtkm. Nos-
selt [67, 1913, 1917; 68, 19161 derived theoretical eqtia&>ns
which furnish guides to the effects of the various physical

(51)
m, \ rrm r

wtaone
w

fa the msm condensed per imtt tfeie pa" unit peri-
meter. The awage coe^eket f<& ^ie o^re periiBeter is

rat(52)

where A is the ia^cat beat of coiKk3isatk>a.

These equations are diirerakmally correct and ap^iy
themforetoaiiYsetof seif-<x>osisteot milts. Equation (51)
indicates that t&o upper half of a single condenser tube
accounts for about 60% of the total condertsate. Ifa num-
ber of tubes are placed one above the other, the drip on
to tr^

top
smface of tltt lower tubes decreases the coeffi-

cient imtii, with raidi flooding, upper and lower faafoes of
the tubes transfer approximately the same total quantity
of heat
For the case foe a bank of horizMtal tubes Merkd

|6I, 1927] proposes to include in equation (52) in the

detiomaator under the eaqpooeet i the number of tubes m
a wrtieai row, feiB allowiog for the mfeieed coefficient

in the lower rows dtie to floods^.
Ni^seit derived an ecpatio ^railar to (52) for vortical

and inclined condenser tubes but with the right-hand side

by is the aagle of the axis

to the horizontal. However, It has been found that for

a vertical surface this e*paik>ti ghes coerEoentsfartooiow.
Kkkfeide [48, 1929] tos ^iKikd the coodeasation f

pure hydrocarbons and mixtures on horizontal tubes^and
lie iixonKnends the use of MerkeFs modiScatkHi to equa-
tion (52) including in the term A, the sensible heat of the

yapour codbd tfarougb the ranges A as weH au the kfcet
heat. Healsodisciiss^tr^erTecloft^x>iirmiscibfe

conciensing simultaneously and the effect of the pseaeoce
of pefrrtflncst gsts.

Tbere appear to he BO experimerital results on the local

coefScknts for the condensation of rrjaxtises, and it is to
be eaqpected that these would be extrcmi^ corar>lkated.
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For furt&er discussion of the Nussdt equations the

leader is referred to text-books such as that by HcAdarns

{59, 1932] or to the review of the derivation of Nusselfs

equations, and a summary of the experimental data bearing

OB the subject by Monrad and Badger [62, 19301 who also

investigated the effects of vapour velocity, superheat, and

non-condensable gases.

It should, however, be mentioned that there is an entirely

different form of condensation in which droplets form and

grow in size without fusing with other droplets to any great

extent Schmidt, Schurig, and Sellschopp [84, 1930] appear
to have published the first quantitive study of heat transfer

undier this condition. They found that the coefficient for

this dropwise condensation might rise to as high as 7 or 8

times the coefficient for the normal type of condensation

under similar wall-temperatiire conditions. A tendency to

dropwise condensation may be expected to arise whenever

the conditions are such that the condensate does not wet

the solid condensing surface, but it is not at present pos-
sible to predict its occurrence. Owing to the great variety

of circumstances in which condensation occurs in practice,

most of the useful data is given in the form of coefficients

to suit specific conditions and of limited range of applica-

tion only.

Heat Transfer to Boiling Uqnids,

When a liquid is heated by a submerged surface it

vaporizes at its own surface continuously and smoothly up
to the boiling-point, when vapour bubbles suddenly begin
to form at the heating surface. There they grow In size

until they are finally detached from the surface by a com-
bination of the forces of buoyancy and of natural (or

forced) convection of liquid past the anchored bubble. If

a liquid, such as water, is freed of dissolved air, bubbles

form with almost explosive violence and the liquid is said

to boil with bumping. Moreover, if water is carefully freed

of air, and is suspended as a large globule in an oil of the

same density, its temperature can be raised to 130-140 C.

without boiling at atmospheric pressure.
These facts can be explained in terms of the surface ten-

sion of the liquid in contact with its vapour and the forces

of cohesion between liquid molecules and the solid surface

and between the liquid molecules themselves.

It is not difficult to show that the pressure within a
bubble exceeds the pressure on the outside by the quantity

2y/r, where y is the surface tension between vapour and

liquid, and r is the radius of the bubble. When the bubble

is very small this excess pressure is very large and may
raise the boiling-point very considerably. For instance, in

the case of water, a radius of 0-001 mm. corresponds with

an excess pressure of about 2 atm. and a boiling-point of

about 135 C
Water and most other liquids usually contain gases in

solution, and the heated surface is usually somewhat rough,

enabling minute babbles of gas to ding and form the

nucleus from whka bubbles ofvapour can grow. The solid

surface may also have a comparatively small force of
attraction for the liquid molecules or localized areas which
behave in this way, thus enabling bubbles to be formed
without much excess pressure.

Jakob and Fritz [43, 1931] have studied the influence of
ii^erfadal tension on bubble formation, and some of the

essential differences in the nature of bubble attachment to

a solid surface can be observed in two beakers, one of
water and one of benzol, both adjusted over a source of
heat so that boiing is very slow. This is depicted diagram-

matically in Fig. 17. When the interfacial tension between

boiling liquid and solid is high there is a tendency for the

bubble of vapour to be pinched off by the reluctant retreat

of liquid from the solid surface. With small tendency of

the hot liquid to wet the surface, a condition such as

a

Liquid

b

liquid Liquid

Heating So/iff
Surface

FIG. 17.

Fig. 17 (b or c) prevails. Jakob and Fritz observed water

boiling over a clean copper plate, later covering it with a

thin layer of oil to observe that the steam bubbles weie

then much larger when other conditions were approxi-

mately the same.

If a liquid wets the surface, high coefficients are usually
obtained with clean surfaces, but a small amount of oxide

or other scale may decrease the coefficient very markedly.
When a bubble has been formed at a spot on the heated

surface, that spot tends to become overheated owing to the

relatively poor heat transfer from solid to vapour. As
the liquid flows back over this spot the conditions are

obviously favourable for the formation of another bubble

at the same place, and this effect is often observed.

McAdams [59, 1932] reports that when liquids are boiling

with high transfer rates the heated surfaces sometimes show
as much as 10 F. variation from point to point as measured

by thermocouples.
Another very important factor influencing the heat-

transfer coefficient with boiling liquids is the velocity of

the liquid past the heated surface due to mechanical agita-

tion of convection due to the boiling itself.

More than 50 years ago Lord Kelvin seems to have been

conversant with the fact that artificial stirring of a boiling

liquid would increase the rate of evaporation, and more
than 30 years ago Austin [1, 1903] demonstrated the

fact by measurements with an evaporator. With rapid

agitation of water past a vertical heating plate, Austin

obtained a substantially constant value of h of about 1,400

B.Th.U. per sq. ft ( F.) hr. irrespective of the temperature
difference between the plate and the water boiling at atmo-

spheric pressure. Witnout agitation other than natural

convection reinforced by the stirring effect due to bubbles,

a rate of some 500 B.Th.U. per sq. ft. ( F.) hr. was noted

with a temperature difference of about 2 F., whereas

double this rate was secured when a temperature difference

ofabout 15 F. prevailed. These data are cited not so much
for their intrinsic value as for the side-light which they

throw on a peculiar difficulty in formulating coefficients of

heat transfer when convection, augmented by the rise of

bubbles, is the sole cause of fluid velocity past the surface.

In this case the transfer coefficient is not only a function

of the average temperature difference between surface aoid

liquid, but is also conditioned by the geometrical arrange^

ment of the confining walls and the relative depth of fluid.

Arrangements which facilitate circulation will give better

coefficients than others where circulation is impeded.
The absolute depth of liquid over the heating surface is

also important, especially when the hydrostatic bead is a

large fraction of the total pressure at the surface in ques-

tion. When liquids are boEed under greatly reduced am-
bient pressure the rate of change of total pressure with
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depth of liquid is relatively larfe, rising butsbioi

rapidly, and entirety different stirring effects result from
those which would otherwise occur.
There have been very few studies in which the same

apparatus has been used for the evapofmtkMi of a number
of different liquids under conditions whkfe mack k possible
to determine the heat-trmmfer codflicieist on the boiling
liquid side. Among the most recent is that of Cryder and
Gilliknd [1 1, I932J, who found that their results could be
represented well with the empirical equation A aM8

'*,

having failed to find a satisfactory dimensioniess relation-

ship. Fig. 18 is taken directly from their paper.
Fig. 19 has been taken directly from McAdaim' sum-

mary of experimental work on this subject and includes
the data of Austin [1, 19031 curve 1 ? and Jakob and Fritz

[43, 19311 curve 5, and Linden aid Moatilloii [56, 1930J,
curve 6, together with the results of certain thesis investiga-
tions not published in journals (curves 2, 3, 4).

As will be apparent from Figs. 18 and 19, these heat-
transfer coefficients are often so high that thecorrapoodiiig
resistance is not the controlling factor in the overall heat-
transfer coefficient, more particularly in the case of water

100

FIG. 18. Heat transmissiofi coefficients for variom bmli^ Ik|iikk.

{Oycier ami Gfflaad, ImL &m* Chem. 24 (1932).)

and the more volatile Ikpkis boiing at <^aa surfaces.

With p^roleoiii Ikpick of bigfa boiliog-i>offlt tibe coeffickal

is ix>t very high aikl n^y kad to the formation of tars or

*cofce% whkii may rediK^ the heat-tramfor coefficient so
that it constitutes the major resistance. An aggravated

example of this is in the horizontal shell type of cddbg
stills. Another factor which differentiate tibe evaporation
ofpetroleum liquids from that ofmaay others is the forma-
tion of metal sulphide COITOSIOB scales which nsoaiy offer

very large resistance to heat flow.

too
15 2

FIG. 19. Summary of individual coefficient* of heat transfer from
metal to boiling water. (MeAdams, Heat Transmissitm (McGraw-
Hill Book Co.).)

As in the case of surface condensation, most ofthe useful

data nddrs to ^peciic conditikms and the coefficient can

only be applied in similar circumstances.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
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Dimensionless Groups

(vDp\

(DG \

1
=

I I

Nusselt number = I-T-)

Prandtl number =

Peclet number

Graetz number

Grashof number

Stanton number i

CCr,

-(T)

kL
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THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLIDS
By H. M. WEER, B.OiJE., PkD.

Consulting Chemical Engineer, Rheinmetall-Borsig A.G. Berlin, Germany

THE following tables have been taken from the published

literature; a selection of the materials given in the various

references having been made to cover those more usually

occurring in petroleum technology.

TABLE I

Thermal Conductivity ofMetals and Alloys*

k B.Tk.U. per (far.) (sq. ft.) (
S
F. per ft)

For c.g.s. nalis multiply by 0-004134 (reciprocal 241-9)

From International Critical Tables and other sources.

TABLE II

Thermal Conductivities ofSome Building and Insulating
Materials*

Apparent density />
= Ib. per cu. ft. at room temperature

Conductivity k ** B.Th.U. per (hr.) (sq. ft.) (F. pec ft.)
For c,&s. units multiply by 0-00413 (reciprocal 241-9)

TABLE H (cont.)

* From Marks, Mechanical Engineers' Handbook, International
Critical Tables, and other sources.
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TAMJE III

Thermal CofMbrtMrfcy &f fnml&tittg

OF SOLIDS

at High Temj*em$m*e$*

k ~ m.T1t.U. per (Itr.) {$. ft) C*F. par ft)
For c^&, units multiply fey 0OO4334 i

Material

Laminated asbestos felt {approx. -

tk>ns per in.) .....
Laminated asbestos felt <approx, 20 lamina-
tions par in.) .....

Corrugated asbestos (4 plies per in.) .

85 % magnesia .....
Diatomaccous earth, asbestos, ami bonding
material ......
Diatomaceous earth brick

Fr tern*

per&ttir&s

70

30
3CJQ

0-033

0-045

CHI39

...
Diatomaceous earth powder (density 1 8 Ib.

per cu. ft.) ......
Rock wool ......

l,tiOO

X00
2,500

0-127
0128

0^37

0^>50
0058

JTO

0^40

0^55

O-O43

0044 0^048

60? WO l&QQ

OO46

CHM7

0042
0^34

0^133
0-135

0^44
0-039

0-137 OI4
0-143

0^143 O-I5
O155

0-176
0-183

0^54
0*057

Asbestos cement, 1 2; S5% magnesia cement, 06; asbestos and rodt-wool ceBseat, 0^9 approx,
* From Marks, Meckwmm? Engmem*

TABLE IV

JTtermat Ccmductivities of Insulating Materials ttf Law
Temperatures (Gr&ber)*

k - B.Th.U. per (hr.) (sq. ft) ( F. pec ft.)

For c.g.s. units multiply by 0-OQ4134 (reciprocalI 241-9)

TABLE V
IXlffuslvities afMetafa ami OlArr Substances*

(Diffusivity A//NT)
VaMies gtwn in c.g^. units, cm.1

per see.

Density,, F.

* From Marks, Mcchamcai Emgmeers* Handbook.

* From &tetitm@ry 9$ Applted Physics, vol. i, p. 466,
f See urtide cm *Heat Loss from Buried Pipes*.



THE EMISSIVITY OF SURFACES
By E. S. L. BEALE, M.A., F.Inst P.

Consultant in Engineering Physics, London.

THE emissivity of a surface may vary greatly with the

wave-leogth of the radiation. It is, therefore, necessary to

define the quality of the radiation, and this is usually done
cm a temperature basis by assuming the radiation is that of
a Hack body at that temperature.
The emissivity of a surface also may depend greatly on

the exact conditioci ofthesurface, Le. whetherdean or dirty,

polished or matt, and whetlier there is afilm ofoxide or not.
These variations are particularly marked when the emis-

sivity is low, and in such cases the values found in the tables

of this property must usually be regarded as approximate
only unless the conditions are very accurately reproducible.
The following tables of emissivities have been compiled

from data given byibelntermth?^Critical Tables,Sdwnidt
(Stahl und Bsen (1927) 133, 6), Fishenden and Saunders,
Calculation of Heat Transmission. More extensive tables

are given in the last reference and also in the Chemical

Engineers*
Handbook which may be consulted for further

details and for variations in surface conditions.

The values shown in italics have been estimated from
similar materials or from neighbouring temperatures and
in some cases are not very reliable.

TABLE I

Emissivities of Constructional and Miscellaneous Materials

Normal emissivity

Material 50 C. Solar

Bricks:

Fktton light portion
dark

Red
Purple-blue
Concrete

(0-90} 0-45

(0-90)
\

0-65

0-94 0-70-0-77

(0-9S>

(0-85}

0-80-0-90

0-65

TABLE I (cont.)

Normal emissivity

* Varnish and paints (cellulose or Unseed oil base; and any pig-
ment), when applied to any surface, give it an emissivity of 0-9-1 -0

for radiation corresponding to low temperatures.

TABLE n
Emissivities ofMetals



THE CALCULATION OF THE FLOW OF LIQUIDS AND GASES
ACROSS BANKS OF PIPES AND IN PACKED COLUMNS

lj THOMAS HL OfflLTON

Engineering Department, JE, /. A Pmt dt> Nm&urs & Co., Dei, USA.

Flow across Banks of Pipes
THE flow of fluids outside erf pipes as, for example, m the

shell skk of tubular heat exchangers n obviously dependent
not only cmthearrangmieatof the tubes, but primarily on
the direction of flow relative to tlie tube btuk. If the flow
is essentially parallel to the axis of the tubes, the How can
be calculated for the turbulent Sow regsoiah-by mb*
stituting the usual concept of bydrauMc radius or equivalent
diasietec in the appropriate friction ftmmda. It should be
noted that these do not apply in the viscous region with

any degree of exactitude.

In the flow across tubes, however, where the area of the

flow passage varies from point to point, a simple calcula-

tion based on friction alone is not admissible, since there

will be losses due to eddies foltowing the expansion aad
contraction of the fluid stream.

For flow of liquids and gases directly normal to banks
of staggered tubes, a correlation by GfaUton and Geoereaux

[4, 1933] leads to the following recommeiKkd equations:

For viscous flow, where

For turbulent flow, wfaere

VI

0)

(2)

(3)

For tubes on rectangular spacing, not staggered, ia the

turbulent flow region,

. (4)
to '

Tlie experimental data on which this correlation was
based covered a range of tube pitcfa/ttibe diameter ratios

varying from 1-25 to 7-35, and of free cross-section in first

row to free passage between success!ve rows varying from
(HO to 0-795. Most erf the data, however, were for tabes

arranged on equilateral triangular spacing.

These equations may not be strictly applicable to flow

of fluids in baffled heat exdjaagers^ TO* only on account

of the fact that the flow is not uniformly at right angfcs to

the tube bank, but also cm account of leafage through the

clearances between the baffle and the tubes aad shell. If

applied, the equations wffl yield conservative icsute (Le.

high values of pressure loss for a given velocity). Boromn
[2, 1934, 1936] obtained approxmiate agreement with the

above equations for pressure drop m a line of similar

exchangers, with drcuta: tube bundles baffled to give cross

flow, by the introduction of a 'leakage factor* in the cal-

culation of the mass velocity, as follows:

6
7. (5)

When the other dimensiom are measured in feet, K had
the value OO1.

Sbort [9, 1934, 1936] has reported extensive tests on
models of baHted exchangers, but DO general!y satisfactory

method of calculation has been given.

To allow for the pressure drop around the baffles, if

these sue segmental , it fa suggested thai the following

simple equation, again yielding conservative results, be

employed:
//i\ x ~

\ (6)

It will be seen that this equation is equivalent to treating

the opening as an orifice with a discharge coefficient of0-71.

Nomeocbitere for Equations retatiag to Cakabtioo of

Ftow across Basks of Pipes,

Any sdf-cxnmstoit set of units may be used; those in-

volving pounds, feet, aad seconds arc given as examples.

D == clearance between adjacent tabes in row, ft,

D = equivalent diameter of fink! passage = 4 (free

vdume/total tube surface), ft

Dp = diameter of tube, ft.

DM = diameter of shell, ft.

/== friction factor, <efiaed by equation (1), <

g
K
LM
NM
Nf
Nx
AP
Q

acceleration due to gravity, 32*2 ft/(sec.)*.

clearance factor in equation (5), ft,

d^aace betweoi l^&cs, ft.

number of tubes ia exchanger.

number of rows passed across by fiuki.

s pressure loss* Ib. per sq. ft.

voIunKs of fluid, cu. ft. per sec.

area of free openiDg in baHfe segment, sq. ft.

vdcxity thioiu^i umimiKn free oi3^-sectkHi of

fioid f^ssa,ge (in an average row), ft. per sec.

vmx>rity of fluid, !b./(sea) (ft.) (equal to 0-QG672 X

viscx^ity in ccaitipmses); m^^ined, uukss the flow

is isothermal, at a temperature obtained by adding

(algebraically) CH^-fmirtli of the logarithink mean

tamperatoe dMIeice to the arithnaetic average
fluid temperature.

density of ftrid, Ib. per cu. ft.

How in Packed Colttmas

Hie few of ffeiids through beds ofpacked granular solids

or other porais structures cannot be treated <feeo% by tite

methods used for Sow through pipes or other uniform

channels, since the diameter factor, or ratio of fricbooal

surface to flow section, cannot be easily evaluated^ and
since the direction as v^U as the cross-sectiofi of the Sow
cfaanueis ctonges continuously.

For the flow of a singie fluid, gas or liquid, throng beds

ofinform granular solWp3^^^
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and Colburn |3, 1931] of avaikbk data kads to the fol-

lowing equations:

(7)

For viscous flow,

For turbulent flow,

<40

:>40

(8)

(9)

Data k approximate agreement with these equations
have been reported by Faadber and Lewis [5, 1933] and
Uchida and Fujita 10, 1934], though the latter's results

(on spheres) can be more accurately expressed by the

equation

(10)

over the range of 3 to 1,000 for (2

An allowance for the variation from the normal void

content of a bed of irregular solid particles is offered by
Meyer and Work [8, 1936-7], in terms of a modified dia-

meter, Dr defined by the equation

n _ ^

For the friction factor defined by the equation

Ap = 2A4/p*f

The friction factor, for viscous flow,

&ru*t

(11)

< 10

was found to be

(12)

The use of these last equations requires, however, a
knowledge of the normal void content (loosest packing)
and of the actual voids, as well as the average particle
diameter. These authors were not able to find a satisfactory
ccweiation for data on blends of different sizes.

Vates of the wall-effect factor, Af9
as computed by

Fumas [6* 1929] are given in Fig. L
If the packing is not solid, but formed of hollow shapes,

such as Rasdhig and Lessing rings, Berl saddles, &c., the

pressure drop wil obviously be less than that computed
for solid particles of the same nominal size. Factors by
which to' multiply the calculated pressure drop to take
account of this effect for hollow packings are given by
Chilton and Colbum [3, 1931}. More extensive data con-
sidered by White [11, 1935] may be represented by the

following expressions:
For Raschig or Lessing rings

For Berl saddles

(13)

(14)

These equations cover a range of (nominal) packing
sizes, jDJ, from about 0-25 in. to 2 in. They are to be used

without allowance for wall-effect factor, referred to above,
but apply only when DP/D t

is less than J; they appear,

however, to apply for viscous as well as turbulent flow.

O 9

**- 0-8

ocO

viscous
RANGE

TURBULENT
RANGE

0-05 0-1 15 0-2 25

PARTICLE DIAMETER
TUBE DIAMETER

FIG. 1

The discussion up to this point covers only flow of gases

through dry packing, or flow ofsingle liquid phases through
beds of packed solids. The effect of wetting a packing is

to increase the pressure loss for a given flow of gas, since

the effective free volume is thereby diminished, and more
and more of the smaller passages are closed off as the

liquid flow increases.

Factors to allow for wetting of solid packings (wet and

drained) and for the effect of circulating liquid (water* at

a rate of 0-18 lb./(sec.) (sq. ft. tower cross-section)) are

tentatively proposed by Chilton and Colburn [3, 1931]
based on data of Zeisberg [12, 1919], as follows:

Packing wet and drained

. (15)

Water circulating at rate of 0-18 lb./(sec.) (sq. ft.)

The pressure drop calculated for dry packing is to be

multiplied by the factors given.
The effect of water circulation on pressure loss in gas

flow through hollow packings is also considered by White

[11, 1935], who gives curves showing the relative increase

due to liquor circulation over that for the wet and drained

Raschig rings; see Fig. 2. The increase of pressure drop
for the wet and drained packing over the dry, while not

summarized by White, was well enough represented by
equation (15), above.

Not enough data are available to generalize as to the

effect of other liquids than water. It seems likely, however,
that more viscous liquids would cause a greater increase

in pressure drop, at the same rate of flow.

Data on the pressure loss in the larger sized fabricated

stoneware packing shapes often used in large-scale absorp-
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tion towers are given by Zeisberg |12 1919}. In the

original, values of pressure Joss m inches erf* water per ft

of packing are given for an air velocity of I ft per nan.

but in general referring to the maximum velocity for salts-

factory operation. Data on the Hooding and loading velo-

cities for air flow (at a density of CHIT5 Ife. per GO. ft) in

towers packed with Raschig rings with water circulation

&2 04- 0-5 IS

WATER ORCUIAT10* (tSWs

FIG. 2

These have been converted to dasmeosioiikss friction factors

for use in equation (7), assuming that tiie air density was
0-075 Ib. par cu. ft., and taking for Df {In ft) tlie values

shown. "These values may be assumed constant without

serious error for the usual range of velocities employed
with these packings, that is, a few feet per secoid, See
Tabk below.

FIG. 3

have been collected by White [II, 1935}. White's curves

are reproduced in Fig. 3. The loading-point k take by
White as the gas velocity at whkh tiie logarithmic pressure-

Friction Factorsfor Fabricated Packing$, for Use with Equation (7)

Data of Zetsberg [12, 1919}

'Dumped' signifies packing dumped at random.
'Stacked* signifies packing arranged regularly in layers, but with no attempt to have pieces in one layer in any way related to those in

adjacent layers.
*

Packed* signifies packing arranged regularly in layers, with axes of pieces in adjacent layers coinciding.
4

drc.' signifies water circulation at rate of 0-18 lb./(sec.) <sq. ft).

For grid packings, Johnstor^ and Singh [7, 1936-7] pro-

pose the equation

07)

for use in the customary Fanning equation

(18)

The velocity term in these equations is the actual velocity

through the grid passages, that is, the velocity through the

tower corrected for the fractional free aross-section; D< is

the equivalent diameter of the passaijes^ defined as usual

in terms of the surface area parallel to the flaw and the

total free volume.

One of the most important characteristics of packings
for aDUMterairrent flow of liquid and gas is the loading
or flooding velocity, or carry-over point, variously defined

drop velocity curve first deviates from a slope of approxi-

mately 2-0. The fbodiag-point is the velocity at which the

same curve turns abruptly almost vertically upward.
For other gases, it is suggested that values of (/w/2) wH

be the same at the fkxxiing-polnt as for air (p == 0-075).

Loading velocities for a few other packings, at a single

water rate, are gwsn by Baker, Chilton, and Vamon
[1, 1935]. CoGservative practice dictates operation at not

over 50 or 75% of the loading velocity.

Nomenclature for Equations relating to Caksilation of

Flow in Packed C^umns,

Any self-consistent set of units may be used, eascep*

where noted; those involving pounds, feet, and seconds are

given as examples.

Aj = wall-efect factor, see Fig. I ?

thickness of grid membens* ft.
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Dr =

equivalent dkmete of fluid path, ft 4 (free

volume/surface of fluid passage).
faelgbt of iadividiial grid member, ft.

ckaraoce between grid members.
iKStiHnd particle diameter, ft.

JKJfninal packing diainetar, farAe; [equations (13)-
(16)1.

diameter of tower, ft.

modified particle diameter, ft [equation (1 1)].

multiplication factor for effect of liquor circulation,

dimoj^rfess, Imt ckpocids on dinieasioBS of D*f
[eqimtkje (16)].

factor for holkrw particks, dimeo-
tot depends on dimensions of J>J [equa-

Fw imiitipikatkm f^tor for effect of wetness of pack-

ing, dimensionless, but depends on dimensions of
Dp [equation (15)].

/= friction factor, dimensionless [equation (18)].

/'
~

> [ 99 (7)].

/*= E (11)].

g = acceleration due to gravity, 32-2 ft./(sec.)
s
.

L ~ height of packing, ft.

AP = pressure loss, Ib. per sq. ft.

u = velocity (actual through fluid passage), ft. per sec,

z^ = velocity based on cross-section of empty tower, ft.

per sec.

V& actual void content of bed, percentage.
Vn = normal (loosest) void content, percentage.

fj.
= VKCOsity of fluid, lb./(sec.) (ft) (equal to OO00672

x viscosity in centipoises).

p = density of fluid, Ib. per cu. ft.
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to use lubes a$ small is practicable, so as to keep down tbe

length, and of these tiie minimum number that will accom-
modate the specified hourly quantity of fluid to be handled
without excess!ve pressure km If provision must be made
for dealing the tubes, as is geuemly tlie case, the internal

diameter should not be kss than J inM or evoa I in. The
thickness should be chosen not only with doe consideration
of the stress due to any bursting pressure, but equally often
with catm^iatkHi of possible collapse in case the external

pressure exceeds that within the tubes, and abo with regard

V
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CONDENSER, HEAT EXCHANGE, AND TUBE-HEATER

EQUIPMENT
HEAT EXCHANGEES AND CONDENSERS

By THOMAS H. CffiLTON ml THOMAS B. DHEW
Engineering Department, . /. <fe Pmt de Nemfws & Co., mhf^tm, e/.f US.A.

IT will be the object of this artfck to provide methods and
data for the design of heat-transfer equipment other than
direct-fired units. The features of design treated, faonwer,
will be limited chiefly to the calculation of the economical
heat-transfer surface and its arrangement; the mechanical
details, such as methods of securing tubes in tufee sheets,

joint closures, allowance for differential expansion, <&c.[
will be left largely for the equipment manufacturer to

specify.

Heat-transfer equipment for the petrcfeim industry,
other than direct-fired types, can be racily classified as
foBows: heaters, in which a liquid is wanned, generally by
condensing steam; heat exchangers, in which one liquid is

warmed by another at a higher temperature; condensers,
in which a vapour is reduced to liquid, usually by cooing
water; and reboilers, in which a liquid is boiled, geaesraUy
by means of steam. The controlling resistances to heat flow
in these classes of equipment are different, and wffl there-

fore be discussed separately undo- the appropriate classi-

fication.

A* Heaters

As just stated, heaters are typically required to raise the

temperature of a liquid by means of latent heat available
in condensing steam. The overall heat-transfer coefficient

is not materially affected by the velocity of ttie steam, con-

sequently no baffles are necessary whee the steam is sup-
plied to the shell side of the heator. The liquid to be heated
is generally sent through the tubes, not only because its

velocity can thereby be brought up to a point wfekfa wffl

increase the heat-transfer coefficient to a desirably high
value, but also because the tube passages can be deaned
readily by flushing, swabbing, or by rotary tube cleaners,
while the external surface is not so easily freed from accu-

mulation of material which interferes with heat transmis-

sion. If for any reason, such as unwillingness to expose
the headers to the fluid heated, it is advantageous to send
the cold fluid through the shell, the design should be treated

as for a heat exchanger, under Section B, below.

Typical designs of heaters are given in Figs. 1 and 2.

It will be noted that in Fig. 1 the diffeareace in thermal

expansion between the tabes and the shell has been aBowed
for by a corrugation in the shell, while in Hg. 2 ooe of the
tube sheets is free to move lo^gttodinally in the sheiL (In

Fig. 2 ooe baffle has been shown just inside the tube inlet

to prevent cutting of the tubes by water carried in the

steam.) Tubes are geaaeiaiy chosee to conform to some
standard dimeaosioBS, as, for example, those in Table L
Single lengths are c^dimrily failed to less tfern 20 ft, or
less if space requirements make it necessary to keep the

exchanger teogth short As pointed out below, the per-
formance ofa heater, expressed as the ratio ofthe tempera-
ture rise of the fluid to the available (mean) temperature

difference, is nearly proportional to the ratio of kagth to

diameter of the tubes, Obviously, therefore, it is desirable

FIG, 1. Single-pass tobukr beater. A. Tubes. B* B Tol>e sheets.

C SMI. D,- !> Oq^or-cfetrib^ioii diaist***. E*, E*. Owm.
F. Steam infest G. Coiideesaie outlet H, L*|iiac irfet J. Liquor
outlet K. INraiKSjiKleiised gas vent (fapwdwced by permfasim */
Badirar and Mcd&e, 'Ekmemts $f Ckeatic^ E*i$ii&^ {UdGnw-
IM, 2nd cd.) p. 16Z)

to methods of securing the tubes la the tube plates, and to

possible cocrosioa and wear k cleaning. Up to the limit

set by the possibility of roOmg the tubes into tube sheets,
thidc-walkd tubes are more desirable, tberefcwne* than thin.

A greater thickness wffl cause an increase in the total in-

stalkd cost of the equipcomt of only a small percentage,

except in the most expensive alloys, and the influence on
the heat-traasfer coefficient will seldom be fdt with any
ordinary metals.

As a result of these considerations, tubes smaller than

i in. or 1 in. OJD. wffl be used under only unusual condi-

tions, aad wall thickness will be seldom kss than 0-065 in.

(16B.W.G.).
If this practical nrinimmn diameter of tube is stffl found

to rapro an excessive length, greater eflective lengths can
be utilized in a single shell by multipass ccmstructkm, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, which may be increased to few or

eight passes by suitable arrangements; or separate Iieates

may be connected in series. The latter scheme is usually to

be preferred when a liquid is to be heated through a wy
wkie tOTiperature interval, since mecteek^ci&iAksiaay
arise because of ur^ual expansion of the diJSferent

The spacing between tubes is of no fjarfkniaf

<peuee as regards heat transfer in a heator nffiziag
and therefore may be kept at a practicable mmfrrn*m so as
to fceep down the diamete of the sh* deaofagcf fee

exterior of the tube biHKlle is also not often to be pwidted
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for. The pnicticable minimum clearance between tubes,
with regard to strength remaining in the tube sheet, may
be set at about i in. Hie mwmma diameter ofsbeHwiilbe
obtained when equilateral triangular arrangement of the

(1)

Hie calculation of the heat-transfer surface is now
arrived at by the use of the logarithmic mean temperature
difference, where this is applicable, and an estimate of the
heat-transfer coefficient, with allowance for the series of
resistances to transfer of heat from the heating medium to
the fluid being heated, in conformitywiththeusual equation :

U (2)

FIG. 2. Two-pass lasting-head beater {Reproduced by perms-
$&m of B&igr mid McCt&e, ^mcmemts &/ Chemic&l Engfaeerwtf
(McGraw-Hill, 2nd ed.>, p. 165.)

tubes is followed. The shell diameter is best obtained by
an actual lay-out, but the ratio, r, of the (internal) shell

diameter to the centne-to-ceiitre tube spacing can be ap-
proximated for any number of tubes, N^ by the equa-
tion

(In this -equation, it is assumed that the areas for heat-
flow are all equal; ifthey are not, the individual coefficients

must be adjusted to some common basis).

For the logarithmic mean to be valid, it is sufficient that

the water equivalent, WC9 of the fluid being heated and
the coefficient U be the same for all points of the heating
surface. In a heater, provided no vaporization takes place,
the first condition is ordinarily approximately satisfied,'

since for many liquids the variation of the specific heat
with temperature is moderate. Serious errors may arise,

however, through failure to allow properly for variations in

7, which are sometimes considerable. Fortunately, it fre-

TABLE I. Standard Condenser-tube Data

* In brass, sp. gr. = 8-56.
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queotly happens tteat Um*y be tppfmitfflited fey * iaear
function ofthe temperature, and for thb circumstance it Ins
been shown [9, 1933 ; 19, 1929] that the correct twining sur-

face is given by the formula
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(3)

where A/,, A/, = the terminal temperature difierafcces, l/t ,

(7S the local overall coefficients at the respective
terminals to which A/t and Ara refer.

When the fluid being heated moves MI a stream-line flow,
the overall coefficient varies from point to point aJb&g the

heating surface and attention must be given to the mamaer
in which experimental results have been computed from
the original data in order to determine tbe correct mode
of use. In the corrdatioos of stream-line How data given

below, the coefficients are those appropriate for pse with

an arithmetic mean temperature dilferaice*

The heat-transfer coefficient, A, for oDndeosing steam,
if this is employed, is generally so high as to make its

reciprocal negligible in the above stmxnfttaon, HI compari-
son with the film coefficient for heating oils. In case of

doubt, its value may be estimated by the methods in

Section Q below. The cotKhictance of the tube wai, h^
is likewise high in comparison; it can be calculate! fitro

the conductivity of the metal and the wall thickness.

An allowance for the conductance, h& of films of
material deposited on the surface of the tube from the fluid

being heated is, however, of real importance. It is here that

the experience and judgement of the designer will be called

for, since fouling factors vary with the nature of the

material handled and the characteristics of the tube metal

[20, 19361 For even relatively dean and mm^co^ro^m^
liquids, it is probably desirable never to use a dirt film

conductance greater than 1,000 B.Th.U./<hr.) <sq. ft.) ( F.),

and perhaps much less if stodge or coke is likely to be

deposited, even as low as 50. A value of 200 for heating
crude oil or topped crude has been suggested [17, I933J,

The oil film heat-transfer coefficient, h^ can be estimated

fairly closely, on the basis of available correktiorjs, pro-
vided the physical properties of the oil are known. The
correlations here cited involve these properties in sets of

dimensionless groups, so that it is essential to substitute

numerical values in some set of self-consistent units, as,

for example, those in the table of norooaclature at the end
of this article.

With the diameter of tubes chosen, at least tentatively,

the number is then calculated which wii probably accom-

modate the flow without excessive pressure loss; tMs will

oixlinariry call for a linear velocity (of liquids of not too

high a viscosity) of, say, 1-5 ft per sec. The values in

Table I will facilitate the calculation of the velocity. The
formulae of this section generally cal for # ^raass (I.e-

weight) velocity, </, expiessed in H>./(hr.) (sq, H.). This is

equal to 3,600/w, if a is in ft. per sec.

For the general case, and especially for larje tubes, long

tubes, or for fluids with unusual properties, the congelation

of Colbum [7, 1933J, reproduced in another article |25)

is recommended. R>rtheordir^rji^igeoCter^OTes,aiKl
for the usual hydrocarbon oils, the curves of Sfeder and
Tate [21, 1936] are convenient (Fig. 3).

To use this chart it is necessary to calculate tot the

Reynolds number based on the viscosity of the fluid at

the average of the inlet and outlet temperatures, /i. If the

Reynolds number is greater than 2,100, the flow is te-

rn Nn

btiknt, and the heat-transfer coefficient for use with the

logarithmic mean temperature difference can be calculated

from tlie value of the ordinate by tlie stifestitiitioii of the

factors called for in the dimensbnkss groups. To obtain

^ it is accessary to estimate tbe pipe-wall temperature;

for tile case of heating oils with steam, this may be taken

as equal to the stara temperature, as a first approxinmtioii;

for otter comHtiom, the temperature must be based 00 tlie

relative thermal resistances in series, in accordance with

eqimtio (2). The line representing the data in tbe tebiiieiit

region may be extnpolated to timber Reynolds numbers

by means of the following equation:

If tlie Reynolds number is just above 2,100, it wii be

necessary to make an approximation for tlie length of the

tubes (or the length of a single pass), and to chose the

appropriate curve.

If the Rjeyaolds number is below 2,100, viscous flow

prevails, and the heat-transfer coefficient depends on other

factors than the Reynolds number, principally on tlie

loogth/diainetor ratio. Moiww, tlie cx^MoU obtained

from the chart is to be used with the arithmetic wean tem-

perature difimooe from tube wall to fluid, not tlie loga-

rithmk mean. When a value of k has beea obtained by
meam of a first approximation, and a value of the ovcfaB

coefficiet calculated, the resulting tobe4eagh is used m
a second approximation to obtain more nearly the exact

value. For extrapolation or interpolatkm in the viscous

regbu the following equation may be used:

For the usual case where the oil-film resistance is the

coutroiliiag factor and tliew^c&tas^o^tmtcmbtta^m
as equal to tlie steam temperature, the length of a (single)

tube to give tlie rapiirai temperatoe rise can be estmmled

directly by a rcarrai^pd form of the atove equation:

where WC is the water equivalent of the oil flowing pa-
tube. It is obvious tte the temperature rise cannot be

more than twicethe arittaetk mean temperaturediffereooe,
where the surface tesmperature is constant The limiting

value for a counterxmreat exchanger depends on the rela-

tive heat capacities of the ftaids. The same equation may
be used in approxkoating the feo$h of tubes for a foeat

exchanger, provided an dkK^tion ofresistances is firstmade
so that the terminal wai temperatures can be estimated.

H sufficient allowance has been made for dirt accumula-

tions in calculating the overall coefficient, no additional

factor of safety need be added in estimating the heat-

transfer sarfiao& If one is added, the addition stoyid be

made to the length of the tubes and not to the number,
since tlie reduced velocity in a greater number of tiibes wii

give a lower (fite) coefficient and so offset tfoe greater snr~

face area. Additional tubes wifl, of cmirse^ piwide for

handling larger Sows without excessive pressure drop.

Safety or *igaofanee* factors should be basedo He dc^pee

of certainty which can be attached to the design data

ftinusfaedL

Pressure drop when heating or coofcg liquids wit aot

rje the sarrie as for isothermal fiow. Sieder arid Tate recom-

mend [21, 1936] that for turbulent iow
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to the heat-transfer surface, and calculations can be based

on the formulae for flow inside tubes, using the 'equivalent

diameter
5

concept (4 times the cross-section divided by the

'wetted' perimeter). The velocities so obtainable, however,

are lower than desirable to make most effective use of the

fkmby

B. Heat Exchangers

Heat otdhaafors differ from heaters only in that there

are fluids (usually liquids, in petroleum technology) chang-

ing in temperature <m both sides of the heat-transfer sur-

300

200

10
2 4 6 810

3 4 6 8X)
4 4 6 8 10

s

F*G. 3. Coefficients for heating or cooling oils inside tubes (self-consistent units). L length of tube, ft., D = diam. of tube, fL, G mass

velocity, Kx/(hr.) (sq. ft), k = tube wall-to-oil coefficient, B.Th.U./(hr.) (sq. ft) ( F.), C = specific heat of oil, B.Th.U./(lb.) ( F.), \^ = vis-

cosity at mean oil temp., Ib./(ft) (hr.) = 242 x centipotses, ft,
= viscosity at wall temp., lb./(ft.) (hr.), k = thermal conductivity of oil,

B.TtLl!./(br.) (sq. ft.) (
e
F./ft).

face. The design of exchangers differs from that of heaters

only by the factors influencing heat transfer from the fluid

outside the tubes.

All the cx>i3fflderaiioes set forth above with regard to

length aod diameter of tubes arid calculation of inside film

heat-transfer coefficients apply here and need not be re-

peated. It will only be necessary to discuss those factors

having to do with conditions oil the shell side.

Hie heat-transfer coefficient on the outside of the tubes,

as well as the pressure drop, is influenced by the velocity

(and direction) with which the fluid flows through the pas-

sage between the tubes (hereafter referred to as the 'maxi-

mum velocity', i.e. at the closest approach of the tubes in

a representative row). This velocity is controlled, in turn,

by tie number of tubes, their spacing, and the spacing of
the baffles.

film heat-transfer coefficients possible inside the tubes for

most ratios of fluid quantities, and so baffles are generally

resorted to.

Baffle arrangements are offered commercially in bewil-

dering variety, but, so far as the authors of this article

are aware, no data are available to show the superiority of

one type over another. Segmental baffles, arranged to give

as nearly as possible an approach to true cross-flow condi-

tions, permit the closest comparison with data obtained for

such conditions, and only this type will be considered here.

Since the tube spacing influences the heat transfer, this

dimension must be chosen with this in mind, as well as

the minimum clearance allowable for secure fastening of

the tubes (J in. was suggested above) or for ease ofcleaaiog

between the tubes. If cleaning must be provided for, a

square arrangement of the tube bank is to be preferred to
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a staggered, and the clearance may be limited to | in, or
even J in. A square arrangement can be disposed so as to

give the effect of a staggered bank if tlie flow is made
to follow the diagonals instead of the sides of the squares
on which the tubes are laid out. If fouling is not considered

serious, and a staggered arrangement can be used, an equi-
lateral triangular arrangement is as good as any. It b
suggested that the minimum allowable clearance be chosen
as a first approximation; and with the number of tubes
chosen on the basis of an economic velocity inside the

tubes, that an estimate then be made of the baffk spacing
necessary to give a (maximum) velocity of a few feet per
second outside the tubes. If this spacing is too wide to

allow an approach to true cross-flow conditions, or if the

pressure drop is too great for a reasonable baffle spacing,
the tube spacing can be increased. It is not desirabk to

use a baffle spacing less than 1-2 in. Inckkntaify, the

baffles may well be of the same metal as the tubes and of
the same thickness as the tube wall Chamfering edges of
tube holes helps to prevent cutting of the tubes in service.

Data on heat transfer to or from fluids flowing directly
across banks of staggered tubes rave been correlated by
Colbura [7, 1933], and the resulting curve is presented in

another article [25]. It can be represented by the equation

for values of (DGJ^) between 2,000 and 50,000. The
viscosity called for in this equation is at the film tempera-
ture, i.e. at a temperature half-way between the mean fluid

temperature and the wall temperature. For flow across

tubes in square arrangement, the coefficient in the above

equation is about 0-25. Here Gm is the maximum velocity

(through the area at the closest approach of the tubes).

Results reported by Bowman [3, 1936] on a line of
baffled exchangers are brought into a^eemeot with the

above equation when the velocity is collected for leakage
around the baffles,

W
25KD t̂

- <8>

When the other dimensions are measured in feet, K was
found to have a value of 0-01.

More simply, but not so accurately, Bowman's results

can be represented without tMs clearance factor by making
the coefficient in equation (7) equal to 0-20. On the same

basis, a baffled exchanger with tubes on square arrange-
ment might be calculated by equation (7), using the nominal

maximum velocity, with a coefficient equal to 0-15.

When film coefficient of heat transfer for the shell-side

fluid has thus been estimated, it can be combined with that

for the fluid inside the tubes, aod with appropriate dirt-film

conductances on both sides of the wall, to give an overall

coefficient.

In the case of single-pass shel^and-tube heat exchangers
the heating surface is determined, as for heaters, by the use

of an estimated overall coefficient, U, and the logarithmic
iBean temperature difference; or, wten U varies linearly

with the temperature difference, by the use of equation (3).

At first thought such procedure may seem unwarranted

because the customary baffles make the stiel-side fluid flow

across rather thaa along the tubes as was assumed in the

dserivatioo of the rules. In practice, however, the baffles

are commonly so numerous that a negligible change in

temperature is incurred by a single transverse passage of
the shell-side fluid between adjacent baffles. Hence for

practical purposes the temperature of the fluid in the shell

varies oory in ttie direction akmg the tubes. In the uetmial

case of an exchanger wttfa only one or two baffles, neomirse

may be had to the diaits of D. M. Smith f22, 1934] for aa

estimate of the mean temperature difference by whkfa the

logarithmic mean should be replaced.

Multipass construction introduces & complkatioii wfakh

cannot be neglected without serious error; indeed, sucti

neglect ofkn leads to specifications whkh are thermo-

dynamicaliy impossible. UK origin of the trouble may be

seen by considering a IMube placed axklfy, the dosed end

extending upstream, within a jacketing pipe. If the fluid

inside the U-tube is being heated, such an exchanger can

actually operate with the exit temperature of that fluid

above the exit temperature on the shell side; thus the

direction of heat flow in one arm of the U may differ from

that in the other. For exchangers of this type, i.e. stngle-

pass shell with two passes thiwtgji tubes (when overall

coefficient is uniform, ami the fluids do not vaporize or

condense), Nagfe [18, 1933] and UiKkrwood [23, 1934J

have shown that the correct mean temperature difference is

found if the logarithmic mean calculated era the assumption
of counterflow is multiplied by the function F of tfae tem-

peratures and temperature differences which is given by

Fig. 4 (a). The direction of flow in the sbeii does not

influence the result, and die number of passes on the tube

side, at least if an even number, has so slijgjit an effect that

it is negligible in practice.

When multipass construction is used cm the shell side as

well as on the tube side, or what is the same thing if

several exchangers with OIK shell-pass and rnultipk tube-

passes are connected in series, the correction factor F is

the same for each shell-pass if each contains the same

heating surface. This fact was utilized by Bowman [4, 19361

in constructing, from Fig, 4(a\ the analogous ctiarts

Fig. 4 (&, c, </, e) for exchangers with multipass shells. In

the derivation it was supposed ttiat the fluids flow from

one stid-pass to tbe next in a onmteiieairreiit sense, as is

usual within a singje shell; the charts are therefore appliq-

abfc to exchangers in series only if ttiey are cooiiected in

a iXHintercurraat sense, If there is oeiy CHIC tube-pass per

shell-pass, the k^uithmic mean obviously applies, pro-

vided all passes have the same number of tubes, <&c.,

regardless of the number of passes (or shells) in series.

When, in a multipass exchanger, I/ cannot safely be sup-

posed uniform, but can be approximated by a linear func-

tion of the temperature, it is easily possible to find an

effective value of the coefficient whkh gives the correct

heating surface if used with the temperature differences

derived on the assumption of uniform U. The procedure
was developed by Colburn [9, 1933] for use with single-

pass coimterflow exchangers and, according to Sieder aixl

Tate [21 , 19361 is substantially correct for multipass equip-

ment In following this procedure it is necessary to deter-

mine /a,Atft aikl Ui, A/i, the overall coefficients and

temperature differences at the hot and cold aids respec-

tively of the exchanger. The rate of change of U with tibe

teiaaperatae of the fluid being heated is then estimated

according to tibe equation

A value is found for the function, C,

multiplied by (t^t^ and addsed to fc gives tte temperature

of the fluid being heated wfakh may be used to cakrfale
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FIG. 4. Correction factors, F, for use with iogtrithnBc-faeaii temperature difference in cmnstercurreiit
multipass heat eatdmageis having frots 1 to 6 passes of the sfeeO-side Said mad any even number of tube pastes
per shell pass, as shown k sketches below.

Tz
* outkt temperature of shell-skk fluid.

TI iaiet temperature of shell-skic fluid.

fi inlet temperature of tubc-skfc fluid.

tt
= outkt temperature of tube-side fluid.

R (T^Tk)/^ !^)

True mean temperature difference

a value of U which can be used with the logarithmic tem-
perature difference, or one corrected as above for deviation
from the <x>irnterairreot flow conditions.

C. Coadensers

The principles to be followed in the design of surface
condensers are not different fixra those employed above.
Certain simplified methods can be employed, focwever, if,

as is usually the case, water is employed as the cooling
medium. (Ifother materials, see above.) Since condensing
vapours are relatively dean, wMIe water available for cool-

ing may deposit solids, water is generally sent through the
tubes of shell and tube condensers, or atiowed to flow over
the outside of S-beod coils in either case to facilitate

cleaning the water side.

Coefficients of heat transfer for heating of water flowing
through tubes can be conveniently obtained from Fig. 6,
which is based upon equations of the type proposed by
Hinton [15, 1928] and on the data of Eagle and Ferguson
[12, 1930J. Table I will be of assistance in determining the
actual water velocity from the weight of water required to

effect the cooling; a velocity of between 3 and 5 ft per sec.

is desirable. If the water trictte over banks of pipes, an
approximation for the water-film coefficient may be ob-
tained from the data of Adams, Broughton, and Conn
[1, 1936], which may be represented by the equation

^^oT***'. (11)

For the pipe sizes used the values of a were as follows:

D = 1 in. 2k. 4 in.

a 88-7 72-7 47-7

The equation may be used for values of T from about 250
to 1,000 lb./(hr.) {ft length of uppermost pipe). If, as was
the practice in the early days of the petroleum industry,
the cooling pipes are submerged in boxes containing more

or less quiescent water, the coefficient can be estimated
from the equation [24, 1927]

02)h 67-5- F1

In any event, a dirt-ita coefficient of not more than about
500 should be iachided, and perhaps much less, depending
upon the character of the wafer used and upon materials

of construction.

In contrast with steam condensers, wliens the water side

presents the controlling resistance to beat few, in con-
densers for organic substances the controlling resistance

may be that of the condensing vapour film, or more pre-

cisely of the film of condensed vapour. Coefficients for

singje pore vapours can be estimated from Nusselfs theo-

retical equations, as represented b? the aliBcment chart

[6, 19331 Fig. 7, or foe vertical siarfaoes, with allowance for

turbulence in the coadensate film, by Fig. 8 [8, 1934J.

Singk pure vapours, however, are seldom encountered
in the petroletim industry. Kirkbride [16, 1933] recom-
mends for petroleum fractions the use of the same equa-
tions, enjoying the boiling-point of the condensate under

thepiievailiiigr^essiire Con-

densing film coefficients observed by Kirkbride, reported
in this manner, varied from about 175 to 360, with a maxi-
mum deviation from the theoretical values of 35%. This

procedure fa doubtless satisfactory in arriving at an overaB
coefficient (in the absence of substantial amounts of mm-
condensing gases), though it should be recognized that the

composition of the condensate is not necessarily that in

with the liquid vapour (except at k
rates of coodensation); also that the composition of lie

vapour, in practical cases, varies as it travels through Hie

Ifthe mixed vapours separate into twoItyeraoncoBdeiB-
ing, as in the very cxranxm case of GotKieaadfog siess* pte
oil vapours, the resulting coefficient is still more difficult
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to predict. Kirkbride [16, 1933] proposes to compute
a weighted mean coefficient from the separate theoretical

coefficients for the two components, weighted according to

the amount of heat received per unit time from each. It

^

FKJ. 5. Plot ofF vs. A/e/A/A

/* = factor which multiplied by temperature rise, /s /ls and added
to /i gives temperature associated with heat transfer coefficient, U9

based on logarithms mean A/.

A/e temperature difference at cold end

A/* = temperature difference at hot end

has been pointed out, however, that there is here a pos-

sibility of dropwise condensation, dependent on surface

conditions, which may invalidate this procedure [2, 1937].

In the presence of non-condensing gas, very much lower

effective coefficients are obtained, due to the resistance of
the gas film to diffusion of the vapour to the surface. The
design of a condenser on the basis of the theory and data

for duTusional processes is straightforward, even if some-
what tedious. It is necessary to equate, by trial and error,

the equivalent heat transmitted to the condensate surface

by sensible heat transfer and by the diffusing vapour to

that transmitted thence to the cooling water, in order to

arrive at the temperature of the condensate surface, for

a number of points along the condenser. When a number
of such local values of heat transfer rate, C/Ar, for several

values of the cumulative heat transferred, q, have been

obtained, the necessary surface area is found by graphical

integration of the equation

dA = dq/U&t. (13)

An example has been worked out by Colburn and Hougen
[10, 1934], in which diffusion rates are estimated from the

curves given by Chilton and Colburn [5, 1934]. Values of

vapour diffusivities may be estimated by the method pro-
posed by Gilliland [13, 1934]. Some suggestions for work-

ing out such cases may also be found in the paper by
Kirkbride [16, 1933].

This method, while the only one recommended as re-

liable, is undoubtedly tedious. Some figures may be secured
as a guide to possible performance in petroleum condensers
from Table II, taken from Higgins [14, 1936].

"While overall coefficients in condensing pure vapours
are not much affected by vapour velocity, effective coeffi-

cients for mixtures with non-condensing gases may be

affected quite largely. For this reason, ifthe mixture flows
across the tubes, baffles should be used. If the original

mixture is mostly vapour, it may be desirable to use two
units in series, the second of which is designed for high
velocities with the much smaller throughput.

D. Reboflers

Where vapours for distillation are supplied by means of

indirect steam, a further class of heat-transfer equipment
is needed, often called reboilers, or sometimes calandrias.

Data are not so well established for calculating this class

of equipment as for those previously considered. Overall

coefficients, however, axe relatively high. They may range
from 100 to 500 B.Th.U./(hr.) (sq. ft.) ( F.), the low values

being associated with boiling liquids of higher viscosity,and
with lower temperature differences, than the high values.

It may be noted that liquids boiling under reduced

pressure have high viscosities compared to the viscosity
at the atmospheric pressure boiling-point, so that heat

transfer coefficients for operation under vacuum will be
low in comparison with those obtained at higher pressures,
for the same temperature difference.

While higher temperature differences, up to, say, 50 F.

overall, rapidly increase the heat transfer rate, it should be

pointed out that too high a temperature difference, above,

her
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FIG. 6. Coefficients for heating water inside tubes; the following
units must be used:

h = wall-to-water coeff., B.Th.U./(sq. ft.) (hn) ( F.). & = inside

diam. oftube, inches, u linear velocity, ft/sec. /av.
= mean temp

of water.

say, 100 F., will cause a decrease in the rate of heat trans-

fer, on account of the formation of an insulating layer of

vapour next to the hot surface [11, 1937].
If arranged for natural circulation, a reboiler may take

the form of a shell containing a number of vertical tubes,

of not too great length, perhaps not over 6 ft., and not too

small a diameter, say not less than 1 in. O.D., with either

an external return line of large cross-section or an ample
internal downpipe. A vapour disengaging volume designed
to give 1 sec. detention of the vapours evolved may be

found adequate. The coefficients mentioned above wil
cover the practical range of values.
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02

34

FIG. 8. Theoretical vapour-to-wafl coefficients for condensation of vapours on vertical walls

{sdf-coosfeteat units). Do not use for mixed vapours unkss condensate is a single phase.

h vapoir-to-wall coefficient, B.Th.U./(hr.) (sq. ft) ( F.).

F= roaxmMim weight Sow of condeosate per unit periphery, lb./(hr.) (ft.).

p == viscosity of condeasate at film temp., lb./(hr.) (ft).

^ * density of coodensate, Ib./cu, ft.

k = thermal conductivity of condensate, B.Th.U./(sq. ft) (hr.) ( F/ft.).

g 4-18 x 108 ft/(hr.) (hr.).

C,= specific heat of condensate, B.Th.U./Ob.) ( F.).

If arranged for forced circulation, the reboiler may be

designed by tlie formulae given above under Heaters, since

under these conditions most of the heat is transferred as

sensible heat, superheating the liquid, later to be removed

by flashing in a separator.

E. Performance Data

Table n, below, is taken from tests reported by Higgins

[14, 1936] and may be used to furnish a rough guide

for checking design figures, where conditions are given
which are similar to the problem under consideration,
It must be recognized that conditions are seldom found
to be identical, and that variations in viscosity of the

oil, in cleanliness of the surfaces, in the character of

cooling water, or in the proportion of non-condensable

gas, may have such a preponderating influence that the

figures given may be from two- to fivefold at variance or
more.

TABLE n
Tabulation of Shell and Tube Heat-Exchanger Tests. Data ofHiggins [14, 1936]

* Data based on one exchanger. t Tube sheets matted with hair and other debris.
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Service

Number tvf shelh

Tot3 surface, sq. ft. .

No, of tube* per &be31 .

Tubes, size

Length of tubes, in.

Tubei, panes
Sfceii, G.D., in. .

Shell, baffles, type
Shell, baffles, spacing, in.

Shell, passes
Tubes

Fted ....
Amount, !b. per hr.

Velocity, ft. per fee, at T F.

Operating pressure, Ib. per &q. in

Temperature in,
*
F. .

Temperature out,
*
F. .

Heat toad, B.Th.U. per hr. ,

Pressure drop, Ib. per sq. in.

Shell

Fluid ....
Amount, ib. per hr.

Velocity, ft. per sec. t 60* F.

Operating pressure, Ib. per sq. ia.

Temperature m, F.

Temperature out,
*
F. .

Heat load, B.Th.U. per kr. .

Pressure drop. Ib. per SQ. in.

General

dtmt F. ....
U, B.Tl*.U./{br.} (KJ. ft) .

57-7 API, K*
73,415

"

10
311

298

147

23-7

623API. i 623AF1. ip. 62-3 Alt, ***.

80-5

37-2

212
19S

41-$

6

210
204

66-8

61 S API.

vap, 33,700
"

3

2SO
204

129

22

5*2 APL

300

42-1

Test no. 16

Service RlcheH
Nopktkat* Nophtkc*

rvboiler

Number of shells

Arrangement
Total surface, sq. ft. .

No. of tubes per shell .

Tabes, size

Length of tabes, in.

Tubes, passes

Slid!, O.D., in. .

Shell, baffies, type
Shell, baffles,, pacing, in.

Tubes

Bold
Amount, Ib. per hr.

1,56

795

| si. 14 B.W.G.
120
2
50

none

1

steam

4^75

603
314

| ia. 14 B.W.G.
120
2
32

i circle

1

f25

2

650

I

430
220

I'm. 14 B.W.G.
120
4
23

i circle

4 baffle*

1

42 API. aba, oil

26,100

36

IS

54

I M. 14 B.W.G. | m. 14 H.W.G.

14

60-2 API. imp.

120
4

18 UX

63API. rutp.

58,50
441

42
10

36
cross

10

76,000
2-a

' Tube sheets mara^ with ar^ other dcfaria.
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TABLE II (cont.)

* Tube slieets matted with hair and other debris.

Nomenclature

A heat-transfer surface, sq. ft,

C = specific heat, B.Th.U./(lb.) ( F.).

D ~
diameter, ft

X)p ** outside tube diameter, ft.

D, inside diameter of shell.

F = correction factor.

G = mass (weight) velocity, lb./(hr.) (sq. ft).

K = leakage factor, equation (8) (ft.).

L = length, ft

Li = baffle spacing, ft.

Nt = number of tubes.

U = overall heat-transfer coefficient, B.Th.U./(hr.) (sq. ft.) ( K).

W = flow rate, Ib. per hr.

% = acceleration due to gravity, 4-1 8 X 108 ft/(hr.) (hr.).

h = individual film heat-transfer coefficient, B.Th.U,/(hr.)

<sq.ft.)(F.).
k = thermal conductivity, B.Th.U./(hr.) (sq. ft.) ( F./ft.).

q = heat load, B.Th.U. per hr.

/ temperature, F.

u velocity, ft. per sec.

T = flow per unit width, lb./(hn) (ft).

Ar = temperature difference, F.

\ = latent heat, B.Th.U. per Ib.

ft
= viscosity, lb./(hr.) (ft.);

= 2-42 x centipoises.

p density, Ib. per cu. ft.
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HEATERS
A. M0OJEK, , A-SLMJL

THE earliest heaters for petroleum refining consisted of

cylindrical shells set ova- a firebox, with the tower portion
of the cylinder absorbing heat from the Same, the refrac-

tories, ami the products ofcombustion that swept the lower

rear portion of the shell on their way to the Mack. Because

of a large volume of oil par unit of heat-absorbing surface

and low velocities with which the surface was washed by
the oil being heated, shell heaters were limited to low rates

of beat input. The permissible maximum was determined

by the rate of free convection or convection induced by
steam jets within the body of the oil, which even wkh
boiling fluids was too low to permit rates much in excess of

3,000 B.Th.U. pet sq. ft per hr. without overheating the

oil in contact with the heated portion of the shell. Coke

deposition and burning out of sdU bottoms almost in-

variably followed attempts to force shell beaters much
above these rates. The addition of internal 8ues to shell

heaters to simulate a fire-tube boiler materially improved
their operation and increased their capacity. However,
shell heaters were primarily batch heaters, and coottntious

operation, which gradually displaced batch operation in the

larger refineries, could be accomplished with them only by

operating a battery of shell healers in series, each shell

operating at a slightly higjher temperature than its pre-

decessor in the series. With krge-scak operation in some

fields, such as California, batteries of shell heaters became

too cumbersofne.

Comparatively successful application of tubular heaters

on a small scale for dehydration and reining of emulsified

oils led to the gradual adoption of tubular heaters for

general refining proposes aed eventual substitution for

shell heaters for large-scale refining operations.

The introduction of cracking, which called for heaters

that could withstand higher pressures and higher metal

temperatures than an externally heated shell, contributed

greatly to the development of tubular heaters and definitely

demonstrated their superiority over the shell type.

The earlier tubular heaters varied little in their setting

from shell heaters, the main difference being that the she!

was displaced by a bank of tubes placed over the firebox.

However, since a definite velocity was imparted to the oil

by pumping it continuously tfaraigfa the tube bank and the

ratio of beating surface to volume was greatly increased,

average rates of5,000-6,000 B.Th.U. per SQ, ft per hr. wane

obtained without particular difficulties in the early tubular

heaters in spite of the normally present zones of local over-

heating or *hot spots* in souae sections ofthe tubes diitctly

over the fires with actual rates of 1 5,000-20,000 B.Th.U. per

sq. ft. per far. As the average rate of heat input and the oil

temperatures were increased, the hot spots became more

pronounced and troubles were eacotrtered with failure of

tubes in these hot spots, partiaiiariy in beaters where

<xmnterairrmt flow of oil and gases was intended.

Tbe troubles were first attributed to radiation from the

lames in the firebox, and t number of tubular heaters wene

built wkfe the tube bank separated fran Ae &et>ox by sdM
or perforated walk to protect the tubes from tibis radiation.

Because ofmofe uniform heat distribution, greater average

rates of heat input were obtained in these heaters than in

heaters where die tube hank was directly over the fires

in the combustion chamber, but it was soon found that

even with the bank shielded from the visible ftames, the

tubes first coming in contact with the invisibk products

of combustion became easily over-betted unless the gas

temperature was reduced below a certain minimum far

the operation carried out.

The next step m the dc\xrk>pnient of tubukrht^rs was

the reduction of the temperature of the gases entering the

tube bank . This was done in two diiTenrnt ways. la the

so-called 'convection
1

heaters where the heat was

by gsc$ Sewing over the twfees, the pro^fejcls crfo^i^i^
wane diluted first with excess air and later with returned or

recircuiated Hue gases, to obtain the dewed temperature

of the g^ses entering the tube bank or the Cheating cham-

ber'. In other heateni
4

radiant' tubes w^ereinstalkd in the

combustion chamber to cod the products of combustion

by absorbing radiant heat from the ftarrke, the gases, and the

refractories of the combustion chamber before the gases

entered the 'main* or 'convection* bank of the heater,

which was intended to supply the major portion ofthe total

heat, and which was usually separated by a bndge wall from

the combustion chamber. Particular care was taken in

these heaters to place the 'radiant* tubes out of the path of

the products of combustion, To reduce tlie rates of heat

input which cotdd be absorbed by the rektivety small rara-

ber of tubes used when siAgeetad to thefirflinMlittiQGdfthe

r, the tubeswwe shielded from this

tkm by sarrKjelii^eMfaef the tist>e$or tlieternwithi^^
tory enciostira, whkh cut these rate apfm
High maintenance and operating costs of flue-gas recir-

ctilatiisg equipment and fmsneat failures of the enclosures

around the tubes, together with the comparatively satis-

factory operation of some open-Same 'radiant' heaters

without fine-gas recircuiation and without shielding

either the tubes CM* the flame, led to tlie gradual abaiMkJu-

ineat of the flue-gas Teaio3M^M^i!^^m^i^ 'radiant

tube* heaters and their replacement by the ope&-fkme

type. ImpPoveiBeiit in heat federation and distribution

and better iiaderstaadii^ of the laws of radiant ami

amm$Mm heat transfer greatly owtribiited to the success

of the open-flame heaters, ami at the present time smcfa

heaters are built atoost exdusivdy. The proportion of

radiant heat input 1ms gradually increased from 25% of the

total in die early beaiecs to as high as $0% of the total

Coosisto^iy locig ram with heat transfer rales of 2$0
B.TkU. per sq, ft. per hr. of internal surface foe the

radiant banks and 15,000 B.Tb.U. par sq. ft. per tr. for

the total foterm! surface of the heater are not uncommon,
ewi ivitfa oa teeiperatunes over 950 F. Stace m&fam
healers s*ipply from 60 to 80% of the total absented hart

by radiation, their operation is detecmiiied prMarfty bf
the rales of radiant beat transfer that can be ofcdaineda*!

safety applied to the oil.

The rate of heat transfer by radiation is deleratef fcf

die Stdfe-Bottemnn law and am lie eaEpressed fef ft

equation
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where q is the heat absorbed by radiation, B.Th.U. per hr.,

F coefficient depending on the relative emissivity

of the radiating and heat-absorbing surfaces,

Ft
= coefficient dependingon the geometrical arrange-

ment of the surfaces,
A equivalent effective heating surface, sq. ft,

Tf = effective furnace temperature, Rankine,
T8 = temperature of the heat-absorbing surface,

Rankine.

The laws of radiation and the evaluation of the various

factors in this equation are dealt with in the article in this

section, Principles of Heat Transfer, by Weir.

In this equation the heat-absorbing surface is theoreti-

cally plane surface. In practice, radiant heat-absorbing
surface is ordinarily formed of banks ofmetal tubes spaced
at intervals with sometimes as many as four rows of
tubes per tank, with the banks often at different angles to

the radiating plane. Such heat-absorbing surface can be ex-

piessed in terms of equivalent effective heatnabsorbtng sur-

face A by the use of coefficients which express the actual

service conditions of the surface in terms of the theoretical.

Fig. 1 shows Hottefs curves [8, 1930] of relative effective-

ness of tube banks with single and double rows of tubes

placed on different centre-to-centre distances along a re-

0(\D O O O O
o o o o o

TOCEKTEK CHSTAJ
TUBE CMAA4ETER

FIG. 1. Relative effectiveness of tube banks compared to plane
surface. (Hottel.)

radiating non-conductive wall and irradiated from one side

from a plane parallel with the wall. If the area of the plane
which might be considered to replace the tube bank is sub-
stituted for A in this equation, then the factor F8 is the
ordinate of Fig. 1 . The effectiveness ofa bank with a single
row oftubesplacedonacentre-to-centre distance oftwo dia-

meters (the most common spacing) is 0-87 of a plane sur-
face and each square foot of the circumferential area of

0*87 v *7

the tube bank has an average effectiveness of , or
IT

approximately 0-55. With two parallel rows oftubes spaced

on the same centres, and arranged as shown in the diagram,
the effectiveness of the bank is 0-98, but since the amount of
circumferential area is double that of a single row, the

average effectiveness ofeach square foot of circumferential
area is only 0-98 --IT or 0-31 . It will be noticed that little is

to be gained by using more than two rows of roof tubes
unless the spacing is very much greater than the usual 2 to 3
diameters.

Fig. 2 shows Wohlenberg's curve [18, 1926; 19, 1935] of
relative radiantheat-absorbingcapacityofheaters as affected
by the ratio of the effective heat-absorbing ('cold') surface
to the projected area of the furnace envelope (cold surface

plus refractory walls). This ratio is denoted by ^ and is

called the 'cold fraction' of the furnace envelope as illus-

trated for a cube on Fig. 3. With a given total liberation, a
heater with the furnace envelope completely covered with
cold surface (iff

= 1-0) will absorb by radiation the greatest

proportion of the available radiant heat energy, which is

unity on Fig. 2. When ^ is less than 1 -0 the total absorption

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

COLD FRACTION j>

FIG. 2. Relative effectiveness of

heat-absorbing surface as function
of 'cold fraction*. (Wohlenberg.)

of radiation is less but relative absorption per unit area is

greater. For instance, when ^ = 1 "0 the absorption per
cold face of a cube is 1 *0-^6 = 0-1 66, and when iff

= % the

absorption for this one face is 0-67.

Fig. 4 shows the relative effectiveness of circumferential
surface of tube banks with single and double rows of tubes

spaced on two diameters and placed in a cubical combus-
tion chamber when the cold fraction is varied from 0-166
to 1-0. The curves on this figure are derived from Figs. 1

and 2 according to the equation

where ES8 = the relative effectiveness of circumferential

surface,

i
= the relative effectiveness factor of circum-

ferential area of tube banks, as derived from
Fig. 1 (0-55 for a single-row tube bank and
0-31 for double-row tube banks),

A = the relative heat-absorbing capacity ofheaters
for the cold fraction involved as shown on

Fig. 2,

n = number of cold faces of the cube making up
the cold fraction.
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The values of relative effectiveness of tube banks and
their dix^imfonmtiEl arm stiown on F%t, 1, 2, and 4 apply
to banks irradiated from one skfce only and placed against
a iKJo-cotiductive wall which re-radiates to tlic tstnk all of
the heat that passes between the tote to this waH. Under
these conditions the effectiveness of tlie half of ttie drawn-
ferentkl area of the tubes facing the radiating plane (tlie

exposed face) is many times that of the half receiving heat

TCP FACE
TOP AND TOP BOTTOM
BOTTOM AND TWOSS AtLSCCS

COLD COLD COLD

FIG. 3. Diagramxr.ttk illustration of 'cold fraction.'

05

o
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*/s

ui

uj

I
'

_J

02 04 O OS

COLD FRACTION *

to

FIG. 4. Relative dSectwcucss of
circumferential surface as derived

from Figs. 1 and 2.

by re-iadiatiofi from the wail (the shielded face). For

example, with a stogie row of tubes placed cm a ceetre to

centre distance of two diameters, the escposed face of the

tubes has a relative eieciiveoess of0-66, wfoicli fa over 75%
of the effectiveness of the total surface and three times the

efiecdveiiessoftJhesiiki(fedface. With a bank having two

rows of tubes cm the same spacfag, the escposed face of the

of the second row ad sixteen times the eSective!ies& of the

sWdiledfaceofthefestHiw. Tlie average egectiwoess of

the total drcuerferaitM ai^a df tfieim raw is atoost twice

tibe average cffectivesoess f that of ttae second row.

With tubes kradialiBd &( both J^ies, tet is with ttie

bank placed between two radiating planes, both halves of

the ciixraiferaatial area of the tubes become 'exposed'

faces. WithaslD^iWQffiibesiiT^^
and spaced cm two iiaBWlas. the cfe^ivaEiess of the baric

fa double that of the exposed fie of a bank irradiated <m

one side, or i-32 of the ptae surface, ^stoii m appmxi-

imjtely 52% greater than the effectiveeess ofa similar bank

irradiated Iran one side orfy. With two rows of tubes

irradiated fbom both sides, each row has the same average

cifeethtsiess and the two rows have ma effectiveness

approximaicly ^>% greater than two mikr raws irradiated

from oiue side only.

In actual furnaces banks irradiated from both skks

form , as a general ruk, a snmller cx>ld fraction of the total

furnace envelope; the relative effectiveness of a bank

irradiated from both sides t$ therefore further increased

because of tie gimler effctrraie$$ of a bank with a tew
coid fr^^icm. Fig. 5 stiows the relative fffec^vemm ofcir-

cumfercntial tube surface of single- and doubk-row tube

Nmks as i^xtmlly piaced in the healers using irradimlion

from one and two sides, the latter being marked 'Equitliix'

ia the figure. The effectiveness of tlie circumferential area

of tubes spaced cm two diameters and placed in single rows

along all six sides of a cube (cold fraction K>) is taken as

FiQ, 5, Relative effectiveness of circumferential surface with

irradiation from one and two skies (equifiux).

unity in tMs comparison. Ttte effectiveness of banks irra-

diated from offside is ckrived on the basis of banks placed

in a oHBtwtiai! dteober 18 ft. n^le, 16 ft. high, and 4 ft

long (coM fraetioB afjpmxiimleiy 0-5), ^ik tlie rfecti^^

ness of tubes irradiated from both sides is derived cm a

basis of to bunks placed in tbe middle of a combust!

chamber 8 ft wide, 12 ft, Mgti, and 40 ft long (coMftactib

apprnxknateiy 0-35).

bmdiatioii fnn botfa ^des nol ontjf feopeases Ifec

of angle- and doubkHtyw

to dktritete tfee iieat iutouaty

faraice of tlie tobe HKH tsiifiMid^f so

imxraum rate of beat transfer to aiagr

Mgjia: average rales am fee

lor *
i of tfe

or nib tto
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same average rates, the iimxiimMn rate will be considerably
lower as shown qualitatively cm Fig. 6.

Hie effective furnace temperature 1> is theoretically the

k*garithmic mean temperature of the furnace as it changes
from the flame-burst temperature to the temperature of
exit gases from the radiant heat-absorbing chamber. It is

often referred to as the equilibrium temperature of the

furnace. Since the mean temperature is difficult to deter-

RADiATiNG PLANE

RERADIATWG WM-L

t t t t t ! t

RADIATING PLAICE

1RAD*ATK4 FROM ONE SJDC

t t 1 t 1 f 1 t

RAD4ATING Pt_ANE

IRRADIATION FROM BOTH SIDES

LEGEND>
DtREET RADIATION FROM PLANE
RERADiATION FROM WALL
TOTAL RADIATION
AVERAGE OVER TUBE SURFACE

FIG, 6. Flux distribution around tubes In a single-row bank
irradiated from one and two sides.

FLAME FURKACE TEMPERATURE F

FIG. 7. Radiant heat absorption relationships.

Example:
Flame-burst temperature, 3,200 F,

Liberated heat per sq. ft. of equivalent effective surface, 40,000
B.Th.U.

Temp, of heat-absorbing surface, 800 F.

Absorbed radiant heat per sq. ft of equivalent effective surface
21 rOOO B.ThJU.

Residual temp. oC gases, 1,550 F.

mine experimentally and rather cumbersome to calculate

accurately, it is substituted In the Stefan-Boltzmann equa-
tion by either the theoretical flame temperature or by the
exit gas temperature, and the coefficient Fe is changed to
accommodate the temperature chosen.

Fig. 7 is an alinement chart showing the
relationship

between the theoretical flame temperature, the temperature

BAStS-1 MOL OF GAS
CHARACTER!STICSOFGAS

CARBON
HYDROGEN 19SK
SP. GR(AfR1) 0.8

BT.U PERCUFT.1

10 20 3O 40 50 60 70 80 90 1C

PERCENT EXCESS AIR

FIG. 8. Combustion characteristics of cracking-still gas.

of the heat-absorbing surface, the quantity of generated
heat per square foot of effective surface per hour (diagonal
dashed line); the quantity of heat absorbed by radiation

for a given liberation and theoretical flame temperature
(horizontal dashed line) ; and the theoretical temperature of
the gases leaving the radiant heat-absorbing chamber, ifno
convection heat is applied to the surface in the chamber
(vertical dashed line). The curves are derived from the

Stefan-Boltzmann equation and the following simple

approximate relationship between the total available heat,
the heat absorbed by radiation, the theoretical flame

temperature, and the exit gas temperatures

f*\ HP ^^O *

\SG -1& J^U

where QG = the liberated heat above 60 F. per sq. ft. of

effective surface,

QR = the heat absorbed by radiation per sq. ft of

effective surface,
TQ = the theoretical flame-temperature, Rankine,
Tp = the effective furnace temperature, Rankine.



Figs. S and 9 show the tbe*>ret>cai flame temperature
obtained with different amounts of e*cm mir and different

air preheats when burning a representative crackiag-stit!

gas and cracked residue, and may be tied with sufficient

accuracy in conjunction with Fig. 7 for any cracked gas or
cracked residue normally burned in refineries.

The residual heat in the products of combtistioii kavtitg
the radiant heat-absorbing chamber ts recovered either in

supplementary tube banks, commonly called amwctMm
sections, or in air

prebeaters.
With high inlet oil tempera-

tures both convection sections and air preheaters are ottei

used, particularly at pknts where fuei is sufUcietitly valuable
to justify the installation of air preheaters.
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where g heat tranffcr, B.Th.U. per sq. ft per far.,

7^ =- the mean tog temperature difference of the

gases and the outSKk metal temperature,
'

F,,

4? the a3dSckfit erf bemt transfer, B.TktL per

sq.ft. per hr. per F.

The determination of the value of A is abo discussed

in the article referred to above, but a simple formula

23OO
O 10 20 30 40 50 6O 70 80 90

PERCENT >CESS Am
FKJ. 9. Combustion characto^tics of cracked residuum,

The mechanism ofheat transfer in theconvectkmsectiom
is somewhat complex, in that with the average gas tempera-
tures prevailing in convection sections of modern oil

heaters (1,300-1,800 F. inlet and 800-1,100 F, outlet) a

portion of the total heat supplied to the convection bank
is by radiation from the gases, the amount depending on
the gas temperature, the COt andHQ content of the gases,

and the clearance between the tubes which determines the

shape factor of the radiating gas layer. (See article on

Principles of Heat Transfer, Weir, Table IIL) Hgs, 10

and 11 show the radiant heat absorption from products of

combustion when burning gas and oil fuel, as in Figs. 8 and

9, with 50% excess air and clearances of 2 in. between the

tubes (shape factor approximately 2-8).

The purely convection heat transfer can be expressed by
the formula q = 7^

FIG. 10. Radiant teat absorption from products of
of cracking-still gas.

Example:
Gas Temperature, 1,600* F.

Surface teaperatiirc, 800 F.

Clearance between tubes, 4 in.

Total rmdiattJoii from CO, and HtO, 3,550 (at 1,60CT F.), 550 (at
Q0 F.) * 3,000 B.Th.U. persq. ft

proposed by Honrmd [11, 19321 may be used to cover the

present case, namely:

where G = mass velocity of the gases, in min, cross-sec-

tion, Ib. per sq. ft per sec.,

T a tempecatme of the gases, RankJne,
D <MaiBeter of tubes, in.

<m tibe above factors, he varies in practice
between 2 and 4 B.TliJlJ, per sq. ft. per far. perdegreeFafar^
and usually represents 30-60% of the overall heat transfer

in the coovectiofi section.

Modem petitteim heaters are,

to meet definite service requif^ne
heat load, thermal efficiency, and performance of tie

heat-absortng surface, but heat dtoilMrtMJsa and the ^a^
tonpcaratare ^Tect in the heater HM^tssefertietrtiaesc^ieB^

tkmaiKithedmi^ii^stoclcin^ TlietaiD-te^ei^WB
effect, whidh detennines &e dept ofdecocopositiQQ crflfee
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material heated, is often the most important service require-

ment and operating factor. Petroleum beaters can be

divided into three main groups, according to the amount
of decomposition obtained:

1 . Heaters used for heating only with little or no decom-

position.

2. Heaters where in addition to the heating, substantially

all of the decomposition desired for the refining pro-

cess is obtained in the heater.

3. Heaters where only partial decomposition is obtained

in the heater, the remainder of the reaction being

carried out in itsaction chambers or soaking drums,

usually not heated externally.

Heaters of the first group are designed to obtain mini-

mum time-temperature effect with the maximum tempera-

*4OO
TEMPERATURE -V

FJG. 11. Radiant heat absorption from products of combustion of
cracked residuum.

ture employed, and are used for non-destructive distillation

where no diemical change of the overhead and residual

products is desired, such as topping, atmospheric or
vacuum distillation, re-running, &c.

Heaters of the second group are designed to give maxi-

mum time^emperature effect at the highest operating

temperature employed, and are used with cracking units

for the lighter overhead stocks where no rea&tion chamber
is employed. These heaters are usually so designed that the

heating surface nearest the outlet from the heater is sub-

jected to lower rates of heat input than the rest of the tube
bank so as to provide an externally heated reaction or
*

soaking* section in the heater, where very little or no
increase in temperature is obtained.

Heatecs ofthe third group are the most difficult to design,

particularly for residual cracking stocks which are highly
sensitive to thermal treatment These heaters must be

designed for a time-temperature effect that will permit

the highest outlet temperatures, and consequently higbe&t

reaction chamber temperatures, to assure effective opera-

tion of the chamber, without excessive decomposition and

the resultant coke deposition in the heating coil itself.

With given cracking stocks, definite inlet and outlet

pressures and temperatures, and definite quantities of

material going through the heater, the time-temperature

effect of a heater is closely related to its temperature curve

or 'heating curve', which is obtained by plotting the tem-

perature of oil against either the length, the amount of

heating surface, or the volume of the coil. Since the heating

curve of a heater is determined by the relationship between

the beat requirements of the oil and the rates of heat

transfer at any point of the coil, the type of heating curve

obtained in a heater is one of its main characteristics.

As a general rule, the specific heat of hydrocarbons in-

creases with temperature so that the sensible heat require-

ments per degree temperature rise are increased as the oil

travels through the coil. When change of phase occurs

during heating, the increasing sensible heat requirements
are augmented by increasing amounts of latent heat of

evaporation. If decomposition occurs during heating,

resulting in conversion predominantly into lighter fractions,

as is the case with cracking, the heat requirements are

further increased by the heat of reaction and the higher

specific beat and latent heat of evaporation of the lighter

constituents formed. In some instances, the heat require-

ments per degree temperature rise at the end of the coil are

many times the requirements at the beginning of the coil, in

which case, to obtain a uniform temperature rise through-

out, it is necessary to apply at the end of the coil heat input

rates many times the rates at the beginning of the coil.

Fig, 12 shows the most common types of heating curves

obtained with different heat requirements and rates of

heat input through the coil. While smooth heating curves

are actually obtained in most heaters, the change of heat

transfer rates may be quite abrupt from zone to zone,

so that the actual heat input rate curves of a heater may
consist of a series of steps rather than the smooth curves or

straight lines on Fig. 12. Heating curve 12 A is obtained

when the heat input into the oil increases at a greater rate

than the heat requirements of the oil as it passes through
the coil. Heating curve 12 B is obtained when the heat

input increases at the same rate as the heat requirement
of the oil as it passes through the coil. Heating curve 12 C
is obtained with increasing heat requirements and uniform

rates of heat transfer sufficiently high to maintain some

temperature rise of the oil through the coil. Heating curve

12 D is obtained with increasing heat requirements and

decreasing rates of heat input. The same type of heating

curve may be obtained with uniform heat input rates and

increasing heat requirements if these rates are sufficient to

maintain a temperature rise of the oil only through tEe

lower temperature range where the heat requirements are

comparatively low.

The coils of most commercial heaters can be represented
as a series of sections with one of the above heating curves*

A bare tube convection section with countercurrent flow of

comparatively high-temperature gases and comparatively

low-temperature oil normally has a heating curve as shown
on 12 A; with higher oil temperatures, the heating curve

may be as 12 A in the bottom section and as 12 B in the

top section; with concurrent flow of comparatively high

temperature gases and high temperature oil, a heating curve

as shown on 12D may be obtained. Radiant sections with
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sobstaatklly uniform rates of beat transfer crawly tiaw
a heating curve as shown on 1 2 C

IB a beater where the oil passes im countercurrcntjy
throtigh a convection section and tfaeti through a radiant
section with substantially uniform mud comparatively hi^i
rates of heat input, a heating curve as shown on 12 is

normally obtained. Tim curve b a composite ofcmwlIA
for the convection section and curve 12 C for the radiant
bank. In many group 2 heaters, where the tennperature
through the soaking section is maintained substantially

constant, and where the heat of reaction is the determining

LEI*GTH OF COIL LENGTH OF CO*.

FIG. 12. Relationships between beat requirements, beat
transfer rates, and heating curve.

factor ofthe heat requirements, a relatkiisliip ofheat trans-

fer rates, heat lequiranmts, and heating curve as shown on
12 Fmay be obtained, particularly if the soaking section is

located in a convection section with omcorreot flow of oil

and gases, or in a separately fired combustion chamber
with lower average rates ofheat input toward the cod ofthe

soaking section.

A pfoperiy designed healer, partkaiairtya healer mtended
for group 2 or group 3 service* is aheaterwtwe the rdatioa-

ship of heat transfer rates and heat requirements is such as

to produce a heating curve tfaat wH give tlie timo-tempera-
ture effect most suitable for ihe service intended. Failure

to design a heater witii this recptemei^ in view may resiiit

in the heater being the limiting factor of die whole unit,

which may have to be operated in a certain way to keep to

a nmimuna troubles with file feeate; such as local over-

Iieating, coke deposition in certain sections of the cofl

because of poor time-ternperature relationship IB the coil,

low coaveoioii per pass, &c, T&ediesigH ofheaters to meet
a specific ttme4emparatoe rdatkmsliip is a o>mi>aratiwly
recent development ami the data fee such design are as yet

jealously guarded secnets of the organizations engaged in

this specialized work. Hx discussion ofthe types ofheaters

carrano&ly used in the petrokum industry has therefore

to be limited to general principks.
A number of typkal furnace arrangements are shown

below to illustrate the tread of de^elopraetit outlined above.

FIG. 13. Fkbc gas recirculatiiig furnace, /, oil inleC O, oil outlet.

Fig, 13 sliows a type of fine-gas redrafting heater

where the lednculated gases are introduced tfaroogfa the

bridge wall directly from the tube chamber to the combus-
tion chamber without auxiliary Sues. A number of small

faas as ^bown, or steain-mjector jets, are used for fb$-@as
recirculation. As a geoeral rak, this type of heater was
used for group 3 service, and with countercurreot Sow
of gases and the oil with rccircaiating ratios below 2 ga^ra

a heating curve as shown on 12 A. By increasing tiie

recirculating ratio, this heater can be operated to give

heating curves as shown on 12 B and 12 C, ^lefe^ero^
witfe high oil outletand comparativelyk>wgas intet tempera-
ture and gas-recirculating ratios of the order of4 :1.

Fig. 14 shows an early shielded radiant tat-oO I^aterm
whkh a roof bank was installed to absorb sufficient heat

fixmn tlie gases to permit their use withotit recirco^tloii for
*

yajn
*

Co
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comparatively high amounts of excess air (100%) to reduce

the temperature of the gases entering the main bank. Hm
heater was used for group 1 service and had a heating curve

similar to that shown on Fig. 12 C.

Fig. 15 shows another type of an early shielded radiant

oa mj\^. A.IR -,
-S

14. Early siiidkied tube radiant heat oil-heater. /, oil inlet,

0, oil outlet. C, outside cross-over. , burners.

, /\

FIG. 15. Early shielded flame radiant heat oil-heater.

7, oil inlet. O, oil outlet C, outside cross-over.

FIG. 16, Early open-flame heater with roof tubes
EffectivGttess of drcumfereotial surface from Fig.
B, burners.

protect the roof bank from the full radiation in the com-
bustion chamber, the roof tubes were covered with ceramic
enclosures over the combustion chamber, where radiation
was the most intense, and with cast-iron enclosures over
the main bank. The heater was normally operated with

FIG. 17. Updraught cylindrical heater. Frac-
tion cold, 0-85. Effectiveness of circumferential
surface from Fig. 4, 0-06. 7, oil inlet. O, oil

outlet. Bt burner, P, air preheater

heat oil-heater where carborundum muffles were placed
around the flames to protect the comparatively small

amount of radiant heat-absorbing surface from direct

radiation. The heater was intended for operation with low
excess air to obtain high flame temperatures and the

highest possible radiation through the carbo-

rundum. With the flow as shown, the heater

was primarily used for group 2 service to give
a heating curve substantially as shown cm

Fig. 12 F.

Fig. 16 shows an early open-flame radiant

heat oil-heater with a much larger combustion
chamber than that of the heater shown on

Fig. 14, and with approximately one-half of
the total tube bank located along the roof of

the combustion chamber to permit the use of
bare radiant heating tubes and open flames.

With two rows oftubes and the flow as shown,
this heater is used for group 1 and group 3

service. A heating curveintermediate between,
that shown on 13 E and 13 F is normally
obtained. With the reversed flow through the

two-row roof bank, that is, with the oS

entering the second row and leaving through
the first, a heating curve intermediate between
12 B and 12 C is normally obtained. With
three or more rows of tubes in the roof bank
and with the oil entering the lowest row and

leaving from the highest row, this heater is

used for group 2 service and gives a heating
curve approaching that shown on Fig. 12 F.

Fig. 17 shows an updraught heater consisting of a vertical

cylindrical section with the tubes placed round the whole
circumference of this section. The convection sectionwhen
used is very small, and an alloy air preheater is usually
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employed to reduce the tOTpermtiOT of t^e gases gomg 10
the stack. This heater b mod primarily Ibc group 3 iorviae
and gives a heating oiw of the type shown <m Fig. 12 C
The heaters shown on Figs. 14 and 1 7 ne$raeiii the ecrah

plete range of pcoportiom of radknt heat-mbsorfetng ^IT-

in tunnel F. With all the air passing through

FIG. 18. Single end-fined roof and floor tube heater. Cold Frac-

tion, 0-4 1 . Effectiveness of dnaiiBfemitial surface frota Fig, 4t 0-20.

/, oil inlet. O9 oil outlet. C, outside cross-o^er.

face to total surface used varying from a cold fraction of
kss than one-sixth to five-sixths, with the rektiw effectives-

ness of the radiant heat-absorbing surface varying from
0-35 to 0-06. The heater shown on Fig, 14 had too fcttk

radiant heat-absorbing surface, so that shielding of the

surface was required to protect these

tubes from overheating. The heater

shown on Fig. 17 has too much
radiant heat-absorbing surface in

proportion to the furnace envelope,
with the result that the effectiveness

ofthe surface is comparatively low.

Fig. 18 shows a heater with

approximately 50% of the total

heat-absorbing surface located

along the roof and the floor of the

combustion chamber. The tube

banks in the combustion chamber
form approximately two-fifths of
the area of the furnace envelope.
With single rows of tubes used in

the combustion chamber, the

optimum effectiveness of the cir-

cumferential area is obtained. As a

general rule, the floor tubes of the

heater are the tubes of the highest
rates of heat input, and with the

flow as shown a heating curve

intermediate between 12 #and 12 C
is normally obtained. Jim type of
heater is used on cracking units for gxoop 3 service, particu-

larly when processing heavy residua! oils.

This heater can be operated to obtain a limited control

of the heating curve by changing the character of the

Same and therefore their relative rates of heat input into

the convection section, the roof tubes, and the floor tubes

of the heater. The burners fire through three-orapartmeat

firing tunnels, of which the centre tunnel F is the firing

tame! proper and the upper and lower tunnels A and #are
for admission of secondary air to the fuel after its ignition

mpartmeiit
Fas primary air, mod short non-!urninous

fi|roes,
die rates

of heal input into the floor tubes mud the roof tubes near

the firing wail are proportionally lower, and the rates of

heal input into the convection section and the roof tubes

ow the bridge wal 1 and near the back wail of the heater

aie proportionally higher than if only a portion of the air

is sent through compartraent F and the rest of the air used

as secondary air through compartments A and #to produce
luminous flames. By restricting the fbw of air through

compartment F and admitting a large portion of the air

throtigti ampmitmeot A, sen^uiniiiou& flames with a

hotter face toward the floor tubes is obtained. This

increases the rates of heat input into these floor tubes. By
restricting the primary air in compartment Fand admitting
all of the secondary air through compartment B, semi-

Juminoos or luminous flames with a hotter face toward the

roof tubes are obtained, which increases the rates of heat

input into these tubes, In the manner the heating curve

for the complete coil can be varied from that as siiown cm
12 E to a composite of heating curve 12 A for thecoiwec-

tkm section and heating curves !2#or 12 Cfor either the

floor or the roof tubes,

Fig. 19 shows schematically one type of a multi-cell

'Equiflux* heater, in which each radiant heat-absorbing
tube bank is healed from both sides, and a common con-

vection section is used to cool the gases from the cells and

preheat the oil entering the cells. As many cells as the pro-
cess requires may be used in the same manner or with sepa-
rate convection sections for each cell. As the heat-absorbing
surface in the cells is irradiated from both sides it has a

FIG. 19. Multi-cell equiflux heater.

much greater average effectiver>ess for a given i

intensity oe any portion ofthe tube drctimferaice than caa
be obtained in any of the heaters previotisty desorijed

(see Fig. 6). As a general rule, the<x^dfra^k^rtheti*e
bank ie this type of heater varies from 0-24 to 0-35, wlpefe

further increases the effectiveness of the surface ased.

The OTiiti-eell arrangement permits a wide variation in

the heating curves by altering the amxmm& between
tubes in each tube-bank and between Hie di!eft celfe* hf
regulating the firing on each skleoCeacb tafoe-fenk, and
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of course adjusting tfoe relative beat input to the different

cells-

For instance, instead of connecting the tubes in a tube-

bank all in series, criss-cross fashion, the oil may be

arranged to pass first through one-half of the vertical bank

and then in series through the other half, the heating curve

can then be changed from 12 B to 12 D by regulating

the heating on each side. For large throughputs the oil

can be made to pass tiiroegh the two halves of each

tube-bonk unparaBe! and any desired heating curve ob-

tained by suitably firing the different cells connected in

series.

Tlie general design of petroleum refining equipment is

toward larger, more efficient units that are responsive to

accurate control of operating conditions, and that are

sufficiently flexible to meet a comparatively wide range of

these conditions to take care of the possible changes in

stocks processed and final products desired. With the

constantly increasing demand for petroleum products that

have to meet rigid specifications, and with these specifica-

tions changing rapidly, inflexible petroleum refining equip-

ment may become obsolete and may require rebuilding or

replacement long before it shows appreciable signs ofwear

and tear.
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INSULATION

HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH INSULATION
By EDAR C RACK, B.S, ASMJL

Consulting j^&imv Johns-Manvilk Cerp&rathn

THE fundamental laws of l^ttrai^^
vectioo, and radiation are dibcussed in the artick

4

Principks
of Heat Transfer'; the flow of heal tfaiOTtgh insulation m
therefore treated as a specialized application of these prin-

ciples to the particular conditions m this field. Further-

more* since nearly aH operations ia the petroleum industry
are now carried out by continuous processes, o&ty steady
state conditions will be consideftd ia which the toajpora-
teres are steady thnmgfaoot the systea.
One important feature in nearly aB cases of heat transfer

through insulation is that the wfaofe of the tiaiiperattire

drop between the lagged surface and the outside air does
not occur in the body of the laggmg itselfas there are other

thermal resistances in the path of the flow of heat. TTse

most obvious of these is the thermal resistance at the

external surface of the insulation. There may also be a
corresponding resistance caused by the poor mechanica!
contact between the inner surface of the insulation and the

surface of the lagged body.
Problems of this type are therefore dearly best treated

as heat flow through thermal resistances in series according
to the equation (equation (6) in the artkte referred to

above) ^
q "

JsTf^+^+Z+jC 0)

where q = rate of heat flow, B,Th.U. per hr.

(6~~&} overall terapemtune deference, F.

j&t, R& jR,,..., RK = thermal resistances (in series).

It may be of assistance to mention that there is an exact

analogy to this equation to be found in Ohm's few which
states that the currant in a circuit consisting of a number
of resistances connected in series is equal to the total

potential difference divided by the sun of all the resistances

in series.

These thermal resistances may be regarded either as the

resistance to heat flow of a given thickness X (ft.) of

material of thermal conductivity k (B.Tfa.U./sq. ft. hr. F,

for 1 ft thickness) having an area at right angles to the

direction of heat flow A (sq. ft), that is,

or as the resistance to heat low at a surface of sepratkm
of two media having a known a^&^^rfheattrai^fer A

(B.Th-U./ sq. ft hr. F.^ in which case

^"a- {3)

The most general case normally met with in insulation

problems is that represented by two surface resistances,

oiie at each face of the insulation, and the insulation itself

being made up of a mmi>er of layers of dffiarcat con-

ductivity. In this case equation (1) may be written

(4)

where 5 and ^ are the temperatures of the media on eacfa

side of a composite wall of insulation of total thktoea

FwW between Psnuldi

The application of this equation to the case of a large

plane surface centred with ii

presents HO difficulties because h^c the a^ea thrmigli whidh
the heat Hows is comtaat, i.e.

A ^ x4|
^^ An - A'.

We can therefore divide both sides of equation (4) by A to

obtain a new equation in terms of q'A, the rate of heat

Sow per unit area which we wtB denote by fi (B,T1i.U./sq.
ft. hr.):

Q -
1 x x x r
i -L. "i! -L j? -1,

|

*
-!

l A /Cj /* rt

The terms in the denominator are now thermal resistances

/<3ri*rafrsrmofpaJth. In this case Xl9 JT
?,^ Z^ the thick-

nesses of the various layers of insulating material, and

ti, *,*.*, * thrir tfaoiml conductivities, nai^ be kaowau
Hje lie^ tarai^fa coeffid^t at inner aad ot^ca: ^riaces,
A and h\ must also be evaluated as explained later. The
heat loss per unit area caa Hiee be cakuiated from the

ICBOITO owafi leoqiorato
If there aitt filler <arfsiQS reffigfai

due to an air space b^ween two layers of insiiiation,

caa be aUov^rd for by adding another term 1/F to the

Radial Flow between Cooceotric Cylinders

Hie other case of great practical importaace is the radial

flow of heat from a cyfodrical mirface socfa as a steam pipe

through a layer of iiisulationof uniform thickness. lathfe

case the wp^&^Mm crfeqnatkm <4) fc BC^ quite so simple
because the aim through 'which the heat actually flows fa

no longer constant It is, however, convenient in practice
to calculate the het low through all the various layers ia

teras of heat loss per unit area of 0f*e particular surface,

and the i^r^r stHfece of the pipe insoktkM is chosen for

this purpose because this is the surface at which tfaore fe

a surface resistance which should always be taken into

account

The rate of heat transfer through a singie layer of

cylindrical insulation par unit area of outer surface may be

written in the fora (see equation (11) m '

Transfer*)
-J^ n -"

where

f! and 8* oC k^er and

and rs =* ^QCC and outer radii
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The rate of heat flow per unit area of the inner surface
(the pipe surface) can be simply calculated, if required, by

If this layer is regarded as one of the intermediate layers
of a composite pipe covering which has an outer radius rn>
the heat flow must then be expressed in terms of a rate of
heat flow per unit area of this outer surface as follows:

2wr7 (7)

It will be noted that the expression /^log/r^/i) occupies
the same position in equation (7) as the thickness terms
Xl9 Xt, &c., occupy in equation (5). It has the dimensions
ofa length, and, in fact, this logarithmic term is frequently
referred to for convenience as the

4

equivalent thickness'.

It is numerically equal to the thickness of material on a flat

surface which would be required to give the same rate of
heat transfer per square foot as that passing through the
outer surface of the cylindrical surface of the insulation on
the pipe.

The resistance of the cylindrical layer of insulation be-
tween /i and r2 per unit area of outer surface will there-

fore be seen to be equal to >logc(r2/r1)/&.

The coefficient of heat transfer h' at the outer surface
can clearly be used without modification as a surface

resistance I//*'.

The surface resistance at the inner surface may also be

quite simply expressed in terms of the rate of heat flow per
unit area of outer surface. It is easy to see that the effective

value of this resistance is increased in the ratio of the outer
to the inner radii. We must therefore write (rn/r) x (l/K)
in place of I/A.

The equation for a composite pipe covering consisting
of a series of cylindrical layers of insulation of uniform

thickness, with a surface resistance at the inner and outer

surfaces, can now be written down in terms of the rate of
heat flow per unit area of outer surface as follows:

i). ()

where Q = rate of heat flow per unit area of outer

surface,
B and 0' = temperatures of inner and outer media

respectively,

h and h' = heat transfer coefficients at inner and
outer surfaces respectively,

r and rn = inner and outer radii respectively,
rl3 7-2,..., rn = outer radii of successive layers of in-

sulation,

,&i> &*>, &n = conductivities of successive layers cor-

responding to above,
i.e. ki conductivity of layer r to rl9

kn conductivity of layer rM to r.

The similarity between equations (8) and (5) is apparent
when it is remembered that the expressions rn lo&, (rx//-), &c.,
take the place of the thicknesses Xl9 &c., in equation (5).

Thus writing X^ = r l

equation (8) becomes

multiplying Q' by the ratio of the outer to the inner radius
thus:

f
Q x Q'. (g\

f \ j

The logarithmic terms in equation (8) are evaluated in the
usual way from ordinary log tables using the identity

loSfifoA") = 2-301 logiofo/r).

The application of equation (5) may be illustrated by
means of a composite wall consisting of two layers with
two surface resistances, as shown in Fig. 1, and may be
expressed as follows:

Q =
1

h
J_

h'

nm
(10)

-\AAT

B

FIG. 1.

If 0, , JTi, JT2 are known and h9 h', kl9 k2 can be estimated,
it is possible to calculate the intermediate temperatures
0o, 0i, #2 by simple proportion. Thus, working from the
outside inwards, we have

J_
h'

(lla)

and

or

!-*' = fix + * = -00 x

(,110)

and similarly for which is, however, more simply cal-
culated from the inside temperature thus:

1

h
(He)

Alternatively, it may be simpler to calculate Q from
equation (5) and then substitute successively in equa-
tion (10).
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Calculation of Intermediate Temperatures

It is necessary to know the temperatures at intermediate

points in a composite layer of insulation for two reasons.

Firstly, because the thermal conductivity of all insulating

materials varies with the temperature and the mean con-

ductivity of the material must therefore be known in order

to calculate the heat loss. Secondly, there is usually a fairly

definite limit to the temperature at which any particular

insulating material can be used, and as the high-tempera-
ture materials are the most expensive they are limited in

practice to that fraction of the total thickness of insulation

in which the temperature exceeds the safe temperature of

the cheaper low-temperature material.

In the cases under consideration there is the same rate

ofheat flow through each ofthe elements ofconstruction of

the composite insulation including the surface resistance.

The temperature drop across any individual element is

therefore obviously proportional to its resistance.

This simple method of calculating the intermediate tem-

peratures assumes that the appropriate values for h, h\ k^
and kz are known beforehand. As, unfortunately, these

coefficients themselves depend to a considerable extent on
the temperature they cannot be evaluated until the tem-

peratures are known. However, it is found in practice that

if tables or curves are available giving the values of these

coefficients over the range of temperature required, it is

a simple matter to arrive at the correct solution to any

problem by successive approximations.
It must always be remembered in this connexion that in

all practical calculations of thermal insulation there are

usually several factors which cannot be evaluated exactly,

so that, even if the thermal conductivity for the materials

were accurately known, the calculation cannot be expected
to be very exact. For instance, it is impossible hi practice

to obtain perfect contact between surfaces, and therefore

a slight difference in temperature between surfaces nomi-

nally in contact will always occur. Unless a definite air

space is formed between the layers ofinsulation, the contact

resistance cannot be properly allowed for and has to be

neglected. The surface resistance at the external face of

the insulation depends on various factors, as will be seen

later, such as wind or draughts, surface emissivity, &c., and

the effective temperature of the external medium &' may be

difficult to estimate, due, for instance, to the presence of

hot radiating surfaces, sunshine, &c.

Mean Conductivity

As already mentioned, the thermal conductivity of in-

sulating materials varies with the temperature. As a first

step in any calculation the approximate temperatures of

the materials are first guessed at and the corresponding
thermal conductivities read from the tables or curves for

the material. These conductivities are then used to cal-

culate the temperatures in the lagging in order to choose

the correct value for the conductivities.

At this point we must decide what the correct con-

ductivity is for use in the equations given above when there

is a substantial difference in temperature between the two

sides of any particular layer. It is shown in the article on

'Principles of Heat Transfer* that the correct value in all

such cases is the true mean value obtained by integrating

the conductivity over the range of temperature. However,
in nearly all practical cases the conductivity can be taken

to be a linear function of the temperature, at least over the

range of temperature under discussion, in which case the

true mean conductivity is equal to the conductivity at

the arithmetk mean of the upper and lower limits of tem-

perature.

Surface Resistance

Thermal insulation is applied in a great variety of dr-

cumstances in the petroleum industry, but there is nearly

always one surface resistance to be taken into account,

namely, at the outside surface of the insulation in contact

with the air, as, for instance, with lagged steam pipes or

fractionating towers. In such cases, with the insulation

fitting closely to the metal wall, this is the only surface

resistance which need be considered because the tempera-
tures of the metal walls are known.

In other cases, such as the insulating walls ofa cold-room
or a duct carrying preheated air to a furnace, there is a

similar surface resistance on the inside to be allowed for

in calculating the transfer of heat from the air on one side

of the insulation to the air on the other side.

It will, of course, be realized that with properly designed

lagging the surface resistance is only a minor factor in

determining the heat flow, and in such cases only an

approximate calculation is necessary. On the other hand,
the surface resistance is obviously the most important
factor in controlling the temperature of the surface of the

lagging, and this is of importance in the lagging of pipes

carrying cold brine when condensation of dew from the

atmosphere is to be avoided [5, 1936].

In this article only the usual case of heat transfer from
a surface in contact with air will be considered. Reference

must be made to the article on the ^Principles of Heat
Transfer' for methods of calculating the heat transfer

coefficient in other circumstances and also for the prin-

ciples underlying the radiation and convection of heat

from solid surfaces which together determine the surface

resistance.

The heat transfer coefficient due to radiation kr must be

determined independently of that due to convection he as

shown below. The surface resistance for unit area is then

given by l/(/*r-f-/tc).

Radiation Effect

Heat transfer by radiation is defined by the Stefan-

Bolzman law, but for the present purpose it is required in

terms of a heat transfer coefficient h as follows for British

units:

hr
= ' (12)

where hr = heat transfer coefficient (B.Th.U. / sq. ft. hr. F.),

T! = temperature of radiating surface ( Rankine),

T2
= temperature of surroundings ( Rankine),

Fe
= emissivity factor,

F9
= factor of geometrical arrangement.

The factorFe depends on the emissivities ofthe surfacesand

the geometrical arrangement and varies between el9 when

the radiating body is small compared with the distance

to the surroundings, and

i+i-i'

when the distance is small compared with the radiating

surfaces e and e^ being the emissivities of the radiating

surface and the surroundings respectively.
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The factor Fg is equal to 1-0 when, as in the present

instance, a complete body as distinct from elements of two

radiating surfaces is considered.

The ernissivity of particular surfaces can be obtained

from tables of this property, but it will be found that, apart
from polished metallic surfaces, ordinary materials such as

brick, wood, concrete, plaster, as well as all non-metallic

paints irrespective of colour, have emissivities differing

little from 0-90 to 0-95. The factor Fc will then vary be-

tween 0-95 and 0-81, and the value 0*90 may be used with

sufficient accuracy in most cases.

The value of h? calculated by equation (12), using a value

ofFexF8 = 1-0, is shown as a family of curves in Fig. 2

to save calculation, in which ^ and &z indicate the tem-

peratures in F. corresponding to the absolute tempera-
tures Ti and Tt in Rankine.

O ZOO 40O 000 300 I.OOO 1.2QO t,4OO J.6OO IJSOO 2/3OO Z^OO ^,<OO
t
- TEMPERAJURE* OK. r,

FIG, 2.

Convection Effect

The heat loss by natural convection from large surfaces

is proportional to the five-fourths power of the temperature
difference, and therefore the heat transfer coefficient is pro-
portional to the one-fourth power. For large vertical sur-

faces it is given with reasonable accuracy in British units

by the equation .^ (13)

where ht = heat transfer coefficient (B.Th.U./ sq. ft. hr. F.),

&i = temperature of surface ( F.),

0<j
= temperature of air ( F.).

For horizontal surfaces facing upwards and hotter than
the air or facing downwards and colder than the air the
values given by equation (13) should be increased by
30%, and for horizontal surfaces facing upwards and
colder than the air or feeing downwards and hotter than
the air the values should be decreased by about 30%
[11, 1935].

For a hot ceiling or a cold floor the convection should

theoretically be zero, but owing to convection currents
from the walls and other sources of disturbance a good

value to use appears to be about 35% of that given by

equation (13).

For horizontal and vertical cylindrical surfaces the co-

efficient increases considerably as the diameter is decreased

below about 2 ft., and the factor for use in equation (13) in

. place of 0-28 is shown hi Fig. 3.

6 Q tO tZ 14 16 JQ 20 22 24
D-D1AME7ER OT CYLIHDZR IN INCHES

FIG. 3.

For short vertical surfaces the coefficient is also greater

than for tall. The percentage increase in the coefficient for

vertical cylinders shorter than 2 ft. is shown in Fig. 4.

175

3e*

I

!

<

5
*j .

r
*

24- 20 16 12 3
HEIGHT OF CYLINDER /N /NCH5

FIG. 4.

The effect of comparatively small air velocities past a

surface is to increase the heat transfer coefficient at the sur-

face very greatly.

For the purpose of calculating the heat transfer coeffi-

cient for air velocities up to 1,000 ft. per minute the fol-

lowing equation is recommended:

= (1-09+0*0038*0^, (14*)
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and above 2,000 ft. per minute,

h* = (0022P-78
)A ,

where
046)

hcv heat transfer coefficient for velocity V (B.Th.U. /

sq.ft.hr. F.),

hc = heat transfer coefficient by equation (1 3) (B.Th.U. /

sq. ft. hr. F.),

y = air velocity in ft. per minute.

The curves in Fig. 5 show the combined heat transfer

coefficient due to radiation and convection for fiat vertical

surfaces by means of the above equations for a range of
surface temperatures and air velocities, assuming an emls-

sivity factor of 0-90 and a temperature of SO F. for the

air and surroundings.

AIR VELOCITY-FET PER MIN.

FIG. 5.

The above discussion as to effect of adjacent air move-
ment on losses through insulation is based on flow of air

over the surface of the insulation, and only applies to cases

where the insulation is tightly sealed. If the condition of

the insulation is such that the air may circulate through
cracks and crevices in the insulation, the increases may be

far greater than those given above. Therefore, it is essential

that all insulation be sealed as tightly as possible: this is

particularly true of insulation located out of doors.

Economical Thickness of Insulation

The engineer is frequently called upon to determine what

thickness ofinsulation will give the most economical results

under specified conditions of service. It is apparent that

beyond the limits of a certain thickness, the saving which

will result for added increments of insulation will be in-

sufficient to justify the additional cost The following

rational method for arriving at the optimum thickness of

material for use has been discussed in detail by McMillan

[8,1926].

The solution of a problem in the economics of insulation

thickness involves the following controlling factors, each

of which must be first definitely determined.

1* Hours of Operation per Year (7). When the equipment
will not be in operation for the entire year, the actual

number of hours per year that heat energy is supplied
should be used.

2. Te^perate^EHfi*erence(^--^). 6l is the temperature
of the warmer surface to which the insulation will be

applied and # the temperature of the air surrounding the

equipment. The solution is not dependent upon the heat

loss from the uninsulated equipment, but it does assume
that #! remains constant with varying amounts of insulation
in place. This condition is met exactly in some cases, such

as for saturated vapour lines. For some other conditions,

as in temperature-controlled furnaces, constancy of X is

closely obtained.

3. Cost of Heat (M). This factor will necessarily vary
with the type of fuel burned, location of plant or equip-

ment, &c. The actual value of heat at the point where

insulation is to be applied should be used, expressed in

dolkrs per million available B/TbuU.
4. Con&ictiYityofIiiSiilatiom(A:^ The actual value of this

factor is necessarily dependent upon the mean temperature
of a material of unknown thickness. The inner surface

temperature $l will be known, and it is, therefore, necessary

to assume a value for the mean temperature from which

a determination of k is made by reference to curves or

tables. This assumed value can be readily checked after

solution of the problem. However, it is seldom found

necessary to make a second determination, unless the

conductivity of the material increases very rapidly with

temperature.
5. Cost of Insulation (c). This factor is the cost of the

material plus its application costs, expressed in dollars per

square foot per inch of thickness. It should be remembered

that the total applied cost for a greater thickness is less

than would be expected from the list prices of the thicker

insulation. However, if it is assumed that the applied cost

is directly proportional to thickness, this assumption should

not affect the precision of the final result to such an extent

as to require a second determination. The thickness chosen

for use will naturally be the commercially available thkk-

ness nearest that determined.

6. Percent. AnnualFixedCiiarges(cO. This factorincludes

the return desired on the investment, depreciation, in-

surance, &c. Hence it is the total anrniaT fixed charges as

applied against the total applied cost of the insulation

expressed as a percentage.

7. Thermal Resistance of Uninsulated Structure CK). This

factor is the sum of the resistances of all other elements

in the construction, including any surface resistances.

As the thickness ofinsulation applied to a piece of equip-
ment or to a construction is increased, the cost of the heat

lost per year is decreased, but the annual cost of insulation

(first cost multiplied by per cent, fixed charges) is increased.

Therefore, the thickness at which the sum of these two

costs is a minimum is obviously the most economical or

the optimum thickness. Where only one material is desired

for application to a flat surface, this thickness may be deter-

mined from the equation
/ /_7-\

fc, 05)

in which L is the optimum thickness, k is the conductivity,

b is the annual cost of insulation per inch of thickness

(b = cd)y. R is the combined thermal resistance of all other

elements in the construction, and the factor

a = 10~$7(^ #o)M, (16)

in which the terms have been defined above. Table I gives
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values of a for various temperature differences and various

values of heat. The value of Y is taken as 8,760, i.e. one

full working year.

TABLE I

Values ofa

Temp. Value of heat in dollars per million available B.Th.U.

Composite Insulation

It is frequently necessary to apply more than one type
of material to the hot surface of equipment. In such cases

the outer layer of material has high insulation efficiency,

but its use is limited by the temperature at which physical
or chemical alterations may occur. Hence an inner layer

of a more refractory material is first applied, which can

withstand the higher temperatures, but which may have

lower insulation efficiency. This case has been analysed by
Patton [9, 1932], who gives the following rational method
of solution.

Hie problem consists in first applying an inner layer of

material of such thickness that its outside surface will be

at a temperature sufficiently low for safe application of the

outer layer of material, and second in making the selection

of the optimum thickness of each material commensurate
with the first condition. It is obvious that the outer layer

of the more efficient material should be applied as soon as

the outer surface temperature of the inner layer will permit.
The solution of this problem then requires the following
data additional to those outlined above.

1. Temperature between Layers (8^. 2 is the temperature
at which it will be safe to apply the outer layer of material.

This temperature will not be more than the temperature at

which physical or chemical alteration of the outer layer will

occur. The temperature drop through the inner layer of

material will then be (#! 2), while (82 a) will represent
the difference in temperature between that of the inner sur-

face of the outer material and that of the surrounding air.

2. Conductivities of Materials (k and k^. The conducti-

vity of the inner and outer layers of material at their mean
temperatures under the conditions of operation are k and
&2 respectively.

3. Costs of Materials (cx and c^. The total applied costs,

as above, per inch of thickness for the inner and outer

layers of material are represented by cx and cz respectively.
The optimum thickness of the outer layer of material

applied to a flat surface can be expressed as

Y.M.

(17)

The optimum thickness of the inner layer of the more
highly refractory material may then be determined by the

equation

In the case of pipe surfaces McMillan [8, 1926] states

that the equation for economical thickness is not quite so

simple, yet that it is by no means as formidable as it appears
at first sight. For one material, the cost of which may be

expressed by the equation

Cost per linear foot (r2 r1)+(a constant), (19)

All terms in these equations have previously been defined

except R8 which is surface resistance = \jh.

The so-called 'Standard List Prices' of sectional pipe
insulation are in reasonably close agreement with equation

(19) for thicknesses greater than 1 in. Prices of natural

cork, rock cork, hair felt, mineral and rock-wool pipe

coverings do not agree with 'Standard List', and therefore

these equations, (19), (20), and (21), do not apply to these

materials.

Recognizing that the first term within the parentheses is

equivalent thickness, the close similarity to equation (15)

is at once apparent, since equation (15) may be written for

one material

Before proceeding with the solution of equation (20), the

equation for economical thickness of the outer layer of

insulation over one or more layers of materials having
different conductivities will be written, since the same
charts may be used for the solution of equations involving

all such combinations. This equation, given below, is

written for a combination of two materials, but for more
than two the equation is of exactly the same form. The

only difference will be the addition of other terms Like the

second term inside the brackets and the substitution of

appropriate values of r where rs appears in the equation.

(21)

In this equation all terms have been previously defined.

The solution of equation (21) for 16-in. pipe is illustrated

in Fig. 6; a, k, and b are established by the conditions of

X

I 2 3 4 S
ECONOMICAL THICKNESS OF INSULATION INCHES
ON CYLINDRICAL SURFACE i6"DJA.

FIG. 6.
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the problem. Knowing the value of^](ak/b) the economical
thickness may be read directly from the chart. For ex-

ample, if *J(ak/b)
= 4-0, and if no surface resistance is to

be considered, the economical thickness is 3-03 in. If

jRg k = 0-3 in., the economical thickness is 2-80 in. If there

is a first layer of material 1 in. thick, and ifthe conductivity
of that layer is 2-0 times that of the second layer (and
jRsk 0-3), the economical thickness of the second layer
is 2-38 in. For intermediate values interpolations may be
made. Naturally the thickness chosen would be the

commercially available thickness nearest the thickness

found on the chart.

The solution is graphical, it is true, and it may be asked

why not, then, make a graphical solution in the first place

by plotting the sum of the losses per year and costs per
year for a number of thicknesses and taking the low point
as the economical thickness? The answer is, that each
solution by that or other equivalent methods requires a
number of calculations, the plotting of a curve, and the

location of the minimum point or the point where tangents
are parallel, all of which is tedious,, and the last step of
which is likely to be highly inaccurate, while the solution

described above requires but a few moments once the

charts have been prepared.
TTie chart illustrated in Fig. 7 is applicable to the instant

solution of most problems where a single material is

involved. It is based on Rsk = 0-3 in., which is fairly

representative of good insulating materials under average
still-air conditions. Even if Rsk for the given case differs

considerably from the value of 0-3 in,, the change in econo-
mical thickness will usually be so small as to be practically

negligible. However, if somewhat greater accuracy is re-

quired, correction may be made by adding to the thickness

given by the chart the amount in inches by which R$k is

less than 0-3 in. or subtracting from the thickness the

amount by which R^k exceeds 0-3 in. Where absolute

accuracy is required, and where combinations of materials

are involved, it is necessary to use a chart such as Fig. 6
for each pipe size.
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ECONOMICAL 7HKKNES5 Of INSULATION -INCHES
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FIG. 7.
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INSULATION OF OIL INDUSTRY EQUIPMENT
By EVAN RINEHART

Johns-Manville Sales Corporation

OIL industry equipment may be insulated for one or more

of several purposes, including fuel conservation, control of

operating temperatures, reduction of thermal stresses, fire-

proofing of structural members and equipment, reduction

of evaporation losses, maintaining low viscosity for

pumping.
The insulation of refinery equipment introduces the

special problem ofproviding for the considerable expansion

and contraction of the high-temperature pieces as well as

securing a finish that is thoroughly waterproof and fire-

proof. Many conditions also demand protection of the

insulation against severe mechanical abuse.

Hie economics of insulation brings in the relatively high

equipment obsolescense in oil refining, which, however, is

offset by the hard, driving service and the market value of

refinery products per unit of equipment, meriting the best

insulation procurable for the operating life ofthe apparatus.
Since the objective with any insulation is generally to

secure sustained efficiency, the material used should not be

susceptible to either physical disintegration or increase in

conductivity, tinder the conditions of service. This implies

stability in thermal characteristics and a resistance to crack-

ing, shrinking, or settling which involves both the method
of application and the type of insulating material used.

With temperatures in the various classes of equipment
from 60 F. to 1,000 R, and with much higher furnace

temperatures, several types ofinsulation are required. Any
one type is efficient only for a fairly definite range of

temperature. General practice is represented by the

following table:

Temp, range, F.

-400-125

125-600

600-1,600

1,600-1,900

1,900-2,500

Material

Cork
Rock cork*

Hair felt

85% Magnesia
Asbestos-sponge felted

Rock wool (up to 1,000 F.)

Diatomaceous earth blocks

Diatomaceous earth brick

Insulating cements

Diatomaceous earth blocks

Calcined diatomaceous earth brick

Calcined diatomaceous earth brick

* Rock cork is a material manufactured from a loose rock wool
bonded with an asphaltic waterproofing compound.

With greater ability of an insulating material to resist

higher temperatures comes a decrease in its insulating

property at lower temperatures. Also, materials suffi-

ciently refractory to remain stable at the higher tempera-
tures are generally more costly than those suitable for lower

temperatures. Therefore, it is sound practice in the insula-

tion of high-temperature equipment, such as the soaking
drums of cracking plants, to use only enough thickness of
the high-temperature insulator to reduce the temperature

sufficiently on a supplemental layer of the more efficient

(lower limit) material. A standard combination of this

type is diatomaceous earth blocks against the equipment
followed by magnesia, the respective thicknesses of which
can be varied to meet any temperature condition up to

1,900 F.

Insulation of Towers, Soaking Drums, Exchangers, &c*

Equipment insulation is used in the following forms:

Blocks or sheets (usually 24 in.x36 in., or fractions

thereof), flat or curved to conform to equipment radius.

Blankets--(usually 24 in* x 96 in. or fractions thereof).

If made of rock wool it is enclosed in mesh wire or

expanded metal.

Cements (in bags) of either asbestos, rock wool, diato-

maceous earth or expanded mica base, combined with

adhesive cements or clays and watered to trowelling

consistency at the site of the work.

Fillers of asbestos or rock wool fibres (may be enclosed

in metal containers).

Blocks and blankets are given a cement finish to afford

a base for the final waterproofing agent. For equipment
such as vertical towers, soaking drums, or horizontal heat

exchangers, the block type of insulation, laid up in broken

joint construction, with each layer secured with wires, and

finished off with cement and plastic waterproofing, is

generally preferred. Not only can the combination of high

and moderate temperature blocks be varied in thickness

to give the highest efficiency, but their application lends

itself to standardized results. However, the outstanding

advantage of block or pre-moulded insulation is the uni-

formity of the product as it is manufactured under control-

lable conditions.

Blankets are, by their nature, subject to non-uniformity

of density as made, and to greater deformation as applied.

The lacing for securing their imposition is apt to produce

bulges and flats, with eventual cracking ofthe cement coat-

ing and ingress ofmoisture. A greater thickness of blanket

insulation than is specified forpre-moulded blockinsulation

is advisable.

Cement insulation, termed 'monolithic*, has had some

degree of acceptance, due to its somewhat lower first cost

and its workability around irregular surfaces. The cement

is applied in a series of J-in. to 1-in. coats, each wire mesh

reinforced, with a finish i-in. coat and a final water-

proofing.

From an insulating standpoint, one objection is the con-

siderable difference in density and conductivity which the

various pressures in the trowelling exert on the cement.

Moreover, dehydration produces inevitable shrinkage

cracks.

From the standpoint of application, each cement coat

must be separately dried before application of the succeed-

ing coat, necessitating considerable steam on the interior

of the vessel and prolonging the construction period far

beyond that necessary for block application. Also, the

cement insulation requires a greater attention to expansion

joints.

Insulating cements are readily available in such a form

as to need only the addition of water for application. As
such they are generally superior to cements composed of

various ingredients that are ordered separately and mixed
on the job, where the personal equation of the job labourer

enters into the accuracy ofmeasuring and the thoroughness

ofmixing,apartfromtheadditiontimeandexpenseinvolved.
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The cement form of insulation is particularly adaptable
to treatment of tube plates and headers, the lining of tube

doors, and the insulation of very irregular surfaces.

Fillers in metal containers have not met with any degree
of acceptance for the insulation of refinery equipment
The following table gives combinations and thicknesses

of block type insulation representative of standard practice
for the insulation of flat or slightly curved surfaces. The
diatomaceous earth type ofblock insulation is in itselfsatis-

factory for temperatures up to 1,900 F., but for economy
and efficiency it is combined with another lower limit

material, as shown. The thickness of the first layer should

not be reduced below that shown in the table, to avoid
excessive temperatures on the second layer. The thickness

ofthe second layer is an economic balance between normal
costs ofthe complete insulation in place, and average values

ofheat saved, but can be increased or decreased for special
conditions.

Typical Block or Sheet Type Insulation

For extreme conditions, such as those involving proces-

sing by electric heat, where much heavier insulation is

desired, both inner and outer layer would be increased in

thickness, since increasing only the outer layer raises the

temperature of its inner face. This is illustrated by Fig. 1

in which
*

Superex* is a typical diatomaceous earth-asbestos

block made by Johns-Manville.

The table below gives typical thicknesses for cement type
insulation of the diatomaceous earth-rock wool or ex-

panded mica types of cement, mixed with hydrated lime,
Bentonite clay, or other binders:

Where used for fireproofing, the cement insulation is

usually specified at If-in. minimum thickness including the

weatherproof coat, which is to be about -ft-
in. thick when

dry.

Application.

A 40-ft. soaking drum at 900 F. has lengthened about
4 in. from the atmosphere temperature at which the insula-

tion was applied. Since no insulation material approaches
the expansion coefficient of steel, this condition must be
met by introducing workable expansion joints in the insula-

tion. A typical joint is shown in Fig. 2.

Thorough waterproofing of exposed insulation is pro-

bably the most neglected ofany ofthe essentials. Not only
does moisture markedly reduce the effectiveness of any
insulating material, but it also imposes an additional heat-

ing load on the equipment.
In order to secure a base for the actual waterproofing

agent, it is necessary to apply several thin, wire-reinforced

coats of cement to the insulation. The first coat is cus-

tomarily a long-fibre asbestos cement, for resistance to

cracking. The second coat is a mixture of asbestos cement
and portland cement, troweDed to a hard finish. To this,

when thecement has set, is applied theactual waterproofing,
which deserves consideration in its selection.

THICKNESSES OF
COMBINED INSULATfONS

TOTAL

FIG. I. Thicknesses of combination insulation for high tempera-
tures.

Asphaltic paints will sag or run, or if of high melting-

point, will check and crack. Coal-tar pitches, with even

lower temperature ranges, will oxidize under weather

exposure. Apparently the most satisfactory material is the

manufactured mixture of properly processed emulsified

asphalt and asbestos fibre. This is trowelled on about

i in. thick, usually with a reinforcing mesh wire incorpo-
rated. The normal dehydration shrinkage leaves a tough,

rubbery J-in. coating that is not only waterproofbut also is

fireproof.

Fireproofness is another requisite of any refinery insula-

tion particularly around a battery of stills. This includes

the piping insulation. An ordinary roofing felt as weather

protection on a pipe leading to overhead equipment offers

a communicating link to any fire hazard at ground-level.

Such lines should be waterproofed as above described or

wrapped with a fire-retardant (non-asphaltic) type of roof-

ing jacket, or ertcased in metal.

Some parts of heated equipment require removable and

replaceable insulation, whether to admit of periodic inspec-

tion or for such operations as removal of manhole covers.

Since the heat loss at 800 F. for only 3-0 sq, ft. approaches

15,000 B.Th.U. per hour, the economy of providing covers

for such locations is apparent. Either quilted asbestos

blankets or pre-cast block insulation is adaptable to

removability and replacement.

Insolation of Towers and Drums

The general method of applying insulation to towecs

involves spot-wdding angle clips drcumferentialty around
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the bottom head and bolting thereto a curved iron band.

This band iron serves as an anchor for the lacing wires

supporting the insulating blocks on the head and as a sup-

port for the insulation on the shell above it.

Similar circumferential band iron supports are located at

intervals ofnot more than 15 ft. on the height of the tower.

A band iron anchor for lacing wires is also located

circumferentially around the top head. Bent angle iron

rings welded directly to the shell may be used instead of

clips and band iron. These arrangements are illustrated

in Fig. 3.

QtML5 TOTAL TMCWES5
OF BLOCK /tt$ULAT/ON

JO/NT CRIMPED
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%
"
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SPOT WEL&ED TO SHELL-

& GA. 6ALVAWZED tKON-
U3D //Y MAKWG

5TEL SHELL
&LOCK WSULAT/OH-

CEMEHT F/W5H
WA71RPKOOF

Rc. 2. Insulation expansion joint for use on horizontal drums.

Insulation on such heads is secured by means of lacing
wires running diagonally between the band iron anchors

and f-in. pencil rod iron around the manheads.
Insulation on the shell is secured by circumferential

lacing wires on 12-in. centres. Flat metal straps approxi-

mately J in. x 0-020 in. find excellent application in some
of this work, and stranded wire cable is also frequently
used.

Where removable insulation over longitudinal or circum-

ferential riveted seams is required, to permit caulking of
rivets and joints, extra clip and band iron work is necessary.

Fig. 3 shows block insulation method for manhole
covers. An asbestos blanket insulation cover, for use where
manheads are frequently removed, secured with a spring
inside the flange, is frequently used.

Insulation of Horizontal Vessels

(Exchangers, Drums, Partial Condensers, &c.)

Horizontal vessels are insulated with the same type and

thickness of insulation as indicated for towers. Provision

should be made for supporting the upper and lower halves

of the main body insulation of large diameter drums by
erecting angle iron channels, or band iron on angle clips

along the centre line. The insulation of the lower half is

preferably supported by iron bands. Where removability

ofthe heads is a feature, angle iron or band iron is provided

inside the bolt circle, punched for lacing wires. Separate

removable and replaceable flange covers are made of the

insulating blocks and cement on wire mesh covered with

'hardware cloth'.

For vessels with permanent heads, angle iron clips are

welded at intervals around the circumference, the clips

being punched for lacing wires; at times being supple-

mented by |-in. pencil rod wire passed through holes in

the clips.

For resistance to mechanical abuse, steel jackets can be

fitted over the main body, or over the removable heads or

over both. In such cases it is customary to omit the plastic

waterproofing, but not the cement coats over the insulation.

Because of the considerable movement and distortion of

cylindrical shell stills, the insulating shells or blocks must

be well secured and the furnace setting sealed at junction

with the shell.

In a continuous battery of these stills, each operating at

a different temperature, it is customary to strike an average

and insulate the entire battery with the same thickness of

material. This is of advantage since the operation of a

battery is occasionally reversed.

Interior Lining of Refinery Equipment

Pressure drums and reaction chambers are sometimes

fitted with an interior lining as a protection against cor-

rosion and as a means of securing a reduction in tempera-
ture on the inner steel face.

Ceramic materials, either concrete or various mixtures of

ganister or other refractories with cement and brick, are

widely used. The customary thickness is 2 in. reinforced

for a plastic application. However, the high conductivity

of such materials precludes any substantial temperature

drop through them and the adhesion of the coke, with

subsequent spalling of the lining, involves continual

repairs.

Asbestos cement blocks have been used with success, the

surface offering less adhesion to the coke. The blocks

about 9 in. x 18 in. and 2 in. thick are made with the proper
curvature to fit the shell. The blocks are supported
vertically at approximately 6 ft. intervals by circumferential

bar iron or angle, welded to the shell.

A i in. thick layer of asbestos millboard is first cemented
to the shell, and followed by a second layer, not bonded -

to the first, but with a plastic refractory cement coat on its

inner face. The asbestos cement blocks are then placed,
and pressed firmly into the plastic. The blocks are laid up
with a -^ -in. refractory cement joint. The object ofthe two
asbestos millboard layers, one bonded to the shell and the

other to the blocks, is to provide for the relative movement
of the blocks and the steel shell when heated to operating

temperature. Similar strips ofthe asbestos millboard at the

angle supports allow for the difference hi the expansions.
Blocks for the dome are made to conform to the double

curvature, and are supported by a bar or an angle welded
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to the inside at the junction of cylindrical section and

dome.
Where a predetermined temperature drop of substantial

amount through the lining is essential, a considerable

'ANGLE RINGS PUNCHES
WITH ls4*LAC/NG HOLES
3/QFROM OUTER EDGE
Of OUTSTAH&/HG LEG,
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brick is over ten times that ofa suitable insulating material,

furnace construction should embody only the brickwork

that is required for refractory purposes and of sufficient

thickness to give this refractory structural stability. For
the great majority of designs, 13| in. offirebrick more than

meets these requirements.
With a 13J-in. firebrick wall, at a furnace temperature

of 1,600 F., the radiation loss to the exterior is about

750 B.Th.U. per sq. ft. hr. and at 2,400 F. furnace tempera-
ture the radiation loss is approximately 1,300 B.Th.U. per

sq. ft. hr. If exposed to an average ten-mile wind, these

losses would be considerably raised.

This means a clear loss of approximately 700 and 1,400

B.Tli.U. per sq. ft. per hour for the l,600
a and 2,400 fur-

nace temperature, respectively. However, by applying the

conventional 3 in. of diatomaceous insulating blocks and a

suitable casing, the losses are reduced to 200 and 400

B.Th.U. per sq. ft. per hour, respectively. The insulation

expense is saved in 12 to 18 months, aside from the other

advantages mentioned later.

Apart from the actual fuel conservation is the fact that

the insulated wall maintains a higher inner face tempera-

ture, which by radiation maintains a more uniform tem-

perature in the furnace.

The objection is sometimes made to this that the tempera-
tures of refractories are raised by the insulation. For years

boiler and industrial furnace manufacturers were of the

ANGLE CLtPS SPOT VfELDED TO
COVER. LENGTH Of LEGS TO BE
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"
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12' CEATEftS.

FIG. 3.

ELEVATIOH

thickness of insulating concrete is demanded. In one

instance where the shell was 40 ft. high and 10 ft. in

diameter, the insulation consisted of 24 in. of Sil-O-Cel

C-3 Insulating Concrete on the sides and 36 in. on the

bottom.

Insulation of Furnaces

The main object of the walls of a furnace is to form a

container or setting that is as free as possible from external

heat losses. Owing to the fact that the conductivity of fire-

SECTION Bff FRONT VtEW

DETAIL OF MANHEA'D COVER

same opinion, and yet to-day we find insulation applied to

the exterior of steel-treating furnaces, to open-hearth

regenerators, and to glass-tank regenerators, all with

eminently satisfactorily results, and at much higher furnace

temperatures. From the standpoint of structural integrity,

the application of insulation to a firebrick lining means the

lessening of internal strains and reduction in spalling

because of the smaller temperature difference between the

inside and outside of the refractory. Wall cracks, caused

by uneven expansion and contraction, are fewer and smaller

since sharp temperature changes are obviated and adjacent

brickwork is protected against widely varying rates of ex-

pansion. Properly applied, the insulation tends to seal

cracks in furnace walls and prevents infiltration ofair or the

extrusion of furnace gases.

The thickness of the insulation is governed structurally

by its hot surface temperature limit or refractory value

which, in turn, depends on (a) the thickness of the fire-

brick and/or insulating-refractory interposed between the
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furnace gases and the insulation, and (b) on the thickness of

the block insulation proper.
For instance, assuming a furnace temperature of2,200 F.

diatomaceous earth-asbestos insulating blocks with a

temperature limit of 1,900 F. could be used 4 in. thick on

i. firebrick wall, but only 2 in. thick for a 4J-m. fire-

brick wall, without endangering a break-down of the

blocks.

The thickness of the firebrick and/or insulating refrac-

tory brick also depends on a method of construction,

height of the wall, and whether or not it has any load-

bearing function. Generally speaking, the calcined diato-

maceous type of brick may be used with temperatures up
to 2,000 F. on it, erected either in place of firebrick, except

for erosive fuel, or as insulation on the outside of firebrick.

Diatomaceous bricks ofhigher

calculation (such as Sil-O-Cel

Super Brick) may be used for

temperatures up to 2,500 F.,

with a firebrick lining, but not

for direct exposure in place of

firebrick.

Uncalcined natural diatoma-

ceous bricks such as Sil-OCel

have a temperature limit of

1,600 F., as used with a fire-

brick lining for furnace work.

Diatomaceous earth-asbestos

blocks are efficient for a maxi-

mum temperature of 1,900 F.,

with an interposed brick lining

for furnace work.

Combinations ofdiatomaceous

earth-asbestos blocks and mag-
nesia are often used outside the

brick furnace lining, the various

thicknesses being proportioned
to give a maximum of 600 F.

on the magnesia.
The use of insulating refrac-

tory brick, without any interior

lining, in place of firebrick, is

now well established for furnace temperatures up to the

limit set by the brick manufacturer.

Such construction makes possible thinner surface walls,

improved efficiency, and lower operating costs. It combines

all of the characteristics essential to a highly efficient

insulating refractory, including heat resistance, exceptional

insulating qualities, low heat absorption, unusually high

compressive and tensile strength, and ample load-bearing

capacity under high temperatures.
It must be borne in mind that, generally speaking, the

higher the temperature limit of the insulating refractory,

the lower its efficiency as an insulator, when such limit

approaches that of a good grade firebrick, it is generally

necessary to apply supplemental insulating in order to

secure a low overall heat transmission.

There are several methods of applying insulation over

brick settings which are equally efficacious but applicable

to different constructions. All of these methods involve

the use of insulating blocks or bricks, and care is taken

in each case that the main supporting steel be left sufficiently

exposed to the air so that its strength will not be affected

by the heat.

It has been found entirely satisfactory to apply suitable

insulation between the brickwork and buckstays except at

points of unusual thrust, such as opposite the arches, or

where castings and steelwork are to be hung into the brick-

work. In such locations the firebrick is carried through the

insulation to the outside of the furnace.

When it is expedient to erect the furnace brickwork

before the casing is applied, a space equivalent to the thick-

ness of the insulation is left between the outside face of the

brick and the inside face ofthe buckstays. Then insulating

blocks or bricks are erected to fill this space, and the transite

or steel casing secured in place flush with the back of the

buckstays by steel battens and toggle bolts, or by other

suitable means.

When the furnace brickwork is erected flush with the

back of the buckstays, light angles may be clipped or spot-

welded to the buckstays to allow the application of insula-
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tion between vertical steel members. These angles serve to

support the casing, which may be f-in. asbestos-cement

sheets of f-in. steel. A typical arrangement is shown in

Fig. 4.

In oil-refinery practice it is customary to erect casings

before brickwork. The insulation is applied next to the

casing and the firebrick laid snugly against the insulation.

The designers of several ofthewell-known processes have

found that ordinary brick settings may sometimes economi-

cally be replaced by air-cooled walls and suspended arches

over the hotter portions ofthe furnaces. In all these designs

air is drawn over the exterior brick surface (suspended or

otherwise) either by fans, by natural draft, or by burner

induction. The circulation varies with the different designs,

but it is always necessary to make use ofsome sort ofcasing

over the air-passages, whose function is to retain heat

recovered by the air, furnish a suitable clearance for air

travel so that adequate scrubbing action is obtained without

undue friction loss, and to prevent the infiltration of air.

Furthermore, the construction should be fireproofand able

successfully to withstand abrasion, ordinary mechanical

impact, and high temperature.
A favourite casing specification is made up

of outside

panels of |-in. asbestos-cement sheets, 1-in. high tempera-
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ture insulating blocks, and inside panels of ^-in. asbestos-

cement sheets. Steel is sometimes used for the outside

panelling. This form of construction offers superior insu-

lating qualities with a minimum of thickness.

Development of oil-heating apparatus embodying radi-

ant tubes along the furnace walls admitted of lighter wall

construction, with the reduction in wall temperatures
resulting from the heat absorption by the tubes. At the

same time, since the wall radiates heat directly to the closely

adjacent tubes, and this radiation depends directly on the

wall temperature, the wall should be thoroughly insulated

to maintain it at as high a temperature as possible.

The usual construction embodies an insulating refractory
brick wall, veneered with diatomaceous earth block or a

sectionally supported refractory tile wall, backed up with

thicker insulation ofdiatomaceous block. Either construc-

tion includes a final casing of steel or asbestos-cement

sheets. The low heat capacity of such walls is reflected in

the economy and safety of operation.
Unless well insulated, the furnace floor can materially

contribute to the heat loss.

A concrete foundation proper should be topped with at

least 4 in. of diatomaceous earth Portland cement insulat-

ing concrete covered with firebrick or insulating refractory
brick. Alternatively a hydraulic setting refractory with

halfthe thermal conductivity offirebrick can be used laid in

monolithic construction 6 in. thick for direct exposure to

flame temperature up to 2,400 F.

Tube plates and supporting members are usually insu-

lated by high temperature insulating concrete, as a means
of protection against the furnace temperature and gases.

The space between the header and tube plate is filled with

diatomaceous earth blocks and cement.

The tube doors are insulated with 2-in. asbestos sheets,

covered with J-in. high temperature asbestos millboard,
secured with bolts or studs and plate washers and with all

edges sealed with a semi-refractory cement.

Tank Insulation

While standard practice presumes insulation of the

higher temperature asphalt tanks, the value of insulating

tanks heated to only 150 F. is not so generally recognized.

Although the cost of heating steam and the hours per year
are determining factors, in general it is economy to insulate

any equipment artificially heated to 125 F, or over.

For example, consider the desirability of insulating a
40-ft. diameter by 30-ft. high tank whose contents are main-
tained at 150 F., the tank being out of doors. Assuming
an average atmospheric temperature of 50 F., an average
wind of 10 miles per hour, and a service heating season of

about two-thirds of a year 6,000 hours. With fuel oil at

$1.00 per barrel of 5*5 million B.Th.U. and 80% boiler

efficiency and 5*0% transmission losses, the heating steam
costs approximately $0-22 per million B.Th.U. at the

tank, exclusive of fixed charges, which would bring the

cost of delivered heating steam to about $0-25 per million

B.Th.U.
The roofand sides, approximately 1,250 and 3,770 sq. ft.

in area respectively, would lose about 9,650 million B.Th.U.

per year if left bare, but only about 800 million B.Th.U. per

year when insulated with 2 kuthickness of magnesia blocks

on the sides and 1J in. thickness on the roof.

/. Reduction ofHeatLoss = 9,650 800= 8,850 B.Th.U.

per year.

Value ofheat saved = 8,842 xSO-25 = $2,212-50.

Approx. cost of insulation (in place) = $2,500-00.

m PP

And therefore the time in which the insulation pays for

itself is 13-6 months.

For temperatures not exceeding 125, cork, rock cork, or

hair felt are commonly used (the latter for temperatures up
to 150 F.), as well as insulating lumber. Higher tempera-
tures are apt to affect such materials adversely and bring in

the use of magnesia blocks, rock wool blankets, or plastic

cements. The latter are not particularly efficient, as their

conductivity is relatively high and the iarge exposed area

offers trouble from cracking. Hollow tile is widely used

because of cheapness and availability, as well as simplicity
of erection. However, tile or brick have comparatively

poor insulating properties.
Because of the exposure to wind and rain, the water-

proofing of outdoor tank insulation should be most

thorough. To avoid eventual disintegration of the insula-

tion around the bottom of a vertical tank, a 'boot' or seal

ofwaterproofing felt is hot-mopped with asphalt to the tank
sheets at the bottom before the insulation is applied, and
later turned up and over the insulation. The construction

at this point is further heavily hot-mopped with asphalt.
All tank openings such as manholes and vents should be

sealed off from the insulation and the insulation carefully

flashed.

Insulated yard tanks exposed to mechanical abuse from

trucks, &c., should be encased in a protective covering.
Hollow tile, brick, and asbestos-cement sheets are com-

monly used for this purpose.

Insulation of Vertical Steel Tanks. Hot Tanks,
125 to 600 F,

Eighty-five per cent, magnesia blocks are recommended
for roof insulation, and magnesia blocks or rock wool
blankets for insulation of the side walls. While the bare
tank-roof temperature is lower than that of the sides, it

should be insulated usually to less thickness. Though
some prefer to leave the eaves bare on riveted tanks, eave

insulation forms a tight connexion between roof and shell

insulation, in addition to reducing heat loss. With roof or
eaves bare, special flashing is needed to weatherproof the

shell insulation.

The proper thickness of insulation to use on tank sides

varies according to the maximum temperature. Recom-
mended thicknesses are as follows:

Tank

temperature,
JF.

125-300
300-400
400-500
500-600

Shell insulation

thickness,
in.

2

2*
3

3*

Roofinsulation thickness is ordinarily i in. less than that

on the shell.

For a finish, cement, waterproofed, is frequently used.

A i-in. coat ofcement composed off insulating cement and
i Portland cement by weight is applied on 1 J-in. hexagonal
mesh galvanized wire netting, securely laced over the

insulation. Over the cement, when dry, is trowelled a
smooth coat of plastic waterproofing, and applied J in.

thick, painted with aluminium paint if desired. On indoor

tanks, the finish as described above may be omitted and

insulating cement applied over the blocks in two coats with
wire netting reinforcement, to a total thickness ofi in., the

final coat being mixed with i Portland ceoient by weight
and trowelled to a smooth surface. An asbestos-cement

sheet-casing furnishes not only protection against fire, but

against mechanical injury and severe weather conditions*
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ami presents a Beat appearance without painting or other

maintenance.

When insulating a tank roof the blocks are applied with

fibrous adhesive and extend to the eave to lap over the side

wall insulation. If the side insulation is also 85% magnesia

blocks, the roof insulation blocks are secured to them with

wood skewers.

Over the roofinsulation, two coats ofa cement composed
off insulating cement and J Portland cement by weight are

applied to a total thickness of J in., the cement being carried

down over the eave and the side-wall insulation for at least

9in. When the cement is dry it is coated with one coat of

concrete primer. Over the primed cement is thoroughly

hot-mopped 15 Ib. asbestos waterproofing felt, lapped to

form a two-ply protection, extending over the eaves to lap

the side-wall insulation. Around the rim of the eaves and

around projections, plastic waterproofing is trowelled to a

smooth finish.

White top roofing is then solidly hot-mopped over the

entire roof, with all joints closely butted. Over the joints

a coat of concrete primer is applied, followed by plastic

waterproofing. If a black finish is desired, the white top

roofing is omitted, and asbestos waterproofing felt is used

instead. The top surface is finally given a mopping of

hot asphalt.

The following insulation specification is designed for

tanks containing heavy oil, heated by steam coils, to a

temperature not in excess of 125 F., and for tanks contain-

ing light distillates, gasoline, &c., at atmospheric tempera-
ture. Usually such tanks rest on concrete base, and tank-

roof decks are flat with no projecting curb or eave angle.

The recommended form of insulation for such tanks con-

sists of cork, or rock-cork insulation, 1J in. thick applied

with hot asphalt and (for vertical tanks) encased in flexible

asbestos board on the sides. The roof insulation should be

protected by flashing plastic.

Horizontal tanks should have the same insulation, but,

in lieu of the foregoing finish, should be encased with Port-

land cement plaster, followed by a waterproof coat of

suitable plastic waterproofing, trowelled on.

In the case of vertical tanks, before application of the

bottom courses, a waterproof 'boot' should be installed,

consisting of two plies of 15-lb. asbestos felt, hot-mopped
solid to the tank side for a distance of 36 in. After the

bottom course has been applied to the face ofthe boot, the

felts are turned up and over the cork bottom course and

hot-mopped in place.

As an alternative form of insulation for tanks containing

casinghead or highly volatile gasoline, two |-in. thick layers

of hair felt stitched between layers of building paper has

been used successfully.

Insulation for Controlling Evaporation

The two main causes for evaporation of oil in storage

are, first, 'wind-drift*, or vapour circulation, througfr open-

ings in roof and eave, and second, expansion and contrac-

tion due to temperature change in the vapour space above
the oil and ofthe surface ofthe oil itself, called 'breathing'.

Wind-drift losses are those caused by air currents enter-

ing through small openings at the eave or between the laps
of metal deck plates, passing through the vapour space
above the oil level, and escaping through openings in the

opposite side of the tank. These currents carry with them
the lighter portions of the oil and not only appreciably
reduce the volume of liquid in storage, but lower its gravity
and consequently its market value.

These losses from air circulation through the tank vapour

space are greatest in wood deck tanks, where the roof

openings are largest, but are almost as great in old style

steel roofs with wide rivet spacing, and are appreciable even

in caulked steel tanks.

It is evident that expansion or contraction ofeither a steel

or galvanized iron roof, due to change of outside tempera-

ture, will be greater in the surface of the roof directly ex-

posed to the sun than in the circumference of the shell at

the eave. Hie filling and emptying of a tank also causes

changes in the shape ofthe top ringwith an attendant move-
ment ofthe eave. Both of these movements result in strains

on all caulked joints, making it practically impossible to

maintain them tight enough to hold gasoline vapour even

though the best of workmanship was used in the original

construction.

'Breathing' losses constitute the more important factor

in the total evaporation loss as the tanks approach gas-

tightness. The mixture of air and oil vapour in the vapour
space of the tank expands and contracts with daily changes
in temperature.
With an average variation of 30 F. between the highest

temperature during the day and the lowest temperature

during the night, and a depth of oil of 28-5 ft. in a 30-ft.

55,000-bbl. tank, the breathing from thermal expansion of
the airandvapour mixture will be about 2, 1 60 cu. ft. per day.
The fresh air drawn in will become saturated with vapour

and during the next 24 hours a corresponding amount of

vapour-saturated air will be forced out. A further loss due
to small breathes is caused by intermittent sun and shade

or showers.

The breathing due to change in vapour pressure is greater

than, and may even be more than double, that due to

thermal expansion of the air and vapour mixture alone, and
must be added to the breathing due to thermal expansion.
The effect of vapour pressure change is even greater on the

evaporation loss than is made apparent by the increased

volume of the breathing, because the result is to increase

the proportion of gasoline vapour in the mixture breathed

out of the tank.

The chart in Fig. 5 shows a typical reduction in varia-

tion of the temperature in the vapour space effected by
insulating the tank top. Tliese temperatures were taken

for one week in September and were registered by self-

recording thermometers installed in the vapour space of
each tank.

Tests by a refinery near the Gulf Coast comparing
evaporation losses from three steel-roofed tanks 90 ft.

diameter by 30 ft. high, storing motor gasoline, showed the

following losses over a period of nine months :

Average
bbl lost

per month
Tank with uncaulked bare steel roof . . .170
Tank with caulked bare steel roof . . . .118
Tank with vapour tight insulated tank top . , . 79

All tanks were filled with 63-1 Be-gasoline at start of
test. The tanks were equipped with one screened breather

vent and vapour tight hatches. The uninsulated roofs were

painted light grey.

Because of the high A.P.I, gravity of the gasoline in this

test, the losses from all test tanks were rather higher than
for ordinary motor gasoline, but the saving made by insu-

lating the tank top over the uncaulked steel roof amounts
to 91 bbl. per month, and figuring the gasoline loss at $4.20

per bbl., the saving per tank over the 9-month period
amounted to $3,439.
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Another method of reducing evaporation losses in crude A suitable insulation for such work consists of two 1-inu

and gasoline storage makes use of a 'sunshade* or housing
around the shell only, with insulation of water on the roof.

layers of standard hair felt between three layers of 15 Ib.

asbestos waterproofing felt, securely fastened to the tank

FIG. 5.

Corrugated asbestos sheeting has proved very satisfactory

for such sunshades because of its light-coloured surface,

durability without maintenance, and ease of application.

In erecting the sheeting no welding is required, so that the

tank contents need not be disturbed during the progress of

the work.

Tank-car Insolation

Tank-car insulation is designed to keep the volatile con-

tents of the car from heating up beyond a certain tempera-
ture or to keep the contents from cooling down below the
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temperature at which it can be unloaded. Statistics show
that the average evaporation loss from an uriinsulated tank

car carrying casing-head gasoline amounts to 250 gal. per

shipment.

and covered by a -in. riveted steel jacket. Another similar

material is loosely felted hair enclosed between two layers
of waterproof paper which eliminates the operation of

applying the waterproof felt.

Cars built for higher pressures are required to be insula-

ted with a thermal efficiency equal to 4 in. of compressed
cork-board, made weathertight. Heater pipes attached to

the tank should be insulated to half this thickness.

Cars carrying hot asphalt or petroleum products that are

not explosive are insulated in accordance with the individual

requirements of the particular case, the maximum thickness

being the space allowed for insula-

tion on the type of car. Standard

hair felt is the most efficient heat in-

sulation that can be used on these

tank cars, but a 1-in. layer of corru-

gated asbestos is often used as a first

layer under the hair. At high tem-

peratures asbesto-sponge feltedmust
be usednext tothetank to protect the

hair felt. Between 250 and 300 F.,

1 in. of asbesto-sponge felted is

normally used; between 300 and
400 F., 1J in. of asbesto-sponge

felted; and over 400 R, 2 in. of

asbesto-sponge felted. In each case

standard hair felt is applied overthe

asbesto-sponge felted if required
to complete the thickness, and the

entire insulation is properly water-

proofed. Large sheets of moulded
asbestos curved to the tank radius

offera substitute oflightweight and
low conductivity.

Rock wool blankets furnish the

most widely used type of tank-

car insulation, because of relative

cheapness and ease of application.

However, rock wool is open to the

objection of settling and possible
eventual disintegration from the

continual vibration and exposure
to moisture filtering through cracks in the overlaying metal

casing.

Typical cooling curves are shown on Fig. 6 for an insu-

lated and bare tank car.
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Fke Protection for Structural Steel
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Structural steel becomes materially weakened between
800 and 1,000 F., which temperatures are far below those

frequently encountered in plant fires. In many industrial

processes, and particularly hi the oil industry, it has proved
highly advisable to protect the supporting steel work where
failure of any member might cause
disastrous results.

For this class of work certain in-

sulation materials are fitted to meet
fire conditions and give superior

protection to the steel. One such
material is diatomaceous earth con-
crete which is made on the job and
applied either by placing in wood
forms, or by the cementgun method.
It has the following characteristics:

(1) Applied to a thickness of2 in.

it gives 6-hour protection for

the steelmembers enclosed. A
3-in. thickness gives 10-hour

protection.

(2) It is a monolithic, strong, and

self-supporting material.

(3) It weighs only about 60 Ib. per
cu.ft. Because of its relatively

lightweight it is easier to place
than heavier materials, and
lightens the load on support-
ing steel.

(4) It withstands the action of
water from a fire hose.

The diatomaceous earth concrete

fireproofing is usually applied in the

following manner:
The steel members are enclosed

in 2 in. x 2 in. mesh 12-gauge electric

weld wire, space | in. from the steel

surface. The concrete is then applied
over the entire surface of the steel

members inmonolithic construction

allowing a minimum of 2 in. (or
3 in.) of protection at the extreme

points and withno re-entrant angles.
After the concrete has set it is water-

proofed.
An alternative is high tempera-

ture block insulation and is recom-
mended for protection up to six hours. The blocks and
cement are applied to the steel members as outlined below.
The hours of protection stated for these specifications are
the tune required for the steel to reach a temperature of
900 F., with the insulated member exposed to 2,000 F.,
on all sides, as determined from furnace tests. A typical
temperature chart is shown in Fig. 7.

For 4- to 6-hour protection, next to the steel are ap-
plied IJ-in. thick 85% magnesia blocks wired in place,
with all joints laid up in asbestos cement. Over the
magnesia a second layer of 1^-in. thick diatomaceous
earth blocks, secured by nichrome wire, are laid with
asbestos cement, with all joints broken. All voids between
the steel and the insulation are filled with scrap insulation,
poured hi as the work proceeds. It is important that
all blocjcs be laid up with cement, actually buttering the

joints, and not simply pointing them up after the blocks
are in place. Around the corners of the second layer of
insulating blocks, asbestos sheet millboard is bent and
stapled in place.

Over the second layer of blocks is stretched 1-in. hex-

agonal galvanized wire netting, followed by a J-in. thick
coat ofcement trowelled to a hard finish . When the cement
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has set and is well dried out, it is waterproofed with a
plastic applied J in. thick and trowelled to a smooth
finish. A typical arrangement is shown on Fig. 8.

For protection up to 2J hours, next to the steel are

applied 1 J in. thick diatomaceous earth blocks, secured in

place with nichrome wire and laid up in asbestos cement.
Asbestos sheet millboard is bent around the corners of the

insulating blocks and stapled in place, and a cement finish

is applied over wire reinforcing and waterproofed as hi the

previous recommendation. All voids between steel and
insulation should be filled with scrap insulation, poured in
as the work proceeds. Typical arrangements are shown
in Fig. 9.

Rods for working valves are frequently carried some
distance to give remote control in case of fire. However,
unless these rods are protected the possibility exists of their
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becoming useless through exposure to flame. Control rods
can be fireproofed as follows:

Two layers of IJ-in. thick diatomaceous earth pipe

L
>ffk"MAGNESIA BLOCKS

-E BLOCKS

V*HEXAGONAL
%T CEMENT

LV'WATERPROOFING

FIG. 8. Protection of steel members for 4 to 6 hours.

insulation (of the nominal pipe size equivalent to the dia-

meter of the rod) are secured in place by nichrome wire.

All joints are sealed with asbestos cement. Over the pipe
insulation is stretched J-in. mesh galvanized wire netting,
followed by a J-in. thick coat of asbestos cement and
trowelled to a smooth finish. The cement is waterproofed
with a plastic, applied J in. thick and trowelled to a
smooth finish.

Valves, knuckles, &c., are housed with J-in. thick flat

asbestos cement sheets and the space filled with scrap
insulation.

Stack Tuning.

During recent years many steel stacks have been lined

with diatomaceous earth brick with very satisfactory
results. In industrial plants stacks are lined to prevent

2249

corrosion of the steel, increase the draft, and improve the

operation of the equipment. Corrosion protection is par-

ticularly important where flue gases have a highly acid

condensate, such as those from oil sludge or high sulphur
residues.

Stacks are most usually lined with 2J in. of diatomaceous
earth natural brick, but vitrified asbestos sheets curved to

fit the radius of the stack are also used. Prior to applica-
tion of the brick insulation, circumferential angles, 2 in. x
2 in. x i in., are placed in the stack on 37-in. vertical centres,
the outstanding leg punched with J-in. holes on 12-in.

centres. After the inside surface of the stack is cleaned of
all paint or other foreign material, the bricks are cemented
to the stack with fibrous adhesive and further held in place
by vertical wires, laced through the J-in. holes in circum-
ferential angles.
Over the surface of the brick is stretched 1-in. hexagonal

mesh galvanized wire netting, securely fastened to the

lacing wires. Two coats of asbestos cement are then

applied to a total thickness of J in., the first J-in. coat being
left to dry with a rough surface before the application of
the smooth finishing coat.

Pipe Insolation.

To be adaptable, pipe insulation must be of such form
as to be easily applied. It must have heat-resisting qualities
sufficient to withstand successfully the highest temperatures
to which it will be subjected. It must be sufficiently strong
and durable to assure long life. Adaptability also depends
upon many other conditions incidental to the particular

application.

Refinery pipe insulation must meet conditions of con-
siderable mechanical abuse in ordinary service. Also, cer-

tain lines around high-pressure cracking coil equipment,
for instance, must be periodically inspected, necessitating
the use of removable and replaceable type of insulation for

these pipes and flanges.

From the four basic mineral products asbestos, mag-
nesium carbonate, diatomaceous silica, and rock wool made
from argillaceous limestone insulation is manufactured in

the forms of sectional pipe covering; insulating sheets,

blocks, bricks, and blankets; as well as light-weight aggre-

gate used with Portland cement for making insulating
concrete. Cork, rock cork, and hair felt products are

used in the low temperature fields. The insulation of cold

piping, however, will be dealt with separately as an item
ha low temperature equipment.

Eighty-five per cent, magnesia is extensively used for
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steam-line insulation requirements in the oil industry where

the insulation is not subject to mechanical injury, and where
the temperatures do not exceed 600 F. It is light, efficient,

and low in price. The ashesto-sponge felted insulation is

an alternative type which can be used up to 700 F. Its

laminated construction gives sufficient mechanical strength

to withstand severe usage and vibration, which makes it

particularly desirable around stills and cracking plants
where pipe insulation is often subjected to rough treatment.

Another advantage of asbesto-sponge felted is the fact that

it can be taken offand placed on other pipe ofthe same size

without deterioration from the consequent handling and

transportation.
In the range of temperatures so high that neither 85 %

magnesia or asbesto-sponge felted should not be used,

diatomaceous earth-pipe insulation is the proper material.

Sometimes asbesto-sponge felted is used outside for

mechanical protection of the diatomaceous earth insulation

and to increase insulating efficiency. Magnesia is used as

an outside layer where the insulation is not subjected to

abrasion, because it is lower in first cost.

Rock wool pipe covering has had some acceptance, par-

ticularly when fitted in a metal casing or jacket to facilitate

frequent removal. However, on horizontal lines any
fibrous form of insulation is very likely to sag, creating a

tunnel along the bottom of the pipe, and thinning the

insulation along the crown.

The table of thicknesses which follows represents general

practice in use generally on heated lines. Exceptional
conditions may make necessary thicker insulation. Where

piping is located outdoors it is customary to use insulation

J in. thicker than shown.

Thickness of 85% magnesia
insulation (in.)

For temperatures above 600 F. all pipes 1J in. and
smaller are best insulated with a single layer of diato-

maceous earth sectional pipe insulation 2 in. thick. Small

fittings are insulated with asbestos cement. For pipe sizes

larger than 1J in., at temperatures above 600 F., a
combination insulation is best. This consists of one layer
of diatomaceous earth sections next the pipe, over which
is applied a second layer of either 85% Magnesia or

asbesto-sponge felted as conditions require. Suitable thick-

nesses of each layer for the various pipe sizes are given
in the table in the next column.

Sectional insulation is applied to a pipe with joints,

tightly butted and pointed up with asbestos cement.
Insulation is wired to the pipe with not less than three loops
of 16-gauge annealed iron wire on pipe up to and including
6 in., and with not less than four loops for larger pipe sizes.

When the insulation is applied in two layers both circum-
ferential and longitudinal joints are staggered, with each

layer wired in place as previously described.

The insulation on bends should be given a thin finishing
coat of asbestos cement to present a smooth, even surface.

Insulation of flanges and fittings on lines over 4 in. in

diameter should be the same as the insulation on the line,

surfaced with in, asbestos cement applied in two layers.

Canvas is stretched tightly over the cement and pasted.
On lines under 4 in. the fittings and flanges are insulated

entirely with asbestos cement to the same thickness as the

adjacent insulation. Flanges and fittings out of doors are

waterproofed with a plastic applied in place of the second
coat of cement, the canvas being omitted.

Insulation on piping located outdoors or exposed to the

weather is best finished with a heavy double-coated

asbestos waterproof roofing jacket. Joints in the jacket
are lapped at least 3 in. and sealed with lap cement and the

jacket is securely wired in place. On horizontal pipes the

seams of the weatherproof jacket is placed at the side of
the pipe with the lap turned down in order to shed the

water. Piping located close to the ground is best protected

by a metal jacket.

Where fire hazard must be considered and the applica-
tion of ordinary roofing jackets is prohibited, due to the

fact that flame may be carried along exposed piping when
a fire occurs adjacent to lines so protected, an asbestos

jacket or a steel jacket must be used.

One form of asbestos jacket consists of one sheet of

asphalt-saturated asbestos felt, over which has been
cemented an unsaturated felt for an outer surface. This

material will not drip asphalt, carry flame, or support
combustion.

Flanges, fittings, and valves are generally insulated with
the same materials as the adjacent piping.
On piping 4 in. and larger the bodies of flanged fittings

and valves are insulated with block insulation to a thick-

ness J in. thinner than the insulation on the adjacent piping.
Hard finish asbestos cement is then applied to make the

total thickness of insulation on the valve or fitting equal to

that on the adjacent piping. Pipe insulation should be

stopped short of all flanges, and bevelled off to permit
removal of flange bolts when necessary.

In the case of flanges the insulation of which is to be of
the removable and replaceable type, all flanges are insu-

lated with sectional pipe insulation to a thickness equal to

that of the insulation on the adjacent piping or with block

insulation to a thickness \ in. thinner than the insulation on
the adjacent piping, covered with in. hard-finish asbestos

cement.

On piping 3J- in. and smaller, in place of blocks and
cement as mentioned above, the entire insulation offlanged
and screwed fittings and valves is best carried out with hard
finish asbestos cement to a total thickness equal to that of
the adjacent pipe insulation.

Where it is necessary to make frequent inspection of hot
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oil-vapour lines, particularly those which connect the crack-

ing oil with reaction chambers in the various cracking pro-

cesses, asbestos pipe blanket insulation for temperatures

up to 800 R is economical, due to ease of application and
elimination ofbreakage. The usual pipe blankets are made

up of 2i Ib, asbestos cloth on both sides, filled with brown
asbestos fibre and quilted on approximate 9-in. centres,

with wire-inserted asbestos cord. Monel metal hooks for

lacing are secured to all longitudinal edges, on approxi-

mately 5-in. centres with monel metal wire and copper disks.

The blankets are laced on the pipe or fitting with monel

metal wire.

Freezing of Water Pipes.

Built-up hair-felt insulation is used to protect water-

pipes from freezing where the pipes are subjected to severe

conditions. This insulation consists of a suitable number
of layers of 1-in. standard hair felt securely bound in place

on the pipe by means of heavy jute twine and finished on
the outside with a waterproof jacket. The following table

gives some data on the protection afforded by insulation.

Data on Freezing of Water in Pipes

Where water must remain stationary longer than the safe

length oftime indicated, the only sure way ofprotecting the

line is to provide a small steam or hot water line alongside

the water line and then place insulation entirely round both

lines. In this case two-layer insulation is satisfactory and

sufficient, as the heating line is the protection against freez-

ing and the purpose of the insulation is to prevent excessive

loss, and to keep the heat where it is wanted.

Steam-heated Oil and Tar Lines

Oil, asphalt, tar lines, &c., in which it is necessary to

maintain temperatures above outside temperature to ensure

flow are protected from cooling by means of a small steam

pipe running adjacent to the main pipe. The two pipes are

insulated together by applying sectional insulation of such

diameter as just to fit around the pipes when bent to con-

form. The insulation is held in place by 16-gauge iron wire

loops. All space between the joints is filled with asbestos

cement.

On inside piping, the insulation may be finished with

rosin-sized paper over which is sewed an 8-oz. canvas cover.

The canvas may be sized and painted if desired. On outside

piping, the insulation is covered with a weather-proofjacket.

Insolation of Low-temperature Equipment
A ton of refrigeration, the equivalent of 288,000 B.Th.U.

per 24 hours, often costs 10 times as much as the same

number of B.Th.U. produced for heating purposes. The

necessity for much heavier insulation on low temperature

work than is customary for high temperatures is thus

immediately apparent. Furthermore, the cold processing

of oils demands that temperatures be maintained within a

narrow range, which control cannot be attained without

the use of adequate insulation.

Briefly, the requirements of a low temperature insulation

are:

1. The insulation must possess low conductivity at low

temperatures and must have the ability to retain this

low conductivity in service.

2. It must not readily absorb moisture, as low tempera-

tures involve condensation.

3. It must permit thorough sealing against infiltration of

air, for condensation within the material reduces its

efficiency.

4. It must have sufficient strength to be handled and

applied without breakage; and it must be easily sawjed

and'worked on the job.

5. It must be vermin-proof and not susceptible to

bacterial growth.

Cork, with a long history of satisfactory performance, is

the most widely used low temperature insulation. It is

manufactured in the form of sheets or lags mitred to the

required curvature. It should be thoroughly waterproofed,

not only for maintenance of efficiency but also to prevent

possible disintegration. Granulated cork may be used as a

filling material where conditions preclude the use of sheet

or block insulation.

Rock cork is of more recent development, having been

introduced some 30 years ago. It has since been used with

entire success for all classes of low temperature insulation.

It consists of rock wool bonded with a waterproofing bitu-

men and is made in sheets or lags. Possessing a consider-

able degree ofwaterproofness in itself, it is not so dependent

upon the integrity of the final waterproofing surface.

Hair felt, with an older history even than cork, offers

portability, low weight, and relative ease of application due

to the large units of area in which it is available. In late

years its use has been rather confined to equipment at

atmospheric, or somewhat lower temperatures, although it

has been satisfactorily applied to helium plant equipment

operating at extremely low temperatures. Hair felt is

either manufactured as standard hair felt in rolls or with

roofing paper stitched to both sides. This insulation

demands a better type of workmanship in its application

than does either cork or rock cork. At low temperatures

its eifectiveness is entirely dependent upon the complete-

ness and integrity ofthe exterior waterproofenvelope. Hie

efficiency is a function ofthe uniformity in thickness ofsuch

an easily compressible material.
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In a low temperature insulation the presence of mois-

ture not only hazards eventual disintegration of organic
material but also markedly impairs its insulating property.

Very low temperatures demand virtually an air-seal type

of waterproofing to avoid moisture resulting from warm
air filtering in through the outer surface and condensing in

the insulation. Once started, such action is always pro-

gressive, with a resultant frosting ofthe insulation through-
out its depth.
The conductivities of the three types of low temperature

insulation are within fairly close agreement, varying some-

what with density and compression and, to some extent,

with age when exposed to 'drying out*.

For calculating the required thickness of insulation, the

conductivity is usually taken to be 0-30 to 0-33 B.Th.U. per
hr. sq. ft. F. for 1 in. thickness.

Where frosting of the exterior surface is a factor, the

temperature of the surrounding atmosphere and its relative

humidity at that temperature should be considered. At
times this would call for a greater thickness, but for general

use, industrial practice has fairly well standardized the

following thicknesses for tanks, brine coolers, chillers,

refrigerated rooms, &c. Cold piping is dealt with separately.

Equipment
temperature^ F.

-60 to -50
-50 to -30
-30 to -15
-15 to

Oto 15

15 to 25
25 to 35

35 to 45
Above 45

* Thickness of cork or rock

cork sheets or lags

12 in. three layers

10 in. three

8 in. two
7 in. two
6 in. two
5 in. two
4 in. one
3 in. one
2 in. one

* Add 1 in. to above for corresponding thickness of hair felt, to

allow for compression.

For vertical tanks
*
Foundation* cork is applied on a

waterproofed concrete, normally about 25 % thicker than

standard to allow for its greater density and higher

conductivity.

For the walls of tanks 20 ft. or greater in diameter cork
or rock cork sheets are used; for tanks of smaller diameter,

lags, formed of sheets ofthe same materials, mitred for the

curvature, are preferable in order to secure close-fitting

joints.

The final exterior surface may consist of a suitable

emulsified asphalt-asbestos cement waterproofing plastic,

or roofing felts hot-mopped with asphalt. For tanks over

20 ft, in diameter, an asbestos-cement sheathing is usually
added for mechanical protection, or hollow tile erected

around the tank.

Rock cork or cork sheets are applied horizontally to the

side walls of the tank after dipping one face of the sheets

in hot asphalt, and are further secured by metal straps. If

more than one layer of sheets is required, the second, and
each subsequent layer, is secured to the previous layer by
wood skewers, four to a sheet, driven at an angle, in addi-

tion to cementing with hot asphalt.
Hie roof of tanks at low temperatures are usually in-

sulated to the same thickness as the side walls. The sheets

are dipped on one face in hot asphalt in the same manner as

on the side walls, and the second, and each succeeding
layer, additionally secured to the preceding layer with wood
skewers. Over the finished insulation, waterproofing felt

is applied in a manner generally similar to that for hot
tanks.

On horizontal tanks cork orrock cork lags, of the proper

thickness and number of layers for the operating tempera-

ture, are securely attached to the shell of the cooler with

hot asphalt, with each course further secured by circum-

ferential metal straps. Where two layers are necessary the

attachment of the second layer to the first with hot asphalt

is further reinforced by wood skewers driven in at an angle.

When using hair felt insulation, after all leaks are made
tight and all scale, grease, or other foreign matter removed
with brushes and scrapers, the entire tank is first coated

with concrete primer. A first layer of felt is then hot-

mopped to the ends of the tank. A second layer is then

hot-mopped to the first layer, each layer being cross-laced

with wires on about 18-in. centres, secured to J-in. twisted

steel cables stretched circumferentially around the tank

about 6 in. from the ends. The felt is applied to the body
of the tank in a similar way, each layer being tightly laced

with wire wound circumferentially around the tank on
18-in. centres.

Over the body and ends of the tank, IJ-in. hexagonal
wire mesh is stretched fastened to the lacing wires. A J-in.

cement coat, consisting of two parts insulating cement and
one part Portland cement by weight, is thoroughly worked
into the wire mesh, and over the cement, J in. of plastic

waterproofing is finally applied, trowelled to a smooth
finish.

Insulation of Refrigerated Rooms

Cork or rock cork sheets are usually used to insulate the

floor, walls, and ceiling of refrigerated rooms.

For floor insulation the sheets are applied over wood or

concrete sub-floors, using the same method of application
in either case. The sub-floor is thoroughly cleaned and
dried before applying the insulation. Wood floors are first

covered with two layers ofheavy building paper. Next, the

sub-floor is flooded with asphalt, and the first layer of

insulation applied while the asphalt is still hot. It is then

flooded with hot asphalt and the second layer applied, all

joints being staggered and closely butted. Further layers

are applied in the same manner. The top surface is flooded

with a heavy coat ofhot asphalt. The floor insulation must

always be covered with some type of wearing surface.

Walls are usually prepared to receive the insulation in the

following way. Uneven stone or brick walls are trued up
with a coat of Portland cement mortar brought to a float

'finish. Frame walls are covered with two layers of water-

proofbuilding paper. The cleaned, dry surface ofmasonry
walls is coated with concrete primer.
The insulation is then applied with hot asphalt. All

sheets are closely butted and pressed firmly into place to

provide uniform adhesion, and outer layers are additionally
secured to the preceding layer with wood skewers. The
interior finish for both walls and ceiling usually consists

of J in. of asphalt-asbestos cement, evenly applied and
trowelled smooth.

Whenever several floors are being refrigerated, the floors

should be supported separately from the walls, when pos-

sible, with space provided between the wall and floor slab

to permit the continuance of insulation without a break at

the floor-line. This makes it unnecessary to insulate floors

and ceilings except at the bottom and top ofthe entire space

being insulated. Where the floor beams of intermediate

floors must be supported in masonry walls, the insulation

should be carried out on the beams from 3 to 6 ft., depend-
ing upon the temperatures to be held.

Ceiling insulation should be applied on the top where
this is possible. When applied on the underside, advantage
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should be taken of all means of reinforcement, especially
on the first layer, to ensure permanent construction. Under
wood-frame ceilings, two layers of waterproof building

paper should be first nailed to the sheathing. The initial

layer of insulation is then applied with hot asphalt, and
secured with galvanized nails and metal caps. The follow-

ing layers are applied with hot asphalt and secured to the

preceding layer with wood skewers driven in at an angle.
One method of insulating the under-side of concrete

ceilings on new construction is to lay the first layer of

insulation in the concrete forms before the slabs are poured.

Heavy galvanized wires with one end bent to form a cap
are inserted in each sheet in such a manner as to form a key
when the concrete is poured. The top surface is given a

coat of emulsified asphalt, after which the concrete is

poured. When the concrete has set and the forms have
been removed the additional layers of insulation are

applied underneath with hot asphalt and secured with wood
skewers driven in at an angle.

If concrete floor slabs have been poured without pro-
vision for supporting insulation, and it is necessary that

the insulation be applied to the under-side, the most satis-

factory method is to drill holes in the concrete and secure

2 in. x 3 in. nailing strips to the slab with expansion bolts.

The entire surface is then given a coat of concrete primer,
and the first layer of insulation erected in asphalt between
the nailers, and toe-nailed to them at each edge. The
second layer is applied in asphalt, nailed to the strips, and
in addition secured to the first layer with wood skewers,
driven in at an angle. Any further layers are applied with

asphalt and wood skewers.

Around doorways and along passages, particularly

where trucks are wheeled, it is advisable to provide protec-
tion for the insulation. For places where the blows are not

severe, a reinforced cement wainscot, f in. to 1 in. in thick-

ness will suffice. Where the abuse is continuous and

extreme, wood studs, to which parallel wood battens of

sufficient strength are nailed, will serve. Generally this

protection need extend up the wall only about 4 ft.

Insulation of Cold Piping

While pipe insulation for low temperatures embraces the

same types ofinsulation as used for low temperature equip-

ment, the thickness and methods of application differ

considerably.
Cork pipe insulation is most generally used on piping

conveying cold fluids. The thickness depends on the

temperature involved and on other considerations, but the

usual thicknesses are given in the following table, which

may be taken to apply also to other forms of insulation for

cold piping.

Cork pipe insulation is furnished in single layer, semi-

cylindrical or segmental sections,.to fit standard pipe sizes.

Cork jackets are furnished to fit screwed and flanged

fittings. They are usually made in two half-sections for

small sizes, and in segments for large sizes.

An alternative type ofinsulation to cork for low tempera-
tures is known as rock cork, a material manufactured from

a loose rock wool, bonded with a waterproof asphaltic

compound. It is usually furnished with a factory applied

waterproofjacket and in this form it has a high resistance

to moisture infiltration. The same raw material is also

made into a soft felt about 1 in. thick consisting of loosely
felted rock wool also impregnated with asphalt.

This rock wool felt is particularly useful for the insula-

tion of flanges and pipe fittings as it can be packed round

irregular-shaped surfaces. It is often used in this way in

conjunction with sectional pipe covering for the straight

lengths of pipe. It is applied in several layers to build the

insulation up to the required thickness, each layer being
covered with waterproof tape before the next layer is

applied so as to form a very thorough protection against
moisture.

The sectional pipe covering is first applied and the ends
of the last sections thoroughly coated with waterproofing
compound before covering the pipe fitting. The insulation

over the fitting is finally bound with a layer of waterproof
tape covered with a trowelled coat of plastic waterproof
compound. This is illustrated in Fig. 10.

SECTIONAL
/N3ULA

TROWEL COAT
OF WATERPROOF

*

COMPOUND

LAYERS OF
FELT

I LAYERS OF
WATERPROOF TAPE.

FIG. 10.

A built-up form of insulation is also sometimes used con-

sisting of several layers of insulating hair felts carefully

applied and sealed by interposing layers of a specially

impregnated waterproof tape. The finishing layer of tape
is additionally waterproofed.

All pipe hangers should be erected on the outside of the

cork, which should be protected from eachhangerby a sheet

iron shield, approximately 6 in. wide, shaped to fit the

curvature of the insulation and extending half-way up the

sides of the pipe. Lines may be supported on wood blocks

set in the hangers until the insulation is applied.

Unused, or infrequently used, branch or by-pass lines,

leading off from lines being insulated, should be insulated

to a distance not less than 3 ft. from the main pipe-line.

Longitudinal joints in the pipe insulation are made at

the top and bottom of the pipe. All insulation is securely
wired in place with copper-covered annealed iron wire and

joints and seams cemented and spaces filled with bitumen
or paraffin-cork mastic. The completed insulation is then

finished as desired, usually with asphaltic paint.
After application the insulation should be inspected,

preferably twice a year; and loose wires tightened, any
places where seams are not tight puttied up with seam-

filler, and the covering given a coat of asphaltic paint.
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FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN SPECIFYING STEEL FOR
REFINERY SERVICE

By T. McLEAN JASPER, and CHARLES W. WHEATLEY, A. O. Smith Corporation

THE use of steel for refinery service covers a wide variety

of equipment. To help the refinery engineer to select the

most suitable material requires an appropriate knowledge
of the problems associated with steel production as well

as those associated with the fabrication and service of

equipment.
Steel of various kinds have peculiar limitations. Certain

steels are more sensitive than others to temperature varia-

tions, and cannot be so easily cast into large ingots without

surface cracking or the occurrence of other defects. Such
steels are almost invariably difficult to roll into plates.

Other steels, which will cast satisfactorily into ingots, may
still present a serious rolling problem. Metallurgists who
are working with small crucible or electric heats will not

become aware of such limitations in the experimental

stages of investigating steels, and for this reason consider-

able disappointment may be associated with an endeavour
to bring such experimental steels into service, especially

where heavy plates for large vessels are considered.

In the selection of steel, it might be said, in general, that

the refiner can very satisfactorily confine himself, for his

load-carrying work, to carbon, and low alloy steels. Where
corrosion is of major importance, special steels of high

alloy content are available which cannot, at present, be

produced from large ingots, nor can they be used in any
but thin sections without excessive fabrication costs.

Means, however, have been devised to attach such thin

plates to ordinary commercial steel by rolling, spot

welding, or other means.

The designing engineer, who writes the steel specifica-

tions for his equipment, should be acquainted with the

above facts in order not to specify uneconomical materials.

It should be understood that unnecessary restrictions which
call for closer specified limits than necessary should be
avoided since they increase the price of steel without

obtaining sufficient economical returns. This principle is

very often disregarded and the writing of specifications
is cumbered with expensive restrictions which sometimes
have little or no real practical service value. The American
Society for Testing Materials has taken it upon itself to

produce steel specifications for service. Tliese specifications
are the result of a joint committee of members comprising
steel producers, equipment manufacturers, and equipment
users. Such specifications, when they become standards,
have at the back ofthem a record ofhaving been proposed,
investigated by a committee of men vitally interested in

expanding the use of steel, and advanced through a period
of trial as Tentative Standards.

Until recent years specifications for quality thick plates
were not available. When this type of material was needed,
steel fabricators of thick-wall vessels had to resort to

considerable experimentation in co-operation with the
steel mills before a satisfactory material specification was
developed. In the early stage of this development excessive

mandatory precautions were taken to safeguard the steel,
with the result that the price was high. Later the quality

factor was established on the basis ofchemical and physical

tests, which had been established by experience as properly

safeguarding the material, with the result that greater
latitude was available to the steel producer so that his

ingenuity in the production of steel could play a more
important part. The result was an improved steel mill

practice and a reduction in the cost of production and

price. This could only be brought about by a close

co-operation between the user and the producer of
steel.

Common load-carrying steels made in heats of fifty tons

or more cannot be commercially produced with such small

chemical and physical specification ranges as can special
steels. Therefore, the question of allowable impurities in

the two cases is of an entirely different order of magnitude.

Special steels may vary in price from 20 cents to $1.25

per lb., and therefore the point of view of the metallurgist

habitually servicing such steel production and use must be

greatly modified if he is to service the commercial produc-
tion and use of tonnage steels which carry a price in the

neighbourhood of from 2 to 4 cents per lb.

In dealing with the details of specification writing, the

chemical tolerances which have been accepted as satis-

factory for the economic production and use of tonnage
steels will be considered. Such tolerances can undoubtedly
be reduced if so desired. The advantages gained by such
a reduction, however, must be eventually balanced against
the increased cost of steel production. In general, it is more

economically appropriate to shift the commercial range
of tolerances up or down the scale of these requirements
rather than to narrow this range.
The following table gives the typical commercial toler-

ances which are used on general steels for the petroleum
service and cover chemical composition exclusive of high
alloy steels.

Chemical Tolerance Range

Carbon . . 0-10% for low carbon requirements;
(H5 % for high carbon requirements.

Manganese . 0-30% for manganese requirements.
Sulphur . . 0-05% maximum for all plate steel.

Phosphorus . 0-04% maximum for all plate steel.

Nickel . . 0*20% for low nickel content;
0-50% for medium nickel content.

Chromium . 0-30% for low chromium content ;

0-50% for medium chromium content.

Molybdenum . 0-10% for general plate steel.

Vanadium . 0-15% mmimum.
Silicon* . . 0-40% for Silico Manganese Steels;

0-15% minimum for general plate steel when
required;

0-30% maximum for general plate steel when
required.

* Not specified in most plate steels.

When the above tolerances are adhered to, it has been
found that the physical properties can be expected to be
within satisfactorily close limits so that the engineer can

design his equipment from the standpoint of safety with
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considerable definiteness as to strength. It is generally
known that the physical strength will vary, with the same
chemical composition, depending on the gauge of the
finished plate. The following table illustrates this point,
and is based on a considerable number of test results on
0-20 to 0-30% Carbon Steel, in which case all of the

chemical elements were restricted by standard tolerances.

It is seen by the table that, as the thickness of the

plate is reduced to J in. and under, a higher minimum
strength can be specified.

Relation between Strength ofPlates as received and
Thickness of Plates for 0-20 to 0-30% Carbon Steel



ALLOYED CAST IRONS IN PETROLEUM REFINING EQUIPMENT
By J. S. VANICK, MS., A.S.M.

Research Metallurgist, International Nickel Company, Inc., New York

A GREAT deal of progress has been made in the last 10

years in the quality and properties of cast iron, and the

petroleum refining industry has been quick to use or seek

to employ these improvements to the fullest extent in step

with the progress in its own field and the demands upon
its production departments for economy and efficiency.

This does not mean that the output of the grey iron shops

has suddenly swung completely to a product of a high

order of excellence any more than that the output of the

oil refinery has swung completely to premium gasolines.

With Carbon 3.40 - 3.60*

time impose some of their influence upon the resulting

product. A better and more economical procedure, one

which is customarily followed in steel making, consists

of first producing the best possible base composition, then

adding the alloys properly balanced to do their bit.

Unfortunately, cast iron and steel cannot be treated in the

same way, and the same proportions of alloys used for

one as for the other. One exception, if there may be one,

is in the nickel alloyed irons, simply for the reason that

nickel acts largely upon the iron component instead of the

With Carbon 3.10 -3.30%

\

\

1" 2"

Thickness of Section
FIG. 1. FIG. 2.

Percentages of silicon and nickel required to render castings of different section completely grey and machinable.

3"

A great deal of plain cast iron is still produced and the

modest 20,000 Ib. per sq. in. strength, requiring no appre-

ciable degree of pressure tightness, can be secured without

much concern on the part of either producer or consumer.

The broad range of properties available in modern cast

iron such as a strength of 20,000 to 60,000 Ib. per sq. in.,

or up to 80,000-100,000 Ib. per sq. in. when heat-treated,

and a range of hardness from 100 to 500 Brinell, with other

physical properties improving correspondingly, gives the

equipment manufacturer or refinery constructor an oppor-

tunity to build up to the new properties now being ob-

tained.

In addition these properties are available in high-grade

cast iron at a moderate or no increase in cost, for the reason

that raw materials needed do not vary appreciably in cost,

and alloys deliver more value per dollar when employed
in castings than when used in wrought shapes. Sometimes

it is possible to improve a poor or average grade of iron

by alloying it directly and depending upon the alloys to

correct inequalities in the base composition. Nickel,

chromium, and molybdenum, singly or grouped, can be

applied in unbalanced proportions to bring an unbalanced

cast iron into a compositional equilibrium and at the same

carbon of the complex iron-carbon-silicon combination

that constitutes cast iron.

An effort to outline the action of important chemical

elements composing cast iron is made as follows: Most

important is carbon, which is present in commerical cast

iron from 2-5 to 3-5%. In a grey cast iron of the usual

type, at least two-thirds of its carbon is desired in the form

of graphite. This graphite content would not be present

if it were not for the action of the element silicon. Cast

irons contain 0-5 to 3% of silicon, which reduces the

solubility of carbon in iron. Since thin castings cool

rapidly, they require a higher silicon content to achieve

adequate graphitization. An excessive silicon content

causes a corresponding excessive graphitization, coarsening

of the precipitated graphite, and an accompanying
'

open-

ness* of grain leading to porosity, leakage, and poor

physical properties.

The carbon content is important in controlling the

strength of the cast iron. Low-carbon irons contain less

graphite and are consequently stronger. Foundrymen can

vary both the silicon and carbon contents of their irons

within commercial limits of 5% by suitable adjustments
of the mixtures they are melting. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate
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in a general way the influences of silicon and carbon on
machinability and strength.

Nickel additions to properly balanced cast irons range
from 0-25 to 5%, sometimes accompanied by one-third
as much chromium, i.e. from 0-1 to 1-5%, or molybdenum
replacing chromium when desirable to avoid embrittlement
or to reduce machining troubles. In special cases, as in

the corrosion resisting cast irons, nickel additions up to

20% may be employed, and where low or high expansivity
is needed, up to 40% may be employed. It is worth
mentioning at this point that foundrymen have mastered
the production of these highly alloyed irons without
recourse to the use of special melting equipment.

Alloying elements are classified as graphitizing types or

carbide-forming types, depending upon whether they pro-
mote the action of silicon in precipitating graphite from
the iron-carbon solution or oppose this effect and form
carbides. There seems to be no neutral position, and any
element inactive in this iron-carbon system is likely to be
considered inert and of little significance in affecting the

important physical properties of cast iron. Of the three

most important alloying elements nickel, chromium, and
molybdenum nickelisagraphitizer; chromiumandmolyb-
denum carbide formers. The intensity of their respective
effects may vary within the carbon-silicon ranges outlined

above. Thus, one part of nickel possesses approximately
the force of f to | part of silicon as a carbide destroyer.
Chromium resists silicon upon a point-to-point basis.

Molybdenum is somewhat less powerful than chromium
as a carbide former. These alloys after being balanced
to maintain equilibrium as regards graphitizing power,
begin to exert their important secondary effects upon the

iron-carbon-silicon solution by strengthening, hardening,
toughening, &c.

A perfectly balanced plain cast iron makes an excellent

base to build from. If nickel alone is to be added, it

would be desirable to reduce silicon or carbon to maintain
a proper balance. In some cases foundrymen are com-
pelled to run their soft irons, and then nickel with chromium
and/or molybdenum additions are necessary, one element

being the complement of the other as regards balance, while
the effect of the alloys is cumulative. Collateral properties
of cast irons such as machinability, density, corrosion

resistance, &c., require separate consideration and treat-

ment and will be discussed first.

Machinability

Machinability, grain refinement, density, uniformity, are

undefinable, yet important properties of castings. All

these are interrelated. Usually 0-5 to 2% of nickel is used
to develop them. As mentioned above, nickel exerts a

graphitizing effect similar to silicon, but, unlike silicon,

which may completely free an iron of combined carbon, it

exerts a greater solvent power for carbon. Dissolved carbon
must be diffused and not allowed to concentrate into

lumps or colonies of carbides. Pure nickel will dissolve

carbon while silicon will not, and the presence of as little

as 3% silicon in iron almost completely destroys the solid

solubility of carbon in iron. Since much of the body and

strength of an iron and the effect of alloys upon it depend
upon the presence of dissolved carbon in it, nickel exerts

a positive but restrained influence in compelling complete
graphitization of carbide residues, yet relinquishing its

graphitizing power as soon as this lumped carbon is

diffused and in solution.

The step-bar casting, Fig. 3, offers a practical means of

illustrating these principles. An iron correctly balanced

for the i-in. section will be coarser grained than desirable

in the 1-in. section and ungraphitized and unmachinable in

the J-in. section, as well as unmachinable along the edges

of the i-in. sections, because the effective section through

the corner is approximately equal to half the flat section.

Thus the radius through the corner of the J-in. section is

approximately equivalent to a round bar J in, in diameter.

Strength and Combined Carbon in Castings of Varying Section

FIG. 3. Plain iron and alloy iron of equal chilling tendency and
of approximately equal machinability in castings of varying
thickness. (Black area is 'white' unmachinable iron. Spotted area
is *mottled* and unmachinable.)

If the dominating section of the casting is J in. thick and

requires 2% silicon with 3-3 total carbon, then the i-in.

section should contain at least 2-75 silicon. Since this

siliconwould promotea coarse grain and openness, possibly

leakage in the i-in. and larger sections, the corrective of

applying 1*5% nickel to the 2% silicon iron maintains the

close grain of this composition for the i-in. or larger

sections and produces the necessary graphitization in the

i-in. and i-in. sections to permit rapid machining. For

example, piston rings, individually cast, are frequently made

^ in. to 1 in. thick with a 2% silicon iron and 2 to 0-75%
nickel, viz.:

TABLE I

Example ofImproving Density, Machinability, and
Wear Resistance

In another case, grease-gun cylinders expected to be
machined at high speeds, ends threaded, finished smooth,
with sections J in. to 1 in. in the casting were made of
a well-balanced base mix similar to the above with 1 to

1-5% nickel to maintain the close grain, pressure tightness,

and machinability required of this exacting production job.

Density Pressure Tightness

Pistons for reciprocating pumps, engines, and com-

pressors represent another common problem in obtaining

dense, pressure-tight castings. The following description
and outline illustrate the case. Automotive pistons (Fig. 4)

always light in section along the skirt and heavy sectioned

in the piston-pin boss, have a characteristic habit of
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revealing porosity in the neighbourhood of the bosses, or
between the head and boss. The condition is not discovered

until considerable machining is done and the casting skin

removed or the shrink spots reached when the ring grooves

removed restores the necessary structure and machina-
bility. Where foundry mixtures cannot be changed, nickel-
chromium additions, slightly out of balance but certain to
maintain machinability at a somewhat reduced rate due
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FIG. 5. Hardening thin sections by direct alloying. Thin sections J in. to 1J in. (1) Low silicon
cast iron; (2) high silicon cast iron. (Diagram shows quantity of Ni -f Cr to be added.)
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FIG. 6. Hardening thick sections by direct alloying. Heavy sections up to 4 in. (1) Low-carbon
cast iron; (2) high-carbon cast iron. (Diagram shows quantity of Ni + Cr to be added.)

are cut. The soft iron needed to keep the skirt machinable
opens the grain and encourages shrinkage in the heavy
sections. A reduction in silicon content of 0*1 to 0-3%,
readily achieved by using a siifficient quantity of steel

scrap in the charge, promotes a closing of the grain, while
a nickel addition equal to double the amount of the silicon

to the accompanying hardening effect, can be applied as

shown in Table II.

Wear Resistance

Table I illustrates in general the manner in which har-

dening is accomplished. Hardness may not be synonymous





FIG. 8. Centrifugal alloy iron liners

FIG. 4. Nickel cast-iron pistons

FIG. 7. Nickel-chrome cast-iron cylinder heads and piston used in gas engine
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TABLE n

Improving Density with Ni or Ni-Cr Additions

Skirt section Skirt section

with wear-resistance if microstructure is ignored, but

hardening an iron by preserving its basically good struc-

tural qualities and building up hardness by means of
balanced additions of alloys as illustrated above (Table II)

has repeatedly demonstrated an ability to resist wear. It

might be interesting to add that these correctly balanced

alloyed cast irons are not only hardened but strengthened
and toughened as well. A good wearing machinable hard-

ness of 200 to 280 Brinell in the
*
as cast' condition can be

selected from an inspection of Figs. 5 and 6. Pump liners,

valve parts, engine and compressor castings (Fig. 7), are

typical refinery castings treated in this way.
Results of wear tests [4, 1932] made in the working

parts of pumps illustrate in the following data the

practical application of the principles described :

TABLE IE

Wear ofPlain or Alloy Iron

Tensile Strength

The strength commercially obtainable in grey iron has

gradually and consistently been moved up from a 20,000 to

50,000 Ib. per sq. in. level to as high as 50,000 to 60,000 Ib.

per sq. in. Most of the common cast irons to-day are

produced in the 25,000 to 35,000 Ib. per sq. in. tensile range,
but where strengths are important the upper levels have
been developed without much difficulty. In special cases

cast irons possessing strength exceeding 65,000 Ib. per sq. in.

and heat-treated grades up to 100,000 Ib. per sq* & are

being made (Table IV).

TABLE IV

Effect of Quench and Drawback upon the Tensile

Strength ofHigh Strength Nickel Cast Iron

Similar evidence has been presented by Bornstein [2,

1929] from operating tests on tractor-engine cylinders.

Nickel-chromium alloy iron cylinders containing 0-68% of

nickel and 0-22% of chromium were 26 points higher in

Brinell hardness and showed only 68% of the wear of plain
cast-iron cylinders.

Heat Treatment

Some castings, such as pump and engine liners, cam-

shafts, &c., are heat-treated either to develop strength or

hardness for resistance to wear (Fig. 8). Castings may be

softened byan annealing at 1 ,
100-1 ,300 F., after which they

are rough machined at a hardness of 170 to 220 Brinell.

They are then gradually heated to 1,450-1,550 F., oil

quenched to a maximum hardness, after which they are

tempered and toughened by healing to some temperature
between 400 and 1,000F. The procedure is limited to

simple and symmetrical shapes. Cored-out castings of

complicated shapes are too susceptible to warping and

cracking to be heat-treated. They are best strengthened or

hardened by the direct alloying procedure described in

Figs. 5 and 6 and Table II.

in Qq

Alloys are almost indispensable to the everyday pro-
duction of high-strength irons. One of the outstanding
characteristics of nickel-alloyed irons is their ability to

level off irregularities in production conditions such as

occur due to minor shifts in composition, pouring tempera-
tures, shake-out, and cooling conditions, &c., which may
adversely affect the strength of ordinary cast irons.

Piwowarski [7, 1934] describes these effects thoroughly,
and emphasizes the effectiveness of nickel with chromium
or molybdenum in obtaining uniformity and reprodudbility
in high-grade cast irons.

The American Society for Testing Materials in 1932

issued A.S.T.M. Tentative Specifications for Gray Iron

Castings (A. 48-32 T) [8, 1932] including castings for high-

strength applications. The data of Table V are abstracted

therefrom.

TABLE V

Classifications of Cast Iron, from AS.T.M. Tentative

Specifications A. 48-36*

* Am. See. Testing Mats. Stds., 1936, p. 757.

The class 40 and 50 range of properties is met easily by
nickel-chromium cast irons as is evidenced by the data of
Table VI taken from a technical bulletin ofthe International

Nickel Company.
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TABLE VI

High-test Alloy Cast Iron

Tensile Strength 40,000 per sq. in. to 48,000 per sq. in.

Note. The harder compositions attain top strength easily, but machine less freely.

Class 60 specification or better is met readily in nickel

alloyed grey cast irons through the agency of special

melting involving the use ofover 60% of steel in the cupola.
This type of iron has been trade named 'Ni-Tensyliron*. A
great many foundries are producing it to meet the 50,000 Ib.

per sq. in. specification, and several are bettering the

60,000 Ib. per sq. in. specification regularly. By special heat

treatment 15,000 to 25,000 Ib. per sq. in. additional tensile

strength is obtainable as shown in Table IV.

The composition of Ni-Tensyliron may be varied over

a fairly wide range to accommodate varying sizes and
thkknesses of castings. The general range is given in

Table VII.

TABLE VH
Composition ofNi-Tensyliron

Total carbon

Manganese .

Phosphorus .

Sulphur
Silicon

Nickel

Chromium or molybdenum

. 2-50-3-15%

. 0-50-0-90%

. 0-15% max.
- 0-12%
. 1-20-2-75%
. 1-00-4-00%
. 0-0-0-50%

In some cases slightly higher strengths are obtained,

particularly in heavy sections, with additions of 0-35 to

0-5% of either chromium or molybdenum.
The full ranges of properties obtainable in irons of this

class are given in Table VIII. The relation between com-

position and strength ranges is outlined in Fig. 9.

TABLE VIII

Physical Properties of Ni-Tensyliron

Transverse breaking load*

Deflection ....
Tensile strength, (arbitration

bars*) ....
Compressive strength .

Elastic modulus (tension and

compression-}-).
Brinell hardness^ .

Fatigue limit

4,500 to 8,000 Ib.

0-11 to 0-25 in.

50,000 to 75,000 Ib. per sq. in.

165,000 to 190,000 Ib. per sq. in.

20,000,000 to 23,000,000 Ib. per
sq. in.

220 to 320.

50% to 57% of tensile strength.

*
li in. round 12 in. centres.

t Up to proportional limit or up to 25% U.T.S.

i Particular value obtainable depends upon silicon and nickel
content.

U.T.S. = Ultimate Tensile Strength.

The uniformity of Ni-Tensyliron in heavy sections is

shown by the data ofTable IX which is due to MacPherran
[5, 1929], who has shown that the Brinell hardness of plain

grey iron varies from 22 to 30 points from the outside to

TOTAL CARBON 2-75%

.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Per Cent Silicon

2.4 2.8

FIG. 9. Ranges of silicon and nickel in which high-strength iron
is obtained.

the centre of 4-in. rounds, whereas high-strength nickel

cast iron is uniformly hard throughout similar sections.

The strength throughout the heavy section is well main-
tained while the strength of ordinary cast iron may decrease

50% or more in the core of heavy sections.

TABLE JX

Properties of Cast Irons in Heavy Sections

The Ni-Tensyl type of cast iron finds application for

pumps, compressors, engines, valves, and other pressure

castings subject to considerable load.

Impact Resistance

Some cast-iron applications such as valve, pump, plug-

cock, and compressor parts, require more than an

ordinary degree of toughness. Curiously enough, the high-

strength alloy irons of the Ni-Tensyliron type generally

possess a high deflection and resist impact well. Frequently
the impact strength of the Ni-Tensyliron types will be two
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or three times better than that of the plain irons. The

impact test committee of the A.S.T.M. [9, 1929J, reporting

upon some 30 tests in which a plain and nickel-alloyed

cast iron were included, compared various cast irons by
dropping a 100-lb. weight from successively higher levels

on a 4-in. span of a 1-2 in. diameter bar. A comparison
of Ni-Tensyliron and plain iron follows:

Additional data appear in Table X.

Low-temperature Impact

Some operations have been conducted at temperatures

reaching 50 F. Many materials become brittle at these

temperatures, and while cast iron is not affected to the same

degree as steel, it loses some toughness. The nickel-

alloyed high test and Ni-Tensyliron types not only possess

better impact resistance at normal temperatures but retain

more of their toughness at low temperatures, as shown in

Table X.
TABLE X

Low-temperature Impact Properties of Alloyed and
Plain Cast Iron

* Bar 1-20 in. dia.x6 in. broken 'as cast'.

t High test type (develops up to 60 ft. lb.).

i Values as high as 70 ft>Ib. have been developed in softer grades.

For service at freezing temperatures, therefore, cast-iron

equipment which operates successfully at normal tempera-
tures should be constructed of alloyed, high-test nickel

cast iron, or Ni-TensyHron. Compressors, pumps, filters,

and other parts of the refrigeration and circulation systems

have been built of these tougher alloy-irons.

tEgfa Temperature

Cast iron operates in many of the hot, unfired, low-

pressure applications under the traditional limit of 450 F.

set by several engineering committees. If specifications

limiting the degree of growth and including an outline of

an acceptable composition range are not set, the 450 F.

temperature limit would better be retained. However, cast

irons are available which can be employed for unfired

pressure vessels at temperatures up to 700 F. and with

special care for temperatures up to 900 F. The low-

carbon, low-silicon types described as pearlitic irons make
the best base compositions, to which suitable additions of

heat and deterioration resisting alloys, such as nickel and

chromium in proper balance, are added. Tables XI, XII,

XIH, XIV and Figs. 10, 11, and 12 illustrate the difference

in deterioration rate.

c 2* *

-yUWPli

*2677Wa
A \ \

10 20

Number Of

40 50
At Temperature

60

FIG. 10. Plain cast iron of 2% silicon showed greatest growth

subjected to steam at 900 F. A nickel-copper-chromium cast iron

showed the least See Table XII.

Cylinder heads, compressor parts, valves, regulators, low-

pressure return bends, exchanger and condenser castings,

pumps, <&c., subjected to long periods of heating may not

require irons of unusual strength, but do require that their

original physical properties do not deteriorate appreciably.

Fig. 13 summarizes results ofquick, elevated temperature

tests upon a number of cast irons. No. 6 is a malleable

iron base specially processed, while nos. 7 and 8 would

TABLE XI

Stability of Cast Iron at 1,000 F.

TABLE XII
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TABLE XHI

Growth of Cast Iron in an Oxidizing (COj) Atmosphere at 1,500 F. (815 C.)

TABLE XIV

Scaling of Cast Iron in an Oxidizing Atmosphere at 1,500 F. (815 C.)

* White this particular test sample was low in silicon, it may be stated that the standard 1 to 2% Silicon Ni-Resist composition is more satisfactory in that

it requires no special foundry mixtures and produces equivalent results.

TO 15 20 25 30 35 40
Number of Cycles ( \

l
/z Hr. at Temp.)

G. 1 1. Resistance to growth in an oxidizing atmosphere of carbon
dioxide at 1,500 F. See Table XUL

FIG. 12. Inhibition of scale formation in cast iron (oxidizing

atmospheres at 1,500 F.) is important hi applications requiring trans-

fer of heat See Table XIV.

80

70

JE

60

SL

I 50

40

1,30

io
1

10

400 800 1200

Temp, of Test -
Degs. Fahr.

1600 1800

FIG. 13. Short-time tensile strength tests at elevated temperatures
of irons of the following compositions :
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require special melting methods other than the cupola. It

is evident from a comparison of cupola irons 2 and 3 and
also from a comparison of high-test types nos. 4 and 5 that

low-silicon, low-carbon alloyed cast irons are best fitted

for high-temperature loading.

Creep tests were made by Allen [1, 1931] on three of the
irons described above. It is interesting to compare the

low-silicon, nickel alloyed, moderate strength grey iron
with its unalloyed companion as shown in Fig. 14 and
Table XV. It is apparent that a high-test iron, sufficiently

200 400 600 800 10OO 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Time, Hours

FIG. 14. Time-deformation curves for three irons carrying
10,500 Ib. per sq. in. Load at 700 F. *Grey Iron' corresponds to no.
2 of Fig. 13.

*
Nickel iron' corresponds to no. 3. 'Wompco' corre-

sponds to no. 4.

TABLE XV
After 2,015 hr. under Load at 700 F. the Test Bars were

removedfrom the Creep-test Apparatus and subjected
to the Tension Test at Room Temperature

low in silicon, and fortified with alloys in the manner
illustrated in Iron no. 5, above, would excel the unalloyed

high-test iron both in initial strength, creep strength, and
resistance to deterioration. An outline of suitable com-

positions is suggested in Table XVT below:

TABLE XVI

Limiting Temperature 450 F. A.S.T.M. Class 30 or less,

Le. under 30,000 Ib. per sq. in.

*
Optional for lower strength range. Necessary for stability at

upper strength range.

Limiting Temperature 600 F. AS.T.M. Class 30 to 60,

Le. 30,000 to 60,000 Ib. per sq. in.

Limiting Temperature 750 F. A.S.T.M. Classes 40 to 60y

Le. 40,000 to 60,000 Ib. per sq. in.

Where creep may proceed to the extent of several per
cent., as in some unfired pressure vessels such as heat

exchangers, valves, pumps, return bends, fittings, &C-,
close specifications upon composition, strength, and growth
are obviously necessary, or irons which possess one of
these qualifications, such as strength, might readily fail in

resistance to creep or growth. Good practice suggests
further that castings for elevated temperatures be subjected
to a stress-relief anneal, consisting of heating slowly to

some temperature up to 1,000 F. max., but above the

highest casting operating temperature, to eliminate stresses

introduced during casting.

Where machinability is unimportant as for firebox and
still tube supports, which are not excessively heated or

loaded, alloy additions to low-silicon (under 1-5%) irons

containing from 1 -25 to 2-5% nickel and 0-6-1% chromium

give good results (Table XVn).
The upper alloy ranges shown in Table XVH produce

a hardening of the cast iron which limits the degree of heat
resistance obtainable, particularly where machinability is

important, and the improvement illustrated by Tables XI,
XIII, and XIV can then be excelled only by employing
one of the high-alloy types of cast iron such as Ni-Resist,
which is described more fully later.

TABLE XVII

Composition Range for Castings requiring Moderate Heat
Resistance not subject to Internal Pressure and Non-
machinable.

Total carbon
Silicon

Manganese
Nickel

_

.

Chromium .

3-10-3-25

0-75-1-50

0-60-0-80

1-00-2-50

0-50-1-25

The nickel-chromium cast irons illustrated inTableXVII,
in the relatively simple composition shown and in about
a 1 to IJ-in. section, would be completely destroyed in

about 12 to 15 months at 1,100 F., while the plain cast

iron would fail in about 6 months. Several courses remain

open to deal with this problem.

First, limit the working temperature to a maximum of

900-1,000 F.

Second, employ about twice the alloy content, i.e. 3 to

4% nickel with 1 to 1-25% chromium to obtain a corre-

sponding improvement.

Third, use Ni-Resist which, as described later, possesses
8 to 12 times the resistance to deterioration shown for

plain cast iron and may be employed for somewhat higher

temperatures than 1,100 F.

Fourth, equip entirely with heat-resisting alloys of the

steel type, such as shown in Table XVHL
These separate suggestions require a little amplification.

The second one, recommending a 4% Ni, 1*25% Cr, type
of cast iron is being employed as kilii liner in the cement

industry where its hardness helps to resist abrasion as well

as heat. It should not be employed if extensive machining
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is necessary because its hardness may exceed 350 Brinell,

although it is grey and possesses the toughness of grey

cast iron in comparison to the brittleness of white non-

graphite irons.

If high degree of permanence is necessary the Ni-Resist

composition, austenitic, non-magnetic, and corrosion

resistant as well as machinable, can be applied for tempera-
tures above 600 F. and under 1,300F. as shown in

Tables XI, XIII, and XIV, Figs. 10 and 11 taken from

Wood's [11, 1933] work. After making a growth test on
a series of commercial materials, Wadman [10, 1930]

selected Ni-Resist for furnace parts heated at 900-1 ,300 F.,

and heat-resisting alloys for higher temperatures. Results

of his tests appear in Fig. 15.

-1st + 2rKl-

Cycltc Run Cyclic Run
3rd

Cychc Run

FIG. 15. Growth after 30 days* heating. Annealing heat = I,400R
for 96 hr. 1st cyclic run = raise temperature in 8 hr. from 900 to*"

1,400 F. Hold 8 hr. at 1,400 F. Cool 8 hr. to 900 F. Repeat
daily for 10 days, 2nd and 3rd cyclic run = same as first.

Compositions in Fig. 15

13, 14, 15, 16 Heat-resisting castings.

17, 18, 19 Stainless steels.

20, 21 Cast irons.

22 Structural steel welded.

Hie toughness of Ni-Resist is considerably greater than
that of ordinary cast iron, as indicated in the impact data

of Table X as well as in deflection tests. Its strength is

about the isame as that of plain cast iron, and at best reaches

a 30,000 to 40,000 per sq. in. tensile level. At elevated

temperatures, quick or short-time tests (Fig. 13) show that

its strength falls rapidly in the range of 800-1,400 F. as

is true of all cast-iron base materials. Most important in

connexion with its use at elevated temperatures is the fact

that its strength remains unchanged over a long period of

time, while the low-alloyed irons and plain irons deteriorate

rapidly so that after a few months* service at high tempera-
tures their strength and body are completely destroyed, as

shown in Tables XII and XIII. In order to summarize
these facts and outline suitable compositions, Table XVin
is offered, based upon castings of 1-in. sections.

TABLE XVm
Firebox and Still Castings*

* Tube supports, firebox castings, dampers, stack rings, &c. Heat

resisting alloys D and E are used interchangeably depending upon
condition of atmosphere, particularly of sulphur, in furnace.

f Contains 6% copper or 20% nickel.

Corrosion Resistance

Almost every conceivable form of corrosion is encoun-

tered in refinery operation. Acids, caustics, saline solutions,

liquids, tars, hot, cold, aerated, agitated, turbulent,

stagnant, erosive, wet, dry, vapours, represent some of the

conditions encountered. Fortunately, nearly all of the

mildly alloyed nickel or nickel-chromium cast irons possess

a moderately good resistance to most corrosives. Some of

the improvement is due to the inherent resistance conferred

by the alloys; the remaining improvement comes from an

attendant refinement in the structure and texture. Many
castings, such as condenser pipe sections, fittings, manifolds,

traps, regulator valves, pumps, bubble caps, and trays,

&c., are moderately alloyed to obtain a mild increase in

corrosion resistance ranging from 20 to 200%. In most

cases light castings such as thin-walled pipe or condenser

castings, &c., will contain:

Heavier castings such as pumps, bubble caps, valves, and
control devices will contain three times as much alloy to

compensate for their thicker section, viz. :

When chromium or silicon are not particularly useful,

as in caustic, hydrochloric, or similar corrosives, chromium

free, low-silicon compositions may be most useful, viz. :

Where conditions are especially severe the Ni-Resist

composition of the nickel-copper-chromium or copper-free

type are employed, viz. :

In many instances the characters of the corrosives en-

countered defy definition. They may be mildly acid one

day and caustic or brackish the next. In such cases a great
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SULPHURIC ACID-70F
NOTE:- At elevated temperateres tke

Bronze and Lead are attacked at greater

relative speed than are die other alloys

Cast Iron
dissolves rapidly

at lower
concerdraiwns

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

Per Cent Sulphuric Acid Concentration

FIG. 17. Corrosion rates of valve construction materials in sulphuric acid solutions at 70 F. 'Causul metal' is a special grade of alloy of
the Ni-Resist type.

deal of useful data has been obtained by means of the

corrosion spool test. In this test a series of cast-iron

specimens are prepared, weighed, and mounted on an
insulator with insulating spacers between them to eliminate

electrolytic or galvanic corrosion. After a long enough

period of exposure to eliminate the effects of day-to-day

variations, the spool is removed and the specimens cleaned,

weighed, and critically examined. In some cases the

advantage of one composition over another is so distinct

upon visual inspection that further work is hardly neces-

sary. Fig. 16 illustrates this. The superior performance
of Ni-Resist in these pilot tests leads to its gradual intro-

duction and finally widespread adoption for many refinery

applications. Its greater resistance to wear. Table XEX,

TABLE XIX

Weight Loss in grams ofAustenitic and Ordinary Cast Irons

under Erosive Conditions (Mather and Planl

, Ltd.)

TABLE XX

Exposure to Saturated Hydrogen Sulphide in Water
at 280 F. [10]

Weight Loss, grams per square metre

over the ordinary cast irons or the soft brasses and bronzes,

and its ability to ensure hotter temperatures rapidly

increased its commercial usefulness. Ni-Resist worked

well against most corrosives whether acid base or salt, and

the ever-shifting character of some refinery solutions made
it more or less an all-purpose, low-cost construction

material. Figs. 17, 18, and 19 indicate its acid, caustic, and

salt-water performance. A summary of tests upon typical

refinery corrosives has been separately prepared [6].

Cooper-Bessemer Corporation prior to its application of

Ni-Resist for compressor heads, cylinders, and pistons

made the test summarized in Table XX.

CORROSION TEST IN
EVAPORATOR

CONCENTRATING CAUSTIC
FROM 100 TO 130 TW.

400

1*350

300

.250

I 200

:=

150

CO
02 100

50

5 10 15 20 25
Per Cent Nickel in Cast Iron

FIG. 18. Effect of nickel additions to cast iron.
*

Ni-Resist'of 20%
nickeJr-2% chromium resists boiling caustic corrosion.
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Good Grade
Cost Iron /

/

Admiralty

2080

Hi-Resistx i i i i"

o
520 1040

Total Hours Run

FIG. 19. Diagram showing corrosion rate of Ni-Resist compared
with cast iron and gun metal in aerated sea water. (Metallurgia,

8,45(1933),)

Shaffer and Pollock, reporting upon extensive tests of

condenser materials, wrote:

'A few ferrous alloys tested in the stream from dis-

tillation of acid-treated naphtha showed that metals of

the 18-8 (chromium-nickel) type show good resistance

and that cast iron is more resistant than steel, while

small additions of copper to cast iron appear to lessen

its resistance; low-chrome steel shows only low resis-

tance to this type of corrosion. An alloy cast iron of

the following composition, nickel 12-15%; chromium

2-4%; copper 5-7%; silicon 1-5%; total carbon 3%
and the remainder iron, has proved very resistant in

such a service. Cast iron, on account of its low cost

and moderately long service, is reasonably economical,
but a trial of the above alloy may justify the higher

capital expenditure.'

More recent work by Pollock, Camp, and Hicks was re-

ported in the February 1935 A.I.M. and M.E. Symposium
on 'Metals in Oil Refining Equipment*. An attempt to

abstract some ofthe data on cast iron is made in Table XXI,
but for complete information the reader is referred to the

200 or more samples and approximately 35 test conditions

compiled by the staff of Humble Oil & Refining Company
as a contribution to progress in the oil industry.

Harnsberger [3, 1935], 'Materials Used in Refinery

Pumps', in a report surveying pump materials refers to the

successful application of Ni-Resist among other materials

TABLE XXI

Results ofRefinery Corrosion Tests

N. D. = not determined.

Analyses

No. 71 under-alloyed Ni-Resist type.





FIG. 16. Results of 78 days' test of cast iron In acid-treated naphtha stream. Disks XX are Bakelite end rings. All specimens originally
same size as specimen A, Thick specimen in centre of spool is Ni-Resist

FIG. 20. Condition of 8-in. pipe after several months handling hot, hydrogen sulphide contaminated, brackish water

FIG. 21. Corroded condenser section after 1 J-2 years in condenser box handling gasoline vapours at 600-700 F. Exterior cooled
by brackish well-water
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for liners, fluid ends, valves, wearing rings, shaft sleeves, &o,
in cold service, reflux, hot-oil pump liners, and gas-
absorption plants. Bubble caps of Ni-Resist are being
tested in a number of refineries.

Exposure tests of 6 months* duration of Ni-Resist at

300 Ib. per sq. in. pressure and 700 F., in a tower taking
gas oil charging stock from mid-Continent crude, gave
the following results:

TABLE XXII
Bubble Cap Corrosion

Weight loss includes broken tooth.

The trays of cast iron in the lower end of this tower
were badly attacked.

The tests are being repeated with Ni-Resist in the

bottom trays.

In another large mid-western refinery a tower operating
on all kinds of stock at a pressure of 300-50 per sq. in.

and a top temperature of 650-750 F. and a bottom

temperature of about 750 F. showed the following results

after cleaning (by sand blasting) and weighing caps that

had been in service for 3,135 hr.:

TABLE XXHI
Bubble Cap Corrosion

Caps had been grouped in accordance to their positions
on each tray and average weight losses measured. In

addition, observations were recorded to the effect that

nearly 25% of the plain cast iron caps were cracked or

broken and that all caps were badly pitted, indicating

localized corrosion of greater severity than registered by
the average weight loss. The caps have been replaced and
will be corroded to destruction. The tests thus far indicate

that a further advantage over the two to fourfold im-

provement will accrue to the Ni-Resist caps, as their better

surface condition resists the reception and retention of

corrosive vapours.
Condenser corrosion is a troublesome matter in many

refineries, especially in the top sections where temperatures
are high and the vapours begin to be converted into liquid.

Figs. 20 and 21 show some of the conditions of corroded

pipe and condenser sections after a short time in service.

Condenser sections, pipe, pumps, valves, meters, traps,

filters, bubble caps, <&c., are typical castings regularly

being produced of Ni-Resist.

Abrasion Resistance

An extremely hard, white cast iron, unmachinable and

possessing, when sand cast, a hardness in excess of 600

Brinell, has been developed and trade named 4
Ni-Hard',

It contains approximately 4 to 5% of nickel and 1-5 to 2%
of chromium and is achieving increasing importance in

castings subject to abrasive conditions.

%NL
%Cr.

FIG. 22. Properties of *Ni-Hard* and plain cast iron. Total carbon

approximately 3*5%, silicon, 0-95 to 1-0%.

A comparison of its strength and hardness with plain
cast iron is shown in Fig. 22. Its properties are summarized
in Table XXIV.

TABLE XXTV
Properties ofAlloyed Chilled Iron

The Ni-Hard type of alloy cast iron attains Brinell

hardness values on the chilled face of from 500 to more
than 750. At the same tune strength and toughness are

increased greatly, so that it is a very useful material for

resistance to wear and abrasion. Up to a hardness of
about 500 Brinell the alloy can be machined with carboloy
tools. There are certain places in refinery operation where
this material could be useful, for example in pumps
handling clay, Fuller's earth suspensions, gritty oil,

such as sludge-coke mixtures or gritty water and in tube
cleaners.
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Appendix Application ofHigh-test Alloy Cast Iron*

Typical Applications ofNi and Cr in Cast Iron

* In arbitration bar section.

(Q Anneal at 1,400* F.

t A wide range in steel content has been given since the exact amount re-

quired to obtain the recommended T.C. content will depend on the character-

* See Table VI.

istics of the individual furnace in which the material is produced. The extremes

given have, however, been successfully used, and the foundryman can deter-

mine the exact amount with a knowledge ofmelting conditions in his own unit.
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FERROUS METAL TUBES FOR REFINERY SERVICE
By H. D. NEWELL

Chief Metallurgist, The Bdbcock & Wilcox Tube Company, Beaver Falls, Pa.

(a) Introductory Remarks

THE technology of petroleum refining has advanced

tremendously within the last 10-year period. Demands for

quality lubricants, for high anti-knock, gum-free gasoline,

and for other more specialized petroleum products have

led to many changes in refinery apparatus. Units for

topping, cracking, re-forming, and stabilizing have been

continuously changed and improved so as to obtain quality

products and high yields. The dewaxing of lubricating

oil, solvent-refining processes, hydrogenation, and, more

recently, polymerization of refinery and natural gases to

produce polymer gasoline have added to the complex

problems involved in securing adequate materials of

construction. The search for suitable materials has been

governed by the service requirements of the particular part

and by the ever-present need for safety and economy.
Oil refining is mainly a series of thermal processes,

combined, in some cases, with chemical processes. The
severe nature of the service requirements and the rapid

changes occurring in crude-oil supplies and in refinery

processes themselves have made it essential that engineers,

research workers, and refinery technologists keep abreast

of requirements.
Tubes and pipe for topping stills and cracking furnaces,

vapour lines, refinery piping, and heat exchangers and

condensers form important items of the equipment used.

This article concerns itself with a critical review of the

properties of alloy steels in present use in these forms

and considers only 'seamless* tubing, which is almost

exclusively used because of its well-known features of

safety and reliability.

(b) Historical Sequence of Development

Until 1928, plain low-carbon steel was the only ferrous

tubular material in common use. Even to-day it may be

considered the basic material for service where the cor-

rosive conditions are mild and where temperatures and

pressures are not excessive. The demands for higher

temperature operating conditions and the excessive cor-

rosion of carbon steel, encountered when processing sour

crudes, led to a trial, during 1927, of 16-5-18% chromium-

iron alloy tubes. A few months' service indicated that such

an alloy had exceptional corrosion resistance, but developed

brittleness which led to several failures during cleaning

operations. Because of this disadvantage the alloy was

found unsuitable for general application. Alloys of 20-

30% chromium with iron exhibit the same tendencies

towards brittleness and have not found extended use except

for certain vapour-phase gas-cracking operations. In this

service the tubes are carefully guarded from shock when

cold. According to Curme [13, 1927], their high chromium

content inhibits undesired catalytic effects at operating

temperature, and thus retards deposition of carbon within

the tubes.

In spite of considerable investigation, the tendency

towards brittleness of plain chromium-iron alloys con-

taining over about 16% chromium has remained charac-

teristic of these alloys. Consequently, they have been used

to a limited extent only, and, when used, this tendency

towards embrittlement is taken into account.

The 18% chromium-8% nickel alloy, generally referred

to as 18-8, was introduced to the refining industry in

1928. Since then it has made an enviable record under

severe operating conditions because of its excellent resis-

tance to oxidation and corrosion, and its high creep

strength. Abuse and lack of knowledge of the alloy's

characteristics caused early failures but, when certain

changes in operating practices and furnace construction

were made, the alloy became much more reliable. Many
of the original tubes suffered little or no corrosion in

6 to 7 years' operation. The results of these and other

installations indicate that length of life under proper

conditions of operation is indefinitely long. A brief

summary of characteristics of the 18-8 alloy is given in

a later section of this article.

During the period between 1928 and 1930 experiments

were carried on, notably by Dixon [16, 1934], who in-

vestigated the possibilities of alloys of lower chromium

content. Tubes of 4-6% chromium type alloy came into

commercial use during 1930, and modifications containing

tungsten, developed by Malcolm [24, 1933], and molyb-

denum, as proposed by the writer [30, 1933; 32, 1935],

made their appearance shortly thereafter. A steel con-

taining a higher chromium content with a tungsten addi-

tion, nominal composition 12% chromium-3% tungsten

has been advocated by Browne [8, 1933]. Tubing of such

material is claimed to bulge prior to bursting when over-

heated, and in this respect is similar to tubingofplain carbon

steel. Intended as a substitute for the 18-8 alloy, it has not

found extended application, for the reason that it is

practically as expensive as 18-8, but has lower strength

and somewhat inferior resistance to corrosion and

oxidation.

In the past 3 years lower alloy steels for oil cracking have

been developed. These steels contain smaller percentages

of chromiuni than those mentioned above. In addition to

chromium they contain molybdenum, generally 0-5% or

more, to improve strength and to eliminate any tendency

towards cold embrittlement. In some cases silicon is sub-

stituted in part for chromium to increase resistance to

scaling. Carbon steel has also been improved in high-

temperature strength by the addition of molybdenum, but

this element does not enhance resistance to corrosion or

scaling.

In short, a wide variety of steels having special pro-

perties have become available for refinery work within the

past 7 years. These range from plain steel to a highly

alloyed steel containing 25% chromium and 20% nickel,

which alloy has only recently become available in tubing

made by the seamless piercing process.

(c) Influence of Alloying Elements

Davenport [14, 1935] described the characteristics of

alloy steels before the Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the

A.P.L, 1935. A somewhat more concise description of the

influence of the principal alloying elements with relation
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to their effects in tubing material for high-temperature
service is given herein. Alloy steels are practically indis-

pensable to safe and economical refining operations, and

the trend is towards their increasing use as operating

conditions become more severe. The increase in operating

temperatures and pressures in various cracking processes,

the handling of sour crudes and corrosive products, with

the consequent necessity of improved strength and resis-

tance to corrosion and oxidation, are factors tending to

increase the use of suitable alloys. In short, modern

operating practice demands alloy steels for safety and

economy.
While there are numerous elements which affect harden-

ability, mechanical properties, corrosion and scale resis-

tance, and other properties of iron-carbon alloys, the most

important elements, in so far as they refer to refinery

tubing, are chromium, nickel, molybdenum, silicon, and,

to a lesser extent, tungsten, vanadium, manganese, copper,

aluminium, titanium, and columbium.
The effects of these individual elements when added to

low-carbon steel are given briefly in the following state-

ments.

Chromium.

Chromium is perhaps the most important element that

is added to refinery steels. Its effect, with or without the

addition of nickel, in increasing the resistance of iron

alloys to corrosion in various media is well known and is

exemplified in the wide variety of stainless steels now
available steels containing about 12 to 30% chromium.

Chromium is particularly effective in increasing resistance

to hydrogen sulphide, elementary sulphur, and organic

sulphur compounds at elevated temperatures. Dixon [17,

1935] has published a curve, reproduced in Fig. 1, showing

PER CENT CHROMIUM

FIG. 1. Relation of corrosion rate to chromium content of steels

when handling certain corrosive crudes at high temperature and
pressure. (After E. S. Dixon.)

that even small amounts of chromium are of value in

increasing resistance to corrosion by corrosive crudes at

high temperature and pressure. When the chromium is

increased to 18%, as in the 18-8 alloy, the metal becomes
practically non-corrodible by the most corrosive oils.

Mead, Shaffer, and Camp [26, 1930] have contrasted the
corrosion of 18-8 tubes with carbon-steel tubes when
operating on West Texas gas oil, stating that 18-8 tubes
under the most severe conditions show but slight increase

in inside diameter, whereas carbon-steel tubes had to be

frequently replaced because of internal corrosion.

The enhancement in corrosion resistance conferred by
chromium is accompanied by greater resistance to oxida-

tion at high temperatures. The mechanism by which
chromium creates resistance to oxidation is similar to its

action in conferring corrosion resistance through forma-

tion of a passive surface film. This undoubtedly involves

formation of a tight surface layer of oxide which protects

the underlying metal from attack. With extremely high
chromium contents, i.e. 20% or more, this protection

extends to temperatures of 2,000 F. or higher. A corre-

spondingly lower degree of protection obtains as the

chromium content decreases. At intermediate tempera-
tures about 1,600 F. a chromium content of 16 to 18%
is sufficient for practically complete protection. Labora-

tory tests recently performed by the writer [1, 1935] show
that improvement in resistance to oxidation may be gained
with substantially lower amounts of chromium, as shown

by tests on certain chromium steels at 1,200 F. The com-

parative results are shown by Fig. 2.

GRAMS LOSS- 250 HOURS AT I2OO F

FIG. 2. Relative oxidation resistance of various steels containing
chromium at 1,200 F., as determined by scale loss on heating 250
hours.

Chromium confers certain changes in the physical pro-

perties of steel at ordinary temperatures and also at elevated

temperatures, not, however, in proportion to the amount
added. For example, the addition of 1 % or more may
cause appreciable air-hardening, which may make welding

problems more difficult. The air-hardening is proportional
to the chromium and carbon up to about 14% chromium

content, above which the low-carbon alloys become non-

hardening, but are subject to reduced impact value and

poor ductility on heating to temperatures in the vicinity

of 900 F. In consequence it becomes particularly im-

portant to take these peculiarities into consideration before

applying such material.

Nickel.

Nickel, in small amounts, does not add to the high-

temperature strength of alloy steels, nor does it contribute

appreciably to resistance to corrosion or oxidation.

Furthermore, nickel itself is not particularly resistant to

attack by sulphur, the principal corrosive agent in refinery

service, and pure nickel rapidly becomes embrittled

through intercrystalline attack when in contact with sul-

phur compounds at elevated temperatures. Nickel is

therefore omitted entirely from the lower chromium-steel

alloys for refinery service or is added in relatively large

amounts for the specific purpose of rendering them
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austenitic in structure, i.e. so that they become non-
magnetic, non-hardenable steel alloys possessing great
strength at high temperatures, great toughness, and excel-

lent corrosion- and oxidation-resistant qualities. Alloys of
this type are 18-8 and the 25% chromium-20% nickel

alloy. Nickel thus becomes a toughening agent and
strengthener for the 16% chromium or higher chromium
content alloys, which are more or less brittle in the absence
of nickel. Nickel, in low-alloy

steels, detracts rather than adds
to high-temperature strength pro-

perties.

Copper in small amounts improves the resistance of

steel to dilute acid solutions of a reducing character and

also its resistance to atmospheric corrosion. It also is

stated by certain investigators to improve resistance towards

oxidation; the influence on oxidation resistance is slight

however. Copper is non-resistant to sulphur compounds
at elevated temperatures, consequently it has not been

used in steels for high-temperature service. The lack of
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Molybdenum, Tungsten, and
Vanadium.

These elements are carbide

formers (also ferrite formers), and
their chief action in refinery steels

is to make such steels more resis-

tant to
*

creep* or flow at elevated

temperatures. They tend to pro-
vide resistance to softening on tem-

pering and act as restrainers of

grain growth. Molybdenum is

perhaps the most effective element

of the group hi increasing strength
for a given cost and is unique in its

ability to render chromium steels

less susceptible to temper embrittle-

ment (cold brittleness). For these

reasons the molybdenum steels are

finding distinct favour for high-

temperature use, although certain

steels containing tungsten and vana-

dium have been used successfully
in high-temperature applications.

Molybdenum improves both creep
and short-time ultimate strength.
A specific example of this effect

may be cited in a recent study made
by the writer on steels containing

9% chromium [33, 1936]. The
effect of various quantities of

molybdenum on the short-time strength of 9% chromium
steel is shown by Fig. 3.

Manganese and Copper.

Manganese tends to strengthen ferrite at ordinary

temperatures and adds slightly to creep strength at slightly

elevated temperatures. It is not effective above about
950 F. in raising creep strength, and it adds nothing
towards corrosion resistance or oxidation resistance. In-

creased manganese content, according to Greaves and
Jones [19, 1925], is likely to increase susceptibility towards

embrittlement; consequently, the amount of manganese in

refinery steels is gerierally limited to the amount necessary
for satisfactory deoxidation. Manganese has been sug-

gested by Becket [5, 1934] as a substitute for nickel for

stabilizing austenite to produce chromium alloys similar

in characteristics to 18-8. Such alloys are stated to be

more resistant to gases containing sulphur at elevated

temperatures due to the absence of nickel. With equivalent

chromium 'content, these manganese alloys are somewhat
less resistant to corrosion and scale than similar alloys

containing nickel and are less resistant to creep. They
have not as yet found application in oil-cracking service.

O-3O/bMO-
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TEMPERATURE - DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

FIG. 3. Graph showing the effect of molybdenum on the short- time ultimate strength of steel

containing 0*15 % maximum carbon and 9 % chromium. (After the author*)

resistance of copper-bearing steel to corrosion is confirmed

by Egloff and Morrell [18, 1927], who report results of

a corrosion test covering a period of 20 days when cracking
oil containing 1% sulphur at 460 C. (860 F.). The

samples tested were suspended in the vapour zone of the

reaction chamber. The copper-bearing steel lost more than

plain steel, and hence did not show promise for this service.

Silicon.

There are insufficient data to indicate the value of the

addition of silicon to iron alloys for resistance to corrosion.

This is especially true with reference to corrosion that

occurs at high temperatures in oil refining. Results secured

in acid corrosion tests of iron-silicon alloys have been

inconsistent [21, 1933]. Generally speaking, corrosion

resistance of such alloys is but little improved by the

addition of ordinary amounts of silicon, i.e. up to 3% or

more. Silicon alloys containing 12% or more of silicon

are, however, quite resistant to acid. From the data

available it can be inferred that silicon cannot entirely

replace chromium in providing resistance to corrosion

when used in ordinary amounts.
That silicon appreciably improves scale resistance of
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iron alloys at elevated temperatures is exemplified by the

well-known silicon-containing automotive valve steels. It

may be substituted in part for chromium in low-alloy
steels used in refinery service to provide additional resis-

tance to scaling. Low-carbon steels containing over 2%
silicon are more or less brittle, and, when silicon is used
in conjunction with ferrite-forming elements, such as

chromium and molybdenum, the amount should be
restricted to somewhat under 2%, so as to ensure satis-

factory ductile properties. Silicon stiffens ferrite and pro-
vides resistance to tempering at temperatures up to

1,000 F. At higher temperatures silicon causes softening
and probably reduces creep strength, as indicated by the

fact that high silicon-chromium valve steels have good
scale resistance, but relatively poor high-temperature
strength properties.

Aluminium, Titanium, and Columbium.

Aluminium, like chromium, silicon, titanium, and

columbium, has the power of forming tightly adhering
refractory oxide scales when added to steel alloys. It thus

markedly improves resistance to scaling. It is difficult to

add appreciable quantities of aluminium to steel without

producing certain undesirable effects; consequently, it is

used mainly as a deoxidizing agent and for the purpose of

controlling grain size rather than as an alloying agent.
Aluminium in ordinary amounts does not improve
corrosion resistance, and it greatly detracts from creep

strength at high temperature. Aluminium is more bene-
ficial when applied to tubing as a surface coating, as hi the

calorizing process [9, 1935].

Titanium and columbium are carbide-forming elements
and also serve as ferrite formers. They are used in plain
chromium steels containing up to 14% chromium to reduce

air-hardening tendencies and to assist oxidation resistance.

In chromium-nickel austenitic steels, such as 18-8, these

elements act as stabilizers to fix carbides and thus retard or

prevent intercrystaUine corrosion. Under ordinary condi-
tions of cracking-still service, columbium and titanium
are not necessary to successful operation of cracking-still
tubes of 18-8, but these elements might improve the alloy
under inordinately severe conditions. For a more extended
discussion of the effect of these elements the reader is

referred to articles by Bain et al [4, 1933] and Becket
and Franks [6, 1933; 7, 1934].

(d) Requirements of Tubing for High-temperature
Service

The following outline indicates the general requirements
ofan alloy tubing material for service at elevated tempera-
tures:

(1) It shall be adequately resistant to corrosion, espe-
cially towards corrosion by the media encountered
in oil refineries.

(2) It shall be resistant to oxidation at temperatures up
to the maximum for which it is designed.

(3) It shall have adequate creep strength.

(4) It shall be stable at operating temperature and free
from cold embrittlement, i.e. it shall show no
tendency for grain growth or structural changes
which will appreciably affect its ductility and resis-
tance to shock.

(5) The alloy shall be ductile and of such nature that it

can be fabricated into tubes of good workmanship
and quality.

Fundamental characteristics, such
as^thermal expansion

conductivity, and structural type (i.e. "whether ferritic or

austenitic), are dependent solely on composition and must
be accepted with the other properties gained. Weldability
is important for vapour lines and refinery piping, and,
although many of the chromium steels are

air-hardening^
suitable methods of welding and annealing hi the field

have been worked out. Ability to be flanged, expanded,
and bent is also important.

It is obvious that all the characteristics enumerated
cannot be achieved hi any one alloy and, this being the

case, it is necessary to sacrifice certain features to obtain
other more desirable ones. This, in reality, means that a
number of alloys are necessary to cope economically with
the variety of services existing in modern oil-refining

operations. Furnace tubes under heat input operate under
more severe conditions than piping or heat-exchanger
tubes, and, in consequence, strength may be diminished or
oxidation resistance dispensed with in the latter in favour
of such other attributes as corrosion resistance, ease of

welding, &c. The economical selection of a suitable alloy
for a particular purpose requires the close co-operation of
the metallurgist and the refinery engineer.

0) Characteristics of Carbon and Carbon-molybdenum
Steels

The properties of carbon-steel tubing are known from
long experience to be satisfactory as to workability
(ductility), ease of welding, and resistance to impact after

long heating. Furthermore, carbon steel is inexpensive
and, in many cases, entirely satisfactory where the service

conditions are relatively mild. For this reason a large

percentage of the tubing used in refinery construction is of

plain low-carbon steel. (Analyses and properties of carbon
and alloy steels referred to in this article are given in the

section on Tables of Data.)
The bulk of furnace tubes and pipe of carbon steel are

manufactured by direct hot-rolling, although, in certain

instances, 'cold-drawn' tubes are specified in order to

obtain closer tolerances and smoother surface finish.

These cold-drawn tubes have given service life commen-
surate with their increased cost according to various

reports on their operation. It is the usual practice to

employ cold-drawn tubes in the smaller sizes, for conden-
sers and heat exchangers, although small-sized, hot-finished

tubes have become available and certain economies may
be gained by their use. Furnace tubes are generally made
to Manufacturers Specification no. 100 (A.S.T.M. A. 161-
35 x) or equivalent, and cold-drawn condenser and heat-

exchanger tubes are made to A.S.T.M. A. 179-35 T.

Carbon steel has relatively poor resistance to corrosion
and oxidation and has low strength at elevated temperature.
Tubes of this steel should be applied for the milder services,

and, even then, careful operation is necessary to prevent
tube losses. Steel furnace tubes may fail because of internal

corrosion, oxidation, or creep, or a combination of these

effects. Figs. 4 and 5 show typical sections of carbon-steel
still tubes that failed principally because of creep and
oxidation. Fig. 6 shows a still tube that failed because of
'end-corrosion'.

Carbon-steel tubing 'as rolled' has a lamellar, pearlitic

structure, but when operating at temperatures approaching
1,000 F., or higher the pearlite tends to spheroidize, which
results in a loss of creep strength. The representative
structural appearance of steel tubes before and after service

are shown in the micrographs in Fig. 7. The effect of this



FIG. 5. Sections through a steel still-tube which enlarged by 'creep'.

Photograph shows original and enlarged diameters

FIG. 4. Typical appearance of furnace tubes which
failed because of oxidation and creep

FIG. 6. Failure of a steel still-tube through excessive

corrosion near the rolled end of the tube. This is a more
or less common occurrence in units handling certain oils, and
is due to changes in velocity of the oil stream in the

vicinity of the header connexions

FIG. 8. Typical brittle fractures in plain 5 % chromium steel tubes.

Failures occurred through cleaning operations when the tubes were
cold
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FIG. 7. Representative changes in structure of the pearlite areas of carbon-steel tubes after long heating above 1,000 F. All structures

etched with nital. x 2,000

(a) Lamellar pearlite of hot-rolled tube before service, (b) Incipient spheroidization of cementite (Fe3C) after service, (c) Complete

spheroidization of Fe3C in still-tube, (d} Complete spheroidization and coalescence of Fe3C in tube which failed by creep
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change in structure on creep properties will be discussed
in more detail under 'Creep*.

Closest to plain steel from the standpoint of composi-
tion, properties, and cost is carbon-molybdenum steel,

which has been used for furnace tubes and vapour lines

for the past two or three years. This steel first attracted
attention for elevated temperature service in Europe, where
it has been employed for superheater tubes in the Loeffler

high-pressure boiler. It has been recommended for this

service by Vitkovice Mines, Steel and Iron Works Corpora-
tion, Czechoslovakia [20, 1932], and by Bailey and others

[2, 1931].

The addition of molybdenum to steel in amounts up to

1-00% produces a definite advantage in elevated tempera-
ture strength over that of plain steel. Corrosion or oxida-
tion properties are little, if at all, improved thereby, so that

such material should be used under mildly corrosive con-
ditions and at moderate temperatures to avoid excessive

scaling. It offers higher creep strength than plain steel and
is readily weldable, hence it provides additional safety in

vapour lines and hot-oil piping. At room temperature,
low-carbon molybdenum steels are slightly stronger than
carbon steel of equivalent carbon content (see Table II,

section (1)), but for all practical purposes may be con-
sidered as having about the same physical characteristics.

So far as is known, carbon-molybdenum steels are

entirely free from cold embrittlement and do not suffer

loss of ductility after long periods of operation at elevated

temperature. This might be expected from the known
beneficial effect of molybdenum and from the structural

similarity of molybdenum steels to carbon steel. Carbon-

molybdenum steel has frequently been used as a base
material for calorizing, and this process of surface alloying
with aluminium provides greatly increased resistance to

scaling and corrosion [9, 1935]. The higher creep strength
of the carbon-molybdenum steel provides increased ability
to meet the stresses at higher temperatures, which the

calorizing process makes possible through its protection
of the surface of the metal.

The surface coating of iron-aluminium alloy formed on
the tube, whether it be carbon or alloy steel, is more or
less brittle, and care must be exercised to avoid cracking
in expanding or otherwise deforming the tube. A two-cycle

calorizing treatment which involves diffusion of the

aluminium is helpful (U.S. Pat. 1,988,217), and annealing
as a final operation is also helpful, especially in the case

of alloy tubes, in restoring ductility to the base metal.

Special expanding tools may be provided for rolling which
lessen the danger of cracking the coating. In some cases

the calorized layer is removed from the inside of the tube

to permit ease in rolling into the header.

(/) Five per cent. Chromium Steels

As previously related, steels of this type originated with

Dixon [16, 1934]. Such steels may be modified with

tungsten or molybdenum. Recently additions of titanium

or columbium have been made, the latter elements being
used to reduce air-hardenability. The plain 46%
chromium steel is subject to brittleness when cold, and
this feature has been described by Wilten and Dixon [46,

1934]. More recently an extended study correlating the

notch impact test with service failures has been made by
Wilten [45, 1935], who shows that the plain 4-6% chro-

mium alloy and the tungsten modification have a high

susceptibility ratio which increases as the temperature is

reduced below 200 F. Cleaning or knocking of tubes of

these types while warm (above 200 F.) is recomfntended

to avoid breakage of tubes due to reduced toughness when
cold. The typical appearance of tubes cracked in cleaning
is shown in Fig. 8.

The 4-6% chromium alloy containing tungsten has been

successfully used for valves and valve parts. The properties
of this alloy have been described by Malcolm [23, 1931].

A few installations of tubes of this alloy have been made,
and these have operated successfully except for some

breakage of tubes which were cleaned while cold. The
higher cost of this modification, however, and its tendency
towards cold brittleness have made it less favoured for

tubing than the molybdenum alloy.
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FIG. 9. Curve showing the effect of carbon content on the room
temperature physical properties of 5% chromium, Q-5% molybde-
num steel, annealed. Tests made on 1-in. rd.

The 4-6% chromium steel with 0-50% molybdenum has
been used with decided success for furnace tubes, vapour
lines, hot-oil piping, and heat-exchanger tubes. This alloy
contains sufficient chromium to be fairly resistant to

moderately and even fairly corrosive oils. Service reports
show its corrosion resistance to be from 4 to 10 times

that of carbon steel, depending on the nature of the

oil handled, velocity of flow, temperature, and other

factors. The molybdenum addition provides increased

strength and freedom from cold brittleness [30, 1933],

making it the preferred type for tubing application. The
effect of carbon content on the physical properties of
annealed 5% chromium-Q-5% molybdenum steel is shown

by Fig. 9.

Wright has shown that the air-hardening properties of

5% chromium steel are proportional to both chromium
content and carbon content [47, 1932]. In furnace tubing
which is installed in the annealed condition this feature is
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not important, as a soft-annealed tube will not harden

until the temperature exceeds 1,400F. This is con-

siderably above a safe operating temperature for alloys

of this type.

Annealing of tubes of this alloy after hot working,

forging, Van Stoning, and welding is required to restore

ductility and toughness. In consequence, welding ofvapour
lines and the like requires careful handling to avoid

difficulties. A brief description of procedures found to

be satisfactory is as follows:

Welding Procedure. Welding shall be done by the

electric-arc process, using properly covered electrodes of

4-6% chrome, J% molybdenum. No bare-rod electric-arc

welding is permissible. Direct-current-type welding equip-

ment is preferabk to the alternating-current type. While

the ekctrioarc welding process is generally favoured, gas

welding may also be used.

Welders shall be qualified in accordance with the

requirements of paragraph 527 of the 1935 issue of the

American Tentative Standard Code for Pressure Piping.

Alloys of the 4-6% chromium-molybdenum type are

manufactured in several grades with respect to carbon con-

tent, the carbon ranges being 0-1% maximum to 0-25%
maximum. This alloy is distinctly an air-hardening alloy,

and, as carbon enhances its air-hardening properties, the

lower carbon ranges of the alloy are generally chosen for

parts that are to be welded. However, it should be stated

that even the high-carbon material may be welded by the

fusion-welding process, providing a high preheating

temperature is employed and the weld is heat treated

immediately after completion.
The main problem in welding, assuming the availability

of satisfactory electrodes, is the prevention of cracking
of the weld metal during welding, which may be accom-

plished by preheating the parts to be welded, either locally

or uniformly, to a temperature of at least 300 F., the

higher the temperature the better, and maintaining the

temperature until the welding is completed and the

part placed in the furnace for annealing. This should

be done before the part cools, otherwise stress cracking

may appear.
If possible, backing-up strips or rings should be used,

and the walls of the joint kept apart to permit fusion to the

backing-up strip.

When castings of this material are to be welded, they
should be preheated to at least 500 F. before welding and
maintained above this temperature during welding.

Heat-treating. Due to the extremely hard weld metal

and affected zone of the parent metal in the as-welded

condition, the Brinell hardness of which is of the order of

400 to 500, the welded part must be annealed. The physical

properties of the weld metal will vary with the heat

treatment, maximum softness being obtained by a full

anneal from approximately 1,600F. Slow cooling is

essential if the material is heated to 1,600 F. for full

annealing, as this temperature is above the critical, and

hardening will be induced if the cooling is rapid.

The manner and rate of heating of this alloy steel is

immaterial, except that uniform temperatures over the

affected zone should be obtained. Rapid heating to the

chosen annealing temperature is preferable, and scale may
be reduced by using a slightly reducing atmosphere within

the furnace.

Complete heat-treating following welding. The entire

piece should be inserted in a suitable furnace immediately
after welding and before allowing the piece to cool from

the preheating, and the temperature should be properly

controlled to close limits as follows:

Heat the entire piece uniformly to a temperature

between 1,550 and 1,650 F. (preferably to 1,600 F.)

and hold the temperature for li hours per inch of maxi-

mum metal thickness. Then cool in the furnace at a rate

not in excess of 50 F. per hour to 1,300 F., and con-

tinue to cool in the furnace to 1,100 F. at a rate of

cooling not in excess of 100 F. per hour. Remove from

furnace and cool in still air.

Local heat-treating following welding. When tempera-
tures below the critical point are employed for softening,

the properties of the alloy will depend upon the time it is

held at temperatures during the heat treatment.

Where it is impossible completely to heat-treat the entire

piece and it is necessary to heat-treat the material locally,

use the following heat treatment and control the furnace

temperature closely:

Heat uniformly to 1,325 to 1,400 F. (Caution. Do
not heat alloy over 1,450 F. or it will air-harden on

cooling.) Hold temperature for 1 hour or more and
then cool in still air,

It is, however, preferable completely to heat-treat the

material after welding than to heat-treat it locally.

The reduction of carbon to 0-1% maximum and the

incorporation of titanium in a ratio of 4 to 6 times the

carbon content partially eliminates air-hardening in the 5%
chromium steels. Alloys with this amount of titanium are

sufficiently free from the structural transformations pro-

ducing hardening for simple annealing treatments to suffice

in restoring ductility after hot-working. The titanium

addition also improves scale resistance. The difficulty of

controlling the proper ratio of titanium to carbon hi

melting the alloy has hindered its adoption, and service

tests have been too limited to indicate the value of this

modification at this time. It may be stated that certain

difficulties are encountered hi welding the alloy in spite
of its non-hardening features. Further, impact values are

likely to be erratic if the prescribed ratio of titanium to

carbon is not maintained. This has led to investigations
on the use of columbium. A somewhat higher ratio of
columbium to carbon (7 to 9 times carbon) than when
titanium is used is required to produce the non-hardening
features (see note at end), but control in melting is said

to be better and welding characteristics are somewhat
improved. The value of either of these modifications still

remains to be determined in refinery applications.

(g) Eighteen per cent Chromium eight per cent Nickel
Tubes

Tubes of this highly alloyed steel have been used perhaps
longer than tubes of any other alloy steel in refining

operations. A complete description of this material, in-

cluding a discussion of its advantages, limitations, and
disadvantages, has been previously given by the author

[28, 1931].

This alloy has exceptional properties of corrosion and
oxidation resistance and has strength at elevated tempera-
tures that far exceeds that of the lower alloy non-austenitic
steels. Offsetting these desirable properties are the char-
acteristics of a high thermal coefficient of expansion and
low thermal conductivity, and these must be taken into

account to avoid certain difficulties in operation. When
18-8 tubes are used hi conjunction with plain steel headers
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or return bends, leakage is likely to result which requires
constant attention. Further, to avoid danger from over-

heating, with the possibility of tube ruptures, furnaces in

which 18-8 tubes are used should be designed for uniform

heating of the tubes, and relatively low rates of heat
transfer should be employed.
Dixon [15, 1931], by means of a questionnaire directed

to refiners and others, concluded that the alloy has many
desirable properties, but that exceptions to its use were
taken because of its lack of ductility under tensional

deformation when overheated and overstressed. J. L.

Marek [25, 1933], in his article 'Safety at Petroleum

Cracking Plants', also pointed out this lack of ductility.

The writer has studied the high-temperature ductility of

many austenitic alloy combinations [31, 1935] (variations
of chromium and nickel content with and without addi-

tion elements), and concludes that the lack of ductility of
18-8 is not a special characteristic of the composition, but
a fundamental property of all low-carbon alloys of austeni-

tic type. In fact, 4-6% chromium steels and even ingot
iron exhibit the same tendencies at temperatures corre-

sponding to theirtransformation to gamma-iron (austenite).

Creep strength of the lower alloy-content non-austenitic

steels is so low that failure generally occurs before the

temperature can rise to a point where transformation to

austenite occurs. In other words, the ductile alloys fail in

the range where their structure consists essentially of

alpha-iron.
Some improvement in the ductile characteristics of 18-8

may be gained by special methods of processing designed
to produce a small grain size in the tube prior to use. This

has been shown by studies on the effect of grain size

undertaken by the writer [29, 1931-2]. As a consequence
tubes manufactured in recent years are much more reliable

than those made previously. The low ductility of austenitic

18-8 tubes under stress at temperatures exceeding 1,300 F.

is a property now recognized as characteristic of the

material, and tube failures through abuse and overheating
rest entirely with refinery operators. Such failures are

entirely preventable with proper operating practice, which

connotes frequent cleaning to remove coke films and

proper firing and combustion conditions to avoid exceeding
safe tube temperatures.

Many tubes have operated on sour crudes or corrosive

gas oils for over 40,000 steam hours with little or no loss

due to corrosion. If fuels are used containing appreciable

sulphur, the external surfaces of tubes may show some

incipient intercrystalline attack. This attack is superficial

except where acid sludge is burned, as ordinary gases of

combustion containing lower amounts of oxidized sulphur

compounds attack the metal very slowly.

The alloy undergoes a slight structural change, and all

furnace tubes gradually precipitate carbides and become

slightly magnetic. This does not detract from their utility,

nor does it cause appreciable change in physical properties,

unless the carbon content is high. For several years all

18-8 tubes for high-temperature operation have been

limited to a maximum carbon content of 0-07%.
All 18-8 tubes operating in the range of temperatures at

which carbide precipitation occurs become susceptible to

intercrystalline corrosion and, ifremoved from service and

placed in mild acid solutions or salt cooling water, they

will quickly disintegrate. This condition of structure can

be corrected by heat-treating if further use at low tempera-
ture is contemplated. Despite carbide precipitation, tubes

will operate thousands of hours at high temperature with-

III

out corrosion. The corrosion encountered in oil streams or

vapours at elevated temperatures is non-ionizing and non-

conducting; consequently, intercrystalline corrosion of

tubes in this service is but rarely encountered. In fact, it

has been entirely absent except in isolated cases confined

to large-grained upset tube ends operated under unduly
severe corrosive conditions. This type of corrosion might
be combated by the use of tubes of 18-8 stabilized with

titanium or columbium, but its occurrence is such a rarity

that plain 1 8-8 tubes have so far sufficed for all needs. For

a more extended discussion of the structural features of

the alloy and the effect of carbide precipitation the reader

is referred to B. Strauss et al. [37, 1930] and Bain and

Aborn [3, 1930]. The effect of titanium has been discussed

by Bain et aL [4, 1933], and the effect of columbium by
Becketand Franks [7, 1934].

Tubes of the alloy are particularly useful where tempera-
ture and pressure conditions are high. The high strength

of the alloy eliminates the necessity of using excessively

heavy walls to provide the desired safety. This in turn

permits greater quantities of charge to be handled. The

alloy may also be recommended for use where the stocks

to be handled are excessively corrosive. The alloy has also

been used successively in the hydrogenation of petroleum

products.

(h) Intermediate or Low-alloy Steels

In this classification of steels are placed those containing

varying amounts of chromium below the range of the

4-6% chromium steels. Molybdenum is added to such

steels in addition to chromium to improve strength pro-

perties and to obviate any tendency towards cold brittleness.

In certain cases silicon is substituted for chromium as a

means of improving scale resistance at nominal cost. A
steel containing 1*25% chromium, 0-5% molybdenum,
and 0-75% silicon has been described in various articles

by Clark, White, and Wilson [41, 1932; 42, 1934]. Such

material has good strength properties for a steel of the

pearlitic class, and also has somewhat better corrosion

and oxidation resistance than plain steel. This material

is calorized in many cases, because of its low chromium

content, to provide it with a higher degree of resistance to

scaling and corrosion. A somewhat similar steel with a

slightly higher molybdenum content has also been proposed
for tubes for high-temperature service, mainly for boiler

construction [10, 1934]. By increasing the chromium con-

tent to about 2% [1, 1935], a considerable increase in

corrosion resistance is achieved that obviates the necessity

for calorizing, except where furnace conditions are such

that excessive scaling is caused. At present, considerable

tubing of these intermediate grades is being used. This

tubing is available with chromium content varying by small

increments up to 3%.
Due to the large amount of sweet oil being processed,

these intermediate alloy steels are finding distinct favour.

Their strength properties at high temperatures are, in roost

cases, equal to or better than those of 5% chromium,
0-5% molybdenum steel, and they are sufficiently corrosion

resistant to be economical under mildly corrosive condi-

tions. Wilson [44, 1935] has recently described a 2-5%

chromium-rnolybdenum-silicon steel, and some production
has been attained with a 3% chromium alloy containing

0-8-1 % of molybdenum. There are thus 5 alloys available

between 1-25% chromium and 3% chromium. This

situation is somewhat confusing to the refinery engineer

faced with the selection of a material in this range of
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composition. The prices for these materials increase in

proportion to this alloy content. Perhaps, in time, the

industry and producers will co-operate in standardizing
on one or two steels in the range, which would result in

benefit to both.

The intermediate steels are free from cold brittleness and
have adequate ductile properties for forming and rolling.

They are somewhat air-hardening, and good practice
necessitates annealing after welding to restore ductility

and impact properties. Welding procedures suitable for

the 5% chromium steels are recommended.
The intermediate steels should be applied for mildly

corrosive service where strength properties in excess of

those of mild steel are required. In this connexion the

intermediate steels may be used economically in many
places where 5% chromium materials have been found

adequate, so that their use is likely to increase so long as

sweet or mildly corrosive stocks are being charged.

(0 Higher Alloys

In order to provide a higher degree of corrosion resis-

tance than is provided by 4-6% chromium steels, with
a corresponding increase in strength properties and oxida-

tion resistance, the author has studied the properties of
steels containing about 9% chromium, the strength pro-

perties of which have been improved by a relatively large
addition of molybdenum [33, 1936]. The normal analysis
of this steel is 9-25% chromium, 1-5% molybdenum, and
0-12% carbon. It is intended as an intermediate between
the 4-6% chromium alloys and 18-8, both as to properties
and cost. It is recommended for use where the corrosion

resistance of 4-6% chromium alloys is not sufficient or
where scaling has been encountered in alloys of lower
chromium content.

This material is quite similar in physical properties and
weldability to the 5% chromium-molybdenum alloy, but
its higher chromium content places it more nearly in the

stainless-steel class with respect to resistance to corrosion
and oxidation. Service tests are now being conducted in

twelve different refineries to obtain data on the alloy. At
present the installations have not operated sufficiently long
to classify the material accurately as to its utility and
economy. Indications are that it will find a field in the

handling of sour crudes and corrosive gas oils where the

high-creep strength of 18-8 is unnecessary.
In the class of steels having extremely high-alloy content,

an austenitic steel containing 25% chromium and 20%
nickel has recently become available in seamless tubes in
the usual range of sizes used for furnace tubes. This
material has been in use several years in the hydrogenation
of petroleum products, but the tubes for these installations

were manufactured by a forging and boring process.
The 25-20 alloy is quite similar to 18-8 in many of its

properties, but it has substantially better resistance to
corrosion and oxidation* Its creep strength is slightly
better than that of 18-8, and it is more resistant to carbon

absorption (carburization), which will permit it to extend
the operating range above that for which 18-8 is suitable.

It is probable that the alloy will find a field of usefulness in

dehydrogenation and polymerization processes where it is

desired to operate at high gas temperatures and at high
pressures.

(/) Heat Exchangers and Condensers

The metallurgy of ferrous materials has not advanced
an appreciable extent in supplying corrosion-resistant

tubing materials for heat exchangers and condensers. This

is particularly true with regard to condenser equipment
of the shell-and-tube type. Powell [36, 1935] has recently

given a resume of the subject which indicates that this

problem is a troublesome one. Maintenance costs and

tube replacements are generally high for condensers

handling unneutralized fractions or when operating in

Coastal refineries using brackish water for cooling purposes.

The conditions tubular material must meet for this

service may be enumerated as follows:

(1) Sulphide corrosion from vapours, crude oils, and
fractionated products.

(2) Hydrochloric acid from the hydrolysis ofmagnesium
chloride which is carried over to end products and
condensed out. This is particularly troublesome at

condensation temperatures, but may be nullified by
neutralization, generally with ammonia.

(3) Corrosion from air-saturated cooling waters.

(4) Corrosion from salt or brackish water which is also

likely to be air saturated.

These conditions do not take into consideration

mechanical difficulties of various sorts erosion, contact

electrolysis, plugging of tubes from deposits in the

water, or heavy sludge and tar from oil products all of

which affect tube life and increase the maintenance cost of

equipment.
Tubes of admiralty brass and plain steel have been

largely used, the steel tubes being used mainly in heat

exchangers handling sweet crudes and in condensers where
the cooling waters are ofa non-corrosive nature. Admiralty
tubes have been installed in exchangers where acid cor-

rosion and sour products are encountered and mainly in

condensers using saline waters as the cooling medium.
Brass tubes are not particularly resistant to sulphide

corrosion, but are more resistant than steel in unneutralized

fractions containing acids. They are also more resistant

to salty and other cooling waters than steel, which tends

to corrode rapidly, with pitting, in waters containing

oxygen. Brass tubes are subject to dezuacification, espe-

cially in salty cooling waters, and many tubes eventually
fail from this cause. Mechanical wear due to the cleaning
of tubes plugged or fouled with deposits, erosion, and
corrosion of the types previously enumerated all tend to

shorten tube life. Tubes of certain modified brasses and
other non-ferrous alloys have been used, but it is beyond
the scope of this article to discuss their merits.

Theuseof tubes ofplain 5% chromium or 5% chromium-
molybdenum has extended life in exchangers handling oils

or vapours where hydrogen sulphide is the active corroding

agent. In condensers the 5% chromium alloys are not

generally economical, as their resistance to corrosion by
cooling water or acid is not sufficiently better than that of

plain steel to warrant their extra cost. A test installation

in a condenser cooled by sea-water gave relatively short

life, indicating that this type of material should not be used
in brackish or salt-water.

Steel tubes and cast-iron pipe have been employed in

submerged-type condensers, and although corrosion is

rapid, especially in salt-water, their life is extended by
using exceptionally heavy walled tubes. Use has been
made of discarded 18-8 still tubes for submerged con-

densers, in which case the tubes are reheat treated prior to
use to improve their corrosion resistance.

Tubes of stainless materials, especially the 18-8 alloys,
have given disappointing results in condensers and ex-





FIG. 10. Circumferential stress cracking in 18-8 tubes
operating in a gas-oil to crude exchanger. Failure due
to temperature stresses through lack of freedom for
expansion of the tubes

FIG. 11. Fatigue cracks in 1 8-8 tubes, which operated in
condenser or exchanger units without adequate freedom
for expansion of the tubes. (Repickled to show cracks)

FIG. 12. Internal pit-
ting with stress-cracking
(corrosion-fatigue) of
188 condenser tube
which operated in con-
tact with brackish water

FIG. 13. Typical microstructure of cracked 18-8 condenser or
exchanger tube, showing transcrystalline nature of cracks etch
chrome-regia. X175
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changers of the shell-and-tube type. The difficulties which
have arisen are largely mechanical, and are due to the

alloy's characteristics of high thermal expansion and low
conductivity. TTiese features introduce mechanical stresses

that are not provided for in present designs of equipment,
with the result that tubes are not free to expand. This
causes buckling of tubes and transverse fracture through
fatigue.

This difficulty has been especially noticeable in multi-

pass units in which tubes are subjected to unequal tempera-
tures across the tube bundle. Temperature variations and
pump pulsation produce alternating stresses which may
lead to rapid failure. Careful consideration of design from
the standpoint of freedom for expansion and equality of

temperature distribution should be given before application
of these alloy tubes is contemplated.
While remarkably resistant to sulphide corrosion, stain-

less steel alloys will not resist hydrochloric acid in un-
neutralized condensed fractions, and they are subject to

localized attack (pitting) in salt-waters. In the latter case

deposits containing chlorides from the waters collect on
the tube surfaces, and those points thereby deprived of

oxygen become de-passified, i.e. the corrosion-resistant

film to which chromium alloys owe their corrosion

resistance breaks down and local corrosion in the form of

pitting results. This pitting, together with the mechanical
stresses previously mentioned, causes failure through
*
corrosion fatigue ', the pits acting as stress-raisers. Failures

which have occurred from these causes are illustrated by
Figs. 10, 11, and 12. The structural condition of the metal
has been satisfactory with proper heat treatment applied
before installation, and all cracks have been trans-

crystalline, typical of fatigue, as shown by Fig. 13.

In natural cooling waters saturated with oxygen the

stainless alloys are quite resistant, as oxygen, contrary to

its pitting action on ordinary steel, tends to passivate the

Hgh-chromium alloys, and corrosion thus is retarded.

That the high expansion rate is the most important factor

retarding the use of 18-8 tubes in heat exchangers in which
corrosion due to sulphide occurs has been proved by
substituting plain 18% chromium-iron tubes. In certain

exchangers of the multi-pass type, in which the heat

transfer is from gas oil to crude, 18-8 tubes failed in as short

a time as 10 days because of mechanical stresses. When
tubes of plain chromium alloy were substituted the

service has extended to 5 years with no signs of failure

from mechanical or other causes. It should be borne in

mind that 18% chromium-iron alloy becomes embrittled in

the temperature range between about 650 F. and 950 F.,

so that the contemplated use should exclude this range.
Tubes of 18-8, in larger diameters than those ordinarily
used in shell-and-tube units, have been successfully em-

ployed in high-pressure, high-temperature exchangers of

special design.

(fe) Creep and Short-time Properties

Perhaps the most important property of material in-

tended for elevated temperature service under pressure is

its ability to resist deformation when stressed at elevated

temperature over long periods oftime. Due to the influence

of temperature, steel at sufficiently elevated temperature
becomes a plastic or viscous material rather than an elastic

material, and hence will continuously flow or stretch at any
given elevated temperature at a rate which is dependent on
the load applied. This stretch or

*

creep*, as it is ordinarily

known, has been defined by Tapsell [38, 1931] as deforma-

tion of a material occurring with time under and due to an

externally applied stress. Considerable investigation has

been conducted on this phenomenon during the last 10

years, and it is by this property that materials are

classified as to their ability to sustain loads at high

temperature.

Creep tests take ordinarily from 1,000 to 5,000 hours
for completion, and certain tests are now being continued

for 10,000 hours or more by the Joint Research Committee
of the A.S.M.E. and A.S.T.M. to determine the effect of

an inordinately long period of testing. In certain cases

preliminary properties are evaluated by short-time test

methods. This is essentially a quick physical test that takes

approximately an hour and gives values which are com-

parative if the test procedure has been standardized. Such
tests give values which are far above the true breaking
loads as determined by the long-time creep test. Design of

parts has been predicated on these short-time values, in

some instances by making large allowances for safety

factors, but generally the actual creep or flow rates are

now being used for design purposes except where data are

lacking.

Some attempt has been made to shorten the time for

evaluating creep rates by such means as Hatfield's time-

yield, by determination of proportional limit, and by
accelerated creep tests wherein the rate of flow is taken

during some arbitrary time period, as, for instance,
between the third to sixth hour or twenty-fifth to thirty-

fifth hour. These methods have not found favour with

American investigators, who prefer measuring the rate of
flow over much longer periods of time. The Joint Research

Committee of the A.S.M.E. and A.S.T.M. on Effect of

Temperature on the Properties of Metals has formulated

codes (A.S.T.M. E. 21-34 and E. 22-35 x) for both the

short-time and creep tests, and this is enabling different

investigators to arrive at values which more or less

correspond for materials of similar composition and
condition.

Many factors influence creep properties of metals,

among which may be mentioned:

(1) Influence of method of manufacture.

(2) Effect of composition.

(3) Effect of heat treatment, grain size, &c.

(4) Effect of segregation or banding or other non-

homogeneity.

Differences in creep values for any given material, as

shown by various investigators, may be due to the above
influences or to errors in the actual determination, due to

lack of precision of equipment, temperature control, &c.
As previously mentioned, the testing codes recently

adopted are tending to bring about better correlation of

data and to make the values obtained more reliable.

Molybdenum improves creep in pearlitic steels, and
carbon seems to have a more minor influence. Norton [34,

1929] has grouped the steels into austenitic high-creep-

strength materials and meciium-creep-strength materials,

with a third group of plain or low-alloy steels having low
resistance to creep. The group into which the individual

alloy falls depends on the elements making up its com-

position. The values for low carbon 18-8 shown by
Norton have been closely checked by Cross [11, 1934].

Clark and White have studied the influence on creep of

grain size, carbon content, method of loading, and other

factors, including the effect of time on rate of creep [40,

1934; 43, 1935]. In connexion with the last-mentioned
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factor It has been shown that the rate of creep of a

chromiiim^ttkx>n-molyb0^um steel at 1,000 F. may
accelerate under high loadings when the tests are continued

for long periods. This change hi rate is apparently due
to loss of strain-hardening effect with spheroidization of

the carbides under stress as the time ofheating the specimen
continues. This results in a marked drop in creep resis-

tance. Clark, White, and Wilson have also studied the

creep of carbon-molybdenum steels as used in refinery

service [41, 1932; 42, 1934].

Cross and Johnson [12, 1934] have investigated the

creep properties of 5% chromium-0-5% molybdenum
steel, using specimens cut from cracking-still tubes. These

investigations have shown that increased carbon content

improves creep strength in this alloy and that furnace-

cooled (annealed) metal had properties superior to those

of normalized and drawn metal. They have also shown
that longitudinal specimens had better creep resistance

than transverse specimens from the same tubes, but that

the difFerences were small, being less than 10% greater.

Norton [1, 1935] has determined creep properties of

many of the refinery steels, using, in some cases, strip

specimens cut from tubes which were in the annealed

condition.

In general, it may be stated that at temperatures of
about 1,000 F., or above, annealed steels have the best

creep properties; whereas below 1,000F. the reverse

may be true, and heat-treated material may be superior.
Whether or not this is true is dependent on the composition
of the particular alloy. Fine-grained materials are less

creep resistant than coarse-grained materials at the higher

temperatures, but coarse-grain steels may show inferior

ductility and impact properties. Quality and unifonriity
of material, both as to structure and composition, are

desirable for uniformity of strength properties. Through
the work being done on this subject, more reliable data

and a better understanding of flow of metals at high

temperatures may be expected in the future.

The gradual change in microstructure under prolonged
heating and stress leads to a reduction of creep strength.

According to Tapsell [38, 1931], Bailey has found a reduc-

tion of creep strength amounting to 25% when lamellar

pearlite in carbon steel changed to spheroidized cementite.

More recently Jenkins and Mellor [22, 1935] studied the

mechanism of flow of various low-carbon steels and irons

under creep, and confirm the loss of creep strength due
to spheroidization. When the pearlite changes to rounded

globules of iron-carbide, it has but little stiffening effect

on the ferrite phase. Norton has shown that long-time
service does not alter the creep strength of the 18-8 alloy

[35, 1934], but in certain unpublished work there has been
noted a considerable reduction in creep strength of 5%
chromium-molybdenum and carbon-molybdenum steels

at 1,000 F. due to prolonged exposure above that tem-

perature. This would indicate that the creep properties
of pearlitic steels should be .determined on completely
spheroidized-stabilized material so that no further

changes would occur in heating which would result in

strength losses not anticipated when the material entered
service. This stabilizing prior to testing would apply to
furnace-tube materials operated at 1,000 F., or above,
as structural reactions below 1,000 F. proceed at a much
slower rate. In many cases heat-treated alloys or parts
may be used at the lower temperatures with no appreciable
change in structure or loss in strength, providing the alloys
are selected on the basis of reliable test data.

The use of creep or short-time data in the design of

tubing for high-temperature service is a highly contro-

versial subject. There are several schools of thought on
the matter, and engineers may be at wide variance with

each other as to the proper formula or constants to employ
in developing wall thickness of tubing for any given set of

operating conditions. The formulas of Claverino, Barlow,
the A.S.M.E., Dahl, and others have been used. In some
cases temperature stresses are allowed for and extra

thickness is generally added to compensate for corrosion

and oxidation or for wear due to cleaning. In all cases

a great deal of practical experience is applied in the

selection of size and thickness of tubes for high-tempera-
ture refining operations. There is a distinct need for

clarification and standardization on this important subject,

which could be well undertaken by some engineering body.
It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss the subject
at greater length, and for further details the reader should

consult the references given in Section II of the biblio-

graphy.

(/) Tables and Charts of Data, &c.

Hie following section includes tables and charts of data

covering chemical composition, physical properties, short-

time strength, creep strength, thermal expansion co-

efficients, and conductivity ofcertain of the alloys described.

The data are not complete in all cases, but should prove
useful. They have been collected from various sources

which are acknowledged.

Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 240O

Temperature Degrees Fahrenheit

FIG. 14. Physical properties of plain 4-6% chromium steel at

various temperatures as determined by short-time tests. (After the

author?)
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FIG. 15. Curves showing comparative creep properties (1 % in 10,000 and 100,000 hours)
of plain 5 % chromium steel and 5 % chromium, 0-50 % molybdenum steel. (After Norton.)
Both materials soft annealed prior to testing.
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TABLE I

Chemical Composition of Alloys availablefor Oil Refining (Tubes)

TABLE II

Typical Physical Properties at Room Temperature, Annealed*

*
Properties typical of values obtained on annealed heavy-wall tubes. Values for materials 5 and 7 were obtained on 1-in. rd.

f Yield-points determined by 0-2% permanent set.

TABLE III

Short-time High-temperature Tensile Properties
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TABLE in (cent.)

TABLE IV

Creep Properties Datafrom Various Sources
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Note: Values shown in nearly all cases were extrapolated from rates of 0-01 % and 0-10% elongation per 1,000 hours.
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TABLE V

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

Ref. 1. Joint Research Committee A.S.M.E.-A.S.T.M. (1931).

Ref. 2. Timken Steel & Tube Co. Digest of Steels (1934).
Other data from Babcock & Wilcox Tube Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.

TABLE VI

Thermal Conductivity of Various Materials*

1-1 Watt cm.-l deg.-l = 1 Watt/(sq. cm.) (deg. C./cm) == 0-239 Cal./(sec.) (sq. cm.) (deg. C./cm.). 1 Watt cm.-l deg.-l = 57-9

B.Th.U./(hr.) (sq. ft.) (deg. F./ft).
* Extracted from table by Shelton, S. M., and Swanger, W. H., Trans. A.S.S.T. 21, 1066, 1067, 1070 (1933).
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NOTE
Since this article was written, experiments show that both the

titanium and columbium containing alloys are hardenable if a

sufficiently high temperature is reached. They are, however, sub-

stantially non-hardenable from temperatures producing drastic

hardening in the usual 5% chromium molybdenum steel.



CHOICE AND DESIGN OF TUBING FOR FURNACES AND
SHELL AND TUBE EXCHANGERS

By E. S. DIXON and T. GARRARD

Refining Department, The Texas Company

INTRODUCTION
SEAMLESS tubing is standard for use in oil furnaces and
heat exchangers. Refineries are large users of lap-welded

pipe for tankage and miscellaneous lines, but this article

is confined to heating tubes in furnaces, exchangers, and
condensers.

The fundamental soundness of a good piece of seamless

tubing is everywhere appreciated, and it is the only tubing

permissible for severe service.

FURNACE TUBING

A. Refinery Requirements

In 1931 questionnaires were sent to some 250 refineries

and 20 manufacturers of refining equipment in order to

obtain their views on the needs of the industry [4, 1931]
with reference to metal products in general use at high

temperatures. Necessarily, the replies dealt hi large mea-
sure with heater tubing. A general summary of views as

to the important properties of tubing is given below:

Corrosion Resistance. Metal should be resistant pri-

marily to anhydrous hydrogen sulphide, which corrodes

plain steel rapidly at elevated temperatures, particularly
above 600 F.

High-temperature Strength. This is, of course, an essen-

tial attribute of a furnace tube.

Stability of Properties. These requirements are that the

metal does not become embrittled, or otherwise develop un-
desirable strength or ductility characteristics in pressure
and temperature service. For example, 18-8 % chromium-
nickel alloy is usually limited to 1,200 F. because of lack
of stability at high temperatures. The common 4-6%
chrome alloy frequently develops a cold brittleness due to

service, so that sometimes furnace tubes are found which
were fractured on down periods by knocking tools used
in cleaning out the coke deposits. Some manufacturers
add other alloys tungsten, molybdenum, &c. for which
various claims are made. Laboratory tests show molybde-
num is very effective in improving the toughness of 4-6%
chrome steel.

Indications of Impending Failure. This refers to the fact

that oil-furnace tubes occasionally are overheated, bulge,
and split; it is very desirable that the tube give appreciable

warning by gradual swelling so that the operators can be
forewarned and shut down the unit prior to failure.

Ease of Fabrication. Under this head are grouped desir-

able qualities such as weldability, cold and hot bending,
flanging, and flaring properties. Mild carbon steel, for

example, is readily cold worked to a remarkable degree,
and if worked hot or welded requires no annealing. The
4-6% chrome alloy is air hardening if worked hot or

welded, and is then dangerously brittle until annealed. It

may be cold worked without difficulty when in the an-
nealed state. Due to development in field annealing, it is

now being welded and annealed in place on the job.
The 18-8 % chrome-nickel alloy is ductile, but susceptible

to liardening by cold working; and welding may impart

undesirable properties difficult to remove by heat treat-

ment.

Thermal Expansion. Due to the wide use of carbon steel,

the coefficient of expansion of alloys should be near that

of mild steel.

Scaling Resistance. The metal should not oxidize or

scale readily. The resistance of carbon steel is not satis-

factory above 1,150 F. in the furnace. Up to 1,300 F.

the 4-6% chrome alloy appears satisfactory, and higher

chromium content is required for resistance at higher

temperatures.
Cost Since carbon-steel tubing costs about $0.05 per lb.,

any alloy to supplant it must be fairly reasonable in price.

TTie above properties are not developed to the fullest

degree in any one metal. Carbon steel is deficient with

respect to corrosion resistance and high-temperature pro-

perties; the familiar 18-8% chromium-nickel alloy is almost

ideal with respect to corrosion resistance, scaling resistance,

and strength, but has a bad record in respect to high-

temperature stability and swelling prior to bursting. Where
corrosion as experienced in pressure distillation, i.e. from

hydrogen sulphide in the absence of liquid water, becomes

a factor, many refineries are using one of the 4-6%
chromium-steel alloys, which in addition to corrosion

resistance have higher strength at elevated temperatures
than carbon steel, and are otherwise quite similar to mild

steel. Carbon steel and the 4-6% alloy at present constitute

the great majority of tubes in actual service, and for this

reason are treated herein at greater length than other

materials.

Where corrosion is not a factor and great strength at

high temperatures is desired, special alloys are being
offered by the tube mills. It is thought that the use of

extremely thick tubes at high temperatures can be avoided,
with saving in weight, cost, &c.

These alloys may be regarded as first-quality mild

carbon steel to which are added small percentages of

molybdenum, chromium, manganese, &c., to enhance the

high-temperature strength.

Interested parties should apply to the steel and tube

mills for detailed information to solve their particular

problems, because as yet the industry has little practical

experience to report, on other than chrome alloys.

Surface Coatings. Tubes surface coated inside and out
with calorizing and chromium plating are available. These
must be regarded as in the experimental stage until a few

years of successful service are reported.

B. Choice and Design of Tubing

Corrosion.

There is no corrosion problem, relatively speaking, when
sweet oils are processed. For oils having a low sulphur
content, plain carbon-steel tubes are satisfactory in nearly
all heaters. But as the industry goes to sour and sulphur-

bearing oils, especially at temperatures above 600 F.,

corrosion usually becomes appreciable. Steel gives a life
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from 3 to 8 years in the former service, but in the latter it

may last less than 1 month. Most Mid-Continent crudes

(especially those from the south and west) are corrosive

at the high temperatures of cracking coils, but not parti-

cularly corrosive in pipe-still furnaces. If the corrosion is

of the usual type, due to sulphides, 4-6% chrome can be

expected to give a life several times that of carbon steel.

In general, the greater the sulphide corrosion of mild steel,

the greater the relative life of the 4-6% alloy. Table I

below illustrates this point:

TABLE I

Approximate Life of Tubes subjected to High-temperature

Sulphide Corrosion

Service
\ Life carbon

\ Life 4-6%
\ steel 1 chrome Ratio

The chrome-nickel (18-8) alloy is very definitely resistant

to sulphide corrosion; in extra severe corrosion it would

last, probably, upwards of 20 years. On the other hand,
the cost of this alloy is so high and the restrictions as to

temperature of use so exacting that it is not being advo-

cated as widely as formerly, except where extreme strength

at temperatures below 1,200 F. is essential.

Corrosion agents other than anhydrous sulphides may
be met occasionally:

(1) Chlorides yielding hydrochloric acid, in the presence
of water.

(2) Sulphur dioxide in the presence of water.

(3) Sulphides in the presence of water.

(4) Miscellaneous acids.

Chromium in the alloy is not likely to improve the steel

in the face of these corrosives.

The behaviour of metals in corrosive service frequently
cannot be predicted from theoretical consideration,

laboratory test of the stocks, &c. It is far better to run

a preliminary test in service, following the procedure

developed by the General Committee on Corrosion of the

American Petroleum Institute [6], The test specimens
should include mild steel, 4-6% chrome alloy, 18-8, and
others as desired. So far as we know, alloys containing

appreciable percentage of chromium are the only ones of

value in resisting corrosive attack except in the cases listed

above.

The general demand for chrome steels has recently

brought to the market 2 and 8% chromium alloys, whose

properties and cost are believed to be roughly proportional
to the percentage of chrome content.

Allowing for the variation ofcorrosion with temperature
of the oil, some heaters are built in part with chrome tubes,

the remainder mild steel. Where temperatures at the inlet

are below 700 F., carbon-steel tubes might be used up to

the point when 700 F. is reached, then a chrome alloy.

Then later in the coil, where there is a decided coke film,

it might pay to use carbon steel again because of the

decrease in corrosion rate under a coke film.

When past experience is not available and tests cannot

be run, modern practice is to build the heater of carbon

steel in locations where corrosion is doubtful and retube

with an alloy when necessary.

High-temperature Strength.

In recent times the trend has been towards progressively

higher pressures and temperatures, in various heating pro-

cesses, and to longer battery runs. These are serious factors

in tube failures; nevertheless, there probably are as yet

few heaters operating in which carbon steel would not give

a good account of itself in respect to strength.

Alloys, however, are being introduced for their value in

resisting stress at high temperature as well as corrosion.

High-temperature properties and design problems will

be discussed with reference to several elements below.

Design Formula, A variety of formulae are available,

ranging from the simple Barlow formula

o JPD

2t

to extremely complicated expressions involving heat trans-

fer, elastic moduli, conductivity, &c. On the basis of both
theoretical and practical considerations the Qavarino
formula is recommended. TTiis is given below in a form
which assumes Poisson's ratio to be 0-3. This formula is

used satisfactorily for lines and heater tubes. In the latter

case the theoretical calculations of many authorities [8,

1931] show that a large and serious 'thermal stress' can

exist; in fact, bulging of tubes is reported and attributed

to "thermal stressing in at least one case [5] in a boiler

furnace. On the other hand, other authorities [2, 1930;

3, 1932] discuss theoretically thermal stressing, and con-

clude that it is unimportant.
Practical experience in cracking heaters confirms this

conclusion, so that the Clavarino pressure-stress formula
is found amply conservative.

Allowable Stress. Steel in temperature service in boilers

was traditionally designed for a working stress determined

by dividing the ultimate tensile strength at room tempera-
ture by a factor of safety ranging from 4 to 6. At the higher

temperatures of oil heaters (and modern boiler practice,

also) the concept of creep is considered very important.
There is a wealth of literature describing the creep of

metals, this being a very slow deformation or flow ex-

hibited under stress at high temperatures [9, 1934]. The
essential and generally agreed on facts are outlined below:

(1) Most authorities believe that all metals even at

ordinary temperatures and ordinary design stresses (say,

16,000 Ib. per sq. in. in steel) undergo gradual deformation,
but at an extraordinarily slow rate.

(2) It is a provable fact that, at moderate temperatures,

keeping the temperature constant and increasing the stress

markedly increases the rate of deformation.

(3) Keeping stress constant and raising the temperature
will markedly increase the rate of deformation.

(4) With the usual specimen ofmild steel in a tensile test

machine at a temperature of 1,000 F., exposed to a stress

of about 6,000 Ib. per sq. in., the creep or extension of the

specimen in 1,000 hours is about 0-1%, or 1/1,000 in.

per in. TTiis would become about 1 % in a year, at this rate,

and such an amount of deformation may be serious.

Although creep is recognized as of real importance, it

is not at the present time herein recommended as the sole

basis for allowable stress in tube design.
This decision is a matter of several years* practical

experience.

Several reasons are:

(1) In the past, due to the lack of a standard test pro-

cedure, the different authorities and the different vendors

of tubing were publishing quite different values for creep
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properties of the same metals, values which differed from

one another by several hundred per cent.

(2) Many perplexities about creep still exist, referring

in particular to the procedure for extrapolating a 1,000-

hour test to 30,000 hours' service, the effect of cycles of

temperature and stress, hysteresis, compound stress, &c.

A standard procedure is now available and the laboratories

and vendors are publishing values which agree with one

another, so that in time reliable creep design will be

practical.

(3) The allowable stress problem cannot be entirely

dissociated from the tube-temperature problem; this point

is discussed later, under Metal Temperature.

(4) Finally, a practical analysis of the creep situation

may be set up in two thoughts: First, the tube is not to

fail suddenly with an explosive burst as it operates under

temperature. This can be prevented by a working stress

obtained by dividing the ultimate strength of the metal

at the high temperature by a generous factor of safety.

Secondly, at a reduced stress so computed the tube at

the worst will do no more than swell slowly during days
and weeks of operation, and the operators and inspectors

will detect the swelling and remove the tube.

In practice bulging by creep is not found to be an ex-

pensive problem; failures and split tubes happen occasion-

ally, and these are found to be due to extra thick coke

inside the tube, or flame impingement, the local heavy

scaling of the tube testifying to unusual and excessive

metal temperatures; Fig. 1 is a typical example.

Objections can be raised against basing high-temperature

design on the ultimate tensile strength determined in a

short time-test; but, from a practical point of view, when
the factor of safety is chosen properly to avoid excessive

failures from bulged or split tubes, then creep and similar

considerations give little or no trouble to the operators.
The computation of numerical values of allowable stress

is given on a later page.

Metal Temperature.

The temperature of an insulated line containing hot oil

or vapour is practically the same as that of the oil or

vapour. Ifthe line is bare, or in a hot furnace, so that heat

conduction is taking place, the temperature of the metal

will be proportionately less or greater than the oil tempera-
ture. In practice the actual oil temperature is used, except
inside a furnace. In the latter case the temperature had
best be actually measured with appropriate thermo-couple

equipment [5].

Some heaters are operated by tube metal temperature

readings. These are taken by alumel-chromel wires in-

serted in small drill-holes in the tubing, the tubing being

peened with a centre punch around the drill-holes so as to

contact and hold the wires securely. The couple wires are

insulated by porcelain and surrounded by a protector-tube,

usually of 18-8 alloy. This latter is securely welded to the

heater tube to exclude furnace atmosphere. An installation,

of this type requires calibration in actual service, which is

carried out by installing three alumel-chromel couples as

near as possible to each other, one each of 20-gauge,

12-gauge, and 8-gauge wire. Simultaneous readings of the
several couples taken under operation are plotted and then

extrapolated to zero diameter wire. This is considered the
true temperature and compared with the tube-enclosed

assembly to give a correction to be added or subtracted
at any future time when true temperatures are desired.

Many measurements of tube temperatures have been
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made, showing in exceptionally severe cases that the heater-

tube metal temperature may run almost to the furnace

temperature, 1,450 F., 500 above the oil temperature.

Measurements further show that the tube wall operates

through a range of temperature, starting fairly close to the

oil temperature and generally ranging upwards throughout

the run, due to coke deposition. Coke is the real
'

bugaboo ',

the cause of excessive temperatures and split tubes.

Coke deposition hi the tubes affects the tube metal

temperature so as to require process handling of various

kinds, viz. the charging to cracking units of stock specially

selected for cleanliness as to coke, or 'clean circulation'

type of units, in which the charge oil is cleaned up prior

to passing through the furnace tubes; shielding of the

coking zone, so that the group of tubes in which coke

deposits is shielded from high furnace temperatures;

finally, as a last resort, the use of excessively thick or

strong tubing so as to withstand almost the full furnace

temperature.
Because of the many varied means of handling this

situation simple rules ofthumb or arbitrary determinations

of the tube metal temperature cannot be laid down here.

In general, the effect of the coke must be determined by
the refinery engineer for his each individual application,

taking into account the type of cracking or distillation

cycle, nature of the charge oil, location of tubes in which

coke deposits, thickness and nature of the deposit, the rate

of heat transfer in the furnace, and the likelihood of flame

impingement. On a later page is outlined a type of calcula-

tion which can be used when these factors can be reason-

ably evaluated.

It is also this factor of uncertainty which makes it highly

advisable to base allowable stress on ultimate tensile

strength divided by a factor of safety. A creep-strength

figure appertains to some one particular temperature; but,

as stated, a tube does not ordinarily operate at a definite

temperature, rather it operates through a range of tem-

perature.
The designer of tubing predicts the metal temperature,

and then uses a factor of safety to protect against uncer-

tainties in allowable stress and adverse furnace conditions.

Minimum Practical Thickness.

Even if a tube metal should be developed giving an

extraordinarily high tensile strength, no one would con-

sider operating tubing down to a razor-blade thickness.

Actual corrosion is characterized by a certain amount of

pitting, and is nearly always decidedly uneven in one way
or another. It is rarely proper to assume that the inspectors
will locate the thinnest point hi a line, so that in practice
lines are condemned at quite appreciable thickness.

Fig. 2 illustrates an occasion when the inspector did locate

the pit; obviously, one should not rely on always doing so.

Other considerations enter, such as likelihood of the

line or tube being torn loose by weight, by thermal expan-

sion, or by pressure surges. A rational scheme for lines

in general is to classify the units into extra hazardous and

ordinary types; for the former, the minimum practical

thickness will be set at the thickness for operation at 700

Ib. per sq. in. at 950 F.; for the latter, minimum thickness

will be required for operation at 200 Ib. per sq. in. at

700 F. This system is detailed later.

Money Value of High-temperature Strength.

The balance between the cost and the value of high-

temperature strength cannot be struck with precision.
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The published values of such strength are not yet reliable,

the uncertain metal temperature is a factor, and, finally, the

minimum practical thickness will usually condemn heater

tubingbefore the theoretical design strengthcomes into play.

Added strength is certainly worth a premium, because it in-

creases the factor of safety against adverse conditions,

reduces fire, reduces tube renewals, and increases safety.

Practical experience in specific locations is required to

settle this point, and beyond a word of caution in pointing

to minimum practical thickness in the above paragraph

the matter is otherwise left to the individual designer.

Outline of Tubing Design

The following outline should be modified freely to con-

form to local and individual applications.

Calculate allowable internal pressure for the allowable

maximum stress by Ciavarino's formula:
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Metal Temperatures.

For tubing outside a furnace zone, use the temperature

of the oil or vapour carried by the line.

In a furnace the metal temperature is computed from

the oil temperature, coke thickness, and the rate of heat

transfer into the tube in question. In the absence of better

and more specific information about the job he is working

on, the designer may use the following scheme:

P = allowable pressure, Ib. per sq. in.,

S = allowable working stress at the temperature of

operation, Ib. per sq. in.,

D = outside diameter of tubing, in.,

d = inside diameter of tubing, in.

Allowable stress:

TS
S =

FS

TS = ultimate tensile strength, from short time-test at

high temperature.

Design values for (M0-0-20% carbon steel and

4-6% chrome, and 18-8% chrome-nickel are

tabulated below. Values are for material in a

soft, ductile condition suitable for tubing.

Ultimate Tensile Strength

Temp, of oil .

Temp, drop through liquid film

coke

* The tabulated values apply to plain 4-6% chrome. The addition of

molybdenum or tungsten strengthen the steel as regards creep resistance,

but not materially as regards the strength necessary to resist the type of

temporary overloading which actually causes the majority of tube failures.

FS = the factor of safety. The value depends on the

certitude with which safe operating stresses are

derived by past experience, and with the reliance

to be placed on the estimation of true metal

temperatures, &c.

A value of 6 is suggested for use in cracking

process heaters.

Some authorities recommend increasing the

factor of safety at higher temperatures, and this

step is recommended as hi accordance with the

trend developed by creep tests.

TF. (1)

QxL
20

(3)

Temp, of metal Sum of above terms:

Q = maximum rate of heat transfer into oil, B.Th.U.

per sq. ft. per hr.

L = coke thickness, in.

Minimum Practical Thickness.

The establishment of this thickness depends somewhat

on local conditions. For example, in the presence of

extremely uneven or spotty corrosion some companies

have found it practical to renew tubes or lines on the basis

of a definite number of hours of operation, rather than

attempt tedious drilling and callipering.

The system outlined below, however, is based on

hammer testing and careful callipering by competent in-

spectors. The minimum practical tube metal thickness for

each tube or line is to be computed for the temperatures

and pressures listed in the following outline, depending

on the service of the unit on which the line is located:

Classification of Refining Units.

A. Pressure units (high temp., high press., or both).

1. Heater tubes:

a. In furnace Radiant zone.

Convection zone.

Clean circulation no coke.

b. In junction box or header.

2. Units operating above 200 Ib. per sq. in.

a. Lines above 650 F. Use 700 Ib. per sq. in.

at 950 F.

b. Lines below 650 F. Use 800 Ib. per sq. in.

at 650 F.

3. Units operating below 200 Ib. per sq. in.

a. Lines above 650 F. Use 500 Ib. per sq. in.

at 1,000 F.

b. Lines below 650 F. Use 600 Ib. per sq. in.

at 650 F.

B. Non-pressure units (crude stills, pipe stills, &c.).

1. Heater tubes:

a. In furnace.

b. In junction box.

2. Lines (fractionating towers 25 Ib. per sq. in. or

less) Use 200 Ib. per sq. in. at 700 F.

The above classification requires an arbitrary table for

heater tubes, somewhat as follows:

It is understood that each tube or line will stand on its

own merits, that is, will be renewed on the basis of the

actual temperature, pressure, and thickness before the

minimum practical thickness is reached, if actual computa-

tions call for such a step.
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Heater Tubes

Pressure units Crude topping

It is further the practice in preheater design to purchase

new tubes always with a corrosion allowance, this being

an added thkkness of metal over what is theoretically

demanded for strength; as the tubes thin due to corrosion,

bulged and possibly split tubes will begin to show in

a gradual manner and indicate the need for retubing

irrespective of any theory.

Practical considerations of this nature must be watched

carefully, in view of the present-day imperfect development
of high-temperature design.

Cost of Tubing.

The cost and value of tubing are primarily to be corre-

lated with corrosion resistance. The following

[1, 1934] is a rough picture of the situation.

table

Material Cost ratio*

Corrosion-life

*
Approximate based on car-load quantities,

t From service records and estimates.

C. Inspection Methods

The safe operation of tubing in corrosive service at

high pressure and temperature demands a detailed in-

spection system. This should involve a chief inspector and
other men as necessary for actual inspection and keeping
of records. After every run of a unit certain lines and

nipples are hammered to detect thin spots, and special care

is taken in the inspection of all the furnace tubes which
are heavily fired. Badly scaled tubes are sometimes removed
because of scaling alone; usually they also show a bulging
and a sagging. If the swelling is uniform, an increase in

diameter up to about 5% is often permissible. If the bulge
is in any degree irregular, the tube is removed. Crooked
tubes are rarely removed because of sagging alone.

The frequency and the rigour of inspection depend
largely on the nature of the corrosion and the hazard to

life and property. A pressure battery in moderately cor-

rosive service is completely overhauled every 6 months, in

addition to the necessary attention after each run. The
thicknesses of all lines and tubes are checked by drilling

or by callipering, at as many points as necessary. Special
care is given lines near welds, valves, bends, or other points
of turbulence. Furnace tubes have been found to undergo
accelerated corrosion at the following points: in or near
the junction box; on the flame side; on the top of the tube;

REFINERY EQUIPMENT

on the bottom of the tube; in other words, almost any-

where in the tube.

After a field check of lines and the necessary renewals,

the engineering office carefully computes the allowable

temperatures and pressures of operation and notifies the

operating department of their findings. A diagrammatic

sketch of the unit showing all lines and connexions is made.

New lines are coloured black; lines far above minimum

thickness are coloured green; lines one stage thinner are

coloured yellow; and tubing approaching minimum thick-

ness is coloured red for warning. The chart is posted hi

the control house for ready reference of the operators,

inspectors, and craftsmen on the unit.

Increasing use is being made of 'Sentry Drilling' of lines.

This is the drilling of numerous small holes, appropriately

spaced, into the wall of severe-duty tubing; the holes are

drilled almost through the rninirnum allowable thickness

of the tube in question, so that when corrosion has thinned

the line to where it becomes unsafe rather, undesirable

for safe operation there is a small blow-out through the

drill-hole. These blow-outs are mild, perfectly safe to

operating personnel, and a very effective warning of other-

wise unsuspected corrosion.

Sentry drilling is to be regarded only as adjunctive to

regular inspection methods.

D. Purchase

Seamless carbon-steel tubing is purchased under several

specifications; the designations of these are listed below

in the order of decreasing quality.

1. Association of American Steel Manufacturers, MSS.
no. 100. This is of the highest grade, suitable for heater

tubing. Actually, it is extensively used for all tubes and

oil-lines on hazardous refining units, up to 1,200 F. It

will usually be satisfactory to order hot rolled, 'average

wall' tubing.

2. American Society of Testing Materials A. 106,

Specifications for Seamless Steel Pipe. This material is

furnished with less rigid grading, but is quite suitable up
to 750 F.

3. A.S.T.M. A. 53 Specifications for Seamless Steel Pipe.

These apply to material for service where ordinary lap-

welded pipe could be used, say, to 350 F., but the seamless

line is preferred.

Alloy tubes of 4-6% chrome are ordered by A.A.S.M.,
Manufacturers Standard Specification no. 200, for heater

tubes and all lines. Several points deserve mention:

(a) This material is air hardening, and care must be taken

to receive annealed tubing which can be cold rolled and
flared into the header boxes successfully. A Brinell Hard-
ness no. of 170 maximum will ensure ease of rolling.

(jb) No objections are found in service to the less ex-

pensive 0-20% maximum carbon variety for heater tubes;
the 0*15% maximum carbon is preferred for welded lines.

(c) The 4-6% chrome-molybdenum variety is to be pre-
ferred where freedom from brittleness in the cold is desir-

able. Brittleness can be temporarily inhibited in all types
of this alloy by heating to 300 F. for decoking by knocking,
but the possibility of cold splits [10, 1934] returns when
the metal cools again.
The corrosion allowance will depend theoretically on

the corrosion rate for the type alloy, the life desired, and
a host of unknown factors which may come into play in

the future.

We recommend, in the absence of better information,
the purchase of tubing about i in. thicker than the mini-
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mum practical thickness for the size and intended service;
this in. in general serves as the usual corrosion allowance.
In the case of outside lines in the larger sizes, particularly
when costly fabricated pieces are involved, a more generous
corrosion allowance than J in. will be economical.

Corrosion allowance should be ample, because:

1. Recovered tubing is always of value.

2. Added thickness is a factor of safety against bursting.
3. If the allowance is on the light side and unexpectedly

corrosive stock is encountered, the whole corrosion

allowance might be used up in a single battery run,
before the fact could be discovered.

HEAT EXCHANGERS
In most refinery distillation equipment a large number of

various makes of shell and tube exchangers and condensers

are installed. In view of certain limitations, particularly

costly tube replacements, shell and tube exchangers in

several recent large installations were confined to oil and

vapour service, none being installed to use water for cooling.
In the latter case submerged coils of thick tubing were
used. But in many cases the efficiency of these exchangers
and condensers is such as to warrant their use, although

costly replacement of tubes is experienced. In one refinery

alone approximately 130,000 tubes are in use. Popular
sizes are in. x 18 gauge, f in. x 16 gauge, and 1 in. x 14

gauge, and lengths vary from 5J- to 20 ft., with 12 ft.

being the usual length.

Various kinds of metals have been tried, but for most

purposes brass (Red Brass and Admiralty) and steel are

standard; other alloys are expensive and their performance
does not justify their use, except in the face of oil-to-oil

corrosive service.

An idea of the replacements may be estimated by
considering the 130,000 tubes mentioned above. These
tubes have an average life of 3 years, which means that

45,000 tubes will be the yearly replacement requirement in

the refinery mentioned. Not only is the expense of pur-

chasing new tubes and labour for replacement an important
item, but operating time on valuable units is lost due to the

failure of tubes. This is particularly true on an oil-to-oil

exchanger where the cooling medium may materially con-

taminate the distillate. A unit charging 10,000 to 15,000
bbl. per day may come down prematurely while exchangers
or condensers are unheaded, and tubes plugged or replaced;
also considerable engineering and mechanical work have to

be performed to stop leaky bundles. Even when repairs are

accomplished there is no knowing just how long before

the unit must again come down for some other tube failure

in the same or a different bundle. This process of shutting

down a unit, repairing bundle, and going back on the line

is soon repeated unless great care is used in the proper
selection of tubes.

Several reasons for tube trouble are listed as follows:

(a) Corrosion within the tubes (water or oil).

(b) Corrosion outside the tubes (oil or vapour).

(c) Mechanical failures (erosion, cracking, buckling, and

pulling from tube sheet).

Corrosion within the Tubes (Water or Ofl).

Corrosion from the water is prevalent in the Gulf Coast

region where brackish water for cooling prevails. A parti-

cular type of corrosion on brass tubes using brackish water

is that known as dezincification, whereby plugs of copper
are formed in a brass tube either by substitution of copper

m ss

for zinc or by dissolving of the whole brass and redeposit-

ing, in place, the copper in the form of a plug. Hiis type

of failure is well known in services other than refinery

service, such as marine service. This is particularly severe

in a refinery because it increases with the temperature.

Practically 90% of the Admiralty failures in condensers

in the Gulf Coast region, where brackish water is used,

are due to dezincification.

Another important feature with respect to failure of

condenser tubes is the plugging of the inside of the tube

with a scale formed from solids borne in solution by the

cooling water. This deposit must be removed periodically

before it completely plugs the tube. A preferred means of

removal is pumping through weak, hot hydrochloric acid

treated with inhibitor to prevent corrosion of the metaL

Also, sandblasting is used with a short, tapered nozzle

sufficiently small to be driven into the end of the tube. If

cleaning should be delayed too long it becomes necessary
to drill out deposits in the tube with an auger attached to

a long rod. Tubes in oil-to-oil exchangers frequently have

the inside nearly plugged with tarry matter or coke. This

may be cleaned by steaming, benzol washing, or as in-

dicated above.

Corrosion on Outside of Tubes,

This consists of two kinds, acid and sulphide. The
acids are usually formed during processing of oil and are

the results of hydrolysis of certain salts originally in the

crude magnesium chloride being the principal offender.

Acid corrosion must be combated by neutralizing by the

injection of some alkali in the oil stream ammonia being

frequently used. It is of interest to note that corrosion

by acid is particularly severe at the temperature at which

condensation of vapour to liquid takes place; above this

temperature, or below it, tubes are much less attacked.

Sulphide corrosion results from action of H^S on the

metal. Hydrogen sulphide is either originally present in

the crude, or it is formed from sulphur-bearing oils during
the cracking or distilling process. The temperature at

which tubes operate has an influence on the rate of cor-

rosion from sulphide.

Mechanical Failures,

These consist of erosion, radial cracks, and buckling.

Erosion is prevalent in those tubes adjacent to the vapour
inlet of the exchanger and is due to the rush of vapours

exerting a cutting action on the tubes. To reduce this

erosion some method of protection must be resorted to,

such as installing a baffle on the tubes to act as a target

for the impingement of the vapours as they enter the

exchanger. Transverse cracks are common in only one

type of tube, viz. the 18-B alloy, and are characteristic of

this metal. The susceptibility of this metal to such cracking
is sufficient to forbid extensive use of the alloy, although

generally its properties are otherwise excellent. Transverse

cracking in 1 8-8 alloy is apparently not affected by the kind

of oil or cooling medium, but is usually the result of tem-

perature change. Buckling is due to frequent change of

temperature and to uneven temperature distribution. Indi-

vidual tubes which have become overheated expand more
than the adjacent tubes, and buckle, thereby obtaining

a permanent bow. When temperatures are reduced the

contraction naturally pulls the distorted tube from the

tube sheet. The latter has occurred only in a very few

instances.
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Choice of Tubing

In general the following requirements are necessary for

satisfactory exchanger or condenser tubes:

L Easily obtainable.

2. Reasonable price.
3. Resistant to brackish water corrosion.

4. Resistant to sulphide corrosion.

5. Easily installed in bundle.

A large number of tubes of various analyses have been
tested experimentally, and for one reason or another they
have failed to replace steel and brass. Steel, is used com-
monly in sweet crude for exchanger service in oil to oil.

Brass is commonly used among the more sour crudes,

particularly where acid is experienced which may not be

completely neutralized. Brass is also used in water-to-oil

coolers and condensers. In spite of the large amount of

experimentation with various alloys none has been found
to replace brass or steel, although there is great need for

a more satisfactory metaL It is difficult to state the life

ofa brass tube. In some classes ofservice tubes are replaced
as early as 6 months, in other classes of service they last

as long as 5 years; for the entire refinery, 3 years would be
a rough estimate of the life of a brass tube in the Gulf
Coast region where water is used as a cooling medium.
Many key bundles, however, require replacement after

12 to 18 months' service.
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THIS article will consider the history of development, codes

of good practice, materials of construction, problems of

design, fabrication methods for combating corrosion of

pressure vessels, as well as factors which are associated with

the economical use and safety of their operation.

The petroleum industry is one involving severe service

requirements because of its hazardous nature and because

of the demands for economical production of gasoline and

other petroleum products.

General History of Petroleum Vessels

The development ofmodern processes of oil refining has

been accompanied by, and to some extent has been depen-

dent upon, improvements in materials and methods of con-

struction of equipment. As long as the refining process

consisted of the distillation of the light fractions of oil at

comparatively low pressures and temperatures, small vessels

of relatively light construction were adequate. To-day,

refinery vessels of large size and complicated designs must

withstand a large range of operating conditions. Operating

temperatures may range for certain processes from atmo-

spheric to 1,000 F., and for other processes from atmo-

spheric to 50 F. These temperature variations may and

usually do occur rapidly during the period when vessels are

put into or taken out of operation. Operating pressures

of several hundred pounds per square inch are common,
and they may be as high as several thousand pounds per

square inch.

The history of the petroleum industry shows the use

of nearly every type of vessel construction in existence.

Vessels for this service have been fabricated by riveting,

hammer or forge-welding, hollow forging a large ingot,

and autogenous welding. For the most severe service in

the petroleum industry, riveted and hammer-welded vessels

are giving place to the autogenous welded and forged

vessels, due largely to the great improvements made during

the past few years in construction methods of the latter

types and to the safety assured by the specifications and

codes which have been produced to cover these construc-

tion methods. No less than four large groups of users have

by relatively recent codes and specifications covered the

latter types of vessels.

The limitations of the forged vessels are associated with

the size of steel ingots which can be cast and with the size

and flexibility of the forging equipment available for

fabrication. The size of the autogenous welded vessel is

limited only by transportation and erection facilities. By
far the larger number of current vessel inquiries specify

autogenous welding because this method of fabrication

lends itself to considerable variation in designs, and to the

use of materials which are peculiarly suitable to the great

variety of refining processes in use in the petroleum

industry. Other determining factors in the selection of

methods of construction are service reliability and cost.

Although the metallic arc has been known and used for

a considerable time, the modern type of arc-welding is

comparatively new. The oil industry was the first to recog-

nize arc welding on a large scale in spite ofthe fact that such

equipment is subjected to perhaps the most severe service

of any equipment.
The arc-welded pressure vessel for high temperatures

and high pressures, and having strong ductile welds was

first built for the petroleum industry in 1925. Since that

time several fabricators have become proficient in this type

of construction. The relatively recent standardization of

codes and specifications has safeguarded the construction

of such vessels, so that the question of reliability has been

established on the basis of inspection by the use of radio-

graphs, periodical tests on welded plates, and proof tests

on the finished vessels.

Codes of Good Practice

The most recent specification or code for the construction

of pressure vessels has been established by the American

Petroleum Institute jointly with the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. This specification or code con-

siders the question of materials, design, and construction

factors as well as the inspection and maintenance of equip-

ment in service. It is intended to apply to vessels con-

structed for petroleum liquids and gases. There are five

major divisions, which pertain to the following items:

W. Design and construction of Fusion-welded Vessels.

R. Design and construction of Riveted Vessels.

F. Design and construction ofSeamless-forged Vessels.
1

I. Inspection, Repair, and Allowable Working Pressure

of Vessels in Service.

S. Material and other Specifications.
1

*

It is intended that these specifications be kept up to date

by a relatively small working group comprising an equal

number of users and fabricators of pressure vessels and

assisted by sub-groups who are particularly interested in

certain phases of the industry pertaining to pressure vessels.

In this manner, the petroleum-pressure vessel will clothe

itself with the maximum of safety consistent with sound

economic requirements for the service of the industry and
will also make use of improvements in design and methods

of fabrication which may become available from time to

time.

There are a few points which pertain to the code referred

to which can be appropriately emphasized and which give

the fundamental basis for its utility. The code is the result

ofthe work ofexperienced fabricators and users ofpressure
vessels who have pooled their experience, which comprises
tests on materials and designs as well as knowledge in

various methods ofconstruction and the hazards associated

with operation. The aim of the code is to state the require-

ments of vessels and outline methods of testing and in-

spection which will ensure that the requirements are met

without going into intimate constructional details. Know-

ledge gained from the testing of large full-size vessels is

incorporated in the requirements for designs. Materials,

depending on the precautions taken in their production,

are given quality factors consistent with the quality of
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such materials as are discovered from service as well as from
fabrication experience. The joint efficiencies which are
allowed are made consistent with the care exercised in their

production, and in this manner the tendency is developed
to encourage the use of the highest quality joint as being
the most economical. The safety factors are based on the
failure strength of the vessel as a whole, and not on the
calculated cylinder strength which formerly was consider-

ably greater than the strength of the vessel at some other

location. Allowable working stresses at elevated tempera-
tures are based on long-time strength-values for steels at

such temperatures. In the periodic inspection requirements,
allowance is made for the effects ofcorrosion and deteriora-

tion of equipment so that vessels are automatically retired

from a particular service when the allowable pressures are
below the requirements of the process. The requirement as
to the frequency of inspection is made dependent on the
hazards of the service and on the deterioration rate of
various types of equipment.

TIME IN HOURS

FIG. l.

The following discussion will deal largely with the arc-
welded pressure vessel because of the fact that the authors
are particularly familiar with this phase of the subject, and
because the older methods of fabrication have been de-
scribed in engineering literature, and the fundamental
qualities of these methods of construction have been
understood, appreciated, and utilized over a great number
of years.

With particular reference to the codes on autogenous-
welded vessels, the type of data which will explain the basis
for specifications will be given in detail under the follow-
ing headings:

Materials of construction.

Problems of design.
Fabrication methods.
Methods for combating corrosion.

Materials of Construction

The load-carrying steels most appropriate for pressure
vessel fabrication are those which can be satisfactorily

rolled into large plates. The manufacture of steel plates
for pressure-vessel construction has been profoundly in-

fluenced by the adoption of electric arc-welding for fabrica-

tion. This has involved mainly the production of larger

ingots than had heretofore been produced in this quality,
and it is now possible to secure plates up to 6 in. in thick-

ness of the correct analysis to give the physical properties

required, with a satisfactory surface condition and good
weldability. So satisfactorily has this been accomplished
that the vessel manufacturer is now assured of a reliable

source of plate stock for all commercial requirements.
Much credit is due to the steel producers for the skill and
enterprise they have put into this phase of vessel fabrica-
tion. The load-carrying materials include carbon and minor
alloy steels. The carbon steels, are, in general, the least

expensive. Where light weight, relatively thin sections, or
resistance to certain fluids or shock is required, the low
alloy steels may be economically permissible because of
their relatively improved physical properties or improved

resistance to corrosionand deteriora-
tion. The discussion of the produc-
tion and specifications for suitable

load-carrying steels is treated under
a separate article.

Highly corrosion-resistant steels

are necessary under certain condi-
tions because no suitable substitutes
have been discovered. These steels

are expensive and are limited in

economical application as load-

carrying materials. They need not
be cast into large ingots because they
are applied in relatively thin sections.

Where the operating conditions

permit of a thin wall, the entire

vessel may be made of these more
costly materials. The majority of
petroleum vessels subjected to cor-

rosion, however, require consider-
able thickness, and, therefore, make
it more economical to use carbon or

low-alloy steels for load-carrying
purposes with the addition of a

lining of some corrosion-resistant
steel or other material which may be

applied as a protection against corrosion.
To answer the question pertaining to the use of steel at

various temperatures, a careful study of the test results
available is required. It is well known that at elevated

temperatures, steel may have an ultimate strength con-
siderably below its strength at ordinary temperatures, and
that its long-time strength is considerably below its short-
time strength. This relation between long- and short-time
strength is clearly illustrated by Fig. 1, which shows test
data for a 0-20-0-30% plain carbon steel at 900 F. The
method of testing to produce the above type of curve is to
take several specimens of a particular steel and at a definite

temperature to load each to a different stress until failure
occurs. The time for failure and the test stress for each
specimen is then plotted and the resulting curve drawn.
The value of stress, obtained from that portion of the curve
which is parallel to the time axis, represents the stress that
the steel can carry for an indefinitely long period at the
temperature of test. This method of testing was first out-
lined by Mr. H. J. French [1, 1925], when on the Staffofthe
Bureau of Standards. Fig. 1 indicates that at 900 F. the
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short-time ultimate strength is about 35,000 Ib. per sq. in.,

while the long-time ultimate strength is 18,000 Ib. per sq. in.

Fig. 2 shows the test data which were obtained in a differ-

ent manner and represents the long- and short-time limit

of proportionality for this steel at 900 F. This method of

testing was first used by one of the authors in 1928. Each
stress-strain curve represents a dif-

ferent rate of loading the test speci-

mens. The value of the limit of

proportionality for each rate of

loading is plotted along the stress

axis,and the time during which each

increment of load was allowed to

exert itself is plotted along the time

axis. It will be noted that the pro-

portional limit is higher for the

more rapid rates of loading and

approaches a constant value as the

time interval between loadings in-

creases. The constant stress which

the curve approacheshas been called

the long-time limit of proportion-

ality. By this means the long-time

proportional limit at 900 F. can be

obtained on a single specimen if

the interval between load-increment

applications is greater than 9 hours.

From Fig. 2 it may be seen that the

long-time value is 1 1,700 Ib. per sq.

in., and the short-time value 18,000

Ib. per sq. in.

Another method of obtaining test

results for elevated temperature

operations isknown as creep testing.

A great number of workers have

used this method, and since it has

been very abfyand comprehensively
covered in a book entitled Creep of
Metals by Tapsell (Oxford Univer-

sity Press, London, 193 1), a detailed

description will not be attempted
here. The reliability of the results

obtained by this method depends

largely on the use of very sensi-

tive and accurate measuring instru-

ments and temperature-control

devices, and on the elimination of

oxidation of the test samples during
the period of testing.

A committee of the American

Society for Testing Materials has

been working on the testing of metals at elevated tem-

peratures for a considerable period of time. Other groups

in Europe have also done much work along this line, so that

a very large amount of test data is available to help the

designing engineer in selecting appropriate working stresses

for various steels at elevated temperatures.

The curve shown in Fig. 3 has been adopted by the joint

A.P.I.-A.S.M.E. Code Committee as a practical and safe

interpretation of the test data available. It may be said in

general that the values represented are based on a large

experience with carbon steels and a lesser experience with

normal load-carrying alloy steels. Since it is a characteristic

of most alloy steels to maintain higher relative strengths

at elevated temperatures, the application of the curve in

Fig. 3 to load-carrying alloy steels will compensate for this

lesser experience until such time as more test data become

available.

The long-time ultimate strength and the long-time limit

of proportionality would seem to be most useful criteria in

selecting working values for elevated-temperature opera-

tions. Such values are obtainable on equipment in which
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no extraordinary precautions are necessary, and the results

are reproducible if reasonable laboratory precautions are

used in the operation of equipment.
Hie use of steel for low-temperature refining processes

has brought about the practice of low-temperature testing.

The question ofstrength at low temperature is not as crucial

as it is at elevated temperatures because it is well known
that this physical property is not impaired as the tempera-

ture is decreased to low values. Shock resistance and

ductility, however, may be greatly reduced in steels operat-

ing at very low temperatures. In some steels the rate of

decrease ofthese properties is much less than in others. For

this reason, testing methods have been devised and utilized

to select appropriate steels for low-temperature operation

when shock resistance and ductility are required. The
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impact test has been used most particularly to eliminate

undesirable steels from low-temperature service. Fig. 4
shows typical impact values for 2J% nickel-steel plates and

0-20-0-30% carbon-steel plates at various temperatures

[3, 1934]. The carbon steel shows a very much greater

decrease in value at low temperatures than does the nickel

steel. While the notched-bar impact test may not represent

service conditions, it is useful in selecting types of steel that

-80

TEMPERATURE OF TEST

FIG. 4.

have inherent superior shock-resisting qualities. When
once this information is secured the type of steel can then

be specified largely on the basis of chemical composition
and heat treatment. Impact values have not been used in

steel-mill specifications because the resultant cost would
have been increased to a degree which is not warranted.

Problems of Design

Test results on full-size vessels have greatly helped the

engineer on his design of pressure vessels. Figs. 5 and 6
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correctly shaping the vessels and adequately reinforcing

the openings. Fig. 5 shows the relative strength of the

cylinder wall, an unreinforced opening, and a dished head.

Fig. 6 shows similar information taken when the opening
was properly reinforced and when an elliptical head of

proper proportions was used. The safe operation of

pressure vessels is more nearly assured if attention is paid

to designs which bring all parts of the vessel to a balanced

load-carrying value. Adequate at-

tention to such details may make
vessels from 60 to 100% stronger
with little or no additional expense.
The authors would like to cite one
series of repeated pressure tests

made by the Babcock & Wilcox

Company under the supervision of

Prof. H, F. Moore [4, 1931], which
confirms the importance of the

adequate reinforcing of even small

openings if full advantage is to be
taken of available safety measures.

These tests show conclusively, that

lack of reinforcement may very

materially reduce the strength of the

unreinforced small opening. This

method of testing, as used by Prof.

Moore, affords a means for deter-

mining weaknesses in designs of

pressure vessels. It is not intended

to convey by this reference that the

petroleum vessel in general presents
a problem in which repeated change
of pressure enters as a major factor.

Vessels used at elevated tempera-

tures, even though correctly de-

signed, require care hi operation to

prevent too rapid temperature changes especially at open-

ings. This source of danger resulting from high differential

stress is too little appreciated. A number of fractures have
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FIG. 5.

are self-explanatory and bring out clearly the very con-
siderable value of such tests. Burst-test data on vessels, as

published in the literature by a considerable number of
engineers, have confirmed the advantages to be obtained by

20 40 60 20 40 60 60 100 120 20 40

Defbrma-tion in Sprain-Gage Units

FIG. 6.

occurred at points where pipes introduce cold or hot

liquids into vessels at the start or finish of operations. If a

temperature differential of several hundred degrees occurs

in the vicinity of an opening or other locations, a stress

exceeding the strength of the steel can be set up.
The oil-refining industry is confronted with occasional

conditions during operation tending to cause high pressures
which are, no doubt, well understood and guarded against

by the careful operator. For instance, if by mischance a

slug ofwater should be introduced into an operating vessel,

a very rapid increase of pressure may occur with which





FIG. 7. Tensile test on specimen cut across a weld joining plates 6 in. thick.
Tlie area through the weld was reduced various amounts by drilling holes.
Each hole is O-2 in. in diameter

FIG. 9. Specimens cut entirely from deposited weld metal showing the typical ductility of the Smith weld
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safety valves may be unable to cope, with the result that
the vessel is very materially overstressed. Almost complete
elimination of air is necessary when bringing cracking
equipment into operation, otherwise as the temperature
increases a condition may be reached which will result in
an internal explosion. It may seem unnecessary to draw
attention to these conditions which are so generally known
and so easily guarded against by the industry at large. It is

done simply to point out that correct design does not relieve

the operatorfrom maintaininga vigilantcampaign forsafety.

Fabrication Methods

Thetypical refinery vessel consists essentiallyofacylinder
with heads. It also has various openings ranging in size

from small pipe-connexions to manholes 24 in. or more in

diameter.

The cylindrical portion of the vessel may be an assembly
of a number of shorter cylinders or it may be made up of

longitudinal plates which are pressed to form parts of the

Cylinder. Short cylinders or rings may be made by expand-
ing a pierced ingot by forging or rolling, but the method
most commonly used is that ofrolling a plate into a cylinder
and welding the longitudinal seam. The heads are either

spun or pressed from plates, and such parts as nozzles,

manholes, &c., may be made ofplates, forgings, or castings.
Before fabrication starts, the materials are given a thorough
inspection to ensure that they meet the specifications, after

which they are cut to size by torch or machine. The plates,

in so far as is practicable, are scarfed in the flat to produce
the welding groove, and are then formed to shape. Care is

taken not to work the material too severely while it is cold,
and therefore it is considered necessary to heat the heavier

plates prior to forming.
Hie equipment necessary for the building of thick-wall

pressure vessels must be large and powerful in order to

fabricate them in the most satisfactory manner. Large
furnaces equipped with accurate temperature control are

necessary to heat the plates uniformly so that no damage
occurs to the material and so that good commercial
tolerances in fabrication may be maintained. To form

plates into cylinders or heads, the work should be done in

as few operations as possible to avoid embrittling the plate
surfaces. Rolls or presses capable of forming plates up
to and above 6 in. in thickness are, therefore, necessarily

massive and powerful.
After the parts are prepared and formed, they are

assembled and tack-welded to hold them in place for the

welding operation. The butt type of joint is used for the

longitudinal and circular seams on the shell sections and
also for the longitudinal seams on manhole and nozzle

necks. Fillet welds are used around reinforcing pads and
to some extent in joining detail parts and fittings to the

vessel proper. For butt joints in heavy material the

U-groove, so called because the cross-section of the groove
is the shape of the letter U, is used, whereas a V-shaped
groove is often used on thin sections. The material may be

scarfed or grooved from one side only or from both sides.

When the welding is to be done from one side only, a

backing-up strip is used to permit full penetration. When
both sides of the seams are accessible some welding is

generally done from the reverse side. On Code vessels, the

unfused lip at the bottom of the original groove is removed
before any welding is done on the reverse side, thus assuring

complete penetration and fusion at all points.

Proper preparation facilitates the welding operation, but

the mechanical properties of the weld metal and also of the

joint produced depend upon the equipment used, upon the

training and skill of the personnel, and, to the greatest

degree, upon the type of electrode used.

The equipment available for welding has been greatly

improved during the last few years. Welding machines for

either alternating or direct current are available in any size

required, and first class welding is being done with either.

A number of welding heads for feeding theelectrode are on
the market and the equipment required to move either the

work or the arc is readily obtained or built.

Some skilled operators and experienced supervisors may
be available from time to time, but it is generally necessary
for the individual manufacturer to train men in the use of

his particular process.

A large variety of electrodes ranging from plain bare

wire to a number of types of heavily coated wire are on the

market. Where reliability and high mechanical properties
are required of the weld metal, the heavily coated electrodes

are necessary. The increased use of welding during the last

ten years is due primarily to the intensive development
work on electrodes.- Even with modern equipment and the

skill of the present day operator, it is not possible to pro-
duce commercially the quality- of welds required for the

construction of Code vessels with the types of electrodes in

general use ten years ago.
So far as serviceability is concerned, the quality of the

weld is determined by its mechanical properties and its

corrosion resistance. In Code vessels the metal in the weld

and at the junction of the weld and the plate have strength

properties at least the equivalent of the plate material used.

This is of great importance because if either the weld metal

or the junction were weaker than the plate, proper allow-

ance would have to be made for this inferior strength and
the full working strength of the plate would not be utilized.

In addition to the necessary strength, the weld metal has

ductility approximately equal to that of the plate stock

which insures against local failure if the structure is acci-

dentally overstressed. Ductile welds are not damaged
by such 'occasional overstressing, since they are able to

adjust themselves, but brittle welds such as may result from
bare electrodes are susceptible to failure under such cir-

cumstances.

For the purpose of comparison, average mechanical

properties obtained on several specimens of bare wire-

welds and of welds made with heavily coated electrodes

are given in Table I. These welds were made in 1-in. plates

of 0-20 carbon steel by skilled operators using modern

equipment.

TABLE!

* Bend tests were not made.

The tensile test specimens taken across the welds made
-with the covered electrodes failed in the plate material and
the values given are, therefore, the properties of the plate,

while for the bare-wire weld specimens the values give the

-properties of the weld. It will be rioted that the yield'point
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and the ultimate strength of the welds made with the

covered electrodes are substantially higher than those of

the plate material. The average elongation of the tensile

specimens is in the range that may be expected of mild

steel. The bend tests were not carried to failure and the

average value given does not represent the possible elonga-

tion. Similar specimens have been bent flat on themselves

without failure. The mechanical properties of the bare-

wire welds are all low compared to the corresponding

properties of the plate material and the elongation values

are particularly low. The bend tests for these specimens
were carried to failure. Bare-wire welds in thin materials

show relatively much higher physical properties than those

given in Table I. In such cases ultimate strengths of 50,000
to 60,000 Ib. per sq. in. and elongation from 6 to 12% in

2 in. are obtainable under favourable conditions.

With covered electrodes, it is possible to control the

strength of weld produced, and this strength is independent
of the thickness of the plate welded. When strength is the

primary requirement, the electrodes are generally designed
to give an ultimate strength about 10% higher than the

plate. The results of the proper design of weld rods are

illustrated in Figs. 7 to 9. Fig. 7 shows a series of five

specimens taken across a weld in a plate 6 in. thick. The
cross-section was reduced by drilling one, three, five, and
seven holes, 0-2 in. in diameter, through the weld. Even
with five holes, the specimen failed in the plate material.

Fig. 8 shows the test results obtained in specimens of weld

and of plate in which the specimens were taken parallel to

the weld. Fig. 9 demonstrates the ductility of metal

deposited by properly coated electrodes.

Resistance to corrosion by the weld metal comparable
to that of the steel is necessary if the welded equipment is

subjected to corrosive conditions. If the weld corrodes

more rapidly than the plate material, its thickness and
hence its strength may eventually become less than that of
the stock even though the mechanical properties of the

weld metal are equal to those of the plate. Corrosion tests

of specimens of 0-20-0-30 carbon steel welded with bare
wire and with heavily covered electrodes have shown that

the bare-wire weld corrodes very rapidly compared to the

plate material, whereas the weld made with correctly
covered wire corroded less rapidly than the plate material,
and hence stands out in relief. Fig. 10 shows the typical

appearance of some of these specimens after test. Welds
made with covered electrodes in vessels that have been in

service for a number of years have consistently shown a
corrosion resistance equal to or greaterthan that of the plate
material. Some such welds which were originally ground
flush now stand out in relief.

Some explanation of the difference in physical and
chemical behaviour of weld metal deposited with bare wire
and with properly covered electrodes is given by a metal-

lurgical examination.

Fig. 11 is a photograph, natural size, of a cross-section
of weld made with a covered electrode in 1-in. plate. This
section was etched lightly to bring out the layers of weld
metal and the zone of refined plate stock adjacent to the
weld. A more intimate view of the weld metal is shown in

Fig. 12. The metal is seen to be clean and sound, and of a
fine and uniform grain structure.

A better conception of the structure of the weld metal
is obtained from Figs. 13 and 14, whichshow it atmagnifica-
tion of 100 X and 1,000 x respectively. The former shows
that the metal is exceptionally fine grained. The small dark
areas are typical of the low-carbon content of the metal.

This structure is shown to better advantage in Fig. 14,

which brings out more clearly the individual grains and the

carbide areas. The small round dots in this picture are

tiny inclusions of silica which act as a beneficial dispersion

to keep the grain structure fine, even though portions of

deposit are heated nearly to the fusion temperature by the

welding operations.

A point of great importance is the manner in which the

weld deposit fuses to the plate stock. An example of such

a junction is shown in Fig. 15. The transition from weld

to plate stock is seen to be so gradual that the line of

demarcation is scarcely perceptible at a magnification of

100 X.
Some photographs of the structure of bare-wire welds

are also reproduced to bring out the more important weld

metal defects which have been overcome by the modern
methods of welding. Fig. 16 shows a typical section of a

bare-wire weld in 1-in. plate stock. This section was

polished and etched lightly to bring out the structure of

weld metal as deposited by this rod. To the naked eye

(magnifications of 1 X ) this metallooks fairly sound, though
the macrograph, Fig. 17, at a magnification of 9 X shows
it is porous. It is seen that a major portion of the deposit
is in acoarse condition, while it will be recalled that the weld

made with the covered electrode shown in Fig. 13 is fine

grained. Fig. 18 shows that certain portions of this weld

deposit are fine grained ; however, amagnification of 1 ,000X
as shown in Fig. 19 brings out two serious defects typical

of bare-wire weld metal. The small round grey inclusions

have been identified as iron oxide, FeO. This dispersion
of iron oxide is similar in appearance to the dispersion of

silica in the covered electrode weld metal, but the iron oxide

is harmful instead of beneficial. Weld metal which con-

tains this iron oxide type of inclusion alone, is hot short

and it is also brittle when cold if contaminated by such

large amounts as are found in bare-wire welds. The dark

patches in Fig. 19 have been identified as a nitride consti-

tuent, which occurs when large amounts of nitrogen are

present in the metal. It is well known that nitrogen lowers

the ductility of steel, and the brittleness of bare-wire weld
metal is undoubtedly due in part to the nitrogen it contains.

This nitrogen may also produce certain harmful ageing

effects, but when the metal is initially as brittle as bare-wire

weld metal, this ageing effect becomes of little significance
in a practical way.
The junction between weld metal and plate stock in the

bare-wire weld is shown in Fig. 20. The dark band is a

carbide segregation. The microscopic examination shows

clearly that the bare-wire weld metal contains large

amounts of the harmful constituents, oxygen and nitrogen.
This is readily accounted for by the lack of protection
afforded the metal as it passes through the ah* from the

electrode to the weld. At the high temperature at which
this transfer takes place, the iron readily dissolves both of

these gases in large amounts. Some gas is given off again

during the solidification of the metal in the deposit, but
sufficient remains behind to produce the structures noted
above [2, 1935].

After the properties ofweld metal deposited by a definite

process have been established as being satisfactory, by a
sufficient number of tests of welds made in materials

similar in composition and thickness to that to be used in

the vessel, it is only necessary to show by inspection
methods that the welds in the vessel are sound. This is

generally accomplished by the use of pressure tests, visual

inspection, and radiographic examination. The amount of
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FIG. 17. Same as Fig. 16, at centre of the
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FIG. 19. Same as Fig. 16, showing details of
the structure. The dark spots are iron
oxide. The dark patches are a nitride con-
stituent, x 1,000
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FIG. 20. Same as Fig. 16, showing junction
between weld and plate stock, x 100
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FIG. 8. Test results on specimen from welded plates 2f in. thick. Test specimens were cut at 1-in. intervals parallel to the

weld and pulled in the same direction.
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radiographing required and the standards of soundness for

welds are fixed by codes such as the joint A.P.L-A.S.MJE.

Code. This Code also provides for test plates, to be welded

at the time the vessel is fabricated, from which the mechani-

cal properties of the weld can be determined. For some

types of service the Code does not require radiographing,

but lower joint efficiencies are assumed for such vessels.

METALS AND ALLOYS IN REFINERY EQUIPMENT

that a temperature of between 1,100 F.-l,200 R, is suffi-

cient to reduce the stresses to a negligible amount if the

vessel is held at this temperature 1 hr. per in. of main-wall

thickness. Other tests made to determine the ability of the

vessels to maintain their shape have shown that only

relatively thin or relatively long vessels are likely to distort

at the stress-relieving temperatures. There is no need of

stress-relieving very thin vessels, but

if stress-relief is desired, it should be

performed at lower temperatures or

special means of supporting the

vessel should be used.

In the inspection of the finished

vessels, measurements of roundness

and straightness are taken. The
Code has fixed reasonable commer-
cial tolerances on the shape. It is

recognized that lack of straightness

or roundness may introduce stresses

during service of considerable mag-
nitude especially in thick-walled

vessels.

The final step of the inspection is

a proof test. During this test, all

welded seams are hammered while

the vessel is under a pressure which

may be two to three times its work-

ing pressure.

The properties of weld metal

previously discussed pertained to

0-20-0-30 carbon steel. Equally

satisfactory results are obtainable

with many of the low-alloy steels,

with various grades of stainless steel

and with some other alloys especially

suitable for corrosion resistance. Mechanical properties

characteristic of a number of these materials and suitable

welds are given in Table n.

Although the ductility of high strength welds is not as

great as the ductility of welds in 0-20-0*30% carbon steel,

this reduction of ductility usually accompanies an increase

of strength. A similar relationship is found for steels of

various strengths. The ductility of a properly made weld

is of the same order as that of the corresponding plate
material.

Each of the alloy steels presents its own welding prob-

lem, but with proper care and technique all the steels com-

mercially available and suitable for pressure-vessel service

can be satisfactorily welded.

LENGTH Of TIME AT TEMPERATURE IN HOURS

FIG. 21. Curves showing relation between length of time heated and the relief of measured strains

for carbon steel.

After the vessel is fabricated, the next step is stress-

relieving unless the vessel is made of thin material. Vessels

of certain types and wall thickness may be stress-relieved

or not, but the A.P.L-A.S.M.E. Code puts a premium on

stress-relieving by permitting higfter joint efficiencies for

the vessels that are stress-relieved.

The need for stress reliefand the basis for the procedure
in use is shown by Fig. 21 which reproduces unpublished
data obtained in 1926. It shows the percentage ofthe initial

stress remaining hi the steel after heating to various

temperatures for different periods of time. The maximum
initial stress could not have been above the yield point at

room temperature because at such stresses relief would
occur by yielding. These tests have been taken to indicate

TABLE II

Showing Typical Properties in Plate and Weld Metalfor Various Tests





FIG. 10 (a). Weld of heavily coated weld rod
FIG. 1O (). Weld of bare wire weld rod

FIG. 11. Cross-section
through weld made
with covered electrode.
Lightly etched, x 1

FIG. 16. Cross-section through weld
made with bare wire electrode. Lightly
etched, x 1

FIG. 22. Alloy buttons before and after corrosion test
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In the welding of corrosion-resistant alloy steels the

resistance to corrosion is more importantand often presents
a more difficult problem than that of obtaining suitable

mechanical properties. However, with a controlled welding
procedure and, in some cases, suitable heat treatment of
the finished product, these difficulties have been overcome
for the wrought alloys most suitable for refinery service.

Methods of Combating Corrosion

Corrosion has been a source of great concern to the oil

industry and particularly to refiners operating high-

pressure equipment. Experiences resulting in economic

loss, personal injury, and loss of life have proved the

seriousness of deterioration on such high-pressure equip-
ment. The consideration of ways for controlling this

deterioration is the duty, not alone of the refiner, but also

of the equipment manufacturer. The effects of corrosion,
various methods of controlling these effects, and means for

eliminating corrosion will be discussed.

Corrosion in equipment is the source of greatest hazard
in that it reduces the wall-thickness of vessels and tubes,
it attacks the surfaces unevenly, and, in general, it is the

factorwhichis mostactivein rendering equipment unsafe for

operation. The danger to personnel through leaks, fires,and

explosionswould begreatlyreduced ifcorrosionwereabsent.
Costs of replacement and maintenance of equipment are

appreciably decreased by a proper control of corrosion.

Property damage resulting from corrosion includes destruc-

tion of surrounding property by explosions and fires as well

as the destruction ofthe defective equipment. Expenditures
for inspection are appreciably decreased if adequate cor-

rosion protective measures are taken.

The cost of refining is increased through the effects of

corrosion. Corrosion reduces the effective thickness of a

vessel, and in consequence the operating pressure and/or

temperature must be reduced in order to maintain adequate

safety. There is an optimum pressure and temperature for

economical operation which is dependent on the charging
stock and on the product desired. A reduction from these

optimum operating conditions decreases the throughput
of oil. Decreased conversion yield may also result from
this lowering of the pressure or temperature. Thus, the

flexibility of the equipment for various operations (the

adaptability of equipment for use with various types of

charging stock and for the production of various products)

may be greatly limited if the optimum operating conditions

cannot be maintained. The everchanging competitive
market necessitates this flexibility of operation. Shutdowns
for inspection, repairs, or replacements during rush seasons

are reflected hi the burden costs and also entail loss of

production. A lowering of morale following leaks, fires,

and explosions results in personnel inefficiency.

The method for compensating for corrosion is to reduce

the allowable working pressure and/or temperature each

time inspection shows it to be necessary. Even though some
means of protection against corrosion is used, periodic

inspection is necessary to determine the effectiveness of this

protection and to decide upon the safe operating conditions

should any part of the equipment be reduced in thickness.

Anumber ofmethods for combating corrosion have been

used with varying degrees of success. Among these are:

the removal or neutralization of the corrosive ingredients

in the charging stock, the application of temporary pro-
tective coatings to the inner surfaces of vessels, and the use

of permanent corrosion-resistant materials in the construc-

tion of vessels or liners.

The removal of corrosive ingredients by chemical

reaction is very difficult to apply and prohibitive in cost.

Neutralizing agents applied directly to the charging stock

have had a limited application because of economic and
technical objections.

The practice of installing vessels with excess initial wall

thickness to compensate for corrosion is often used. This

compensation may be adequate when refining relatively

non-corrosive oils or medium-corrosive oils in conjunction
with temporary protection such as ganister linings. This

added wall-thickness is beneficial in conjunction with

temporary linings since corrosion may occur at local areas

due to failure of the temporary linings.

Ganister liners have been extensively used in recent years.

Such liners are composed of a mixture of inert aggregates
with a cement binder and are applied in thicknesses of 1 in.

or more to the inside ofa vessel on a reinforcing grid. They
are installed at the refinery and can be renewed from time

to time when necessary.

Thin coatings of a few thousandths inches in thickness

usually fail because of porosity and inability to resist

mechanical abuse. This accounts for the fact that paintsand

platings have given less satisfaction than have the thicker

coatings. Relatively thick deposits of sprayed aluminium
have had a fair life where the surfaces were not subject to

mechanical abuse. Such metal-sprayed coatings can be

applied in the refinery whenever replacement is necessary.
An inspection facility for use in all vessels built without

permanent liners consists of non-corrosive alloy buttons

as shown in Fig. 22, which are fastened to the inner surface

of the vessel at convenient locations. As corrosion pro-

gresses, the buttons stand out in relief, thus enabling the

inspector, with the aid of templates, straightedge, and scale

to determine cheaply and accurately the corrosion loss and

any distortion of the vessel. The drilling of holes to deter-

mine the extent of corrosion produces inspection scars

which introduce weaknesses in the vessel. The use of alloy

buttons eliminates the necessity for drilling such holes in

vessel walls to determine wall-thickness.

Vessels fabricated entirely of corrosion-resistant alloys

are generally too expensive for use with high temperatures
and pressures because of the amount of costly material

required. Where light weight, or relatively thin sections are

. sufficient, the corrosion-resistant steels may be economi-

cally permissible.

The majority of oil-cracking vessels require considerable

thickness, and thus make it more economical to use carbon
steel for load-carrying purposes and a permanent alloy

stainless-steel liner of appreciable thickness as a protection,

against corrosion. A construction which has been in satis-

factory use for several years employs thin sheets of cor-

rosion-resistant alloy electrically welded at frequent inter-

vals to the interior of the carbon-steel vessel in such a
manner as to make the lining an integral part of the vessel

wall (Fig. 23). Such a liner may be applied to any desired

portion or to the entire inside surface of the vessel. The

high chromium and the high chromium-nickel steels which

have been used remain, for all practical purposes, un-

attacked under service conditions. It is preferable to use

alloy steels that are not subject to inter-granular corrosion

since this may in time limit the protection. Alloy welds

used in joining the liner sections are readily made equal in

physical- and corrosion-resistant properties to the alloy

sheet. Liners that are welded at close intervals have demon-
strated their permanency of attachment over a wide range
of operating conditions.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF METALLIC CORROSION
By T. P. HOAR, M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab.), B.Sc. (London)

The Metallurgical Laboratories, University of Cambridge, England

PRACTICAL cases of metallic corrosion are best studied in

the light of the general principles involved, which have been

considerably clarified within recent years. In discovering
causes and attempting prevention of particular cases of

corrosion, it is no longer necessary to proceed empirically,

and much time and labour can often be saved by a prelimi-

nary survey of existing facts and theory. The purpose of

this article is to present a critical summary of the present-

day knowledge of the mechanism of corrosion and protec-
tion. For reasons of space, little work prior to 1920 is

discussed, and much of the more recent work receives

scanty treatment. Fuller information should be sought in

the books by Evans [23, 1926; 24, 1937] and Speller [67,

1926] on general corrosion, Hedges [42, 1932] on pro-
tective films, Palmaer [56, 1929, 1931] on acid corrosion,
and Glasstone [40, 1930] on electrochemistry, and in the

bibliography compiled by Vernon [73, 1928], as well as in

the many original papers cited.

Metallic corrosion may be comprehensively defined so

as to include all processes by which metals pass from the

elementary to the combined state. There are two main
classes of such processes, viz. attack of metals by (1) gases,

(2) aqueous media. It will be convenient to consider these

separately, though it should be borne in mind that no hard-
and-fast distinction can always be made, as for instance

in the case of so-called atmospheric corrosion, which is

treated in a separate section.

Attack of Metals by Gases

When a freshly prepared metallic surface is exposed to
air or oxygen, a surface film of oxide at once commences
to build up, at a speed determined partly by the actual rate
of chemical reaction of oxygen with the metal and partly
by the degree of porosity of the oxide-film to oxygen.
Pilling and Bedworth [61, 1923], who studied high-tem-
perature oxidation, pointed out that if the volume of a
given amount of oxide is less than that of the metal from
which it is formed, the film will be discontinuous and
highly porous, and will scarcely hinder further attack;
whereas ifthe volume ofthe oxide exceeds that ofthe metal
from which it is formed a dense laterally compressed film
will be produced which will greatly hinder access ofoxygen
to the metal, and become an important factor limiting the
rate of attack. The ratios oxide volume/metal volume for
a number ofcommon metals are given in Table I.

TABLE!

Ratio Oxide Volume/Metal Volume

In support ofthe theory, Pilling and Bedworth showed that
the rates of attack of calcium and magnesium by oxygen
are constant with time, indicating that the oxide-film is very
porous and that the net rate of attack is determined solely
by that ofthe chemical reaction; but that copper and nickel

are attacked at a diminishing speed, the amount of attack

being proportional to the square of the time, a fact simply

explained by the ordinary laws of diffusion if it be assumed
that the rate of diffusion of oxygen through the ever-

thickening compact film is the limiting factor. The theory
was further confirmed by Finch and Quarrell [34, 1934],
who showed experimentally by electron diffraction methods
that the oxide-film initially formed on zinc is actually in a
state of lateral compression.
At the ordinary temperature, oxide-films whose volume

exceeds the corresponding metal volume (e.g. those on Cu,
Fe, Cr) build up rapidly for a few seconds or minutes, but
soon become nearly impervious to oxygen and cease to

thicken at sensible speed before the film has reached visible

thickness. Nevertheless, such films can be detected by the

gravimetric method of Vernon [75, 1926], and by the

optical method due to Freundlich, Patscheke, and Zocher
[37, 1927] and developed by Tronstad [71, 1929; 72,

1932], which is based on the principles of the reflection of

polarized light worked out by Drude [18, 1890]. Further-

more, the films are rendered visible if removed from the

brightly reflecting metallic basis; Evans [25, 1927] achieved
this in the case of iron by dissolving away the underlying
metal with iodine, while Evans and Stockdale [33, 1929]
removed films from copper and nickel by anodic treatment.
At somewhat higher temperatures, studied by Evans [22,

1925], Dunn [19, 1926; 20, 1931], and Wilkins and Rideal

[82, 1930] thicker films are formed. These give rise to

interference tints whose colour depends on the thickness
and refractive index of the film: the 'temper-colours' of
iron and steel are a familiar example of such tints, which
may also be readily obtained on copper and nickel. At still

higher temperatures, serious cracking ofthe film often leads
to the formation of comparatively thick oxide scale, and
other factors besides pure oxygen diffusion may become
important : Pfeil [58, 1929] showed that in the case of iron,
diffusion of metal upwards through the scale is at least as

important a factor as diffusion of oxygen down, in de-

termining the progress of attack. Wagner [80, 1933] put
forward evidence that such oxygen and metal movement is

really ionic migration in a galvanic cell. The outside of the
oxide-film is an inert basis for the cathodic ionization of

oxygen, the metal surface is the anode, while the oxide-

film, which conducts electricity both electronically and
ionicaUy, provides both 'metallic' connexion and electro-

lyte for the cell. This theory gives equations for the rate of

film-growth of the same form as the Pilling and Bedworth
equations, but the electrical specific resistance of the film

appears as an important factor.

The attack of metals by halogens depends on similar
considerations. The Pilling and Bedworth principle was
extended to these cases by Fischbeck [35, 1933], who
pointed out that sodium can be kept almost unchanged in

bromine for a year, the ratio bromide volume/metal volume
being 1-36. Again, tinplate scrap is detinned commercially
by dry chlorine; at the temperature used, the liquid stannic
chloride imposes no hindrance to the attack of the tin, but
when this has been removed, a nearly non-porous solid film
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of ferric chloride forms on the iron and prevents more than

superficial attack.

Many kinds of attack are met with due to mixtures of

gases, particularly when moist. Discussion of some of the

more important cases will be found under the heading

'Atmospheric Corrosion'.

Attack of Metals by Aqueous Media

1. Breakdown of the Oxide-film.

Since a metal surface which has been exposed to ah* is

covered with a thin film of oxide, the first effects of im-

mersion of the metal in an aqueous solution concern the

oxide-film. This film is practically impermeable to oxygen

molecules, and if a chance crack or hole appears in it and
allows the passage ofoxygen, the further oxide formed heals

the pore and prevents further attack. But the film is usually

easily penetrated by ions, and if these can react with the

metal below to produce a soluble salt, undermining of the

film may occur and further metal be exposed to attack.

Such a condition occurs when, for example, iron is exposed
to sodium chloride solution. Wherever there is a pore in

the film, a minute cell ofthe type

CATHODE

Oxide-film NaCl
solution

ANODE
Iron

is set up (Fig. 1); the oxide-film is a moderately good con-

ductor and acts as cathode to the metallic anode. Iron

02 02

OH' OH
1

OH
1

MM
Fe* Rf Fe"

4-
Fe Fe Fe Fe

R

FIG. 1.

therefore dissolves as ferrous chloride at the base of the

pore, which results in undermining and further breakdown

of the film. The ferrous ions diffuse and migrate outwards

02 02

Fe Fe Fe Fe

FIG. 2.

and meet the hydroxyl ions which have, been formed

cathodically at the oxide-film surface; ferrous hydroxide
is precipitated outside the pore, and is oxidized to rust by

any dissolved oxygen which is present: corrosion has com-

menced (Fig. 2). But if sodium phosphate is the solution

used, the initial anodic product is sparingly soluble ferrous

phosphate, which being precipitated within the pore tends

to repair the film and stifle further attack.

Trie state of breakdown or repair of the oxide-film of a

metal immersed in an aqueous medium can be determined

very simply by the electrochemical method due to May [52,

1928] and extended by Evans [27, 1929], Bannister and
Evans [3, 1930], and Hoar and Evans [46, 1932]. Since

the oxide-film is always more 'noble' than the basis metal

in any solution, metal specimens covered with a nearly

complete film show more noble electrode potentials than

those where the film has broken down. Thus, if the poten-
tial ofa specimen against a standard half-cell be measured

by means of a potentiometer or an electrometer over a

period of time from the initial immersion in the medium, a

falling potential indicates that the film is breaking down,
while a rising potential shows that repair is occurring. It is

found that chloride and sulphate ions are particularly active

in promoting the breakdown of most oxide-films, whereas

phosphate, hydroxyl, and chromate ions, which usually

form insoluble compounds with metals, normally give rise

to film-repair by plugging the pores. Naturally, however,

sulphate ions tend to repair the film on lead owing to the

insolubility of lead sulphate, while hydroxyl ions if present
in quantity will completely remove the films on aluminium
and zinc, with formation of soluble aluminate and zincate.

Solutions containing large amounts of hydrogen ions

i.e. acid solutions very often dissolve the basic oxide-film

directly; in some cases, e.g. the ferric-oxide film on iron,

the film is probably first reduced by nascent hydrogen to a

lower oxide that is more readily soluble in acids.

Evidence for the mechanism of film-repair has been

obtained by direct chemical methods. Bannister [2, 1928]
removed oxide-films from aluminium which had been

treated with sodium phosphate, and found that they
contained a small percentage of aluminium phosphate.

Similarly Hoar and Evans [45, 1932] found 0-1-1*0%
tervalent chromium in films stripped from iron treated with

potassium chromate. The percentage ofchromic oxide was

greater in films from iron specimens which had had only
a short exposure to air before immersion in chromate than

in those from specimens pre-exposed to air for 24 hours;

also, addition of chloride ions to the chromate solution

produced films containing more chromic oxide. In fact,

the more repair needed by the film, the more chromic oxide

was it found to contain, though the amount never exceeded

1-0% ofthe total weight of the film. This indicates that the

nearly continuous air-formed ferric-oxide film is repaired

by plugs of chromic oxide in its pores.
It is obvious that if a given set of conditions produce

film-repair, no corrosion can take place: the metal is said

to be
*

passive*. Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that

film breakdown as deduced from potential measurements
indicates only the liability of the metal to corrode, and

gives little or no clue to the distribution or the velocity

of corrosion. Factors governing these will now be con-

sidered.

2. Distribution of Corrosion,

The initial distribution of corrosion on a metal surface

will depend on to what extent the oxide-film breaks down.
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Three fairly wen-distinguished cases arise (a) complete
dissolution of film: general attack; (6) partial removal of

film: attack on large, well-defined areas; (c) penetration of

film: attack at isolated points.

(a) OwapleteDiss^tetioe of Fflm: General Attack. Com-

plete film dissolution usually occurs in strong non-oxidizing

acids, and also in strong alkalis if the oxide is amphoteric,

e.g. aluminium, zinc, and stannic oxides. Attack proceeds
more or less uniformly over the entire metal surface,

although a certain amount of pitting is not infrequent,

especially at a 'water-line'. Hydrogen is usually evolved, and

this kind of corrosion is known as the Hydrogen Evolution

Type. The hydrogen probably comes from special points

sporadically distributed over the metal surface, as discussed

later, but does not interfere to any extent with the general

dissolution of the metal.

(b) Partial Removal of Fita: Attack at Large Wefl-

defined Areas. When iron or zinc is immersed in an alkali-

metal chloride orsulphate solutionopen to the air,corrosion

is mainly of the Oxygen Absorption Type, little hydro-

gen being evolved. Attack commences at the most porous

parts, or 'susceptible points', of the oxide-film. These are

found at stressed or jagged parts of the metal; in the case

of cut strips, the edges constitute especially susceptible

points. Even in carefully machined or polished speci-

mens with no cut edges there will still be some pores
in the film which are larger than others, and attack begins
there. Now although the oxygen dissolved in the salt

solution will have some tendency to repair pores in the

film, it is not alone a sufficient agent except in special

cases. But when the metal dissolves anodicaUy at the base

of an especially large pore, the equivalent of alkali is

formed outside by the cathodic dissolution ofoxygen at the

oxide-film electrode, according to the net reaction (which
doubtless takes place in several stages)

Oa+2H2O-h4 -^4OH-.

This alkali, spreading over the neighbouring surface, tends

to heal up any smaller pores by precipitating as hydrated
oxide any metallic ions which have been produced there.

Thus, the largest pores alone suffer continued attack, for

here the ferrous ions are produced too rapidly to allow their

precipitation as an adherent, non-porous corrosion product
in contact with the metal. Hie film around them becomes

imdearmined, and flakes off: but the continued production
of cathodic alkali protects a greater or smaller part of the

film, sometimes indefinitely, and this part of the metal
remains unattacked.

Aston [1, 1916] pointed out that those parts of a metal

corroding hi an aerated salt solution which -have become
covered with loose corrosion products will be partially
screened from access of dissolved oxygen, and will there-

fore tend to be less noble than the parts where oxygen
has free access. This effect, called by Evans [21, 1923]
'Differential Aeration*, leads to the formation of a cell of
the type

CATHODE
| ANODE

Aerated

metal

Salt

solution

Non-aerated

metal

Evans demonstrated the current flowing in such a cell by
using separate pieces of metal, one aerated, the other not,
electrically connected through a galvanometer; the current
was quantitatively correlated with the amount of anodic
dissolution of the non-aerated electrode by Evans, Ban-
nister and Britton [28, 1931], and Evans and Hoar [30,

1932]. On a single corroding specimen, anodic attack

proceeds underneath the screening corrosion products, the

reaction being in essence

while at the aerated cathodic parts the net reaction is

O 2+2H2O-f4e-> 4OH-.

The production of alkali at the cathodic parts maintains

the oxide-film (which is the true 'inert' basis of the oxygen-
electrode type cathode) in good repair, and the metal is

unattacked. Hydroxyl ions migrate towards the anode,
and meeting metallic ions near there, precipitate them as

hydroxide or hydrated oxide corrosion product (Fig. 3).

Thus the corrosion process itself produces alkali in the

cathodic, unattacked zones, which maintains these parts

unattacked; and it also produces corrosion products of a

non-protective, but oxygen-screening, type upon the anodic

zones, hence maintaining these anodic. This explains why
a distribution of corrosion once set up by considerations of
the initial breakdown of the film tends to persist for a more
or less indefinite time, unless in fact so much corrosion

product accumulates that it begins to 'blanket' the entire

metal. At this stage the particular conditions as to the

relative ease of supply of oxygen to the various parts of the
metal surface must determine where the cathodic reaction

takes place and where the anodic attack proceeds.
It should be noticed that the Differential Aeration prin-

ciple explains why, in corrosion of the Oxygen Absorption
Type, those parts of the metal "where oxygen has most access

often suffer the least attack, a phenomenon of frequent
occurrence in practice.

Bengough [4, 1933] criticized the Differential Aeration
mechanism on several grounds. He maintained that cor-

rosion products, since they are penetrated by ions, must be

penetrated as easily by oxygen: this argument is not valid,
for charged anions migrate through the thick solid-liquid

suspension or 'mud' ofcorrosion products under &potential
gradient, whereas uncharged oxygen molecules can only
diffuse under a concentration gradient. Furthermore,
Evans and Mears [32, 1934] showed conclusively, by direct

experiment, that the diffusion of oxygen through a stag-
nant salt solution is greatly hindered by the presence
of a mud of a number of different metallic corrosion

products.

(c) Penetration of Film: Attack at Isolated Points. The
attack at large areas which occurs on iron and zinc in

aerated chloride and sulphate solutions does not occur
with metals which have more robust air-formed oxide-

films, such as nickel, tin, and aluminium. Although the

oxide-film is penetrated by the anion, attack is so slow that
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little undermining occurs, and the attack is confined to

comparatively few small points, usually localized at cut

edges, &c., where the film is weakest. Similar attack is

found on iron and zinc when the chloride solution contains

also a small amount of a film-repairing anion such as

chromate, hydroxyl, phosphate or silicate; here the initial

anodic product at the base of the pore may be a spar-

ingly soluble body. Evans and Hoar [31, 1934] discussed

the question of whether hydroxyl or salt-forming ions take

part in the anionic discharge from solutions containing

both; they concluded that, as well as higkpH, the tendency
of the metal salt to hydrolyse is a factor favouring preferen-
tial hydroxyl ion discharge, which may of course lead

to film-repair and localized attack. Such metals as tin,

antimony and bismuth give salts very prone to hydrolysis,

and usually suffer highly localized attack.

When conditions are favourable to localized attack, this

is often particularly prevalent at a 'water-line' such as

exists on metal partially immersed in a corroding medium.

According to Evans [23, 1926], there is here a tendency for

precipitated corrosion product, which would elsewhere be

formed so close to the metal as to repair the film, to cling

instead to the liquid-air interface. So far from being

protective, this corrosion product may form a tiny canopy
as shown in Fig. 4, so setting up differential aeration

attack by screening the point of initial break-down from
air. Of course, when conditions produce the faster, less

localized attack dealt with in section (b\ this inherent weak-

ness of the water-line is more than compensated by the

rapid production of cathodic alkali there, where oxygen is

in greatest supply; the water-line then remains immune.

Fe

02

3 Velocity of Corrosion.

It will be convenient first to discuss the velocity of cor-

rosion in relation to the three kinds of distribution just

described.

(a) General Attack. The most common case of general

attack is the dissolution of electronegative metals hi acids

with the evolution of hydrogen. Broadly speaking, the rate

of dissolution is found to increase with increasingly electro-

negative properties in the metal, increasing hydrion con-

centration of the acid, rise of temperature, presence of

impurities in the metal, and of oxygen or other oxidizing

agent in the acid.

It is generally considered that the hydrogen is evolved

from specific points on the metal surface which act as

cathodes towards the rest of the surface: they may be

heterogeneous impurities in the metal, a case studied in

detail by Palmaer [56, 1929]; or they may be merely

special parts of the metal itself, such as grain-boundaries

or corners, as suggested by Pietsch and Josephy [60, 1931J

and Pietsch, Grosse-Eggebrecht, and Roman [59, 1931].

Current flows between the cathodic points and the rest of

the (anodic) metal, with evolution of hydrogen at the

cathodes according to the reaction

2H++2e -* H2,

and with the equivalent dissolution of the metal where it is

anodic,
Me -> Me++<r.

The corrosion velocity is equivalent to the current flowing,

and is thus determined by the electrical characteristics of

the numerous small local cells of the type

CATHODE

H2

ANODE
Metal

The unpolarized p.d., on open circuit, of this cell, in a

solution normal in both hydrion and the metallic ion,

would theoretically be equal to the standard electrode

potential of the metal on the normal hydrogen scale;

Table II shows some of the more common standard

TABLE II

Standard Electrode Potentials

Na,
Mg, * B

Al, A1+++
Mn, Mn+1

"

Zn, Zn++
Cr, Cr++
Fe,

Cd,
Co,

Volts.

-2-715
-1-55
-1-33
-1-1
-0-762
-0-557
-0-441
-0-401
-0-29

Ni,

Sn,
Pb,

Cu,
Os, OH-
Ag,Ag+
Au,

Volts.

-0-231
-0-136
-0-122

4-0-226

-fO-344

-f 0-398

+0-798

FIG. 4.

potentials, taken mainly from International Critical Tables,

vol. vi, pp. 332, 333. But in the case of a corroding metal,

the corrosion-current produces polarization of both elec-

trodes, that of the cathode no doubt following the laws

of hydrogen discharge worked out by Tafel [70, 1905J,

Bowden [13, 1930], and Gurney [41, 1931]. Fig. 5a shows

schematic cathodic and anodic polarization curves, C and

A. The acting e.m.fM EQ, when the corrosion-current 4
is flowing, is probably very small, because the internal

resistance J4 of the many local couples in parallel must

be small. Th& compromise potential of the corroding

metal, as measured against an independent standard half-

cell, will lie between the close limits EC and E#y and will

III Tt
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therefore be almost equal to the acting cathodic and anodic

potentials.

Now consider a more electronegative metal. This will

give rise to a lower anodk polarization curve A\ Fig. 5 a.

If all other things are equal, the corroding potential will

be more negative, and the e.m.f. and current will have

larger values i and i\. The increase in corrosion velocity
with increase in the electronegative properties of the metal
is thus readily explained. It may be noted that presence of
ions which remove the metal ions as stable complexes
renders the metal effectively more electronegative, and thus
increases its corrosion rate, as discussed by Riley [63,

1934] for copper and by Hoar [44, 1934] for tin.

It will also be clear that any factor which raises the

cathodk polarization curve will also increase the corrosion

is because the effect of hydroxyl ion in removing hydrion
and thus lowering the cathodic potential is outweighed by
its effect in removing the metal ions as zincate and alumi-

nate, thus lowering the anodic potential.

The increase of the velocity of acid attack often found
when air or other oxidizing agents are present is due to

the alternative cathodic reaction provided, for hydrogen
need not be discharged as gas, but can be depolarized
to form water. This process may often take place, at the

corroding potential, at least as fast as the hydrogen evo-

lution reaction: indeed, where the latter is slow, as on
a metal with high hydrogen overpotential such as tin,

presence of air may increase the rate of acid attack many
times.

For a review of the mechanism and velocity of general

tu
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FIG. 5.

current and hence the corrosion velocity. The hydrogen
electrode becomes more noble with increase of hydrion
concentration, leading to a cathodic curve C'9 Fig. 5 b, and
a higher current % which explains the increase of corro-
sion velocity with increasing hydrion concentration. Again,
various cathodes have very different capacities for catalys-
ing hydrogen discharge; a more active cathode will give
a curve C% Fig. 5 c, which again leads to a higher current

/a and increased corrosion velocity. The ease of discharge
ofhydrogen from a metal when made cathode by an applied
current is doubtless a measure of the effectiveness of its

special cathodic points, and thus metals giving the lowest

hydrogen over-potentials under such conditions are found,
ceteris paribus, to corrode the most rapidly in acids. Any
heterogeneous impurities in the metal which are effective
cathodes increase corrosion velocity hi this way. The effect
of temperature also is to increase the ease ofhydrogen dis-

charge (i.e. to lower the overpotential) and results in a
similar shifting of curve C to C"9 with consequent increase
in corrosion velocity. Conversely, factors which raise

oyerpotential, e.g. the organic inhibitors discussed later,
diminish the corrosion velocity.

Certain metals with amphoteric properties, e.g. zinc and
aliminhirn, suffer general attack hi alkaline media. The
corrosion velocity increases with increasing alkalinity: this

attack from a slightly different standpoint, reference should
be made to the work of Straumanis [68, 1933].

(b) Attack at Large Well-defined Areas. This type of
attack is usually associated with oxygen absorption, and is

generally much slower than attack where hydrogen evolu-
tion is the main cathodic process. It is particularly often
met with in the corrosion of fairly reactive metals such as
iron and zinc in more or less neutral, unbuffered salt

solutions.

The corrosion velocity of iron and zinc in aerated chloride
and sulphate solutions at first increases somewhat with
increasing salt concentration, but passes through a maxi-
mum and eventually decreases, as shown by Friend and
Barnet [38, 1915] and Bengough, Lee, and Wormwell [6,

1931]. The rate is also increased by higher temperature,
and by higher partial pressures of oxygen in contact with
the corroding medium. It is on the whole greater for the
more electronegative zinc, but is not greatly affected by the
presence of impurities.
We have seen in the section on Distribution that this

kind of corrosion can be qualitatively explained in terms
of the current flowing between the attacked and un-
attacked areas. The corrosion velocity is equivalent to the
current, and therefore depends on the electrical charac-
teristics of the corrosion cell.
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The unpolarized p.d. on open circuit of a cell whose net

cathodic reaction is

24-2H20-h4e -> 4OH~,
and whose anodic reaction is of the type

Me -> Me+-}-e,

will be, theoretically, the difference between the electrode

takes place, not on them, but on the oxide-film covering the

unattacked areas.

The case of iron and steel strips partially immersed in

salt solutions has proved especially amenable to quantita-

tive study, owing to the simple distribution of corrosion,

shown in Fig. 7, obtained on cut strip free from rolling

flaws. Evans, Bannister, and Britton [28, 1931] measured

CURRENT CURRENT CURRENT

FIG. 6.

potentials of oxygen and the metal in the corroding solu-

tion. Referring to Table II, it will be seen that the p.d. on

open circuit of a cell consisting of, say, iron in normal
ferrous chloride solution and a true oxygen electrode in

normal alkali is theoretically about 0-84 volt. But, apart

from the effect produced on this value by the (unknown)
concentrations of ferrous and hydroxyl ions, the current

flowing in the case of a corroding iron specimen produces

polarization of both electrodes, especially the oxygen elec-

trode. Fig. 6 a shows schematic cathodic and anodic curves

C and A. The e.m.f. of the corrosion cell falls to the fairly

small value 0- 1 5 volt) EQ, which is necessary to force the

corrosion current i through the often appreciable internal

resistance of the cell, J5>// , seen to be equal to tan <.

Clearly, then, increase of concentration of the salt solu-

tion diminishes the cell resistance, giving rise to a smaller

e.m.f. E
L, and a larger current i

l9
which accounts for the in-

creased corrosion velocity observed. But great increase of

the salt concentration involves a concomitant decrease in the

solubility ofoxygen in the solution, which shifts the cathodic

curve to C", Fig. 6 b, thus explaining the diminished corro-

sion velocity in strong solutions. Increasing temperature has

two effects: it assists the cathodic process by speeding it

up, but diminishes the solubility of oxygen; thus although

moderate increase of temperature speeds up corrosion, at

high temperatures the corrosion velocity ofzinc diminishes.

As discussed in the section on General Attack, increasing

electronegative behaviour of the metal lowers the anodic

polarization curve to A', Fig. 6 c, thereby increasing the

corrosion current to z"3 and hence the velocity. Impurities

have here little effect on corrosion velocity, because the

cathodic reaction

40H-

the electrode potentials of the attacked and unattacked

zones, and found the attacked zone to be always anodic.

The e.m.f. of the corrosion cell was about 5 mv. in 0-1 N
potassium chloride solution, increasing to over 100 mv.

in the most dilute solutions. Evans and Hoar [30, 1932]

WATER - LINE

i UNATTACKED,

ATTACKED

FIG. 7.

extended the measurements, and also, by using divided

specimens cut along the line dividing the attacked and un-

attacked areas, directly measured the current Sowing. They
were finally able to calculate the corrosion velocity of
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ordinary uncut iron specimens from electrical measure-

ments alone, and the results were in excellent agreement
with the values observed by the loss of weight of the

specimens over a considerable concentration range. The
electrochemical mechanism of this type of corrosion may
therefore be regarded as quantitatively established, and the

velocity of corrosion is seen to be controlled by the speed
at which the cathodic and anodic electrode reactions can

take place at the potentials to which the two electrodes

mutually polarize one another. Hoar [43, 1933] showed
that the cathodic reaction

O2+2H2O+4 ->4OH-

is an especially sluggish, easily polarized process even on a

platinized platinum electrode; it is still more sluggish on
the oxide-film cathode of a corroding metal. It is con-

sequently often the main factor limiting the corrosion

velocity, which is then said to be under cathodic control.

It should be pointed out that in the series of papers

by Bengough, Stuart, and Lee [8, 1927; 9, 1928; 10,

1930], Bengough, Lee, and Wormwell [5, 1931; 6, 1931],

and Bengough and Wormwell [12, 1933], who made many
very accurate determinations of corrosion velocity for zinc

and iron, the current flowing between the attacked and
unattacked areas is regarded as being of secondary im-

portance, the depolarization by oxygen being supposed to

take place at the attacked areas. This conclusion of these

authors is not supported by any electrochemical measure-

ments; until and unless these are forthcoming it seems

best to maintain the theory outlined above, especially as

it has been quantitatively verified in certain particular

cases.

(c) Attack at Isolated Points. This kind of corrosion

occurs when the conditions are such as tend towards film-

repair, but do not give complete protection. Since the

anodic parts of the metal, i.e. the points of attack, are small,
the corrosion velocity may often be controlled by the rate

at which the anodic process can take place: this may be

greatly hindered by the partially protective effect exerted

by compact corrosion-products.
An important new factor ofa different kind arises in cases

of isolated attack. Evans and Mears [32, 1934] pointed
out that the corrosion velocity of any given point, once it

has commenced to corrode, bears no relation to the proba-
bility that corrosion commences. They placed drops of
0*001 N potassium chloride on iron under a series of

oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, and found that, in oxygen-rich

mixtures, corrosion commenced in but few drops and then

proceeded rapidly; whereas, in nitrogen-rich mixtures,
corrosion commenced in nearly every drop and proceeded
with small velocity. The expected velocity of corrosion is

the product of the actual velocity and the probability that

corrosion occurs at all.

Localized attack seldom gives rise to a total amount of
metallic loss comparable with that found in cases of more
general attack, but corrosion confined to a few points may
there be exceedingly intense, producing pitting and per-
foration of the metal: thus localized attack is often more
serious in practice than a more uniform corrosion. Since

the addition offilm-repairing agents, such as chromate and

hydroxyl ions, is often resorted to in practice as a method
of minimizing corrosion, it is important to emphasize that

insufficient inhibitor will give only partial film-repair, and
may actually make matters worse by producing intense

localized attack.

(d) Accelerators and Inhibitors of Corrosion. It will now

be convenient to assemble together the main types of

accelerators and inhibitors of corrosion.

Accelerators act by assisting either the cathodic or anodic

process or both. Cathodic accelerators are of two kinds.

The first kind includes substances which can give rise to

new cathodic points on the metal surface. Thus traces of

ions of more noble metals having low hydrogen over-

potentials, e.g. platinum, may greatly accelerate the corro-

sion of baser metals with high overpotentials, e.g. zinc,

as shown by Centnerszwer and Straumanis [16, 1925]; for

the noble metal 'plates out' on the base and provides it

with catalytically active spots for hydrogen discharge.

The second kind of cathodic accelerator includes all oxi-

dizing agents which can depolarize nascent hydrogen at

cathodic points, or take part in any equivalent cathodic

reaction, typical instances being oxygen, hydrogen per-

oxide, ferric salts, and permanganates. Chromates in small

concentrations may act similarly, but the effect is easily

masked by their powerful inhibiting action (vide infra)

due to film-repair.

Anodic accelerators may be similarly classified. The first

group consists of substances which provide new anodic

points, i.e. which break down the oxide-film. Chlorides

and sulphates are the most generally active bodies in this

respect, and, of course, acids which directly dissolve the

film exposing anodic metal. The second group consists of

substances which depolarize the anodic reaction, usually

by removing the metallic ions as complexes; the more
stable the complex, the greater the depolarization and

the accelerating effect. Cyanides, oxalates, tartrates, and
citrates often act in this way. A third kind of anodic

acceleration is operative in the well-known effect of traces

of hydrogen sulphide on the acid attack of iron, discussed

by Hoar and Havenhand [47, 1936]. Here the metal anodic

reaction is a peculiarly sluggish one, showing (as is also the

case with nickel and cobalt) a very much higher 'metal

overpotential' than most metals; hydrogen sulphide, which
is doubtless specifically adsorbed, catalyses the anodic

reaction.

Inhibitors also may be either cathodic or anodic in their

action, as discussed by Warner [81, 1929]. Cathodic

inhibitors act by destroying the catalytic activity of

cathodic points, probably by becoming selectively ad-

sorbed there. Friend and Vallance [39, 1922] and more

recently Schunkert [66, 1933] found that many colloids

inhibited the acid corrosion of iron and zinc, presumably
by becoming adsorbed. Proteins and many quinoline and
acridine derivatives are often good inhibitors., and it is

significant that these are large molecules which can exist

as positively charged ions or colloid particles. Such bodies

will migrate to the negative cathodic points on the corrod-

ing metal, and if they become adsorbed, will 'blanket* the

cathodes and impair their efficiency for the discharge of

hydrogen; it is the initial reaction

H2

rather than the secondary

H+H
which is inhibited, as shown by the work of Morris [55,

1935] on the diffusion of hydrogen through steel. Evidence
for this effect was provided by Chappell, Roetheli, and

McCarthy [17, 1928], who correlated the acid corrosion

of iron in the presence of quinoline ethiodide with the

rise in hydrogen overpotential produced by the inhibitor.

Furthermore, adsorption of the inhibitor was directly

demonstrated for phenylacridine on iron by Rhodes and
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Kuhn [62, 1929], and for gelatin on steel by Morris [54,

1931]. Morris also showed that the adsorption, and

efficiency of gelatin as an inhibitor, decreases greatly when
the acidity is varied from pH 2-5 to pH 5-0; this is to be

expected, since the positive charge on gelatin particles

decreases with decreasing hydrion concentration, becoming
zero atpH 4-7, the isoelectric point for gelatin. Generally,
cathodic inhibitors are efficient only in fairly acid solutions.

They have found extensive practical application in the acid

'pickling' of scale-covered metals.

Anodic inhibitors act by removing anodic points, i.e. by
repairing or renewing the protective film. As previously

discussed, alkali hydroxides, phosphates, silicates, and chro-

mates act on most metals in this way; carbonates have
a similar but less pronounced effect. Iron, and probably
other metals which dissolve to oxidizable ions (e.g. ferrous),

are especially well inhibited by chromate: for chromate is

an oxidizing agent, and moreover its reduction product,

hydrated chromic oxide, seems to have specific value in

healing the pores in the film. Strongly oxidizing acids, such

as nitric and chromic, are often effective inhibitors ifpresent
in sufficient quantity, for they form oxide to repair or renew
the film; thus iron becomes passive in very concentrated

nitric acid. Oxygen itself has a small anodic inhibiting

effect; the diminished number of points of attack when
excess oxygen was present in the previously cited experi-

ments of Evans and Mears [32, 1934] may be instanced.

Furthermore, Bryan and Morris [15, 1932] found that the

attack of stainless steel by citric acid is much less in the

presence than in the absence of air. Schikorr [64, 1928 ;

65, 1933] emphasized the necessity of regarding oxygen
either as an inhibitor or an accelerator according to

circumstances.

Small amounts of ions of a metal 'nobler' than that

undergoing attack, such as arsenic or antimony ions in the

acid attack of iron, may sometimes plate out as a coherent

film which inhibits both cathodic and anodic reactions.

However, the inhibiting influence of tin ions on the acid

attack of steel was shown by Hoar and Havenhand [47,

1936] to be due to the removal of traces of accelerating

hydrogen sulphide; this is thus an indirect anodic inhibi-

tion.

Atmospheric Corrosion

The atmosphere ordinarily contains small amounts of

moisture and acid gases, which have a profound effect on
the course of metallic oxidation. The action of dry oxygen
in producing oxide-films has already been described. One
of the chief effects of moisture and gases such as sulphur
dioxide is to give rise to different kinds of corrosion-

product, which may be either protective or the reverse. In

fact, the properties of the corrosion product are often the

main factor in determining the course of attack, as shown
in the extensive work of Vernon [74, 1924; 76, 1927;

77, 1931 ; 78, 1932; 79, 1932], and Hudson [48, 1929; 49,

1930; 50, 1934]. Vernon found that the rate of attack

of copper by an unsaturated atmosphere containing traces

of sulphur compounds fell off as the partly protective
film thickened, whereas zinc under similar conditions

showed an undiminished rate of attack during the thicken-

ing of the clearly unprotective film. Iron, in atmospheres
sometimes reaching saturation, corroded more rapidly

when it had become blanketed with rust, very probably
because the rust retained moisture.

Vernon [77, 1931] studied the attack of copper in

'artificial' atmospheres containing regulated amounts of

moisture and sulphur dioxide. He found that both must

be present to produce any sensible attack, which varies

greatly with the amounts present. The rate of attack first

increases with increasing sulphur dioxide and then sinks

to a minimum at 1 % of that gas; here the corrosion pro-

duct is normal copper sulphate, which appears to be more

protective than the basic salts formed at lower and higher

concentrations of sulphur dioxide. Moisture up to 50%
relative humidity gives only slow attack even with large

amounts of sulphur dioxide, but at 75% and more the

attack is very rapid. This illustrates the 'Principle of

Critical Humidity* developed by Vernon [77, 1931; 78,

1932] and by Patterson and Hebbs [57, 1931]. The critical

humidity above which corrosion becomes rapid is probably
that at which the corrosion-product can readily take up
moisture from the atmosphere; since many products are

markedly hygroscopic, it may be well below 100% relative

humidity.

Resistant Materials

The so-called 'noble' metals, such as platinum and gold,

are resistant to corrosion on account of their very positive

electrode potentials they are thermodynamically the most
stable of the metals towards oxidation. Less noble metals

such as silver and copper are still electropositive to hydro-

gen, and therefore do not dissolve in non-oxidizing acids

provided air and complex-forming substances are absent. In

similar circumstances, tin and lead are almost as resistant,

because although they are slightly electronegative to hydro-

gen, they show very high hydrogen overpotentials and

catalyse the discharge of hydrogen very weakly.
But the comparatively 'reactive* (thermodynamically)

metals chromium, nickel, cobalt, and aluminium, and many
of their alloys, are found in practice to be very resistant to

many types ofcorrosion, a resistance due not to the nobility

of the metal but to the strength of the oxide-film. The
excellent resistance, even to aerated chloride solutions, of

chromium, chromium-nickel alloys, and the chrome-nickel

'stainless
9

steels, shows that the film requires no more
than dissolved oxygen to repair it even in the presence
of chlorides. Aluminium is somewhat less resistant, for

chlorides give localized attack; but its alloys the aluminium
brasses and bronzes withstand chloride attack very well.

It should be noted, however, that this type of resistant

material often fails in the absence of air, as in the work of

Bryan and Morris [15, 1932] on stainless steel in citric acid;
the film is not self-repairing, but a/r-repaired. That oxygen
alone is able to keep the film in good repair shows that it

is of a specially impervious nature. This was confirmed by
Forrest, Roetheli, and Brown [36, 1930], who showed that

the initial rate of oxygen uptake, from distilled water con-

taining dissolved oxygen, was the same for film-free stain-

less and film-free mild steel, but that it fell to practically
zero after a very short period for the stainless steel: clearly

the oxide-film becomes sensibly impervious when still

much thinner than that on mild steel. There is little doubt
that this is due to the chromic oxide content of the film;

it will be remembered that the Pilling and Bedworth [61,

1923] ratio, oxide volume/metal volume, is as high as 3-92

for chromium.
Detailed information on the stainless steels will be found

in Monypenny's [53, 1931] book.

Protection from Corrosion

The action of inhibitors in the corroding medium in

arresting corrosion, and the nature of resistant materials,
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have already been discussed. It remains to consider the
several kinds of protective coating in common use on
metals, viz. (1) oil and grease films, (2) non-metallic chemi-

cally applied coats, (3) metallic coats, (4) paints, varnishes,
and lacquers.

(1) Oil and grease films have only a limited application
depending on service conditions. Their action is purely
mechanical, in excluding moisture and to some extent air

from the metallic surface, and is not usually very efficient:

indeed, the organic acids and sulphur compounds con-
tained in some oils may themselves have a pronounced
corrosive effect. Furthermore, patches of oil or grease
forming an incomplete coat may act as oxygen screens and
set up differential aeration, giving rise to considerable
attack.

(2) The most successful non-metallic protective coating
is the oxide layer produced on aluminiurn by the 'ano-

dizing' process due to Bengough and Stuart [7, 1923].
Aluminium made anodic in warm dilute chromic acid
becomes coated with a very tough, insulating oxide-film,
which besides being protective in itself affords an excellent
basis for a paint or lanoline coat. Owing to its mordanting
properties, it can also be coloured by immersion in suitable

dyeing solutions. Attempts to coat magnesium chemically
have led to the development of the chromate coating of
Sutton and Le Brocq [69, 1931], and the selenium oxide
coating of Bengough and Whitby [11, 1932]. These coat-

ings confer moderate protection and are advocated for
use under paint or lanoline.

(3) Many metallic coatings are in common use, and fall

into two distinct classes, reviewed by Evans [26, 1928]. In
the first, the coating is of a metal more noble than that
to be protected: coatings of silver on copper and white
metal, and of copper, nickel, and chromium on iron may
be instanced. The protection is purely mechanical; in
fact, at breaks or pores in the coating the exposed base
metal may suffer anodic attack owing to the action of
the cell.

CATHODE

'Noble'

coating

ANODE
'Base" metalCorroding

electrolyte

and serious local corrosion may occur. It is therefore im-

perative that the coating should be as impervious as pos-
sible. The second class of metallic coating is less noble
than, and therefore anodic to, the base metal, examples
being tin on copper and zinc on iron. Here the anodic
dissolution of the coating at a pore produces cathodic
alkali at the base metal cathode, and this is therefore electro-

chemically9 as well as mechanically, protected at the expense
of the coating. A coating which is sometimes cathodic,
sometimes anodic, is that of tin on iron. Only mechanical
protection is afforded against, for example, neutral salt

solutions, for the tin is here cathode; but if ions such as
citrate which form stable tin complex ions are present, the
tin becomes anodic and affords electrochemical protection
as well.

(4) The protection afforded by paints is partly mechanical
in the exclusion of corrosive agencies, and partly chemical
if the paint pigment contains corrosion inhibitors. Thus
ferric oxide paints protect only mechanically, while red
lead and lead chromate have a marked passifying influence
on iron, tending to heal the oxide-film and afford chemical
protection. Bituminous paints probably owe their value
against acid atmospheres to the presence of inhibitors of
the cathodic type (vide supra) which are the most effective
in minimizing acid attack. Protective painting has been
extensively discussed in a series of papers by Evans and
Britton [29, 1930], Britton and Evans [14, 1932], and
Lewis and Evans [51, 1934]; one of their main conclusions
is that the first or priming coat should protect chemically,
e.g. red lead, while the second coat should exclude moisture,
&c., as efficiently as possible.

Varnishes and lacquers give mechanical protection only,
generally of a less degree than paints, but are used for
protection against indoor atmospheres and other mildly
corrosive circumstances.
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THE MICROBIOLOGICAL ASPECT OF CORROSION
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DURING the past two or three decades the corrosion of

metals has been engaging the active attention of workers

in chemistry and metallurgy, and various conceptions have

been put forward to explain the reactions taking place.

Among these theories figured for some time a biological, or

rather a microbiological, explanation which, according to

Speller [17, 1926] was based on the fact that certain micro-

organisms thrive in water containing iron salts and decom-

pose these salts with the precipitation of iron hydroxides
rust. On the whole investigators did not take kindly to this

biological theory, which was soon found to be far too

restricted to explain the varied and often seemingly contra-

dictory facts established. Most workers preferred to see in

corrosion an electrochemical action giving rise to the

passing into solution of ions of the corroding metal at

anodic areas and to the passing out of solution ofhydrogen
or another metal at cathodic areas, a reaction which would
be greatly accelerated by electrical currents purposely or

accidentally generated at or near the seat of corrosion.

Since the formulation of this electrochemical conception,
the question of a biological aspect of corrosion has for all

practical purposes been regarded as non-existent. In the

following pages an attempt will be made to reopen this

question, since it is clear from many recent publications
that conditions brought about by microbiological activity

at the site of corrosion ofmetals, when this corrosion takes

place under water or in the soil, cannot fail to have a

marked effect on the rate of corrosion.

In reopening the question it has not been the intention

to formulate a new biological conception to replace the

electrochemical theory of corrosion, but to point to a new
factor which may explain certain facts which are at present
not easily interpreted. In doing so it should be clearly
understood that it is the corrosion of metals in soil and in

certain waters which are dealt with.

As a general rule it may be claimed that the progress of
corrosion in water or in the soil is noticeably affected by
the presence of organic matter and of certain salts, notably
sulphates, and that it may be independent of the supply of

oxygen, anaerobic conditions being often as corrosive or
even more so than aerobic conditions. This is the case, for

instance, in anaerobic clayey soils where the rate has fre-

quently been reported more rapid than in aerobic sandy
soils (Logan, Erving, Yeomans [14, 1928]; Denison [6,

1931]). Nor does the absence of strong electrical currents
which have so often been made responsible for the rapid
corrosion of metals seem to render harmless either clayey
soils or water polluted with organic matter or containing
sulphates.

A significant observation revealed by a review of the

existing literature is that the corrosion products of metals

destroyedin soil and in certainwaters have beenshownin all

cases whereactual determinations havebeenmadeto contain
a higji percentage of sulphur, in the form of sulphides. In
their analyses of scale from corroded condenser tubes, for

instance,Bengough andMay [5, 1924] found 5% of sulphur.
Irvine [12, 1891] had previously recorded that an iron chain
which had corroded through exposure in sea-water con-

tained an outer casting or skin fully i in. thick which had

a very high sulphur content. Friend [8, 1922], hi his inter-

esting memoir on corrosion, records that corroded, graphi-

tized cannon balls which had remained submerged in the sea

near Brest for more than a century had an outer casing con-

sisting of sulphide, sand, and calcareous matter. And, most

significant ofall, Gaines [9, 1910], who analysed a largenum-
ber of corrosion products from the exterior and interior of

damaged iron conduit pipes, found between 1-4 and 6*5%
ofsulphur in these products, while rust artificially produced

by connecting a gravity cell to steel plates immersed in a

sodium chloride solution gave less than 0-15% of sulphur.

The steel used in the experiment contained no more than

0-05% sulphur. Further significant evidence of a difference

in sulphur content of iron corroded normally under water

and iron artificially corroded and graphitized in acid was

broughtforward by Grzeschick [11, 1912], who analysed the

product prepared by treating cast iron with hydrochloric
acid until it had acquired a graphitic appearance and
showed pyrophoric properties similar to those observed in

cast-iron implements rescued from the sea after prolonged

exposure. In the artificial product prepared by Grzeschick

there was considerably more carbon, phosphorus, and
silica than in the original metal; but the rise in sulphur
was insignificant compared with that recorded in cast iron

corroded by soil or water.

If it may be concluded from these observations that it is

characteristic of a corrosion in soil and in certain waters

that the corrosion products of a damaged metal contains

considerably more sulphur than the original metal, then it

would appear desirable to establish the cause for this in-

creased sulphur content. An increase ofthe order observed

cannot have been due to the partial elimination of metal

from the corroded material such as would take place where
acids or electrical currents were responsible for the corro-

sion. TheworkofGainesand of Grzeschick proves this, and
demonstrates that the presence of an abnormally high sul-

phur content in the metals must be due to the introduction

of sulphur from extraneous sources. In this connexion it is

significant to note that the excess of sulphur is stated to be

present in the form of sulphides, indicating that the ex-

traneous source of sulphur must have been hydrogen sul-

phide evolved at or near the seat of corrosion.

That hydrogen sulphide greatly increases the rate of
corrosion was shown by Bengough and May [5, 1924], who
carried out experiments with various metals, including rust-

less steel, immersed in sea-water to which 3 c.c. of hydrogen
sulphide had been added per litre of water. But this par-
ticipation of hydrogen sulphide in corrosion was regarded
by them and by most investigators as an exceptional
occurrence limited to places where putrefactive de-

composition ofproteins occurred. That hydrogen sulphide
should be found quite frequently in some soils and waters
in the absence of decomposing organic matter was not

generally known, though it had been demonstrated by
Plauchud [16] as early as 1877 and had attracted the atten-

tion of several other writers between then and now. The
source of this hydrogen sulphide was in time recognized
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to be sulphates present at the site of corrosion. Various
chemical formulae were proposed to explain the reactions

by which sulphates .could be reduced to sulphides. In a very
interesting series of publications, Bastin and his collabora-
tors [1 , 1926] gave an account of the problem ofthe natural
reduction of sulphates, compiling many interesting obser-
vations by other writers who had shown, both that the
chemical explanation of the reduction of sulphates in

nature is untenable, since the drastic conditions required
for such reactions do not occur there, and that certain very
specific micro-organisms not only are present at the places
where hydrogen sulphide is evolved by the reduction of

sulphates, but actually require to carry out this reduc-
tion to maintain their normal life functions. Since these

organisms, the sulphate-reducing bacteria, have been found
to be extremely widely distributed in soil and water, and,
curiously enough, to be particularly active in such places
which have empirically been found to be highly corrosive,

notably clayey soils [18, 1922], estuarine waters [3, 1895],
and the mud from lakes and from the sea [13, 1924], it

is impossible not to suspect them of participating in the
corrosion of metals in such places.
No fundamental investigations have as yet been carried

out to confirm this suspicion experimentally. Dixon [7, 1930]
suggested that the predominant cause of the corrosion of
water conduit pipes in the soil was 'the action of sulphur
present produced by microbes which infest the soil in

question'. Dixon presumably arrived at this conclusion
from experiments which he carried out and in which
bars of cast iron were embedded in damp clay enclosed
in glass bottles to insulate it from electrical effects. He
found that after three months* exposure the iron showed
distinct signs of blackening due to sulphur compounds.
A connexion between the microbiological transformation

of sulphur and the corrosion of a water-main was suggested
also by Beckwith and Boward [2, 1933],and recently further

evidence, which is partly of an experimental nature, has
been brought forward by van Wolzogen Kiihr [19, 1934] in
Holland and by Bunker \5a, 1936-7] in Great Britain. This
evidence strongly supports the view expressed above that
the sulphate-reducing bacteria play an important part in
the anaerobic corrosion of metals. As already mentioned,
further work is required fully to substantiate the impor-

tant relationship which appears to exist between the

changes suffered by sulphates and to a much smaller

extent by sulphur-contahiing organic substances through
the action of micro-organisms and the rapid and serious

corrosion of metals in soils and in water, where such sul-

phate reduction takes place. Should this relationship finally

and irrefutably be established as a result of subsequent
investigations, it will be possible to predict, with much
greater precision than appears possible at present, whether
a certain type of soil or a certain water is likely to prove
abnormally corrosive, since the isolation of sulphate-

reducing bacteria, which offers little or no difficulties to the

trained investigator, could be taken as clear evidence that

conditions were favourable for corrosion to occur. And
it would then be possible also to predict that unprotected
iron or steel pipelines used for conveyance of crude oils

must be particularly exposed to corrosion on their internal

surfaces, since the brine which accompanies most crude oils

is a carrier of sulphate-reducing bacteria capable under the

conditions prevailing in the brine of reducing the sulphates

present to hydrogen sulphide. Where, therefore, this brine,

through settlement or otherwise, conies in direct contact
with the metallic surface of the pipe, formation of metallic

sulphides might be expected with resultant corrosion.

So far attention has been paid only to a possible con-
nexion between microbiological activity and corrosion as it

concerns the metabolism of sulphur in nature. Though this

may well be found to be the most important aspect, the
available literature refers to other substances than hydrogen
sulphide which have been shown to accelerate corrosion
in soil and in water, notably nitrates [10, 1913] and organic
acids [15, 1922]. Both of these substances are, as is well

known, important products ofmetabolism ofvarious micro-

organisms without the activity of which they would be un-

likely to be present in most soils and water. To what extent

either, or both, of these substances have been responsible
for the remarkable observations of Bengough and Lee [4,

1932] that natural sea-water shows a greater rate of corro-
sion than artificially prepared sea-water of the same salt

concentration, and of sea-water which has been boiled with

potassium permanganate and thereby presumably ren-
dered sterile, cannot be stated, but certainly requires further
elucidation.
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THE CORROSION OF REFINERY EQUIPMENT
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SIR JOHN CADMAN during the World Petroleum Congress

in 1933 described corrosion as making a constant and

insidious attack upon general equipment, and gave a rather

startling figure as an estimate of what such attack costs the

petroleum industry in the course of a year.

The importance of corrosion is fully realized and the

subject of general corrosion is fully dealt with in another

article in this book. This article is limited to a considera-

tion of such corrosion as affects refinery equipment. For

an account of the work of the Committee on Corrosion of

Refinery Equipment of the American Petroleum Institute

reference should be made to the Proceedings of the 17th

Annual Meeting of the A.P.L, Section HI, Refining, p. 71.

Even in a refinery there is a certain amount of corrosion

of a general character, but it differs in no way from similar

corrosion in any other kind of works and therefore does

not need to be dealt with in detail in this article. Even the

corrosion of the outside shells and of the tubes in fired oil

furnaces differs very little from that met with in boiler

practice. The burning of acid sludges or sulphurous fuels,

or overheating due to scale either from boiler water or

coke, will cause undue wear and tear of steelwork exposed
to the flue gases and can be met by the use of special alloy

steels or doped steels, e.g. calorized, but is probably best

met by adequate thickness of metal in the exposed parts,

sufficient testing and sufficiently frequent renewals being
made to minimize hazards due to this kind of corrosion.

The special corrosion which affects refinery equipment can

be serious from two points of view, the first hazard and
the second cost.

Where inflammable materials such as oil are being

handled, sometimes at considerable pressure, the factor of

hazard has to receive very special care, and for this reason

it is essential that corrosion must not be allowed to inter-

fere with the operation of safety-valves or flame-preventing

devices, and that in particular vessels at high temperature
filled with oil must not be allowed to burst due to corrosion

weakening the vessels.

On the question of cost there is room for difference of

opinion and for particular study of each problem, as will

be shown in the course of the article.

The kind ofcorrosion met with can be conveniently dealt

with under several heads:

1. High-temperature Corrosion.

Tliis is probably the most hazardous of the various types
of corrosion met with and results in the weakening of the

walls of the heated furnace tubes or reaction vessels so that

they become too thin to stand the pressures.

It can be said in general that very little corrosion is to

be expected from heating of even sour crudes at tempera-
tures below 700 K, but that above this temperature very
serious corrosion can occur, dependent, of course, upon
the type of crude oil being processed. Recent experience
with high-temperature pipestills indicates that there may be
an upper limit of temperature, also, beyond which corrosion
is not serious.

Methods of combating such corrosion can be con-

veniently divided into three sub-heads:

(a) By limiting or preventing the corrosive influence. The

corrosion would appear to be in most cases a combination

of steel with sulphur from the crude, and although there

is considerable evidence that this attack is affected by the

presence of traces of chlorine, there is little doubt that

the severity of attack is a function of the temperature used.

This makes it very important to ensure that localized high

temperature is not permitted to exceed greatly the general

level of temperature sought. Correct design with regard to

turbulence within the tube and well-balanced radiation and

convection intake of heat outside the tube can do a great

deal to avoid the particularly bad corrosion which occurs

when localized hot spots, particularly if accompanied by
coking, intensify the normally present corrosive action of

the crude to a dangerous extent.

Another factor which is of importance at high tempera-
ture is the character of the liquid/vapour mixture passing

through the tubes, it being quite a common experience to

get heavy wear and tear on the inside of the tubes at a point
where evaporation is only partly complete. This is really

very largely erosion, but the effect is the same in that

the scouring action simply gives further play to corrosive

tendencies, and the walls of the tubes and bends can be

scooped out in a most alarming way in a quite short time.

This is best avoided by allowing ample cross-section and
thus reducing velocity at points where it is known that such

a spray will be travelling through the heated portion of

the tubes.

Another method of dealing with such corrosion is to use

alkali in some manner, e.g. by the injection of lime, caustic

soda, or even ammonia, with a view to retarding or pre-

venting the release of chlorine and/or sulphur in a form
which can attack steel.

(b) By using non-corroding materials. Where corrosive

tendencies are so marked as to defy the methods outlined

above it becomes necessary to use special metals, of which
there are several now available among the various alloy

steels containing molybdenum, nickel, and chromium. The
most resistant of these metals are relatively expensive, and
furthermore a new hazard can be introduced with regard
to the liability to creep stress and embrittlement which
characterizes certain of these alloys.

These matters are now well understood and many
modern plants successfully use alloys of reasonable cost

and having satisfactory properties with regard to creep
stress and embrittlement.

(c) By using common materials and making suitable allow-

ances in design. Since the factor of economics must enter

as setting a limit to the ways of reducing the hazard, it is

often possible to use common mild steel and to meet the

hazard by having an adequate thickness of metal combined
with an elaborate system of examination and testing by
means of measurement and the use of a hammer during
shut-down periods.

Where vessels of large size are concerned, liners of pro-
tective material, such as cement coatings or adtferent sprays
of metal, or welded liners can be used effectively to avoid
theexpenseofmaking the entirevessel of corrosion-resisting
material. The efficacy of such devices, however, depends
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entirely upon the ability to cover completely the surfaces to

be exposed, leaving no pin-holes or bare places where cor-

rosive attack could get behind the lining or spray.

2. Low-temperature Corrosion.

Low-temperature corrosion occurs most frequently:

(a) In condensing equipment or in the upper portions of

fractionating towers which are, in effect, part of the

condensing equipment, including run-down lines and

tanks.

(b) In equipment used for treating with chemicals.

Dealing with (a) first, the methods of dealing with such

corrosion can be conveniently divided into two major
divisions :

(i) By limiting or preventing the corrosive influence,

(ii) By using non-corroding materials.

Under the first heading perhaps the best preventive of

all is to avoid the presence of water in any shape or form,

though this is a counsel of perfection where damp air has

to be dealt with.

It is usually necessary, however, to introduce some kind

of neutralizing agent; the injection of lime or soda with

the original crude has been used.

In other cases the immediate neutralization of the

vapours by the injection of soda or lime-water proved
effective in protecting the condensing equipment from what
had been very severe corrosion; ammonia also is used for

the same purpose.
In cases where the material being processed is the result

of treatment with sulphuric acid, it is often possible to limit

the corrosive effect of the overheads by regulating the acid

treatment to prevent the formation of easily decomposed
sulphonated bodies and also by limiting the temperature
used in the re-running either by the use of vacuum or exces-

sive steam. Such means, however, are seldom completely

effective, and the use or otherwise of such methods is

determined by the reduced cost of replacement effected by
their use.

Under the second head, i.e. the use of non-corroding

materials, a great deal of experimenting has been done

throughout the oil industry from its earliest beginnings.
There is little doubt that where design permits, the use of

cast iron can give very long life, and many successful

applications of various coatings such as enamel or tin are

to be found.

In other cases a selection of suitable metal, such as

bronze, solves the difficulty, though it has to be realized

that bronze is readily attacked by alkali. The writer's per-

sonal leaning is to adequate neutralizing of the vapours
before condensation by means of an alkaline liquor such

as soda or lime, followed by the use of ordinary mild-steel

condensers, run-down lines, tanks, &c.

Dealing with (b), i.e. corrosion of treating equipment,
this is usually due to the reagents employed rather than

to the oil, and is dealt with again along two main lines, i.e.

(1) Either preventing or limiting the corrosive influence,

or

(2) Using non-corroding materials.

The limiting or prevention of the corrosive influence is

seldom easy where any kind of intensive agitation has been

employed.
In the case of the use of liquid sulphur dioxide it is

of extreme importance, in fact it is essential, to exclude

rigorously the entry of water in any shape or form, and it is

usually necessary to provide purifying equipment to deal

with even such small quantities of water as may get to the

equipment from the atmosphere.
In the case of sulphuric acid the sludge formed, and

remaining to some extent in suspension, can never be

instantaneously neutralized, and it is therefore usually

necessary to provide anti-corrosive materials at the stage

where neutralization begins. Such materials for the vessel

may be lead or regulus where no great stresses are involved,

or any successful method of lining with enamel, lead, &c.

Phosphor bronze and stainless steels can be used for re-

volving parts, but care must be taken that the stainless

steel has had a suitable heat treatment to render it resistant

to the attack of corrosion. The undersides of tanks and
vessels which are not actually submerged in liquid can be

protected to some extent by painting with various dressings,

though few such dressings have real permanence, and it is

usually better to allow sufficient metal to make replacement

possible, or to provide adequate protection as above.

Two forms in which low-temperature corrosion can be

deadly are in the causing of safety-valves to become fixed

and fail to lift as designed, and in the deterioration of

gauzes placed in various flame-preventing devices.

The only safe method of dealing with such subtle cor-

rosion is to have frequent and thorough examination of

such devices and to replace corroded parts where necessary.
The writer has seen gauzes which were being relied upon

to prevent flame propagation in such a condition as to be

completely impervious to the free passage of vapours and

utterly useless as conductors of heat, and yet such a con-

dition would not have been found but for the accidental

dismantling of a tank in question.

Summing up, then, the corrosion problem for refineries

which is special to oil can be due to:

(1) High-temperature decomposition liberating corrosive

acid or sulphur, and can be met by:

(a) Limiting the corrosive influence by the use of some
alkali in a preferred way, or

(b) Using such materials as have a greater resistance to

corrosion, e.g. alloy steels, liners, &c., the problem
being to combat the corrosion without introducing
a new hazard due to the inferior general properties
of the alloy used.

(2) Low-temperature corrosion by acids formed during
distillation which can again be dealt with by using some
form of alkali injection to limit the tendency to corrode or

by using protective coats or materials which are not so

easily corroded.

Corrosion due to chemicals introduced as treating agents
can probably be dealt with only by the use of resistant

materials.

Hazard due to corrosion arises from:

(a) The bursting of high-pressure equipment which may
lead to fires or explosions.

(b) The failure of the safety devices.

(c) The release of toxic vapours or liquids without warn-

ing to operators.

The economics of corrosion prevention are special to

each case considered, and where hazard is absent mild steel,

because of its cheapness, can often hold its own against
the use ofmore resistant materials due to inherent low cost

even when allowance is made for more frequent replace-
ment of corroded parts.
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Introduction

IN the space available for this article a comprehensive
treatment of the whole subject of hydrometers and hydro-

metry is not possible. Attention has therefore been con-

fined to some of the more important aspects of the subject,

keeping in mind the particular requirements of the petro-
leum industry. Prominence has been given to density

hydrometers, because the general use of density hydro-
meters would lead to a much needed unification and sim-

plification in scientific, technical, and industrial procedure,
not only in the petroleum but in many other industries.

Details of Construction of Hydrometers

In this section the construction of hydrometers will be

considered with a view to indicating various details to

which attention should be paid in the manufacture, speci-

fication, or examination of hydrometers.
The most generally useful type of hydrometer is a glass

instrument consisting of a bulb weighted
at the lower end and surmounted by a

stem, small in diameter compared with the

bulb, in which is enclosed a scale on which

readings are taken. The present article will

be confined to this type of hydrometer,
which is the one almost universally em-

ployed in the petroleum industry.

In recent years the shape of bulb shown
in Fig. 1, though by no means new, has
come into increasing use. Its merits are

that it is simple to make and easy to clean.

A cylindrical stem is best for hydro-
meters. It should be co-axial with the bulb

and the hydrometer should float with its

stem vertical. The stem should extend

sufficiently, at least 20 mm., beyond the

highest graduation mark on the scale, to

enable the hydrometer to be manipulated
by holding the top of the stem without
risk of fingering the portion of the stem

occupied by the scale. The stem should
remain uniform in diameter for several

millimetres below the lowest graduation
mark.

* almost iversally used for the

enclosed in the stem. The paper is

rolled into a cylinder smaller in diameter
than the bore of the stem so that when inserted it opens
and fits snugly against the inside of the stem where it is

fixed in position with a spot of adhesive. It is important
that provision should be made whereby any accidental
shift of the paper scale relative to the stem can be detected.
A simple means of doing this is that first given in the speci-
fication for LP.T. hydrometers [1, 1924]. A horizontal line

with a V at each end thus > < is marked on the paper
scale a few millimetres above the highest graduation mark.
A horizontal line is etched on the stem of the hydrometer
coincident with the above datum mark. It is convenient
if the line on the stem is somewhat longer than the hori-

hydrometer.

zontal portion of the datum mark so that the ends of the

line project into the Vs at each end of the datum mark.

Provision of a datum mark on hydrometers is by no means

general, whereas it should be universal.

The paper used for the scale should be of a kind on
which fine clean graduation marks can be drawn. An
esparto paper 65 to 75% esparto is suitable as it fulfils

this requirement and is subject to minimum changes in

dimension with alterations in humidity. The strips of

paper for the scale should be cut with their length in the

machine direction of the paper.

The graduation marks should be varied in length and
the scale suitably numbered to ensure ease of reading,

i.e. to ensure that the exact significance of any graduation
mark can be read at a glance. Though bold figuring has

obvious advantages, the position of the figures and the size

of the figures relative to the spacing of the graduation
marks should be carefully designed so that it is immediately
clear to which graduation mark any particular number
relates. There should be no evident irregularity in the

spacing of the graduation marks, i.e. no obvious differ-

ences between the lengths of adjacent subdivisions, though,
of course, on all hydrometers on which the subdivisions

represent equal increments in density, the graduation
marks become progressively closer together from the top
to the bottom ofthe scale. Printed scales have an advantage
in general appearance as regards regularity of spacing
over hand-drawn scales. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that printed scales are constructed on the assumption
that the hydrometer stem is absolutely uniform in diameter,
and the possibility of errors due to variations in stem
diameter should not be overlooked.

Every hydrometer should bear an inscription indicating
in a manner free from all ambiguity the basis on which
the scale has been constructed. The inscription should
include a statement of the surface tension for which the

hydrometer has been adjusted, or, alternatively in special

circumstances, the name of the liquid for use in which the

hydrometer has been adjusted.

Basis of Hydrometer Scales

The three most generally used types of hydrometer in

the petroleum industry are specific gravity hydrometers,
Beaume hydrometersmainly the A.P.L variant and

density hydrometers.
It would be an advantage to have a common basis for

all hydrometers used in the petroleum industry and the

one which has most to commend it is that the hydrometers
used should be adjusted to indicate density mass per
unit volume in grammes per millimetre at 20 C.

Arbitrary scale hydrometers such as the Beaume have
obvious disadvantages.
The specific gravity of a liquid is most simply defined

by the ratio:

Density of the liquid at the temperature fr.

Density of water at the temperature f2

and is conveniently represented by the symbol St^t*
Clearly, by assigning different values to tl and 12,

innumer-
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able specific gravities may be chosen and the position is

further complicated by the use of 'specific gravity in air*

in addition to specific gravity on a mass basis as defined
above. Although the specific gravity S60F./60F. is widely
used in the petroleum industry and so to some extent there

is uniformity, yet specific gravity does not afford nearly
so simple a basis for hydrometry as density.
A detailed consideration of the question has been given

elsewhere [2, 1933], and here it must suffice to summarize
briefly the advantages of the density basis. These are:

(1) The basis of the scale is entirely free from ambiguity
and is expressed in universally recognized units.

(2) The temperature corrections are exceedingly small.

For example, the corrections for readings taken at

any temperature within the range 10 to 30 C. to

obtain the density of the liquid at the temperature
of observation do not exceed 0-0005 g. per ml.

(3) The density recorded by the hydrometer is a funda-
mental property mass per unit volume of the

liquid itself and provides the simplest basis for

hydrometry. For example, calculations ofthe weights
of known volumes of liquids, or volumes of known
weights of liquids, start from a simple logical basis

and can readily be carried out (see p. 2325).

(4) The basis recommended is suitable not only for the

petroleum industry but could with advantage be

adopted in all other industries where it is not already
in use.

Determination of Density by means of a Hydrometer
In this section it is assumed that a hydrometer adjusted

to indicate density in g. per ml. at 20 C, is used, and the

observation of the hydrometer reading will be considered

first.

To obtain the density of a liquid by means of such a

hydrometer, provided that it has been adjusted for a
surface tension appropriate for the liquid in which it is

to be used, the only observations necessary are a reading
of the hydrometer in the liquid and a determination of
the temperature of the liquid. If the liquid is one having
a low surface tension, say, less than 40 dynes per cm.,
variations in its surface tension are not likely to occur and
the hydrometer readingmay be taken in a simple cylindrical

hydrometer jar. The liquid should be poured gently into

the jar and the formation of air bubbles in the liquid
avoided. The hydrometer is inserted carefully into the

liquid being held by the top of the stem and released when
approximately in its position of equilibrium. A little

experience soon enables one to appreciate when the hydro-
meter is approaching equilibrium and to release it in such
a position that it rises or falls by only a small amount when
released. When the hydrometer has been released the

reading is noted approximately, and then, by pressing
down on the top of the hydrometer stem with the finger
and thumb, the hydrometer is immersed a few millimetres

beyond its position of equilibrium and then allowed to

come to rest. If the liquid is transparent the reading is

then taken at the intersection of the level liquid surface

and the stem, the scale being viewed through the liquid
and the eye being brought level with the liquid surface.

If the liquid is opaque the scale reading corresponding
to the top of the meniscus is taken and an amount added
to this to allow for the height of the meniscus and obtain

the reading at the level surface.

.Liquids of high-surface tension, say above 40 dynes

per cm., e.g. mixtures of mineral acids and water, solutions

of salts, &c,, are liable to exhibit considerable variations

in surface tension due to surface contamination. A vessel

having provision whereby some of the liquid can be over-

flowed immediately before taking the hydrometer reading

should be used for such liquids. A simple and convenient

vessel is shown in Fig. 2. By adding sufficient liquid to the

vessel to cause a small volume to overflow at the side tube

A, immediately before placing the hydrometer into the

liquid, consistent and reliable readings can be obtained.

FIG. 2. Overflow vessel for reading hydrometers.

It is generally sufficient to observe the temperature
either immediately before or immediately after taking the

hydrometer reading. It is safer, however, to observe the

temperature both before and after taking the hydrometer

reading, in order to confirm that the temperature condi-

tions are sufficiently steady. It is generally more convenient

to take the hydrometer reading with the temperature of

the liquid the same or nearly the same as the prevailing
room temperature rather than to place the hydrometer

jar in a constant temperature bath. Though thermometers
are often incorporated in hydrometers, it is more general,

and preferable, to use a separate thermometer and a simple

hydrometer.

Having obtained the hydrometer reading and the

temperature of the liquid, it is necessary, strictly speaking,
to apply the following corrections in order to obtain the

density of the liquid at the temperature of observation:

(a) a correction for the scale error of the hydrometer at

the point read,

(b) a correction for the change in volume of the hydro-
meter between 20 C. and the temperature at which

the reading is taken,

(c) a correction for the difference between the surface

tension of the liquid and that for which the hydro-
meter is adjusted.
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In practice, however, the need for applying these cor-

rections may be avoided by

(i) using a hydrometer with suitably small scale errors ;

(ii) by arranging the temperature of observation to

be sufficiently near to 20 C. As, however, the

correction under (b) is small, see Table I, compara-

tively wide departures from 20 C. are possible;

(iii) by using a hydrometer adjusted for a surface

tension appropriate to the liquid whose density is

required.

The corrections under (a), (b\ and (c) are, however,

considered in detail below in order to demonstrate their

magnitude and make it possible to determine, for any

required accuracy in the final result, whether or not any

particular correction may safely be neglected.

(a) Scale Errors.

The maximum permissible scale error and the length of

scale equivalent to this is given below for the I.P.T.

hydrometers.

Thus, in each series, the maximum permissible scale

error corresponds to about 1-5 mm. in scale length. This

represents an accuracy which might well be expected
without an unduly high cost of production. Hydrometers,

however, should not be accepted 'on trust', but their

scale errors should be determined before the hydrometers
are put into service. In this connexion it may be mentioned
that The National Physical Laboratory undertake the

testing of hydrometers and it will often prove more con-

venient to use hydrometers which have been tested at The
National Physical Laboratory rather than for the user to

carry out his own verification of the hydrometers. Hydro-
meters made to the I.P.T. specification, for example, may
be submitted to The National Physical Laboratory either

simply for verification that they are accurate within the

prescribed tolerances or for a certificate giving in addition

the corrections actually determined, and the I.P.T, specifica-

tion itself states: 'No hydrometer shall be regarded as

"standard" unless it has been tested by The National

Physical Laboratory for accuracy and dimensions and
certified by The National Physical Laboratory monogram
being etched upon the instrument.'

(b) Temperature Corrections.

If the temperature at which the hydrometer is read is not
20 C. then the correction necessary owing to the change
in volume of the hydrometer between 20 C. and the

temperature at which the hydrometer reading is taken may
be obtained from Table I.

The corrections in Table I are expressed in units in the
fourth place of decimals and when + are to be added to
and when subtracted from the observed reading at t C.

It will be seen that the corrections in Table I are very
small. For example, over the range of density 0-6 to 1 g.

per ml., which practically covers the requirements of the

petroleum industry, the correction does not exceed one
unit in the fourth place of decimals, which is negligibly
small for most practical purposes, over the temperature
range 15 to 25 C. Again, over the whole range of density

0-6 to 2 g. per ml. the corrections do not exceed five units

in the fourth place of decimals over the temperature range
10 to 30 C.

TABLE I

Temperature Corrections for Hydrometers Adjusted to

indicate Density in g. per ml. at 20 C.

Ifthe density ofthe liquid is required at some temperature
other than the temperature of observation this must be

obtained by making an allowance based on the coefficient of

expansion of the liquid, as the hydrometer itself can only

give the density at the temperature of observation.

(c) Surface-Tension Corrections.

The method of calculating surface-tension corrections

is given in the following section, but here an indication of

the magnitude of the corrections will be given. Owing to

the large variation in the dimensions of hydrometers at the

present time it is not possible to give corrections of general

application. We will therefore take as an example den-

sity hydrometers agreeing in dimensions with the I.P.T.

Series A hydrometers. In Table II, corrections, expressed
as units in the fourth place of decimals, are given for the

differences in surface tension, stated at the head of each

column, between the surface tension of the liquid in which
the hydrometer is read and the surface tension for which
the hydrometer is adjusted. When the surface tension

of the liquid is greater than that for which the hydrometer
is adjusted the correction is to be added to the observed

reading and, when the liquid has a lower surface tension,
the correction is to be subtracted from, the observed reading.

TABLE II

Example of Surface Tension Corrections

Difference in surface tension,

Suppose a hydrometer, of range 1 to 1-05 g. per ml.

and subdivided into intervals of 0-0005 g. per ml., to which
the corrections of Table II are applicable, i.e. one agreeing
in dimensions with the I.P.T. Series A hydrometer of this

range, were to be adjusted to a surface tension of 35 dynes

per cm. a reasonable value for heavy oils. If this hydro-
meter were to be used in dilute sulphuric acid solutions

having a surface tension of 75 dynes per cm. then the

readings in the acid would be 0-0008 g. per ml. too low,
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equivalent to 1-6 subdivisions or 2-6 mm. on the stem of
the hydrometer. Conversely, if the hydrometer were
correct in sulphuric acid it would read 0-0008 g. per ml.

too high in heavy oils.

As another example, a density hydrometer of range
1 to 1-05 g. per ml. and subdivided into intervals of
0-002 g. per ml. and having the dimensions of an I.P.T.

Series D hydrometer, if correct in sulphuric acid solutions

would read 0-0045 g. per ml., equivalent to a length of
3-4 mm. or more than two subdivisions on the scale, too

high in heavy oils.

These examples show clearly the necessity for hydro-
meters being adjusted for a surface tension appropriate
to the liquid in which they are used, or for the application
of appropriate corrections if they are not so adjusted.

Surface-Tension Factor of a Hydrometer
The term surface-tension factor is used as a convenient

expression for indicating the amount by which the reading
of a hydrometer changes due to 1 dyne per cm. change in

surface tension.

Perhaps the simplest method of deducing the surface-

tension factor of a hydrometer is as follows:

Suppose a hydrometer to indicate density correctly in

a liquid at a temperature of 20 C. and having a surface

tension equal to 7i dynes per cm. Let this hydrometer be
transferred to a second liquid also at 20 C. and having
the same density as the first liquid but a surface tension

equal to Tz dynes per cm. Suppose T2 to be greater than

71. Then in the second liquid the hydrometer will float

with more of its stem submerged than in the first liquid

owing to the increased downward pull on the stem due
to the higher surface tension. Equilibrium will be attained

in the second liquid when this additional downward pull
is exactly balanced by the increase in upward pressure
on the hydrometer due to more stem being immersed in the

liquid. The increase in downward pull is:

d ,
TT x

TQ
x (T2 TJ dynes,

and the increase in upthrust is equal to the weight of the

additional liquid displaced, i.e. to

4

where d diameter of hydrometer stem in mm;
h additionallength ofstem, submerged, expressed

in mm., when the surfacetension increases from

p = density of liquid in g. per ml. ;

K= factor for converting density in g. per ml. to

density in g. per cm.3
which, for the present

purpose, may be taken as unity without signifi-

cant loss of accuracy ;

g acceleration due to gravity in cm. per sec.
2

Equating the above expressions and rewriting the equation,
we have:

400(72-1;)
(1)

Now, the surface-tension factor has been defined as the

change in reading due to 1 dyne per cm. change in surface

tension. If A mm. is the length of scale equivalent to a

change in density of 0-001 g. per ml. the change in reading

corresponding to a stem length h is [(/z/A) x 0-001] g. per ml.

Hence, the surface-tension factor, <f>p say, is equal to

[(h'/X) x 0-001] g. per ml., where h' is the value of h given by
equation (1) when (T2 Td is unity. We therefore have

in

g. per ml.

2325

(2)

It is sometimes convenient to express the surface-tension

factor in terms of subdivisions on the hydrometer scale,

and in this form we will denote it by </. If / is the length

of one subdivision and h' is, as before, the value of h given

by equation (1) when (Tz 7i) is unity then

or, substituting for h' from equation (1),

, 400 ,,. . .

<pi -j-~r
subdivisions. (3)

From expression (3) for<^ it is clear that the greater
the value of 7x d, i.e. the product of the length of a sub-

division and the stem diameter, the less will be the value

of <

z
. In the design of a hydrometer, therefore, the value

of the product /x d should be kept as small as compatible
with other requirements. This fact is not generally recog-
nized in the design of hydrometers.
The method of computing surface-tension corrections

such as those given in Table II will now be clear. Taking
the expression (2) for

<f>p and applying it to a hydrometer
of range 0-95 to 1 g. per ml. for which A = 3-3 mm. and
d = 6-35 mm. (I.P.T. Series A dimensions) we have

rp 10x0-975x3-3 x 6-35x981'

<f>p
= 0-000020 g. per ml.

The change in reading for 1 dyne per cm. change in

surface tension is therefore 0-00002 g. per ml., and if the

hydrometer is adjusted for a surface tension 71 the correc-

tion necessary to readings taken in a liquid having a surface

tensionT2 is
(r2
_ ri)x0.00002 g. perml.

Hence when Tz 71 is equal to 5 dynes per cm. the correc-

tion amounts to one unit in the fourth place of decimals,
and when T2 71 is 40 dynes per cm. the correction amounts
to 8 units in the fourth place of deimals. It will be seen

that these values agree with those given in Table II.

Use of Hydrometers in determining the Weight of a

Known Volume of Oil

In this section only the part played by the hydrometer
in the determination of the weight of a known volume of
oil or the volume of a known weight of oil will be con-

sidered. Apart from the effect of surface tension it is the

density of the oil which determines the position of equili-

brium of any hydrometer floating in it. Hence, whatever
the scale of the hydrometer, the indication ofthe instrument
is a function of the density of the liquid in which it is

floating, and so the weight per unit volume of the liquid,

at the temperature at which the hydrometer reading is

taken, can be determined. This is the sole contribution

of the hydrometer to the procedure of determining the

weight of a known volume of oil, or vice versa, and alone

need concern us here.

As an example, the weight in Ib. per gal. of a liquid

having a density p g. per ml. at f C. will be calculated.

Hie density p may be obtained most simply by reading
a hydrometer, adjusted to indicate density in g. per ml. at

20 C., in the liquid at the temperature t C. and, if the

accuracy required demands it, correcting for the scale

error ofthe hydrometer, applying the necessary temperature

uu
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correction from Table I and making any necessary surface-

tension corrections.

Let JFbe the weight in air in Ib. of a quantity of the oil

which occupies 1 gal. at t C, the liquid being at the

temperature t C. when weighed. From the equilibrium

existing at the time of weighing if W is determined by
direct weighing in air we have:

or

where

-) =
JD(p-er)

1

nG (1
(4)

K = number of millilitres equivalent to 1 gal.
= 4545-96;

G = number of grams equivalent to 1 Ib.

= 453-592343;
or = density of air in g. per ml. (0-0012 g. per ml.

will be taken as an average value) ;

A = density of weights used in g. per ml. (8-3 g.

per ml. will be taken as an average value for

brass weights).

The coefficient of (p a) in (4) is a constant which may
be determined from the numerical values quoted and the

equation is in a convenient form for calculating W for any
determined value ofp.

It is not, however, necessary to carry out the computa-
tion in full for every determination as the work can be

simplified considerably by means of a table constructed as

follows:

The value of W obtained from equation (4) will always
be approximately equal to 10/>, a result which follows

directly from the definition of the gallon. If, therefore, the
differences between JFand 10 p are calculated by means of

equation (4) for a series of values of
/>,
and these differences

divided by 10 are tabulated as in Table in, we obtain
a simple means of converting g. per ml. to Ib. per imp. gal.,
which is made clear by the example following the table.

Tablem has been constructed to cover a range of density

adequate for petroleum products, and it will be seen that

only a small and simple table is necessary.

TABLE m
Correction Tablefor Conversion ofg. per ml. to Ib.

per imp. gal.

As an example ofthe use ofTable in let 0-8764 g. per ml.
be the density ofan oil at t C. The appropriate correction
from Table HI is 0*0009 and the weight of the quantity of
oil which occupies 1 gal. at t C. is:

10 (0-8764+0-0009) = 8-773 Ib.

Tablem may also be used to obtain weights per U.S.A.

gal. by multiplying by 8-3268 instead of by 10. Thus, in

the above example the weight of the quantity of oil which

occupies 1 U.S.A. gal. at t C. is

8-3268 (0-8764+0-0009) = 7-305 Ib.

Tables I and El may be combined to obtain corrections

directly applicable to the observed hydrometer reading
at f C. for the purpose of conversion of the readings to

Ib. per gal. This has been done in Table IV. In this table

the hydrometer reading in the first column is the reading
on a hydrometer correctly adjusted for a surface tension

appropriate to the liquid in which it is read, or an observed

reading corrected for any difference between the surface

tension of the liquid in which it is read and the surface

tension for which it is adjusted.

TABLE IV

Corrections Table for obtaining Ib. per gal from Readings
on a Density Hydrometer adjusted to indicate Density

g. per ml at 20 C.

The corrections in Table IV are expressed as units in

the fourth place of decimals.

Observations.

Example of use of Table IV

Hydrometer reading (K) 0-8764 g. per ml.

Temperature of oil, t C. = 10 C.

Derivation oflb. per gal.

By interpolation between the values given under 10 C.

against 0-85 and 0-9 respectively in Table IV, the correction

appropriate to a temperature 10 C. and a hydrometer
reading 0-8764 is +0-0011.

Hydrometer reading (R) =, 0-8764
Correction from Table IV (c) . . . .=+0-0011

= 0-8775

Weight of oil which occupies 1 imp. gal. at 10 C.
= 8-775 Ib.

Weight of oil which occupies 1 U.S.A. gal. at 10 C.= 8-3268(+c) ...... = 7-307 Ib.

The weight in air of 1 litre of oil may also be obtained

readily from a reading on a density hydrometer.
Let p g. per ml. be the density of a liquid at t C. deter-

mined from the reading of a density hydrometer, in the

liquid at t C.

Let p' be the apparent weight in air in grams of the

quantity of oil which occupies 1 ml. at f C.
Then

or
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TABLE V
Conversions ofDensity g. per ml. at t C. to Weight

in kg. per litre

Now density in g. per ml. is numerically equal to density
in kg. per litre and the weight in grams of 1 ml. is numeri-

cally equivalent to the weight in kg. of 1 litre and so tabulat-

ing the second term of the above equation as corrections
we obtain Table V.

Thus if 0-8764 g. per ml. is the density of an oil at t C.

the weight in air of the quantity of the oil which occupies
1 litre at t C. is 0-87640-0011, i.e. 0-8753 kg.
We have thus seen that a hydrometer adjusted to indicate

in g. per ml. at 20 C. can be used in conjunction with

quite simple tables to obtain

(a) weight in Ib. of 1 imp. gal. ;

() weight in Ib. of 1 U.S.A. gal. ;

(c) weigfrt in kg. of 1 litre.

NOTE. Since the above article was written the recom-
mended basis of adjustment for hydrometers, namely, that

they should indicate density mass per unit volume in

grams per millilitre at 20 C. has been adopted by the

British Standard Institution [3, 1936].
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INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
By H. HARPER, S.M., B.Sc., A.I.C., A.M.I.Chem.E.

DURING the past decade the range of application of instru-

ments to industry in general has been extended to such an

extent that in the most highly developed and complex
industries the measurement and automatic control of the

major process variables has been completely adopted, with

the result that all factors affecting the quantity and quality

ofthe final products are determined and regulated from the

time the raw materials are first handled.

The trend towards complete scientific and automatic

control is the result of economic stress and the continually

increasing demand that products should conform to more
numerous and more rigorous specifications. The demand
of industry for suitable equipment to achieve this closer

control has been met by the development and supply of

instruments which, as the result ofaccumulated experience,

are improved upon year by year.

The use of instruments which control the process auto-

matically, in addition to measuring it, has grown rapidly.

Such instruments can be adopted only when they are at

least as accurate as the manual control which they are

augmenting or replacing and when their cost is offset by

adequate saving in the cost of supervision of the process.

This stage has been generally reached and surpassed, on
the one hand owing to the improved accuracy of modern

instruments, and the employment of standard parts in their

construction, resulting in lower price, and, on the other

hand, to the gradually increasing cost of skilled manual

supervision.

Temperature

Temperature may be defined in general terms as the

'level' or potential at which heat is available. Differences

in temperature between two bodies exist when heat can be
caused to flow from one to the other, the direction of the

transference being from the higher 'level', or temperature,
to the lower.

The datum 'level' or reference potential may be arbi-

trarily chosen at any convenient point, such as that at

which phase transition occurs in any pure element or com-

pound. In principle, temperature may be measured by any
physical property of a substance which changes with

temperature and which is susceptible of easy and accurate

measurement.

The absolute zero of temperature may be defined in

terms of various physical phenomena. Nevertheless the

principles established by Camot's investigations in 1824
into the reversible heat engine, in which heat is converted

into work, taken in conjunction with the Second Law
of Thermodynamics, enable a definition of absolute zero

temperature to be made in such a way that it is independent
of the thermometric substance used, viz. 'Only when a

temperature of absolute zero is available can the whole of
a given quantity of heat be converted into work'. These

principles also enable the following definition to be made
of equal intervals of temperature such as are required in

graduating a scale for temperature measurement, as was
first established by Kelvin:

'Equal differences of temperature exist between a series

of systems when equal amounts of work are done by a
series of reversible engines working between them and

arranged so that each engine receives the heat rejected by
the preceding engine in the series.'

Just as the datum 'level' may be arbitrarily chosen, so

may the temperature intervals be selected at will. The most

widely used datum level is the temperature of melting ice

under 1 atmosphere absolute pressure, which is taken as

zero. The temperature of pure water boiling under the

same pressure is taken as the other limit of the temperature
interval. As this temperature difference is too large for

general use it has been subdivided into 100 equal parts

according to the Centigrade scale, and into 180 equal parts

according to the Fahrenheit scale these parts being Centi-

grade degrees and Fahrenheit degrees respectively. The zero

of the Fahrenheit scale has, however, been selected at a

level 32 Fahrenheit degrees below the melting-point of ice

under 1 atmosphere pressure, so that the melting-point of

ice is 32 F. and the boiling-point of water is 212 F. These

scales of temperature may be referred back to absolute zero

by the addition of 273 (or 273-09 exactly) to the Centi-

grade temperature and 460 to the Fahrenheit temperature.

Conversely, absolute zero may be referred to alternatively

as -273 Centigrade or -460 Fahrenheit.

In actual practice other well-determined points of refer-

ence may be employed in the calibration of temperature-

measuring devices in addition to the melting-point of ice

and the boiling-point of water, such as :

Temperature

Solidification-point of liquid tin

lead .

zinc .

Boiling-point of liquid sulphur
Solidification-point of liquid antimony

aluminium

(97-7% pure)

Melting-point of solid gold
Solidification of liquid copper
Melting-point of solid nickel .

,, solid palladium
platinum

The Measurement of Temperature

The properties of substances which may be conveniently
utilized hi the measurement of temperature are thermal

expansion, vapour pressure, thermo-electric force at the

junction of two different metals, the electrical resistance of

metals, and the luminosity ofradiating bodies. Instruments

used in the measurement of temperature may therefore be

classified as follows, depending upon the physical property

employed:

Group Of) Thermometers, of the gas or liquid expansion
or vapour-tension types.

(B) Resistance thermometers.

(C) Thermo-electric and optical pyrometers.

Group (A). Gas, Liquid, and Vapour Tension Thermo-
meters.

The most convenient thermometer depends upon the

thermal expansion of substances, especially liquids. How-
ever, it is unfortunately found that, if two thermometers
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partially filled with different liquids are calibrated at the

melting-point ofice and the boiling-point ofwater, the scale

intermediate between these points on each thermometer

being graduated into the same number of equal parts, the

thermometers do not in general indicate the same scale

reading when both are at some intermediate temperature.

If, instead of being filled with liquid, the thermometers

are filled with different gases, the scale indications agree
much more closely at all temperatures regardless of the

chemical composition of the gas employed. All gases, if

at a constant small pressure, so that they are under ideal

conditions, expand 1/2-732 of their volume between the

melting-point of ice and the boiling-point of water. This

interval is 100 Centigrade, and therefore 1C. may be

defined, in terms of an ideal gas thermometer, as the

temperature change over which the volume of an ideal gas

(at constant pressure) changes 1/273-2 of its volume at 0C
This temperature scale is identical with the thermodynamic

temperature scale based on the Second Law of Thermo-

dynamics.
In 1887 the International Committee of Weights and

Measures specified the standard thermometric scale as that

of the constant volume hydrogen thermometer, the hydro-

gen being at an initial temperature of C. and at a pres-

sure of 1,000 mm. of mercury, measured at sea-level and
latitude 45.
The first thermometer, invented by Galileo about 1595,

was filled with air, using water or alcohol as an indicator

only. A few years later the first liquid expansion thermo-

meter was developed, the filling of the bulb being wine,

and by the middle of the seventeenth century hermetically

sealed thermometers using mercury as the thermometric

substance were in existence.

While the mercury-in-glass thermometer is of extensive

use in laboratory work on account of the wide range of

temperature over which it may be employed, viz. approxi-

mately 40 C. to +550 C., and also the extreme

accuracy obtainable in the measurement of small tempera-
ture differences as with the Beckmann type, nevertheless its

fragilityand the necessity of the scale being close to the point
of temperature measurement restrict its utility in industrial

practice, except for checking purposes, and for readings of

an occasional nature.

To fulfil the need for an instrument capable of (a) robust

construction, (K) being read at a point remote from the

point of measurement, and (c) being used for continuous

recording, a thermometer has been developed comprising
a metal bulb connected by a fine capillarytube to aBourdon

tube, the whole being filled with mercury or other suit-

able liquid, or with a gas. The thermal expansion of the

liquid or gas in the bulb, which is exposed to the tempera-
ture under investigation, supplies the pressure to deflect the

Bourdon tube in such a way that a pointer coupled thereto

is moved over a calibrated scale. Alternatively the system

may be only partially filled with a suitable liquid from which
the vapour fills the remainder of the system. In this type of

instrument the vapour pressure varying with temperature
actuates the pointer through the medium of the Bourdon

tube, as in the case of the liquid- or gas-filled type.

The liquid-filled thermometers are sometimes denomi-

nated Class I instruments, the vapour-pressure type
thermometers as Class II instruments, and the gas-filled

thermometers as Class III instruments.

The capillary tubing used to connect the Bourdon tube

to the bulb must be of exceedingly fine bore in order that

its volume should be small in proportion to the volume of

the bulb, otherwise changes in the ambient temperature

(i.e. the temperature of equipment other than the bulb)

may appreciably upset the accuracy of the instrument, par-

ticularly when the temperature being measured is low and

large fluctuations are liable to occur in theatmospheric tem-

perature. This error which theoretically does not occur

with vapour:
pressure type thermometers is termed capillary

error, and may be compensated for in a variety of ways :

By using fine-bore tubing of internal diameters as low as

0-005 in., thereby decreasing the volume of fluid out-

side the bulb. Further diminution of this error is obtained

by the use of a flattened-type Bourdon tube and the use of

Izmperafure

Inert- Steel

Low Temperature

\

FIG. 1. Compensated capillary.

Under pressure Normal Section

\

FIG. 2. Flattened type Bourdon tube.
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Compensated Capillaries
'
such as are used byNegretti and

Zambia in their mercury-in-steel thermometers and illus-

trated in Figs. 1 and 2. By this means the capillary error

may be reduced, for example, to 0-2% of the scale range
of 50-250 F. for an 18 F. change in the ambient tem-

perature using a capillary 24 ft. long.

Another method of accomplishing the same end is by
the use of a compensating element comprising a balancing

length of capillary tubing and compensating Bourdon tube

which are exposed to the same change in ambient tempera-

ture, and being without a bulb merely serve to reset the

indicating or recording element and act as an automatic

zero-setting device. This type of compensation has been

adopted by the Foxboro Company in their 'Anti-ambi*

instrument. Changes in the ambient temperature will also

cause errors if only one Bourdon tube is employed, due to

variations in the elasticity of the Bourdon tube material.

This error may be overcome by means of a bimetallic

compensating coil forming an extension of the innermost

turns of the Bourdon tube. This form of compensation is

generally employed when the case and tubing are at a
uniform temperature.
A further source of error in thermometers is thermo-

metric lag which results in a high reading with falling

temperatures and a low with rising temperatures. Chief

among the factors upon which this phenomenon depends
are:

1. The rate of heat transmission from the outside

medium to the outside wall of the bulb. This can be

improved by the production of turbulence round the

bulb and by having the largest possible outside area

of contact in relation to the volume of the contents.

2. Conductivity and heat capacity of the bulb material.

3. Conductivity and heat capacity of the thermometric
substance.

Factors 2 and 3 require high conductivity for the bulb
material and thermometric substance with low specific heat
in both instances. In addition, the size of the bulb should
be as small as possible to reduce lag. This is opposed,
however, to the necessity for having the bulb volume
large in comparison with the capacity of the capillary

tubing and Bourdon tube so that a balance must be struck
in design.

Limitations and Comparative Merits of the Various
Classes of Thermometers.

ClassL Uquid -filled Type. The liquids commonly used
as thermometric substances are:

Mercury for ranges 4-0 to -f 1,200 F.
Alcohol 155 260 F.
Ether +70 195 F.
Xylene -40 750 F.
Paraffin base oil soln. .. 400 F.

This class is subject to capillary error, which may be mini-
mized as described above, also to thermometric lag in
greater degree than the Class HI gas-filled type owing to
the higher specific heat, mass, and thermal conductivity of
the thermometric substances used. Mercury-filled thermo-
meters usually have smaller thermometric lag than those
filled with the other liquids because, although the specific
heats are comparable, mercury has a much higher thermal
conductivity than the other liquids.

Owing to liquids being practically incompressible the
operating force of Class I instruments is very high, so that

the Bourdon tube and gauge in general may be made robust

and of relatively low sensitivity.

In the vapour-filled and gas-filled types of thermometers
the Bourdon tube is used as a pressure gauge, whereas in

the liquid-filled type it is essentially a volume-measuring
device, liquids being comparatively incompressible, and

any small variation in the pressure exerted on the mercury
does not appreciably alter the accuracy of its deflections.

Consequently hysteresis error or lag, such as is exhibited by
Class n and Class III instruments, whereby rising tempera-
tures are indicated low and falling temperatures high, is

likely to be a fault of comparatively negligible magnitude
in Class I instruments.

Class n. Vapour-pressure Type. Vaporizing liquids

commonly used as thermometric substances are:

Alcohol for ranges 150 to 390 F.

Ether 50 350 F.

Sulphur dioxide -20 4-250 F.

Owing to the fact that the vapour pressure of a liquid is

not a straight-line function of temperature, but is a curve of

increasing slope with rising temperature, the gauge on this

class ofthermometer must be calibrated with a non-uniform
, scale having close intervals at the lower temperatures

changing progressively to open intervals with rising tem-

perature. This restricts the range for which the scale

may be calibrated since, if it is only just sensitive enough
in the upper ranges, it may be too insensitive in the

lower ranges.
One advantage of this class of thermometer over the

other two classes is that although not entirely free from

capillary error, owing to the difficulty in making the vapour
space absolutely air or gas free, the permissible length of

capillary tubing is somewhat greater than with Class I

and in instruments. The thermometric lag may also be
less owing to the improved thermal conductivity of a

vaporizing or condensing liquid.
On the other hand, the pressure changes available for

operating the indicating or recording element are small, and
the gauge must be of more sensitive construction than the

Class I type.

Furthermore, it must be calibrated for the bulb and
indicator in the same relative position as in the final instal-

lation in order to obtain accurate results, although actually
this correction may be comparatively small. Changes in

barometric pressure are liable to affect the accuracy of this

class of thermometer. As a class, this type of instrument is

particularly suitable where the lower temperature readings
are unimportant, but where close readings must be obtained
at the working portion of the chart.

Class m. Gas-filled Type. The gases commonly used
as thermometric substances in this class of thermometer
are nitrogen and hydrogen which are charged under pres-
sure. Since an 'ideal' gas at constant volume for 1 C.

temperature rise increases in pressure 1/273 of its pressure
at C., in order to obtain a greater operating force in

the Bourdon tube, which in uncoiling operates the indicat-

ing mechanism, the thermometer is filled with the gas at

pressures up to 100 atmospheres.
As indicated above, an 'ideal' gas would give a perfectly

uniform scale of calibration, and nitrogen and hydrogen
approach this ideal condition reasonably closely.
With this class of thermometer the limiting factor is not

the thermometric substance, but the material of which the
bulb is composed. At high temperatures the bulb may
soften and become porous. By choosing appropriate
materials for the bulb this class of thermometer may be
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used over a temperature range of 130 to 600 C. As
previously explained, this type of thermometer is subject to

capillary error which diminishes with increasing ratio of
the capacity of the bulb in relation to the capacity of the

capillary tube and Bourdon tube.

Owing to the high pressures at which gas-filled instru-

ments are usually charged, changes in barometric pressure
are unlikely to have any appreciable effect on the accuracy
of the instrument. For example, a change of J in. in the

barometer theoretically affects the temperature indication
in a Class ni instrument charged at 100 atm. pressure, even
at the highest temperature for which this class is employed,
less than J C., and this error is compensated for in the

design of the instrument. Furthermore, as the instrument is

entirely filled with the thermometric substance no appreci-
able error results should the position hi use differ from the

position at calibration.

Mechanical Features of Group (A) Instruments.

Bulbs. The type of bulb selected should be suited to the

particular circumstances in which it is to be used, as one
standard form of bulb will not give the best results in all

applications. Consequently, accuracy can only be assured

by giving consideration to the conditions of radiation,

conduction, and convection to which it will be subjected.
These in turn must be correlated with the type of thermo-
metric substance to be used. Furthermore, the medium
surrounding the bulb must be taken into account and
special precautions taken should this be corrosive in

character. Bulbs may be obtained in copper, brass, lead,

steel, and monel metal and may also be plated with

chromium, tin, nickel, silver, &c.

Plain bulbs areusedwhere theymaybe directly suspended
in open tanks, ventilating ducts, combustion chambers, &c.

Specially designed bulbs, with screw unions, are available

for screwing into pipelines, tanks, and vessels under pres-
sure or vacuum where a rigid pressure-tight coupling is

desired. Both these and the plain bulbs may be arranged
with bendable extension necks to suit confined spaces.
A particularly interesting development is the

*

capillary

bulb', which is designed to obtain maximum responsivity,
for the measurement of atmospheric temperatures. The
length of the bulb is greatly increased and the diameter
reduced so that the bulbs can be strung across ducts or
flues to obtain a representative record covering the entire

area. When used as a component of a vapour-pressure
type instrument capillary bulbs will measure a temperature
which is above the arithmetic average along the bulb and
approach the maximum or hot-spot temperature.

Capillary Connecting Tubing. The capillary connecting
tubing is generally fabricated of copper or steel suitably
covered. Examples of typical coverings available, and of
the circumstances for which they are particularly suitable,
are given below:

Flexible Bronze Sheathing with Asbestos Packing.
Impervious to oil and moisture, standing com-
paratively high temperatures without failure. Should
not be handled excessively.

Rubber-covered Woven Fabric Hose over Flexible Bronze

Sheathing, also Moulded-rubber Covered Flexible

Bronze Sheathing. Suitable for corrosive fumes.
Plain Copper Sheathing. Suitable for repeated handling.
Plain Steel Sheathing. Useful where tubing will be sub-

jected to caustic or other substances corrosive to

copper.

Flexible Galvanized Steel Sheathing. Suitable for humid
caustic conditions corrosive to copper.

Plain Lead Sheathing. Suitable for use in acid and other

severe conditions.

Aluminium Sheathing. Suitable for use in refinery fumes

combined with sea air,

Bourdon Tube. Several modifications of the Bourdon
tube are in use. In general principle, however, they are

alike in that, as is essential, the internal volume is reduced

to a minimum by flattening the tube upon itself as in

Figs. 2 and 3.

Certain manufacturers modify the plain section of the

tube in the manner shown on Fig. 2 so as to relieve the

stresses set up on expansion. This reduces the possibility

of fracture resulting from fatigue which occurs with

repeated dilation. Made of bronze or steel the tube may

FIG. 3. Plain flattened type Bourdon tube.

be in a single convolution or, if of multiple convolutions,
either in the form of a spiral or helix.

A typical Bourdon tube, in this case of the spiral type,
is shown in Fig. 4. This has two continuous coils, each of
several turns, both ends being situated near the centre of
the coil.

One end is fixed and leads to the capillary; the other end,
which is closed, is attached to a small bimetallic coil which
forms a continuation of the Bourdon coil and compensates
for changes in its temperature. This small coil is attached

directly to the pointer spindle or pen arm. An increase

in temperature causes the pressure or volume of fluid

inside the capillary and Bourdon to increase. The latter

undergoes anincreasein its sectional area, the coilbecoming
to a small extent less flattened in form, which alteration

in turn causes it to unwind.

Owing to the special formation of the tube, the pointer
would thus be caused to rotate truly about its axis even if

no bearings were provided for its spindle. Actually,

bearings are generally provided to steady the pointer

against vibration, but tie friction loss involved is practically

negligible.

An alternative type of arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.

In this instance the Bourdon tube is of one convolution,

although several turns forming a helix may be employed.
In order to obtain radial pointer deflection, the movement
of the free end of the tube is transferred through a rack and

pinion movement.
At the free end of the tube is a trough C in which the ball

end D of the segmentary rack B is free to move. As the
tube A uncoils it releases the ball end D which is forced to

follow in contact with trough C by the tension of the hair-

spring E on the pinion F which is in mesh with the seg-

mentary rack B. The pointer is fastened to the end ofpinion
F and is deflected a definite amount proportionate to the

movement of the free end of the tube A. As the moving
power for the pointer, which is of specially light construc-

tion, is obtained from the released hair-spring there is no
lost motion. This ball and trough design gives uniform

multiplication, and by avoiding angularity makes possible
the use of duplicate standard dials.
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The Brown Instrument Company arrange for calibration

being effected, by means of a micrometer adjusting screw

which varies the length ofthe arm through which the helical

Bourdon tube rotates the pen shaft.

A typical distant indicating thermometer is shown in

Fig. 6. In the recording instrument the dial is replaced by a

graduated chart which may be of the circular or strip type.

The rotating chart holder, or cylinders in the case of the

strip chart, may be operated by clockwork or by means of
a synchronous motor. The chart is divided into hourly

parts with subdivisions so that the recorded temperature at

any time of the day may be obtained. In the recorder the

indicator pointer is replaced by a pen.

Specially prepared charts are available for humid

tropical conditions. In addition the cases can be made air

and moisture proof, and the air inside the case dried by
providing containers holding a supply of calcium chloride

or similar hygroscopic material.

Group (B). Resistance Thermometers.

The electrical resistance thermometer is suitable for

measuring temperatures from 300 to +1,000 F. This

group ofinstruments is especially convenient for measuring
temperatures below 300 F. At such temperatures thermo-
electric pyrometers, such as are described in Group (C), are
not desirable because of the low electromotive force gene-
rated by the thermocouple. The same instrument can be
applied to measure both high and low temperatures with

equal accuracy.

Furthermore, the electrical resistance thermometer is

capable of much wider application than the Group (A)
instruments described above, as it may be used for the

observation, recording, or controlling of temperatures at a
considerablygreater distance. Accuratereadings are obtain-
able at a distance of half a mile.

A farther advantage of this type ofinstrument over those
in Group (A) is that it is particularly suitable for multi-

point recording or controlling, and can be used to register
on one instrument, located at a convenient position, the

temperatures which exist at a large number of scattered

points. The accuracy of the readings is quite unaffected

by the distances between the point ofmeasurement and the
indicator. In addition the average ofa number of tempera-
tures, existing for example in a building, can be measured
by installing, at various points, elements which are suitably
coupled together.

Operating Principle. In this group of thermometers the
known variation of the electrical resistance of metals with
changing temperature is employed as a means of measur-
ing temperature. Platinum, nickel, and copper are most
generally used for this purpose. Taking platinum as an
example, an approximation to the relationship between the
electric resistance at a temperature /2 and a temperature ^
is given by the equation:

^2 = Rill -fafe-'i)] ohms, (1)

where Rz is the resistance at temperature t2 ,

^i. *i,

a is the resistance-temperature coefficient at rx.

This equation gives only small errors at low temperatures,
but the inaccuracy increases with rising temperature!A truer relationship is the parabolic expression

X* = XA+t+pP), (2)

where Rt is the resistance at temperature t, R the resistance

at C., and a and ft are constants. The shape of the curve

representing the above relationship enables the sensitive

element to be calibrated against three standard tempera-
tures, e.g. melting-point of ice, boiling-point of water, and
boiling-point of sulphur, all at atmospheric pressure.

The sensitive element is formed of a coil of fine wire, the

resistance of which depends upon the temperature being
measured. This coil, which is wound on a suitable former,
is enclosed in a tube or casing, the material of which

depends upon the temperatures at which the element is to
be employed and the specific protection it requires both

chemically and mechanically.
The measurement of the resistance of the element is

effected by means of a form of Wheatstone bridge, and hi
the early days the actual resistance was determined, and
translated afterwards to temperature by calculation or
reference to a graph. In the early instruments the unknown
resistance ofthe elementwas manually balanced. Referring
to Fig. 7, a battery B was connected to the terminals a
and b of a parallel connexion containing three known
adjustable resistances Rl} R2, and R9 , and the unknown
resistance R^., a galvanometer being connected between
c and d.

The galvonometer consists essentially of a light coil of
fine wire suspended between the poles of a permanent
magnet.

Battery
B

R3

FIG. 7. Circuit for resistance thermometer.

The resistances R^ RZy and JR, were adjusted until no
current flowed through the galvanometer and Rx was
calculated, from the known values of Ul5 jRa, and R*.
This is known as the 'null' or balanced-bridge type of
measurement.

Later the Wheatstone bridge was arranged with a bridge
wire upon which a contact was adjusted to vary the resis-

tance on either side of the bridge until the galvonometer
showed the point of balance. The temperature was read
direct upon a scale associated with the bridge wire. This

balanced-bridge operation still called for manual operation
which proved a stumbling-block in the way of the general
use of the balanced-bridge type of instrument until the
advent of the automatic self-balancing type, such as the
Leeds & Northrup Micromax instrument described later

under Temperature Recorders.
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The unbalanced-bridge method is commonly used. In

this the *out of balance' current through the galvanometer
is used to indicate the temperature. The arrangement of

the Wheatstone bridge is therefore generally as indicated

in Fig. 8.

jRi, R2, R& and JR4 are fixed resistances, of material with

small change of resistance with temperature.
R5 is a variable resistance or rheostat.

Rx is the element, of unknown resistance.

When the bridge is in balance the deflection of the

galvanometer is zero, but as the resistance of the element
increases or decreases with change in temperature, current

R?

FIG. 8 . Circuitfor resistance thermometer (unbalanced bridge type).

flows through the galvanometer causing it to deflect. The
deflection is read directly in terms of temperature. The
arrangement shown in Fig. 7 has two limitations to its

accuracy:

(a) Variations in the battery voltage which affect the

galvanometer deflexion.

(b) Variations in the resistance of the cable connecting
the sensitive element Rx> due to changes in the

ambient temperature, will affect the galvanometer
deflection. In Fig. 8 it will be seen that a triple cable

is used to connect the element into the circuit. A con-
nexion is made to both sides of the bridge, so

arranged that there is an equal amount of cable re-

sistance on each side, and consequently any change
in the resistance of the cable due to atmospheric
temperature change does not affect the balance of
the bridge.

Variations in the battery voltage may be checked from

day to day in the following way. RI andR2 are made as coils

of equal resistance. Coils R3 and R^ are made equal to the

resistance of the element Rx at the highest and lowest

temperatures for which the instrument is graduated. By
means of a switch the sensitive element Rx is disconnected

and jR4 connected. The rheostat R5 is adjusted until the

galvanometer reading is at the lowest graduation. The
checking or

*

standardization* of the measuring instrument

may be effected as in the Electroflo instruments by employ-

ing a magnetic shunt in place of the rheostat which is liable

to contact troubles. This shunt consists of an iron yoke,
the position of which in relation to the magnet poles is

varied by hand as required, thus altering the distribution

of magnetic flux and the movement of the coil relative to

the galvanometer scale. Hand adjustment is eliminated in

the arrangement of the Foster electric resistance thermo-

meter shown in Fig. 9. The galvanometer is arranged with

a control coil C which functions so that the indications are

independent of change in the battery voltage. The force

Hmiting the deflection of the galvanometer pointer is due to

Control

CoiL

Battery

FIG. 9. Circuit for resistance thermometer (with galvanometer
control coil).

the control coil C. A fall in the battery voltage would,
therefore, reduce in the same proportion and at the same
time the deflecting force due to the galvanometer coil and
the controlling force due to coil C. In order to keep the

bridge in balance a small coil jR4 is added in the opposite
arm of the bridge to balance the control coil C.

Resistances in the bridge are made high in comparison
with the resistance of the connexions to the sensitive ele-

ment, so that changes in the ambient temperature have no
appreciable effect on the battery current.

It is common practice for instrument makers to provide
a sensitive element such that, as the temperature increases

from to 100 C. the element resistance increases by, say,
10 ohms. This is called a 10-ohm fundamental interval.

If closer readings are required, the fundamental interval

is increased to, say, 20 ohms, in which case the scale

interval is halved, but whereas with the 10-ohm funda-
mental interval the temperature may be read to a single

degree, with the double resistance the temperature may be
read to J degree.

Sensitive Elements. The sensitive elements for normal

temperatures, e.g. up to 360 C., usually consist offine pure
nickel wire wound on a bobbin or other support which
eHminates risk of deformation in service. Above 360 C.

platinum wire mounted on a refractory bobbin, of such

material as steatite, is used. For example, the platinum
wire may be wound in a thread cut on a steatite former
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which is reinforced or stiffened by heavy internal wires.

The whole is then coated with a ceramic glaze to protect it

against contamination.

Electric Current Supply. Resistance thermometers

require to be provided with an external supply of low-

tension current. This may be obtained either from an

accumulator or from a dry cell. Where accumulators are

used two are generally provided so that one may be charg-

ing while the other is in use, trickle-charging from either

a.c. or d.c. mains being commonly employed for renewing
the charge in the stand-by accumulator.

General Note on Resistance Thermometers. An accuracy
of plus or minus 1F., or even better, under industrial

conditions, can be obtained with this type of instrument.

Furthermore, although considerably more expensive as a

single point indicator than a corresponding liquid filled

instrument, for reading a multiplicity of temperatures it

may be eventually cheaper to employ this type of thermo-
meter. For example, should it be necessary to obtain read-

ings of temperatures at a dozen points, this may be easily
and simply effected by switching the connexions from the

sensitive elements, one after another, to a single indicator

or recorder. This system, which can be made automatic,
is limited only by the frequency with which the temperature
at each pointmust be read, and is considerably cheaper than
a series of single, double, treble, or quadruple point liquid-
filled thermometers to give an equal number of readings.

Moreover, this type of instrument has the great advan-

tage that the indicator or recorder may be located up to

eight or nine hundred yards from the sensitive element
without impairing the accuracy ofthe temperature measure-
ment. The advantages of this type of instrument for the

measurement of temperatures may be summarized as
follows:

(1) It is capable of measuring distant temperatures.
(2) It can measure temperatures at a large number of

points, or the average thereof,

(3) No cold junctions are required.

(4) The bulbs are small and extremely sensitive.

(5) High resistance ensures accuracy under varying
ambient conditions.

(6) No trouble from gas or liquid leaks.

(7) Battery deterioration cannot detract from accuracy.

Mechanical Arrangement of Moving Coils in Indicating
or Recording Instruments. It is obvious that the mechanical
arrangement of the moving coil is of great importance as
far as the suitability of the instrument to industrial condi-
tions is concerned. It must be so mounted that it is sensi-
tive to extremely small changes in the current flowing
through it The coil is generally fitted with finely pointed
pivots operating in jewelled bearings. Should the instru-

ment, as may often occur in transit or in industrial use, be
subjected to vibration or jarring, unless carefully designed
the pivots and bearings may be momentarily separated and
in retorting into position strike one against another. This
would blunt the needle-fine pivot points causing them to
acquire a greatly increased bearing surface with consequent
loss in sensitivity, or would damage the highly polished
jewel surfaces. Various methods are used to prevent this
such as supporting the two jewel bearings resiliency on
springs from the main body of the instrument but rigidly
mounted with respect to each other. Alternatively the
magnetic field of the permanent magnet is used instead
of springs by supporting the jewel bearings on light iron
armatures.

In one design the magnetic field in which the coil moves
is established between poles of a permanent magnet and a

cylindrical iron core. The coil carrying the current, by
means of which the measurement is made, swings in annu-

lar space round the core and between it and the magnet
poles. The coil is fitted usually with two opposed inturned

pivots which rest in two conical jewels mounted at either

end of a very light staff. This staff is passed through the

axis of the cylindrical core and is held in position relative

thereto by means of light springs. Any jolt of the instru-

ment will, therefore, move the whole system of coil, pivots,

jewels, and staffso that the possible separation of the jewels
and pivots is obviated. In this design the weight of the

pointer, which is attached to the coil and moves over the

calibrated temperature scale, is counterbalanced by mount-
ing the coil in a slightly eccentric position relative to the

axis of the staff, final adjustment of balance being obtained

by means of a small sliding weight on the pointer arm.
This construction avoids the use of a counterweight tail

and counterweight, thus enabling the weight of the whole

moving system to be so reduced that the instrument may
still preserve sensitivity although the controlling forces

may be small.

Sensitivity to extremely small controlling forces is

especially necessary in the case of thermo-electric pyro-
meters such as are described below.

Group (C). Thermo-electric Pyrometers.

The basic principle underlying thermo-electric pyro-
metry was discovered by Seebeck in 1821, when he found
that if in a closed circuit consisting oftwo dissimilar metals
the two junctions are at different temperatures an electric

current will flow in the circuit, the electromotive force of
which depends upon the difference in temperature of the

junctions.
The e.m.f. developed is

very small, usually of the order
of tens of millivolts. Thus it is possible to calibrate a
millivoltmeter in terms of this temperature difference.

Essentially the meter measures, not the temperature of the
hot junction located at the point where the unknown
temperature exists, but the difference of temperature
between the two junctions. Should, therefore, the cold

junction temperature be known (generally it is kept con-

stant) the system provides a means of determining the

temperature of a heated object by reckoning upwards from
the cold junction temperature by a temperature interval

equivalent to the generated e.m.f. In practice, therefore, an
industrial pyrometer of this group consists essentially of:

(1) A thermocouple consisting of two wires of dissimilar

metals, either pure or alloys, fused together at one

end, the hot junction.

(2) A millivoltmeter or potentiometer.
(3) Cables or wires to connect the other ends of the

two wires, or cold junction, of the thermocouple to

the millivoltmeter or potentiometer.
(4) Means of measuring the cold junction temperature,

or of maintaining it manually or automatically at a

predetermined value.

Thermocouples. An ideal thermocouple possesses the

following properties:

(a) A large electromotive force for unit-temperature
difference.

(b) Strength and ruggedness consistent with economy in

cost.

(c) Constant electro-potential characteristics.
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(d) Electromotive force generated in direct proportion
to the difference of the terminal temperatures.

The wires used in thermocouples may be composed
either of noble or base metals or their alloys, and the

following table summarizes the characteristics ofthose most

commonly employed:

* Tendency to volatilize at higher temperatures.

Generated e.m.f.s may be converted to temperature by
various formulae, but each of these is only accurate over

a limited temperature range. A typical formula is:

(3)

C. ?

where E is the e.m.f. measured in millivolts,

t the temperature of the hot junction in

the cold junction being at C.,

a, by and c are constants the values of which depend upon
the metals which form the thermocouple.

Tables are available which give the e.m.f. for every

degree over the working temperature range for all the well-

recognized pairs of metals used for thermocouples, and
these tables are more satisfactory for practical use than

empirical formulae. It will be noted from the above table

that, although the noble metal thermocouples are the only
ones which may be used for very high temperatures, the

e.m.f. generated is considerably lower than is given by the

base metal thermocouples. The most sensitive type ofmilli-

voltmeter or potentiometer is therefore required for the

former. On account of expense the noble metal thermo-

couples are made up of fine wire which involves high resis-

tance and consequent low current carrying capacity. The
use of high internal resistance in the meters in order to

minimize the effect of changing temperature along the con-

ductingwires increases thenecessityforemploying a moving-
coil system in the meter of the lightest and most sensitive

type obtainable. Base metal pyrometers, on the other hand,
being relatively cheap may be made up in thicker low-

resistance wire, and are capable ofgenerating a considerably
more powerful operating force. They may, therefore, be
used in conjunction with a relatively heavy moving-coil

system.
All thermocouples must be calibrated before use, but

even so, depending upon their composition and the condi-

tions under which they are used, they depart more or less

rapidly from their original calibration and must be checked

periodically against a standard. If base metal couples are

used at high temperatures, the necessity will arise for fre-

quent recalibration. This is due to changes in^the metal
structure and to the development of heterogenicity.
For moderate temperatures, below the upper limit for

base metal thermocouples, the choice between noble metal
and base metal thermocouples will be decided by the follow-

ing factors :

(a) The importance of continued -accuracy.

() The nature of the medium surrounding the thermo-

couple.

(c) The cost.

Noble metal couples are liable to contamination in

reducing atmospheres, and iron/constantan couples hi

oxidizing atmospheres.
Mechanical Design of Thermocouples. In order to pro-

tect thermocouples against contamination, they are fitted,

except for low temperatures, with protective coverings. The
wires are first insulated by means of single or double hole

silica or porcelain tubes. Over this is fitted a silica or porce-
lain tube closed at the hot junction end which protects the

couple against contamination. Covering this is an addi-

tional outer sheath, frequently of metal. This outer sheath

is to protect the inner one mechanically against breakage.
In the case of high temperatures or particularly corrosive

atmospheres it may be necessary to have the outer sheath

also of porcelain or silica. The inner and outer sheaths are

usually fitted into a gas-tight terminal head to which the

leads or connecting wires are attached. This head is really

the cold junction.

Cold Junction Temperature Correction. As the magnitude
of the e.m.f. developed by a thermocouple is determined

by the difference of the terminal temperatures the cold end
is generally maintained at a known temperature. Alter-

natively the necessary correction must be made manually,

automatically, or calculated from accurate temperature

readings taken at the cold end of the thermocouple.
In the case of base metal couples this correction amounts

to practically the same number of degrees as the cold

junction temperature differs from the zero, and approxi-

mately one-half of this value in the case of noble metal

thermocouples.

Many pyrometers are equipped with zero adjusters for

the manual correction of the pointer position to compen-
sate for the cold end change but, as this is usually constantly

varying, this adjustment is not of great use. To over-

come this difficulty some form of automatic adjustment is

generally fitted. This, in certain cases, takes the form of
a thermostatic bimetallic spiral or helix, the deflection of
which is directly proportional to the change in temperature
of the surrounding medium. It is, therefore, very suitable

for moving the control spring, thereby correcting the

pointer position. A bimetallic spiral is used in this way by
the Brown Instrument Company. If the temperature of
the instrument, which is that of the cold junction when
compensating leads are used, rises from, say, 75to 100 K,
the spiral uncoils sufficiently to move the pointer upscale
the equivalent of 25 F.

Compensating Leads. Such a device as the bimetallic

spiral referred to above provides a compensation within the

instrument for the difference between the temperature of
the atmosphere surrounding the instrument and C. at

which the millivoltmeter is calibrated. By connecting the
head of the thermocouple to the instrument with compen-
sating leads formed ofthe same metals as the thermocouple,
or ofmetals having the same thermo-electric characteristics,
the cold junction is in effect transferred to the point where
the leads join the instrument. The combination of such
leads with a thermostatic compensator provides complete
automatic cold junction compensation.
In cases where a considerable number of thermocouples

are in use, and it is important for accurate temperature
readings to be obtained, it has been found advantageous
to extend all thermocouples bymeans ofcompensating leads
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to a common centrally located thermostat which maintains

all the cold junctions at a constant temperature, thus

enabling a constant correction to be made and reducing

cost by permitting all leads from the thermostat to the

recorders to be of ordinary copper wire. This arrangement
obviates the need for automatic compensation in the

instrument itself.

This scheme is capable of several modifications; for

example, the thermocouples may be extended by means of

compensating leads to ajunction box. Also connected into

this junction box is a couple made up of one set of addi-

tional compensating leads the junction of which is buried

at a sufficient depth underground to give a reasonably con-

stant (within 5 F.) cold junction temperature throughout
the year. This becomes a compensating couple, the hot

junction temperature of which corresponds to the cold

junction of the thermocouples. The compensating couple
is arranged in series between the instrument and the

selector switch (ifsuch is used), and sets up in opposition to

that of the thermocouple a back e.m.f. which varies with

the cold junction temperature of the thermocouple. This

method may be used where the cost of running compensat-
ing leads to a central instrument is too expensive, since all

leads from the junction box to the instrument may be of

ordinary copper wire.

In the Wilson-Meulan potentiometer pyrometers made
by the Foxboro Company the resistances in the Wheatstone

bridge of the instrument are made of metals having a

negligible thermo-electric coefficient. The fourth resistance,

which is located at the cold junction (compensating leads

being brought from the thermocouple to the instrument),
is constructed as a nickel coil having a high thermo-
electric coefficient. The electrical resistance of this coil,

therefore, varies with the cold junction temperature, and

permits a varying and compensating current to flow from
the bridge battery to the galvanometer to correct the couple
ejnJf. In the Leeds & Northrup potentiometer pyro-
meter a nickel coil is also used for the same purpose. This

may be located at the instrument when compensating leads

are used, or alternatively at the cold junction should this be
some distance from the measuring instrument.

Meters. For measuring the e.mX set up by a thermo-

couple two types of meters are available, viz. :

(a) Millivoltmeters.

(&) Potentiometers.

Millivoltmeters. Potentiometers measure only the e.m.f.

existing at the point of reference or cold junction, whereas
millivoltmeters are affected by line resistance and must be
calibrated for a definite value. Millivoltmeters are there-

fore liable to inaccuracies arising from such factors as

corrosion, loose contacts, or temperature change. This

objection is overcome, however, by using millivoltmeters

with high internal resistance so that the error arising from
changes in line resistance are reduced to a minimum.

Potentiometers. This type of instrument is generally con-
sidered the most accurate which is available for measuring
the electromotive force set up by a thermocouple. It

provides a means for obtaining a known variable po-
tential, and suitable electrical connexions for connecting
it in opposition to the unknown electromotive force of the

thermocouple. So long as one is stronger than the other
a current will flow through the thermocouple; when they
are equal no current will flow.

Fig. 10 shows a simple potentiometer circuit. A dry cell

B supplies a constant flow of current through the slide-wire
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resistance C-D. For each position of the slider F there

exists a definite difference of potential between the points

C and F. The circuit, containing a galvanometer G and

Variable

Rheostat"
Bal-l-ery B

FIG. 10. Simple potentiometer circuit.

a thermocouple M9 is connected to the points C and F.

In this circuit the potential difference between C and F is

opposed by the e.m.f. of the thermocouple. By moving the

sliderF the potential difference between C and Fcan be so

adjusted that it will exactly balance the e.m.f. ofthe thermo-

couple and the galvanometer will be undeflected. This is

known as the zero balance or null method. In practice a
scale is associated with the slide wire which is calibrated

to indicate in terms of e.m.f. the position of the slider.

Alternatively it may be calibrated to read, with suitable

compensation, directly in terms of the temperature of the

hot junction of the thermocouple. The null method em-

ploys the galvanometer merely as a current detector. The
galvanometer is therefore uncalibrated, and as it does not

require to be confined to the limits ofany temperature scale

it can be given the greatest possible sensitivity and greatest
deflection per degree of temperature. This feature of the

potentiometer method of temperature measurement is dis-

tinctly advantageous for automatic control where detection

and reaction with the slightest temperature change is essen-

tial for close control. Furthermore, the galvanometer, being

uncalibrated, may be replaced without upsetting the accu-

racy of temperature measurement.
In Fig. 10 S.C. is a standard cell whose voltage is

constant. It is connected to the potentiometer circuit at

points C and H by closing the contact (shown between
S.C. and the galvanometer) whenever the potentiometer
current is to be standardized. The galvanometer is then in

series with S.C. The variable rheostat A is then adjusted
until the galvanometer is balanced, and in this way the
current flowing in the slide wire CD is standardized.
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Instead of employing the null method, in certain instru-

ments the galvanometer deflection is used to indicate the

extent to which the potentiometer is unbalanced.

Switches. Switches are employed to connect thermo-

couples in rotation to a single indicator or multi-point
recorder. For indicating purposes a switchboard of the

plug-in type similar to a manual telephone switchboard is

used, or alternatively a rotary switch in which the contactor

arm is moved from one contact stud to another. For use

with a multi-point recorder electrically driven commutator

type switches are commonly employed.
The number of pyrometers which may be coupled by

means ofa mechanical selector switch to a recorder depends

largely upon the stability of the temperatures being mea-
sured and the necessity or otherwise of a short interval

record. Under favourable circumstances, mechanical

switching of this type may be used for the recording of 16

to 20 temperatures.
It is essential that such rotary switches be moisture and

dust proof, particularly when used in conjunction with a

millivoltmeter instrument. Where parallel operation of

a recorder and indicator is adopted it is advisable to in-

stall cut-out switches which interrupt the moving-coil
circuit of the recorder and incidentally all records of the

thermocouples while the indicator is being read. This is

particularly useful to eliminate errors due to parallel opera-
tion when high-resistance noble metal couples are used.

Optical Pyrometers. This type of instrument is used for

the measurement of instantaneous temperatures above

750 C. (1,382F.), and is particularly suited for the

investigation of the temperatures of small hot bodies at a

comparatively long working distance dictated by the rela-

tive inaccessibility of the hot body. Its operation involves

the comparison of the intensity of light radiated by the hot

body with that emitted by a calibrated filament. This instru-

ment is known as the 'disappearing filament' pyrometer.
The optical pyrometer consists in its essentials of the

following items:

(a) A telescope through which the heated object is

viewed.

(Z>) A lamp bulb, having a heated filament to emit light

the intensity of which can be compared with that

emitted from the heated object.

(c) A rheostat to vary the current passing to the lamp
bulb.

(d) A milliammeter or millivoltmeter to measure the cur-

rent passing to the lamp bulb, complete with an

indicator, the scale of which is generally graduated

directly in terms of temperature.

(e) An electrical accumulator to supply the current.

For work of moderate accuracy the voltage drop across

the lamp is used as a measure of the temperature.
For more accurate work the Wheatstone bridge

principle is resorted to, using a milliammeter as the bridge

galvanometer. The circuit in this instance is shown in

Fig. 11.

The resistances /4, C, and D are so arranged that no
current flows through the milliammeter when the current

flowing through the lamp filament is that required to heat

the filament to a temperature corresponding to the lowest

end of the scale. For measuring higher temperatures over

the range of the scale the rheostat is adjusted so that

the current flowing through the lamp filament is progres-

sively greater. As the temperature of the filament rises its

resistance increases, and the other resistances A, C, and D

being made of material which does not alter its resistance

with change in the amount of current flowing, the bridge is

thrown out of balance, with the result that as more current

flows through the filament a corresponding increase takes

place in the flow through the milliammeter, the pointer of

which deflects to readings up the scale.

Lamp Bulb

Meter

Battery Rheostat

FIG. 11. Lamp bridge circuit for optical pyrometers.

In order to avoid the calibration of the instrument being

upset by changes in the temperature of its surroundings a

slump resistance is included at E and the instrument cali-

brated with this in position. This slump resistance is of

sufficient magnitude to ensure that changes in the tempera-
ture of the instrument do not appreciably affect its read-

ings. The arrangement described above is typical of that

employed in the Foster Instrument Company's 'Lamp-
bridge Unit'.

As previously stated, a telescopic arrangement is adopted
in this type of instrument, the optical system being as illus-

trated in Fig. 12.

Objective
Lens

Eye
Piece Lens

Monochromatic

'Glass Screen

MBody
Absorbing

Glass Screen Lamp Filament

FIG. 12. Optical system of hot filament pyrometers.

The lamp filament is viewed through the eyepiece which

is adjusted so that the filament is sharply focused. The

objective lens is moved until the hot body is seen in the

same field of view with the filament superimposed on it.

The rheostat is then adjusted until the filament just fades

out against the hot body (i.e. is neither more brilliant nor

darker in appearance, but merges completely), and the

milliammeter or millivoltmeter is read directly in tempera-
ture. A monochromatic red glass screen inserted in front

of the eyepiece lens prevents dazzle at temperatures above
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1,500F., and also obviates colour differences. For

exceedingly high temperatures, above 2,600 F. at which

the life of the filament would be reduced, or its calibration

be impaired, an absorbing glass screen is inserted between

the filament and the objective lens so that the filament is

compared with a reduced intensity of light emitted by the

hot body. Thus the highest temperatures can be measured

with a suitably calibrated instrument without danger of

overheating the filament. A special high-temperature scale

is provided for use when the absorbent screen is in use. An
accuracy within 5 C. at a temperature of 1,200 C. may
be expected of an instrument of this class when dealing

with black body radiation, as, for example, when a surface

inside a furnace is viewed through a comparatively small

aperture. In the open, where the surfacemay be illuminated
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Mirror

FIG. 13. Diagrammatic arrangement of radiation pyrometer.

from outside, correction factors are necessary. In the case

of a stream of molten steel at approximately 1,400 C. so

flowing that any oxide formed is rapidly broken up and
does not affect the reading, positive correction of approxi-

mately 7% is found necessary to give an accurate result;

similarly a stream of molten copper at approximately

1,200 C. in the open will give a pyrometer reading about

16% low.

Radiation Pyrometers. This class of instrument may be
used either to read or record the temperatures of hot bodies

from about 950 F. upwards. Compared with an optical

pyrometer it has a shorter working distance and is not so

suitable for taking the temperatures of small hot surfaces.

It requires, however, a shorter tune to take a reading, about
15 sec. instead of 30, and has the advantage of being suit-

able for continuous reading or automatic recording.
In principle a proportion ofthe radiant heat emitted from

the hot body is allowed to fall upon a mirror which focuses

it on the hot junction of a very small thermocouple, thus

generating an electromotive force which is detected in a
similar way to that employed in the thermo-electric pyro-
meters described above.

The Stefan-Boltzmann law is an expression of the fact

that the total energy radiated per unit area from any hot

body which behaves as if it were one hundred per cent,

'black' is directly proportional to the fourth power of the
absolute temperature of the body, i.e.

q = *n (4)

where q = energy radiated per unit of time per unit area
of body,

TI = absolute temperature of hot body.

Actually, in determining the net energy received by the

pyrometer the above equation should also be applied to
the instrument which is simultaneously radiating energy.
The net radiation received by the instrument may be

expressed as

q = k(tt-Tt)9 (5)

where T is the absolute temperature of the receiving
instrument. However, as T$ is negligible compared with

TI the former term may be dropped in practice. Then

comparing the energy received by the radiation pyrometer
at two temperatures 71 and Tz we get

(6)

and in accordance with this relationship radiation pyro-
meters are calibrated. This results in a very open scale at

the higher temperatures, since the energy received rises

very rapidly with increase in temperature of the hot body.
In the same way as light radiations can be focused by a

concave mirror or convex lens, so can invisible heat radia-

tions be focused, as, for example in the use of the 'burning

glass' to concentrate the heat rays from the sun. This

method of concentrating heat rays enables a radiation

pyrometer of convenient size to be made.

The radiation pyrometer, therefore, consists of such an

arrangement as is shown in Fig. 13.

ABCD is a tube having a fixed aperture AD at one end.

The heat rays, from the surface of the hot body delimited

in elevation by ZY, are allowed to pass into the tube by
pointing the aperture at the hot surface. The heat rays pass
to the closed end of the tube where they are intercepted by
a concave mirror and concentrated on a thermocouple
placed at the focus of the mirror.

So long as the hot body fills the extended cone of vision

AXD the operation of the instrument is independent of
the distance between the hot body and the instrument. In

practice this is ensured by the stipulation of a maximum
working distance which is a fixed multiple (usually 10 or

12) of the smallest cross-sectional dimension of the hot

body. For working distances less than this the cone of
vision is completely filled. Alternatively, with certain

instruments the object may be focused to ensure that the

cone of vision is filled.

The thermocouple cold junction ends are attached to an
electric circuit comprising a connecting cable and milli-

voltmeter.

As noted above, the Stefan-Boltzmann law is only
strictly applicable to true 'black' body radiation, i.e. from
a body devoid ofreflecting power. Any hot body in a recess

deeper than 1| times the width of the opening is essentially

under these conditions, and readings taken under such
conditions will not be more than % out at 1,000 C. This
condition generally holds in the case of a furnace viewed

through an inspection door. In the open the error may be
very much greater, but as the heat given out from a hot

body bears a definite relation to its temperature a correc-

tion factor can be arrived at for any set of constant condi-

tions which will enable the process temperature to be
checked accurately at intervals as required for control of
the process.

The Measurement of Pressure

The measurement of the static pressure of fluids may be
carried out by means of a variety of instruments and can
be expressed in a great variety of units. All units, however,
basically refer to the heigjit of a column of liquid which
would produce at its base the pressure in question. For
example, the pressure of the atmosphere is most commonly
measured in terms of the height of the mercury column
which it will maintain against a Torricellian vacuum. The
density ofmercury being known, the standard atmospheric
pressure, chosen as 760 mm. of mercury column, may be

expressed as 14-7 Ib. per sq. in. In industrial work pressures
above this value are commonly measured upwards from
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this standard pressure as datum line, and are known as

gauge pressures, although for scientific work it is often

more convenient to refer to the absolute pressure which
includes the standard atmospheric pressure and which in

effect actually refers back to the mercury column which
can be supported by the pressure against a vacuum. For

sub-atmospheric pressures the absolute system of measure-
ment is also preferable.

Pressure and Vacuum Gauges.

Barometric Type. For the measurement of pressures
above or below atmospheric pressure the most accurate

instrument is of the barometric type. Generally hi indus-

trial practice it is found advisable to sacrifice the high

or gas with which the coil is in contact, and also depending

upon the pressure range.
In order to avoid possible binding of the coils a helical

arrangement of the tube is frequently adopted, the tube

being formed in a flat cross-section similar to that described

above as used with liquid-filled thermometers.

For low pressure or vacuum conditions a bellows arrange-

ment, such as is used in an aneroid barometer, is sometimes

adopted. The actuating movement consists of a series of
metal diaphragms built up in the form of a bellows. The
straight-line movement of the free side of the bellows,
with varying pressure, is converted into rotary movement
and transmitted by levers to the shaft carrying the pointer
or pen. For the measurement of absolute pressure two

Trap >M

lb Vacuum

Scale

Measuring Vacuum

/^'Percent', or

Inches of

M&rcury
Absolute Pressure

FIG. 14. Kenetometer vacuum gauge.

accuracy of this type of instrument which is of a fragile

nature (usually mercury-in-glass) for the greater ruggedness
and strength of the Bourdon tube type of gauge. Under
certain circumstances, however, the advisability of having
an instrumentwhich does not age or require frequent check-

ing to ensure close accuracy results in the barometric type

holding its own. Such circumstances arise, for example, in

the case of a vacuum-distilling unit where even ifBourdon
tube type vacuum gauges are employed it is advisable to

have a reference instrument of the barometric type. The
Kenetometer as illustrated in Fig. 14 and made by Brady
& Martin Ltd. is typical ofthe class ofinstrument available

for industrial use.

Mechanical Type of Pressure Gauge. The Bourdon tube

type of instrument consists essentially of a tube wound in

the form of a coil having a fixed open end and movable
closed end, which with increase in internal pressure tends

to uncoil or expand, and with decrease in internal pressure
tends to coil or contract, the movement of the closed end

being used to operate a pointer moving over a calibrated

scale. Such gauges may be used to measure all ranges of

pr&sure. The coils may be made ofbronze or steel, depend-
ing upon the corrosive characteristics of the liquid, vapour,

bellows are arranged in opposition to provide a compensat-
ing action for varying atmospheric pressure. One bellows

is connected to the pressure to be measured; the other is

evacuated and sealed. If the absolute pressure in the

measuring bellows remains constant and the barometric

pressure increases, this bellows will tend to contract. The
sealed bellows will also contract, however, and, acting in

opposition to the measuring bellows, will maintain the

indicator stationary. Mechanical gauges of these types
should be periodically checked and calibrated, as owing
to fatigue of metals, &c., they tend to lose calibration.

Differential Manometers.

It is frequently necessary to measure the difference

between two pressures. This may be done, of course, by
employing two gauges as described above, one for each

pressure, and subtracting the readings, after correction if

necessary.

However, for very small differences in pressure resort is

made to liquid-filled manometers of the U-tube type. For
example, the liquid-filled U-tube is widely adopted for

measuring the differential pressure across the orifice of a
flow meter.
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The difference in pressure between the two limbs of the

U-tube causes a rise of liquid in one and fall in the other,

the difference hi level representing the difference in pressure.

Multiplying Gauges.

A variation of the ordinary manometer is the inclined

tube pressure gauge used for measuring furnace draught
which is sub-atmospheric. The draught draws the liquid

(water, kerosine, or other light liquid) upwards through an
inclined glass tube from a reservoir. The inclination of the

tube at 5 to 10 from the horizontal gives a multiplying

effect, so that for an inch change in the water pressure the

movement of liquid in the tube may be 7 or 10 inches.

Such instruments in industrial use are fitted with zero-

adjusting screws for the scale or reservoir, drain-plugs and
other facilities.

In a section of the pipe XY an orifice plate P is inserted

having an orifice area considerably smaller than the cross-

sectional area of the pipe. At a distance approximately
0-8 pipe diameters on the upstream side of the plate the

lines of flow of the liquid flowing through the pipe just
start to converge, and the velocity of the fluid starts to rise.

This convergence of lines of flow, and rise in velocity, con-
tinues until the fluid has passed through the orifice. The
increase in velocity and velocity head is accompanied by
a corresponding fall in static head as shown in the graph
above the pipe. In this graph the ordinates may be taken
to represent the heights of the columns of fluid representing
the static heads at various points in the path of the fluid.

After passing through the orifice the lines of flow continue
to converge, reaching greatest contraction at a point about
0*4 pipe diameters downstream from the orifice plate.

Y

Mercury

FIG. 16. Diagrammatic arrangement of orifice plate and differential manometer.

Another type of draught gauge consists essentially of an
arm operating over a fulcrum, having at one end a bell in-

verted over and dipping into a trough of water. At the
other end a counterweight is also suspended partially sub-

merged in the water. Weighted pendulums are arranged
on either side of the fulcrum. Extending into the air space
of the bell and reaching above the surface of the water is

the draught tube. An increase of draught causes the air

inside the bell to diminish, the water to rise, and the bell

to sink until the pull is counterbalanced by the pull of the

pendulum weights. A pointer attached to the end of
the arm moves over a calibrated scale from which the

draught may be read. The Bailey draught gauge shown in

Fig. 15 is of this type.

The Measurement of the Flow of Fluids

Two very important classes of instruments for the
measurement of the flow of liquids and gases depend upon
the conversion of static or pressure head to velocity head.
These are (a) orifice meters and flow nozzles, (b) Venturi
meters.

Orifice meters employ an orifice plate inserted in the
conduit to bring about this conversion of heads. A dia-

grammatic arrangement of this device is shown in Fig. 16.

Thereafter they diverge, but more gradually than in the

corresponding convergence on the upstream side. These
distances are based on the pipe above and below the orifice

being straight for at least 5 times the diameter of the orifice.

The velocity head is the pressure difference, expressed in
head of the flowing fluid, which is required to accelerate
the fluid to the given velocity from rest. The principle
governing the measurement of flow in this way is given by
Bernouilli's theorem which is a mathematical expression of
the principle of the conservation of energy. By equating
the kinetic energy of the fluid at the given velocity to the
fall in potential energy due to the drop in pressure neces-

sary to give it this velocity the expression for the velocity
head is simply derived, namely,

U z

&h = ^-, (7>
2j?

where U is the linear velocity and g is the acceleration due
to gravity.

In the practical measurement of flow the velocity is cal-
culated on the area of the orifice or the throat of the nozzle
or Venturi meter. In the case of an orifice meter the pres-
sure difference actually measured corresponds more nealrly
to the velocity head at the point of minimum cross-section
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of the stream which is considerably smaller than the orifice

itself. In the case of nozzles and Venturi meters the effect

of frictional losses have to be allowed for, and in all cases

when the area of the constriction is not very much smaller

than the area of the pipe the effect of the initial velocity of
the fluid in the pipe has to be allowed for also.

This is done by means of an empirical coefficient C,
introduced into equation (7) which is usually rearranged
as follows:

U = CV{2#A/7}. (8)

For a sharp-edged orifice hi a thin plate fitted into a pipe
more than about 5 times the diameter of the orifice the

value of this coefficient is approximately 0-60, but the exact
value depends on many circumstances which are more fully
discussed elsewhere. (See articles on *

Metering of Gases
*

by H. S. Bean, the 'Principles ofPractical Orifice Metering'
by E. S. L. Beale, also the

*

Principles and Practice of
Flowmeter Engineering' by L. K. Spink.) For a smoothly
rounded orifice or nozzle, or a Venturi meter, the value
is very nearly 1-0, usually about 0-98.

Flow Meters (Orifice Type).
An industrial orifice type flow meter consists essentially

of the following components :

(a) An orifice plate inserted in the pipe conveying the

fluid.

(6) A differential gauge complete with indicating or

recording device, to read or record on a calibrated

scale or chart the flow as derived from the differential

static pressure set up by the orifice plate.

(c) Piping to couple the differential gauge to the pressure

tappings on the pipe.

The orifice plate is inserted between flanges in the pipe
and is very accurately drilled to give a sharp-edged orifice,

generally of such diameter that the differential pressure in

inches of water does not exceed twice the absolute static

pressure expressed in pounds per square inch.

The differential gauge is usually of the simple U-tube

type with certain elaborations. Typical of the normal
U-tube design is the Foxboro instrument, the operation of
which is illustrated in Fig. 17

The differential pressure created in the pipe by the orifice

is transmitted by a column of fluid to the differential

chambers, sediment and/or, vapour traps in the connecting
piping being employed to keep the meter free from dirt or

vapours.
A steel float rests on the surface of the mercury in the

upstream chamber, and its motion is transmitted to the

segmental lever which operates the pointer or pen arm
through a pressure-tight bearing. Check floats, located in

each of the legs of the piping coupling the bases of the

differential chambers, prevent the mercury being blown
from the instrument by a sudden surge in flow, or over-

loading of the instrument. For comparatively low static

pressures the chambers are usually made of seamless mild

steel, while for pressure above 1,000 Ib. per sq. in. static

pressure forged-steel chambers are used. The design of the

pressure-tight bearing in which the spindle operating the

pointer or pen works is of importance as it must be suffici-

ently tight to ensure no loss ofpressure and yet free enough
to avoid interference with the sensitivity of the instrument.
It is further important that there be no lost motion in the
mechanism transferring the motion of the float, and advan-

tageous that equal displacements of the float throughout
in xx

the ranges of operation result in equal movements of the

pointer or pen in order that the graduations on the scale

or chart be uniform.

The American Meter Company and Geo. Kent Ltd.

employ a similar design of manometer, but the motion of
the float is transmitted to the pointer or pen spindle direct

by a hinged lever arm connecting the float to the spindle of

the pen.

FIG. 17.

The Brown Electric Flowmeter employs a similar form
of manometer, but instead of the motion of the float on the
surface ofthe mercury in the upstream chamber being trans-
mitted mechanically to the pointer or pen, it is trans-
mitted by an electro-magnetic relay system as illustrated
in Fig. 18. As in the Foxboro instrument described above,
the float carries a spindle. In this case, however, the
spindle takes the form ofa magnetic armature which, as the
float is displaced, moves up or down within a non-magnetic
tube. Located around this tube is a divided inductance
coil which is supplied with a.c. current, and the ratio of the

voltages across the two sections of the coil is governed by
the position of the float and the armature attached thereto.

Inside the indicating or recording section of the instru-
ment is a counterbalanced armature suspended within a
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similar divided coil. This armature is controlled by the

electro-magnetic forces imposed upon it by the coils which

are connected in the same electrical circuit as the mano-
meter coils. The manometer armature is held in position

manometer and the indicating device is the Bailey Indicat-

ing Flow Meter illustrated in Fig. 21.

The differential manometer consists of a mercury-
filled U-tube in which the differential pressure produced

by the orifice is balanced by the
fall of the mercury in the centre

tube and the rise in the two side

legs. An iron ball, which floats on
the surface of the mercury, varies

in position with the differential pres-
sure. Around the tubes, which are

made of non-magnetic material, is

a U-shaped magnet which follows

the ball. The magnet is carried at

one end of a beam supported on
knife edges, and thus actuates a

pointer which travels over a scale

graduated in terms of the rate of
flow of the fluid. The Kent mer-

OriPice Plate

FIG. 18.

by the mercury-operated float, and the instrument armature
moves in synchronism with it so that the ratio of voltage
across the two sections of the two divided coils are

equalized, and the electro-magnetic forces in the indicator

or recording section are balanced. The movement of a

counterweight arm in sympathy with the instrument arma-
ture operates a geared section which in turn engages with
a gear wheel on the pointer or pen spindle.

Another system, while employing a simple U-tube type
manometer, discards the use of a float on top of the

mercury. The method of operation is shown in Figs. 19
and 20.

The low-pressure leg of the mercury U-tube contains a
resistance-element chamber and oil-cooled internal resis-

tance element. When there is flow in the pipe the mercury
level is depressed in the high-pressure chamber and raised
in the resistance-element chamber.
The rise of the mercury in the contact chamber makes

contact with the ends of a series of rods of varying length,
which at the other end are connected to the electrical

circuit at points intermediate between a corresponding
number of resistances arranged in series. In establishing
or breaking contact these resistances are cut out of or
into the circuit, thus regulating the flow of current through
the circuit which includes the annular mercury container
and the mercury itself. The resistance element is so made
that the variation in conductance is always directly pro-
portional to the flow of fluid in the pipe. The current
is suitably indicated or recorded by an instrument of the
ammeter type which may be calibrated directly in terms
of the flow. By proper proportioning of the lengths of
the rods the necessary allowance for the square root
relationship between differential pressure and rate of flow
may be made, so that the recorder or indicator scale is

uniform.

An example of direct magnetic coupling between the

Resistance

Efemenf-

Water

FIG. 19. Electrical resistance type flow meter.
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curial magnetic manometer operates on the-same principle
and is similar in arrangement.

Floating Bell Type Differential Manometer.

The floating bell design involves in effect a U-tube in

which the two legs are concentric, the inner leg being sealed

High
Pressure

Low Pressure

/Jo Current Indicator

or Recorder

Rods

Mercury

FIG. 20. Diagrammatic arrangement of electrical resistance

type flow meter.

at the top to form a bell which with varying differential

pressure floats higher or lower in the outer leg, thus replac-

ing the float used in the plain U-tube design.

As employed in the Bailey fluid meter it takes the form
shown in Fig. 22.

The upstream pressure is connected to the interior of
the inner mercury-sealed leg known as the Ledoux bell,

and the lower downstream pressure to the outer chamber.
The movement of the bell upwards or downwards in re-

sponse to changes in the differential

pressure is transmitted directly to

the pen spindle by means of a

forked lever hinged directly to the

top of the bell. Fig. 23 illustrates

the theory underlying the specially

designed shape of the bell which is

weighted and is of large diameter

at the top and narrows towards the

bottom. Owing to the square root

relationship between the velocity

and the differential pressure the

head available to operate the bell at

10% of the normal flow is only
about 1 % of the head at normal
flow. In order to produce a motion
of the bell directly proportional to

the rate of flow the bell in addition

to being specially shaped as regards
cross-section has thin walls at the

bottom and thick at" the top. In

zero position the bell is held almost

completely submerged so that the

large effective area and thin wall

are at the surface of the mercury.
The increment of differential pres-

sure corresponding to the first appreciable rate of flow is

very small, but is brought to bear over the maximum area

of the bell, forcing it upwards. As the bell rises its walls

emerge from the mercury, changing the buoyant force until

this exactly counterbalances the upward force due to differ-

ential pressure. This design ensures power at low rates of

flow, and permits the use ofa uniform chart.

Of a somewhat similar design is the Foxboro Bell Type
Meter for low-pressure gas-flow measurement. In this

case a large diameter bell is suspended inside the outer

chamber by means of a calibrated spring. The low-

pressure side of the orifice is connected to the inner bell

compartment, the higher upstream pressure being con-

nected to the outer chamber. The motion of the bell

is transmitted to the pen spindle by means of a seg-

mental lever as in the Foxboro flow meter previously
described.

In the Brown Low Range Manometer, which is used for

the measurement of the flow of gases only, a bell design is

adopted. The interior of the bell is connected to the up-
stream pressure and the chamber to the downstream. The

top of the bell carries a vertical non-magnetic rod, at the

top of which is an armature surrounded by a split induc-

tance coil forming part of an electro-magnetic relay system

FIG. 21. Bailey indicating flow meter.
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to the indicating or recording section of the instrument
similar to that described above in the Brown Electric

Flow Meter.

toteofFlo*
head-

tea Motion
-

FIG. 23.

Flow Nozzles.

For very high rates of flow which would require an
orifice greater than three-quarters the diameter of the pipe,
flow nozzles are used in place of orifice plates on account
of inaccuracies which would arise due to irregularities in
the pipe. Fig. 24 shows diagrammatically a flow nozzle
installed in a pipeline. The nozzle is in effect a carefully
machined throat.

Straightening Vanes.

To obtain the most accurate results when using an orifice
meter it is necessary that the lines of flow of the fluid be
parallel as they approach the orifice. To bring about this

condition a straightening vane is used, generally consisting
of a nest of small-diameter tubes fitted inside the pipe and
located in a pipe nipple at a distance of about 6 pipe
diameters on the upstream side of the orifice.

Venturi Meters.

In the standard orifice the velocity head which has been
created by the^orifice

from an equivalent static head is

largely lost as internal friction and impact owing to the
sudden enlargement inthe cross-section offlow. This means

'

a permanent loss of much of the observed differential

pressure, which is in some cases a serious disadvantage
to the use of an orifice meter. In such cases recourse is

frequently had to a Venturi tube which has the great
advantage that the permanent reduction in the static pres-
sure is only about 12% of the manometer reading.

Fig. 25 shows a Kent Venturi tube. The outstanding
difference between this type of device and an orifice plate
is that the contraction and enlargement of the cross-section

of flow is effected gradually. Usually the throat is lined

with bronze and is very accurately bored and finely
finished to a calculated diameter generally between J to J
the upstream diameter. For very high pressure recoveries

the length of the throat should not exceed 1 throat

diameter, and the total divergence of the tapered sides

should not exceed an angle of 25 on the upstream side and
7 on the downstream side.

The basic equation for the Venturi tube, derived from
Bernouilli's theorem, is

Although very successful when measuring water and gas

flow, the Venturi tube is unsatisfactory for viscous liquids.

The Pitot Tube.

The Pitot tube measures the velocity head of the fluid

at one particular point in the cross-section of the pipe-
line, and if the velocity distribution is known the rate of
flow can then be calculated. The arrangement consists of
a small bore tube inserted into the pipeline with its open
end facing directly upstream to measure the impact pres-
sure while the static pressure at the same point is measured
by an opening in the wall of the pipe in the same plane.
The Pitot tube measures the velocity head as defined above
and U actual = <J{2g&h}, where A/z is expressed in terms
of head of the fluid being measured.
There are various practical modifications to this arrange-

ment, one of which is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 26
in which two tubes are inserted into the pipe pointing up-
and downstream, thus increasing the pressure difference

above the theoretical velocity head. In such cases the

particular arrangement has to be calibrated.

The Pitot tube is of advantage where the velocity is high
and the static pressure low, since it involves no appreciable
loss in static head. It is useful for exploration purposes in

plant already installed, but in view of the variation in

velocity from the wall to the centre of a pipe it is advisable
in such work to average the readings from a large number
of observations taken across the full pipe diameter. The
instrument itself causes deflexion of the fluid stream which
tends to interfere with the accurate determination of the
static pressure. For this purpose it is of advantage to

employ a Piezometer ring, which averages the pressures
from four static openings equally spaced round the pipe
in perpendicular plane. Pitot tubes are not recommended
for use with liquids containing foreign material or dirt, as
the openings are small and easily choked.

Piping and Accessories to Manometers.

An orifice should, if possible, be installed in the pipe-
line with a straight unobstructed upstream length of pipe
equal at least to 8 times the pipe diameter and a straight
unobstructed downstream length of pipe equivalent to
6 times the pipe diameter. For gas measurement the
American Gas Association specifies an average of 12 pipe
diameters on the upstream and 8 on the downstream, of
straight unobstructed pipe. The following desirable condi-
tions should be considered in locating a manometer : equable
temperature, not below freezing and not above 100 R;
freedom from vibration and reasonable accessibility. The
best level ofthe manometer with reference to the pipe varies
with the fluid being measured. For example, when measur-
ing steam or water, any air which enters the connecting
tubing will return to the flow pipe if the manometer is
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installed below the level of the line. On the other hand,
if the manometer is installed above the pipe when measur-

ing a moisture-laden gas or air, any condensate in the

connecting tubing will run back into the flow pipe. In

general, precautions must be taken to avoid air or gas
locks in the connecting tubing when measuring liquids,
and liquid locks when measuring gas or air. Arrange-
ments must also be made to prevent corrosive liquids or

gases from coming into contact with the mercury by using
a buffer liquid, and to prevent congealable liquids from
entering the connecting tubing by using an immiscible buf-
fer liquid.

For the above purposes vapour and sediment traps, and
also seal chambers, are inserted in the connecting tubing
where necessary.

It is impossible here to go into the many arrangements
of tubing, traps, and seal chambers devised to meet wide
variation in conditions, but a number of standard installa-

tions are shown in theA.S.M.E. research publicationentitled
Fluid Meters, their Selection and Installation, 1933.

Other Types of How-measuring Instruments.

Float Meters. In the Kent flow indicator the fluid enters

an outer chamber, passes downwards to the inlet of a
concentric flow tube which is conical in shape, and presents
an increasing cross-section to the fluid rising through it.

The fluid is discharged into the outlet chamber at the top.
Inside the flow tube is a float which rises to a position

such that the upward forces acting upon it due to the flow
offluid between it and the wall ofthe flow tube are balanced

by the weight of the moving parts. A spindle extends down-
wards from the float into a transparent tube filled with a
suitable fluid to damp the movement. The end of the

spindle forms an indicator which registers on a scale cali-

brated in terms of the flow. When glass is unsuitable for

the indicator tube this may be made of a non-magnetic
metal and the movement of an iron indicator inside the
instrument followed by a magnet in a similar manner to

the magnetic indicator coupling previously described for

certain flow meters. The float is so shaped that the flow
of fluid keeps it in the centre of the tube. This is accom-

plished in some designs by grooving the float in such a way
that the flow of fluid keeps it spinning. This type of instru-
ment is reasonably accurate, provided the viscosity of the
fluid is not subject to appreciable variation. Under favour-
able conditions it may be accurate to within plus or minus
2% for flows down to 1/10 of the maximum flow. The
maximum fluid viscosity for which it is recommended is 10
times that of water.

Thermal Flow Meters. This type of instrument is based
on the principle of adding by electrical heating to a fluid

of known specific heat a known amount of energy, which
is measured by a wattmeter. The temperature of the fluid

is measured before and after the addition of the heat and
its quantity thus determined. The Thomas meter which
is representative of this class actually maintains a con-
stant temperature rise between upstream and downstream
thermometers so that the varying current input required to

maintain this temperature difference is a measure of the

flow, in terms of which the wattmeter can, therefore, be
calibrated. In order that the electrical energy consumed
should not be uneconomic, the two resistance thermo-
meters which are used to determine the inlet and outlet

temperatures are connected to two sides of a Wheat-
stone bridge so adjusted that the galvanometer shows no
deflexion for a 2 F. temperature difference. The heating

current is controlled by a balancing device which increases

the current when the galvanometer deflects due to too low
a temperature difference, and decreases it for the opposite
deflexion. For the measurement of large volumes of gas
of practically unvarying composition this type of meter is

particularly applicable.

Positive Displacement Meters. As used for liquids, dis-

placement meters usually consist of a body casing with a

moving element in the form of a disk, or piston which in

completing a cycle of motion sweeps through a definite

calibrated volume. Usually the moving element is made to

trip a counting device of the tachometer type each time a

cycle of motion is completed, and the volume of liquid

passed through the instrument is thus integrated. Such
instruments are, therefore, generally suitable for measuring
quantities, but not rates of flow.

In the Kent oil meter the moving element is a rotating

cylindrical or elliptical piston which operates in a cylindrical

working chamber. The piston in rotating, alternatively
covers and uncovers inlet and outlet ports, passing a
definite volume of liquid at each revolution. For the

measurement of oil such meters are available in standard
sizes to handle up to 15,000 gal. per hr.

Rotary disk meters have the working chamber in the

form of a truncated sphere, the top and bottom of which
are conical surfaces each having its apex towards the centre

of the sphere. A disk of rubber or other suitable material

is fitted diametrically across the chamber in such a man-
ner that the upper surface moves over the upper conical

face and the lower surface over the lower conical face. The
disk is pivoted above and below on a hemisphere which fits

into hemispherical bearings in the apex of each cone, the

top hemisphere carrying a shaft which rotates in a circle

and operates the counting device. The liquid enters from
one side of the chamber under pressure, causes the disk

to gyrate, and is discharged from the opposite side of the

chamber.

Helix, Vane, and Turbine Type Meters. In the 'Helix* or

'Spiral' meter originally developed for boiler-feed service

and recently successfully adapted for the measurement
of Diesel oil and light lubricating oils, the flow of liquid

through the meter drives a set of helically arranged vanes
fitted to a shaft running parallel to the line of flow.

The rotation of the shaft is transmitted by a worm drive

to a vertical shaft and then through a train of gear
wheels to a counting mechanism. Fixed straightening vanes

running parallel with the axis of the pipe are interposed
between the inlet and the rotating helical vanes to help to

reduce eddy currents which might upset the accuracy of the
instrument. This instrument operates with a low-pressure
loss only of the order off Ib. per sq. in. when delivering at

the rate of 1 ,000 gal. per min. ofwater. With pressure losses

up to 10 ft. head of water, meters of this type are available

for capacities up to 20,000 gal. per hr. For small flows to

be measured down to 2 gal. per hr. within an accuracy of
2% a modification of the above is available in the form

of a rotary meter (fan type) having plain flat vanes rotating
round a vertical shaft, the vanes being rotated simply by the
flow of fluid past them. The pressure loss is, however,
considerably higher than with the helix meter. It should
be noted that in the vane type of instrument the casing does
not fit closely round the vanes. This class of instrument
must be calibrated separately for all fluids to be handled.
For the measurement of volumes of water up to 500,000

gal. per hr. turbine type meters are also available. In a
successful design of this type of meter the turbine-bladed
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'impeller' rotates in a horizontal plane carrying a vertical

shaft which operates the counting mechanism. The water

enters the
*

impeller' flowing axially downwards and,

leaving the blades radially, drives the mechanism. The

pressure loss in this type of instrument may be, how-

ever, 10 times higher than when using the 'helix* or

'spiral* type.

Wet and Dry Gas Meters. As used for the measurement
ofgas a number oftypes ofpositive displacement meters are

available. In the 'wet' gas meter a water seal is used, the

meter being in the form of a cylindrical metal casing in

whichanumber ofpaddles rotate on a horizontal axis. These

paddles are specially shaped to trap a specified volume of

gas when the water seal is maintained at a predetermined
level. The gas enters the meter through passages at the

centre, which are caused by the water seal to function as

valves. It is discharged from these passages into the com-

partments formed by the paddles extending above water-

level and, on these in turn being submerged, is forced out

by the water seal through the openingbetween the tip ofone

paddle and the next, thus leaving the meter via the space
between the casing and the paddles. This type of gas meter
is accurate for the smallest rates of flow, and only becomes
inaccurate if the flow fluctuates to such an extent as to

cause surging of the water-level. It is, of course, essential

that the level of the water seal be maintained constant at

the standard height. This type ofmeter is generally ofthe

integrating type, the revolutions of the paddles being
transferred to a counting mechanism.

In the Westinghouse fluid gas meter a liquid-level is

again maintained in an essentially cylindrical vessel.

A compartmented chamber in the form of an inverted cup
dips into the sealing liquid and rotates about a vertical axis.

The gas enters at the base and is distributed to various

compartments which in rotating are registered alternatively
with inlet and outlet ports. The differential pressure
between the inlet and outlet of the meter causes the cham-
ber to rotate, and after leaving the compartments the gas
flows upwards and out of the top of the meter casing. The
revolutions of the chamber are transferred to counting
mechanism which records the integrated flow.

'Dry* gas meters, such as are generally used for domestic

purposes, require no liquid for then* operation and less

supervision than the 'wet' type. They are, however, appre-
ciably less accurate.

The meter is actuated by the differential pressure of the

gas across it. For example, if in a gas-supply line in which
a 'dry* gas meter is installed the gas is available at a given
pressure on the inlet side of the meter, the opening of a
burner valve on the outlet side causes a lower downstream
pressure. The difference in pressure moves a double-acting
piston, and when the limit of travel ofthe piston is reached,
the inlet port is closed by a sliding valve and the outlet port
is opened. Similarly, the outlet port ofthe other end of the
cylinder is closed and the inlet valve opened; the piston
then reverses its motion. The valves are operated from the
piston by means of a series of cranks, shafts, and arms.

In actual practice the American Meter Company's meter
has four chambers instead of two, and the pistons are
flexible leather diaphragms attached to a central partition.
This meter is made in sheet steel or cast iron for pressure
up to 250 Ib. per sq. in. and capacities up to 17,500 cu. ft.

perhr.
Weir Meters. For the measurement of water in pipelines

under pressure the orifice meter or Venturi meter gives
^very accurate results when the minimum flow does not drop

below 10 to 15 % of the normal for any appreciable dura-

tion oftime. Where the flow may decrease to 3 or 5% ofthe

maximum, however, the V-notch weir meter is particularly

suitable, especially when the fluid is under very little or no

pressure. Typical of this type of meter is the Bailey weir

meter. The arrangement for indicating or recording the flow

over the weir is particularly interesting. The pen spindle is

actuated by a beam resting on a knife edge. At either end of

thebeam is a weighted displacer. These displacers are exactly
balanced and just touch the surface of the water at zero-

level. They have equal base areas, but one is conical and
the other cylindrical. As the water-level rises the submerged
volumes adjust themselves so that the members are

balanced. In order to do so the cylinder rises and the cone
sinks. This action displaces the beam which rotates the pen
spindle, the pen or pointer moving over a calibrated scale.

The relative shapes of the displacers are also designed that

the pen or pointer movement is directly proportional to the

rate of flow over the weir.

Bulk Measurement of Fluids

The measurement of gases or liquids in bulk is generally
carried out in calibrated gas holders or tanks. The volumes
are usually determined by mathematical calculation from
the shape of the vessel, taking into account, where high
accuracy is necessary, the deviation of the vessel from the

basic shape due to structural features such as beams, angles,

&c., also having regard to the deflexion of the vessel under

pressure. In very large quantities the determination ofmass
is a matter of serious difficulty owing to the differences in

temperature, pressure, and consequently density, which

may occur simultaneously in huge volumes of fluid. The
average specific gravity or density is generally determined

by averaging samples from various points in the vessel.

The Measurement of Liquid-level.

In the petroleum industry the measurement of liquid-
level is generally accomplished by the use of a float-type

mechanism, or alternatively by the measurement of the

correlated hydrostatic pressure, or the differential pressure

existing between the top level and the bottom of the

liquid.

Float Type. This type ofinstrument is seen in its crudest
form in storage-tank service, when it may consist merely of
a float connected, by means ofa cable passing over a pulley,
to a counterweight and indicator registering on a calibrated

scale. The rotation ofthe pulley may be employed to rotate

a pointer spindle in an indicator or pen spindle in a recorder.

Alternatively, for distant recording the movement of the

float may be transmitted by an electrical relay system to a
recorder actuated by electrical impulses set up in the relay

system by the float movement.
The required rate of discharge of liquid from a system

frequently depends upon the rate at which the liquid flows

into a closed receiver. For this purpose it is necessary to

maintain the liquid-level in the receiver within com-
paratively restricted limits. The float-operated indicator is

widely used for this purpose. When there is danger of

connecting lines being 'frozen', as, for example, when
handling very viscous oils or asphalt, the float is preferably
located inside the tank, its movement being transmitted to

the outside pointer by the rotation ofa spindle in a pressure-
tight bearing. A rugged construction is desirable as it may
sometimes be advantageous, when in doubt, actually to

'feel 'the position of the float by means of the external
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control or indicator arm. For less viscous oils the external

type of float mechanism is employed. The float cage is

located externally at the average liquid-level to be main-

tained and is coupled to the receiver by two pipes, one

entering the receiver below the desired minimum liquid-

level and the other above the maximum. An external

arm may be fitted with electric switches to operate
different coloured lights for high, average, and low levels

and/or may be used to operate a control mechanism.

Liquid-level meters of the float type are also suitable for

either indicating, recording, or controlling the interface

surface between two liquids such as oil and water. These

*Duogravity
'

instruments use a specially weighted float, the

buoyancy of which is adjusted (usually by means of lead

shot) to that required for interface operation.

Hydrostatic-pressure Liquid-level Meters. As shown in

the section on flow meters, the pressure of a liquid due to

its level above a datum-line may be expressed in weight

per unit area or in height of the column of liquid above the

datum-level. In suitable locations, therefore, a simple
Bourdon pressure-gauge type instrument fitted to the

receiver at the datum-level may be used. However, it is

usually desirable to locate the gauge at some distance from

the point of measurement and at different elevation. It is,

therefore, more convenient to convert the liquid head into

equivalent air pressure and transmit this pressure to the

gauge movement. In this case the indicator or recorder

may be located at any convenient position and connected

by pneumatic piping to a diaphragm box. The hydrostatic

pressure is transferred by the liquid column to a sealing

liquid which in turn compresses a volume of trapped air on
the lower side of a diaphragm. The diaphragm transmits

in turn the hydrostatic pressure to the air in the pneumatic
connexion to the gauge. The seal chamber and liquid are

only necessary if the liquid in the receiver attacks either

rubber or bronze.

An alternative arrangement operating on the same prin-

ciple but employing a submerged bell may be employed
when the rubber diaphragm must be protected from

chemical action or high liquid temperature.
The transmission of the effect of hydrostatic pressure

may be also accomplished electrically as in the Electroflo

instrument in which the piping from the datum-level is

brought to one side of a bellows which, in moving, alters

the position of an arm on a contact type of resistance,

thereby altering the conductance of the electric reading

instrument circuit.

Back-pressure Liquid-level Meters. Back-pressure liquid-

level meters may be of the continuous or intermittent type

depending upon whether they are for recording or indicat-

ing. Both types involve the injection at datum-level of air,

gas, or liquid into the liquid whose level is to be measured

the back-pressure on the injection system when flow is

established being a measure of the liquid-level. In practice

air is most commonly used for gauging acids, chemicals,

oils, &c. An open-ended pipe is set with the open end at

datum-level and air injected. A gauge on the air-supply

line measures the back-pressure exerted by the liquid and

hence the liquid-level.

Differential-pressure Liquid-level Meters. By connecting

piping from the datum-level in the receiver to the high-

pressure side of any differential manometer of the types

described above for flow-meter use, and the gas space above

the highest liquid-level to the low-pressure side, the usual

flow-meter mechanism can be used for the indicating,

recording, or controlling of liquid-level.

The Measurement of Specific Gravity

Gravitometers.

For Gases. For the measurement of the density of gases

the gravitometer is generally used. The principle upon
which this instrument works is the U-tube principle of

measuring weights or pressures. In a uniform bore U-tube

having legs of equal length, one of which is filled with the

gas and the other with air, it is obvious that the force acting

on a diaphragm placed between the gas and the air is

haw hawd,

in which h is the height of each leg of the U-tube,

a is the area of the U-tube cross-section,

w is the weight of a unit volume of air,

d is the density of the gas relative to air.

Hence the force = haw(ld) = k(l-d),

Thus, provided haw is constant, equal increments of gas

density will produce equal decrements of force. In practice

a is kept constant, but as w varies with barometric pressure,

temperature, humidity, &c., it is necessary to make h vary

inversely with w. As w varies inversely with the volume of

air due to temperatureand pressure,h varies directly with the

same factor.

In the Simmance Gravitometer as made by Alexander

Wright& Co., the variation in volume ofan enclosed quan-

tity of air raises or lowers the tubes which regulate the

height h. This industrial indicator and recorder employs
what is in effect the Bell type manometer described hi the

flow-meter section above. It consists essentially of:

A balance supporting at one end an aluminium bell

which forms a gas chamber over the surface of oil in a tank,

the bell being counterbalanced by a weight at the other end

of the balance beam. The exit standpipe is extended up-

wards to form a tall ascension pipe through which the gas

passes to a burner. The movement of the bell is indicated

by the pointer on a calibrated scale, and recorded. This

instrument is provided with a barometric compensator
which automatically corrects the height of the ascension

pipe to allow for changes in density due to barometric

pressure changes.

Gas enters the instrument at negligible pressure pro-

duced by a governor, flows through the bell and up the

ascension tube to the burner. The displacement of the air

originally in the bell causes the balance to tilt more or less

according to the difference in weight between the column

of air on the outside of the bell and the column of gas in

the ascension pipe. The barometric compensator consists

of an air chamber of fixed volume, which is connected by a

standpipe to a separate counterbalanced bell suspended

hi a water tank. The ascension pipe passes through this tank,

and being telescoped and attached to the bell is raised or

lowered by the expansion or contraction of the air in the

chamber operating on this bell.

The Ranarex Gas Density Meter. Iftwo fans ofequal size

run at the same speed but in opposite directions, one operat-

ing on air and the other on a gas of different density, the

torques exerted by the resulting streams of air and gas

upon two similarly located paddles of equal size will be

proportional to the relative densities of the air and gas.

This principle is adopted in an instrument made by the

Permutit Company. The paddles are mechanically linked

, and the resultant torque transmitted to an indicator pointer

or recorder pen.

For Liquids. As applied to liquids the gravitometer

becomes essentially an automatic hydrometer. In the
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Bailey gravity meter a similar arrangement is adopted
to the Bailey draught meter described above, except
that the movement is

*

drowned' in a sealed container

and the bell is replaced by displacers of equal weight
but greater volume than the counterweights, and the

pendulum is located at the fulcrum.

For the purpose ofillustration, assume the volume of the

displacers to be x cu. cm. and that of the counterweights
to be y cu, cm., also that they are located equidistant from
the fulcrum. In water the displacing force is due to x gm.
minus y gm., and the beam is tilted until this force is

counterbalanced by the potential force of the tilted pendu-
lum weight. In gasoline of specific gravity, say, 0-75, the

displacing force will only be due to a difference of 0-75

(xy) gm., hence a smaller tilting of the beam is produced
by the necessary counterbalancing potential force in the

pendulum weight.
The pendulum is fitted with an adjustable Weight by

means of which the instrument is calibrated. The dis-

placers are made of flexible material and are filled with a

liquid having the same coefficient of thermal expansion as

the liquid being measured. They, therefore, expand or
contract in sympathy with the liquid passing through the

meter, thereby automatically compensating for temperature
changes and making the readings independent of tempera-
ture. The pendulum is fitted with a magnet which moves
in an arc in front ofa non-magnetic plate. On the other side

of the casing, which may thus be completely sealed, an
armature supported from a pivoted beam having its axis

in line with the displacer beam, follows the magnet in a

corresponding arc and actuates the pointer or pen arm.

Continuous Gas Analysers.

Continuous gas analysers are generally used in industry
for the determination of the composition of flue gases,
particularly in terms of CO2 and occasionally of CO and
hydrogen. They may be either of the chemical absorption
type or depend upon the thermal conductivity of the gas.
Oiemical Type. A typical CO2 recorder of this type

operates as follows. The CO2 in a measured volume of the
gas is absorbed in a solution ofcaustic potash or soda and
the residual gas is measured in a floating bell. A stream of
water passing through an injector causes a continuous
supply of gas to be withdrawn from the flue connecting-
pipe. The water then passes to a tank containing a
gas-sampling chamber.
As soon as the tank is filled the water syphons away and

in so doing induces a supply of gas to replace the water.
When the water again rises it forces most ofthe gas through
a sealed outlet,but traps a definitevolumeinthegas-sampling
chamberand sweeps it through to a potashtank in which the
CO2 is absorbed and the volume ofgas proportionally dimi-
nished. From the potash tank the residual gas passes via a
standpipe to a water-sealed measuring bell which is of
the same volume as that of the originally entrapped flue
gas. If no gas were absorbed in the potash tank, the bell
would rise to its full height. Residual gas ofsmaller volume
raises the bell less, so that the height to which the bell rises
is a direct indication of the volume percentage content of
CO2 in the sample. This height is indicated or recorded by
asimplepenmovement, and on the syphonagain discharging
the old sample in the bell is exhausted. The various water
seals are kept replenished by a constant small stream of
water. The cycle of operations takes 2 to 3 min. to com-
plete. In a similar meter designed to measure carbon
monoxide content suitable reagents are incorporated to

change the monoxide to dioxide, the latter being determined

as described above, the original volume of CO being

changed to an equal volume of CO2 .

Thermal Conductivity Type. The thermal conductivity

type of instrument depends upon the fact that the thermal

conductivity of carbon dioxide is approximately 40% less

than that of the various gases such as oxygen, nitrogen,

methane, and carbon monoxide in admixture with which
it is generally found, for example, in flue-gas analysis.

Kaye and Laby in their Physical and Chemical Constants

give the following values, in metric units, for the thermal

conductivity of these gases:

Hydrogen at C.

7C.
7C.
oc.
8C.
7C.

Nitrogen
Oxygen
Air
Methane
CO

C02 oc. .

31-90x10-
5-24x10"
5-63X10-
5-22x10-
6-47x10-
5-10x10-
3-071

3-27
X10-

The application of this principle is generally the follow-

ing: a wire heated by an electric current is placed in a metal
chamber so designed that all heat losses from the wire are

rendered negligible with the exception of that conducted

by the gas between the wire and the walls of the chamber.
The temperature of the gas rises until the heat supplied by
the current is just balanced by the heat losses from the

chamber walls, substantially all of which is conducted by
the gas. If the wire used has a high-temperature coefficient

of electrical resistance, this resistance will have a value

dependent on the thermal conductivity and, therefore, on
the composition of the surrounding gas. By comparing the

resistance oftwo such wires, one of which is surrounded by
a reference gas and the otherby a gas ofknown composition,
the instrument can be calibrated. In this type of instrument
one chamber contains a sealed or flowing reference gas
such as air, whilst through the other is passed the gas of
which the CO2 content is to be measured.
A Wheatstone bridge circuit is employed consisting of

four platinum filaments of equal resistance which are
heated by the current from an electrical accumulator. This
current is controlled to a constant value by the rheostat,
and indicated on the ammeter. Two of the platinum fila-

ments connected on opposite sides of the bridge are
mounted in a chamber containing sealed reference gas and
the other two in the chamber through which is passed the

gas to be analysed. If the gases in both chambers are alike,
the gaseous conductivity to the walls of the chambers
are equal, the temperature of the filaments reach the same
value, and the bridge remains in balance. If the gases
differ in CO2 content, the conductivities differ, the filaments
attain different temperatures, the resistances change, and
the bridge becomes unbalanced. A current, therefore, flows

through the meter which is calibrated in terms ofpercentage
of CO2 and may be either an indicator or recorder.

Hydrogen is frequently found in flue gas as the result of
the incomplete combustion of natural gas or of the burning
of wet coal. This may be removed by passing the flue gas
over heated copper oxide, when an Orsat determination will
show the same percentage ofCO2 as is shown by the thermal
conductivity CO2 meter. Owing to the conductivity of
hydrogen being approximately 6 times greater than air,
while that of CO2 is only approximately 40% less than air,
1 % of hydrogen in flue gas will completely neutralize in a
thermal conductivity type meter the effect of approximately
10 to 12% of CO2 . Unusual behaviour of an electric CO2

meter may, therefore, be a reliable guide to abnormal
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combustion conditions. Before the gas passes to the electric

CO2 meter the entrained moisture and condensate is drained

off after the removal of soot and other suspended matter

by a filter. It is then dried over calcium chloride and finally

filtered, for mist or dust removal, before passing to the

analysis cell. On leaving the analysis cell the gas passes

through an exit water seal, which also serves as indication

of flow, and thence to a water aspirator which draws the

gases through the instrument.

Indicating Instruments.

An indicating instrument consists essentially ofthe follow-

ing parts: a detector; mechanism for transferring move-
ment in the detector to a pointer; the pointer itself; and a

graduated calibrated scale over which the pointer moves.
The position of the pointer with reference to the scale

determines the value of the variable under investigation.
In the foregoing sections the detectors are described and

also the mechanism for transferring the movement to the

pointer. The remainder of an indicating instrument is

comparable with the hands and dial of a clock.

Recording Instruments.

Recording instruments differ from indicators in that the

factor of time is introduced and the value of the variable is

mechanically and automatically graphed against it. This

is exceedingly valuable in plant control, and it is rare that

the additional cost over an indicator is not justified, par-

ticularly if the variable is of sufficient importance to be

periodically observed and manually recorded. In the

recorder the scale instead of being a permanent fixture is

marked on a removable chart and the pointer is replaced

by a pen which records its position automatically on
the chart.

When the mechanism which actuates the pen is of a

powerful character, as, for example, a Bourdon tube, the

pen may be forced by a spring to rest lightly but con-

tinuously on the chart and produce an uninterrupted record.
The chart may be of the circular type, of the strip type, or

of the single drum type.
The mechanism driving the disk, rollers, or drum carry-

ing the chart may either be of the clockwork or of the

synchronous electric type for use with alternating current.

Alternatively using direct current, an impulse type of clock

may be incorporated operating in synchronism with a
master clock. Circular charts are marked with equally

spaced radial arcs representing periods of time, the period

length depending upon whether the chart is for 24 hours*

or 7 days' operation. The former is the more usual. Concen-
tric circles represent values of the variable spaced over a
diameter of 6 to 12 in. Strip charts and drum charts have

longitudinal lines representing the values of the variable

and transverse lines representing time. In order to provide

open, easily read scales standard charts are available up
to 12 in. wide.

The pens used in recorders are generally of the capillary

type with a reservoir for the ink supply. The pen itselfmay
be of glass or pointed with nickel silver, platinum, or other

corrosion-resisting material. The ink is generally composed
of water, a dye, and alcohol or glycerine.

As paper charts may contract or expand with varying

humidity of the atmosphere, provision is frequently neces-

sary to avoid errors arising from this source. In the Brown

instruments, for example, this takes the form of a humidity

compensator. A strip of paper of the same composition
as the chart (preferably cut therefrom) is held under tension

by a spring. When the length of the compensator strip

changes due to variation in humidity the movement is

transmitted by mechanical linkage to the pen or print

hammer, the linkages being so designed that the movement
of the pen position is equal to the change in width of the

chart up to the point at which the pen is recording. In

exceedingly humid tropical atmosphere it may be necessary

to enclose the instrument in an air-tight case to avoid the

excessive friction of the pen on a damp chart. In the air-

tight case may be fitted containers holding hygroscopic
material.

Where the pen is directly actuated by a galvanometer it is

frequently impracticable, on account of the slight operating
forces involved, to maintain the pen in constant contact with

the chart. To obviate this difficulty the pen is depressed

every few seconds by a motor-operated depressor bar to give

a dotted record line, the depressions being at sufficiently

short intervals to show a substantially continuous record.

In this type of instrument the pen is usually replaced by
a print hammer, which, as in a typewriter, prints the

record through an inked ribbon.

Mechanism of Self-balancing Null Type Potentiometer

Recorders. In the Brown Null Type Potentiometer Re-

corder a galvanometer is used to direct the operation ofthe

mechanism to rebalance the circuit for each change in

e.m.f. that is measured. There is a motor-driven shaft on
which are mounted two kidney-shaped cams. As these cams
rotate they cause a selector table to rise into gentle con-

tact with the galvanometer pointer. On touching the pointer
the selector table stops and through a shaft, which moves
with it, gives a definite position to a robust secondary

pointer. This pointer carries an extension which registers

with the steps in a step lever. After the secondary pointer is

positioned, further rotation ofthe motor-driven shaft allows

the step lever to drop into contact with the extension of

the secondary pointer. The pointer extension registers with

one of three notches on the upper or lower side of the step

lever, depending upon the position of the secondary

pointer. The actual notch engaged determines the amount
ofrotation of a gear which readjusts the slide wire contact,

and simultaneously the pen is moved to the position corre-

sponding to that of the galvanometer pointer.

In the Leeds & Northrup Micromax balancing device

the galvanometer pointer is periodically clamped by a
motor-driven chopper bar. Two vertical sensing fingers

move inwards to determine the pointer location. If the

pointer is displaced from zero centre, one of the fingers

stops before reaching centre position and the other after.

The position and distances of the fingers off-centre are

dependent on and proportional to the deflexion of the

pointer. By mechanical linkage the fingers in locating the

pointer turn a pivoted clutch lever. On moving this lever,

cork pads thereon are forced by a cam into contact with

a disk which turns in sympathy, the rotation being pro-

portional to the displacement of the clutch lever and

incidentally of the galvanometer pointer. The disk drives

two drums carrying the two slide wires, the rotation of the

drums causing the slide wires to move in relation to two
fixed contracts. This takes the place of the hand operation
of movable contacts in the manually controlled instrument,
and the bridge is thus brought into balance. The disk also

drives the pen-operating mechanism and determines the

position of the pen on the recording chart. When the

chopper bar is released by the operation of the motor the gal-
vanometer pointer takes up a new position and at the same
time the clutch mechanism is released from the disk.
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Controllers and Control Systems

In the foregoing sections have been described the sensi-

tive elements, and associated mechanisms used in instru-

ments for indicating and recording the values of various

process variables such as temperature, pressure, fluid

flow, &c. The object of automatic control equipment is to

maintain constant such variables as affect the results of the

process. In most cases suitable automatic control instru-

ments will accomplish this result with greater accuracy
than can be achieved by manual control, thus reducing
the amount of attention required of the operators so that

other duties may be attended to by them and their number
reduced. Nevertheless, such control equipment must only
be looked upon as a mechanical assistant to the operator.
It cannot think nor always take into account unusual

conditions which may arise from factors outside its control.

The operator must, therefore, remain fully responsible and,
if necessary, make one or two simple adjustments to the

control equipment to enable it to cope with very unusual

conditions.

The control of temperature, pressure, liquid-level, &c.,

usually involves the control of flow of solids, liquids, gases,
or electric current. The control of such flows necessitates

the use ofvalves, dampers, &c., located in the stream to be
controlled. Such mechanical devices require power for

their operation which it is usually beyond the capacity of
the sensitive detecting element to provide. Exceptions,

however, are the direct-acting controllers which are of a

comparatively crude and rugged type, as, for example,
mechanically linked float-operated liquid-level controllers.

In general it is found necessary to interpose between the

detecting element and the valve a transmission system which
is capable of control by the detecting element and which is

able to transfer this control with augmented power to the
valve or damper. Such intermediate transmission systems
may either be of a pneumatic type employing as transmit-

ting fluid either compressed air or steam; or alternatively

hydraulic in character employing as fluid water, oil, alcohol,
or similar liquid. Again, the intermediate system may be
electrical. Generally, potentiometer type instruments em-
ploy an electrical intermediate system hi the controller

mechanism, although they may occasionally be associated
with an air-operated pilot system. Bourdon tube type
instruments, on the other hand, usually employ the latter

type of pilot system.
In setting out to control a variable it is necessary at first

to determine the extent to which deviation from the pre-
determined value ofthe variablemay be allowed. The ideal

controller would, of course, detect and correct, in the

variable, any tendency to change, so rapidly that it would not
depart appreciably from the desired value. Such absolute

perfection of control is almost impossible and seldom
required. Generally it is satisfactory if the variable is main-
tained within upper and lower limits on either side of the
desired valve, these limits depending upon the magnitude
of the effect of the variable upon the process results. Close
limits require complicated and expensive instruments.

Controllers fall into two general classifications, viz.

(a) 'Open and shut*, or 'On and off', Action;
(Z>) Floating or Throttling Action.

'On and Off' Action.

The simple laboratory electrical thermostat is an ex-

ample of the 'On and Off' action. It is used to maintain
a bath, say, at a predetermined temperature. When the

temperature of the bath falls below a certain fixed value

for which it is set by means of a thermometer, the heating

current is switched on, and when it rises above a certain

fixed value the heating current is shut off. Similarly, if the

bath is heated by means of steam, the controlling valve of

the steam-supply line will be opened and shut respectively

at the lower and higher temperature limits. The tempera-

ture of the bath is therefore never constant, but falls below

and rises above the desired value within certain fixed and

permissible limits and in such a way that the average tem-

perature is that required. This type of control is frequently

suitable for a simple process of the batch type in which

the process lag is small, the reason being that the sensitive

element very quickly receives back through the process the

result of its action hi opening or closing the valve.

This action, however, involves a sudden change or surge
in the controlled medium which obviously would be un-

desirable, for example, in the control of the supply of fuel

to a furnace. In order to avoid large fluctuations in

temperature the limit switches might be adjusted so that

the movement of the controlling valve from one position

to the other would result in only a small change in the flow

of fuel to the burners, but the change of valve position
from open to shut would occur frequently. If a sudden

change occurred in the fuel-supply pressure or in the

furnace load, the valve positions corresponding to the limit

switches would probably require readjustment.
If the variable controlled by an ' On and Off' action

mechanism is recorded against time, the result is a sinuous

line which rises and falls regularly above and below the

straight line representing the desired value of the variable.

Floating or Throttling Action.

Many control problems involve large thermal capacities

and considerable time lags in the process. A time lag

causes the instrument to be 'out of step*, as it only detects

the result of its action after an interval during which the

variable tends to swing in one direction or other away from
the control-point. This gives rise to the phenomenon known
as 'hunting'. In such cases 'Floating or Throttling Action'

controllers are employed. The valves are always partially

open in operation, but are adjusted when necessary by the

reaction of the sensitive element to compensate for varia- ,

tion in the effective conditions or change in demand.
A throttling or floating action controller settles down to

an average setting which will meet the demand without

change in valve position so long as the demand does not

fluctuate. With change in demand, however, the new setting

will tend to be slightly different from the original control-

point. A control instrument operating in conjunction with

a floating or throttling valve should, therefore, have a

stabilizing element which acts to oppose any change in

the variable and a compensating element which readjusts
the position of the stabilizing element to maintain the vari-

able at the exact desired value. Such instruments are

classed as Compensating, Trend-analysing, or Anticipat-

ing controllers.

Liquid-level Controllers.

When the valve controlling the flow of liquid from the

vessel in which the predetermined level is to be maintained
is located near the float mechanism, the lever operated by
the float may be directly connected by mechanical linkage
to the controlling valve. When the control valve is located

at a distance, a pneumatic or hydraulic transmission system
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is interposed between the float lever and the valve, similar

to that described below for the temperature and flow
controllers.

Alternatively mercury contact switches may be fitted to
the float lever to operate a motor-driven control valve.

against the pilot-valve seat at 4 the valve 5 attached to a

spindle carried by the free side of the bellows The high-

pressure system is thus closed to the diaphragm head of

the control valve which consequently closes.

When the temperature drops the helical tube 13 winds up,

FIG. 27. Diagram of operation of single-action temperature controller.

Pneumatic or Hydraulic Pilot-operated Controllers for Tem-
perature and Pressure.

Compressed air at a pressure of 15 to 20 Ib. per sq. in.

gauge pressure is generally used in pilot systems on account
of its being widely available, easily cleaned and dried,
and easily disposed of when used by venting to atmosphere.
Temperature and pressure controllers operate by control-

ling the flow of a fluid, be it liquid, gas, fuel, or electricity.

In essentials the operating principle is illustrated in Fig. 27
which shows a simple single-action Foxboro temperature
controller.

The operating air for the pilot system enters through
a filter 18 and flows through a port in an adjustable

pilot-valve seat 3 and thence, the valve being open, to the

diaphragm head 14 of the control valve 15, which is open
to admit heating steam to the process. The air supply also

passes simultaneously through a pressure-reducing valve 7
and escapes to atmosphere through a leak valve 9, which
is open.

Should the temperature rise beyond the control-point
a sensitive bulb 11 operating on a helical tube 13 closes the

flapper arm 10 ofthe leak valve. The pressure in the system
rises, bellows 8 expands, and being fixed at one side forces

and the flapper arm 10 is moved away from the nozzle of
the leak valve 9. The pilot-system pressure drops, causing
the bellows to contract and close the pilot-valve head 5

against its seat at 6. The high pressure is now open to the

control valve, which is thus caused to open admitting the

heating steam again to maintain the temperature.
The pilot system, as described above, operates on the

'on, and off' principle. If, however, 'throttling action' is

required, an adjustable flapper valve is used which begins
to close the nozzle before the control-point is reached.

Varying temperature thus varies the amount of
*

winding*
of the helical tube, alters the position of the flapper arm
relative to the leak-valve nozzle, and hence the amount of
air escaping therefrom. The resultant variation in the air

pressure on the diaphragm head of the control valve causes

it partially to open or close in response, thus controlling
the flow of heating medium in a continuous manner as

opposed to the spasmodic control ofthe
' onand off' action.

The typical operating principles governing the introduc-

tion of compensation to prevent over controlling of the

control valve are shown in Fig. 28, which illustrates the

operation of the Mason-Neilan compensated temperature
controller.
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The operating air enters the system through a reducing
valve which vents any excess air pressure, bringing this

down to 15 Ib. per sq. in. After the removal of dirt and
moisture in a filter 3 the air passes through a fixed orifice 7.

The flapper arm 12 partially closes the outlet of the leak

valve 8, and the pressure from 7 builds up in bellows 13.

The increasing pressure in the bellows closes valve 15 and

opens valve 14, allowing air to enter chamber 16, flow

through 17, and equalize the pressure in 16 and 18. When

acting on 27 as a fulcrum. This lowers flapper arm 12 and
partially opens the air-leak valve. The pressure on the

diaphragm head drops, and the valve opens partially to

allow the heating-medium pressure to build up to the

required value, thus compensating for pressure change
before it affects the controlled temperature.
The control-valve compensator operates in the following

manner to prevent overcontrolling:

As the pressure which actuates diaphragm head 20 tends

FIG. 28. Diagrammatic sketch of operating principle of Mason-Neilan temperature controller
with thermo-pressure compensator.

the pressures inside and outside the bellows 13 equalize,
valve 14 closes and prevents the pressure in 1 6 from increas-
ing further. This pressure exerts a downward force on the
diaphragm head 20 of the control valve 21, which partially
closes and reduces the supply of heating medium.
As the temperature falls the Bourdon tube or helical coil

1 1 winds (counter-clockwise) and lowers the flapper arm 12,
point 25 acting as the fulcrum. This partially opens leak
valve 8 which reduces the pressure on the diaphragm head
20, and allows the valve 21 partially to open and more
heating medium to flow, thus preventing further tempera-
ture drop.
To compensate for changes in the pressure of the heatingmedium which might precede changes in the controlled

temperature, the downstream pressure is carried to the
thermo-pressure compensator' expansion element 23. If

the pressure drops this element contracts, lowering arm 30

to increase, it is transmitted to an expansion element 22.
This expands, forces arm 30 downwards, acting on 26 as

fulcrum, and lowers flapper arm 12 slightly away from the
leak valve, as the result of which the increase in pressure
on the diaphragm head is checked. For any tendency of
pressure on the diaphragm head to be reduced the action is

reversed.

The drift compensator which compensates for load
change and lag in heating medium operates in a similar
manner to the thermo-pressure compensator.
Although the description given above is that of a

temperature controller, the same principles are obviously
equally applicable to the control of pressure using a Bour-
don tube or helical coil type sensitive element.
Where the lags in the process are large the throttling or

floating-action control valve is used. The range between
the closed and open positions of the control valve is known
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as the 'throttling range', and is usually expressed as a per-

centage ofthe total range ofthe instrument, e.g. ifit requires
a 40 change in temperature to open the valve fully and the

instrument has a range of 200, the throttling range is 20% .

In an air-operated single-response type of controller

there exists only one position of the control valve corre-

sponding to the position of the free end ofthe Bourdon tube
which results from the variable in question. Therefore

only one control-valve position exists for each value of
the process variable, be it temperature or pressure, &c.,

irrespective of change in the process load or demand.

Considering the situation from the point of view of the

means of a differential-pressure 'motor' which is mechani-

cally
*

linked
'

to the leak valve. The
'

motor '

consists oftwo

bronze bellows with a separating diaphragm, the bellows

being fixed at both ends with the dividing diaphragm free

to move in the centre. The reset action is linked to the

centre diaphragm. One compartment ofthe bellows is con-

nected directly to the line by means of which the operating
air is supplied to the control-valve motor. The other com-

partment is connected to the same line through 'resistance

spools
*

consisting essentially offine capillary tubing. A sud-

den change in operating conditions will influence the directly
connected side more rapidly than through the 'spools' and

FIG. 29.

control valve, it is obvious that if the conditions of the pro-
cess permanently change, the control-point will also change,
that is to say, the position of the control valve required to

keep the controlled variable constant. For example, if the

throughput ofa fractionating tower is permanently changed
or the analysis ofthe charging stock varied, the temperature
at the top of the tower will change unless such permanent
change is made in the amount of reflux returned to the top
of the tower as will compensate for the increase or decrease

in the overhead fraction. The reflux control valve will

therefore require to be reset at a control-point within the

'throttling range' differing from the original control-

point, i.e. a different control-valve opening will correspond
with the desired value of the variable. This involves a

correspondingly different pressure of the fluid in the pilot

system. Using a simple single-action control valve operat-

ing as in Fig. 27 a smaller valve opening for the same

temperature will require a greater pilot-fluid pressure. This

may be brought about by bringing the leak valve closer

to the flapper arm for the arm position corresponding to

the desired temperature. In this way the location of the

throttling range can be varied with change in demand and
the resettingaccomplished eithermanually or automatically.

In the single-response type of controller the resetting
must be done manually, but in the double-response type of

instrument with follow-up action the resetting is accom-

plished automatically.
In the Foxboro Stabilog Controller this is effected by

so bring about a quantitative delayed effect which tem-

porarily resets the control-point and through themedium of

the 'resistance spools' ultimately returns this to its original

setting. This is an asymptotic approach which prevents

crossing of the control-point and hence obviates 'hunting'.

The action ofthe Taylor 'Dubl-Response' control system
is illustrated diagramrnatically in Fig. 29. The action may
best be explained by assuming a sudden decrease in the

process load. This brings about a rapid temperature in-

crease of the temperature-sensitive element which causes a

Bourdon tube to unwind, thereby raising the left side of
a balanced lever and lowering the right side. The supply
of air to the capsular chamber is decreased and the air

leak increased. The capsular chamber contracts, and by
means of the second balanced lever restricts the air leak

from a second leak valve. The motor valve is caused to

expand by the resulting increase in air pressure and con-

tinues to do so until, by means of a yoke, it raises the

second leak valve just sufficiently to balance the incoming
air from the air supply, against the air leaking from this

section of the system. Simultaneously the disk of the con-
trol valve is pushed a proportional amount towards its

seating. (This is the normal response in a single-response

controller.) Meanwhile the second response or follow-up
action is starting. The spring above the control valve is

extended by the downward movement of the control-

valve disk, and through a further balanced lever the tension

of the spring pushes up the piston in the fluid-filled
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damping unit, the rate ofmovement of the piston or follow-

up action being adjustable at will by controlling the rate of

leakage of fluid from one side of the piston to the other.

The rising piston carries with it the second balanced lever

and restricts still further the escape of air from the second

air-leak valve, resulting in the motor valve slowly moving

the control-valve disk still nearer its seating.

This gradual closing continues until the temperature be-

gins to return to its control-point. At this time the Bourdon

tube begins to wind up again and raises the disk in the first

air-leak valve by means of the first balanced lever. The in-

creased pressure in the capsular chamber lowers the valve

disk La the second air-leak valve. This increase in pressure

in the capsular chamber takes place when the piston is still

moving slowly upwards. As the temperature reaches the

control-point the capsular chamber has expanded just suffi-

ciently to prevent further lifting ofthe second air-leak valve

disk and consequently further lifting of the piston. When
the control-point is regained under the new conditions of

process load the temperature is as required, but the second

air-leak valve disk, the valve motor, the piston, and the

control-valve disk are in the necessary new positions.

Potentiometer Temperature ControBers with Fluid-

operated Pilot System.

Falling midway between the class of controllers de-

scribed above which employs a Bourdon or helical tube

sensitive element coupled with a fluid-operated pilot system

and the potentiometer all-electric class of controller de-

scribed below, are the potentiometer controllers having

fluid-operated pilot systems. Of this class is the Foxboro

Potentiometer Stabilog, the principles of which may be

readily gathered from the preceding descriptions of

potentiometers and ofthe Stabilog air-operated pilot system

ofcontrol. The method employed in combining these com-

ponents is shown in Fig. 30. The changes in the position

of the galvanometer pointer are sensed by a calibrated

detector arm which is periodically raised from and lowered

to the pointer by a lifter arm. This lifterarm is operated by
means of a motor-driven cam, the pointer being free to

deflect in either a high or low direction when the detector

arm is raised. A rising temperature will deflect the galvano-

meter pointer to the high side of the scale, allowing the

detectorarm to be lowered farther than during the previous

cycle. As the arm descends it engages a rocker which

turns the flapper shaft, thus adjusting the flapper valve

which in turn readjusts the controlled valve opening

sufficiently to maintain the desired temperature. A falling

temperature results in the detector arm falling to a smaller

extent than before. In this case the lifter arm engages the

other side of the rocker which is turned until stopped by
the detector arm. The flapper valve is thus adjusted and
the controlled valve closed the correct amount.

Bourdon Tube Electrical Relay Type Controllers,

Also in the midway class is the type of instrument which

employs a Bourdon or helical tube detecting device in-

corporated with an electrical relay type of coupling to a
motor-driven control valve. In this type an arm attached

to the axis ofthe tubular detector is arranged to engage with

a stud on a tilting plate carrying a mercury type switch.

At the required temperature the mercury tube is caused to

tilt, thus making or breaking an electric circuit which in-

cludes the motor operating the control valve. Alternatively
the arm may be arranged to make contact with stud termi-

nals with the same effect.

All-electric Controllers.

In electrical controllers, incorporating potentiometers

for temperature measurement or utilizing electrical relay

systems to the indicating or recording instrument,

the depressor bar hi periodically depressing the pointer on

the chart simultaneously completes the circuit energizing

the control mechanism.

Various modifications of this are in use. For example,

in the case ofthe Leeds and Northrup controller the control

contacts are operated by two concentric disks. If the tem-

perature does not change, the disks do not move, but, when

the temperature rises or falls from the control temperature,

rotation of the disks occurs, similar to the rotation of

the clutch mechanism in the same make of self-balancing

potentiometer.
A controller having two switches only a high-Hmit

switch and a low can never allow the control valve to

settle down, but must result in it periodically moving back-

wards and forwards. The addition of an intermediate or

third switch, which corresponds substantially to that

necessary to provide the correct flow at the desired operat-

ing temperature, produces a 'backing-ofF effect when the

control valve is moved to its centre position from either

the high or low settings.

Where time lags in the process are appreciable, compen-

sating devices are incorporated in the all-electric controllers

to achieve the same effect as is obtained in the compensated

air-operated systems. By adding auxiliary contacts the

control mechanism may be caused to take very small steps

with each depression or cycle of the control instrument.

Also by suitable arrangement of auxiliary contacts it may
be arranged to produce a large correction ifthe temperature

should depart beyond a certain fixed limit.

Anticipating or Trend-analysing Controllers (All-elec-

tric Type).

This type of controller has been evolved to handle diffi-

cult or complicated control conditions in which there may
arise sudden changes in demand or a general tendency

towards sudden fluctuations in conditions. It has to take

into account the direction and rate ofchange ofthe variable

and also the degree of deviation from the control setting.

The principles adopted in the Brown Trend-Analysing
Controller are illustrative ofhow this may be accomplished.
It is obvious that a differential type of mechanism must be

employed to interpret the rate of change of the variable.

Consequently the valve must be controlled in very small

steps to follow what is mathematically the first differential

function of the variable.

The desired result is accomplished by shifting the selector

table with each movement of the depressor bar in such a

way as to bring the neutral to the exact location which the

pointer occupied previous to the last adjustment. The effect

is to maintain the valve in a definite position as long as the

temperature is constant and to change its position only
with temperature change. The movement of the selector

table is brought about by a reversible motor operating

through a chain and sprocket drive. This motor is con-

nected in parallel with the motor in the valve-motor

mechanism and runs simultaneously with it except when
the pointer selects the centre or neutral contact. When
this happens, the motor in the valve mechanism is tempo-
rarily disconnected and the circuit completed to the other

fields of the reversible motorwhich, driving through a spiral

shaft, moves the selector table one step backwards to the

true control setting. In this way the control instrument
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rapidly follows the pointer when rapid changes are taking
place, thus enabling the control valve to counteract the

change in the variable, but immediately the valve position
is adequate to halt the variable, so that the pointer remains
in the same position for two consecutive cycles, the instru-

ment starts to move back in conjunction with the control
valve towards the true setting. This type of instrument is,

of course, designed primarily for use in conjunction with

throttling type mechanism. Temperature controllers are

commercially available which will maintain the desired

temperature within 1-5 in a 600 range or within 2-5 in

a 1,000 range.
Motor Mechanisms. The simplest type of drive for an

electrically operated control valve is a single-motor mechan-
ism which, through gearing, moves the valve stem either

directly or by means of a lever. This is suitable for applica-
tions where the time lag is not great and where the control
is effective when accomplished by very gradual changes in

the control-valve position.
The two-motor mechanism is a refinement which enables

the valve to cope with sudden fluctuations and changes in

demand. The primary, or initial-stroke motor, is geared
to produce comparatively large changes in the valve

position. The secondary, or balancing, motor corrects for

permanent changes or assists when the initial stroke is not
sufficient to return the temperature to normal. It generally
functions by enabling the lever arm to take any position

throughout its entire range of movement to correspond to
the middle or normal position of the initial-stroke motor.
Where a moderate time lag exists it may be advisable to

make provision for delaying the operation of the floating
or balancing motor until after the instrument has had an

opportunity of sensing the effect of the movement of the

initial-stroke motor. This is done by the interposition of a

time-lag clutch between the balancing motor and the lever

which operates the valve so that the balancing motor may
function during a number of cycles of the control instru-

ment before the clutch engages and moves the lever.

Electric Relays. When the current, which can be carried

by the control instrument contacts, is insufficient to operate
the control valve, electrical relays are used. The current

capacity of mercury-tube switches used in control instru-

ments varies naturally with the type of circuit employed,
&c., but in simple designs may be up to 25 amp. at 125

volts, or, in switches made of refractory glass, up to

60 amp.
Flow Controllers. The differential manometer type of

instrument may be employed as a flow controller by
arranging for the float to operate the air-leak valve of an

air-operated pilot system. Of this type is the Foxboro flow

controller. As described previously, the differential mano-
meter may be employed to indicate liquid-level, and as a

liquid-level controller is in reality a flow controller, essen-

tially the same instrument may be employed.
In industry it is frequently found necessary to arrange

that the rate of flow of one stream should bear a constant

ratio to that of another. For this purpose ratio-flow
controllers are used. This controller is in reality two inter-

locked instruments. When of the manometric type it is

constructed with two sets of differential-pressure chambers,
one set connected to an orifice in the primary line and the

other set to an orifice in the secondary line. The differential

pressure resulting from the flow of the primary fluid

operates the setting device of the secondary instrument

controlling mechanism in such a way that if the ranges of
the instruments are equal, the differential pressures are

equal or, if different, in such a way that the differential

pressures are maintained in proportion to the scales.

Valves.

Control Valves. In selecting the most suitable type of
control valve the following characteristics of the controlled

medium must be considered:

(a) Its chemical properties, also whether abrasive or

non-abrasive in character. If the fluid is corrosive,
the necessary precautions must be taken in selecting
the materials of which the valve body, stem, seating,

and gland are to be fabricated.

(b) Its normal and maximum temperatures and pres-
sures. These affect the material and design of the

body and seats, also the size of the diaphragm in

an air-operated type.

(c) Its normal and maximum flows and possible fluctua-

tions upon which depends the size of the valve and

arrangement of the seats, ports, &c.

Fluid-operated Type. These are divided into two classes

both employing a diaphragm or bellows to operate the

valve. In the direct-acting- type the valve tends to close with
increase of pilot-fluid pressure on the diaphragm. In the

reverse-acting type the increase of pilot-fluid pressure tends
to open the valve. A further division of types takes into

account the arrangement of valve seats, &c.

Generally the types employed are:

(a) Butterfly valves for low-pressure gas or air.

(b) Globe valves for medium-pressure fluids.

(c) Balanced valves of the double-seating globe or ported
type for high-pressure fluids.

Gate valves are not commonly used.

Globe Valves can be made suitable either for direct-

acting diaphragm control, or by reversing the seat so that
the valve disk closes upwards against it, suitable for reverse-

acting diaphragm control. The same result can be achieved

by reversing the action of the motor. Normally globe
valves are used for pressures up to 150 Ib. per sq. in., but

they should also be used on any application where a tight-

closing valve is necessary.
Balanced Valves can be made suitable for direct-acting

diaphragm control on fluid pressures up to 250 Ib. per sq.
in. Such valves are quick opening and suitable for applica-
tions involving open and shut control. They should not be
used on applications requiring a tight-closing valve. By
reversing the seat so that the valve disk closes upwards on
to it, the valve is made suitable for reverse-acting dia-

phragm control.

The flow through a perfect throttling valve should be a

straight-linefunction ofthe valve lift. This is very closely ap-
proached in the Mason-Neilan parabolic design in which the
area for the passage of fluid through the valve as it rises off
its seating is regulated by suitably shaping the valve stem.
The balanced and globe type valves may be operated to

give
'Onand Off' control by using a controllerincorporating

a non-throttling leak valve.

V-port Valves are suitable for fluid pressures from 250
to 1,350 Ib. per sq. in. They are used on high-temperature
high-pressure service, and are of the balanced gradual
opening type. They are not suitable for applications re-

quiring a tight-closing valve, but are especially valuable
where full-floating valve action is desirable. The Foxboro
Stabilflo valve is a modification of the V-port design which
gives equal percentage increase offlow for equal increments
of lift and has an effective rangeability of 2%-100 %.
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Single-seated Needle Valves are suitable for pressures

up to 3,000 Ib. per sq. in. and are available in designs
which may be employed where full-floating action is re-

quired. For high-pressure work the body is generally of

drop-forged steel. The plunger is of the needle type with
bevel seat.

Pilot Valves. The action of a typical pilot-valve system
is illustrated in Fig. 31. Air at constant pressure is supplied

through line 1 to the pilot valve 2. So long as the pressure
in the line 3 remains constant, no movement takes place in

the control equipment. If the pressure rises, the Bourdon
tube tends to unwind, raises pilot-valve stem 5, and admits
more air to the diaphragm head and closes the control

valve sufficiently to lower the pressure to the control valve.

Reverse action occurs with a drop in pressure in the line.

The control valve is adjusted so that it moves over the entire

range between the fully open and fully closed positions be-

tween certain limits of air pressure on the diaphragm head.
Intermediate air pressures result in intermediate positioning
ofthe control valve. The pilot-valve stem assumes a slightly

different pressure for each different position ofthe Bourdon
tube, and a movement of a few thousandths of an inch is

sufficient to enable the pilot valve to accomplish the full

change in the range of air supply.
For operating butterfly valves, dampers, &c., a double

pilot arrangement is very suitable. Taking as an example
an installation designed to maintain a certain gas pressure
by regulation of the rate of flow.

Rising pressure in the gas main raises the level of the

mercury in a reservoir which in turn lifts a float. This

depresses the pilot-valve stem allowing increased air pres-
sure to act on a bellows which expands and depresses the

relay pilot-valve stem, admitting increased air pressure
beneath the piston which operates a butterfly valve in the

gas main. The piston rises and partially closes the butterfly
valve, simultaneously increasing the tension in a spring
which tends to contract the bellows. When the force of the
air below the piston balances the tension of the spring,
the relay pilot valve is in its neutral position and further
motion ofthe piston and butterfly valve ceases, the gas flow
having been decreased to give the required lotver control

pressure. This type ofvalve is suitable for floating control.

Employing the same principles, but utilizing high-
pressure oil as the operating fluid in place of air, is the

Electroflo
'
Straitline* Regulator. This is available for con-

trolling temperature, pressure, or flow. The pilot valve
in this design carries a small impeller which rotates it

continuously by reaction to the impulse of a jet of high-
pressure oil. This reduces friction in, and increases the
sensitivity of, the pilot valve. The action of the flapper
type leak valve and bellows-operated pilot valve used by
the Foxboro Company has already been described in the
section dealing with Temperatureand Pressure Controllers,
and, as previously explained, it may be arranged for either
'On and Off"' or floating control. In the Kent and Bristol
air-operated pilot systems the air leak is controlled by a
chopper or vane which passes between two nozzles dis-

charging opposing jets of air. The resulting action of the
chopper or vane on the pilot system is similar to that
achieved by the flapper in the designs previously described.

Electrically Operated Control Valves. Solenoid Type
Control valves, generally of the 'On and Off' action type^
may be operated by a solenoid arranged round an extension
of the valve spindle which forms the armature. The valve
which may be ofthe globe, balanced, or needle type, is held
either in the open or shut position by a spring, and the

energizing of the solenoid causes the spindle to move to the
other limit of its travel in opposition to the spring.

Motor Type. The action of this type of control valve has
been generally described in the section above dealing with
All-electric Controllers. With this type of valve the stem is

usually connected to the motor (the drive ofwhich is geared
down) by means of a crank so arranged that the full range
of operation of the valve is covered by the rotation of the
stem through half a revolution. As already explained, the
motor control may be arranged to give either throttling or
'On and Off' action.

Pressure-reducing Valves and Back-pressure Control
Valves. Such valves are usually of the self-operating type
depending for their action on the pull or thrust ofa weighted
lever or spring. In order to increase the sensitivity the pres-
sure to be controlled is brought to bear on a large metal

diaphragm, on the opposite side of which the force of the

weighted lever or spring is exerted.

For example, a diaphragm control valvemay be employed
as a back-pressure regulator. The inlet pressure acts on the

diaphragm. The springs opposing this action are set for
the desired pressure by means of an adjusting screw. When
the inlet pressure has increased sufficiently to overcome the
resistance of the springs the valve stem is forced down and
the valve opens, thus relieving the inlet pressure and per-
mitting the springs to force the valve disk back on to its seat.

By reversing the action of the valve so that it seats on the
downward motion ofthe stem and by connecting the down-
stream pressure to the diaphragm head, this type of valve
becomes a pressure-reducing valve. Such valves may be
obtained for use up to 400 Ib. pressure at 750 F. or 750 Ib.

pressure at 100 F.

For the action of the compressed spring used in these
valves may be substituted that of a weighted lever.

For conditions which impose an onerous duty on the

valve, a pilot operated design may be employed similar
to that shown in Fig. 32. In this instance the arrangement
is adapted for pressure-reducing service. The diaphragm is

balanced between the action ofthe downstream pressure and
the reaction of the main spring B. If the downstream pres-
sure faUs, spring B forces open pilot valve C against the
action of pilot spring D which normally keeps the pilot
valve closed. The opening of the pilot valve admits the
upstream pressure below piston F, which rises and opens
the main valve to allow fluid to flow through, thus raising
the downstream pressure. When this pressure increases
to the desired value, as determined by the setting of the
main spring, the diaphragm is forced back by the down-
stream pressure, the pilot is closed by its spring, and the
flow is stopped. Actually in operation the main valve floats
with small variations in downstream pressure.

Remote Indicating, Recording, and Control Devices
For the indication, recording, and control ofliquid levels,

rates of flow, pressures, draughts, temperatures, and posi-
tions of valves, &c., at long distances up to several miles*
electrical devices incorporating self-synchronous motors
are widely used. Typical of this class of device is that

adopted by the General Electric Company under the trade
name of Selsyn'. The devices are essentially small motors
which when interconnected, operate so that one motor
reproduces any motion imparted to the other. In operation
the motors are similar to synchronous motors. They are
shuttle wound, have definite poles, and are both connected
through slip rings preferably to the same source of excita-
tion which supplies single-phase alternating current.
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The principle of operation is as follows. When the

receiving rotor is acted upon by the alternating current

supply, as it is free to move, it will take up a position

corresponding to that of the transmitter rotor. In this

relative position of the rotors, the voltages induced in the

receiver stator equal and balance those induced in the

transmitter stator, so that no currents flow in the stators

and the torque is zero. Should the transmitter rotor be
turned to a new position, the voltages induced in the trans-

mitter and receiver stators will no longer be equal, and as

a result current flowing in the receiver stator circuit will set

up a torque which tends to cause the receiver rotor to

follow in the same direction as the transmitter rotor. The
transmitter rotor is held mechanically by its actuating

mechanism, and the torque reacts against any force which

may be restraining the rotor in the receiver. The receiving
rotor always tends therefore to seek a position which will

result in it being in synchronism with the transmitter, and
it will resist any effort tending to force it from that position.
The sympathetic torque which builds up in the trans-

mitter against any force tending to restrain the receiver

rotor is made use of in the de Florez system fpr the remote
manual control of valves. The motor operating the valve

to be controlled functions in synchronism, as described

above, with the motor which is manually operated at a
distance from the control-point. The distant operator in

turning the rotor of the transmitter, however, can actually

feel the sympathetic torque which is generated, and should
this rise to an abnormal value he is aware of it and can
order an investigation in case the valve has seized or is

blocked by some foreign body. In this way the straining

of the receiver motor against undue load and possible

blowing of fuses, or burning out of motors, or breakage,
is obviated.

It will be readily appreciated that the actuating move-
ment ofthe indicating, recording, or controlling mechanism
of an instrument can be easily transmitted by mechanical

linkage or gearing to one Selsyn motor and thence through
the self-synchronous system to another motor operating

by similar linkage the final device in a distant indicator,

recorder, or controller.

The Application of Instruments

Process Control.

The value and use of the devices described in the fore-

going sections can be illustrated well by reference to their

use in the petroleum refining industry, which is typical of
those in which keen competition for markets, and develop-
ments in allied fields such as engine design, has resulted

in a necessity for the production of cheaper and more

rigorously specified products. In almost all branches the

industry has incidentally passed from batch to continuous

operation, which, involving, as it does, the handling in the

plant of smaller instantaneous quantities, requires closer

and more accurate control of the process variables.

In order to achieve such control an accurate knowledge is

essential of the values of the process variables, either con-

tinuously or at regular intervals. This information may be

obtained by judicious use of the indicating or recording
instruments already described. It will, however, be readily

appreciated that while it is generally possible with adequate
and sufficiently skilled supervision to control the process

manually, more effective, and in most cases cheaper, control

may be obtained by the use of controllers to regulate the

more predictable or less involved variables, thus reducing
the operating staff required to a number adequate to cope

in

with only such indeterminate factors as demand human

judgement.
In recent times the necessary supervision has involved

so little personnel that the small staff to be seen, for

example, controlling large modern distilling units is a

constant source of surprise and comment, their presence

being generally necessary only to help the control instru-

ments over a difficult period by resetting them to handle

disturbed process variables, which may only have arisen

from unusual conditions external to the plant itself.

In most processes it is impossible to rely entirely upon
automatic control by instruments, however well they may
be selected and located, unless the process is very simple in

character. The best of instruments cannot handle, without

readjustment, conditions outside the scope of those for

which they are designed.

Satisfactory results can be obtained from automatic

control instruments only by a careful study of the process
conditions and the selection of the appropriate instruments.

Consider, for example, the simple case of the automatic tem-

perature control of the liquid in a vessel such as a reboiler

heated bymeansofclosed steam. Underoptimum conditions

the controller should vary the position of the control valve

on the steam line only when the heat load on the reboiler

changes. Unfortunately the pressure of the heating steam

may fluctuate, resulting in unsatisfactory temperature con-

trol if a simple control instrument has been installed. To
counteract the varying steam pressure a more complicated
instrument ofthe compensated type would be required, such

as, for example, the Mason-Neilan Compensated Tempera-
ture Controller, the Foxboro Stabilog, or the Taylor Dubl-

Response Temperature Controller. On the other hand, the

obvious auxiliary for a simple controller under such condi-

tionswould be a pressure controller on the steam-supply line,

provided this is ofadequate capacity. Particularly ifa num-
ber of controllers on several vessels are operating on steam

from a single source, the installationofa separatesteam-pres-
sure controller will be the cheaper solution to the problem.

It is frequently found advantageous to control such out-

side variables independently, thus permitting the use of

simpler control instruments which under the more ideal

conditions resulting therefrom give results as good as, or

even better than, are obtainablefrom a complicated installa-

tion operating under the less favourable conditions.

Another very important consideration in the satisfactory

automatic control of a process is the location of the sensi-

tive elements. These should be so located that the process

lag between the control-point and the detection-point is as

small as possible. Unsatisfactory results are frequently
obtained because the control device is required to make
changes long after the variables have affected the condition

to be controlled. It is natural that, where possible, an
endeavour should be made hi the interests of economy to

take advantage of the relative cheapness of a combined
recorder and controller. It should, however, be borne in

mind that best location of the sensitive element or detector

is not always where the final result can be measured and
recorded. In such cases it is preferable to use a simple

non-recording controller having the sensitive element and
control device located in the best positions to give a simple
control, and to locate a separate recorder at the position
where the final result can be measured.

In a typical modern atmospheric crude-oil topping unit,

the following variables are automatically controlled:

(a) The pressure of the steam supply to the pumps (if

these be steam driven).

Yy
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(b) The rate at which the crude oil is charged to the unit.

(c) The temperature at the top ofthe fractionating tower.

(d) The tube still outlet temperature.

(e) The level of liquid residue in the base of the tower.

In addition it is necessary to regulate the rate at which

reflux is returned to the various sections of the tower to

control the specifications of the side-stream products. If

this regulation is effected manually, direct or remote control

of the valves will be selected according to the height of the

tower and the frequency of change in the side-stream pro-

duct specifications. Alternatively automatic control may
be adopted.
The steam supply to the unit will be regulated by a

pressure-control valve located on the main from which are

derived the branch lines to the various pumps on the unit.

This control valve will be set to give a supply pressure

slightly below the minimum likely to occur at that point on
the main, whatever may be the boiler load or the demands
on the main between the boilers and the control-point.

To obtain a steady rate of crude-oil supply to the unit a

flow controller will be installed having the orifice located in

the discharge line from the charging pump, and the control

mechanism will operate a control valve on the steam line

to the charging pump. If the charging pump is of the cen-

trifugal type, either motor or steam-turbine driven, the

mechanism will control the discharge valve on the pump.
The specifications of the overhead product obtained

from the top of the fractionating tower depend upon the

top-tower temperature, which hi turn, other factors being

constant, depends upon the rate at which reflux is pumped
back over the top tray in the tower. In crude-oil distillation

other conditions are generally sufficiently steady to permit

adequate control to be obtained by means of a temperature
controller having the bulb located in the top vapour-dome
of the tower, the instrument operating a control valve on
the steam-supply line to the reflux pump. If this is of the

centrifugal type, the instrument will, of course, control the

discharge valve on the pump. Under conditions of steady
load on the tower and steady pressure of the reflux supply
to the control valves, a simple two-position electric control

mechanism will generally give good results. On the other

hand, the greater range of valve movement inherent in a

three-position controller would enable this type of instru-

ment to cope more easily with changes required in the

operating temperature without the necessity for the

operator to reset the throttling range. Such greater

flexibility may warrant the small additional expense of the

three-position mechanism.
When conditions are variable, occasionally requiring a

slow adjustment and at other times a quick adjustment
to counteract a sudden surge in temperature, a more
elaborate type of instrument is necessary. These require-
ments would be met by a two-motor mechanism hi
combination with a trend-analysing instrument, or alterna-

tively by a compensating or Stabilog type of controller.

Because of the comparatively low operating temperatures
which prevail at the top of a stabilizing column they are

advantageously controlled by the installation of a flow
controller hi the reflux-supply line in place of using a top-
tower temperature controller.

The control of the temperature of the heated oil leaving
the tube still is complicated by the possible intrusion of
many variables such as heat losses from the outside of the
tube still, percentage of excess air, draught, conditions of
fuel supply, and charging rate. Although the heat losses by

radiation and convection from the setting are normally a

small percentage of the heat input, a violent change in wind

conditions may appreciably affect the operation of a very

small tube still. On the other hand, very large tube stills

have their own particular problems which centre mainly

round fuel and heat distribution. However, if the charging

rate is closely controlled, the hot-oil outlet temperature may
be maintained within the required temperature limits by
means of a carefully installed controller on the fuel-supply

line to the burners. Particularly important is the location

of the sensitive element, which will vary from one tube still

to another, depending upon the design. It is usually desired

to record the oil-outlet temperature, and in certain cases

the temperature sensitive element may be satisfactorily

located at the final outlet to serve a combined controller

and recorder. With other tube-still designs some inter-

mediate position in the path of flow of oil through the tube

still will give better control. In general it should be located

at a point where the oil has undergone the most rapid

temperature rise. In this position it is particularly sensitive

to changes in the fuel supply, and changesmade bythe instru-

ment in the position of the control valve in the fuel-supply

line are most rapidly detected. In a tube still which trans-

mits heat mainly by radiation satisfactory results may be

obtained by running the sensitive element or elements down
between the roof tubes where they are particularly affected

by radiant heat and can correct the fuel supply as necessary
before the effect has been shown up in the hot-oil outlet

temperature. Some of the major variables are relatively

steady; furthermore, slow gradual changes are required hi

the supply of fuel. A floating or throttling type control is

therefore suitable, and hi view of the time lag in the furnace

itself and the delay before changes in fuel supply affect the

temperature of the oil in the tubes, a trend-analysing, com-

pensated, or Stabilog type of instrument is desirable. This

great time lag makes it advantageous in many cases for

the temperature controller to be operated in conjunction
with a flow controller on the liquid fuel supply line or

pressure controller on the gaseous fuel supply line. The

temperature controller resets the control point of the other

instrument as may be required by the outlet temperature.
The level of the liquid residue in the base of the tower is

controlled by a liquid-level controller either of the float or

differential manometer type operating a control valve on
the steam-supply line to the residue pump, if this is of the

steam-driven reciprocating type, or on the discharge branch
of the pump if this is of the centrifugal type either motor or

steam driven.

Automatic control of the side-stream products may be

accomplished by the use of flow controllers on the side-

stream product lines. If the quantity of internal reflux from
the section of the tower above the side-stream offtake is

constant and the net flow of the product is maintained

constant, the spill-over reflux to the section of the tower
below the offtake will be constant. This assumes a constant
rate of flow of charge to the tower. An interesting recent

development obviates even this assumption by the use of

ratio-flow controllers to regulate the flow of side-stream

products as a constant percentage ofthe charging rate. The
percentages of the various products present in a crude oil

may be determined by laboratory analysis, and the ratio-

flow controllers on the charging line and products lines set

to obtain these percentages. In operation the required
products will be automatically secured regardless ofchanges
in throughput, provided the composition of the charging
stock does not vary.
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THE word 'instrument' really ought to cover any kind of

apparatus, other than the hands, used in getting informa-

tion during the process of refining, and of course a watch

is such an instrument and also measuring vessels used in

laboratory.

The more restricted use of the term, however, is made to

cover robust measuring devices which become an integral

part of an operating plant.

The actual principles of operation of the various instru-

ments available are described elsewhere in this section, but

there are one or two points which experience teaches in the

use of such instruments which it may be worth while set-

ting forward for the benefit of those who desire to acquire a

knowledge of this particular aspect of petroleum refining.

As a rule we are concerned with getting intermittent or

continuous knowledge ofa state oftemperature or pressure
or of quantity, and in an increasing number of cases with

an attempt to apply controlling mechanism to make the

necessary adjustment without further human intervention

whenever the condition being measured tends to depart
from the set or desired level. Thus we have level con-

trollers, flow controllers, temperature controllers, pres-

sure controllers, &c., all of which can now be obtained as

reliable and accurate instruments for the use of the oil

refiner.

It may be said, in fact, that in general, the instrument-

maker has tackled his part of the work of providing the

means of measuring or controlling in a very satisfactory

manner, but it is still necessary to use intelligence in the

setting and in using of the results which can be obtained

by the use of such instruments.

To take an apparently very simple case the measure-

ment of temperature. The various types of indicators,

such as mercury-in-Steel thermometers, galvanometers or

potentiometers used in conjunction with thermocouples
or resistance-thermometers, are each capable of recording
with fair exactness the temperature at the point from which
the record is taken, i.e. the thermometer pocket, but quite

a lot of consideration needs to be given to the positioning
of such a pocket before one can be satisfied that it really

does represent the temperature which we are aiming to

indicate, record, or control.

The fitting of a pocket in a non-representative portion of

a stream of gas, or the lack ofcare to prevent radiation from
or to the pocket may easily give a very misleading reading
on the instrument, however accurately the instrument is

calibrated.

A good deal of prejudice against flow meters has pro-

bably arisen from the fact that a type designed to count

pockets full of liquid, or alternatively to record accurately

a differential head due to flow through an orifice, may be

entirely accurate mechanically, but unable to take account

ofvarying temperature conditions or varying specific gravity

of the fluid which were not bargained for when the

instrument was fitted.

It is probably useful to remind ourselves in this connexion

also that a watch that keeps slightly incorrect time can be
a bigger nuisance than one that stops.

A point of interest is always the decision as to which

condition of a number is best measured in order to keep

proper control of unit. In the case of a distillation unit, for

instance, for a given type of material, a certain degree of

evaporation will have been achieved when equilibrium has

been established at any fixed temperature and pressure. It

might seem a simple matter to measure the temperature at

the outlet of the pipe-still when the flow of oil is constant.

This is obviously true provided it may be assumed that

the pressure at that point remains constant, but such an

assumption is precisely the kind ofassumption which tends

to be increasingly falsified as a unit continues to run, the

most common case being a slight but steady increase in

pressure as the pipestill cokes up, which may or may not

be accompanied by an increasing falsification of the

temperature reading itself, due to coke deposition on the

thermometer pocket,

As the pressure rises then, a bigger proportion of the heat

will go into sensible heat, i.e. showing an increase in

temperature instead of evaporation, which will cause the

instrument quite wrongly to cut back the fires, ifa controller

has been fitted to do nothing else .but maintain a constant

temperature in the pipestill outlet without regard to changes
in pressure.

In running a cracking plant fitted with a controller to

maintain a constant gas or spirit make, an unforeseen

change hi condensing conditions, not allowed for, would

give a false apparent make of gas and thus upset conditions

ifan instrument had been set to control the fires to maintain

a constant gas make without due regard to the effect of

changing condenser conditions.

In the case of orifices used to measure the flow of liquid

or gas, it is necessary to assume a constancy of size and

shape, but this constancy can be, and frequently is, steadily

interfered with either by corrosion or by some silting up of

one side, which changes the shape ofthe pipe, and therefore

the discharge coefficient of the orifice.

These are matters well known to people of practical

experience, but they can be quite annoying factors in under-

mining people's confidence in the use of instruments if care

is not taken to inspect at sufficiently short intervals and
check up on these apparently simple assumptions which
were made when theinstrument was fitted, to make sure that

they have not changed from their original setting.

In connexion with control instruments, it is necessary to

guard against getting a series of controls which are not

mutually independent, otherwise there is a danger of setting

up waves of hunting which can actually be a cause of un-

steadiness in a plant, when they were in fact fitted to im-

prove steadiness.

The correct action to be taken by a control as a result

of a condition moving from a pre-arranged setting has also

to be considered very carefully in order to get proper steady

running of the plant.

In the case of a pressure controller, furthermore, the

results of a collapse of the controlling mechanism should
be given careful thought. A quite common method of con-

trolling pressure is to have a valve so fitted that its position
is maintained by the delicate balance of a fixed spring

against a diaphragm, pressure being maintained or altered
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in the diaphragm chamber by the changes in the condition

of pressure to be maintained. This is often carried out by
making the temperature or pressure change, which it is

sought to correct, cause alterations hi the air supply to the

diaphragm chamber and thus move the valve to some new
position. If such a pressure controller is used on a supply
of gas to a furnace, for instance, it is very important that

in the event ofany interference with the air supply the valve

shall close, thus cutting offgas completely from the furnace

rather than collapse to "full open' and thus deluge a
furnace with gas with the consequent danger of a serious

fire.

Similarly, if a controller is used to maintain a fixed pres-
sure in a vessel, it is important to study which is the most

serious, the boxing-in of the pressure by a collapsing of the

valve into the shut position, which could obviously be
dealt with by some form of relieving valve, or, alter-

natively, the complete loss of pressure which would result

from the collapsing of the valve into the open position.

Summing up this brief survey it can be said:

1. Instruments to-day are reliable as such and very good
servants; properly used they save labour and improve
products.

2. Care is needed in selection of data to be observed or

controlled, and in fitting instruments to really give the

information required.

3. Care is needed to arrange for safe behaviour in the

event of unforeseen collapse of the instrument.

4. Particular care is needed to guard against insidious

small, but growing, errors due to changes in conditions of
measurement not legislated for, e.g. coking of thermometer

pockets, unrecorded pressure changes, silting of orifices, &c.
5. In short, take care of the instrument and the instru-

ment will take care of the plant.
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BLECTRICTTY makes possible the centralization of power
production with the decentralization of application, and is

therefore a convenient medium for the efficient utilization

of various forms of energy.
The conditions governing the design ofpower-generation

plants for oilfields and refineries differ essentially from
those relating to a public electricity supply station. In

manycases surplus fuel isavailable, and as a result efficiency

may not be considered the most important factor.

The electrical requirements are wide and varied, since

almost every operation known in industry is found in one

plant or another.

Continuity of electrical power supply is important in

order that stoppages of the various processes is reduced to

a minimum,
There are four ways of obtaining electrical power:

1. Purchase all power.
2. Purchase all power, but maintain stand-by generating

equipment.
3. Purchase part of power and generate the remainder.

4. Generate sufficient power in the refinery for all its

requirements.

With the first method it is essential that power be avail-

able from at least two incoming power lines, with proper
protection on each to ensure an uninterrupted power
supply.

The second method differs from the first, in that the

stand-by generating equipment is the alternative source of

power supply and is tied in and floating on the line ready
to supply power in case the purchased power fails.

Refining processes require considerable amounts of

steam, often making by-product electric power advanta-

geous. For this reason the third and fourth methods are
recommended. In the third case the quantity of process
steam required produces only part ofthe necessary electric

power, whereas the fourth produces all necessary electric

power as a by-product.
A cessation of electrical power supply not only causes

loss of output, but disorganizes the steady conditions of

temperature and pressures of complicated processes, and
therefore for all such plants an alternative supply should be
provided. The two supplies should be operated in parallel,
but in cases where this is not possible arrangements should
be made for automatically changing over from one supply
to the other in the event offailure ofthe supply in use. The
automatic change-over should be carried out within a mini-
mum period in order to prevent the stoppage of the electric

motors. In this connexion any no-volt coils used with the
motor-control gear should be fitted with delayed-action
devices to ensure that the control switch is not operated
during the change-over.

Distribution network design involves a balancing of
security and economy. This is most evident when the two
chief types of lay-out are considered, namely, the radial and
the interconnected. On a large system maximum security
is undoubtedly obtained byan individual transmission from
the generating station to every distribution centre of a
certain magnitude. With such a lay-out any failure ofmain,

switch gear, or transformer is not likely to affect more than

the supply to the one distribution centre, and it is advisable

to make the duplicate supply to each distribution centre

automatic. The objection to this arrangement is the num-
ber of feeders required. Assuming that spare feeders are

necessary, from 50 to 100% spare feeder capacity is in-

volved, whereas ifgroups of distribution centres arefed from
a common interconnected network a single spare feeder

may act as spare to several other feeders. In the event of

a failure of protective gear, a break-down on any part ofan

interconnected system may affect every other part. Modern
system design has largely been occupied with seeking means
for minimizing these disadvantages of the interconnected

system. In general the radial system is to be preferred with

provision for mutual assistance in case of serious emergency
and for ease in carrying out maintenance without having
to shut down plant.

An electrical power system is made up of many parts,

and all of these parts must be properly designed and co-

ordinated with each other if satisfactory and economical

operation is to be achieved.

The proper development includes the working out of
the system problems such as limiting short circuits and
abnormal voltages, system stability, selective relaying or

isolation of faults, voltage control and regulation.
The question of reserve capacity and multiple sources

of supply to the various plants is important for facilitating

easy maintenance and ensuring continuity of supply.
The network should be such that the reserve parts and

feeders are fitted into a unified system in such a manner
that they can be used to best advantage so that the amount
of spare capacity is reduced to a minimum. Pyramiding
should be avoided.

The constant growth in the power demands to be dealt

with in distribution systems has led to the adoption of

generating units of increasing capacity. For large units the

capital outlay per unit of power is smaller. The larger

plant has also a better efficiency, so that the service is more
economical. The number of machines required for a given

output is smaller with such large units, with the result that

there is considerable saving in switch gear, &c., and
simplification with regard to operation and maintenance.

Increasing attention is now being made to the protection
of plant. The best safeguard for any electric machine is to

adopt a substantial design. Faults, however, occur, and
some means of protection against them must be provided.
The protective relay should be arranged not only to take
over the protection of the machine or parts of an installa-

tion, but also to cause the faulty parts to be cut out as soon
as possible, so that the remaining parts of the system are
able to continue to work undisturbed under all conditions.

Where alternating current is used for electric power
distribution, the standardization of frequency is important.
In Great Britain, France, and other European countries
50 cycles has been adopted as standard, and 60 cycles in

America and elsewhere.

Voltages should be selected after a study of the economic
conditions as determined by a contrast of operating losses

and interest on the investment in copper conductors and
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apparatus when operating at the lower voltages against
the lower operating losses and reduced interest payments
on less copper in conductors, but increased high-voltage
apparatus costs. The economic voltage will in a general
way vary as the load factor, the capacity ofthe plant, and the
distance between the generating station and the load centre.

It is of great importance to adopt or use standard

voltages, as this promotes interchangeability of plant and
apparatus. In Great Britain the standard high-tension
distribution voltages are 3,300, 6,600, and 11,000 volts.

For transmission 33,000 and 66,000 volts are standard-

ized, with 132,000 volts for main lines, linking power
stations, &c.

Standardization of high voltages is more advanced than
that of low voltages. A three-phase distribution voltage of
400 volts giving 230 volts between phases and neutral for
small motors and general electric lighting is now in general
use. In America a voltage of 115 is favoured for general
lighting and similar applications.

Frequency control is of major importance, since service
to many classes of load is involved.

The increasing use of commercial synchronous time
clocks requires some method of compensating for accumu-
lated frequency error. To meet this requirement master
clocks are installed in the generating stations. The master
clocks offer a means of comparing the 50- or 60-cycle
synchronous time to that of a standard timepiece, and thus

permit periodic corrections by slight changes in frequency.
The master clocks should be checked for accuracy daily

against radio time signals. This method of controlling

frequency error is very effective.

Choice as to whether direct-current or alternating-cur-
rent generators should be installed will depend on the

following:

(a) Capacity of plant involved.

(b) Distance of transmission.

(c) The size of loads and applications.

In general where the installation is of reasonable size

alternating-current generators are employed, due to

simplicity of operation and the ease withivhich static trans-

formation can be carried outand thus facilitate transmission
and distribution.

Direct-current machines are seldom wound for a voltage
above 600, but alternating-current generators may be
wound as high as 33,000 volts and for frequencies 25 to

100 cycles per sec. As a general rule where overhead trans-

mission is adopted it is well not to use an extremely high
voltage for the generators themselves, but to use step-up
transformers, in cases where extra high transmission voltage
is necessary. Machines wound for high potential are more
expensive for the same capacity and efficiency, but the cost

of step-up transformers and the losses in these transformers
are saved by using such machines, so that there is a slight

gain in efficiency which may be used in better regulation
of the system. On the other hand, lightning troubles are

liable to be aggravated when transformers are not used,
as the transformers act as additional protection to the

machines, and if the transformers are injured they may be
more readily repaired or replaced.
Modern alternating-current generators of the revolving

field type meet the general requirements of generation for

industrial works.

The standard type comprises revolving field machines
with direct-coupled exciters.

Ventilation is important, and special consideration should

be given to the importance of ensuring steady and uniform
distribution of air throughout the stator, thereby totally

eliminating local heating or air pockets, which might lead

to deterioration of the insulation.

The parallel operation of alternators is a subject which is

exceedingly complex, and a full knowledge of the type of

prime mover, its special characteristics, and the local condi-

tions are essential in order that satisfactory service may be
assured.

The inherent regulation of alternators varies over wide
limits. The regulation is calculated as a percentage rise in

voltage from full load to no load, assuming constant speed
and excitation. There are at times certain disadvantages
to be met with in alternators with close regulation when
required to operate in parallel, and alternators with a wide

regulation are often specified for operation in conjunction
with automatic voltage regulators.
For general distribution 11,000-volt three-phase lines

meet most requirements, as the erection costs are not

appreciably higher than those of 3,300-volt or 6,600-volt

lines, whereas the carrying capacity is considerably greater.
In certain countries types of supports, such as ferro-

concrete, tubular steel, fabricated steel, &c., must be used,
but apart from very high voltage transmission, the earliest

form of support a creosoted wood pole is still in favour
where these are suitable and available.

Various types of conductors have been in general use,
and although it is difficult to justify any type of conductor
other than copper on account of its well-known reliability

and high conductivity, steel-covered aluminium may be
suitable in certain cases on account of higher tensile

strength, resulting in longer span construction and cheaper
lines with less insulators, and consequently greater im-

munity from insular failures and lightning disturbances.

The question whether an earth wire should be erected is

a controversial one. By its elimination a saving can be
effected owing to reduction in size of poles and in cost of
conductor and supporting fittings, but against this must be
considered the installation of separate earth plates at each

support, the resistance of which may be of a high value.

This high resistance may affect the correct operation of
automatic switch gear and give rise to possible danger to
human life and property should a fault occur at that point.
An earth wire is recommended for distribution and trans-

mission lines, as apart from advantages indicated above
the earth wire is undoubtedly of use as a protection against
lightning.

With a view to reducing the duration of interruptions to
a minimum, section switches should be inserted in the lines

at accessible positions and at regular intervals. These
enable the line to be sectionalized rapidly in the event of
a fault, and also are useful when carrying out repairs and
connecting up of new plant.

For the protection of branch lines, a suitable type of
pull-down switch gear having a movable portion of the
fuse gear which can be brought down to the ground level

to enable the fuses to be inserted should be adapted. With
this type of switch gear it is not necessary for the linesman
to climb the pole to replace fuses.

As an alternative to pull-down fuse gear, pole-mounting
automatic circuit breakers provided with reclosing devices

may be used. The disadvantage of oil switches is that

inspection, maintenance, &c., is difficult unless air-break
isolators are provided on either side, which, of course, adds
to the cost. At more important control points, however,
there is ample scope for the use of this type of switch.
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The reclosing devices ensure that a circuit breaker is

not permanently 'opened' because of a momentary fault.

The installation of lightning arresters or surge absorbers

should only be fitted to important lines in exposed positions.

On apparatus where a failure would be of serious conse-

quence, i.e. transformer, dividing box, and switch-gear

insulators, &c., the flash-over value should be increased.

In general, lightning arresters are not favoured in com-

pact networks such as met with in refineries. In oilfields

where the network is generally scattered lightning arresters

and surge absorbers may be used with advantage.

In large refineries it is desirable to run both high-and low-

pressure mains underground. The use of a cable consisting

of impregnated paper insulationwitha lead sheath and steel

armouring laid direct in the ground is now general.

The cost of an underground system is greater than an

overhead system, but as a general rule the additional capital

cost is justified on the ground of less stoppages of plant,

freedom from lightning troubles, and considerably less

obstruction in the refinery due to the elimination of poles

and other overhead structures.

In general, all transformers should be of the three-phase

type and be provided with natural cooling, except in sizes

above 10,000 k.v.a. where air-blast or other form ofcooling

may be employed above approximately half-load.

On-load ratio-changing equipment should be fitted to

all transformers in important sub-stations. The range of

ratio change to be provided depends on the conditions

under which the transformers operate. In general this

equipment should be arranged for automatic operation.

When low-voltage auxiliary supplies are required a small

transformer can be directly connected to the lower voltage
terminals of the power transformer. These auxiliary trans-

formers are treated as an integral part of the main trans-

formers with which they are associated. Each main
transformer should be fitted with a temperature-indicating

device, which registers the temperature of the oil near the

top of the transformer. The indicator can be used to

operate an alarm or to trip a circuit breaker if required.
In the early days of the application of alternating cur-

rents to electrical distribution, the question of voltage

regulation was predominant and transformers even up to

comparatively large sizes were built with reactance values

as low as 2% or even less. This practice was quite natural,
for it was realized that good voltage regulation was desir-

able, but little experience had been gained as to the effects

of short circuits on the system and connected apparatus.
Practice has changed radically, until to-day the values of
reactance for transformers are chosen on the basis of the

minimum value that will allow the transformer to with-

stand the mechanical stresses due to short circuit, and these

values are as high as 10% or even 12%. In these cases the

voltage drop that results is compensated for by on-load

tap-charging equipment on the transformers, or by some
other form of separate voltage regulator. In spite of the

increased circuit reactance which is now usual, the insertion

of additional reactance is quite often necessary.
The most usual application of a current-limiting reactor

is where the conditions on the system result in a short-

circuit k.v.a. beyond the rupturing capacity of the installed

switch gear. Much knowledge has been gained in recent

years as to the capability of a switch of rupturing a short-

circuit current, and in many cases it has been found that

existing switches do not have the rupturing capacity
originally expected. Systems have been extended and more
generating plant installed, thus increasing the possible
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short-circuit k.v.a. Hence it has been necessary to carry

out careful investigations into the characteristics of the

system to determine the relation between the worst possible

fault condition and the capacity of the switch gear to deal

with it.

To replace the existing switch gear with new equipment
of greater rupturing capacity is often an expensive matter,

though there may be circumstances when this course is

justified. It may be possible in some cases to increase the

rupturing capacity of the switches by making some

modifications, such as the replacement of existing contacts

with contacts of a later design. The usual procedure, how-

ever, is to install current-limiting reactors, the effect of

which is to limit the short-circuit current to a value that can

be safely ruptured by the switch gear.

For general distribution only the main sub-stations

should be constructed of brick or stone and equipped with

oil circuit breakers.

The question of whether outdoor or indoor switch gear

should be used depends on cost. It has been found in some
cases that the additional expenses incurred in making
switch gear suitable for outdoor use is greater than the cost

of a building.

For situations where a small demand only is anticipated,

the steel kiosk sub-station will be found to be an economical

proposition. As a general rule, with this type the high-
tension compartment should consist of oil-break or air-

break switch gearfor controlling the incoming and outgoing
feeders in the case of ring mains, and air-break isolators and
fuses for local transformer protection. Ample accommoda-
tion should be provided for the transformer, and provisions
made for at least a 250-k.v.a. transformer, although in the

initial stage a 100-k.v.a. transformer may only be neces-

sary. For the protection of the outgoing low-tension

feeders, distribution fuse units will meet the requirements.
The ventilation of the kiosk should be given considera-

tion, and arrangements must be made to avoid the ingress

of moisture or dust by providing suitable baffles.

The low cost of installing pole-mounting transformers

has resulted hi their extensive use for the provision of
electrical supplies where the demand does not exceed

100-200 k.v.a.

The sizes and types of transformers should be standard-

ized, as this permits of transformers being moved to other

locations to meet load demands which may have increased

or decreased.

The transformers should be of robust design, capable of

withstanding surges due to switching operations and light-

ning disturbances, and the insulators should have a higher
flash-over value than the remainder of the insulators on the

line.

Terminals are fitted either on the cover or on the side of
the tank, but the latter position is preferable for the

inspection of the transformer or changing of tappings.
In deciding the system of connexions to be adopted, the

fundamental and principal factor is to keep the number of
switch units to a minimum. In large sub-stations which are

interconnected, double bus-bars with bus-bar coupling and

sectionalizing circuit breakers may be required.

High-voltage switch gear of theopen and metal-clad types
for both indoor and outdoor services is now in general use.

In the most important sub-stations circuit breakers may
be remote electrically controlled, the source ofpower being
a 1 10-volt accumulator battery for both opening and closing
the breakers. The battery capacity required for breaker

operation, emergency lighting, and indicating purposes is
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approximately 250 amp. hr. at the 10-hour rate. Trickle

charging of batteries is now used to a great extent.

Hand-operated circuit breakers are used in less important
unattended sub-stations where the rupturing and current-

carrying capacity of the switch is sufficiently small to make
hand-closing reasonably easy. In such cases the switches

are tripped by means ofsmall 30-volt accumulator batteries.
Portable oil-drying and filtration equipments should be

used for reconditioning the circuit breaker and transformer
oils.

In power stations the most important condition to be
fulfilled is absolute reliability this is best attained by
making switch gear and station lay-out as simple and easy
to supervise as possible, and also by not attempting to

crowd the plant into too small a space. Only that apparatus
which is necessary to satisfy the above requirements should
be installed. A plant laid out on these lines is easier to

supervise, and not only is the number of mistakes likely to

be made hi operation reduced, but the number of possible
sources of error is diminished as well.

It is important to provide the power station with two
sets of bus-bars which give flexibility to power-station
operations and constitutes a desirable reserve.

In power stations supplying heavy current at low pres-

sures, the instantaneous and steady short-circuit currents

reach very high values, and the switch gear must be designed
to withstand these mechanical and electrical stresses.

Although apparatus design and construction have reached
a high standard, it is nevertheless often necessary to reduce
the values which short-circuit currents would reach by sub-

dividing the bus-bars and in some cases by adding reactors

to the equipment.
When current-limiting reactors are introduced between

generators or bus-bar sections under normal conditions,

practically no current will flow through the reactors, and
as a consequence their presence will in no way affect opera-
tion. However, should a short circuit occur, they will prove
effective in limiting the current that might flow as a result.

In plants for higher pressures with step-up transformers,
the working ofthe generators direct on the low-tension bars
should be avoided, and the output of the transformers
should be made the same as that of the generators, so that

a generator and a transformer can form one unit operating
on the high-tension bus-bars. In this way oil switches on
the low-tension side can be dispensed with. The power
required for the needs of the station itself is in these cases

tapped from one of the generators, or supplied by an
auxiliary generator or small step-down transformer con-

nepted to the high-tension bus-bars.

Automatic voltage regulation of all the generators
should be provided.

Generators of small outputs are protected by over-

current time-limit relays. Units for large outputs and units

working in parallel should be equipped both with over-

current time-limit relays and with reverse power relays, so
that if a fault occurs in the generator itself the latter may
be cut out quickly. Differential relays form an excellent

kind of protection on account of their very rapid action.

To prevent a defective generator from supplying its own
fault, the excitation must be cut off immediately, either by
the over-current relay, the reverse power relay, or the

differential relay. For this purpose automatic exciter field

switches are used.

For pressures up to and including 33,000 volts metal-clad
switch gear is established practice, and outdoor open type
is generally used for higher voltages. On metal-clad gear

all live connexions and all insulation are enclosed in earthed

metal. For the purpose of isolation and maintenance, the

circuit breakers are made to withdraw from the bus-bars

and circuit connexions. In all designs of metal-clad gear
the designer aims to make it impossible to touch or even

see a live connexion; by this means he reduces the risks of

short circuit, prevents danger from shock, and also reduces

to a minimum the maintenance necessary to keep the

switch gear in condition.

The great advantages of metal-clad gear is its compact-
ness, which not only saves space, but allows for easy and
efficient interlocking, the saving of space being due to the

possibility of reducing the spacing and clearances required
with air insulation.

The bus-bars on metal-clad switch gear are enclosed in

metal containers. The copper conductors are usually

wrapped with fibrous insulation and submerged in either

compound or oil. Compound has been mainly used for

this purpose for a number of years, but there is now a

tendency towards the use of oil, particularly at higher

voltages. Oil has the advantage that it is a better trans-

mitter of heat than compound, and where bus-bars carry

heavy currents it allows an appreciable reduction in the

area of conductor. It is usual to keep the oil under a small

pressure by means of conservator tanks as used on trans-

formers.

Cellular type gear is switch gear in which the main con-
nexions and bus-bars are bare conductors mounted on
porcelain insulators. The whole gear is enclosed in brick-

work or concrete cells or equivalent, designed to separate

adjacent switch units. The use of complete phase isolation

by means of walls and floors as followed in cellular con-
struction does not provide any advantage over the metal-
clad type of gear mentioned above.

On account of space required and cost of buildings, out-

door switch gear is generally used for all extra high voltage
work. Open type outdoor switch gear has the advantage
that above certain voltages there is a saving in cost over
other types. With this type of equipment it is possible to

space the gear and conductors widely without undue cost,
and so get security and prevent the spreading of arcs and
fires.

There are, however, objections to outdoor gear. It is

exposed to danger from lightning and to danger of short
circuits from birds, &c. It is also more accessible to mali-
cious damage than indoor gear. Maintenance is difficult

in bad weather, and the cost is relatively high. In dirty
districts it is necessary to maintain the insulation by fre-

quent cleaning of insulators.

The following principles should be followed in laying out
cellular switch gear:

(1) Individual units and equipments should be so

designed that the risks of break-down are reduced
to a minimum.

(2) Separation of equipments by barriers and partitions
so that the failure ofone switch unit does not damage
its neighbour.

(3) The arrangement of switch units and system con-
nexions so that one whole group can be put out of
commission without seriously affecting service.

(4) To provide means of fighting fire, draining, and
handling oil, &c.

(5) To provide for easy and safe maintenance.

(6) Where necessary to section the switch gear with
reactors to keep the breaking duty inside the capacity
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of the circuit breakers and to maintain the voltage

of the system under fault conditions.

(7) To eliminate as far as possible all external inflam-

mable materials,

The principles governing the lay-out of metal-clad gear

do not differ from those applying to cellular type gear,

except that since metal-clad gear has been shown in prac-

tice to possess a considerable degree of fire resistance, is

effectively phase isolated, and offers a much reduced risk

in operation, a certain amount of latitude is permissible

in applying the principles.

Usually the control boards, either of the vertical or desk

type for remote operation of the main switches, areprovided

with panels of sheet steel painted with mat finish, whilst

the instruments, and as far as possible, the apparatus,

should be of flush type and finished in black with nickel-

plated edges and surrounds. The boards can also be made
of marble or slate slabs, but the sheet-steel panels are

preferred.

Closing by hand of large oil breakers for high voltages

or current is only possible at considerable expenditure of

energy, and it often happens that one attendant is not

strong enough for the purpose. In the case of breakers

employed for synchronizing operations, rapid switching is

an important condition, and the application of solenoid or

motor switehing-in apparatus is necessary.

As a general rule it is recommended that all high-voltage

sub-station and power station switch units should be re-

motely operated.
The protection of electrical installations has now reached

a high standard. Large financial losses can be prevented
if the instantaneous clearance of faulty sections and the

stability of healthy sections is assured by means of proper

protective devices. The total cost of a protective system
when expressed as a percentage of the cost of the equip-
ment protected is usually very small and ought to be con-

sidered as an insurance premium.
Protective systems should be designed so that they will

operate with reasonable fault settings. Under average
conditions with good equipment a fault can be cleared hi

under 0-3 sec., counting from the time when the fault

current becomes great enough to operate the relays until

the circuit breakers have opened. The rate of rise of fault

current during this period is so rapid that no relay-tripping

scheme can conceivably cause the circuit breakers to open
hi time to limit the fault current.

The relay settings should therefore be adjusted to a value

that will allow a high stability factor, and unduly low fault

settings should not be aimed at.

\ With the growth of electrical systems both their routine

operation and their operation under emergency conditions

are becoming more complex. On large systems it is usual

to centralize the control in the hands of a control engineer.

Such control deals with the most efficient generation and
distribution of load and with all important routine or

emergency switching. System control is in the process of

active development in so far as giving the control engineer
more direct supervision of the system than is obtainable by
telephone methods, and in the control room visual indica-

tion of the position of the more important circuit breakers

on the system is being provided.

Improved means of electrical communication, more
stable and efficient methods of feeder protection, reliable

devices for the indication at any distance of switch condi-

tions, meter readings, and the like have resulted in the

establishment of remote control systems, which are not

only available at a cost which can be balanced actuarially

to advantage against saving in labour and other charges,

but they provide incalculable advantages in the improved

reliability of the system.

The improved control systems now available are the

result of development work partly on power networks, but

mostly in the field of communication engineering, and

employ well-known basic methods of signal transmission

and apparatus well proved hi telephony and telegraphy,

modified and adapted to suit the particular requirements

of power networks.

In respect of communication and supervisory control,,

the requirements may be summarized as follows:

1. The passage of instructions between the control and
'

subordinate personnel. This may be accomplished by:

(a) Telephone.

(b) Teleprinter.

2. Facilities enabling the control operator to open and

close switches at distant sub-stations or to bring in

and cut out generating plant.

3. Automatic indication to the control operator of the

position or condition of any piece of apparatus at a

distant sub-station or generating station.

4. Facilities enabling the control operator to read meters

at distant stations.

Each of the foregoing services requires a channel of

communication. The channels available employing pilot

wires may be summarized as follows :

1. A buried armoured cable.

2. Aerial wires erected on the same supports as the power

conductors, or on a separate pole line.

3. An aerial cable suspended from a wire attached to the

overhead transmission-line supports, or on a separate

pole line.

4. Lines forming part of the telephone administration.

In addition to the above, two further means of com-

munication are available not requiring the use of pilot

wires, &c., i.e. carrier currents superimposed in overhead

lines and radio.

The consideration of traffic requirements is important.

One channel may be used for several services arranging

that each service occupies the channel as required. Given

a channel of communication, the character of which will

permit of its use for telephone or telegraph, remote control,

supervision, and remote metering, these four services may
be operated over the single channel, the technical arrange-

ments being sufficiently flexible to give any priority

required.

The simplest method of obtaining a measure of central-

ized control of a number of generating stations and sub-

stations forming an interconnected network is to employ

only a straightforward telephone system, and to arrange

for all operations to be performed manually in accordance

with instructions telephoned from the control point. While

this procedure may adequately meet the requirements of

certain networks, it does not provide the advantages offered

by the more comprehensive systems which can be applied

to modern plant. Further, it involves the provision of staff

at each station to carry out the necessary operations,

whereas by the addition of other facilities to the system it

would be possible to leave many of the stations entirely

unattended. For instance, the usual operations effected by
sub-station attendants, such as opening and closing of
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switches, the starting and stopping of all kinds ofconverter

plant, and the regulation of voltage on both alternating-
current and direct-current distribution systems, can readily
be brought under the direct control of a central station.

It is now possible to control a switching station or a

group of remote unattended sub-stations over one pair of

pilot wires, but in this case the amount of selective equip-
ment necessary may be such as so far to increase the total

cost of the system that it would be more economical to

provide an additional communication channel and employ
less complicated apparatus.
The principles upon which selective systems are based

are those commonly employed in automatic telephony, the

signals transmitted over the channel consisting of trains of

impulses, by means ofwhich standard telephone type relays

are operated, which in turn control multi-point automatic

selectors. Thus, by combinations any particular control

gear can be selected and subsequently operated by the trans-

mission of a further signal or signals.

Apart from exceptional circumstances, it is impracticable
to carry out operations at a distant point without the aid

of facilities whereby the actual condition of the plant could

be ascertained. It is therefore usual to consider remote
control and remote indication together under the title of

'Supervisory Control'.

By means ofthe same selective equipment, central indica-

tion can be obtained, either continuously or on demand, of
the condition of almost any kind ofplant. Provision can be
made for the remote indication of the positions of oil

switches, field regulators, induction regulators, and trans-

former tap-changing gear and similar equipment, and
conditions obtaining in generating stations and sub-stations.

The flexibility of modern systems of supervisory control

is such that their use is being extended to the remote control

of pumping stations, all kinds of valves, level indicators,

and in many other directions.

In the majority of cases, remote metering is combined
with remote control and indication, and can be introduced

so that all three services may share one or more channels.

The meter readings are transmitted by trains of impulses
indicative of the deflexion of the originating meters either

continuously or on demand, as with remote indication of
switch positions and the like.

The equipment on the control board consists of a dia-

gram of connexions of the power station and sub-stations

with linking-up network. Coloured lamps show whether

circuit breakers are 'on' or 'off', and instruments provide
all necessary readings.
For the purpose of considering alternative systems of

drive, the plant units in an oil refinery or oilfield may best

be grouped according to the length of time during which

they may be shut down without causing serious incon-

venience and/or damage.
It may be taken that in large pipe stills loss of circulating

pumps should be avoided, not only because of loss of out-

put, but more important is the danger to the distillation

unit through loss of circulating oil, and also because of the

extended time required for restarting.

The various units may be divided into four types:

(a) Those which must not on any account stop.

(b) Those which must not stop more than 5 sec.

(c) Those which may stop up to 5 min., but not longer.

(d) Those which may stop for a period of some hours
without interfering with operations or throughput.

(a) The only way to ensure continuity of supply for these

duties is to have the pumps in duplicate, each of sufficient

size to carry the load and drive each pump of the pair from
a totally different electrical supply. As an alternative, one

pump steam driven and the other driven by an electric

motor with automatic change-over would satisfy the

requirements.

(b) These units should be arranged so that in the event

of a failure of the electricity supply an alternative electrical

supply is automatically switched on after disconnexion has

been made with the faulty feeder. The alternative supply
should be available from an independent source hi prefer-

ence to being taken from another sub-station group.

(c) This should be as (b), but with hand change-over of
electrical supply, or with using as a stand-by, always kept

ready for immediate use, a steam-driven pump.
(d) In this case theusualpractice is to provideno stand-by

or alternative supply, but to carry spares for such parts as

are likely to cause trouble, i.e. spare coils, &c. These can
be installed without entailing a shut-down of the unit for

more than a few hours.

The pumps most commonly used with electric drive are

of the reciprocating, centrifugal, and rotary types.

Both motor and pump characteristics must be examined
before selection of the proper drive can be made. Where
constant-speed operation is required, the squirrel-cage
induction motor or the synchronous motor may be used.

For some constant-speed applications the wound-rotor
induction motor must be used on account of starting

conditions, power-line requirements, or motor size. Adjust-

able-speed operation requires a wound-rotor induction

motor with secondary resistance, a brush-shifting com-
mutator motor or a direct-current motor.

Reciprocating pumps are of slow speed and are prefer-

ably coupled to the motors through gearing. If the pump
must be started against full head, the starting torque must
be great enough to overcome the load. By-pass valves can
be used to reduce the load until full speed is reached,

cutting down the torque considerably. Varied capacity
and pressure require an adjustable-speed motor.
The squirrel-cage motor is generally used for constant-

speed operation. This motor is manufactured in a number
of types with starting torques to suit various starting
conditions.

Wound-rotor induction motors may be necessary for

driving reciprocating pumps where it is desired to limit the

starting current.

If the source of power is direct current, a compound or
shunt-wound motor will operate satisfactorily at constant

speed.
For centrifugal pumps two methods are in common use

to secure variable discharge or head throttling of the dis-

charge valve or variable-speed motor. For constant-speed
constant-head service the squirrel-cage motor provides the

simplest drive.

The wound-rotor motor takes less starting current than
the squirrel-cage type, hence it is used for larger drives.

It causes a minimum voltage disturbance, which is desirable

where the source of power is not large.

In cases where sufficient generating-station capacity is

available, or where permitted by a supply authority,

squirrel-cage motors should be used for all centrifugal

pumps, even up to the largest size, direct-across-the-line

starters ofthe hand-operated or automatic type being used.

The synchronous motor is satisfactory for centrifugal

pump drives, particularly for slow-speed large-capacity

units, and their high efficiency and leading power factor
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make them desirable where power-factor improvement is

necessary.

Brush-shifting alternating-current motors have been

found quite successful for adjustable-speed service. They

require some form of line switch and a means of shifting

the brushes mechanically by a hand wheel, or a small pilot

motor actuated by remote push buttons.

In the case of rotary pumps the selection of suitable

motors follows the lines laid down for centrifugal pumps.
In order to increase the life and considerably reduce

maintenance costs, all electric motors for operation in dusty

or dirty locations should be of the totally enclosed self-

cooled type, having two shells with fan circulation of air

between them. The design should be simple, and such as

will allow of easily cleaning the ventilating channels.

Motors required to operate in the vicinity of inflammable

gas need special protective features to minimize the pos-

sibility of a fire or explosion caused by a spark or arc, and

therefore must be of the flameproof and explosion-proof

type.

As a precaution against fire, pump houses are sometimes

provided with a fire-wall, with the motors and control gear

on one side and the pump handling dangerous products on
the other side (Fig. 1). Whilst this arrangement is more

satisfactory than having standard non-flameproof motors

and control gear in the same house as the pumps, it is

recommended that all pumping units should be placed in

the open, and only flameproof electric motors and flame-

proof control gear used. The motors and pumps may be

given sun protection by fitting a light roof. In some cases

it may be desirable to place the flameproof switch gear in

a separate switch house.

A totally enclosed motor, designed particularly for use in

explosive gases, generally embodies
*

wide-flange' manu-
facture. This construction involves the use of enclosing

parts heavy enough to withstand the pressures of internal

explosions and the use of carefully machined flanged joints

sufficiently wide to cool the flame of an internal explosion
to a point where it will not ignite the surrounding gas.

Bolt holes are bottomed in metal. No gaskets may be used,
as these might be damaged or even omitted during re-

assembling of such apparatus. The joints must be fitted

with a sufficient number of bolts to prevent working or

buckling of the flanges between bolts during an explosion.

Units requiring large electric motors are supplied more

satisfactorily at high voltage, thus relieving the low-tension

distribution system ofload which can be taken by the high-
tension system.

It is difficult to give a definite economic lower limit of
load for supply at high voltage which would be applicable
to all systems, but in the case of 3,300-volt distribution

individual loads of 60 h.p. and over should generally be

supplied direct.

Electric motors should be protected by control gear

having overload releases, which are adjustable and able to

act in a reliable manner at less than 25% overload. This is

very important where motors are used in dangerous areas,
as failure immediately to trip the motor on overload will

result in motor burn-outs with possibility of fire.

The proper type of overload release when accurately

adjusted to suit the particular conditions will not only

prevent a complete burn-out of the motor, but by opening
the circuit breaker give warning that an overload exists.

There are three types of protective devices for preventing

overloading fuses, thermal devices, and solenoid or mag-
netic types of overload releases.
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Fuses are quite satisfactory for protecting small un-

important motors in a safe area for lighting or heating

circuits, but for general motor protection they are not

advisable.

Thermal devices are extensively used as a method of

overload protection for small motors. These types depend

for their action on a bimetallic strip, which is heated by
the current flowing.

The solenoid or magnetic type of overload protection

is entirely satisfactory, and can be arranged with settings

ranging from full-load current upwards, which enables the

circuit breaker to be tripped at any predetermined over-

load. A retarder or time lag is fitted to avoid tripping due

to momentary overloads.

All automatic starters should be of the simple direct-

starting type, and the double-throw auto-transformer

starter or star-delta type should, if possible, be avoided, as

apart from high capital cost much less trouble and main-

tenance charges is experienced with the automatic direct-

starting starters.

In cases where remote operation is not desired and a fire-

wall with look-out windows is used for separating pumps
and motors, ordinary hand-operated control can be used.

The following starting methods are in general use where

for some reason or other universal direct starting is not

possible:

1. By connecting directly to the line. This method is

ordinarily used only for small motors those of less

than 1\ h.p. output because in starting the motor
takes an excessive current, and the voltage regulation

will be disturbed unless there is ample generating

capacity.

2. The delta-star method of starting motors between

7J h.p. and 30 h.p. In this case the stator-coil

terminals are brought out from the frame and con-

nected to the double-throw delta-star control switch.

In starting the coils are connected in star. After the

rotor has attained full speed the switch is thrown over

to the ninning position which connects the coils in

delta, and normal voltage is thereby impressed on
them.

3. By using an auto-transformer starter. With this type
of starter a low voltage can be impressed on the motor
at starting by connecting with a suitable switch to take

on the auto-transformer. This type can be used on
motors from 30 h.p. to 80 h.p.

4. For starting against heavy loads and hi general for

drives above 80 h.p. it is usual to use slip-ring motors,

having a control switch for the stator circuit and a

rotor-resistance starter. With this starter the rotor

circuit is connected to a non-inductive resistance

which can be varied and gradually cut out as the

motor attains speed.

Many industrial circuits with a motor load have a lag-

ging power factor which is often below 80% unless special
feature motors or equipment are used, and it may be desk-

able to improve the power factor.

Where the energy used by such motors is charged for on
a K.W.H. basis only, the use of condensers is advantageous
mainly from a reduction of current loading on switch gear,

transformers, and cables. More usually, however, where an
electric supply is taken from an outside source, a two-part
tariff built up of a 'fixed* charge on a recorded maximum
demand and a K.W.H. charge is in force. Where such a

charge involves the kilo-volt-ampere demand, involving
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rebates for high power factor and penalties for low, a saving
can in many cases be effected by installing condensers or

equivalent apparatus.
The problems encountered in the application of elec-

tricity in oilfields cover an exceedingly wide ground, and
their solution varies according to local conditions.

Frequently one of the greatest difficulties encountered in

development is that of obtaining a supply of water suitable

in quality for boiler make-up, or in sufficient quantity for

condenser circulation, and in this case electricity can be of
the greatest value by permitting generation to take place
at any site within a considerable radius of the field which
offers facilities for water-supply. The water question, of

course, is not so serious where gas- or oil-generating plant
is proposed, and in this case a suitable site central to the

distribution network should be chosen.

An oilfield load, apart from water pumping, gas com-

pression, and similar plants, presents a load the centre of

which is constantly shifting. A comparative heavy load is

taken while a well is being drilled, with peaks during hoist-

ing operations, but once the oil is reached a small pumping
unit is usually sufficient, and in some fields where the oil

gushes out under natural pressure even this is unnecessary
until the pressure falls away, when electric pumping may be

required. These conditions are generally met by providing

high-tension feeders throughout the field area and tapping
therefrom temporary or semi-permanent sub-stations where
the power is stepped down and fed to the units concerned.

When drilling is completed, the drilling equipments are

removed and connected into the power system at some
other point.
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THE initial consideration of these two services for a refinery

is governed by the same factors and broad principles that

pertain to other industrial works, and it is therefore neces-

sary, first, to tabulate the nature and magnitude of the

demands. Analysis of these, together with the available

local supplies ofwater and power, their cost, and the quality

of the local labour, will then suggest the plants best suited

for the conditions. The consideration of these supplies, to

be comprehensive, should cover sites where local electricity

and water supplies are not available and where demands
of staff and housing have to be considered.

No attempt has been made in the following pages to

tabulate costs, as these vary so widely in different countries,

but rather an outline of the different alternatives has been

given for individual assessment. A broad tabulation of the

uses of water and power is given below, as on these the

ultimate choice of all plants must be based, and this table

has been made to include the services outlined in the first

paragraph.

Water

1. Cooling
2. Washing
3. Condensing
4. Steam-raising
5. Fire-fighting
6. Drinking
7. Sanitation

8. Irrigation

Power

1. Lighting
2. Heating
3. Fans

4. Refrigeration
5. Air compressing
6. Distillation

7. Pumping water

8. Pumping oil

9. Transport

Water

With regard to drinking water (6), in most countries this

is available from safe local supplies, but if this is not the

case and the supply is drawn from a river, it may be neces-

sary to have settling tanks, coagulating gear, and chlorina-

tion plant, when the capital and running costs will have to

be carefully assessed.

With reference to irrigation water (8), treatment plant
or settling are rarely necessary, but the cost of separating
the distribution from that of the drinking water must be
considered.

The quality of the boiler water-supply (4) is a matter of
some concern also, for with the use of high-pressure water-
tube boilers the treatment cost of some waters may be

prohibitive, and the boring of artesian or other wells may
be justified.

The cooling, condensing, washing, and fire-fighting
demands fall generally into the same class, whether drawn
from sea, river, or well, as to quality, but to give an
absolutely positive and uninterrupted service, water for

fire-fighting often has its own supply and distributing
system. Depending on the total quantity called for and
the pressure necessary for this service, a choice must be
made where alternatives are available from municipal,
river, sea, or weU supplies, but it will be appreciated that
the quality and the relative cost of treatment generally
settle this automatically, and the major decisions become
ones of plant and possible combinations of the same.
With regard to the choice of plant, the prime movers

being governed by practically the same conditions as to

fuel and site as the power plant, these can be considered

on the same lines and at the same time, but the speed of the

type of pump chosen may affect the choice. The type of

pump is largely governed by the relation of quantity to

head and the suction conditions, but, generally speaking,
the centrifugal pump is preferable to the reciprocating or

the various types of rotary rolling surface pumps, on
account of first cost, cost of prime mover, maintenance,
and reliability.

Before leaving the water question and making a choice

as to the source of supply, the cost of pumping, settling,

storage, and treatment must be finally assessed.

The relative merits of Zeolite and various chemical treat-

ments hot and cold really do not call for consideration

at this stage, but rather when the power plant has been
chosen. They should, however, be given cursory considera-

tion, as if the water is to be used in boilers or in the cooling

jackets of internal-combustion engines, some treatment

may be justified. The delivered cost of salt for regeneration
and the cost of the chemicals will generally decide this,

whether the plant be one of the above types or a combina-
tion of types.

In regard to the 'hot* process when used for boiler feed,
this is intimately connected with continuous blow-down
and de-aeration, and their attendant economies; in fact, so

great a problem does complete treatment become for

high-pressure water boilers 'with heavy make-up that

evaporators can often be justified to-day*
Chlorination for drinking supplies and perhaps for con-

denser circulating water must also be considered hi costing
the treatments.

Power

Having assessed the power demands from the magnitude
of the users tabulated above, the alternatives of steam,

steam-electric, gas-electric, Diesel-electric, and their several

combinations and variations must have consideration.

The refinery demands for lighting, fans, and pumps,
together with the present-day reliability and ease of distribu-

tion of electricity, make it practically certain that one of the
electric combinations will be chosen. The choice of prime
mover then lies between steam, Diesel, or gas, and generally
the availability of the fuel settles this in spite of the higher
thermal efficiency of the Diesel and gas-engine.

In this connexion the efficiency comparison will be
reversed in favour of the steam-turbine combination if a
reasonable process-steam demand can be assured and bled

off from the unit, and also considerable savings will be
made by the reduction in condenser size and circulating
water quantity for such combination.
The Diesel requires a good fuel with a definite sales value,

and whilst the same engine can be converted to use gas fuel,

this takes time, and as gas supplies are generally insufficient

and irregular, it has a limited application only.
The case for the steam-engine or turbine-driven electric

generator for a large refinery is strong, because steam may
be generated with waste gas with heavy unsaleable residues,
or even acid tar, and these, if so desired, may be used all at

the same time and in varying quantities.
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In addition to the above, the process demand for heating
steam and small steam pumping units, &c., in dangerous
locations can readily be met by the use of bled-offor back-

pressure steam in cases as mentioned above, where a
reasonable balance can be struck between electricity

demands and process steam. This possibility has led to

gradually increasing boiler-pressures, and it is fairly com-
mon practice now to generate with steam up to 600 Ib.

pressure and 750 F. total temperature, and exhaust to

process at about 200 Ib. With steam under these conditions,
modern boilers and turbines give a reasonable efficiency,

which, taken into consideration with the cheap fuels indi-

cated above, offer a very attractive proposition.
From a first cost point of view, the speed of the modern

turbine keeps generator and gear costs down far below
those of the Diesel, and balances to a small degree the cost

of the boiler battery.

The above remarks, it will be appreciated, apply to the

refinery main generators only, and must be balanced care-

fully in connexion with the water demands. For a refinery

with a heavy demand for condensing water at the turbines,

with low process steam requirements and a limited supply
of raw water, the Diesel or gas-engine will have a very

strong case on account oftheir reduced water consumption,
if this is not outweighed by the multiplicity of units neces-

sary to carry the load.

For isolated units, compressing plants, &c., with no
demands for heating or back-pressure steam, the high

efficiency of the Diesel and gas units again attracts atten-

tion, and it must be borne in mind when considering these

that in addition to the slow-speed, horizontal, high-com-

pression type, it is now practicable to get these engines in

vertical units running from 500 to 1,000 r.p.m. according
to size.

In refineries adjacent to oil-wells or where dome gas
at pressure is available, small turbines are to-day run

expansively on gas and give trouble-free operation.

If, then, we consider a reasonably large power station

with high-pressure steam-driven generators, to get eco-

nomic stand-by conditions, the visualized load should

be divided by two, and three units of this magnitude
installed, two working and one stand-by. It may be noted

here that steam sets will run 9 to 12 months for 24 hours

a day without change-over against, say, 1/2 weeks for the

Diesel and slightly longer for the gas-engine.

The size of the condensing plants and the circulating

water demands may then be decided upon, the former

depending on the ratio of steam required for electricity

generation to that required for process, and this may in

some cases be helped by drawing current from an outside

source or adjusting the process demand by the use of high-

pressure steam and/or accumulators.

With regard to the boilers, our choice is limited by their

size and pressure, together with the quality and amount of

the make-up. For a station with an output of 12,000 kw.

and a 3/400,000 Ib. per hour demand for steam, the size of

the boiler chosen will probably be above 80,000 Ib. per
hour capacity, and therefore the straight-tube vertical type,

with its advantages in cleaning, maintenance, and inspection,

will be ruled out for manufacturing reasons. Working at

high pressure and with back-pressure 600 Ib. and 200 Ib.

respectively, Lancashire boilers will also be ruled out for

pressure reasons, apart from their small maximum outputs,
whilst with regard to the smoke-tube type, pressure and

scaling difficulties will render them undesirable.

The final choice, then, will probably lie with the bent-tube

in :

type in, say, 100,000 Ib. per hour units, due to its low initial

cost, reliability, and low maintenance.

For auxiliary or supplementary purposes, in the case of

battery evaporations up to 100,000 Ib. per hour, and with

bad water, the Lancashire boiler stands alone, in that it will

evaporate untreated water with a reasonable efficiency and

safety factor. If the dish-ended type be used, scaling is

readily dealtwith, and the battery mayin effect bethe means

of supplying the main boilers with distilled feed make-up
to some extent.

Efforts have been made from time to time to improve
the accessibility for cleaning of the smoke-tube and loco-

motive types of boiler, but the use of these is confined

generally to sites with good water, and even then they offer

no advantages over the water-tube or Lancashire boiler,,

other than in the cost of foundations, or in the latter case

foundations and settings. In the former type the extra cost

is very little, and in the latter it may be minimized by the

use of steel casings.

If the type of boiler chosen, then, is the water-tube ofthe

bent-tube type, it will be found that higher efficiencies and

less maintenance will be obtained if forced draught is used,

and as the boilers w,ill probably be working with at least

two types of fuel and a poor class of labour, automatic

control will bejustified. This may, for simplicity, be applied

to the feed, the fuel, and the flue dampers only; the latter

two are regulated from the pressure of the steam, and apart

from labour economies, the staff will be enabled to operate

far more efficiently and economically.

Boiler-feed water regulators are a great asset, and both

these and controllers are now available in types to which

no objections as to lag and hunting can be taken.

Very few other instruments, apart from level gauges,

pressure gauges, thermometers, CO2 recorders, and indi-

vidual boiler-load indicators, can be justified, although with

this type and size of boiler the former may have to be of the

distant-reading type.

The modern feed pump has very few limitations and is

a distinctly reliable unit, and the old rule of dividing the

load by two and installing three units also applies here.

The type installed in a battery of this magnitude varies

very little, except as to prime mover, the centrifugal

owing to its quantity-pressure ratio, ease in paralleling,

flat pressure curve, and absence of vibration holds the

field apart from its low first cost.

With regard to the prime mover, the speed of this type
of pump suggests a steam turbine or electric motor, and

the possible use of the turbine exhaust for feed heating,

considered with the simplicity of the machine, the fewer

links between fueJL and work, and its ease of automatic

control, render it the most popular.
It is not proposed in this broad consideration to go into

the question of de-aeration, evaporators, and closed-feed

circuits, except to say that the return of condensate from

process renders this a definite problem and that some
de-aeration will be required.

With the feed consideration is tied up the question of

continuous blow-down on the boilers. As it is now possible

with continuous blow-down and careful feed treatment to

keep boilers on steam for periods up to 4,000 hours without

running into dangerous concentrations, it has now become

general practice to adopt this and to link it in with a hot-

feed treatment and flash recovery. This treatment, how-

ever, need not be regarded as final, for the advocates of

water conditioning can with many waters justify additional

treatment with Zeolite or alternatives. It must be realized
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that with boiler pressures above 250 Ib. per sq. in. with

certain waters there is a risk of caustic embrittlement, and

that concentrations must therefore be kept down, and the

combined carbonate hydrate to sulphate ratio of the feed

must not exceed 1-3.

Whilst comment on the superheaters has been left until

now, the troubles experienced are so important that it is

a moot point with gas and liquid fuel if the integral super-

heater must not give way to the independently fired unit.

With varying boiler demands and total steam tempera-

tures in the region of750 F. it is difficult to attain and keep
a steady degree of superheat apart from steam-quantity

variations, and even with a radiant element in the com-

bustion chamber, a rapid falling off with consequent loss

of turbine effkaency is experienced at light loads. This, it

will be appreciated, is not so with independently fired

superheaters, which also lend themselves admirably to

automatic temperature control, and are not so readily

affected by priming. This latter point often becomes a

major issue with modem rapid-circulation boilers, and time

is well spent in considering the many baffling and drying
devices now available for fitting in boiler drums.

The question of burners must obviously be one for de-

tailed consideration with the actual fuels being consumed,
but no difficulty need be anticipated in getting com-
bined burners for gas and oil fuel, or for acid tar, or, if

desired, for pulverized fuel.

Generally speaking, with boilers of the magnitude of

those at present under consideration, in fact down to

batteries of 100,000 Ib. per hour evaporation, there is no
alternative to the pressure system for firing liquid fuel,

and this is best combined with the continuous circulation

of the fuel and, if necessary, a heater.

The question of safety in cases of possible cessation and
restart of the gas supply is generally met by the fitting

of pilot oil-burners, so placed as to fire the incoming gas

immediately, whilst on many installations, apart from the

usual explosion or relief doors, it is usual to so arrange
the flue dampers on a unit in commission that they cannot
be shut, and to arrange all soot blowers inside the casing
and for external operation.

Whilst dealing with the flue conditions, the construction

of these and the boiler casings can well be considered.

Depending on the cost of refractories and brickwork, there

is much to be said for 3-in. firebrick-lined, steel circular

flues, as these are cheap to manufacture, easy to support
and maintain, and free from air leaks and cracks, such as
must develop to the detriment of draught conditions in all-

brick flues.

With regard to boiler casings themselves, in these days
of water-screened combustion chambers it has become
possible to cut the boiler brickwork to a minimum and use

light steel-cased boilers with an asbestos packing between the

casing and the firebrick, Asbestos is mentioned specifically,
as the brittle nature ofslag wool and glass silk renders them
unsuitable from their tendency to powder and pack hard
behind the lower plates, even to the extent of bulging them.
Air preheaters and economizers will probably bejustified,

and these must therefore be considered with the relative

flue exit and feed conditions.

Leaving the boiler house and coming to the turbine or
power house, it is necessary to consider the type of turbine.
The old controversy of impulse or reaction need not cause
any anxious thought, for this matter has now settled itself,
and the blade clearances being ample and safe, steam
consumption then becomes the major issue. This, it is clear,

must include all auxiliaries, and in nearly all cases tenderers'

figures will require adjusting.

The case for the self-contained non-basement type of
machine hardly arises with outputs such as are here under

consideration, and is certainly ruled out if draw-off sets are

to be installed with, say, two sizes of condensers, but it

should be borne in mind that in other cases the fixed ratio

of speed to the turbine of the circulating water and extrac-

tion pumps may be a great disadvantage, and that the drives

of the auxiliaries are fruitful sources of trouble.

In connexion with the circulating water, it will probably
be found preferable to continue the normal practice ofeach
machine having its own pump on account of the higher

pressure on the process water-mains and the fact that the

water may require treatment, but this choice will be depen-
dent to a large degree on the suction conditions.

The question of strainers and settlement can well be left

at present for consideration with the equipment ofthe main

refinery water pumping station, which in riverside sites may
be adjacent to, or actually part of, the power station.

Other points arising in the power station are: type of

building, lay-out, foundations, lighting, rail access, cranes,
air conditioning, metering, and staff accommodation.
The type of building should be spacious, whether in a

temperate or tropical climate, as the effect on efficiency and

personnel is great, and in the eventofoverhauls there should
be ample room to dismantle and lay out any unit ID the

house without impeding rapid and easy access to the rest

of the plant in emergencies. If the house and plant are of

the basement type, the wells should be extremely liberal in

size, as apart from access the light value is such that some
modern stations appear to have the turbines on platforms
rather than the condensers in wells. The switch gallery,

since the introduction of remote instruments, need not be
such a feature, but in the case under review, unless elaborate

metering for refining cost subdivision is insisted on, the old

type of raised gallery is recommended.
With regard to the building proper, in industrial units

lighting and efficiency should never be sacrificed for appear-

ance, and therefore in temperate climates liberal window

space should be the rule. The materials will, of course, be
settled by local supplies, but a steel-framed brick building
is all that can be desired.

Lay-out. The question of basement or non-basement
machines referred to above settles to some degree the lay-

out, but consideration must be given to access between the

boiler house and power station, if these are in separate

buildings, and to the siting ofhot-well de-aerators and other

auxiliaries, both from the supervision and operating point
of view. A good arrangement is to have the boilers face to

face with a central firing aisle leading directly into the end
of the power-station building and remote from the end
with the railway entrance.

The feed and fuel pumps, de-aerators, and possibly the

hot wells, could then be sited in the firing aisle or in an
annexe to the power house to suit the method of super-
vision adopted. The orientation of the sets, diagonally,

longitudinally, or transversely, is then settled by the dimen-
sions of the units and the available space.
The crane in a three-set station need rarely be electrically

driven with the lifting and traversing speeds now general
with hand-operated units, but if the stand-by position is

worse than this, then a power crane is often justified.

The disposition of the auxiliary units, such as ejectors,

circulating pumps, extraction pumps, ventilating plant,

&c., is subservient to the set designer's demands, and apart
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from accessibility for repair and observation does not call

for much consideration.

The effect of automatic and/or remote control on the

lay-out is not drastic, if indeed it is used, for whilst in

America it has made great headway on account of high
labour costs, in England and on the Continent its use is

more or less confined to very large stations.

With regard to foundations, it cannot be emphasized too
much that great care must be exercised as to the bearing
value of the ground and the quality of aggregate used.

These remarks also apply to the chimney foundations, and
whilst little has been said up to now as to the chimneys,
unless architectural amenities have to be observed, the steel

self-supporting type is the most economical, and it should

always be fitted with a safety ladder and slings for painting.
In this connexion it is well to consider the fuel being

used, as with many fuels the sulphur content and flue-gas

temperature are such as to justify lining the stack with

refractory material to its full height.

With regard to the lubricating oil used in the main tur-

bines and auxiliaries, it is now almost standard practice to

run a portion of the oil in circulation continuously through
a centrifuge or pressure filter.

Decisions having been taken on the above basis, the

magnitude and nature of the auxiliary services, and par-

ticularly the water service, can be assessed.

This being done, a decision as to the necessity, or other-

wise, for cooling towers must be made. This choice is

affected by the local climate together with the source and

magnitude of the water-supply, apart from the major com-

parison of pumping and transmission costs versus tower

or tower and fan-power costs. When this decision has been
taken the water-pumping plant may be chosen.

A decision, based principally on the distance of the

supply from the main users, must now be made as to the

prime mover, and if the magnitude of the demands is such
as to justify an independent station, the fewer links between
fuel and the live water-main will generally clinch the matter,
and the pumping station will not be motor driven, but

entirely distinct and independent of the power station,

even to the extent of boilers if a steam station is adopted.
The available fuel will probably weigh against the more
efficient Diesel once more, and as for distribution in quan-
tity at pressures of 100 Ib. per sq. in. and over, the quantity-

pressure ratio will again justify the centrifugal pump, and
the choice of prime mover may well again be the turbine.

This decision permits a small compact and highly efficient

automatically controlled plant to be installed entirely inde-

pendent of the refinery power station, and unaffected by
process demands, fires, or electrical storms.

With regard to the boiler plant, the decisions made for

pressure and superheat will apply again, as, for the probable
size of boiler, 600 Ib. is quite a reasonable pressure and
750 F. is as high as practicable with the metals at present
available.

In this case, unlike the last, bled-oflf or back-pressure

steam, with or without accumulators, should not be con-

sidered if the plant is to be independent of process fluctua-

tions, but consideration may be given to the waterworks

type ofcondenser.
It is not proposed here to go into the suction conditions

in detail; suffice it to say that turbines are applicable to

vertical spindle or horizontal pumps, and that long suctions

require careful design, straight runs, low water velocities,

liberally sized strainers, and the avoidance of valves and

possible air leaks.

In deciding pump speeds particularly with large units

advantage should be taken of recent papers and American

research on the effect of speed on cavitation or erosion,

as otherwise heavy maintenance costs will be incurred,

but with any size of unit it will be found necessary to intro-

duce reducing gears to run the turbine at an efficient speed.

In this connexion no trouble need be anticipated with the

gears, even with ratios as high as ten to one, for modern

design and gear cutting is such that noiseless and efficient

operation can be guaranteed.
The circulating water and extraction pumps in this case

can with advantage be driven by a separate turbine like the

feed pumps, and these with automatic control will give little

or no trouble.

The boilers for this plant will obviously be smaller sized

units than those at the power station, but for the pressure

under review bent-tube boilers will offer many advantages
and be the most economical.

Further economies may be obtained if, say, for use at

stand-by or cleaning periods, a steam line to the power-
station boilers be installed to pool the reserve between the

two batteries.

Continuous blow-down with heat recovery and a hot-feed

treatment may be installed, or the small make-up required

may be taken from the power-station water softeners.

The question ofinduced draught may be considered here,

but it will probably again be found that forced draught

gives the best economy for the least capital expenditure,

and that the use of cheap and/or sulphurous fuels prevents
this and many other finer economies from being economic

propositions.
Another point to consider is that there is probably a

minimum height for safety beyond which it is unwise to

reduce chimneys near or in a refinery area. The lay-out of

the building and the crane equipment will be governed by
the same general principles as the power station, which need

not be recapitulated.

In considering the use of preheaters and/or economizers

at this station or the power station, it is well to examine

the probable sulphur content of the flue gases in relation

to the exit temperatures, as corrosion may result in any
fuel economies being negatived by maintenance costs.

In completing the specifications for these two stations,

it is worth while fixing a colour range for distinctive paint-

ing of the raw water, treated feed, high-pressure steam,

low-pressure steam, and fuel lines, together with a standard

opening rotation for valves.

It is also now general practice to permit the extensive use

of welding for piping and vessels to a firm specification and
under good supervision.

The fire service ofan oil refinery, being perhaps the most
vital plant, demands careful consideration, but it is not pro-

posed here to go into detail as to the numbers and types of

hydrants, foam systems, fire-station mobile equipment, or

fireless locomotives in dangerous areas, but only to discuss

the main supply and distribution of water at pressure. The

pressure, adequate to serve the highest unit in the re-

finery, and the maximum estimated rate per minute having
been decided, the lay-out and size of the distributing mains
should be settled, using as far as possible a ring main

principle to reduce pressure drop and to give a two-way
supply. It is often wise to keep this system independent in

all ways from other refinery services. The pipe system, the

pumps, and their prime movers should all be confined to

this specific duty, and if steam is used, it should be made
possible to isolate a boiler for the service in emergency.
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In choosing the prime mover for this duty, the usual

considerations will not apply, but rather the siting of the

pumps and the facility or speed at which they can be

brought on load. Here, again, steam has many advantages,
and it is possible, with very little cost, to keep a turbine or

engine constantly warm and drained ready for action at

the mere turning ofa hand wheel.
In some refineries the magnitude and reliability of the

ordinary water service is such, thanks to the number of

pumps on stream and its independence of the power sta-

tion, that the fire pump or pumps may be boosters only.

Efficiency would appear to have been neglected in many
of the suggested plants, but where this has not been ruled

out for simplicity, safety, and absolute reliability, it is on
account of the reduced savings due to the use of otherwise

unsaleable fuels. In some refineries or districts, however,
where the residues are saleable and the gas supply very

inadequate, there is no doubt that a case can be made for

a Diesel-electric station, or even for bulk electric supply.
In the former case the station load should be carried in

such a manner that in the event ofa major overhaul of one
of the sets it is still possible to release a set for routine over-
haul about every 3 weeks and still carry the full refinery
load. In this way the engines will continue to develop their

maximum efficiency for long periods without expensive
replacements.
The circulating water for these sets is well worth careful

attention, as in spite of thermostatic control and liberal

cooling a simple treatment is often justified.
The Diesel type of unit can to-day be obtained in very

large horse-powers, but its use is generally confined to small

generating stations, as the use of Diesel generators above
1,500 kw. is unusual and expensive. It will be appreciated
in this connexion that for a station approximating
10/20,000 kw. capacity this would entail an undesirable

multiplicity of sets running at relatively slow speed, with

consequently heavier capital and running costs.

The above remarks also apply to the gas engine if a con-
stant fuel supply of adequate magnitude is available.

The justification of instruments for increased efficiency
and departmental costing is, of course, purely a matter of
capital outlay and becomes more difficult as fuel values

decrease, but their use for automatic control and ease of
operation can often be justified on account of labour costs
and reduction in maintenance.

Little need be said about water settling, as it is rarely that

this is necessary except for drinking, and perhaps in bad
cases for boiler make-up water, as the equipment will be

relatively small and can be made smaller still by the use of

a coagulant.
In conclusion, it may be said that the design and choice

ofpower and water plant for refineries are governed by the

same principles as those for public authorities and industrial

factories, and that it is in the practical application of the

differing demand and local conditions that care must be

exercised, for it must be realized that only the price per kw.

per gallon ofwater or per Ib. of steam willjustify the choice

of plants, and that the capital and maintenance charges are

the major items in the costing of these services.

Withregardto the modern trendtowards the super-boiler,
these can rarely be justified for refinery operation, as the

increased efficiencies become merely a fuel saving, and this

saving with cheap and often unsaleable fuel does not pro-
vide a sufficient credit to balance the enhanced capital cost.

Apart from this, the site is not usually congested, and the

value ofthe space is generally low in comparison with ships
or town sites.

Another of the advantages of some of these new boilers

is the rapidity with which they can be brought on to steam,
but this is discounted in refinery operation, as the load curve
is extremely flat and some notice is always possible of a
heavy increase in demand.

Passing mention has also been made of pulverized fuel,

but this, of course, could only come into commercial con-
sideration if a good market for the refinery residues were
obtainable and slack or cheap coal refuse were available

locally.

With reference to safety precautions generally where con-

tinuity of operation is so vital, electrical development has
been such that it is now possible to get reliable visible

and/oraudible alarms for practically all services, and remote
or push-button control for essential valves or auxiliaries.

With general reference to modern turbine design, the

principal features of interest to the refinery engineer are

the more general use of stainless steel, the displacement of
the old type air pumps, and the better lubricating oil and

governing equipment. In fact, engineering progress to date
is such that reasonable efficiencies and 365 days per annum
operation can be guaranteed for any refinery if reasonable
care is expended on the choice of plant and stand-by

equipment.
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ELECTRICAL PROTECTION OF OIL STORAGE CONTAINERS
By LESTER C. UREN, BJS. 5 A.LM.M.E., A.A.P.G., A.P.L

Professor ofPetroleum Engineering, University of California

THE petroleum industry annually suffers an important
economic loss through the destruction of oil in storage by
fire. Probably no other single factor has been responsible
for so many fires, or for the physical destruction ofso much
crude petroleum, as lightning, and protection against this

natural hazard constitutes one of the most important con-
siderations in the construction and lay-out of oil storage
farms. In the present article explanations are given of the

several ways in which lightning and static electricity may
ignite oil in storage, and descriptions of various devices

that have been adopted and precautions that may be taken
in minimizing the risk of fires from these sources.

In considering the means available for electrical protec-

tion, we must differentiate between the various types of
containers in which crude petroleum may be stored and
the character of the oils. Most crude oil is now stored in

large all-steel tanks with vapour-tight accessories which

present a comparatively small fire hazard. However, there

are still many older tanks in use which were constructed
with wooden or composition roofing on a steel shell. These
are not vapour-tight and are easily ignited under proper
conditions. Some of the most disastrous oil fires have
occurred in large concrete-lined oil storage reservoirs. Such
containers cannot be made vapour-tight, and because of
the very large quantity of oil stored under one roof present
a serious fire risk unless proper precautions are taken,
particularly in storage of oils of high volatility. The less

volatile oils, which do not yield inflammable vapours at
normal storage temperatures, are not likely to become
ignited in any type of storage container.

Conditions attending Oil Storage

To better understand the precautions taken and pro-
tective devices employed in safeguarding stored oil from
destruction by fire, it is desirable to briefly review the con-
ditions attending storage. Storage 'farms* usually com-
prise a number of storage containers, either tanks or

reservoirs, or both, spaced as closely as security against
spread of fire from one container to another will permit.
Earthen fire walls" are generally constructed about each
container to restrict flow of burning oil from one container
to another in case of collapse of a tank or 'boil over' of
the tank contents in time of fire. Storage units are of large
size, tanks of 55,000 to 80,000 bbl. capacity being common,
while reservoirs range in capacity from about a quarter of
a million to more than 4,000,000 bbl. In some instances

many millions of barrels are in storage on an area of but
a few hundred acres.

The most common type of storage container is the steel

tank, which consists of a vertical cylindrical sheU and flat

bottom made up of riveted steel sheets. The roof is usually
conical in form and of low pitch or slope from a central

peak to the eaves where it is attached to the top of the
cylindrical shell. Diameters and heights vary with the

capacity, a 55,000 bbl. tank being 117 ft. in diameter and
29 ft. high at the top of the cylindrical shell, while the
80,000 bbl. tank is 42 ft. high and has a diameter of 1 17 ft.

Some storage tanks are equipped with special forms of flat

roofs, designed to prevent evaporation losses. 'Water-top'
and 'floating-roof tanks are of this type, but these special

forms are more widely used in the storage of refined and
semi-refined products of high volatility than for crude

storage. Conventional conical roof tanks vary chiefly in

the type of material used in constructing the roof and the

precautions taken to avoid vapour loss through the hatches

and about the eaves. Modern tanks have riveted sheet-steel

roofs resting on steel supports with vapour-tight fittings

and securely riveted around the edge to the top of the

vertical cylindrical shell. A cheaper roof construction

makes use oftimber supports and a roofofwooden sheath-

ing covered with roofing paper, composition sheet roofing,
or thin sheet metal. Such roofs are seldom vapour-tight
about the eaves, and it is difficult to make the sheathing
and its covering secure against gas leakage along the many
joints.

Oil storage reservoirs are usually constructed within
earthen embankments, and lined with several inches of
reinforced concrete. The greater part of the reservoir is

generally a depression below the prevailing earth surface,
so that the sloping walls require no support and the roof
is at an elevation of but a few feet above the surrounding
terrain. Reservoirs are usually round or oval in horizontal

projection, the actual dimensions varying with the storage

capacity. The smaller circular reservoirs are 250 ft. or more
in diameter, and the larger elliptical tanks range up to as

much as 1,425 ft. along their major axes. Depths of oil in

storage in these reservoirs range from 20 to 41 ft. The
reservoir bottoms are usually nearly level, sloping only
slightly towards a drainage outlet at one point near the
side wall. The sides range in slope from 1 to 1 to as much
as 2J to 1. The roof is customarily of wooden sheathing
resting on timber supports and covered with roofing paper
or composition sheet roofing. To facilitate drainage, the

roof has a low pitch from a sligjitly elevated central peak.
Such roofs are seldom if ever vapour-tight, it being parti-

cularly difficult to secure a gas-tight joint about the eaves.

Temperatures of oil in storage will depend upon climatic

conditions and upon precautions taken to insulate the

contents of tanks from exterior heat. White or aluminium
painted tanks have lower interior temperatures than tanks

painted with black orother dark-coloured paints. Tempera-
tures within oil stored in reservoirs partly below ground
surface are likely to be lower than in above-ground steel

tankage. Irrespective of all precautions that may be taken,

storage temperatures are usually high enough to permit of

vaporization of the more volatile constituents of the oil,

which accumulate in vapour form in the space between the
tank roof and the surface of the stored oil. With changes
in temperature such as occur between day and night,vapour
is alternately expelled and air drawn in through any open-
ings that permit of movement of gas through the tank roof
or about the eaves. Though the differences in pressure
between the vapour space within the tank and that of the

atmosphere without are slight, it is very difficult to prevent
loss of vapour through minute crevices and openings as
a result of this 'breathing' action of the tank with changes
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in temperature. Where the more volatile crudes are stored,
the space above the oil surface in a tank or reservoir is

nearly always filled with hydrocarbon vapour under a pres-
sure slightly above atmospheric, and the surrounding

atmosphere above the roof surface and about the roof
hatches and vapour vents may contain sufficient vapour
to present a distinct fire or explosion hazard. Within the

vapour space below the roof of the tank there may be
insufficient air to form explosive mixtures, or even to sup-

port combustion, but the presence of a large volume of

vapour capable of explosion or combustion on admixture
with proper proportions of air is a potential hazard in the

event of damage of the tank by lightning.

Ignition of Oil in Storage Containers by Lightning
and Static Electricity

As is well known, lightning discharges are the result of
accumulation of high differences in electrical potential
between cloud masses or between the earth and electrically

charged cloud masses. When the differential potential is

sufficiently great, a discharge of electricity will arc across

the intervening air, giving rise to the phenomenon known
as 'lightning*. Since a lightning discharge results in a very

rapid release of energy, usually concentrated along a very
narrow path and on a small area, its effect may be violently
destructive. The discharge naturally follows the path of
least resistance and is often circuitous. For many years it

has been known that grounded metallic objects provide
a path of low resistance for lightning discharges ;

hence the

use of 'lightning rods' in seeking protection of buildings
and other structures from the destructive effects of light-

ning.

While steel oil-storage tanks and the steel reinforcing
mesh ofconcrete-lined reservoirs are usually well grounded,
and would no doubt in most instances form a likely point
for grounding of electrically charged clouds in the vicinity,

there are very few known instances in which tanks or stored

oil have been destroyed by lightning striking the tank or

reservoir directly. Usually when oil tank and reservoir fires

have accompanied electrical storms, other near-by objects
have been 'struck', or the discharge has been between
overhead cloud masses.

The probable explanation ofthe many tank and reservoir

fires that have occurred at such times lies in the known
development of induced static charges that build up on the

exposed tank and reservoir surfaces. These induced charges

possess voltages sufficiently high to arc across intervening

spaces between insulated or imperfectly bonded portions
of the tank or reservoir roof. Since these same spaces
afford paths of escape for hydrocarbon vapours com-

municating with the vapour space within the tank, the

conditions favour ignition of the gas or perhaps explosions
of air-gas mixtures of sufficient violence to damage the

roof plates and release large quantities of stored vapour
from the space below. Only by ignition of hydrocarbon
vapour above an oil surface may the oil itself be ignited,

and the vapour will only ignite in the presence of sufficient

air to support combustion and only by a flame or suffi-

ciently hot spark.
It has been experimentally determined that it is impos-

sible to produce, by exterior forces, a difference in potential
between two objects within a completely enclosed metal
tank. Hence, such fires as occur within steel storage tanks

have tjieir origin outside or between the roof plates or

different layers of roofing material, and are transmitted to

the vapour space within, along a vapour-filled channel of
communication. Tests have also indicated that the oil and
associated vapour have no direct function in the develop-
ment ofconditions which bring about or promote electrical

discharges. Their ignition is accomplished only by electri-

cal discharge between surrounding objects.

Static charges may be developed on an oil surface within

a tank or reservoir by rapidly flowing or spraying oil into

the vapour space ofa tank, as may sometimes happen when
oil enters, perhaps with some occluded gas, through an
*

over-shot' lead line entering the tank througih a roofhatch.

Static electricity, of this kind, of course, is of frictional

origin and is in no way related to lightning discharges or

secondary charges induced by electrical atmospheric con-

ditions. Static charges on the surface of a large area of oil

may not be promptly drained away, and if by any means
a conducting medium should suddenly ground this charge

through the roof or shell of the tank, static sparks are

possible. Such a conducting path may be provided by
lowering a steel gauging tape through a gauge hatch in the

tank roof. Injecting steam into oil tanks for cleaning or

other purposes may also be responsible for building up
static charges on the oil surface within the tank. It is con-

sidered improbable, however, that many tank or reservoir

fires have originated through frictional static electricity,

particularly in large storage tanks and reservoirs, where
conditions are seldom such as to promote rapid accumula-
tion of static charges from frictional sources.

Protection of Oil Tanks and Reservoirs against

Lightning and Static Electricity Hazards

Knowledge of the character and behaviour of lightning
and related phenomena suggests that protection of storage
farms against direct lightning strokes may be secured by
erecting conducting rods or towers in the vicinity to a suit-

able height. Protection against secondary or induced

charges may be secured by completely enclosing the oil in

a steel tank equipped with a thoroughly bonded and well-

grounded steel roof, or by a suitable network of wires

above the reservoir or tank roof. A modern well-con-

structed and properly grounded steel tank with a riveted

steel roof presents little or no electrical hazard, hence the

various protecting devices are applied to large storage
reservoirs and to tanks having wooden or composition or

poorly bonded sheet-metal roofing.

Experimental tests conducted with miniature tanks and

artificially developed electrical discharges comparable in

intensity with natural lightning confirm the above reason-

ing and show that a high degree of protection is secured

by the means suggested. Tests of this character in two
different laboratories and by different investigators indicate

that if properly grounded conducting rods or towers are

erected in the vicinity of the oil storage containers, so that

no portion of the container is more than from 2\ to 4 times

the height of the rod or tower from its base, any electrical

discharges originating in the atmosphere above will be con-
ducted to the rods or towers and grounded without danger
to the stored oil. The actual ratio of rod height to area

protected is a function of the cloud height, or height of the

source of the electrical discharge above the highest part
of the container, but ranges between 1\ and 4 for cloud

heights prevalent during most thunderstorms. Experiments
also indicate that while absolute protection is not assured,
the hazard created through the development of induced

charges on tank and reservoir roofs is minimized by use
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of a well-grounded wire network above the roof and by
thorough bonding and grounding of all elements of the

roof structure.

Another method of insuring against fire hazards in stored

oil, that is effective in preventing ignition from electrical

as well as other sources, is that of filling the vapour space
of the tank or reservoir, above the oil surface, with inert,

non-combustible gas. Boiler-plant flue gases, which con-
tain chiefly nitrogen and carbon dioxide and very little

oxygen, are effectively used for this purpose. Hydrocarbon
vapours and gases may only burn or explode when oxygen
is available in suitable proportions to support combustion.

By diluting the hydrocarbon vapours in the storage con-

tainers with inert gases of the character mentioned, and
with insufficient oxygen present to support combustion, the

possibility of fire or explosion becomes very remote, even

though electrical discharges may occur in the vicinity. Fre-

quent tests of tank vapours where this character of pro-
tection is applied indicate that it is a most effective means
of preventing tank fires.

Types of Towers used in Lightning Protection

Following several disastrous fires in which many millions

of barrels of oil were destroyed during electrical storms,
California oil companies adopted a system of protection
against the lightning hazard which involves the use ofhigh
towers and grounded wire networks.
The towers used are generally of light latticed construc-

tion, ranging from 75 to 200 ft. high and from 4 to 24 ft.

square at the base. Latticed steel 'poles' of rectangular
cross-section are sometimes used, or, in some instances,

simple poles made up of pipe forms (see Figs. 1 and 2).
The upper portion ofthe tower usually terminates in a joint
of pipe supported in a vertical position and equipped at
its upper end with a pointed tip of copper or other con-

ducting material. The towers or poles rest on concrete
foundations to which they are attached by foundation bolts
embedded in the concrete. It is important that the tower
be well earthed. This may be accomplished by connect-
ing the tower at its base with pipes driven in the earth to

permanently moist subsoil. In some cases wells are sunk
beneath the towers to permanent water-level and the towers
are carefully bonded to the well casings which are set in
metal lathe turnings or charcoal. Often the towers are
bonded to pipelines in the vicinity.

^Frequently
the towers are connected by wires or cables

high above the ground, and these connecting cables are
earthed midway between towers by other connecting
cables that are bonded on pipelines buried in the earth.

One-eighth-inch flexible copper sash cord is conveniently
used for this purpose. One company has employed a sys-
tem in which each tower supports at its summit a cross
bar, which in turn supports three lines of a special barbed
wire, strung from tower to tower (see Fig. 3).
The towers are arranged at suitable intervals about the

edge of the reservoir or tankage area to be protected. In
accordance with the results of experimental studies pre-
viously mentioned, the tower spacing is such that no part
of the reservoir or tankage to be protected is more than
2J to 4 times the height of the towers from the base of one
of them. Three towers or rods of suitable height may be
conveniently used to protect a tank or reservoir of normal
proportions. Elliptical reservoirs require a greater number.
Where tanks are closely spaced, the ratio of the number of
towers or rods to tanks may be less than 3 to 1. In order
to reduce the hazard from side flashes at the base ofa tower

in the grounding ofa lightning discharge, the towers should
be situated at least half the tower height away from the

side of the tank or reservoir. If guy wires are used, it is

desirable that they be short and attached as near the base

of the tower or rod as possible.

'Pipe

FIG. 1. Types of towers used for lightning protection
about California oil storage reservoirs. (By the courtesy
ofMr. R. /. Reed.)

Overhead Network Protection for Tanks
and Reservoirs

For protection against induced charges on the roofs and
other exposed parts of tanks and reservoirs, a well-

grounded network of wires or wire mesh gives partial pro-
tection. Complete protection against secondary sparks
from induced charges is secured by a complete metal roof
the parts of which are well bonded with each other and
with the metal sides. For new construction, tanks are pre-
ferably ofthe all-steel variety, and no special attention need
be given to electrical protection, other than to make certain
that the shell of the tank is suitably grounded and that all

parts are properly bonded. Only in cases whefe tanks or
reservoirs are constructed with wooden or composition
roofing will it be necessary to consider the necessity for
electrical protection and the type of protection' to be pro-
vided. A complete sheathing of sheet metal win be prefer-
able, butmuchmoreexpensivethanawirenetworkprotection



FIG. 2. Tower and wire network light-

ning protection over a California oil-storage
reservoir

FIG. 3. Tower and elevated 3-wire system for

lightning protection over a California oil-storage
reservoir

By the courtesy of Johns-Manville Corporation

FIG. 5. Wire network lightning protection over a California

oil-storage reservoir

By the courtesy of Johns-Manville Corporation

FIG. 6. Wire network lightning protection over a California

oil-storage reservoir

By the courtesy ofJohns- Manville Corporation

FIG. 7. Tower and wire network lightning protection over a California oil-storage reservoir
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which most authorities believe to be sufficient to reduce the

hazard to negligible proportions. The efficiency of a wire

network in rapidly and effectively grounding induced

charges depends upon the diameter and spacing of the

wires, their height above the roof, and the cloud height.

Wire networks above tanks and reservoirs may take a

variety of different forms. Poultry netting or welded wire

mesh may be used, or a system of wires may be employed,

the wire being supported either in parallel lines at short

distances apart or in radiating lines from a post at the roof

peak to the eaves. The latter is the so-called 'umbrella

6ALV- STEEL-
CABLE ^
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Around the edge of the reservoir embankment, posts are

erected about 12 ft. high and 40 ft. apart A f-in. stranded

steel cable supported near the top of each pole extends

completely around the reservoir. To this the radiating or

parallel wires above the reservoir roof are attached (see

Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7). One or more guy wires attached to

each post serves to strengthen the network system and also

to ground the peripheral cable to a buried copper cable

which surrounds the reservoir. This, in turn, is bonded to

all pipelines in the vicinity. The network system should

extend well beyond the edge of the reservoir at all points,

^? POLES

,-GROUND
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FIG 4 Sketches illustrating two methods of supporting wire network lightning protection above oil storage reservoirs.

(By the courtesy ofMr. R. J. ~"^

construction' and is probably used more than any other.

In any case, the wire network should be supported at an

elevation of several feet above the roof of the tank or

reservoir. In some instances where umbrella construction

is used on cylindrical tanks, the wires are attached to a

single post 9 ft. high at the peak of the roof, and radiate

to galvanized iron brackets attached 15 ft. apart around

the eaves of the tank. Supplementary wires connect across

the wider spaces between the radiating wires near the rim

of the tank, so that at no point are the wires more than

4 or 5 ft. apart. No. 12 galvanized wire is used. A copper-

wire cable around the periphery of the tank or reservoir

above the eaves is electrically bonded to each of the

radiating wires, and this peripheral cable is in turn

grounded at a number of points around the ckcumference,

through the supporting guy cables, to a buried pipeline or

copper wire or cable.

On the roofs of large reservoirs, auxiliary post supports

for the radiating wires are provided at suitable intervals.

being carried out as much as 16 ft. in some instances.

Some authorities consider it also advisable to ground the

reinforcing mesh in the concrete lining of the reservoir to

the encircling buried cable, but the necessity for doing this

is somewhat questionable.

Economic Aspects of Electrical Protection of

Oil Storage Farms

Though electrical protection of oil storage tanks and

reservoirs is costly, it is considered worth the cost. This is

evidenced by the many different oil companies that have

adopted it in one form or another, and the large number

of tanks and reservoirs that have received protection during

recent years. This development has been in no small part

due to the activities of a special committee of the American

Petroleum Institute, which has made an exhaustive study

of the problem and given wide distribution to its findings

and recommendations.

Nearly all of the large storage reservoirs in California
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aggregating upwards of 100 million barrels in storage capa-

city, have been equipped with tower protection and many
with roof Etetwork protection. Modern all-steel tanks do

not need electrical protection, but many hundreds of the

older wooden-roof tanks in the Mid-Continent, California,

and Appalachian regions have been provided with roof

network protection. The necessity for this has been em-

phasized repeatedly by tank and reservoir fires attending

electrical storms, in which large quantities of oil and other

property have been destroyed and lives lost. In two storms,

only a few weeks apart during the year 1926, upwards of

8 million barrels of oil were lost together with the con-

tainers in the firing of California storage reservoirs by

atmospheric electricity. California operators have further

reduced the hazard during recent years by storing the more

volatile crudes in steel tankage, using concrete-lined reser-

voirs only for the storage of heavy crudes and 'topped'

fuel oils of low volatility.
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PETROL FIRES IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT
By J. E. RAMSBOTTOM, D.Sc., PhD.

Royal Aircraft Establishment

PETROL is the most dangerous substance present in quan-

tity on aircraft and the problem of lessening the fire risks

attendant on its use has received considerable attention.

One method of attacking the problem is to develop the

use of a safer fuel.

Aviation petrol has a flash-point of about 50 C. If

this could be replaced by a fuel having a flash-point above

normal atmospheric temperature an appreciable measure

of safety would be achieved. Any increase in flash-point

above this would still further lessen the fibre risks.

It is true that under certain conditions high flash-point

fuels are more readily ignited in contact with hot engine

surfaces than petrol, but the intensity of the initial fire and

the rapidity of its spread to the main bulk of the fuel de-

creases with increase in flash-point. The use in petrol

engines of so-called
*

safety' fuels having a flash-point of

30 C. to 40 C. has been proposed and tried to a limited

extent, but a greater degree of safety is obtained with

Diesel oil, and it is probable that any fire which arose from

its use could be extinguished without difficulty.

This fact has been a powerful incentive in the develop-

ment of compression ignition engines. None of these

alternative fuels has, however, been found to provide the

efficiency demanded ofa modern aircraft engine, and safety

measures have, therefore, to be based on the acceptance of

aviation petrol as the fuel in general use.

In view of this, the problem has therefore resolved itself

into:

(a) finding the causes of aircraft fires,

(&) devising methods of prevention,

(c) extinguishing fires before they have reached dan-

gerous dimensions.

Causes of Aircraft Fires

As regards the possible causes of aircraft fires much in-

formation has been obtained from investigations of

numerous accidents and from experimental work related

thereto.

Fires in the Air.

Fires in the air are now comparatively rare. They

generally arise from ignition of petrol released from a

broken pipe or other failure in the supply system. The

source of ignition may be a spark or short circuit in the

electrical system, or ignition may be due to a fault in the

intake or exhaust system of the engine.

Fires on Crashing.

Fires on crashing are more frequent and are generally

of a more serious nature than fires in the air, due to the

large amount of petrol which may be involved. In the

United States [5, 1936], 171 aircraft crash fires were

reported in the period 1930-5, involving 357 fatalities. It is

stated that in a number of these fires the victims were in-

jured in the crash and were trapped by the fire resulting

from the crash. Had it not been for the fire the injured

persons might have been saved.

A number of lists of possible causes of fires on crashing

have been published. These include the direct ignition of

the petrol by the electrical system, the exhaust system, and

by materials other than petrol which have been ignited by
coming into contact with hot metal.

Crash experiments at Wright Fields [4, 1928] with old

aircraft appeared to indicate that electrical systems are a

minor cause compared with exhaust systems.

The possibilities of ignition of petrol by hot exhaust

pipes have been investigated by various observers [3, 1930].

It has been shown that petrol spilt on to the outer surface of

a hot exhaust pipe does not catch fire. The petrol assumes

the spheroidal state on contact with the hot metal and

rapid evaporation occurs which causes local cooling, so

that the vapour never reaches the ignition temperature
before the whole of the liquid has disappeared.

Mineral oil under the same conditions was found to

ignite at 420 C.

Conditions more favourable to the ignition of petrol

exist in the interior of an exhaust pipe and tests have been

carried out to determine the minimum temperature at

which petrol will ignite under these conditions. The
exhaust pipe of a Lion engine was allowed to attain a

temperature of 500 to 600 C., and the engine then stopped.

The burnt gases were cleared out and the pipe allowed to

cool to a predetermined temperature. A definite amount of

petrol was then introduced and observations made. This

procedure was continued at different temperatures with

various quantities of petrol The lowest temperature for

ignition was found to be within the range 300 to 320 C.

with a time lag of from 5 to 7 sec. In further tests in the

laboratory under more controlled conditions, a minimum

ignition temperature of 280 C. was obtained with a lag

period of about 12 sec.

Using jacketed vessels it was found that petrol and air

mixtures exploded after a lag period of about 10 minutes

at 235 C. At higher temperatures the lag period was

shorter, and at 350 C. explosion occurred immediately
the petrol was introduced. It was concluded that risk of

fire exists if petrol finds its way into an exhaust pipe
the temperature of which is above 280 C. The risk is

apparently less for lubricating oil as its minimum ignition

temperature was found to be 50 C. higher than that of

petrol, but Diesel oil had a slightly lower ignition tempera-
ture than petrol. Ignition of petrol and air mixtures by
contact with the exterior surfaces of exhaust pipes may
also conceivably occur at 280 C. ifthemixtures are trapped
in enclosures surrounding the pipe under conditions

similar to those existing in the interior of the pipe. Such
enclosures may possibly be formed by collapse of aircraft

structures in a crash.

If before a crash the ignition is switched off and the

engine then makes several revolutions before it is stopped

by the crash, a slowly burning mixture may remain in the

exhaust pipe or possibly an unburnt mixture which may
explode if the temperature is above 280 C. In actual

crashes it is sometimes found that there is a delay which

may amount to several minutes before fire breaks out. This

may possibly be explained by the lag period observed above

when ignition occurs at temperatures below 350 C.
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If the engine is still running when the aircraft strikes the

ground the exhaust gases or a backfire through the car-

burettor may ignite the petrol liberated from a burst tank or

broken pipe.

Besides the direct ignition of petrol by the exhaust,

ignition through the intervention of other inflammable

substances may take place. It has been shown that lubri-

cating oil, fabric, timber, and dried grass will ignite in con-

tact with hot exhaust pipes. Some of the recorded ignition

temperatures are given below:

Dried grass .

Lubricating oil

Fabric . .

Timber .

400
420
460
560

Apart from the exhaust, fires may be caused by the

electrical system which may be damaged in a crash and

give rise to sparks and short circuits. It is probable that

this is a less likely cause of fires on crashing than the

exhaust system.

Methods of Prevention of Aircraft Fires

There is no doubt that a considerable measure of safety

from petrol fires can be obtained by adopting precautionary
measures in the design of the aircraft [1, 1922], Fire-proof
bulkheads of steel or asbestos faced with aluminium, in-

serted between the engine and the rest of the aircraft, serve

to localize any fire which may break out in the engine com-

partment. It is desirable that carburettor intakes should be

placed outside the engine cowling away from exhaust pipes
or when placed inside should be fitted with flame traps and
that the use of combustible material in the engine com-

partment should be avoided. Other elementary precautions
advocated are the draining and ventilation of the cowling
to prevent the collection of pools of petrol and to clear

places where an explosive mixture might be formed/ the

avoiding ofan accumulation ofpetrol from flooded jets, the

use of a fireproof electrical system, the placing of petrol
tanks as far away as possible from the engine, the fitting of
electric leads away from petrol supply pipes and places
where petrol vapour may be present, the arrangement of
exhaust pipes to prevent exhaust gases from a defective

manifold coming into contact with petrol vapour, and the

bonding of aircraft for wireless installations.

Careful attention to design has in recent years reduced

considerably the number of fires in the air. It is stated that

the fire prevention rules introduced by the French Air

Ministry [6, 1929] reduced the number of fires in the air

from 8% of all accidents in 1926 to 3% in 1927.

The problem of preventing fires on crashing is much
more difficult [2, 1922]. Some of the precautions advocated
above will undoubtedly assist in this direction.

As the exhaust system may be responsible for the

majority of fires on crashing it is desirable that the tem-

perature of the exhaust pipe should be kept as low as pos-
sible and that the pipe should have the maximum possible
rate of cooling. Additional safety would be obtained if a

fire-extinguishing liquid was injected into the engine intake
and exhaust pipe and the latter as well as dangerous parts
of the electrical system sprayed with the fire-extinguishing

liquid at the moment of crashing.

Impact devices have been designed which operate along
the longitudinal axis of an aircraft and function under a
deceleration greater than 4g along this axis. As no air

manoeuvre is known which will produce an acceleration

along this axis greater than 3'5g, these devices will only

operate automatically on crashing.

They can be arranged to shut off the petrol, cut off the

engine ignition, and release a supply of fire-extinguishing

liquid to any desired part of the aircraft. They can also

be actuated at any time by the pilot as a precautionary

measure before a forced landing.

To remove the danger due to the bursting of tanks,

much inquiry has been directed to the subject of crash-

prooftanks and many tests have been carried out. In 1921

the BritishAir Ministryarranged a safety-tank competition,

and a number of designs were submitted. The tanks were

tested by fitting them behind concrete blocks the shape and

size ofan engine and dropping them from a height of 90 ft.

at an angle of 45. None of the designs was, however,

adopted.
lie problem of safety-tank design is to obtain crash

proofness with little sacrifice of fuel capacity and also to

make tanks of the shape required by the aircraft designer.

So far, the development has not reached a stage when it

can be brought into general use.

Extinction of Aircraft Fires

Fire-extinguishing Media.

In dealing with petrol fires on aircraft the following

extinguishing media are in general use:

Carbon tetrachloride.

Methyl bromide.

Carbon dioxide.

Foam.

Carbon tetrachloride, b.p. 76-77 C, was the first of

these extinguishing media to find an extended use on air-

craft. It acts by forming a blanket of non-combustible

gas. The vapour having a high density, 5 times that of air,

is able to maintain a very effective air shield over the petrol

for a sufficient period to arrest combustion. Carbon
tetrachloride readily vaporizes in contact with hot surfaces,

and the accompanying cooling assists to a small extent fire

extinction. It is most effective when applied from a jet in

a highly atomized condition.

Methyl bromide, b.p. 4-5 C., acts in a similar way to

carbon tetrachloride. Its vapour has a density two-thirds

that of carbon tetrachloride and is formed more rapidly.

Owing to its high vapour-pressure methyl bromide is

mixed with 20% of pentachlorethane for use on aircraft

fires. Methyl bromide is best applied in the form of a
solid jet.

As regards the relative effectiveness of carbon tetra-

chloride and methyl bromide, tests carried out on burning
petrol in trays fitted with baffles showed that if the ex-

tinguishing fluids were applied soon after the fire had

started, approximately 3 to 4 times as much carbon tetra-

chloride as methyl bromide was required to obtain com-
plete extinction, but ifthe burning was allowed to continue
until the metal became very hot, the difference in the

quantities of the two fluids required for extinction was
negligible.

The vapours of both these fluids are toxic and they give
rise to toxic decomposition products.
Carbon dioxide is supplied in liquid form in steel cylin-

ders at a pressure of 50 atm. On ejection of the liquid,
reduction in temperature takes place and a spray of gaseous
and solid carbon dioxide snow is obtained. Its fire-

extinguishing action depends upon reducing the oxygen
content of the air and on its cooling action. It has
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advantages over carbon tetrachloride and methyl bromide

in being odourless, non-toxic, and cheap, but on a weight

basis it is less effective for aircraft fires.

Foam is produced by mixing aqueous solutions of

aluminium sulphate and sodium bicarbonate in presence of

saponine or it may be obtained by the mechanical agitation

of air and water in presence of soap or saponine. Its

action is to form a blanket over the burning material, thus

shutting out the air. To get complete extinction of petrol

it is essential that the whole of the burning surface should

be covered with the foam. For fires in the air it is less

effective than the other three.

Extinction of Fire in the Air,

Normally every aircraft carries one or more fire ex-

tinguishers. These are now generally ofthe methyl bromide

or carbon dioxide type. As the effectiveness of fire ex-

tinguishers depends on the rapidity with which they can

be brought into action, attention has been directed in

recent years to the development of the automatic type of

extinguisher. This consists essentially of a sealed vessel

containing the fire extinguishing liquid under pressure,

connected to a number of distributing pipes situated in the

engine compartment. The liquid is released on the out-

break of fire by the action of detectors placed at the most

effective positions.

Tests have shown that by careful arrangement of the

distributing pipes and the detectors, a fire from petrol

flowing at the rate of 3 gallons per minute over an engine

can be extinguished by 3 pints of methyl bromide. The

weight of the complete installation need not exceed 15 Ib.

Success with this type of extinguisher can only be

achieved by making the delivery of extinguishing fluid so

rapid that the fire is extinguished in its early stages.

In the absence ofan effective fire extinguisher many fires

in the air have been extinguished by shutting off the petrol

and side slipping the aircraft.

Extinction of Crash Fires.

If the crash is a severe one the petrol tank may be

smashed and large volumes of petrol instantly liberated.

The inertia forces on the petrol may give rise to a large

cloud offine spray. Ifignition takes place, the whole ofthe

aircraft is at once enveloped in flame and the possibility of

rescuing the occupants is almost hopeless.

In a less severe crash, however, the damage to the petrol

system may only amount to the breaking of pipes or the

development of small leaks in the tank, in which case if

a fire breaks out its development may be slow in its early

stages. If a fire-extinguishing appliance can be rapidly

brought into action, the fire, even if it cannot be completely

extinguished, may be partly subdued or prevented from

reaching overwhelming dimensions, and rescue work may
then proceed with safety, especially if the rescuers are

provided with asbestos suits. The extinguishing media

used in crash fires are foam and carbon dioxide. A foam

producing equipment may consist of cylinders of 30 gallons

or more capacity containing one of the components. An
inner chamber is fitted into each cylinder containing the

other component. In action the solutions are mixed and

the foam is forced through a hose and projected from a

suitable nozzle. Carbon dioxide is usually supplied in

cylinders each containing 50 Ib, of liquid. A tender equip-

ment may contain nine such cylinders in sets of three each

being connected to a hose and discharge horn.

Comparative tests on foam and carbon dioxide have

shown that the latter is much more rapid in action. Under

favourable conditions relatively large fires have been

extinguished by 80 Ib. ofcarbon dioxide in about 1 minute.

The action of foam is slow, since it is necessary to form a

complete blanket over the burning petrol It is, therefore,

difficult to completely extinguish a crash fire, particularly

if petrol is still flowing from pipes and tanks.

An important difference between carbon dioxide and

foam is that with the former, unless the fire is quickly put

out, flames may flash back due to the rapid dispersion of

the carbon dioxide to areas of petrol previously extin-

guished. This constitutes a danger to operators. The

fire may also quickly regain its original intensity if the

application of the carbon dioxide is stopped and a small

hidden flame has been left. In the case of foam, however,

a relatively permanent blanket k formed which prevents

serious flash-backs. It has been found that using carbon

dioxide in conjunction with foam a greater success in

dealing with crash fires can be obtained than is possible

with either alone.
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